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The
1666.

condition and circumstances of

suffering presbyterians,

owned,

alters a little

under

it

must be

this period,

from

to heaven,

and the Lord would please to

appear in their behalf.

Their adversaries

themselves being judges, nothing hitherto of

For near rebellion or disloyalty can be laid to their
body charge; yea, it may be affirmed, that scaixe
of religious and loyal Scotsmen, underwent a greater instance of patience and moderaas much oppression and injustice, as would tion, can be given in any party in Britain.
have put any almost but themselves, upon With the greatest temper they bore the most
quite other methods than they took.
Their arbitrary finings, with the illegal and m.ilitary
legal securities for their reformation, and exaction of them
the outing and confinereligious rights, were removed, their civil ment of their worthy ministers ; the calumwhat

it

was during the former.

six years after the

restoration, that

;

liberties

taken away, their ministers scattered,

and a company of men forced into their
churches, whose practice and morals, as
well as their doctrine,

The

nuisances.
lord

it

all

cross

;

public

over their consciences; piety and

serious religion

and

made them

prelates are brought in to

its

in

execution

is

openly discountenanced,

followers almost put under the
short, a very barbarous military

made use o^

is

their throat

;

and

all

to force

all

down

liberty of petitioning

and addressing against those
charged under the highest

evils, is

dis-

nious and invidious declarations, that their

worshipping

God was

sedition,

and the

hitter

some of the

prosecution, even unto death, of

best of their nobility, gentry, and ministers.

Under

all this

they offered not to

abused with military violence

stir, till

and even

;

then, only sought redress of these grievances

from their persecutors,
lawful magistrates.

whom

True

tioned in arms; but then

it
it

they
is,

owned

as

they peti-

was under a

government, where petitioning, as well as
defensive arms, were discharged as seditious.

Yet How little reason the advocates for passive,
presbyterians silently bear all, and groan and obedience have, to charge presbyterians with
mourn in secret, waiting and hoping, that the guilt of rebellion, and resisting the king,
Providence would open some door or other in this period I am now entering upon, will
for their relief; and humbly praying, that best appear from the true and unbiassed
the cry of their oppression might come up accounts of matter of fact, now to be given ;
J I.

pains.
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will be evident, the rising

it

^^''>f^'"6

which ended
a plain

at Pentland,

[bOOK

emitted December

1665, I find another

7,

country, and a gathering in arms merely for

act in the registers, of the

self-defence, at first neither premeditated nor

they term commission for discipline

designed

and

;

all

they had in view was a

fair

insert

"

and just hearing of their grievances, as to
their religious

and

concerns.

civil

shall

I

then begin this book with an account of that
successless attempt

which
from

best

is

these good

for

known by
end

its tragical

its

ends

name, taken

at Pentland.

CHAP.

II.

Beside the two severe

year.

this

was both proclamations already noticed, which were

of the horrid oppression of the

fruit

under

same

which

date,

and

;

I

here.

it

The

lords of his majesty's privy council,

how

considering
pressing

sin

necessary

it

is

for

sup'

and disorder, that some

fit

persons be assisting to the minister in every
parish,

the

in

do

of discipline;

exercise

recommend

therefore

to the several ministers

of this kingdom, that they make choice of
such a number as they shall think meet, of

I.

the most grave, sober, and discreet persons
AN ACCOUNT OF THE RISING AT PENTLAND, within the parish, to be assisting unto them
AND THE SUFFEHINGS FOLLOWING THERE- in the exercise of discipline commanding
:

persons,

all

UPON, ICGG.

who

be required by the

shall

ministers for that effect, to give their ready

As

far as

and

know, there hath been no

I

distinct narrative of this business

lished as

)'ct

full

pub-

and therefore

to the world;

I

shall

be the larger

some

things which preceded this rising, and

fell

in

mine, and touch at

out the former part of this year.

concurrence and assistance, as said

is.

And

of refusal or delay, that the minister,

in case

he hath acquainted the bishop of the

after

diocese therewith, and has received his order,

require, or cause require them to make their
Then appearance before the brethren of the exer-

and

I shall essay as particular a relation as I can,

cise

of the rising

compear, or compearing refuse to give their

itself, in its

and dispersion, and end

beginnings, progress,
this

distinct accounts, as I can

chapter with as

now

give at this

;

in

case they refuse, or delay to

assistance, as said

is,

the exercise present

that the brethren of
their

names to the

distance of time, of the persons put to death

bishop of the diocese, to be by him trans-

upon

mitted to the lords of his majesty's privy

this

and their carriage

score,

Christian behaviour, waving very

and

much what

council, to the intent they

may be proceeded

hath been already published to the world

against, according to their demerit,

upon those heads.

the

case

And

requireth.

for

and as

the better

maintenance and supply of the poor, they

recommend
and those

An

account of the state of affairs during that

part of the year \&QG, immediately preceding the rising at Pentla7id.

discipline,

accounts of the

him

in the exercise

where any such are or

of

shall be,

that they be careful to collect, and uplift

the fines and penalties, formerly used to be

by kirk-sessions, from scandalous

uplifted

In the former book

to the minister of every parish,
assisting

I

have brought down the

'^tate

persons."

of this church, to the

Several very obvious reflections will offer

end of the year 1665, and one would think
matters are so managed this year following,
as if there had been a formed design to force

themselves to the reader, from this act of

officer

presbyterians into violent measures and by
oppression to make them mad.

by the

An
hinted

act
at,

of council, December

which

I

may

here take

council

:

the necessity and usefulness of that

of Christ's institution in the Christian

church, the ruling elder, very
prelatists,

is

tacitly

much opposed

acknowledged, and

last,

was

a kind of equivalent

in, as

the

request of the prelates, though every waj',

occasion and foundation of some of the
smaller branches of trouble not a few fell

like themselves,

Here

is

is

here erected, at the

a creature of the

civil

likewise a direct attempt

power.

upon our

:

CHAP.

OF THE

I.]

of their

own

new

in bringing in

Redeemer's prerogative,
officers

CHURCH OF SCOTLAND.

framing, as assistants in

parish,

was

cuted

on the same account; and

this year, 1666, perse-

1666.

discipline, one of the keys of the kingdom of from this to Bothwell bridge, he could scarce
heaven
and they are not pitched upon keep his own house with safety. He was
:

according to the

consentienfc plebe sacra,

put to the horn, and his house frequently

searched and spoiled.

William Alexander
and overseers of the Christian people, but to and William Baird in Drips, in the parish of
be pitched upon by the minister and every Carmonnock, were fined in an hundred
one who refuseth, is to be forced into this pounds each, because they would not assist
primitive institution of these representatives

;

work by the secular power of the privy the curate in discipline, in the parish of
Which brings me to add, that the Cathcart. Gasper Tough in the parish of
refusing to join with the curates in discipline, Kilmarnock, was much troubled upon the
council.

was matter of much
terians.

sufi'ering

make

could

I

it

several places, gentlemen

to presby-

evident, that, in

account of his refusal to join with the curate

pitched upon, and the episcopal minister

is

not tied up from any by the act, not from

same

Andrew

In the same town,

there.

and others were Wright, was fined

in

Taylor,

twenty merks, upon the

score.

was upon

this account, amongst other
any desire that they should join with them, things we have heard already, that the laird
It

but with an eye to bring them to trouble.

of Aikenhead, with some other gentlemen,
would never were confined to Inverness, Elgin of Murray,
and other places, at a vast distance from
fall in with them ; for it had been a renouncing of their principles, and falling in with their houses and families.
And it may not

They knew

real presbyterians

It is plain

the prelatical constitution.

the be amiss here to take notice of a letter, a

act of council orders a kind of ordination by

the prelatical presbytery

unto

this

was a

;

copy of which lies before me, from Mr.
and a subjecting John Paterson bishop of Ross, to his son,,

sort of incorporation with

the hierarchy, and a great deal more than a

minister at

simple presence at ordinances dispensed by year,
the curates
last,

the

;

Edinburgh.

without

the

of
It

Glasgow, then

suffer before they

In the former book,

ces of persecution

upon

dated this

is

The

month.

and some who submitted to the among other things, desires

choosed to

first.

archbishop

afterwards

his

bishop,

son " to

my lord St. Andrews, that he looks
upon the temper of the country about him

would do acquaint

some

instan-

this account,

have

to be very cloudy like.

He

complains of a

made up between Seaforth and
and I might now Argyle, and of a change in many who precase, and that of others
add James INIaxwel of Williamwood, whose tended to be friends to prelacy when it was
He adds, that it is certain the
sufferings will come to be narrated in the set up.
progress of this history. A ?e\v more instan- westland gentlemen, who are confined to
ces of hardships upon this head, may suffice Elgin and Inverness, have done more evil
been pointed at

in the laird

of Aikenhead's friendship

;

in a case that

Even

by their coming north, by two stages, than

was very general.

before this act was made, in the

year 1664, John Corsbie in Easter-cotes,

they could have done in their

own houses
many who

they have alienated the hearts of

of Cambuslang, was required were of another principle before ; they have
by Mr. Cunningham incumbent there, to meetings with our great folks, adds he, and
assist him in discipline and when he refused, are better respected nor any bishop in Scotupon the general laws about conformity, land would be. He begs these gentlemen
in the parish

;

and encouragement of orthodox ministers, may be

recalled, that they spread not their

he was summoned before the council and, infection any more; and adds, they are the
upon his noncompearance, was harassed by staple of intelligence between the west and
messengers, with caption against him, for north, among the fanatic party and desires,
many months, and forced to hide, and fre- that the primate may be acquainted of this,
;

;

quently to withdraw from his

Robert Hamilton

in

Spittal,

own
in the

and make
same being seen

house.

his

own

in it."

use of

it,

without his

This letter discovers tn

THE HISTORY OF THE SUFFERINGS
us, that these hardships

1666.

put upon

presbyterians, were ordered in pro-

vidence forthe goodof theircommoninterest.
I

have many a time heard

observed, that

it

!

and collations conform thereto, and all such
would be suspended or deprived, and yet
should dare to presume to

ministry, are to

times of prelacy, was no service done to the

viz.

prelates

:

and those gentlemen's confine-

restoration,

was of no small use to the
and presbytery there;

interests of liberty

and the good

of their confinement

effects

are not yet at an end, and

As

this council

I

hope never

shall.

commission about discip-

was matter of trouble to not a few

line

It.

as

Mr. Bruce, Mr. Dickson, and others, their
confinement in the north, during the former

ment, and that of several ministers since the

[BOOK

ministers as have not obtained presentations

persons

likeas, divers

:

the

exercise

be punished as seditious
acts of parliament,

the IS-lth of our grandfather James VI.

of worthy memory, pari. 8th,

it

statute

is

and ordained, that no person of whatsomever
function, or degree, or quality, shall

upon hand,

to take

privately or

presume
publicly,

in sermons, declamations, or familiar con-

any scandalous speeches

ferences, to utter

to the reproach of us, our privy council,

and proceedings

or to meddle with

;

the

of state, or to deprave our laws and

presbyterians, so the other proclamations

affairs

emitted with

formerly, were a continuing

acts of parliament or council, or to traduce

fund of distress to the ministers lately turned

or reproach our royal estate and government,

Thus

out.

it

I

towards

find,

the

end of under the pains contained

January, at the instigation probably of the

parliament

bishop of Galloway, the council direct letters

leasings.

John Welsh, Mr.

against the reverend Mr.

And

Semple, Mr. Blackader, and others.
that the reader

may

see the grounds they

went upon, and know the form of these
public citations, which in a little time turned
very

common,

ing.

them here from

I shall give

an original before me.
" Charles, Szc.
To our

Forasmeikle as

it is

and shown to us by

Sir

And by

grandfather

is

condemned,

tellers

of

the 1st act of our royal

James,

king

George Buchanan

the acts of

in

makers or

against

his

pari.

Mr.

8th,

book (De Jure

Reg?!!)

as containing sundry offensive

matters worthy to be delete

;

and the havers

of the said book are ordained to bring in

and deliver the same, under the pains therein
mentioned nevertheless, true it is and of
:

lovits,

&c. greet-

humbly meaned
John Nisbet of

verity,
viz.

that the

persons

after

mentioned,

Mr. John Welsh late minister

gray,

Mr. Gabriel Semple

Iron-

at

late minister at

Dirleton knight, advocate for our interest,

Kirkpatrickof the Muir,Mr. John Blackader

and

late

Sir

William Purvis our

solicitor,

agent

for church affairs, that where, notwithstand-

minister

Archbald

Mr.

Traquair,

at

late

minister at

ing of several laws and acts of parliament,

Samuel Arnot

the assembling and convening our subjects

Durham, Mr. John Douglas

without our warrant,

at

is

prohibited and dis-

late minister at Kirkpatrick

Mr.

,

Robert

Dunscoir, Mr.

late minister

Alexander Pedin

late

charged, as a most dangerous and unlawful

minister at

,

Mr. William Reid

late

under the pains against such as
unlawfully convocate our lieges ; and that

minister at

,

Mr. John Wilkie

late

conventicles and unwarrantable meetings and

John Osburn

conventions, under pretence and colour of

ministers at the respective places above

practice,

religion,

and exercise

thereof,

being the

ordinary seminaries of separation and rebellion, are altogether

; and by several
and privy council, pro-

unlawful

acts of parliament

minister at

,

Mr. John Crookshanks and

in Keir,

having been formerly

menand not having obtained lawful presentations and collations, conform to the said

tioned,

act of parliament

;

and they or either of them

being suspended or deprived, at least pretend-

hibited and discharged; by the 1st act of

ing to be ministers, and not authorized

the

it is

lawfully admitted by public authority, to any

declared, that the withdrawing from, the not

charge within this kingdom, at least being per-

.3d

session of the late parliament,

joining with the public
for

divme worship,is

ordinary meetings

to be counted seditious

by an express clause of the said

act, all

;

such

and

sons disaffected to our royal authority and

government, and the government of the
church as

it is

now

established by law

;

and
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laws and acts of parliament foresaid, have, Also, the said Mr. John Biackader
and yet do still presume to keep conven- has ofttimes convened great numbers of the
ticles and private meetings, and presume to
parish of Glencairn, and the neighbouring
preach, and in their sermons and conference parishes, sometimes to the number of a
in

traduce, reflect upon, and
authority,

and the

thousand and upwards, and continues so to
and do every Lord's day ; at which meetings he

declare against

government

ecclesiastical, as it is established

civil

by law

in

church and state; and do not only withdraw

frequently baptizes the children of
affected persons.

And

ail

dis-

Mr.
Robert Archbald does frequently keep condivine worship, but do most seditiously> venticles and meetings in several places, and
by their practice and example, and by thereat did baptize children. As also, the
siklike, the said

from the ordinary and public meetings for

their speeches

endeavour

to

And

same.

and discourses, seduce, and said Mr. Alexander Pedin did keep a confrom the venticle at Ralston, in the parish of Kilmar-

withdraw others

particularly the said

Welsh does presume

once every week, to preach
Irongray, in

in

presbytery

the

Mr. John

nock, about the 10th of October last, where
he baptized the children of Adam Dickie,
the parish of Robert Lyoiburner, and many others ; as

frequently, at

least

also kept a conventicle in Craigie parish, at

of Dumfries,

and these who frequent his the Castie-hili, where he baptized the children
conventicles, do convene together, armed of William Gilmor in Kilmarnock, and
with swords and pistols; at the which Gabriel Simpson, both in the said parish,
meetings he also baptizes children that are and that besides twenty-three children more;

and

himself,

brought to him by disaffected persons
Qt

some times he comes

and

both which conventicles were kept under

into the- sheriffdom

cloud of night, with a great deal of confusion:

;

of Ayr, especially at the latter end of July

as also the said Mr. Alexander rides up and
and did keep a conventicle at Galston down the counti-y with sword and pistols,
Muir, where he baptized many children, in gray clothes.
And also, the said Mr.
namely, a child of Andrew Boyes merchant John Crookslianks does not only frequent,
in Kilmarnock, and of Alexander Mitchel. keep, and hold conventicles, contrary to the
last,

Likeas, the said Mr, John did keep

and acts of parliament, but

foresaid laws

another conventicle at Shirraland in Plim-

does avowedly keep by him that book called

nick parish, about the 1st of November last, Buchanan De Jure Regni, which he has transwhere be baptized the children of James lated out of Latin into English, intending
Mowat in Kilmarnock, John Claig in Dib- thereby to infuse and poison the people

James Gall, and many other persons. with treasonable and seditious principles,
upon the 11th of July last, he kept contained in the said book. As also, the
another conventicle in the same place, where said John Osburn does presume to take
he baptized the children of John Chalmers, upon him to be an officer for giving notice
John Dickie, and David Currie. And also to the people of the said unlawful meetings.
the said Mr. Gabriel Semple did keep a and accordingly, from time to time, doth
land,

As

also,

I

Achmannock, where, amongst acquaint them herewith. B}' which whole
he baptized a child to John deeds, generally and particularly above
Guthrie in the parish of Newmills ; and written, the said persons, and each one of
siklike, kept another conventicle at Labroch- them having incurred the pains and penalties
hill, in October last ; as also does frequently
prescribed by the laws and acts of parliament
conventicle at

many

others,

which ought and should be
upon them, to the terror of others
affected persons,-to see what children there to commit the like in time coming our will
is to be baptized, and so appoints a place is herefore, and we charge you straitly, and
ride to the country in disguise, with

and pistMs,

aij.cl

calls at

sword above

the houses of dis-

specified,

inflicted

:

for

their

meeting

:

and

this

he does, not command, that incontinent, thir our lettefs
seen, ye pass, and in our name and authority

only in the

sheriffdom of Ayr, but also in

many places

of the shire of Nithsdalc, within

command and

charge the persons particularly

:
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above

upon, at

complained

market

Kirkcudbright,

of

cross

the

and how they came

[book

in, will

II.

afterwards coir.e

to be declared.

About this time the council come to some
good resolutions against quakers and papists,
and keep themselves out of the way, that who, as hath been observed, increased
they may not be apprehended, and have no mightily since the overturning of presbycertain constant residence or dwelling, but terian government in this church.
We have
Dumfries, market cross of Edinburgh, pier

in regard they are latest,

and shore of Leith,

do

and walk up and down the country

travel

from place to place
before

the

;

seen, that a good while ago orders had been
compear personally given about them, and letters writ to the

to

of our privy council, at

lords

Edinburgh, or where

happen them

shall

it

The

to answer to the premises, and to hear and

clergy.

see such order taken thereanent, as apper-

registers,

tains,

under the pain of

if

to the horn

them

ting of

they

failzie,

direct, to put

rebellion,
:

and put-

with certification

our other

them

be

letters shall

is,

1st,

the council agree

committee made that

snljstance of what I find in the

" that excom.municate quakers

be proceeded
parliament

formed

:

against conform

to

acts of

that in order to a libel's being

Andrew Robertson,

against

And Anthony

simpliciter thereto.

that ye charge the witnesses under

siklike,

and, February

;

to the report of the

day, and renew their appointments on the

day of

to be for the time, the

bishops

and

Haggat, quakers in prison, orders

be direct to such ministers as can bring in

number of ten information against them, to bring in the
and that
to compear personally before same to the king's advocate
lords, the said day and place, to particularly Mr. Thomas Donaldson bring
and soothfast witnessing, in so far what informations, writings, books, or papers

written, not exceeding the

persons

;

our said
bear

leel

as they

know, or

be spiered at them,

shall

the foresaid matter, under the pain

in

"rebellion

;

with certification to them in man-

The whilk

ner above written.

commit
our

fidl

to

you

conjunctly

power, by

thir

our

we

to do

and specially

letters, delivering

them by you duly execute, and indorsed
again to the bearer.

Given under our

they have anent the

of others

signet,

Ormiston, merchants
in prisoners to

said quakers, or any

Radburn, and Charles

that

:

in

Kelso, be brought

Edinburgh."

" As to papists, that the laws and acts
made against them be put in execution; and

order thereto, that a

in

papists be taken

list

of the whole

up by the minister

parish,

every

in

of our reign the 18th year, 1666.
" Ex deliberatione dominorum secreti

parish,

and an account given who are excom-

at Edinburgh, the 25th day of January, and

municate,

who

not,

who have

interest in the

and who are vagrant and

trafficking

papists; that the lords archbishops recom-

concilii,

" Pet.

mend

Wedderburx."

to the bishops, that they cause the

it

or moderator of
were formed upon informa- the presbytery where churches are vacant,
minister of every {)arish,

Those

letters

tions taken at random,

and therefore must

not be reckoned proof of matters of fact

advanced

send in their

to

that the

lists

with

diligence

all

magistrates of Edinburgh search

in them
and what I remark here after any meetings kept by papists in Edinwould be carried along by the reader, to burgh, Canongate, or any of their liberties,
many of the general charges against suffering and delate their names to the council that
j

:

ministers, and others which follow

;

such of a

list

of

all

excomnnuiicate papists be given

them as could with safety appear, disproved
most of what was informed against them.

in

In the case before us,

names, that they

1

only notice, that

it

to the lords of session, that they

the most patent place a roll

authority.

or declared

Such

against

declarations

strangers in Scotland for

many

the king's

were

years

:

yet

All

this, as

nothing

when and

it

;

far

affix

of their

may be debarred from

was a falsehood here insinuate, that Mr. defending or pursuing
Welsh, or any of those reverend ministers them."
preached

may

any

as I can

quakers and papists

cause

find,
still

was only presbyterians

before

came

to

increased,

whom

the

;
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The same day

about, during this

Ram-

I find

1G66.

James

reign, and they are borne down with the
Thus, upon the 8th of
greatest violence.

say, relict of the reverend Mr.

February this year, the council emitted a
proclamation against a book published by

are brought before the council, merely be-

one of the banished ministers in Holland
" Apolegetical Relation
last year, intituled, an

custody, although as yet no law was against

Guthrie, and Sophia Guthrie her daughter,

cause the foresaid book was foimd

it

;

in their

and one needs not wonder they should

of the Particular Sufferings of the Faithful have a book in their hands, which gives so
Ministers and Professors of the Church of just an account of so near a relation of theirs
Scotland, since August 1660."
it in

a note.*

This book

is

I

have added

ordered to be

burnt by the hand of the hangman, in the
High Street of Edinburgh. All who have

them up to
the next magistrate by such a day; and
after that, if any have them in their possession, they are to be fined in two thousand
any copies are ordered to give

This method, now so common, did
not answer the end proposed, for people
ran the more greedily after such prohibited

merks.

books; but the managers who could not
permit their evil works to be brought to the
light, and were not in case to answer plain
matter of

fact,

had no other way but

this of

the papists left them.

*

Proclamation against the Apologctical Narration, February Sth, 1660.

lords of his majesty's privy council, conthat by divers ancient and laudable laws
and acts oCparUament, and particularly the 10th
ot king
act, 10th pari, the l3Uh act, Sth pari,
James VI. of blessed memory, and by several
venprinters,
authors,
the
other laws and acts,

The

sifleriiig

or disposers of infamous and scandalous
are putiishable by death, confiscation of
moveables, and divers other high pains and
punishments; and the said lords being informed,
that there has been a pamphlet, of the nature
foresaid, imported, "an Apologetical Narration
of the Suffering Ministers of the Kirk of Scotland, since August 1660," wliich is printed and
dispersed into several parts of this kingdom;
and upon examination and perusal thereof, is
ters,

libels,

to be full of seditious, treasonable, and
rebellious principles, contrived of purpose to
traduce the king's authority and government,

found

the proceedings of the late parliament, and the
king's privy council, contrary to the truth of
the protestant religion, as it is protest within
this kingdom, and established by law; and thereby to seduce the lieges from their allegiance and
obedience, and to strengthen the disaffected in
their rebellious principles, tenets, and practices.
Therefore, and to vindicate the honour of this
kingdom, and to witness and declare, that such
principles and tenets, as are contained in the said

pamphlet, are detested and abhorred by them,
as treasonable and seditious, and are contrary to
the laws of this kingdom, and destructive to the
king's authority and prerogative royal, under

as

Upon

Mr. Guthrie.

their refusing to

upon oath, what they knew as to the
author of the book, and to discover from
declare

whom

they received

them both

it

;

the council sentences

to be sent to Zetland, there to

be confined during pleasure, and to be kept
close prisoners

till

they were sent there.

The next council-day, March 2d, I find the
members so sensible of the harshness of this
sentence, that upon a petition presented
from those two gentlewomen, craving their
confinement may be altered to some place

upon the continent, the matter is referred
to the commissioner, to do as he finds
cause.

In the beginning of this year, presbyterian

which this kingdom hath flourished for many
and that they may show how much they
abominate such tenets and principles, they ordain
that upon the 14th day of February instant, the
said pamphlet be publicly burned on the High
ages,

market-cross,
and that all
havers of any of the said pamphlets, residing
bring in and
shall
besouth the water of Tay,
deliver the same to the sheriffs of the respective
shires, or their deputes, to be transmitted to the
clerk of privy council by them, betwixt and the
and benorth the
last day of February instant
said water, betwixt and the 21st day of March
next with certitication, that if thereafter any
person of whatsomever degree, quality or sex
they shall be of, shall have any of the said
printed cojiies in their custody or possession,
that they shall be liable in jjaymeiit of tlie sum
of two 'thousand pounds Scots money, to be
exacted without any favour or defalcation. A nd
further, if they or any other person shall be
found hereafter to be contriver, abetter, or
publishing,
assister to the making up, printing,
or dispersing of the said seditious pamphlets,
that they shall be proceeded against as authors,
printers, importers, venters, or dispersers of
seditious and infamous libels, and all pains and
penalties made against them, shall be inflicted
without mercy ; and ordain the magistrates of the
town of Edinburgh, to cause burn one of the
Street of Edinburgli, near to

tlie

by the hand of the hangman

;

;

:

foresaid
copies of the said pamphlets, ia manner
and these presents to be forthwith printed and
published at the market-cross of Edinburgh,
and other places needful, that none pretend
iffuorance.
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some

had
naa

ministers

connivance,'

.

call

their

live in

of the importunate multitude, was

not yet so great as afterwards, and generally

own

they only preached to their

a few neighbours who
their houses.

families,

now and then stole

Field

preachings,

and
into

unless

it

some few places in the south, where
the people would not hear the curates, w ere
were

in

The meetings of

but very rare.

civil

[BOOK
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matters; and prelacy

and

.

and were permitted to

hired houses, when turned out of their livings.

The

oppression in

the epis-

popery

pave the way for slavery;

in Scotland,

he was so grievous an oppressor of the city
of Glasgow, that the greatest malignants, a?the

Scotland were

of prelacy in

friends

formerly called there, were obliged to proagainst

test

encroachments upon the

his

magistracy in that

He

city-

several of the presbyterian

had been connived
his accession;

turned out

ministers,

who

at in their charges before

such as Mr. William Hamilton

copal ministers in cities and towns, except

minister at Glasford, in the shire of Lanark,,

where they were openly profane and vicious,
were as much frequented as they could well
Indeed evils grevv among them, and
expect.

and others.

and reproachful sermons,
their open share in the cruelties and oppression, which we shall heai* of, with their

his cruelties

their impertinent

lewd

At

lives,

were vigorous instruments

in helping

and many of the

severities this year,

This spring Sir James Turner makes a

numbers of hearers they had,

churches longer than they did

would have

as

throng

:

their

but they

churches, as

presbyterian ministers formerly had

the

and

;

if

and south, and
they yet

was the severest

it

Now

felt.

visitation

the curate, with two or

made

their exactions as

Their severities the

large as they would.

former years were mostly upon the

not procure hearers,

people; but

it

resolved, terror,

is

and fear shall.
Mr. Alexander Burnet,

force,

if

at this time arch-

his

now

The

tenant must be oppressed if

sermons.

his landlord withdrew,

better in case for this, that last year he was

family attended

due, he

best morals

his Simoniacal

may

lish

hear,

one of the
;

yet

for his regress to his

had been turned out,

was but

He was

certainly

the present clergy

compact

bishopric, after he

tion.

was

among

give every

little for

as

his reputa-

a mighty bigot for the Eng-

ceremonies and forms, and as forward

to have

all

the usages of that church intro-

duced to Scotland, as

if

he had been educated

were not

lady, servants, or tenants,

exact in their attendance on the incumbent's

bishop of Glasgow, was the great manager

To

common

the gentleman must pay,

of the west country persecution, and the
admitted a privy counsellor.

whom

three of Sir James's soldiers, fined

they pleased, and

regard to their persons and sermons could

•we

in

third visit to the presbyterians in the west

the

his

were

the bounds of his archbishopric.

they could have been satisfied

many thought they might have enjoyed

man

forward

and oppression of the country ;.

quickly after this altered matters.

this time, if

with

His underlings, especially those

consecrated according to the foreign forms,,

though he and his

The widow, the

closely.

fatherless, the old

and

infirm, are not spared;,

the poor must beg to pay their church fines.

The meat

is

snatched from the innocent

children's mouths,

pleasure dogs.

upon,

till

all

and given to the

Many

the substance was eaten up,

and then the furniture
Thus multitudes of poor
tered,
If

soldiers'

houses were quartered

is

sold or burnt.

families

and reduced to the

any complained to the

were scat-

last extremity.
officers,

of the

and barbarous procedure of their
pleased with these pageantries, he could soldiers, they were beaten ; if to the stateshave almost submitted to the old claim of men, they were neglected. It was said,
the see of York over the chiu-ch of Scotland. some of our noblemen at this time, were so

by bishop Laud;

At

yea, to have his

fancy

he put

five or

his first diocesan meeting,

six of his curates publlc!3'in orders after the

English

pontifical

to

inure

the west of

illegal

far

wearied of the merciless methods of

the prelates, that they appeared very
careful

how

little

odious they rendered themselves.

To make good

Indeed, if the bishops were formerly hated for

the remark I foraierly made, that imposition

and profaneness, every merciful
and ingenuous man now loathed their cruel

Scotland to these novelties.

in

matters of religion goes hand in hand w ith

their perjury
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and unrelenting temper ; and their own practhem a great deal more hurt than
all the field-meetings, and preachings, in

Another kind of fines exacted

houses privately, were capable of doing.

fifty

ton, in his second session of parliament, of
which above : the payment of those was
suspended from time to time, till Middleton

In

thousand pounds Scots

from the west country, precisely

The

nonconformity.

for

out.
A little after, as we have
were divided into two moieties,
and a day assigned for the payment of the
Some who were able, and well infirst.

was turned

their

prodigious sums ex-

seen, they

torted in the south of Scotland about this
time, are set

down

in Naphtali,

not resume them here

:

and

shall

I

only the reader

who formed

of the hazard of delays, paid the

hath time to bestow upon those things, will

share,

and got

find a letter from a person of

many

others did not.

good note

in

their discharge; but a

At length a

the south to his friend at Edinburgh, with

mation comes out, ordering

an annexed account of the general sums,

whole

and particular instances of oppressions. I
have some ground to think the paper I have

this present year

may be an

original, taken

by a worthy person

take his

employed

to

account from the

method was

draw

particular parishes
it,

this
;

and so

I

tali is

• Letter from

day
and the council remit

imposed against the
;

of
it

own way
this

:

to collect the fines.

His

the troopers of the king's

country, especially in the west and south,

a gentleman in Gallowai/.

:

:

he be ill looked on, and put himself in
hazard of greater sufferings, as several here have
found by sad experience, for complaining to the
commanders. The first ot these sufferings was
begun the year 1G03, about mid JMay, when the
forces came into Dumfries and Kircudbright.
lest

know

the prosent condition of
this afflicted country, hath ottered me occasion
to procure you some account of the grievous
sufTerings of several parishes, especially witliiu
the stewartry of Gallowaj', upon the account of
not submitting to the government of prelacy,
and such preachers as are thrust in upon them
hy it. Sir, any thing I can say here, is but a
hint in comparison of what might be found
upon a more full search ; yet the little vie^v
that is given you here, 1 suppose is well
instructed from the particulars of every family
and person who suffered in these parishes,
though (for shortness) I have sent you only the
sum of the whole in each parish. Truly, Sir,
though I be no fanatic, nor favourer of fanaticism, yet I cannot hut be deeply affected, not
only as a Christian, hut as a man and member
within this kingdom ; for these things that are
fallen out here, seem to import, not only the
breaking of some of that party called fanatics,
but the quite undoing of a considerable part of
this kingdom, and putting them out of all
capacity to be serviceable in the necessary
defence of the rest, against the invasions of a
foreigti army, when we are so often threatened
for in these bounds generally all men (without
difference) are disobliged, and discouraged from
doing any service in that sort, if there should be
occasion offered, I wish a due impression upon
you also, and every one who minds the general
good of the land, and chiefly our rulers, upon
whom are the managing of affairs under his
majesty, that remedy might be found out for
preventing the weakening and destroying our
fHvn selves, especially now when we are in hazard from our enemies abroad but it is a sad matter that no man dare represent his grievances or
complain of wrongs done to him or his interests,
II.

procla-

pay the

where most of the fined persons were, with

s:r.

desire to

to

guard are ordered to different parts of the

Naph-

perhaps taken.*

Your

fine

all

first

good

to the commissioner the earl of Rothes, to

have annexed

as that from which the account in

1666.

poor country, were those imposed by Middle-

a few weeks the curates and soldiers gathered upwards of

this

year, to complete the misery of tlie

tices did

The second was in the year 16(35, when the
party, horse and foot, came in under the command of Sir James Turner. The third was in
this present year 1666, about the month of
March, or beginning of April, when the party
came in under the command of the said Sir
James Turner, who yet continues in the counAt the first two times, the stewartry of
try.
Galloway mainly suffered by them, but in this
last expedition, not only Galloway, but also the
sheritt'dom of Nithsdale hath suffered, (of both
which I have sent you a short account here
First, as to their grievous exactions
enclosed.)
from that people, who were but poor before this
Next, you
time, in comparison of other parts.
will find some instances of several of the soldiers'
inhuman, and also atheistical deportment, in
I could have sent you likewise
these bounds.
account of many stumblingblocks the people
have from their present preachers, whom they
call curates, both as to their abrupt entry, and
contrary their consent ; and as to the light and
unsober conversation (of the most part of them)
^vherever they come, as also their insolent and
unbeseeming carriage in pulpit but I forbear in
this, lest I trouble you with tediousness, there
are so many instances of this sort; and it is
needless, seeing they are so notour to all men in
these bounds: only (to make you laugh) I must
add one, before I proceed, which is certain.
One of these called curates, on a certain Sabbath,
inveighing against his people that they did not
keep the kirk, he threatened them after this
mnniier, " God zior 1 1)c hanged over the balk of
that kirk ;" and at another time, " God nor 1 be
:

;

lists

of those from

to uplift such

whom

they were

and such sums.

lists, till

ovf^r this pulpit, but I shall gar you all
By
in from tht; highest to the lowest."
these things, you may easily guess it' these men
be fit to travel in the weighty work of the

hanged

severe orders, a new snare was
added further to corrupt the country ; any
who would take the oath of supremacy, and

2.

In the parish of Dalrj', forty-

3.

In Balmaclellan, forty-nine

three families,

(•(line

ministry, or that they can either gait) love or
authority among the people, for all the business
Sir,
that is made to bring theni to subjection.
I hope you will not question but 1 am a lover
of his majesty's interest, and the country's good,
having giving some proof of this in former times
but considering the carriage of these men, and
of them who are employed at this time to bring
the peoi)le to conformity, lam far mistaken if
either the one or the other be fit instruments
f(!r persuading others to tlieir duty either to
God or man ; yea, I am apprehensive that the
way which is taken, shall prove a mean of
strengthening that people in their former principles, and reuderiiig episcopacy, bishops, and
such preachers, more hateful to liiem than ever
before, rather than bring them to a cheerful
submission ; and others who shall hear of the
very deplorable case of this country, cannot but
be'iriduced b^th to compassionate them, and also
grow in more dislike of the course now carried
And to speak the truth, it seems, there
on.
could not have been a more expeditious way
found out for weakening that cause of conformity, and strengthening that cause of those who
now suffer; yea, I dare say, it hath done as
much to this purpose, if not more, than all the
preachings on the hills and in houses, by tile
casten out ministers. This people are weakened
in their estates indeed, but consirmed in their
opinion.
It is palpable tiiat the intended conformity cannot be gained by such extreme
dealing, but rather marred; and will not the
report of this rigid dealing, (v/hich cannot Ije
hid) have influence ujion all those of their
judgment, to alienate them the more from the
course ? I confess, this considei'ation is like to
have little weight with some covetous soldiers,
(employed here) assuming to themselves an arbitrary power to prey upon a desolate people for
but I expect that juditheir own private gain
cious and unbiassed men, Avho tender the good
interest therein,
majesty's
and
liis
of the country,
-will lay this to heart, and" take their best way to
represent it to our rulers, for remedy in the
matter, and moving their compassion toward a
poor people, that have i'ew to speak for them.
Sir, I shall detaiji you no longer from reading
this enclosed relation, but tendering my respects
;

your wife,

I rest.
Sir,

Yoiu' humble sciTant.

Follows that brief relation of this country's
sufferings, wl.ich I promised you in my letter,
wherein tit is is enclosed, in which you have set

down,

Some

1. The eiuimerate sums of money.
2.
general aggravations. 3. Some p;a-ticu-

lar instances.
J.

The

parish of Carsfairn, fortynine families, in that called
kirk-firips, has sufi'ered f';e
Jocsof
.
.
L.4,S64. 17
.
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they had paid to the utmost farthing.

The With these

gentlemen of the guard were commanded to
take free quarters in the houses of all in their

to
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L. 9,577

.

.

families,
4.

b.

G.

7.

In the parish of Balmaghie,
nine families,
In Tungland parish, out of
two or tln-ee poor families,

In Twynam parish, from
some poor persons,
In Borg parish, out of twenty
families,

8.
9.

In Cirton parish, out of nine
poor families,
In Anvvith parish, from some
po(rr families,

10.

In Kirkpatrick-durham

]>ar-

out
of
thirty-four
inconsiderable families,
ish,

11.

In Kirkmabreck parish, some

12.

In Monygaff, three families,
In Ivirkcudbright, eighteen

few
13.

families,

families,
14.

In Lochrutton parish, out of
thirty-seven poor fainilies,
notwithstanding they want

15.

In Traquair parish, twelve

a minister

IG.
17.

18.
19.

poor families,
In Kells parish,
In Corsmichael parish,
Parton parish, from
In
twenty-four families,
In Irongray parish, forty-

two

families,

.

In the sheriffdom of Nithsdale, or
Dumfriesshire,
1.

In the town and parish of
Dumfries, from fifty-one

was exacted the
.
.
Sinn of
.
2. In the parish of Kirkmaho,
from twenty poor families,
families,

3.

In Dunscore parish, from
fourteen families,

4.

In Glencairn
families,

jjarish,

from
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subscribe the declaration openly in any court,

had the half of the

fine remitted, as

had

men,

11
and

commons,
when the troopers came to their
gentlemen,

16G6.

and such who hatl houses, if they had not the monej', went
must have the whole presently and borrowed it, and gave it them :
enacted with the utmost rigour.
Through but this was not all, they must go to Edinthe west and south, multitudes were obliged burgh, and report their discharge, and when
been concerted

no latitude

last jear;

for those,

to pa}- the whole, yea

much more.

Noble-

.nlrcady, tliere are sovpi-nl persons that have not
got their fines, and others their cess-money, as
yet paid; but is to be exacted.
4. That several of the poor people (through
fear) have i;iven out <!iv(>rs times buds and bribes
in money and other things, to some oitii-ers
and soldiers, for ki'i-ping cess and quarter oft
them, which notwithstanding profited little or
nothing.
5. Tiiat all these forementioned stuns are,
by and attour all the fines, imposed by the state,
which, ^vitliin tlie stcwartry of Galloway, upon
ninety-one perso.is, extends to the sum of
^'17,860 and in tlie sheriffdom of Nithsdale,
upon forty-one persons, extend to ^'29,260;
wbi(^h being laid together, the parliament fines
within the stewartry of Gallowav, and sheriffdom of Nithsdale, ex"tend to £77,120; and that,
besides the expenses of cess and quarter for
the fines themselves, for several persons, was
put to pay near as tnuch more cess as their fines
;

came

to besides quarter.

That by and attour

all the foresaid losses,
there are many families fwhose sums are not
here reckoned) in probability totally ruined,
and many others scattered already; for instance,
in Lochrutton, a little parish, 1 fii;d to be reckoneil to be above sixteen familes utterly broken.
In Irongray parish, the most part of the families
put from house-keeping alrer.Jy, the soldiers
having violently taken away, both tliere and
elsewhere, from several families, the thing tliey
should have lived on, even to the leading away
of their hay-stacks.
I forbear to set down the
rest of the broken and ruined families, until I
can give you a more distinct account: only I
can tell you in the general, that titter ruin, to
the most part of the families in this countrj', is
like to be the consequence of these grievous and
intolerable impositions ; and also, to my certain
knowledge, there are several gentlemen who
formerly were well to live, that are now put
from house-keeping, and forced to wander; yea,
ofttime to be beholden to others for a night's
lodging, the soldiers having possessed themselves
in their houses, cattle, plenishing, bams, &c.
7. Ordinarilj', wherever they come to quarter
they do not rest content with sufficiency, but
set themselves to waste needlessly ; at some
times send for sheep off tlie hill, and cast whole
bulks of them to their hounds and ratches also
by treading and scattering corn and straw, they
and their pedies at their pleasure, and usually
saying,
came to destroy, and we shall destroy
you.
8. They have this for an ordinary use, that
when they have eafen up the master or landlord,
they fall next upon thepoor tenants to eat them up
also ; j-ea, though they were never so conformed
to hearing, &c. whereof I could show many
instances, which I cannot for shortness.
Also
in other places, when they have consumed the

6.

:

We

there, satisfy the troopers over

and above.

tenant, they have fallen upon the landlord; this
they did in Kirkmahoe upon a gentleman, who
(for ought I know) conforms" all the length
they press him to as yet.
9. It is observed every where in that country,
that these who have conformed, and are obedient
to the laws from tlie beginning, and others who
have conformed of late, do no less suffer than
those wlio hold out to the last: yea, s(>me in
several parishes, who have given subjection to

what is demanded, have suffered more than
some who have given none, which has produced
an universal discontent and outcry in this country
and many husbands here who yield obe;

dience to the full length, are punished'by fining,
and quarter, lor their wives' not obedience;
aiul ye know. Sir, that is sad, for there are
many wives who will not be commanded by
their husbands in lesser things than thij; but 1
must tell you that this hath occasioned much
contention, fire, and strife in families, and
brought it to this height, that some wives are
found to flee from their husbands, and seek a
shelter elsewhere, and so the poor goodman is
doubly punished for all his conformity.
10. It is specially to be considered, that
besides all which this country hath suffered
hitherto, the soldiers are sent forth through the
country again, and fine, cess, and quarter is
imposed of new upon the same persons and famicess,

who were fined before, yea. upon some it is
doubled and trebled.
I have lately heard that
some yeomen are fined in five hundied merks,
besides, the gentlemen in six or seven hundred
pounds.
I cannot sec what shall be the fruit
lies

of

these

worldly

things,

except

utter

ruin

to

their

estates.

That all the papists that are in this
country, none of them are troubled, except it be
very few, and these inconsiderable persons, who
are fined in some feckless thing for the fashion.
12. Wherever the soldiers come to quarter,
they ordinarily hinder, or else interrupt the wor11.

God in families, by their threatenings
and blasphemous expressions
yea, the poor
people are so straitened that scarcely they have
liberty to call on God in secret places, hut they
are punished by those men, and cruelly mocked,
to the constant grief, vexation, and disquiet of
those upon whom tliey are quartered.
13. Notwithstanding of all these impositions
upon that people, and aggravations of their
sufferings above mentioned, yet the people are
commanded to take a bond, wherein (besides all
the parti('ular obligations required in that bond)
is contained an acknowledgment, that the commander of that party has dealt civilly and
di-icreetly with them.
ship of

;

The particular instances wli'ch follow Jn the
antogi'aph are not inserted, because they are
pretty much evinced with those already printed
in Nupbtali.
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This was called riding-money

,„„P

and

;

gow, the sura of

sometimes the riding-money was as

much

No

as the fine itself to the

common
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ceived from Walter Stuart in Linlith-

hundred pounds

six

Scots money, and in complete payment

sort.

of the second half; and in

excuse was sustained, but the taking

and

full

the foresaid oath, and the subscribing the

complete payment of his whole fine

declaration before the day prefixed in the

contrary to their principles and conscience

on him by the said parliament, and
him thereof: consenting thir
presents, &c.
In witness whereof I

so that the uplifting of these fines, as well as

have subscribed

those for precise nonconformity, was

burgh the 5th day of March,

laid

discharge

This few complied with, as

proclamation.

un-

thir presents at

"

well as a most arbitrary and illegal imposition

own

trial at

Some

nature.

we have

acts of

all

heard, was the

Vast were the sums exacted

pretext of the imposing the fines, and to re-

nounce

by the king's indemnity.

benefit

ail

W. Pruce.

" James Kennoway, witness,
" Robert Stuart, witness."

offered to abide a

law, as being free from

rebellion, which, as

1666,

before thir witneses, &c.

doubtedly persecution for conscience' sake, as

in its

Edin-

at this time

and the collector of the parliamentary

;

fines,

This seems indeed to be allowed in the act of though formerly a person of a broken fortune,
parliament, but

would not be received by the
Such who could

came

buy an

to

estate,

and build a sumptu-

Our managers thought to have
neither entertain the troopers, nor command divided these spoils among themselves each
the money required of them by the act of party, when in power, looked on them as
soldiers

must pay.

all

;

ous house.

;

straightway haled to prison, where

fines, were

theirs

first

;

Middleton and

his dependants,

who imposed them, and then Lauderdale
many and his party, who uplifted them never-

not a few lay a considerable time at the king's

charges and so great was the poverty
were reduced to by such measures, that the
:

when they met with a

troopers,

would ask

their way,

Most

fined.

in a jest,

the

I

he were

sums imposed by
and for

part of the

the parliament were fully exacted

them

beggar* in

if

;

:

theless,

Sharp outwitted them both
little,

book.

I find

discharges under Sir

;

and within a

they were by the king's orders applied

payment of the army, we

to the

was raised

When

refer the reader to the list given in

first

both missed their aim, and bishop

shall hear,

at his instance.

things are thus ripening very fast

towards confusions in the country, the

pri-

William Bruce's hand, for the payment of mate posts up to court, and must have his
six hundred pounds by Alexander M'Tier hand in bringing matters to an open ruptui e.

merchant

nedy
the

Stranraer, and Patrick

in

may

And

1666.

of April

date

reader

Ken-

remaining, of

late provost there, yet

that

the

see their form, I have insert a

copy of Sir William's discharge to Walter
Stuart in Linlithgow, a pious and good
gentleman, father

to

the

present

Walter

Stuart of Pardivin, from the original com-

municated to

me

by the

last

named worthy

I Sir

to the

bills,

and by the king's

special warrant appointed his majesty's

receiver of the

fines

imposed by the

parliament assembled at Edinburgh the
9th
grant

is,"

day of

me

by

September,

1662 years,

thir presents to

have

re-

"

The

he remarks, " the whole face of the

inquisition than

liker the proceedings of an
and yet Sharp
of legal courts
:

was never satisfied. So lord Rothes and he went
up to court in the first year of the Dutch war.

When

they waited

in
parting,

William Bruce of Balcaskie knight,

clerk

over here.

characteristic to be passed

truth

government looked

hiiii

gentleman.

"

* Some particidars of this visit of the primate
London, that seem to have been unknown to
our author, are related by Burnet, and are too
to

mind

of

first

on the king. Sharp put

what he

h;\d said

al Ins

Icist

that if their matters went not well,
none must be blamed for it but either tlie earl
of Lauderdale, or of Rothes and now he came
to tell his majesty that things were worse than
ever, and he must do the earl of Rothes the
I^ord
justice to say, he had done his part.
Lauderdale was all on fire at this, but durst not
:

So he only
give himself vent before the king.
desired that Sharp would come to particulars,

and then he should know what he had to say.
Sharp put that off in a general charge, and said
he knew the party so well, that if they were not
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commission was now dissolved,

and in room of that, some other method
must be fallen upon to advance his odious
designs.
No way was now left, but that of
violence, which was not disagreeable to his
haughty and proud temper. Accordingly
he proposeth a standing army in Scotland,

little

13

but the utmost tyranny and

Wm. Drummond, brother

slavery.*

to the lord jVIadertie, a person

and yet abundantly

polite,

work

in

,„„.

hand, being

Muscovite

service

many

with

some more

qualified for the

years

in

the

the former, was

made lieutenant-general. Two regiments of
down presbyterians, and cut their foot, and six troops of horse, are raised.
throats, when many of them were now im- The first is given
to the general, the
poverished as much as was possible
at other to the lord Newburgh
the troops
to bear

:

he hoped,

;

would force them

bestowed on duke Hamilton, earls of
extremities, and then, under the colour of Annandale, Airly, Kincardine, and others.
law, he would see his desire upon them- Those, with the guards, and the earl of
least

The king
his

is

this

prevailed

upon

to

fall

to

in with

proposal, and gives orders to levy an

army

for

guarding

the prelates, executing

arbitrary

commands, and suppressing

fanatics.

general, a

Thomas Dalziel of Binns is made
man naturally rude and fierce,

who had

this

and

service in

tlie

heightened by his breeding

Muscovy, where he had seen

supported by secret encouragement, thoy would
have been long ago Tveary of the opposition they
gave the government.
The king had no mind to
enter further into their complaints.
So lord
Rothes and he withdrew, and were observed to
look very pleasantly upon one another as they
went away. Lord Lauderdale told the king
he was now accused to his face, but he would
(juickly let him see what a man Sharp was.
So he obtained a message from the king to him,
of which he himself was to be the bearer,
requiring him to put his complaints in wj'iting,
and to come to particulars. He followed Sharp
home, who received him with such a gayety
as if he had given him no provocation.
Uut
lord Lauderdale was more solemn, and told him
it was the king's pleasure that he should put
the accusation with which he had cliarged him
in writing.
Sharp pretended he did not comprehend his meaning. He answered, the matter
was plain, he had accused him to the king, and
he must either go through with it and make it
out, otiierwise he would charge liim with
leasing-making, and spoke in a terrible tone to
him. Upon that, as he told me, Sharp fell a
trembling and weeping; he protested he meant
no harm to him; he was only sorry that his
friends were upon all occasions pleading for
favour to fanatics (that was become the term
of reproach). Lord Lauderdale said that would
not serve his turn he was not answerable for
his friends except when they acted by directions
from him. Sharp offered to go presently with
:

him

to the king,

and

to clear the

whole matter.

Lord Lauderdale had no mind to break openly
with him. So he accepted of this, and carried
him to the king, where he retracted all he had
said in so gross a manner, that the king .said
afterwards, lord Lauderdale was ill-natured to
press it so heavily, and to force Sharp on giving
himself the lie in such coarse terms.
"This went to Sharp's heart; so he made a

proposal to rhe earl of Dumfries,

who was

a

are

made up about three
and eight troops of horse,

Linlithgow's regiment,

thousand
a

foot,

sufficient

number

violent designs.

to serve the prelates'

All were ordered to obey

the general, without asking questions
this

army

collected,

general

is

is

:

and

to be maintained from the fines

and to be

collected,

to count with

and

the

the exchequer for

great friend of the lord MIddleton's, to try if a
reconciliation could be made between him and
the earl of Rothes, and if he would be content
to come into the government under lord Rothes.
Lord Dumfries went into Kent, whei-e the
lord Middleton w.is then employed in a military
command on the account of the war, and he
had Sharp's proposition laid before him. The
earl of Middleton gave lord Dumfries power
to treat in his name, but said, he knew Sharp
too well to regard any thing that came fnnn
him.
Before lord Dumfries came back, Sharp
had tried lord Rothes, but found he would
not meddle in it; and they both imderstood
that the earl of Clarendon's interest was
declining, and that the king was like to change
his measures.
So when lord Dumfries came
back to give Sharp an account of his negotiation,
he seemed surprised, and denied he had given
him any such commission. This enraged the
earl of Dumfries, so that he published the thing
in all companies; among others, he told it very
particularly to myself."
Burnet's History of
his
Times, pp. 311, 312.
The above is an exceedingly graphic description of these parasitical plunderers, who were
alike faithless to God, to their king, and to one
another. Ed.
* This barbarous tool of tyranny, so much
celebrated for his loyalty, was descended from
the family of Carnwath, and born about the
year ]59t).
He appears to have been bred to the
military profession, and was a staunch adherent

Own

—

Charles L for whom he commanded at
Carrickfergus, in Ireland, and was there taken
prisoner in the year 16.50.
The following year
he was made prisoner at the battle of Worcester,
and carried to the Tower, whence he made his
escape and fled to the continent, after which iiis
estiites were forfeited, and he was exempted from
the general act of indemnity.
He was recommended by Charles II. for his eminent courage
and fidelity to the king of Roland, and by the
to

—

—
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The war

is
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late troubles within this

were admitted to colleges or

laid above.

France and Den- of

arts,

till

they

universities to

name of

with the United Provinces con- receive degrees, or the

tinuing, as likewise with

II.

kingdom, no scholars
the master

took the oath of

first

mark, upon the 8th of June the council allegiance, and that the practice of that
issue a proclamation for a fast

much
I

in

the same form

do not

insert.

It

;

we have

was penned

b}'

We

;

yet

it

the dangerous consequence, that any should be

bishops, and has this remarkable turn in

"

many years
may be of most

which, being necessary duty, hath not for
already seen, been in observance

it.

having great and eminent experience

admitted to receive degrees, v.hereby they

may be

of the assistance of Almighty God, whose or

fitted

state,

and

qualified to serve in church

except they be such as are content

protection and favour, after keeping a solemn to give evidence of their loyalty

day of fasting and

we have

humiliation,

implored, and upon this great occasion, find- do discharge
ing that the renewing of the same

Almighty

God

Which some

to

continue

may move

his

favour."

all

wherefore

masters, regents, and teach-

ers in universities

and

colleges, to laureate,

or admit to degrees, any of their scholars,

they take the oath of allegiance:

at that time

thought too great

till

a compliment paid to the

last fast, consider-

and recommend

ing the nature of the victory obtained, as

:

the said lords have discharged, and hereby

first

it

to the archliishops

and

bishops to see this act receive due obedience

which was observed the second within their respective bounds." Remarks
July, in the south, and the have been made formerly upon acts of this
third Wednesday, in the north side of the nature; and I shall only now add, that I
can find no instances of this oath's being
water of Esk.
also to this,

Wednesday of

At

the same diet the council arc impor- imposed in Scotland, but

tuned by the bishops, to do something further
in oi'der to corrupt the youth.

Accordingly

I find this act in their books.

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council

in the

when

prelacy

was

church.

Upon this encroachment upon universities,
may add another upon the ro} al burghs.
Upon the 13th September, the council send
I

considering, that before the beginning of the

a missive to the tov/n of Ayr, signifying,

Czar of ]Miiscovy, undpr whose l)annpr he fought
against the Turks and Tartars, was promoted
After the restoration,
to the rank of ^'eiieral.
he returned tn his native coiuitry, bringing
}ih>ng with him hoiiouraiile testimonials of

failed to draw after him a great crowd of boys
and other young peojile, who constantly attended
at his lodgings, and follovi'ed hi;n with huzzas

it

went to court or returned I'rom it. A.s he
was a man of humour, he would always thank
hravery and good conduct in his Turkish and them for their civilities when he left them
Tartar eainj>aigns, and was thus early selected at the door to go in to the king, and would
to enforce the sanguinary decrees by which it let them know exactly at what hour he intended
was attempted to establish prelacy in Scotland. to come out again and return to his lodgings.
He was a man eminently qualified for the NVhen the king walked in the park, attended
service, being I'elentless, and cruel in the highest by some of his courtiers, and Dalziel in his
degree abundant instances of wliich the reader company, the same ci'owds would always be
will meet with in the course of this history. afSer him, showing their admiration of his
The following is a portrait of this hemi ideal of beard and dress, so that the king could hardly
modern toryism, drawn evidently by one who pass on for the crowd, upon which his majesty
bid the devil take Dalziel for bringing such
was his admirer
" He was bred up very hardy from his youth, a rabble of boys together to have their guts
He never wore squeezed out, while they gazed at his long beard
both in diet and clothing.
boots, nor above one coat, which was close to and antic habit, requesting him at the same
his body, with close sleeves like those we call time (as Ualziel used to express it), to shave and
jockey coats. He never wore a peruke, nor did dress like other Christians, to keep the pooi^
as he

;

:

bi ard since the nuu'der of king
In my time Ills head was bald,
Charles I.
which he covered only with a beaver hat, the
brim of wiiich was not above three i!ich:>s broad.
His beard v/as white and bushy, and yet
He usually
re.ched down almost to his girdle.
went to London once or twice a year, and then
only to kiss the king's hand, who had a great
esteem for his worth and valour. His unusual
dress and figure when he was in London, never

he shave his

All this could never
bairns out of danger.
prevail on him to jiart with his beard ; but yet,
in compliance to his in:'jesty. he vvcnt once to
court in the very height of the fashion. I'ur as
soon as tlie king and those about him had
laughed sufficiently at the strange figure he
made, he sesumetl his old habit, to the great joy
of the boys, who had not discovered him in
Kirkton's History of
his fashionable dress."
Ed.
the Church, &c. note, p. 220.

—
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their pleasure, that provost Cuningham

is

be continued

;

and

signed

signified to

it is

St.

almost always presides

each of them, ordering them to send in to
the clerk of council the declaration appointed

by parliament, signed by

the

all

members of

and magistrates, since

made

the last returns were

and

:

letters

of

the same nature are writ to the sheriffs and
justices of the peace in each shire.

A

letter

down from

sent

is

the king to the

no question procured by bishop Sharj), if not formed by him.
It deserves a room here, and it is as follows.
council, dated October 1st,

" Right trusty, Szc.

Upon

complaint

Vie greet you

made

well.

us of the great

to

disorders in the church, and of the insolent

keeping of unlawful conventicles in that our

kingdom

we

whom

from these to

after advice

;

thought

to refer the consideration of

fit

these growing evils, and fitting remedies to

now

them, we think
you, to take

and acts of
against

all

it

special

necessary to require
care

you

the laws

contraveners, and with greatest

those

who

are

most pernicious adversaries
the church.

that

state be vigorously prosecuted

severity' against

As

also, that

known

to be

to the peace of

by act of council

enjoin, that all heritors

and landlords

be obliged, and made answerable for their
tenants and servants living orderly, and not

withdrawing from ordinances, and not keeping

conventicles

and that

;

for

that end,

they be empowered and required to remove

them,

if

need be, and that a remedy may be

provided where they have tacks, or are
rentallers

;

|

which

I

have insert,* as being un-

,^„-

reasonable in the statutory part of
it,

and what was a pattern

for

most part

expected.

is

royal burghs have likewise a letter sent to

their town-council

I

The of their acts and proclamations afterwards^
Andrews, who now
The * Proclamation for procurinrj obedience to ecclein the council.

the town, that obedience
is

he was, by

this year also, as

their orders, the last

letter

L
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and magistrates of burghs to be

answerable ibr their inhabitants,

who

reside

within their respective liberties for the space

siastical authority, October llth, 1C66.
Charles, by the grace of God, king ot Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, delViKii'r of the
faith, to
macers of our privy
council, and m.^ssengcrs at arms, our sliei itt's iii
that part, coiijuriclly and severally, spc<iiilly
constitute, j(reetiiig
Forasiiiucli a.s by the lirst
act of the third session o( our late ijarlianieiit,
entitled, Act against separation and disobedience
to ecclesiastical authority, it is recommended to
the lords of our privy ('ouricil to take speedy and
effectual course that the said act, enjoining obedience to the government of the church, as it is
now settled by law, receive due and ready obedience from all sulijects; with power to them to
decern and inflict such censures, penalties, and
corporal punishments as tliey shall think tit,
upon the contraveners. and dire(!t all execution
necessary, for making the same eti'ccf u,il, atid to do
every other thing needful I'or procming obedience
to the said act, and putting the same to ]iunctual
execution, conform to the tenor and intent
thereof.
And by divers other acts of parliament
and council, made against papists, quakers, and
other disafi'ected persons, they are commanded,
under great pains and penalties, to frequent the
ordinances, In hearing sermon, and jiartaking of
the sacraments, and all other acts of public
worship, at tlieir own parish chiurhes, and not
to keep any private meetings or conventicles:
nevertheless, tlie said acts have not received tiiat
vigorous execution and obedience in some parts
of the kingdom, which might have been given,
:

if masters of families, heritors, and landlords
in the country, and magisti'ates within burghs
royal, had been c*tret>jl and zealous in their
stations in procuring obedience from their servants, tenants, and inhabitants, over w-hom they
liave power and jurisdiction
so that it is more
than high time to prevcut the increase and
spreading of these disorders, -which, by evil
examj)le, miaht poison and infect these that are
yet sound in their principles, and well aii'ected
to our governn^.ent.
Our will is herefore, and
:

we charge you straitly, and command, that
in(;ontinent, these our letters seen, ye pass to
the market-cross of Eilinburgh, remanent head
burghs of the several shires and other places
needi'ul, and there, by open proclamation, in our
autlirrity, command and charge all
masters of families that fhey cause their domestic servants, grieves, chamberlains, and others
entertained by them, to give oltedience to our
laws foresrtid, and acts of council and |)articularly that they frequent the public worship aiid
ordinances at their own parish churches, and
participate of the sacraments, and abstain from
all conventicles and, private meetings, arsd tliat
they retain none in tlieir service but sucl) as
they will be answerable for
and in case ol'their
disobedience, that they remove them out of their
service immediately after ititimation tliereof by
the minister of the parish: as also, that all heritors, landlords, and liferenters, who have granted

name and

;

of

six

So expecting
from you, we bid you

months and upwards.

an account of

this

heartily farewell.

166G.

Whitehall, October 1st,
" Lauderdale."

;

Upon

this is

bottomed the rigorous pro-

clamation published the 11th of the same
month, entitled, " proclamation for procuring obedience to

ecclesiastical

authority,"

any tacks

••.r rentals to their tenants, which are.
yet standing nnexpired, cause their tenants and
rentallers give sutficient bond and surety for

:
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and a great foundation of

violent

.

persecution

;

yea,

was so

it

beyond the council's power, that
wards it was found needful, ex
facto, to confirm

it

after-

post

by a parliamentary au-

In the narrative

thority.

far

it is

alleged, the

[BOOK

masters, heritors, and magistrates are

II.

made

liable to all the penalties of the contraveners.

The unreasonable hardships
not be exposed
for a standing

;

it

is

in all this

need

an excellent footing

to act upon.

army

Besides the fines which were anticipated

and pretty much pocketed
came to the general's hands, it
proclamation but it will be evident, by a was found necessary new burdens should be
comparison of the two, the council go laid upon the country for the support of
beyond the power committed to them. All the army, in executing this and the former
masters are charged to see that their servants severe acts obliging to conformity and so
give obedience to all acts anent conformity, I find, November 8th, this year, a proclamaparliament, by their act against separation,

give the council

power

do

to

all

in this

for other uses,

before they

;

:

and keep none in their service but such as
do so all heritors, &c. are to see to their
tenants' conformity', and their abstaining
from conventicles, and cause them give bond
;

for this effect

;

and

in case

of refusal, raise

of horning against them, and the

letters

Their

in

sitting

the

money
defence

for maintaining the

of the kingdom.

was, for some time, prevented

by the confusions which just now

By

all

fell in.

these impositions, encroachments,

and terrible exactions, the spirits of many
came to be imbittered, and the common

refuse be moveable, that they be ejectand no new tacks be given, without

been imposed upon dreadfully as to their

are given to the heritors

ed,

soldiers

the tenants

escheats thereby falling into the king's hand,

who

tion issued out for calling a convention of
estates, to raise

security

;

conformity.

for

and

if

Magistrates

They had

people turned almost desperate.

of religious concerns

;

and the

civil

government

burghs are to take the same method with

now

inhabitants; and, in case of contravention.

underlings.

obeying the said acts of parliament and council,
and specially for frequenting public worshipand

or further process, and then as now, and now as
then, that they shall renounce all right that

ordinances, as said is, and abstaining from private meetings
and if need be, that tliey raise
letters under the signet of our privy council, and
charge them, i\ir that effect, upon six days, and
in ease of disobedience, to denounce them to our
horn, and registrate the same ; for which end,
warrant is given to direct letters in their name
against all and sundry their tenants and rentallers
and we do declare, that we vi'ill give and
bestow the escheats falling to us by the said
hornings, upon the landlords and setters of these
tacks and rentals, in so far as may be extended
thereto recommending hereby to our treasurerprincipal, and treasurer-depute, and others of
our exchequer, to grant the same accordingly:
and in case the tenants be removable, and refuse
to give obedience, that they warn and pursue
them to remove, and obtain decreets of ejection
against them and that no heritor, landlord, or
liferenter, set their lands hereafter to any person,
by word or writ, but to such as they will be
answerable for, as said and that they take surety from them by provisions and obligements to
be insert in their tacks, or otherwise by bond
apart, in case there be no writ, that the said
tacksmen, rentallers, and all others their hinds,

have thereto, and shall remove themselves without any warning; and in case of failure, the landlords and others are to charge and
denounce them in marmer foresaid. As like-

;

:

;

;

;

and servants, who shall live under tlieni
upon thesaid lands, shall give obedience in mancottars,

ner foresaid

;

otherwise that their tacks, rentals,

and whole interest, right and possession shall be
void and expire, ipso facto, as if they had never
been granted, and that without any declarator

join issue with the bishops

and

their

Scotsmen have ever been im-

thej' shall

wise, that all magistrates of royal burghs take
special care and notice, and be answerable, that
their burgesses and inhabitants be obedient to
the foresaid acts of parliament and council, and

that they cause charge such of them, as they
shall think fit, and are suspected, to give bond
as said is ; and for the magistrates'
own relief, in case they contravene, and if they

and surety,

fail, to denounce them
in manner foresaid
with certification, that all masters of families,
landlords, and magistrates of burghs, who shall
not give punctual obedience in manner above
written, that they shall be liable to the same
pains and penalties due to the contraveners, but
prejudice always of proceeding against the contraveners themselves, and inflicting the said
pains, and all otheri)ains contained in any act of
j>arliamrnt or council heretofore made against
papists, quakers, and persons disobedient certifying also all concerned, that the lords of our
privy council will not only take special care to
secure the public peace, but also to discover
all secret attempts and designs to disturb the
same, and to punish all persons that shall be
found guilty, according to the quality of their
olFence.
And ordains these presents to bo
printed and published, that none pretend ignorance.
:

—

;
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patient under tyranny, and

not great, that after so

tlie

much

wonder

is

patience, less

they were under did drive them to

great

many

families

I7
were scattered,

and not only the common people,

peo[)le being glad

but persons of better note, gentlemen and
others, were forced to flee their houses, and

of any thing that looked like a present
soon moved to undertake, though

lurk in mosses and mountains, and other
coverts, of many of whom the world was

than

The common

extremities.

respite, are

many

concerted.

much
How-

wanted not provocation

at this

times their undertakings are as

unconstant as they are
ever, they

ill

not worthy

! these had nothing like resisting
the king's forces in view, but were silently
groaning under their oppressions, till a very

small matter kindled this fire, and an unof foreseen accident gave a beginning to this

as the religious rights of the church

time

:

are

overturned,

the

so

Scotland are like

liberties

civil

be well looked to

to

be a standing army in time of peace

!

and

the best part of the kingdom oppressed in

order to maintain

Our reformation

it.

is

broke in upon, and liberty and property taken

The more knowing and prudent were

away.

Upon Tuesday, November 13th, 1666,
four countrymen, after great hardships, and
long fasting in their wanderings, came to the
small country village of Dairy in Galloway,
to get a little refreshment :*

and yet under the
and apprehensions what would

way, a

The common

before

silent in this evil time,

greatest fears

rising.

be the end of those things.

ally

little

met with three or four soldiers, driving
them a company of people, neighbours

man in that place, who had
own house himself, in order to

people were disposed to take any probable

to a poor old

course to get from under their sad burdens

fled

and yet

upon the high

from that place, they accident-

from

his

went on very oblige them to thrash out the poor man's
November, when fortuitously, corns, that of them they might make money
and without any concert, the gathering of to satisfy for his church fines, as they were
the oppressed country began, which made now termed.
This troubled the four honest
this year, things

all

smoothly

till

so great a noise, and afterwards proved a

handle of heightening their miseries.
account of

this

I

come

The

to give in the next

very much, yet they passed by the

soldiers,

ed.

and came to the house they design-

When

there they are taking a

refreshment, information

section.

A

men

is

little

brought them,

and progress of the -rising in Galloway,
and its dissipating at Pentland, November,

that the soldiers had seized the poor old
man, brought him to his house, and were
going to strip him naked, and set him upon
a red hot gridiron upon which bread used
to be baked, and were using unheard of
torture and barbarities toward him.
Where-

1666.

upon they resolve to

short historical account of the beginnings

to relieve the poor

"do

man

what

them

in

lay,

their fellow-sufferer;

This rising being so unexpected and sudden, and presently come to the house, and earand no journals of it kept, any accounts of nestly entreated the soldiers to let him go,
it

that can

lame

:

be

now

what follows

narrative a person of

gathered about this

must be very

mostly taken from a

good sense and probity
time, from

conversa-

with some of the most knowing of

tion

this small
cil

given,

is

handful of people; and the coun-

registers,

and other papers come to

my

hand.
Sir

James Turner and

tinued to

and

make

terrible

especially the south.

made
II.

and

desist

from their

severities.

the soldiers were with the

man

Two

of

and
refused the countrymen's desire, and some
high words paaeed betwixt them upon the
hearing of which, the other two rush out of
another room where they were, with drawn
swords, and make at the countrymen, and
had almost killed two of them. Thereupon
himself,

:

his soldiers, con-

havoc

in the west,

That country v.'as

a wilderness, and well righ ruined

;

a

* One of these ivas M'Lellan of Barscob,
afterwards forfeited, who the other three were
we have not discovered. JEd,
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one of them discharged

am

his pistol,

as did

many

others;* yet so

[^BOOK

11.

many of them

told, with tobacco-

kept together with Sir James their prisoner,
and hurt one as were the beginnings of the little army
This quickly made the which was a gathering. Galloway had sufof the soldiers.
rest ) ield, and the countrymen disarmed fered most, and the oppression there was the
them, and made them prisoners; and the beginning of the quarrel ; yet, while they
loaden, as

I

pipe, all the ball they had,

poor old man

Now

is hap[)ily

delivered.

the countrymen are engaged, and in

They Indeed

as great hazard as they could well be.

knew they would be reckoned

rebels,

therefore resolve to go through with

soldiers, in

it,

own

the people for their church-fmes lest these
should come and destroy them, they resolve
:

prevent them; and that night seven or

more country people join the first four,
and to-morrow morning early, they went
and surprised the party of soldiers. All of
eight

them
one,

arms, except

quietly rendered their

who making

By

resistance,

was

killed.

time they might be assured of

this

very terrible reprisals, and

all

the revenge

James Turner was capable to make, who
was now at Dumfries, some sixteen or
Sir

eighteen miles distant: therefore the iaird of

Barscob, and some other gentlemen near by,

now

joined with the countrymen, knowing

made

the whole country would be

equally

and perfectly destroyed, resolve to
be beforehand with Sir James; and gather
together about fifty horse, and a few foot,

guilty,

and, without any loss of time, upon Thurs15th, march straight to DumThere they surprise Sir James Turner,
make him prisoner, and disarm all his

day,

November

fries,

soldiers,

without doing hurt to any of them,

save one, who, upon his violent resistance,

When

was wounded.

this

was done,

in

abundant loyalty they went to the
cross of Dumfries, and publicly drank the

their

and prosperity* to his governwhich they had very indifferent

king's health,

ment

;

thanks.

for

Such was the beginning of this
an occasional tumult upon a

insurrection,

sudden
I

am

fray,

never thought of

told, the

person

who

till it

began.

seized Sir

James

was Andrew Gray, merchant
accidentally

worthy gentlemen and heritors

defence the best

of Dairy, about the same work of oppressing

to

divers

and joined them.
and

way
* This Mr. Andrew Gray, according to Mr.
There were about a dozen of Andrew Symson, minister of the parish of
Kirkiinier, as reported by Kirkpatrick Sharps,
another place of the same parish Esq.

stand to their
they might.

continued there, their numbers were very
small, not exceeding three hundred men.

in

in

Edinburgh,

the country at this

about his business

:

he

left

time

them very soon,

in a note to Kirkfon's Ilistory of the
Churi;h of Scotland, " retired with the money
an<l baggage he had got at Dumiries so quietly,
tliat he was never seen by aiij' of his own party
after that."
Kirkton's History, ]\'oie, p. 232.
Burnet states, that "there was considerable cash
in liis [Sir J. Turner's] hands, partly for the
pay of his men, partly ot the fines which he had
raised in the country that was seized
but he to
whom they trusted the keeping of it ran away
with it." History of his Own Times, vol. i.
These statements, however, seem to be
p. 342.
without foundation. Andrew Gray met with,
and held a conversation with Col. Wallace, on the
Monday after having deserted his party, " and
though Wallace," says he, "perceived that Andrew liad come off in a pet, he gives not the
smallest hint that he had been guilty of any
unfair dealing." We also find him after this an
exile at Newcastle, in company of a number of
liis fellow sufferers, and sharing along with
them the bounty of Mr. William Veitch, who
had been in the rising at Pentland, though not
at Dumfries, and must have known it, Imd any
such circumstance as the above taken jdace.^
Memoirs of Mr. William Veitch, and Notices
of the Rising at Pentland, by Col. Wallace,
edited by Dr. Al'Crie, pp. 49, S9l.
I\Ir. John Blackader, who has given a very
minute detail of the seizure of Sir James Turner,
says, " a party was sent up to search his rooms,
and bring down his papers and trunks which
were much emptied, having sent the money he
had exacted in oppression to Glasgow before,
Irom all the
as I heard say, in some loads."
circumstances of the case, we think it pretty
offence
at
being prethat
Gray
took
evident,
vented by Neilson of Corsack from shooting
Sir James Turner, and from the moderation of
its commencement, augured an unhappy conclusion to the enterprise which he did not choose
to witness.
Indeed, after the party had demonstrated the extent of their chiu'ity by giving
quarter to Sir James Turner, and the depth of
their loyalty by drinking the health of king
Charles at the cross of Dumfries, we do not see,
acting with consistency and common sense, any
thing that remained for them to do, but each to
make the best of his way home, and to pay what
fines might be imposed upon him, or to surrender
his life, should it be required, with what grace
he could, for he was evidently not yet prepared
for that desperate resistance, nor armed with
that immovable daring which is necessary for
bursting the chains of slavery, and breaking the
iron rod of the oppressor.—•i'o?.
;

—
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upon
November 16th appeared before them at

yet to secure the metropolis, upon

Edinburgh, Steven Irvine,

make

the council-records

I find, that

bailie

of Dumfries,

and gave information of " an insurrection by
a considerable number of armed
declared

he saw

men

;

M'Cartney of

James Galium, glover

This

in

Dum-

account put the

surprising

bishops, and managers at Edinburgh into a
terrible fright

to court in

;

all

and an express

is

up

sent

commissioner

Tlie

haste.

Rothes took journey to London, to receive
his instructions with relation to the conven-

meet

tion lately indicted to

at Edinburgh, a

day or two before the countr^'men's attempt

The council's

at Dairy.

ed the king before him.

flying packet reach-

When

the earl had

waited upon the king, and received from his
majesty the account of what the council

termed a most

horrid

conspiracy, he was

perfectly stunned, and could scarce credit

Jointly with this express

to

court,

council writes letters to the earls of
dale, Galloway,

it.

the

Annan-

Kilmarnock, Glencairn, Cas-

and Lothian, the lords Drumlanerk,

sils,

and Newbottle, and Sir Gilbert Eliot, signifying that upon information of a rising in arms,
in or near the places they were concerned
in, they were to order the king's forces to
march towards the rising and in the meantime they expect they will do all they can to
maintain the peace, and concur with, and
;

support theforces,when they come." Signed,
" St. Andrews."
Next day, the council

—

meet
as

again,

many

and order general Dalziel, with

of the forces as he can, to march

to Glasgow, and from thence to the place at

which he shall hear the insurrection is come
to any head.
And meanwhile, the guards
of the town of Edinburgh are doubled, and
the names of all the lodgers are ordered to
be immediately given up.
write a letter to the

from the

Likewise they

commissioner, giving

an account of the rebellion.
it

" Considering the necessity

of securing the town of Edinburgh, from

I

have inserted

registers, in a note.*

The better

appearances of disorders in Kirkcudbright and
other places adjacent, have thouj^ht it their duty
to give his majesty tinious notice tliereof, and
that orders are given for suppressing of the same,
which tliey do hereby offer to your grace to be
presented to his majesty.
Yesternight one of
the bailies of Dumfries came hither, and informed, tliat on Tliursday last, towards the break of
day, about fourscore of horses in arms, and also
many foot, entered the town of Dumfries, and
having about one hundred and fifty foot without
the town, did set guards to the magistrates'
houses, and invaded the liouse where Sir James
Turner was, seized upon his person, carried him
from his bed to tiie streets, and tlnough tlie
town, and at last carried him away with them.
The bailie having seen this, came immediately
hither to give us notice: he says, there are no
persons of any quality among them, but that
they give out themselves that Gilbert Ker is
tliere.
This morning we have received further
notice of the gatherings of some people in these
places, which we are very hopeful will soon
vanish, or speedily be sujiprest.
Yet we have
thought it our duty, in discharge of our trust
we have from his majesty, to apply his majesty's
authority for the speedy suppressing of the
same, as the beginning of a most desperate
rebellion ; and thereupon have given orders to

the lieutenant-general of his majesty's forces, for

marching presently against them, as will more
fully appear to your grace bj' the order itself,
the copy whereof is herein enclosed.
Orders
are also sent to persons of greatest interest in
these countries, to be assisting in this affair ; of
which orders there is a copy also enclosed. This
being all the information we have yet gotten, we
could do no more at present; for tlie forces they
are to march the morrow morning but, according as we shall receive further intelligence,
we shall not be wanting in the discharge of
cm- duty for the suppressing thir rebels, and
securing the peace.
And, upon this occasion,
the council having had their thoughts upon the
fittest means for securing the peace, it is their
unanimousjudgment, thatitismost necessary for
that end, that the heritors of the several countries, especially of the southern and western
shires, and such other as his majesty's council
shall think tit, be presently required to sign the
declaration concerning the covenant, and that
such as sliall delay or refuse, be secured and
looked upon as enemies to his majesty's authority and government
as this will be a ready
mean to discover who are well or ill aiiected
to his majesty, so without it, we conceive,
neither the public peace nor his majesty's government can be well secured
rest your grace's humble servants,
St. Andrews,
Joun Giljiour,
:

:

:

We

]MoKTROsE,
* Council's

letter to the

commissioner, November

nth, 1666.

May

please your g^-aee,
The lords of his mnjcsty's privy council, having received information of some risings, and
it

ail

Neilson of Corsack,

son a minister's son,
Blaiket, and

this act.

and

M'Lellan of Barscob, Mr. Alexander Robert-

fries."

1666.

the 19th of November, the council

A. Primrose,

Eg LINTON,

Jo. Nisbet,

Dumfries,

J.

Newburgh,

HujfE,

Sinclair,

Ch. Maitland,

Halkerton,
Ballenden,

Wauchop,
Sir H. Murray.

Lockhart,

*"
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attempts of rebellious persons, or- and see that

,^PP

dain the magistrates of Edinburgh,

Canongate, and Leith, and other places

it

[^BOOF

be executed with

11.

all care.

This proclamation contains no promise of

indemnity in

it,

upon laying down of arms.

within their liberties, to cause the officers

of the several companies enroll

the sol- in arms, within the stewartry of Kirkcudbright,
of them, shires of Galloway and Ayr, and other western
shires; and having in a hostile way enttred
officers and soldiers, to give their oath to be within the town of
Dumfries, has there, and in
true and foithful to the king, and that thej' other places of the country, seized upon the persons of divers of our good subjects, has plunshall defend his authority, and maintain the
dered and robbed them, and others of their
same against this insurrection and rebellion, horses, arms, and other goods, and has done and
and all others, to the hazard of their lives and committed many outrageous and treasonable
deeds and attempts against our authority, and
fortunes
and if any refuse, that they be against and upon our royal subjects. And we,
out of our royal tenderness for the peace and
presently disarmed, their persons secured, and
quiet of this our ancient kingdom, being careful
the council acquainted with their names." to repress the said rebellion, and that simple
And as to the country round the place where people be not ensnared by the said rebels and
their emissaries, and involved in their rebelthe rising was, the council again write to the lion and to take off all pretence of ignorance or
earl of Annandale,lord Drumlanerk, and sev- excuse, do therefore, with advice of the lords of
our privy council, declare the said insurrection
eral others, " empowering them to convocate to be an open, manifest, and horrid rebellion,
and
high treason
and that the authors and
their followers, and with them to preserve
actors in the same, and their adherents, are and
the peace of the country, and to attack the ought to be pursued as protest and declared
Likewise, upon the other side, traitors to us: and do hereby command and
rebels."
diers

under their command, and

all

all

:

;

;

charge

they send letters to Fife, directed to the earl
of Weems, lords Newark, Melvil, and Burleigh, " to

come

in with their friends

followers, with horses

and

and arms, to defend

the town of Edinburgh, that so the king's

may be defended from rebellious
now in arms." Sign-

authority

and

disaffected persons

ed, " St.

absence
council

Andrews."
it fell

;

— In the commissioner's

to the primate to preside in

and being now a time of

wai* several

of the lords grumbled very much, and spared
not to say openly with oaths, "

none

Have we

Scotland to give orders at such a

in

juncture, but a priest ?"

Upon

the 21st they issue forth a procla-

mation against the rebels

in

arms in the

all

persons,

who

are in

arms

against, or

our warrant and authority, to desist
from their rebellion, and to lay down their arms,
and to render and present their persons to the
lieutenant-general of our forces, or some others
of our officers or magistrates, within twentyfour liours after publication hereof: with certification that if they continue in their rebellion
after the said time, they shall be holden and
v.'ithout

proceeded against as incorrigible and desperate
traitors, and that they shall be incapable of
mercy and pardon. And we do discharge and
command all our subjects, that no person
presume to aid, assist, harbour, reset, or any
way supply the said rebels, or any of them,
under the pain of treason ; and tliat they do not
keep correspondence, or intercommune with
them, without warrant of our said lieutenantgeneral, under the pain foresaid
and we do
expect in this juncture, and do require and command all our subjects, to be assisting to our said
lieutenant-general, under the pain foresaid, and
being required by him, or others having author:

from him

to that effect, to rise in arms with
power, and to join and concur with
for suppressing the said rebels, under the
page,* and order the general to publish it.
pain of treason, if they refuse or disobey. And
further, we do strictly enjoin and command all
masters
of families, heritors, and other landlords,
* Proclamation against the rebels in. arms,
that they be careful and vigilant that their childNovember 2lst, 1666.
ren, servants, and domestics, and their tenants and
Charles, &c. to all and sundry our good subothers under their power, do not break out and
jects, greeting
whereas by the clear and express join with the said rebels; certifying them, if they
laws and acts of parliament of this kingdom, it be found negligent
in their duty, or otherwise
is declared to he high treason for the subjects of
culpable in that behalf, they shall be looked upon,
the same, or any number of them, more or less,
and severely punished, as disaffected persons,
upon any ground or pretext whatsoever, to rise and favouring and
complying with rebels. And
or continue in arms, without our special author- hereby
we give warrant and command to our
ity and approbation ; and nevertheless, a party
Lyon, king at arms, and his brethren, heralds,
of disloyal persons, disaffected to our government
pursuivants, macers, or messengers at arms, to
and laws, who have formerly tasted of our pass to the
market-cross of Edinburgh, and other
royal bounty and clemency, whereunto they
places neediul, and make publication hereof,
owe their lives and fortunes, having forfeited that none pretend
ignorance.
Given luider
the same by their former rebellious practices,
our signet, at Edinburgh, the twenty-one day
under the cloak of religion, the ordinary colour of
November, and of our reign the eighteenth
and pretext of rebellion, have now again risen year.
Subscribed vt sederunt.

west.

It

inserted

is

at

the foot of the

ity

all their

them

:

;
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nor any encouragement to people to do so,
Whether this
as is usual in such cases.

of defence," and require

proceeded from haste, or from the cruel disposition and designs of their president, I am

all

not to determine

:

but

it is

the

people to come to the scaflbld, and

to

was upon the matter

require

who were

the fountain of

1666.

This was of some more
and made many join the general,

their power.

influence,

and some against
" the fear of

their

man

ferries
all

all

liglit

all

between Leith and

persons

who

and conscience

And

causeth a snare."

further they discharge

to submit to the severities of

them

the prelates,

to

the king's

subjects to assist the general with

evident enough,

command

this

all

passage at the six
Stirling,

and order

pass Stirling bridge to be

and to subject to the cruelty narrowly examined. This was to prevent
they had affronted and some persons from Fife and the north, who
such a proclamation could have little other were under sore burdens, and ready to havs
Kext day,'
effect, but to imbolden the poor men, and joined the people in the south.
their miseries,

of the army,

whom

:

them sec they must
what they had begun, or

the 22d, the

either go through

let

die.

only allowed to tliem to submit, which was

and

I

come

its

reaching Galloway

To

think the country people were scarce
to Ayrshire as yet.

order

all

suspected

write to the general, acquainting him with
what they had done, and desiring his advice
as to any thing yet necessary to be done.

hours after the date of the proclamation are
too short a time for

council

Twenty-four persons to be seized and examined; and

It is

time

not improb-

able there were views in this extraordinary

ner,

;

return to the people
after they

who

rose at this

had seized Sir James Tur-

and were now determined to defend

was afterwards themselves, some were sent into Edinburgh,
iraproven by the primate, for justifying his to see what assistance they might expect
severities on the persons who were taken thence and I suppose Mr. Alexander Robbut Sir George ertson, a preacher, a zealous and resolute
prisoners, I know not
Mackenzie would from this palliate the man, was consulted, and his son one of the
at least I find, it was in his
execution of those good men, after quarter messengers
given by those who took them.
But the chamber a considerable number of ministers.
terms given posterior to this proclamation, gentlemen, and others met that night the
by such who had the king's power lodged accounts came from Dumfries, to consider
with them, fairly remove any thing that how far it was their duty to join those now
Reasonings /jto and con were- so
could be in this deed of the council: and if risen.
the proclamation was emitted with designs protracted, that no resolution was come to
proclamation; and whether

it

;

:

:

I

;

j

was not the first night. To-morrow at seven of the
him who clock, they again met at Mr. Robertson's
was now at the head of the council. The chamber. When the question was resumed,
same day they pass another act, inserted it was generally thought to be very hard to
bclow,^ " to put the country in a posture lie still and do nothing at such a juncture,
to be a cover to such a villany,

it

unlike the temper and cunning of

•

Council's act for defence cf the country,
November 21, 1666.
Forasmeikle as the insurrection at Dumfries
and the western shires, is grown into an open
rebellion, and that the number of these despei-ate
rebels does increase so, that all his majesty's
loyal sul)jects, in their several shires, ought
timously to look to their own security, and put
themselves in a posture to defend the king's
authority, and to oppose all attempts of desperate
and wicked rebels; therefore, the lords of his
majesty's privy council, do hereby command and
require all h«;ritors, who are fencible persons,
within the shires of IMiddle, East, and West

Lothians,Fife, Perthshire, (except the country of
Athole) Stirlingshix-e, Dumbartonshire, Merse,
and I'eviotdale, Tweeddale, Clackmannan, the

Forest, Angus, and Mearns, to convene at such
places as the comraanders aftermentioned shall
appoint, and to receive the orders, and to be
luider the command of the persons underwritten,
viz. Mid Lothian to meet upon the twenty-tliird
of November instant, and to be under the com-,
mand of lord George Ramsay; East Lothian,
to meet on the twenty-sixth of the said month,
and to be under the command of tlie earl of
West
Wintoun, and viscount of Kiiigstoiui
Lothian, to meet the twenty-third of this instant,
Seton
Walter
of
Sir
and to be under the commraid
of Abercorn; Stirlingshire, to meet the twentysixth of November, to be imder the command of
the earl of Callender, and loro Almond ; Fife,
to meet the twenty ninth instant, to be under
the command of the eail of Weems and lord
;

;
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was opening; burdens.

With those the colonel made the
1666.
and they could not think of seeing best of his way to Linton, and from thencetheir fellow countrymen oppressed and borne ordered oft" Mr. Kobcrtson towards Lesmadown for their religion and liberty, and in so hago, to dispose people to join with hin,
much hazard, without helping them, especially when he came thither; but he met with
when all methods of regular and orderly small encouragement. Thereabouts the colapplication to the government, were stopt onel came with his men, and rested upon
and precluded. I hear Ferguson of Kaitloch, the Sabbath, Next day they had notice that

when

so fair a door

afterwards a very great sufferer in his person

William Lockhart of Wickctshaw, with a

and family, was

party of Carluke

arms

rising in

:

at this time unclear as to

but the rest of the meeting,

men, and some others,

were marched westward to the main army,

generally speaking, were very clear to assist

and so they followed them.

these people for recovering

liberty;

colonel called at captain Robert Lockhart's

such as colonel James Wallace, Mr. John

house, expecting Mr. Alexander Robertson

"Welsh, the said Mr. Robertson, and others.

there,

would be tedious to go through all the
essays made up and down, to get assistance
to the people iu Oailoway. Colonel Wallace

captain and he were gone forward.

resolves immediately to go westward

to

theii"

It

;

he

was assured forty well mounted men and
hoi-se would join him in the parish of Libbertoun, but they sunk to seven or eight.
Indeed

it

was no wonder people were not

In the road the

according to appointment, but the

meet with the colonel, and to understand
and motions. Tiie colonel being

his design

uncertain of his character, did not wait, but

went westward
lin,

;

and

in their

way

to

the laird of Lochridge, and a few

him.

ing,

especially if

:

we

consider, that the

of people were sunk, generally speak-

under heavy and rigorous vexations and

They lodged

on the Tuesday's
are informed

command

of Philiphaugh

Angus,
under
the command of the earl of Panmure and lord
Carnegie
the shire of Mearns, to meet the
twenty-ninth instant, to be under the command
of the earl of Marishal, and lord Arbuthnot
with full power to them, to seize upon all disto

meet the twenty-ninth

When

night.

their

men with

together at Mauchlin,

there,they

were

friends

gone

all

Their hopes were here mightily dis-

appointed

be under the

all

forward to Ayr, and thither they resolve to
go.

Newark; Perthshire, to meet the twenty-ninth
instant, and to be under the command of the
earls of Perth, and Tullibardin, excepting as
said is ; Dumbarton, to meet upon the twentyeijjhtli instant, and to be under the cominand of
the earl of Wigtoun ; Merse, to meet the said
twenty-eiuhth instant, to be under the command
of the earl of Hume; Teviotdale, to meet the
twenty-eighth instant, and to be under the command of Sir Willam JMurray of Stanhope, and
the laird of Black '>arony younger ; Clackmannan, to meet the twenty-ninth instant, to be
under the command of the laird of Clackmannan ;
Forest, to meet the twenty-eighth instant, and to

Mauch-

he overtook captain Arnot, brother to

so suddenly entered into without any general

spirits

first

accounts of the laird of Blackwood's desiring

so very forward to join in this undertaking,

concert

When

they came to Evandale, they had the

;

they expected to have found

that country in

arms

but very few were

much upon

for religion

and

all

liberty,

They reckoned

stirring.

major-general Montgomery,

who

had been harshly enough treated by the
government, and the
find

laird

they were both

waiting
isters,

upon general

they were

at

Gadgirth

Eglinton

Several min-

Dalziel.

made

to

but

;

house

hope would join

them, were living quietly in their families.
This very

much

offended the colonel and his

;

instant, to be

;

affected persons within their respective boimds,
or such as shall be suspect to be going out of the
shire to be rebels; with power likewise to the
said commanders, to appoint officers under them,
to comm:uid in the several divisions of the shires.
And further, ordain the said respective com-

manders, to make public proclamation and intimation hereof, to the respective shires under
command, immediately after the same shall
come to their hands, that the said meetings may
be punctually kept.

and discouraged them, when they
found many whom they judged friends, as
they reckoned the most part of that country,
friends,

standing by unconcerned.
friends

Meanwhile, their

were likewise grieved and mourning

for their

undertaking, looking upon

it

as

very sudden, unadvised, and unconcerted;

and

fearing, that in the issue

it

might prove

unsuccessful and hurtful.

However, the colonel and his men march
on to Ayr, and find the body of the forces
come from Galloway, and such who fiad
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joined them since, rendezvousing near the
bridge of

towards

and when he was going
them, a messenger comes from

Doon

;

Cuningham, with accounts, bearing that a
men were ready there

considerable body of
to join them,

if

they had one to gather and

head them. Whereupon he sent off captain
Arnot with forty horse, to encourage and
bring them up, and he himself, with the rest,

Upon

joined the general rendezvous.

the

Wednesday, there they had certain accounts,
that Dalziel and his army lav at Glasgow,
and so they resolved to-morrow to march to
the parish of Ochiltree, and have another
general rendezvous there, where Mr. John
Guthrie, minister at Tarbolton, came to them,

men from

with some

that parish.

When

ss

SCOTLAND.

OP*

the general rendezvous are to be

1G66.

and apprehended." The
same day rendezvouses are appointed in
Mid Lothian, East Lothian, and Teviotdale:
and colonel Hurry, and major Thomson,
with the forces under their command, are
noticed,

appointed to keep guard

Upon

in

these advices, the

the Canongate.

little

army march-

ed from Cumnock that evening, forward to
the Muir-kirk of Kyle, (Muirkiik) in a most
dreadful

rain,

miserably

and through a long

muir

They reached not

their

deep.

quarters till two hours within night.
Great
were the hardships they came through, they
were generally as wet as they had been
dragged through a river
and wet as they
:

were, their foot behoved to lodge in the

come to the place of meeting, church, without any meat that night, and
Semple preached to them. little fire to dry them. Here Mr. Andrew
And here they first modelled themselves into M'Cormock, an Irish minister of great piety,
an army, choosing their officers, and dispos- commonly called the " good man," came to
ing their men to the best advantage, and colonel Wallace, now chosen commander in
they were

all

Gabriel

]VIr.

placing their guards.

At

chief,

convene their

first

council of war, and after application to

God

Ochiltree

they

by prayer, and reasoning upon their present
circumstances,

they

could

it

was resolved, that since
little more assistance

expect

from the south or west, except

captain

Arnot's company, that they should march

and acquainted him, it was the opinion

of Mr. Alexander Robertson, and captain

Lockhart,

to

who

seems had been very unsuc-

it

in their endeavours for assistances

cessful

the colonel, that this rising should be

followed no further, but the people dismissed
in

the

fairest

way

that

might be.

The

proposal was communicated to Mr. Gabriel

eastward to Edinburgh, especially since they

Semple, a minister of very great authority

were apprehensive the enemy might attack

among them, and urged with

them,

much

they continued

if

and that before they had got

longer there,
all

the assist-

So they marched eastward upon the Friday to Cunmock, and tliere
ance they expected.

got the accounts that one of their friends

John Ross, and a few men with him coming
to them, were intercepted and broken by
duke Hamilton's troop, and that the enemy
was approaching them
and indeed the
were not wanting

in

is,

Renfrew, Lanark, and Ayr." Its
" Forasmuch as the insurrection at

an open rebellion,

all

Lanark

fencible
shii-es

:

men
and

in

all

came up with them. Two hundred had
been promised, but they scarce amounted to
forty.

that matter of great importance, the question

was

stated.

Whether they should
The reasons
?

continue in arms

scatter, or

offered for

shires, is

desperate rebels increases, these are to order

out

way

supply,

giving up this enterprise, from the strength
grown of the enemy, the smallness of their numbers,
and the number of the dispiritedness of the country, and the

Dumfries and the western
to

the

After prayer to the Lord for direction in

Accordingly, I find one act in their
register, November 23d, " act anent the

tenor

By

Cuningham

the

them.

shires of

Douglas, and towards Lanark.
captain Arnot, with his

upon

raising

country, as well as sending the army

earnestness.

At Douglas, after they had set their guards
and watch, they called a council of war,
anent the proposal made by Mr. M'Cormock.

;

council

all

Nothing could be concerted that night, and
to-morrow, being Saturday, they marched to

Renfrew, Ayr, and

who

are absent from

present unfitness of the season for action,

were

all

considered;

the opinion of

ministers they had with

the

them was heard.
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officers

tlie

gave

so harmonious in ;

theirs.

All of them, after reasoning, agreed,

had a

that they

Turner

?

whom

[BOOK

What to do with

they

Sir

II.

James

carried about with

still

clear providential call to

them since they left Dumfries, being masters
this undertaking, and that they could not of no prison to put him in.
Some were for
quit it till they had as plain a warrant to putting him to death, as being notoriously
desist, as they had to gather together. guilty of murder, and a bitter and bloody
They were conscious to themselves, nothing instrument of persecution but the most
was in their view, but the freeing themselves part were peremptorily against this. Those
and their country from the horrible oppres- acknowledged Sir James had been a grievous
:

sion they groaned under, and to lay their

grievances before the government, and

oppressor, and the occasion of the death of

hum- many

bly to crave redress, which they had access

way but

to do no other

but then they would have

;

They commission

in arms.

for

am

by few as well as by many, and hoped they
were a handful of men in whom the Lord
would concern himself: and if such as had

from the bishops and others, with

them

to

even

in

prelates.

to act for the glory of

cari'ied

though

it

came from persons who were
and designs.

The council of w'ar had other two
before them

:

questions

one was anent the renewing

the covenants these lands

the best

men

cers,

way they might, and appointed

offi-

of which they were yery scarce, to

every company.*

of them, generally speaking,

to renew the covenant in that place tomorrow. It might have been expected this
would have engaged the people thereabouts

this

lie
all

in

knowledge and
work was now buried,

before, with

and this
;
and scandalously treated. Indeed they could
have wished for more time to prepare for
reflection

that solemn work,
it

;

and more persons of
but

now

all

they had not

and behoved to do things as

they best could, and not

still

as they desired.

herel)y they inclined to give a proof to

to join

was intimate

but such a terror at this time

general

Dalziel was within a few miles of them;

which some were
of

ruled

for delaying the

the covenants,
;

and

so, after

but

they

upon

renewal

were

over-

they had sent out their

and they knew no better

preparation for death,

if called to it,

than a

solemn resignation and dedication of themselves to the Lord.

;

it

alarmed with the accounts, that

were the very same with those of the church
of Scotland, before her liberties were wrested
;

them

This night

was upon the spirits of the country, that few
or none of their best friends durst or would
appear.
To-morrow morning they were

the world, that their cause and principles

out of her hand

set their

to the people of Lanark, that they designed

all

And

At night they came to Lanark, and

guards and watch, and ordered their

most

unanimously:

their choice,

Li the way, Knocktwo sons, with some few men from
Galloway, overtook them, and signified, no
more were to be expected from the south.

went

Unto

ranks to join in

;

forward with them.

under, as soon

as possible.

had taken them

Whatever be in this, moderate
he was spared, and

breck's

j

heartily friends to their cause

actings

his

orders which he

through Lesmahago.

Lord, and their country,

was a sufficient reward for all their labour
and loss. Thus the proposal was laid aside,

his

Sabbath morning they marched to Lanark,

to die sacrifices for these; yea, they reckoned
for the

when

severities,

measures prevailed

God, and the cause
and liberty, and were not unwilling

a testimony

his secret

produced, and repeated letters from the

as for themselves, if their design

misgave, they could say, it was in their
heart to " build a house to the Lord," and

of religion

his

were compared with

;

And

Sir

and orders for a great deal
more than he had done ; and that he really
appeared to have been pretty moderate

promised assistance should fail, they could
not help it they were in the way of their
duty.

told, that

instructions

and

enterprise,

this

consid-

any thing he did. Yea, I
James produced letters

persuaded themselves, the Lord could work

encouraged

it

ered he was a soldier of fortune, and had his

The other matter under

their consideration they

were not altogether

" That day we perfected tlie mo(k'lling of our
wherein we found great want of officers,
there not being to the few number we had half
*

forces,

of the officers requisite, not above four or five
that had ever seen soldiers before."— Wallace's
Narrative of the Rising at Peutland
Ed.

;
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work was begun. rule the nation according to the
1666,
They could not easily, with the townsmen, revealed will of God in scripture;
place,
and
in
one
all
to
be
prosecute
about,
and country
the ends of
National and
scouts,

and

set watches, the

'

so they divided into two companies.

The

upon the High

street

foot gathered together

Solemn League and Covenants;' and

of Lanark, and Mr. John Guthrie minister
There
at Tarbolton preached unto them.

Directory for Worship
acts of parliament

establishing the

an incorrect sermon of his printed, upon
" Breach of Covenant :" the title of it bears,

and thereupon the

nobility,

is

it
it

was preached in the (year) 1G63. Whether
may not be some notes of the sermon at

Lanark, as some conjecture,

know

I

not.

After sermon he read the covenants unto

them, to which, with uplifted hands at every
article,

they engaged, with

much

affection

and concern. The horsemen met at the
head of the town, and Mr. Gabriel Semple
and Mr. John Crookshanks preached. In
his

sermon Mr. Semple

cited,

and

forbear to deliver

some

at

" If thou

length applied Prov. xxiv. 11, 12.

thou sayest, I3ehold, we knew

not

it

doth

;

not he that pondereth the heart, consider

it?

and he that keepeth thy soul, doth not he
know it and shall not he render unto every
man according to his works ?" When he
was insisting upon these words, the hearers
were mightily affected; and several did after;

After sermons the

wards join the army.

covenants were read and sworn, as above.

At

this time, as

persons

one afterwards.

before

me

;

of trust, secured by most solemn indenture
betwixt him and his people.
" Notwithstanding all this,

it is
soon
ordered that the covenant be burnt, the tie
of it is declared void and null, and men

forced to subscribe a declaration contrary to
it;

episcopal government, in

tyranny,

is

established

;

law, not to plead witness, or petition against

those things

;

grievous fines, sudden impris-

A copy

inquisition

court,

were the reward of all such who could

not comply with the government by lordly
hierarchy, and abjure their covenant,

in

Those

heathens to be.
been

all

things, in part,

have

Scotland over, but chiefly in the

poor country of Galloway

God

prevented,

at this

it

day

:

and,

should have, in

rest of the nation ere long.

" The just sense whereof made us choose

of this paper
I
:

self-defence, than to stay at

cannot

and

daily

home burdened

with the calamities of others, and

tortured with the fears of our

it

own approach-

And considering our engagement
and defend all those who entered

ing misery.

it.

to assist

Declaration of those

and

prove more monstrous to the wasting their
conscience, than nature would have suffered

rather to betake ourselves to the fields for

was drawn up

it

soldiers, and a
by the high commission

cruel

and

fuller

being but short, I shall here insert

arms for the covenant,

into this league

1666.

the end

and covenant with us; and to

we may be more

vigorous in the pro-

" The nature of religion doth sufficiently
teach, and all men almost acknowledge the

secution of this matter, and

lawfulness of sinless

into

thought

height of

its

and men obliged by

for present

but wanting a date,

be positive when

and others of

subjects, did

the same measures, undoubtedly befallen the

up, and agreed to

draw up a

use, with a view to

lies

all

same;

swear allegiance; and so
religion was committed unto him as a matter
his

had not

suppose, the principal

I

among them drew

a short manifesto, and declaration
larger

and to approve

;

them that are drawn imto onments, vast quarterings of

death, and those that are ready to be slain
if

fully to

establish presliyterian government, with the

we

self-defence; yet

duty at this time to give an
account unto the world of the occasion and

the

Solemn

and though

it

it

men may know
we have entered

all

the true state of our cause,

League

and Covenant,

be hardly thought

the same, to the end

we may be

of,

renewed

free of the

design of our being together in arms, since

apostasy of our times, and saved from the

the rise and scope of actions,

cruel usages persons resolved to adhere to

if faulty,

may

render a thing right upon the matter, sinful."
" It is known to all, that the king's
majesty, at his coronation, did engage

to

this

wipe
|

have met with
off

;

hoping, that this will
that is upon our
avowed perjury it lies

the reproach

nation, because of the
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being fully persuaded,

that this league,

[bOOK

come from duke Hamilton

sinful before

it

to prevail with them,

if

Whether

possible, to lay

God, derogatory to the king's just authority,

their arms.

the privileges of the parliament, or liberty

or only designed for their

:

but,

on the contrary,

bond whereby

surest

all

since a threefold cord

as

we

shall

make

larger declaration,

it

is

is

the

trial, I

down

was

real,

know

not;

this niessage

but the gentleman produced no documents

these are secured,

of any proposals from the duke, and he took

not easily broken,

not the

appear

which

II.

commune with

however misrepre- them, and to know what they desired, and

sented, contains nothing in

of the people

to

our next and

in

shall contain

more

way

himself to
officers

to do business, never applying

colonel

Wallace, or any of the

of the army, but spoke only a

little

to

fully the proofs of the lawfulness of entering

Mr. Gabriel Semple, and quickly withdrew.

into covenant, and necessity of our taking

The

arms

and afterwards wished they had made him
prisoner, since this method he took, looked

a

at this

time for the defence of

and true account of our

full

sorrow for our swerving from

with

it,

and

grief

and

war did not take

council of

"

this well,

as if he had come to get information of their
power and numbers.
Meanwhile, all the
of our common cause, and sadeningthe hearts country was in motion every sheriff musof the godly; a thing we sorrowfully remem- tered the heritors and fencible men, and all
ber, and firmly resolve against in all time appeared ready to suppress this open rebelcoming." It is evident this paper was drawn lion, as it was termed. Reports and lies
in haste, and in the midst of other manifold were spread to alarm the country, and stir
confusions, and yet it contains a very plain them up against the people now in arms.
and short stating of their cause, and a fair It was pretended, forty ships with an army
owning of the king's authority. The larger from Holland, were landed at Dunbar to
it,

suffer-

ing ourselves to be divided, to the reproach

;

declaration which they promise, I have not
seen, and question

much

if

they got

it

per-

fected before their defeat at Pentland.
It

was

was

at

Lanark

this

could expect from the south and west being

Here

to them.

number was

their

the Whigs.

Such senseless

were coined to render
odious to

rolling snow-ball

at the biggest, all their additions they

come up

assist

England,

this

stories

small handful

the country, and especially to

who

at present

were

in

war with

However, as our proverb runs,
the Dutch.
" after word comes ward ;" the first assistance ever this

contending party for our

judged to be near three thousand, but indeed

religion

a company of raw undisciplined men, neither

was from Holland, some twenty-two years

tolerably armed, nor in any order.

the opinion of many, that

if

engage with the regular troops,
best to have done

it

It

was

they were to
it

had been

here, since after this

they melted away very sensibly

;

a supposition of their defeat,

would have

it

and, upon

been much their advantage to have met with

where the country was

and

liberty got,

and

their first relief

after this.

Let

me now

take a further view of the

council's procedure at Edinburgh.

the

Upon

26th of November, they order some

suspected persons in Teviotdale to be secur-

ed; their names are not in the

Ten pounds

registers.

out of the

sterling is ordered

their friends.

exchequer, for paying of horses to be sent

Indeed further east they had very few, and

out morning and evening to get intelligence.

it

here,

this the

handful

who remained

felt

after-

The arms

in the castle of

Edinburgh are

About this time major Kilgour, and put in order, and some of them sent to
Mr. John Scot, minister of Hawickj came Stirhng. Cannon are brought down from
from the east to have joined them; but, the castle, and fixed at the gates of the
when they observed their want of order and town. The gates are ordered to be shut,
discipline, they quickly left them.
and none permitted to come in or go out,
While they were at Lanark, William but such as had a pass for which end,
wards.

:

Lawrie of Blackwood came up to them.
They hoped he was to have joined them, but
he undeceived them, and signified he was

No

guards are set at every gate.
are permitted to go off the

town

are issued out, that a great

;

many

horses

and orders
lances

and

.

;

:
;
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that by their last

„„_

pole-axes be immediately made, for the use

of no great note

of the government, at Culross, Dumferniline,
and other places. November 27th, a letter

find the rebels

from the king to the council, comes, approv-

the general thought to have attacked them

what they had done,

;

,

from general Dalziel, they
shun an engagement

letters

that

;

ing the putting in execution an order lately

Mauchlin-muir, but they marched eastward to Douglas Castle, near which they
continued upon Sunday ; that yesterday
they were at Lanark, and the general was

sent from court, for taking and subscribing

following them hard."

ing their diligence in

and

promising

further

instructions

very

quickly with the commissioner, and suspend-

the declaration

than what
I

is

;

of which

I

know no

expressed in the

have added,

in

a note.*

seem the court began

letter,

But

it

which

they receive, and

him, being unwilling as yet to suspend the

declaration,

and other impositions, had exasperated the
spirits of the country, and put them upon
rising in

But they take no

notice of the king's letter, which this day

would

to be sensible, that

obtrusion of the

the violent

further

in

arms; and were willing to desist

from these, at least at this present juncture.
" The same day the council write a letter

declaration.

recorded before theirs to

is

— That

same day the college of

formed themselves into a company,
defence of the town, and had arms

justice
for

them out of the

distributed to

castle

;

and

further security of the metropolis,

for the

the heritors of the Merse, Teviotdale, Tweeddale, and the Forest of Eterick,were called in.

Monday afternoon, Dalziel with his army
came up to Lanark ere colonel Wallace
and some of them come near Torphichen, and his men left it, they were within view
and their whole body not far off; that they of Stonebyres. Now the poor countrymen
Their had little time to deliberate: to march
are determined to maintain the town.
to the earl of Rothes at London, signifying,
that the rebels are advancing to Edinburgh,

;

numbers are said to be about three thousand; eastward, looked like a plain flight, the
commanders are colonel Wallace, col- general following close upon their rear ; yet,
onel Gray, major Lermont, and some others chiefly upon the suggestions of some of the
their

common

among them,

soldiers

that

West

Lothian would join them, and some hopes
* King^s letter to the council, November 2ith,
1666.
Right trusty, &c.
have seen yom* letter
of the 17th of this month, with the account of
•what then you knew of the rebellious insolence
at Dumfries
we have also seen the orders you
have given for the speedy march of our lieutenant-general, with such of our forces as he should
think fit, and for the concurrence of such persons
of quality, as live near those places where the
rebellion broke out. All which we do very well
approve, and doubt not but by God's blessing
upon our forces, and your counsels, the mischief
of this rebellion shall turn upon the heads of the
rebels.
And we specially recommend to you all
care and diligence for preventing any joining
with the rebels ; and that you take special care
of our castles, and of the prisoners in them
you shall also send us frequent intelligence of
what you hear, and that by express packets

We

Edinburgh would receive

that the city of

them, they resolve to go eastward, and to

be

Bathgate that night.

at

A

worse step

perhaps could scarce have been taken by

:

:

and give order that our lieutenant-general keep
correspondence with our governor of Carlisle
and that also he send us a frequent account of
his proceedings, and direct his letters to Carlisle,

We

to be transmitted to us.
intend very speedily
to despatch our commissioner, who shall bring
our full directions ; and, until he come, you
shall suspend the putting in execution your
order for the subscribing the declaration ; and
80 we bid you heartily farewell.
Given at our
court at Whitehall, the 24th day of November,
1666, and of our reign the eighteenth year.
By
his majesty's command,
Laudekdale.

—

them

;

this

being plainly to run into a net

betwixt two armies, and on the sword point.

No

friends

were

Edinburgh was

at

Bathgate to meet them

up against them, and Sir
Andrew Ramsay the provost is mighty
active, and scarce an advocate but is armed
ca2}-a-pee,
It is

a

all

and every thing there

fatal thing in

is

secured.

such circumstances to

lean to false intelligence; thereupon groundless

hopes are entertained,

measures run

and unhappy

into.

That night they came to Bathgate, through
almost an unpassable muir, and one of the

worst ways in Scotland.

The

night was

extremely dark, and they reached not Bathgate

till

two hours

after daylight

was gone,

neither was there any accommodation to be

had there

for

men wet and

spent with fatigue.

weary, and almost

About eleven

at night
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of the enemy, and at midnight were

at

march towards the
they came that length

to begin their

When

Bridge.

The

Glasgow.

much

them

last, I

against

of his friends, and not
as far as

going to a battle.

soldiers

would have almost made

their very

enemies

many

themselves to relent, to have seen so
faint,

It

half-drowned, half-starved men,

betwixt enemies behind, and enemies before.
It

was reckoned, they lost that night near
army ; and truly, consid-

half of their small

ering the way, season, and weather,

it

a wonder the half of them got through
after

from

all,

they

still

:

it

his army by this time
was come to Calder, within five miles of them.
Meanwhile, all gentlemen and others who

and the general with

have horses

Edinburgh, are by the council

in

The

it.

of Blackston, in the shire of Renfrew,

was likewise with the foresaid gentlemen,
it would seem, very accidentally.
I ara

but,

when they were met at a
country house, one of them saw Blackston

informed, that

was afterwards known, with a
Mr. Gabriel
Maxwel went out to him, and, after some
communing, prevailed with him to join with
design to have joined Dalziel.

to

resolve

laird

riding by, as

march to Collinton, within
though they should have
;
known there was an army at Edinburgh,
so

three miles of

and very much dissuaded from

yet,

some hopes
good town ;" and

came with
and

till he had reasoned,
was proper, against the project,

was

entertained

their friends in the "

told,

inclination,

engaged only to obtemperate the importunity

men

than

am

his

in the morning, they looked rather like dying

weary,

II.

Kilmaurs, and Mr. John Carstairs minister

obliged

New

[BOOK

they had an alarm of the approach

them

but he was so far from being a friend

:

to the cause they

am

were appearing

for, that,

told, as

soon as he heard of the defeat

at Pentland,

he went to the archbishop of

I

Glasgow, and, upon a promise of pardon,
discovered and informed against the rest.
I

have the following account from other

ordered to mount them, and march out,

good hands

under the command of the marquis of Mon-

ston came to that meeting, not accidentally,

trose, to join the general.

At Bathgate, the but from

in a different turn, that

Black-

a real regard to the cause colonel

Wallace was appearing for; that the gentleJohn Guthrie fell into a most violent fit of men were surprised when he came to them,
the gravel, to the greatest extremity a man as knowing his head was not so fully poised,
could be in, no doubt occasioned by the as were necessary for consultations of that
27th, or early on this day the

cold, and

ill

28th, Mr.

accommodation he had got these

nature they were engaged in, and therefore

days bypast, and was carried oif at the desire

kept their meeting apart from him

of

still

all

and so he was not

present;

at the

hovering about the

door,

;

that he

unhappily

spied a footman of my lady Rothes's carrying

engagement.
This day or Monday, a few gentlemen in
Renfrewshire, and

their

neighbours, had

letters to

Eglinton

:

and

gathered together a small company of horse-

letters,

men, some

returning them, sent

call

them about

fifty,

design to join colonel Wallace

:

with a

but

after

perusal

him

of them, and

off: that the

other

him for
and thereupon broke up and

when gentlemen were

little way upon
was given them, that
Dalziel was betwixt them and their friends ;
and upon this they saw good to retire, and

he, out of his ungov-

erned zeal, laid hold on him, opened the

highly offended at

they were gathering, and a

so

their road, information

that he himself, afterwards reflecting in cold

dismiss.

The

captain of this

little

troop

doing,

;

blood on what he had done, thought
to

redeem

neighbours.

was William Muir of Caldwell, and with
him were Robert Ker of Kersland, Caldwell

ward led as a witness against the

of that

registers I observe, "

ilk,

the laird of

Ralston,

John

Cunningham of Bedland, William Porterfield

of Quarrelton, Alexander Porterfield

some

early

ston,

:

and December
and

fit

own neck by accusing his
The reader will find him after-

his

Houston

1st,

in the

rest very

council

Maxwel of Blackhis

servant,

com-

peared and delated the laird of Caldwell,

others.
They had and several other gentlemen, to have risen
The
Maxwel minister at in arms for assisting the rebels."
Dundonald, Mr. George Ramsay minister at council confine him to his chamber in
his brother, with

with them Mr. Gabriel
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and upon the 6th of December, lay under, in order to have them .„„„
they take off his confinement, upon a bond redressed and nothing of this being
of a thousand pounds sterling, to appear in the overture made, they could not fall in
when called. It was remarked, that after with it, and dismissed Blackwood, signifying
and
this providence frowned very much upon they hoped for other things from him
Edinburgh

;

;

:

came to theu- next stage at CoUiuton. When
himself is said to have acknowledged, in a it was too late, there they found, that none
paper he left behind him, when, a good of their friends in Edinburgh, or the east
many years after this, he went for Cai'olina, country, would stir; many were hearty wellwishers to them, but few had clearness to
but he died at sea by the way.
This he

him, and every thing went cross.

Some

of the

many

of those

sufferings

in that meeting,

worthy gentlemen concerned

am

take up arms in such circumstances

who

those

had, found

all

so few accounts of

and could not possibly appear.
their hopes and counsels were

hand

When

may be
:

hinted at afterwards

if

;

but

I

sorry

them are come to my
they escape the sword at Pentland,

because not there, they did not escape the
persecutors' fury in a very

Their houses were

and

rifled,

The

exiled.

little thereafter.

themselves forfeited

estate

of Caldwell, the

best by far of any concerned in this

given

to general Dalziel,

affair, is

upon a sentence

and

Here both
an end.

at

Blackwood comes a

and with him the

time,
to

at this pass,

;

the avenues stopt,

third

Barskimming,

laird of

renew the former proposal, withal

honour, for a cessation of arms

signify-

word of

ing he had obtained the general's

till

next

morning, and that he had undertaken as

much

for

Finding themselves

them.

now

disappointed, and in a very

much

passed in absence, forfeiting him for being

very

upon the road to join colonel Wallace.
The times were so ill, the gentlemen durst

taking, at length they

not personally compear, otherwise very re-

go back with Blackwood to the general, and
Their comtreat with him in their name.

levant defences might have been proponed.

man

This good

died in

exile, leaving his

excellent lady, and four orphans, destitute

of all visible means of subsistence

some of

:

their hardships will offer afterwards

I

:

only

remark here, that the lady Caldwell had a
dowry ensured to her according to her rank,
out of the estate of Caldwell

:

but having

neglected to take infeftment upon her contract, before

was forced

the forfeiture, she lost that, and

to live with her children in great

Kersland's good estate was given

straits.

to lieutenant-general

Drummond.

In their

hands these two estates contiuned

until the

But

to return to colonel Wallace and his

decreasing army,

when they

to Colltnton, the laird

up again

way
of Blackwood came

to them, as sent by

to entreat

them

to lay

are in the

duke Hamilton,

down

their

arms

in

in

ill

their

name a commissioner

council of war, to

to

missioner being outlawed, Blackwood and
the

other gave

them

it

their

as

acceptable

opinion,

would not be

that the gentleman proposed

therefore they conclude to write

;

two come from him.
was drawn, and signed by colonel
I have not been able to come by

to the general, by the

The

letter

Wallace.
a copy of

it,

but

am

told

it

contained a

representation in short of their sad oppression
their

and heavy grievances, a declaration of
design

redress,
their

and

to

apply

to

the council for

their desire of a pass for

number, that might represent

grievances

revolution.

condescend

and desires more

one of
their

They
Blackwood

fully.

concluded with a request, that
might return to them with the general's
Instead of
answer, as soon as might be.
this, Dalziel,

upon receiving of

despatches Blackwood in

all

their letter,

haste to Edin-

hopes of an indemnity, which the duke

burgh, to lay the letter before the council,

promised to endeavour to procure.

and writes with him

This

gentleman concurred very earnestly with the
duke's proposal.

The

colonel,

and these

with him, did not think they were out of
their dut},

and were much

set

upon pre-

senting the grievances they and the country

his

own

sentiments, and

an account of his present circumstances.
How this was received at Edinburgh I have

no further accounts than the following letter
to the general, which I find in the council
It appears to be
books, dated this day.
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between

action,

the

general

and

were

in

still

clusion,

from Blackwood's negotiation

colonel Wallace, were reached Edinburgh: merely to

and

[BOOK

but

;

review the state of their poor

I insert it here.

companies, and to prevent straggling.

" Right honourable,

this

hill

run-

The

ning south and north, he divided his

men

The order Wallace put
"

IT.

some hope of a peaceable con-

dated at Killeith (Kenleith)

letter

from the

this day,

of Newburgh, bearing

earl

upon

:

men

his

backside of a long

tlie

Upon

into three bodies.

was

in,

the south of the

the letter sent from one Wallace to your
excellency,

was read

made

proposals

that letter

in

hill there was a low shoulder, upon the
and the north a high and steep shoulder. Upon the
considered, low shoulder southward he placed a small

council,

in

wherewith they are no ways

satisfied.

And body

because they seem to ground themselves

of horse, under the

command

cob, and the Galloway gentlemen

of Bars:

in the

upon the proclamation, they have sent one centre were the poor unarmed foot, under
of the printed copies, whereby it will appear his own command
and upon the left stood
there is no such thir.g held forth, as they the greatest part of his horse, under the
;

pretend unto
it,

that

is,

arms, and

and

:

they can expect from

all

they should lay

if

come

down

their

your excellency within

in to

the time appointed, they might petition for

We

mercy.

lency hath

are glad to hear your excel-

now engaged

in a short time to

the rebels,

we hope

have an account of them,

welcome news to
" Your humble servant,
" St. Andrews, I. P. D. C" November 28, 1666."

which

shall be

command

of major Learmont.

were scarce well put

general,

letter to the council,

An

alarm comes

that a

At

approaching them.
themselves, that

it

coming to join them
it

was

it

would appear

ment,

till

was

ered

:

and amusethe

men, since no return was

to them, as they desired, nor the least

hint given them, of the sending their letter
to the council
all

;

and

so,

notwithstanding of

the assurances given of a cessation of

arms, he marches his army straight towards

Colonel Wallace and his men, not-

them.

is

they pleased

might be some friends
but quickly they found

:

who had

Daiziel's van,

cut through

come

straight

from Calder towards them, quite undiscov-

this

not determine

trick

come up with

he should

colonel and his

made

I shall

all

body of horse
first

the ridge of Pentland Hills, and

had any view of favour

to the country people,

but

by sending

when

they were called to other work than a review.

they were within a quarter of a

till

mile of them, upon a

Whether the

This handful

in this posture,

There

hill

was a great

opposite to them.

descent and

hollow

betwixt them, so they could not meet on
that

When

side.

they

had viewed each

other for some time, Dalziel sends out
party of about

the edge of the

a

horse to squint along

fifty
hill,

and attack

their left

Wallace orders out captain Arnot

wing.

with a like number of horse, to receive them.

The

captain

came up with the

general's

detatchment upon a piece of level plain
ground.
they

After both had spent their

upon the sword
very stoutly for a good

closed

fire,

point,

and

while.

At

withstanding of this imperfect sort of treaty,

fought

on the best retreat they can, for
their own safety, and sustenance in the meantime and turning by the east end of Pentland Hills, they resolve on the way to Biggar.
From Collinton they march to the House in
the Muir; and from thence to the fatal spot
called the Kullion Green, where they draw
up the dispirited remains of an army, not

length, notwithstanding all their advantages,

resolve

;

exceeding nine hundred weary spent men.

The reason of
there,

their

forming themselves

was not any view of a

battle, for

they

it

Daiziel's

men run

;

and had

it

not been for

the difficulty of the ground, their loss had

been

far greater

than

it

was.

Divers

fell

on both sides; and of the captain's party
Mr. John Crookshanks, and Mr. Andrew

M'Cormock, two

ministers

who had come

from Ireland, and had very much encouraged
the people to this undertaking.

Upon

this little

advantage, Wallace ad-

vanceth with a party of foot towards the

:
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body of the enemy's horse, they being on a
ground, upon that side inaccessible by horse.
This obUged them to shift their station, and
to draw up on a bank or rising ground a

more

little

tinued

easterly

;

came

These

up.

had the

onel

hill,

ridge,

Green.
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and

in the action

Information sent to the author of

;

1G66.

whereof the

which

is

Pentland, November 1666,

bij

a minister

present with the country army*
" I was prevailed upon by Mr. Welsh, min-

col-

the

called

this history,

as to the rising in Gallowat/, dissipated at

Wallace, and drew up his whole army upon

Rullion

part,

which containing several particulars
I have not met with elsewhere, and being
but short, I have insert it here.

being arrived, the general advanced towards

the skirt of the same

most

and there they con-

their foot

all

till

for the

Being thus posted, the

ister

of Irongray, and some others, to join

general orders out a great body of horse,

with that party in Galloway, sore oppressed

attended with some foot, to attack the wing

by the inhumane cruelties

commanded by major Learmont.

To meet

of Sir James

Turner, for their nonconformity to abjured

A

those, Wallace orders out

another party of prelacy.

horse flanked with foot.

After firing on

Sir James, that his cruelties in that corner

both sides, they close one upon another, and

might be stopt, and when they were resolving

Wallace's foot force Dalziel's to give way.

and

his horse

run

A

also.

to

little

while after they had seized

march to Edinburgh, to represent

their

second party of grievances, you know, they were broken at
j

come from the general Pentland Hills, many of the prisoners were
upon the same wing, and a second party executed, and those of any note who escaped
meet them with the same success, and chase were forfeited in life and fortune in absence,
them beyond the front of their army. But most illegally. In this Sir John Nisbet,
a third body of horse, for the general had king's advocate, was most active, and fearing
abundance to spare, coming up, made Lear- after inquiries, he procured an act of the
horse, the same way,

men

mont's
station

retire

up the

hill

to their first

and thus the dispute

:

is

mostly

upon the left wing of Wallace's army. When
they had acquit themselves so gallantly,

parliament

first

after,

approving this piece of

injustice.

"

The country people who came to Dumwere commanded by Andrew Gray,

fries,

advances his whole left wing of and John Neilson of Corsack, and by a
upon the colonel's right, where he had surprise apprehended Sir James Turner in
scarce thirty weak horse to receive them. his chamber in Bailie Finnie's.
They soon
These were soon borne down, and the gen- after marched to the west country, having
Dalziel

horse,

eral carried the charge so briskly that

Wallace's

all

sent messages to their acquaintances in the

companies gave way, were put

neighbouring shires to assist them.
" I took with me major Learmont, son-in-

out of their order, and never able to

The

again.

The

rally

slaughter was not very great.

colonel had happily placed his men, and

law to the

laird

of Annstoun,

near me, an officer of

skill,

who

lived

great resolution,

most of them were upon the top of the hill, and courage. We met our friends on the
and got the easier off. It was almost dark hills above Galstoun. It was found necesnight before the defeat and the horsemen sary to halt a little in that country, till we
who pursued, were most part gentlemen, should see if friends would join. Some
;

own innocent and gallant
There were about fifty of the
countrymen killed, and as many taken pris-

and

pitied their

countrymen.

oners

:

killed,

a very few of Dalziel's

men were

but several wounded.

went to Mauchlin, others

to Tarbolton

the major and I went next day with about
fifty

horse to the town of Ayr to take up

quarters.

The

magistrates

fled,

but

we

hearing where one of them was, obliged him

After I had formed the above narrative of
rising and defeat, there came to my
hand a very distinct information of this

this

affair,

from an old reverend minister,

who

was present with Colonel Wallace's army

* This minister evidently was Mr. William
Veitch, settled after the revolution, first at
Peebles and latterly at Dumfries, v/here he died
Ed.
in the mouth of JVlay, Yi'li.

—
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give billets for seven or eight

to

l„^P

hundred

and

horse

Here the ports being

foot.

worthy Mr. Hugh M'Kail turned

[BOOK

but could have no access into the town,

sickly, but

night,

recovered.

ister

" From Ayr we marched up the water

II*
ali

and saw nobody that
save old Mr. Arthur Murray, a minshut,

turned out of his charge in Orkney

town with^a
toward Douglas, and from that to Lanark. verbal message to the gentleman, but by no
Meanwhile, Dalziel and his forces were means could be admitted.

come

west, to

aven

but hearing

;

meet

got betwixt them

foot

fifteen

several indeed

;

if

through many diffiwho were now come

I went,

our friends,

from Collinton to Pentland

we had passed

hundred horse and

were

Next day,

culties, to

after us.

know not

to Lanark, I

were much above

"

us, the length of Strath-

we were

and Edinburgh, they came close

When we came

his wife essayed to get into the

Hills.

Roslin-muir, and was

When

I

come to

Glencourse water, I fell in almost with an
advanced party of the king's horse ; but was

daily joining us.

There we had accounts the general relieved by the rear of our friends.
" By this time, November 28th, a fair
would be upon us that night. Presently a
council of war was called, of officers and frosty day, after a sore night of frost and
gentlemen, who communicate advices with snow, when colonel Wallace got intelligence,
the ministers. By the generality it was that general Dalziel was coming from Currie
i

thought safest to bide at Lanark, the rains through the
having made Clyde unpassable, except by of our
boats, which were broken

hills,

and a considerable party

men were upon

and there was Barmagachan, and

;

|

a

no great probability of the river's falling, Mr. M'Cormock, two
and a few men might have prevented the with them.

come through

king's forces to

a letter at this time came to
INIr.

to us

it

IVIr.

but

I

Welsh and

I

:

Semple, from a gentleman at Edinburgh,

who was

a real friend, pressing us to come

as near that place as might be,

j

Crookshanks, and

Irish

i

commanded by

hill,

Mi'.

ministers were

" In about half an hour, lieutenant-general

with a select party, were

Drummond,

sent against us

upon the

some

off with

loss

hill,

but were beat

though the general

;

and giving assured those about him, that party would

hopes both of assistance and other necessar- do our business, and the rest needed only
This altered the

ies.

first

project,

and the stand and see

fair

play.

When

the lieuten-

under ant-general was driven back, there was no
many inconveniencies ; and there being no small confusion among the armj', and not a
accommodation there, we went forward to few threw down their arms; yea, Drummond

army marched

straight to Bathgate,

" There I was pitched upon to go in to
the town, and converse with that gentleman,

When

if possible.

I

came

roads were guarded, and

thither, all

my

the

lord Kingston

with some forces, keeping the main guard at

Having taken by-roads

Brandsfield-links.
till

I

came

to Libberton

at the Wind-mill,

Kingston.
desiring

owned

himself

Collinton.

two

I

Way,

I

was stopped

and carried to

made

my

lord

a shift to satisfy him, by

soldiers to

go with

me

to the

Kirkton, from

afterwards to

whom

I

we had pursued

that if

army might have been
and

ruined.

Mr. Crook-

Mr. M'Cormock were

both

killed in this rencounter.

" Major Learmont
attack,

when we

commanded the second
enemy again, and

beat the

duke Hamilton narrowly escaped, by dean
Ramsay's warding off' a blow a countryman

dean of Edinburgh, Mr. Lawrie,and he would was just giving the duke.

My

the chase, in the

they were under, the general's

confusion

shanks

Mr. James

have the account,

The

general sent

was very civil, and told up a party who relieved the duke, beat back
me, Mr. Lawrie and his friends would be the major his horse was shot under hira,
retired for safety to the Castle, and dismissed and falling, he stepped back a little to a
me, which was a very proAidential deliver- fold-dike, and killed one of the four horseance to me ; for just as I was going off, I men who pursued him, mounted his horse,

know me.

lord

:

saw Mr, Hugh M'Kail brought
to

my

lord.

I

in prisoner

lodged in the Potter-row,

and came
"

The

safe
last

off"

from the other three.

encounter was after sunset,

—
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the general's foot, flanked with their

ticable,considering the circumstances

hands, overpowered us, broke
our ranks, and we gave way. Our horses

narrated above. His bite upon major

not being trained, was a great loss to us.

tailor, is

when

horse upon

all

Many more had been

and taken, had

killed

not the night prevented

I fell in

it.

with

a whole company of the enemy, who taking
me in the dark for one of their number,

me down

carried

the

the pursuit,

in

till

hill

I

a

with them

little

got to a

having a sturdy horse, turned

oft"

side,

and

from them,

1666.

Learmont, that he had been formerly a
not worth noticing.^

what truth

is

in the fact

;

I

but

I

know not
could give

instances of tradesmen in their youth,

who

have gone into the army, and proved eminent
in the art

of war; and the major's bitterest

enemies owned him to be a very good

officer.

What follows is aplain falsehood, that most of
their officers were cashiered preachers. And

though several of the outed ministers were in
and was pursued, but happily escaped."*
It is scarce worth while to take notice of company with the west country army, there
the misrepresentations the English historians
give of this rising and engagement.

That
Whigs,

part3'-writd' of the caveat for the

published toward the close of the last reign,

order to

in

corrupt

was not one of them an

command

England, and dispose matters for the present

had any

Presbyterian

ministers leave those things to another set

of clergymen,

commonalty of double

the

officer or

over the soldiers.

see

it

who

capacity,

claim the privilege of a

and act

for their interest

;

in it

where they

and, under pretext

make a

attempt of the pretender (1715) hath as

of their temporalities, can

many

in his account

be princes palatines, members of parliament,

pretends this rising was

lords high treasurers, plenipotentiaries, pre-

Whigs

sidents of the privy council,

lies

as

words almost

of this matter.

He

in concert with the

republicans

the

was

in

Holland

entirely unconcerted.

;

He

whereas

it

talks of the

outed preachers

;

story,

when he

of the

the day before the engagement, were not at

A

third part of those

who had been

together

So gross misrepresentations need the battle and, considering all things, it
was much so many of them kept together.
Eachard, Hist, of England, vol. HI. Those things indeed are scarce worth the
accounts of this matter, hath copied observing, were it not, if possible, to prevent
;

reflections.
jNIr.

in his

several of the blunders formerly printed by
his

countrymen.

He

insinuates

a corre-

spondence betwixt the presbyterians

in Scot-

land and those in England, without the least
proof;

and indeed

it

was not capable of

proof, such a correspondence not being prac-

* Mr. Veitch has recorded a still more extraordinary escape, that he had upon the Friday
following:, on the night of which, he had gone
upon some business to the house of his landlord,
the laird of Auldstain or Austane, who, was
father-in-law to major Learmont.
In hopes of
finding this latter gentleman, Dalziel's troop of
dragoons, were in the very act of surrounding
the house, when Mr. Veitch approached. Being
attired in a country habit, the same as a common
peasant, he went boldly forward to one of his
neighbours, who was holding five of the troopers'

and accosting him familiarly by his name,
what he thought of the weather, or, if
was to be snow. His neighbour with the
came presence of mind, accosted him by the name
of Willie, and gave him two of his horses to
hold, which he did till the search was over,
horses,

inquired
it

little

they were met in the

and near a hundred

executed.

no

talks,

height of their power by the king's forces.

that five

killed at Pentland,

and what not.

Mr. Eachard has known very

tailors, and
hundred of them

of their troops being

leaders

were

England, and

in

shift to

other subsequent historians from copying
after

Mr. Eachard, as he has done from

those that went before him, in our Scots
affairs,

to which they have been very

much

strangers.

Those remarks upon Mr. Eachard,

relate

when, with his bonnet under his arm, he held
the stirrups to the troopers mounting their
horses, who, immediately rode off, without
Vide
suspecting who had been their assistant.
Life of Veitch, by Dr. M'Crie, pp. 4«5, iG.—Ed.
f Law in his memorials has stated, that Learmont was a tailor to his trade, (p. 216,) on
what evidence does not appear, but it is certain, that he was proprietor of the lands of
Newholme, which lay partlj' in the shire of
Peebles and partly in the shire of Lanark.
[Sampson's Riddle, 48.] After his forfeiture
the rising at Pentland, his
tor being in
brother-in-law William Hamilton of Wishaw,
Edinburgh,
in consequence of a
writer in
composition obtained a donation of the estate
of Newholme, for the behoof of his family.
M'Crie's Life of Veitch, &c. pp. 79, 480—^c?.
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Com- hard a matter did admiral Chattilon
History of England, whom, in to command an army of volunteers.

likewise to the author of the

1G66.
plete

Scots

the archdeacon pretty closely

aftairs

follows

only the bishop hath an ill-natured

;

turn, the rigid presbyterians, says he,

were

find it

And

the inexpressible hardships the poor people

had been under

for

some time before

engagement, heighten the

their

commanding

This must be reckoned a spiteful, as well as

gentleman, a good soldier, bold and resolute;

an ignorant comparison, since, as the pres-

but such an undertaking was for a

byterians were not as yet, with any colour

miracles.

of reason, to be divided into rigid and not

mended

colonel Wallace, was a

man of
much com-

Their enemies very

and courage

gallantry

their

;

and

without exception, owned

yet under such disadvantages as they had to

the king's authority, and submitted to every

wrestle with, they could not but give way.

rigid,

they

all,

I

i

'

The

wonder.

as mutinous as the popish tories in Ireland.

officer,

]

'

;

]

i

j

thing

episcopacy

save

mutiny

was no

there

so

;

in the case, but horrid oppression

from the soldiers hounded out by the prelates,

which

this

Two

them they were
;

|

company had deserted

parts of their

perfectly spent

and wearied,

and surprised under a begun

treaty,

and

known overpowered with numbers of fresh horse
accounts, and men, many of them disciplined troops,

|

.

author might have

from Naphtali, and other printed

|

j

and so spared

and none of them under their

odious comparison.

this

November

After this engagement,

28th,

1666, the country people were very cruel
to

Many

the poor fleeing men.

were

and

killed,

of them

taken

severals

priso-

ners by the people in the parishes round
about.
visible

am

I

God

some of them

tested and declared,

did

'

l

their

God and

their country, for religion

and

and herein holy and infinitely wise
providence accepted of them, and smiled

'

liberty;

way of

albeit not in a

;

road of noble and

unshaken steadfastness and

turned their horses from them, entered into

interests they appeared

a countryman's barn that night

This account shall be concluded with the

and success, yet

in the

much

turned very

i

victory

and murder.
Colonel Wallace and Mr. John Welsh fled
over the hill northward; and when they had
for their cruelty

I

present their grievances, and testify for

to

that some
come upon upon them,

informed,

well

judgments of

difficulties

They always protheir only design was

and discouragements.

suffering,

I

which

to the advantage of the
\

and

testified for.

—
j

;

and, after

j

some very

refreshing

rest,

got

off"

undis-

letter the council

wrote to the king, the
j

covered.

We

shall

Mr. Welsh about

afterwards meet with

his Master's

work.

day

after this

engagement.

I

The
i

colonel, after

some wanderings, got over

Holland, and lived

many

"

to

years there; but

May

it

" Since the

please your majesty,
first

notice

1

we had of the late
we have from time

never returned to his native country.

insurrection in the west,

Thus was this body of good people broken
and dissipated. It was next to a wonder,

to time given an account of

I

|

ceedings against

it,

it,

and the pro-

;

to the earl of Rothes, to
\

and can scarce be accounted for, except be communicated to your majesty and now
from the goodness of their cause, that they we presume, by this humble and immediate
were so brave on this day of their defeat, if address, to make known to your majesty,
:

either the constitution or circumstances of

that yesterday in the afternoon, the general,

.

1

!

such an army be considered.
but a small
plined

They were and noblemen with him, and your forces
handful of untrained, undisci- under his command, gave them a total rout

countrymen,

who had never

war; they had very few

had

officers,

seen

at the south

and these

seven miles

side of Pentland Hills, about

from Edinburgh.

Many

of

Every private man in
such a gathering, readily must either be let

them were

into the secrets of the council of war, other-

be speedy proceedings, according to the

wise he

laws against traitors

little

authority.

is

in

hazard

of

clamouring his

field.

There be

whom

there shall

the

killed in

several prisoners, against

:

and

if

night had not

neighbours in the company into a mutiny,

prevented your majesty's forces in the pur-

and then of deserting upon a

suit

scruple.

So

\

i

i

;

:

,;

J

of the rebels, none of them had escaped,
j
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although this rabble be totally

|

pated for the time, yet

conceive ourselves

the discharge of our duty, to

obliged, in

your majesty, that those

unto

represent

we

principles which are pretended as the

of this rebellion, are
several

so

through

places

ground

many

rooted in

the kingdom, and

35
a terrible

,

.

clamour, and took care to load the

whole body of presbyterians, ministers, and
people, as concerned in this rising; and
misrepresented them as rebels, enemies to
the government, and what not: and a handle
was taken from this appearance in arms

there be such just grounds of apprehensions

which was very

of dangers, from persons disaffected to your

among

presbyterians through the nation, to

violent

and bear down

majesty's government, as

now

it is

lished by law, as will require

estab-

more vigorous

application, for such an extirpation of

may

secure the peace of the kingdom, and

and we shall
any thing in our power;

due obedience to the laws
not be wanting in

and your

:

commands

majesty's

be

shall

obeyed by

« Edlnburgli, Nov. 29th, 1666."

This letter

The utmost
and

enemies.

care had been taken, before

country peoples' moving from

the

Collinton, the council sent one Patrick

Mur-

ray to Tevoitdale, to acquaint the heritors,

breathes

Immediately after the engagement, they send
expresses to Berwick, to stop

who came

spirit

of

the

;

toward

a

and seek further

a standing army.

But

I

they

fairly

now

rebels

;

Also the forces at Linton Bridge,

all

till

Saturday's

Next day, November 30th, the lord
is

ordered by the council, to secure

the goods and rents belonging to any of

oppression,

the rebels indicted or to be indicted, and to

freedom from

intromit with them; with a reservation of

for their

prelates

inclinations

:

borders

are ordered to keep together

treasurer

it

to the

order to apprehend the rebels upon their

I make no reflections upon
own the prejudice generally

prevailing

the

and likewise
order earls Annandale, Nithsdale, and lord
Drumlanerk, and others in that country, to
keep the forces together they had raised, in
return.

forth a

all

the passes were appointed to be guarded.

night.

that yoke

of that designation,

common

after the battle, to prevent their escape.

Upon

cruelty peculiar to the president and prelates.

and

all

the rebels were moving eastward, and

" Your majesty's most, &c.
" St. Andrews,
" Montrose,
Register,
Haddington,
Advocate,
Dumfries,
Justice-clerk,
Sinclair,
Lee,
Halkerton,
NiDRY,
Bellenden,
Sir R. Murray.
President,

against

from being any concert

ministers and peojjle, as

as

it

far

severities,

come now

and

to give

their

dues

i-esting to their

hazard being

now

masters

:

and

all

well nigh over, the council

account of the sufferings of those taken at

give liberty to

Pentland.

Tevoitdale, and the Forest, (Ettrick Forest)
in

the forces in the Merse,

all

Dumbarton and
After

all

this

Stirling shires to dismiss.

care in the council,

managed by the primate,

Of

the sufferings

and execution of such

were taken at Pentland,

luith

some

wlio

reflec-

tions tij)on their death.

far

as

my

materials

many who had

need

now

scarce

and hardships of

got off from Pentland with

their lives, were very great
not a few who
had escaped the sword at Rullion Green,
were most cruelly murdered by the country
:

Having given an unbiassed account of
rising, as

notice, that the difficulties

I

this

would carry

people the common people, in many places
some short narra- about, wanted the bowels of men, not to
tive of the cruelties exercised upon so man}' say Christians, toward the scattered
party.
of this broken party, as came into the Yea, so inhumane were some, as to break
managers' hands. Many came to be sharers in upon the graves of those who had been
with them in sufferings, who had not been buried, that they might get the linen some
up in arms with them, as may afterwards good people in Edinburgh had provided to
come to be noticed.
bury them in and multitudes were forced
;

me,

I

come next

to offer

;
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for

many

years to lurk and hide

of their names

themselves, and undergo inexpressible hardships,

having their

life

as

it

[BOOK

likewise the uselessness of inserting so

such

were,

deep

every day in their hand.

who

II.

many

since converse &c. with

;

are not named, runs a person as

with such as are named.

in guilt, as

more uneasy, and to I shall make no reflections on the list in
John Semple is named
involve others who should show them the the proclamation.
least favour, a proclamation comes out, among the ministers, and every one was
December 4th, which I have insert as a ready to take it for John Semple, minister at
note.*
There is a reference made here to Carsfairn, whereas he was no way concerned
Accordingly, I find this
their former proclamation, making it treason in this business.
to assist, supply, or correspond with any pious plain man, upon the 13th of Decemthat had risen in arms and that no subject ber, petitioning the council, " that whereas
may harbour, reset, hide, or conceal any of one of the same name with him, is insert in
them, or they must be brought to trouble the late proclamation, as among the rebels,
therefore.
The names of about sixty are whereby he and his family living peaceably
set down
and the proclamation adds, " or these fifteen months at Currie, in their old

To

render their

life

;

j

|

;

any others who concurred or joined
rebellion;" with certification, that

in that

age, he being sixty-four, and his wife seventy

who

years, are brought to great trouble, craving

all

herein, shall be reputed guilty of their

fail

crime.

The

hardships of this are plain, and

* Proclamation discharging the receipt of the

December ^th, 1666.
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Scotland,
England, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith, to all and sundry our lieges and subjects
rebels,

whom

these presents do or may concern, greeting forasmuch as, upon the first notice given
to our privy council, of the rising and gathering
of these disloyal and seditious persons in the
west, who have of late appeared in arms, in a
desperate and avowed rebellion against us, our
government and laws, we declare them to be
traitors, and discharged all our subjects to assist,
reset, supply, or correspond with any of them,
:

redress."

Which

being

council permit him to live

the

found true, the
still

there,

Mains of Arniston, John Hutchison

bottle,

Rew chaplain to Scot^tarbet,

in

and

New-

Patrick

Liston in Calder, William Liston his son, James
Wilkie in the Mains of Cliftonhall, the laird of
Caldwell, the goodman of Caldwell, the laird of
Kersland, the laird of Bedlandcunningham,
Porterfield of Quarrelton, Alexander Porterfield his brother,

sliaw,

Lockhart of Wick«t-

Trail, son to Mr. Robert Trail,
in Pokelly, Blr. Gabriel Semple,

David Poe
John Semple, Mr. John Guthrie, Mr. John
Welsh, Mr. Samuel Arnot, Mr. James Smith,
Orr, Mr.
Mr. Alexander Pedin, Mr.
Patton, Mr.
William Veitch, Mr.
under the pain of treason and the said rebels Cruikshanks, Mr. Gabriel Maxwell, Mr. John
and traitors being now, by the blessing of God Carstairs, Mr. James Mitchell, Mr. William
upon our forces, subdued, dissipated, and scatter- Forsyth, or any others who concurred or joined
ed, and such of them as were not either killed in the late rebellion, or who, upon the account
or taken in tlie field, being lurking in the thereof, have appeared in arms in any part of
country; and we being unwilling that any of that our kingdom but that they pursue them
our good subjects should be ensnared or brought as the worst of traitors, and present and deliver
in trouble by them, we have therefore, by the such of them as they shall have within their
:

;

advice of our privy council, thought fit again
hereby to discharge and inhibit all our subjects,
that none of them offer or presume to harbour,
reset, supply, or correspond, hide or conceal the
persons of colonel James Wallace, major Learmont,
Maxwell of Monrief younger,
Maclellan of Barscob,
Gordon of Parbreck,
Maclellan of Balmagachan,
Cannon of
Burnshalloch younger,
Cannon of Barley
younger,
Cannon of Mordrogget younger,
Welsh of Skar,
Welsh of Cornley,
Gordon of Garery in Kells, Robert Chalmers
brother to Gadgirth, Henry Grier in Balmaclellan, David Stot in Irongray, John Gordon in
Midton of Diilry, William Gordon there, John
Macnaught there, Robert and Gilbert Cannons
there,
Gordon of Bar elder in Kirkpatrickdurham, Patrick Macnaught in Cumnock, John

Macnaught
younger,
of Dargoner,

son,
Gordon of Holm
Dempster of Carridow,

his

of Sundiwall,

Ramsay

in

power, to the lords of our privy council, the
sheriff of the county, or the magistrates of the
next adjacent burgh royal, to be by them made
forthcoming to law certifying all such as shall
be found to fail in their duty herein, they shall
:

be esteemed and punished as favourers of the
said rebellion, and as persons accessory to, and
And to the end, all our
guilty of the same.
good subjects may have timous notice hereof,
we do ordain these presents to be forthwith
printed, and published at the market-crosses
of Edinburgh, Ayr, Lanark, Glasgow, Irvine,

Wigton, Kirkcudbright, Dumfries, and remanent market-crosses of our said kingdom and
we do recommend to the right reverend our archbishops and bishops, to give orders that this our
proclamation bewithaU possible dilligence read on
the Lord's day, in all the chiu-ches within their
:

Given at Edinburgh, the fourth
day of December, and of our reign the eighteenth
year, one thousand six hundred and sixty-six.
several dioceses.

;
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and four miles
The laird of Caldwell, and his
about it.
neighbours before mentioned, had no legal
evidence against them, of their being up in

him

confine

to that place,

eral
in

have been informed, sev-

I

this rebellion.

named were not concerned

here

the rising

;

and nobody

killed,

converse with him.

in
It

importance to observe,
1st,

at all

and Mr. John Crookshanks was

the council without any previous

and apprehend

trial,

"to search
persons and their

all

who have been

horses,

with the

in arras

rebels, or are suspected since, or before the

defeat, or

who have

reset, or being aiding to

them, and to intromit with their goods

upon

require him to quarter
his forces

to seize

all

and

;

their lands with

and duke Hamilton

;

appointed

is

This

such in Lanarkshire."

is

throe days before the former proclamation,

which

pretended to be so

is

good of the

lieges

;

much

for the

and surely these orders

were either unreasonable, or the proclamation very useless, unless

down
made

it

be to convey

,1

•

was next to impossible
and now the primate reckons it a good season
to harass his (once) brethren, and hound out
the army upon them, in order to throw the
to this act

odium of this

upon them, when mean-

rising

while they were living peaceably.

names of those who
a stand for theii" most valu-

and that

is,

following on
grief

disaster,

this

and heartbreak to the most part of any

piety and seriousness through Scotland, but

some

really hastened

instance shall

who was upon

with

those worthy

the matter a

sufferer

This good and aged

persons, unto death.

man was

living in the

suburbs of Edinburgh,

through which Dalziel's soldiers marched in
triumph.

When

he opened

and saw them display

window,

his

banners, and

their

heard the shouts of the soldiers triumphing
over the prisoners, he was struck to the
died in a day or two.

the council registers an act of the same

of that worthy old

minister Mr. Arthur Murray,

so gallant

this proclamation, I find

One

to their grave.

suffice,

very heart, took

Together with

and the cruelty

not only was matter of great

it,

to posterity, the

able concerns.

in

1

i„^„
lo66.

I shall make one observe further, before
hazard of reset or
may be of some more I come to give account of the severities
that upon December upon such who were taken at Pentland ;

give orders to general Dalziel,
for

37

formerly remarked, that obedience

But
come

bed immediately and

his

leaving those accessory sufferers, I
to

those

engagement

who were
The

itself.

taken

in

the

about

prisoners,

many

number, who were taken at the battle,
were brought in by the soldiers to Edinburgh, and the country people brought in
about thirty more they were all crowded

deposed ministers who have transgressed

together by the magistrates of Edinburgh, in

date August

a place near the tolbooth, called Haddocks

date, against presbyterian ministers, entitled,

" act against deposed ministers."
thus, "

The

lords

of his majesty's privy

council being informed that there are

the

of council, of the

act

runs

It

13th, 16G3, in not removing themselves

out of their

families

respective

and

parishes,

where they were incumbents, and not

resid-

fifty in

;

Hole, which of late

The

late

is

turned to a better use.

French king,

I

am

turned the

told,

noble and capacious church at Charenton,

and

ing within twenty miles thereof, six miles of

near Paris, to a draughthouse

Edinburgh, or a cathedral church, and three

place out of which those innocents were

miles

of any royal

burgh, whereby

they

ought to be proceeded against as movers of
sedition

therefore they require the arch-

:

bishops of St.
ordain

all

to cause

Andrews and Glasgow

to

bishops within their several sees,

all

ministers within their respective

dioceses, give

up a

list

of such ministers'

names, and of the place of their residence,

and

in

what manner they have transgressed

;

taken, as sheep for the slaughter,

converted to a church.
sort

Some

is

were put into the tolbooth, and as the

council promise in their letter to the king,

" very quick despatch was

made of them."

Bishop Sharp the president, pushed violently
the prosecution and execution of the pris-

oners

;

and indeed

his bloodthirsty

temper

made him very odious. I am
informed, that after some of them were

at this time

well

and they to the council."

condemned, and a few executed, a

hath been

since

of the better

the said act, and report to the archbishops,
It

this

letter

:
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came down from the king discharg- prisoners were
1666.
ing taking any more lives.
This according to his
letter came to the primate as president, and ness, shuffled in
ought to have by him been communicate to their letter to
the council
it

up,

till

but the bloodthirsty

;

as

many,

as

in,

ir.

the president

cunning way of doing busithe clause

we have seen

the king,

to prelimit their

in

kept procedure, " that they would prosecute them

he had a mind should with

were despatched.*

die,

man

[BOOK

brought

all

despatch."

When

came

this matter

This foul act of his to be reasoned at the council table, Sir John

he was very justly charged with, by the Gilmour the best lawyer among them, depersons who some years after this, took away clined peremptorily to give his judgment,
his life ; and when he cried pitifully for mercy, knowing, as was then said, that if he gave
he was told, that as he never showed mercy his opinion for taking of their lives, he would
to others, so he was to expect none from go against both law and conscience and if
;

them.

This base breach of trust was of a he voted for sparing them, he would offend

piece with another step he took about

When

time.

in the south

tliis

both the president and prelates.

and west, he wrote up a

to Lauderdale or Rothes, to be

letter

sellors, to give it as his opinion,

commun- were

silent, that

icated to the king, wherein he signified, that their lives given
all

went well

and that every yet

in Scotland,

man was in his duty, except the few fanatics
who were in arms, whom he feared not. At
at court,

wherein he asserted

was wrong, scarce any were

all

faithful to the

all sold.
Both the
same date, were read to the
king, who now saw his dishonesty and double
face, which he would never believe before,
although he had several hints of it given

and they were

king,

letters of the

him.

very

After this,

I

am

told, the king

when others

though the prisoners had

them

in the field as soldiers,

law

this did not prejudge their trial in

This was greedily backed by

as subjects.

the president, and insisted on as an oracle,

the same time he wrote a letter to another and gone into by the

nobleman

It fell

the country people were rising unhappily to one of the best of the coun-

were against

it

council,

who

such

inclining to be silent

and

;

the council remitted them to the criminal

They say

court.

swore

terribly,

when

that general Dalziel,

he had the accounts of

and

said,

this,

cursed and

were he to serve the

king never so long, he should never bring in
a prisoner to be butchered.

never

Accordingly

I

find this council,

upon the

gave him that credit he had with him before, 4th of December, order the king's advocate

and trusted him very

However,

pursue a process of forfeiture against

to

little.

at this time, with a great deal

When

of willingness he presided in council.

eleven of the prisoners,

out for the

first

who were picked

bloody

sacrifice

major

:

them was, John M'Culloch, a reverend old gentleman,
what they should do with the prisoners. It captain Andrew Arnot, brother to the laird
seemed very natural to think they had their of Lochridge, Thomas Paterson, merchant

they met, the

lives spared

first

thing before

by the king,

in as

much

as they

had quarters given them, by such who had
the king's commission
alive

;

and Grotius,

De

to

kill

or

Jure Belli

Glasgow,

who was

sentenced with the

but died of his wounds in prison

rest,

;

the

save two Gordons of Knockbreck, John Parker

to
et

in

Pads,

determines,^c/e.? est etiam rebeUibus servanda

in Busbie,

Gavin Hamilton, James Hamilton

John Ross in Mauchlin, John
but this reasonable and merciful construc- Shields in Titwood, tenant to Sir George
tion, agreeable to all the rules of war, was Maxwell of Nether-pollock,
Christopher
too moderate for our

what
of.

cruel

their party in council

And

so in the

bishops,

in Kilmuir,

and Strang, tenant

in Kilbride.

would not hear indicted before the criminal

first letter

writ

when the two
lion

* Burnet says this letter was sent by Burnet,
archbishop oF Glasgow, and that it ivas by him
kept up till after the execution of Mr. Hugh
Burnet's History of his Own Times,
M'Kail
vol. i. p. 3ie
Ed.

Those

are to be

court, or rather

criminal judges, for treason and rebel:

and the council allow them

Sir

George

Lockhart, Sir George Mackenzie, Mr. William Maxwell, and Mr. Robert Dickson, for

advocates.

Hume

So upon the same day,

Sir

John

of Renton, justice clerk, one of the
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greatest zealots for the prelates in Scotlanil,

begun account of the sufferings of

and Mr. William Murray advocate, justice

these times, entituled " Sampson's

depute,

sit

tolbooth

down

advocates plead a

the

a§ their judges, in

of Edinburgh.

They heard the

little for

form's sake

but

;

very quickly they came to sentence, finding

them

guilty,

and ordering them to be hanged

at the Cross of Edinburgh,

Kiddle." That work being stopt in Holland,
by the gentleman's death who was at the
charges of it; and that imperfect part of
which was got printed, being but in the
hands of a few, I have here, in the Notes,

upon the 7th of taken

several original papers relative to the

December.

sufferers at Pentland,

That the reader may have a full view
of the reasonings ^;ro and con,, and the

collated

them

In

meantime, to

method taken with these worthy persons,

longing,

I

have inserted at the foot of the page the

whole of

their process, extracted out of the

records of the criminal court, and the council's

act as to the disposal of their heads

and arms.*

This extract

is

in

* Process against captain Andrew
December ith, 1666.

print in a

Arnot,

§'c.

The

process and indictment of these first ten
martyrs of Jesus Christ, who (besides Thomas
Paterson who died of his wounds in the tolbooth) suffered together at Edinburgh, December 7th, 1666.
Curia justiciaria S. D. N. regis, tenta in praetorio burtji de Edinburgh, quarto die mensis

Decembris,1666,per domiimm Joannem Hume
de Rentoun, justiciarise clericum, et GulielJMuiTay advocatum, justiciarum deputatum.

mum

Curia legittime affirmata.
Intrant.
Andrew Arnot,
Major John M'Culloch,
Gavin Hamilton in Mauldslie in Carluke

Captain

parish,

John Gordon of Knockbreck,
Christopher Strang tenant in Kilbride,
Robert Gordon brother to John Gordon of

Knockbreck,

John Parker walker in Kilbride parish,
John Ross in Mauchlin,
James Hamilton tenant in Killimuir,
John Shiels in Titwood.
You, and ilk one of you, are indicted and
accused for that, albeit by tha common law, and
the law of nations, and the law and practick of
this kingdom, and many clear and express acts
of parliament, the rising of his majesty's subjects, or any number of them, and the joining
and assembling together in arms, without command, warrant, or authority, and speciaUy,
when the same is not only without, but against,
and in opposition to his majesty's authority and
laws, are most horrid and heinous crimes of
rebellion, treason, and lese-majesty, in the highest degree, and all persons committing, and
guilty of the said crimes, or any wise accessory
thereto, or who doth abet, assist, reset, intercommune with, or keep correspondence with
such rebels, or any wise doth supply them in
any manner of %vay; or being required by
proclamation, or otherwise, doth not rise with

and

assist his majesty's lieutenant-general,

and

1G66.

the

viith

from

after I

it,

had

the justiciary records.
satisfy

the

reader's

he may here take a short account
of that process from the unsuspected hand
of Sir George Mackenzie, in his Criminals,
Part II. Tit. 16. Par. 2d. " The most considerable military questions, saith he,
I

remember

in all the adjournal

which

books, are

others having power and authority, for repressing these rebels, ought to be proceeded against,
and severely punished as traitors, conform to
the laws and acts of parliament of this kingdom
and in particular, it is statute and ordained, by
the third act of king James 1. his first parliament, that no man openly or notourly rebel
against the king, under tlie pain of forfeiting
life, lands, and goods; and by the twenty-seventh
act of the said king Jameshis second parliament,
it is statute, that no man wilfully reset, maintain,
nor do favour to open and manifest rebels,
against the king's majesty, and common law,
under the pain of forfeiture ; and by the fourteenth act of king James II. his sixteenth
parliament, entituled, " that no rebel against the
king's person or authority," it is statute, That
whosoever doth rebel against the king's person
and authority, or makes wur against the king's
lieges, that they should be punished according
and after the quality of their offence and rebellion ; and by the twenty-fifth act of the said
king James II. his sixth parliament, entituled,
"sundry points of treason," it is statute, That if
any man commit or do treason against the king
his person or authority, or rise in feir of war
against him, or resets any that has committed
treason, or supplies him in help, red or counsel,
shall be punished as traitors; and the hundred
and forty-fourth act of king James VI. his
twelfth parliament, it is statute. That wherever
any declared traitors or rebels repair in any place
of this realm, none of our sovereign's lieges sliall
presume to reset, supply or intercommune with
them, or to give any relief or comfort and that,
immediately upon knowledge of their repairing
to the bounds, all his highness's obedient subjects
do their exact diligence in searching and apprehending the said traitors and rebels, and that
with all speed thej' certify his majesty, or some
of his secret council, or some chief persons of
authority and credit within the shire, that such
rebels are within the same, under the pain that
:

;

the said traitors and rebels ought to sustain, if
they were apprehended, and convict by justice
likeas by the fifth act of his majesty's late
l)arliament, and first session thereof, it is declared, that it shall be high treason to the subjects
:

:

!
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was debated De-

[book

II,

by the council, and being thereafter
1666.
cember 3th, 1666, the case whereof" beat at Pentland Hills, captain Arnot, major
was : some west country men had formed M'Culloch, and others, were taken by some
first,

traitors

themselves in an army, and were declared of his majesty's inferior officers upon quarter

of this kingdom, or any number of them more
or less, upon any ground or pretext whatsomever
to rise, or continue in arms, to make peace or

upon the said Sir James his person and
goods within his lodging, and did detain and
carry him about with you captive and as a
lawful prisoner taken from an enemy, and did
search for and would have taken the minister x>f
the said town, if he had not escaped and while
ye were in the said town, ye and your complices
did many other acts of insolence and rebellion,
and having in manner foresaid, openly avowed
and proclaimed your rebellion, in so public and
insolent a way, to the great contempt and att'ront
of authoritj', ye and your complices, in pursuance thereof, by yourselves and others your
emissaries and instruments, sent up and down
through the coimtry, of purpose to be trumpets
of your sedition, did convocatc his majesty's
people and subjects, and did endeavour to stir
them up and persuade them to join in the
seize

war, or make any treaties or leagues with
foreign princes or estates, or amongst themselves,
without his majesty's special authority or approbation first interponed thereto ; and his majesty's
subjects are disciiarged, upon any pretext whatsomever, to attempt any of these things luider
the said pain of treason and by the seventh act
of his majesty's foresaid parliament, and first
session thereof, all his majesty's subjects are
discharged and inhibited, that none of them presume, upon any pretext or authority whatsomever, to require the renewing or swearing
the league or covenant, or of any other covenant
or public oaths, concerning the government of
the cliurch or kingdom, without his majesty's
special warrant and approbation, and that none
of his majesty's subjects oifer to renew, or swear
the same, without his majesty's warrant as they
"will be answerable at their highest peril
nevertheless, ye, and your complices, shaking off all
fear of God, and conscience of duty, allegiance
and loyalty to his sacred majesty, your native
and sovereign prince, and natural tenderness to
your country, have most perfidiously and treasonably contravened the said laws and acts of
parliament, and committed the said crimes in
manner after-specified: in so far as this his
majesty's ancient kingdom, having for many
years suffered and endured all the calamities,
miseries, tragical effects and consequences of a
civil and intestine war, and foreign usurpation;
and now, after his majesty's happy restitution,
beginning to recover, of so long and wasting
a consumption, through the blessing of God,
and his majesty's incomparable goodness and
clemency, having by an act of oblivion secured
the lives and fortunes of you and others, who
were conscious to themselves, and might have
justly feared_ to be under the lash and compass
:

:

of law and justice and when his majesty and
his good people had just reason to expect security
;

and

;

foresaid rebellion, and did seize upon the persons,
horses, and arms, and plunder and rifle the
goods and houses of divers his majesty's good
subjects, and in special of faithful and loyal
ministers, and by seditious sermons, insinuations, and other practices, did so far prevail

within the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, and
shire of Wigton, and shires of Ayr, Lanark,
and other western shires, the many persons
flocking and resorting to you, ye had the boldness to send a considerable party to his majesty's
town of Ayr, and did seize upon and take all
the arms were there, and not being content to
proceed to the height of i-ebellion in manner
foresaid, ye and your complices did presume to
regulate your monstrous and irregular rebellion,
in the formality and frame, and under the name
and notion of an army, and to form and model
yourselves in troops, companies, regiments, and
to name captains of foot, commanders of troops,

and other officers, under the command of James
Wallace of Achens, Joseph Learmont, and other

known

his majesty
his majesty's
lieutenant-general did march speedily for repressing the said rebellion and insurrection, and his
majest5''s privy council did emit and issue a
proclamation, declaring the said insurrection
to be a manifest and horrid rebellion, and high
treason, and commanding the said rebels to
desist and lay down arms ; with certification, if
they should continue in their rebellion, they
should be proceeded against as desperate and
incorrigible traitors, and discharging all his
majesty's subjects to join, reset, supi>ly, or inter-

persons of

and

his

disaffection to

government; and though

quiet at home, and assistance against his
enemies abroad ; yet ye and a party of seditious
persons, retaining and persisting in your inveterate disloyalty and disaffection to his majesty's
government and laws, did take advantage and
opportunity of the time, when his majesty was
engaged in a chargeable and bloody war with
divers his neighbour princes and states, being
jealous of and envying his majesty's greatness
and prosperity, and the happiness of these commune with them, and commanding them to
kingdoms under his majesty's government, and rise and join with his majesty's lieutenanthaving contrived and projected a most horrid general, and the forces under him, ixnder the
insurrection and rebellion, tending to involve pain of treason ; yet ye and your complices did
again his majesty's kingdoms in blood and con- obstinately continue, and march in arms through
fusion, and to encourage and strengthen his the country with your modelled ai'my, as if you
enemies, did rise, convene, and assemble your- had been an enemy, and incapacity to encounter,
selves together in arms, and, upon the
day and dispute by arms with your sovereign lord
of November last, did march to, and enter and his forces, and did in a warlike and hostile
within his majesty's town of Dumfries, in an manner and posture, enter within his majesty's
hostile manner, w'ith your drawn swords and town of Lanark, and there upon IMonday the
other arms, and did beset the house where Sir 26th of November last, to palliate your rebellion
James Turner, one of the officers of his majesty's with the colour of religion, did renew and take
forces, was lodged for the time, and did violently the oath of the covenant, and thence did march.
|

|
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but being pannelled before the justices as
traitors,

it

was alleged

for

them, that they

could not be put to the knowledge of an
inquest before the justices, because they

quartering all alongst upon, and oppressing his
majesty's subjects, until ye had the boldness and
confidence to approacli within two miles of his
maji'sty's city of Edinburgh, where his majesty's
judicatories and lords of his majesty's privy
council and session were sitting for the time ;
and having quartered all night within the parish
of Collinton, at so near a distance from the said
city, ye and your complices,- upon Wednesday
the 28th of the said month of November last, did
dare and presume to encounter, engage, and
tight his majesty's army and forces, under the
command and conduct of his majesty's lieutenant-general, and other officers, at Pentland
Hills, and did wound and kill in the said fight
and conflict, divers of his majesty's good subjects,
and did all ye could to destroy his majesty's
army, until, by the mercy of God, and conduct
and valour of his majesty's lieutenant-general,
und other officers and soldiers under him, ye
were vanquished, routed, and dissipated, in
doing of which, and one or other of the said
deeds, ye have committed and incurred the
cripie and pain of treason, and are guilty of
being authors, actors, abettors, and accessory to
the said rebellion, and are art and part of the
same, and therefore you, and ilk one of you,
ought to be exemplarily punished with the loss
and forfeiture of life, land, and goods, as traitors
to his mnjesty, to the terror and example of
others to commit the like hereafter.

PdRSUERS,
Sir

John Nisbet of Dirleton, knight,

his majes-

ty's advocate.

PROCURATORS IN DEFENCE.
r Sir George Lockhart,
\ Sir George Mackenzie,
Advocates, < Mr. William Rlaxwell,
/ -Mr. William Hamilton,
^ Mr. Robert Dickson.

My lord advocate produced an act, and ordinance of his majesty's secret council, bearing
that the lords of his majesty's privy council,
ordained Sir John Nisbet his mjijesty's advocate,
to pursue with all diligence a process of forfeiture, before the justices, against Thomas Paterson
inGlasgow, major Jolin Maculloch, John Parker,
walker, John Gordon of Knockbreck, Robert
Gordon his brother, John Ross in Mauchlin,
John Shiels tenant to Sir George Maxwell,
Gavin Hamilton, Captain Andrew Arn,ot, James
Hamilton in Killimuir, and Christopher Strang,
prisoners in Edinburgh, for their late rebellious
insurrection against his majesty.
Extr. by
Pet. Wedderburn.
Compeared Sir George Lockhart, Sir George
Mackenzie, Mr. William IMaxwell, Mr. William
Hamilton, and Mr. Robert Dickson, advocates,
and produced an act of his majesty's privy council, dated at Edinburgli the fourth of December
instant, granting power and Avarrant to the
forenamed persons, to compear and plead for
all those persons who are to be impannelled
before the justices,

upon

this day, for rebellion.

Extr. by
Pet.

Weddebburn.
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having been modelled in an army,

and taken

in

,„„„

the field fighting as

behoved to be judged by the
military law, and by that law such as get
soldiers, they

ASSISA.

Sir Alexander Urquhart of Cromarty,
Sir Hary Hume of Heidrig,
Sir Lawrence Scot of ClerkingtoH;
Sir Alexander Forbes of Tolquhone,
John Hume, servitor to the earl of Hume,

Walter Forbes of Blackton,

Adam Hepburn

of

Humbie,

Alexander Sandilands, merchant in Edinburgh,

merchant there,
William Hay, merchant there,
Walter Bui-n, merchant there,
John Lyon, merchant there,
John IM'Gill, merchant there,
James Cowan, merchant there,
George Graham of Cairny.
Mr. William Maxwell for the pannels alleges,
the pannels cannot pass to the knowledge of an
assize upon this indictment, nor no process
against them upon this citation, because this
being an indictment of treason, all charges to
be given to persons so indicted, ought to be by a
lyon herald, pursuivant or macer, and is so
ordained by act of parliament, James VL ]>. VZ.
But so it is that thir
cap. 125. in anno 1492.
pannels are not charged by heralds, pursuivants,
or macers, conform to the act, and therefore are
.John Johnston,

My

lord advocate
to answer.
the allegance, that it ought to be
repelled, as no ways relevant, because the act of
parliament doth rnilitate only in the case, when
any person is charged by letters of treason, to
deliver their houses, or do any other thing under
the pain of treason, and doth not militate in the

not

obliged

answers

to

case of citations, and specially in this case, where
the parties are imprisoned ; and the daily uncontroverted practick is opponed, there being nothing more ordinary than the person guilty of
crimes, and especially of treason, and being in
hands and prison for the same, should be brought
to trial without any other formality or citation,

Sir George Lockhart,
for the pannels, replies, that the defence stands
of
the answer, because
notwithstanding
relevant,
the act of parliament is opponed, which bears
the express reason thereof, to be founded upon

but giving them a dittay.

_

the importance and weightiness of the crime of
treason, which equally militates, whether the
parties accused of such crimes be in prison, yea
or not ; and practice and custom has cleared the
for it is
sense of the said act of parliament
notour and known, that all indictments of
treason, before the last act of parliament, given
to parties accused thereof, albeit in prison, yet
was done by heralds and pursuivants, as being
the solemnity required by the said act; and
there is no wan-ant from the act of parliament,
to restrict it to the case of charging for delivery
Sir George IMackenzie,
of houses, or the like.
for the pannels, says further, that the defence
stands relevant, notwithstanding of the answer,
seeing an indictment is. a summons and citation ;
and the act of parliament is opponed, declaring,
that if any other execution of treason shall be
otherwise "executed, the same shall be null; and
the particle any, comprehends all, and therefore
:

F

:
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quarter

in

quarter

secured therein for their

the

field,

are by that
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no quarter but where there is a helium justion, and it is not the number nor form of

and cannot be hereafter quarrelled. the army, but the cause that makes helium
To which it was replied, that there can be justum ; and public insurrections of subjects
lives,

the act

is conceived in the same terms, as if it
said expressly, that all executions of treason,
not executed in manner foresaid, shall be null

had

and Skene does explain the same in manner
foresaid ; neither can the act of parliament be
restricted to executions anent delivering of
houses, seeing, after that part of the act is
finished, this begins vs^ith a new distinction and
itHin.
lord advocate replies, The former
answer, and act of parliament opponed, being
clear and express anent charges and executions
under the pain of treason ; wliereas th^; dittay
and charge given to the pannels, bears no certification that they should appear under the pain
of treason, and cannot be subsumed, conform to
the act of parliament, that the execution in question is an execution under the pain of treason ;
and for the citation, the time of the late par-

My

liament, it cannot be obtruded, because such
solemnity, if any was used before so liigh a
judicatory as the parliament, was unnecessary and
superfluous, and superjiua non nocent, and cannot
be urged as a practick.
Mr. William Maxwell,
for the pannels, duplies, That the defence stands
relevant, notwithstanding of the replies, that
whereas it is alleged, that the act is only where
there is a certification under the pain of treason;
but this dittay bears no certification of such a
pain it is answered, that the dittay concludes
the pain of treason ; so that the certification
and conclusion are idem; and there is no letters
for treason, or indictment for treason, but the
pain and certification is treason ; and so the
defence stands good from the act of parliament.
And whereas it is alleged, that the citations
before the parliament by heralds, the parliament
being so supreme a.judicatory, was superfluous;
it is answered, The parliament being a supreme
judicatory, they might the better dispense with
it, and yet all these charges was by lyon-heralds
;
but the justices, in their proceedings, are tied to
proceed conform to the laws of the kingdom.
The justices repel the allegance proponed for
the pannels, in respect of the reply.
Sir George Lockhart, for the pannels, alleges,
that the dittay cannot be put to the knowledge
of an assize, whereupon to infer and conclude
the pain of death against the pannels, because,
always denying the dittay, yet albeit the pannels
had been accessory to the acts and deeds of
:

rebellion libelled ; yet, as it is acknowledged by
the dittay itself, they did frame and mode'l
themselves in the notion of officers, regiments,
companies, and were assaulted by his majesty's
lieutenant-general, and forces, \vho, by virtue
of his capacity and commission, he, and all
officers and soldiers under his command, might,
and de facto did, upon the taking and apprehension of the painiels, grant them quarter, where-

pretence that is acknowledged in the dittay,
that the pannels, and their complices who
joined with them in the late rebellion, did
model themselves in companies and regiments,

an army it is most absurd to inter from
which is libelled as an heinous aggravation
of their presumptiou and rebellion, that they
should have had the boldness as to put, or think
themselves in a capacity to dispute by arm.s
with their sovereign lord and master, should
be a ground of defence or extenuation.
And as
to that assertion, that the general, and not oniv
he, but his inferior officers, and the meanest of
his soldiers, was in a capacity to grant quarters,
and to secure the lives of rebels and traitors: it
is a most unwarrantable and illegal assertion,
and, with all respect to the gentlemen that
oppone the same, it is answered, that it is an
allegance most derogative to his majesty's royal
power and prerogative, who only has power to
remit crimes, and in special treason, the greatest

and

in

;

that,

of ci'imes

;

so that eitlier to assume, or to give

and prostitute so high a prerogative, to any
other persons, and especially to officers and
common soldiers, it does reflect upon his royal
majesty, unless it were relevantly alleged, that
his majesty had, by his commission, given so
high power expressly to his general and soldiers,
to remit and secure the lives of traitors, which
cannot be fancied, much less alleged and as to
the point and pretence of quarters, and that
ipso facto thir persons being found in arms, got
quarters, and were secured as to their lives,
even in other cases, it is not questionable; and
:

though, ex honestate, it may be pretended, that
in hello justo the pei'sons that are taken upon
quarter may be spared, yet, ex necessitate, there
is no obligation to that purpose, except when an
express capitidation and deditio, and explicit
paction to that effect is exprest; but in this case,
it is without all question, where there is not
helium justum, but perduellio, there is not hostes,
but proditores, there is not tlie least shadow of
pretence for the plea of quarters, except his
majesty had expressly empowered his general,
and all under him, to secure the lives of rebels
subdued by them. And that we are not in the
case of helium justum, which is only betwixt
princes or states that have no dcpendance one

upon another, and cannot debate and decide the
difference but by the law of arms ; and helium est
inter pares, judicium in suhditos.
And that in
this case there is no jwra helli, either postlimiyiium,
quarters, or such like; seeing, by the common
law, resiste?itia subditorum is altogether forbidden
as unlawful; and they are not hostes hnt pradones, and by the law of this nation, and specially
the acts of parliament that are cited in the
dittay, it is not war or helium, but treason in
the highest degree, for any number of his
majesty's subjects to rise in arms, without
(thougli it were not against) his majesty's
authority, as in the case of this rebellion; so'
that seeing we are not in the case of helium, this

upon they were taken, and laid down their
arms and which quarter being puhlica fides,
and offered and granted to the pannels in manner foresaid, should be inviolably observed, and
secure them as to their lives.
My lord advocate
answers. That the former allegance ought to be pretence being founded upon a pretended bellui'i.
repelled, as most irrelevant, and having no justum, is most irrelevant, specially, being conground and foiuidation in law an 1 as to that sidered, that his majesty's comicil, in pursuance
:

:

;
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against their prince, are rather sedition than

lent

bcUum ; and these insurrections being
son, none can remit treason but the

trea-

effect

king,

secure these

;

capti in hello, abstracting from justuin or iiijustum,
are in its latitude capable of quarter, and quarters being given them by such as are listedsoldiers, doth secm'e them as to their life, seeing
eo ipso that soldiers are commissionate and
listed, they have power for that which is necessarily inherent in their employment, and quarter

when

given by the
to give
jiuarter, general persons and superior officers
not being ordinarily in use to take prisoners so
that seeing these had power to give (which is
only here controvertible) when given, it is
valid, without debating the justness of the war ;
for seeing any of the pannels, being then in
arms, might have disputed and defended his
own life, and might have possibly reached the
lives of the greatest that opposed them, in
accepting of quarters, and laying aside these
arms, they have in effect ransomed their own
life, and exchanged it in favours of his majesty
and his forces, with the lives of others and
many la\vyers debating this subject, call this a
transaction, and that it should be kept upon that
account, as namely, Grotius in his 1 1th chap.
14-th parag. 3d book, where he debates this case
indefinitely; and Cinv/Uus de Coife, de jure et
privelegiis ynilittan, Paris De Pvteo de re militari.
And in reason, soldiers, who may defend their
own life, are not obliged, nor is it in use when
quarters are offered them, to seek the granter's
commission, seeing nee mora patitur, nee est
consentaneum natum actum, private soldiers
being in use generally to grant the same ; and
what is customary semper inest, except it be
expressly forbidden, and the prohibition so
known to the transgressors that they are thei'eby
put in mala fide.
And the difference betwixt
quando jitstiim et iiijustum, lies not here, seeing
the reason of quarter is the sparing, in prudence
the blood of the one party, and conserving, in
humanity, that of the other, the one whereof is at
least common to both bellum justum et ivjusfvm,
but the difference is, that in hello justo prisoners
taken (though without quarter) cannot be killed,
uses to be valued jvre hetU,

meanest

soldier

;

for such

only use

:

:
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;

but

all

of quarter in this case

and therefore quarter could not be equiva- death.

of their duty, for repressing the said rebellion
and treason, has emitted a proclamation founded
upon the common laws, and the laws of the
kingdom, declaring the sajne to be rebellion and
high treason, and commands the rebels to lay
down arms with certificatioi:, that if they
should continue in arms, they should be holden
and proceeded against as desperate and incorrigible traitors, and should be incapable of all
mercy or ])ardon.
Mackenzie, for the pannels,
Sir George
alleges, that the pannels, and such as appear
for them, (except Arnot, for whom they do not
allege the getting of quarter,) do, with all submission to his majesty's prerogative, propone
both the foresaid defence and this duply, intending to assert his majesty's prerogative, by sheltering themselves under his mercy, and acknowledging that his power is so great, that the
meanest of his soldiers can give quarters; and,
without debating the justness of the war, which
they here decline, it is alleged for them, that

remission

to

is

the

1666.

to

who get the same, from present
To which it was duplied, that all

but in in'msto they miay, except they have quarter, and that quarter is given betwixt king and
subjects, when formed once (whether justly or
unjustly) in modelled armies, whidi is offered to
be i)roven by persons that understand that trade,
to have been actually allowed betwixt the
Hollanders and the king of Spain, betwixt the
protestant Rochellers in France and the king,
and allowed by his majesty's forces in the hills,
and the rebellious English, though there was
no just w^ar among those parties, upon the
ground foresaid ; neither is it debated that any
but his majesty can grant remissions; but in
listed soldiers their giving of quarters, his
majesty doth in effect give it and seeing neither
armies nor soldiers could subsist without quar^er,
:

qiiando aliquid concedilur, omnia concessa videntur, sine quihus principale concessum consistere
nequit ; and as the council for seen reasons,
might, without express warraiit from his majesty, have secured, upon submission, the lives of
those prisoners, so might much more soldiers,
whose proper trade and calling it is.
Sir George Lockhart, for the pannels, answers
further, that the foresaid reply for the pannels,
founded upon the offering of quarters, and the
pannels accepting of the same, stands relevant,
and is no way elided by the foresaid answer
and that there* may be no mistake of what the
pannels and their procurators plead, under the
terms and notion of quarters, it is condescended
that quarter, mentioned in the defences, proponed and understood in thir terms, viz. that the
pannels being in arms and actual resistance, and
not in the power of the takers, did give up their
arms, and became in the power of the takers,
upon the granting of quarter, and that quarter
so given, should in law operate the security of
the lives of the persons so taken, is evident and
apparent, in so far as it is a transaction and
paction, and fides data est accepta, and accordingly fulfilled upon the part of those who were
taken and in law, all pactions and transactions
being jvstitim commntativa; it abstracts and does
not consider the quality and merit of persons, but
the terms, sense, and meaning of such pactions
:

And whereas it is pretended,
that the granters of quarters, specially mean
soldiers, had no power to do the same, as intrenching upon his majesty's prerogative ; it is
answered, that it ought to be repelled, because
what his majesty's officers and soldiers did act,
consequently anil suitably to the nature of their
offices, and to the exercise of their duties, did
flow from, and was warranted by his majesty's
authority so that they ought not to be contradistinguished, the authority of his majesty's
officers and soldiers being derived from his
but
majesty, as the fountain of the same
specially in this case, where first, before they
nor
discharge
did enter- in fight, there was no
prohibition as to the granting of quarter, but on
the contrary, the lieutenant-general and all the
officers being present, were witnesses to the
granting of quarter, and thereby the same were
not acts of simple soldiers, but acts warranted
and authorized by the knowledge and allowance
and transactions.

:

:

.

;

u
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who

get quarter from any

who

are

authorized to be soldiers, are by
that quarter secured against that authority

from

whom these soldiers

derive their

power j

And as
of persons having supreme commands.
to that part, that tliere was not helium jvstum
upon the part of the pannels and their complices,
it is answered, that the pannels do with all submission and luimility acknowledge the same,
hut the consequence that can be inferred thereupon, is not that quarter given should not be
observed, but that quarter might have been
justly refused ; and there is no doubt hut jura
belli, which do naturally arise, without express
covenant and paction cannot be extended to
this case ; but notwithstanding thereof, where
quarter was granted in manner foresaid, it
cannot be so interpret in law or reason, as to be
a snare to any who were resisting the power of
the granters, justly or unjustly: and it is a
common and known distinction inter deditos et
captos, the first being in the case of a simple
surrender, which can import no more but at
most a submission iipon mercy, but is far otherwise in the case of persons taken upon the
express terms of granting and accepting quarter
and that this position is neither absurd nor
illegal, nor destitute of the authority of eminent
lawyers, and the practices of most famous and
military nations, may appear from the judicious
and learned Grotius, who has writ e.r instituto,
and most excellently upon the same subject,
which he entitles, de jure belli ct pads ; and who
in his 19th chap. .3d book, entitled, de fide inter
hostes, 6th parag. after liaving premised what does
import fides, which he resolves not only to be
inferred from writ and words, but even from
sense known and customary, he does expressly
state this question, q^dd erqo dicenivs de svbditorum hellis, adversus regcs aliasqiie summas poicsWhere he resolves the question upon
tates?
the former ground, that paction and transaction
do abstract from the quality and demerit of
persons, that Hits etiani fides data servanda est,
et generaliter fidem datum servandam etiam perfidis ; and the reason is clear, because there is
no apparent reason %vhy the granters of quarters,
having interponed their faith, should violate the
same.
And as to that pretence, that none grant
quarters but these who remit the crime of
treason, it is answered, that it is humbly conceived there is a vast disparity ; for in the act of
remission of either the crime of treason or any
other, it is pura ohlatio, and the sole act of the
granter ; whereas the gi'anting of quarters is by
way of paction and transaction, in impetii et
furore belli, and in contemplation whereof, the
persons, supposing themselves secured as to their
lives by quarter, became in the power of the
And as to that
granters without resistance.
ground, that his majesty, by the authority of
the lords of his privy council, did emit a proclamation declaring, that the convocation libelled
was a rebellion, and that all who were accessory
thereto, if they did not lay down their arms,
should be incapable of mercy ; it is answered
first, that this proclamation was not intimate to
the pannels, nor did consist in their knowledge;
'

yet suppose it had been known, it cannot elide
the quarter granted to the pannels, because
notwithstanding of any such proclamation, his

[BOOK
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and these who get the quarter, are not
to dispute whether these soldiers had a
sufficient power to give quarter, or whether
bcllum be juslum or injustiim, for that were

majesty's officers and soldiers did grant the same
long after the emitting of the proclamation ; and
the pannels were in optima fide, finding his
majesty's officers and soldiers willing, who cannot be supposed but to liave known his majesty
and the lords of his privy council, their sense
and meaning of the proclamation, wliich behoved
to have restrained them from giving of quarter ;
yet notwithstanding, seeing the same was granted the pannels had reason to believe that they
were sufficiently warranted to that eftect, and
have rested upon their faith in accepting the

same

;

and

albeit

by proclamation they were

declared incapable of mercy, that neither in reason or words can be interpreted to the case of
quarter, which was not an act of simple mercy,
Sir George
but upon paction and transaction.
Mackenzie adds to this Ibrmer allegance, that
pactions betwixt king and subjects, though they
cannot be forced, and it is rebellion in subjects
to require them, yet being once made, they not
only are ordinarily kept among all nations, but
his majesty who now reigns, having made with
the greatest of the rebels a more dishonourable
paction, did observe the same, viz. the parliament 1649, which his majesty ordered to be
observed by an express order.
lord advocate answers and triplies, Irao,
Though we were in hello, as we are not, and in
the case of quarter, yet the allegance is no ways
relevant as it is proponed and qualified, and it is
not condescended, what persons did give quarters to the pannels or any of them, nor in what
terms; and to infer quarters and impunity from

My

the naked taking of the pannels, and because
they are prisoners, it is without any law or
reason, seeing the pannels might have been
overpowered and taken ; and it is to be presumed, that his majesty's army being moi'e numerous
and victorious, that they were overpowered and
vanquished, and that they were not taken either
upon an express or an implicit condition or
capitulation, and the rebels being routed, it
cannot be thought that his majesty's officers and
soldiers, and persons of such valour, would have
given quarters, upon account of a pretended
transaction, and in order to their own safety,
and that they would owe their lives dishonour2do. The former answer is
ably to traitors.
repeated, and it is most evident, that we are not
in the ease of quarters, and though, where there
is helium, and where there is the relation of
hostes, it may be pretended f Iiat quarters ought

with abstraction from the quality
of the difference of the war, whether just or
unjust, as when war betwixt his majesty and
any his neighbour princes and estates, though it
be unjust upon the part of these enemies, quarters may and ought to be kept; yet in this case
where there is no helium but rcbellio et pruditio et
Imsio ma.estatis, whei'e there is not Itos es but
prwdones, such as all jiersons are, that aie in the
condition of the pannels, who perfidiously do
rise up against their sovereign lord, there can be
no pretence for any privilege of jus belli and of
quarters: and as to that pretence, that y/de»
jmblica est servanda, it is without all question.
to be observed,

.
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in effect to destroy quarter

to

make

all

in all cases,

and

such as take up arms, to be

all

soldiers

....

as

such: and
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council, without express remission

desperate and irreclaimable, and the power from the king, upon submission, might have
of giving of quarter is naturally inherent in secured their lives, so might soldiers by

when

by an express treaty,
liis majesty and any other
or states, but betwixt his majesty and Ills subjects, by an aet of paeitication
or any other treaty, ought to be observed religiou>Iy; but we are not in the case wh&re fides
publicu is given either by his majesty, or any
authorized by him, and liaving express power to
that purpose, and that his majesty's general, or
his officers or soldiers, has power to grant any
such fides, unless the commission were express to
that purpose, is petiiio principii, and is altogether
denied, and that the most that quarters can
import in this case, though it could be made out
that quarters were granted, is, that the general,
er his officers and soldiers, b}- granting ot'quarters
might have secured thein as to that which ^vere
in their power, viz. that they should not then
be presently cut olT; hut that they should have
secured them from that which was not iu their
power, from the just stroke of justice, is altogether denied.
And as to the pretence of transactions, and the reasons and arguments adduced
for the pannels to that purpose, if there were
any weight therein, the most it could ,operate,
were to be motives for making a law to that
purpose, that his majesty's officers, eo ipso, that
they are in power to serve under him, should
have power by granting of quarters, to secure
the lives of traitors ; but there is no such law;
and a general being <'ommissionate, and having
gofte to suppress rebels, without any hint to the
purpose foresaid, the defence being neither
founded on the common law, nor upon laws nor
acts of parliament known in this country, is
most irrelevant, specially being considered that
it is an undoubted principle, that treason, being
of so high a nature, cannot be remitted but by an
immediate grant and remission of hi's majesty
under the great seal, or some person having
commission under the great seal expressly. As
to the authority from the lawyers mentioned
in the allegance, they are but the opinions of
private men, and do not amount to the authority
of a law, specially in this kingdom, there being
clear and express acts of parliament and fundamental laws, that his majesty's lieges and people
should be governed and judged by his majesty's
laws allenarly, and not by the laws of any
nation, and much less by the simple opinions
and school dictates of lawyers: likeas, the said
authorities, though they were of any weight,
they do not meet nor quadrate the case in question, in respect they are only the case of bellum,
as said is, or when there are express and public
transactions, by treaties, edicts, or acts of amnesty
and oblivion. And Grotius, though he might
be suspect, as being the suijject of an estate who
had shaken oif the government of their prince ;
yet he is most clear in the case, that there is no
bellum betwixt suhiiti and their sovereign lord,
and that resistentia suhditorum is vttita omni jure,
and cannot pretend to the jura and rights and
privileges of war, unless the sovereign authority
be pleased to condescend so far, as to capitulate
expressly and treat with the subjects; and it is
a most groundless pretence, that of a transaction
that

fides is given

not only between
stratiijer, princes,

between the general, or any soldiers or officers
as to the matter of quarters, seeing it cannot be
said that the general had power to transact by
an express capitulation betwixt him and the
rebels ; and it is without all question, that the
general could not have secured the rebels of
this army, by a trans;iction by himself, without
express warrant from his majesty, or from his
couiK'ii ; and consequently seeing by a downright
and express transaction of treating, he could not
secure traitors, it is gratis and without warrant
asserted, thnt he, and much less his officers and
common soldiers, could, by a pretended implicit
transaction, secui'e and indemnity traitoi-s; and
it is without all question, notwithstanding of the
pretences in the contrary, that the general had
no power to grant the said security, if his commission had related to quarters, as it could not do
in this case, having to do with rebels and traitors,
with an enemy; and if his commission,
had been express, that he should nut have power
to secure the rebels by quarters, but tliat they
should be altogether incapable of mercy, no
person could have the confidence to assert, that
he would grant quarters iu the case foresaid ;
and it is clear that we are in a stronger case,
seeing the general had no such commission and
power to grant quarters ; and the council, by
anil not

their proclamation foresaid, does declare the
as said is, incapable of pardon ; which
being intimate to the general, an<l being sent to

rebels,

him, and intimate to all persons concerned, by
proclamation, to plead in j)retence of ignorantia
or bona fides, is most frivolous and unwarrantable, seeing ignorantia juris ueniini prodesse debet;
and it is their own fault, if, being'engaged and
busied in their rebellious course, they did not
come to the knowledge of the said proclamation,
being founded upon the common law, and the
law of the kingdom ; it being a principle of both,
that traitors are nulli, and no men in the construction of law, as to any benefit and capacity
of any pretended transaction.
And as to the
instances from the practices of Spain, Holland,
France, and other kingdoms, they do no ways
quadrate in this case, the same being, as said is,
of publica edicta, and express treaties and transactions; in respect of all which the. defence
ought to be repelled.
Mr. William Maxwell for the pannels, quadruplies. That whereas it is answered, that the
defence is not definitely qualified, nor condescended upon the persons granters of quarters,

and in what manner, it is answered, That it
shall be condescended upon in writ who granted
the same, being listed soldiers and officers under
the general
and as for the manner, the same
was in usual form that quarters are granted, viz.
assurance of their lives from those who granted
quarters.
Next, where it is alleged, that quarters cannot be presumed to have been granted,
his majesty's army being victorious and the other
party roiued, who alleges to have gotten quarters,
it is answered, that no supposition can be admitted against a positive defence, which is ott'ererl
;

to be proven.
As for the third, whereby it is
alleged there can be no quarters sustained aa
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quarter,

power

they have as

much

in the field as the others at

the council table.
clear

for

Lawyers are very
that quarters should be kept, though
2dly,

lawful, but where the war is just, which cannot
be in this case between his majesty's general and
the rebels
it is
answered, that the pannels
oppone their former answer, and add that the
question is not here in the lawfulness of the
pannels' quarrel, but whether or no his majesty's
lieutenant-general, being constitute as a general,
by his commission, could give quarters or not;
which the pannels maintain he had power to do,
being his majesty's lieutenant-general, by commission, neither needed any such express power
be insert in his commission, for giving of quarters, because inerat in his commission, and every
listed officer and soldier under him, he having
the said commission, the lilie power, as anyother prince's general, and others under him,
las and to hold the contrary it seems strange,
for it was never called in question in any nation
heretofore, nor did ever his majestj', or his royal
father, call in question the quarters granted by
their general officers, or listed soldiers under him
in the fields, but esteemed the same ever sacred,
to be kept even unto these, who were in a model
of an army of rebellion in the time; and if
quarters should not be kejit, bat elided by a
secondary way of pannelling the persons receivers of the quarters, it should both intrench upon
the word of the general, his commission, and
:

;

whom

soldiers, to
hei-eafter none may give trust,
especially in a matter of so high concernment,
after their lives are secured to them by quarters.
And as for the allegance, that the general could
jiot treat or assure them by a public transaction,

without the consent of his majesty or bis counthe pannels first leave that to the consideration of his majesty and his secret council, if the
general being clad with a commission from his
cil,

majesty, has not power to treat, to grant quarters,
or receive any of those who are in rebellion, to
peace, wherein his commission is ample and not
restrictive: the pannels answer no further, but

oppone the amplitude of the commission, the
constant course observed by his majesty and his
father's generals of before," the assurance given
for their lives by the quarter, and the dangerous

may ensue

thereupon. And whereas it is alleged, that the pannels being traitors,
the quarters cannot operate for them, to exeme
them from the trial, and inflicting the punishment conform to the law of the kingdom ; and
there is no law that can warrant their rebellion,
or exeme them from the punishment due to
rebels
it is answered, that the case now in
debate is, whether quarters given to persons
modelled in an army in the fields, if they having
received quarters, there being no law to discharge their general to give quarters, if they did
not lawfully accept thereof, he lawfully grant
it; for albeit the laws of this kingdom rule in
time of peace amongst all the subjects, but in
the time of war, where there are two armies in
the fields, there the law of arms takes place, and
the law of nations whereupon the faitii given in
quarters is founded, must be kept, and never
was broken. .\nA as for the allegance, that if
the general had been restrained by the commission to give quarters, the quarters giveu by him

consequence

:

who

given to subjects
lib.

iii.

cap.

19.

[]1300K
are rebels.

II.

Grotius,

where, after he hath fully

treated that question dc fide servanda, concludes,

that

fides,

data ctiam j)crfidis

et

could not be respected, and that it is alleged the
case is alike here, there being a proclamation
emitted by the council, declaring the pannels'
actings to be rebellion, and that they were commanded by the same, to lay down their arms
within a certain space, otherwise to be proceeded
against as the worst of rebels and traitors, and
not to have mercy it is answered, I'irst, That
proclamation does no ways derogate to the general's commission, which remained as absolute
as before, so long as he remained in the fields;
nor does the council, by the said proclamation,
discharge him to give quarters, thereby to retrench the power of his commission.
Secondly,
The proclamation could not be known to the
painiels, who could not have access to the market cross where the same was to be promulgate,
proclamations at market crosses being the course
of making known the council's pleasure in
peaceable times ; but the course of war is, when
two armies are in the fields, the one sends a
trumpet with a proclamation to intimate the
same.
Tiiirdly, They not knowing the proclamation in the time of the conflict, and the pannels being required to lay down arms, showing
it was the coinicil's will, and quarters being
given thereupon, as they would have had a good
defence, if they had laid down arms within the
time p.'rescribed by the proclamation, if the same
had come to their knowledge ; so likewise in
this case, being intimate to them the time of the
quarters, and they having given obedience thereto, upon assurance of their lives, ought not to
be broken ; in respect whereof the defence stands
relevant, notwithstanding of the former triply.
Sir George Mackenzie, for the pannels, adds,
that the subject matter of this debate is the law
of arms, and there being no express positive law
to regulate the same, it is offered to be proven,
by such as understand the law of arms, that
quarter is allowed where subjects in arms rise
against their prince, though given but by private
soldiers, except there be an express prohibition
in the contrary likeas, it is ottered to be proven
by the general, lieutenant-general, and other
officers, that in this case, they either gave quarter, or allowed the giving of quarter, and that
honour being concerned, it is hoped, that the
justices will advise with the council, by whose
commission they acted, and against whose order
and it
this debate will infer he has malversed
is not known upon what account he thought
himself authorized to give or allow the giving of
quarter, of which he himself can only give an
account ; and all the lieges in the nation are
here concerned, seeing in all subsequent and
supervenient broils, every man, to make sure,
shall cut his neighbour's throat, so that the
innocent shall have no defence, and rebels shall
and necessity,
be fortified in their courage
ivhich legitimates all other acts, in the opinion
of such as, in furore belli, consult with nothing
:

:

;

;

but with tlieir safety, will obdure them much
more than formerly, and of ordinary rebels make

them insupportable traitors and rebels ; and
that place in the Kings, spoken of bj' one of the
prophets to a king of Israel, is here remembered,
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and
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3dly, Quarter

is

advanta- ,„„„

wars in geous to the king, and so should be

" vifilt thou take the life of those whom thou
hast taken by thy bow and sword ?"
I\Ir. William Maxwel, for the pannel John
Shiels ill Titwood, alleges, the conclusion of the
dittay cannot be inferred against him, because it
is odi'red to be proven, that he was in the army
with his majesty's general the time of the
proclamation, which coming to his knowledge,
if he had any arms then, he was willing to lay
them down, and so have obeyed the proclamation
by his willingness, if he had been in the field
so that if he bad been out with the rest of the
pannels, he would have had the benefit of the
said proclamation
and being then in firmance,
and prisoner with the general, and being most
willing to obey the proclamation, the conclusion
cannot be inferred against him and whereas
the proclamation, even for these who should give
obedience thereto, the effect thereof to them could
he to come to mercy, the pannel does humblj'
conceive, that the council's meaning was never to
take the lives of these who obeyed the proclamation, specially seeing the certification is express,
that to such as are disobedient, they should be
proceeded against as traitors, without mercy,
which clearly includes mercy to the obedient.
Mr. Robert Dickson, for the pannel John
Ross, repeats the whole former defences upon
the benefit of quarter, and repeats the last defence proponed for John Shiels, and humbly
craves the benefit of his majesty's proclamation.
lord advocate answers shortly to the
allegance for Shiels and Ross, that the same
merits no answer, in respect the said persons
were taken as spies and emissaries, for giving
intelligence to the rebels, and were prisoners for
the time, and their arms being takeij from them
upon the occasion foresaid, they could not lay
down tin same, nor plead the benefit of the
proclamation, conceiving these who should be in
arms the time of the issuing and proclaiming
the same, whatever the import, and benefit, and
extent of the i)roclamation be, which the pursuer neither doth nor is concerned to dispute in
the case of the said pannels.
,The justices repel the defence, duply, and
quadruply proponed for the pannels, in respect
of the reply and triply proponed by his majesty's
advocate; as also the defence proponed for Shiels
and Ross, in respect of the reply and ordain
the dittay to pass to the knowledge of an inquest.
The assize lawfully sworn, no objection in
the contrary.
lord advocate, for proving the dittay,
produces the pannels' confession made to the
lords of his majesty's privy council and a committee of them, whereof the tenor follows, viz.
The said captain Arnot did confess, that he did
join with the rebellious party in the west, at
Ayr, and came alongst with them in their
march to this country, and that he did accept
the command of one of their troops, and did
ride upon the head thereof; that he came with
them to Lanark, and took the covenant with
them there, and did ride alongst with them to
Bathgate, Collington, and Pentland, and was at
the late fight in arms with his sword drawn.
;

troubles.

;

for these

who

are taken might have

killed his majesty's general

!

and

officers,

and

The said major John M'Cullocb did confess,
that he joined with the rebels at Ayr, and came
with them to Lanark, and there took the covenant with them, and continued with them in
arms and rebellion, until Wednesday the day of
the conflict at Pentland, where he was in arms,
and taken prisoner. The said Gavin Hamilton
did confess, that he joined with the rebels, and
came along with them, and that he was in
M'Clellan of Barscob's troop, and was in arms
at the fight of Pentland, where he was taken.
The said John Gordon did confess, he joined
with the rebels before he came to Lanark,
where having taken the covenant with them, he
marched and came along with them to CoUingtou
and Pentland, on horseliack, and in arms with
them at tlie conflict, where the rebels were

The said Christopher Strang did confess
that he joined with the rebels, and was at Lanwitii them, and took the covenant, and came
alongst with them to Pentland, and was an
horseman in arms, with sword and pistols, utider
the command of captain Paton, commander of
one of the rebels' troops, and was in arms at the
The said Robert Gordon did
late conflict.
confess, that he joined with the rebels at Dougdefeat.

ark

and came along with them, and had charge
whereof
Maxwell, younger of Monrief, was captain, and
that he was in arms with the rebels at the late
conflict.
The said John Parker did confess,
that he joined in arms with the rebellious party
in the west, and came alongst with them to
Pentland, and was there under the command of colonel Wallace. The said John Ross
did confess, that he joined with the rebels in
the west, and that, at the desire of IMr. John
las,

as a cornet of a troop of horse,

Guthrie, one of the

oflicers

of the party, he

went along to discover if the king's forces were
coming to Kilmarnock, being in arms, and
having pistols with him, and going alongst with
John Shiels and other persons to bring the rebels
intelligence.
The said James Hamilton did
confess, that he joined witli the rebels' party,
and was with them at Lanark, whej-e he did

take the covenant, and marched along with
them in Barscob's troop, with sword and pistols,
and came along with them to Collington, and
from thence to Pentland, and was there in arms
when the rebels were defeat. The said John
Shiels did confess, that he joined with the
rebellious party in the west, and that he was
employed, and did go, at the desire of JWr. John
Guthrie, and some of the officers that Cdmmanded that party, with John Ross and other
persons, as a spy to see if the king's forces were
coming to Kilmarnock, and bring the rebels
Which confessions being read to
intelligence.
the pannels, and they particularly and severally
accused conform thereto, and having judicially,

and in presence of the assize, acknowledged and
renewed the same, my lord advocate thereupon
took instruments.

The assize, by plurality of voice, elect Sir
The assize
Alexander Urquhart chancellor.
unanimously, all in one voice, by the report of
Sir Alexander Urquhart of Cromarty, their
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^^ §'^"S quarter to his enemies, he
redeemed his servants and if the

lerr

:

[bOOK

tons

the

procedure

men

was.

These

against

ten

were

these

II.

good

accordingly

only effect of quarter were, to be reserved

hanged, December 7th, and their heads and

none would accept quarno unbiassed person can

arms disposed of according to the sentence.

to a public
ter.

I

trial,

think

but they must see

how

Their joint testimony, and the dying speeches

iniqui-

of some of them, have been more than once

chancellor, find the persons iinpannelleil, above
and at'ternamod, to be guilty and culpable of the
particular treasonable acts aftermentioned, contained in the indictment, viz. captain Andrew
Arnot to be guilty of joining with the rebels in
the west, coining alongst witii them in their
march, accepting the cominarnl of one of their
troops, and riding upon the head thereof, and
coming with them to I^anark, and there taking
the covenant with them, and of coming alongst
with them to Batiigate, Collington, and Pentland, and of being at the late conflict there
in arms, with his sword drawn.
The said
major John M'CulIoch, to be guilty of joining with the rebels in the west, and coming
with them to Lanark, and taking the covenant

the rebels to Collington and Pentland, and being
there in arms with them when they were
defeat.
John Shiels in Titwood, to be guilty of
joining with the rebels, and of going, at the
desire of Mr. John Guthrie and some of their
officers, to see if the king's forces were come to
Kilmarnock, and to bring the rebels intelligence,
and that conform to their several confessions.

read

this,

with them

there, and continuing with them in
until Wednesday the day of the conflict,
being with them in ai'ms there, where he was
taken prisoner.
Gavin Flamilton in Mauldslie,
to be guilty of joining with the rebels in the
west, and coming alongst with them inarms, in
M'Clellan of Barscob's troop, and in being in
arms at the fight of Pentland, where he was
taken.
John Gordon of Knockbreck, to be
guilty of joining with the rebels before they
came to Lanark, where he having taken the
covenant with them, he marched along with
them to Collington and Pentland on horseback,
in arms with the rebels, and being in arms with
them at the conflict, where the rebels were
defeat, and he taketi.
Christopher Strang, tenant in Kilbride, to be guilty of joining with
the rebels in the west, and being at Lanark with
them, where he took the covenant, and coming
alongst with them from Lanark to Pesitland, an
horseman armed with sword and pistols, under
the command of captain Paton, comraatider of
one of the rebels' troops, and being in arms at
the conflict at Pentland, where he was taken.
Robert Gnrdon, brother to John Gordon of
Knockbreck, to be guilty and culpable of joining
with the rebels at Douglas, and coming ah)ngst
with them, having charge as a cornet of a troop
of horse, under the rebels, whereof
Maxwell,
younger of Monrief, was captain, and of being
in arms with the rebels at the conflict at Pentland, where he was taken. John Paiker, walker
at Kilbride, to be guilty of joining in arms with

arms

the rebels in the west, and coming alongst with

them

to Pentland,

where he was taken under

Urquhart.

My lord justice-clerk and jdstice-depute decern
and adjudge the said captain Andrew Arnot,
major John M'CuUoch, Gavin Hamilton in
-Mauldslie in Carluke parish, John Gordon of
Knockbreck, Christopher Strang, tenant in Kilbride, Robert Gordon, brother to John Gordon
of Knockbreck, John Parker, walker in Kilbride parish, John Ross in IMauchlin, James
Hamilton, tenant in Kittimuir, and John Shiels
in Titwood, as being found guilty by an assize,
of the treasonable acts foresaid, to be taken upon
Friday the seventh day of December instant,
betwixt two and four hours in the afternoon, to
the market-cross of Edinburgh, and there to be
hanged on a gibbet, till they be dead; and after
they are dead, their heads and right arms to be
cut off, and disposed upon as the lords of his
miijesfy's privy council shall think fit; and all
their lands, heritages, goods and gear, to be
forfeited and escheat to his majesty's use, for
treasonable crimes foresaid.

the

Which was

pronounced for doom, by Henry Monteith
dempster of the court.
Followeth act of council anent the disposal of
the heads and right arms of the forementioned
martyrs.
i]dtnhnrgh, the 6th of December, 1666.
The lords of his majesty's privy council ordain
the heads of the persons underwritten, to be cut

and affixed at the places following, viz.
major JM'Culloch, John Gordon of Knockbreck,
and his brother Robert's, at Kirkcudbright j
John Parker, Gavin Hamilton, James Hamilton, and Christoj)her Strang, their heads, at
Hamilton; John Ross, John Shiels, at Kilmarnock and captain Arnot's head at the VVatergate and ordain the magistrates of the respectotf

;

:

ive places, to cause affix the said heads accordingly; and recommend to the magistrates of
Edinburgh, to cause bury the corps of the said
persons, at such places as they shall think expedient, and where traitors are usually buried.

—

the command of colonel Wallace.
John lloss
in Mauchlin, to be guilty of joining with the
rebels in the west, at the desire of INIr. John
Guthrie and some of the officers of that party,
and of going along to discover if the king's
forces were coming to Kilmarnock, he being "in

Eodem (lie. The lords of his majesty's privy
council ordain the right arms of major M'CulIoch, John Gordon of Knockbreck, and his
brother Robert's; John Parker, walker, Gavin
Hamilton, James Hamilton, Chi'istopher Strang,

arms, and having

Sir George Maxwell, and captain Arnot, who
are to be executed the morrow as traitors, to be
cut off, and by the magistrates of Edinburgh to
be sent to the magistrates of Lanark, which
they ordain them to affix upon the public ports
of that town, being the place where they took
the covenant.

pistols,

and going

to

bring

the rebels intelligence. James Hamilton, tenant
in Kittimuir, to be guilty of joining with the
rebels that rose in the west, being with them at
Lanark, where he took the covenant, and marching along with the rebels in Barscob's troop,
with sword and pistols, and coming alongst with

John Ross

in

Mauchlin, John

Shiels, tenant to
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published in Naphtali, and other prints that

uncommon, and so they need not
It will be more worth

are not

be inserted here.
while, to

give

reader a taste of the

the

hardships brought upon the families of some

of those martyrs for religion and liberty, by
the

managers, after

they

had done

their

utmost to the persons of those worthies,

and

only instance in two of them.

I shall

young gentlemen
cuted, I have
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at this time exe-

from persons yet

it

alive of their acquaintance, that they

were
youths of shining piety, and good learning and

The harassings and losses of the family
cannot be estimate, they were so frequent
and severe. Besides the payment of their
parts.

parliamentary

fine,

with

in

others

and

begin with major M'Culloch, an excellent

Turner, in a

little

gentleman of good parts and great piety.

whole crop

for that year

He never

the household furniture

I

had freedom to conform to prelacy^

and suffered considerably

for his conscien-

Before

tious withdrawing from the church.

Pentland several soldiers

upon him

for thirty

days

;

were quartered
and besides their

entertainment, he had eight-pence a day to

pay each of them, and was forced to pay
an hundred pounds of

fine

to

James

Sir

So good a man as he could not
escape his share in the fines imposed by
Middleton's parliament
and so in the year
1665, he paid the whole sum imposed on
him, twelve hundred merks, and three hunTurner.

;

share in
try

;

all

from Pentland to the revolution.

feiture

Pentland,

After

one

Campbell,

Charles

without any warrant seized a horse of his

son Vvllliam M'Culloch,
cerned in the

who was

not con-

worth eight pounds

rising,

and clothes and other things near
His
to the value of five pounds sterling.
sterling,

was

eldest son
full

and kept

seized,

in prison

a

year after his father's execution, upon

no ground I can learn, but his being major
M'CuUoch's son. The major's lady was
happily infeft in a part of his lands, and she
and

her' eldest son lived

year

1681,

upon these

till

the

when, upon noncompearance,

they were forfeited, and given to Queensberry,

who put John

fries, in

Sharp, clerk of

possession of them.

would swell

and

this account.

troop, came, and destro3ed and took

away
Next year

the whole household-plenishing.

Glenlyon, with near two hundred Highland-

came and stayed at Knockbreck from
to Monday, and consumed and
took with them all the meal and malt
they found, and killed vast numbers of
sheep; and at their departure broke the
glass-windows, and carried off all the horses

about the house, to bear away the

And

last

of

all,

cruel

company of men, and

spoil.

Lagg came with a

carried off

all

wthiii

the house, to the very trenchers and spoons,-

and with much

difficulty,

not to burn the house.

was prevailed upon

Any

of the remain-

Lagg carried
number of about fifty,

ing sheep they could not eat,

with

him, to

besides

the

many black cattle.
may guess at the

the reader

to the families

Dum- were

Mr. M'Culloch,

seized,

In the year 1684, captain Strachan, with his

Thursday

for-

was

disposed of and

the after harassings of the coun-

particulars

who

His estate lay under

James

time after Pentland, their

Six soldiers continued quartered

destroyed.

ers,

it.

losses,

Sir

upon the house, from the Gth of March to
the 9th of July, which comes to a great sum
besides, near four hundred pounds of cess^
and other impositions, were uplifted from
them and their tenants. They had their

dred merks of riding money to the soldiers
exacted

common

their

Galloway, by

From

these,

used
and relations of such who

executed at

severities

this time.

While the blood of these

ten

first

is

scarce

the true owner of them, was obliged to take

cold, the advocate is

them again from Sharp, and besides a considerable yearly rent of ten or twelve pounds
sterling, he had upwards of a thousand
merks of entrance-money, and other inci-

process against other five of the prisoners,

instance

excellent

family

parish of

Borgue

II.

of
in

Mr. Alexander Robertson, preacher of the
gospel,

who was

basely betrayed by the laird

of Morton his friend, to

whom

himself upon promise of his

dental charges to pay.

The other

ordered to intent a

I

mention

Knockbreck,
Galloway.

he committed

life.

He

is,

the

at this in his speech at his death,

in

the

gives

The two

him.

John

George Crawford

in

Neilson

of

points

and

for-

Corsack,

Cumnock, John Lind-
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Gordon lying on him, sometimes ten, sometimes aix,
in the parish of Irongray. And, upon sometimes four at once, and was forced to
December 10th, the two former judges find pay each man half a crown a day, which
I do
not find they gave came to eight hundred and nineteen pounds
them guilty.
themselves the trouble of hearing advocates, Scots, and free quarters besides to man and
but make short work, and go upon their con- horse; which, moderately computing at fiffession, and condemn them to be hanged at teen pence a day, amounts to four hundred
Next year.
the Cross of Edinburgh, on Friday tlie llth and eight pounds, ten shillings.
of December which was accordingly done, Sir James Turner sent six foot soldiers to
Their quarter upon him, from March to the middle
only John Lindsay was delayed.
These had each of them twelve
testimonies are likewise printed in Naphtali, of June.
say in Edinburgh, and John

;

and elsewhere, so

do not

I

The

the former.

them, or

insert

the process about them, which

with

falls in

Edinburgh to

affix their

amounts

weary of pounds.

council being

disposing heads and arms, order the magistrates of

pence a day, besides free quarters, which

such ports of the town as they see

fit,

and

seven hundred and

those hardships, Corsack was

;

and upon

seized

himself,

time.

The

man was executed in king Ciiarles's reign,
who would say, God bless the king, or

well reckoned.

acknowledge
of this will

progress of this history.

condition

If not, as

?

now

any of these persons

executed, had the oifer of their

had

life

upon

certainly they

not, then Sir George's Vindication

a

is

very false one, and a covering of cruelty
with a

lie

:

for all of

them that were put

to

death on this occasion, did both pray for
the king, and

own

his

authority, though

sufferings

persons, John

of one of those worthy

Neilson of Corsack, in the

parish of Parton in Galloway, and those of
his lady

and children, are so remarkable,

that they deserve a

room

in this collection

;

where an abstract of them
can be more properly insert than here. Mr.
Dalgliesh, the curate of Parton, had no

and

I see not

he

and imprisoned
household

up

lost his

When

cattle to
this

doors, they

After

have before

his

And

all this

last

oxen and black

else but precise

me

fell

and malt,

Glasgow, and sold them.

for nothing

formity.

all

be

and obliged them to

in sheep, lambs, meal,

they drove

all,

vic-

they had turned his

they were well nigh ruined.

till

I

his tenants,

some

stuff",

his sheep, cannot

lady and children to the

of

for

loss of his

and most part of

And

all

noncon-

oppression, of which

an attested account, the

reader can scarce wonder that he and

many

others in the like circumstances, took hold

on the
complain

they could not justify his administration.

The

tual,

The falsehood next upon
appear from a vast number of bring them

I only here ask, if

that

Sir

his authority."

in the

instances

in the usual place.

his hiding,

horse worth an hundred pounds, and was

George Mackenzie's Vindication, page 8th,
very confidently says, " that generally no

bury their bodies

fifty-six

obliged to leave his house., and wander

and down

heads on

to

By

first

of,

calamities.

opportunity that offered to

and

relieve themselves of those

When

at Pentland, and,

essaying this, he

when

is

taken

a prisoner in Edin-

burgh tolbooth. Sir James Turner used his
interest to get his life spared, because Corsack,

out of his

saved Sir James,
to take his

life,

wards, though

truly

Christian

when some were

temper,
seeking

both at Dumfries and after-

few had

felt

more of

his

Mr. Dalgliesh
When Sir James Turner came first into the curate, getting notice of it, applied himGalloway, Corsack was soon delated by the self to some of the bishops, and acquainted
curate for nonconformity, and Sir James them, Corsack was a ringleader to the fanexacted an hundred pounds Scots from him, atics in Galloway, and if he were spared, he

email hand in this gentleman's hardships.

contrary

and,

prisoner

to

to

promise,

Kirkcudbright.

he

was

He

sent

suffered

severity than this gentleman

:

needed not think of continuing in his parish,
and they might spare them all. This went

very much by quarterings of soldiers upon further than Sir James his interest could go.
him from the beginning of March to the and so he was executed.
His lady being in Edinburgh after her
end of May that year, he had troopers
:
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Maxwell of Milton came
to the house of Corsack, with thirty men,
and took away every thing that was portable,
luisband's death,

and

destroyed the

thing

was

that

year's

crop,

the house, seized that

and arrested the rents

One of

tenants' hands.

M'Gachie

in

in Glenhead, with

a young child, were

in the

the tenants, Arthur
his wife

and

That terror might be struck into the west
country,

people

while

is

commission
in

it,

is

before Pentland, a day or two after he had
at Dumfries.

little

after,

fast

of the
at

granted to the persons

power, to try and judge such
cerned in Pentland rising
it

Lord's

Edinburgh, a

named

or any three of them, with a justiciary

below.*

By

*

:

I

who were

con-

have inserted

virtue of this commission.

Commission for justiciary at Glasgoiu, Decem-

had conversed with his master Corsack,

a

the blood

running so

carried off prisoners,

and kept some weeks, merely because he

been

1666.

tressed.

and turned the

rest,

and a nurse with a sucking child, to
Some time after, Sir Wilthe open fields.
liam Bannantyne came and inventoried any

family,

51

wherewith the families of such who
appeared at Pentland, were dis-

The same

Sir William,

came, and took lodging with

ber, 1(566.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France and Ireland, defender of the
faith, to all and sundi-y our good and faithful
subjects, whom these presents do or may concern, greeting
Forasmeikle as, albeit it hath
pleased Almightj^ God, to bless our forces under
the command and conduct of our lieutenantgeneral, with an absolute victory of those rebels
who did first rise in arms at Dumfries, and so
far prosecute these rebellious courses, as to
imbody themselves in a military posture, and
mai'ch through many shires forgetting associates
and complices, and at last, in open fields near
Pentland Hills, did encounter our forces, and
endeavour their overthrow; yet nevertheless the
danger of that horrid rebellion does still continue,
and, if not timously prevented, may again break
out and involve the kingdom in new troubles and
confusions, to the hazard of the lives of many
of our good subjects, and subverting of religion
and ecclesiastical government, and of our authority and laws, there being many desperate and
incorrigible traitors engaged in that rebellion,
who did not at first appear themselves in arms,
but have been abetters or assisters thereof, by
correspondence, intercommuning, or giving intelligence, for carrying on their wicked designs,
or by resetting of their persons, have been promoters of the said treasonable courses ; as likewise some gentlemen, ministers and others did
convocate and put themselves in arms in the
shire of Ayr, and there determine to rise, and
associate to themselves all such wlio were disaffected to our government, that they might join
with these rebels who had first risen in arms,
and hereby added such strength and vigour to
the carrying on of that rebellion, that they might
have continued longer, and brought on this our
kingdom all the miseries of an unhappy and
bloody war, if the defeat and overthrow of that
:

thirty horse in

Corsack,

the lady gave

till

him a bond, with two neighbour gentlemen
The
cautioners, for three hundred merks.
laird

of Partan, a papist, possessed himseif

of a part of Corsack's lands contiguous to
his

in

that parish, of about eighty

pounds

Scots yearly, and forced the tenant to pay

one hundred and twenty pounds of rent,
due to Corsack before Pentland. And further,

by virtue of the

forfeiture, the said

popish gentleman defrauded the lady Corsack of a bond he had given to her husband,

of four hundred and eight merks Scots, and
all
all

the interest.

The

said

gentlewoman had

her moveables seized, for her converse

with her

own

son,

who had been

intercom-

muned, and paid near an hundred pounds.
In the year

1680, her son was forfeited,

merely for noncompearance

;

and

in a

year

or two, by Claverhouse's troop, and others,

she lost and expended on vexatious

upwards of four hundred pounds.
eldest son, for three years

suits,

Her

was forced

to

wander and hide in Ireland. In the year
1684, she and her second son being cited to party
a court for not hearing the curate, her son
for some months, and fined
two hundred merks and still forward,

was imprisoned
in

:

until the liberty 1687, this excellent gentle-

woman was vexed

with parties of soldiers,

and compearance before conrts, which put
her to great trouble, and much charges.

From

these

well

vouched accounts, the

reader will have some view of the hardships

Thereat Pentland had not happened.
and for preventing these mischiefs, and
and
our
kingdom,
securing the peace of our
authority and government for the future, we,
wiih the advice of the lords of our privy council, have nominated and appointed our right
trusty and well-beloved counsellors and cousins,
the lord duke Hamilton, the lord marquis of
INIontrose, the earl of Argyle, the earl of Linlithgow, the earl of Kelly, the earl of Galloway,
the earl of Wigton, the earl of Nithsdale, the
earl of Dumfries, the earl of Callender, the earl
of Airly, the earl of Annandale, the lord Montgomery, the lord Drumlanrig, the master of
fore,
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Glasgow, December

earls
tlie

lord

the

17th,

Linlithgow and Wigton,

of"

Montgomery, and Mungo

INIurray,

sufferers

spoke to the spectators

this

barbarous

unchristian

ir.

before

Reflections need not be

their death.

upon

[book

made

practice,

constitute themselves in a court; and Mr,

scarce any where used, but by the popish

Thomas Gordon,

and is a plain evidence of an ill
which cannot bear the light. The
persecutors were afraid lest the words of

chosen their

Edinburgh,

writer in

clerk.

William

Sir

is

Purves,

his majesty's solicitor, indicts

Robert BunJohn Hart in Westquarter in Glassford parish, Robert Scot in
Dalserf parish, and Matthew Paton, shoemaker in Newmills. The court finds them
guilty of rebellion and treason, and sentences
them to be hanged at Glasgow, upon Wednesday, December 19th.
Their process
tine in

Fenwick

parish,

I have not insert, as

coinciding,

mutandis, with that against those,
tried before the justiciary

burgh,

which

the

midati.'i

who were

com't at

Edin-

reader will find in

preceding note, see page 39.

a

They were
The men

inquisitors,

cause,

these dying witnesses for truth, would confirm and strengthen honest people in their

adherence

to,

and appearance

and reformation
were mistaken

;

and

for

liberty

cannot say they

I

in their fears, for the Christian

and manly carriage of those noble sufferers,
had a mighty influence upon multitudes.

Few,

any, were terrified by their public
and many were convinced of the
goodness of their cause, and fixed in their
if

death,

resolutions to adhere to

To

it.

return again to Edinburgh

sense of the Divine love upon them, and a

upon the
named justiceclerk and justice-depute, have before them
Mr. Hugh M'Kail, Thomas Lennox, Hum-

great deal of peace in their suflerings.

phrey Colquhoun, Ralph Shield, clother in

accordingly executed that day.

were most

was here

cheerful,

that

and had much of a

abominable

practice

It

was

begun, which turned afterwards so common,

of the soldiers

beating

drums when the

:

18th of December, the above

Ayr, William Pedin, merchant there, John

Wodrow, merchant
M'Millan, John

in

Wilson

Glasgow,
in

Robert

the parish

of

Cochran, general Dalziel, lieutenant-general
.Drunimond, James Crichton, brother to the

foresaid, or any three of them, which are declared to be a full quorum, to be our justices in that

earl of UumlVies, colonel

part,

James Montgomery,

Charles Maitland of IlaUon, Mungo jilurray,
or any three of them, giving them full power,
warrant, and authority, to go to any shire, burgh,
or place, where there was any rising or insurrection, and there to hold courts, cite parties,
and examine witnesses, and take all other courses
w^hich they think fit for trying and discovering
all such persons who were authors, aiders, or
abetters of the said rebellion, and did keep
correspondence, intercommune with, or reset
the persons of any of these rebels, or furnished
them with ammunition, arms, horses or any
other things wliich might supply or strengthen
them in the prosecution of their rebellious
courses; with power likewise to seize upon
their persons, and incarcerate tliem till they be
tried, and to search their houses and other
suspect places, and to enter the same by force in
case of resistance, or otherwise to take "bond and
security for their appearance, whenever they
shall be called.
And for their more speedy and
effectual carrying on of this tiieir commission,
with power to divide tliemselves that they may
go to several places at one time, and for that end,
any one or two of their number to take trial,
search, and apprehend all persons suspect within
their several divisions; and further, in case,
after examination and trial, there shall be any
persons who shall appear guilty of the crimes
foresaid, by clear and undoubted evidences, we
give full power and commission to the persons

with power

to

them

to

meet

at

such

times and places as they shall think convenient;
and then and there, to affix and hold courts,
create clerks, sergeants, dempsters, and all other
members of court needful, to call assizes of
persons of best understanding, absents to amerciate, unlaws and amerciaments to be ujjlifted
and exacted and in the said courts to call the
whole persons guilty and suspect to be guilty of
the crimes foresaid, and put them to their trial,
and knowledge of an assize ; and according as
they shall be found innocent or guilty of the said
crimes, that they cause justice to be done upon
them accordingly; and generally all and sundry
other things requisite and necessary for executing the said commission, to do, use and exerce,
promitting to hold firm and stable ; commanding hereby our advocate or his deputes to draw
their indictments, and pursue them before our
and in case they find
commissioners foresaid
any difficulty in the matter of probation or
evidence, that they secure the person until they
advertise the lords of our privy council, that
they may ordain our justice general or his
deputes, to proceed against them ; and we hereby
require the commanders and officers of our
forces, and all sheriff's, magistrates of burghs, and
others, to be assisting to our commissioners, in
prosecution of this our service, as they will be
Given under our signet at Edinanswerable.
burgh, the 5th day of December, 1(3(56, and of
our reign the eighteenth year.
;

;
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The was recorded,

Evandalc.

in

judges pronounce sentence of deatli upon
llieni, and order them to be hanged at the
of Edhiburgh, December 22d.

cross

All

63

for all they said

what they had candidly

was

,

signified

before, that the oppression of the country

had forced them to

arms, and being

rise in

of them, save three, were executed that day;

up, they were obligcil in self-defence to stick

and most part of their speeches are already
more than once published. Upon the 21st

together.

of December,

the council supersede

I find

upon

the execution of the sentence of death

Robert M'Millan, William Pedin, Thomas
Lennox, and John Lindsay, formerly reprieved,

As

orders.

further

till

as

far

some

guess, these four got off after

sonment, and partial compliances
of this was

the reason

the

;

can

I

impri-

MKail

letter

suflerings

of

Hugh

Mr.

are printed in Naphtali, yet being so proper
for a history of this nature, I

would willingly
have insert them here were they not very
and therefore must

prolix,

thither, for a larger

refer

account of

my

reader

this singular

person.

No

probably

king's

The

are so singular, that though they

discoveries

being made, or indeed

made from

further to be

the prisoners at

formerly mentioned, for sisting execution.

Edinburgh, the commissioner Rothes,

When

come from

the rest are despatched, the council

take

to

order the magistrates

gallows at the cross to-morrow

the

through the west and south, that he might

and

dis-

be at the bottom of an imaginary conspiracy

Now

hands of such as are to be executed.
all

were

with

satiate

except

blood

and they were forced to

the

yield.

Before those executions began, which I
have put altogether, upon the 4th of December I find the council order Mr, Hugh
IM'Kail and

tortured

John Neilson of Corsack,

with

the

used before in Scotland,

any now
practised

living

was brought
prelates,

;

since
in,

a

boots,

doubt

to be

practice

not

memory of

in the

and

I

the

reformation.

if it

was often

Now

it

and violently urged by the

and afterward frequently used, as
This, with other inhuman and

we shall hear.

iiarbarous tortures

to pitch

lent

I

and Corsack a gentleman of excel-

parts,

expected

the council

do not know.
a youth of great sense and

upon those two

Mr. M'Kail w as
learning,

at the revolution,

What moved

and abrogated.

and probably from them they

vast

discoveries.

A

conspiracy

was pretended, and they were to be examined

by

council,

this

torture

in

presence of the

and interrogatories formed to be

put to them, which

I

have not seen.

But

there was indeed no plot to be found, and
their rising

was merely

unconcerted.

Corsack

for self-defence,

was

fearfully

and
tor-

mented, so that his shrieks would have
melted any body but those present,
still

called for

and

plot, he would fain have landed upon
some body or other. He came first to
Glasgow, and from thence to the town of
Ayr, with a committee of noblemen and

others with him, having a justiciary power.

At Ayr, upon the 24th of December, the
Drummond,

earl of Kellie, lieutenant-general

Charles Maitland of Hatton, James Creighton
in

brother to

the carl of Dumfries,

the other touch.

who

Nothing

sit

judgment, and have twelve more of the

prisoners before them, indicted by the solicitor for

treason.

and ordered

They

are found guilty,

to be executed at Ayr, Irvine,

and Dumfries

;

and the sentence was put in

execution accordingly.

Thursday, the 27th

made use of in this period, of December, was appointed

was justly complained of

now

upon a progress

down
;

pense with the cutting off the heads and

prelates,

court, resolves

for the

hang-

James Smith, Alexander M'Millan, James M'Millan, George
M'Cartney, John Short, John Graham,
James Muirhead, and Cornelius Anderson,
ing of eight of them,

town of Ayr. The hangman of that
town being unwilling to imbrue his hands
in the

in the

blood of those good men, got out of

the way, and no other could be found to

undertake

this hateful

work.

The provost

not being able to find one for this

proposed
into

:

this

office,

expedient, which was gone

That one of the eight who were conlife, if he would

demned should have his
consent to become burrier

to the rest

;

and

with difficulty enough Cornelius Anderson
is

prevailed upon.

day

is

When

the

execution

come, the poor man's heart berog
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took care to make him
with brandy.
Thus, with

secure

almost

much

all,

drunk

they got

difficulty,

executed.

him, the provost, to

fail

their

sentence

Other

hangman

brought from

at

[bOOK XL
Ayr

Irvine

to

boldly stood out against

means used

fled,

that

all

the

was by force

him to execute the
When he had
the stocks, and endured all the
to bring

been

cuted

hardships he himself gives account

at

upon Monday December

Irvine

When

Mr. Alexander Nisbet,

minister there, visited them in prison, he
found them ignorant, and very much discouraged and damped with the near views
of death and eternity. After he had be-

stowed some pains upon them, and instructed

them

way of

in the

Christ,

when

they died

of joy and courage, to the

full

admiration of
derson, as I

salvation by faith in

the day of execution came,

all

am

who were
told,

witnesses.

An-

was likewise obliged

to hang them, and in a few days he himself
died in distraction and great miserv.

The courage and behaviour of William
hangman at Irvine, a man very
much master of the scriptures, and blameless
Sutherland,

and pious, and

tlie

carriage of the persecu-

tors to him, deserve a

declaration,

which

I

room

am

here.

well

His own
assured

is

genuine, and formed by himself, and account

of his examination, will set this matter in
native light

and therefore, though the
paper be rude, and in a very homely dress,
I have insert it below.*
This poor man.
its

;

William Sutherland's declaration and examina-

and
and foul

place,
fair

two of them, James
Blackwood and John M'Coul, were exelast (31st).

*

after the

above named persons there.

still

i)ut in

of,

and

persisted in his refusal, lieutenant-gene-

Drummond ordered him to be taken
out and bound to a stake, and caused a file
of musketeers present their pieces, assuring
ral

him he was a dead man, if he yielded not
hang the condemned persons. This

to

moved him
face,

and

Then they covered

not.

after

a

little

his

the soldiers were,

ordered to run in upon him with a shout,

and

all

the noise they could make.

they resolved to

make him

feel

Thus

the fear of

death, though he escaped the pain of

And

this

was

his

it.

martyrdom, which he

underwent with a great deal of composure
and resolution.

John Grier and William Welsh, the
remaining pair of those condemned at Ayr,
were executed at Dumfries, upon Wednesday January 2d, 1667.
missioner
after

all

Thither the comcompany came; and
the pains he had taken in this
with

his

perambulation of the country, to discover
a supposed plot, upon which the rising

was alleged to have been founded, only

I served being owing to one of the bailies,
called John Weres, the bailie seized upon my
master's goods, so that he ran awaj-, and I lost
my fee, and was engaged by the counsel of some
honest men from that scripture, " Suffer not a
witch to live," to execute a witch, and to cleanse
at Ayr for many weeks, moved me to declare
as chimney heads, whereby 1 gained somewhat for
follows
livelihood ; and having a mind to learn to read,
I being come of poor parents in Strathnaver,
I bought a Question Book, but finding the people
(the wildest part of the north Highlands)
who there to scar at my company, so that none would
were not able to keep me, I was hired with a give me a lesson, I came fnmi Paisley to Irwin,
master who sent me to bring back a horse that about five years since, where, finding the people
colonel Morgan's party had taken from him
more charitable, and to encourage me in learning,
which party I followed till the enemy fell; I did so affect my book, the people, and the place,
betwixt nie and home, and being afraid to go that without engagement I did act the part of an
back, and having a desire to learn the lowland executioner, when they had any malefactors
to
tongue, I came alongst in a sad condition with put to death, and so with much trouble I attained
the said party, till I came to Spey-side where
to
learn
to
read
English,
and
as
I
grew
acquainted
I
lierded cattle for a year in the parish of
Boharm, with the Bible, 1 began to scruple to execute any,
at a place called the New Kirk
from thence I except I was clear they deserved to die ; and
;
came to the parish of Fyvie in Buchan, where when the business of being executioner to some
1 also herded cattle for another vear
from that Southland men in Ayr came to my door, the
;
place I came to the bridge of Stirling, where
scruples of my conscience grew upon my hand,
I
followed the same employment a third year, because I had heard they were godly men, who
which was the year the king came home; and had been oppressed by the bishops, whom I
from thence I came to Paislev, where after never liked since I loved the Bible; therefore
herding cattle a fourth year, I fell in extreme I having a jealousy in my mind, that I should
want, and that by the reason, the master whom be troubled, I had a mind to go from the town
tion.

The

sense of God's goodness, who justifies the
ungodlv, and calls things that are not, and the
persuasion of Christian friends, to whose charity
I was much obliged during my imprisonment
:

-

;;;

CHAP.

was nothing

of these persons taken at Pentland.

to be dis-

The

covered.

Thus
I

have given as

1

full

an account, as rest

day,

I

I

heard some sermons it being the Lord's
having come to the kirk, opened mj' book,

my

eyes, was
to
12. to the end of the
This word by the blessing of the Lord
chajiter.
God blessing it to me, was so strengthening and
refreshing to me, that all the trouble in the

came

world was not able to quench it out of my heart
and I having gone again in the afternoon to the
kirk, I was taken out of the kirk and brought
before the provost, and 1 refused to go willingly
The provost told me, I would be for(xd
to Ayr.
I told him, one might lead a
.•igain'st my will.
horse to the water, but twenty- four would not
make him drink, no m.ore should any make me
whereupon I was put in the
to do that deed
tolbooth till i\Ionday at night (where 1 got
;

much comfort

reading the fourth chapter of the
epistle to the Ileb. ), when a sergeant with six
soldiers came from Ayr to Irwin for me, and
the provost, to terrify me, brought me out before
them ; and when they saw it would not do, then
I was sent back again to prison until Tuesday
morning, then I was constrained to go with the

guard that came for me from Ayr. They offei'ed
me meat and drink, but I refused, and would
not take it, but bought a farthel of bread and a
mutchkin of ale and when I came thither I
was brought before the provost, and notwithstanding of many promises by the provost, and
those that were with him, I refused to undertake
to execute the southland men, whereupon I was
presently committed to prison in the tolbooth ;
and the first night I was prisoner, there was one
Mr. White a curate came to me to persuade me
to do any office on the said persons, and said.
What is this you arc doing ? do ye not know
that thir men are guilty of rebellion ? and from
Sam. XV. told me that the rebellion whereof
I
these men were guilty was as the sin of witchcraft to whom I answered, that that rebellion
was Saul's rebellion against the immediate
command and revealed will of God, and that
;

:

for sparing

Agag and the

best of the cattle

and was

as the rebellion spoken of the children
of Israel, when they rebelled and refused to go
to the land of Canaan, but would have chosen
ra]>tains, and have gone back again to Egypt
and that is like the rebellion spoken of by the

prophet Isaiah, " All day long have I stretched
out my hands to a stiff-necked, rebellious and
gainsaying people." I told him this was not
rebellion against man, and in the New Testament it is called a trespass, and our Lord said
to Peter, " If thy brother trespass against
thee, forgive unto seventy times seven."
So
I think, if the Galloway men should trespass
twenty times, it was far fewer than seventy
times seven, the king should forgive them,
though it were rebellion against him, which I
do deny
remember what good king David
did when he fled from Absalom, when Shimei
came out and cursed him, and cast earth and
stone at him, but yet he forgave him, much
more I think our king should forgive the Galloway men, who respected and prayed for him,
end who, if he were amongst them, would not
:

escaped, and of

some gentlemen

joined them, by forfeiture and

a hair of his head fall to the ground. But,
said ]Mr. White, David was a prophet and a
Well, said I, Sir, will ye make
merciful man

let

;

and the first place that
that scripture Heb. iv.

,^

following persecution of the

who

who never

could gather, of the sufferings unto death

after
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learned that there

!

:

example, and iu)t good men, what
divinity is that? At which he was so ashamed,
the soldiers laughing at him, that he said in his
anger. Away with thee, the devil is in thee,
and thou hast dealing with familiar spirits. I
answered. If the devil be in me, he is an
unnatural devil, for if he were like the rest of
devils, he would bid me take as many lives as I
could, that he might get many souls; but the
spirit that is in me will not suffer me to take
good men's lives. Then Mr. White left me,
and a number of cursed blaspheming soldiers
came about me, and brought me before the
general and lieutenant-general, my lord Kellie,
my lord provost, and several other gentlemen,
where they were met together in a lodging in
some of them boasted me, and some
the town
of them scorned me, and some of them said, I
would go to the devil with the rest of the country
Others asked me. If I were a covenanter,
folk.
I said though I Avas
he must be a covenanter.
no covenanter, yet I had respect to it for his
sake by whom it was named, and who had in
his word threatened to send a sword to avenge
the quarrel of his covenant; and I said, wh;it a
covenant will ye give us? If ye take away the
covenant of God, ye will give us the covenant of
the devil, for there is but two covenants, a goo<l
one and a bad one. Then they called for the
boots to put me in ; and 1 said, Bring the boots
and the spurs too, you shall not prevail. Then
they were angry, and said. The rogue scorns us,
and thinks no better than to do so. Then they
mentioned that a cruse full of hot lead should be
poured on my hands, and while the lead was
melting, they "went aside and spake Latin, as I
thought, among them.selves, and when they had
done, they brought the lead to pour it on my
hands, and I was willing to receive it rather
than to obey; then they were astonished, and
had put it on the fire again until they should get
more speech out of me. Then my lord Kellie
came unto me, and flattering me, said. Poor
man, I heard they wronged thee, and brought
thee out of the kirk on the Sabbath-day betwixt
the preachings, they might have let thee heard
the sermon, I heard* they put thee in the tolbooth ;
ill

|

men your

:

who came to see you when you were in the
prison ? did not your minister Mr. Alexander
Nisbet come to see you, nor any of the honest
men of the town ? I answered (as it was true),
none came to see me. He said, they have been
very unkind ; did you not see Mr. James Fergusson since we came west

No. Then
with him,
and have said,

?

I said

said the lieutenant-general.

Away

they have forbidden him to tell,
nothing shall ail him, but he shall rue it when
he shall be hanged, and casten out to be eaten
tell me quickly, said he, who learned
of dogs
you these answers, and forbade you to tell I
perceive you have gotten a jiajter f'l'om some of
these rebellious people, and has gotten your
answers perquire. I said, Not so, my lord, but
God, that sail!, Fear not when ye shall be
:

;

;

;;
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otherwise, will

1666.

come

in the order

time upon the succeeding
It is a loss

more

we have not

j'ears.

preserved to us a

particular account of these excellent

my

brought before kings and rulers for
sake,
shiill be given you in tiiat hour what you
shall say, I will give thee a mouth, and wisdom
that thine adversaries shall not be able to answer,
be makes his promise good to me.
Then a
number of the gentli'inen said. Away with him,
the devil is in him, he has dealing with familiar
spints.
I answered him, as I answered Mr.
White before. Then said the lieutenant-geneit

me quickly who put these words in thy
shall be hanged
to which I
answered. Even he ^vho made Balaam's ass to
speak and repi'ove the madness of the prophet
and marvel not, for he that could make a dumb
ass to speak, can much more make me a reasonable creature to speak, it is he that gave me
these answers, and likewise forbids me to do
ral, Tell

mouth, or you

:

he and no other.
Then said my lord
thinks no better sport than to bring
scripture as he would confound us with it, but
you shall rue it when you are going to be hanged.
I answered, If this confound you, ye shall be
better confounded yet, read ye never that
chapter, 1 Cor. i. 26 29? "Flow not many
wise men after the flesh, not many mighty, not
many noble are called, but God hath chosen the
foolish things of the world to confound the
things that are mighty and base things of the
world, and things that are despised hath God
chosen, and things that are not, to bring to
nought the things that are, that no flesh should
glory in his presence."
Then said my lord
Kellie, Take the devil out of my sight, and put
him in the narrowest place of the stocks. The
provost of Ayr, when he saw me altogether
this, it is

He

Kellie,

—
;

my

refusing, he rounded in
lug. What are you
afraid of the country f(dk, I sliall give you fifty
dollars, and you may go to the Highlands, or

where you

I answered him, speaking
might hear, What, would you
conscience, where can I flee
from God ? remember Jonas fled from God,
but the Lord found him out, and ducked him
over the lugs, so shall he me, if I go over the

out loud

have

me

;)lease.

t!ii!t all

sell

my

my

conscience.
Then I was taken
in the stocks ; then came four
musketeers before me and charged their muskets,
lighted their matches, the more to terrify me,
light of

away and put

and brought a cap

for

my

head

;

but

when

[book

II.

of persons' carriage, both in prison and at their

they

saw me open my breast to rec^eive the shots, and
that I was willing to die, then came one and
said. Let him alone, he shall not be shot, he
shall be hanged and drawn out of the town
that dogs may eat him, for shots is over good a
death for him. While I was thus in the stocks
I was very thirsty, and called for a drink ; then
thej' intended to bring me a drink of wine ; but
one of the soldiers, an Irishman, that could
speak Latin, forbade me to take of their wine
as he told me afterwards, they had a mind
rather to poison me, and to give me that which
would distract me ; and because I refused, they
threatened in their anger, that whosoever gave
me a drink of water should get the goadloup ;
so I lay until it was dark night, and tliere
was people that would have given me meat and
drink, but the soldiers would say blasphemously.
If ye come one foot further here, I shall

death.
I

By the

met with,
would have been very

short hints I have

persuade myself

it

useful and instructive.

rash

Their behaviour

all

my

pike through your soul ; then I said to
that soldier tliat was sentry over me, and sitting
beside me. Give me a chopin of water, and I
will give you a chopin of ale for it ; but he said,
I dare not, you heard what was threatened, but
if you will give me a sixpence, I will hazard;
so I gave him a sixpence, 1 having half-a-crown

about me, and thinking to die to-morrow, I
thought a chopin of water was better to me than
all the money in the world
then he brought
me the chopin of water, and held his cloak
betwixt me and the light, for fear t!ie rest of
the soldiers should see ; and when I had drunk,
I was much refreshed.
Thereafter some standing by, said to me, What needs you or any
others make din about bishops, seeing there is
no other gospel pressed upon you but what was
before ? to ^vhom I answered. Know ye not
what Paul says. Gal. i. 6. '• 1 marvel that ye
are so soon removed to another gospel, which is
not another; but there are some that trouble
you, and pervert the gospel of Christ ; and if any
man says he brings another gospel, or perverts
the same gospel, let him be accursed," and consider to whom that belongs; but what think ye
of the bishops, said some? I answered, that I
truly think the bishops take more on them than
Christ, who was a better preacher than any of
them for he would not meddle with the dividing the inheritance among the brethren; as
when the young man in the Gospel came to
Christ, saying to him. Waster, bid my brother
divide the inheritance w'itli me, but our Lord
;

;

Who

refused, saying.
made me a judge? seeing,
he being a spiritual teacher, refused to meddle
with civil law, why will our bishops sit in parliament, and go in before earls? 1 am informed
they sit and ride in parliament, and judge in
worldly affairs ; they have their coaches to sit
in, but neither Christ nor his apostles had them;
they are lords over God's heritage, and our
Saviour says to his ministers. The princes of the
Gentiles exercise dominion, but it shall not be so
among you, but he that will be greatest shall be
servant of all.
The bishops are like the Scribes
and Pharisees against whom tlie I-ord pro-

Wo

be to you ScriJjes and
nounced many a wo ;
Pharisees, ye love the chief seats in the synagogues, so love oiu' bishops the chief seats of the
parliaTnent ;
be to you Scribes and Pharisees,
for ye love to wear long robes, and to be called
of men Rabbi: the bishops desire side gowns,
and a man to bear up their tails too, and they
think they never get their right style till they be
called my lord, and some of them your grace
you give grace to a graceless face ; they oppress
the poor people to feed their own bellies, for
which the Lord pronounces many a wo against
them. Then said they, Timothy and Titus were

Wo

bishops.
I answered. They were preaching
bishops, but not bishops over whole dioceses ; and
as the apostle says, I Tim. iii. "a biihop should
be blameless, the husband of one wife, vigilant,
sober, of good behaviour, given to hospitality, apt
to teach;" so I think a j)reaching bishop should
have but one flock, but they will not be content
with one kirk; and if every bisho]) had as many
of your wives as he has kirks, you would be as

;
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along was with the greatest meekness and
magnanimity and very much of the spirit
;

of the

many of

:

primitive

Christians

their last speeches.

[

would save
the

their lives

None of them made any

runs through

claration.

defences in their

pleased with them as I am. Remember ye not
that scripture, " He that will not work should
not eat ?" The liishops must have thousands in
the year, but they preach but when they will.
Then they asked me, What think yon of the
king ? I said, would you have me speak treason ?
the king is set over us all by God, and all his
subjects should pray for him, and defend his
pei'son and government, and obey in all things
according to the wiu-d of God ; but I wish that
liis majfsty and all kings may take good heed to
liemember ye what
the law of the Lord.
befell king Uzziah that went into the temple to
burn incense, which was not his office, and the
priests forbade him and said. It shall not be
for thy honour; and the plague of God broke
out upon him, and he remained a leper all his
ill

.„„„

covenants, and taking the de-

None

of them
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by renouncing

but

process,

shifting

fairly

and

as the scripture liath said, out of his belly shall
flow rivers of living water; then the Scribes
sent officers to take him, and when they had

not taken him, they asked, Why have ye not
brought him? the officers answered, Never man
spake as this man then answered the Pharisees,
Are ye also deceived? Have anyoftlie rulers
believed on him? but this people who know not
the law are accursed.
Remember ye not what
our blessed Lord said, I thank thee, O Father
of heaven and earth, that thou hast hid these
things from the wise and prudent, and revealed
them to babes. How know ye, but the Lord
has revealed more to me than your bishops with
their side tails?
Then came the cajitaiu of the
guard and said. You may see we are right and they
are wrong ; for we have won and they have lost
days so I think our king should tear God's I did then remember what the scripture saith
jiulgments for breaking and changing the wor- of John the Baptist, there was not one greater
ship of God.
Remember ye not the king of b(wn among women, who was the forerunner of
Jerusalem that made a covenant with the king Christ, yet when he had done the work the
of Babylon, and the Lord ow^ned it as his cove- Lord sent him for, he was beheaded by cursed
nant when he broke it, he said he should be Herod many of you say that Herod was right,
punished, his children were slain before his eyes, and John the Baptist wrong. They were not able
and his eyes plucked out, and he carried to answer this. Then I said. When Cromwell
prisoner to Babylon, where he died. Remember took his prisoners, he neither headed them nor
you not how Herod in the 12th of the Acts, hanged them as ye do then they answered me,
went up to the high jdace to make an oration, Cromwell had not right nor law as we have
and the people said, It is the voice of a god, and 1 said, I will seek no other words against you
not of a man, and the Lord sent his angel and than that of your own mouth, for ye say, that
smote him, and he was eaten of worms, that he Cromwell had no right nor \&\v, yet he won
died
so 1 perceive there is no difference before many a battle against you, and over-ruled the
God between the king and the beggar. Remem- best of you ye see a wicked man may prosper
ber that covenant that was between the Turk in an evil cause ; for your law, I trow, it be
and the Christian king; the Christian brake the like that cursed law. By our law he must die,
Then came
covenant, and the Turk held up the covenant, and by our law they must die.
and said. If thou be a God as the Christians say, some of the soldiers, and said, We have heard
and as we dream thou ait, revenge the quarrel tell of some of your countrymen that have
of thy perfidious people, who in their deeds been hanged for stealing kine and horse and
deny thee to be God, and he won the battle
sheep, but you are the first we liave heard of
and think ye not the king should be afraid for laid down his life for religion tlien I answered.
the breaking of his lawful oath?
Then Mr. If one that is barbarous, or come out of a barbarWhite came in and disguised himself, and put ous pla('e, has respect to his conscience, what
on a gray hat and gray clothes that I should not shall come of you who think yourself brought
know him, and he sat down upon the stocks up at the feet of Gamaliel, that has no respect
beside me and began to say, I wonder at these to your conscience, what think you shall become
country folks, if they had any other gospel of you when you shall be judged at the last day?
preached unto them, it were something then I Then said they. Speak no more to him, let him
answered, see what the scripture says, Gal. i. 6 alone. Then after that I heard that they would
10. " I marvel that ye areso soon removed from
take no more lives
then came some of the
him that called you into the grace of Christ greatest men to me, and said. What think you of
unto another gospel which is not another ; but yourself now ? there is a barrel with pikes made
there be some that trouble you, and would per- to put thee in, and roll thee up and down I
vert the gospel of Christ but though we or an said, I even think of myself as I did at first ; I
angel from heaven preach any other gospel unto said unto him. Why have you not taken aU their
j'ou than that which we have preached unto
lives, seeing they are all alike guilty? Then they
you, let him be accursed fordo I now persuade said. Yon are more cruel than we are, for we
men or God, or do I speak to please men ? for have taken but some to be example to others;
it I j'et pleased men, I should not be the servant
be to your example, for your
then I said.
of Christ."
Then said they. Have you learned example is not according to the word of God,
your Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, that you for remember what the word of God saith. The
should know these things? as long as better son shall not die for the father, nor the father
scholars and great men have done it, what needs for the son, far less should a man be an example
you trouble yourself? That is, said I, as spoken to one that is born in England or Ireland. I
in the Gospel of John, when the Scribes and heard that they wei'e minded to strangle me in
Pharisees sent ofTicers to take Christ, when prison, but they could not agree among themhe spake that parable, He that believeth on me, selves ; they said, We cannot tell how to do it,
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

:

—

;

;

:

:

;
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boldly

owned what they had done, who

and Scotsmen, for
the cause of religion and liberty.
All
of them owned the king's authority, and
disclaimed any rebellious designs, to set up
against the government, and still professed
they were craving no more, but a redress
of the church and kingdom's grievances in
as

the only
if

not

Christians

way now

all

left

of them,

them.

left

in

are lost.

Naphtali.

hear, most,

their written testi-

monies behind them, and

them

I

it

is

pity

knew them

remark,

it

speak in

[BOOK

Though some of them had

II,

not

his testimony and
was observed to go far
beyond one of his education and circumstances ; and his very style was noticed to

chant in

Glasgow, in

letter to his wife,

be

nmch above what it was formerly known
Humphrey Colquhoun,whenhedied,

tobe.*

spoke not upon the scaffold and ladder, like

any of an ordinary townsman, but

Scarce the half of them are

could

but
was given them what and how to
John Wodrow, merthat hour.
before,

suburbs of heaven

;

like

one

in the

related his Christian ex-

periences, called for his Bible from one of his

friends, and laid it on his wounded arm, and
and others of them had sore anguish of read some most apposite passages, and spoke
body through the wounds received at Pent- to the admiration of all who heard him.

lived long in

bondage through

land, their torture,

fear of death,

and other pieces of

treatment afterward, yet

all

ill

of them died in

great serenity and peaceful hope of salva-

George Crawford was so pleased to
he pressed to be up the ladder,

tion.

Unless

it

be the

first

three worthies men-

tioned in the former book, never did

men

in

Scotland die more lamented by the spectators, yea,

the religious part of the nation,

all, when Mr. Hugh M'Kail
when upon the top of it, triumphed in suffered, there was scarce ever seen so
Christ.
And as they had much solid peace much sorrow in on-lookers ; scarce was
and comfort as to their own eternal state, there a dry cheek in the whole street, or
so many of them had a firm expectation windows at the cross of Edinburgh.f
He

die, that

but most of

and,

that God would deliver Scotland from the
bondage of bishops, and their influence

upon the heavy oppressions the country
was groaning under.

A few of them were persons of learning
and great knowledge. Major M'Culloch,
Corsack, Mr. Hugh M'Kail, have been
spoken of already. When Knockbreck and
his brother
said,

were turned

off the ladder,

it

is

they clasped each other in their arms,

and thus endured the pangs of death. The
most of them were illiterate persons, of very

common

education, and yet in their dying
speeches they discover a greatness of soul,

much

piety,

and good sense.

Their friends

but word will be gotten of it, and then
make us more odious. After I came

it will
out of
lord Eglinton sent for me, and
asked me of thir passages, and he said to me,
Poor man, poor man, you did well in not doing

prison,

my

what they would have had you

to do; I answered
my lord. You are speaking treason, you say I
have done well, whereas you persecute them

to

from the first to the last ; this tells me in experience, that you have gone against the light of
your conscience;
will be to you that go against
the light of your conscience. IVl y lord said,

Wo

Know

you liot I kept you from being hanged, and are
you telling me that? I answered, Keep me from
drowning too, I will tell you the verity.

* This John Wodrow, I find from a MS.
history of the family now in my hands, was
uncle to the historian, though his native modesty
has prevented him from taking any notice of
Ed.
the circumstance.
f At the place of execution, Mr. M'Kail
having addressed to the people a speech and
testimony, wliich he had previously written
and subscribed, sung part of the 31st Psalm,
after which he j)rayed with great power and
fervency.
He then, handing from him his hat
and cloak, took hold of the ladder, atid, as hewent up, said, with an audible voice, •' I care
no more to go up this ladder, and over it, than if
I were goitig home to my father's house. Friends
and fellow sufferers, be not afraid, every step
of this ladder is a degree nearer heaven." Having seated himself on the ladder, he said, " I do
partly believe, that the noble counsellors and
rulers of this land, would have used some mitigation of this punishment, had they not been
instigated by the prelates, so that our blood lies
principally at the prelates' door, but this is
comfort now, I know that my Redeemer liveth,
&c.
And now I do willingly lay down
life for the truth and cause of God, the covenants
and work of reformation, which were once
counted the glory of this nation; and it is for
endeavouring to defend these, and to extirpate
the bitter root of prelacy, that I embrace this
rope."
Hearing the people weep, he continued,
" Your work is not to weep, but to pray, that
we may be honourably borne through, and blessed be the Lord that supports me now.
As
I have been beholden to the ])rayers and kindness of many, since my imprisonment and sentence, so I hope you will not be wanting to mo

my
my

—

;
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was a youth of twenty-six years of

age,

universally beloved, singularly pious, of very

considerable

He had

learning.

seen

the

world, and travelled some years abroad, and

was a

ver}'

comely graceful person,

he used to

told

fast

I

and had frequently before

this signified to

as he

now underwent.

rising

was known to be but small

when he spoke of

His share in the

groans of

the

these

present.

Many remarks might have been made
upon the process

insert in the appendix,

and

pleasant observes from the testimonies published in Naphtali

work very much.

but this would swell this

;

When

these good people

were executed, such who were accustomed

much

too

to cursing, cursed the prelates

and such as used to pray, prayed the guilt
this innocent blood might not be laid to

their charge, nor visited

upon the

land.

I

have met with several accounts of prodigies
in

who

lived then, of

left

and persons
good information, have

the air about this time

seen

the battle, and after

;

but

It is

my work in this historical essay,
upon a vindication of these religious

not

to insist

and excellent persons who sulTered at this
time. This hath been done oftener than once,
and this rising hath been proven to be no
rebellion, but a necessary

ance for religion,

what

hath

been

rebels.

me

'
;
a pure river of water of life,' &c. ; and here
see my access to my glory and reward,
Let him that is athirst come,' &c. ; and here
you see my welcome, The Spirit and the bride
say, Come.' Then, looking down the scaffold, he
said, " I have one word more to say to my
friends. Where are ye? ye need neither lament
nor be ashamed of me in this condition, for I
make use of that expression of Christ, I go to
your Father and my Father, to your God and
my God.' to your King and my King, to the
blessed apostles and martyrs, and to the city of
the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to un
innumerable company of angels, to the general
assembly of the first-born, to God the .TutJge of
all, to the spirits of just men made perfect, and
and
to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant

you
'

'

'

;

I bid

vou

all

farewell, for

God

will be

more

comfortable to you than I could l>e, and he will
be now more refreshing to me than you can be.
The napkin
Farewell, farewell in the Lord."
was now put upon his face, but having piayed
In's hand,
with
for a short space, he put it up
and said, he had a word more t- say concernnig
what comfort he had in hi* -^ath, " I hope you
-'• discouragement in my
perceive no alteration

said

and

:

an answer to

vindication

in

of

hath been the way of the

them down

as villains

before the late happy revolution;

and no

great wonder, since the then laws and governors were pleased to talk at this rate : but
this

treatment,

altered.

my

and forced appearand property

This was the cant of the days

much

:

it

prelatic party to run

and

Pittenweem made pub-

my

liberty,

yet, without ever attempting

that

journey, that I may
in the last step of
and tiiat ye may
•witness a good confession
encouragement in
know what the ground of
this work is, I shall read to you, in the last
chapter of the Bible," which, having read, he said,
" Here you see the glory that is to be revealed on

melody

unwilling to insert

these times.

since

now,

am

I

any thing here save what is fully attested,
and leave those things to be inquired into
by such as shall write a complete history of

behind them a very strange passage, that

several people about

^*

some of these

singing psalms with the sweetest

imaginable:

these sufferers,

of
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upon, that the night after

faitli

public executions, they heard the voice of
a multitude about ^Velston Mount, praisin"-

comfort and joy in

his

heavy were

and

;

lie

am and

one day every week,

his friends, his impressions of such a death

death,

—

I

happy

confess,
turn,

is

a

little

when matters

odd
are

That Jacobites and papists

countenance and carriage, and, as it may be •»-'"^'
wonder, so, I profess, it is a wonder to iv/self,
resides
I will tell you the reason of it.
the justice of my cause, this is r^y. -^onifort,
what was said of Lazarus when **^ Jied, ' that
the angels did carry his soul t" Abraham's
bosom,' so that as there is a grj^t^-iolemnity here
of a confluence of people, a sca<"ol'^' a gallows, a
people looking out at wind'^^s, so there is a
greater and more solemn r-eparation of angels,

and

to carry

my

soul to Chr.'^t's

bosom.— Again

this

my

comfort that it - to c<"ne to Christ's hand,
and he will present it blameless and faultless to
the Father, and then shall I be ever with the
Lord. And now I '^ave off to speak any more
is

to

creatures,

and 6egin

my

intercourse with

God, which shal^ never be broken off. Farewell
farefather and mother, friends and relations
well the world and all delights farewell meat
and drink farewell siui, moon, and stars
welcome God and Father welcome sweet

—

—

—

—

Jesus Christ, the IMediator of the new covenant,
blessed spirit of grace, and God of
all consolation
welcome glory welcome eternal life, and welcome death."
He then desired
the executioner not to turn him over till he
himself should put over his shoulders, which, afttr
a few moments spent in prayer within himself, he
did, saying, " O I^ord, into thy hands I commit,
my spirit, for thou has redeemed my sou],
God of truth." Vide Samson's Riddle, NapbJSd.
tali, Biographia Scoticana, &c. &c.

— welcome

—

—

O

;
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should continue

,^^^

times, they

us back

would so

no great wonder

to, is

who own

in the style of those

willingly
:

have these brave and gallant

but for any

II.

blame

:

men were

not to

but the Lord's time set for the

the revolution, the authority of delivery of this poor church and kingdom,

king William of ever glorious memory, and
the Protestant entail

now

and established, to

effect

[BOOK

was not equal to that of the revolution,

as rebels and what not,

must add, what hath

I

been already hinted, that their appearance

these persons

was not concerted with that caution the
difficulty of the times required ; and they too

rail at
is

And

was not come.

so happily taken

every way unac-

same much depended upon assistance from others
in the same oppressed circumstances with
being an extraordinai'y case, a case of themselves
and when that failed them,
necessity, and still implied, though not they failed in their attempt.
But leaving

countable and inconsistent.

The

ver}'

reasons which Aandicate the revolution, " as

:

expressed in the general rules of loyalty and those things to others
subjection to sovereigns,

misled by

when the

evil counsellors,

sovereign,

more

endeavoured to before

fully, as

my

who may handle them

a historian

I shall

only lay

readers, the plain matters of fact

subvert and extirpate the Protestant religion, as to this undertaking, many of them scatand the laws and liberties of the kingdom," tered up and down in the former account
to borrow the words of a great lawyer, the that having the whole circumstances under

same arguments are of equal weight in this view at once, they may judge for themselves.
Pentland attempt, then, was no premedicase. The cause was indeed the very same,
religion and reformation, law and liberty; tated, but a very accidental rising, some few
and had the attempt under the prince of country people were obliged to by the barOrange miscarried, as, blessed be the Lord, barous oppression of the cruel soldiers. It
it did not, no question it would have been
was merely upon necessity and self-defence
branded with the same hard names of rebel- they took arms, being morally assured they
lion, and resisting the ordinance of God, would be murdered by these merciless men,
this was loaded with, yea, with worse.
had they not looked to themselves after their
We have seen the declaration of these first attempt. When some were thus got

—

—

people
'•efer

who

rose at Pentland, and I shall

the reader to the documents subjoined, as being under the

^'•'"'re

he

nants, y

j^g

things go a gi^ater length than our Pentland

men.*

same grievances, though

two associations or cove- not so liable to military execution as they
please, entered into at Exeter, and knowing no other method of getting

will see

and in ti^tnorth of England, while king James
V 11. was Ufojj
thg throne, which in some

And

it

redress, but in this posture,

all

application

to the king being discharged by law,

names are hereunto

subioined, who
the prince of "Orange, for
the defence of the protesta^t reliirion, and for
the maintaining the ancient government, and
the laws and liberties of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, do engage to Almighty God, to his
higiiness the prince of Orange, and to ont another,
to stick firm to this cause, in the defence of it,
and never to depart from it, until our religion,
laws, atid liberties, are so far secured to us in a
free parliament, that we shall be no more in
danger of falling under popery and slavery.
And whereas we are engaged in this common
cause, under the protection of the prince of
Orange, by which case his person might be
exposed to danger, and to the cursed attempts
of papists and other bloody men ; we do therefore
solemnly engage to God, and one another, that
if any such attempt be made upon him, we will

now joined with

and the

bishops in council effectually stopping any

the success of this rising thing like this; that they had no

* Association at J^zeter,
1688.

We whose

have

together, others of better note joined them,

more

in

pursue not- only those that make it, but all their
adherents, and all that we find in arms against
us, with the utmost severity of a just revenge,
And that the
to their ruin and destruction.
execution of any such attempt (which God of
his infinite mercy forbid) shall not divert us
I'vom prosecuting this cause, which ^ve do now
undertake, but that it shall engage us to carry it
on with all the vigour that so barbarous an
action shall deserve.
Association in the North of England, 1688.
being made sadly sensible of the arbitrary
and tyrannical government that is, by the influence ot Jesuitical counsels, coming upon us, do
unanimously declare, That not being willing to
deliver our posterity over to such a condition of
popery ax\i slavery, as the aforesaid illegalities
do inevitably tfr^eaten, we will, to the utmost of
our power, opposcOio game, bv joining with the
prince of Orange, &c.
A.nd herein we hope all

We

—

—
CHAP.

OF THE

I.J

their hands.

make

— When

this application,

when

Turner,

treatment of Sir James

in

they came eastward to
and had, at the noble-

men's desire, with the general's concurrence,
agreed to a suspension of arms, and had
their grievances,

part proposed
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their view, appears plain enough, from their

in

and these

persons are restored, not ex gratia,

but exjustitia; and

1666.

decreets and

all

sentences pronounced by any judges against

them, are declared void and null frovn the
beginning. The good men confessed they had
risen in arms,

and the thing was evident

our parliament,

;

yet

in this circumstantiate case,

were sent to the council, and they some plainly judging it not to be treasonable, or
jus/ilia, their senway under a treaty ; they were attacked in rebellion, pronounce ex
void and null from the beginning, and
a sudden and subdolous way, and obliged tences
persons innocent: and I
then to resist force by force, when no those excellent
before this public
indemnity was allowed them.— When taken have no doubt, but long
sufferers had a
these
men,
from
vindication
and
a
quarters,
got
they
engagement,
at the
passed upon them
promise of their life and it was contrary to very comfortable sentence
;

ail

rules to be dealt thus with after quarter

by the righteous Judge of

and taken.— Several of those who
were executed, were not in the engagement,
had not borne arms, and were only in the

all

men.

given

company with the
the country

how many,
nor

letter,

received

it,

rest,

Some

when going through OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYI know not
TERIANS DURING THE YEAR 1667.

not having the date of the king's
the

time

when

the

primate

died to gratify bishop Sharp's

and contrary to the king's express
orders, " that no lives should be taken."

them owned the

suffered

really,

if

considered, not so

king's authority,

and

of Pentland had no small

upon the
Scotland

lacy in

sworn covenant,

:

In short, the reader will notice, that these

are

vindicated,

fairly

soon as the nation recovered
revolution-parliament

its

act,

as

some of the bishops at
their enemies were

:

none would dare, after this,
them or their procedure.
were much over, and they took

buried, and that

move a lip

Their fears

for their rising in

against

care to brand the presbyterian party, as a
few inconsiderate rash rebels, enemies to

monarchy and them but they came to see
their mistake, and matters proved quite
The bloodcontrary to their expectation.
;

shed
the

last year,

had an

effect

not unusual in

Christian church, really to

good people

senses, by

July 4th,

there

had

been

for

executions

but few

common, by

words

Since the reformation

conscience' sake; and

turning

encourage

in their adhering to the

of Christ's patience.

1G90, rescinding forfeitry, where the forfeited

1667.

interests of pre-

now

reckoned

least

much

and refusing to take the declaration, for
which it would seem, the bishops would
allow of no mercy so that they died not for
rebellion, but religion and conscience' sake.

our

affair

to

their not renouncing their

worthy persons

This

influence

the matter be narrowly

arms, there was grace to pardon that, as for

—

II.

of them,

cruelty,

All of

CHAP.

now when

these are

the cheerful and Chris-

many, people are aniand hardened against
danger ; as if now, and scarce till now, they
had believed that torture and death for

tian sufferings of so
protestants will, with their lives and
fortunes, be assistant to us, and not be bugbeared with the opprobrious tcrnris of rebels, by
Ti-hich they would fi'ight us to become perfect
slaves to their tyrannical insolencies and usurpations for we assure ourselves, that no rational
and unbiassed person will Judge it rebellion to

mated

defend our laws and religion, which all our
princes have sworn at t'leir coronation
which
oath, how well it hath been observed of late, we
desire a free parliament may have the consideration of.
We own it rebellion to resist a king
that governs by law, but he was always accounted
a tyrant, that made his will his law ; and to
resist such a one, we justly esteem no rebellion,
but a necessary defence, &c.

not only by eminent, but ordinary

fjood

to their duty,

;

be gone through with
by Divine assistance; and that

Christ's sake, can

:

cheerfulness,

To

blacken these noble

Robert Lawrie,* a

little

saints.

sufferers,

Mr.

after their death.

* He was by the people of Edinburgh, on a
former occasion, termed " the nest egg." Ed.

;

:
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declared, from one of the pulpits

jgg„

Edinburgh, that they had gone
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II.

and the great frequenting of presby-

clergy,

and the
upon what
hand but brought no proofs of his uncharit- Lauderdale had assured him of; and being
able and unchristian censure.
There was bent on his pleasures, lazy in business and
indeed a cause he was hounded out to this impatient of disturbance, he was the more
bitter and unjust reflection.
Their death, inclinable to mild and moderate measures.
and the triumphant nature of it, had left Accordingly, this year, after a considerable
in

down

to the pit with

a

their

in

lie

terian ministers' sermons, in houses

right

fields,

made

the king to reflect

;

;

'

deep impressions
their

and

of the righteousness of struggle with the prelates and their party^

and

cause,

public

this

own innocence

their

calumnj'

only

'

the

left

Lauilerdale prevailed, and got an indemnity

Pentland insurrection, and

for

speaker under a blot, yea, the hatred and

time the

first

a

in

little

indulgence came down.

contempt of many, but did no hurt to the
That the reader may have a further view
Indeed, from the time of these of the severities after Pentland altogether,
I

sufferers.

repeated public executions,
interest

in

the

kingdom

this

sensibly decayed,

episcopal

gradually

aside

a

as

public

follow these

severe courses, and this year the persecution
slackened, people began

dishaunt

the

shall

first

give

some

account
in

of the

the west and

more generally

churches,

and

the forfeitures passed under form of law

The and then

nuisance.

wearied to

nobility perfectly

I

the prelates, the chief south on the back of this insurrection, and

till

instruments of this bloodshed, were at length
laid

'

and methods taken by the army

to

essay a more particular narrative

of the procedure against presbyterians this
year, the

bond of peace offered them, with
These

indemnity at length granted.

the

outed may be matter for two sections.

the

more
John Welsh, whose
singularly
and eminently

ministers ventured to preach a

little

publicly, particularly Mr.

were

labours

blessed of God.

Multitudes flocked to their

much

sermons, and

abounded

in

a

people

felt

people,

who were

by

love

the

to

proportion to
it

:

and the
in raillery

the

gospel

name-fathers to

straits,

who espoused

army

the severities of the

the forfeitures

poor honest
called

after Pentland,

and other hardships upon

such as were concerned in that attempt.

Whigs,

from a kind of milk they were forced to
drink in their wanderings and

Of

benefit

A

LITTLE

became general

after

the

victory

Pentland,

at

number

Dalziel, with a considerable

the interest

of his troops, marched westward to improve

of liberty and property through Britain and

his success, in harassing all suspect of favour-

Ireland.

all

If the reader

would have another

ing

We

presbyterians.

upon

have,

the

and perhaps better origination of the word, former chapter, seen the powers given him
he may consult Burnet's Memoirs of the by the council, December 1st. Here opens
House of Hamilton.
a scene of cruelty unheard of before in

A

little after

the restoration, as hath been

observed, Lauderdale had reasoned against

Scotland.

Sir

James

Galloway to

forced

Turner

rise

in

lately

had

arms, by his

the establishment of [)relacy in Scotland, as cruelty the last and former years but he
what would raise uneasiness to the govern- was an easy master, compared with the
ment there, being really contrary to the general, his ruffians, and Sir William Bannaninclinations of the most and best of the tyne this year.
The reader cannot form any
king's subjects.
He was over-ruled, and notion of their carriage, without some few
the general outward quiet of the country, instances out of many which might be given.
for some years after the obtrusion of episco- It was the smallest part of those hardships,
pacy, seemed to vindicate the sentiments that the soldiers took free quarter through
:

of such

who had opposed him

;

but this

the west and south, as

insurrection, together with the general and

an enemy's country

growing contempt of the bishops and their

nigh

to

:

if

they had been in

though

this

destroy the sustenance

went
of

very-

that

;

CHAP.

OF THE

II.]
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In short, the soldiers do what they

country.

The general takes up
some time in the town of Kilmarnock. I
have a well attested account of many sums

his head-quarters for

extorted from the inhabitants of that country

and other impositions, in
Pentland,at a very modest

was upwards of

sum

a terrible

thousand

fifty

for a place

of their

Hither Dalziel

poverty at that time.

calls

and

in the country-people about, the heritors,

whomsoever he
any probation,

Suspicion, without

pleases.
is

1667.

could not give an account

his business,

Whigs there, presently the general
sentences him to die.
He was no soklier
of the rich

under Dalziel's conunand, no

judge had

were adduced, no council of war held, and yet

it,

;

upon

that their loss, by quar-

only remark from

merks

61

and because he would not, and

passed sentence against him, no witnesses

;

tering of soldiers,

calculation,

;

but

town, by me, too large to insert here

a few months after

tion

indeed, being only transiently there

without control.

will,

;
:

what he goes upon.

If

he

man

the poor

is

summarily ordered to be shot

When

to death immediately.

he was carried

off from the general, neither the lieutenant

who was to execute the
man himself, took Dalziel

when they

to be in earnest

The

but they found otherwise.
positive orders

sentence, nor the

soldiers

had

execute the sentence

to

much, the poor man

signified so

or his informers were pleased to entertain

begged, for the Lord's sake one night's time

any jealousy a man had been

to prepare for eternity.

harboured any who had been
is

reason enough to

and, as

it

was

arms, this

him before him

sist

lately at the

in arms, or
in

commission-court,

few came but were either guilty, or made
if

had

they

examined

He

any money.

and

privately,

not

so,

only

endeavoured

to

expiscate crimes, and then pronounced sen-

tence as he pleased, but
cruelly tortured

whom

threatened,

and

Not a

he would.

remember how he thrust so
dungeon in Kilmarnock,
the thieves' hole, upon mere suspicions

like the

man who gave

upon the

rising,

or day, but were obliged constantly to stand

When

upright.

and

it

in this pinfold,

one of them,

was God's good providence there

were not many more,

fell

dangerously sick

the general would not allow him to
forth,

till

:

come

two compassionate persons were
him living or dead.

bail for him, to return

The poor man

died in a

and the two

little,

sureties were forced to bring the

prison-door, where
till

it

body to the

lay a considerable time,

the general, in his great humanity, per-

mitted the body to be buried.

what worse

But some-

follows.

David Finlay in Newmills parish, not far
from that town, is by order brought before

When

him.

was

examined, he acknowledged he

accidentally at Lanark,

when

colonel

slept a little

gone to

to

the

his bed,

when he awoke, and was

;

with

his

sudden despatch, he

died in a day or two.

Another instance of

their tender mercies,

was towards a poor country woman in the
neighbourhood of Kilmarnock. A garrison
was kept

in

the town

:

the house of the dean, nigh by
the soldiers

who

lodged there,

used frequently so traverse the country, to
see

if

they could find out any of the Whigs

wandering or hiding.

them saw a man
their approach,

at

One day

some

distance,

fled into

a party of

who, upon

a country-house

near by, and both doors being open, only

passed through
full

it,

and got down into a ditch

of water on the other side of the house,

and stood up to the neck ; there he remained
The party,
till he escaped.
when they observed him flee, pursued hard
undiscovered,

and came into the poor woman's house, and
searched

and she

little satisfac-

left

took his bed immediately, and

sickened,

whom

he gave

own house

brought him from his

indeed a

?

So the

who had

sergeant

general, being wearied, had

Wallace and his army came thither, but had
not joined them. Being interrogate further,
he saw there

The

spot.

acquainted

where they could not move themselves night

was

" That he would

shot dead, stripped naked, and

man was

and

of their being accessory to the late

it,

teach him to obey without scruple."

many
called

lieutenant

and earnestly entreated the poor man might
be spared but till to-morrow. His answer was

few, yet alive,

into that ugly

The

so affected, that he returned to the general,

it

narrowly, but miss their prey.

woman could say, was. That
man had run through her house,
knew nothing about him however

All the poor

:
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here attested accounts of his carnage in two

her house, and could not

or three parishes, upon the back of Pentland.

produce him, she

brought prisoner to

is

The

reader will find more of this nature in

Kilmarnock, where she was sentenced to
be let down to a deep pit under the house

ing this poor country.

of the dean,

after Pentland,

a great

intercede

have

of toads and other vile

full

Her

creatures.
at

shrieks thence were heard

distance

for

been

her,

sent

Whether she died
her, I know not.
Instances

of

multiplied.

nobody durst

but

;

they would

otherwise

might

severities

further.

command

the

be
Sir

of some

and was rummaging up and down for

soldiers,

He

and to seize wanderers.

two countrymen who had

gets notice of

given a night's lodging to two of the Pent-

The men

when coming home.

land men,

are brought in before him, and, without any
further probation than hearsay. Sir

orders the two countrymen to

Holm,

they went to the house of Earlston.

have been pointed

creatures, as this and others

with.
bility

we

The poor men would

fall

fellow-

meet

shall

in all proba-

have died before next day, through

pain and torture, had not

been so merciful as to
save

men

their

some of the soldiers
cut them down to

Uvea, though

this

was

at

the

hazard of being dealt with themselves the

These are some part of the

same way.

unprecedented methods taken by the army

is

sent

out through that parish, and these

this

were

parties

about, and exercised inexpressible cruelties

they were pleased to allege had

been at Pentland, or conversed with such.

them

cruel

torment their

From

a garrison.

up on

how

to

and now the house

at,

made

One David

all

Some

of the sufferings of the family of Earlston

came

to think,

whom

but

;

and ate vast numbers of
consumed abundance of meal and
other things, besides what they took away
from him and his neighbours. From thence

night.

methods

incoming

sheep, and

Mungo upon any

be bound

hang

to a tree, there to

odd

his first

in the parish of Dairy, against

nothirg could be charged

together with cords, and hanged up by their

such

At

he brought four hundred foot,

and a troop of horse to Roger Gordon's of

thumbs
It is

was more than once harass-

bolls of corn, killed

such

Mungo Murray had
intelligence,

He

Naphtali.

wherev^ they
to bear her company. pleased, they took free quarters.
At the
there, or what became of Holm, he and his horsemen ate up sixteen

add but one

I

II.

man had

because she owned the

the

M'Gill, in that parish,

whom

they

from

to apprehend, escaped happily

in women's clothes
but dreadful wa?
way taken with his poor wife, whom they
;

alleged accessory to her husband's escape.

They

bound

seized her, and

lighted

matches

several hours

:

betwixt her

her,

and put

fingers

the torture and pain

her almost distracted

;

she lost one of her

hands, and in a few days she died.
pillaged the country

pleased.
rison,

Some

for

made
They

round about, as they

they brought to their gar-

though under heavy sickness, stripped

and much more was done of them naked almost by the way, bound them,
vexation, loss, and hardships and cast them into nasty places, without the
and it was a great
the country-people were put to, cannot be least accommodation
Meanwhile, the poor Whigs favour to let them out when at the point of
expressed.
in the west,

The

this sort.

;

either got off to

wander

in a strange land, or

lurked in some retired corners under bor-

rowed names, or
coal-pits

;

and

hid themselves in caves and

this

death.

Many were

the fines the soldiers uplifted

from one countryman

in

Dairy parish

:

a

was the sorest winter of thousand merks were exacted ; another poor
known of a long man was fined in three hundred and twenty
merks, a part of it was paid, and his bond

persecution Scotland had
time.

Sir William Bannantyne,

same

much about

the

was sent into Galloway with a
considerable party of soldiers under his com-

mand.

time,

Some

of his

noticed, and others of

narrated afterwards

:

cruelties

them
I

will

have been

come

shall only set

to be

down

taken for the rest, and that was afterward

Another countryyear 1684.
same parish had a hundi'ed and
fifty pounds imposed upon him, and another
These fines were perfour hundred merks.
fectly arbitrary, founded upon alleged suspiexacted

man

in the

in the

;
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cions that

the poor people had been con-

and so were laid on just
as the soldiers pleased, and as the man was

prevent him, and

Gl

fell in

grips with

1CG7.

Sir William,

and being too strong
for him, Bannantyne called in the soldiers
In the parish of Carsphairn, who were at the door: they took the gentleable to pay.
Gilbert Monry in Marbrack, without any man, and bound him with his head betwixt
cerned in the

rising,

alleged fault, had

fifty

merks imposed upon

his knees,

and

hands behind

his

his

back,

he asked Sir William Bannan- with a tether, and kept him lying on the
tyne for what he was fined, the other ground in that pickle all that Saturd<iy's night,
answered, because you have gear, and I and part of the Sabbath, till his friends came

When

him.

must have a part of it. Great numbers of and gave bond for him. This gentleman was
sheep and nolt were taken in that parish, no Whig, but had been with the king's
and gentlemen as well as others were ruined. forces at Pentland. Bannantyne and his
Alexander Gordon of Knockbreck, for his party drank in the house, most of the Lord's
sons being at Pentland, sufiered a great deal, day; and when they could drink no more.
and his family after him, as in part we have let what remained run upon the ground, and
John Gordon in ("arnevel* had his ni\p.d the house of all in it. In short, it was
seen.
whole estate, being sixteen thousand merks, known, that Bannantyne, in this country,
taken from him another lost his lands worth never refused to let his men rob and plunder
Seven wherever they pleased. His oppressions,
about six hundred merks a year.
hundred merks were taken by the soldiers murders, robberies, rapes, adulteries, &c.
from three countrymen near Loch Doon.
were so many and atrocious, that the
;

In the parish of Balmagie, Sir William managers themselves were ashamed of (hem
came into a public-house, and after calling and we shall afterwards hear that he was
for some ale, he offered wickedness, and called to some account for them, and forced
attempted it on the mistress of the house. to flee the nation; and when at London,
Her husband being present resisted him made an attempt upon Lauderdale, which
whereupon Sir William struck him down obliged him to go abroad, where he died in
dead on the spot and some life remaining, misery. Those hardships from the army
:

;

when about

to kill

him outright, a gentleman
endeavoured to

in the parish being present,

Mr. Wodrow,

in additions and amendments
printed in the 2d Vol. of his History, besides
correcting tliis name from Robert to John, adds,
" He was elder brother to the present Robert
Gordon of Garvery, who, after his brother's
I had lately sent
decease, succeeded to him.
me an attested account of this worthy gentleman's sufferings, too large to be insert here.
They began after Bothwell, vi'here Mr. Gordon
was his house at Carnavel, lying on the high
*

:

road betwixt Ayr and Galloway, was often
spoiled by the soldiers in their marches, and the
gentleman was forced for a long time to forsake
his own house and wander in the mountains,
and in his absence great ravages were com-

Three troops were quaitered upon his
cut down a large bank of young
corn and meadows, killed
great numbers of his sheep, and took away what
At the
they pleased from him and his tenants.
same time, four companies of foot, quartered in
the church-yai'd of Caj'sfiirn, not far from liis
house, and they brought in multitudes of his
In short, Garvery
sheep, killed and ate them.
was forced to retire to London, and, after he
had ventured home, 1683, he underwent great
hai-dships, and was obliged to hide till the
liberty 1687."— -Be?.
mitted.
family,

who

trees, destroyed his

continued upon the west and south country,

towards the beginning of June, a
squadron of Dutch ships came up the Firth
of Forth, to make reprisals for the hurt done
till,

They shot
some guns at Leith, and fired some hours
upon Burntisland, without doing any great
damage. The army was then ordered to the
to their trade by our privateers.

east country to guard the coasts.

A

great

many

upon good people

other hardships were put
after Pentland,

as well as the army.

upon mere
put

to

a

suspicion,

vast

Many were

by others

imprisoned

and without any ground

deal

of trouble.

James

Grierson of Dalgoner was imprisoned in the
tolbooth of Ayr

;

he was perfectly innocent

as to the rising in arms,

a

trial,

upon

and earnestly craved

but was not allowed

it

:

at length,

giving caution for compearance, under

a vast sum, he

is

let out.

John Hamilton

of Auldstane or Austane, was in January
apprehended by the council's order, upon a
suspicion that major Learmont, his son-in-

law, had been in his house after Pentland.
I

—
Nothing could be proven, and with

j„„„

difficulty

he got out, upon giving

bond to compear when

called,

under penalty

At the same time

of ten thousand raerks.
I
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find the council liberates

one Carmichael,

alleged to have been at Pentland,

upon

his

II.

Muir of Caldwell, the
good-man of Caldwell, Mr. John Cuningham
Cliftounhall, William

of Bedland, William Porterfield of Quarreltoun, Alexander Porterfield his brother,

Robert Ker of Kersland, William Lockhart
Pe in Pokellie, Mr.

of Wicketshaw, David

signing an obligation to serve at sea in a

Gabriel Semple, Mr. John Semple, Mr. John

But I come to end this section,
with some account of the procedure of the

Guthrie,

frigate.

government,

in forfeiting

such

Mr. John

Arnot, Mr. James

Welsh,

Mr. Samuel
Alexander

Smith, Mr.

Orr, Mr. William Veitch,
who were not Pedin, Mr.
Paton, Mr. John Crookshanks, Mr.
who had Mr.

catched at Pentland, and others

Gabriel Maxwel, Mr. John Carstairs, Mr,
James Mitchel, and Mr. William Forsyth."
What hath been remarked upon the
the account of that rising, of which I have
no particular dates, but they come in natively proclamation, December 4th, above narrated
discharging reset and converse with those
enough here.
Upon the 15th of August, the earl of above named, needs not be repeated here.

not been there,

some

in

August

year

this

Athole justice-general, and Sir John

Renton

of

justice-clerk,

upon

Hume Some

the

with

and

;

hints at the sufferings of others

two

here insert, as Mr. Crookshanks,
were dead, and some others named had no

and we

afterward hear, that

assessors appointed by the council, the earls

being

of Linlithgow and Dumfries, hold a justice-

the council correct the names of some of

:

shall

court at Edinburgh.
Their main design them, in the indemnity which comes down
was against the lairds of Caldwell and this year. Upon dittay given in against
Kersland, whose estates were to be given these persons by the advocate, which I
the general and lieutenant-general, for their have insert below,* the court decerns them

good
Sir

services.

John Nisbet

the

advocate

king's

produceth a commission signed by the commissioner Kothes, to pursue criminally before
the justice-court, and for forfeiting

these

following persons in their lives and fortunes,
as being
viz.

in the late rebellion in the west,
" colonel James Wallace, major Joseph

Learmont,

William

* Indictment against colonel Wallace, §-c. 1667.
justiciaria, S. D. N. regis, teiita in prs-

Curia

torio burgi de Edinburgh, decimo quiiito die
mensis Augusti, 1667, per nobilem et poteiitem

comifem Joannem, comitem de Athole, justiciarium generalem dicti supremi nostri regis,
et doniinuin .Toanuem Hume de Rentoun, uiilitem, clericum justiciarium dicti S. D. N.
regis.

Curia

Maxwel of Monrief

younger, John M'Clellan of Barscob, John

Gordon of Knockbreck, Robert M'Clellan
of Barmageichan, James Cannon of Burn-

legittime affirmata.

Assessors to the justices:

Alexander earl of Linlithgow,
William earl of Dumfries.
My lord advocate produced an act of his
majesty's privy council whereof the tenor is

Cannon of Mont- insert above.
The which day, colonel James Wallace, major
Welsh of Star,
Maxwell of Monrief
Joseph Learmont,
Madellan of Barscob,
MacGordon of Garrary younger,

shalloch younger, Robert

drogat younger, John

Welsh of Cornley,

Cannon younger of
Cannon younger of Barley,
Cannon younger of Mondrogget,
Welsh
Welsh of Cornley,
of Skar,
Gordon of

lellan of

Robert Chalmers brother to Gadgirth, Henry Grier in Balmaclellan, David
Scot in Irongray, John Gordon in Middleton
in Kells,

of

Dairy,

William

Gordon

John
M'Naught there, Robert and Gilbert Cannons
there, Andrew Dempster of Carradow, James
Grierson of Dargoner (who was delayed),
James Kirk of Sundaywell,
Ramsay in
Mains of Arnistoun, John Hutchison in
Newbottle,
tarbet, Patrick

Row,

there,

chaplain

to

Scots-

Listoun in Calder, Patrick

Listoun his son, James Wilkie

in

Mains of

Balmagachan,

Barnshalloch,

Kells, Robert Chalmers brother to
Gadgirth, Henry Grier in Balmaclellan, David
Scot in Irongray, Jolin Gordon in Midton of
Dairy, William Gordon there, William INIacnaught there, Robert and Gilbert Cannons there,
Gordon elder of Bar of Kilpatrick-durham
Patrick Macnaught in Cumnock, John Mac-

Garery in

Gordon younger of Holm,
naught his son,
Dempster of Carridow,
of Darof Sundiwall,
Ramsay in
Arniston. John Hutchison in
Newbottle,
Row Chaplain to Scotstarbet,
Patrick Liston elder portioner of Langtoii,
William Liston his son in Ci'ofthead, Patrick

goner,
the Mains of
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denounced

rebels,

and

their lands to

feiture
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was not reckoned a good

jgg_

for-

enough claim for the estates now to
be disposed of, and therefore the advocate
urged to have a sentence of death passed

Wilkie in
Listen younger in Over-liston,
the jVIaius of Cliftoiiliall, William Muir of
CaliUvell. John Caldwell of Caldwell, Robert
Ker of Kersland, Rlr. John Cuiming^ham of
IJedlaud, William Poiterfteld of (iuarrelton,
Alexander Porterfield .his brother, William
Lockhart of Wicketshaw, John Hutchison of
Bell of JMiddlehouse, William
Harelaw,
Denholm of W^asteshields (his name is not in my
lord advocate's Warrant, to be insisted against,

relief or comfort ; and that immediately upon
their repairing in the bounds, all his majesty's
good subjects do their exact diligence in apprehending the said traitors and rebels ; and that
with al! speed they certify his majesty, or some
of his sacred council, or some persons of authority
and credit within the shire, that such rebels are
within the same, under the pain that the said
rebels and traitors ought to sustain, if they were
apprehended, and convicted by justice." Likeas,

past from judicially, and therefore is
David Poe"in Pokelly, Mr. Gabriel
Semple, John Semple, Mr. John Guthrie, Mr.
John Welsh, Mr. Samuel Arnot, Mr. Jarues
Smith, IMr. Alexander Pedin, Mr.
Orr,
Paton, Mr. John
]Mr. William Veitch, air.
Cruikshanks, Mr. Gabriel Maxwell, Mr. John
Carstairs, Mr. James INIitchell, IMr. William
Forsyth, being oftentimes called to compear

by the 3th act of his majesty's late parliament,
and first session thereof, it is declared, " That it

fall

to his majesty's

use, as

outlaws and

from his majesty's laws, upon their

fugitives

noncompcarance.

It

seems a simple

——

anil

was

delete)

hefoi'e his majesty's justice-general, justice-clerk,

or justice-deputes, to have underlien his malaws for the crimes following, mentioned
in the dittay that where, notwithstanding by
the common laws, and the law of nations, and
the laws and practice of this kingdom, and
many clear and express acts of parliament, the
rising of his majesty's subjects, or any number of
them, and their joining and assembling together
in arms, without his majesty's command, warrant, or authority, and Avhen the same is not only
without, but against and in opposition to his
majesty, and his authority and laws, are most
horrid and heinous crimes of rebellion, treason,
and lese-majesry in the highest degree and all
persons committing or guilty of the crimes, or
any ways accessory thereto, or who do abet,
assist, reset, or intercommune with, or keep
correspondence with such rebels, or otherwise
do supply them in any manner of way and
being required by proclamation or otherwise, do
not rise with, and assist his majesty's lieutenant,
and others having power and authority for
repressing the said rebels, ought to be proceeded
against, and severely punished as traitors, conform to the laws and acts of parliament of tliis
kingdom and in special it is statute and ordained by the 3d act of king James I. his lirst parliament, " Tliat no man openly or notourly rebel
against the king, under pain of life, lands, and
goods." And by the 27th act of the said king
James I. his second parliament, it is statute,
'' That no
man shall wilfully resist, maintain,
and do favour to open and manifest rebels against
his majesty and the common laws, luider the
pain of forfeiture." And by the 14th act of king
James II. his sixteenth parliament, entituled,
" sundry points of treason," it is statute, " That

jesty's

:

;

;

:

if any man do, or commit treason against the
king's person or his majesty, or rises in fier of
war against him, or resets any that has committed treason, or supplies them in help, ease,
or counsel, they shall be punished as traitors."
And by the Mi act of king James Yl. pari. 12.
it is statute, " That where any declared traitor
repairs in any part of this realm, none of his
majesty's subjects shall presume to reset, supply
or intercommune with them, or give them any

high treason to the subjects of this kingdom, or any number of them, more or less, upon
ground of pretext whatsomever, to rise and
continue in arms, to make peace or war, to make
treaties or leagues with any foreign princes or
estates, or amongst themselves, without his
majesty's special authority and approbation first
interponed thereto ; and all other subjects are
discharged, upon any pretext whatsomevei', to
attempt any of those things under the said pain
And by tlie 7th act of the foresaid
of treason."
parliament, and first session thereof, all his
majesty's subjects are inhibited and discharged,
that none of them presume, upon any pretext or
authority whatsomever, to reijuire the i-enewing
or swearing of the league and covenant, or any
other covenant or public oaths, concerning the
government of the church and kingdom, without
his majesty's special warrant and approbation
and that none of his majesty's subjects offer to
renew or swear the same, without his majesty's
warrant, as they will be answerable at their
shall be

anj'

;

highest perils.

Nevertheless, the foresaid persons

and their associates, shaking off all fear of God,
and conscience of duty and loyalty to his majesty,
their native sovereign prince, and natural tenderness to their country, have most perfidiously
and treasonably contravened the said laws and
acts of parliament, and committed the crimes
foresaid in manner above specified, in so far as
this his majesty's ancient kingdom, having for

many
ities

all

the calam-

tragical effects

and conse-

years suffered and incurred

and

miseries,

quents of a

civil

and now, after

and

war and

foreign usurpation,

his majesty's ha])py restitution,

beginning to recover of so long and wasting
a consumption, through the blessing of God,
and his majesty's incomparable goodness and
clemency, and having, by an act of oblivion,
secured the lives and fortunes of the said persons,

and others who were conscious to themselves,
and might have justly feared to be under the
and when
lash and compass of law and justice
his majesty and his good people, had just reason
to expect security and quiet at home, and assistance against his enemies abroad, yet they, and a
party of seditious persons, retaining and persisting in their inveterate disloyalty and disaffection
to his majesty's government and laws, did take
advantage and opportunity of the time, when he
was engaged in a chargeable and bloody war,
with divers of his neighbour princes and estates,
being jealous of, and envying his majesty's greatness and prosperity, and the happiness of these
kingdoms under his government, and having
;
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1667. "P°" "^ '"^"y °f *^'^^'" ^s he saw
fit
to insist against.
The difficulty
illegal

was obvious which lay against
proposal

this

the persons were absent,

;

contrived and projected a most horrid insurrection and rebellion, tending to involve his majesty's
kingdoms in blood and (•ont'usion, and to en-

com-age and strengthen his enemies, did rise,
convene, and assemble themselves together in
arms, and upon the
day of November last,

march to, and enter within his majesty's
town of Dumfries, in a hostile manner,' with
their drawn swords and other arms, and did
beset the house where Sir James Turner and
did

other of the officers of his majesty's forces were
lodged for the time, and did violently seize upon
the said Sir James his person and goods within
his lodging, and did detain and carry him
about syitli them captive, as a lawful prisoner
taken from an enemy, and did search for, and
would have taken the minister of the said town,
if he had not escaped ; and while the foresaid
persons were in the said town, they, their
accomplices, and associates, did many other acts
of insolence and rebellion ; and having in manner
foresaid, openly avowed and proclaimed their
rebellion, in so public and insolent a way, to the
great contempt and affront of authority, they
and their complices, in pursuance of the same,
did convocatc his majesty's people and subjects,
and endeavoured to stir'them up, and persuade
them to join in the foresaid rebellion, and seize
upon the persons, horses, and arms, and plunder
and rifle the goods and houses of divers his
majesty's good subjects, and in special of faithful
and loyal ministers ; and, by seditious sermons,
insinuations, and other practices, did so far
prevail in the ste warty of Kirkcudbright,
and the shire of Wigton, and the shires of Ayr,
Lanark, and other western shires, that many
persons flocking and resorting to them and
their complices, they had the boldness and
confidence to send a considerable party to liis
majesty's town of Ayr, and seize upon and
take all the arms were there ; and not content to proceed to the height of rebellion in
manner foresaid, they and their complices, did
presume to regulate their monstrous and irregular rebellion, and in the formality and frame,
and under the name and notion, to form and
model themselves in companies and regiments,
and to name captains of foot, commanders of
troops, and other officers, under the command
of the said colonel James Wallace, Joseph Learmont, and other persons of known disaffection
to his majesty and his government; and though
his niajesty's lieutenant-general did march speedily for repressing the said rebellion and insurrection, and his majesty's council did emit and
issue a proclamation, declaring the said insurrection to be a manifest and horrid rebellion,
and high treason, and commanding the said
rebels to desist and lay down arms; with certification if they would continue in their rebellion,
they should be proceeded against as desperate
and incorrigible traitors ; and discharging all

his majesty's subjects to join, reset, supply, or

intercommuno with them, and commanding
them to rise and join with his majesty's lieutenant-general, and the forces under" him, under
the pain of treason

:

yet the foresaid i)ersons and

[book

II.

had not been a practick to put an
indictment to the knowledge of an assize,
and

it

and examine witnesses

To

in

absence of parties.

obviate this, the advocate, having before-

their accomplices, did obstinately continue and
the country, in their modelled
army, as if they had been an enemy, and iu
a capacity to encounter and dispute with arms
with his majesty, their sovereign lord, and his
forces ; and did, in a warlike and hostile manner
and posture, enter within his majesty's town of
Lanark, and there, upon the 2(ith day of November, to palliate their rebellion with the colour of
religion, did renew and take the oath of the
covenant, and thence did march, quartering all
alongst upon, and oppressing his majesty's good
subjects, until they had the boldness and confidence to approach within two miles of his
majesty's city of Edinburgh, where his judicatories and lords of privy council and session
were sitting for the time, and having quartered
all night within the parish of Collington, at so
near a distance from the said city, the said
persons and their accomplices, upon Wednesday
theSSth day of November, did dare and presume
to encounter and fight with his majesty's armies
and forces, under the command and conduct of
his majesty's lieutenant-general, and other officers at Fentland-hills, and did wound and kill in
the said fight or conflict, divers of his majesty's
good subjects, and endeavoured and did all they
could to destroy his majesty's army, until, by

march through

the

mercy of God, and conduct and valour of

his majesty's lieutenant, and other officers and
soldiers under him, they were vanquished, routed,
and dissipated.
Likeas, notwithstanding the
laws, acts of parliament, and proclamation foresaid, and that thereafter a proclamation was

emitted upon the 4th day of December, whereby
with advice of his privy council,
did again discharge and inhibit all his subjects,
that none of them should offer or presume to
harbour, reset, supply, correspond with, or
conceal the persons therein mentioned, or any
other who concurred or joined in tlie said last
rebellion, or, upon account thereof, appeared in
arms in any part of this his majesty's kingdom,
but to pursue them as the worst of traitoi-s, and
present such of them as they shall have in their
power, to the lords of privy council, sheriff of
the shire, or magistrates of the next adjacent
burgh royal, to be by them forthcoming by law;
certifying all such as should be found to fail in
their duty therein, they should be esteemed and
punished as favourers of the said rebellion, and
as persons accessory and guilty of the same.
Nevertheless divers of the foresaid persons, did
not only disloyalty fail in their duty, and did
not rise and join with his majesty's lieutenantgeneral, and officers under him, for repressing
and subduing the said rebels, but most perfidiously and treasonably did their uttermost endeavours to advance, strengthen and promote the
said rebellion ; and, in order thereto, in the
months of
one thousand
six hundred and sixty-six, and several days
thereof, or one or other of the said months
or days, they met and convened at the IJankend, Caldwell, Knockenmade, Chitterfleet, the
Mearns, and divers other places within the
v/estern shires and sheriffdoms of
his majesty,
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hand practised upon the lords of session, against and sentenced, though they
and obtained their judgment in this case, be absent, it appears that there is the
produceth in court a query to the lords of same reason, that the justices should proceed
council and session, with their answer, against, and sentence persons guilty of treawhich I shall here insert, as a document of son though absent, and that they are
the equity of those times.

" Whether

Query

guilty of high treason,
tiie

justices,

albeit

sufficiently

or

not

a

may be pursued

person
before

and

absent

they be

contumacious; so that the justices, upon
citation, and sufficient probation and evi-

may pronounce sentence and doom
of forfeiture, if the dittay be proven ? The
dence,

reason of the scruple

is,

that processes of

forfeiture are not so frequent,

and that
if

they

fugitives,

and

other ordinary crimes, the defenders,

do not appear, are declared

appear strong

that

the following

reasons

and

relevant

the

affirmative.

albeit

a person

J5y

common

for

law,

in

Imo,
absent

cannot be condemned for a crime, yet
treason, which

is

crimen exetnptimiy this

speciality, that absents

against

and sentenced.

Jam. V.

in

is

a

may be proceeded
2do,

By

act

1.

pari. 6. it is declared that the king

has good cause and action, to pursue

summons

all

of treason, committed against his

and equity, that a person

guilty of treason
should be in a better case, and his majesty
in a worse, by the contumacy of a traitor,

the same being an addition,
so high a crime

or

made thereupon; and
common law, per-

provision

therefore,

seeing by the

sons guilty of lese-majesty may be proceeded

The parliament

the party be absent

is

in use to

though

forfeiture,

and

;

do not proceed by a
the supreme judges

so doing, they

in

legislative

way, but as

and the parliament
being the fountain of justice, what is just
before them, is just and warrantable before
:

other judicatories in the like cases.

5to,

the above-mentioned act of parliament,
statuted, that

treason,

may be

summons and

By

it is

processes of

intented and pursued, after

the decease of the delinquent, against his

memory and
may

act,

4to,

proceed and pronounce

common

and good equity and reason,

if any can be, to
and that he should have

casualty and benefit arising to him by his
forfeiture.

forfeiting

law,

;

impunity, and his majesty prejudged of the

person and commonwealth, conform to the
notwithstanding there be no special law,

warranted by the said act to do

3tio, It is inconsistent with law, reason,

so.

follow

one and
whereupon sentence

estate, for deleting the

the
to

other,

the

effect

therefore, seeing sentence

follow,

the delinquent cannot be present, and
in

being,

it

where they

were against

ai'e wilfully

And

foresaid.

may
all

where
is

not

reason, that

and contumaciously

and did conchide and resolve to join supply, correspond, and intercommune with the
rebellious party; and being armed persons particularly abovenamed, contained in
pistols, and otherwise, they joined
the said proclamation, the said 4th of December,
themselves in troops and companies, and did one thousand six hundred and sixty-six years,
and others who concurred and joined in the
elect and choose captains, lieutenants, and other
officers, and did accept the said charges and
said late rebellion, and who upon that account
employments, and did accordingly ride and appeared in arms.
In doing of which, and one
inarch from place to place, and did write letters or other of the said deeds, the foresaid jiersons,
to friends and neighbours to join with them,
and ilk one of them, have committed and incurand did intercept letters, that thereby they might red the pains and crimes of treason, and are
have notice and intelligence where his majesty's guilty of being authors, actors, accessory, art
armies and forces were, and of their forces, and part thereof; wliich being found by an
motions, and designs and, to the same purpose, assize, they ought to be punished in their persons
did go and send out others for intelligence, and and goods, to the terror and example of others;
divers other acts of treason and hostility, and in as they who, upon the 29th of May, 26th, ^7th,
the months foresaid, as also, after the defeat of and 28th days of June, 1st, 2d, and 3d days
the said rebellious party, in the ensuing months, of July, respective, last bypast, were lawfully
betwixt the said defeat and the date of the said charged by John Telfer herald, Alexander Murproclamation, and one or other of the said ray, and James Alison pursuivants, to have
months, and several days thereof, the foresaid found caution acted in the books of adjournal
persons, within the said western shires and for that effect, lawful time of day being bidden,
sheriffdoms of
within and the forenamed persons not entering nor
their own bounds, and their own tenants' houses, compearing to the effect above- written.
and other places, did harbour, conceal, reset,
with the said
with swords,

;
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absent, they should not be proceeded

1667.

against,

guilty

and

:

and sentenced

majesty should be forced to
for punishing

absent

and

his

parliament

call a

may

probation

seeing

the

interim

the

in

perish by the death of the

witnesses."

This
go,

is

the utmost so good a lawyer could

reasoning for

in

this

these worthy gentlemen.

against

stretch

not pretend

I shall

to answer the reasons brought from an old

and antiquated law in times of popery, nor
from the king's interest, which seems fully
to be answered by the simple forfeiture, nor

consider the reasoning from parliamentary

power

to that of inferior judges

am

I

:

well

assured that any lawyer could very easily

expose the weakness of such arguing ; only

may be remarked, that

as soon as a parliawas found needful to approve
ex post facto this reasoning, and the follow-

it

ment

sat,

it

the lord Bellenden, his majesty's treasurer-

justices'

their opinion, that

citation,

and

upon the
probation

sufficient

taken before the judges and

may

assize,

they

proceed, and pronounce sentence there-

intil,

and

forfeiture against the persons guilty

of high treason, though they be absent and

contumacious.

Jo. Gilmor,

I.

V. D."

Matters being thus prepared to the lords'
hands, they declare their own power, and

go on to their work, find the dittay relevant,
and refer it to an assize. That day the
advocate insisted against colonel Wallace

major Learmont, Barscob, Mr. John Welsh,
Mr. James Smith, Patrick Liston, his son,

and

Quarrelton.

insert below.*

Their

process

They had some

I

have

difficulty to

My

lord advocate produced a warrant and
order direct to him by his majesty's commis-

The

officers in

my

My

major Joseph Learmont, John M'Clellan of
liarscob, Mr. Jolin Welsh, Rlr. James Smith,
Patrick Liston in Calder, William Liston his
son, William Porterfield of Quarrelton.
The
justices continue the trial of

justices find, that,

conVorm

to

mv

lord advocate's desire, the forenanied persons
may be both declared fugitives, for their contumacy and not appearing, and also insisted against

James Cannon of

Barley, and James Grierson of Dargoner, until
the first Tuesday of November, being the fifth
day thereof; as also continued the trial of the
forenamed persons to the 13th day of November
next to come, except these already guilty this
day, aud to be tried to-morrow.
ASSISA.
James Somerwell of Drum,
"William Rig of Carberry,
Sir Robert Dalziel of
"Walter Kennoway secretary to the general,
John Ruthven tutor of Garden,
William Melvile of Dysart,

Colonel James Hay,
Sir John Falconer knight,
James Lockhart of Cleghorn,
James Hepburn of Bear ford,
James Weems of Pitcnnny,
George Elphinston of Sclmes,
Major Geoi'ge Grant,
James Johnston of Sheens,
Sir William Bellenden knight,

The assize sworn, no objection in the contrary.
Sir James, Turner, aged fifty years or thereby,
sworn, depones. That he saw colonel Wallace,
Learmont, Barscob, Smith and Welsh, at Dumfries, Ayr, Lanark, Collington, Pentland, or at
some of the said places depones, That Wallac*
and Barscob acted as commanders of the rebellious party: depones, That they had all pistols
and swords, both the three commanders, and
Smith and Welsh ministers; that they were all
at Pentland in anns in the rebels' army.
:

Ja. Tith>?h;r,
David Scot in Bridge-end of Cornwall, aged
forty years or thereby, married, sworn, depones.
That he saw the foresaid persons at Ayr, Lanark, and other places, with the rebels ; that
W^allace and Learmont commanded in chief;
that he saw Barscob there, and that the third in
depones, That he went with the
the army
rebels, and that all the foresaid commanders and
ministers w^ere in arms, with horses, swords,
Da. Scot.
and some of them with pistols.
Daniel Mitchel in Cumnock, aged forty years
thereby,
depones,
That he
married, sworn,
or
:

saw Wallace, Learmont, Barscob, Welsh, and
Smith with the rebels, all alongst until the conat Pentland
depones, That he knows that
Wallace, Learmont, and Barscob had command
in that army ; that they all had horses and arms ;
that he saw them march towards the day of the
flict

* Process against Colonel Wallace, 1667.

sionei'.

is

for their forfeiture.
The criminal letters being
read,
lord advocate produced particular
dittays against cei-tain persons.
The justices
find tlie dittays relevant, and ordain the same to
be put to the knowledge of an assize.
lord
advocate declared he insisted primo loco against
the persons following, viz. colonel Wallace,

considered the query presented to them by

is

it

the general's servants, and

Opinion of the Lords of Sessioii.
" The lords of council and session having

it

TI.

a shift;

the army
some papists.
Sentence was pronounced the same day.

and

ing answer.

depute,

made up of

made

forfeiting of persons being

or that he should wait until they

;

especially

die,

they be

if

were most unjust, that

it

[book

get an assize, but at length

:

fight.

years
William Lawrie of Blackwood, aged
thereby, married, depones.
That he saw
Wallace and Learmont with the rebels at Bath-

or

;
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pkun he could not well purge ifcj

and fortune. It may be remarked, himself of malice ; yea, the privy
James Turner wtis the first wit- council itself, corrupt as it was, found
ness who swore in this process, though it hhn guilty, and condemned him afterwards,

in

life

that

Sh-

gate ; that Wallace sent a letter with the deponer
to the ^k'licral of the king's forces ; that Wallace
commanded the rebellious party ; that at Collington he asked who was i\Ir. John Welsh at a
person, and he was shown to him by that ]»erson ;
that he knew not Wallace of before, but he
himself and that party called him so, and that
they said he commanded ; that Wallace sent a
letter signed with his hand in manner fores^iid.

Will. Lawiiie.
years
Patrick Bisset, bailie of Lanark, aged
or thereby, su'orn, depones. That James Wallace,
Joseph Learraont, were with the rebels, and in
the deponent's house, but knows none of the
rest ; that Wallace and Learmont commanded
in chief, and they had swords, pistols, and horses.

Pat. Bisset.
aged thirty years, marin
sworn, depones. That he saw Patrick
Liston elder, and William Liston his son, with
the rebels in arms, at the deponent's own house,

David Fanny

ried,

the parish of Ilatho, the day before the condepones, he saw them march
at Pentland
away with the rebels ; that Patrick Liston did
draw sheaves out of the deponent's yard ; that
Patrick Liston had a sword, two pistols, and a
dirk.
Hugh Finny in Plate, aged thirty-six years or
thereby, married, sworn, depones, That Pati'ick
Liston was with the rebels at the Plate, in the
parish of Ratho ; that the deponer saw Patrick
Liston in arms with a sword and dirk; that he
came there with the rebels, and went away with
them, and that he knew the said Patrick Liston
elder to be one of the rebels' number ; that he
went away with them the day before the light.
Archibald Hodge in Orton, in Ratho parish,
aged thirty-six years, sworn, depones. That
Patrick Liston and his son William were riding
with the rebels, that he saw them at the east
end of Ratho kirk, that day they came to Collington ; that the said Patrick had a sword and
two pistols ; that Vv'illiam had a sword ; that
both of them went with the rebels.
William Gillespieat Newbridge, in Kirkliston
parish, aged fifty years, married, sworn, depones,
in

flict

:

Eglinton's man was taken, and his letters taken
from him, but saw him not. Depones, That
they did march from Chitterileet to Langton ia
the night, and from Langton to Kilbride, Wil-

liam Porterfield being one of tliem;

tliat

they

were thirty-nine horsemen in number, armed
with swords, and some had pistols depones,
they marched from Kilbride to the House of the
^luir in troop and order, Caldwell and Mr.
Gabriel IMaxwell on their head, and Blackston
depones, he heard Mr. Gabriel
in the rear
:

:

Maxwell say to Blackston, Go to your place in
Depones, That
the rear, and Blackston did so.
seeing some country people, imagined them to
be the general's army ; and that Caldwell and
the other gentlemen did retire and put themselves in order, but it was found to be country
people driving their horse that when the gentlemen first saw them, they imagining them to be
of the general's army, that they retired to a moss.
Depones, That he heard Caldwell and that party
speaking amongst themselves, that they would
go to the southland army ; and that he heard
Caldwell and 3Ir. Gabriel Maxwell say this,
that if Porterfield of Quarrelton were at them,
that they would keep a private council. Depones,
That the country people on the Monday at
night, fearing that they would join with the
rebels, desired to go home, and that Air. Gabriel
Maxwell threatened them, and said. If they
would go, they might meet with a miresnype.
:

John Stevenson in Ramshead, aged

fifty years,

or thereby, sworn, depones, That Caldwell's
officer warned him and the I'est of the tenants,
to meet their master at Chitterfleet, and that
Depones, That he
Caldwell gave him a sword.
saw William Portei-field of Quarrelton, and the
Depones,
rest of the gentlemen at Chitterfleet.
That the earl of Eglinton's man was taken
before he came, that he saw the footman there,
that he heard his letters were broken up, and
that they kept him prisoner till night. Depones,
to the number and names of the other persons,
to their journey and travelling, confurmis praceDepones,
denti, that Blackston was with them.
they formed themselves in troops, that Mr.
in order,
ride
them
to
Maxwell
desired
Gabriel
That he saw Patrick Liston elder, and William
Liston his son, in company with the rebels, with and there the deponer heard JMr. Gabriel Maxwell desire Blackston to go to his place in the
swords and pistols.
James Cochran in Knockenmade, aged fifty rear, and accordingly he did go that the genyears, or thereby, married, sworn, depones, tlemen seeing the connti-y people, imagining
That upon Saturday before the defeat of the them to be the general's men, feared and retired
Depones, that the gentlemen
rebels, Bedland, Mr. Gabriel Maxwell, Kers- out of the way.
land, and another minister, came to the deponer's told that they were to go by Douglas and that
way ; the deponer and the rest hearing that, sushouse about midnight, and stayed a long time
depones. That immediately thereafter he heard pected, and would not go with them ; that Mr.
Caldwell give order to his tenants, to meet at Gabriel threatened them, and said they might
Chittertleet with their arms and best horse; meet with a miresnype, if they vrould go away
this was at the deponer's house.
That the that William Porterfield of Quarrelton was all
Sunday in the morning, depones. That these alongst with them.
John Neilson in Ramshead, aged thirty-six
persons, and besides them, Quarrelton, Blackston, and Quarrelton's brother, the good-man of years, or thereby, married, sworn, depones.
Caldwell younger, Mr. John Carstairs, and That he knows nothing of their riding in order,
others, did meet on that Sunday at the Chitter- nor Blackston's riding in the rear, that he saw
fleet ; that the deponer, being one of Caldwell's
none of the country people, that Caldwell and
tenants, was there
depones. That while they the rest of the gentlemen never told them
were at Quarrelton, he heard that the earl of whether they were to go to the southland party;
:

:

:
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for oppressing

them, as

we

shall

declares, that

he

[book

insists

against

II.

William

Muir of Caldwell, John Caldwell of CaldAugust 16th, the chief part of well younger, Robert Ker of Kersland, Mr.
the process comes on; and the advocate John Cuningham of Bedland, Alexander
hear.

Next

day,

as to their being at Chitterfleet, the rest of their
journey and number, depones conformis prmce-

at home and keep the cow and the kail-stock,
and better to suffer than fight against the king.
John Stuart in Swinrigmuir, aged thirty-six
years, or thereby, depones, he was at Chitterfleet,
that Caldwell, the good-man of C;ildweU younger, Blackston, and Quarrelton, and his brother,
four years, or thereby, not married, sworn, Kersland, Bedland, Cuningham, Mr. Gabriel
depones. That tlic laird's officer warned them to Maxwell, Mr. John Carstairs, and others were
go alongst with him, and that he did go; knows there that he was there when the earl of Eglinnothing of the earl of Eglinton's servant as to ton's servant was taken, brought in, and the lettheir journey, number and marching, depones ters broken up, and that he was kept till night
conformis pnvcedenti.
Depones, that once they as a prisoner; as to their marching and number,
were in order of a troop. That Mr. Gabriel riding in order, conformis; that Mr. Gabriel
Maxwell rode on the head, and Blackston on Maxwell said to Blackston, Go to the rear, and
the rear, tliat he saw William Porterfield of he went; that as to the sight of the country
Quarrelton go alongst.
Depones as to the people, the gentlemen went away; the gentlemen
country people conform to James Cochran. said they intended to see the southland party.
Depones, That on Blonday the deponer sus- Depones, That Kersland told him he was to
pected they were to go to the southland army, join with the southland party, and the deponer
that he heard some such surmise of that kind. said, he thought it not good his master said, the
Depones, That he heard that Eglinton's man deponer might go where they went that when
was taken, and his lettei's broken up, that as they were at Kilbride, it was told them that the
soon as the deponer heard that they were going king's army was betwixt them and the southland
to the southland party, he thought it was a party, and thereupon the gentlemen retired to
wrong wuy, and would not go with them, that the House of the Muir.
John Stuart.
Caldwell his master desired him to stay.
Robert Craig in the parish of Beith, aged
John Caldwell in Lochend, aged thirty years, forty years or thereby, manned, sworn, depones,
or thereby, married, sworn, depones, That the he was at Chitterfleet, depones he was the
laird's officer warned him to meet him at Chitterperson that took the earl of Eglinton's servant,
fleet.
Depones, That Bedland, the good-man of and that John Stevenson was with liim that
Caldwell, Mr. Gabriel Maxwell, Mr. John after the boy was taken, Blackston's servant
Carstairs, and divers others, that they were came and brought the boy and the deponer to
betwixt thirty and forty in number, knows the gentlemen, that his master's letters were
nothing of the earl of Eglinton's servant, but broken open, and he kept prisoner
that the
heard of it: as to their marching, depones con- deponent went to Langtoun with the gentlemen,
fiinuis prmcedenti, and that sometimes Caldwell
that Caldwell, Kersland, Blackston, and Mr.
and Mr. Gabriel Maxwell did put them in Gabriel Maxwell, commanded the deponer to
order that he saw Blackston go to the rear and take tlie earl of Eglinton's servant depones, he
ride, that he saw the country people and the heard at Knockmade, that the gentlemen were
gentlemen were feared, conform to the foresaid to join with the southland party.
depositions.
Depones, he heard among the
Patrick Houston, servant to the earl of
gentlemen, that they were to go to the southland Eglinton, aged twenty years or thereby, not
party, whereof he and the rest of the commons married, sworn, depones, That he was taken
hearing, they would not go any further; that near Chitterfleet, and his letters broken open,
Caldwell commanded his tenants to stay, but that he saw Caldwell, Blackston, and Bedland,
they would not
that Mr. Gabriel Maxwell that Bedland was melting lead, that he got the
threatened in manner foresaid.
letters broken open.
William Caldwell iti Whitehouse, aged
The assize, by plurality of voices, elects James
years, or thereby, not married, sworn, depones,
The assize,
Somerwel of Drum its chancellor.
That he was warned by the officer, conform as all in one voice, by the mouth and judicious
is before deponed.
Depones, he saw at Chitter- declaration of the said James Somerwel elder of
tleet the laird of Caldwell, the good-man of
Drum, their chancellor, finds the said colonel
Caldwell, Kersland, Blackston, Quarrelton, Jamos Wallace, Joseph Learmont, ^h: James
and several others. Depones, he saw the earl of Smith, and Mr. John Welsh, guilty, and
Eglinton's servant there, and heard his letters culpable of treasonalde crimes contained in their
were broken up, and he kept prisoner; as to dittays, viz. the said colonel James Wallace, and
their marching, depones conformis prcecedenti, Joseph Learmont, to have been and had accession
that once they were ranked in a troop, and that to tiie late rebellion, and had charge and comBlackston rode in the rear he did hear the mand in the rebellious army, and commanding
gentlemen spealiing about thsir going to the in chief therein, and of being with the said
southland army, and that the king's lifeguard rebels at Lanark, Collington, at the conflict at
was betwixt the gentlemen and them.
Pentland, and other places in the rebellion.
Rctbert Ker in Kersland, aged sixty years, or And the said Mr. James Smith and Mr. John
thereby, married, sworn, depones, "fhat the Welsh, to be guilty of joining with the said
laird of Kersland his master desired him to go rebels, and going alongst, and marching with
to the fields with him and that he, suspectingit their horse and arms from place to place, and
to be to the rebels, answered, It was better to stay
being at Lanark, Collington, and Pentland,

and to the threatening of Mr. Gabriel
Maxwell, and depones that Quarreltoti went all
alongst with them.
Joim Anderson in Caldwell, aged twentyilenti,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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Porterfield,

Maxwel younger of Monrief,

Balmageichan, Montdrogat, Robert Chalmers, Mr. Gabriel Sample, Mr. John Guthrie,

Mr. Alexander Peden, Mr, William
Mr. John Crookshanks, and Mr.

1
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upon the ,„„„
same account forfeited in life and
fortune, four years after this, December 22d,
minister at Dundonald, was

167 1, by the justice-court.

What

the reason

Mr. Gabriel Maxwel,

do not well know. His
process I have before me, but it needs not
be insert ; for the depositions of James
Cochran, John Stevenson, John Wilson,

also the said John M'Clelto be ijuilty of the crime of
rebellion, specitied in his dittay, and having
coininaiid in the rebels' army, and going alongst
And also they all, in one
with them in arms.
voice, find the said Patrick Listen elder, and
^Villiam Liston younger, guilty of rebellion,
and joining with the rebels and being in arms

lord advocate declares, that he insists now
against the persons following, viz. William
Muir of Caldwell, John Caldwell of Caldwell
younger, Robert Ker of Kersland younger,
Mr. John Cunningham of Bedland, Alexander
MaxPorterfield brother to Quarrelton,
well younger of Murrietf, Robert INI'CIellan of
Balmageichan, Robert Cannon of INlondrogate

Veitch,
Patrick
short,

I

sentence

M' Naught.
have insert
is

the same.

with the rebels.
lan of Barsoob,

Their process being
it

and

below,*

their

And

with them, and going alongst with them. And
one voice, found
the said William Porterfield of Quarrelton,
guilty, and culpable of tlie treasonable crimes
specified in his dittay, in joining and being in
arms with Caldwell and others in the said
rebellion, and meeting, convening, and keeping
committees together to that effect, and of beingpresent at the taking of Patrick Houston,
servitor to the earl of Eglinton, breaking open
of his letters, and when he ^vas kept prisoner,
and marching and drawing up, and going
alongst in arms with them, in order to their
joining with the rebellious party in the west,
siklike, the said assize, all in

and of other circumstances

specified

in his

indictment, in respect they found the same
sufficiently proven.
Ja. Somerwel.
The loth of August.
I\Iy lord justice-general,

my lord justice-clerk,

and their assizers, by the mouth of Henry Monteith, dempster of court, decern and adjudge
the said James Wallace of Auchanes, John
M'Clellan younger of Barscob, Mr. John
Welsh, and Mr. James Smith, ministers, Patrick Liston elder in Calder, William Liston
his son, and William Porterfield of Quarrelton,
to be execute to death, and demeaned as traitors
when they shall be apprehended, at such times

my

and places, and in such manner, as
lord
justice-general, justice-clerk, or justice-deputes,
shall appoint; as also decern and adjudge the
forenamed persons, and ilk one of them, of the
treasonable crimes above-\vritten, to have forfeited, amitted, and tint all and sundry their
lands, tenements, annual rents, offices, tacks,
dignities, steadings, rooms, possessions, goods,
and gear whatsomever, pertaining

to

them or

either of them, to his majesty's use, whic'h was
given for doom.
Upon all and sundry the
premises, Sir John Nisbet of Dirleton, knight,
his majesty's advocate, asked and took instru-

ments.
* Process against Caldwell, §-c. 1667.
Curia justiciaria S. U. N. regis, tenta in prjetorio burgi de Edinburgh, decimo sexto die
mensis Augusti, 1667, per nobilem et potentem

comitem Joannem, comitem de Athole, justiciarium generalem di(-ti S. D. N. regis, et

dominum Joannem Hume

de Rentoun, mili-

tem, justiciariae dericum.
Curia legittime afiirmata.
Assessors to the justices:
Alexander earl of Linlithgow j
William earl of Dumfries.

—

of

this delay

was,

I

My

younger,

Robert Chalmers brother

to

Gath-

Mr. Gabriel Semple, Mr. John Guthrie,
Mr. Alexander Peden, Mr. William Veitch,
Mr. John Crookshanks, Patrick M'Naught in
Cumnock, indicted and accused at the instance

girth,

my

lord advocate, for the crimes contained in
their indictments, viz. of treason mentioned
therein.
The justices find the dittay relevant,

of

and ordain the same
of an assize.

to be

put to the knowledge

ASSISA.
William Rigg of Carberry
Sir Robert Dalziel,
Walter Kennoway, secretary to the general,
John Ruthven, tutor of Garden,
William Melville of Dysart,

Colonel James Hay,
Sir John I'alconer,
James Lockhart of Cleghorn,
James Hepburn of Bearford,
James W^eems of Pitcanny,

George Elphinston of Selmes,
IMajor George Grant,
James Johnston of Sheens,
Sir W'illiam Bellenden,
James Somerwel elder of Drum.
The assize sworn, no objection in the contrary.
John Reid in Dandilly, aged thirty years or
thereby, married, sworn, depones. That Maxwell
of Murrieff, Balmageichan, Mondrogate, Chalmers brother to Gathgirth, Mr. Gabriel Semple,
l\Ir.
John Guthrie, INIr. Alexander Peden,
]\Ir. W^illiam Veitch, Mr. John Crookshanks,
and Patrick M'Naught in Cumnock, were with
the rebels at JNIauchline in arms, with swords
and horse, and some of them had pistols ; and
that they were at Pentland, except Peden ; that
the reason of the deponer his knowledge is,
that INloudrogate and Mr. Alexander Peden
took him prisoner, and carried him alongst to

John Reid.

Pentland.

William Muir, tenant to Sir Thomas Wallace,
aged thirty years or thereby, not married, sworn,
depones, That he saw the said INlaxwell of Murand others, with the rebels in arms,
rieff,
except Mr. John Crookshanks and Patrick
^I'Naught, whom he did not see, but heard
they were there that he saw them at Bathgate,
Lanark, and CoUington, but he was not at
Pentland, and so knows nothing of that.
:

William Muir.
Smithston, aged thirty years
or thereby, married, sworn, depones. That he
saw the whole persons contained iu John Reid's

John

IVIirrie in
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If.

John Anderson, John Caldwell,
Perhaps it was not so convenient, that
and William Caldwell, in process,* general Dalziel,
and lieutenant-general

are just adhered to before the assize,

who Drummond,

should come immediately to

bring him in guilty; and the judges pronounce

possess the estates of Caldwell and Kersland,

the ordinary sentence.

though

The

rest,

advocate's commission above, are

November, when

do not

in the

I

am

informed

they wei-e

now

delayed

secured to them: and therefore at present

find they are

the rents of these two, and other forfeited

the indemnity and bond

persons in Renfrewshire and the neighbour-

of peace being before that time upon the

hood, are put into the hands of James
Dunlop of Househill, and he is countable

till

insisted

against,

I

file.

deposition, with the rebels in arms, saw them
marching alongst with that army at several
places.
John Mirrie.
Daniel Mitchell in Craigadam, fortj' years or
thereby, sworn, depones. That he sawMurrieff,
Mondrogate,
Chalmers,
Crookshanks,
and
M'Naught, with the rebels at Lanark, Collington, and other places, in arms, with swords,
horse, and pistols, and saw them marching
alongst toward Pentland.
James Cochran in Knockmade, sworn, de-

pones, adheres to his former deposition given
yesterday, in omnibus, and declares expressly
that the laird of Caldwell, good-man of Caldwell yoiuiger, the laird of Kersland younger,
the laird of Bedland, and Alexander Porterfield
brother to Quarrelton, were at tiie meeting at
Chitter fleet, and all alongst, as it is contained in
the foresaid deposition.

John Stevenson in Ramshead, sworn, depones,
adheres to his former deposition taken yesterday,
and the whole persons above- written were all at
Chitterfleet, and all alongst, as is contained in
his former deposition.
.Tohn Wilson in Ramshead, sworn, depones,
adheres to his former deposition ; and further
depones. That the laird of Caldwell, tlie goodman of Caldwell younger, the laird of Kersland,
and Bedland, were at Chitterfleet, and other
places ; hut as to Alexander Porterfield, depones

he knew him not.
John Anderson, sworn, depones, adheres to
his former deposition ; and further depones,
that the laird of Caldwell, the good-man of
Caldwell younger, Kersland yoiinger, Bedland,

and Alexander Porterfield, were at Chitterfleet,
and all alongst with that party.
John Caldwell, sworn, depones, adheres to his
former deposition and further depones. That
the laird of Caldwell, the good-man of Caldwell
younger, Kersland, and Bedland, were at Chitterfleet and other places, and that he heard
Alexander Porterfield called by his nanje, and
that he knew him to be so.
William Caldwell, sworn, depones, adheres to
his former deposition
and further depones,
;

;

That the

laird of Caldwell, the

good-man of

Caldwell younger, Kersland, Bedland, and
Alexander Porterfield, were at Chitterfleet and
other places (contained in the said deposition) in

arms.
Robert Ker in Kersland, sworn, depones,
adheres to his former deposition taken yesterday.
John Stuart, sworn, depones, adheres to his
former deposition and further declares. That
the laird of Caldwell, the good-man of Caldwell
;

•

See Note, p. 73.

younger,

Kersland younger, Bedland and
Alexander Porterfield, were at Chitterfleet, and

other jdaces (mentioned in his deposition), in
arms, depones he heard them say, they minded
to go to the southland party.
Robert Craig, sworn, depones, adheres to his
former deposition ; and finther depones. That he
saw the laird of ('aldwell, Kersland younger, at
Chitterfleet, and other places, and the rest he
knew them not, but heard they were there.
Patrick Houston, sworn, depones, adheres to
his former deposition in omnibus.
The assizi?, by plurality of votes, elects James
Somerwel elder of Drum, in chancellor. The
assize, all in one voice, finds the said
Maxwell of Murriefl^, Robert M'Clellan of Balmageichan, Robert Cannon of Mondrogate
younger, Robert Chalmers brother to Gathgirth, Mr, Gabriel Semple, Mr. John Guthrie,
Mr. Alexander Peden, Mr. William Vcitch,
Mr. John Crookshanks, and Patrick M'Naught,
guilty, and culpable of treasonable crimes
specified in their dittay, of being in, and upon
the said rebellion, and joining with the said
rebels, and going alongst with them, and marching with them with their horse and ai-ms, from
place to place with the said rebels ; as also the
said assize, all unanimously in one vote, finds
the said William Muir of Caldwell, John

Ciddwell younger, Robert Ker of Kersland,
Mr. John Cunningham of Bedland, and Alexander Porterfield brother to the laird of Quarrelton, guilty, and culpable of treasonable crimes
specified in their indictments, in joining and
being in arms together in the said rebellion,
and meeting and keeping company together for
that effect
and of being present at the taking
;

of Patrick Houston, servant to the earl of
Eglinton, breaking up of his letters, and when
he was kept prisoner, in marching, drawing up,
and going alongst with arms in order, of joining
together with the rebellious party in the west,
and of other circumstances specified in their
indictment, in respect they find the same
sufiiciently proven.
Ja. Somerwel.
lord justice-general, justice-clerk, and
their assessor's, therefore, by the mouth of Henry
Monteith, dempster of court, decern and adjudge
the said William Muir of Caldwell, John
Caldwell of Caldwell younger, Robert Ker of
Kersland younger, Mr. John Cunningham of
Bedland, Alexander Porterfield, brother to the
laird of Quarrelton,
Maxwell of Murrietf,
Robert M'Clellan of Balmageichan, Robert
Cannon of Mondrogate, Robert Chalmers
brother to the laird of Gathgirth, i\Ir. Gabriel
Semple, Mr. John Guthrie, Mr. Alexander
Peden, Mr. William Veitch, Mr. John Crookshanks, and Patrick M'Naught, to be executed
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;
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to the treasury for then), as appears by his

Caldwell's estate

is

commission, October 12th, this year, which
Some time after,
I have insert below.*

king to Dalziel.

I

copy of the

to <leath, and demeaned as traitors, when they
shall be apprehended, at such times and places,
lord justice-general,
and in such manner as
Justice-clerk, or justice-depute, shall appoint ;

;

f Kersland's

is

and sundry other things neecssar and requido in the premises, use and exerce,
and as freely in all respects, as we might
do therein ourselves, if we were personally
present and also to call, follow, charge person-

my

;

promising to hold firm, stable, &c.
providing always that the said James Uunlop
make count and reckoning, and payment to us,
or any having our order, of all such sums of
ally, herefore,

money

as he or his foresaids shall receive, by
virtue of his present commission, which is
hereby declared to endui'e, until he be discharged
by us in writ (registration).
have subscribed thir presents with our hands, at Edinburgh, the 12th day of October, 1667, before
thir witnesses, Mr.
Andrew Oswald and
Thomas Moncrief, clerks of exchequer.

We

asked and took instruments.
to the laird

have inserted a
a note

all

also decern and adjudge the forenamed
pei-sons, and ilk one of thmn, for the crimes
;il)ove-written, to have forfeited, amitted, and
tint all and sundry their lands, tenements,
annual rents, offices, titles, tacks, dignities,
steadings, rooms, possessions, goods, and gear
whatsomever, pertaining to them or either of
them, to his majesty's use; which was pronounced for doom ; whereupon Sir John Nisbet
of Dirleton, knight, his majesty's advocate,

Commissio}i

,„_,.

site to
siklike,

'jiiid

*

gift as
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by the

gifted

of Househill, October

12th, J667.

Rothes,

TwEEDDALE,

^\'e,
John, eaid of Rothes, and lord high
chancellor of Scotland, John, earl of Tweeddale, William lord Bellenden, his majesty's treasurer-depute, William lord Cochran, and Sir
Robert Murray, commissioners of his majesty's
treasury of the kingdom of Scotland forasmuch
as there are divers persons within this kingdom

Bellenden,
CoCHRAN.

A. Oswald, witness.

Thomas Moncrief,
f Gift of CaldwelVs

witness.

estate to Dalziel, Julif

1

ith,

1670.

:

Charles R.

Our sovereign lord considering the good and
faithful service doi\e to his majesty, and his
majesty's most royal father, of ever-blessed
liands ; and having thought fit that some speedy memory, by his majesty's right trusty and well
course be taken for intromitting with the rents beloved general, Thomas Dalziel of Binns, lieuand duties of the said estates, and inventory of tenant-general of his majesty's late forces within
the haill goods and gear moveable belonging to his majesty's ancient kingdom of Scotland, at
them ; and, in order thereunto, necessary it is several occasions, but chiefly in the riiontli of
that some confident person be employed and November, 1666, bypast, by suppressing the
commissionated for uplifting the rents and duties battle of a considerable number of nis majesty's
of their lands, and taking inventory of their disloyal subjects of the foresaid kingdom, who,
inoveable goods and gear, which pertained to with their associates, most unnaturally rose in
them the time of the late rebellion ; and being arms against his majesty's authority and laws,
fully assured of the faithfulness and diligence of intending to have overturned the same, and
James Dunlop of Househill, and of his fitness for wronged his majesty's good and loyal subjects
uplifting of the same, and of that charge and besides divers other good services done to his
trust
wherefore to have given and granted, majesty by the said general Thomas Dalziel, by
likeas we, by thir presents, give and grant full his skilful conduct of the foresaid forces, to the
power and commission to the said James Dunlop, terror of the native traitors, and of his majesty's
his factors, servants, and others in his name, for foreign enemies, who endeavoured to have dis•»vhom he will be answerable, to collect, uplift, turbed and invaded the foresaid kingdom of
intromit with, and receive all and haill the rents, Scotland ; <is also his majesty being sensible of
mails, farms, kains, and duties, of the lands, the good service likewise done to his majesty, in
baronies, and others lying in the sheriffdom of his kingdom of Scotland, by the said general
Renfrew and Ayr, of the crop and year of one Thomas Dalziel ; and also understanding that
thousand six hundred threescore and seven, the said general Thomas Dalziel has sustained
and siklike of all years and terms bygone, resting great losses, and undergone very much hardship
forfeited for their late rebellion, and their whole
heritable and moveable, by virtue
thereof, fallen and become in his mfijesty's
estates,

:

unpaid, and yearly and timely in time coming,
which pertained of hefore to the persons underwritten, viz. William Muir of Caldwell, Robert
Ker younger of Kersland, Mr. John Cunningham of Bedland, William Porterfield of Quar-

and

sufferings, by long imprisonment, banishment, and Otherwise, for his constant loyalty to
his majesty ; and his majesty being most willing,
for his further encouragement to persist in his

loyal actings, to confer some signal favours upon
therefore his majesty, for himself, and as
prince and steward of Scotland, with advice
and consent of his majesty's right trusty cousins
;
power also to him to take exact inventory of and counsellors, &c. John earl of Rothes, &c.
their haill moveable goods and gear, and to high chancellor of the said kingdom of Scotland,
secure the same until further order for that John earl of Lauderdale sole secretary of state
effect and upon the receipt of the said rents and of the same kingdom, John earl of Tweedale,
duties, or a part and portion thereof, acquittances William lord Bellenden his majesty's treaand discharges, in his own name, to give, surer-depute, William earl of Dundonald, and
subscribe, and deliver, which shall be sufficient his majesty's trusty counsellor. Sir Robert
to the receivers: arrest, poind, and distrenzie, Murray late justice-clerk, his m.ijesty's comtherefore, as accords of the law; and generally missioner for the treasury, comptroUery, and

Alexander Porterfield his brother, major
Learmont of Newholm, within the
sheriffdom foresaid, for his majesty's use with

him

relton,

Joseph

1

:

I

:

I

I

j

I

:

—

;
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Drummond

mont's estate
liam Hamilton of

is

Wishaw

tre.isury of bis majesty's

Major Lergiven to Mr. Wil;

new

;

Quarrelton and

augmentations

and also \vitli advice anil consent otthe remanent
lords and other commissioners of exchequer,
ordains a charter to be past under his majesty's
great seal of the foresaid kingdom of Scotland,
in due form, giving, granting, and disponing to
the said general Thomas Dalziel, his heirs and
assignees whatsomever, heritably and irrevocably,
all and sundry the lands and ot.hera under-written, to wit, all and haill the tive-pound land of
Knockward, and the live-merk land of Douniflat, with the towers, fortilaces, manor-places,
houses, biggings, yards, orchards, tofts, crofts,
woods, fishings, commonties, pasturages,
coals,
coal-heughs, mosses, muirs, meadows,
tenants, tenandries, service of free tenants, annexes, connexes, dependances, parts, pendicles,
and pertinents thereof whatsomever,lying within
the bailiary of Cunningham, and sheriffdom of
Ayr; all and sundry the ticnd-sheaves, or parsonage-tiends of the same lauds of Knockward,
•with the pertinents ; all and haill the five-pound
land of KnoL'kmade, and five-merk land of
Easter Cald wells, with the towers, fortilaces,
manor-places, houses, biggiiigs, yards, orchards,
tofts, crofts, mills, woods, fishings, mosses, muirs,
meadows, commonties, pasturages, coals, coalheughs, tenants, tenandries, service of free
tenants, annexes, connexes, dependances, parts,
pendicles, and pertinents thereof whatsomever,
lying within the sheriffdom of Renfrew: all
and haill the ten-mark land of Kittockside, with
the tower, fortilace, manor-place, houses, biggings, yards, orchards, tofts, crofts, mills, woods,
fishings, mosses, muirs, meadows, commonties,
pasturages, coals, coal-heughs, tenants, tenandries, service of free tenants, annexes, connexes,
dependances, parts, pendicles, and pertinents of
the same whatsomever, lying within the sheriffdom of Lanark and also all and sundry the
tiend-sheaves, or parsonage-tiends of the same
lands of Kittockside, and five-merk land of
Easter Caldwells, above rehearsed, with the
pertinents ; all and haill the lands of Kippelrig,
called of old a 'temple land,' with the privilege of
the common muir of Renfrew, for pasturage
thereof, with houses, biggings, yards, tofts, crofts,
parts, pendicles, and pertinents thereof whatsomever,lying within the parish of Mearns, and sheriffdom of Renfrew: all and haill the tiend-sheaves
or parsonage-tiends of the foresaid lands of
Which lands,
Kippelrig, with the pertinents.
tiends and others above- written, pertained heritably of before to William JNluir late of Caldw^ell, at least to some of his pi-edecessors, to
whom he is apparent heir of the same lands,
and others above rehearsed, holden by him or
th»m, or some one or more of them, immediately
of his majesty, for himself, and as prince and
steward of Scotland ; and are now fallen and
become in his majesty's hands, and at his majesty's gift and disposition, for himself, and as
prince and steward of Scotland, by reason of
forfeiture, by the privilege of his majesty's crown,
laws and practique of the foresaid kingdom of
Scotland, tlirough the said William JNIuir his
joining in arms with the disloyal and seditious
persons in the west, who of late appeared in
arms in a desperate and avowed rebellion against
mills,

:

his

brother's

Hallcraig*

to

Mr.

The

[BOOK
John

copies

before me, but being

all

IT.

Hamilton of

of the

gifts

are

the same, mutatis

his majesty, his government, and laws, of intention to have overturned the same, if they had
And though
not been defeat in battle, as said is.
all clemency was offered to the said William
Muir, yet he has refused the same ; for which
wild act above rehearsed, of rising in arms, as
said is, he is declared traitor to his majesty, and
all his lands, goods and gear forfeited, as in the
sentence and doom of forfeiture, given and pronounced against him by his majesty's justicegeneral of the said kingdom of Scotland, his
majesty's justice-clerk thereof, and the assessors
appointed to them by his majesty's privy council
of the same kingdom, upon the
day of August,
one thousand six iuindred sixty and seven years,
And farbypast, at more length is contained.
ther, to the effect the foresaid donature and
grant may be the more valid and effectual, his
majesty, for himself, and as prince and steward
nf Scotland, with advice and consent above specified, has dissolved, and by the tenor of the said
charter, for his majesty and his successors, kings,
princes, and stewards of Scotland, dissolves the

—

whole lands, tiends and others above-written,
from his majesty's crown and patrimony thereof,
and of his successors, princes and stewards of
Scotland, to be peaceably bruiked, joysed, set,
used, and disposed upon by the said general
Thomas Dalziel, and his above specified, heritAnd
ably and irrevocably in all time coming.
in testimony thereof, his majesty, for himself,
steward
of
Scotland,
with
and
and as prince
advice and consent foresaid, of his majesty's
certain knowledge, proper motive, authority
royal, and kingly power, has made, erected,
created, united, annexed, and incorporated, and
by the tenor of the foresaid charter, for his
majesty and his successors, kings, princes and
stewards of Scotland, makes, erects, creates,
unites,annexes, and incorporates the whole lands,
tiends and others respective above mentioned, in
an haill and free barony, to be called now and in

ordaining
time coming the barony of
the foresaid tower, fortilace, and manor-place
to be the principal messuage of the
of
same barony ; and wills and grants, and for
his majesty and his successors, kings, princes,
and stewards of Scotland, decerns, and ordains,
that a sasiiie, now to be taken by the said general
Thomas Dalziel, and by his heirs and successors
above rehearsed, in all time coming, at the
foresaid tower, fortilace, and manor-place of
or at any other part or place of any
all

* Mr, Wodrow, in additions and emendations
printed in the 2d vol. of his History, has the
following notice:— " When I was giving some
account of the disposal of the forfeited estates
after Pentland, in common coiu'se with the
rest, I noticed that the laird of Wishaw and
Hallcraig had major Learmond's and Quarrelton's given them "it would be remembered that
these two gentlemen had the gifts of these
estates, not as general Ualziel and others mentioned, but through interest made for the
gentlemen forfeited, and for their behoof, as I
;

am

informed since,"

£d.
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needless to swell the notes

it is

them.

I

find

the king

prevailed

is

with to pardon Robert Chalmers, condemned
at this

time, in the year 1669,

and

I set

of the lands above-mentioned, sliall stand and
be H sufficient tsasine lor the same haill lands,
tiends, and others above relieursed, now united
in the foresaid barony, as said is ; but any other
special or particular sasine, to be talien by him
or them at any other part or place thereof, notwithstanding the same lie not contiguous and
anent the
together, but in divers jurisdictions
whidi sasines, and all that shall follow thereupon, his majesty, for himself, and as ])rince
and steward of Scotland, with consent above
rehearsed, has dispensed, and by the tenor of
the said charter, for his majesty and his successors, kings, princes, and stewards of Scotland,
dispenses for ever to be holden, and to be held
all and sundry the lands, tiends, and others
respective above-mentioned, all erected in the
foresaid barony, and lying as said is, to the said
general Thomas Dalziel and his above-written,
of his majesty and his successors, princes, and
stewards of Scotland, immediate lawful superiors thereof for the time, in fee, heritage, and
free barony forever, by all the rights, niiethes,
:

:

and marches thereof, old and divided, as the same
lies in length and breadth, in houses, biggings,
&c. mills, multures, &c. hawking, hunting, fishing, &c. with court, plaint, herezeld, &c. and with
furk, fok, sock, sack, thole, thame, vert, wraik,
waith, ware, venison, outfang-thief, infang-thief,
pit and gallows, &c. and all and sundry other
commodities, &c. freely and quietly, but any
revocation, &c. giving yearly the said general
Thomas Dal/iel and his above-written, to his
majesty and his successors, princes and stewards
of Scotland, for the haill lands and others above
rehearsed, except the tiends, rights, services, and
duties of the same lands, and others above-mentioned, erected in the foresaid barony, as said is,
ought and wont therefore, before the forfeiture
above specified allenarly; and for the tiends
above specified, the blench-diities, or other duties
addebted for the same by the said William Muir,
Likeas,
before his foresaid forfeiture allenarly.
his majesty, with advice and coi\sent foresaid,
faithfully promits, in verho pi-incipis, to cause
ratify and approve the foresaid charter, with the
precept and instrument of sasine to follow thereupon, and dissolution above exprest, in his
majesty's next parliament, to be holden within
the said kingdom of Scotland, and that with
consent of the estates thereof; and that the
foresaid charter shall be a sufficient warrant
for that effect as also his majesty, with advice
and consent foresaid, ordains that precepts be
directed orderly hereupon, in form as effeirs.
Given at the court at Whitehall, the eleventh
day of July 1670, and of his majesty's I'eign, the
:

twenty-second year.

Rothes, Clianc.

TWEEDDALE,

Marishal,
Halkerton,

KlNCARDIN,

Jo. NiSBET,

dunbonald,
Bellenden,

Jo.

Hume,

Ch. Maitland.

down below*

that the reader

view
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a copy of his pardon,

may have

all

can give him of this

,

„

„

the
affiiir,

all

together.

* Remission to Robert Chalmers,

Jane

21st,

1669.

Charles R.

Our

sovereign lord, out of his special grace
favour, vi-ith advice and consent of his
majesty's right trusty and well beloved cousins
and counsellors, John earl of llothes, &c. lord
high chancellor of the kingdom of Scotland,
John earl of Lauderdale sole secretary of state,
Alexander earl of Kincardin, William lord
Cochran, William lord Bellenden his majesty's
treasurer-depute, and of his majesty's trusty
counsellor, Sir Robert Murray late justice-clerk,
commissioners of his majesty's treasury, comptrollery, and treasury of new augmentations
within the said kingdom, and also of the remanent lords commissioners of his majesty's trea^
sury and exchequer of the said kingdom, ordains
a letter to be past and expede under his majesty's
great seal of the same kingdom, in due form,
remitting, pardoning, and forgiving likeas, his
majesty, with advice and consent foresaid, by
the tenor hereof, remits, pardons, and for ever
freely forgives to Robert Chalmers brother
german to John Chalmers of Gathgirth, that
heinous crime committed by him in joining
himself to, and remaining with those who arose
in the late rebellion, in anno 1666, and of all
pains and punishments that may be inflicted
upon liim in his person or goods therefore, and
all decreets and sentences of forfeiture (if any
be) pronounced against him for the same, with
all action and pursuit, civil and criminal, that
may be any ways moved or intended against
him thereanent ordaining hereby the foresaid
crime never to be remembered against the said
Robert Chalmers, but remain in oblivion for
ever, siklike as if the same had never been
comm.itted by him ; and that the said letter be
further extended in the best form, with all
clauses needful, and that precepts be orderly
Given at
directed hereupon in form as efi'eirs.
the court at Whitehall, the 21st day of June,
16G9, and of his majesty's reign the 21st year.

and

:

:

Halkerton,

Rothes, Chancel

Tweeddale,
Kincardin,

dundonald,
Marishal,
Argyle,

Jo. Gn.MOUK,
Jo. NiSBET,
Jo. Hume,
Ch. IVIaitland,
Jo. VVauchop.

Registrate 10th July, 1669.

May

it

please your majesty,

These contain your majesty's gracious remission, in favours of Robert Chalmers brother
german to John Chalmers of Gathgirth, for the
I'ebellious crime committed by him, through his
joining in arms with these who were in the
late rebellion, in anno 1666, and of all action,
civil and criminal, that may be moved against

him

for the same.

Lauderdale.
Compositio 6. lib. 13. 8.
Registrate 26th September, 1670.

Compositio 6

lib.

13s. 4d.
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other gentlemen
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would put an end

to
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but the sufferings of several

and
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twenty pounds for speaking to his own son,
who had been at Bothwell. Horses and

upon the cows were taken from others of them but
offer particulars would be endless.
I shall next consider the sufferings of the
Most of them were
heritors,

:

account of this rising at Pentland,
to me.

themselves

forfeited, but I

cast

siiall

some

have not the dates, and so

them together

I

in this place, with

hints at the sore oppression of their

families

in

the

succeeding

sufferings of the family of

years.

of Sundaywell,

deserve a

We

Dunscore.
this

in

the parish

have already heard

of

how

gentleman, James Kirko, was taken at

The Edinburgh

Roberton, in the

parish of Borgue, in Galloway,

family

in

the year 16G0, with

INIr.

James

and others, and put in prison,
where he was kejit near four months. He
Guthrie,

them from could not escape Middleton's fines, and
an attested account now before me. John paid of fine, with riding-money, six hundred
Gordon of Largmore, with his brother-in- pounds at another time, for nonconformity,
In
law, William Gordon of Roberton, joined he was fined in two hundred pounds.
with other gentlemen in the attempt at the year 1666, Sir James Turner exacted
Pentland, where the said William Gordon from him five hundred merks of church
was killed, to the great loss of the country fines, and he paid two hundred pounds for
where he lived, and his own family, his aged the soldiers quartered on him. In October,
father having no more sons.
John Gordon by the severities of the soldiers, and their
was very sore wounded, and lost much continual spoiling of his house, he was
blood
through this, and his lying in the obliged to dismiss his family, and betake
fields some nights after the engagement, himself to a wandering lot.
This gave
when he came home to his own house, in occasion to the persecutors to believe he
but that could never be
a few days he died, and escaped the fury of was at Pentland
However, by the severities after,
the persecutors, who were resolved to carry evinced.
him to Edinburgh in a litter.
Great was he was forced to leave the kingdom for three
the trouble IMary Gordon of Roberton was years and then, to his dying day, he was

room here

;

and

I give a hint at

;

;

;

;

after

her husband and brother's

vexed by the lord Lyon, with a process of

death, mostly

from the instigation of the

forfeiture, in

put

to,

curate of the place.

After Bothwell-bridge

which he was forced to expend

a great deal of

money

she was very hardly dealt with, by frequent

got out of

quarterings of soldiers, imposing of fines for

death in the Lord.

all his

before

:

it

ended, he

troubles, by a comfortable

James M'Clellan, who succeeded him in
what remained of the estate of Sundaywell,
time a party of dragoons carried off almost had no small share of the hardships of these
all in the house.
They emptied the feather times. Upon a mere allegance he had been
beds, and packed up the rest of the house- at Pentland, when not yet sixteen years of
hold stuff in them, and carried it off.
She age, he was forced to flee to the mountains,
had almost nothing valuable left her. In where he, with some others, lurked from
her nonconformity. At one time the soldiers

took two good horses from her; at another

a short time they came again, and carried

and her only son, John Gordon, a boj',
to prison, and two of her servants, who
were both banished to America. She and
her son, for mere nonconformity, continued
lier,

some time
in

there, to their considerable loss

person and purse.

In the (year) 1685, a

November last, till February 15th this year,
when Mr. M'Clellan ventured nearer home
to get some clothes and other necessaries,
with a design to leave the kingdom.

William Bannantyne's men, and brought to
their garrison

at Earlstoun,

company of Highlanders quartered some

into a vault with

days in Roberton, destroying every thing.

William most cruelly

Her tenants were sadly oppressed for the
sake of this good family.
One of them,

fiery

John

about.

Sprat,

was plundered, and fined

in

That

day he was apprehended by a party of Sir

some other

him to

tell

fingers,

matters he

After some

Sir

tortured him with

matches betwixt his

force

and there put
prisoners.

and would

knew nothing

time, he

was carried

;
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and from thence to

prisoner to Glasgow,

where

Linlithgow,

Dalziel,

general

would not so much

fortnight,

for

a

as allow the

upon; from
thence to Leith, where he was in great
and at length he was
straits for meat;
brought up to the Canongate tolbooth,
where the prisoners had much kindness
prisoners a

;

little

straw to

lie

this

taken,

is

he

79
was

says,

the

1667.

saddest day ever he saw, and desires
to

mourn

he gave

for this
sufiicient

evidence of the sincerity

At the next

of his repentance.

he appeared with

1681,

Indeed,

his days.

fall all

circuit,

rest of the

the

apprehending no more hazard

heritors,

:

but

were again made to renew that
from the good people in Edinburgh. oath, which, he says, had been to him as a
There he continued till the middle of Sep- fire in his bosom, he retired, and fled home
tember, when he was examined by the but was soon apprehended, and with difficouncil; and

upon

his refusing the

ration, with fifteen others,

the plantations, but happily broke

When

and escaped.

decla-

was banished

to

prison,

he came to the south

and was

again, about five years after this,

married by Mr. Robert Archbald, minister
of the

parish,

curates, he

cited before the council for

marriage

clandestine

for alleged robbery
ter, in

five

curate's

Within a

off.

of Dunscore was fined,

parish

the

much

where, after

;

trouble and charges, he got
little,

of the

the instigation

at

was

committed on the minis-

thousand merks, though, by the

own acknowledgment,

whole

the

when

all

culty

got

with giving a bond of five

oiF,

After

when

appear

thousand merks, to

called.

by Stonehouse he was forced,

this,

with his wife and infants, to quit his house
in

the middle of winter, and wandered in

mosses and mountains, without any settled

By

abode, until the liberty.

Barscob's

he lost his whole patrimony, and
the donator would never give him a farthing.
In the (year) 1685, his house was plundered
by the garrison of Dalswinton. But I must

forfeiture

leave

this

good man, from whose attested

account of his sufferings
the seventies

many

we may

guess at

others were tr3'sted with.

James Callane, merchant in Dumfries, was
some time after Pentland, but his
he was
refusing the bond when pressed, he was being there was never proven
forced to leave his family for six weeks, and indeed present, being dwelling in the town,
but no
hide.
In the month of April that year, an at the taking of Sir James Turner
six

His share came to

was innocent.

parish

hundred pounds.

In the year 1678, for

forfeited

;

;

order came for Nithsdale militia to go into

and oppress

Lanarkshire,

James

there.
in

room, was fined

his

Upon

honest

people

refusing to go, or send any
in eighty

pounds.

the 9ch of May, 1679, he was taken

other guilt was ever

but

mere

made out

nonconformity.

1662 and 1663,

against him,

In

for refusing

years

the

to

hear

the

he paid for a year's space, forty

curates,

pence every Monday

for

himself and wife.

out of his house by fifteen dragoons, without

He

any reason given, and carried to the prison

imprisonments, for his parliament-fine five

underwent much trouble, and several

of Dumfries, and from thence to Edinburgh,

hundred merks, and paid the half of

where he continued

fifteen

till

the middle of July.

pounds

For clerks and jailors' fees here, he was two
hundred and eight pounds. He met with

more by

much

James

ing

trouble in the (year) 1672 for gather-

some money

prisoners,
justiciar}',

At

and

for the

was

necessity of

indicted

before

and

far

and escaped with much charges.

it,

When

than the other half

in expenses,

Turner, before Pentland,

sums

of

he

left

Sir

exacted

money from

he was declared rebel, most

after Pentland,

and

riding-money, and

clerks' fees, to get his discharge.

some considerable
the

sterling

him.

unjustlj',

the kingdom,, and was

At his
was return, he was taken by Claverhouse, and
indicted for reset and converse, because two imprisoned at Dumfries fourteen months,
ministers had lodged in his house one and at Edinburgh a year and a half; after
night, and was imprisoned, and forced to which he was banished to Carolina, where
take the test the 2d of August thereafter
he died. When the accounts of this came
the circuit held at Dumfries by the lord

Castlehill,

which,

in

Forret,

his signed

and

others,

account,

seven years

in

the

East Indies.

he

from which

home,

his wife

and daughters

at

Dumfries
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attacked for nonconformity,
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lfifi7

and spoiled of any thing they had,
and forced to wander up and down in the
and mountains,

hills

and a

for three years

half.

Robert Lennox of Plumptoun was

duced to great losses and

re-

straits before the

revolution, as appears by a petition under

now

hand,

mine eye. After Pentland,
he was there, his
estate, worth two thousand merks yearly,
with a good house upon it, was taken from
him, and he forced to flee to England, where

his

though

he

was

in

cannot find

I

At

wandering

with his wife and

length,

plenishing

all this

:

[BOOK

II.

mere nonconformity,

for

and without any process against him. At
one time he was imprisoned at Edinburgh
three and thirty weeks, and at another three
months, precisely for refusing the test. Thus
we have some account of the severities and
forfeitures immediately after the

The

Pentland.

excellent persons

time

upon

this score, will

the progress of this

in

in

now

come forward

to

defeat at

sufferings of several other

other occurrences this

come

history.

It is

to the account of

and to the

year,

stopping the severities in part by the dis-

banding

the

bond

army,

and

of peace,

indemnity.

went over to Ireland, and
Lord bless-

he

children,

years in a

three

for

condition.

1

settled at Glenevie, where, the

ing his labours in merchandizing, he

came

to

have a good stock, and was very useful to

Of

the state of

tliinrrs

during the rest of

settled there,

year, the disbanding

where none had ever been. For this he
was persecuted by the bishop and his ofhcial,
and excommunicated, and upwards of four

peace, and indemnify.

minister

get a presbyterian

hundred and

thirty

pounds

sterling

taken

was reduced to
was got to
him by my lord Granade, and some others,
and he ventured over to Scotland, and
from him, whereby

he

Some

beggary almost.

relief

raised a process against the donator of his
estate,

When

a papist.

charter of his lands,

and he

it

he produced his
was taken from him,

cast in prison, where, through

bad

now

remains

It
in

a

to

little

putting
tion.

that

oppressing army,

use

continue and keep

them, not only the

it

the

All

revolution.

narrates in his petition, which

is

officers

Plumptoun,

and

their friends,

the spoil of presbyterians in the west and

Accordingly they endeavour to per-

Whigs and

the

all

know

well as to the church established by law,

in

Thomas Lennox of execution of

an attested account of the

sufferings of the parish of

Borgue, a very

considerable

sufferer.
I
cannot learn
whether he be any relation of the former,

but the particular hardships he was under,

into the

this,

they hope, will be put

hands of their friends

harvest of

money and

estates, they

From

rooting out rebellious principles

teen shillings, four pennies, besides loss of

might have power put

part of

whole crop, and most of

his household-

of

had been

the letter to the king immediatelj'

two years, his
fees to jailors, &c. cost him two hundred
pounds: extorted by Sir William Bannantyne, two hundred sixty-six pounds, thirgi-eat

all

to reap the

greedily looking for since the restoration.

after the victory

imprisoned a

and

;

them expected they might come

and since Pentland, are in short;
Sir James Turner extorted from him two
hundred and thirteen pounds ; and, being
before

his

The

and therefore must be extirpated.

another person,

to

and here joined

;

presbyterians are enemies to monarchy, as

about him.
I find

up

he

this

all I

their interest

all

but also several others, hoping to share of

suade the king, that

till

raising the

had been the occasion of the

south.

charity

the reader

and method of

some stop to such heavy persecuThe bishops and their party, who

and got out

and afterwards lived upon

this

army, bond of

lead

I

the reasons

treatment, he was brought very near death,
;

the

will

at Pentland, the reader

have observed their desire of " a more

vigorous application of the king's power for

ing the nation."

The

now

leaven-

plain Scots of this, as

explained by private letters sent up at the

same

time,

was a

that the council

desire,

press the declaration

in

upon

their
all

hands to

presbyterians
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; and in case of refusal,
which they made no doubt of, straight to
forfeit them.
It was likewise pressed that
the army might be continued, and being

of estates and riches

filled

with their good friends, the rest of the

SI
When

acts of parliament.

I

looked

to the act of the convention,

1G5^

won-

I

dered to find so few hard words upon the late

and recent

rising at

Pentland

and am apt to

;

think, this hath not been looked

upon as so
would have been providitors for black and atrocious a crime, as some prelathem, and tenants at will. At present there tists and Jacobites have made it since nor
was very little difference between the king's so fi'ightful an attack upon the prerogative,
nation

;

secret council and Dalziel's council of war.

Duke Hamilton was

Ham-

only rit-master*

otherwise this loyal convention would have
taken more notice of it.
It may be further

used to call him, Rothes remarked, that in the narrative of the act,
was rit-master Lesly, Linlithgow was colo- it is said, " That the king hitherto had mainDalziel tained the army upon his own charges,"
nel Livingstone, and so of the rest.
and Drummond were, quickly after the which I know not so well how to reconcile
ilton, as the general

disaster at

made

Pentland,

and had

lors;

privy counsel-

project gone

this

court, the misery of this nation

down

at

had been

very soon completed, and the eastern Turkish

slavery introduced, or that of France,

where the

nobility

and

officers

of the army

with the express application of the

fines, to

the payment of the army, above narrated.
In short, the convention, in the excess of
their loyalty

humbly

maintain "

offer to

all

the forces the king shall please to raise :" a

blank

is

thus put in his hand, to raise and

much the same.
continue as numerous a standing army, as
The bishops used all their interest, and his arbitrary counsellors should for their
made as great efforts as they were capable own ends advise him to.
are

get this project gone into in

of, to

latitude

;

and lieutenant-general

full

It

Drummond

dale,

its

goes up to court to negotiate this

He

affair.

endeavours to persuade the king, the

was happy for the nation, that Lauderwho had very much of the king's ear
was of other sentiments.

He

smelled the design of a great many,

who

at this time,

standing army, was

country was so averse from prelacy, that

were

they could not be kept in quiet, without a

themselves

and

good army and

prelates

severities

military force,

and violently

for a

in

enrich

to

and gratify the
upon presbyterians.

friends,

pressed the continuance of a standing army,

Several things concurred to cross this vio-

and the harshest methods against the

lence projected against them. Bishop Sharp's

refus-

The archbishop

ers of the declaration.

of

Glasgow went likewise up to London, the
primate, as

we have

heard, not being

at

present so very acceptable, as once he had

He

was a man of cunning and subenough, and by his setting up so very

been.
tilty

much upon
was

in

the lay of the English forms,

good terms with the violent churchtheir party, and hoped, by their

men and

to

assistance,

down

have

conformity

crammed

people's throats, by the rigorous press-

double-dealing had been lately discovered
to the king,

and

his interest at court

considerably weakened

:

was

therefore the arch-

bishop of Glasgow went up to court, and
not the primate, as had been in use these

Chancellor

years bj'gone.

Hyde and

his

party were fast losing ground in England,

and

in

staff";

August

and the

this

year he resigned his

interest of our Scots prelates

at court, leaned

much upon him and

party of highfliers.

And

perhaps this

his
dis-

owing to a

ing of the declaration, and a standing army.

appointment was not a

While

difference fallen in of late betwixt Lauder-

this

matter

is

in

dependance, a con-

little

vention of estates meet at Edinburgh, Jan-

dale and several of our great

uary S^d, and lay on a subsidy for the army,

land,

sixty-four thousand

year's time, as

pounds a month

may be

for a

seen in the printed

who had been

men

in

Scot-

his friends in his debates

with Middleton, yea, had been brought into
their posts by his influence.

Of this number

were duke Hamilton, Rothes, Newburgh,
Linlithgow, Dalziel, with the officers of the
*

Master of horse.—-Erf.

army ; and almost the whole of the

prelates

:

;
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the like for the future, and for quieting and

rate party from Lauderdale's friends

preserving the peace of the kingdom and

in the council,

who were

the earls of Arg3'le,

Tweeddale, Kincardine, the lord Cochran,
Sir

[BOOK

„„„ joined them. These made up a sepa-

Robert Murray, and some others.

Lau-

made him
make a stand

derdale's favour with the king

able with his few friends to

against his enemies, and his interest above

produced very considerable changes

in Scot-

the good of the church, as

and

it is

now

settled

ends having heard those lately

for these

come from Scotland, and considered the
we have had out of Scotland,
we have resolved to send you these follow-

advices which

ing powers and directions.

" First, According to the advice of our

March 1 lind the earl of privy council, for the better discovery of
Airly and lord Cochran are made counsellors
such as are dangerous, we do empower you
in June Sir Robert Murray is made justice- to tender the oath of allegiance, and the
land this year.

clerk;

Li

October the

in

commission

is

earl

of

Rothes's

declared void, and

he

is

divested of several profits he enjoyed, and

made

chancellor

;

army

the

is

and an indemnity granted, as we
These civil changes, save in as

had influence upon the
of presbyterians,

persons

shall find just reason to suspect,

they

far as

be accounted for

After the convention of estates were up,

Lauderdale prevailed with the king to send
dated March 12th, to the council,

which, though severe enough, was not so
agreeable to the projects of such

concerned in the army

;

yea,

it

place of trust, unto such active and leading

shall hear.

by others.

his letter,

all

disbanded,

sufferings or respite

I leave to

which was by our parliament
who are or shall be in any

declaration,

required of

who were

was a con-

of the disaffected parly, as you

the persons of
the

who

all

and secure

refuse either

shall

one or the other, when so tendered

unto them.
" Secondly,

name

We

do authorize you

in

our

due form,

to emit a proclamation in

all, both gentlemen, and heritors,
and commons, within these shires where
there appears most disaffection (which you

requiring

are to set

bring

down

in that proclamation), to

by such a day to be named by you,

in,

who all arms of what sort soever, and all powder
opposed Lauderdale, and the forerunner of under such pains and penalties as be by you
a greater.
The council read it, March 21st. thought fit; and that these arms and powder
siderable disappointment to the party

By it
to

they are allowed to put the declaration
suspect persons, and to incarcerate

all

such as refused

much

for bare

duced

little

But they cared not

it.

imprisonments, those pro-

money, and it was the estates
of the Whigs and their money they had in
their

eye.

The conversion of

fanatics

imprisonment, was either despaired
little at

heart.

This letter

ance, and had so
it

must have

is

of,

We

greet

well.

liberally

and

or

allowing

you to

seize all serviceable horses, in the

person of what

that

quality soever;

always, that such horses be

contributed to the maintenance of the forces

first

provided

apprized by

honest and indifferent persons, at the sight
sheriff,

or some

The persons appointed by you

cheerfully

and such as we should think

Castle,

always

or

convention of estates of that our ancient

kingdom, having

you

gentlemen to wear their swords.
" Thirdli/, We do authorize and enjoin

of the

you

Stirling

Castle,

Castle,

possession of any disaffected or suspected

a place here.

" Charles, &c.

Dumbarton

by

of that import-

many consequences,

be forthwith secured in any of our garrisons
of Edinburgh

" Fourthly,

you with

all

We

other person

or

for that effect.

do authorize and require

possible diligence, to model a

militia of horse

and foot

in

the several shires

to

of that our kingdom, to be ready to join

raise at this time, for the defence of the

with our forces, as they shall be commanded,

kingdom

for securing the kingdom, as well against

raised,

fit

any foreign invasion, or
intestine rebellion, we have seriously conagainst

sidered of the fittest

means

for securing the

kingdom against invasions from abroad,

for

rooting out of the late rebellion, preventing

intestine

commotions

as foreign invasions,

which you are to model, and
with

all

bation

;

offer to

us

possible expedition for our appro-

which being

signified,

and we having
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named persons loyal and well principled, to Ayr, Lanark, Renfrew, and Wigton,
command them, 30U may speedily proceed and stewartry of Kirkcudbright,
kingdom in a posture of defence.
We do require you with all
provide arms and ammunition for

to put the

" FiJ'lhly,

speed to

the defence of the kingdom

;

for

against the 1st day of
it

below.*

taxation,

first year's

may

all

the remainder of the

and

money

because

not be presently raised,

we do allow

our connnissioner, to allow such rates

for

advance of the same, as you think necessary.
''

SU'tlih/,

some

We

effectual

do

require

course,

that

you

take

to

every parish

secure the persons of their ministers from
violence and affronts.

" Lastly, For exemplary punishments of
the late rebels, for the terrifying of

all

men

from daring to attempt any thing of the
nature

like

hereafter,

upon any pretext
more effectual

vvhatsomever, and for the

rooting out of rebellious principles,

we do

peremptorily require you without any further
delay, to give present order for the criminal

pursuit of

heritors, or

all

men

of estates,

all

who were in
who assembled them-

preachers and military officers

the late rebellion, or

selves without our authority, in

order to

the rebellion, before the justice-general, to

the end they

may be

and being found

tried according to law,

guilty,

May.

I

have insert

universal through

is

which pur*

pose we do allow

The order

i^p^

forfeited without

any further delay.

So expecting a ready
obedience, and speedy account from you,
we bid you heartily farewell. Given at our
court at Whitehall, the 12th day of March
1667, and of our reigu the nineteenth year.

Proclamation for bringing in arms, March
2bth, 1()G7.

Charles by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith ; to our lovits,
messengers, oar sheriffs in that part, conjunctly
and severally, specially constitute, greeting For:

as the late rebellion and rising in arms
in the western shires, is too great an evidence
that there are many disaffected persons in these
places, who are ready to involve the kingdom
again in a bloody and unnatural war ; and that
we have just reason to suspect that these rebels
will be ready to lay hold on this opportunity to
rise in arms, when we are necessitate to continue
the war with our foreign enemies, and not only
to make use of such arms, powder, and ammunition, as they have concealed, or may be transported to them from our enemies; but will seize
upon the arms of our well affected subjects, who
reside amongst them, and are not able to make
resistance, which may endanger the peace of the
kingdom, and weaken our forces, necessitating
them at one time to oppose foreign invasions
as likewise, that
and intestine commotions
according to their former wicked practices, they
may invade the ministers of the gospel, who are

asmuch

:

lawfully admitted preachers amongst them, and
do violence or injury to their persons, to the
great contempt of our authority, and scandal of
the reformed religion, as it is now profest.
I'herefore, we, with advice of the lords of our
privy council, command and cliarge all persons
residing witiiin the shires of Lanark, Ayr,
Renfrew, Wigton, and the stewartry of Kirkcudbright, betwixt and the first day of May
next, to bring in all their arms and ammunition
which they have in their possession, of whatsoever sort (allowing gentlemen only to carry
swords, and none other), to the head-burghs of
the respective shires and stewartry, and deliver
the same to the sheriff, his depute, or any having
with certification to them, if they
his order
tail, they shall be fined by our secret council in
ilk
the sums of money under-written, viz.
gentleman in the sum of two thousand merks,
five
sum
of
hunthe
in
person
every
other
and
di-ed meiks, to be divided, the one lialf to be
paid to our exchequer, and the other half to any
person who shall first discover the concealers;
and further, shall be proceeded against as seditious persons, and disaffected to our government.
Likeas, we ordain the said sheriff, his depute, or
any other appointed by him, immediately, upon
the delivery of their said arms or ammunition,
to carry the same to Stirling or Dumbarton
Castles, which shall be next adjacent, there to be
As likewise we
kept by the governor thereof.
command and charge, that all heritors and
parishioners, residing in any of the parishes
within the said bounds, protect and defend the
persons, families, and goods of their respective
ministers within their several parish.es, from all
affronts and injuries to be committed by insolent
and disaffected persons to the present government, as well when they are in the exercise of
:

By

his majesty's

command.
" Lauderdale."

:

That same day the council " appoint a
committee to meet and think upon rules to
judge what persons are disaffected, and the
fittest

means

for

securing the persons of

ministers in every parish."

The

clerk

is

ordered to form proclamations, conform to
the second and third articles of his majesty's
letter.

And

they ordain a warrant to the

advocate to pursue heritors, &c. in terms of

At their next meeting,
March 22d, they approve the two draughts

the sixth article.

of

the

proclamations

laid

before

which are published March 25th.
is,

for bringing in of

arms from the

them,

The

first

shires of

—

the ministerial function, as residing at theii;

;:
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these shires, and gentlemen are only

„„_

allowed to wear walking swords.
seems nobody in these western shu-es were
allowed to have the privilege of defending
themselves or families from thieves and robIt

One pretext

presbyterian principles.

for this

unreasonable treatment of subjects,

is,

" to

prevent the invading the ministers of the
gospel,

who were

as to the bringing in of

brought together, and, a
this,

made

Jointly with this, another

of the same date

is

while after

proclamation

emitted, prohibiting,

all

who withdraw from ordinances,
and keep not their own parish church, to
persons

keep horses above a hundred merks value
as

legal ministers, not only

when

Parishes

done to

in the exercise

of their ministerial function, but

and

little

sea.

among them."

liable for all the injuries

their houses

were cast into the

lawfully admitted preach-

ers of the gospel

are

II.

Indeed

had no great consequence
arms ; a few were

this proclamation

they were so deeply leavened with

bers,

[bOOK

very idle and groundless innuendo.

families

:

when

in

and, accordingly,

may be

seen in the paper

satisfied the prelates

much

fill

been

executed

their

This

itself.*

somewhat, but did not

churches.

Had

against

neglecters

public ordinances, I

all

this

am persuaded

act

of

the king

have occasion to remark, most

might have had some very good horses

iniquitous fines were extorted from parishes,

from many of the managers, and their friends,

as

we

when

shall

thieves and robbers

the curates' houses

;

came and

spoiled

or they themselves, by

and even from some of the bishops themselves,

who

cared very

little

and oppression, had provoked some passionate persons to fright them, which the people

king's letter,

of their parish could neither prevent, neither
so

much

over.

as

these they
tion,

of

knew

the attempt was

of, till

These attempts are charged upon

now

most groundlessly

who were up

presbyterian,

the proclama-

call rebels in

none,

:

I

can learn

and indeed no

at Pentland,

approved these

riots.

little

and as

for,

frequented any assemblies for worship.

their incivilities, injustice, unrighteousness,

That same day, they make a return to the
and acquaint him with what
they had done, and are to do, as to every
article

of his

letter.

A

good part we have

seen in those two proclamations

j

give his majesty their

as

ordering the militia, and

opinion

but they
to

the

some other heads,

of which the curious reader will

perhaps

The

proclamation likewise seems to insinuate as

much, as if those who had been at Pentland,
were in concert with the Dutch ; which is a

*

Proclamation for hrinqinq in horses, March
2bth, 1667.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith

own

houses and dwellings with certification,
that if any injury or affront shall be done to
them, in their persons or goods, that the parishioners wlio shall suffer the same to be done, and
not oppose the doing thereof, shall be repute and
holden as art and part of the said crimes and
violence and be proceeded against by law as
guilty thereof, and punished according to the
And in
quality of their offence with all rigour.
case the said injuries shall be done by surprisal,
that they follow and pursue the committers
thereof, until they apprehend their persons, and
present thera to our secret council, to be judged
otherwise we
by them as they shall order
declare that they themselves shall be liable for
such reparation, damage, and interest, as the
said lords of council shall think fit to determine.
And ordains the said sheriffs to cause intimate
these presents by public proclamation," at the
market-crosses of the head-burghs of the said
respective shires and stewartries, and cause I'ead
the same at all the parish churches within the
said shires and stewartries, upon a Sunday before
noon, after divine service, with all diligence
and that these presents be printed, that none
pretend ignorance.
:

:

;

;

to

our

lovits,

messengers, our sheriffs in that part, conjunctly
and severally, specially coiistitute, greeting
Forasmuch as it is more than high time, to
prevent the rising of disaffected persons, who,
during the continuance of the war with our
foreign enemies, are ready to break out in open
rebellion, and rise in arms against us and our
authority, by disabling them from putting
themselves in a military posture, and in a condition to make any sudden marches, or attempts
upon our well affected subjects, or any part of
our standing forces, or to join with these, who
are of their own pernicious and disloyal principles, who live at a distance from them.
Therefore, we, with advice of the lords of our
privy council, command and charge all persons
within the shires of Lanark, Ayr, Renfrew,
Wigton, and stewartry of Kirkcudbright, of
whatsoever quality, who have refused to accept
of any public trust, or have deserted the same,
being in place; as also, all those who withdraw
from public ordinances, and do not keep their
own parish churches, or do not submit to the
present government of church and state ; as
likewise all those who being Avarned to rise,
and join with our forces, for suppressing the
late rebellion, did not give obedience, unless the

;

CHAP.
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desire to be informed of,
is

and

tiierefore

it

ing the people from these treason-

85
IGC7.

able and fanatic principles, where-

subjoined.*

do not find a sederunt of council from with they have been poisoned by factious
June Gth. The reason preachers, than the encouraging the sober
till
of wliich I do not pretend to give; they use and orthodox clerg)', against whom the
not to have so long intervals. That day a greatest rage appeared in the late rebellion.
I

March 22d,

letter is read from the king, dated May 4th, And whereas we are resolved not only to
" That whereas nothing can be useful for encourage and protect the bishops in the
our service, or more conducible for reclaim- exercise of their callings, and all the ortho-

said persons will take the oath of allegiance,

and

subscribe the declaration appointed by the late
act of parliament, that after the fifteenth day of
l\Iay next, they, by themselves, r;or no persons
to their use and behoof, do not keep any serviceable horses, above the rate of one hundred merks
with
Scots, under any pretext whatsoever
certification, if they fail, that upon information
of any person well affected, the sheriff, or any
two of the justices of peace within the shire,
shall cause value such horses, and finding them
above the rate foresaid, shall cause deliver them
to the informer, and that without any payment
And
or satisfaction to be made therefore.
requires all sheriffs and justices of peace, within
for
issue
orders,
bounds,
to
respective
their
convening the contraveners of this act before
:

them, and causing ajiprize any such horses, by
indifferent persons, that it may be known, if
And, in case
they be above the rate foresaid.
that the persons who compear, shall offer to
purge themselves of any suspicion of disaffection to our government, upon the accounts
foresaid, that they administer to them the
oath of allegiance, and offer the declaration
to be subscribed by them, which being taken,
and subscribed by them, as said is, then we
enjoin tiiem to dismiss the said persons with
their horses, to be kept by them, without any

in a short time to give your majesty a
As to the second and
account thereof.
sixth articles, which relate only to some western
shires, we have issued a proclamation in yom-

and hope
full

name, for calling in all arms and
ammunition, and securing from violence the
persons of ministers in those places, whereof
printed copies are herewith transmitted to your
majesty's,

As to the third, for seizing all
serviceable horses belonging to disaffected or
suspected persons, we have agreed upon some
characters whereby such persons may be known,

majesty.

and accordingly have emitted a proclamation
hut because it is not clear to us that your
;

majesty did intend that this shall be put in
execution over all the kingdom, we have
restricted it only to some western shires, until

we know your majesty's further pleasure. As
to the fourth, we having considered the late act

of parliament, whereby the estates did tender to
V'tur majesty twenty thousand foot, and two
thousand horse, to be levied out of all the shires
and boroughs of the kingdom, according to the
proportions therein set down, and humbly conceive at this time your majesty may nominate
ofiieers for the several divisions, as the said act
bears; yet because there will be great difficulty
to get arms, and a burden to the subjects to
provide for the whole number, that it may
further trouble or molestation, otherwise, that prove more effectual for your majesty's service,
And ordains the that the half of that number may always be in
they proceed as said is.
sheriffs of the said shires, to cause intimate readiness to be trained in their several divisions,
these presents by public proclamation, at the for to march to any place they shall be appointed
market-crosses of the bead burghs of the said it is our humble opinion, that your majesty may
respective shires and stewartries, and cause read order only the half to be always in readiness,
the same at all the parish churches of the said when they shall be called to these duties, and
bounds, upon a Sunday before noon, after divine the rest if necessity require; and seeing the
service, with all diligence, and that these pre- western shires, who are to be disarmed, and
sents be printed, that none pretend, ignorance.
their horses taken from them, cannot be ordered
to have their militia in readiness, they must be
* Council's letter to the king, March 2hth, 1667.
excepted out of that order, and no officers are to
Most sacred sovereign, In obedieisce to your be coramissionate by your majesty as to these
majesty's letter of the 12th of this instant, we hounds ; yet it is offered to us by duke Hamilton,
have seriously gone about the performance of that as many horsemen may be got out of
these particulars recommended to us, with that Lanarkshire as their proportion will amount to,
diligence and faithfulness which is suitable to who will take the oath cf allegiance and declarayour majesty's tender care of this your ancient tion, upon which account we humbly may name
kingdom, and your royal wisdom, in providing ofiieers of horse as to that shire. As to the
timously for such means as may secure your fifth, anent providing of arms and ammunition,
royal subjects from the dangers that are threat- we have recommended the performance thereof
ened from your enemies abroad, and the disaf- to the lord commissioner his grace, who (we
fected party amongst ourselves, whose rebellious are confident) will effectually go about the same.
principles may have led them, in this juncture As to the last, orders are given to your majesty's
of affairs, to desperate and new undertakings
advocate to intent processes against all such
and, after full deliberation, have resolved on the persons as are named in that article, before the
found
ourselves
whereof
w-e
following orders,
justice-general, that the sentence of forfeiture
bound in duty to give your majesty an account. may be given against them without delay so
As to the first, concerning the tender of the oath praying Gbd to bless your majesty and all your
of allegiance and declaration, to active and lead- undertakings, we remain yoin- majesty's most
ing persons of the disaffected party, we are faithful and obedient subjects and servants.
i-esolved to go about the same with all diligence, Subscribed ut sederunt.
:

—

:

:

;
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clergy under them, but also to

discountenance

who

soever,

disaffection to that order

therefore
nestly

of what quality

all

show any

shall

we do more

recommend

it

I

I

disrespect or

and

who are

to j'ou,

all

trusted

manner of coun-

tenance and encouragement to the ortho-

dox

and to

clergy,

punish

any

severely

upon them to
the end that they may be the more endeared
to their people, when they see how careful

affronts or disrespect put

we, and

;

our authoritj' under us, are

in

all

of their protection in the due exercise of

Indeed when many of the

their calling."

orthodox clergy, as their name now

is,

terms, the forfeitin

is

letter

IT.

from the

warm
who had been

read, pressing, in

of such

and escaped from

in the risin

ear-

under us with the government of that our
ancient kingdom, to give

king to the council

concerned

and government

especially

[bOOK

That same day, another

took

commanding allheritorsand

parishioners within

the western shires there mentioned, to protect

and defend the persons,

families,

and goods of

their respective ministers, within the several
parishes, from all affronts and injuries to be
committed by insolent and disaffected persons
to tiie present government, in manner, with,
and under the certifications and pains therein
contained and nevertheless, the malice and rage
of such persons is so imidacable against loyal
ministers, upon no otiier account, but that they
are faithful and obedient to our laws and
authority, that of late, since the said proclama:

divei-s outrages
have been committed
within the said westei'n and other shires, by
wounding
invading and
the persons of several

tion,

ministers, assaulting

them

in their houses,

and

plundering and

robbing their goods, to the
great scaiuial of religion, contempt of our
discouragement
of the preachers
authority,
and
by their doctrine and a proper ministerial
and it is a great encouragement to
of the gospel
carriage, but, by their violent persecuting
such sacrilegious and wicked persons, that
temper, drew down the hatred of their within the jiarishes where such insolencies are
committed and done to ministers, there are not
people, there was no other way left to supwanting persons of the same temper and prinport them, but the secular arm that had ciples, who do secretly favour and encourage and
with them and they do presume that
made the bishops, and forced in this clergy comjily
the actors withdrawing, the parishioners will
upon Scotland. I have heard nothing of not be questioned, and that they will not think
any rage, or particular injuries done to the themselves concerned to I'epair the wrongs done
Therefore we, with advice of
to the ministers.
episcopal ministers, by the people who the lords of our privy council, command and
were in arms lately ; but somewhat of charge all heritors, liferenters, and others having
any real interest oi' rent within the several
the nature of this letter was necessary parishes of the kingdom, whether they resids
when
was
found
it
proper within the same or not, their bailies, chamberat this time,
lains, and others having trust under them, and
to take a different course from what the all other parishioners, to protect, defend, and
According to this secure the persons, families, and goods of their
prelates inclined to.
ministers, not only in the exercise of their
letter, and indeed beyond the expressions
ministerial function, but in their dwellingin it, a proclamation is emitted next coun- houses, or being elsewhere within the parish,

no care to

conciliate respect to themselves

;

;

cil

day,

June

13th,

parishioners liable for
to

:

all

and that

ministers,

terms

making

and we

and

heritors

the damages done
the

in

strongest

shall afterwards find

rously enough put in execution.

rigo-

it

Since

I

have insert

it

from

all injuries, affronts,

and prejudices, which

they may incur in their persons and goods, from
the violence and invasion of any disaffected or
and that upon the notice of any
fanatic person
attempt of such, they immediately repair to any
pla<'e where they shall hear such injuries are
offered, and seize upon the persons of the
committers and in case they flee out of the
said bounds, that they give notice to the sheriff,
or any garrison, or forces that shall be nearest to
these places, that they may pursue them till
they be apprehended and brought to trial
with certification, that if any such outrages
shall be committed, the actors and all persons
who shall have any accession to the same, and
shall aid and assist, or any way com])ly with,
or shall willingly reset or conceal the delinquents, shall be proceeded against, and punished
with all severity, as equally guilty with the
invaders.
And further, if they be not appre;

;

have not seen
below,*

and

in print,

it

it

i;pon the matter

I

needs no remarks

may

fall in

;

some

afterwards.

:

*

Proclamiition about miuista-s,

June MUi,

16t>7.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, delender of the
faith

;

to

our

lovits,

messengers, our sheriffs, in that part conjunctly

and severally specially constitute, greeting":
Forasmuch as, we, by divers ai;ts of parliament
and pi-()clamations, have expressed and declared
our royal care and resolution to protect the
orthodox and well affected clergy and ministers
and to th;it effect and purpose a proclamation
was issued by us, upon the 5th of March last,

trial, by the means and
diligence of the parishioners, letters shall be
directed at the instance of om- advocate, to cite
the parishioners to compear before the lords of
our privy council, at the least to send three or
four of their number, specially authorized for

hended and brought to

CHAP.
it;
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the issue of which

the

August

former

was the

justiciary

we have seen
The king there
That some of his judges
15th, as

section.

The

project being

87
now formed

,„„_

above, and things thus di'-posed for

slackening severities against the presbyte-

rians, and dismissing the army, Sir Robert
makes an innuendo.
with Murray came down from court, to get a
were too favourable to that party
some other particulars, which the reader true account of the state of the country,
will best see in the proclamation itself, and the carriage of the army.
He was
which I have annexed in a note.* The a very learned and ingenious gentleman, a
occasion of it was the clamour of the great ornament of his country, a diligent
;

made upon
Mr. Patrick Swinton, curate of Borgue, in

bishops, and an alleged attempt

Galloway,

who was indeed

the persecution of that

very active in

countr3\

I

;

offer to vindicate

and
it

I will

in

deed, true and

own who have

any irregular attempt, even under provocation, is a fault

promoter of every branch of useful knowledge, and moderate in his temper.
In-

not in the least

for

it,

makes

useful learning

heartily against

conscience' sake, and friendly to

liberties

of their country.

all

persecution

The

the

primate's

contradictory accounts, and the great inter-

any whosomever.

that eifect, to he.ir and see the parishioners,
decerned to pay the minister for reparation,
damage, and interest, such a sum and fine as
our council sliall be pleased to determine specially,
consideration being always had of well atfected
heritors and parishioners, who constantly attend
the public ordinances, and as they are required
by the ministers, concur with them in the
exercise of church discipline, who are to be
tried to be such by the justices of peace, or
their judge ordinary, and a citation of the

those heritors, gentlemen, and ministers,
were in actual arms in the late rebellion, or

who
who

gathered together without our authority, in
order to join \vith the rebels.
We expect you
will be careful to hasten that process, and give
us an account of it.
And whereas we are
informed, that divers of the rebels do liu'k or
wander in the country, we do now further
require you to issue a proclamation in our name,
by which all the rest of the rebels v.'ho are not
yet taken may be cited by name, to appear at a
certain day to be named by you, to the end they
may be proceeded against according to \aw, and
that such as do not appear may be criminally

parishioners in general, at the market-cross of
the shire, being intimate at the parish church
upon a Sunday before noon, after divine service,
"wc declare to be suffittient
and the said sum outlawed and declared fugitives ; and that all
modified, shall be divided amongst the heritors who shall afterwards reset, conceal, or keep any
and liferenters, and others, according to their manner of correspondence with any of them,
This you
respective valuations, and is to be advanced and may be punished according to law.
paid by them to the sheriffs, stewards, or bailies are to do in the ordinary form, with all clauses
necessary.
And
whereas
we
have
been several
of regalities and bailiaries, who are hereby
ordaiiied by themselves or deputes, to uplift the times informed, that both in the commission for
same for the use of the minister, and to use all church affairs, and at our council-board, those
lawful execution for that effect, and for relief of who have been cited for conventicles, and other
the said heritors, liferentei's, and others foresaid, crimes contrary to law, nay, even divers of the
their several tenants are hereby ordained to pay rebels have been pleaded for, and countenanced,
the third part of the several proportions payable even in these our judicatories, and to this day
to their masters ; and where any person has more we could never hear any body named or contenants than the third part payable for relief descended upon ; therefore we do positively
of their master, is to be divided and proportioned command j'ou our commissioner, when by any
betwixt their tenants ]>n)]i(iitioiial!y, and accord- person in authority under us any obstruction
ing to the duty they ]iay resi)e(tive ; and if any is given to our service, any forslowing our
question arise thereaiiciit, cither amongst the commands, by countenancing or pleading for
tenants themselves, oi- the tenants and their forfeitcrs, conventicle-keepers, or disobedient
masters, the same to be determined by the persons to ecclesiastical government, who shall
justice of peace, sheriff of the shire, or other be brought befcn-e any of these judicatories, that
judges ordinary, in whose jurisdiction they j'ou our commissioner give us particular inforreside, in the option of the complainers.
And mation of the names of such persons who are in
ordains these presents to be printed, and pub- any trust under us, to the end we may take
lished at the market-crosses of the head burghs such courses therewith, as may thereafter preof this kingdom, and read at all parish churches vent such practices.
And because it will be
npon a Sunday before noon, after divine service, necessary for our service, that a constant correthat none pretend ignorance.
spondence be kept betwixt you and our lieutenant
of Ireland, you shall settle a way of correspond* King's letter to the council about forfeitures,
ence through that part of Scotland, as we will
Mmj ith.
order our lieutenant to do the like in the Irish
Charlks R.
side ; and so we bid you heartily farewell.
Right trusty, &(;.
gi-eet you well.
Given at our court at Whitehall, the fourth
did by our despatch, which our major-general day of May, and of our reign the nineteenth
carried, amongst other things, require you to year.
By his majesty's command,
cause proceed in a process of forfeiture, against
Lauderdale.
:

We

We

—

;
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concerned

est these

166/.

in

the army, had
•'

ably

.

in the Scots council, all the coun-

as

and

;

all this

we have heard

;

almost being under pay, made the mitted to come to

sellors

Scotland.

In

Robert admitted to the

— While

Robert

Sir

efforts possible

June, I find

office

in

is

Sir

upon

II.

The council grants him liberty,

king very justly suspect the informations he sary affairs."
got from

[BOOK

mere nonconformity^
craving he might be perEdinburgh about neces-

for

bond, under the penalty of

giving

of justice-clerk. ten thousand merks, to return to his conall the finement betwixt and the first of August next.

Scotland,

That same day, July Uth, the councU
some evidences of the have before them a report of a committee

were made by the prelates and

the army to force

now

necessity of the continuing the forces

One day, letters come in

in

they had appointed for considering the case

of the prisoners after Pentland, and

come
Whigs were in arms again. to the following issue as to this matter.
" The lords of his majesty's privy council,
Indeed another Pentland would not have been
unwelcome to some now. At another time, having considered the report of their comthe accounts came in of attacks upon the mittee for examining the prisoners in the
pay.

to Edinburgh,

signifying that the

of Edinburgh and Canongate,
I find it believed tolbooths
by people who understood the circumstances upon the account of their accession to the
of those attempts, that some of the army late rebellion ; bearing, that they have examlegal ministers' houses.

did personate

and

rifled,

the Whigs, and plundered, ined the said prisoners, and thereafter con-

or at least threatened

the curates' houses

;

some of sidered

but having seen no them

particular proofs of this fact, I cannot assert

classes.

However, those attempts were made a and

it.

own

their

Some

1.

are,

confessions,

do

come under one of

to

find all of

these

four

that are risen in arms,

by their own confession, clearly

strong argument for the keeping up of the guilty of rebellion, and refuse the allegiance

army

yea.

J

William

Sir

Bannantyne was and

sent into Galloway a second time, to exact

the bonds he had taken from a great

which yet were not payable

there,

till

2. These who
are so
and are content to take the allegiance

declaration.

guilty,

many and

declaration.

3.

These who have been

Martin- taken upon suspicion, that they have had

mas, in hope that the poor people might be some accession, by resetting, abetting, or
prevailed with to resist such palpable injustice

;

and great was the struggle

cil-board

preserve

to

at the coun-

the army, the chief as

hope and support of the bishops.
Till

concluded,

it

was not found proper

forces

many

:

j'et

guilt,

once the peace with Holland was

band the

otherwise complying, and nevertheless deny

they had any accession, and against

but meanwhile,

to dis-

I find, in

there

is

whom

no evidence or probation of

v/ho refuse to ttJce the declaration.

These who are in the condition above
written, and are content to take the declara4.

tion

:

in

which several

classes the

committee

upon the account of have placed the several prisoners, conform
Pentland, are set at liberty, upon their to the lists thereof, given in.
The said
signing the declaration
and some favours lords having considered the said report,
are granted, but awkwardly enough, to some with his majesty's letter, giving order for
July,

prisoners,

;

presbyterian gentlemen confined and impris-

sending such of the said prisoners as were
William Lawrie, tutor of Blackvood, guilty, to the plantations, do ordain the per-

oned.
is

allowed to

come out of the

Castle of sons contained in the

first

class,

who

are

Edinburgh, and to have the liberty of the clearly guilty of rebellion, to be sent to
town, about his affairs. James Hamilton of Barbadoes with the first opportunity ; and

Aikenhead

(at

the writing of

this,

1715, ordain a letter to be written to the secretarj',

dead) applies the council, showing, to endeavour to procure his majesty's par" he had been confined to the town of Inver- don and favour for the two prisoners in the
lately

ness,

and

liberties thereof, for ten

months

second

class

:

ordain these in the third class

and, after the payment of a good part of to continue in prison

and recommend to
was confined to his own house, and the former committee to examine how and
a mile about it, where he had lived peace- by whom they were imprisoned, and to call

his fine,

;

1
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these «-lio did imprison them, to give evi-

dence against thom

;

and ordain those in the

fourth class to be set at liberty tbrtli

of

prison, tlicy taking the oath of allegiance

and declaration ; and such of them as are
able, finding caution to appear « hen they
shall be called, and to keep his majesty's
peace in the meantime; and such of them as
ai-e not able, enacting themselves to that

under the penalties contained in the
laws and acts of parliament." By the registers of August 1st, I find that Lauderdale
received this opinion of the council; and
effect,

—

acquaints them, as the king's will, that as

Simpson and Rome of Beech, the two
spoken of, the king remits them to the
council, and approves of M'hat they had
done, and leaves it to the council to determine of all the commons that were in rebelto

lion, as

they shall think best for his service,

and the quiet of the nation reserving the
landed men, and such as are under process
for treason, to the due course of the law.
And this power, as to the commons, is after;

guards explained,

of

all

the

upon the

commons

coimcil's desii-e,

at Peutlaud,

whether in

presbyterians

89

had

breathing, when,

a

considerable

upon the event of

1667.

a peace abroad, they expected the utmost
rigom-, and the bisliops resolved it.
The

we have heard passed this month,
balanced the dissolution of the army, to
forfeitures

the

t«o

chief officers, Dalzlel and

mond, and the

rest

behoved

Drum-

to be satisfied.

I am told the archbishop of Glasgow was
extremely chagrined at this step, and said,

"

Now that the anny was disbanded, the gos-

pel

would go out of his

diocese."

The king's

very peremptory, and the army is
paid and disbanded, except two troops of
letter is

horse,

and Linlithgow's foot guards.

Now,

managed by the
more moderate part of the council, Tweedfor a season, matters are

Robert Mun-ay, and others, under

dale, Sir

the direction of Lauderdale.

When

the

anny

question in council

be kept in peace
the

two

is.

is

removed, the next

How the country shall

mthout

the

army ?

Here

different parties in council acted

theu' different parts, according to their differ-

ing views and designs.
their party,

The bishops and

who had managed

all

here for

some time, were violently for pressing the
At length a letter from the king, dated declaration upon all suspected persons, and
August 13th, comes dowT^i, peremptorily no doubt quoted the king's letter of March
Forfeitures and spoil
ordering the disbanding the army; see note.* last, allowing this.
The jjcace with France, Holland, and Den- A^ere now a little out of their present hopes,
mark, had been concluded in the end of but still that party continued to press the
July.
The nation could not much longer harshest measures they had any prospect of
prison or not.

bear an army, at least acting as they did,
without ruin. A captain's place was now
as profitable as a good estate and no redi-ess

accompUshing,

could be got of the cnielties and injustice

this

committed by them, the privy council being
mostly made up of the army. By, this the

ai-my heartily joined them.

;

expecting such measures
might at length in-itate the covmtry, and
open a new door for \-iolence and force. In

good friends concerned in the
The moderate
party, Tweeddale, Kincardine, Cochran, and
their

* King's letter to council,

August 23d, 1667.
together with the orders for publishing the
Charles R.
peace, send particular orders for disbanding all
Right trusty, &c. We greet you well. The the troops, and as many of the foot as we shall
gi'eat care we had of the honour and safety of think fit
in the mean time, we have given
that our ancient kingdom, ohliged us to raise command to our commissioner of our treasury,
both horses and foot, in a proportion much to use all possible endeavours for raising money
above what that kingdom could long bear; and to pay these troops and companies so to be
now when God hath blessed us with so fair a disbanded and we do require you of our privy
prospect of peace, that same care obliges us to council, to be assistant with your utmost conease the country of so heavy a burden, as soon currences, in what shall be desired by the
as is possible
therefore we have thought fit commissioners of our treasury for that effect
and necessary to acquaint you with our resolu- so expecting your obedience in so necessary a
tion to disband all the horse (excepting the two
work, we bid you heartily farewell. Given at
troops of the guards commanded by you, our our court at Whitehall, the 23d day of August,
commissioner, and the earl of Newburgh), as 1667, and of our reign the I9th year.
By his
also the greatest part of the foot.
"VVe shall
majesty's command,
Laudebdai-e.
:

:

:

—

II.
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„„ Sir Robert Miu-ray, who now had
16G7. .,
.,1,
the treasury lu coramisision, with
,

•

.

.

•

rose lord register,

John Nisbet lord

James Lockhart of Lee, the
Haltoun and Niddry." The council,

such as joined them, proposed a bond of

Miu-ray, Sir
lairds of

to

II.

advocate, the lord justice-clerk, Sir Robert

peace to be taken and subscribed by

all

Sii-

[BOOK

M'hom it should be tendered; and alleged after their debates are over, offer some prothis woidd either be taken, and so the end positions to the king, for the peace of the
proposed was gained; or be refused, and country when the ai-my is disbanded, that
then the refusers, which they imagined after examination he may signify his pleaswould be very few, would be exposed, and ure thereanent; and they are as follow:
every body woiUd observe their unaccoimt- " 1st, That a proclamation be issued, bearing
ableness, in standing out against so reason-

able

and easy a demand.

After abundance

of warm reasoning anent the

two

expedients,

a general pardon and indemnity to

were

are forfeited, or under the process of forfeit-

the council came to state the vote, which

m-e

of them should be gone into, the declara-

lion,

tion, or

were

bond of peace.

called,

\Vhen the roUs

Sir Peter Wedderbiu-n clerk

carried.

have done violence to the persons of

ministers, invaded their houses, or robbed

and taken away

theii-

Murray conti'adicted
were again called, and

council shall appoint, betwixt and a blank
day, and giving bond, and sufficient siu'ety

the clerk affirmed a second time the decla-

for the peace, or

Robert a second time
Great heat arose, and
contradicted him.
the chancellor blamed Sir Robert for ques-

bond and

ration carried.

goods, the said persons

indemnified always coming in to such as the

fii'st

Sir Robert
rolls

as also all such, as since the late rebel-

;

expedient

to the council affinned, the

bim, and the

that

all,

in the late rebellion, except these that

Sii*

tioning the clerk's fidelity.

He

answered,

othermse give

their

own

their oath, that they are not able

to find caution, at the sight of these

—

who

shaU be appointed by the council. 2dly,
Tliat such noblemen and gentlemen, heritors

he would credit his own senses more than

and

any clerk in the world. And the rolls being
called, and the votes distinctly and narrowly
marked, it was foimd the bond of peace was
voted to be the expedient, by the jilurality.
This council-day, September 13th, the
members were fully convened both sides
had mustered their forces, and there were
present, " earl of Rothes the king's commissioner, archbishops of St Andrews and
Glasgow, duke Hamilton, marquis of Mon-

blank sums of money, for themselves, and

:

trose, earls of Kelly,

Weems,

Au'lie, Callen-

feiiars,

who

shall subscribe

their respective tenants

bonds for

and servants to keep

the peace; the said noblemen and gentlemen,
heritors and feuar, for their relief

and secu-

have power and warrant to take
bonds from their tenants and servants for
blank sums of money, not to rise in arms
against, or without the king's authority; and
not to buy any arms, or keep horses above
rity, shall

the value of threescore pounds Scots

power

;

with

to disarm their tenants, and if they

dar, Annandale, Tweeddale, Kincardine, and
Dundee,* lords Drumlanerk, Sinclair, Coch-

refuse to give bonds, as said

ran, Bellenden, general Dalziel, lieutenant-

remove them from

general Drimimond, Sir John Gilmom- lord

they have standing tacks or rentals for years
yet to run, that they raise letters, and charge

president of the session. Sir Archibald Prim-

if

is,

in that case,

they have no tacks nor rentals, that they

them

their possessions

for that effect

;

and

if

under the signet of the

privy council, for which these shall be a
* This was John, third and

He

died in the

without

issue,

summer

last earl of Dundee.
of the following vear

and the

earl of Lauderdale
obtained a grant of his estate from the crown for
his brother Hatton.
In 1684, Dudhope, the

was bestowed, as a reward for his
butcheries, upon John Graham, better known in
Scotland by the name of bloody Clavers who,
in 1668 was created viscount of Dundee, and in

family

seat,

;

the following year fell in the battle of Killicranky.
Scots Peerage, vol. i. pp. 446, Am.— Ed.

sufficient

wan-ant to the clerk thereof to

grant the same, and shall cause denounce

them rebels, and put them to the horn;
whereupon it is declared, that their masters
shall

have the

gift

of then- single, or liferent

escheat gratis, in so far as

theii-

may be extended

rooms and possessions belonging to
3dly, That a militia be setmasters.

to the

—

—
CHAP.

tied, in that

way

that his majesty shall be

pleased to appoint.

—

may

royal pleasure

blemen,
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That the king's

4thly,

be knowai, as to

gentlemen,

all

and

heritors,

no-

feuars,

Avho shall enter in bond for themselves, or
tlieir

tenants and servants to keep the peace,

and,

it'

they need, to be pressed with the

—5thly,

the proclamation, dated the 25th of

March

..

in relation to all such

last,

have already taken the oath of allegiance
and declaration, or who have carried arms
for our authority against those in the late
as

These, we hope, shall prove

rebellion.

effectual

means

for

securing

the

peace.

That an

Yet, lest there should be any so malicious

express order be sent for taking off the pro-

as not to accept of this our gracious pardon,

clamation of the 25th of March last for bring-

and for the more effectual executing of what
is proposed, we do require you to advise of

taking of the declaration.

ing in of horses and arms, as to

all

such as

have taken the oath of allegiance and declaration, or have can-ied arms for his

the most convenient quarters for the horse

majesty's authority against those in the

speedily march thithe)*, and carefully observe

late rebellion."

— Upon the

8th of October,

the king's letter in answer to their proposals,

may

and foot yet standing, to the end they
such orders as you shall appoint.

We

do

again repeat what we seriously recommended

comes to be read, %vith a proclamation of by our last letter from Whitehall, concernpardon and indemnity, dated October 1st. ing countenancing our archbishojjs and
This 1 have insert here from the register, bishops, and all the orthodox clergy. And
as follows:
" Charles, &c.

as

we have

here signified our pleasure about

Whereas you, having- con- youj- proposals for the quiet of the kingdom;
sidered of the best and most effectual ways, so we are no less solicitous for the peace
for securing of the peace of that our king- and quiet of the church, recommending to
dom, did, upon the 13th of September last, you, that all prudent and effectual course
offer to us five proposals, that after exami- may be pursued for the peace and quiet of
nation thereof, we might signify oiu" royal the chiu'ch, for obedience to the good laws
pleasiu-e and commands concerning them. made thereanent, and for punishing the
We have considered the said proposals, and contemners and disobeyers of the same.
have thought fit to return you this our And so we bid you heartily farewell.
answer, that we approve of the first proposal; Given at oiu- court at Whitehall, the first
and in piu-suance thereof, we send you this day of October, 1GG7, and of our reign
enclosed proclamation, which we require you the nineteenth year.
By his majesty's
We do command.
to publish in the ordinary way.
" Lauderdale."
also approve the second proposal, and
require you speedily to give order for these
I find by the registers, that there hath
bonds from the uoblemeu, gentlemen, heriand then- been heat among the counsellors upon
tors, feuars, for themselves,
respective tenants and servants to keep the

receiving of this letter, and the council do

peace, and for their relief as

expressed in

not, as hitherto they never failed since the

to the thii-d proposal,

restoration, order inunediate publication of

shall give orders sjjeedily for settling a

the king's proclamation, but appoint a com-

As

that proposal.

we

is

our ancient kingdom.

militia in that

answer to the fom-th proposal,

it

is

In
oiu*

royal pleasure, as to the noblemen, gentle-

men,

heritors,

and

feuars,

who

shall enter

in bonds for themselves, tenants

and

ser-

mittee to consider the letter and proclamation.

To-morrow, October 9th, the council

order some alterations to be made in the
names of the excepted persons, in the

proclamation of indemnity. They find there

no such person as

Row

chaplain to

vants, to keep the peace, according to the

is

second proposal, that they be not pressed with

Scotstarbet.

taking the declaration, enjoined by the act

Kersland to be designed younger,

of parliament for persons of public trust.

to be designed chaplain to Scotstarbet,

And

Paton they order to be designed late
preacher, and Row's name to be scored outj.

lastly,

proposal,

in

we do

pursuance

of

yom-

fifth

authorize you to take off

They order

Caldwell

and

Mr

Trail

and

:
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and then appoint the proclamation
'

to be printecL

This pardon

and

I

have subjoined

indemnity had

it.*

this

[BOOK
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with about forty executed, and a hundred
killed, and a good many who died of their
wounds, do make up near a third part of the

by some, when it people who had been actually in the engagement at Pentland and the rest were such
it pardoned
whose names they had not come to the
all, in the middle very few, and in the close
none at all. After the amendments made knowledge of, and generally mean country
upon this proclamation, which are censm-es people, whom they needed scarce notice.
on theii- own rashness and inconsiderateness So the king's mercy in this indemnity does
on their former acts, among the excepted not extend itself very far. The exception
some still remain dead, and others of them of robbing ministers' hoiises, is cast in to
who were not at Pentland, as hath been throw an odium upon all engaged in that
remarked. In short, the reader will notice, appearance. It hath been already noticed,
that the same lists almost are in the procla- that at this time it was alleged, some of the
mation discharging harbour, the advocate's army, under the mask of these honest
commission for processing by forfeitiu-e, and people, had been put upon this work; but
these exceptions in the pardon. The excep- I can find no presbyterians engaged in those
tions are very large, about sixty in niunber, attacks.
The last and greatest clog put
and include the persons of any consideration upon the indemnity is, the bond of peace,
almost, which they got notice of.
These, with a clause of nonresistance in it, which
remark made upon

came

*

it

out, that in the beginning

King's pardim

and

indeimiilj/ to those

;

in the

rebellion, October, ist, 1667.

Charles, bj' the grace of God, king of Scotland, Ellwand, France, and Ireland, defender
of the faith; to all and sundry our lieges and
subjects whom these presents do, or may concern,
greeting
Forasmuch as it hath been alwaj's our
greatest care, that our good subjects maj' live in
peace and happiness under our government, so
we have, for that purpose, been more desirous
to make use of our mercy, to induce them to a
dutiful submission to our laws, than to take
special notice of anj' disorders committed by
them, as the acts of indemnity and grace lately
granted by us will witness.
And the same
tenderness towards them still possessing us, in
order to those who have been seduced and misled in the late rebellion and insurrection that
appeared in some of the western shires, in the
month of November last, we are resolved that
our mercy to them shall far exceed our justice
and therefore, out of our special grace and
favour, we do by these presents grant our full
:

and

free pardon and indemnity to all persons
engaged in the said rebellion, or who
had accession thereto, from all pain or punishment which bj' the law they are liable to for the
said rebellion, and for all deeds done by them in

who were

the same, or in relation thereto
excepting always from tliis pardon, the persons and fortunes
of Colonel James Wallace, major Learmont,
JMaxwell of Monrief younger,
M'Lellan of Barscob,
Gordon of Parbreck,
M'Lellan of Balmagechpn,
Cannon of
Burnshalloch younger,
Cannon of Barley,
younger,
Cannon of Mordrogget younger,
Welsh of Scar,^
W'vlsh of"Cornley,^I
;

Gordon of Garrery

in Keils,

Robert Chalmers

Henry Gricr in Balmaclellan, David Stot in Irorgiay, John Gordon in
Midtoun of Dairy, William Gordon there,
John M'Naught there, Robert and Gilbert
Cannons there,
Gordon of Bar,, elder, in
brother to Gadgirth,

Kilpatrick-durham, Patrick IVI'Naughtin CumGordon of
nock, John M'Naught his son,
Dempster of Carridow,
Holm younger,
Sundiwall,
of
of Dargoner,
Ramsay in the Mains of Arnistoun, John
Hutchison in Newbottle, Patrick Liston iu
Calder, William Liston his son, James Wilkie in the Mains of Cliftonhall, the laird of Caldwell, the good-man of Caldwell, younger, the
laird of Kersland younger, the laird of BedlandPorterfield of Quarrelton,
Cuningham,

Lockhart
Alexander Porterfield his brother,
Trail, son to Mr
of Wicketshaw, Mr
Robert Trail, sometime chaplain to Scotstarbet,
in Pokelly, Mr Gabriel Semple, John
Mr John Guthrie, Mr John Welsh,
Samuel Arnot, Mr James Smith, Mr AlexOrr, Mr William Veitch,
ander Pedden, Mr
Crooksbanks,
Mr
Paton preacher, Mr
Mr Gabriel Maxwell, Mr John Carstairs, Mr
James Mitchell, Mr William Forsyth, and of
all others who are forfeited, and who are under

David Poe
Semple,

Mr

process of forfeiture as also excepting all such
who, since the late rebellion, have been accessory
to the robbing of ministers' houses, and committing violences upon the persons of ministers, and
who shall be processed for the same, and found
guilty thereof, betwixt and the first day of
December next ensuing ; but with this express
condition always, that this pardon shall only
extend to such who, betwixt and the first day of
Jarmary next, shall make their appearance
before such as are authorized for that effect, and
shall give bond and security for keeping the public peace of our kingdom ; and that such of
them as shall give their oath that they caiinot
find se('urity and caution, give their own bond
And this our royal favour
for that purpose.
and grace, we appoint to be published at the
market-cross of Edinburgh, and other royal
burghs of these shires. Given at our court at
Whitehall, the first day of October, one thousand six hundred and sixty-seven, and of our
reign the nineteenth yeai'.
:
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it almost useless to any who had
been at Pentland; aild very few of them,
as far as I hear of, took it.
However, this

reiulered

pardon, such as

it

was, tended to the quiet

of the country, and joined with the disbanding of the army, which was by far the
more merciful and gracious act, gave a
little

to

be dismissed

upon

signing the bond.

That same day, the council

agi'ee

upon

the bond of peace to be signed by noblemen,
gentlemen, heritors, and feuars, for themselves, tenants,

act thereanent,

and servants, and make an
which I have insert be-

breathing to the presbyterians in the

west and south.

Jointly with this indemnity

the council publish their act of the same
date, containing the names of the persons

appointed by them in the different shires, to
take subscriptions from such as claimed

by this indemnity, and annex the
copy of the bonds, with caution and without

benefit

it,

Edinburgh,

93

them ; which the reader will
and order all the prisoners at

required of

find below,*

* Council's act aneiit the iniIemnU>/, ivilh the bond
of peace, October 9lh, 1G67.

The

lords of his majesty's privy council, in
liis majesty's gracious pleasure,
contained in his royal proclamation above-mentioned, do give power, warrant, and commission
to the persons following, within the several
bounds and jurisdictions under-written, viz.:—
to the lord Lee, the lairds of Kaploch, Corhouse,
Cambusnethan, Sir John Whiteford and
John Hamilton of Raitli, sheritf-depute for the
sheriffdom of Lanark, the master of Cochran,
Sir John Cochran, the Lord Stair, Sir Thomas
Wallace of Craigie,
John Cunningham
advocate,
.Tames Cunningham sherifl-depute
of Ayr,
Hugh Montgomery sheriti'-depute

of the said bonds, that the said commissioners
give a testificate under their hands, bearing that
they have signed the same, and are thereby to
have the benefit of his majesty's pardon, contained in the foresaid proclamation
and ordain
all such bonds as shall be subscribed by the said
persons to bereturnedby the said commissioners
to the clerk of his majesty's council, that they
may be insert and registrate in the books thereof,
betwixt and the fifteenth day of January next.
And ordain these presents, with the said proclamation and bonds under-written, to be printed,
and published by macers or messengers of arms,
at the market-cross of Edinburgh, and at the
market-crosses of Lanark, Ayr, liuufrew, Wigton, stewartry of Kirkcudbright, Dumfries,
and other places needful, that none pretend
ignorance.
:

pursuance of

Mr

Mr

Mr
Mr

of Renfrew, and William Cunningham late
provost of Ayr, for the sheriffdoms of Ayr and
Renfrew ; the master of Herries, the sheriff of
Galloway, the laird of Baldoon,
Maxwell
of Munshes, and
Maxwell of Woodhead,
for the sheriffdom of Wigton and stewartry of
Kirkcudbright ; James Crichton of St Leonard's, the lairds of Craigdarroch and Wester-raw
Douglas of Mousehill, and
Canuthers
of Ilowmains, for the sheritt'dom of Dumfries,
and stewartry of Annandale, or any two of
them for ilk shire and stewartry above specified,
and to the lords of session, or any two of them,
for all the other bounds and shires of the kingdom, to meet and convene at the head burghs of
the respective shires and stewartries, and the
lords of session to meet at Edinburgh, upon the
twenty-second and twenty-ninth of October
instant, and the first and last Tuesdays of both
the months of November and December thereafter, and there to receive bonds for keeping of
the peace, from all such persons as have been
accessory to the late insurrection, and are now
to have the benefit of bis majesty's pardon, in
maimer contained in his majesty's proclamation,
that is to say, bond and caution from all such as
are able to find caution, and that under such
pains as the said commissioners, or respective
quorums thereof, shall appoint and for such as
shall make faith, that they ai-e not able to find
caution, that they accept from theui their own
bonds, conform to the tenor of the bond hereunto
subjoined and upon the said persons subscribing
:

:

Pet.

Wedderburn,

cl. seer.

concUii.

Follows the tenor of the bond to be subscribed by
such of the rebels as are able to find caution.
I, A. B.
bind and oblige me that I shall
keep the public peace, and that I shall not rise
in arms against, or without his majesty's
authority, under all highest pains that may
follow, in case I shall do any thing in the
contrary and for further surety, C. D. doth
bind and oblige himself as cautioner for me,
for my keeping of the peace, and performance
of the obligement foresaid, under the paiu of
:

to be paid in case I contraLikeas, in the case foresaid, the
said C. D. my cautioner, binds and obliges him,
his heirs and successors, to pay the foresaid sum
to the commissioners of his majesty's treasury,
treasurer, or treasurer-depute, that shall happen
to be for the time, for his majesty's use.
And
I the said A. E. bind and oblige me, my heirs
and successors, to relieve my cautioner of the
premises, and of all damage he shall happen to
sustain therethrough, in any sort
consenting
these presents be registrate in the books of
privy-council, that all execution necessary may
pass hereupon, in formaseffeirs and constitute
our procurators. la
witness whereof, written by
we have subscribed these presents,

vene the same,

:

:

at

Follows the bond

to

nut able

be subscribed by such as are
tojmd caution.

A. B. bind and oblige me, that I shall
keep the public peace, and that I shall not rise
in arms against, or without his majesty's
authority, under all highest pains that may
follow, in case I shall do any thing in the conI,

trary
consenting these presents be registrate in
the books of privy council, that all execution
necessary may pass hereupon, in form as eft'eirs:
and constitute
procurators.
In witness whereof, written by
I have subscribed these
:

my

presents, at

;
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low,* aud from

it I

shall set

down

here the tenor of tlus bond, which
at this juncture was very much pressed on
the west aud south country, as it stands in
*

the register
bind,

it

runs

:

—"

I,

A. B. do engage,

aud oblige myself to keep the public

peace, under the pain of a year's rent of all

aud w hatsomever lands and heritages pertain to me, to be paid in ca^ie I contravene
and also I bind and oblige me, that these
Avho are, or at any time hereafter shall be
my men, tenants, and servants, during the
time they shall be men, tenants, and servants to me, shall keep the public peace,
under the pains respective aftermentioned,
to be paid toties quoties, if they, or any of

them

shall

do in the contrar that
;

is

to say,
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consent thlr presents be registrate in the

books of privy council."
a good

many

—

I

have before

me

other copies of the bond of

peace at this time pressed, which

all

agree,

and are only a little shorter than this taken
from the registers. And though the above
di-aught is that which Avas imposed by
authority, yet having ground to think that
what follows was the shape in which it was
offered up and dowTi the country, I have
" I, A. B. do bind and
likewise added it:
oblige me, to keep the public peace, and if

—

I fail,

that I shall pay a year's rent: like-

my tenants and men-servants
keep the public peace, and in case they
fail, I obhge myself to pay for every tenant
his year's rent, and for every servant his
Avise,

that

shall

And for the more secm'ity I am
year's fee.
by the content tliir presents be registrate in the
tenant or tenants that shall happen to books of council."
This short bond was framed, as were most
contravene; and for ray servants, in case
any of them shall contravene the fidl value of the public papers of this time, so as it
Which siuns foresaid, I became matter of wann debates amongst
of a year's fee.
bind and oblige me, my heirs, executors conscientious and religious people, who
and successors, in the case foresaid, to pay feared an oath, and, Avhich are next to it,
the commissioners of the treasmy, treasurer, bonds and subscriptions. The words were
or treasiu'er-depute, Avho shall happen to be so general, as, at lirst \\c\\, they seemed to
and contain nothing contrary to the principles of
for the time, for his majesty's use
of the payment of the fuU value of a year's
duty, payable to

me

for the time

;

:

*

Councirs act about the bond.

The

lords of his majesty's privy council, in
pursuance of his majesty's commands for securing the peace of the kingdom, have nominated
and appointed the earls of Eglinton, Dumfries,
and Loudon, the lords Cochran, Ross, and Stair,
for the shires of Ayr and Renfrew; the lord
duke Hamilton, the Marquis of Douglas, the
earls of Linlithgow and Wigton, and the lord
Lee, for the shir of Lanark; the earls of Linlithgow, Annandale, Galloway, and the lord
Drumlanrig for the shire of Wigton, and
stewartry of Kirkcudbright, as also for the
shire of Dumfries and stewartry of Annandale,
^vith power to them, or any two of them, for
the said shires and stewariries, to appoint the
liaill noblemen, gentlemen, heritors, and feuars,
of the said I'espective shires and stewartries, to
meet at the head burgh of the shire or stewartry
upon the days following, viz. the shire of Ayr
and Renfrew upon the last of this instant, the
shire of Lanark upon the 24th instant, and the
shire of Wigton and stewartry of Kirkcudbright,
shire of Dumfries and stewartry of Annandale,
upon the 7th of November next, and thereafter
to appoint their own diets, and there to offer to
them a bond agreed upon by the council, and
herewith sent subscribed by their clerk, to he
subscribed by them, for themselves, their tenants and servants, for keeping the peace, under
the penalty therein contained ; and grant power
to all such noblemen, heritors, an<l feuars of
the said respective shires and stewartries, who

—

shall subscribe the same, to require their respective men, tenants, and servants, to subscribe a
bond for their keeping the peace, and relieving
them of their engagements. And for the said
noblemen, gentlemen, heritors, and feuars foresaid, their encouragement to engage, as said is,
the said lords grant them full power and warrant, in case their said tenants refuse to bind
for their relief, to disarm them ; and if they
have no tacks or rentals, to remove them from
their possessions ; and if they have standing
tacks or rentals for years yet to run, give warrant
to the clerk of council upon their desire, to grant
letters to charge them to find the said caution ;
and if they continue disobedient, ordain them to
be denounced rebels, and put to the horn ; upon
which denunciation the lords declare, that the
said noblemen, gentlemen, heritors, or feuars,
their masters shall have the gift of their single
or liferent-escheat gratis, in so far as may be

extended to the rooms and possessions belonging
to them ; and ordain the said commissioners to
return the said bonds to the clerk of council, to
be by him registrate in the books thereof,
betwixt and the 15th day of January next as
:

likewise the said lords give warrant to the said
commissioners to declare to such noblemen,
gentlemen, heritors, and feuars, as shall give
bond, as said is, that they shall not be pressed to
take the declaration, unless they be admitted to
places of ])ublic trust, conform to the late act of
parliament made thereanent. The copy of the
bond follows, see the body of the history.
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a pre.sbyterian, and those

who

stand firm to the

covenants: yet,

hind's

desired to

they were so ambiguous, as it might be
affii-med by the judge who tendered this
bond, that the subscriber did homologate
the present government, both in church and
state, so it became matter of dispute and

controversy among' these
to tlie bishops

Whether

this

95

method was

fallen into

1667.

by many, or accepted by the persons
appointed to take subscriptions, I cannot
say.
By the clause about nonresistance in
this copy, it seems to relate to some concerned in Pentland.

Many papers pro and cow, auent those
who were opposite bonds of peace, were handed about at this
ways. To obviate time. The hinge of the debates lies in the

and tlieir
an expedient was

this ambiguity,

oflfered

by

sozne, of a declaration of the subscriber's

mth

import of keeping the public peace, and the
nonresisting clause

in

the

printed bond,

annexed to the council's act above referred
imposers to it; and a protestation taken to, which indeed defeat the pretended
against the supposed unlawful meaning of design to these persons, and probably was
the words in the bond, and all done by ^^'ay cast in by the prelates and their friends, as
of instrument, in the hands of a public knowing it would render the pardon very
A copy of one of much precarious. The question then was
notar, before witnesses.
these instruments, taken, or designed to be plainly stated thus. Whether he who entaken, December 30th, 1667, for the paper gageth to keep the public peace, engageth to
is only a double, I have insert below.*
do nothing which may disturb or alter the
sense and meaning,

a consent of the

* Instrument taken at subscrihhig the bond,
December 30t/i, 1667.

to be most sinful and perfidious, and utterly to
be refused and also declared, that he likewise
feared that the said bond was contrived for
subverting and taking away all innocent selfdefence, and giving unlimited and arbitrary
obedience to persons in authority; and that such
sense would be put thereupon, as should enervate and overturn former bonds and engagements, and tend to the prejudice of religion,
liberties of the subject, and true peace of the
kingdom, tind if so, the taking of the said bond
would be most sinful and unlawful, and therefore
he could not in conscience subscribe the same.
Whereunto the said
replied, that the
said bond, neither as to the occasion, import, or
intent of it, did oblige to the approving of the
present establishment of episcopal government,
or giving obedience to the acts made in favours
thereof, nor did it relate to ecclesiastical affairs,
nor was it any waj's contrary to former public
lawful bonds and engagements, nor inconsistent
with the covenant, nor did it condemn innocent
self-defence, nor imply any thing contrary to
the word of God, but only and simply obligeth
to that which is the duty and allegiance of every
good subject, and becometh every good Christian ; and that in taking of the said bond, there
:

pemiltimo die mensis Decerabris,
Apud
Anno Dom. inillesimo sexcentesimo sexage-

slmo septiino, I'egnique S. D. N. Regis anno
decimonono.
The whilk day, in presence of me notar
public undersubscribing, and witnesses afteriiained
being called, compeared personally before
and
two of the
commissioners for the sheriffdom of
appointed by the lords of his majesty's privy
council, for receiving of the bonds for keeping
the peace, according to the act of council, dated
the 9th day of October last bypast, and there the
declared that
and he were come
to tender the bonds for keeping the
peace to the persons therein concerned, and
therefore required the said
to subscribe the
said bond, to which the said
answered,
That he was most willing to evidence his respect
to authority, and to justify his loyalty to his
majesty upon every occasion, but declared,
though the expressions in the said bond of keeping the public peace, and not rising in arms
against, or without his majesty's authority,
being considered in themselves, seemed to import
nothing in the plain and genuine sense of the
words, but what is the incumbent duty of a
good subject, under a lawful and well governing
magistrate ; that yet he feared that bond, as it is
circumstantiate with time, place, persons, and
other circumstances, was intended for obliging
the subject, to approve of, and submit unto
prelatical government, and to give obedience
unto all acts made, or to be made in favours
thereof, and to prelimit and restrict from acting
or doing any thing for extirpation of the same,
contrary to that sacred indissoluble standing
bond, the " solemn league and covenant," and
second article thereof; and if the said bond,
considered either in the substance or circumstances, could bear such a sense, or be any ways
interpret to import any such thing, he held it
said
to

was no ground

for any of these fears mentioned
unto which the said
by the said
answered, that since the said bond, according
to liis judgment, did not imply nor infer in the
plain and common sense of the words, any thing
but what is the duty of every good and faithful
subject, under a lawful and well-governing
magistrate and seeing that the said
as one authorized with commission from the
council, had removed the grounds of his scruples
and fears, by giving the explication and declara^
tion before expressed, thereby removing from
the said bond every sense, which could render
;

the

same any ways inconsonant

to the

word of

God, or inconsistent with the covenant, but
it very agreeable to both, he declared
himself willing to sign and subscribe the said

making

:
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which the public
P'"*^^'""*'
peace plainly refers ? Or, Whether
^'i"'*

i.-("7

^^

the subscriber only binds himself to the duties

that there

was no

[book

II.

demanded thereby,

iTiore

than the ordinary surety of lawboiTows;
and that seeing any private man may force

commanded by the moral his neighbour to give him such surety, much
law ? It was said upon the one hand, that more might the king, who had reason to be
no more was in keeping the public peace, jealous of their breaking the peace, from
but what we are antecedently bound unto their late rising at Pentland. A few conby the second table of the law and, on the siderations wiU abundantly show the insuffiof righteousness

:

other,

it

was

lu-ged, that

when two

persons

The more general
more ensnaring was the

ciency of this reasoning.

enter into a solemn treaty with each other,

the terms were, the

they are bound, not only to all moral duties,
antecedently lying ujion them, but even to
every particular in the treaty, and are to
keep by it, even though it be to their own

bond because, when the managers of these
times had a mind to be at a man, they could
easily, upon the least shadow of an offence,
bring him within so wide a uoose.
The
oath of the test was conceived in very gene-

hurt, according to

all articles

and clauses

in

The other branch of the debate anent

it.

rising

arms, and resisting tyrants, or

in

subjects endeavouring to have imjust and
unrighteous laws repealed by anns, when
precluded of all other methods of redress,

both which had been done in Scotland more
than once, landed in long and nice reason-

;

ral

yet, as we shall see afterward,
;
the earl of Argyle, at taking of it,

terms

when

by declaring he did
not mean to bind up himself (not) to wish or
restricted its generality,

endeavoiu" any alteration he thought to the
advantage of church or state he was here:

upon sentenced to lose his head. The very
ings. People did divide in their judgments same risk did every man run at this time,
and practices, as fi-equently happens in who subscribed the bond to keep the peace,
dubious and debatable cases. Some took in case he had any such meaning, Mhich it is
it, and others refused it, under different
certain every conscientious man would have.
views of the extent, import, and meaning of The instance of lawborrows by private men,
the words. Yet, for any thing I can learn, does not hit this case for, if any neighbour
there followed no alienation of affection oblige me to find siu-ety to him, I can oblige
;

among

presbyterians, but the greatest har-

mony was
ti-ial

kept up.

It

was good that

this

did not last long; but our managers

within a
Sir

little laid it aside.

George Mackenzie, and the Jacobites

him, on the other hand, to find siu-ety to

me

:

but in this case,

when

imlimitcd sub-

was enacted by law, it had been high
treason to demand any such thing of the

jection

In short,

king.

how much soever the late
may be supposed to give

at this day, aggravate the wilfulness of those

rising at Pentland

who

the king ground to be jealous that they

refased this bond of peace, from the

consideration of the general nature of the

temis in Avhich

it

was conceived,

affirming,

would break the peace
terians,

:

and acknowledged by the

said

in

man-

Upon all and sundry the
premises, the said
asked and
required instruments in the hands of me notar
public.
I'hese things w^ere spoken and done
day, month, year, and place, respectively abovespecified, in presence of M. and R. witnesses,
specially called and required to the premises.
ner before-rehearsed.

it is

as plain that

gave them better ground to be jea-

lous, that it

bond, as so signed and explained, protesting that
it should no ways be interpret to imply or infer
any thing but what is incumbent duty for him,
according to the ^vord of God, and solemn
league and covenant after repeating thereof to
the said
again and again, he subscribed
the said bond, calling God to witness, and the
persons after-named, that he subscribed the same
in the plain safe sense thereof, declared by him,

;

the government's former conduct to presby-

would give them the greater

provocation so to do.

That same day, October Gth, the council
form and agree to two acts. The one was
printed, taking off the restraint put u])on
persons in the western shires, as to carrying
arms, by the proclamation dated March 'i5th
last

;

and allowing such who take the oath

of allegiance, subscribe the declaration, or

liaill

have earned aims for the king against the
and free liberty as any
other subjects, to have and cairy arms

late rebels, as full

declaring alwavs that nothing in this dero-
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gates in any

ways from that part of the

said

proclamation for the defence of the persons,

and goods of ministers. The other
was of more general conseqncnce, and related

families,

disobedient

persous

to

authority,

to

which not being

lords of his majesty's privy council

who

persons,

many profane

are not only scandalous in

and conversations, but heiug
cited before church meetings, to answer for
the same, are coutumacious, and refuse to
their

lives

appear, after Lawful citation, to the great

contempt of

now

ecclesiastical authority, as

whereby open profanity is Uke to
aboitnd and increase, and ecclesiastical government and discipUue like to be weakened
and suffer in the exercise thereof: therefore
settled

;

the lords of his majesty's privy council, give

power and warrant
ministers

to all magistrates

and

of justice witliin this kingdom,

upon intimation made by the bishops, within
their respective dioceses, to apprehend such

persons, and incarcerate them,

until such

time as they shall find sufficient caution to
compear and answer before the church meet-

them

ings authorized by law, as have cited
for such scandals,

be

accused.

whereof they

With

are, or shall

certification,

that all

such magistrates and ministers of justice,
M'ho shall refuse to apprehend and incarcerate, as

said

is,

shall

be answerable before

the lords ofhis majesty's privy council, under
highest pains."

all

This act

•\\as

beyond the
resti-ict

And aU

it

improven by the bishops far
of it, which seems to

letter

to such as are openly profane.

^\ho, as they called

it,

were

irregu-

and did not subject themselves to their
authority and com-ts, when cited for their
not keeping the chiu'ch, and the like, Avere
harassed and imprisoned; while, in the
meantime, papists and quakers, as we shall
lar,

see,

were scandalously overlooked.

In November, the council agree to some
regulations and orders to the standing forces,

and record them, November

15th.

They

are frequently referred to afterwards, and
are

documents of the

* Coiincil's orders to the arnii/,
1.

here from the registers.

"The

1 have annex- , „„^
ed them.* Those regulations were
very little looked after by the makers of
them, and, generally speaking, as little

the coimtry; therefore

ecclesiastical

in print, I insert

heiug informed, that there are

97

irregularities

and

depredations committed by the soldiers upon

The

lords of

liis

November

15, 16C7.

majesty's privy council

do ordain, that no trooper or soldier shall b«
cashiered but by a council of war, and then
the causes to be recorded.
2. That no officer or soldier shall levy any
money from any of the king's subjects, by quartering or otherwise, but by express order in
writing from Sir William Bruce for the cess
and lines, the commissioners of excise, and others
authorized by acts of parliament, or convention
of estates for the respective dues, and ordiiin the
same be exacted orderly and regularly, as is
presented by the act of the late convention.
3. In c.ise any inferior officers, troopers or
soldiers, shall be necessitate to take their entertainment upon trust, ordain the same to be done
by direction of the chief officers present respectively, who are to engage to make satisfaction
for the same, conform to the said act.
4. If any disorder or abuse happen to be committed by any hoi-seman or foot soldier, ordain the
respective officers commanding in chief for the
time in the place, to cause them make satisfaction
for the same, or piuiish them according to justice,
or otherwise he himself should be answerable.
5. Ordain the officers of the several garrisons
to correspond frequently one with another.
C. Ordain the officers to correspond with the
noblemen and gentlemen of the country, for
getting sure information of what passes.
7. Ordain the officers to take such care and
keep such in their quarters, that they be not
surprised.
8. Ordain the chief officer of the foot in every
garrison to look to the securing of it, by intrencbments, barricadoes, and other necessaries
w^ithout molesting the people therein, and to
dispose of his posts and guards as he shall think
fit.
And within the garrisons, if the chief
officer of foot be a captain, ordain him to command both horse and foot, and give orders ; if
he be a lieutenant or ensign, then the lieutenantcornet or quarter-master of horse shall command
and give the orders.
9. When the horse and foot, or parties of them,
are together in the fields or any place out of the
garrison, ordain that he that commands the
horse, if he be a lieutenant, cornet, or quartermaster, shall command a captain or other inferior officers, and a brigadier to command an
ensign and all below him.
10. Ordain that the chief field officers of the
king's regiment of guards present, command in
chief, and give orders in field and garrison, to
horse and foot, wheresoever they are.
11. Upon intelligence of any people risen in
arms, ordain the horse and foot in the garrison
next adjacent (as thereafter is specified) immediately to draw out into the fields, and then the
chief officer present, in absence of the field officer
of the regiment, is to order or to take with him
such of the forces as he shall think fit, for suppressing of any insurrection, in manner following.
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observed by the soldiers. That same
1667.
day the council form an act concerning- the forces, horse and foot, in the
shires of Lanark, Ayr,

vent abuses; which I

and Wigton, to prehave likewise add^d.*

mand

it

the horse and foot in the other garrisons

meet at a
march with

time and place, whither he shall
his own forces, or send them new
orders after he shall attempt to defeat and destroy these risen in arms, as aforesaid.
15. If there be such risings in the sheriffdom
of Wigton and Dumfries, or stewartries belonging thereunto, ordain the commander of the
horse at Dumfries, to do as is prescribed in the
to

set

twelfth and thirteenth articles; and ordain that
the chief officers within the other garrisons, who
shall receive intelligence, give orders to all the
horse and foot in the garrison, as he shall see
cause, till further order from the council ; and
in the upper ward of Clydesdale, ordain him that
commands the horse in Lanark, to command

and

manner.
Ordain and command all officers to take
exact notice of the premises, and in their several
stations to do every thing else, that may conduce
for the promoting of his majesty's service, with
special care and discretion.
Subscribed ut
act in like

16.

sederu7it,

* Act

of'

Council about the Forces, November 15,
1667.

Forasmuch as the standing forces of horse and
foot are ordered to quarter in the shires of Lanark, Ayr, Dumfries, Wigton, and stewartries
thereof, and certain other jylaces, till the council's
further order, and that, for levying and exacting
of money, or for entertainmentin their quarters,
or for the prices of corn and straw, there may be
abuses committed,which may occasion complaints
and giievances therefore, and for preventing
:

11.

But none of these were of any great use
relieve the coimtry

to

from the abuses of the

army.

Upon

taking- the

bond of peace, by the

council records I find several of the gentle-

men
If

shall fall out that any desperate peo]>le rise in arras in the lower ward of Clydesdale,
sheriffdom of Ayr and lienfrew, ordain, that
he that commands the horse at Glasgow, immediately on notice thereof, to send a party of horse,
or march himself with the whole horse lying in
his own garrison, according as he shall see cause,
to suppress them, by taking or killing such as
he or they shall find in arms, without or against
his majesty's authority.
And in that case
grants him power to command as many of the
i'oot as he pleases,
with competent forces to
march with him; and if he judge it necessary,
with power to him, to mount some or all of the
musketeers on horseback, or dragoons to do all
military actions, as he shall command ; and so
by one or more parties, the haill horse and foot
in his garrison, he is ordered to seek out these
risen in arms, and attempt to defeat and destroy
the same, without staying for any further force.
13. As soon as he shall get any such information or alarm of people risen in arms, ordain him
forthwith to acquaint the lord chancellor, or, in
his absence, the lord convener of the council at
Edinburgh, with the same, as also the officers
of other garrisons.
14. And if his information shall be, that the
number of these risen in arms is greater than
that under his command, ordain him to com12.

[BOOK

confined in the year 1665, liberate;

some upon a bond of cautionry, and some
^vithout it.
Upon the 21st of November,
Sir Hugh Campbell of Cesnock, James Dimlop of that ilk, and James Holbm-u of Menstry, petition the council they

may he liberate

from their long imprisonment in the castle
of Edinburgh, and beg their case may be

recommended

to his majesty.
The council
write a letter to Lauderdale, signifying they

were made prisoners by the king's immediate
and desiring the secretary may represent their case, and that of others in prison,

order,

In December a return comes
them to be liberate, Cesnock giving

to the king.

ordering

bond and caution for keej)ing the peace,
under a thousand poimds sterling, Menstry
and Dunlop under twelve thousand merks
Scots.
The same day, I find the laird of
Blackston liberate by the council's act fol-

thereof, the lords of his majesty's privy council

do ordain and command, that no

officer

nor

sol-

any money from any of the burghs
or subjects, by quartering or otherwise, but by
express order in writing, from Sir William
Bruce, for the cess and fines, the commissioners
of excise, and others authorized by acts of parliament or convention of estates, for the respective
dues; and ordain that the same be exacted orderly
and regularly, as is subscribed by the act of the
late convention ; and in case any inferior officer,
troopers or soldiers, shall be necessitate to take
their entertainment upon trust, ordain the same
to be done by direction of the chief officers
present, respectively, who are to engage to make
satisfaction for the same, conform to the said
act
and if any disorder or abuse happen to be
committed by any horseman or foot-soldier,
ordain the respective officers, commanding in
chief for the time, in the place, to cause them
make satisfaction for the same, or punish them
according to justice, or otherwise he himself shall
And ordain the commissioners
be answerable.
of excise to put prices upon all the corn and
straw, at the ordinary and usual rates, as they
are sold within the shire, upon payment whereof
the sellers are only obliged to deliver the same to
the soldiers buyers thereof, who are ordered to
receive and carry the same from that place to
their own quarters, without troubling the sellers
therewith.
And ordain the said commissioners
to make intimation hereof, by affixing copies of
the same upon the market- crosses of the several
burghs and shires, and parish kirks thereof, that
none pretend ignorance.
dier shall levy

:

1
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lowing. " Anent a petition presented by Max- under their confinements, such as
IG67.
wcl of Blackstoun, bearing', That by order of Sir George Maxwel of Nether -polthe
last,
lock,
Cuninghamhead,
December
and
Roivallan;
and
13th
of
council, dated the
})etitioner was conunitted prisoner to the tol- upon the 2(>th of November, this year, Sir
booth of Edinburgh, and by a posterior act James Stuart late provost of Edinburgh, and
transported to the castle, where he has ever Sir John Chiesly, are, by the council's orders,
since been detained prisoner; therefore hum- sent from their confinement in the castle of
bly craving to be set at liberty The lords of Edinburgh, to the tolbooth of Dundee.
l-2th,
I find Mr
his majesty's privy council considering the And, upon December
:

and that the petitioner is not excepted out of the indemnity, and that there
is neither sentence nor process of forfeitiu-e
depending against him, give order to set
foresaid,

him

at liberty, he giving

bond to keep the

public peace, under the pain often thousand
pounds Scots." And upon other applica-

another letter from Lauderdale,
January 22d, next year, ordering William
Ralstoun of that ilk, and Robert Hall^et, to
be set at liberty, upon their signing the
bond of peace, Avith caution: and majortions, I lind

general

Montgomery

upon his

pai-ole

The

is

to be set free, only

of honour to keep the peace.

council's act anent

him

is

but short.

Alexander Smith, sometime preacher, banZetland by the commission for
church affairs, is ordered to be brought to
Leith, and presented before the council.

ished to

And Mr Hugh

Peebles, late

minister at

Lochwinnoch, in the shire of Renfrew,
confined to the north for several years by
the same commission, is allowed to go west
to order his affairs, upon giving bond of a
hmidi'ed pounds sterling, to answer the
council
Little

when

called.

more considerable

offers this year.

In July the council had passed an act against
papists,
it

to

and recommended the execution cf

the

archbishops.

By

the registers

" Anent a petition presented

by Robert there appears a plain slackness in the archMontgomery late major-general of his ma- bishops, in all acts made against papists;
jesty's army, 1G51, showing. That the peti- and many letters are Avrit to them upon
tioner having remained (excepting a

now by

little

every such occasion, before any return can

as has been remarked in the first
and submission, book. Another instance I give here. In
in the castle of Stirling; and as, in the December, the council order the clerk to
knowledge of his innocency, he is confident ^\'rite the following letter directed to the
he hath failed nothing in his faithfulness two archbishops:
and loyalty to his majesty, so he is most
" Most Reverend,
desirous to remove all suspicion of his car" By an act of council of the penvilt of
riage for the future ; hxmibly therefore desiring that order and warrant majf be granted July last, it flas ordained, that a list of the

time)

the space of

four months, with

two years and be had,

all silence

we

the lords of

haiU papists in every parish within the king-

his majesty's privy council having consid-

dom, should be made by the minister of
each parish where they live, and be returned
to the council before the second Thursday
of this iustant, which is now elapsed: and
finding that the care of the business, which
is so important, is recommended to your
grace, as to all parishes and bishoprics within
your diocese, the council has recommended

to the effect under«Titten

:

ered the said petition, with his majesty's
pleasure signified anent him, give wan-ant to

the governor of the castle at Stirling, to set

him

at liberty;

and ordain him immediately

to repair to Edinburgh, and subscribe such

bonds acted in the books of council, for
keeping the public peace of the kingdom, as
they have ordained." Here the council go

to me to give you notice hereof, that a
some further than the king's pleasure signi- speedy return may be made, that accordingly
fied to them by his secretary.
Meanwhile, they may proceed to the execution of the
some others of the gentlemen, formerly con- acts of parliament made against papists;
fined mthout any reason given, are kept and, in order theieunto, what commands
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your

think

fjrace shall

fit

II.

to send,
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obeyed by
" Your grace's most humble servant,
shall be

" Pet.
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Wedderburn."

TIL

OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYTERIANS IN THE YEAR 1668.

The

two

violence wherewith the

arch-

bishops pushed on the persecution against

It

hath been said just now, that
1668.

more aggravated by the presbyterians had a calm after
their coldness in doing- any thing- which the indemnity.
This must only be undermight be hard upon the papists it may be stood comparatively with the rigour used
presbyterians,

is

the

:

a good reason

and is an undoubted immediately after Pentland, and the severiproof of the great hazard we were in of ties of the army, and the many executions
retiu-ning back to Rome yea, this and other then so common.
The same spirit of persteps, taken now and afterwards, paved the secution raged in the ecclesiastical state.
way for a papist's mounting the throne, and Indeed the king's change of hands did not
the desperate plot of destroying the whole permit them to run their full length, as
reformation, so happily disappointed by the heretofore yet, now and then, diu-ing this
and some others of the more easy years to
late happy revolution.
Upon the 12th of December, the council the Whigs, some very sharp documents
emit a proclamation against the known book, were given, that the same bitter temper
also,

;

;

" Naphtali, or the

entitled

the chui'ch of Scotland."

be burnt, and

all

Wrestlings of
It is

copies of

it

ordered to

are ordained

to be brought in to the next magistrates,

remained.

Many were

the occasions of the lenity of

the present managers.
i-aised

from

all

Just clamours were

the corners of the country,

against the 1st of February next; and any

of the severities of Sir James Turner, Ban-

who have

nantyne, and the army, and

copies after that, are to be fined

thousand pounds 8cots, The book
was compiled by two very great men the

in ten

;

reasoning part of

it

was done by one of the

best lawyers of his time

Mr

(afterwards

James Stuart of Goodtrees, whom Ave
shall meet with frequently in the following
periods and the historical part by a very
worthy minister, the reverend INIr James
Sir)

;

Stii'ling,

minister of the gospel at Paisley.

to take a contrary course.

Mas popular
The king had

it

changed his cabinet-council in England, and
aside

laid

some of the

The

highfliers.

constancy and religion of the

s-ufferers

had

such impressions on some, that, I am
told, the earl of Dumfries said openly in
left

council, " that if they

went on to take aA\ ay
Scotland would turn such
fanatics as these people were."
In short,

more

lives, all

An

answer was published to it by bishop the bishops more and more discovered their
Honeyman but he evidently weakened the cruel and selfish temper, and were generally
cause he undertook to defend, and was disUked and such who had public affairs
taken up, with great strength of reason, by among their hands, were neither so much
the foresaid Mr Stuart, as were some other under the prelates' management, nor so
authors of his kidney, in that useful book violent in their temper, as the fonner set.
Jus populi vindicatum. Thus I have gone They believed an injury and act of injustice
through the sufferings immediately succeed- might be done against a Wliig as well as
ing Pentland, and the state of things this another subject, and did not altogether re;

;

year,

till

the indemnity stopped a

persecution.

In this calm,

Mr

little

the

Alexander

Dunlop, and Mi- James Fergusson, t^vo
eminent presbyterian ministers, died.

gulate themselves according to the
laid

down now

maxim

for near seven years, that

nothing done against a presbj'terian could
be wrong-

;

yet presbyterians were far from

being overlooked, and wanted not their
Yea, some
difficulties, as shall be noticed.

were pleased to think, that the managers
might have discovered their zeal against

;
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popery better, than by the

the tongue

boriii"-

of a fellow of no good reputation indeed,
for saying, what many now jealoused, (sus-

pected) and every body afterwards saw,
This
that the duke of York was a papist.

and stewartry of Ku-kcudbright, and
^
report."
Before this connuittec,
abundance of gentlemen and others appeared, gave in informations, and adduced witnesses, clearly proving a great many grievous

and atrocious things against Sir James and
those mider his command, which were so
the former period, by some of the persecu- many evident vindications of that poor
tors their being called to an account and oppressed corner their rising in arms, and
the remaining sufierings of presbyterians, evidences of the necessity they were laid
with tluiir state and circumstances dm-ing under so to do. Some of them have been
pointed at, and particulars would be endless.
this yeai".
I begin with

chapter then will naturally fall into two
halves.
The stop put to the severities in

;

As the

best account I can give of this affair,
here insert a copy of the report given in
to the council by their committee, as the
I

Of

Sir
James
_

the councirs inquiries
into
^

'7^</>-.i^»,r,i,i
fiir
Sir
Turner
and

their cruelties

and

William

.

Bannantipie

issue they
2()th,

1668,

came to in this matter, February
which they transmit to the king.

oppressions.

Apud Edinburgh, vigesimo

Report anent Sir James Turner.

came to inquire into the carriage of Sir
James Turner and Sir William Bannantyne
and

I shall

give the account of their proce-

Had

dure mostly from the records.

made

inquiry been

a joint

into general Dalziel, Sir

Mungo Murray, and

others' procedure, as

great, if not greater oppressions,

might have

been found.
To deduce Sir James Turner's examinar
tion from its rise last year, I find a letter

from the king, November

-iCth last, signify-

ing to the council, " that he had received
divers informations of

many

illegal

execu-

by Sir James Turner, during his command in the west, and therefore he orders
them to inquire into that matter, and
tions

That day the council appoint the

report."

lords Hallvertoun, register, advocate, justiceclerk,

Cochran,

lord

Drummond, and

lieutenant-general

"

The committee appointed for trial of

James

Sir

Txirner's carriage, having given in

their Report, bearing. That,

according to

met upon the 28th of
drew up fit queries and

order, they having

November

last,

instructions concerning

it,

and orders to

some gentlemen in the west, to take information of all sums of money exacted by Sir
James, or his order, for fines, cess, or
otherwise, and of all his deportments and
:

to be sure of a speedy return, sent

Thomas

Bimtine with letters, and the orders abovementioned, appointing him to attend the
prosecution of them, and bring back the
reports

;

which accordingly he

did, before

the loth of January.
" The committee did thereafter deliver
to

Sir James,

a paper containing some

Robert Murray, to try

grievances drawii out from the stewartry

The report of

of Kirkcudbright only, those in the other

committee lands in a commission from

They
shires not being so clear and full.
allowed Sir James to see aU the reports
in the clerk's hancts, and enjoined him to

Sir

Sir James, and report to them.
this

die mensis

Februarii, 1668.

In the beginning of this year, the council

the council,

December

8th, " to the earl of

Nidsdale, lord Eenmiu-e, the laird of Craig-

darroch, and

some others

in the south, to

give in his answers in writing, the 17th

And the cominstant, which he did.
what sums of money, bonds, moveables, mittee having read and considered all, and
and goods, were exacted, levied, and uplifted examined Sir James upon every point that
by him, or any imder his command what occurred, after a fuU debate, agreed to
\\»s the soldiers' carriage in the said exac- offer to the council their humble opinion,
and that the council do, in obedience to his
tions, what free quarters Avere taken
his haill carriage in the shire of Dumfries, majesty's commands, transmit to the secremake

trial

of the actions of Sir James Tm--

ner,

;

;

;

;
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tary the following report,

communicated to
"

The lords

to

be

his majesty.

\A'ho

of his majesty's privy council

command in his
21st of November

did no sooner receive his

gracious
last,

letter,

for

of the

fi-om the innocent.

taking exact information of Sir

were not

fined.

[BOOK

II.

I3mo, Cessing people
IGmo, Taking away

All those actings are
" Misdemeanors of other

cattle.

illegal.

kinds were,

17mo, Agreeing for fine and cess both in one
sum, whereby accounts are confounded.

James Tm'ner's deportment in the west, but ISmo, Not achnitting of complainers, who
they ordered and empowered a committee of were cessed, to come to his presence,
1 9mo,
alleged to be his constant practice.
their number to inquire diligently thereinto
and by then- report it appears, that upon Permitting his servants to take money for
informations from the stewartry of Ku'kcud- admitting people to him, and yet access
bright, given in upon oath of parties, or theii* denied.
20mo, Increasing the immber of
masters or neighbours, many illegal exac- quartering soldiers after complaints. 2 1 mo,
tions have been made, and disorders com- Exacting money for removing of soldiers,
after cess and fines were paid.
mitted, such as,
Every one
" Imo, Quartering of soldiers, for levying of the foregoing articles was made out by"
of fines and im2)ositions. 2do, Exacting information upon oath, Avhich yet doth not
cess, or quartering-money, for more soldiers amount to a legal proof; ^hich in most of
than were actually present, sometimes for those cases will be difficult, if not impossidouble the number, or more; and that ble, to obtain, in regard that no \idtnesses
besides

free

quarters for

those

present,

can be had, that are not hable to exception,

by examining officers, soldiers, and
which would take up much time

sometimes eightpeuce, sometimes twelvepence, sometimes sixteenpence, and someStio,
Cess
times more for each man.
exacted for divers days, sometimes eight,

unless

ten, or more, before the party did actually

of the foregoing articles as he acknowledged,

Luposing of fines, and quarany previous citation, or
hearing of parties. 3to, Fining without due
6to, Fining
information from ministers.

servants,

and labour.
" Sir

James Tm-ner's defences,

as to such

appear.

4to,

are commission and insti'uctions from the

tering,

before

then lord commissioner, for quartering, to

such as lived orderly, as appears by minis7mo, Fining and cessing

ters' certificates.

raise

fines,

for

fining

those

who

forbore

going to church, or married or baptized by
outed ministers, or kept conventicles, and
that

upon the

delations of credible persons,

Baptizing of children by outed ministers.

and to prefer them to those of ministers
but he does affirm, that all the commissions
and instructions were taken fi-om him by the

2do, Baptizing by ueighbom-ing ministers,

rebels,

when

3tio,

hath nothing to show for his vindication.

For

And for all the other heads above-written,
he either denies matter of fact, ascribes the

for causes, for

from

which there are no waiTants

acts of parliament or council

the parish cluu-ch

was

;

vacant.

Marrying by outed ministers.
keeping of conventicles.

as,

4to,

Imo,

8vo, Fining for

A^hole j^ears preceding his coming to the

country, and that after they had begun to

« hen he was made prisoner, and so

transactions to others, or pleads ignorance.
" The sums of money received for fines

ministers,

and cess, and bonds taken, he acknowledges
to have amounted to thirty thousand pounds
The sums charged upon him by the
Scots.

before,

countiy, besides quartering,

live orderly.

9no, Fining fathers for their

daughters baptizing their childi'en ^^•itkouted

though forisfamiUate six months
and living in another parish. lOmo,
Fining, without proportioning the simi with
the fault,
llmo. Fining in whole parishes
promiscuously,

as

well those that lived

12mo,
Fining whole parishes, where there was no

orderlj',

as

tliose

incumbent minister.
lay a year bedfast.

that did not.

13mo, Fining one that
14rao, Forcing bonds

come to about
pounds Scots wherein
is not reckoned what Mas exacted from any
of those M'ho rose in rebellion, and some
parishes whence no infonnation was rethirty-eight thousand

;

turned.
" And
He had

as to his surprisal

he

says,

Imo,

but sixty-six foot in those parts
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under his command. 2do, That they were
dispersed throuoh the country ahout the

all

lines, so

that tlierc wiis not so

many

left

with him as to keep gruard at his lodgiugfs,
much as one soldier before the
gate.
3tio, That he had no order to keep

nay, not so

a

j>;uard

about him, or to fortify himself,
be a strong' house within the

Turner

be

his service.
cil

to

conunission,

William

no more an

He

officer in

orders the coun-

for him,

call
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and to
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and receive up his
call

Sir James,

Sir

Ballenden,

and others, to an
account for the money and bonds uplifted
by them for church tines, to the end, that

althoiiirh there

what

town, called the Castle, to which he might
have retired with some thirteen soldiers,

be given back, and what remains

is

unjustly taken,

especially bonds,

may

be

employed in charitable uses. The same day
mIio came in that night before he was taken. Sir James appears before the coimcil, and
4 to. That he had intelligence, tliere was a delivers up his commission to be a major,
rising in the country; and that a corporal of dated February 12th, IGG-t, and his other
his ^^as wounded by a shot, who told him, coimxiissiou to be a lieutenant-colonel, of
there

n ere

who

divers persons got together,

the date July 28th, 1G66.

And

to give the

had intelligence from the north of a rising whole of this account together, upon the
there, with an intention to march to the 7th of May, the committee of council
citadel of Ajt, and to seize the citadel, and appointed to examine Sir James's accounts
arms which had been taken from the coun- of money and bonds uplifted for chmxh
try.
5to, That about midnight he wrote to fines, gave it as their opinion, that seeing
George Maxwel of Muushes. 6to, He sent there woidd be difficulty to prove the
orders to more of liLs soldiers to meet the charge, given in by the country, of thirtynext morning, intending towards New Gal- eight thousand pounds, or thereby, against

loway where the rising was reported to be. Sir James, the charge of thirty thousand
7mo, That he had risen about six of the pounds ingenuously confessed by him, be
clock that morning, but, being indisposed,
lay down, and

when up

in his nightgown,

about eight of the clock, he was smrounded

and taken.
" This

is

all

that

is

to be expected

his majesty's information

from

concerning

Sir

athnitted
as to the

without finisher inquiry.

And

article of his discharge,

a
thousand pounds sterling for quartcrin"-;
they are of opinion it should be allowed,
since it was usual in such cases.
That
the second article of his discharge, eight
fii-st

James Turner: as to what further concerns thousand one hundi-ed and fifty pounds
the money he intromitted with, it may be Scots of bonds taken, and delivered in to
looked after according as his majesty shall Alexander Keith, be likewise allowed. That
his third article of an hundred and fifty
and pounds sterling, as his charges, by his going
considered the foresaid report, do approve and coming to Edinbm-gh, be allowed conthereof, and ordain an extract of the same sidering his losses when made prisoner at
His fom-th article, of forty
to be transmitted to the secretary, to be Dumii-ies.
communicated to his majesty." From this pounds sterling given to some ministers,
report we have a pretty fuU view of this likewise allowed; and some other smaller
matter; and when we consider this report articles, for shortness, here omitted: and his
comes only from the stewartry of Kii-kcud- last article of six thousand merks taken
bright, and some parishes in it, and takes in from him when prisoner, the committee
nothing of the oppressions which concern give it as their opinion, being persuaded of
the persons who were actually in the rising, Sir James's ingenuity, that it be admitted.
it ^^ill appear how vast sums were uplifted
The council approves, and discharges acin the shires of Dumfries and Galloway.
cordingly.
It A^'iU be easily perceived, the
March 10th, the coimcil have a retiuTi coimcil and their committee do not go the
from the king, wherein he tells them, he length of summumjus with this gentleman.
had considered the above report, and thinks His defences are much the same before the
fit to declare liis pleasure, that Sir James
king's council, with these he made to

appoint.
"

The

lords of council having heard
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colonel Wallace's council of wai*.

them,

He

give

in-g-ed liis

ordere from the com-

and letters from bishop Sharp
and other bishops and if he Mas to be be-

niissi<tner,

:

lieved in his

own

cause, his severities Avere

informations he M'as seeking.
It ^Yas fully
proven, that among other barbarities, he

was perfectly inhumane
Galloway.

him

now

However, to stop the clamour of
thecoimtry, it was thought proper to remove
him from his posts, and many were of
opinion, his commissions were so large as

II.

when they Mould not, or could not
him the money he required, or the

not by far so great as his instructions bore
to.

[BOOK

to a gentleman in

He is not named

in this account

mine eye but from what is above I
guess it to be Gordon of Largmore. The
gentleman had been at Pentland, and
through his wounds there, and hardships
before he got home, he fell very ill, and was
in

;

he ought not to have received them,
I wish I could give as full an account of at the point of death, M'hen Sir William
the inquiry made anent Sir \¥illiam Ballen- orders him to be brought to him dead or
deu or Bannantyne's oppressions, and illegal alive.
The party brought with them a
exactions but I find only one very general cart, knowing the gentleman could neither
article anent him in the council registers, ride nor M'alk, and tell him he must now go
and I shall begin with it, and then give with them.
He raised himself a little
:

what

I

meet with concerning him

papers come to

my

of the king's letter, dated

in other

In prosecution

hands.

March

last,

order-

upon
Sir

his

bed and told them.

WiUiam and

would be

many

council, considering the complaints given in

prison

William Ballenden, and the answers given thereunto, do fine the said
Sir William in the simi of two hundred
pounds sterling, allowing to him a precept

gentlemen

against

Sii*

dra^ii by the lords of the treasury for one
thousand three hundred merks which he

answered:

and

WlUiam hath

respect

in

exhibited

all

the

said

Sir

the bonds and

papers taken by him in Galloway, and given

his

He now

defied

persecutoi-s,

and

forgave them, adding, that very shortly he

ing a trial to be made of his can'iage, he
was imprisoned, and a committee appointed
to examine his accounts; and upon the
4th of August, the council come to pass the
following act about him: " The lords of

—

all

company

in better

and then
and in a very few

leaned do^vn again,

;

minutes died.
These things coidd scarce prevail with
of the members of the council, to imSir

William,

ofifered to

until

some of the

prove some treasonable

speeches against him, tending to incite them
to a

new

rising,

and that he professed him-

self Milling to join M'ith

of this

Me have

them.

The

already heard of; and

the project of the party.

secret
it

Mas

Mho Mere

for

keeping up the standing army, but durst not
now be om ned. Upon this he Mas imprisoned, and got this part of the libel shuffled

by confessing some expressions tending
May, as uttered by him M'ith a design to
not to return ^vithout special order, under expiscate the designs of the Wliigs: and
the penalty of five hundred pounds sterling, shortly he is set at liberty, and the former
do assoilie the said Sir William from all fine imposed, and act of banishment passed
other pains and pmiishments that might against him.
AMay he files to coiu-t, and
there puts the best fiice he could upon
have followed upon the said complaint."
This sentence was reckoned exceeding matters, M-ith the help of his friends, M'hose
soft and favourable to Sir William; far interests he had served in Scotland: but
greater outrages had been laid in against his old masters could not prevail M'ith
him than against Sir James Turner. The Lauderdale to remit the fine. It is said
gentlemen of Gallon ay gave in libels and upon this he imdertook some M-icked design
very full proofs of his horrid extortions, fil- upon that nobleman's life but the particular
thiness, rapes, and cruelty.
Some parts of vouchers of this I have not seen. It is
his carriage have been noticed, and many certain he Mas obliged to leave the king's
more might be here added. He made great dominions. He Ment over to the anny uom- in
fires, and laid down men to roast before
the Low Countries, and served in the siege
sufficient caution to

betwixt and the

remove oflf the kingdom
of September next, and

first

by,

this

;

—
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and was there killed. It is added,
was \valking very negligently within the reach of the cannon of the town, some
called to him to take care of himself, for he
Mas too near. He ans«'ered, " Cannons
He had scarce
kill none but fey* folk."
said so, till a cannon ball came upon him,
and carried out his heart some distance
from his body which was sadly agreeable to
a wicked imprecation too ordinary with him.
This melancholy end of this vticked persecutor, brings to ray mind a pretty remarkable judgment upon two of the same kidney,
though far inferior to Sir William in wickedDavid M'Bryar an heritor
ness or quality.
in the parish of Irongray, and member of
jMiddletoii's parliament, who was to have
witnessed some points of alleged treason, in
his minister INIi- John Welsh his sermons,
of

(xj-ave,

that as he

;

about the time of IMiddleton's parliament,
and turned after that a violent pcrsecutor,was
evidentlyfi'o wned upon in providence as to his
business

:

his substance

and in a few years he

was

fell

sensibly blasted,

into great difficul-

up
he was obliged to skulk amongst
his tenants, and hide the best way he might.
About this time one John Gordon, a north
country merchant, just such another as
M'Bryar, came south to agent the business
of a curate in that country, who had come
from the north, Gordon, when at Dumfries, had borrowed Mj* Chalmers, curate
there, his sword, and Avhen travelling through
Irongray, he met Mi" M'Bryar in the fields,

ties

;

so that being in hazard to be laid

for debt,

looking very melancholy and dej ected.

Gordon presently concludes him to be a whig,
and requires him to go with him, as a suspected person, to Dumfries. The other,
after

some
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they saw the dead body, they knew
Mr M'Bryar, and seize Gordon,

and carry him into Dumfries, where presby sentence, he is hanged, for murder-

ently,

ing a

man as honest as himself.

incident

This strange

made the country people

Mas a cursed thing

say, it

to harass the M'higs

:

and indeed a holy providence appeared in it,
making one persecutor to cut oft' another.
When the council have Sir James Turner and Sir William Bannantyne before
them, honest people began to hope they

might be heard in their complaints, against
some others who had illegally oppressed
Therefore some persons in Ayr,
them.
particulai'ly bailie John Ferguson, and some
others, gave in a charge against William
Cuningham provost of that town, containing
many acts of riot, injustice, and oppression,
alleged to be committed by him.
Cuningham makes his interest with the archbishop
of Glasgow, and so comes into Edinburgh
M'ith confidence enough, and not ill founded
for after his accuser had been at the charges
of taking in forty witnesses and upwards, to
prove his libel, and was just about to table
it, he is told by some of the members of
council, that unless he agreed with the
provost, and di-opt this design, the declaraHis throat not
tion would be put to him.
being wide enough to swallow this, he was
obliged to M'ithdi-aw, and hold himself quiet.

Great were the discontents that Bannantyne was so easily passed, and inquiries

were frauHowever, the notice

into the carriage of others thus

dulently

stopped.

taken of these two made presbyterians take
little heart, and sermons were some more

a

frequent than formerly.

But

I

go forward to

shifting answers, refused, fearing

only the prison for his debts.

This shyness,

without a reason given, made him the more
jealoused (suspected) by Gordon, who draws

and told him, he would force
him to go with him. M'Bryar, either in
resisting or running, is killed, being run
through the body, and died on the spot.
The other made no secret of his having
his sword,

killed a whig, to the people about.

When

Of

the j)rocedure against presbyterians this

year, the bond of peace, severities against

outed ministe7-s,Mr3Iitchel's first attempt,

and some

other matters.

Having thus given some account of the
some of the instruments of

notice taken of

the severities against presbyterians the for-

mer
*

Fey,

silly,

deranged.

Hd.

years, I

come now

to take a

view

how

matters went with themselves through this

o
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year, and tliat as much in the order
1668. -^.V.'
r
,
1
of time as 1 can now recover.

[BOOK

ings of the people to conventicles,

II.

which are

indeed rendezvouses of rebellion and execute the laws severely against the ringleaders
;

begin with some further account of the
bond of peace, and the circumstances of of such faction and schism and return to us
When it was your very free advice, wherein you need our
the sufferers as to that.
imposed in tlie close of the last year, the more particular commands for those ends.

may

;

|)crsons required in several places, did not

meet in order to the
particularly,
feuai-s of the

sig-nin"^

of

it.

I find

+th, the heritors, and
barony of Glasgow, did not con-

December

vene; and the council appoint the ai'chbishop
of Glasgow and marquis of Montrose, to see it
done against the first of January. Upon the
baclvAvardness of people to it, the council Avrite

what to do now
upon the running out of the time fixed in
the indemnity, and anent the bond of peace.

to the king, for his orders

Upon the 16th of January, the king's letter
anent the indemnity and bond, comes before
til

em

;

which

We

did lately

recommend

you should think most convenient,
and we appointed Avho should command
them, in absence of our chancellor
and
places as

:

noAV considering

how

needless a general

is

few troops, we do think it fit to intimate om* pleasure, tbat our commission to
our general, in that our kingdom, and all
to so

other general

be recalled;

officers,

being

resolved to appoint general persons where

we have an
you are

And

army.

in the

to give orders to the

mean time
command-

our troops, as you shall find expeIt took some time
before the council could return an answer

I insert here.

ers of

dient for our service."
" Right trusty, &c.
"

to you, the order-

ing of our troops and companies to such

Having received full information of your

care and diligence for providing of money,

and disbanding the new troops, as also for
appointing the bond to be signed for keeping the public peace we do return you our
licarty thanks and whereas we are informed,
;

:

—

to all the particulars in this letter

:

so iq>on

they make the
following return to Lauderdale, Avhich, as
containing a very distinct account of the

the 27th of February,

state of the country,

and bond of peace,

I find

anent the indemnity

I insert it

here.

do neglect or refuse to sign
those bonds, in some of the shires, Ave do Ajmd Edinbiirgum, 27mo jnensis Februarii
1G68.
require you to send us a particular account,
" In obedience to his majesty's commands,
who have signed the bonds in the several
shires where they were appointed, and who a committee Avas appointed ; and by them
have neglected or refuse to sign ; and if any order Avas given for bringing in an exact
that

divers

have neglected or forsloAved that necessary
as also, who of those that were
accessory to the late rebellion, have accepted

account of these Avho have signed the bonds
for keeping the public peace, Avho have

our gracious pardon ; and in what places the
same hath been slighted ; together with your

in the late rebellion,

service:

free opinion

what

is

further necessary to be

done, in relation to security for the peace,

and what course

is fittest

to be taken with

who have

neglected the doing thereof, Avho of those

have accepted of his

majesty's gracious pardon, and Avho have

shghted the same.
pears, there are

able

By

their i-eport

it

ap-

few or none of the consider-

heritors in

the several

shires, Avho

were appointed to sign the bond, have not
and not accepted our gracious pardon but signed the same, except such Avho had forabove all, we most especially recommend merly taken the declaration, or Avhose conto you to use all possible means and endeav- stant residence AA-as not Avithin the shires,
ours for preserving and settling the public and did not apprehend themselves obliged
peace under our authority, and with special thereunto.
" As to those accessory to the late rebelcare to countenance and maintain episcopal
government, Avhich in all the kingdom we lion in the shire of Lanark, one hundred
will most inviolably protect and defend. and forty-seven have taken the benefit of
You must by all means restrain tbe gather- his majesty's gracious pardon, and signed

these of the late rebels,

slighted,
:

;
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nesses, and in tlieu" presence made
payment of the sum of fifty pounds
Scots and in case of resistance, complaint
being made to any of the magistrates fore-

the boud lor their future deportment ; and
one hundred have not. In the shire of Ayi",
iifty-seven have taken the bond, and seventytwo have not. In the stewartry of Kirkcudbright and Dumfries, foiu-teen have taken
the boud, and one hundred and twenty-eight

to the person

have not.
" The whole number of those

out payment of any price therefore, and
otherwise punish him in whose hands the

who have

;

they cause the horse be delivered
who seized the same, with-

said, that

in upon his majesty's gracious i)ardon, horse was found, in his person, at their disbeing two hundred and eighteen, and of cretion.
2do, Because, through the absence of
those who have not embraced it as yet,
three hundi-ed, who, for the most part, are those persons who were appointed to take

come

very mean persons, as servants, subtenants,
and craftsmen and the remanent who were
;

in the said rebellion,

were

either killed in

the bonds from the

by reason of

rebels,

their sickness, or their being at Edinburgli

attending lawsuits in the time of the term,

since

the meetings for subscribing were not so

dead, or fled out of the kingdom.
" As to the further securing of the peace

timously, nor so punctually observed, and
that

many

and quiet of the kingdom, it is our humble
opinion, Irao, That his majesty may be
pleased to grant warrant for issuing a pro-

fled

the

the

field,

or publicly executed, or

clamation, discharging-

all

such

ai'e

who have

not subscribed the said boud for keeping
the public peace, to liave or wear any arms,

sword, dirk, or w hinger, or any other vvhatsomev'.-r;

or to have or keep any horses

above the value of fifty pounds Scots, after a
certain day to be affixed and that a power
;

and warrant might be given and granted to
sheriffs,

all

Stewarts, bailies of regalities,

magistrates of burghs, justices of peace, and
all

magistrates whatsomever, to search

f'n;

places,

of the rebels themselves were

country, or lurking in obscure

and so did not

diets, before the

know

of the several

time was elapsed, and that

and others may
have or do
accept of the pardon, and sign the bond
divers

it is

was come

in since,

oiu" opinion, that all that

before the intimation of his majesty's further

pleasure to the council,

thereunto,

may

be admitted

and that his majesty

may

be

pleased to signify his pleasure accordingly.
" 3tio, That his majesty may give Avarrant
for a proclamation, Avherein the

names of

such of the rebels, as shall not then have
taken the bond, may be insert; and that
all

upon all arms in the possession of magistrates, and others his majesty's judges,
such persons and to exact ten pounds Scots, and officers in burghs and landn ard, may be
toties quoties of the haver or wearer of such
commanded upon their allegiance and duty,
arms, the one half to be given to the discov- to seize and apprehend them, and present
erer, and the other half to be disposed their persons to justice ; and that all heriupon by the judges, as they shall think fit. tors, and others his majesty's subjects, may
And further, that they be empowered to be discharged to harbour, reset, or keep any
seize upon, and intromit with all horses correspondence with them; with certificaand

seize

M-hich shall be found in the possession of

tion to such as shall

above the value of fifty
pounds Scots, paying the said sums always
and that also, by the said
to the party

shall be

those persons,

:

proclamation,

it

may be

declared lawful for

fail herein, they shall
be punished as aiders and abettors of rebels,
and accessory to the rebellion. And if it

found that any of the rebels have,
or shall have any reset, supply, or entertain-

any person whatsomever, who knows of ment within the bounds of any of these
any horses ia such hands, above the said heritors, Avho have not taken the bond for
value, to seize thereupon, bringing always

the peace, that every such heritor shall be
along with him, a magistrate of a burgh of pursued, and proceeded against, as guilty of
landward, or any of the officers or messen- the rebellion.
" Against conventicles there are acts oS
gers at arms, or any notar public Avith wit-

;
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council,

so

many and

nothing- can be

so

full,

as

added thereunto ; but

The proclamation

is

[BOOK
added.*

tions, that the council,

for rcmoA'al of all outed ministers, forth of

to be condescended

the city of Edinburgh, and other prohibited
places, and restraining- conventicles therein."

(thus

— At
it

the close, the council

recommended

to Lauderdale the secretary, to lay all

seems to

be in pursuance of this and other proclama-

the council will be careful to see them put
to due execution and, by their act of the last
of January, herewith sent, have taken order
;

It

11.

June 25th, " order

out letters against the lord Torphichen, and
other heritors of West Calder, and others
it

on by

my

lord Haltonn,

runs in the council records) to

answer for harbouring John Gilchrist, James
Nimmo, and Thomas Finlay, and not apprehending them, and offering them to justice
for their accession to the rebellion, 1666."

these things before the king.

they are permitted to receive persons upon
the bond of peace; and it is made very

This process was for some time in dependance,and brought no small trouble to several
persons very innocent in this matter.

In April,
a rule of their procedure.
David Barclay prisoner in the castle

leaves the council to do with those con-

According to

much
I find

this desire of the council,

By

a

letter,

dated July 23d, the king

of Edinburgh, for some concern, I suppose,
in Pentland, upon his declining to sign the
bond, is sent to the tolbooth of Montrose.

cerned in Pentland, as they see good.

In February this year, the banished ministers in Holland, sent over their sentiments

the rebellion, 166C,

words are these: " We now think
it

fit

to you, to take such course with

who are

His

to refer

aU

in

not particularly

you think fittest for the peace
by banishing them to
defection, and a burying of all covenanted the plantations, or admitting them to take
reformation-work; which wanted not its the benefit of our pardon, as you think fit."
influence to hinder some to take it. Thomas But presses their ridding the kingdom of
Lennox, above condemned to die for Pent- preachers at conventicles; which I shall
Accordland, is liberate in April, upon signing it. just now have occasion to notice.
Andrew Robertson, prisoner on the same ingly, upon the 4th of August, James
score, is allowed to transport himself to Anderson, John Wright, and Robert Grier,
New England. In June, I find John Bryce are banished to Virginia, for being in the
niealmaker in Cambusnethan parish, Wil- rebellion 1666. And in November, I find
liam Fergusson weaver in Lanark, William a good many concerned in Pentland, are,
Adam smith in WiUiamstoun, prisoners. by the council, admitted to talie the bond

warm

of the bond, in

terms, as a great

When brought before the council, they
acknowledge their being at Pentland; and,
upon

:

with

I

find a short

work made by

the coun-

in a general order, July 3Uth, that all

who

and Robert Chalmers (who afterwards got
a remission, if it be not another of the same

certification, if they

return, the pains of death Mill be inflicted.

cil,

of the kingdom, either

their refusing the bond, they are ban-

ished to Virginia

And

forfeited, as

are

in prison for the rebellion,

and

shall refuse the bond, are to be sent to the

plantations;

and thither not a few were

sent this year.

Agreeably to the proposal in the council's
above, I find a proclamation pub-

letters

lished,

May

9th, ordering all magistrates

* Frodamalion against rebels who have not ac—
ceptcd the indemnitt/, May 9th, 1668.
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith

;

to

macers or messengers at arms, conjunctly and
severally, and to all and sundry our lieges and
subjects whom it effeirs, greeting: Forasmuch
as we, by our act of indemnity and proclamation, of the date the ninth of October, one
thousand six hundred and sixty-seven, were
graciously pleased to make intimation of our
tenderness and care, to reduce such of the late
rebels as Avere seduced and misled, to their due

obedience to our authority and laws, (excepting

and officers of the standing forces, to seize only such as were therein named) ])rovided
and apprehend about a hundred persons, always that they should appear betwixt and the
lirst day of January last bypast, before such as
whose names are annexed to the proclama- were then authorised by the lords of our privy
tion, as having slighted the indemnity offered.

council,

and give such bonds for keeping the

—
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name) William
doch,

are

William Murand John Denholm

treatment this year, of those in the
'6(ia
t\.
late rising.
Let rae now come

Miller, aiul

banished

;
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w

•

•

banished to Tangier, for resetting some of forward to take some view of the severities
And used against conventicles, and the keepers

the former one night in his house.

William and James Welsh
whose names are wrongously
proclamation.

May

9th

in

Irongray,

of

insert in the

last,

very rare

wvre

not at I'cntland, are allowed to purge themselves,

this year.

conventicles were at

this time
but presbyterian ministers adventured to preach to large meetings in houses
and barns, upon the repeated and impor-

compearing-

before the council, and declaring- they

them
Field

by signing the bond of peace, and
So much may serve for the

;

^ho had follen
from the incumbents, because of their

tunate calls of the people,

dismissed.

off

public peace of the kingdom, as is therein appointed.
And yet notwithstanding of our gracious pleasure tiinously intimate, many of tlie
said rebels continue yet so desperate and wicked,
tliat they have refused, witliin the time limited,

Robert Sinclair son to Robert Sinclair in
Lag,
William Welsh in Ingliston,
James Biggar in Margloby,

to make their appearance
whereby they have
justly forfeited the benefit of our gracious oifer,
and deserve to l)e proceeded against with all
rigour, till they be brouglit to condign ])iniishment. Therefore, we, witli advice of tiiu lords
of our privy council, command and require
all sheriffs of slieriffdoms, stewards of stewartbailies of
ries, magistrates of royal burghs,
regalities and baronies, and all others our ministers of justice, and officers of our standing forces,
as they will be answerable to us ujiou their
allegiance and duty, immediately after notice
hereof, to seize upon, and .apprehend the persons
of the rebels underwritten, viz

Robert Currier in Dalquhairn,
in Ruchtree,
Robert Colvin in Ingliston,
Jo!m Hunter in Barncleugh,
John Wallat in llolhill,
John Welsh in Knachston,
John Wright in Larbreck,
John Whitehead in Chidden,
James Macbirnie in Crobmor,
John Wilson in Ti-aquair,

John Currier

:

in

Newark,

David Currier

Andrew Haining
I

servant to John Neilson of

Corsack,

John

Gaw son

to

Robert

Gaw

in Airncrogoe.

:

In

In Carsfaim parish.
Nathanael Cannon in Formaton,
James Macmitchel in Knockinreoch,
John Macmillan in Strong-gashel,
Hobert Macmillan in Kiltarseu,
William RIacmillan in Bradinoch,
James Mackilney in Polmidow,
John Logan in Loch-head,
John Crawford in Drumjoan,
John Cunningham in Longford,
Macadam in Waterhead,

John Kirko of Sundywell,
James Callan glover in Dumfries,
James Grier in Shankstell in Glencairn
parish,

John Grierson in Auchinshine there,
John Law there,
William Harvey younger there,
George Wilson there,
John Gilkerson there,
James Aiton there,

George

Bow,

John Macmillan younger in Brockloch,
George Fergusson in Woodhead,
David Cubbison in Moss,
James Macadam in Knockgray,
Alexander Macmillan in Bank,
William Smith at Bridge of Geuch,
John Wylie in Smiton,
lloger

Macolm

In the parisli of Lanark.
John Wilson there,
Thomas and James Hasties there,
James Fisher thei-c.
In the parish of Carluke.
William Loch there,
William Gilkerson there,
William Frame there,
Archibald, Robert, and Gabriel

In Dairy parish.
David Cannon brother to Morgrie,
in Knocksting,
in Trostan,

Robert Crichton in Fingland,
Andrew Crichton there,
John Machutcheon in Clachan of Dairy,
James Welsh his brother,
John Welsh in Skeocli,
Robert Wallat in Scar,
Herbert Biggar son to Herbert Biggar

klyre,

son to James Smith of

]

Forrests

there,

of

Barbuie,

Thomas Smith

I

and George Jacks there,
Robert Rae there,
Patrick IMurray there,
Robert Davidson tliei-e.

in Netherliolm,

Edward Crichton

|

•lohn

Robert Macolm in Netherglen.

James Fergusson

^

Thomas Robertson thei-e,
Matthew Hamilton there,
Thomas Brown there,

John Haimah

there,
Macadam in

the shire of Dumfries.

Drum-

Thomas Martin there,
John ScouUer there,
James Armstrong there,
William King there,
John Gilkerson there,
Archibald Hart there,
Robert Smith there,
William Brown.

|

|

;

i

|

j
'

no
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share in the severities and oppressions of the former years.

As

yet,

unless in some places, where circumstances
forced to the open

fields, it

out of a house.

I

what
cles,
tlie

I find this

was rare

to preach

shall cast togfether here,

year done anent conventi-

and such as frequented them, leaving
treatment of the ministers to the next

article.

of

some

at Dumfj-ies

lie

[BOOK

fifteen horse, at

;

II.

company of foot to
company of foot, with

of the troops

a

:

a

Strathaven in Clydesdale

forty troopers at Kilsyth

t>.vo

;

;

companies of

and fifteen horse, at Glasgow a company of foot at DalmcUington, and another
foot,

at

;

Cumnock

of Ayr.

in the shire

Besides this parcelling out of the forces
Avhere they were most afraid of conventicles,

May 7th, I find, the council having called, upon informations of the keeping of them,
and convened hefore them,
Miller of commissions are given out to examine
Waxford, for hcing- lately at a conventicle who had been at them. So upon the same
in the shire of Ayr, which he confessed, day the council grant warrant to two gentlefine hira in three hundi'ed morks, to be men, to make enquiry who were at the conpaid picsently and they oblige him to give venticles in Fife, in the town of Anstruther,
bond, under penalty of one thousand pounds and at Largo
and upon this trial, July
;

:

Scots, that neither he nor his family, shall,

16th, council letters are directed out against

in time coming, be present at conventicles.

foiu"

persons in Largo and the neighbour-

The three hundred merks are ordered to be hood, for being present at them.
given to Henderson a wounded soldier.
At the desire of the prelates, who this
The same day, the council being informed year are mightilj'^ keen against conventicles,
of several conventicles kept in several places,

appoint any of their nimiber to give out

and

apprehending,

warrants for seizing,

committing to prison, all outed ministers, or
othei's who shall keep conventicles, or other
unlawful convocations and meetings, or to
give warrant to a messenger to cite them to
such diets of the council, as they think

To favour

fit.

this design of suppressing

the king writes in the forecited letter, dated
July 23d, after he hath remitted the rebels
to the council's pleasiue, thus

recommend
the kingdom of such
specially

it

to

January

last

;

for

we

look on such as the

verters of the people."

"

^^ere so

believe

but

:

The

dom, and there was nothing but peaceable
cai'riage at such meetings, and the gospel of
peace purely and faithfully preached, and

earl of Linlithgow,
is

outed ministers,

com-

allowed to

soldiers, as

All the officers and

he

soldiers

upon and apprehend

are Aiarranted to seize

ticles,

I

the king had not better subjects in the king-

change the quarters of the

all

That they

9th, instructions are given to

mander-in-chief for the time,
finds meet.

rid

greatest disturbers of the peace, and per-

represented to his majesty

the forces.

we do

pretended ministers as have kept conventicles, or gathered people to the fields, since

as could not in conscience join with the

May

" but

seditious preachers, or

these meetings for divine worship, by such

curates,

:

your care to

who have

kept conven-

or preached at them, to dissipate

conventicles, and seize

upon the

all

minister,

the king prayed

for.

Indeed the orders

given above, to dissipate those meetings,
obliged

some

to

when

defend themselves

attacked, and the gospel preached to

but there were not

many

them

scuffles this

;

way

and such of the principal persons at the
meeting, as they can catch, and carry them
to the next prison, especially such as have

as yet.

v\'eapons.
They are empowered to seize
upon any they have a warrant from a privy

oblige the magistrates of burghs, to give

counsellor to apprehend, either as rebels, or

conventicle keejjers."

In short, they are to

observe the orders given November 15th,
1667.

Accordingly, upon the 4th of June,

the council approve

tlie

following disposition

Another method, peculiar to towns, used
at this time against conventicles, was, to

bond to the council to pay such a sum if a
conventicle were held within their jurisdiction

:

and ordinarily they had their

relief

oft'

the persons they should find out to have

been at

it.
Accordingly the magistrates of
Edinburgh, July 29th, give bond to the
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which I have insert,*
and for some time, 1 find yearly it is renewed
hy every set of new magistrates. Notwithcouncil to this effect

of

standino-

all

;

these efforts, conventicles

Ill

captain G. Erskine in Stirling Castle,

having orders from some counapprehends Mr Bruce in his

sellors,

When,

hired house, not far distant.

own

to his

grew on the prelates' hands, in a jiroportioii great surprise, he found the house beset
and their underlinj^s heing- disliked with armed men, according to his usual

to their

for their oppression

and

severities

;

and the

outed ministers wanted not their sufferings
this

which hrings me

year,

taste of their treatment.
.1

some

to give

Upon

the last of

anuary, the council hy their act ordain the

magistrates of Edinburgh, to execute the
act

and

proclamation,

dated

and briskness, he endeavoured to
was sore Avoundcd by the soland taken, and brouglit prisoner to

coiu-age

escape; but
diers,

No

the Castle of Stirling.

November Edinburgh,

this resolve about him.

take special care that none be permitted to

informed, that

stay within their liberties, but such as have

minister,

a license from the council, archbishop of St
and
Andrews, or bishop of Edinburgh

ral

them

requiring-

to take special notice, that

there be no conventicles kept in the city, or
liberties

ings, 1

to

come

may

He

well begin with the reverend

This worthy, useful,

ventured into several places of

the nation, where few other presbyterian
ministers had preached to any

some

years.

About the 2d or

numbers
.3rd

Bond by

for

of June,

the toum of Edinburgh, against conventicles, 'July 29th, 1668.
Sir Andrew Ramsay of Abbotshall, lord
provost of the city of Edinburgh, George Reid,
John Fullarton, James Carrie, and John Lyon,
bailies of the said city, Francis Kinloch dean of
^Tiuild, and .Andrew Cheyn treasurer thereof,
bind and oblige ourselves, conjunctly and severally, that, during the time we are in trust
and office, no person or persons who were in the
rebellion 1666, or who are forfeited, or declared
fugitives, shall at any time hereafter be lodged,
harboured, or reset within the said city of
Edinburgh, Canongate, Fotter-row, Pleasants,
West-port, or Leith, under the pain of one
hundred pounds sterling; and that none of the
said rebels, who hereafter siiall be forfeited or
declared fugitives, shall be harboured, or reset,
or lodged within these said bounds, after they
.shall be declared fugitive, as said is. under the
[lain of one hundred pounds sterling
also, that
•

who for these

made

it

his

seve-

work

to

abuse people, and in contempt of the laws,
presumed to keep frequent conventicles,
preach, baptize, and administrate the sacra-

made prisoner in Stirling Castle, they order
him to be kept close prisoner, and no per-

adventured to preach to great meetings
houses, and sometimes in the fields like-

wise.

years bypast, has

to particular persons' suffer-

The hardships of

and affectionate preacher, had been some
years ago forced out of Ireland, where his
charge and relations were. Being a person
of great boldness, and much love to souls,
in

Mr Michael Bruce, pretended

apprehended,

ments, without any lawful warrant, and

Ml- Michael Bruce.

lie

is

this

thereof.

act have been noticed formerly.

But

was taken

and, June 4th, the council have
" The lords being

1G64, against the outed ministers; and to

;

care

of his wounds, and he lost a vast deal of
Notice of this prize is sent into
blood.

We,

:

son have access but physicians and surgeons."

Further, they appoint the sheriff

of Stirling, and one of the justice-deputes,
to

examine him, how

it

came, «'hen he was

apprehended by authority, he assaulted, and
dangerously wounded
the party, employed for that

a soldier of
effect,

and

report.
It was the 1 Sth of June before Mr Bruce
was so far recovered, as he could be carried
and, when put in close
into Edinburgh
prison there, the council order, that nobody
;

none of the other rebels contained in the procla9th, 1668, concerning such
mation, dated
as have not accepted his majesty's gracious indemnity, shall be reset as foresaid, under the
As likewise,
pains of fifty pounds stei'ling.
that no private meetings or conventicles, under
pretence of, or for religious worship, shall be
kept within the said city, or bounds foresaid,

May

under the pain of fifty pounds sterling. Which
we bind and oblige ourselves, conjunctly and severally, to make payment of to
the commissioners of his majesty's treasury, or
treasurer-depute, as they shall happen to be for
tlie time, to be by them disposed upon as they
penalties

providing that we shall only be
shall think fit
liable to pay the said penalties, for such deeds of
controvention as shall be committed during our
office, for which we shall be pursued, and decreets recovered against us, within year and
day after the committing the offence. Consenting, &c. in common form.
;

;
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have access to speak with him, spite against him, or to some other cause, I
c
except in presence ot a pnvy coun- knoH' not. But when he came up to Lonsellor, or one of the magistrates of Ediu- don, he was immediately sent to the GateWhen he was examined in the tol- house. After he had remained some time
burjjfh.
booth, he was most candid and free in his there, he was sentenced to go to Tangier in
confession, refusing to answer nothing put Africa.
I have no distinct account whether
From this confession the king's he underwent any trial at London, or how
to him.
advocate forms a libel against huu. As soon his sentence came to be altered. It appears
1G68.

,

•

•

he was able to come before the council,
upon July 2d, he appears, and when his libel
is read, he owned his preaching and baptizing in houses and the fields, and defended
his practice, as being' agreeable to the powers
he had received from another and higher

odd enough to overturn a sentence passed
by the council of Scotland, or to judge a
Scotsman, for crimes committed in Scotland, at London, after the affair had been
judged at home. I hear this good and
pious man with great difficulty obtained a
The sentence the council pass, is connivance, and retired to Ireland.
court.
" The council find Mi* Michael
This account hath run out already so far,
as follows.
Bruce guilty of sedition, faction, and dis- that I must be brief on the sufferings of
turbance of the peace of this kingdom^ and some other of the outed ministers this year.
contravening the acts of parliament and Mr Alexander Smith, we heard, was ordered
council ; and therefore ordain the said Mr to be brought from Zetland last year ; and
Michael Bruce to be banished and sent being come to Burntisland, upon the 9th of
away out of his majesty's dominions of July, the magistrates of Edinburgh are
Scotland, England and Ireland, and to dis- ordered by the council, to receive him, and

as

charge him to return upon pain of death."

commit him

His bond signed in the council registers is
" I Mr Michael Bruce bind, oblige, and
enact myself in the books of privy council,

Wliat his examination and deportment was

—

there, I

close prisoner in the tolbooth.

know

not

;

but July 23rd,

I see

him

ordered to be transported to Orkney, and

an act and sentence of sheriff Blair in Orkney is appointed to
banishment pronounced and given against receive him; and Mr Smith required to
me this day, I shall never return to any of confine himself to the island of North RonMi* Andrew Morton minister at
his majesty's dominions in Scotland, Eng- aldshay.
land or Ireland, under pain of death to be Carmunock was imprisoned about this time
inflicted without mercy, in case I shall but I shall bring in all his sufferings afterthat, in obedience to

happen to contravene

:

consenting thir pre-

sents be registered in books of council

constitute Patrick Frazer advocate,

;

and

my pro-

In -witness whereof, I have subscribed those presents, in presence of the
lords of council, at Edinburgh, July Sd, 1668.
" M. Bruce.
curator.

« Rothes, Chanc.

1.

P. D."

wards.

The bishop of Murray having
information

to

the

Thomas Hogg minister at
Thomas Urquhart minister

at

John M'KiUigen minister

at

preaching at their
conventicles in

own

Murray

sent in an

Mr

against

council,

Mi-

Kiltairn,
,

Alves,

Mr
for

houses, and keeping:

the council grant

commission, July 30th, to the earl of Mur-

When

he

is

about to remove off the kingof July a letter comes from

ray and lord Duffiis, to apprehend and

in-

them in Forres, where they conthe king to the council, signifying he was tinued some time, till the earl of Tweeddale
pleased with their procediu'e against Mr procured an order to liberate them, upon
Bruce, and ordered him to be sent prisoner giving bail to appear M'hen called. Some
by sea to London, with the first conveniency: of their sufferings Mill come in afterwards
and, September 13th, he is ordered to be at more length.
Mr John Wilkie, sometime minister at
hether
put into a ship going to London,
this Mas owing to an application from the Twynhara in the south, had come into
bishops in Ireland, u ho had a particular Edinburgh for his health, and was scarce
dom, the

1-ith

W

carcerate
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it, through age and
ToAvard the end of July he is
imprisoned, and from prison first brought

able to

remove out of

infirmity.

before a committee of the council, and next

before the council, July 29th.

What

pas-

in

iia

Angus, to which he was not able
1668.
and so continued in prison

to travel,

some

time.
I find him, September 13th,
petitioning the council, that his confinement

may

be altered to Moifat, and ten miles

thought deserved a room
in his o\\n plain and homely style, from
an original, signed by him, in my hand,
as ^^hat will give the reader a native view of

about for his health's sake.

the methods used with these good men, by

at Moffat are over, his confinement is altered

the managers, and their ingenuous carriage.*

from

sed at both

They

I

him

confine

to the

Mr

Kirkcudbright.
A. Anna Rae,
daughter
Adam Rae, minister at Halywood. Q. What countrywoman is she? A.
Nithsdale \voman.
Q. How long since you
came to Edinburgh? A. Two years bygone in
April.
Q. What brought you here ? ' A. To
consult the doctors anent my health, with
whom I have deen drugging and dressing ever
since I came here.
Q. But how could you
come to Edinburgh, express contrary to the
law, without liberty obtained? to w^hich I answered nothing, but waved the question, and
cast in another discourse.
My lord advocate
asked me, if I knew -tvho shot the bishop? I
answered I knew not, and did presently depone
upon oath, that 1 neither shot him, nor knew
who shot him. He asked me, if I knew any of
these west country rebels, especially major
Learmont, Barscob, Mardrogate, young Murrieff, Barmagachan, Mr John Welsh, Cornley.
I answered, I know them all, for they were my
old acquaintances.
Then he asked, if I had
seen them since the fight?
I answered, I had
seen them all ; for being my acquaintances, they
came to visit me on my supposed deathbed.
iiam,

presbytery

the

in

Q. What

is

of

your wife's name?

to IVIr

A

He

:

November
tliat

Upon

town of Cupar

John WUIde\^ examination before lite
council, July 2Sl/i, 1668.
I was interrogated by my lord advocate,
What is your name, sir? I answered. My lord,
my name is Mr John Wilkie. Q.. Where
^vere you minister?
A. In the parish of Twy•

They grant

and confine him as above, under
the penalty of five himdred nierks
and,
his desire,

you any
none,
to

I

1

2th,

when

the use of the Avaters

to Musselburgh.

information given to the council

to your family-exercise ?
A. I invite
debar none.
Q. It seems you are clear

admit any that come ?

A. Yes,

my lord,

you

should be welcome, and the archbishop of St.
Andrews should not be debarred. Q. Goodsooth, Mr Wilkie, you would go four miles
about, in that case, to visit a friend.
A. No,
my lord, I would find him within less than
half a mile.
lordship
remembers
Your
of a
story betwixt njy lord Scone, and an honest old
minister, who alleged that in every text he found
my lord Scone. Upon this 1 fell a little faint
and weary with standing, aiid they caused set
in a seat to me, where I sat and discoursed with
them as follows Q.. What I heard concerning
him that shot the bishop ? A. My lord, for me
to bring what clatters I hear before this honourable court, ^vere not fair, neither can they bear
any weight in judgment. Q. But, Mr Wilkie,
lord, seeing
tell us what you hear?
A.
you urge me, I w^ill tell you what I hear.
2.
I. Some think it to be a Jesuitical prank.
Some think it to be out of private revenge, a
gentleman in Orkney being wronged by his
bishop. 3. Some say that it is some of the west
country men. 4. Some allege that it is done by
some of their own emissaries. The advocate
being astonished, began to fain himself; Could
any of themselves attempt the like against them:

My

A. These who are of that judgment
it is done to obstruct a greater good
intended.
The provost of Edinburgh, (I knew
him not then) till I asked him if he was provost
of Edinburgh, which he answered he was for
selves

?

think that

knew where Learmont did now
I knew not at all.
Q. Where
now ? A. I suppose he be not want of a better, desired my lord advocate to
in Scotland.
Q. Do you know the proper urge me in that. What I meant by the obstructname of one that goes under the name of James ing of a better work ? A. Your lordship, who
Small ? A. I am not much acquaint •with the sits upon these cabinet councils, knows better
man; but seeing your lordship urgeth me, I than I do. Q. But, Mr John, I pray you
asked,

quarter?

if I

A.

Barmagachan

is

think the business is not lanti as to conceal it,
for ought I know his name is Mr James
Rlitchell.
Q. Is he a minister? A. I allege
rot.
A. I never inQ,. What age is he of?
quired.
Q. What colour of hair hath he?
A. It is hard to know, seeing ye all wear
periwigs.
Q. What colour is his periwig?
A. I think it may be the colour of that (pointing at Hugh Stevenson's, sub-clerk).
Q. Do
you keep conventicles? A. I am not able, by
reason of sore and long continued sickness; but
I use, when I have health, to exercise in my
own family both Sabbath and week-day. Q,.
What time take you on the Sabbath? A. Betwixt sermons, beginning at half twelve, and
continuing so long as I am able.
Q. Admit

My

lord, frae
A.
tell what it is?
will have me to tell you it, there were, and
yet are great rumours that we who are old
ministers should all have our mouths opened,
and liberty to preach where we get a call. To
which there was not one word replied.
lord advocate urged me again that I should admit
none to my family-exercise, but the members of
To which I answered as formerly,
the family.
That I invited none, and I would debar none,

be free, and

you

My

using an argument ad humineni : my lord, would
you think it fair, if your lordship, being of
my acquaintance, came to make a visit at the
nick of time of family-worship, if ray servant
should keep you at the door, saying, My lord,
vou must not come here, we are at the worship

;:
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and that under the pain of sedition;

November 23d, the following act and yet he hath repaired to the city of
" Whereas Mr Donald Car- Edinburgh, and other places at his pleasui-e,
against him
gil was confined benorth lay, October 1st, in high and proud coutempt of authority
:

of

God

well
preach
it

;
:

—

surely,

my lord, you would not take
my lord, I am still bound to

and more,

when

called,

and able

for

that work,

imder the hazard of that, Wo is unto me, if 1
Then my lord advocate
preach not the gospel.
urged me. In what families I used to exercise?
1 answered. My long and sore sickness made
me incapable of going abroad; and, to the best
of my knowledge, since October last, I supped
not save twice out of mine own house, where
indeed I made the fashion of family- exercise.
Q. Wh.at were these two houses? A. IVJylord,
it were both impertinent and imprudent in me
to tell this honourable coiut, who invites me to
dine or sup with them; and so your lordship
must pardon me, for I cannot in discretion tell
but if your lordship should urge me to tell, you
will not gain any thing ; for I know no law as
yet discliarglng the service of the living God.
The advocate answered. You need not tell us
The business
that, for we know it is true.
coming to this close, the advocate desired me to
have my surety ready against ten o'clock tomorrow, to find bonds to present myself before
the council, when called, because I was a sick
man, and not fit for the prison ; and so I took
my leave. J\Iy lord advocate requested the
good-man of the tolbooth to grant me a chamber
his house ; but he said his house was all
taken up, so I was carried back to prison.

in

July 29th, I was arraigned before the secret
council, and made to stand without the bar at a
great distance, where (by reason of my shortness
of sight) I could not well discern any of their
them.
At the first my lord
me with laughing. I anmarvel
your honour should
swered, My
for I am even now
chiirge me with laughing
After
as sick as I am able to stand on my feet.
this, he makes an historical narration of what
betwixt
the
committee
and
me
had passed
faces so as to

know

chancellor charged
lord, 1

;

that I had confessed my coming to Edinburgh
contrary to the law ; that I had conversed
Tvith these west country rebels
that I exercised in my family, and admitted all that
came. I granted all that to be true, and that
I had satisfied the committee, in reason, as to
every particular. Chanc. But, Mr Wilkie, you
stick at one particular, you will not declare
what these two families were wherein you
lord, I think it not prudent
supped? A.
to tell.
Chanc. What, Sir, are you beginning
to teach the council prudence ?
A. No, my
lord, I am only studying how to carry prudently
hefore the council.
Chanc. But, Sir, you must
tell what these two families are?
A. I cannot
for shame tell ; would your 'lordship, being of
my acquaintance, think it fair play, if your
honour had invited me to dine with you yesterday, that I should come in and tell his majesty's
secret council the morn.
Chanc. Nay, Mr
Wilkie, you mistake the business, it is not
where you hiive dined or supped, but what you
did there as to the point of exercise ? A.
lord, I entreat forbearance in that point for your
lordship will find nothing in it.
Chanc. Nay,
but you must declare it, and that upon oath.
;

My

My

A. Lest your lordship think that there is some
mystery in the matter, I will declare, and you
shall gain nothing.
Chanc. Clerk, go to the
The oath being
bar, and administer the oath.
administered, the chancellor began to exhort
oath.
to remember I was upon
I told his
lordship I did remember very well, and I should
swear nothing but the truth.
Chanc. What
were these two houses ? A. One of them is a
friend called John Gibson, with
I supped
not long since.
Chanc. W^hat did you there?
supper, blessed the table, gave
A. I took
thanks, sang, read, noted, and prayed.
Chanc.
was there present ? A. Not one soul save

me

my

whom

my

Who

Chanc. What was
the members of the family.
lord, you will gain as
the other family ?
A.
Chanc. But
little of it, and therefore forbear.
you must tell, you are now upon oath. A. It
was, my lord. Sabbath last, in one Mrs George's
house, who hath some relations of mine breeding
at school.
Chanc. What did you there ? A. I
took my supper as I could, gave thanks, sang,
read, and essayed to note, but fell sick, and so
Chanc. Who was
was forced to cut short.
there?
A. If there was any there but the
family, is more than I know; for I was never
Chanc.
there before, and w&s never there since.
But what number would have been there ? A.
I think there would have been about eight or
nine persons.
Upon this I grew Aveary with
standing, and told my lord chancellor that I
was very sick, and requested the honourable
council that I might be quickly despatched ;
which was yielded to at the first, and I was
removed to an outer room. Having passed an
interlocutor upon me, X am called in; and, after
recapitulation of all my alleged crimes, together
with a harangue of the council's clemency and
gentleness towards me, notwithstanding of my
great offence, I am sentenced to confine myself
to Cupar of Angus, within ten days after my
The sentence is read,
liberation out of prison.
and I presently commanded to subscribe.
I
answered.
lord, no man is bound to subscribe
to impossibilities ; for where Cupar of Angus
is I know not ;
but well I know that this last
summer I rode to Moffat-well, with no less
than the hazard of my life ; and for the present
I am neither able to sit on horse, or walk on
foot.
Chanc. Sir, I perceive you love to live in
Edinburgh. A.
lord, your honour is quite
mistaken, it is all one to me where I live,
whether in prison or at liberty ; for at liberty I
am sick, and in prison I will be but sick.
Chanc. Mr Wilkie, your business stands at
this, you will not engage to forbear preaching.
A.
lord, offer nothing to me that may lay
the least tash upon my ministry ; for do with
me Avhat you please, in the strength of the Lord
I will never yield
I satisfied the committee
yesterday in that
but, my lord, 1 have somewhat that supports me, that every one knows
not.
"Herein do I exercise myself, always to
have a conscience void of offence both towards
God, and also towards man." So taking my
leave of the council, refusing to subscribe my
sentence I am committed again to prison,

My

My

My

My

:

;
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The news were very welcome, and ,^„„
1668.
^some conversation and proposals
passed betwixt them on this subject. But
th of January next, otherwise an unhappy incident sto])ped all for some
council the
he shall be denounced simpliciterr I have time, the attempt made by Mr James
reason to think this was an information Mitchell upon two of the bishops, July lltb
purely from malice. He is not charged this year; which, as it was his personal deed,
preaching-, but only Avitli coming to without concert or approbation from presby\\ ith
Edinl)iu'gh, and other places, after a con- terians, it opened the door to a severe treattinemeut more than six years ago, and many ment of some very worthy persons not at

ordains the said Donald

C'arnill,

by open

protlamation at the cross of Edinbiirgli and
Forfar, to be cited to appear before the

1

I

1 1

acts

and indemnity. When he
next January, before the council,
heard in his oww vindication, he is

all

of grace

of

appeal's,

and

is

dismissed,

and only appointed to bide

concerned in
it

from what

it.

I shall

I find in

and other papers of
other notices anent

in

it

give a deductiou

the council records,

this time,

his conlinemeut.

when he

Notwithstanding of these hardships upon
])resbyterian ministers in Scotland, the king

be accounted for ten years after

is

and some

will otter themselves

taken, and his process comes to
this.

James Mitchell was a preacher of
this year allowed some breathing to the the gospel, and a youth of much zeal and
nonconfomiists in England. I am told he piety; but perhaps had not these oppordid IVIr Bates, Mr Baxter, and some other tunities for leai'ning and conversation,
I
presbyterian ministers there, the honom- of which would have been useful to him.
allowing them to wait upon him; and sig- find Mr Trail, minister at Edinburgh, in
nified to them, that he knew of their meet- the year 1661, recommending him to some
ings, M'hich were not according to law, and ministers in Galloway, as a good youth,
designed to allow' them more liberty ,provided that had not much to subsist upon, and as
they carried peaceably. It is said, he \^'as fit for a school, or teaching gentlemen's
He was at Pentland, and is
pleased to add, " That he had been too children.
long a king of a l)arty, and now he resolved excepted from the indemnity, and in all the
Several three lists Ave have seen above. From what
to be king of all his subjects."
meeting-houses were about this time built motives I say not, he takes on a resolution
and,
at London. Yea, in June or July this year, to kill the archbishop of St Andrews
the earl of Tweeddale called for some of upon the 11th of July, he waits the bishop
the presbyterian ministers, w ho were under coming dowTi in the afternoon to his coach,
their hidings, and made proposals to them at the head of the Blackfriar Wynd in
anent some favour and indulgence he ho])ed Edinbiu'gh and A\'ith him was IVIr Honeymight be procured for them in Scotland. man bishop of Orkney. When the ai'cliIVIr

:

;

I am continued for the space of forty
days.
All the premises I assert to be of truth,
and that nothing (to the best of my memory)
passed betwixt the committee and me, or the
honourable council and me, but what is here
recorded ; as witness my hand, at Moffat, the
place of my confinement, October 28th, 1G68.

where

John Wilkie.
Only

this passed betwixt the council and me.
lord chancellor, when he was speaking to
me as to the point of preaching, alleged that I
was (for what he saw) clear to preach in a
kirk.
1 answered.
not,
lord, I am
still a minister, and who has exauctorated me?
Ckanc. Then I see you are clear to preach upon
a call. A. Yes,
lord, if the call have a
cleanly rise.
Clianc. i\Iark that, a cleanly rise
but what call you a cleanly call for a minister?

My

Why

my

my

!

A. My lord, you know it well enough, why do
you ask me ? Q. I pray you tell us ? A. IMy
lord, I make the supposition, if your honour

invited me to preach in one of your kirks, I
being able and qualified for the work, how durst
I in conscience refuse, under the pain of that
wo, " Wo is unto me if I preach not the Gospel !' What then should hinder me to preach in
a kirk? Nay, more, my lord, I was this summer
at Moffat-well, and the chield that is there is
run away from them for debt (as I hear), and
the place in a manner vacant, if these in power
in that place, had bad courage to have given me
a call, I would have taken my venture to have
preached.
To which there was not one word
replied.
I testify this also to be of truth ; as
witness my hand, day, year, and place foresaid.

j

I

j

I

,

i

'

'

|

i

John Wilkie.

When

my

leave of the committee, I
entered this protestation, that no man should
follow
footsteps ; for I had laid a bad preparative in answering to questions, whereas I
should have had an indictment, and time com^petent to have answered the same.
I

took

my

i

—
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the evening, as the archbishop of St

II.

An_

drews and the bishop of Orkney were going

taken his seat, Mi* Mitchell steps
straight to the north side of the coach, and

abroad, the archbishop being in his coach,

discharges a loaden pistol in at the door of

and the other stepping up, a wicked fellow

the coach.

The moment the

Honeyman

charged,

sets his

boot of the coach, and

when

pistol is dis-

the

in

foot

reaching up

standing behind the coach, did shoot the
bishop of Orkney beneath his right hand,
broke his left arm, a little above the ^vTist,

with five balls, and immediately crossing the
street, went down a lane, and escaped there
so the primate escaped at this time.*
Upon being no person near at the time, but those
this Mr Mitchell crossed the street with who were so taken up about the bishop of
much composure, till he comes to Niddry's Orkney, that they could not observe the
Wyud head, where a man offers to stop person, or whither he went. That night all
him, and he presented a pistol to him, upon possible search was made in and about the
which the other let him go. He stepped town, and this day a proclamation is issued
down the Avynd, and going up Steven Law's out, sent herewith." Further, that same
Close, went into a house, and changed his day the magistrates of Edinbiu'gh are ordered
clothes, and came straight confidently to to search the town and subm-bs for all

his

hand to step

designed for

Mr

in,

received the

shot,

Sharp, in the wrist, and

the street, as being the place where indeed

he would be

The

;

persons in the late rebellion, or
give an account of themselves

who

cannot

killed; and some rogues
was but a bishop, and all was
calmed very soon. The two bishops made
all the haste they could to the house where

and to shut
all the ports of the town, except the Netherbow, where one of the bailies is to stand,
and let out none but whom he knows and
an hundred soldiers are ordered to assist the

they had been.

magistrates.

arose, a

least

suspected.

cry

man was

answered,

it

Upon Monday,
met upon

July,

1

3th, the comicil

;

made

and issue out a pro- and
printed, " Anent the not

this affair,

clamation which

is

;

A

very narrow search was

upon the bishops,
was a Monder great numbers were

for the aggressor

it

seized.

The town being the place of greatest resort,
upon the bishops of
St Andrews and Orkney, upon the 11th and where people could liu'k best, was at
instant."
Five thousand merks are offered present full of Wliigs and such who had
to the discoverer, and pardon to accessories. been concerned in Pentland, and many of
They write likewise a letter to the king, them escaped very narrowly. One instance
acquainting him with this matter, and their I cannot but give of Maxwell of Monrief,
viUanous

account

attempt

is

as follows:

—" Saturday

last in

nity,

* Honeyman, like Sharp, had been originally
a very violent presbyterian, but like him, had, for
the sake of preferment, violated his conscience,
cruel persecutor of all who refused to
follow his example.
The above accident, however, was fatal to him ; the wound could never
be healed, and in a few years after vv^as the cause
of his death.
Sharp, though he thus escaped at
the time, was greatly alarmed, and probably
lived ever after this in daily and nightly terror.
Bishop Burnet, who, though he hated the man,
had some respect for the archbishop, and called
on him for the purpose of congratulating him on
his escape, informs us, that " he was much
touched with it, and put on a show of devotion
upon it. He said, with a very serious look, '
times are wholly in thyhand, O thou God of my
" This," he adds, " was the single exlife !'
pression savouring of piety that ever fell from
him in all the conversations that passed between
him and me." Burnet's History of his Own
Times, vol. i. p. 408. Ed.

and was a

My

—

we have seen, out of the indemand a gentleman of one of the best

excepted, as

estates of that party not already forfeited.

He had no

place in

town he could

flee to,

but came in to Moffat his stabler's house,

and begged his landlord to hide him. Moffat
told him very coldlj^ he had no place to put
him in, and very indifferently pointed to a
large empty meal tub, standing in a public
(h-inlving room, adding if he pleased, he should
cover him Avith

No other

it.

present shift

was done and, in a few minutes,
the constable and his men came in to search
the house, and were soon satisfied, expecting no prey there. They sat doAvn in that
very room with the meal barrel at the end of
their table, and called for some ale.
^\Tiile
offering, it

sitting

they

;

fell

a talking of the unsuccess-

:
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One of them says, in Orkney. But this unhappy
many Wliigs in town brought several persons to a

fulness of their search.
1

am

siu-e

there are

another of them rapped violently on the
head of the tub under which Monrief was,
swearing-, It

and so

it

may be

there

is

one under that;

passed as a jest, and they were

Quickly they

permitted to do no more.
left

the room, and

fall

to their

houses, and the gentleman

work in other

came

out,

having

tasted of the bitterness of death almost.

affair

great

and was most unjustly
charged upon the body of presbyterians.
It gave a loose to the cruelty of the bishops,
and the advocate. It must be owned, they
had a very considerable provocation given
to theii" passions; and at this rate nobody
deal

of

trouble,

can be safe: but then the measures they
took were hard, and mixed with a disingen-

uous cunning, unworthy of judges.
A few days after this attempt upon the
some years after, when we shall
meet with him again. His attempt was bishops, an occasion of much trouble to
known to nobody but himself. People three good people falls out; which was this.
could not but observe the righteousness of A scuffle falls in between a servant-woman
Providence in disabling bishop Honejauau's of no good fame, and her mistress, wife to
hand, ^vhich was noways designed by Mi- Robert Gray, merchant in Edinburgh. The
Mitchell.
It was weU remembered that servant, to be completely revenged upon her
Mr Andrew Honeyman, in the years 16{i0 mistress, quits her service, and goes straight
and 1661, set up most zealously for presby- to bishop Sharp, and assures him she can
teriau govermneut and being a man of good give account of several houses where the
parts, A\'as employed by the presbytery of Whigs used to haunt, and make some disSt Anch-ews, to di-aw up a testimony for coveries aiient the person who made the
presbyterian govermnent, when it was about late attempt upon him.
The bishop made
The di*aught was ex- her very welcome, gave her money in
to be overtm'ued.
tremely liked by Mr Robert Douglas, Mj* abundance, and provided for her security.
George Hutchison, and others, to whom it It was said the primate gave like^dse very
Ml- Mitchell passes at this time undis-

covered,

till

;

was communicated.

He

professed to be

liberally to the

advocate Sir John Nisbet,

zealous against prelacy, to a very great

that he might be hearty in the pursuit ; and

height; and, in his sermons, preached Avith

it is

a great deal of warmth against the intro-

dinary eagerness in this matter, to that

ducing of bishops.

I am told in the abunone day, he had this
expression to his hearers, " That if ever he
spoke or acted contrary to what he now
taught them, he should be content to be
reckoned a man of a prostitute conscience."
He met with his bodings, and indeed was

pitch, that his friend Sir Archibald

dance of his

roundly told him, "

zeal,

accouxited of according to
Ml* Sharp debauched
tion of a bishopric;

own

till

certain Su-

John showed an extraor-

He would not

Primrose
give over

he brought the fury of the enraged

people on himself instead of the bishops."

Robert Gray

is

brought before a committee

of council, on this information, and strictly

examined, Wliether any Wliigs used (to

lodge) in his house? Mi* Gray suspecting
him with the tempta- the spring of their information, and knowing
and he was the first, there would be proofs of it, acknowledged.
his

rule.

and ahnost the only man of them, who
drew his pen in the vindication of the
present constitution in the chm-ch and peo;

ple could not but remark, that that person,

who Avrote against the truth he once so
vehemently espoused, had a mark set upon
him instead of his debaucher, and without

That upon such a day, his cousin major
Learmont, one Welsh, and Mrs Diuican a
minister's widow, had dined with him. So
much he conjectured his servant had told
them. He was further inteiTOgated, Whether he

knew of the

assassin of the bishops?

The advocate
was loudly urged him to swear upon his declaration.
talked, that some years after this, he met This he flatly refused, as contrary to all
with yet harsher treatment, from a more reason and law, that a person should swear

any design

in the actor.

dreadful quarter,

when he

This he peremptorily denied.

It

died at his house

in such a case as this.

Wlien the king's
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advocate

him

finds

he

positive,

forward to him; and, after
some pretended frankness and familiarity
in further dealing with him, he takes his
rino- from off' his hand, tellinjr him he had
use for it and, within a little, sends it with
steps

tainly been put to torture,

was not proper

own

to

Mrs Gray,

for

had not Rothes

the

told

" It

council,

gentlewomen to Avear

hoots."

the 29th of July, Margaret

Upon
relict

;

a messenger of his

and

interposed,

II.

Mr James

of

Edinbui'gh

is

Dury

merchant in
before the council, and refusKello

fined in five

ordering the hearer to acquaint her, that

ing to give oath, as above,

her hushand had discovered all he kneAV
as to the Whigs, and the ring was sent
her as a token that she might do the

thousand merks, and banished to the planMrs Duncan had nothing, and so
tations.

hrought hefore the

wise banished to the plantations: and to-

poor ivoman

morroAV, Janet Chalmers, spouse to John

same; and so she
committee. Upon

is

this the

discovers more than her hushand had done,
and acquaints them with some houses where

escaped the fine

is likcAvise

widow, where Mr
John Welsh sometuues lodged and preached; the foresaid Mrs Duncan, and John
Crawford messenger, who had notice given
him, and got off". But his wife, and the
other two were presently seized, and put
When Mi* Gray gofuotice how
in prison.
his wife had heen ahused Avith his ring, and
what followed thereupon, he took it most
heavily, sickened, and in a few days died,

Duncan,

death ujjon this

liis

way

of treating

July 22d, I find

Anna

Kerr, relict of

is lUce-

banished A^ith the other

lay in prison a long time:

Avith tAVO

:

house, Avas fined as above, and continued in
prison a long time ; and

it aa

as

AA'itli

no small

they Avere at length liberated, after
Mrs Kello had paid much of her fine.

difficulty

Another act of cruelty foUoAving upon
this attempt, Avas the occasion of the death

of that good

man

Mi*

James

Gil on minister

at Cavers, Avhose blood is jnstly chai-geable

on the authors of

him.

same day,

Mrs
young infants, continued
there five or six months Mrs Kello, haA^ing
confessed Mr Welsh had preached in her
They

tAvo.

leaving

but, the

CraAvford messenger, upon her refusal as
above,

the suffering people used to haimt; particularly Mi-s Kello, a rich

;

is

Mr Mr

this

harsh treatment.

Gilon being turned out of his church at

James Duncan, before the coiuicil. She is the entry of prelacy, had noAv for some time
intenogated upon her knowledge, Wlio lurked at Edinbiu-gh, and being tender, he
were the actors in the late attempt upon had gone out to Currie, Avithin a fcAv miles
the two bishops, and her harboirring and of the toAvn for the recovery of his health.
converse

rebels ?

Avith

Mi's

Duncan

A

party of soldiers AAent out, and, uj^on

refused to answer upon oath, declared she

pretext of searching for the aggressors upon

knew

the bishops, seized him, and

not the assassins, and AAOuld not

The

accuse herself.
ances, that

council giA'e her assm'-

Avhatever she declared there-

anent, shall uca er be used against her, either

almost

all

made him run

the Avay before them, for four

miles, to the West-port of Edinburgh, in the

middle of the night.

Wlien thus driven,

judgment, or out with the same; and they literally like a sheep to the slaughter, he
promise to indeimiify her for any accession was made to stand some hours before the
To-morrow AA'hen
.she had to the said attempt, or harbour- port could be opened.
ing any of the rebels, providing she declare he Avas brought before the council, he was
in

ingenuously, and discoA'er upon oath Avhat

She continued

fixed

that

she Avould not give her oath.

The

lords

she

kuoAvs.

caused bring in the boots before her, and

gave her to
,

five

of the clock to think upon

knoAA'u,

and dismissed to his chamber : but
usage disordered him so much,

this barbarous

that he sickened, and being indisposed
fore, died

In

))e-

within forty-eight hom-s.

July and August, the council are

would not give her much taken up about the militia, who are
oath in the premises, she was to be tortur- modelled and raised through the A\hole
ed.
In the afternoon, Mrs Duncan con- kingdom. This was alleged to be necessary
tinued firm to her purpose, and had cer- liecause there Avas no standing army, albeit
it,

assiu'ing her, if she
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Turner, Chalmers of Waterside, and

thousfind

Mandrogate elder, to come in to
Edinburfrh, to be Avitnesses against him,

horse and foot were modelled in the several
shires: but so jealous were the managers of

and signify to the secretary, they expect
imi)ortaut discoveries from his trial.
But

they allowed no

afterwards they write, they have got nothing
of importance from him.
I believe he was

neighbours. Agreeably to the scheme iu the
acts of parliament,

the

west

i'oot

to be

country, that

armed

in the five western shires.

This unnecessary
a very heavy tax
heritors.

two and twenty

raising- of the mihtia, was gained to the bishops' lure, and
upon many of the smaller Ave shall find him acting- a very

Such a proportion of land

Avas

burdened with the putting- out of a horse
and a man at the muster, and the laird
or lord, Avho did no more but send his
groom and his horse the day of muster,
escaped free. Yea, the smaller heritors

afterAvards
ill

part in

the south.

smnraerand harvest, I remark all the
upon Avhatsoever
occasion, ahnost conclude Avith recommenTliis

king^'s letters to his council,

dations of the lords of the clergy, to their

and the orthodox

care,

ministei'S

up and

Avere taxed to maintain the laird's horse, as

doAvn the kingdom, and carefully to inquu-e

he had been appropriated to the service,
and he paid not a farthing.
What was the occasion of the alarm, I
cannot tell; but, upon August I'ith, I find

into

if

any

affronts and violences offered to
knoAV no occasions for these, but
Mitchell's attempt, and tlie accounts

them.

Mr

I

come in before the council, of a riot
The committed upon JNIr James BroAAu minister
some of the at Calder. The circumstances and natvu-e
Avhich

Avhat follows in the council registers. "

council understanding', that

drawing together, of intention of it I have no accounts of; only, July 30th,
and embroil the peace, grant the coimcil order the advocate to process
power to the earl of Linlithgow to draw the some persons before the justices, for the
forces together, and dissipate them, and attempt on the minister of Calder.
There
order all where he comes to assist him." is little more considerable this year, unless
Whether this was made a project to favom* it be the continued ill treatment of those
the raising- of money for the militia, or to Avest country gentlemen confined in the
pave the way for more standing troops, I 1665, and by the high commission, AA'hich as
cannot say but I can find nothing- like any far as I have noticed, I shall give altoi'ether,
stir among- the presbyterians at this time. and end this C^hapter Avith it.
IIoAvever, lieutenant Mungo Mun-ay is
Upon January 9th, the council change
ordered, September 3d, to search with Cuninghamhead's imprisonment from the
sixty horse, in the heads of Kyle and Castle of Stirling to that of Edinbm-gh
Nithsdale, and apprehend any of the rebels because of his husiness AAith laAvyers here.
rising- in anus.
Another party, under Wil- Upon the 3d of March, he and the laird of
late rebels are

to

distiu'b

;

liam Cockbui-n,

is sent to search in the
Rowallan, who, it seems, had the same
Glenkenns in Galloway.
favom*, are ordered to re-enter the Castle of
Perhaps it was in one of the searches Stirling. Upon the 4th of August, Sir
about this time, that Robert Cannon of James Stuart is ordered to be made close
Mandi-ogate younger, was taken, or probably prisoner in Dundee and Sir John Chiesly is
put himself in the road of being taken for sent Avith a guard to be made close prisoner
he tm-ned informer, and a bitter persecutor. in the toolbooth of St Johnston (Perth).
;

;

The reader hath him

in all the exceptions

from Pentland indemnity

and the

The same day the

council send their orders

first

to the captain of the castle of Stirling to

I find taken of him, is in a letter from
Lauderdale to the council, dated October
8th, wherein he orders him to be examined

put Cuninghamhead and RoAAallan in distinct rooms, close prisoners and Sir George

anent the rebellion 16GG, and the advocate
accordingly converses Avith him: and, in

himself prisoner iu the tolbooth of Kirkaldy,

;

notice

November, the council order

Sir

James

:

Maxwell

is

ordered in eight days to enter

under the pains of
sterling

;

and,

five hvmfh-ed pounds
upon the 5th of August, his

;
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is

again altered to the Castle

And John
^hom we

of Stirling.
of Ductal younger,

meet with, gives in a
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brings on an indulgence

;

and to soften the

new laws are made

Porterlield

bishops a

shall again

favour by the parliament, which

petition, July 2d, to

the council, signifying, " that whereas he

end of

little,

in their

sits in

These things will

this year.

the

afl'ord

matter for the foUowinjj sections.

hath heen under confinement, by the order
of the commission for church affairs, these
several years past, at Elgin of Miu-ray, and

punctually kept his confinement, and the

come
he hmnbly

him

lords of council have allowed

to Edinburgh about his affairs;

begs that his constraint

and

may

bonds for keeping

his

his petition,

upon

he taken

The

lords grant

his finding caution,

under

the pain of five hundi'ed pounds stcrhng,
to appear before the council, within four

days after he

is

Of

of presbyterians, and

the circumstances

procedure against conventicles, preceding
the indulgence this year.

off,

confinement,

liis

be given up by the clerk."

to

When

the bishops want the

army

hunt

the presbyterians, they improve the
ex])ressions in the king's letters, of " en-

com'aging the lords of the clergy and orthodox ministers;" and daily importune the
council to harass and call before

called.

to

down

them such

presbyterian ministers as preached at this
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the terms of the acts of parliament and

OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYTERIANS, TKE INDULGENCE GRANTED, AND

NEW LAWS MADE AGAINST
YEAR 1069.

IN

THEfll,

Some were attacked in the north
where there were but a iew, and
THE the more easily discovered and catched
and this year the same work is violently
council.

last year,

prosecuted in other parts of the kingdom,

As

-„„Q

for

terests

some years bygone, the inof prelacy have been upon

the decline; so ever since Pentland, the

have been gaining
groimd in Scotland. This is not the first,
and «iU not be the last instance of the truth
of the primitive Christian observation and
interests of presbytery

experience, " that the blood of the saints

the

church:"

seed of the

the

is

church's

of persecution, never Avant their

Avinters

where conventicles
were sensibly growing. I shall then, in
this section, take a view of the persecution
especially in the west,

of presbyterians

through

conventicle-keeping

for

March 2d, I find an
the town of Edinburgh

this year.

of council fining

act
for

a conventicle held there, in prosecution of
the project formerly spoken of, fallen upon
to prevent conventicles in burghs.
short,

and

I

insert

it

here.

"

It is

but

The lords of his

succeedings springs and harvest, in less or
more. Accordingly, this year, presbyterians

majesty's pri^^y council being infonned, that

had a sort of reviinng, and began

conventicle kept within the city of Edin-

little

strength.

The

their conversion,

some time;

Mr

to gather a

military discipline for

was now

at

an end for

deceased

Paton and
;

relict of the

Mr David Hume,

the rest of the magistrates to pay the said

presbyterians.
is

burgh, in the house of

not wholly over; the confinement of

Yet the

thinner.

prelates continue to

as great a length as they

land

February, there was a

for Pent-

venticles increased, and the curates' churches

go

last of

Coldingham, took upon him
and whereas, July 29th, 1668,
the magistrates of Edinburgh gave bond to
pay fifty pounds Sterling for ilk conventicle
that should happen within their city, to the
treasiu-y, having relief off the giiilty persons;
the council decern Sir Andrew Ramsay, and

Sharp's cloud at court con-

tinued; the constancy and cheerfulness of
the persecuted party was convincing; con-

grew

on Sunday the

several gentlemen

is

ticles are

punished

lessness

strictly

of

may

The persecution

these

protracted,
:

against

and conven-

but the fmit-

persecutions at length

late minister of

to preach:

sum, and grant them power to make open
doors, and apprehend persons guilty, for
their own relief." This is ad terrorem. and to
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towns and the country. The
is under the eye of the
and, to carry on the same work,
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fright other

protestant religion

town of Edinburgh

being baptized by persons not authorized by a prelatical chiu-ch, does not

managers

;

the soldiers are parcelled out to other places.

The same day some

are sent to quai-ter at

Olasgou-, and some smaller parties to Newmills, Mauchlin, and Kilmarnock, in the shire

of Ayr, and a party

ordered to the town

is

of Inverness, to keep the presbyterians there
and in Murray, in awe.
But because conventicles sometimes were
dismissed before they could be reached, and
the parents of children

who were

baptized

them, were more easily informed against
by the curates in each parish, and came soon

at

to be

known, a new

act of council

con-

is

lies,

in children's

1668.

appeal- to me.

That popery is increased
and strengthened, by narrowing the church
to such as will subject to diocesan bishops,

very evident from the natm-e of the thing,
and our constant experience in Scotland.
Popery hath still been upon the increase,
and profaneness too, under prelacy and persecution and the presbyterians have had
always ground to chai'ge the espousers of
is

:

prelacy as separatists and makers of a schism

from

oiu-

reformation from popery by pres-

and oui-

byters,

first

establishment according

How

to the scriptural institution.

far

it is

committee of council the arch-

a profanation of the holy sacrament of baptism, under such penalties to tie do«ii its

bishops of St Andi'ews and Glasgow, duke

administration to the officers of a church

Hamilton, earls of Dumfries, Annandale,

declared to depend upon the king's will and

Tweeddale, and Kircardine, lords Drumla-

pleasure,

nerk, and Cochran, the president, register,

tory and alterable,

advocate, and justice-clerk, with the laird

leave to others to consider.

of Lee, meet February

contrary to the Christian liberty of the sub-

trived, to be a foundation of their persecu-

A

tion.

acts of parliaments
venticles,

1

8th, to consider the

and council against con-

withdraAi'ers from their parish-

and

government to be ambula^
as he sees fit, I shall

its

As

ject, thus in their religious

bound up to the

rights

kirks, clandestine marriages

me

tion of the holy sacrament, as

and baptisms,
what may be done for re-

them.

This committee issues in

sti'aining

an act of council, March 4th, the tenor
whereof follows. " The privy council considering what a scandal it is to the protestant
religion, and how much to the increase of
popery, schism, and profaneness, that per-

this

plainly

to

will of the sovereign

and

to consider

it is

seems to be an

;

be

so to

irreligious prostitu-

an occasion

of persecution of tender consciences, and

what too much agiees with the knitting of
the other sacrament of the supper, to civil

and military offices, for which

all

the reform-

ed churches are so much reproached by
the papists, though two of them are only

sons should withdraw from ordinances and

chargeable with this

sacraments and baptize their children by
persons not authorized by the church ; do

the administration of baptism to a particular

therefore prohibit and discharge

cloak for hai'assing and violenting (forcing)

all

persons

whatsomever, to baptize their children by
other, but such as are their own parishministers, or such ministers as are estab-

any

the consciences of such

worse,

if

possible

;

;

baptized,

shall
:

incur the

every heritor

a fourth part of his yearly valued rent

;

who

and

could not join

with them, seems to contain something yet
at least this practice casts

by the present government of the no small stain upon
chm'ch and declare, that the father of any rally speaking, were
child otherwise

yea, the restricting of

set of ministers, in order to be a pretext

lished

pains and penalties following

:

terians.

This act

is

who

gene-

its

authors,

all

baptized by presby-

transmitted with letters

fi-om the council, to the sheriffs of Lanark,

Renfrew, Ayr, and the stewai'd of Kirkcud-

them

at the

each tenant a hundred pounds Scots, and six

bright, ordering

weeks' imprisonment; each cotter twenty

market-crosses and parish churches in these

pounds, and six weeks imprisonment

shires together

recommend
ities,

it

and other judges, to put

execution."

;

and

to the sheriffs, bailies of regal-

Where

this act in

the scandal upon the

of council,
1666.

And

to publish

it

with the forementioned acts
1662, and October

December

the commissioners of the militia

are to inform themselves of all conventicles

a

;
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and disorderly baptisms, siuce No16G9.
vember last, and call before them
all ministers and hearers ; and as they find

noticed, and proceeded against, and censm-ed

them

bonds from them to
and such as do
not compear, or refuse to find caution, they

as malversaut,

are required, by a party of the militia, to

cess

guilty, to take

appear before the council

upon

seize
is

:

and this party
by the delinquents, at
Scots per day for each

their persons

;

to be maintained

eighteen shillings

horseman, and three shillings sterling for the
officer

;

against

and all evidences and M'ituesses
them are to be sent with them into

Edinburgh.
Jointly with

others shall be found to take from any person,

upon any such account,

tliey

wiU be

and luiworthy of trust and
they are to advert and inform if any person
be guilty of such malversation. The pro;

—

be,

to be as

is

summar and

short as can

and the dispute and defences

(if

any be)

are to be heard and discussed vrrbo, without

receiving defences in write

and the clerk

;

is

only to minute the defences, if any be propounded. If any persons cited, as said
is,
shall be content to find caution, and

—

oblige themselves to frequent and

keep the

the council send

churches, and public ordinances, in the

instructions to the sheriffs and their deputes

future, as also that they shall not be present

in the ^v^estern shires, as to their procedure

at conventicles, in the shire, baronies,

against nonconformists ; and they deserve a
room here. " March 8th, the instructions

stewartry foresaid;

you are

their said obligement

and caution, and pass

this, I find,

or

to accept of

Ayr from the pursuit against them."
The same day, the council order some
Cuningham, and

imderwritten for the sheriff-deputes of

and Lanark,

bailie

steward-depute

of

of

were

Kirkcudbright,

agreed to by the council.

—Those who are to

more of the

soldiers to the west country,
doubting, perhaps, the zeal of the militia

be convened before you, conform to these
instructions, are to be cited in the ordinary

there, for persecuting of their neighboiu's.

way, and upon the ordinary time and num-

fined

ber of days usual before the

Scots, for being at the above conventicle in

and

it is

sheriff-coiu-t

to be adverted, that they be cited

personally to give their oaths upon the

libel,

with certification pro covfesso. So that if
they have no other probation by witnesses,
and if the Avitnesses be not ready and able
to prove the libel, it be proven by their
oaths.
If the defenders appear not, they
are to be holden as confest, and decreet
given against them. If they compear, and
the libel cannot be proven without delay
by witnesses, they are to declare upon the
libel, and according to their declaration the
judge is to decern. If they be not ready
or willing to pay the sums decerned, pre-

—

—
—

cepts are to be directed against

ordinary

way and
;

them

in the

the same being executed,

they are to be sent to Edinburgh, with the
executions, that letters of horning may be

and they are to be
charged and denounced with all expediThey are to be careful that no
tion.
money be taken from any person for for-

raised

thereupon

;

—

bearance, and not to proceed against

and

if

them

:

the procurator-fiscal, or officers, or

messengers,

who

are to be employed, or any

And James Row merchant in Edinburgh, is

Mrs

by the council in a hundred pounds

George Mossman merchant
in two hundred merks,
and John Row agent there, in a hundred
pounds, for the same conventicle and certified, that if they be found at another, they
shall be banished.
Meanwhile they are
Paton's.

there,

fined

is

;

imprisoned

till

they pay their

fines.

Jointly with these acts and orders, another

expedient

is

fallen

upon

bear

to

down

conventicles, and a great deal Aias promised

from

it.

had
were named
the places where conven-

Collectors of the fines the law

ap2)ointed for nonconformity,

about this time, in
ticles

most abounded.

a poor advocate,

who

Mr

Nathaniel Fyfe,

M'anted employment,

and was a relation of one of the bishops,
had Kyle and Carrick for his district.

Cuningham was given

to the sheriff' of

Nithsdale, brother to the earl of Dumfries,

who was

said to be a great oppressor of the

poor, and not a whit the

more

unfit for this

work in hand. James Dunlop of HoushUl,
a nephew of my lord Cochran's, had Renfrewshire, where, I am informed, he was
abundantly easy, being very

far

from a per-
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temper: yet I find, in May, he
hath the thanks of the council given hira
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Then* names, at

seciitino-

in<'gularly.

for his readiness to serve the g'ovcrnment.

them, as mc stiafl tiear,
who appeared before the council, are,
" Messrs William Fullarton late minister

Duke Hamilton was

allowed to appoint
he pleased for Lanarkshire.
The
carl of Nithsdale, a papist, got Dumfries

whom

and Galloway, and to be
not to

siu-e

traffickino^ priests.

May I

In

T

II

least ,^,.„

1G69.

,

ol

Quivox, John Spaldin at Dreghoru,
Alexander Blair at Galston, Hugh Archibald at Evandale, James Alexander at
Kilmacomb, Andrew Dalrymple at Auchinleck, John Hutchison at Maybole, James
Vetch at Mauchlin, Hugh Campbel at
Iliccarton, John Gemblc at Symington,
at St

he took care

severe upon Jesuits

be too

,

,.

,

tliose

and

find the coun-

write to him, to take care he employed
none under him who were not protcstants,
and reg^ret the growth of popery. It is not and John Wallace at Largs." (ireat was
good, however, to j^ive the " nolf the ^vether the rigour Cockbm-n used in forcing them
These publicans and tux-gather- to compear at Ayr. When he came to some
to keep."
of their houses with his men, he was not
ers, to encourage them to their M^ork, had
live hundred merks a piece from the coun- satisfied with the ordinary way of legal
cil
their reign was but short, unto the first citation, nor with their promises to obey,
of June. They wanted a numerous army but compelled them to give bond for comto back them, and military execution hrevi pearing, and meanwhile would not produce
manu is not yet allowed ; they must prose- his warrant for citation, and perhaps could
cil

;

cute

offenders

before

the

sheriff, in

the

ordinary course of law; and some of the
sheriffs

in

reckoning these collectors were come

upon

their field,

made the

process so

much.

This was

tedious, that they got not

one of the
country had

easiest

assessments the west

not for this part of his treatment. The
families of others of them he treated most
rudely, turning
obliging

them

to

them out of doors, aud
and remove from their

flit

houses, without any reason given, within
twenty-four houi-s, to their great detriment

and loss. And one of the accounts, from
which this narration is taken,says, the council
Cochran to exert himself in a very particular were so sensible of this, that Mr Vetch
Avay against the presbyterian ministers in his and Mr Blair were allowed three hundred

The

diocese

laid

upon them.

archbishop of Glasgow put the lord

:

and

his suffering

the bishop to

go the lengths he went,
he having been upon the party who set up
for moderation, opened people's mouths to
say many things which need not a room
liere
that the worthy persons he ^^'as now
harassing, were never so far engaged %\'ith
the usurper, as he and others in the government had been that all the evils in that
time, even sitting in parliaments called by
prevail with hira to

;

;

(

'romwell, voting the tender and extirpation

of the race of Stuarts, were overlooked

:

but presbytery, and the almost only loyal
and firm subjects of that time, presbyterian
ministers, could not be forgiven.

as

a counsellor, gives

Cockburn, an

My

lord,

warrant to major

officer of the guards, to cite

merks each
All the

for their losses.

ministers

appeared

before the

meeting at Ayr, and answered the interrogatories put to them, with that meekness
and candour, that most part of the members
inclined to dismiss them ^^•ithout any further
trouble

:

but this did not answer the archwhich was to be rid of these

bishop's design,

worthy men

;

and therefore the lord Coch-

ran prevailed to get them cited to appear

week at Edinburgh.
They obeyed, and came thither on Saturday,
April 3rd, and my lord Cochran came upon
Monday to prosecute them, and it was said,

before the council next

when he went

to the chancellor, he got

small thanks for his zeal in this matter, and

was blamed

for surprising the council

with

However,
April 6th, "the

before a committee of noblemen and gentle-

this

men, concerned I suppose, in the militia, at
Ayr, in the end of March, several ministers,

from their books

whom

the bishops alleged, had acted con-

president, are appointed as a committee to

trary

to

law and preached and baptized

examine some ministers from the west

process of the ministers.
I

find,

earl of Kincardine, lord Cochran,

and the

;
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to

bonds

town

accordintj

anent

to

their

keeping

con-

[BOOK

St Qnivox, &c.

late minister at

tit

II.

supra,

venticles ; and to report."
Before this
committee the ministers appeared, and were

they have contravened the acts of
parliament and council anent conventicles,
and withdrawers from worship, and have

interrogated separately, whether they had

incurred

preached since they were

on divers considerations,
all means to reclaim
them from such unruly and undutiful carriage, and to reduce them to a due conformity to the laws of the kingdom, have

given

by authority ?
This they all frankly acknowledged.
Next, they were questioned, whether
they had preached in the fields?
This
none of them had done
and further,
whether they had admitted any more to
laid aside

:

their

exercise

but their

own

find that

the penalties therein contained

yet the

council

being willing to use

thought

fit

to defer pi-ononncing sentence

against them,

till further consideration ; and
Then, they were declare, that if any of the persons above
all called in together, and asked, What
mentioned, shall hereafter keep conventicles,
they resolved to do in time to come ? or withdraw from worship, the council will
They answered. They purposed to demean not only punish them for their bygone
themselves peaceably and soberly, as they transgressions, but also take cojirse to rehad hitherto done, and as became ministers move them from those places of the country
of the gospel, and to give no just ground of where now they reside, and punish them
offence.
The committee required them to conform to law." When they were come
subscribe their answers ; which they did, and in, the chancellor told them the council had
were dismissed at this time, and ordered considered their confession before some of
to appear before the council upon April their number, and the clerk was to signify

This they

all

families ?

confessed.

the 8th.

A

the council's pleasure to them,

time of trouble and suffering

is

ordin-

what is above.

Mr William

who

read

Fullarton then

and scruples; and begged the liberty to speak which being
Those ministers were tl^e tirst allowed, he delivered himself to this purpose,
since Pentland, who in a body had been as had been concerted.
questioned for preaching. It was now be" My lord chancellor,
ginning to be too common, though afterwards
" We have already ingenuously confessed
this temper ran higher, to censure ministers
in their appearances, carry as they would. and professed what hath been our carriage,
And so some were pleased to blame them, in reference to those things laid to our
as too faint in owning their warrant to charge, and have declared under our hands,
preach the gospel therefore, and because that as in all our actings, we have carried
their expression before the committee, of with due respect to authority, as it became
" demeaning themselves peaceably and with- the ministers of the gospel, so we resolve to
out offence," was debated as to its import, continue and it is no small addition to our
arily a time of jealousy

;

so this was.

:

:

we should be misrepresented,

they saw good in the interval, before their

sufferings, that

appearing at the council bar to agree upon

or looked upon by any, 'as justling with

heads of a discourse to the lords,
wherein one, in the name of the rest, should,

authority.'

express their sentiments about their minis-

of the Lord's faithful servants, from which

tlie

been in

all

Yet considering that

it

hath

the ages of the church, the case

and the necessity of exercising it even our Lord himself was not exemed, (exemptat this juncture; and it was laid upon IVIr ed) to be slandered as no friends to Cesar,
William Fullarton to deliver the mind of we need not think it strange for our witthe rest.
Upon the 8th of April they ness is in heaven, and our record is above,
The that as we desire to give unto God the
were called in before the council.
lords, upon their signed confessions, agreed things that are God's, so also unto Cesar
try,

;

upon the following act concerning them. the things that are Cesar's, there being by
" The lords of council, by examination of divine authority an indispensability betwixt
the confessions of

Mr

William Fullarton

fearin"- of

God and honouring

the king, and

^

;
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noue void of the

first,

the second. Therefore

can rightly perform

we judge, the

by

troubled

!

one

Mr

Nathanael

Fyfe, intrusted ^vith the execution

fearers

of (lod are the only loyal people iu the

of the laws against such

world ; only oiir loyalty is with suhordination to our Lord Jesus Christ, who is King
of kings, and Lord of lords, by whom kings
reign, aud princes decree justice; and under
him to the king's majesty, and inferior

the church, Avho
!

i

i

is

who do

not keep

proceeding against us

upon that account, and being now convened
before your lordsliip for the same case upon
the matter, that he

meddle with

us.

may

Further,

be inhibited to
it is

our humble

magistrates, and iu this line of subordination

earnest supplication, that

yoiu-

lordship

we

would compassionate

poor

afBicted

deny nothing to the king, that shall
be demanded, but shall be as ready cheerfully to grant, as any shall be to require it
Aud withal, our loyalty is not
of us.
founded upon extrinsic grounds, or selfshall

the

people of our country,

who

are groaning

and fainting under sad pressures, and the
way the said Mr Fyfe is taking with them,
as it is sad, so it is an addition to our
principles or motives, but allenarly upon the affliction and although they cannot comply
basis of conscience, and so not regulate by with the present ecclesiastical government,
;

the revolutions of time, but remains still the

yet they are truly loyal to authority. There-

when the royal
a low condition, we lay in the

fore

and poured out our supplications to
(iod iu behalf of the king's majesty, that he
might be preserved from sin and snares,
upheld, comforted, aud restored to his throne
and government ; and we looked upon the

"

same.

Hence

family was in

it

was, that

we

request

you would do something or

other for their ease and

dust,

And your

relief.

lordships laying out your-

selves with reference to those things, as

it

God, and
will be no matter of resentment to you
when you enter eternity, and stand before
will prove acceptable service to

Christ's tribunal, but on the conti'ary wiU
which we judged ourselves be matter of your peace and joy so also
obliged to bless the Lord, and promised to it will be for a name of praise aud renow n
ourselves, and expected a reviving from oTir to you and youi's, while you shall be called
repairers of breaches :' yea, this will be a
bondage, and a share of that calm and
quietness, that was thereby to redound to a most effectual mean to seciu-e the peace
poor distracted kingdom. That it is other- of the countrjr, ^vhich we apprehend ye
wise A\'ith us we shall adore Sovereignty, mainly study, and will endear the king's

effectuating thereof as the return of our

prayers,

for

;

'

who

has so carved out our

lot,

although

the storm should never blow off our faces

while

we

are in time, whereunto with sub-

mission and patience we ought to stoop.
" And now seeing we have received our

majesty to his loyal people, and engage

all

of us to pray, that the Lord would establish
the throne in righteousness, and that the
king's majesty and posterity

upon while sun and moon

may

endiu-c

sit
;

there-

and that

your lordship may be blessed in the administration of the government intrusted unto
you and we shall be more and more obliged
to remain yom* lordship's most humble servants in our Master Jesus Christ."
The council house was very throng, and
Ml' Fullarton had a very attentive audience
hitherto ceased from the public exercise of all the while he spoke and the ministers
>ur ministry, and are wearied M'ith forbear- were dismissed, with a charge to live regu-

ministry from Jesus Christ, and must one

day give an account to our Master how we
have performed the same, we dare have no
hand in the least to unminister ourselves
yea, the word is like fire in our bosoms
seeking for a vent. And seeing, under the
force of a command from authority, we have

;

;

therefore it is oiu* humble supplication
your lordship, that you would deal with
the king's majesty in our behalf, that at
ing

;

to

least the indulgence granted to others of

our way within his dominions, may be extended to us also
Next, that since we are

larly at their peril,

Wliile they are yet in

the outer chamber, going away, the chancel-

was pleased to come and discourse with
some of them. He acquainted them, as to

lor

the

first

branch of their desire, the council

could not take it upon them to limit the king:

;
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aud as to

Pvli'

Fyfe, they should be

no more troubled with him,

the

council having already written letters to that

but as to the third, he wondered

eft'oct

:

how

they could

the people of their

call

when some within

country loyal,

days, brought in

these few

by major Cockburn from

[BOOK

to be kept in houses, or lands pertaining to

them

whose bounds or lands a conven-

sum

be kept, shall be fined in the

shall

ticle

they contravene, each

certifying, if

:

heritor in

pounds sterling, toties fjuotics ;
and ordain these presents to be printed, and
of

fifty

Fenwick, adhered to their being- at Pentland,
and their taking the covenant at Lanark.

published in the places above."

Mr Fullarton ansviered,

several accounts before

who

"

As

to

any persons

do any thing tending to rebellion, or in

II,

meetings, on pretence of religious worship,

I

have not seen the printed copy, but by

find, that

when

me

of this period,

the proclamation

I

was pub-

exercised in

lished, it contained a clause, ordaining ten-

the line of subordination to our Lord Jesus

ants to be fined in a hundred pounds toties

prejudice of .authority, as

it is

Mr

we disown them."

Christ,

Fullarton

designed this as a waving of this matter, as
I

suppose

he was of opinion, that the
any thing con-

if

:

(juoties, for

conventicles in their houses or
ground, but this not being in the copy in the

council books, I can say no

more of

it.

The

rising at Pentland contained

unreasonable imposition in this proclama-

trary to authority, as subordinate to Christ,

tion, is

he was alone, aud no presbyterians I know
of, thought so.
Thus the ministers got safe
home and preached in theii- own houses, as
ihey had done and the archbishop is dis-

very plain no exceptions are made,
though the heritor were never so much a
conformist; though he live not upon the
place, though he had no hand in, nor gave
any allowance to the meeting, yet he is

appointed in his harsh designs upon them:

made

;

my

and

Cochran

lord

said

is

to

have

expressed himself pretty openly in a pet,
" The ministers shall turn all upside down,

meddle with them again." Indeed
were like the palmtree, the more \^'eights were hung upon
them, the more they grew and there Avere
few presbyterian ministers in the west and
before

I

this year, conventicles

;

:

to this

liable

question

exorbitant

was designed

it

to put

fine.

No

noblemen

and gentlemen to look after their tenants,
and take care none should be in their lands
who would invite or countenance any of the
outcd ministers: but in

its

very nature

it

most arbitrary and inijust; a punishment in many cases where there was no
fault, aud a requisition of what was really

appeal's

south, but were preaching in their houses,

impossible for heritors to perform. Neither

and some

are they, by the act, allowed, as the magis-

in barns,

and some few in the

much

as a repetition of

fields.

trates of burghs, so

Although the ministers were thus dismissed, it may be from some views the
leading persons had of an approaching indulgence, yet, the very same day, a proclamation against conventicles in the west, is

their fine, from their supposed guilty tenants.

emitted, discharging them, under heavy fines

for by,

upon

Thus

heritors

;

and

I

give

from the

it

regis-

ters.

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council,

considering

how

venticles

contrary to law, and distiu'bs

is

for the

keeping of con-

the peace of the kingdom

and that notwithstanding conventicles are kept and frequented in the shires of Lanark, Kenfrew,
Ayr, and stewartry of Kirkcudbright, they
prohibit and discharge them, and discharge
all

;

heritors M'hatsomever, in these shires, to

suffer or pei'mit

any conventicles or private

Frequently

when

things are stretched too

they break, to the hurt of the stretcher
so this imrighteous act broke itself, and
indeed made the indulgence more pressed
far,

and desirable to persons of rank.
men are taken in the pit which
they digged for others, and the wicked
violent

snared in
there

work

tlie

Happy was

it

of their

own

hands.

for the heritors in the west,

was no Turner, Bannantyne, general

Dalziel, nor standing army,
this act.

Thus

it

now

to execute

discouraged not people

much

to haunt conventicles, and presbyterian ministers went on to preach to a people
who needed spiritual food very much, and
received the word with all readiness of mind.

However,

in

May and June this year, several
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ministers were brought before the council,
till

the indulgence began to appear:

I

give

but one instance or t«o.

Mr Matthew
was executed

M'Kail, minister at Both-

Mr Hugh, who

Nathaand a very plain dealer, preached about
this time Avithin a few miles of Paisley, to a
considerable meeting in the fields, upwards
His text was, Isa. xxxii. 5.
of a thousand.
From this he described the churl, so as
many of his hearers applied it to one in that
after Pentland, a true

nael,

country of some rank.

If the picture Avas

and indeed the preacher was very
much master of the Bible, and so natural as
to represent the guilty, he was not to be
blamed for his hearers' application. Great
noise was made of that sermon, but I do not
scriptural,

M'Kail Mas troubled for it. Mr
Hamilton was cited, but, either
through mistake or moyen (influence,) was
not called. INIr James Currie, minister at
Mr Andrew MorShots, did not compear.
ton, minister at Carmunnock, appeared, and
objected against the legality of his summons.
hear

Mr

Gilbert

New summons was ordered
in

to be given

due form, and he escaped

June

him

commis-

3d, I find the council give

kept in that

who were

city,

at a conventicle lately

what

quality they

present, and

how they

fected to the government,

occasion of this nas,

were

of,

stand af-

and report.

The

Mr James

Hamilton,
minister at Blantyre, then living at Glasgow,
had been informed against for preaching in
his

own

house.

Upon

money

palaces and
and their lordships
might easily guess any house he Mas able
to take, could not contain great numbers
of hearers, neither could he keep people
from coming to his house, having no
halberts to keep his doors, nor guards to

examination, he

to

make use

to

live

of.

hire
in,

Some

of the

members of the

committee upbraided him with reflecting
upon the archbishop of Glasgow-, in what he
now spoke; and endeavoured to impress
him M'ith the bishop's lenity and favour, in
permitting him to live so long at Glasgow.
Mr Hamilton answered. It was very easy to
speak of lenity and favour, but he Mas assm-ed he had not so much liberty and favour at
GlasgoM', as Paul enjoyed under a violent
persecuting heathen at

Rome, where he

remained tM'o years in his omu hired house,
and preached the gospel, and no man m as
to come to him ; but the honest
people of GlasgoM", and himself, had been

forbid

frequently threatened M'ith great violence, if

they did not forbear. Finding they Mere not

any ground on him by their
laiow if he was
M-ilHng, for the time to come, to give bond to
preach no more this May. His return Mas,
that he had his commission from Christ to
preach the gospel, and he M'ould not take any
restrictions upon himself, Avhatever force
others might bring him under.
The chan-

like to gain

queries, they desired to

at this time.

sion to the archbishop and provost of Glas-

gow, to try who were

themselves and families, they had

no

castles

well, father, I suppose, to

127

is

seized by the magistrates, and sent in under

a guard to Edinburgh, where he was presented to the chancellor, who, after some
conversation with him, saw good to commit
him to prison. This worthy man used very
great freedom when called before a committee of council appointed to examine him,
and was no way damped. Being asked, if
he had preached in his own house at Glas-

cellor M'as pleased to ask him.

commission was ?
"

19.

Go

Where

He replied, Matth.

teach and baptize."

his

xxviii.

The chan-

That is the apostles' commission do you set up for an apostle ? No, my
lord, said he, nor any extraordinary person
either but that place contains the commiscellor replied.
;

;

sion of ordinary ministers of the gospel, as
M'ell as

extraordinary ambassadors, such as

were the apostles.
June 24th, the council

and receive
Mr James
Hamilton, prisoner in the tolbooth of Edingow ? He acknowledged he had. And burgh, acknowledged, that he had several
being further interrogated, how many his times preached and exercised divine M'orship
hearers used to be ? He answered, that in his OM'u house at GlasgoM', to his oMn
these years bygone, when poor ministers of family, and others beside his omu fiimily
Christ were forced from their flocks, and, Mere present ; and that as he invited none,
with difficulty enough, were able to subsist so he deban-ed none; and being asked by
sit

their committee's report, " That

;
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them, If he would mve assurance in
time coming to keep no convenand to preach and exercise worship

nowhere but
his

own

own

.':<!,

which being

short 1 insert it here.
" Charles, &c. Forasmuch as

from our

tender care and great zeal for preserving the

family, and such as should be occa-

peace and quiet of the church and kingdom,
by our form^er proclamations we have discharged all private meetings and conventi-

And

account, he refused.

on some other

being called in

what is
him to be kept in

before the council, he adhered to

The

prison

them, of the date August

till

council order

he give caution in the terms

above." And further statute and ordain,
" that all ministers who shall hereafter be

apprehended, or brought before the council,

on account of conventicles, either by them-

cles,

under pretence of religious worship and

exercise; yet, in divers places of this king,

dom, divers outed ministers and others, take
on them to preach and exercise the functions
of the ministry, in meetings of

oiu- subjects,

not warranted by law, to the high contempt
of our authority and government, to the

selves or others for them, shall give surety,

disquiet of the peace of this church

for their peaceable deportment, and that they

kingdom

shall

keep no conventicles, as

case of refusal, ordain
prison,

till

them

said is;

and in

to be kept in

they give surety, as said

is,

and

be otherM'ise censured, as the coimcil thinks
Thus, upon Mr Hamilton's refusal,
fit."
they form a general rule, Avhereby to proceed
against

II.

house, and only to

iu his

sionally present in his family

above.

[BOOK

all

presbyterian ministers

;

and

this

severity afterwards hindered ministers to

appear before them, as hitherto they had

;

and

therefore, we, with advice of the

lords of our privy council (but derogation in

any

sort

from our said former proclamations,

command

or pains therein contained) do

all

any who, within
their bounds, shall take upon them to
preach, or carry on worship, iu such unwarrantable meetings and assemblies, and make
their names known to the stcAvards, lords,
bailies of regalities, sheriffs and their deputes,
heritors timously to delate

done upon the first call: but when they to magistrates of burghs, justices of peace,
must choose now either to come under a and officers and commissioners of the milivoluntary tie, to restrict themselves in the tia, within whose bounds and jurisdictions
iiiiinsfry received from Christ, or undergo a they may be apprehended: and do hereby
perpetual imprisonment, they choosed rather authorize and command the sherifts, and
to keep out of harm's way, as long as they
This, within

could.

some

time, brought on

others foresaid, that after intimation

made

to them, that the persons foresaid are with-

and intercommuning of in their respective bounds, they make exact
they were cited to appear search and inquiry after them and if they
before the council, and, for the reasons be found, that they apprehend, and incarabove, durst not obey, caption was directed cerate their persons, and acquaint the lords
against them, and they were put to the of privy council of their imprisonment; and
horn.
require the magistrates of burghs to receive
Mr Hamilton was remanded to prison, and detain them pnsoners,till further order;
and lay there a long time, till his brother and that this they do, as they will be ans«erSir Robert Hamilton of Silverton-hill made able, under the highest pains.
Likeas, that
interest for him, and got him out, after his all our subjects be hereby advertised, that
health was considerably impaired by his wc are resolved in the future, to put our
imprisonment, and not till he had given bond laws and acts, statutes and proclamations,
of a thousand merks, to compear when called. vigorously in execution against withdrawers
the denouncing
ministers.

The

When

;

persecution reached several

of

the

town of Glasgow, his
some of them were brought before

from public worship in
tions

hearers;

and published."
This is ^^hat

the council, and obliged to give bond to keep
iio

more of

his meetings.

All those prose-

cutions of ministers and others for conventicles,

land in a

new

proclamation against

;

theii*

own

congrega-

and ordain these presents to be printed

inhabitants of the

I

have met with ae to con-

venticles this year, before the indulgence

upon the granting of which, in the west, for
some time, couventicles were not much

CHAP,
noticed

;

in other places,

where few or none

were indulffcd, they continued. 1 find, upon
the last of September, William Southram,
Avho had been prisoner in the Canongate
tolbooth some months for beinji,'' at a conventicle, is liberated,

under
called

five
:

upon

finding-

caution

hundred merks, to compear when

and,
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December

9th, the lords of

them

By
were

when
1669.

this

time every body save the clergy,

sensible of the necessity of some liberty

to dissenters from

tJic

lishment in Scotland

present church estab;

since

by no means

they could be brought over the belly of

and known principles and cove-

their light,

subject unto prelates and their

council being informed of a conventicle in

nants, to

did take
where
Fife, kept at
upon him to preach, and exercise all the

underlings.

,

order of time

in the

they were granted.

Multitudes through the nation

were calling aloud for this, the courtiers
functions of the ministry at M'hich conven- began to promise it, and in private to put it
Hamilton of Kinkel, into some shape. The earl of Tweeddale, at
ticle were present
John Balcanquel brother to the laird of this time in no small favour with the king,
Balcanquel, and John Geddie steward clerk and close friendship with Lauderdale, who
of Fife. Letters are directed against them, was jealoused (suspected) by the bishops to
to compear against this day eight days, retain some regard to his old friends the
under pain of rebellion. I find no more presbyterians, till his second marriage altered
anent them for some time. There are some him very much my lord Tweeddale, I say,
other steps of severity in this period, before had frequent conferences with some presbythe indulgence, I shall cast in, Avith some terian ministers, concerning some liberty
other matters in the last Section, that the designed for them; particularly with Mr
thread of the account of things of the same John Stirling, who Mas his own parish
nature, may be as little broken as can be. minister, Mr Robert Douglas, and some
And now I come to give some account of others. He prevailed with them to send
the indulgence, begun to be granted in July up a letter to court, to be a handle to
their friends at London to work upon in
this year.
A copy of it I have not met
their favours.
;

:

with, but

am informed it

contained very fnll

expressions of their affection to the king,

Of

the first indulgence
terians,

granted

to

presby-

their firm loyalty,

some

July 1669.

The

full

accounts of this and the following

much left to such who write a
complete ecclesiastic history of this time.
Perhaps too much is in print already anent
be very

the indulgence.

I

am

sure too

much was

and writ upon this head. The greatest
heats were indeed some time after this, as
may be noticed. Indulgences must not be
reckoned part of our sufFeiings in this
church ; yet being the occasion of differences among good people, and a respite
from suffering to several very worthy men,
and really an aggravation of the severities
said

now

and a disclamation of
alleged to be treason-

upon some presbyterians.
Tweeddale goes up to court, either with this,
or a little after it, and found his work the
easier there, that the presbyterians in England were at present connived at in their
meetings, and in L-eland likewise, as appears
from a part of a letter, April this year from
a minister there to one in Scotland, a month
or two befoi-e this, which I take liberty to
insert, because we yet want a full account

able,

indulgences granted to presbyterians, shall

positions
chai'ged

of the state of presbyterians there in this
period. After his regretting the persecution
he adds, " but

in Scotland for conventicles,

matter of rejoicing, that the Lord's work
seems to be reviving here, (Ireland,) Christ
exercised against others who shared not of hath a church here, that appears with the
this benefit, when allowed to some; my fairest face, and the cleanest garments, and
account of presbyterians under the cross, has proven most faithful with God of any of

would be lame, without somewhat about

it is

the three, and really hath

much

of the light
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The sun seems

of liis countenance.
1669.
to

be fairly risen

on

this

land;

it may be
soon overclouded
cannot say, but presbyterians' lil)erty

whether
in

many

had law

places
for

little

than Avhen they

less

them.

I
is

They

are

settling

their ministers with encouragement,

and

[BOOK

are not, or shall not be collated

Ijy

with the local stipend, but only to posthe manse and glebe; and that you
appoint a collector for those and all other

sess

vacant stipends,

who

shall issue the same,

and pay a yearly maintenance to the said
not collated ministers, as you shall see

and

appoint.

About a mouth

ago,

ministers.

had occasion to

I

the

bishop, that they have no warrant to meddle

building public houses for their meetings,

providing vacancies with

II.

" That

all

fit

to

who are restored and allowed to

be at Dublin, where the sacrament of the

exercise the ministry, be, in our name, and

Lord's supper was administrate publicly on

by our authority, enjoined to constitute and
keep kirk-sessions, and to keep presbyteries
and synods, as was done by all ministers
before the year 1 638, and that such of them
as shall not obey our command in keeping
presbyteries, be confined within the bounds
of the parishes where they preach, ay, and
while they give assurance to keep presby-

the Lord's day, at the ordinary time, and

some hundreds standing without, the doors
and windows of a throng meeting-house
being cast open; a public fast on the Thursday, two sermons on Saturday, and as many
on Monday. To aU this I was a witness,
and more than a Ai'itness. The harvest is

and the teries for the future.
" That all who are allowed to preach, be
few are not idle." But this only by the
way. When a spirit of persecution is at strictly enjoined not to admit any of their
some stand in England and Ireland, some neighbour or any other parishes unto their
favour was the more easily granted here; communions, nor baptize their children, nor
and, July 15th, a letter is presented by the marry any of them, without the allowance
earl of Tvveeddale to the council from the of the minister of the parish to which they
king, which I here insert from their records. belong, unless it be vacant for the time.
great, the burden-bearers are few,

And if it be found, upon complaint made
by any presbytery unto you our privy coun-

" Charles R,
" Right trusty, and right
cousins and counsellors, &c.

weU

beloved

Whereas by

cil,

that the people of the neighbouring or

other parishes resort to their preachings,

the act

of council and proclamation at
Glasgow, in the year 1662, a considerable
number of ministers were at once turned

and desert their

and so deban'ed from preaching of the
gospel, and exercise of the ministry ; we are
graciously pleased to authorize you and our

tenances the same, for shorter or longer

out,

privy council, to appoint so

many

of the

outed ministers, as have lived peaceably

and orderly in the places where they have
resided, to retiu-n and preach, and exercise
other functions of their ministry

in the

where they formerly resided
and served, (provided they be vacant) and
parish cluu-ches

to allow patrons to present to other vacant

churches, such others of them as you shall

approve of; and that such ministers as shall
take collation from the bishop of the diocese,

and keep presbyteries and synods, may be
warranted to lift their stipends as other
ministers of the

kingdom

:

but for such as

own parish chui'ches, that
according to the degree of the offence or
disorder,

you

silence the minister who coun-

time ; and upon a second complaint verified,
that

you

silence again for a longer time or

you see cause ; and
upon complaint made and verified, of any
altogether tura out, as

seditious discourse or expressions in the

by any of these
you are immediately to turn them
out, and fui'thcr 2)unish them according to
law and the degree of the offence.
" That such of the outed ministers who
have behaved peaceably and orderly, and
pulpit, or elsewhere, uttered

ministers,

are not re-entered, or presented as aforesaid,

have allowed to them four hundred merks
Scots yearly, out of the vacant churches,
for their

maintenance tiU they be provided

of churches

;

and that even such

who

shall

CHAT.

And seeing by these orders we have taken

when they knew the indulgence
was , „„f.
"
1669,
a coming, to prevent at least, one
part of the king's will ; and an act of par-

and

liament, allocating the vacant stipends to

give assurance to live so for the futui'e, be
allowed the same yeai-ly maintenauce.

"
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away

all

pretences

for conventicles,

provided for the wants of such as are, and
will be peaceable; if any shall hereafter be

•'

.

universities,

would be a good handle, at least,
merks to the

to prevent the foiu- hundi-ed

found to preach without authority, or keep
conventicles, our express pleasure is, that
you proceed with all severity against the

nonindulged.

preachers and heai'ers as seditious persons,

the prelates and their party; and the chan-

and

contemners

our authority.

of

So

When
cil,

it

the king's letter was read in counappeared extremely dissatisfying to

cellor is reported to

have said pretty openly,

management of those orders to he would prevent its being of any use to
your prudence, and recommending them to the fanatics in Fife. This opposition to
yom* care, we bid you fai'ewell. By his any favour to presbyterians, delayed the
gi-anting it for some days, and there was a
majesty's command.
leaving the

" Lauderdale.
"

Given

at oiu- court at WliitehaU,

June

committee named, to

whom the

The act

Avas referred.

the lords archbishops of St

A gi'eat deal hath

been said pro and con
upon this letter in print and I shall upon
this subject keep to matter of fact, and add
;

nothing to revive the old burnings, scarce
yet extinguished. But it seems necessary to

may

not thinlv aU

the clauses of this letter equally executed,
that, as far as I

can

find,

is,

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council appoint

7th, 1669."

remark, that the reader

king's letter

of reference

the matter of the

Andrews and

Glasgow, the lord duke of Hamilton, the
eai'ls

of Argyle, Tweeddale, Kincai'dine, and

Duudonald,

(

i.

e.

the lord Cochi-an,

patent for earl of Dundonald
council,

June 3d

five of

letter,

whose

read in

this year,) the lord presi-

dent, register, advocate,

any

is

and lord of Lee, or

them, to consider the foresaid

and of the

fittest

may

way how

the king's

be made effectual, and

four hundred merks yearly the king- here

pleasure herein

allows for the maintenance of outed minis-

to report,

was never made forthcoming to many
of them, neither have the accounts of any

lor to be present at the meetings of the said

ters,

not indulged,

who

shared in the vacant

come to my hand.
was from the failing of the

Whether

stipends,

continuing to preach to their

when

there

was not

this

fund, or their

own

families,

hear the

access to

and recommend

committee."

it

to the chancel-

In this interval, the lords of

the clergy, and some of their orthodox minis-

had a meeting to fall upon means to
hinder the indulgence, which they appreters,

hended would be ruining to their

No

interest.

practical measures could be proposed to

want of interest prevent it altogether, since the king had
among the managers, or that this clause made known his pleasure but bishop Shaq),
was only designed as a blind to make the to comfort his bretlu-en, pi'omised to do his
rest go the better down, the judgment of utmost to make it a bone of contention to

indulged, or from their

:

still
the presbyterians. Indeed he wanted not
was pre- abundance of serpentine subtiHty and when
vented, as too much favourby the bishops and his attempts to break it altogether failed, he
their friends, though once intended at court, set himself with aU vigour to have it so
I know not.
I only add further, that upon clogged from time to time, as to break
the Sth of July, "The council finding, by ministers and people of the presbyterian
act of parliament aU the vacant stipends since judgment among themselves.
the (year) IQQA; were to be uplifted for the
The committee named to ripen this matincrease of the stock of universities, and a ter, had before them the fixing upon the

peaceable and orderly behaviour being
in the managers' hands, or that

it

;

This

ministers to be indulged, and the draughts
of the council's acts thereanent and when

seems to have been a fetch of the bishops.

these are ready, and the ministers advertised.

collector appointed ; a

to examine

how

committee

is

ordered

that affair stands."

;

;
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with

whom

was

laid

approven.

I shall give

names, as
cil

they were to hegin, this

before

I find

the

council,

and

the acts and ministers'

them standing

books, and add any thing

noticeable from other papers.

in tlie coun-

I find

the lords of his majesty's pi'ivy comicil, in

Thus the matter of the indulgence,
;

the council.

Messrs Ralph
Rogers, late minister at Glasgow, at Kilwinning; George Hutchison, late minister at
Edinburgh, at Irvine William Vilant, late

make

others in

minister at Ferrie, at Cambusnethan

date,

bert

MUer,

late minister at Ochiltree, at

the same kirk
at

;

Stranraer,

Maitland,

Beith

;

Ro-

Robert Park, late minister
same kirk; William
minister at Whithorn, at

at the

late

John Oliphant,

late

minister

at

Stonehouse, at the same kirk ; John BeU,
late minister at Ardi'ossan, at the same kirk

as

coming from the council, stands and I
shall give an account of all the rest of the
persons indulged together, if once I had

functions of the ministry at the following

;

shall,

exercise of the ministry."

ten,

;

who

aforesaid, be allowed the

by the authority

pursuance of his majesty's letter, dated June
7th, do nominate and appoint the following
persons to preach, and exercise the other
vacant kirks vmderwritten.

II,

ordain these presents

to be intimated to every person

further

"July 27th,

And

be answerable.

[BOOK

the circumstances of the

considered

when they receive
it

All the accounts

I

first

from

their allowance

have seen,

the 3d of August this year,

when

named ministers, and with them
Messrs John Scot, WiUiam Hamilton, and

the above

the following

list

of this day's

appeared before the council: but

books of council of

find nothing in the

I

this,

neither the copy of acts of indulgence given

them upon

from other
no ground to ques-

this day, inserted

accounts, which

I

find

tion.

The

ministers

when come to Edinburgh,
among themselves, and as

after consultation

John Cant, late minister at KeUs, at the
same kirk John M'Michan, late minister at
Dahy, at the same kirk. (Also) " The

many

lords of his majesty's privy council, in pm--

of evil in their indulgence, and laid

suance of his majesty's pleasure in the said

Mr Geoi'ge Hutchison to deliver their mind.
When they came in before the council, the

;

—

7th, in his majesty's name and
command and ordain all such
outed ministers, who are or shaU be appointletter of

June

of their brethren as they could have

access to, agreed to

make

a declaration to

the council, against what had the appearance
it

upon

them the king's goodthem the exercise of their
ed to exercise the ministry, that they con- ministry, and desired them to manage well,
stitute and keep kirk-sessions, and keep and told them, the clerk would read and
These
presbyteries and synods, as was done by all give them their acts of indulgence.
the ministers before the year 1638. And the were of two shapes the one was inito such
council declare, that such of them who do as were indulged unto other kirks than they
not keep presbyteries, shall be confined had been formerly settled at. The tenor of
within the bounds of the parishes where Mr Rogers' act, the first in the list of this
they preach, ay and while they give assur- kind, ran thus
" The lords of his majesty's
ance to keep the presbyteries. The council privy council, in pursuance of his majesty's
does strictly command and enjoin all ^^'ho commands signified the 7th of June last, do
shall be allowed, as said is, not to admit any appoint Mr Ralph Rogers, late minister at
authority,

chancellor signified to

ness in allowing

;

:

—

of their neighbour or other parishes nnto

Glasgow, to preach and exercise the other

communions, nor baptize their childi'en
nor marry any of them, without the allowance of the minister of the parish to which

functions

their

of the ministry at the kirk of
This act was signed by aU

Kilwinning."
the

members of the council

in town, save

they belong, unless the parish be vacant for the two archbishops. The other form was
the time, not to countenance the people of to such of the ministers, as were appointed
the ueigbboiu"ing- or other parishes, in re- to their own chm-ches now vacant: and the
sorting
their

to their

own

preachings,

or deserting

parish churches: and that here-

unto these give due obedience, as they shall

tenor of
this

Mr

sort,

Millar's, the first in the list of

follows:

ku-k of Ochiltree

is

—" Forasmeikle

as the

vacant, the lords of his

;

CHAP.
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majesty's privy council, in pursuance of
majesty's

command

the 7th of June

signilicd

and

last,

by

liis

in regard of the

consent of the patron, do appoint
late

JNliller,

liis

letter of

Mr Robert

minister there, to teach and

exercise the other functions of the ministry
at the said kirk of Ochiltree."

Avas signed as

delivered, after

— This

kind

and both sorts were
reading by the clerk, to the

above

:

was ordered
dated July

to read the act

^Ttli,

especially, in pursuance of his
jesty's

above

down,

set

containing what was called,

mind

wherein

testified in

his singuhu-

ma-

.

his letter,

moderation eminently

apjjears, that others of oiu-

brethren

may

in

due time be made sharers of the liberty,
that through his majesty's favour we now
enjoy."

So hard a matter

;

hands of all the ministers ])resent, respecand after all had got them, the clerk

tively
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is it

to please sides

parties, that in a diiricult divided time,

and

such

Avho essay to take the middle way, ofttimes
displease both.
Mr Hutchison's discoiu-se

was by some thought too soft and general,
and not a sufficient testimony against the

which was read to them plain erastianism that appeared in the king
Mr George Hutchison and council's procedure and upon the other
craved leave from the council to speak and hand it fretted and galled some of the coun-

theii"

injunctions,

all.

After which,

;

;

being allowed, dcliveixnl himsell" thus

sellors, as

being too plain.

When the

design

on to indulge some more ministers, it Avas resolved by some of those Avho
Avere next to appear before the council, to
Avas going

"

My

lords,

am desired, in the name

"I

of my brethi'en

here present, to acknowledge in

all

hmnility

and thanlvfidness his majesty's royal favour,
in granting us liberty, and the public exercise of

our ministry, after so long a restraint
and to return hearty thanks
;

from the same

to your lordships, for the care and pains

more plainly AAith them, as to their
mission and instructions being allenarly from
Jesus Christ. This took air, and the coundeal yet

sellors Avho were ofi'ended at the former
speech moved one day in council, that su(;h
as should be indulged, should no more be

taken therein, and that your lordships have brought before the council, but have their
been pleased to make us, the iniM orthiest of acts of faA'our sent them.

many

of oiu* bretlu'en, so early partakers of

the same.
"
having received our ministry from

We

Jesus Christ, with

him

from

full prescriptions

for regulating us therein,

must in the
him and

discharge thereof be countable to
as there can be nothing

refreshing to us

upon

more

:

desirable or

earth, than to

have

free liberty of the exercise of our ministry,
under the protection of lawful authority the
excellent ordinance of God, and to us most
dear and precious; so we pui-])ose and

resolve to behave oiu'selves in the discharge

of the ministry, Avith that \A'isdom and pru-

dence which becomes faithful ministers of

I shall noAV give the

Avere indulged

names of

sucli

Avho

at other council-days this

year, all together with their dates.

They

had the same acts sent to them, and the
same injunctions intimated to them as above.
Besides the

ten indulged, July 27th,

first

there Avere indulged and aUoAved
3d,

Messrs John

Oxnam,
ister

at

there

;

Scot,

late

:

— August

minister at

William Hamilton, late minat Evandale; Robert

Glasford,

Mitchell, late minister at Luss, there

Gemble,

;

John

late minister at Sjonington, there

;

Patrick Campbel, late minister at Inverary,
there ; Robert Duncanson, late minister at
Lochanside, at Kildochrenan ; Andrew Ca-

Jesus Christ, and to demean oiu-selves to-

meron, late minister at Kilfinnan, at Lochwards laAvful authority, notwithstanding of head in Kintyre. September 2d, Messrs
our known judgments in church affairs, as Robert Douglas, late minister at Edinburo-h,
well becomes loyal subjects, and that from at Pencaitland MatthcAV Ramsay, late min-

—

;

a principle of conscience.
" And now, my lords, our prayer to God
is, that the Lord may bless his majesty in
his person

and government, and your

ships in your public administrations

;

lord-

and

ister at Kilpatrick, at

Paisley ; Alexander
Hamilton, late minister at Dalmeny, there
AndreAV Dalrymple, late minister at Auchin;

Dalgen James Fletcher, late minisNewthorn (Neutliorn), there; Andrew

leck, at

ter at

;

;

;
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M'Lean,

Crai^ies,

late minister at

Donald Morisou,
late minister at Kilmaglass, at Ardnamm-September 30th, Messrs John Stii-chau.
ling, late minister at Edinhurg h, at Ilownam
Kilchattan

at

;

—

Mowat,

llobert

Temple, at

late minister at

Heriot; James Hamilton, late minister at
Eag-lesham, there Robert Hunter, late minister at Corstorphine, at Dinning John For;

;

considering, that

[BOOK

11.

Mr Matthew Ramsay, who

appointed to preach, ana exercise the
function of the ministry at Paisley, is not

is

able of himself,

by reason of infiimity of

body, do, in regard of the patron's consent,

and that of Mr JVIatthew Ramsay, appoint
Mr John Baird, late minister at Innerwick,
to preach and exercise other functions of
the ministry at Paisley."

No more oifers to me this year anent the
James Veitch, indulgence, unless it be an act of council,
late minister at Mauchlin, there Alexander December 29th, which, I imagine, has some
Its tenor is, " The counBlair, late minister at Galston, there John reference to this.
rest, late minister at Tulliallan, at Tillicul-

try.

—December

9th, Messrs

;

;

kte minister at QueensfeiTy, cil being dissatified with the transaction
there David BroAvn, late minister at Craigie, between the parishioners of Stewarton and
there; John Crawford, late minister at their minister. Mi* Alexander Ogilvy, whereDecember 16th, by he hath agreed to desert the said kirk,
at Lamington.
Primi-ose,
;

—

,

Ml-

John Bau-d,

late minister at

at Paisley.— Januaiy 1st, 1670,

Innerwick,

Mr William

Tullidaff, late minister at Dunboig', at Kilbir-

nic— January

Mr Alexander Wedder-

27th,

biu-n, late minister at

—March

,

at Kihiiarnock.

John Lawder, late
there George Ramsay,
John
, at Kihnauers

Rlessrs

3d,

minister at Dalziel,
late minister at

;

;

Spaldiu, late minister at

,

at

Dreg-

,
horn; Thomas Black, late minister at
at Newtile; Anckew M'Lean, late minister
and Kilquhanan ; Anat
, at Killaro

drew Duncanson,

late

minister at

,

at Kilchattan in Lorn.

These are such
had the favom- of

as I

have met with,

who

twoI shall only add the counand-forty in all.
cil's acts anent Mr Robert Douglas, and
this first indulgence,

declare they

Avill

not allow the cure at the

said kirk to be served in

any

timie hereafter,

but by persons of loyal and orthodox principles."

It

would seem, that upon the

granting indidgences to so
others

who were

curates a piece of

many

parishes,

overlooked, offered the

money

to leave

themj

and some of them were willing euough to
do it, and to try their fortune elsewhere
and by this act the council endeavour to jjrevent these transactions.
Thus I have given a plain naiTation of
matter of

fact, as to this

fii'st

indulgence,

from the public papers I have met with.
This was the fii'st, and, as many thought,
the best shape in which this public favour
to presbyterians stood.
it,

and opposed

it

very

The bishops

much and
;

feared

Avhen no

John Baird, as being a little distinct better could be, they endeavoured to make
from the rest. That for IMr Douglas runs, it the ap2)le of dissension among presbytei'ian
September 2d, " Forasmuch as the kirk of ministers and people. Upon the other hand
Pencaitland is Vacant by the death of Mi* it is beyond denial, the Lord, in his holy
Alexander Verner, late minister there, and providence, had much good to bring out of

Mr

a process depending anent the patronage of

it,

that kirk, and the kirk will vaik if remeed
be not provided ; the lords of coimcil have

and eventually, tlu-ough the sinful passions,
venting themselves upon all hands, undoubt-

thought

fit,

in pursuance of the king's letter,

to

edly

the famishing souls of thousands;

much

evil

followed upon

it.

As

it

^\ns

and diu-ing this vacancy, to very satisfying unto many, in the fii'st reports
appoint Mr Robert Douglas, late minister of it, so they were much disappointed when
at Edinburgh, to preach, and exercise the it appeared upon so narrow a bottom, and
They
functions of the ministry thereat, but preju- clogged so much with restrictions.
dice of the patronage, when declared by the lamented that it flowed from the exercise of
judges ordinary." The act anent Mr John regal supremacy, which none of the takers
The want
Baird, is dated December 16th, and runs professed any Avay to allow of.
for this time,

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council

of the call of the people, or their consent.

;
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when tlie patron's was expressed, was gra- with severity to the rest of the min- ,^„„
1669
vaminons and yet nothing- is more certain isters, and a persecution of that body
than that the people most willingly received of presbyterians up and down, who could
The minis- not have access to the ministry of the inthe ministers when they came.
ters were required to do evil, hut they did it dulged; and might now come to be denot, and were made a kind of prisoners in prived altogether of the gospel.
Within
their o«'n congregations, and their neigh- a little indeed the presbyterian ministers
;

bours discharged to partake of their minis-

were banished from Edinburgh, and conven-

was not obeyed.
Very knowing, judicious, and solid Christians and ministers differed in their sentiments of this indulgence. Upon the one
hand it was looked upon as the opening a
door to a larger and clearer liberty unto
the presbyterians in Scotland; and indeed
grounds were not wanting at this junctiu-e,

ticles

try; yet the prohibition

for entertaining

views of

this sort

:

but in

punished ^vith greater rigour ; yet it is
sure they increased under this indulgence.

Notwithstanding of those different

senti-

ments, in a matter which indeed could only

be fully judged of by

its

quents complexly taken,

agreed

to,

fruits

and conse-

yet

it

seemed

almost by everybody, that, in this

troubled state of the church, ministers might
M'arrantably accept of this liberty to preach

own congregations, from which they
had been violently forced, or in other places,
turned dai'ker. Further, it was said to be until a door was opened in providence, to
a mere removal of the unjust restraint put return to their own charges, provided a due
upon ministers by the council's act at Glas- testimony were given against the manner of
the event

it

proved otherwise. Its first
fairest, and afterwards it

in their

appearance was

gow',

and a nullifying of the

prelates' sen-

granting this favour, which

tences of deposition, pronounced against such

gravaminous.

who were not reached by that act ; neither
of which the ministers had ever submitted

isters pitched

to,

but in

violence.

all

reckoned

Accordingly, the whole min-

upon were Milling to accept
by the consent of their brethren, the
so far as they were forced by whole presbyterians through Scotland,cheerUpon the other hand it was fuUy submitted to their ministry, as they

reasoned, that the laws

and,

now in being, having had

access.

Matters continued thus as far

cassed and rescinded the act for the refor-

as I can learn,

mation-privileges of this church 1592, and

ministers in Holland, perhaps at

till

some of the banished
first upon

1638, and taken misinformations, or at least incomplete
power of the church, and accoimts from Scotland, some time after
its due constitution the council's actings, in
this, wrote over some letters, and sent home
consequence of this rescission, could not some reasons against joining with the
but be highly Erastian, in transporting indulged. This began a flame, which, by

those since the

away the

(year)

intrinsic

;

ministers, fixing relations to other congre-

degrees, rose to a very great height.
It
and restricting and limiting them in must be owned, the Lord eminently counteIt was lu-ged, nanced the labours and ministry of the inthe exercise of their function.
tliat the indulgence would never have been
dulged ; and they could not but acknowledge
assented to in council, had not its advocates they had as great and sensible assistance in
made it out, that it Avould weaken, if not the work of the gospel, as ever they had
ruin presbyterians, by breaking that close formerly known ; and their success among
correspondence and harmony they had their hearers was not small so, whatever
hitherto maintained among themselves, by scruples came, in process of time, to be
their being precluded from new ordinations, raised among some of the people
yet the
Avhich was what the bishops feared above all bulk of presbyterians kept by them, and
things; and by their being bound up from persons of rank went on to use their utmost
visiting the country, and watering the people interest with the coimcil to have more and
up and down, who were dissatisfied with more indulged ; till, about half a year after,
prelacy.
Lastly, it was feared that this the council shut the door, and would allow
license to a few, would he accompanied no more.
The difficulties they met with.
gations,

:

;
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and

pressui-es

furtlier

upon

laid

very quickly, will come to be
noticed in theii* omti place, next year.
tliein

Of the proceedings of the parliament,
sat

down October

which

I9th, 1669, in as far as

II.

had not received his majesty's
And, October 1 1th, Lauderdale's commission to represent his majesty
in this parliament, is read, and recorded in
the council registers.
October 19th, this
session of parliament was opened with readforfeited, or

remission.

ing the king's letter,

Vhich

almost to the designed union.*
missioner,

they relate to the church.

[BOOK

who

is

relates only

The com-

intrusted with this great

atfair, in a speech, which is in print, recomCOME forward to the actings of the parlia- mends this matter most earnestly and, to
ment, which succeeded the indulgence, and engage the bishops and their party in pai*passed such laws as were to the prelates liament, A^hom he had grated a little in the
some way a balance to it and shall give business of the indulgence, to fall in the
some account of them all together, and then more heartily, " He insists at great length
gather up several particidars throughout this upon the king's fixed resolution, unalterably
year, I have hitherto passed, of design to to maintain episcopacy
he commends it
put them together in the last section. The highly, and assures them the king will not

I

;

;

;

great design of this session of parliament,

allow of conventicles, especially since he

was, to give some beginning to a project

had granted an indulgence, and presseth the
bearing doMTi of them and, at the conclu-

noAV on foot, in order to an union with

England.
leave

it

This matter being mostly

very

much

It

who

:

sion of his speech, effectually to carry the

write the

prelates to his side, he again repeats all the

was thought by

assiu-ances formerly given in their favour."

to such

history of this reign.

civil, I

the most discerning persons, that this pro-

The

jected union was designed for advancing

likewise printed, take notice of the king's

arbitrary government, and the encroaching

letter in

upon the

house of commons
at this time made a stand

liberties of the

in England,

who

The

against court measures.

lovers of

li-

berty did then apprehend, that two distinct

parliament, in their return,

which

is

every branch of it, and express
abundance of loyalty ; but do not notice the
commissioners' harangue anent the bishops.
All the membei'S sign the declaration, which
obliged

them

to maintain episcopacy.

Gene-

parliaments were less liable by far to be

brought into arbitrary measures, than one
Accordingly, next year,
imited parliament.
after the Scots parliament

had given into

empowered him

the king's measm-es, and

nominate commissioners for
commons in England turned
against it, and could not be
what they reckoned eversive

to

Scotland, the

peremptorily

brought into
of their

own

constitution.

A proclamation was issued
for calling a

new

out, July 15th,

parliament ; and care was

taken to dispose the elections so as the king
and the bishops might be exactly served,

and any arbitrary and

illegal steps

taken by

the council, approven.

I

find the king's

advocate, September 2d,

is

ordered by the

council, to pursue before the parliament, a

process of forfeiture against those guilty of
rebellion, 1666,

who

are excepted forth of

his majesty's indemnity,

and are not already

• " Lord Lauderdale's speech ran upon two
heads. The one w^as, the recommending to their
care the preservation of the chui'ch, as established by law ; upon which he took occasion to
The other
express great zeal for episcopacy.
head related to the imion of both kingdoms.
All that was done relating to that, vi'as, that an
And in the
act passed for a treaty about it.
following summer, in a subsequent session, com-

rrnssioners

were named, who went up

to treat

about it. But they made no progress ; and the
thing fell so soon, that it was very visible it was
never intended in good earnest." Burnet's History of his Own Times, vol. i. pp. 4-17, 418.
Being satisfied that the above is a just and
true statement of this case, we do not think it
advisable to lumber our pages with any more

The reader,
particular detail of this affair.
who is curious to see with how much seeming
seriousness self-interested men, of whatever
rank they may be, can talk when they mean
nothing, may consult Mackenzie's History of
Scotland, where they will find the letter here
alluded to, a long speech of Sir George Mackenzie's on the subject of that letter, together
with minutes of the proceedings of the commissioners appointed to carry that project into efl^ect.
—pp. 143—155, 193—211.—£rf.

—
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they had taken

jrreat alteration

it

was
members from the

before, for there

of

myself to their
actings with relation to the chm-ch and
presbyteriaus and there are only a few acts
last parliament.

I restrict

;

which look

way.

this

first

majesty's snpreniacy in
cal,

and over

all

What

insert below.*

in the former book,

giance, as

all

cases ecclesiasti-

persons;" which

have

upon the oath of

was termed, the

it

I

hath been observed
alle-

declaration,

and the acts of parliament 1662 and 1663,
will save

me

the trouble of

come

wliich might

many

in here; yet so

things

odd and

extraordinary an act natively offers not a
few remarks.f Such who violently opposed
the indulgence,

tell us, this

act ^vas framed

to save the council from the treason they

were guilty

ot^

by granting

* yict anenl the supremacy,

The

it

contrary to

November

IQth, 1669.

of parliament having seriously
considered, how necessary it is, for the good and
peace of the church and state, that his majesty's
power and autliority, in relation to matters and
persons ecclesiastical, be more clearly asserted
by an act of parliament, have therefore thought
fit it be enacted, asserted, and declared ; likeas,
his majesty, with advice and consent of his
estates of parliament, doth liereby enact, assert,
and declare. That his majesty hath the supreme
authority and supremacy over all persons, and
in all causes ecclesiastical within this his kingdom ; and that by virtue thereof, the ordering
and disposal of the external government and
policy of the church, doth properly belong to his
majesty and his successors, as an inherent right
and that his majesty and his
to the crown
successors may settle, enact, and emit such
constitutions, acts, and orders, concerning the
administration of the external government of
the church, and the persons emi)loyed in the
same, and concerning all ecclesiastical meetings,
and matters to be proposed and determined
therein, as they in their royal wisdom shall
estates

;

think lit; which acts, orders, and constitutions,
being recorded in the books of council, and duly
published, are to be observed and obeyed by all
his majesty's subjects, any law, act, or custom to
the contrary notwithstanding likeas, his majesty, with advice and consent foresaid, doth
:

rescind and ainuil all laws, acts, and clauses
thereof,

and

all

customs and constitutions,

civil

or ecclesiastic, which are contrary to, or inconsistent with his majesty's supremacy, as it is
hereby asserted, and declares the same void and
null in all time coming.
f This act was abhorred by all p.irties, and
seems to have been a mere state trick, intended
to lay the ecclesiastical power, whoever might
Burnet was
exercise it, at the feet of the civil.
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standing laws and acts of parliament.

Indeed several acts of parliament do

seem to run

cross to it : the act of restitution,
1662, says, " That all church power is to be
regulated and authorized in the exercise

by the archbishops and bishops,

thereof,

act this session is, that remarkable and highflying- one, " asserting his

Their

—

who

are to put order to

all

ecclesiastical

matters and causes, and to be accountable
to his majesty for their administration."

And by

the 4th act of that same session of

parliament,

it is expressly ordained and
That none hereafter be permitted
to preach in public, within any diocese,
without the license of the ordinary." And,
act 1st, sess. 3d, 1663, the king seems to
bind up himself in this matter, and promises,
" Not to endure, nor give way or connivance
to any variation from the established church
government." And the same act recom-

statuted, "

mends

it

to the council, "

To punish

all

preachers without the bishop's license, &c.

of opinion,

was a contrivance of

Lauderd.ile,
duke of
York's religion, intended, by laying the church
of Scotland at his mercy, to pave the wiiy for
that line of conduct which, on his accession he
adopted ; and thus to secure himself in his
favour.
Burnet's History of liis
Times,
vol. i. i)p. 418, 419. Sharp, we are told by Mackenzie, preached to this parliament, the first
Sabbath after the archbishop of Glasgow had
been confined, on which occasion he stated three
pretenders to supremacy, the pope, the king, and
the general assembly of the presbyterians, all
whose several pretences he disproved at great
length, " for which," adds the historian, " it
was thought he had been turned oiY if the archbishop of Glasgow had not suffered so lately,
but occasion was taken from this, to propose in
the articles that his majesty's supremacy should
be yet more fully explained by act of parliament,
that no scruple might remain from the extravagant insinuations of either the Jiire-divino episMost of the lords of the
copist or presbyterian.
articles inclined to the motion, because by this,
all the government of the church would fall in
the hands of Laics, and especially of counsellors,
of which number they were,
and the nobility
had been in this, and the former age kept so far
under the subjection of insolent church men,
that they were more willing to be subject to
their prince, than to any such low and mean
persons as the clergy, which consisted now of the
sons of their own servants or farmers,— and the
bishops had so far and so often insinuated when
his majesty was zealous for their hierarchy, that
all power resided in him, and that presbytery was
ant) monarchical, because it restrained this his
just power, as that now the people were induced
to believe that the government of the church
was but an arbitrary policy, which the magisMackenzie's
trate might alter as he pleased."
History of Scotland, pp. 159, 160. £d.
it

who, having found out the

secret of the

—

Own

—

—

;
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as seditious persons."

From

these

would appear, that the king and
privy council had taken upon them to cass
those acts of parliament and, as was now
'

it

:

ordinary, the voters in council needed a
act of parliament to save

them from

new

guilt in

The two archbishops indeed

this respect.

could

in

fall

the assertory

with
pai't

I1500K

follows in
of the act, " supreme

authority and supremacy over

and causes

II.

What

it.

all

persons

ecclesiastical," is as full as

words

make it, and hath been already considered.
What is comprehended in the
can

" external

government and policy of the
do not well know;

pleaded the indulgence was contrary to law,

church,"

and would never be present, or vote in any
thing relative thereto. But I do not think
the lords of council were in any great appre-

included in that, is now to be disposed
according to the " royal wisdom ;" and if the

hensions of their hazard this way.

w ill Mas

The bishops were

agement of church

God are
be away all

in their

man-

affairs entirely subjected

unto the king, their power was entirely
derived from the supremacy, and all with
respect to the church had been very fairly,

though most iniquitously, put into the king's
hand and the counsellors, by the present
;

unhappy

wisdom of the world,

The king's

declared by the parliament to

their law.

I

If

all

^hich the things of

foolishness, think proper to take

external government and policy,

certainly the king
so.

to

but

he

shall

is

here empowered to do

see

lords the bishops, I

good

know

to

not

remove the

how they can

well complain, since they have consented to
If a parity in the government of the
church be found best, the king hath a door
set open to him: but the prelates, no doubt,
were persuaded of better things concerning

it.

seem safe enough,
was made absolute, and par- the king. Yea, if royal Avisdom should see
liaments and their acts were but pieces of good, as some of the king's predecessors
form, especially as to ecclesiastical matters. had done, to write letters unto the holy
The real spring of this act anent the supre- father the pope, if he should be owned as
constitution,

since the king

macy, seems to have been the little sputter
made by the archbishop of Glasgow, and

the universal bishop and centre of unity to

his diocesan synod, this year, against the

jurisdiction should be again introduced; all

exercise of the supremacy,

when

it

struck

which some account

against them; of

shall

be given in the following Section.

To

return to the act

itself,

the narrative

the western churches,

if his

authority and

but what the law permits to be done;
none of the clergy who went into these
measures must complain, and probably few
is

of

containing the reason of making this act

them Mould.
Though so vast a power was found proper

now, is, " The good and peace of the church
and state, which required a clear assertion

a prince as king Charles

of his majesty's power, in relation to matters

who was

to be lodged in the hands of so religious
II. yet,

who knew

to be after him, " a wise

man, or a
appeared then very hard to all
real protestants, that such a trust was put

and persons ecclesiastical." How far the
procedure at Glasgow needed such an asser-

fool ?"

tion, I shall not say but how the good and
peace of any right constitute church, can be
advanced " by the utter removal of all

likewise in the hands of his successors

church power,"

this act allowed

;

I

known however,
plainly against

cannot see. It was Avell
our managers opened so

all

power

positive discovery of the

ecclesiastic, this

mind of the im-

much put an end to the
former debates about the oath of allegiance,
as it was called ; and is so plain a sense put

posers, did very

upon
after

it,

that

this,

it

does not appear

who had

how any

not abandoned our

reformation, yea, the owning of

all spiritual

po^ver in the church, as a Christian society,

It

especially

when

the apparent successor was

a papist, and his principles obliged him, and

him to put this church, as
government and policy, in the hands
of the pope.
I own, if that which follows
were true, that this disposal of the government and policy, " is an inherent right in
the crown," it must natively devolve with
the crown to the successors: but I hope,
none who read the Bible with any reflection,
will allow this to inhere in any crown, but
his " on Avhose head are many crowns."
" That the king and his successors may
to

its

:

CHAP.
settle,

and emit such constitutions

the dispensing

in it, ecclesiastic meetingfs, and matters to
be proposed and determined therein, as they
in their royal wisdom shall thinli fit," is such

height,

very being- of a church, as an

author

at the

organized body with a head, and a modelled
spiritual society, that

I

doubt

if

ever a

A

says, " It

and Bishop Kennet

anent churcli government, persons employed

a thrust
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enact,

;

power

was ,„„„

at the greatest

and while indulgence was part of
all hopes of it were
removed in Scotland." It would seem the
the politic of England,

knew

was given

not, that another indulgence

in the year 1672.

However, the

present set of bishops in Scotland,

a.s

far as

know, Avhat from one view, A\hat from
set of gentlemen of the principles of the another, went into it yet as many of their
" Tale of a Tub," the « Rights of the Chris- clergy as had a regard to protestant princitian Church," the " Essay on Free Think- ples, or owned any spuitual power in the
ing," and others who are " a new increase chiu-ch, and were unwilling to give up all
of sinners," unknowTi to former times, might the rights of the " Christian constitution"
to the civil magistrate, disUked it.
be excused, had they sat in our parliament
Howbut for Scotsmen, many of whom had taken ever, it passed, and was a very good mean
the covenants, and known better things, to to advance the present scheme of absolute
enact such a law, is somewhat more than govermuent in the state. Slavish principles
surprising.
The sovereign may act, not very soon introduce tyramiy in practice
only in the government and discipline of and erastianism, a.s well as popery, is a very
the church, A^hich by this law are mere good handle for introducing arbitrary govciphers, but " in all matters which come ernment and a papacy in the state, natively
before church judicatories, and make con- leads to tyranny.
This was the first and most remarkable
stitutions," as he pleaseth, ^^-ithout any congreater was given under colour of law.

I

;

;

sent either of church or parliament.

I see

act of

this

and

session,

find

I

it

very

nothing to hinder the king acting according

natively followed by the second act, " anent

to this power, from establishing a new religion, and palming a new " Confession of

the militia," wherein the

Faith" upon Scotland.
This is a grant
paramount to the claims of the pope or a

likewise phiced

general council either.

the subjects, and raising

the " inherent rights

many former
Indeed nothing of laws T^eapon-shev^'ing, and the fencible men
can see, is kept back in every shire, their being armed for their
of the

crown

church power that I
from the sovereign here.
Next, such acts and constitutions of the

own

" royal pope," being " recorded in the books

religious

of council, and published," be
will,

among

power of anning
them in arms, is

what they

are to be implicitly obeyed by

subjects, A^-ithout asking questions

:

all

and by

defence,

:"

is

of Scotsmen.

although by

declared to be the privilege

Thus

in the

first

room

Their

fifth act is,

" for the security of the

virtue of this power, the king and parlia-

persons of the clergy," Avhom the law

ment

calls

rescind

all

former acts of parliament,

oiu'

and reformation rights, and next
oiu- lives and civil liberties, are laid at the
king's feet, to be trampled upon.

orthodox.

now

This upon the matter hath

Avhich is more, all been already considered, upon the council's
which may be foimd in- proclamation above to the same effect. I
consistent with this erastian power in the find it comes to the parliament, from the
Upon the 20th November,
sovereign.
It is well this law is a non privy council.
habente potestatem, and more than any court their records run, " An act to be brought
on earth can do, and materially a cassing into the parliament, ratifying two acts in
favoiu-s of the orthodox clergj^ being read
and abrogating the scriptural rule.
I shall only further notice, that this act in council the lords approve thereof, and

that

is

much;

but,

ecclesiastical acts,

of the prelatists themselves

ordain the same to be transmitted to the
This method of
lords of the articles."

IMr Collier speaks

transmitting of acts of parliament fi'om the

and comprehensive language ;

privy council, was both needful to the mana-

was not only gi'avaminous
ians,

were
of

it

but

many

dissatisfied Avith

as strong

it.

to all presbyter-
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S^^^> ^""^

ififiQ

^ considerable use to

*^^

them but I leave it to be examined
by lawyers. No more observes on the act
;

itself are

must

necessary

every reflecting person

:

see the necessity of all just measm-es

The 11th

FBOOK

act of this session,

Concerning the forfeiture of
persons in the late rebellion," deserves a

room

in this collection

will find

it

below.*

;

and so the reader

It is

a ratification of

Avhat the council and justiciary

and the clergyman's suitable carriage
to his station, and the rules of it, will be
one of the best guards about him. But this
act, when I read it, appeared calculated to

formerly, as

serve a party, and containing several unreas-

done.

:

December

15th, 1669, "

for the safety of a gospel minister in his

parish

II,

we have

heard.

had done

From

the

reading of this act the reader will easily
perceive,

former

design

its

illegal

is

to cover

and arbitrary

and cloak

actings,

The people concerned

when

Avere con-

It seems hard, that if scious to themselves they had gone contrary
wicked people shall attack a minister's to practick and reason, in forfeiting gentlehouse or jjerson, and his parishioners, if men in absence, and that they had assumed
they do not apprehend and bring to a trial

onable clauses.

made

the persons guilty, be

liable to

make

up the

minister's damage, with the interest

of

when,

it;

impossible for

may

it

them

be, it

was

plainly

to apprehend the rioter;

and probably they knew nothing about the
attempt, and were never called to assist
their minister when insulted.
However,
as those attacks Avere

designed at

first

for

pretences to keep up a standing army, so

afterwards they became a good handle for
extorting large sums of

money from

presby-

terian heritors in parishes, perfectly innocent

of these

riote;

and a good occasion for

some of the poorer
get a swinging

No more

sort of the ciu'ates, to

sum from

their parishioners.

themand endeavom*

Avas to be done, l)ut casting

selves in the road of a rabble,

some small thing to be taken out of
and then, to be sure, they had
made up with interest, cent, per cent,

to get

their houses,
it

However

profit.

unrea-sonable

this

act

appears to be as to the particular congi'ega-

where the orthodox clergy were, and
whatever misimprovement some of them
tions

made

of

it,

I

would not be understood by

these remarks, to vindicate any irregular

attempts made upon their persons.

It hath
been observed, that few or no presbyterians
Avere engaged in those attempts, as far at

least as

were,

my

I leave

any
answer for themselves.

infoi-mation bears; but if

thom

to

I'pon the A\ hole it wiM appear, that nothing
by some was thought too high at this time,
for the orthodox and established clergy,
and nothing too severe for prcsbyterian
ministers, and the suffering people who ad-

hered to them.

* Act anent minislers, November 20th, 1C69.
Forasmuch as the king's majesty, considering
how just and necessary it was, that the orthodox
clergy should be protected from the violence of
disaffected and disloyal persons, did therefore,
with advice of his privy council, by his royal
proclamations of the 1.5th of March, and 13th of
June, one thousand six hundred and sixty-seven,
command and charge all heritors, liferenters,
and others, having any real interest or rent
within the several parishes of the kingdom, to
protect, defend, and secure the persons, families,
and goods of their ministers, not only in the
exercise of their ministerial function, but in
their dAvelling-houses, or being elsewhere within
the parish, from all injuries, affronts, and prejudices, AA'hichthey might incur in their persons
or goods from the violence and invasion of any
disaffected, disloyal, or other wicked person with
certification, if the actors of such outrages should
not be apprehended and brought to trial, by tlie
means and diligence of the parishioners, the
parishioners should be decerned to pay to the
suffering minister, for reparation, damage, and
interest, such a sum and fine as his majesty's
council should determine, as is more fully exprest
in the said proclamations.
And the estates of
parliament, having taken to their consideration
the proceedings of his majesty's council herein,
and finding, that the protection of the orthodox
clergy, and the restraining of the insolency of
disaffected, disloyal and wicked persons at this
time, did require more nor ordinary means and
care from his majesty's council, have therefore
thought fit likeas, his majesty, with advice
and consent of his estates, doth hereby ratify
and approve the two proclamations aforesaid,
and the ])roceedings of his majesty's council in
prosecution thereof, and authorizeth them still to
prosecute the same, as occasion shall offer, until
his majesty in his next parliament give further
orders therein and it is declared, that this act
is and shall be but prejudice of any former laws
and acts of parliament, made against the invaders
of ministers, and of the pains therein contained ;
and particuliirly the twenty-seventh act of the
eleventh parliament of king James VI. and
seventh act ofking Charles I. his parliament, la
anno 163o, Avhich acts his majesty, with advice
forfsaid, doth hereby ratify and approve, and
declares the same to stand in full force, strength
and effect in time coming.
:

:

:

CHAP.

a parliamentary power, in

forfeiting-

the

king's vassals in the methods they took
therefore,
this

new
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:

ing,

and refer the whole

committee, whose report

affair to
I

a

i/jgn

do not

(

meet Avitli this year; and in prosecution of
an act made last year against quakers, upon
a the 24th of June, the laird of Swinton is

ex post facto, they must have
law to save their bacon. It is

further plain, that in this act there

is

How long

parliamentary forfeiture passed upon those

sent prisoner to Stirling Castle.

persons in absence, and, as far as I can
iniderstand, never cited before the parliament, that Avhat tlie gentlemen had to say

he continued there, I know not.
Hardships ai-e continued upon such

who

had been concerned in Pentland. Ireland
had been a retreat to some of them but all
ag-ainst so extraordinary a step, might be
In the last room it maybe observed, pains was taken to discover them in their
heard.
that a parliamentary right and power is here hidings there: and so John Cuniugham of
made over to the lords of the justiciary for Bedlane came to be apprehended there.
the time to come to wit, the forfeiting of Notice was soon given to our managers, and
he sent over to Scotland. February 4tli,
all persons of all conditions and ranks in
case of rebellion, or rising in arms upon any "The council being informed, that John
Cuniugham sometime of Bedlane, who
I need not show
pretence whatsoever.
ho^v hard this is, to subject the lives and was in the late rebellion, is apprehended by
;

;

estates of noblemen, gentlemen, and others,

the lord lieutenant of Ireland, appoint the

humour, and party spite of magistrates of Ajy to receive him as pritwo or three men and all in the absence soner, M'hen sent over." The same orders
of the parties. The rest of the acts of this are sent to Ir\ane and Greenock, if he shall
session relate to civil matters, in as fai- as I be brought into any of these ports, and
have noticed, and so I meddle not Mitli Bedlane is ordered to be forwarded to
them. The parliament rose upon the 23d Dumbarton Castle. In April, I find he
I come now to comes over; and after some little time in
of December this year.
to the caprice,

;

—

cast together several other things relative

to presbyterians during this year, which I

have passed in the former Sections.

Glasgow tolbooth, he is sent to Stirling
Castle here he continued a long time, and
in Dumbai'tou Castle, as we may hear upon
:

the after years.

Upon

Of the

continued sufferings of some persons
been at Pentland, the imprisoned

who had

gentlemen,

and some

other things this year

1669.

the 10th of June, the council pass

a sentence of banishment upon Robert
Gibson, Robert Paton, Robert Harper, and

William Cuthbertson. They were brought
by Major Cockburn, from the parish of
Fenwick, and the country about, and con-

in

fessed their being at Pentland,

My

accounts of the sufferings upon the

score of conventicles, of the indulgence and

I

procedure of the parliament this year, have

come

run to so great a length, that

way.

what

I shall

fiu'ther offers, as to the state

despatch

and

The
last

council's letter to the archbishops

year ^vas noticed, anent the sending in

February 4th, this
year, they bring in some lists, and lay them
before the council but it seems their heart
Avas not so much in that necessary work>
as in hunting down presbyterians ; for the
council record it, that many lists are wantlists

of papists.

I find,

;

hear

many
to

my

others,

whose names are not

hand, were served the same

Cannon of Mardrogat, of

suf-

ferings of presbyterians, veiy quickly.

and were

ordered to be transported to the plantations.

when

whom

before,

found his discoveries are not so
important as they expected, and yet they
it is

him Avilling to serve their purposes,
upon the 7th of January he hath the liberty
of a free prisoner granted him and upon
find

:

September

2d,

he gets his remission from

the king, and after^vard proved worthy of
it,

and not unuseful to the persecutors.

Robert Chalmers, of

whom

likewise in the
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former years, gives in a petition

,

to

the council, April 6th, and they re-

commend him

to Lauderdale for a remis-

and upon the 3th of July it is granted.
The west country gentlemen before mentioned, are this year a little more favom-ably
sion

;

dealt with, but

finement.
25th,

is

fSir

still

continued in

George Maxwell, February
aflf'airs;

and upon

4th, the council prolong his liberty

to continue there
Sth,

con-

allowed to stay some time at Edin-

bm-gh about his necessary

March

theii*

it is

till

continued

Rlay

;

and,

June

till

:

upon May

and Cuning-

hamhead, upon the 25th of February,

is

alloM ed by the lords to go to his house at
Kirrela^v, until the

to search for

1

5th of March, and that

some writs which nearly con-

and had no occasion to keep conventicles,
save in their rooms in the prison, whither
some came and joined with them in worship.

Thus Mr Thomas Wylie, of whom

before,

he had been, since the (year) 16G3, or
1664, confined to Dundee, and in October
1667, had been permitted to come besouth
Tay, with an express prohibition to come
wdthin four miles of Edinburgh, is. May
this year, allowed to come to Edinburgh
about necessary affaii's ; and, June 4th, his
liberty is continued without a day, upon his
giving bond to appear before the council,
when called. This way several of the ministers and otiiers got out their long confine-

after

take them to

take off the restraint, and declare him free

Another

go about his lawful affau's. And, September 1st, Mr Donald Cargill gives in a
petition to the council, begging that his

then granted

;

and

I

have been

still

at these

times forementioned.

have not met with before,
brought under confinement from mere jealousy and suspicion, without any thing laid
to his charge, which has come to my knowledge, is colonel Robert Barclay. July 29th,
I

the council, upon his petition, allow him to

own

house at Urry, and confine
him within three miles about it, until
January next: and in August 1G70, I find

reside at his

was shewed to some presbytewho had been long confined,

rian ministers,

in prison at Stirling, except

charges, in petitioning for these little favours

gentleman

lenity

II.

August 3d, the privy council being
informed of the sober and good cai'riage of
Mr Robert Duncan, late minister at Dumbarny, under his confinement, and that he
hath been under restraint for several years,

affairs.
This is all I find about
them, till the end of this year, these \vorthy
gentlemen were put to no small trouble and

cern his

now and

some

[BOOK

ments.

to

confinement beyond Tay, may be taken off",
and he allowed to come to Edinbui'gh about
law affairs. The council allow it to be

taken

off"

providing he enact himself not to

the council take

town of Glasgow, upon
any occasion whatsomever, nor in the town
of Edinburgh and subm-bs thereof, without
warrant from the lords of session and

all I

exchequer.

off" his restraint.
This is
have auent him. This year likewise,
the council no^v and then are doing some

acts of justice

to gentlemen,

and others,
who had been oppressed by Sir William
Bannantyne. Upon the 8th of July, I find

M'Adam

upon a

petition, Gilbert

head,

ordered to receive up from the clerk

is

of Water-

one bond of sixhundi-ed merks, and another
of seven hundi-ed merks, extorted by vio-

reside within the

I cannot leave the history of this year,
without taking notice of some actings of the

of Glasgow, and his diocesan
meeting there, at this time, about the king's
supremacy, which made a very great noise,
and issued in the demission of the arch-

archbishop

and a council process against two of
members of the synod. Most part of
lence from him by Sir William and upon this account I shall draw from the records
the 29th of July, Wallace of Carnel, in the of the council. The greatest pai't, by far,
shire of Ajt, gets up a bond of his, extorted of the indulged ministers, were in the bounds
bishop,

the

:

by the same man.

Many

other of Sir Wil-

liam's oppressions escaped the council,

cannot

now

When

and

be recovered.

the indidgence

ingly gall

was resolved upon,

and about the time of the granting of

of the diocese of Glasgow; and the liberty

granted to presbyterian ministers, did exceed-

it,

the bishop and his underlings.

Accordingly, when they meet in their synod,
iu

September this year, the

Itishop

and they

—

!
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Remon-

affair

before them.

have not seen it; but by
papers writ about this time, it is said to
contain a heavy complaint ap^ainst the indul-

their

own

agree upon a paper, entitled "
strance."*

I

gence, and the council's placing persons,
lyiug-

under

ecclesiastic censures, into the

shall

I

"

words.

The

insert

lords

of

1C69.

privy council being informed, that, in the
late synod holdeu at GlasgOAV, some papers

were
the

and passed, under

agitated, debated,

name of petition, remonstrance, or
which may tend,

griev-

ministry at their old charges, or elsewhere,
when neither the bishop or synod had ever

ances,

given the least shadow of relaxation from
This paper likewise bore
those censures.

authority, and of the peace of his govern-

in the consequences

thereof, to the prejudice

of his majesty's

ment; they do therefore recommend to, and
upon the king's supremacy in require the lord archbishop of Glasgow^,
and no great regard forthwith to call for the foresaid papers, in
ecclesiastic matters
Atas shown in it, either to the acts of par- whose hands soever they be, and to present
liament made about this, or the oaths the them before the council, at their meeting
members of the synod were under to main- October 14th next. As also, that he require
The prelates and Mr James Ramsay, dean of Glasgow (the
tain and support it.
" passive obedience" gentlemen, when the deans of Hamilton, where he now was, were
sovereign goes their way, have nothing but deans of Glasgow likewise, as I am told)
the praises of the prerogative, and unlimited and Mr Arthur Ross, parson of Glasgow,
power of the prince in their mouth; but who were the persons who formed and
when they are crossed, and touched in their drew these papers, and were nominated for
own tender points, they can kick and fling presenting and prosecuting the same, to
As loug compear before the council the same day
against a court, as well as others.
as the king's supremacy \vas exerted for the and further, require the archbishop to
iubringiug, support, and maintenance of the produce before the council, the day foresaid,
bishops, none are so fond of it as they and the clerk of the synod, and the public
it is preached up as an inherent right of the
records thereof, with all the minutes, votes,
crown, and what not. Let the tables be and acts passed therein; and that he take a
turned but a little, and a few presbyterian special care that no copies be given of these
ministers indulged, and some restraint laid papers, nor no further proceeding therein,
upon their persecuting spirit, " nature rebels nor prosecution thereof, until the lords of
against principle," and the passive prelates his majesty's privy council, having seen and
How happy a thing is it, considered the same, give further orders
alter their note.
when all matters and persons are kept thereanent." I find the archbishop is in
within their just and reasonable limits and this sederimt of council, and it is the last
pretty hard

;

;

time I find him there for several years.

boundaries

Such a paper

as this could not but very

soon make a noise, being so plain an attack
upon the managers; and so 1 tind, upon the
last

of September, the council have this

Upon October
derdale

14th, the commissioner

produceth

Lau-

before the council, a

paper sent by the archbishop of Glasgow
and, after reading

it

it,

is

remitted to the

consideration of the following committee,

duke Hamilton,
* "

A

copy of this was procured by indirect
methods, and it was sent up to court.
As soon
as the king saw it, he said it was a new Avestern
remonstrance, and he ordered that Burnet shouki
not be suffered to come to the parliament, and that
he should be proceeded against as far as the law
could carry the matter."
Burnet's History of
his Own Times, vol. i. p. 417. " Nor was this
paper," says Sir George Mackenzie, " less seditious than the remonstrance, nor the archbishop
of Glasgow, more innocent than James Guthrie, for both equally designed to debar the king

—

earls of Tweeddale

and Kinand the
Their
chancellor, who is supernumerary.
report is made, October 16th; and the
council form the following act " condemning
a paper passed in the synod of Glasgow."
cardine,

the register,

advocate,

" Forasmuch as the lords of his majesty's

privy council being informed, that in the
late

meeting of the archbishop, and a part

from interposing any way

of the synod of Glasgow, there was a paper

church." History

agitated

in the affairs of the
of Scotland, pp. 157, 158. Ed.

and passed,

in

name

of the arch-

;

:
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bishop and synod, tending, in the

consequences thereof, to the prejudice of his majesty's authority, and the peace
of his government, did ordain the same to
'

be produced before them
accordingly

now

done, and

which being

:

owned by

the

archbishop, dean, and parson of Glasgow,
to be the true paper;

and the council having

considered the same, and having also considered the depositions of the said dean and

parson of Glasgow,

who

employed in

Avere

the drawing thereof, do find and declare the

same to be, in itself, a paper of a dangerous
nature and consequence, tending toward the
depraving of his majesty's laws, and miscon-

[BOOK

II.

nuaryGth, 1 670, the commissioner represents
in council, that the archbishop of

Glasgow

and dignity in his
majesty's hands, and desired his name might
be put out of the rolls of council, as being
no more a member of it. Mr James Karasay dean of Hamilton, and Mi- Arthur Koss
parson of Glasgow, the bishop's great tools
in the remonstrance, were examined very
narrowly by the council ; and as we have
heard, declared all they knew, upon oath
had demitted

his office

and, after having owned their fault, and got a
reprimand from the council, the king pardons
them, and they are remanded back to their

charges

:

but the archbishop

is

made a

sacri-

structing of the proceedings of his majesty

fice to

and his council, and in the manner of conTeying thereof, to be most illegal and unwarrantable; and do therefore ordain the

while, a kind of joint confessor with suffering

the royal supremacy, and

for a

falls,

Nee lex estjustior ulla, &c.
some years, Mr Robert Leighton,
same to be suppressed, and no copies thereof bishop of Dumblane, had the archbishopric
to be kept by any; and discharge all his of Glasgow in commendam, till Burnet was
majesty's lieges, of what quality or function restored again ; which, as was then believed,
soever, from owning or countenancing the was by gross simony.
And that I may cast
said paper, or any other paper or piu-poses the whole of this together, the archbishop's
The
of that nature hereafter, under the pains restoration was said to be thus.
contained in the acts of parliament made bishop's daughter was married to the heir
thereanent; and desire his majesty's com- of the estate of Elphinston, and had a very
missioner, humbly to offer his majesty an large annuity secured upon the estate her
account of their proceedings in this matter, husband died very quickly from her: the
presbyterians.

And,

for

;

together with the paper
his majesty

itself,

to the end

may declare his further pleasiu-e

gentleman

who

fell

next to the lordship of
my lord Hal-

Elphinston, came in suit of

paper passed in the synod of Glasgow,
with the depositions of the dean and parson

My lord knew very well
bestow his children, and was unwilling to engage in an estate so considerably
burdened with the bishop's daughter's join-

of Glasgow thereanent, and an extract of

ture.

this act of council to be transmitted to the

the

and ordain the clerks of council to deliver

toun's daughter.

up

how

to his majesty's commissioner, the prin-

cipal

to

At length this expedient is fallen on;
young lady is prevailed upon to give a

discharge, and make a renunciation of her
matter was considered by the jointure upon Elphinston's estate, and my
king, a letter came down about December, lord Haltoim found means to get the archlaying aside archbishop Burnet from acting bishop her father restored to his office and

king.

When

this

any more as archbishop of Glasgow. He
must submit to the royal supremacy, the
author of his being, as a bishop. His own
vote, that the management of the external
government and policy of the church, and
the ordering of
to the crown,

all

church

affairs

bound him down

belonged

to this piece

This made some say, that the
money, who gave his daughter an
equivalent, Avas taken, and that of Simon
Magus Mas not. From this account we

benefice.

bishop's

may
of

how much a stranger to this
Mr Collier is, in the narrative he gives

notice,

affair
it,

vol.

ii.

p.

895.

Justly enough

he

Accordingly, Ja-

observes, that the act assertory of the king's

* Burnet remarks, " by the act of supremacy, the king was now master, and could turn

out bishops at pleasure. This had its first effect
on Burnet, who was offered a pension if he

of passive obedience.*

:

CHAP.

supremacy, "

is

penned

hensive language

:"

in strong

compre-

but what follows does

not agree with the facts already laid down.
" By virtue of this act, Burnet, archbishop
of Glasgow, was dispossessed of his see, and

Dr Leighton put in his place. This remove was made by the high commissioner,

bending Cuninghamhead, Rowallan,
and Nether-PoUock, and the others
before named.
The gentlemen were living
peaceably at home, expecting no such treatment, and a reason Mas never given them,
why they were imprisoned and, by all the
;

sensible

three just

an unusual extent, gave Leighton only the
of commendator of Glasgow

till

arch-

bishop Burnet was prevailed with to sign a
resignation

:

but this being looked upon as

|

I

I

|

was the spring of

However, the court being
that this was pushing the regale to

|

informations they could have, the archbishop

Lauderdale.

title
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all

The

their trouble.

now named, we have

continued under confinement,

heard, were

when

got out upon the bond of peace,

1

GG8

towards the end of this year, as

others
:

and,

far as I

can guess, they gave in the following supplication unto Lauderdale, who was commis-

an involuntary cession, the Scottish bishops
The archbishop of sioner and secretary.
were shocked at it.
" To the right honourable the commisCanterbury likewise, and the rest of the
English prelates, thought the common in- sioner his grace, the humble supplication of
terest of their order affected, and that the Sir William Cuningham of Cuninghamhead,
episcopal authority was struck at in the Sir William Mure of Rowallan, and Sir
Glasgow precedent. In short they solicited (ieorge Maxwell of Nether-Pollock, showThat whereas, being detained more
so heartily in the cause, and represented the eth,
business in so persuasive a manner to the than these four years prisoners, to our
king, that his majesty revoked his proceed- heavy prejudice in our persons, families and
ings, and archbishop Burnet \vas restored." affairs; and seeing we are, through the
This considerable change in the diocese grace of God, still resolved to continue in
of Glasgow made some alteration in the all faithful duty and loyalty to oiu- dread
treatment of presbyterians in the west, as 1 sovereign, and due respect to the peace and
welfare of the kingdom ; may it therefore
shall next year have occasion to observe
and particularly, it seems to have opened a please your grace, in consideration of the
door for the setting at liberty the west premisses, to order our releasement; wherecountry gentlemen, who had been so long by your grace shall not more evidence his
inider confinement. Burnet had been a most majesty's goodness, and your own affection
violent pusher of the persecution ; and it was to his majesty's service, than oblige, to all
generally believed, that it was through his thankful acknowledgment, your grace's most
influence, and from some base design he had humble supplicants and servants,

i

i

^

|

—

"

in view, that several of them

were incarcerate
certain, that he
had been at court and, as soon as he came
home, warrants were issued out for apprein the (year) 1665.

This

is

;

Cuninghamhead,
Rowallan,
Nether- Pollock ."

*

The reader wiU observe with me, the
would submit and resign, and was threatened
to be treated more severely if he stood out. He
complied, and retired to a private state of life,
and bore his disgrace better than he had done
his honours.
He lived four years in the shade,
and was generally much pitied. He was of himself good natm-ed, and sincere, but was much in
the power of others.
He meddled too much in
that which did not belong to him, and (which)
he did not understand, for he was not cut out
for a coiu't or for the ministry, and he was too
remiss in that which was properly his business,
and which he understood to a good degree, for
he took no manner of care of the spiritual part
of his function." Burnet's History of his Own

—

Times,
II.

vol.

i.

pp. 421,

422.— Ed.

caution and faithfulness of those honourable

and excellent confessors for the truth, and
Like good subjects as they
presbytery.
were, and still had been, they engage to
continue in

all faithful

i

"i

duty and loyalty to

the king, and due respect to the peace of
the kingdom

:

and yet, as became covenanted

presbyterians, they prudently keep themselves free of any promises to subject to, or
approve the supremacy and constitution of
the church. Upon this supplication, Lauderdale, as commissioner and great raanag'er,

T

j

i
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castle,

where,

I

Stirlinj!^

think, all the three

[BOOK

ir.

indeed a very iU instrument in the severities
in that country, and in a little time discov-

was much about this ered what he really was, by apostatizing unto
two worthy g-entlemen. popery.
Another instance of this nature I find in
Sir James Stuart, and Sir John C'hiesly,
were liberate, since I find no more account a petition from Mr John Lyon, curate at
of them in the council registers after this Orr, in that same country, November 26th.
year but I have no particular accounts of He complains, that upon the
day of
November, three persons came in disguise to
the circumstances of their liberation.
Nothing more remarkable offers this year, his house, dragged his wife out at the door,
unless it be two attempts made upon curates and searched for himself, but missed him,
by some persons in the end of the year; and spoiled his house.
The presbytery
some hints of which I find in the council- attests the account and the council decern
were.

I

suppose

it

time, that the other

;

:

"

Upon October

20th, the privy

the parish to pay six hundred pounds to

council being informed of a horrid insolence,

him, and order out letters against one John

books.

committed upon the person of

Row,

Mr John

minister at Balmaclellan in Galloway,

do ordain

all

accessory to

it,

Smith,

alleged

to

be concerned in this

attempt.

to be cited in

compear before the counand likewise the parishioners of Balmacil
clellan, to hear and see themselves fined,
and otherwise censured, according to the
acts of council in March and June, 1667."

CHAP.

to Edinburgh, to

V.

;

Mr Row's

complaint bears, that three per-

OF THE STATE AND SUFFEKINGS OF PRESBYTERIANS IN THE YEAR 1670.

During

this year, the presbyterians ,(.,.^

sons upon the 30th of September, came

in

into his house in Avoraen's clothes, about

time, partly by the indulgence, and in part

nine of the clock at night, and took him out

from the laying aside of archbishop Burnet :
yet the indulgence was, piece by piece, curtailed, and rendered as uneasy as might well

of his bed, and beat him, and broke up
trunks, presses, &c. and took away what

they pleased.

All this

is libelled,

Thomas Warner, James Grier
his father in law,

and

Mr

of Milmark

Gordon of Holm, Gordon
Carsan, and James

of Gordonston, John

Chalmers, heritors there, are charged as
acters, committers, at least contrivers

and

have since supplied or
and the
distance great, they came not up to the first
day, and were all found guilty upon their
assisters, at least,

reset them.

The

diet being short,

the

west had some

breathing

be, and conventicles were borne down very
much, and several outed ministers brought
The parliament
to no small difficulties.
which sat in July, made new and gravaminous laws and this year is closed up with a
cunning and ensnaring proposal from bishop
;

Leighton,

now

enjoying the bishopric of

Glasgow in commeudayn, for an accommodation and comprehension. Those things may
be materials for the following sections.

non-compearance, and the heritors and liferenters of Balmaclellan are decerned to pay

Mr Row

one thousand two hundred pounds
by the council, November 26th. As Of the condition of the indulged, the persesoon as these persons, and the other hericution for conventicles, the hardships put
tors from that parish could, they came to
upon several ministers and gentlemen this
Edinburgh, and appeared before the council,
year, 1670.
and offered to stand their trial but nothing
could be proven against any of them, neither, When the indulgence could not be preventas far as I can learn, were any of the parish ed altogether last year, the bishops and
concerned in that riot. However, the gen- their party, now endeavour to make it as
tlemen were ordered to pay their shares of uneasy to presbyterian ministers and people,
the fine imposed.
This man Row was as they can. As soon as the coun<;il had
Scots,

:
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The bishop

resolved upon the granting that favour, the

former minister.

prelates laid out themselves to their utmost,

summon

to prevent

that the council might determine the

its

taking effect in the places

was designed. Vacancies in the
south and west were planted with all posM'here

it

sible expedition, that so presbyterian minis-

might not have access to them ; and
they made no great matter who A\as put in
upon the people, provided a presbyterian
ters

minister was held out.

The

curates

got.

When Mr Paik
cil,

appears before the coun-

instead of the question of precedency

Mr

between

Nasmith's admission and his

act of indulgence,

Mr Park

which was the point upon
Mr Nasmith libels

cited

;

for causing lock the

church doors

him, after his admission by the

against

the falsity of which was made
I take to be one occasion of the bishop
some angry people, upon some appear by many of the people of Stranraer,

This

insults of

causes

Edinburgh,

comThere favour was expected, and

petition.

when which he was

once planted, were by all methods kept in,
though never so ignorant, vicious, or profane.

all parties in to

;

few of the incumbents, the end of the last,
aad this year, w hich have and shall be
noticed as 1 go through. Bishop Leighton
indeed made some little efforts to try some
of the curates under his inspection, but we
shall find it was in a very superficial manner.
It was only a very few parishes, providentially
vacant, the indulged had access to, and
several essays were made to get them outed
even from these, and regular ministers, as
they were termed, settled in them. Yea,
even in some of the places to which the

cited in for their adherence to

Further, he accused

Mr Park

Mr

Park.

of engaging

gentlemen about to leave their
come and hear him and of
seditious doctrine.
The witnesses adduced
proved nothing, and Mr Park entirely vindicated himself; notwithstanding very mean
and base methods used to circumvene the
witnesses upon oath, with captious and involseveral

churches, and

;

ved questions, such as, " Did not you heaiMr Pai-k pray V 'Lord pluck up every plant
which our Father in heaven hath not plant-

named presbyterian ministers, me- ed,' meaning the bishops." Yet all would
thods were ftUlen upon to get in curates, not do, and the committee to whom the
before thej^ came to them.
One instance of consideration of the libel was remitted,
At length
this I cannot omit in the case of the rever- brought in the hbel not proven.
council

end jMr John Park, indulged
Stranraer, ^ihich

to the

made a very

and was decided most

partially, the close of

the last year or the beginning of

w orthy
very

person was a

burgh of the council come to the competition, and
when it Avas alleged for Mr Nasmith, that

great noise,

man

sufficient learning,

this.

of great solidity,

and

is

the author of

the treatise upon Patronages, so well

by

I

am

his son,

his presentation

and answered by
71011

was prior to Mr Park's,
Mr Park, That it was, a

habente j)otestatem, the king being pa-

tron,

and the bishop having most illegally
and although
to present

known taken upon him

;

Mr

informed, considerably enlai'ged

Park's act was evidently prior to INIr
Nasmith's admission, yet such was the jus-

Mr

tice of these times, that

in this church.

and, as

This

The book was

published,

Robert Park, clerk to the

much

the council without

as hearing

Mr Park upon
Mr

general assembly after the revolution, and

ever so

town clerk of Glasgow, a young gentleman

that head, determine the preference to

of eminent piety, and great sufficiency in the

Nasmith.

and canon law, who was basely murdered in the clerk's chamber at Glasgow, a

To return to the ministers who got access
when they were settled in their charges,

Mr

they soon came to understand their case,
and straitening circumstances, to be worse
Indeed I find, the
than they expected.

civil

little

after the revolution.

To

prevent

Park's return to Stranraer, the bishop of

Galloway admits one Nasmith at that kirk,
Mr Park was indulged by
the council.
The town and parish would
give no countenance to Mr Nasmith's admission, but, as one man, adhered to their
three days after

upon the first of January this year,
order the payment of their stipends : and
their act runs, " The council being resolved,

council,

that the ministers allowed to preach shall
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have the stipend for the year and scripture; and considering that this form
crop IGGO, order it to be paid: and was never used in this church before the
as to the Ann due to some of the relicts late troubles, and is not warranted by auand ministers, they ordain eight hundred thority, do discharge the same, with certifimerks to be paid by the collector, and four cation, that if they continue to use it,
hundred if only half a year was served for." they shall be discharged the exercise of
But tlien hardships in abundance were put their ministry within this kingdom
and
upon them in the exercise of their ministry order extracts of this to be sent to each
The prelates complained to the council, minister." That the indulged ministers
that the indulged ministers lectured and were not warranted by authority for lectur:

expounded a portion of scripture to the ing, is a mere fetch of the bishops. They
people before forenoon's sermon which, as are plainly warranted to " exercise all the
it had been most iniquitously laid aside by
functions of the ministry," as well as to
the prelatic preachers since the restoration, preach and though the prelates and their
so they alleged it was a hurtful innovation, underlings had laid aside this practice, yet
and what the indulged had no warrant from that made it not the less a very proper work
;

;

authority

for.

They

further complained,

that such persons were not allowed by
to

sit

them

who had joined in
with the conformist ministers.
ground there was for the last com-

in then- sessions,

How

of the ministry.
fact is

far the

matter of

which the bishops make the

true,

council to say in their act, that lecturing

discipline

was not used before the (year) 1638,

What

have
remarked, that many of the sermons of our
reformers and ministers, after the reformation, were upon the matter lectures, and
generally a good many verses were gone
through, and apposite and practical notes
raised from them, and these but very briefly
applied.
In short, no solid objection can
be formed against this practice, nor any

have not learned; it is not improwould choose persons, as firm to
presbyterian principles as they could, to be
plaint, 1

bable they

members of
It is

their sessions.

very true the indulged, generally

speaking, did lecture, unless,

the winter season,
that a

short,

when

lectui'e

it

may

the day

and

be, in

was so

two sermons

could not be kept up, without casting the
people at distance very late. And I am
informed, that the ministere

met together

after getting the indulgence,

and agreed to
keep up lecturing, and begin where they
left in

this church, I

do not

know

thing of weight brought

;

but this

:

in

I

unless Ave turn

dangerous to
have people understand the scriptures, and
papists,

and

allege that

it

is

is the mother of devotion.
hear upon the following section,

that ignorance

We shall

when forced that a committee of council came Avest in
They knew, that the April this year ; and, among other parts of
lecturing, was one of the badges their Avork, are empowered to try the car-

explaining the scripture,

from their churches.
laying aside

of conformity, since the (year) 1662, and
were much persuaded, that this manner of

riage

expounding of scriptui-e was very useful and
instructive to their people, and had been
the constant practice of this churchy and is

amination of the indulged,

recommended

in the Directory compiled at

Westminster, and approven by our general
assemblies.
Those they took to be sufficient grounds to continue in this practice.

However, the council discharge
act,
cil

January 13th, as follows.

"

it

by

their

The coun-

understanding, that several of the minis-

ters allowed

preach,

by their

do use, before

special Avarrant

they begin

to

their

sermon, to lecture upon some part of the

of

tTie

congregations.

ministers in their

indulged

What

relates

to the ex-

I shall

bring in

and leave other things they did, to
This committee Avas
their OAvn room.
mostly urged by the bishops, to be a check
here,

upon the

alloAved ministers,

and to persecute

Upon

the accounts of

for nonconformity.
this

committee, the

brethren

who had

accepted the indulgence, Avith a good many
others Avho had not this favour, met together
to consider
this

ncAV

what, was

emergent.

fit

to be

They

done upon

foresaAV they

would be challenged for lecturing, Avhich
Avas prescribed by the approven Directory,

—
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more agreeable unto scrip- them said, that they would do as
They were now in casu they had done formerly, which he
confessionis, and it %Aas the general opinion hoped their lordships would not be offended
of the meeting, they should keep it up. at. All of them subscribed their answers, and
However, I am informed there had been were dismissed. Next week the committee
different practices among them, as to this went to Ayr, and the indulged ministers in
Some were settled in the that shire appeared before them. There matpublic exercise.
winter time, and had forborne it, and others ters passed much the same way as at Glasgow,
were said to have had some notice of As to lecturing, they gave a naked representrouble designed against them upon this tation of their practice and as to the time
Others altered their former way, to come, they answered, they would conscore.
and which

is

ture institution.

;

and, instead of one chapter, or a part of a

tinue in reading and explaining scripture, as

would permit and signed their
what was nearest the prescription in the answers. It was generally expected, that
Directory; and were blamed by some for when the report was made to the council,
taking this junctiu'e to alter their method. all their licenses would be taken from them;
Othei's read a whole chapter, and pitched but the Lord had more work to do by them,
upon some verse of it for their text, and, in and moderate measm-es prevailed. This is
opening the text, explained the context; what I have observed this year anent the
hu'ge one, read

two or more

chapters, as

far as time

;

and some lectured in place of the after- indulged.
I come now to take a view of the procenoon's sermon.* Those different practices
neither satisfied the committee of council diu'e of the managers against conventicles,
when inquired into, nor were all their and the sufferings of considerable numbers
Their manage- of good people upon this score. Lauderhearers pleased with them.
ment now was extremely difficult, and the dale, in urging the indulgence, alleged, it
lives of these excellent persons were made would be the most effectual ^ay to bear
some way bitter to them, through hardships down conventicles ; and accordingly it was
upon all hands. Mr John Livingstone, in given to such ministers as were reckoned
his letter this year to his flock at Ancrum, the wisest, and of greatest reputation, and
censures them for their falling into those in such parishes Avhore the people, and espedifferent ways, and yet puts a high enco- cially the heritors and gentry, were most
inclined to the presbyterian establishment.
mium upon the ministers themselves.
When the committee came to Glasgow, Meanwhile new proclamations, and severe
in April,

the indulged

ministers

in

that

neighbourhood were called before them, and
interrogated one by one, whether they had
baptized or married any out of their own
congregations Avithout testimonials : and
especially, whether they had lectured since
the council's act discharging it. According
to their different practices they answered,
and generally they told, that they read and
explained a chapter or two, but kept within
half an- hour.
When they were asked,
what they resolved to do in time coming,
by the president duke Hamilton, one of

executions of the former, against conventicles,

year.

were

urged

Afterwards

we

and

effectuated

shall

this

meet with the

acts of parliament in this matter

:

I

come

here to consider the procedure of council.
January 13th, the commissioner orders
the instructions to the forces,

November

16G7, noticed above, to be sent again to the
soldiers,

with this additional clause, added

by the

council,

notice

to the

officers.

"

Upon

of any numerous conventicle kept

November 1st last past, or to be kept
you shall do your utmost endeavour to seize the minister, and send him

since

hereafter,

Edinburgh Avith a party, and the
names of such as can bear witness in the
thing.
You are also to seize the most

into
*

Mr Wodrow

has ah'eady told us that be
docs not consider the indulgence as formintf any
purt of the sufferings of the church of Scotland.
VVe should have been glad to know what he
made of all this Ed.

considerable heritors and

tenants

present,

and require bond and caution to appear
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before the council at a certain day

and

them

if they

;

refuse to give surety, send

in Avith a party, Mith a list of persons

who can witness against them."

This instruc-

tion made the soldiers very severe, and, with

both forced ministers and
where they had better
access to disperse than in a house, and put
some to bring- arms with them, to defend

what

follovA'ed,

people to the

themselves

fields,

and

Those

ministers.

their

followed with a printed
proclamation against conventicles, agreed
upon in council, which I have insert, at the
instructions

are

[BOOK

the earl of Linlithgow,

who gave

mation, to seize the persons of

11,

the infor-

Mr James

Mitchell, who preachHamilton and Mr
them into Edinburgh but I do
not find they were at this time catched.
In the beginning of March, the council
call for the magistrates of Edinburgh, and
give them up their bond last year anent
conventicles, and require them to give
another in the same terms for this year.

ed; and send

;

They very willingly

give

it.

And in

prose-

cution of this obligation against convenApril 7th, the same magistrates are

ticles,

The reader will observe, ordered to search for and seize the persons
little more severe than the
of all the outed ministers within the towTi,

foot of the page.*

that it runs a
former papers of this nature. I shall not
make large remarks upon it. The army are

hounded out upon presbyterians by the

now spoken of, and the
whole magistrates through the country

instructions just

joined with them in this persecution.

country

is

and

oppressed,

the

The

in this

work

;

and, as was

observed, this violence obliged ministers and

people to take the
selves the best

The
1

fields,

way they

0th, that

two numerous

conventicles during their stay there

and

if

The

council's

committee sent to the

west country in April this year, as we shall
find by their instructions, are appointed to
inquire into conventicles, and punish them.

have but very few accounts of their pro-

I

could.

cedure

conventicles were

;

they refuse, immediately to imprison them.

and defend them-

council being informed, February

And

such as have warrant are to enact themselves under bond and caution, not to keep

soldiers

encouraged, by the large suras paid them

when engaged

excepting such as have warrant from the
privy council, and to imprison them.

;

only at Glasgow the curates gave

in lists of considerable

respective

parishes,

numbers

who were

in their

guilty of

kept lately in and about Kirkintilloch, a few
miles east from Glasgow, send ordeis to

nonconformity, and alleged keeping of con-

Proclamation anent conventicles, February 3rd,

ance before the council, whenever they shall
be called ; and in case any of them be called
before the said sheriffs, Stewarts, bailies, or
magistrates foresaid, and compear not, or compearing shall refuse to give caution, that thej%
with the advice or concurrence of the captain,
lieutenant, or cornet of any of the militia troops
of the shire, seize upon their persons, and send
them to the lords of our council by a party,
which party shall be paid at 18 shillings Scots a
day for each horseman, and three shillings sterling for the officer who shall command from the
time of their setting forth till their return, and
that they send along with them any process or
evidence they have received of their guiltiness,
and ordains the said sheriff, Stewart, bailie,
magistrate, or commissioner of militia from time
to time, to give an account of their diligence to
our council.

*

1670.

Charles, &c.
Forasmuch as we have taken
into consideration the disorderly carriage of
several heritors, outed ministers, tenants, and
others of the commons w^ithin this kingdom, by
their keeping of conventicles, and baptizing of
their children by persons not publicly authorized
and allowed, which not only foments and
nourishes separation and schism, but tends to
seditioti and disturbance of the public peace
we therefore, with advice of the lords of our
privy council, do hereby require all sheriffs,
Stewarts, bailies of regality, and their deputes,
magistrates of burghs, in their respective
bounds, and commissioners of the militia, to
inform themselves where such conventicles have
been kept, since the ]9th day of October last,
or shall happen to be kept thereafter, and to
call before them the ministers who have preached, or shall preach at them, the heritors, and
substantial tenants who have been or shall be
present, or have had their children baptized
since the said 18th day of October, or shall
procure them to be baptized by any not
allowed or authorized to do the same, and ac:

cording as they shall find any of them guilty,
that they take caution of them for their appear-

venticles

;

and some were fined upon these

Rothes, Chancellor, Halkertok,
Bellenden,
Marshall,
Will. Drummond,
Hamilton,

Morton,
Athole,

John Nisbet,

Airly,

Hume,

Tweeddale,
DUNDONALD,

Ch. Maitland,
WaUCHOP,
Robert Murray.

Sinclair,

Lockhart,
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have not been able

scores, but particulars I

to recover.

Airly,

Elizabeth Cuningham, Lady Hilderston,
I fiud,

May

1

'2th, is

iiued

by the council

Yester,

in

Duudonald,
Drumlanrig,
Belhaven, Durtus, Bellenden,

president of session, register, advocate,
justice-clerk, Lee, Haltoun, Niddiy, Sir

kept in her house; and several persons
Avere

Andi'ew Ramsay.

meeting'.

"

and which
him, and hard in

baptizing a child of his there

was

far

more uneasy

he

itself,

is

to

ordained to

until

he discover

And

further,

;

in close prison

lie

who was

the minister.

James Clarkson, Ardiibald
Henry, William Leick, merchants in Edinburgh, and David Jamie, tailor there, are
fined in one huuch-ed pounds each, for being
at the said

Had

house-conventicle.

the

managers got as much for every houseconventicle, they would have soon gathered
in all the

money

and above

all these, I find

same sederunt,

And

in Scotland.

over

the council, this

fine the magistrates of

Edin-

for

from such

of the inhabitants as they shall find guilty.
shall

have occasion, ere

I

some harassings

notice

I

end

this section, to

for

two or three

remarkable field-conventicles in June and

The

lords of the committee appointed

considering of

the fittest ways and
means for suppressing of con venticles, hadng

brought in several proposals to the council
thereanent, to be offered to the articles ; as
also anent the assaulting of ministers' persons and houses, and disorderly baptizing of
childi-en
the same being considered, agreed
;

and voted, were appointed to be

to,

mitted to the lords of the

trans-

articles.

" The committee having offered it as
their opinion, that the interrogatories under-

written should be put to such ministers as
should be called before the council, the

same being

agi-eed to,

were ordered to be

recorded.

"1.

biu'gh, according to their bond, in fifty pounds
sterling, and allow them reparation

1670.

Annandale, Tweeddale,

Kincardine,

four hundred nierks, for one conventicle

brought to trouble for that same
Nicol Gardner, mercliant in Edinburgh, is fined in two hundred pounds, for
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burgh, Kellie, Dumfries, Weems,

Do you

ordinarily resort to the ordi-

nances in the parish church where you live,
and are you resolved to do so in tuue
coming? 2. Have you kept any conventicles since INIichaebnas last, either in

houses

ouly notice

and are you resolved to
forbear for the future, and to live according

Robert Biu'us in Glasgow, fined by the
coimcil, July 29th, for the above mentioned

as have lived orderly, or will promise to live

conventicle at Kirkintilloch, in a hundred

orderly in time coming, are to be dismissed

July this year;

merks.

I

so

here

I

observe for some time most part

or the fields;

to law, as to that point ?

Avithout putting

any

of the fines are appointed by the council to

them

be given to the widows and chilch-en of

promise thereanent.

ministers M-ho

following

before

the

suffered for their loyalty

restoration;

Avho these were,

hath been noticed, ministers deposed for
error, scandal, insufficiency,

Upon
come

11th of August, the council

the

to lay

and malignancy.

down methods

for suppressing

that score,

which

I give

here

'

I,

A. B. promise that I

the parish church where

my residence shall
I shall

assist either in

any

lived

conventicles.'

orderly,

not preach,

houses or in the

uor

5.

Such

as

wiU engage

fields

have not
to

live

orderly, and to forbear to be present at, or

registers.

Apud Edinburgum, August

AAhat they
decLiration

be for the time, and that
at

from the

mark
The

shall ordinarily frequent the ordinances in

who

them upon

4.

is to be put to such as have lived
and yet will not agree so to do

for the future.

nor

time to come, appear before

Such ministers

judicial declaration to

the clerk being to

orderly,

conventicles, and examining the ministers
shall, in

;

3.

Wth, 1670.

" Sederunt, the lord commissioner his grace,

keep conventicles

in the futm-e, the follow-

ing declaration

to be put to them.

is

A. B. oblige myself,

'

I,

nox, Hamilton, Morton, Caithness, Mur-

upon any
colour or pretext whatsomever, rise iu amis
against the king's majesty, or any having

ray, Athole,Linlithgow,Dunfermline,Rox-

his authority or commission, nor shall assist

chancellor, St

Andrews, privy

seal,

Len-

I shall not,
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nor couuteuance any
rise in arms.'

6.

who

Such

shall so

as are cited,

and do not compear, are to be declared
Those who refuse the first
7.
and those
declaration, are to be confined
who do not give the second, ai"e to be put
fugitives.

;

in prison,

and thereafter banished."

—What

made of these proposals will best
appear from the severe acts of parliament
made this year, which I leave to a section
use Mas

by themselves.

By

hath some view

this time the reader

of the trouble a good

many were brought

unto for conventicles during this year, and
we shall meet with some things yet harsher,
once I had considered the harassings of
some of the outed ministers, and presbyteif

i-ian

gentlemen.

Among the ministers,
me to begin with

order of time leads

reverend

Mr Andrew

the
the

Morton, minister of

the gospel at Carmunnock, in the shire of

Lanark. He had been outed from his parish
with tLe rest of his brethren, and living ofttimes at Glasgow, now and then he did
preach and keep conventicles among his

Upon

parishioners.

information by

Mr

Robert Boyd, curate there, he was, by an
order from the commissioner, a])prehended,
and brought into Edinbui-gh, and January

[BOOK

11.

it was hard to make him inform against
others; and he hoped and entreated their
lordships would forbear him in this, since

he so ingenuously confessed in what concerned himself. They made him sion his

When those where laid before the

answers.

he was called in, and they were read
to him, and the chancellor pronounced his
sentence, that he was to be continued close
council,

prisoner in Edinburgh, until he should be
transported to Stirling Castle, there to re-

main during the council's pleasure. Accorddingly, January 27th, I find him sent by the
council's order to Stirling, and there he
continued prisoner tintil the Sd of November, when by reason of bodily indisposition,
contracted by this confinement, he was liberate, and confined to his own house at
Glasgow^ during pleasiu-e. And he enacted
himself to compear when he should be
called; and during his abode at Glasgow,
he preached almost every day to such of the
citizens as came to hear him, except the
Wednesday, ivhich he reserved for the
people of his obti congregation, M'ho, being
within four miles, came in in good numbers
that day, and he preached to them.

Much

about the same time,

Mr Hugh
Mr

Archibald, Minister at Strathaven, and

John Rae, minister at Symington, in Biggar
presbytery, were apprehended, for preaching
Mr Andi-ew Morton prisoner, and keep him and baptizing in houses, and sent in to
There he is Edinburgh; and, after some examination,
close from all company."
I find,
brought before the earl of Kincai-dine, and were sent to Stirling likewdse.
the king's advocate, and asked, if he had March 3d, Mr John Rae is ordered by the
preached at Cannunnock since he Avas council to be carried from the tolbooth of
He acknowledged he had. His the Canongate, to Stirling Castle. I have
silenced ?
examinators blamed him very hard for con- no more about them.
Mr George Johnston, minister at Newtempt of the law, and breaking a settled
14th, I find the council order " the magis-

trates of Edinbiu'gh to receive the person of

congregation.

He

replied,

that

he con-

temned not the laws, but reckoned there
was a great necessity of preaching the gos-

seized in April at Edinburgh;
and the council's act anent him is, " The

bottle, is

lords of privy council being informed of

when ignorance and profanity abounded, frequent conventicles kept
and many souls were perishing for lack of and the magistrates having,
j)el,

knowledge

;

and added, he had not broken

the congregation, for they had withdrawn

from the present incumbent, before he
preached among them. They further questioned him, how many had heard him ? He
answered he could not tell they then asked,
who had heard him, and in whose house
To this his retui'n «as,
lie had preached ?
:

in Edinbiu-gh;
in obedience to

an ordinance of council, presented Mr
George Johnston, late minister at Newbottle,
before them, and he having refused to engage
himself not to keep conventicles, banish
him from Edinburgh, and confine him to
the parish of Borth wick during the coiuicil's

and order him to enact himself to
keep his confinement which he does. The
pletisure

;

:

:
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town of Edinburgh had been a great
to the outed ministers; and,

shelter

we have

heard,

1
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and put to the horn.
treatment of them and

This severe

many

others,

ed the magistrates to turn them all out. A
list of them had been given in by the bishop,

put them under a necessity to wander up and
doATO the country, and preach in the fields as
they had access. About the 15th of August.

and by the council put into the provost's
hands.
When he sent the town officers to

Mr Robert Landass, after the revolution,
minister of the gospel at Blantyre, and for

that the council, about this time, had order-

seize them,

none was found but

Mr George some

time in Glasgow, at this time,

I

think,

Johnston, whom, though a very near relation

but a preacher, was apprehended, and made

of his own, he presented before the council.

prisoner at Edinburgh for six weeks.

When Mr

they had to lay to his charge, was, that once,
about a year ago, he had exercised in a

owned

Johnston was

his preaching'

examined,

upon week

days, and

the Lord's day after four o'clock,
public worship

he

when

private family.

Upon

All

the 29th of Septem-

was over; and when he ber the council order

his liberation.

Mi-

would not engage, as above, he is banished Hugh Peebles, of w hom before, was brought
the to^-n, and confined to Borthwick. The before the council, August 28th. Nothing
provost sent orders to the houses of the could be proven against him: but when
rest of the presbyterian ministers in town, interrogated, if he would engage in time
to remove their families presently out of coming to keep no conventicles, nor to
town, and never to return to it, without preach or exercise in any family but his
giving- him account, and signifying the places own, he refused to come under any such
where they lodged, upon the highest pains ties. The council confine him to Dunbarand further, ordered soldiers presently to ton, and a mile round it.
go and quarter in their houses, till they
Some presbyterian gentlemen Ai^anted not
removed. Thus their families were frighted their share of suffering at this time. Feband insulted, and some of them in danger ruary 3d, I find, the laird of Kersland, who
of their life. They were forced to seek a had been taken some time ago, after his
new shelter, and many of them did not forfeiture, is sent from Edinburgh to Dunknow well where to go; but the Lord barton prison and this summer, the laird
wonderfully provided for them.
Upon of Meldrum, an officer of the guards, whom
November 24th, I find the council allow Mr we shall frequently afterward meet with,
(ieorge Johnston to come in to Edinburgh, apprehended several good people in the
for six weeks, about some necessary business parish of Lochwinnoch, Kilbarchan, and
he had to do: and before he leaves the Kilmalcom, in the shire of Renfrew, and
town, his confinement to Borthwick is taken put them to very great trouble, for hearing
off; but he is discharged from coming to the outed ministers. The laird of Johnston,
Edinburgh without permission, or living in in Renfrewshire, for having Mr John Stirthe Canongate, or any of the liberties of the ling, who had been his parish minister at
Kilbarchan, in his house, and hearing him
tomi.
:

Other ministers were dealt by yet more

August

hardly.

11th, I find a decreet of

preach once to his family, was apprehended,

and brought before the chancellor, where

it

Mr James was like to stand hard with him. With
Hamilton, late minister at Blantyre, Mr difficulty his friends got him liberated, upon
James Mitchell, Mr James Porter, Mr his giving a bond of five thousand merks, to
John Dickson, late minister at Rutherglen, compear when called. The reverend Mr
and Mr John Blackadder, late minister at John Stirling very narrowly escaped from
the

king's

Traquair.
council, for

advocate,

against

They are
making it

libelled

before the

his

their Avork to hold

for

conventicles in houses and the fields
being, after citation, called,

and
and not com;

II.

all

house, and was diligently searched

by the

soldiers,

but got off happily.

Several others of the outed ministers were
troubled this year; but

all

the particulars

at,

would run this account to a very great length,

of them, in absence, denounced

and the above mentioned instances may

pearing, for the reasons already pointed

they are

own
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Nevertheless, the

suffice.

the Lord

word

was not bound, and

difficulties,

of people hungering after the sincere milk of

pres-

the word, were so great, that in many places,

growing

and were

in their aversion to the estab-

were among
was owned, even by some who

lished clergy, the longer they

them.

And it

were not friends to presbyterian ministers,
that in their sermons in houses and tields,
they were remarkably countenanced of the
Lord, and blessed with

many

seals of their

ministry, in the conversion of many, and

edifying those

There was a

who were
letter

brought

handed about

Carstairs;

at this

field-

where there were none
Thus I find,
October this year, Mr John Blackadder
preaching at Balcanquel, IMr John Dickson
at Glenvail, and Mr David Hume at
,
especially, in places

of the indulged ministers.

all in

the shire of Kinross.

opposed, and

the

soldiers

failed

not to

it

the conventicle at Beeth-hill, in the parish

* Letter to a Minister, 1670.
very kindly to salute you,
to tell you that I desire to be glad in the
Lord, for the most refreshing comfortable report,
alter many sad and lamentable ones, that you
I take this occasion

ami

with your brethren ther« are in good earnest at
their work (as I know some of you have been
of a good while), and that a wide door and an
effectual is opened to you of the Lord, though

you have many adversaries, which I nothing
doubt but you have laid your account with,
considering, that the serious and suitable use of
such a mean hath always had a most foi'midable
aspect on Satan's kingdom, as threatening to
make it fall from, heaven like lightning, would
not miss to meet Tvith the very utmost of his
and his instruments' permitted opposition,
which, when met with, will prove but a contirmation and encouragement to you, more strenuously, vigorously, and valiantly to prosecute
your work, your ancestors' work (sweet work),
so much opposed and maligned by the devil, and
wherein Jesus Christ hath sucli complacency
and delight, as that which, in ordinary dispensation, he useth to bless for bringing about that
which he useth to account satisfaction for the
travail of his soul.
knows, if ye will hold
his stirrup, but he may mount on his white horse

Who

crown upon his head,
his bow in his hand, conquering and to
conquer, even in Scotland, Immanuel's land,
sometime the pleasant land, nay, the glory of
all lands, ivhere his adversaries liave audaciously
and malapertly essayed to dismount him, and
pull his crown off his head, and his bow out of
his hand.
It seems it is coming to a pitched
battle between Michael and his angels, and the
dragon and his angels there. O angels of Michael, tight, stand fast, quit yourselves like men,
under the colours and conduct of such a Captaingeneral, and so noble and renowned a quarrel,
and

LTpon these accounts

meetings turned more frequent this summer;

The multitudes

and being very sweet,

yet once more, with his

in the fields.

answer their instructions above narrated.
Three meetings of this sort were no small
occasion of persecution this year, and I shall
end this section with some account of them.
That which made the greatest noise, was

suitable to those times, I have insert

at the foot of the page.*

in houses,

Field conventicles were most violently

couraging him to this work. It was supposed to have been writ by the reverend

Mr John

;

were by far more in hazard
to be surprised with the soldiers, than when

in.

time, from a minister to his brother, en-

and

houses would not contain them, and in
others they wanted places to meet in and

who had not access, when

to the churches of the indulged,

daily

all

forbear to pity the crying

necessities of the people

II.

ot

byterian ministers could not, even under

those

[ROOK

whom it were better (if possible)
to reign with his enemies, if
Let none of their threateuings
move you, and if it should come to that, let not
your lives be dear to yourselves, in linishing
your course with joy, and the ministry which
you have received of the Lord Jesus Christ, to
testify the gospel of the grace of God. Arise as
mighty men of valour, go out to your work as
under saviours upon Mount Zion, in the greatness of his strength, and in the zeal of God ;
and from pure and unbiassed respect to liis
glory, and to the salvation of immortal souls,
humblj-, sincerely, and seriously cry. Where is
wherein and

to be ruined,

all

in

than

Cesars.

the Lord God of Elijah? where are the more
ancient and latter famous and faithful ministers
of Christ in the church of Scotland ? where is
that spirit wherewith these worthies were
acted ? who knows but he will show himself to
be among you and restore somewhat of that
spirit again to you? nay, if this be your mind,
he will without all doubt be among you, and act
you with another spirit than we have (alas) for
most part been acted with in these fearful and
fainting times; and if you should be imprisoned,
exiled, or put to death, and so should seem (to
prejudicate men) to be overcome, yet ye shall
overcome by the blood of the Lamb, and by the
word of your testimony, and by not loving your
lives unto the death; nay, you shall by being
thus overcome and conquered, be more than
con((uerors through him that loved you.
study to be in case (through close and constant
following of that work) to say to your adversaries, the prelates, and their inseparable supporters (against whom in their course, (if we
have not mistaken God, his word, and way) he

O

resolves to have

war

for ever)

in their perse-

cuting you for preaching the gospel, and because
you will not utterly renounce your Master's
commission, and so incur the bay.ard of that
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When they were at public worship
IvtV,
,.
upon the \Lord,, s day, a lieutenant
about the middle of June, and a very con- of the militia in that place came up on
siderable number of people were there. horseback to the people, and made a great
of Dunfermline iu Fife
.lolin

Blackadder and

:

it

was kept by Mr

Mr John

and dreadful wo pronounced against nonpreaching of the gospel, when he calls to it; I
say, study in following the Lord fully iu this
work, and iu owning of it, to say to your adversaries, You think to withstand the kingdom of
the Lord in the hand of his Son Jesus Christ,
and wished well unto hy us his poor servants
with you are, &c. Have you not cast out the
priests of the Lord, the sons of Aaron and the
tievites, and have made you priests of such as
come to consecrate themselves with, &c. But
as for us, he is our God, and we have desired
not to forsake him, we are tlie priests, the
ministers of the Lord that wait on our husiness,
and we burn to the Lord every morning, &c.
and we keep the charge of our God, but ye have
forsaken him, if so, then you may say humbly,
yet boldl}-, behold, God himself is with us for
our Captain, and we his ministers in his name,
by the trumpet of this gospel which we preach
(and dare not but preach while we have a coinmission and call), cry an alarm against you
fight not against God, for ye shall not prosper,
nay, if they should prosper yet they shall not
prosper.
This begun preaching of the gospel
looks (if suitably followed) to be a beginning of
reviving in our bondage, and tbough bonds and
deaths of persons should follow it, yet it will be
a reviviug of his work. O if jtoor, wretched,
sinful, useless I were in capacity to share with

sail

;

:

you

in

this

work, without

its

,

,

Dickson,

prejudice and

and diligently wait on it
either utterly
quit preaching, though 1 gave you a commission
to preach, and though my poor flocks are starved
without it, though I required (says Christ
Jesus) as your great evidence of your love to
me, to feed my sheep and lambs, especially when
beaten from their food, and yet seeking after it,
either quit (I say) preaching, and give bond
that ye shall do it no more, or go to prison, yea,
If this be an unor be a perpetual prisoner.
clear ground of suffering, or if, being clear, it
shall, from lothness to suffer, and to be shaken
out of ease, be darkened, and be misted with
new fram.-d and forged distinctions, I am afraid
we shall hardly ever meet with that which shall
be accounted a clear ground of surtering, and
will withal manifest that it is mere fear and lothness to suffer that's with us all along, though
but I am
palliated with some special pretences
hopeful there is not a faithlul minister in Scotland (if not under the power of a dreadful
temptation), that will come under such an obligation, he will no doubt make himself a close
prisoner, and put his soul iu irons, by declining
on these terms to be a prisoner. Further, it
would be considered, that there are several who,
though they have their own good measure of
peace in their minds, in suffering on some other
accounts, and have some hopes (that though
condemned by many men) yet God will in
Christ Jesus graciously accept of them, even as
to that thing, and liave withal considerable
accjuiescence in, and satisfaction with their
aftlicted lot, they would (had it so seemed to the
Lord) wished that their sufferings had been
upon this account ; and if it shall be declined
upon this most honourable account, it may lall
to be stated in an acciumt less for God's glory,
less for his people's edification and establishment,
less for the adversaries' conviction, and less for
their own peace, than either this, or (it niay be)
the jealousy
some others would have been.
IMoreover it would be weighed well,
of God
ing,

:

:

think I should account it my glory
whatever should follow. I know, my dearest
friend, 1 might have spared this labour as to
you, on whose heart this work is so much, and
in whose heart his precious people are so much,
even to live and die with them in following of
this work; yet I say to you what is further in
my thoughts (may I say on my heart) there
hath no doubt been along all these trials, a spirit
of fainting and cowardice among us, whereof
O
we will all think shame when God shall (if he
ever shall) restore that poor church to the light
and sunshine of his reconciled countenance in whether, beside what the commission to preach
Jesus Christ ; and it seems that he is now the gospel, and the people's need calls, yea, cries
opening a door of some access to you in a good for, and the humble confidence that ministers
measure, to make up that which hath been (though not the greatest disputants) may have
\vanting in some point of testimony.
O 'won- in the Lord, to defend and justify their practice
der that after such wavering and declining of in this matter, having therein more particularly
testimonies, he should ever any more give access the promise of how and what to say in that
to testimonies, and not send us off the stage hour ; I say, it would be well weighed, whether
under the just reproach, that we have not been this piece of good and warrantable policy may
valiant for the truth on earth.
Dear sir, alarm not be used in faithful following the duty, to
all your brethren to observe, and not to let slip
put the adversaries to discover themselves, who
so fair an occasion, so glorious and golden an will in this case be either much perplexed what
opportunity of a testimony, lest the holy, much to do, and (it may be) constrained to forbear
provoked, and jealous God be put to swear, that you, or put, when they have nothing to charge
lienceforth there shall be no more time for a you with, but only preaching the gospel, in
l)ublic and joint testimony.
Again, it would prosecution of your Master's commission, and
be considered, how much w^e have of a long out of compassion to the starved and slain souls
time coveted to have our trial stated on some of the people, there being nothing that looks
clear and uncontroverted thing: is ther? not like a way tumultuary and seditious, and rebelhere a wonderful condescension of God, in lious motions and practice, with which odious
imputations they have loaded others, put (I say)
stating it thus, even according to heart's wish?
What more clear ground of suffering for a to declare themselves to the world, to be on a
minister of the gospel than this, when the long design of rooting out all faithful preaching of
starved flocks long for preaching, love preach- the gospel by noncompliance, with this cursed
yours,

I

!

!

;
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'

and disturbance, and

spared not dreadful threatening-s to

fright, and, if possible, to scatter the people.

One

of the meeting- steps to him, after he
had entreated him to remove peaceably, and
taking- the lieutenant's horse

[BOOK

II.

came very soon to Edinburgh;
was
and bishop Sharp knew well how to improve
called,

it

such an incident, to lieighten the fury of the
managers against presbyterians and conventicles

:

and indeed the council did exert

by the bridle,
pulled out a pistol, and told him, he would
shoot him dead, if he was not silent: and
wliether the lieutenant would or not, he was
compelled to sit peaceably upon his horse,
until public worship was over; and then he
was left at his full liberty to go Avhere he
pleased.*
Accounts of this horrid insult, as

themselves with the greatest of fervency in

prelacy, and so put all the godly in the nation
to a point, as to what may be looked for in their
days, which may be no small advantage, especially after so much talking of indulgence and
liberty; yet suitable, Christian, and spiritual
(not worldly and carnal, which hath much
hurt us, especially where suffering appeared)
prudence and circumspection would be used,
and no needless irritation would be used, nor
noise made, when a more quiet way may reach
the end better, but the work would be closely,
constantly, (and if it be possible) generally and
harmoniously followed, though with all circumspection, that they may know and be convinced,
that it is not a t\;w rash and inconsiderable
persons (as they use to call them) that they have
to do with, but the very body and generality of
the serious, sober, nonconform ministers and
people of the nation.
Finally, it is not unworthy
consideration, what a singular and signal presence of God did wait first and last upon hisdying
and suffering witnesses, and what sweet hours
several of his poor wanderers have had, even the
best and sweetest in their life, though most of
them have suft'ered upon accounts not so obviously convincing and satisfying to many as this.

immunities being bestowed uponthese q nibbling
trucklers to the royal supremacy ; and his
account of it, which is most probably garbled
from Blackader's MS. memoirs, is meagre and

O

stir up one another to this good work, and to
this good expression of love to Jesus Christ, and
say humbly in much prayer to God, Behold
their threatenings, and grant unto thy servants,

that with all boldness we may speak thy word
and who knows but he will stretch forth his
hand, that great things may be done by you, as
instruments in converting and building up of
souls by the name of his holy child Jesus ?
And
if it shall come to bonds (honourable and desirable bonds), it may be, through the mighty
assist-rince and presence of God with the first
sufferers, many of the brethren in the Lord
may wax confident through their bonds to
preach the word more boldly now, my dear
and faithful friend, to come to a close of this
babbling beside my purpose, let me, apoor outcast, unfaithful, sinful -ivretch, beseech and
obtest you for Christ's sake, the gospel's sake,
the poor people's sake, the posterity's sake, your
:

to take hold of this precious opportunity, wherein many defects may be made

peace' sake,

up.

Our historian seems to have seen little in
this meeting besides the contempt which it
brought upon the indulged presbyterian minis*

and the effect ^vhich it had, or was supposed to have had, in preventing more extensive

ters,

June •23rd, I find they give
warrant to Mr Henry Murray, to inform
himself anent the conventicle kept in the
this matter.

What report

parish of Dunfermline lately.

he made

I see

June, I

find,

But upon the 30th of
Robert Wahvood of Touch
not.

confessed before the council, he had been

unsatisfactory.

As

it

was the

first

armed con-

venticle, and the first ebullition, since the restoration, of that spirit of resistance which accom-

—

plished the glorious revolution as it gave new
the friends of religion, and was the mean
of multiplying and enlarging their meetings
throughout the united kingdoms, and was publicly given thanks for in the Scots congregations
abroad, we shall give Mr Blackader's account
of it in his own words
" On Saturday afternoon, people had begun
to assemble.
Many lay on the hill side all night,
some stayed about a constable's house near the
middle of the hill, several others vv^ere lodged
near about, among whom was Barscob, with
nine or ten Galloway men.
The minister (Mr
Blackader) came privately from Edinburgh on
Saturday night, with a single gentleman in his
life to

:

company.

At Inverkeithing he

in his clothes,

and got up very

slept all night
early, expecting

word where the place of meeting was to be,
which the other minister was to advertise him
of.
However he got no information, and so set
forward in uncertainty. Near the hill he met
one sent by the minister, to conduct him to a
house hard by, where they resolved, with the
advice of the people, to go up the hill, for the
more security and the better seeing about them.
When they came, they found the people gathered

and gathering, and lighted at the constable's
house, who seemed to make them ^velcome.
While they were in the house, a gentleman was
espied coming to the constable's door and talking
friendly with him, who went away down the
hill.
This gave occasion of new suspicion, and
to be more on their guard.
However, they
resolved to proceed to the work, and commit the
event to the Lord.

When

a

fit

place for

th(!

meeting and setting up of the tent was provided,
which the constable concurred in, Mr Dickson
lectured and preached the forenoon of the day.
Mr Blackader lay at the outside, within hearing, having care to order matters, and see how
the watch

was

kept.

" In time of lecture, he perceived some fellows
driving the people's horses down the brae, which
he supposed was a design to carry them away.
He rising quietly from his )»lace, asked what
they meant? They answered. It was to drive
them to better grass. However, he caused them.

:;
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present at the

conventicle on Beeth-hill,

'

merks, that
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he shall freqnent no
1G70.

he pay

and
enact himself in a bond of two thonsand

lowed him, met yet with harder measure.
July 14th, Mr Alexander Hastie, since

them all back again within sight. After
Dickson had lectured for a considerable
space, he took to his discourse and preached on
put
1 Cor. XV. iib. ' For he must reign till he hath
In time of sermon,
all enemies under his feet.'
several ill aifected country peojtle dn)i)i)e(l in
among them, which being observed by I\Ir
Blackader, and those appointed to watcli, he
resolved to sutfer all to come and hear, but intended to hinder the going away of any with as
Among others came
little noise as might be.
two youths, the curate's sons, and about fourteen
or fifteen fellows at their back who looked

drawing

ordered to

lie in

prison

till

it,

Jiriiig

Mr

but after they heard they looked more
The two young men were heard to
say, They would go near the tent, and walk
about to the back side of it, which some, who
were appointed to watch seeing, followed quickThe man that
ly ; so they halted in their way.
came to the constable's house in the morning
was seen at the meeting, and kept a special eye
Essaying to go away to his horse at the
npou.
sturdily
soberly.

;

two able men of the watch went
and asked why he went away ? He anThey
swered, he was but going to take a drink.
told him, they would go with him, and desired
him to haste, and not hinder them from the
So he came back but he
rest of the preaching.
was intending to go and inform the lieutenant
constable's,

after,

;

of the militia vcho was at the foot of the hill,
and gathering his men. However, the sermun
closed without disturbance about eleven hours
in the foreday, the work having begun about
eight.

"

Mr

Blackader was to preach in the afterHe retired to be private for a little
Hearing a noise, he observed some
meditation.
bringing back the curate's two sons with some
violence, which he seeing, rebuked them, and
bade let them come back freely without hurt,
and he engaged for them they would not go
away.
So they staj-ed quietly, and within a
quarter of an hour he returned and entered the
noon.

preface, which was countenanced with much influence, not only on professed friends, but on those also who came with ill
intentions, that they stood astonished, with great
seeming gravity and attention, particularly the
two young men. It was, indeed, a composing
and gaining discourse, holding forth the great
design of the gospel, to invite and make welcome
all sorts of sinners without exception.
" After prayer, he read for text 1 Cor. ix. 16.
'
For though I preach the gospel I have nothing
to glory of; for necessity is laid upon me, yea,
wo is unto me if I preach not the gospel.' After

tent

;

after

some

he had begun, a gentleman on horseback and some
few with him, came to the meeting. He was the
lieutenant of the militia in that part of the
country, who, lighting, gave his horse to hold,
and came in among the people on the minister's
left hand, stood there a space, and heard peaceably.
Then essaying to get to his horse, some
of "the watch did greatly desire he would stay
till preaching was ended, telling him his abrupt
departure would offend and alarm the people.
But he refusing to stay, began to threaten.

his staff.
They, fearing he was going
to bring a party to trouble them, did gripe and
hold him by force as he was putting his foot
Upon this, IJarscob and anointo the stirrup.

ther young man, who were upon the opposite side,
seeing him draw his staff, which they thought to
be a sword, presently ran, each with a bent
Uogue, are you drawing ?
pistol, crying out,
Though they raised a little commotion on that
side, yet the bulk of the people were very comThe minister seeing Barscob and the
posed.
other so hasting to be at him, fearing they
should have killed him, did immediately break
oft', to step aside for composing the business, and
desiring the people to sit still till he returned,
for he was going to prevent mischief.
Some,
not willing that he should ventiu'e himself,
He thrust himself
laboured to hinder him.
from them, and passing forward, cried, I charge
not to meddle with or do him any hurt; which
had such an influence on them, that they professed afterwards they had no more power to meddle
with him. The lieutenant seeing it was like to
draw to good earnest, was exceedingly afraid,
and all the men he had. But hearing the minister discharging the people to hurt him, he
thrust next to be at the minister, who had cried,
What is the matter, gentlemen ? Whereon the
lieutenant said, 1 cannot get leave, sir, to stand
own ground for thir men. The minister
on
said, Let me see, sir, who will offer to wrong
you ; they shall as soon wrong myself, for we
came here to offer violence to no man, but to
preach the gospel of peace ; and, sir, if you be
pleased to stay in peace, you shall be as welcome
as any here ; but if yon will not, you may go
we shall compel no man. But, said he, they
horse from me.
Then the minhave taken
ister called to restore him his horse, seeing he
would not stay willingly. Thus he was dismissed without harm, at the minister's entreaty
who judged it most convenient that the gentlehe should report it,
man, and others to
might have more occasion of conviction that
ministers
people,
who
used such meetboth
and
ings, were peaceable, not set on revenge, but
only endeavouring to keep up the free preaching
of the gospel in purity and power, in as harmSome of
less and inoffensive a way as possible.
the company, indeed, would have compelled and
bound him to stay if he had not been peaceable ;
but they were convinced afterwards that it was
better to let him go in peace.
" The whole time of this alarm on that quarter, all the rest of the people sat still composedly,
which was observed more than ordinary, in any
meeting either before or after (seeing such a
stir), as in many other things the mighty power
and hand of the Lord was to be seen in that
day's work, and the fruit that followed thereon.
When the lieutenant ^vas gone, the rest, that
dropped in through the day with the curate's
two sons, stayed still, not offering to follow.
After composing that stir, which lasted about
half an hour, the minister returned to the tent,
and followed out the rest of his work, preaching
about three quarters of an hour with singular

my

my

whom
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the revolution minister of the gospel

Adam

at Ghisg-ow,

WilLuim
Sloss

Adam merchant

in

Stobie of Luscar,
in Culross,

James

Borrowstonuess, David Mather

John Rankin in Bonhard,
were brought
before the council, and interrogated if they
were at the said conventicle. All of them
acknowledged they were. Then they were
required to give up upon oath the names of
elder in Brignies,

James Duncan

in Grange,

the ministers, and others,

whom

to have been at that meeting.

they

knew

This they

yea, even

[BOOK
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made them look backwards, and

reach supposed crimes, committed before
their laws

Upon

were made.

the IGth of August, the council

pass an act against the above named persons.
" Whereas Mr Alexander Hasty in Dunfermline, &c. as above, being called to de-

pone anent the conventicle at Beeth-hill,
and refused; as also Mr John Vernor, and
Robert Orr in Miln-bank, who had a child
baptized there, the council banish

them out
them to

of the king's dominions, and order

peremptorily refused, and the council imme-

be transported to the plantations, and net

them guilty of contumacy, and
iined each of them in five hundred merks,
and sent them back to prison, there to lie in

to return, on pain of death."

diately found

irons during the council's pleasure.

I find

day the council pass a decreet against
keepers of conventicles, particularly at Livingseat, and Hill of Bceth, fining multitudes
in great suras.
Those persons lay in prison
till the parliament sat
and by their second
this

;

act,

Aug-ust

3d,

(as

shall

be

observed)

This good
youth Mr John Vernor, was challenged for
another conventicle, and for this crime of
conventicles, and that of refusing to betray
his honest neighboiu-s

and acquaintances to

the fury of persecutors, was most barbar-

ously dealt with.

He was

fed

on bread and

water, and put so close in the irons, that

which within a little cost
Under such cruelties, some of

his leg gangi'ened,

him

his

life.

who refuse to give their
oath super inquirendis, to be banished ; and

the best quality interposed for his liberation;

but that meeting was so galling to

the

upon

council and commissioner, that no ear

was

appointed such

with some otliers, were
lianished the kingdom, as we shall just now
this act, they,

So unreasonable and unrighteous
were our managers now
They form laws

hear.

!

to catch conscientious persons in matters

wherein their

pi'inciples

were concerned;

countenance, especially after composiDg the
tumult.
All the time there were several horse
riding hither and thither on the foot of the hill
but none offered to come
ill view of the people
near, for a terror had seized on them, as was
heard afterward, and confessed by some of themThe minister apprehending the people
selves.
might be alarmed with fear, that they could not
bear with composure, though none did appear,
did for their cause close sooner than he intended,
though the people professed and said they would
rather he had continued longer, for they found
none either wearied or afraid." Memoirs of the
148.
ilev. John Blackader, pp. 144
Before concluding this note we may remark,
that of all the outed ministei's, with the exception, perhaps, of
John Welsh, Mr Blackader seems to have been the boldest, and the
most successful, in collecting at these kind of
meetings the scattered follo\vers of Christ,
^vhose languid graces he was often the honoured
instrument of reviving and exciting in a very
He had been, like many others,
high degree.
ejected from his parish (Troqueer) by the famous
act of Glasgow, and betvt'eeu the years 1665-66,
harassed by that base tool of tyranny, Sir James
Tui'uer, was obliged to leave that part of the
;

—
—

Mr

given for some time.

At

length,

when

his

upon the 3rd of November
I find him and Robert Orr set at liberty,
upon their giving bond and caution to appear

leg turned very

when

called,

ill,

under the penalty of

five

hun-

couniry, and, with his family, attempt to find
shelter in Edinburgh.
Here he occupied a
large house, and, especially after Pentland,
preached in it to crowded audiences.
Upou
special invitation, he soon after this came to the
west, where, particularly in the parishes of
Evandale, Ne\vmills, Galston, Dunlop, Feu^vick, Eaglesham, and Kilbride, he preached
often to crowded audiences.
These visits he
frequently extended to Paisley, where he baptized

many

children,

and

to

Glasgow, where his

congregation frequently exceeded two thousand
persons.
At Borrowstonuess he established
a congregation, and, through the interest of his
relation, major Hamilton, baillie of regalitj' to
the duke of Hamilton, procured for it the freedom of undisturbed worship. He continued
the same practice with much of his Master's
countenance, as we may have again occasion to
notice, till he was, as related by our historian,
shut up in the Bass, in the year 1G81, where he
may be said to have obtained the crown of martyrdom, not, indeed, by the violence of a few
hours or moments, but by the more refined
cruelty of long protracted years of confinement

—

and

privation.

Ed.
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And

merks each.

at the conventicle in

Torwood; and

of the persecution for this conventicle, upon

refusing

was banished,

the 11th of August, James Dundas, hrother

and ordered to the plantations. After some
months' imprisonment, he falls sick through

tired

to

end the accounts

to the laird of Dundas, confesseth his heingat the conventicle at the Hill of Beith;

and

to dejione,

his harsh treatment;

1G70.

December Sth,
upon his giving

and,

refusing to depone hefore the council, Avhoni

the council liberate him,

he saw there, and who preached; they find
he hatii contravened an act of parliament,
banish him the king's dominions, and order

bond and caution under five hundred merks,
to compear when called.
I find little more

him

be, that

to be transported to the plantations not

concerning conventicles this year, unless

August Uth,

Mr

it

Alexander Strang

to return on pain of death.

However, I
August 28th, Mr Dundas gives his
oath upon some interrogatories anent this
conventicle, and is liberate by the council.
Many others were brought under hardships

is

find,

keeping of conventicles, which he positively

such as, Margaret
Martin the lady Colvil's gentlewoman, and

council dismiss him.

for this

Bessie

conventicle,

Young

a servant of hers,

tinued in prison a long time

months the

soldiers

;

and

who

denies since Martinmas

Carnwath

little

Of

was much of a

in the u-est,

of council, their actings
April 1670, the insults upon

incumbents,

and

the committee

several other things this

year.

about the time of
before

it.

Their

procedure against persons alleged to be
there,

The

lives.

con-

that at Livingseat, in

much

parish,

church where he

in the parish

Another conventicle which made a great

the former, or a

that

for several

brought multitudes in

is

last, affirming,

he waited upon ordinances every Lord's day,

that neighbourhood to great trouble.

noise at this time,

the council, for alleged

before

called

piece

;

so I

may

be

In this section

I shall

put together several

occurrences throughout this year, which will

not so properly come in upon the general

may

June 23d, Mr John
Vernor, who, it seems, was at both, " son
to Gavin Vernor in Mortoun, being required
by the council to depone, what he knew of
the persons present, and minister who

subjects in the following sections, and

preached at a conventicle at Livingseat,

the violent prosecution of innocent people

and refusing to give his oath, is committed
and ordained to lie in irons
during the council's pleasure, and to be fed
with bread and M'ater." And further, the
council fine John Carmichael in Blackburn,
and David Carmichael in Potishaw, in a
hundred merks each, for being at that meet-

upon that

very brief upon

it.

close prisoner,

ing.

And

the forementioned decreet,

14th, fines a great

many

be of some use in order to our understanding
the state of this church, and of presbyterians; and I shall begin with the attacks

made upon the
score.

episcopal incumbents, and

Some

of the occasions of

those attempts, in the general, have been

pointed

at,

and

now

I

come

plain matter of fact, as far as
to

my

it

to narrate

hath come

hands.

The order of time leads me to begin with
made upon Mr Robert Boyd
July curate at Carmunnock. " The council,

others in absence,

for their being there.

The last conventicle I notice, was in the
beginning of July at the Torwood. And
July 7th, the council being informed of a

the attempt

January 6th, being informed of a robbery
committed upon the person and goods of
Mr Robert Boyd, letters are directed
against the heritors."

We shall afterwards

large conventicle at Torwood-head, appoint

have some specimens of Mr Boyd's persecuting temper, and his sitting in oppressive

a letter to be written to the earl of Callender,

courts with major White.

to use his interest to bear

in Stirlingshire: and
find the council

down conventicles

upon August

16th, 1

have Charles Campbell in
Airth before them. He confessed he %^ as

Whether

this

bottom of the attack made upon
him, or if it was an act of burglary, committed
by some common thieves, I do not linow.

was

at the

But, upon the 26th of January,

I

find a

:
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ajrainst the heri-
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worship in churches,

public

keeping

II.

of

.

and parish of Carmunuock, in
the council registers, bearing, that his house
was rifled, his wife wounded, and Mr Boyd
tors

or

conventicles,

private

meetings, upon

pretext of worship, or other religious exer-

Stuart of Castlemilk appears, and acknow-

by baptizing or marrying by persons
and likewise, for
security of ministers in their persons and

knows nothing

goods, against the interrupting of Divine

parish, accord-

service,

sought

for,

Sir Archibald

but not got.

ledges the matter of fact, but

He

of the actors.

and the

ing to the laws formerly mentioned, are lined

pounds

in fifty

sterling, and, F"cbruary 7th,

Sir Archibald pays the fine, and

it is

given

Mr

cises,

not allowed by autliority

;

and the acts of council made anent
yet sundry
disloyal and seditious persons, especially in
the shires of Ayr, Lanark, Renfrew, and
ministers indulged to preach

:

Robert Boyd.
This, with some other attempts of the

others after specified, have of late contra-

like nature, in other places, about this time,

parish kirks, keeping conventicles, disorderly

produce a committee of the council to
uiquire into them, and for the punishment

ing attempts upon, and offering several in-

of the actors, and some other things

juries unto loyal and peaceable ministers,

to

of this

:

proper to give some accounts.
the 6th of April, " the council

it is

dealing with and menacing

to secure orthodox ministers,

Mr Alexander
Mortimer minister at Kirkcudbright, and
the injnry done to the minister of Kilmalcom; with power to call for the papers
taken upon Mr John Rae, and to consider
the decreets given in by Mi* Nathanael
Fyfe, against keepers of conventicles, and
report."
I have met with nothing further
anent Mr Mortimer, and know not well
what these papers related to, which were
but I hear they
found upon Mr Rae
contained the names of some parents,
whose children he had baptized, who were
afterwards prosecuted on that account;
only I find him upon the 3d of March,
ordered by the council to be cai'ried from
the Canongate tolbooth to the Castle of
:

made

Upon
;

the 7th of April the report

and the council havino^ consi-

dered

it,

tions,

and other

agree to the commission-instrucacts

marrying and baptizing their children, mak-

their churches,

to consider the petition of

Stirling.

brought in by these

appointed to consider this matter.

The

much import our honour, and

To

all

and

sundry our lieges and subjects, vihom
efFeirs,

greeting.

standing
council

divers

made

Forasmuch
acts

of

as,

it

notwith-

parliament

and

against withdraT^ing from the

to leave

the peace

and quiet of this church and kingdom, that
some speedy and effectual course be takeii
for repressing such disorders and insolencies, and preventing the like in time coming,
and that it may contribute to the discovery
of the actors and contrivers of such disorders, that the same be tried upon the place
where they were committed, do, with the
advice of the lords of our privy council,
grant full power, warrant, and commission
to William duke of Hamilton, Alexander
earl of Linlithgo\A', William eai'l of Dumfries, Alexander earl of Kincardine, William earl of Dundonald, the lord clerk
register, and lieutenant-general Drummond,
or any four of them, to put to due and
vigorous execution

the foresaid

acts

of

parliament and council against the contraveners thereof, within the shires of Stirling,
Linlithgow, Dumbarton, Lanark, Ayr, and
Renfrew, to levy and exact the pains and

effect

Commissions anent some disorders in the west.

them

and committing of several
other disorders, to the high contempt of
our authority, and great scandal of religion.
And we, considering that it doth very

penalties therein contained.

tenor of the commission follows

" Charles, by the grace, &c.

by deserting their own

remit

to the archbishop of St Andrews, duke
Hamilton, and some others, to consider

is

acts,

Upon

it

upon ways

vened the said

we

And

to that

appoint our said commissioners,

or their quorum, to repair to, and meet at

Glasgow, the
thereafter,

to

places within

day of this instant, and
meet at such times, and

'27th

the said

Ayr, and Renfrew,

as

shires of Lanai-k,

they shall think

convenient; and then and there, to

call

—

:
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they shall he
the

if

for

foresaid

need
citiiigf

be tried by the council.

You

are to take trial anent the

•2do.

be, to

abuse done to

them,

Kilmalcom, both in the church, and in the
house of Finlaston. 3tio. You are to try
the abuse done to
minister, while

proving- wliat shall be

for

charge, to use

shall not

all trial

and

IVIr

John Irvine minister

at

,

sentence against such as they shall find to

he was passing through the town of Kilmalcom, and likewise any other attempts

be guilty, in fining, confining, or imprison-

of that nature, whereof you shall receive

ment of

information.

probation requisite, and to proceed to give

decreets in

goods,

and to put these
execution, by poinding their

their persons

;

imprisoning of their persons,

or

with power to otir
said commissioners, or their quorum, to
seize upon and commit to prison such
otherwise, as accords

:

persons as they shall think fit, and to take
caution for the appearance of any persons
before our privycouncil.or before themselves,

4to.

you those persons,

are to call before

for

whose appearance

before the council the earl of Linlithgow

hath taken bonds, for their keeping
conventicles.

3to.

You

of

are to call before

you the resetters of the rebels, and put the
laws and acts of parliament and council in
execution against them.
to

Cto. In the trial

be taken by you of those

them
contravened the
our commis- council, you are

and, in case of refusal, to imprison

and generally with power to
sioners, or their quorum, to do and exerce
all things necessary and requisite for the
effectual prosecution of this our commission,
and the particulars above mentioned, as fully

You

who have

of parliament and

acts

to begin at the most
eminent persons, noblemen, and gentlemen.
7mo. You are to call before you the
ministers allowed to preach by the council,
and to take trial what obedience hath been

and freely in all respects, as a quorum of our given by them to the act of council, discouncil might have done themselves, promit- charging them to lecture before sermons;
tend to hold firm and stable. And we do and if they have notwithstanding lectured,
hereby require all sheriffs, stewards, herita- upon what account they have done the
ble bailies, magistrates of burghs, and others same ;* and you are to take trial of their
our good subjects, within the said shires, carriage and behaviour since they were
8vo. You are emreadily to answer, obey, concur with, and allowed to preach.
assist our said commissioners, being reqnii-ed powered to call for thirty horsemen of his
thereto by

upon

make

them

as they will be answerable

;

their highest

report

of

peril

their

:

and that they

diligence

in

the

premises to our privy council, betwixt and
the

first

council day in June next.

under our signet

at

Given
Edinburgh, April 7th,

1670.
" Rothes, Chancellor,
St Andrews,

MoRTouN,

fitting,

in

lOmo.

You

Sinclair,

site

Jo.

Caithness,

Jo. Nisbet,

Dunfermline,

Charles Maitland,
Robert Murrat."

Gilmour,

" Imo.

You

are to take trial of

are to do

all

other things requi-

which may tend to the

settling

and

orders given to the officers and commanders
of the standing forces, to obey such orders
shall be directed to

them by the

said

the

business of the minister of Maybole, and the

attempt made on him, so far as the same
II.

order to the present service.

securing of the peace of the kingdom."
Jointly with these instructions, there are

as

foi the western shires.

in

for the effectual prosecution of this

service,

Instntctions given to the commissioners

you

and to execute such orders and
commands, as they shall receive from you,
in prosecution of your commission.
9no.
You are also to give such orders to the
forces in the west, for removing of their
quarters, and otherwise, as you shall think
this service,

Tweeddale,
Drujilanerk,

Athole,

Weems,
Annandale,

majesty's troops of guard, to attend

* This is another proof of the real nature of
the indulgence, and that it was at first a snare,
and in the end a source of much sufTering. Ed.

;
:
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and the council, the same day,
make an act aneut the payment of ministers'
stipends thrust from theii* charges, which I
1670.
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great importance, so I shall give but a hint

.

'

likewise insert.
" The lords of his majesty's privy council,

considering the

many

and violent

direct

means essayed in the western

shires of this

kingdom, to thrust orthodox ministers from
and that, as in pursuance of
their trust, they have made several acts and
their charges;

ordinances for the security of the persons of
those miuistei's ; so it is most consonant with

and equity to take care

justice

for their

of each.

Maybole business is first in their instrucand it stood thus. When the committee were at Ayr, Mr JafFray, curate
there, renewed his complaint, Avhich he had
tions,

formerly tabled before the council

;

maintenance, where, fromjust apprehensions

fine,

and fears of being rudely entreated, they are
forced to desert and relinquish their cure
therefore, the said lords do declare, that
where any of the said ministers are, by
menacing, just grounds of fear, or violence,
put from their churches, that during their

rishioners offered to prove before the

natural

life

they will maintain them in the

possession of their benefices and stipends,

according to their rights thereunto.
also, in the cases

where the

shall be provided to other kirks

and bene-

The

from the parish.

mittee, that

when Mr

heritors and pa-

Jaffray

com-

divulged

first

made upon him,
and showed the book which he said was
imder his coat, the book was indeed pierced,
as seemed, by a ball, but his coat had no hole
in it
so senselessly ivas the forgery made.
But this method, though very natural, could
the attempt alleged to be

;

As not be

said ministers

that

some of his parishioners had attempted to
murder him, and discharged a pistol at his
breast.
The ball, he said, came upon a
book, which he was carrying in his bosom
under his coat, and this saved his life.
Every body almost reckoned this an ill
made story, to get a little money, by M'ay of

Mr

allowed.

Jaffray

to produce all his proofs
fix

was permitted

and evidences to

the guilt, but in vain, for nothing could

whereby the former churches shall be proven and generally it was believed,
become vacant, the said lords do declai'e, he had pierced his book himself, and forgot
they will give power and warrant to the to make a liole in his coat. So this busifices,

:

collectors of the vacant stipends, to intromit

with the benefice, and

uplift the stipends be-

longing to the said churches

;

and that ay

and while orthodox ministers be

settled in

ness ended in laughter, and very quickly his
parishioners brought in
plaints against him, as

same

the same by presentations from the patrons,

and

from

collations

bishops of

the

according to law

dioceses

where they

ly,

evil

make

appointed by the

much

and Duncouncil

inquiry beforehand, that the

the commissioners
as

may

be.

was designed

against

was pretended,
him he was in-

it

:

deed, and not without ground, very

mission, the earls of Dumfries

may

work

to

of

be shortened as

The procedure

of this

commission, as to the indulged ministers,
hath been already given account of; and I
only now consider what they did as to
orthodox ministers, as they called them,

com-

stood thus.

business

In February or March,

In order to ripen matters for this com-

donald are

Irvine's

or

"

solid

shall hear, this

yeai*.

Mr John

archbishop

the

more

we

ill

liked

Kilmalcom. While he was preaching on
a Lord's day, some boys cast a bit of a
rotten stick at the pulpit in time of sermon.
in

Upon

the noise

presently left

it,

it

made upon

and got to

the pulpit, he

his

own

house.

and haste, some
of the boys followed him, M'ith huzzas and
This is all
cries, till he got into his house.
A terrible noise is made,
I can hear of.

As he went home

in a fear

that the minister had been stoned out of his

The business of the pulpit, and forced to flee for his life to the
attempt alleged to be made at Maybole in manse. The committee examined this riot,
Ayrshire, and Kilmalcom in Renfrewshire, and found nothing in it but a freak of some

who were

attacked.

Avere before the conunittee

;

but indeed no-

thirg could be found in either of them of

idle boys, anr^ that it ^^as a

worthy of such a sputter

as

matter very un-

had been made

CHAP,
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What sentence they came
know not; but I suppose

it.

Glaisgow,

I

to at

I

they

Lanarkshire, are

remitted this affair to the council for in
their records, June 16th, they tind James
:

Watson, James Rankin, John Hattrick, and
Williiim Sinclair, guilty of the tumult in

Kihnalcom, and of hounding out of dogs on
; and the council order them to
be transported to the plantations. And,
upon the 23d of June, John Hattrick and
William Sinclair, because of their youth, arc
the minister

liberate,

upon condition of

their appearing

before the congregation, and declaring their

soiTow for abusing the minister of Kilmalcom. Whether the other two were banished,
ergot off the same way, I have not information.
Upon July 14th, I find the storm

find the

fined.

It

16^

parish of

is

Glassford, in

most

injui'iously

alleged, that

some persons in

arms attacked the house of Mr James
Finlay, incumbent there, searched for him,
and plundered the house. July 14 th, the
council fine the parish in a thousand pounds
Scots.

common

The house was indeed broke by
thieves and robbers; some of them

taken for other

crimes,

and executed, at
had broke Mr

their death confessed they

house

Finlay's

and, before

;

their

death,

knowledge there was
not two dollars worth of skaith done to
him, and not one person in the parish was
declared, that to their

in the least concerned.

Some

I meet with this
up this section, that the subparishioners of Kihualcom are first fined in jects of the two following may not be infifty pounds sterling, and then it is increased
tciTupted; and they shall be narrated just
to a hundred pounds, to be paid to Mr John in the order they fell out.
January 13th,
Irvine and the lairds of Duchal and Cara- the council publish a very good proclamacui-ran, two heritors, then at Edinburgh, aix' tion against papists, which is printed and
discharged to leave the town till they pay had it been prosecute with as much care and

lands upon the parish ; and the heritors and

other particulars,

year, shall

fill

;

;

that sum.

application, as their proclamations against

thought that the discoveries this
council-committee would make, might be a

conventicles,

It \vas

foimdation of taking

away

the indulgence

but the members of the committee found
or most of the alleged disorders

common

people,

among

;

saw

the

I find,

ill

Indeed their

naughtiness, drinking, oaths, and unclean-

ness rendered

them very

hateful

;

and their

oppressions, and harsh treatment of their
people, had produced

some disorders: so

nothing was further done at this time against

But the

terests of real religion.

all,

were occasioned by the

carriage of the incumbents.

and in defence of their orthodox ministers, it had been more for the in-

it

prelates

one and neglected the other so,
the same day the council recommend

to the

;

again to the archbishops and bishops, to

gather up

of persons

lists

who

are papists,

and suspect of popery ; and that a general
list be formed out of them, and laid before
the council, January 1st next to come.

At

no return made.
With what views a discharge was gi-anted,

that time I find

the indulged.

April 9th this year, to general Dalziel, I

There arc two other attempts this year
upon the incumbents I have met with, and
June 9th, the
shall bring them in here.

know

council

order

out

summons

against the

parishioners of Neilston, for a riot

mitted upon their minister,

Mr

com-

Alexander

not; but

I

have before

me

a copy of

a patent, Avhich passed at this time under
" giving and granting him,
and executors, a full and ample
discharge and exoneration of that trust and
employment he had as lieutenant-general,

the great seal

:

his heirs

Kinnier, and his wife. It was libelled, that
some time in May, upon a Saturday at
twelve at night, nine or ten men came into
the house, beat Mr Kinnier and his wife,

colonel of a regiment of foot, captain of a

and plundered the house. The heritors are
fined m a thousand pounds Scots, and Allan
Stuart of Kirktoun is forbid to remove from
Edinbui-gh till it be paid. And, August 28th,

until

troop of horse, and a company of foot, and
of the whole heads and tenor of the said
foiu"

commissions, from July
April

recalled

;

8th 1668,

19th 1666,
Avhen they were

declaring that he shall never be

questioned,

cited,

or

challenged for any

actings, orders, or deeds done, or omissions,
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any such have been, in these capaby the king or his successors, or any having power from them."
Without doubt the general needed such
a discharge, and probably it is now passed
with a view to his entering upon the full
possession of some of the forfeited estates.
In July this year, ]Mr John Menzies,
,

„^„

[BOOK

meet with some

II.

who

if

shall afterwards

cities,

very happily had their eyes opened to see
the evil of their conformity to prelacy, and

minister of the gospel at Carlaverock, near

Dumfries, after he had for some time observed the plain favour

shown

to papists,

left

others,

the bishops and their way, from a full

conviction of

this.

Throughout

new

this year,

discoveries

began to appear of the villauy and oppression of the former years, particularly of Sir
William Bannantyne's grievous oppressions.
I find several heritors and gentlemen applying to the council, and complaining that Sir
William and others had taken away their
rights and evidences in the year 1607, and
craving that they may be retm-ned and the

and had again and again remonstrate against
the growth of popery, to the bishop in the
diocesan meeting, and to his brethren of the
exercise when he saw so many favouring council are so just, as to order their clerks
popery, and violent in persecuting pro- to return any of them which are in their
testants, he at first A^ithdi-ew from their hands.
To conclude this section; when the time
meetings, and at length he sent his TVTitten
testimony to the presbytery of Diunfries, of the parliament's sitting drew near, the
July 12th this yeai', and therein he declares commissioner Lauderdale comes down about
against prelacy, as connected with popery, the end of July, and he, to ingratiate himand what he had now discovered a great self with the prelates, renews the severities
evil in.
His own paper will speak best for against the presbyterian outed ministers.
him. How his testimony, which he desires Upon his arrival at Edinburgh, he discharges,
may be recorded, was taken, and what by proclamation, any of them from coming
followed upon it, I know not, but have in- to town Avithout license, and that under the
serted it at the foot of the page.*
We pain of death. And at the same time, as
:

;

Mr John Menzies' testimony, July, 12, 1670.
That whicli liath saddened the heart, and been
matter of lamentation to many, is, that when
through the good hand of God upon us, through
the goodness of our laws, civil and ecclesiastic,
and through the faithfulness and diligence of
the watchmen of the Lord's house, the abomination of popery was almost rooted out of our
land, that that noisome and pernicious weed
hath of late years gotten a great footing
amongst us again
and while not only the
noisome tares of popery, (being nothing else but
a bundle of the grossest heresies, blasphemies,
*

:

and antichristian apostasy) are not
only sown and under the clod, but fair above
ground, overspread many parts of our land, as
the sad experience of our bounds doth testify,
but also profanity of all sorts abounding amongst
all ranks and degrees of people ; and while many
godly in the land are mourning in secret for
these abominations, as being a sad prognostic of
the Loi-d's departing from us, and a judicial
stroke of his vengeance, ptmishing us for some
former apostasies, and neglect of the exercise of
idolatry,

that the spiritual watchmen of the
Lord's house, to whom the care of these things
(loth principally belong,
and, for any thing
known to us, while others are weeping, they are
not concerned, lying by secure.
It is likewise
not unknown to some of you, tliat albeit, at
some of the later synods, I did regret the growth
of these ills, and did entreat that some effectual
remedy might be made use of, preventing the
religion,

albeit much was
further increase of the same
I
promised, yet nothing hath been performed.
did likewise often represent and regret to you
the I'everend brethren of the exercise here, the
abounding of these abominations in most parishes of this presbytery, and particularly within,
the bounds of my charge, desiring that such
power as God hath put in our hands, might be
used for stopping of these ills; and particularly
the last day J was at your meeting, I did desire
that by an act of presbytery (as once before,
though afterwards slighted) it roight be appointed, tliat every one within the bounds of
their several charges, should proceed against all
professing popery, to the close of the process at
least, as against the profane ; and that they
should bring in the particular lists so soon as
any made defection, but was plainly refused that
any such act should be made thereanent that
day, and rather judged impertinent, it being
declared not to be seasonable ; and some of you
asserting them to be the presbytery's useful
friends
in consideration whereof, as I have
not kept with you since, so I conceiving myself
bound in conscience to repi-esent unto you this
my testimony against popery, in the roots and
branches thereof, and your not enjoining it as a
:

:

to proceed to excommuagainst the people of these abominations, and that without any delay, I shall likewise not conceal from you, the reverend brethren
here, that my beholding this your way, hath
occasioned mv more serious thoughts of the

duty on every member,
nication

.

;

CHAP

hath been hinted at in the former section,
them who were most frequent in

several of

preaching-,

are cited to appear before the

council, at several diets, in Auffust.

of the ministers

who were

cited,

came

Most
in as

secretly as they could, to inform themselves

and finding that
all, or many of them, were to be shut up in
prison, and banished their native country,

what they were

to expect

:

after several meetings together, they resolved

course of conformity with prelacy and albeit,
that popery and profanity may be very accidental
to the course of conformity with prelacy; yet
beliolding that (which is the observation of
people of all persuasions) these two pernicious
weeds thrive so kindly in your soil, it hath
moved me now more than ever to search what
of God can be in that way. And being also called
of God by his late dis|)ensations, to a serious
and particular search of my way, while in the
use of means I have souglit the Lord for light
herein, this is the result of what I have attained
to, that I, through scripture-light, and other
•"ugagements (whatever others do), cannot any
longer adhere to conformity with prelacy, without the grievous wounding of my conscience,
\ipon which I dare not adventure; and that by
the former conformity, I have exceedingly
offended God, and have been a stumbling-block
in the way of people for the which, as I desire
to be humbled before God, so I crave pardon
of all his people whom I have offended.
This
^ declare, upon the account of no worldly advantage, for no shadow hereof can be alleged
but, my witness is in heaven, 1 do it only for
the glory of God, the edification of his people,
and the exoneration of my own conscience.
And now not knowing when, where, and how
long I may be allowed to advise you, or any of
the Lord's people in his name, to that ivhich,
in the Lord's strength, I mind to practise,
my humble advice is, that you would consider
your ways, and ponder tliat you are to make an
account of the exercise of your talents, before it
be long, that your peace may be well bottomed
when ye are to step into eternity. And since
much of the growth of these ills has its rise from
the negligence of such as should be the faithful
keepers of his vineyard, I shall yet once more
obtest you, in the bowels of Jesus Christ, as ye
love the glory of God, the credit of the gospel, the
salvation of these deluded wanderers, the security of your own peace in a day of strait, which
the Lord may make you meetwitli, albeit ye now
think he hath made your mountain stand strong,
and as ye would clear yourselves of that reigning scandal of a sensible compliance with the
l>eopIe of these abominations ; and that when
many of your brethren are cast out, whom the
Tjord hath made polished shafts in his own
right hand, for gaining many souls unto Christ,
that, such an oversight should be indulged to
these who have been ylestroyers of the Lord's
holy mountain, and have laid his vineyard
waste that in this nick of time ye would bestir
yourselves for the reducing of some, convincing of others of their ways, according to
your place, power and calling, separate the
juecious from the vile, that they may no more
:

:

;
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not to compear.
together

they

However, when
upon the

,^r-n

agreed

draught of a letter to be sent through
their brethren, aud the people of their
persuasion, up and down the country, to
stir them up to more than ordinary prayer
Aud that the reader
and supplications.
may have a view of the excellent spirit of
these good men, I have inserted it as a
This paper was very quickennote.*

infect the weak of the Lord's flock, or pollute
or offend any more upon the Lord's holy mountain ; otherwise it is much to be feared, the
Lord will reckon with you for the blood of
souls, make you contemptible in the sight of

others, make you to be trampled on as unsavoury
salt, yea, make you become vile in the eyes of
these hardened ones, whom, albeit they walk
with you for the present with horns of a lamb,

yet afterward ye may hear them speak with the
mouth of a dragon, and to prove pricks in your
eyes, and thorns in yonr sides, in the day when
your greatest straits and saddest trials shall
come.
And finally, brethren, as for prelacy,
whereupon the Lord hath stamped this mark of
his displeasure, that under it truth and godliness
have been under a sensible decay, so that ye
would consider and ponder the same impartially, in the balance of the sanctuary; then,
who knows but ye shall discover it to be a plant
not set by the hand of God, but of man, and
which the Lord, in his own time, may cause to
be plucked out of his own vineyard again.
In
all which, as I hope not to be mistaken, as designing any more than is expressed, it being tlie
first-fruits of my self-conviction ;
so it is
earnestly desired, that this my sober testimony
may be insert and registrate in your books of
presbytery ; and I shall remain yours, to serve
you in the Lord Jesus Christ,

John Menzies.
Letter from a meeting of ministers, 1670.
What grievous things do afflict the church of
Christ this day in these nations, and among
ourselves cannot be unknown, to such, at least,
who have made it their choice rather to suffer
affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy
the pleasures of sin for a season ; and who, but
strangers in our Israel, can choose but to be
affected with, and lament these things that have
come to pass in these days? The holy and
beautiful house of the Lord, where both we aiul
our fathers have served him, and all our pleasant
thiiigs made waste, the walls of Jei'usalem
broken down, and the gates thereof (as if burned
*

with fire), Zion plowed like a field, Jerusalem
become heaps, and the mountain of the house of
the Lord as the high places of the forest, the
rod of wickedness lying upon the lot of the
j'ighteous, and not a few in hazard to put forth
their hand to iniquity, our pastors removed into
corners, and strangers in the habitation of the
Lord, plants sure not of the heavenly Father's
planting, idle shepherds, feeding themselves and
not the flock, who have eaten up the good pastures, treading down and defiling the residue
with their feet, thrusting with side and shoidder
the tender and faithful of the flock, so as now
by many the sacrifices of the Lord are abliorred ;
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and many were July 28th, and continued about a month.
apart days for The design of it, if we may judge by its
fasting and wrestling.
The procedure of actings, ^vas to promote the projected union
the parliament this year, is what I come with England, and to rivet prelacy.
The
now to give some account of.
first was as much despised in England, as
iug-

'

put

and
by

upstirring-,
it

to

set

was hated in Scotland. Our parliament begin with an act empowering the king
to name commissioners to treat with Engthe last

Of

the laws and acts of the second session land, in order to an union betwixt the kingof parliament, Julij and August 1G70, in doms and then they fall very foul upon the
us far as they concern preshyterians.
presbyterians, both as a set of people who
still set up upon the foot of liberty, and
This short session of parliament began against absolute and illimited power, and to
;

are not the laws transirressed botli divine and

which formerly were in vigour in favours of the church and spouse of Christ, his
ordinances changed, the covenant broken and

liiiman,

made

void, of which sometime it was said,
" C<;me, and let us join ourselves to the Lord in
a I'erpetual covenant, never to be forgotten?"

What

restraints

have been put upon

all,

and are

continued, yea, increased upon the most
part of the godly outed ministry of the nation,
so as they have not only for a long time been
thrust from their particular flocks, but now are
made obnoxious to the greatest severities, if they
shall but dispense the word in private families,
or any where else, where the Lord in his providence, by the hunger and necessity of his people,
may call them to it? What impositions are put
upon the consciences both of ministers and
people, by extraordinary and arbitrary oaths,
subscriptions, and otherwise as well in the
matter of hearing as preaching?
true and
faithful ministry, suffering (we are bold to say)
for the testimony of Jesus Christ, inhibit, under
most severe punishment, to be heard so much as
praying, and a company of profane intruders
commanded to be countenanced in all their adstill

A

ministJ-ations,

who

have

sufficiently verified

it

in themselves, that the great Shepherd of the
flock never sent them ; and yet they ran, and
have so far by their way made it more than
palpable, that they shall not profit his people at
all.
how hath the Lord scattered us in the
day of his anger!
many of his dear servants
and people made wanderers, chased from mountain to hill, not having where to lay their head,
no peace now to him that goes out, nor to him
that comes in, but rather great vexations upon
all who have any sense either of the sins or
judgments of these times? And what shall be
thought of the case of the poor starved multitude,
who are as sheep without their shepherd, yea,
of the whole posterity, while there are so many
pregnant presumptions of the Lord's leaving the
nations, removing of our candlestick, and of the
quenching of the light of our Israel? Have not
all ranks corrupted their way? many poor, and
foolish, and have not (though in the clearest
sunshine of the gospel) known the way of the
Lord, nor the judgment of their God ; and if we
take us to the great and mighty of the nations,
have not these altogether broken the yoke, and
burst the bands?
What encroachments have
been made upon the crown and kingdom of our
Lord and rJaster, Jesus Christ, the alone King

O

How

and Lawgiver to his church, as if he were
not so faithful over his own house, as to have
appointed and left upon record in his own word,
the clear warrant and particular rules of the
of,

spiritual jurisdiction and discipline therein, distinct from, and independent upon the powers
And are
civil governments of this world ?
not all the inhabitants of the lands guilty of ingratitude and un thankfulness, and slighting of
that inestimable benefit of the glorious gospel of
the Son of God? for ivhich sin it was the imprecation of a faithful witness and martyr of
Christ in this nation, that dreadful should our

and

And were there no more, who can
lament the introducing of that abjured prelacy once and again among us, the
doleful breed and product whereof hath ever
been, and this day is the growth of popery,
abounding of profanity and atheism, besides all
other miseries we are under? May not all this
plagues be.

sufficiently

be a sufficient evidence of the just displeasure of
the Lord, gone forth against us in no small
measure, and give just grounds of fear of its
continuance, till there be no remedy? And
hence we may say, who is the wise man that
may understand this, and who is he to whom
the mouth of the Lord hath spoken, that he may
declare it for what the land perisheth?
Is it
not because we have forsaken his law, which he
hath set before us, and have not obeyed his voice,
nor walked therein, but have walked after the
imagination of our own hearts ? For these
things may not our hearts be faint, and our
eyes be dim? But, which puts on the capstone
upon all the sin and judgment we are under, is
it not evident that the Lord hath sent his pltigues
upon our hearts ? Being made desolate, do we
Being made desolate, do
yet lay it to heart ?
we yet mourn unto him? Are we as doves in
the valleys, every one mourning for his iniquity?
Is there a turning to the Lord with all the
heart, yea, with fasting in our mourning, and

with weeping? Are the priests, the ministers
of the Lord, weeping between the porch and tlie
altar, saying, " Spare thy people, O Lord?'
Were it thus, then the Lord should be jealous
but, alas
for this land, and pity his people
;

!

instead of all this, what impenitency i^vf so
as reflecting and saying, What have I
little kindliness or tender melting
done?
of heart, cither as to sad things threatened, or
presently lying on, and yet even this little belittle kindly symwailed or lamented?
pathy with these who bear the burden and heat
!

much

How

How

;
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make their enemies the prelates the more
hearty in the matter of the union, as had
been remarked. Thus their second act,
Aujjfust 3d. relates to those " who refuse to
Some more ready

to censure the
even for tlie srospel's sake,
nor t() jcirtake tliemselves with them tlierein.
What remissness (may it not he feared) will he
found in secret duties? And how few consider
one another, to jjrovoke to love and to good
works, not forsaking the asscuihling of ourselves
together, as the manner of too many is, but exhorting one another so much the more, as ^ve
see the day approaching; and when at some
times a watch hath been set up, and time set apart
for serious wrestling with God, and vows and
resolutions renewed, and, it may be, some begun
reformation and amendment of many things
yet how inconstant have we been in all these,
much of our diligence falling and rising with
the sharpness and bluntness of our trials? And
when in the furnace we are scummed as dross,
and in the fire our scum goeth not from us,
what may we think shall God do to us, but even
gather, blow upon, and consume us by the
poiu'ing out of his Spirit?
Where also is tliat
uniform zeal for the cause of God, the purity
and peace of godliness ? Where is that Christian and tender sympathy for our suffering
brethren, the Lord's witnesses, to which we are
solemnly tied, and which hath been so often
both the profession and practice of this church
from our first reformation from popery, to this
day, that what should be done to one, should be
reckoned and accounted as done to all, in this
common cause of religion, all this being no other
than the due expression of that native fellowfeeling, which ought to be among the members
of CJn-ist's body; yet are not now everyone left
to do for themselves ? Some crouching under the
burden, others sinking as much as ever under
the cares of a present life, and of their temporal
being, some, it may be, secretly blessing themselves in their freedom from the afflicting things
of the time, when others are tossed twixt wind
and wave this cannot be the blessedness we
were ^vont to speak of, when we could sooner
have plucked out our eyes for Christ and his
gospel, and a pure ministry and lively ordinances, than thus before our eyes (if we would

of the day?

afflictions of others,

depone against delinquents;"
being- afterwards tlie

no small trouble
sert

it

!

O

and

foundation of

to the sutFerers, I

at the foot of the page.*

have

By

in-

delin-

provoke you and ourselves both to a deep
sense of these transgressions and sins, whereby
we have provoked the Lord thus sadly to
threaten us with a bill of divorce, to be no more
a spouse to him, but also to establish you, and
to comfort you concerning your faith, that no
man should be moved by these afflictions which
have either happened to you or us, ye yourselves
knowing that we are appointed thereunto, being
even in this set for the defence of the gospel:
but the intent of oui' letter to you at this time,
is to stir you up to that great mean and duty
(all that seems now to be left unto us) of serious
prayer, supplications and wrestlings with our
displeased Lord, both alone and together, as the
Lord shall give opportunity. And because we
are not willing to advise any change of or addition to these times, so many of the Lord's people
have been in use to set apart for that effect
hitherto ; therefore, we shall only beseech you
in the bowels of Christ, to receive that exercise
upon all occasions, but now especially upon the
days formerly observed, and to hold more closely
and vigorously thereunto, fervent in spirit,
serving the Lord. Need we to recommend such
an exercise unto you, which Christ himself hath
so recommended, "that we ought always to pray,
and not to faint," Luke xviii. 2. so much practised by the saints, especially in particular exigencies. Acts xii. 5, " Prayer was made of the
church w^ithout ceasing;" an exercise ever followed with a blessed success, when seriously
gone about. Psal. xcix. 6. James v. 16, 17, 18.
" Having a sweet reward in its bosom;" in the
mean time, even the " peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, keeping and guiding
both heart and mind, through Jesus Christ,"
Phil. iv. 7.
forbear farther to trouble you,
from our hearts commending you to the grace
of him in whom we have believed.
Farewell.
to

We

*

:

believe it) to see all these sacrificed to the lust
of men, and given up and betrayed to prevailing
wickedness and irreligion, and to a mystery of
iniquity, which is now so evidently working.
Alas shall not this imminent utter confusion
and desolation awake the Lord's poor church
and people of these nations?
that the Lord
would pour out his spirit upon all his servants
and people, even upon so many of all ranks
within the land, who have altogether fallen from
their stedfastness, that Avith more open eyes
they might discern both the danger this poor
church is in, and the remedies thereof. Now,
dearly beloved in our Lord Jesus, some few of
his ministers and companions with you in the
common tribulation, and in the patience and
sufferings of Jesus Christ, have found it a small
part of that duty that we owe unto yon, to put
you in mind of these things we have been hinting at, though you know them, and to stir you
np by way of remembrance, and that not only
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Act anent deponing, 1670.
as it is the duty of all good sub-

Forasmuch

jects, to give their best

concurrence and assist-

ance, as they shall be thereunto required by
public authority, for discovery and punishment
of all crimes against the public laws, or which
may tend to the breach or disturbance of the
public peace of the kingdom; and that it is an
high contempt of authority, and a signal evidence of disloyalty and inclination to rebellion,
to refuse or shift the same when required thereunto therefore, his majesty, with advice and
consent of his estates in parliament, doth hereby
statute and ordain, that all and every subject of
this kingdom of what degree, sex, or quality
soever, who hereafter shall be called by his
majesty's privy council, or any others having
authority from his majesty, to declare and depone upon oath, their knowledge of any crimes
against the public laws and peace of the kingdom and particularly, of any conventicles or
other unlawful meetings, and of the several
circumstances of the persons present, and things
done therein, or of the resetting and intercommuning with persons who are, or hereafter shall
bo declared fugitives or rebels, are obliged in
:

:
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mean church-crimiuals, a person
may call them so people who standing

qiients they
if I

to be at conventicles,

jnoetings, or guilty of nonconformity
all

who

before an

;

were alleged

field;

and

not turn informers upon oath,

^vill

single

rendis?

heard presbyterian ministers, came under
The very narraact.

this

it

in

11.

lieutenant, or

was odd

super inqui-

to see a parliament

going into such an um-easonable thing

we must

tive of the act involves the obeyers of

It

ensign,

giving oath

sentinel,

against their neighbours and friends, ^^'ho

the compass of this

[BOOK

of quality, of the highest quality,

;

but

cease from wondering at any thing

out of the road of reason and decency, in
period.
The special delinquencies,
narrated with a " particularly " in the act, are
not treason, murder, assassination, and other

all that at this time was
comprehended under the public peace, and crimes of an extraordinary nature, neither
this was, by the executors of the law, if not were the cases such wherein some forms
the legislators, imderstood of peaceable sub- must sometimes be overlooked, in order to

the maintenance of

jection to bishops and their courses, and

all

was laid under
The same nan-ative

the oppressions the country
for theii' maintenance.
tells

us further, " that the discovery and

punisluneut of crimes tending to the breach

of the public peace,

is

the duty of every

good subject;" which is a certain tnith, had
not the subjects been under most iniquitous
and um-easonable laws. But in the present
circumstances, the sense of this proposition
is,

that every good subject

bound down,

is

not only to inform against his neighbour,
his father or mother, for going to a iield-

meeting or house-conventicle but likewise,
to be a hangman to every one that shall be
;

; they are " convenand unlawful meetings." How far
this last may extend, is more than I know.
These were the atrocious crimes against

get the testes necessarii
ticles

this constitution, in which father must depone against the son, husband against the
wife, brother against the sister, and that in

the circumstances relative to them ; not
only personal presence at them, but resetall

ting

of

such, and intercommuning

However near

rebels.

with

the ties of blood

and friendship

be, the parliament declare,
that " in conscience" subjects are obliged to
depone " against all such." And present

close imprisonment, banishment,

and depor-

condemned for what was now made a ciime. tation to the plantations, are the punishAnd, according to this narrative, the refusers ments appointed, not only upon a refusal,
of this give signal evidence of their disloyal- but even " a delay to depone" in this case.
The council are required to look after the
ty, and inclination to rebellion.
The statutory part of the act is pretty re- execution of tliis act. The last pronsion
markable persons of all qualities and sexes here is, " that no man's deposition against
:

are obliged to depone, not only before the
council, but before " any other having com-

another, shall infer against himself the loss

mission from his majesty;" which includes
all the officers of the army, and such who

does not appear to agree so well with their

were

set

country.

up

as inquisitors

up and down the

Yea, single sentinels themselves,

either got or

assumed

this

power, of taking

oaths with respect to delinquents.

becoming a thing would

conscience, duty,
to declare

jects,

How

of

life,

or limb, or banishment."

This clause

after-practice, of obliging people to declare

and depone upon ensnaring questions

relat-

ing to themselves.

The

foiu-th act

be insert

:

it is

a

of this session needs not

new

j^roof of their

deep

have been to see

concern in the persons and houses of the

and by the allegiance of suband depone their knowledge

shall think fit.
Likeas, his majesty with advice
foresaid, doth require his privy council to be
careful in trial of the crimes above- written, and

it

thereof, and of all the particulars relating thereunto.
And if any shall happen to be so perversely wicked and disloyal, to refuse or delay,
to declare or depone, being thereunto required
as said is ; his majesty, with advice and consent
foresaid, appoints their punishment to be fining
and close imprisonment, or banishment, by
sending them to his majesty's plantations in the
ludie.s, or elsewhere, as his majesty's council

in the speedy

and due execution

of the pains

foresaid, upon all such, without exception, as
shall refuse or delay to declare or depone thereupon, as said is.
It is always hereby provided,
that no mail's declaration or deposition against
any other person, shall infer against himself

the pain of loss of

ment.

life,

or

member, or banish-

;
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curates.

makes the assaulting the

It

lives,

the robbing- or attempting to rob the houses

of ministers, to be death
of five hundred merks
erers of such

ing

;

is

;

and a premium

given to the discov-

and slaughter in apprehend-

before

acts

it,

in
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Scotland or any
'

Christian kingdom, of this strain;
and the bloody acts which follow, are very

much bottomed upon
ter,

this.

preaching to a house

By
full

it

a minis-

of people,

some happen to be without doors, is
condemned to die.
Some remarks offer
upon the act itself, thongh indeed it is
persons and families of ministers
reader will notice how frequent so unprecedented and rigid, that it needs
Upon the matter, the
Mere made, now and after this, no commentary.
lives of presbytcriau ministers, and preface and narrative of this act have been

them

is

All

indemnified.

security

if

doubtlessly ought by the laws to be given

unto the
yet the
attempts

upon the

how many

of their families were scattered,

ludeed these public robberies and assaults
were coloured over by the present law; but
that

\^ill

never alter the nature of things.

"We have already heard, that there was no
great cause for making of this law and
when the attempts upon incumbents came
to be dipped into, they were generally found
;

The

parliament's

fifth act,

about

a room

it

I

under "

have not met with any

• ylct anent Jield-convenlicles, 1670.
as the assembling and convocating
subjects, without bis majesty's
majesty's
his
of

warrant and authority, is a most dangerous and
unlawful practice, prohibit and discharged by
several laws and acts of parliament, under high
and great pains; and that notwithstanding
thereof, diverse disaffected and seditious persons,
under the specious, but false pretences of religion
and religious exercises, presume to make, and
be present at conventicles and unwarrantable
meetings and conventions of the subjects, which
arc the ordinary seminaries of separation and
rebellion, tending to the prejudice of the public
worship of God in the churches, to the scandal
of the reformed religion, to the reproach of his
majesty's authority and governmfht, and to the
alienating of the hearts and affections of the
subjects, from that duty and obedience they owe
to his majesty, and the public laws of the kingdom.
For the suppressing and preventing of
wliich for the time to come, his majesty, with
advice and consent of his estates of parliament,
hath thought fit to statute and enact, likeas they
do hereby statute and command, that no outed
ministers who are not licensed by the council,
and no other persons not authorized, or tolerate
by the bishop of the diocese, presume to preach,
expound scripture, or pray in any meeting,
except in their own houses, and to those of their
own family; and that none be present at any
meeting, without the family to which they
belong, where any not licensed, authorized, nor
tolerate as said is, shall preach, expound scripture, or pray
declaring hereby, all such who
shall do in the contrary, to be guilty of keeping
of conventicles ; and that he or they who shall
so preach, expound, or pray, within any house,
II.

and heai-ing the evanand again ratified by our laws;

liberty of preachiug
gel," is again

deserves

Forasmuch

:

ing the gospel, are " assemblies and convocations of the lieges without his majesty's
warrant."
Every one knew, " the free

field con-

in this collection; the reader will

find it below.*

It is a jest to tell, that
" house meetings," or meetings for preach-

and if any thing since the (year) 1660,
ranversed these good laws, which 1 see not,
the " primitive Christians," as well as these

to be of no great importance.

venticles, is so remarkable, that

already considered.

anticliristian

meet

tyranny,"

made no

God,
without the protection of the civil magistrate.
difficulty

to

for

worshipping

shall be seized upon and imprisoned, till they
find caution, under the pain of five thousand
merks, not to do the like thereafter, or else
enact themselves to remove out of the kingdom,
and never return without his majesty's license ;
and that every person who shall be found to
have been present at any such meetings, shall
be tolies quoties, fined, according to their qualities,

in

the

respective

sums

following,

and

imprisoned until they pay their fines, and furduring the council's pleasure, viz. each
man or woman, having land in heritage, liferent, or proper wadset, to be fined in a fourth
part of his or her valued yearly rent; each
tenant labouring land, in twenty-five pounds
Scots
each cottar, in twelve pounds Scots, and
each serving man, in a fourth part of his yearly
fee
and where merchants or tradesmen do not
belong to, or reside within burghs royal, that
each merchant or chief tradesman be fined as a
tenant, and each inferior tradesman as a cottar:
and if any of the persons above-mentioned shall
have their wives, or any of their children living
in family with them, present at any such meeting, they are therefore to be fined in the half ol
ther,

;

:

the respective fines aforesaid, consideration being had to their several qualities and conditions.
And if the master or mistress of any family,
where any such meetings shall be kept, be
present within the house for the time, they are
to be fined in the double of what is to be paid by
them, for being present at a house conventicle.
And it is hereby declared, that magistrates of
burghs royal are liable, for every conventicle to
be kept within their burghs, to such fines as his
majesty's council shall think fit to impose; and
that the master or mistress of the house where
tlie conventicle shall ha]»pen to be kept, and the
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vea,
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•'

ajj'ainst

'

racter

=

The cha-

his decrees.

.

which follows, of the persons

who keep up aud

frequent those meetings

is

very unjust and groundless. Disaffected to
prelacy they still owned themselves to be,

and the longer
less

it

continued, they

reason to alter their opinion

;

II.

;

saw the

this

but they

rebellion,"

never owned or approved any thing in the

[BOOK

as favoured them, and entertained a warm
That those meetings were
love to them.
" seminaries of separation" from the prelates,
was owned every body knows it, and the
government itself had allowed separation of

kind

:

credited.

but their being " seminaries of

must be proven before it be
is nothing else but an old

It

The promoving

of real threadbare aspersion, cast Mdth equal justice
aud others, and their upon the primitive Christian confessors by
keeping their conscience undefiled from their persecutors. What foUows is singuwhat they reckoned evil, was indeed before larly expressed, " tending to the prejudice
them and they made no " specious appear- of the public worship of God in the
ances," since, as far as possible, it was both churches."
Had it been expressed, " the
their endeavour and interest to be as much prejudice of hearing the established clergy
hid in their meetings as might be, far less in the churches, it needed not be much
were they chargeable with " false pretences controverted: but God's worship ought not
least

seditious.

religion in themselves

;

to religion :" yea, I will venture to afErm

that

much

now

in Scotland,

of the real exercise of rehgion

to be confined to the

when

churches, especially

The Lord witnessed his
was among them, and such acceptance of worshipping him in the fields

persons present thereat, are to relieve the magistrates, as the council shall think fit to order the
same ; it being notwithstanding free to the
council to fine the inhabitants of burghs for
being present at conventicles within or without
burghs, or where their wives or children shall
be present at the same.
And further, his
majesty understanding that divers disaffected
persons have been so maliciously wicked and
disloyal, as to convocate his majesty's subjects to
open meetings in the fields, expressly contrary
to many public laws made thereanent; and
considering that these meetings are the rendezvouses of rebellion, and tend in a high measure
to thedisturb.inceof the public peace, doth therefore, -with advice and consent foresaid, statute
and declare, that whosoever, without license or
authority foresaid, shall preach, expound scripture, or pray, at any of those meetings in the
field, or in any house where there be more
persons than the house contains, so as some of
them be without doors (which is hereby declared
to be a field conventicle) or who shall convocate
any number of people to these meetings, shall
be punished with death, and confiscation of
their goods.
And it is hereby ottered and
assured, that if any of his majesty's good subjects
shall seize and secure the persons of any who
shall either preach or pi'ay at these field-meetings, or convocate any persons thereto, they
shall for every such person so seized and secured,
have five hundred raerks paid unto them for
their reward, out of his majesty's treasurj', by
the commissioners thereof, who ai'e hereby
authorized to pay the same and the said seizers
and their assistants are hereby indemnified for
any slaughter that shall be committed in the
apprehending and securing of them. And as to
all heritors and others aforesaid, who shall be
present at any of these field-conventicles, it is
hereby declared, they are to be fined, toties
qiiohes, in the double of the respective fines
appointed for house-conventicles ; but prejudice
of any other punishment due to them by law as
;

thus

filled.

seditious persons and disturbers of the peace
and quiet of the kirk and kingdom. And seeing the due execution of laws is the readiest
means to procure obedience to the same ; therefore, his majesty, with consent and advice fore-

doth empower, warrant, and command all
Stewarts of stewartries, lords of regalities, and their deputes, to call before them, and
try all such persons who shall be informed
to have kept, or been present at conventicles
within their jurisdictions, and to inflict upon
these who shall be found guilty, the respective
fines exprest in this act ; they being always
countable to the commissioners of his majesty's
treasury, for the fines of all heritors within their
bounds.
And his majesty, for the encouragesaid,

sheriffs,

ment of the said sherili's, Stewarts, and lords of
regalities, to be careful and diligent in their
duties therein, doth allow to themselves all the
fines of any persons, within their jurisdictions,
under the degree of heritors ; and requires the
lords of his majesty's privy council to take
exact trial of their care and diligence herein :
and if the sheriffs, Stewarts, and bailiffs, be
negligent in their duties, or if the magistrates
within burghs shall be negligent in their utmost
diligence, to detect and delate to the council all
conventicles within their burghs, that the council inflict

such censures and punishments upon

them as they shall think fit. And the lords of
his majesty's privy council are hereby required
to be careful in the trial of all field and houseconventicles kept since the first day of October,
one thousand six hundred and sixty-nine, and
before the date hereof, and that they punish the
same conform to the laws and acts of state formerly made thereanent.
And lastly, his majesty being hopeful that his subjects will give
such cheerful obedience to the laws, as there
shall not be long use of this act, hath therefore,
with advice foresaid, declared, that the endurance thereof shall only be for three years, unless
his majesty shall think fit that it continue
longer.
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very sensibly.

fields, especially in this

christiau manner, "

reformed religion,"

That the proin houses and
bloody and anti-

God

worshipping

was a scandal
I

to

do not question

;
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hearts of subjects fi'om this govern-

ment;
in

shall

another

we

family will do so likemse

the

Must poor

but

and under a persecuted

that the practice of presbyterians, here pro-

,pr.r,

think that praying
?

presbyterians, in a sinful time,

to pray together

lot,

be hindered

Lord

to the

?

And

if

an outed minister comes to a family where
practice of our own reformers, and that of he is desired, shall it be sedition in him
ahnost all the reformed churches, in less to pray to God " out of his own house ?"

Mas not

hibited,

so, is

evident from the

straitening circimistances than Scotland

was

The

This, I confess,

is

a " scandal to the re-

advisers to this and the
like severe laws, certainly " cast a reproach

formation," yea to Christianity

on the king's govermnent, and alienated the
hearts of some of the best of his subjects
from him," of which he was not altogether
insensible,
M'hen it was too late ; but

be the import of the

in at present.

nothing of disregard to the king's person or
govermnent, could as yet be objected against
the preachers at these meetings.

come forward

I

to consider the statutory

part of this act, which

is

double

house conventicles, and wh?it
field

meetings.

Even

;

against

now was called

as to the

fii'st

the act

runs very hard; but as to the second

um-easonably severe.

The hardships

it is

as to

house conventicles, will appear in the persons discharged, and the penalties.
It is
then statute, that no "outed ministers," this
one would almost expect, but it is added,
"

no others,"

shall preach,

expound

scrip-

family."

the

ministers of Christ through all

the

A foreign minister,

refoiTtned churclies.

he come to Scotland, must either turn

if

epis-

copal, or be persecuted for the exercise of

his

office.

Here

all

ministers,

substitutes of the bishops,

by the

save the

and these allowed

council, are discharged " to preach,

pray, or
in

their

And

expound scripture any where but
own house, and to their owni

act, as I

and
if it

cannot see

end this, as it relates to
the persons, none must be present at such
a meeting for " prayer, expounding, or
preaching," under the following penalties.
but

it is.

to

Which brings me to the other branch of
hardships, " the penalties."
Both preachers
and hearers fall under the pains of sedition,
and rebellion, I think, too, for a house conventicle.

The minister is

and imprisoned,

till

he

to be seized upon,

find caution not to

keep another conventicle, under the pain of
five thousand merks; a round siun indeed,
and much more than many of the outed
ministers had left them.
In short, they
must either bind themselves to give up their
ministerial conmiission, or vohmtarily banisli

themselves out of the king's dominions ;
for " praying to God any where

"any M'here but intheu' own and all this
This breaks in upon the rights of else but in

ture, or pray

itself,

a reproach on the king's government,

their

own

liouses."

The poor

hearers and joiners, toties quoties, are fined;
" an heritor in a fom-th part of his yearly

valued rent, a tenant and labom-er of the

ground

in twenty-four pounds, a cottar in
twelve pounds, a servant in the foiu-th part of

their fee."

And

that none might escape,

wives and children are fined in the
half of the former siuns "respective."
The
reader shall, within a little, know what pi'otheii'

why not to their own family digious sums were decerned against many
upon the road, or in another house ? And gentlemen, for an accimiulated number of
what reason can be given Avhy they should times they were alleged to be guilty, in the
not preach, &c. in another family, where terms of this act. And to secure all, " they are
providentially they happened to be, when it to be imprisoned till they pay the said fines;"
did not interfere with public worship in the yea, that they may be doubly punished for
churches ? It is yet more strange to find one fault, they are to be imprisoned further,
them discharged " to pray any where but in " as long as the coimcil sees fit." This
theii* own house, and to their own family."
was a good clause to keep them from incurIf it must be supposed that " preaching and ring new fines; but the penalties do not
opening the scriptures," mil alienate the end here. Further, to discourage these so

family;" and
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conventicles,"

the master or mistress of the house

to be "fined

double the former rates."

Yet

all this

l)ut

such meetings increased, to the fretting

did not discourage good people

;

and galling of the

prelates.
Lastly, to be a
cover for magistrates' persecution in burghs,

the magistracy are most
for such tines as

liable

.

.

reasonably

made

the council shall

for every house meeting within the
burgh and they are to have their relief off
and the
the housekeepers and hearers
inllict,

;

;

council are

empowered to fine the inhabitants,

as they see good, to the boot.

But the

[BOOK

ir.

and secm-e the ministers or convomeetings :" and if any, in
apprehending them, shall commit slaughter,
they are indemnified. Here is a price of
blood, and a reward of unrighteousnessseize

cators of such

And

the reader will notice a temptation,

and a kind of necessity here laid upon the
people, by the prelates and their supporters,
to bring arms mth them when they came to
hear the gospel
which afterwards was
punished by death, and about which so
much noise is made by the friends of the
bishops, and the advocates for those times.
First they attempt, and then accuse and
;

punish.
They constrain people to bring
more severe and arms to defend their ministers, Avho venthe ministers and moeters at them have tui'ed their lives to preach the gospel of the
abundance of hard names bestowed upon kingdom to them, as they would not see
them, " maliciously wicked, disloyal, tending them butchered, for their regard to their
statutory part of the act, anent

field conventicles, is

in

yet

;

a high measure to the breach of the

souls;

and theu they declare

public peace."

treason.

two

One vrould think, the fii-st
much in house as in field con-

conventicles, real

Field conventicles are described

toties qiioties^

are as

venticles.

As

to be

this

to the hearers at those field

and

legal, for

every

fault,

the " former fines are doubled,

what every one would guess

to be, not only

hut prejudice of what other punishments
open fields," the law lays them imder, as seditious perbut likewise " meetings in a house for sons, and distm-bers of the public peace."
prayer and preaching, where more meet How oft must the same crime be punished?
than the house contains, and some are
As this law in all its points is extraorwithout doors." Now what a hardship was dinary, so the execution of it must be pro-

them

to be, " meetings in the

this, that a

minister and a house-full of people

.should only be

punished as above

two or three happen

but

?

if

portionably out of the

only

all sheriffs,

common

road.

Not

stewards, lords of regalities,

to be without doors

but their deputes are empowered, yea comwhat manded, upon information, to call before
difference can any reasonable man suppose them all persons within their respective
this to make, in the supposed
crimes jurisdictions, Avhom they suspect; and upon
answerable to the vastly different punish- finding them guilty, to exact the above
ments; especially when the minister either named fines. They are indeed made acknew it not, or could not help it, or some idle countable to the council for the fines of
and malicious persons, with a design to heritors but as a bribe, and the wages of
the minister and convocator must die

:

:

make

the meeting death, did gather about

the doors

?

Well, the minister and convo-

were no severities
two brothers,

reigns of the

all

the fines of others

given to themselves.

It

must be

ai'e

o^^aied

was a very effectual way to execute this
and by the way it wiU be
noticed, that this clause puts me, or any
who give accounts of the exorbitant and
exercised in the terrible fines and exactions, for many years
and term them following, upon this act, perfectly out of

cator of such a meeting, " shall be punished
with death and confiscation of goods." I
hope the reader will observe the impudence
and effrontery of the prelatic writers, who tell
us, there

um-ighteousness,

" a time of the mildest government."

this

severe act;

Fur- case to give a calculation of them. No registemper of ter M'as kept, no account Mas to be made,
such who pushed these cruel acts, a reward and aU was pocketed. By this time many of
of live hunth-ed merks is offered out of the them have made a reckoning before the
treasury, to such a.s shall " inform against. highest tribiuial, whither some of them have
ther, to gratify the persecuting

—

:
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very suddenly
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this

iniquity

less it

of

be from some principles, which
fashionare turned so

j

^^^

late

by a law. I could instance, but able among the prelatists, whereby all
names to be buried with the reformed chiu"ches abroad, are un-

shall leave their

them

And

in th<'ir graves.

lest this bribe

The

churched.

act

says " that

baptisms

should not be effectual enough, the council

by persons not publicly authorized, are

are ordered carefully to inquire after, and
overlook those inidor executors of this law,

scandalous

and punish
It is

much

their neglect, as they find cause.
this act is not

made

to look back,

many of our

How,

management Avas

Scots

"the protestaut

laws.

in

so

carefully to punish former faults,

tism, or

now

ing to fonner laws.

of

All

is

accord-

shut up with the

protestaut

when

religion."

the whole of our

calculated for bring-

ing in of popery, they, upon every turn, hook

However, lest this omission should be
improven to the advantage of presbyterians,
the council are ordered to look back, and

as M-as the fashion

to the

at a time,

am

this I

religion,"

which they had

at heart, I shall not determine

little

persuaded

of,

that

it is

a scandal

to the protestaut religion, to restrict bap-

make

its

validity

depend upon a

person's being publicly authorized by the

The penalties upon bapby any not thus authorized, are the

parliament's hopes, that this act would do

civil magistrate.

the business of presbyterians, either kill

tisms

them, or convert them in three years' time,
and so it is made only for that space. And
the king is empowered, as a branch of his
prerogative, to protract and lengthen it out

fourth part of the heritor's yearly valued

as he pleaseth.

I

hundred poimds to the better sort,
pounds to the meaner kind of
merchants, tredesmen and tenants, twenty
have taken a large view pounds to cottars, and the half of their fee

of the contents of this act, as containing a
full docimient of the spii'it of prelates, the

rent, a

and

fifty

to servAxits, totiesguoties.

And all

the fines,

severity of this period, and the hardships

except those of heritors, are given as above,
to the under executors, to encourage them

presbyterians were under at this time, and

to diligence in persecution,

shall very quickly despatch the rest.

curate, or

Their sixth act
tisms," and

I

Its narrative I

is

" against disorderly bap-

have annexed it in a note.*
cannot well account for, iin-

* Act anent baptisms, 1G70.

Forasmuch

as the disorderly carriage of

some

persons, in ^vithdrawing from the ordinances of
the sacraments in their own parish churclies,
and procuring their children to be baptized by
persons not publicly authorized or allowed, is
highly scandalous to theprotestant religion, and
tends exceedingly to the increase of schism and
profanity ; therefore the king's majesty, ^vith
advice and consent of his estates in parliament,
doth statute and ])roliibit all his majesty's subjects, that none of them, of whatsoever degree or
quality, presume to offer their children to be
baptized by any but such as are their own parish
ministers, or else by such ministers as are authorized by the present established government of
the church, or licensed by his majesty's council,
upon a certificate from the minister of the parish,
if he be present, or in his absence, by one of the
neighbouring ministers ; and declares, that the
father of any child which shall be otherwise
baptized, shall be liable to the pains and penalties following, viz. every heritor, life-renter, or
proper wadsetter, shall be lined in a fourth part
,

when the bishop*

any other informs.

This act was

a foundation for terrible exactions, and the
contravening of it was more easily evinced

than that of the former.

of his valued yearly rent; every person above
the degree of a tenant, having a personal, but no
real estate, in one hundred pounds Scots; every
considerable merchant in one hundred pounds ;
every inferior merchant, or considerable tradesman, and every tenant labouring land, in fifty
pounds ; every meaner burgess, tradesman, inhabitant within burgh, and every cottar, in
twenty pounds Scots ; and every servant in half
And his majesty, with advice forea year's fee.
said, requires the sheriffs, Stewarts, lords of regalities and their deputes and magistrates of
burghs royal, within their several bounds and
jurisdictions, to be careful to put this act in
execution ; and that upon information from the
bishop of the diocese, or any other, they call before them, and judge the persons contraveners
Lil:ethereof, and uplift the penalties foresaid.
as, his majesty, for the further encouragemen)
of the said sheriffs, and others foresaid, to do
their duty herein, doth allow them to retain for
their own use, the fines of the several persons
above-mentioned, except these of the heritors,
for which they are to be countable to the commissioners of his majesty's treasury.

;
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act I have likewise

added, in a note.*
separation,

and

is

It is

against

toleration to papists.f In reading the narra-

in their several parishes,

and

to attend all the
ordinary meetings of divine worship

it

wiU appear the lawgivers

keeping of the meetunder the prelates and
their ciu-ates, is a compliance " with his
majesty's govenunent, as now estahlished in
take

good subjects, to acknowledge and comply with
his majesty's government, as it is by the laws of
the kingdom established in church and state,
and in order thereunto to give their cheerful
concurrence and countenance to such ministers,
as by public authority are, or shall be admitted

II.

the persecution of prcshyterians, and a real

hoth a great foundation of tive of this law,

* Act anent separation, 1670.
Forasmuch as it is the duty of all his majesty's

[BOOK

it

for granted, that

ings for worship,

the chtu-ch," that

is, as I take it, with his
royal supremacy, " and a cheerful concur-

rence M'ith such ministers, as hy public
authority, are or shaU be admitted :"

and

public and
therefore it is the less to be wondered at,
in the same; and seeing the laws of the kingdom
have declared a withdrawing, and not keeping that presbyterians, ^vho could not in conof, and joining iu these meetings, to be seditious,
science comply with either the one or the
and of dangerous example and consequence, his
other, under this view of the sense of the
majesty conceives himself also bound in conscience and duty to interpose his authority, that
the public exercises of God's worship be countenanced by all his good subjects, and that such
as upon any pretext do disorderly withdraw, be parish churches for the space of one year, notIiy the censures of the law made sensible of their
withstanding of their being fined as aforesaid;
miscarriages, and by the authority of the law, it is ordained, that the sheriffs and other judges
<lrawn to a dutiful obedience to it
and there- aforesaid, within their several jurisdictions,
fore, his majesty, with advice and consent of his
delate them to his majesty's privy council, who
estates in parliament, statutes, ordains, and com- are hereby authorized to call the said persons
mands all his good subjects of the reformed reli- before them, and to require them to subscribe
gion within this kingdom, to attend and fre- the bond following.
" 1
oblige mj'quent the ordinary meetings appointed for divine self, that I shall not upon any pretext or colour
worship, in their own parish churches, declaring whatsoever, rise in arms against the king's
hereby, that every such person who shall three majesty, or any having his authority or comLord's days together, withdraw and absent them- mission, nor shall assist nor countenance any
selves from their own parish churches, without
who shall rise in arms." And if any person so
a reasonable excuse, to be allowed or disallowed called and required, shall I'efuse or delay to
by the judges and magistrates after-mentioned, subscribe the bond, that the lords of his majesty's
shall, tolics qiiolies, be liable to the pains and
privy council secure, or banish them, as they
penalties following, viz. every person having shall think fit.
And it is hereby declared, that
land in heritage, life-i-ent, or proper wadset, in upon such refusal or delay to sign this bond,
the eighth part of his or her valued yearly rent
the single escheat and life-rent escheat of the
every tenant in six pounds Scots; every cottar refusers or delayers shall fall and appertain to
or servant in forty shillings Scots every person his majesty, aiul is to be intromitted with, and
above the degree of a tenant, and who hath a disposed of for his majesty's use. Likeas, the
personal, but no real estate, in twelve pounds lords of his majesty's privy council, are hereby
Scots ; every considerable merchant, in twelve required to call, from time to time, for an
pounds Scots ; every inferior merchant, and con- account from the sheriffs, and others foresaid,
siderable tradesman, in six pounds Scots ; every of their diligence in putting this act in execution;
other meaner burgess, tradesman, and inhabitant and if they be found negligent, that they inflict
within hurgh, in forty shillings Scots.
And such censures and punishments on them, as
his majesty, with advice and consent foresaid,
they shall judge fit.
And it is further declared,
doth commit the execution of this act, and the that this act is to endure only for the space of
raising the penalties above-mentioned, to the three years, unless his majesty shall think fit it
sheriiis, Stewarts, lords of i-egalities and their
continue longer.
And it is further hereby prodeputes, and to magistrates of burghs within vided, that this act is to be without prejudice of
their several respective jurisdictions, and doth the censures of the church, to be used against
hereby authorize and require them to be careful such who shall be absent from the public meetto see this act put in due execution ; and in
ings for God's worship, conform to the former
order thereunto, that they examine upon oath acts and practices of the church thereaneiit.
such persons in every parish as they shall think
f " The earl of Lauderdale with his own hand
fittest, for discovery of such as shall withdraw,
put in a word in the act that covered the papists,
and thereby incur the penalties above-mentioned. the fines being laid on such of the reformed
And lor their encouragement herein, his majes- religion as went not to church. He pretended
ty, with advice foresaid, doth hereby allow to
by this to meet with the popish party, the duke
themselves the tines of all persons within their of York in particular, whose religion w^as yet
respective jurisdictions, below the degree of a secret to us in Scotland, though it was none at
heritors, they being always countable for the
court.
He said to myself, he had put in these
fines of the heritors to the commissioners of his
words on design to let the party know they
majesty's treasury.
And in case any heritor, were to be worse used than the papists themliferenter, or proper wadsetter, shall be so froBurnet's History of his
selves."
Times,
:

;

ward and

—

obstinate, as to

withdraw from

their

vol.

i.

p.

430.—£r/.
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legislator, did

Their withdraw-

withdraw.

was before in law sedition but now the
king is made " to reckon himselt" in conscience bound" to go some further lengths,
and so commands aU his " subjects of the
ing-

;

reformed religion" to attend public worship,
under the penalties afternaraed. This ^Yas,

and most reasonably, reckoned a relaxation
of

made

the former laws

.all

against papists,
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merely for conscience' sake.

The

council are likewise to look after

the execution of this

act, and censure
judges for their negligence : and it
to endure three years, and as long further

inferior
is

as the king,

i.

e.

the prelates, pleaseth, and

be without prejudice of ecclesiastical
censures.
In this parliament then we see
a very broad foundation laid for heavy and
to

and a material toleration to them. So they rigorous persecution of presbyterians, in
took it, and the executors of the law never their goods, liberty, and life. The council
but all protestants Avho and under-judges were not negligent in the
touched them
withdraw from their parish church three execution of those acts, during the eight
:

Lord's days together, are to be fined

tuf/es

follo\\'ing years, Avhich,

together Mith the

guoties. Heritors in the eighth part of their

sending into the west country a barbarous

pounds Scots, cottars
and servants in forty shillings, merchants
and tradesmen as in the act
and the

rits, all

rent, tenants in six

;

&c. are bribed to execute this, as

sheriffs,

in the fifth act above.

And

besides, they

made judges of relevancy

are

the

to

as

excuse for absence, though they be parties,
in all cases, save that of heritors,

and would

probably determine favourably for their

now

of the lion; and that brings

to

noticed.

Of

accommodation proposed with presand other methods taken this
year, by bishop Leighton.
the

byterians,

pretty singular clause

is tacked to this
an heritor, liferenter or wadsetter
continue a year absent from his parish

law.

If

church, the
to

me

to

;

A

paw

before the

for

discovering the guilty in every parish which
was a new handle of persecution, according
to the second act just

chargeable upon these unaccountable laws,
and their severe execution. But we shall
first meet with the cunning of the fox, going

own

They are further empowered
take what oaths they find needful
purse.

Highland host, to exasperate people's spiwhich issued in a second and fruitless appearance at Both well, was justly

sheriffs,

who

the council,

of nonresistance

annexed

&c. are to delate them
are to put the bond

and

to the act to

passive

obedience,

;

are to secure or banish them;

"single and liferent escheat
to the king,

and

is

and their

falls

imme-

to be

inter-

meddled with for his use. This both
quickened the under-executors of the law to
their

work

take

it

of fining, lest the council should
out of their hand, and proved, in a
few years, ruining to the estates and families

of not a

iev,:

It

cannot escape the reader's

remark, that the loss of single and liferent
escheat, imprisonment, and banishment, is
here the punishment annexed to simple

withdrawing from parish churches
the fines

the

iiplifted before.

under-exactors

This

is

;

rigid

with prebyterians,

measures taken
I

come

and to divide them among
Robert Leighton, bishop
of Dunblane, upon archbishop Burnet's
demission, was made commendator, or admitheir principles,

Mr

nistrator of the archbishopric of

and

;

with relation

who

lived in that

to presbyterian ministei-s
diocese.
lay,

Glasgow

this altered matters a little

This

man

than the rest

up upon another
of the bishops.
Someset

what hath been said of his character in the
first book
I shall only now add, that he
was son to Dr Leighton;* who for his
:

" Zion's Plea against Prelacy," had his ears
cropt in England.

The

son,

from zealous

violent covenanter at Newbottle,

beside

may have

plain oppression.

to give

account of some attempts of another nature
made upon them, in order to shalie them off

them and upon their themselves.

refusal or delay to subscribe the bond, they

diately

Having considered the
this year

See note, vol.

i.

p.

237.

by

desert-

;;
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ing

his

charge there,

g-ot

in

to

was granted

liberty

[BOOK
to

all,

11,

to table their

be principal of Edinburgh, where
he led a very monkish life and after the
restoration, turned so courtly, as to em-

complaints against their ministers, before
the bishop and the assistants he had as-

brace the meanest of the bishoprics

itself in this

:

:

and

Whatever zeal seemed

sumed.

new

to discover

step the bishop was pleased

now, having- the see of Glasgow in cotu- to take, yet no great advantage to the
mendam, he affected to show himself first interests of pure religion was expected by
pui'e, and then peaceable
and appoints persons who considered how matters stood.
a puj'ging committee for his clergy, and Every body knew, that while the bishop
then endeavours to retrieve their credit, was at Dunblane, he had as scandalous and
by bringing some of the most eminent ignorant a clergy as in Scotland, and yet
preachers of the prelatical set to the Avest. there, he never offered to turn one of them
Towards the end of the year, his proposal out.
When this committee met in September,
for an accommodation was made. A taste of
each of these perhaps the reader may desire, they endeavoured to make as narrow a door
and though they do not so directly relate as might be for complaints and delations
to the sufferings, I shall hint a little at and in the entry, to put an effectual bar in
;

them,

since

we have

not the ecclesiastic

the

way

of accusations,

it

was urged, that

none should be permitted to table a comWhen the bishop entered upon the ad- plaint against a minister, unless he first took
ministration, he finds the country full of and signed the declaration but finding from
complaints of the scandals of his clergy; some lawyers with them, that they had no
and, I suppose at his first synod, he appoints warrant to require the declaration, this proa committee of his underlings to receive posal was unwillingly laid aside. I find it
complaints, reg^ilate the affairs of ministers, remarked by some, that to discourage comconvene before them the scandalous and plaincrs, they ordered that such as did
unworthy, make trial of A\'hat «as laid to succumb in the probation of their libel,
their charge, and to determine according as should appear in sackcloth before the conthey found cause. As far as I can learn, gregation, as slanderers of their minister
this committee was not restricted to the and accordingly, that one, in the entry upon
history of this time.

;

members of the diocese

of Glasgow

Mr Naiin, ]Mr Aird,
whom we shall find just

Mr

Charters,

;

but

his fiiilure in full probation,

and

sured,

ad

terrorem.

proof.

acquainted with the design, interpose their

matter too far

authority in the matter, by their act, August

things a good

:

25th.

"

The

council being informed, that

the synod of Glasgow have appointed a

was thus cen-

my avm share,

spatter

Whether

the committee drove this
I

many

cannot

tell.

parishes

w ere

By

those

hindered

from appearing against their curates, expecting but little justice from the bishop and his

committee of their number, to hear and
trial of such complaints as shall be

assistants

given in to them against scandalous minis-

for a little

take

for

think nobody should be suffered to bethe reputation of others, without

uo^\'
some others,
were brought west upon another eirand,
were joined to them and the council being

I

But

:

and where

it

could be got done,

not a few chose rather to agree with them

money, voluntarily to remove.
of, and some u ent
all encouragement in what is committed to to Ireland, some to the north and east
them, do appoint Sir John Cochran of country, whence they came. However, in
Ochiltree, Sir Thomas Wallace, Sir John some places the probation was so clear,
Cuningham, Sir John Harper, the provosts there was no getting by it. The incumbent
of Glasgow and Ayr, to meet Mith them, at Killallan, in the presbytery of Paisley,
and countenance and assist them, and be was deposed simpliciter. His nearest neighcareful that their orders and citations be bour in Kilmalcom, of whom before, with
Public intimation was made some three or four others, were only transobeyed."
throughout the diocese of Glasgow, that ported, and removed elsewhere, although
ters

;

and

it

being expedient that they have

This severals did accept

—

;
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several acts of drunk euiiess

were

directly

moderate

evident partiality of the committee,

highfliers

of

proven against them.

The

SCOTLAND.

OI'

the

bishop
great

177
of

Sarum,

eyesores

of

one
the

^^^^'

and Tories in England, and a
in the case of the foreraentioned JafFrey of very great ornament to his native counMayhole, made the greatest noise. We try; Mr Laurence Charters, a man of
have heard, that lately he libelled his pa- great worth and gravity, but not altonow gether so fit for a mission of this nature,
rishioners for an attempt upon his life
they take their turn, and libel and prove by reason of his unpopular utterance Mr
before this committee the crimes of profane James Aird, commonly called " bishop
swearing, striking, fighting, and plain drunk- Leighton's ape;" Mr Patrick Cook, and
enness yet the committee were in a fair Mr Walter Paterson.
These persons, at
way to absolve him, and censure his ac- least some of them, were of such reputation
cusers ; and would have done so by plurality and credit with tlieir admirers, that it was
;

;

:

of voices, had not the bishop, ashamed of

and in the plenitude of
episcopal power, forbid him the exercise

tliis,

his

interposed,

Thus the

of his ministry in that parish.

committee were either
unjust in

partial, or the

bishop

which was indeed

his censure,

generally looked on as soft, and very dis-

proportioned to his crimes, and both were

However, the people got

blamed.

this troublesome

account

I

have of

guest.
this

This

is

rid of

the

all

purging committee,

which made so much noise, and did so

little

to the purpose.

About the same
another method

time, the bishop took

to

prevent any fiu-ther

indulgence to presbyterian ministers, and,

if

reckoned

all

by them, or
they

fell

the west would be proselyted

much exposed, if
not in with them; but they themat least very

selves found matters otherwise

came.*

Few

proselytes

when they
were made, and in

many

places where they came, they could
not have a congregation. Two or three
hundred were the utmost, and these mostly
of the younger sort, who came out of curi-

and after a day or two left them; so
that very soon they wearied of their fruitless
osity,

undertaking, and the gravest of them frankly
owned, that the west country could not be
edified so well as

by their own ministers.
the least hurt by this

The indulged had not
experiment.

Beside the stipend of parishes

where they preached till they wearied, I am
and to cast a cloud upon the indulged told, the council bestowed liberal rewards
presbyterian ministers. The council are pre- upon them.
The last effort bishop Leighton made,
vailed with to hire and send west, some of
the episcopal clergy, ^^'hose fame, learning, was, toward the close of this year, by the
and preaching gifts, might most recommend accommodation proposed to some of the
them to the people in the west country. I presbyterian ministers. The design of this
but I was nothing else but to hook in the presbyfind nothing of this in the registers
am well informed, they had all of them terian ministers to an unperceived subjection
the snare was seen, and pruletters from the council to go west, and a to bishops
share of the vacant stipends promised them, dently and cautiously evited.
The case of
or a gratuity from the treasury. Those
were by the country people termed ironically,
* Burnet, speaking of this affair, says, " The
" the bishop's evangelists."
As far as I
possible, to retrieve the credit of the clergy,

;

:

can recover them, their names were,

Mr

James Nairn, a person of very considerable
learning and gifts, but inclinable to the
Pelagian tenets, as was then thought Mr
;

Gilbert Biu-net, well

known

to the world

since, first professor of divinity at

and

Glasgow,

after that persecuted for his appearing

against popery, and for the cause of liberty

and since the revolution, the learned and
I.

people of the country came generally to hear us,
though not in great crowds. We were indeed
amazed to see a poor commonalty so capable to
argue upon points of government, and on the
bounds to be set to the power of princes in
Upon all these topics they
matters of religion.
had texts of scripture at hand and were ready
with their answers to any thing that was said
This measure of knowledge was
to them.
spread even among the meanest of them, their
cottagers and their servants." History of his
Own Times, vol. i. p. 431 When or where did
ever episcopacy produce such effects? Ed.
;

—

;;
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this
,

accommodation is already puband in the hands of many

lished,

so

only give a short narrative of this

I shall

Much

business.

year,

of

and the
next.

tlie

;

of

it

last part

was transacted

of

it

this

in the beginning-

All shall be put together in

king's commissioner, Lauderdale, at

IF.

result of this conference was, the com -

missioner allowed presbyterian ministers,

indulged and not indulged, to meet among
themselves,to consider the bishop's proposal

;

and gave them until the first of November,
to think upon an answer. When the bishop

them
among

neglected to give

this place.

The

The

[BOOK

the ministers,

bishop Leighton's desire, wrote letters to
Mr George Hutchison indulged at Irvine,

substance of

INIr Alexander Wedderburn at Kilmarnock,
Messrs Matthew Ramsay and John Baird
at Paisley, Mr John Gombil at Symington,

set

it

his project iuMriting,

themselves, put the

in this shape, to be

communi-

cated to their brethren. " Presbyteries beingu})

by law,

as they %vere established

before the year 163S, and the bishop passing-

from his negative voice, and

we having

come into Edinburgh, liberty to protest and declare against any
August 9th, this year, upon matters of con- remainder of prelatic power retained, or that
siderable importance he had to communicate may happen at any time to be exercised by
They all came at the day, and him, for a salvo for our consciences from
to them.
waited upon the commissioner at Holyrood- liomologation thereof; Quceritiir, Whether
house, where they found some of the coiui- we can, with safety to our consciences and
them

desiring

sellors,

to

bishop Leighton, and

Mr

Bmniet,

principles, join in these presbyteries ?

we

about this time made professor of divinity at
Lauderdale opened the meeting,
(xlasgow.

Avhat else

with acquainting the ministers, that he had
not heard of any miscarriage in any of them
but he had sent for them to advise with
them concerning an accommodation, and to
propose an agreement upon joint measures,

episcopacy being always preserved

it is

that

Or,

Mill desire or do for

peace in the church, and an accommodation,
'?"

Accordingly, the ministers in the south

and west had a very frequent [full] meeting;
and, after full and free conversation, and
matiu-e pondering over every thing which
offered in favoiu* of an accommodation, they
M'hich might tend to the peace of the church
and enlarged upon the king's great conde- all agreed that the above concessions were
scension to them, and his wishes for a not sufficient to be a foundation of their
complete unity and harmony. Bishop Leigh- sitting and acting in presbyteries and synods
ton seconded the commissioner in a long with the prelates. I have seen several papers
harangue, insisting much upon his majesty's which at this time passed among the ministers
clemency and benignity, mixing in some on this subject and the v riter of " the case
bitter remarks upon some alleged evils in the of the accommodation " hatli, at great length,
presbyterian constitution, he had observed given the arguments against tlie proposed
:

when among them. The ministers made no accommodation.
reply to him, this being not so proper a
place

but,

;

on the morrow

in his chamber,

they answered his reflections at full length.
Lauderdale pressed that they might give
their sentiments of the proposal of an ac-

The

substance

of the

meeting of
ministers, as far as I can reach them, was in
short, That although presbyterian ministers
did sit and act with bishops before the (year)
1G3S, yet then presbyterian government was
reasons offered against

it,

at the

commodation betwixt the dissenting parties in possessorio, by standing acts of parliament
about church government in the west. They not rescinded ; and the prelates were merely
signified that the proposal did concern the obtruded upon presbyteries and synods:
^^'hole body of presbyterians, indidged and whereas now, episcopacy is established, and
not indulged, and declined to give their presbyteries are by law discharged. By the
private

judgment

in a thing of general con-

act of parliament 1592, presbyteries

were

ned to be coiu-ts of Clu-ist ; the intrinsic
power and spiritual jiu-isdiction of the chm-ch

Mere consulted.
They likewise desired the proposal might
be given them in writ which the bishop

o\\

promised, but did not ])prform.

synods, and general assemblies, was then

cern,

till

their

brethren

;

and

its

judicatories, sessions, presbyteries,

;
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but now that act is rescinded, tlie cases, necessiu'ily infer any appro- ,„r,,
ratified
government and policy of the church is bation of the corruptions of the
declared to depend upon, and to be ordered minister, or mouth of the worshipping
by tlie " royal supremacy," as an inherent society but they could not see how to
:

:

of this,

join in discipline, without approving of the

bishops are allowed to assume whom they
please in presbyteries and synods, as mere

episcopal power, whereby the acts of discipUne were exercised. In short, though this

and these meetings now entirely
depend upon the king's supremacy, and the

proposal should have taken in the bounds of

prerogative of the crown.

By virtue

assistants;

prelates as his substitutes.

that the old presbyterians

added,

the synod of Glasgow, yet the rest of the
prelates Avere utterly averse

made a diticrence the ministers reckoned

this

from it. In fine,
accommodation

The
with a bishop, inconsistent with their principles.
and sitting presbyteries they were to meet in, were
him in his " diocesan synod." After founded only upon the bishop's commission,
pretended assembly at Glasgow was which he might enlarge or straiten as he

betwixt

sitting- in presl)yteries

his " constant moderator,"

or
A>

It Avas

ith

the

ratified,

were invested pleased they were denuded of the power
power of ordination and juris- of jurisdiction and ordination, Avliich the

1612, and the bishops

M'ith the sole

:

diction, the presbyterian ministers, generally

speaking,

left

the bishops' meetings; and, as

soon as Providence opened a door, they did
their utmost to be rid of the prelates, and
brought about that notable reformation 1 638,
of which a joining with the bishops, as

now

Further, as to the bishop's negative voice,

the present ])roposal did not appear to them

and

distinct.

The bishop had

wanted ruling

they

elders, officers, in their opin-

ion of Christ's institution.

In a word, the

was still clothed
power, though he should,

bishop, in the presbytery,

with an episcopal

for a while, lay aside the exercise of

it

;

and

they reckoned their sitting with him homo-

proposed, would be a plain giving up.

clear

own hand:

bishop reserved in his

lately

logated episcopacy.

Upon

all

these accoimts, and

many

others

too long to be narrated, the ministers most

there was no law harmoniously refused the accommodation
though the present commen- and sxich of them as before had been called
dator yielded it, his successor might claim it. into Edinburgh, went back at the appointed
Besides, the bishop faltered a little, as to time. When they came, the noblemen, and
this part of his own proposal, in conversation the earl of Tweeddale in particular, AA'ho had
i\ ith the ministers.
When they asked him been very forward in this matter, Avere gone

used

it

in JafFrey's case

to restrain

it

;

;

what he Avould do, upon the supposition he to London so the ministers resolve to Avait
and the presbytery could not agree upon a then- return, and then give their ansAver, if
MeauAvhile bishop Leighton aspoint in debate; he answered, he would required.
;

enter his dissent against them.

And when

urged, whether his dissent M'ould be any

some
November

saults

more than that of another member, he ference
declined speaking of this,

and

said,

the

of them, by letters of the date
l-2th

and 19th, desiring a con-

and nonindulged,
and offering to explain his proposal, and add
Avith the indulged

behoved to determine that.
So his more concessions. He likewise pressed the
upon the matter, seemed still to be ministers to name time and place. Yet, it
a negative, at least upon the execution of the was knoAvn, that at the same time, he was
presbytery's sentence.
They reckoned a spreading letters to some of his friends,
estates

(Ussent

])rotestation against the episcopal constitution,

while they sat and acted with a bishop,

inveighing against the presbyterians, for not
accei)ting

would be protestatio contraria facto, and so ansAver
no salve to their conscience. A considerable
difference appeared to them betwixt joining
in public worship with a bishop, or such as
MCYG ordained by him, and sitting in coiu"ts
with them ; since the first did not, in all

of his proposal,

Avas not yet

made

though their
Such Avho

public.

received letters from the bishop, advised
Avith their brethren, AA'ho all dissuaded

them

from answering in writ but Messrs Hutchison and Wedderbiu-n Avent into him, and
expostulated with him for his letters to his
;

—

;
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friends just
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now

mentioned.

The

bishop extenuated the matter, and

what he had

alleo'ed

was some

written,

They gave him to
considerable time since.
know, they did not decline a conference,
providing

it

was

legally

allowed by the

but would not name time and
place. At length, when he let them see my
lord Tweeddale's letter to him anent this,
for their part they agreed to the meeting,
raao-istrate

;

which the bishop appointed at Paisley,
December lith.
That day bishop Leighton, the provost of
Glasgow, Sir John Harper of Cambusnethan, Mr Gilbert Burnet, Mr James Ramsay, dean of Glasgow, came to Paisley, and
about twenty-six presbyterian ministers,
indulged and not indulged, met with them
there. The meeting was begun ^^-ith prayer,

by

;

Mr Matthew Ramsay,

the town.

eldest minister of

their con-

The bishop opened

[BOOK

II.

Rogers assiu-ed him, he could disprove this,
and asserted, that the patrons of episcopacy
would never evince, that for some hundreds
of years there was any bishop in the church,
who was not chosen by the clergy, and every
way accountable to them; or that there
were any archbishops, with the power they
now assume. He stated, with a great deal
of plainness, the differences betwixt the primitive and present bishops that these were
stiU chosen by presbyters, and those imposed upon them; these only presided,
those do a great deal more; that in the
primitive times there were more than one
;

in a city,

and so could not have that jui'isdic-

tion they

now

claim.

by denying the primimere precedency, and asserting,
there were then archbishops really, though
they had not the name; and that more
bishops than one in a city was a fault and
Ml- Bm-net replied,

tive bishops'

;

versation with an eloquent and elaborate
He
discourse, of near an hour's length.

that Augustine regrets

harangued upon the peace of the church,
evils of division, and his own condescension
to his brethren, with commendations of episcopacy, and plain enough invectives against
He added some persuasives to
presbytery.
fall in with his proposal, and insinuated

sent bishops

Mr Wedderburn

it.*

answered, that the pre-

were either accountable to

the presbyteries, or uncontrollable; since,
in

most

places, for a long time, there

were no

provincial synods : that Augustine complains

of his entry into a place

where another

bishop was settled, only as the transgression

were not gone into. of a canon of the council of Nice which
had been concerted by supposeth, that before that council, the
the rest, spoke next, and signified, that the practice was ordinary. And whereas the
bretliren had seriously considered the pro- bishop had alleged, it was impossible, from
posal made to them in August and could scripture or antiquity, to prove that mere
not, without quitting their principles, and presbyters had the power of the keys of dis-

pretty open threats,

Mr John

if it

;

Baii-d, as

;

Mr

wronging their conscience, condescend to
sit in judicatories with a bishop, under
whatever name, who is not chosen by these
meetings, nor liable to censure from them for

cipUne

malversation, and, so far as he could, retains

and observed, that

and continues a prelate
with whom they reckoned themselves bound,
by solemn engagements to God, not to com-

the key of doctrine

his negative poAver,

The bishop

ply.

way, "

you

said, in his

usual aflfected

then no hope of peace
?"
is all this in vain

Is there

for

war V

? are

Ralph Rogers resumed some of the
bishop's innuendos and reflections upon
presbyterian government, and refuted them.

Mr

He had

alleged that for

many

hundi-eds of

had never been opposed in
the Christian diurch, except by ^Erius. Mr

years, bishops

Hutchison took notice, that it
gave the power of the keys
of discipline and government, to these to
whom he committed the keys of doctrine

was

•

;

plain, Christ

it was undeniable that
was committed to pres-

I

was "tlien

Own

Times, vol. i. p.
full of liiose matters, so

Burnet, Plistory of his

443, says, "

'

and every one of his
quotations, and turned the whole upon him, with
to be so much
evident
advantages, that were too
And it seemed
as denied by their own party.
I

answered

all his speech,

the person himself thought so; for he did not
The bishop seems to
offer at one word of reply. "
have forgotten that there are many reasons for
the weakness of his
;
opponent
an
to
replying
not
arguments, sometimes being as cogent a one as
their strength.

Ed.

j

j

j

j
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reply

bishop rose up, and

oiFered to this.

beg-g-ed

The

they might not
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Edmbiu-gh : and thev craved „^^
lG/0.
.,
some time to consider the matter
further, Avliich Avas granted them and they

at

,

,

enter upon debates, which would be endless,
and not iuiswer the design of their meeting. Avere told, that against the 1 2th of January
This Avas gone into, only, in the progress of next, their mind Avould be exj)ected at Edintheir discourse, Mr Alexander Jamison biu-gh. Thus the meeting at Paisley ended.
;

reasoned so closely with the bishop, anent

The

the prelates' power over presbyters, that the

fcAv days,

bishop turned a
fell

little

uneasy.

His nose

a bleeding ; whether from this or not I

not detemiine, but he was forced to

met at Kilmarnock in a
and unanimously agreed, that the

ministers

more

last propositions Avere

than the former proposal

:

they drcAv up their mind in

unsatisfactory

and,

I

am

told,

and nomiretire a while.
Several others inclined to nated Mr George Hutchison, Mr Alexander
have entered the lists Avith the bishop and Wedderburn, Mr Robert Miller, Mr William
professor, but were prevented by decla- Maitland, and some others, to go in to
I'ations, that the meeting Avas not for disEdinburgh, and deliver their ansAver in Avrit,
putes.
if it Avas required
and gave them liberty to
Mr William Adair, and Mr James Na~ add to it as they saAV necessary. I have not
smith, apprehending that the liberty talien in seen a copy of Avhat was agreed to at Kiltheir reasonings, might come to be made use marnock, neither do 1 find that they inof as a handle against the Avhole of presby- clined that any thing should come from
terian ministers, moved for a delay till to- them in writ, unless commanded by the
morroAA', and desired the bishop's proposal government, and pressed to it.
I have beThe bishop fore me a copy of some proposals made
in AA riting, to consider upon.
said, he had no Avarrant to give any tiling in about this time; but AA'hether before or
AATit
yet, at Sir John Harper's desire, Mr after the meeting at Paisley, I knoA\' not.
Burnet set doAvn the sum of the bishop's They nere not, as far as I knoAV, agreed to
condescensions, Avhich Avas read coram, and by any meeting of ministers, but draAVTi up
the bishop approved it, as containing his by some private hand, as a counter proposal
mind. I have annexed a copy at the foot of to bishop Leighton's. How far they Avould
shall

Avrit,

;

;

the page.*

And

dip into this

affair,

the reader Avho desires to
will find

them

at length

have

satisfied all presbyteriau ministers in

considered in the case of accommodation.

shall not say

On

loAV,f as Avhat

the morroAV, Avhen the ministers had

considered this paper, they found

it

con-

pro tantOy I
have insert them be-

their present circumstances,
;

but

I

may give some

further light

to this affair.

made

These brethren who were nominated,

Lcighto7i^s proposal at Paislej/,
That if the dissenting brethren will come to
presbyteries and synods, they shall not only not
be obliged to renounce their oAvn private opinion
anent church government, and swear or subscribe any thing thereto, but shall have liberty
.it their entry to the said meeting, to declare and
enter it in what form they please.
2. That all church-affairs shall be managed,
in ])resbyteries or synods, by the free vote of
presbyters, or the major part of them.
8. If any difference fall out in the diocesan
synods, betwixt any of the members thereof, it
shall be lawful to appeal to a provincial synod,
or their committee.
4. That entrants being lawfully presented by
the patron, and duly tried by the presbytery,
there shall be a day agreed on by the bishop anil
presbytery, for their meeting together for their
s(demn ordination and admission, at which there
shall be one appointed to preach, and that it
shall be at the parish church, where he is to be
admitted, except in the case of impossibility, or

extreme inconveniency ; and if any difference
fall in touching that affair, it shall be referable
to the provincial synods, or their committee, as

siderably different from the proposals

* Bishop

1.

any other matter.
5 It is not to be doubted, but my lord commissioner his grace will make good what lie
offered, anent the establishment of presbyteries
and synods; and Ave trust his grace Avill procure such security to these brethren for declaring their judgment, that they may do it Avithout
any hazard, in contravening any law, and that
the bishop shall humbly and earnestly recom-

mend

this to his grace.

That no entrant

shall be engaged to <iny
canonical oath or subscription to the bishop, and
that his opinion anent that government, shall
not prejudge him in this, but that it shall be
C.

free for

him

to declare,

\ Counter-proposal

to the

former.

That episcopacy being reduced to a fixed
presidency in presbyteries, synods, and geneial
1

assemblies,

all

church

matters

be manageci,

,

18^2
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came in to Edinburgh against Ja- they
nuary 1 1th, 1671, where they found this

called " the

[BOOK

II.

kingdom of Christ." Upon

Mr Wedderburn

accepted the chalHamilton, earl of lenge, providing the chancellor and counTweeddale, and some other coimsellors, sellors present would allow him ; and offered
with bishop Leighton and Mr Bui'net. to prove presbyterian principles to be agreethe

chancellor,

dulve

There were two meetings at Holyrood- able to scriptiu-e, reason, antiquity, and the
upon the 11th and 21st, and judgnie.nt of our reformers from popery:
the ministers had several conferences more but the allowance was not granted so this
privately with the bishop, and sometimes proposed accommodation broke up.
with some of the noblemen. I have seen
two written accounts of what passed at
CHAP. VI.
Edinbiu-gh at this time one drawn by the
bishop, which is answered in the appendix OF THE STATE AND SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYto the case of accommodation and another
TERIANS IN THE YEAR 1671.
dra^vai by some of the ministers who went
house,

;

;

;

needless to swell the

in to Edinburgh.

It is

notes with them.

In short, the ministers

This year does not afford so

declared the bishop's proposals unsatisfying

many

them and their brethren and narrated
some reasons why they reckoned them so.
The bishop, at one of the meetings with the

despatch

to

;

offered a dispute with them.
Hutchison very modestly declined this,
observing that he was not in tuto to dispute

chancellor,

Mr

against episcopacy,

by reason of the stand-

ing laws, discharging speaking or writing
against

it,

or arguing for presbyteiy, under

the pains of sedition.

Mr

Burnet insulted

much

,

„^

matter for a history of sufferings, as

ing

it

in this period
it

the

and therefore

;

I shall

more quickly, without break-

into sections.

The indulged

ministers

have their hardships growing upon them,
their brethren, the outed ministers, are
likewise brought into trouble; the persecution is continued upon the account of conventicles,

and several gentlemen, formerly
enough dealt with in

confined, are hardly

their prisons, for their alleged accession to

mean time is very
These things, with some

Pentland; popery in the

upon this, and jeered them, becaiise
they would not appear in their cause, which

mucli increasing.

decided, and determined by the plurality of the
votes of presbyters convened in the said respective meetings, and that bishops act nothing,
neither in ordination or jurisdiction, but by
moderating in the said meetings without a
negative.
2. That it shall not be in the bishop's power
to refuse to concur in the ordination of any
persons lawfully presented by the patron, and
duly tried and approveii by the presbytery ;
and that the ordination be publicly done by the
concurrence of bishop and presbytery at the
parish kirk; and in case the bishop, by some
intervening invincible impediment, cannot keep
the day and hour agreed upon, that a new day
be appointed, and that as soon as possibly can be
thereafter, for the said ordination ; and in case
the bishop shall refuse or delay to concur in the
ordination, the lords of his majesty's privy
council sh.-ill, upon complaint of the patron,
parish, or presbytery, direct letters of horning,
charging him for that effect.
3. That as general assemblies, synods, and
presbyteries, fire razed and quite taken away, by
act of parliament for restitution of bishops 1662,
and the act for a national synod, so they be also
revived again by act of parliament, the indictioii
of t!ie genera! assembly being reserved to the
king, and the moderating in the synods to the

bishops, as also in presbyteries when they are
present, and, in their absence, by other moderators chosen by the synod.
4. That outed ministers, not yet indulged,
shall enter into charges as freely as they who
are indulged.

a

little

other incidental matters this year, I shall

5.

Because

many

godly ministers cannot he
concur

satisfied in their consciences, silently to

with a bishop or a fixed president in the exercise
of government, that it shall be leisom to them at
their first entering into the said presbyteries,
synods, and general assemblies, and as oft thereafter as they shall think fit, to protest.
6. That entrants to the ministry have the
same liberty, and be free of the oath of canonical
obi'dience.
7.

That the oath of allegiance be
power and supremacy in

the king's

cleared,

and

ecclesiastical

matters to be on\y poleslns civHis.
8. And lastly, because the intervals betwixt
general assemblies may be long, to the effect
bishops may be censurable for their lives and
doctrine, that there be a meeting yearly of the

whole bishops, with three or more ministers, to
be chosen by the free votes of the several synods,
who shall have power to depose, suspend, and
otherwise censure the bishops, but have no
power to meddle in any other ecclesiastical
matter.

;
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some

brief accounts

of,

that the state

informed, that hitherto obedience
1671,
hath not been given to the foresaid

of the cliurch of Scotland, under the cross,

may

year after year,

more

the

plainly be

command and
and every one of these ministers,
alloAved by order of council to preach, to
keep presbyteries in time coming and do
hereby confine all tliose Avho shall not give
act of council, do therefore

hath been already observed, that
the real design) of the accommodation, M-hich
seen.

require

It

broke up in the beginning- of this year, was
and when they
to ensnare presbyterians

come

into the net, great care

was

obedience, in keeping presbyteries, AA'ithin
the bounds of their respective parishes

taken to represent them as unreasonable
men, and a party who had nothing to say
for themselves

;

Avhere they preach

while they were not allowed

own

to speak in their

ministers, that

The

It AA-as
i

and to bring- new difficulties upon such as
were already allowed. The restrictions and
limitations laid

upon the indulged brethren

this year,

were put

tion.

find

I

it

who

to a pretty strict execu-

observed by some, that

none of them pretend igno-

hard enough to confine any sub-

continue the stop which was put to ject Avithout a

indulging any more presbyterian ministers,

and ordain extracts of
every one of the said

rance."

bishops took care to improve this occasion,
to

:

this act to be sent to

cause, the present

severe laws putting a bar upon them.

all

:

;

refused to

183

fault,

and yet not disagreeable

to the arbitrary measures of this time
it

looks yet

A\'orse to

;

but

confine ministers, unto

whom they pretend to be alloAving favours,
merely for conscience' sake. This confinement, at first view, may seem to be no great
hardship; yet,

if Ave

consider

how many

some opposition got necessary affairs might siuldenly call thera
the indulgence passed, had some difficulty elscAvhere, and what time and labour it cost
to get it kept up
till it came to appear,
to apply to the council upon every emergent,
that people began to split upon this head, this state AviU not .appear very desirable. I
and divisions to creep in, and then the shall but instance one case.
June 22d,
limitations Avere but little pressed, and their Mr John Bell, minister at Ardrossan, being
confined to his parish, his fiither living
disturbance came to be but very small
only some of the inferior clergy fretted, and Avithin a mile of him, falls sick, and he must
reflected upon Lauderdale, as in heart a apply to the council to visit his dying father.
presbyterian, because he supported the in- They allow him indeed, by their act of the
Lauderdale,

Avith

;

dulgence.

When

the accommodation Avas at an end,

January 26th, the council make an act,
confining all the indulged, who kept not
presbyteries and synods, to their parishes.
" ForasIt is but short, and as folloAAs
:

much

as the lords of his

majesty's priA'y

council, in pursuance of his majesty's royal

pleasure, signified to

June

7th, 16G9, did

1669, ordain

all

by

them by

his letter,

their act of July 27th,

such outed ministers, as

should be alloAved to exercise the ministry,

keep

kirk

above date ; but Avith a proviso, that he go
to no other house without his parish in
coming and going. This may discover to
us the hardship of this act.
1

meet Avith, as to

And

to give all

this confinement, together,

the council, October 3rd,

are

pleased to

Messrs Hutchison, Wedderburn, Miller, and Mo wat, liberty notAvithstanding their
alloAv

confinement, to travel, as their affairs call
them, till November 1st. And November
9th,

Mr

Robert Douglas and

Hunter's liberty

is

Mr

Robert

continued to February

the ministry, and should not obey in keeping
of presbyteries, should be confined Avithin

November 28th, they take
and Mr Spaldin's confinement till February 1st. And in January
and February next year, Mr Hutchison,
Mr Douglas, and Mr George Johnston,
have some liberty granted them. I only

the bounds

notice these hints, to

to

sessions,

synods, as Avas done by

presbyteries,

all

and

ministers before

the year 16.38, and did declare to them,
that such as should be alloAA-ed to exercise

of the parishes

Avhere they

1st,

off

next year.

Mr Gemmil,

show the

strictness

preach, ay and while they give assurance to

of the act, and the trouble ministers were

keep presbyteries

put

:

and the said lords being

to.
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Again the indulged were put to
no small trouble to get up their
They had warrants many times
stipends.
to ask of the council, for getting payment
from the collector. So I find, February 2d,

very active in

every imposition which came about. Their
scruple did not lie at the king's government, but against

command

And, April Gth, u})on
Messrs Ramsay and Eaird

for the year 16G9.

year 1670.

it is

new

given to them to keep that

how

obeyed.

Their continuing to lecture, notwithstand-

moved there, to ing the act of council discharging it last
the payment for the year, was another handle to the enemies of

it

is

The bishops struggled hard

the indulged in the council, and

to

Leighton violently pressed,
that their liberty might be taken from them,
since they had broken their rules.
The
prevent

anniversary days what-

resolve to be very strict in examining

out of the vacant stipends that year. In
July, the council come to ease themselves
pass a general act for

is

all

please the bishops, a

holy day in time to come; and the council

same warrant, to be paid

of this trouble, and

To

soniever.

hundred merks, not paid

at Paisley, get the

while some of the present

it,

bishops had complied with the usurper, and

gets a warrant from the council to the col-

their petition,

commemorate his happy restorawhereas several of them had been

tion;

Black, indulged at Newtyle,

lector, for eight

ir.

willing to

1671.

Mr Thomas

DOOK

this.

sisted upon.

narrated

;

They

in-

and the issue the council comes
" Being
this, is

July 6th, concerning

to,

much

continued, as hath been

:

noblemen urged, that if the indulgence Mere informed, that the ministers allowed to
taken a«ay, conventicles would be yet more preach, do not keep the council's act anent
frequent, and the council troubled every lecturing, the sheriffs are ordered to take
day with complaints, and the country run trial thereof, and send in the names of such
into confusion
so this was waved.
The as contravene, to the council." Thus the
bishop of ISt Andi'ews, and others in coun-i matter is put off for some time.
cil, violently opposed the warrant for grantOther ministers, besides the indulged,
ing their stipends so that with difficulty it were brought to trouble this year. Mr
was carried and, July 6th, au order is John IMenzies, of whom last year, being
:

;

:

given to the collector of the vacant stipends, " to pay the ministers allowed to

cited to appear before the commissioner in

preach, the stipend 1670, retaining in their

his chai'ge, compeared,

own hand the proportions to be paid to
poor scholars, and the clerks of synods and

his

answer what should be laid to
and was confined to
chamber in Edinburgh. Wlien he had
last to

continued there a good time, and no further

was like to be taken of him, he went
home, and preached to his people. Upon
^'S'as
a pretext to the prelates to argue the 14th of January, the council find he
None of hath broken his confinement, and preached
against paying their stipends.
them kept that day as required by the act at his kirk of Carlaverock, and order him
When the day for their to be charged to compear before them that
of parliament.
week-day's sermons happened that time, day fortnight under the pain of rebellion.
they preached and, it was alleged, some of I find no more about him in the council
them appointed their sermons that day of registers, and can give no account how his
notice

presbyteries."

Their carriage, as to the

SI9th of

May,

;

the

week upon

May was

Avhich the twenty-ninth day

upon, to evite trouble

:

others had diets of examination that day

;

of

to

fell

and others chose to baptize children, or
marry some of their people that day, and
explained some portion of scripture to their
Great clamour was raised against
hearers.
them, for not keeping the day in terms of
law; and they Mcre represented as disaffected to the king's government, and not

process ended.

The outed

'

ministers

peaceable, and kept
are complained

upon

who were every way

no

field conventicles,

to the council, for not

keeping their parish churches, in terms of
the last act of parliament and an order is
sent " to the sheriffs of Lanark and Renfrew, March 9th, to acquaint any of the
outed ministers living in their bounds, that
it is the council's pleasure, they either keep
;

;
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the churches M'here they

live,

Avith their families, to places

or remove
where they

win keep it ; and if they do not ohey, that
they imprison them." This act put them
aud their

and

register,
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consider

to

what

is

further to be done for suppressing

conventicles and disorderly field-meetings,
and punish withdrawers from ordinances, and

no small trouble and

quickening those intrusted with the militia to

Further complaints are made against the
outed ministers, for their baptizing children.

Upon the 7th of March,
the council order (Mhich I take to be the
mind of the committee) " the commissioners

families to

charges.

their proper work.

I tiud the council

make

about this; and, when

diligent

inquiry

of the justiciary, viz. the justice-general,

could not be so justice-clerk, and five of the ordinary lords
easily pi-oven, the council first put over the of the session, to take up dittay against the
it

parents into the hands of the bishops, aud
then reijuire the sheriffs to make inquiry

June 29th, " the council

into this matter.

being informed of many disorderly baptisms,
and of some who do not baptize their chil-

dren at

require the bishops to proceed

all,

contra veners of the acts against conventicles,
irregular baptisms,
chiu-ch,

and

they did

know

I

and separation from the

them before them."

cite

What

not, but I find nothing

relative to this in their registers this year.

The 7th

of March, the council cite before

them by church-censures, and report them the cautioners of Messrs Alexander
their diligence to the council."
What re- Hastie, Stobie, Adam, &c. for being at the
port they made, I find not but, it would conventicle at Beeth-hill last year, to proseem, their censures were not much re- duce those persons for Avhom they were
garded and therefore, October 3d, another bound sureties. And upon the 9th of March,
method is taken. " The council consider- Messrs Hastie, Stobie, Adams, &c. compear
ing the many disorderly baptisms that are before the council, and are ordered to attend
abounding, appoint the sheriffs, stewards, the first meeting, in May. But I find no
and lords of regalities, to call for the session more of them this year.
books of each parish, and consider which of
In order to prevent conventicles, and
against

;

:

the children in every family have been
orderly baptized, and which not, and uplift

the fines."

Upon

this,

a great

much

many were

retrieve the credit of the conformists in the

west, the council at the

same time deal with
And,

patrons to plant vacancies there.

and sore

March

fines.

bishop of St Andrews, acquainting him, that

who was

a zealous agent for the bishops, pressed

they have recommended it to the duke of
Hamilton, and other considerable patrons

much the

in the west, to use all diligence to get their

brought to very

trouble,

oppressed in the exacting of their

This year likewise,

tlie

advocate,

execution of the acts made against

conventicles

:

severer could scarce be

than those of the

last session

made churches planted with the most

of parliament

and the application of them was left to the
council.
1 do find, about this time, others
of the leading persons were also very violent:
some were prosecuted for conventicles, but
they were not many who fell into their
hands.
However, I shall set down what
passed in council against conventicles this
year, as far as I have noticed

it.

9th, they write a letter to the arch-

Upon

the

2d of March, the council nominate a committee, archbishop of St Andrews, duke

able

and

godly ministers; and desire the primate,
that if they give calls unto, and present any

ministers in his diocese, that they be speedily
loosed,

and sent west

haps this

is

the fore-mentioned committee.
this proposal paves the

July 6th,

or

if

:

way

Whether

for their act

they found the former

method did not answer
not

Per-

at their desire.

another overture coming from

their end, I

know

but that day, " the lords of pri^y

council finding patrons very slack in plant-

Hamilton, the earls of Argyle, Linlithgow,

ing parishes, to their great hurt, they recom-

Tweeddale, Kincardine, Dundonald, presi-

mend

dent, advocate, treasurer-depute,

(now my

it

to the bishops to

plant

all

the

vacancies in their dioceses, quamprimtim,

lord Haltoun, Lauderdale's brother, the lord

jure devolutor

Bellenden having demitted in February last,)

effectual

way

;

This was indeed the more
yet

I

do not

find the choice
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made was

the prelates
the country

satisfying to

for conventicles con-

;

[BOOK

II.

Alexander Robertson, George M'Cartney
of Blacket,

Gordon

in Porbreck,

Cannon of

tinued, and the churches of the curates were

Barnshalloch, Welsh of Cornlee, Gordon of

very thin. In short, the outed ministers
preached as they had opportunity, and, not-

all

withstauding

all

the severe acts

made

year,

neither ministers nor people

much

discouraged.

last

were

come now forward to consider the circumstances of some gentlemen of the presI

byterian persuasion this year.

It is

rather

the end of a long- tract of sufferings, than a

branch of them, when I notice, that excellent
gentleman colonel Gilbert Ker, gets liberty
to come back to his native land at this
February 16th, " the council, in contime.

Holm,
of Skair."
We have met ^vith
of them formerly, save the gentleman of
whom I am novv to give some account, Mr
M'Cartney of Blacket.
The tenants and
relations of the rest were grievously persecuted and all the rest had been forfeited,
as we heard before, but Blacket was not,
and his treatment was most illegal how
his name came to be in the Lyon's commission I cannot tell.
He was a pious worthy
man, and, by some base measures or other,
his name was got in, and this cost him a
;

:

vast deal of trouble and charges.

sideration of the king's letter read this day,

here take occasion to set

allow colonel Gilbert Ker to reside in Scot-

all

land, he giving bond to behave himself peace-

hand, and some of his

ably and loyally, under penalty of five hun-

dred pounds sterling."

This good

man

was,

I

shall

down his sufferini>-s

together, from an attested account in

own

my

papers.

His father was fined in Middleton's parliafifty pounds sterling, besides riding-

ment, in

money, a hundred and eighty pounds Scots,
which he was forced to pay; and was
imprisoned in Kirkcudbright, and died in
prison.
After Pentland, though the son,
ing till this time.
George M'Cartneyof Blacket in Kirkcud- whose sufferings I am now accounting for,
bright fell under very sharp sufferings this was neither forfeited, nor declared rebel.
year; and 1 shall give them all together in Maxwell of Milntoun elder came and took
this place, and they will lead me in to touch away his horses, to the value of a hundred
upon some attempts upon other gentlemen and sixty pounds, merely as a suspected
with whom he is classed. Upon the 2d of favourer of Pentland people, and a nonconMarch, Sir Charles Erskine, lord Lyon, gets formist to prelacy. At the same time his
a commission from the lords of the treasury, house was spoiled, his hay and corn, and his
Rothes, Lauderdale, Tweeddale, Kincardine, lady's A^earing clothes taken away, at a
Dundonald, Haltoun, and Sir Robert modest computation, four hundred and
Murray, to intromit with the estates, goods, ninety four pounds, thirteen shillings and
and gear, of such who were forfeited for the four pennies. Sir William Bannantyae came
rebellion 1666, within the shires of Dum- next, and exacted a bond of five hundred
fries, Wigton, and the stewartry of Kirkcudmerks. In the year 1668, a party of soldiers
bright, for the year and crop 1670, and the came and plundered his house, and took
following and to call Maxwell of Milntoiui, away a horse the loss by both was at least
and other intromitters before that time, to a hundred pounds. Some time after major
at the restoration,

so

threatened by the

managers, that he took upon him a voluntary banishment, and was much under hid-

—

;

;

an account,

and report,

and

make

his

accounts to the lords of his majesty's treasury.

I

need not insert the commission at

full length,

before

me

;

a copy of which

is

just

now

but the gentlemen specified are,

Cockburn came from the garrison of Dumwith eighty horse, and stayed tuo days

fries

at Blacket's

house

:

they turned

down

the

corn-stacks, and put the horse into the stack

yards, and destroyed the corn and fodder,

good number of beasts; the loss
two hundred and twenty-six
pounds, thii-teen shillings and four pennies

« M'Clellan of Barscob, M'Clellan of Bar-

and

mageichan. Cannon younger of Mandrogate,

at least A^as

John Neilson of Corsack, John Gordon of
Knock-1)reck, Robert Gordon his brother,
major John M'CuUoch of Bornholm, Mr

Scots.

killed a

This year the lord Lyon came upon the
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foresaid commission, and

wonld have had

seventy-three pounds, six shillings

'

length his case was considered; and, upon

and eight pennies. And, for nonconformity and noncompearance, and such
crimes, my lord Livingstone got a gift of
his estate.
His factor carried away a hundred and sixty bolls of corn, with fodder,
haj% and horses, which together with my
lord's intromission with the yearly rent of
Blacket for five or six years before the revolution, amounts to three thousand five hundred and sixty -six pounds, thirteen shillings
and four pennies. The total sum of this

his information, his circumstances appeared

gentleman's losses, during this time of heavy

Blacket compounding with him for his pretended gift of his estate; which he refused,
and so was carried into Edinhurgh tolbooth
prisoner.
From some letters of Blacket's
in the prison, andhisinformationand petition
to the council before me, I could give a
large account of the injustice of his imj)rison-

ment, and the process against him; hut

would run
after

(to) too great a length

.

petitions to the council,

several

so favourable, that

it

it

In short,

was remitted

at

to the

persecution, besides his being impaired in

advocate; and upon Blacket's producing of

his

the books of exchequer and justiciary, willi

thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven
pounds, sixteen shillings.

and great hardships,

health,

is

nine

the two acts of indemnity, it was evident he
This year lilvewise, Mr John Cuningham
was neither forfeited, nor an excepted person.
This was reported, and his liberation granted, of Bedlanc continues prisoner in Diunbarton
upon his giving bond to answer when called Castle. The council, February 16th, allow
for.
Yet he was still detained in prison, and him to ride out some miles every day for his
upon inquiry, he found that he had been health, he giving bond of ten thousand merks,
liberate, but that council-day matters were to return to the castle at night.
The laird
so throng, the clerk forgot to minute

it,

and

since that time he durst not speak of him.

However, the clerk assured him, that the
advocate

who

appeared friendly to him,

him not to petition any more, and
assured him he would take the first opportunity to liberate him. What truth was in
desired

know

not, but he continued
and that without any
fault, and much of it after the council had
His charges for bails to the
liberate him.
council, to the Lyon, to advocates, agents,
maintenance, and jailor-fees, at a modest
estimate, Avere not under twenty-two hun-

this

message

I

in prison six years,

whom we had likewise before,
was joint prisoner with Bedlane in the same
place.
He petitions the council, September
5th, that he may be allovAcd to go to some
place, where his cliildren and fiimily may
live, and be educated at schools and the
college; and is sent to tlie tolbooth of Aberdeen and, in December, I find him brought
from thence to Stirling Castle.
Under aU this severity to presbytsrians,
of Kersland,

;

our Scots prelates never once pointed
zeal against papists,

When he was
and displenishcd

in prison, the
all his

Lyon

sent

ground, and took

theii*

for several years,

especially since the last act of parliament,

which was a kind of toleration to them,
increasing very

dred pounds.

who

fast.

Avere

In the north the mass-

houses were openly set up, and as openly

and

frequented:

shoals

of

horses, black cattle, sheep, &c. and displen-

over with large cargoes of

ishcd his house and whole lands, and laid

beads,

priests

came

relics, pictures,

and such like trinkets. Considerable
numbers of father Turbevill's Manual of
The rent Controversies were brought over, and distristay one night upon his ground.
of his lands was six hundred merks yearly. buted gratis, which did a great deal of hurt.
This, Avith his other losses, was at least The council indeed, in August, give an order
twenty-four hundred pounds. After he was to apprehend four popish priests, they \Aere
let out of prison, David Graham, brother to informed were come over, and trafficking in
Claverhousc, Avith a party of soldiers, came Muiray. This flowed from the application
and stayed at his house, took his horses and of some well affected people there; but
corns,kept garrison some weeks in the house, great numbers of them were neai'er them-

them waste five

years; so that not one might

which amounted to three

hundred

and

selves,

and

I

can scarce say they were

lui-k-

;

:
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j„^,

Ediuburg-h.

following-,

And,

in

January

the council appoint the

BOOK

IL

quick methods;" I say, if the bishop Mas
privy to this, he spoke not altogether without

and the register, to seize book. It may be, indeed, he was not let
some popish books and trinkets, that were into these arcana of popery, and he spoke
in a ship lately come into Leith.
Indeed merely in a fret, pique, and spite, at presbythe conformist ministers in the north, where terians, as apostates generally do. Yet if
popery was most open and barefaced, were the character left us of the man, and his
not altogether wanting- upon their part: not principles hold, he had very little to hinder
only did a good many of them preach against him from giving in to such measures and
popish abominations, and the learned JNIr whether of design or not, I do not determine.
John Meuzies at Aberdeen print against It is certain, his practice for many years
them but this year and the following- they paved the way for the execution of this
made several representations to the bishops, dreadful scheme. And because several of
and applications to the council, complaining- my readers may be strangers to what was
heavily of the growth of po2)ery yet their now upon the anvil for the introduction of
ghostly fathers gave them but sorry assistance popery into Britain, as well as tyranny it
at the council-board.
Had it been a com- may not be altogether amiss to give an
plaint against a presbyterian minister, it is abstract of what hath been since discovered
of the negotiations between France and
probable they would not have failed them
but representations against papists were England. Though it seem a digression from
very much overlooked ; and we must cease the history of our sufferings, yet when I
to wonder at it, when the primate had the consider the severities against presbyterians,
impudence to say one day in coimcil, " that as coming from popish principles, and papists
his majesty's government was by far in behind the curtain, and pushed on by the
earl of Argyle,

;

;

:

;

from presbyterians than
and that it was his opinion, the
council ought more narrowly to look to
presbyterian meetings, in which they were
very slack, although the great danger lay

greater

hazard

papists;

who appeared none of the greatest
enemies to popeiy, and by this certainly
paved the way for its re-introduction; it
prelates,

cannot be altogether out of the road.
shall

mostly take

And

I

my account from the Secret

History of Europe, the author of which
was let into the intrigues brings vouchers for what he advances, and
at this time carrying on, and the secret so, though nameless, may be depended upon.
springs now at work, perhaps he spoke what
The account of the intrigues about this
he thought was matter of fact if he knew time in England, first by Monsieur Colbert,
the secret of the duchess of Orleans her and after by the duchess of Orleans, were
coming over. May 16th, last year, and her di-awn up by the abbot de Primi, who was
leaving one of her maids of honour, after- employed by Colbert, and well paid to write
wards duchess of Portsmouth, with her his memoirs. There were only two books
brother, nho did very effectually manage the often published, both in French and Italian,
interests of popery at court: if he was
At Paris, the English envoy, the
1682.
acquainted with what hath been since pub- Lord Preston, gave in a memorial against
lished in French, in the " Histoire du Palace the abbot's book; the book was stopped,
Eoyal," and likewise in English, that, at the the copies already published were suppressed,
" Dover interview," ai'ticles were agreed and the author was, sent to the Bastile. In
upon, " for settling the cro^vn not very what is published by the abbot Primi, we
there."

If the archbishop

:

/avourably for the reformed religion ; for the
destruction of the hated republic of the

United Provinces; the advancing of absolute
in both monarchies; the cajoling the

power

chui'ch of

England
all

;

the persecu-

treaty with France, and to give

him further

assurance in that matter, Henrietta of England, duchess of Orleans, sister to the king

and an introduction of of England, and sister-in-law to the king of
prudent, cautious, and yet France, crossed over to England, 1670, and

tion of dissentei's,

popery, in

for a time

smell out pretty much of the secret
he teUs us, " king Charles signed a private

may

—
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name

of the most Christian king-,

a proposal to her royal brother, of en-

him an

suring- to

absolute authority over his

parliament, and re-establishing the catholic

kingdoms of Scotland,
England, and Ireland: but with the same
breath she gave him to know, that in order
to compass this end, there was a necessity
above all things, of lowering the pride and
power of the Dutch, and reducing that state
to the narrow compass of the province of
Holland, of \»'hich the prince of Orange
rehgiijn in the three

should be sovereign, or at least perpetual
stadtholder

would be

;

the execution of which project

easily accomplished

powerful princes

by the two

By

strictly allied.

nearest

We

relation.

long

M'ith

somewhat of impatience for the
happy result of your consultations: and

we doubt not to see the monster heresy,
grovelling at our invincible monarch and
your brother's

feet,

expiring in chains."

(And) Monsieur- du Pellion.in his panegyric
upon the French king, printed 1G73,
" Your zeal to the
hath this passage
:

catholic religion hath appeared in

sand instances to the world in

What

dian brightness.

foreign

a thou-

its

meri-

alliances

have you not made for the support of the
where heresy
has been triuniphaut r'"
true catholic religion, even

this

scheme the king of England should have

189

so

The eftectsofthis Dover league promised
much to the interests of popery, that

Zealand for a place of retreat in case of the

expectations of papists

were every

need, and the king of France the rest of the

where raised from

Nethei'lands, if he shall be able to conquer

Life of Cardinal Barbai-ini, printed at Venice,

it.

The

preface to the

1677, hath these expressions: "We have
Monsieur Colbert's papers, opens up the no reason to doubt but Almighty God is
project now on foot, very plainly.
The on his way to rebuild his church, in those
same author tells us, that the French Idng very places where that monster heresy is
furnished king Charles mth money to equip rampant; what may we not hope for from the
a fleet and the author of the " Histoire de zeal of the present catholic princes of ChrisCorn, et Joan, de Wit," says expressly, tendom ? particularly from his most Chris-

Here the abbot who was

them."

let into

:

" that

king Charles would not sign the tian majesty, whose great soul is best capable
with France, till he had to venture upon that hydi-a. The strict
actually received the money promised him, friendship between him and his Britannic
viz. six millions in hand, and three hundred majesty, with that king's mild inclinations,
thousand crowns a month during the war." and conduct towards his catholic subjects,
This explains to us an article of one of the joined to his brother the duke of York,
private treaties

printed letters of Monsiem- Colbert, to Monsieur Turenne, where he tells him, " I have at

his fervent zeal to religion, gives us

pleasant prospect

the

of better days, even in

—

last made them (in England) sensible of the that once blessed island."
These confessions of parties, with the shrewd prewhole extent of my master's liberality."
Many other proofs might be adduced for sumptions of poisoning the dutchess of

the reality of this secret

Dover

league, for

the destruction of the protestant religion
and Holland. There was an opera prepared

little after

she returned

and from

at Paris for the dutchess of Orleans, at her

other reasons I will not name, give abundant ground to think a deep plot was laid

return from England, which points very

for overturning the reformation.*

Monsieur St Ange, the
author, addresses her thus: " It is from
your heavenly-Uke Avisdom to manage your

our managers in Scotland Avere let into it,
we need not wonder at their lenity to

clearly

1

Orleans, in a very

to Dover, lest she should tell tales,

to

this.

royal brother's tender soul, that

the happiest of consequents.

we

It is

expect

from the

torch of your love to the catholic apostolic
church, we hope to see his Britannic
majesty's zeal to the ancient religion of his
ancestors, take flame

by the sympathy of a

And

if

* This plot, and the mean dejiendance of
Charles as pensioner of the French king, is now
so universally known to every tyro in history,
that we do not think it necessary to add any
thing to the text.
The pension, however, was
not very hurtful to the reformation, being generally

swallowed up by the king's mistresses as
it arrived
Ed.

soon as
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and tlieir severity to presbyand oiir prelates' violent
terians

papists

;

pressing- the execution of these

iniquitous

paved the way for ripening-

this dread-

la^vs,

have

me

now gone through

this year of

A^hat offers to

Two

any great importance.

or three more particulars I shall add in so

many

now

Upon January

words.

council

fall

in

James Dalrymple of Stair

the

12th,

upon the book, which

foul

is

every body's hand, published in

II.

admitted a
privy counsellor; and, towards the end of
it,

the laird of Lee

is

is

made

and, in October, Lauderdale

justice clerk;

is

made captain

of the rock of the Bass, which

ful project.
I

[BOOK

is

the king, and turned into a prison.

bought by
Eighteen

soldiers, besides officers, are placed in

it;

meet with many
good people crammed up there. It was the
and ^ve
earl

to

shall afterwards

who

prevailed with the king his master,

buy that rock from

Sir Andi-ew

thousand pounds

Ramsay,

Holland, entitled, "Jus Populi Vindicatum."

at the rate of foiu-

Their order runs, " Information being given
of an incorrect New Testament, printed by

and then got the rents and profits, more than
a hundred pounds a year, bestowed upon

Andrew Anderson,

the council remit

it

to a

committee; and they are to inquire for the
sellers and spreaders of a seditious pamphlet,

"Jus Populi Vindicatum." And,
February IGth, a 2)roclamation pub-

liiraself.

Now

indeed Lauderdale and his

most part of the best

friends possessed the

posts in Scotland.

Lauderdale himself was

same time president of the council,
one of the commis-

entitled,

at the

I find,

sole secretary of state,

lished, discharging that book, in the

sterling,

fonn

sioners of the treasmy, captain of the Castle

we have seen in like cases, and ordering all
who have any copies in their custody, after

of Edinbiu-gh, captain of the Bass, agent at
com't for the royal burghs, one of the four

the time prefixed, to be fined in two thou-

extraordinary lords of the session, and the

sand merks.

king's high commissioner.

likewise the same zeal

I find

leads them, February 2d, to appoint a

com-

mittee for inquiring into the authors, sellers,

and

spreaders of
" Jus Regni ;" but

a

pamphlet,

find

I

entitled,

no more about

it

afterwards.

captain of the king's guard, and one of the
foiu"

A

His brother, the

was treasurer-depute, general
of the^mint, and one of the lords of session.
Athole was lord privy seal, justice-general,

lord Haltoun,

And

extraordinary lords of the session.

pretty singular case faUs in before the
" Patrick Wilson,
council, June
14th.

the earl of Kincardine, another of his friends,

wi-iterin Edinbm-gh,

sury, vice admiral of Scotland,

two persons

is

found to have joined

in mairiage.

The

council very

^Yas

one of the commissioners of the

trea-

and one of

the extraordinary lords of session.

justly find he hath incurred the pains in the
act

made

against disorderly maiTiages, and

CHAP. VH.

that he hath usuqjed the ministerial function,

and banish him

him

to the pkntations,

to the pillory in the

This year,

I find,

in Ireland are

mean

and order

time."

the presbyterian ministers

much

troubled viith the divi-

and irregular practices of Mr David
Houston a preacher in Ireland, ^ho came
over here, and joined the society people, a
sive

little

before the revolution, else

liave noticed him.

OF THE STATE AKD SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYTERIANS IN THE YEAR 1672.

I

should not

The presbytery

When

I

am

essaying some history

have undertaken, it
into such a method, as the

year of the 2)eriod
necessarily falls

materials I have lead

I

me

Rout
declare his license void, and discharge him
to preach the gospel; and, in some few
months, he comes in and owns his irregularities, and promises subjection, and acknowledges the justice of the sentence.
Yet

ments meet, and there

afterwards the divisions continue.
In short, in the beginning of this year. Sir

self to

of

1672.

of the presbyterians, during every

to.

When

parlia-

any considerable

is

change, in the disposition of the com*t, unto
suffering

presbyterians,

I

am

obliged

to

and
Avhen there is little alteration in the laws
and public management, I must confine mynotice these at

more

Last year

some greater length

;

particular matters.

we had no

parliament.

The
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uas to be years and things took a new turn in
Scotland.
Lauderdale came down
from both parliaments but the Scots com- in April, to hold the parliament in June ;
missioners, for the reasons above pointed and in September, the second indulgence
These things
at, were but indifferently received, and the was given to presbyterians.
meeting soon came to an end. There was will give me matter for the following secno need of a parliament in Scotland, to tions.
ratify what they did for it was just nothing,
and so the sitting of it was delayed till June
affair

of the projected union

;

treated upon in England, by commissioners
:

;

this year.

The beginning of this ycai', a second
Dutch war broke out. Upon the last of
F"ebruary, the king sends his orders to the
council, to levy a thousand

reason given

;

and the

mation issued out to

The

tliat

effect, at

triple league is

instrument of his providence, the prince of

Orange, a youth not
it

this

section,

I

shall

what

give

accounts offer as to the treatment of presby-

Edin- terians this year, and consider the laws made

now broke

and used with the same contempt as our
covenant was. The effects of the Dover
conference began to break out; and Holland,
with the whole protestant interest, would
have been quickly overrun, had not the
Lord remarkably interposed by that glorious

years, born, as

the hardships

particulars during this year, 1672.

armament of neighbourUpon the 2d of April, war is Under

declared against the Dutch, and a procla-

burgh.

upon the score of convenput uj)on ininisterst
gentlemen, and others, with some other
ticles,

the

is,

ing nations.

men

Of the persecution

much above twenty

were, out of time, and be-

stowed upon Europe, to quell the exorbipower of France, and the progress of

tant

about them, and the indulgence granted to
them, in the two following sections. I begin

with the severities used upon the score of

The council, February 22d,
upon information of many conventicles kept
in the city of Glasgow, and barony thereof,
make an act, ordaining the magistrates to
suppress them; and appoint these to oblige
and require all the outed ministers, either
to attend the chiu'ch, or remove out of the
town. The execution of this put a good
many ministers and their families to no small
conventicles.

popery, and to be the defender of the re- difficulties. In July, the persecution turns
formed faith, more than once. Through the a little hotter, upon the account of convenwhole of this war, he was wonderfully ho- ticles, and decreets are passed in council
noured of God ; and his conduct and bravery against them. Upon the 11th, there is a
seemed to be a continued, and almost mira- decreet against conventicles in Fife, &c. an
culous appearance, in behalf of the reforma- abstract of which I shall insert here
" Whereas, notwithstanding of the acts
tion but the accounts of this I leave to the
:

:

historians of this period.

of parliament against conventicles, the laird

At home, violence

of Lees, Alexander Hamilton of Kinkel,

against the presbyte-

rians Avas continued, conventicles severely

James Hamilton

punished, ministers, gentlemen, and others

ernie,

harassed.

The

earl of

Lauderdale

cre-

is

Lundy

his brother,

Rigg of Aith-

of Belderstard, John Hender-

son in the Inch of Balcaskie,

Mr

Robert

made a knight of the garter. Anderson, Mr Robert Rule, Mi- Robert
About this time, he was manied to the lady Gillespie, Mr Robert Ross, William SouthDysart, Sir Lionel Talmash his widow and rum in Lundy, Mr John Drummond of
some difference fell in betwixt him and the Meggins younger, Mr James Mercer tutor
marquis of Tweeddale, and some others, with of Meggins, Alexander Rankin of Pottie,

ated a duke, and

;

whom

Arnot chamberlain to the laird of
he had been in close friendship
and his brother lord Haltoun came Balhousie, Alexander Chrystie merchant in
in to be his great doer in council ; and this Perth, James Brown merchant there, John
family change had no small effects in the Drysdale there, Thomas Keltic merchant
way of managing public affairs for some there, Alexander Whyte merchant there.

before

;

;
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William Dove there, John Henderson in the parish of Abercrombie,

David (Coventry heritor

in Arlary,

Robert

Hay

Peter

of Lees, by his

was present
doik, he

[BOOK
own

fined in a thousand

is

George Hay of Balhousie, by

tenant in Pittindi-eich,

fession being guilty,

in Gospitiy, James Pryde, and

Hay

Stramiglo, George

pounds

is

merks; and
his

omi

con-

fined in a thousand

Sterling, to be paid in eight days.

Mr And all of them are to remain in prison till
german to Mr they pay the said fines to Sir William Sharp

of Balhousie,

Alexander Moncrief, brother

John Moncrief of

JohnReid in

confession,

at the said conventicle in Glen-

Stirk in the Mills of Forth,

Thomas Scott
David Schaw tenant

II,

Calfui-gie, indweller in

Perth, Francis Gallo^vay in Todshaugh,

his majesty's cash-keeper."

Mr who

Mr John Chrystiosen,
Patrick Glover in Perth, Mr
Simpson,
Mr Gilbert Hall, Mr George Johnston, Mr

John Dishingtoun,

As

to such

did not compear, the council pass

act for apprehending of them,

an
and charge

the sheriffs and their deputes in Perth, Fife,
and Linlithgow, to search for, seize, and

Robert Fleming, and James Gray in Perth, send them in to the council. This is the
have, upon one or other of the months of account given of the matter in the registers.
November or December, 1670, or some or By other accounts from persons who a\ ere
other of the months of the year 1671 or the at this time about the family of Balhousie,
year 1672, several times preached, prayed,

I find

or been present at public conventicles in the

that conventicle, but at the time in Edin-

or at private conventicles,

lields,

whereby

that the old laird Avas not himself at

burgh,

when

his

son Francis heard (and

Mr John Welsh, when he
Mr James Duncan's house, at

they have contravened the acts of parlia-

only

ment, and incurred the pains of the said

preached at

and Patrick Hay of
Lees, the laird of Meggins elder, compearing for his spouse, Meggins younger, Macer,
Rankin, Chrystie, Keltic, George Hay of
Balhousie, with several others above named,
compear; and the lords of council consider-

the end of the avenue leading to the house,

acts

:

and being

called,

once)

and the old gentleman was fined for what
It may not be unfit to
his son had done.
add some other circumstances from other

more particular accoimts.
The case of the laird of Balhousie in

ing their confessions, ordain the laird of

Perthshire, afterward viscount of Duplin,*

Meggins younger, Alexander Chiystie, Thos.

and

earl of

Kinnoul, a youth newly passed

Keltic, to be cari'ied prisoners to the tol-

booth of Edinburgh

;

the said Peter

Hay to

be confined to his chamber at Edinbiu'gh

Mr James Mercer

;

to be confined to the

town of Edinburgh and, in regard Mr
John Drummond and Alexander Rankin,
;

have denied the libel, remit it to probation
and ordain letters of denunciation to be
directed against the remaining defenders
absent, and they to be put to the horn.
" Upon July 14th, the council find

proven, that Meggins younger, Jean
bell spouse to

Meggins

elder,

it

Camp-

were at a

field

conventicle kept at Glendoik, and Alex-

ander Chrystie and Thomas Keltie Avere
present at

field

conventicles

and

;

fine

Meg-

gins elder in five hundred pounds Sterling,
for the transgression of the acts of parlia-

ment by

his

lady;

younger to continue
pay

his fine.

in five

and ordain Meggins
in prison,

They fine

till

his father

Keltie and Chrystie

hundred merks each

:

and in regard

*

A

correspondent of our historian's,

who

and
whose emendations are printed among the au-

takes

upon him the part of a

corrector,

thor's additions, vol. ii., supposes the person
here stated to have been fined was, George Hay
of Balhousie, who, he says, was " elder brother
The gentleman, howto the earl of Kinnoul."
ever, whoever he was, w^as in a mistake, George
Hay, who sucGeorge
Balhousie,
and
of
Hay
ceeded in 1677, to the earlship of Kinnoul, beGeorge Hay of Balhouing different persons.
sie, who is repeatedly mentioned above, died in
1672, and was succeeded in the lordship of Balhousie by his son Francis Hay, who died in
1675, unmarried, and was succeeded by his
brother Thomas Hay, who in 1693 was created
a peer by the title of viscount o'' Duplin, in the
month of December 1697, and succeeded William
earl of Kinnoul in 1709, in consequence of which
the titles of viscount of Duplin and earl of Kinnoul, which had been for some time separated,
were again united. This must have been the
person Wodrow had in his eye, though he was
in a mistake with regard to his title, he being
at tl)e time alhuled to most probably only the
laird of Balhousie's son, or, if the circumstance
fell out late in the year 1672, his brother.— Vide
Douglas' Scots Peerage, by Wood, vol. ii. pp.
47,

48— £c/.

;
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made a draw, and were put to the horn;
"
The gentleman con- their escheat fell to the king, and
he had once heard a minister, whom the managers made a good hand of it. When

the schools, but of a good estate,
great deal of noise.
fessed

he entertained

as a chaplain in his family,

the estates of any a\ lio withdrew, were under
was some odd way or encumbrances and burden, they were perother accumulated to twentj^-seven thousand fectly ruined.
I might instance
in that
merks,and then was brought down to a thou- pious and Avorthy gentleman the laird of
sand pounds stei'ling, five hundred of which Kinkel in Fife, and others, were there room
he behoved to pay presently, which he did, for it.
Another process for conventicles is before
and gave bond for the other half. I wish
the defenders of that mild government may the council, July 24th, and continued till
consider this, and it is but one instance of the 27th, when Anna, countess of Wigton,
many at this time. The laird of Meggins an excellent widow lady of that family, is
Avas not chargeable with any personal breach obliged personally to compear before the
but for his lady's council ; and upon her confession, that she
of the present laAvs
alleged guilt, is fined in five hundred pounds was present at a conventicle in the house of
preach.

Ilis fine

;

sterling.

The author of

the Grievances

under the Duke of Lauderdale's Ministry,
acquaints us with another circumstance as
to these two gentlemen, which I set down

upon

Upon

his authority.

the information

given to the duke of Lauderdale, of these
gentlemen's irregularities, the duke thought
fit

to

make over

their fines to his favourite

The gentlemen being
make the gift the larger,

the earl of Athole.
advertised, that to

nothing

less

than the utmost rigour was to

he expected, found it best to quit their own
legal defences, and fall in with a fz-iendly
transaction, casting
earl's discretion.

themselves upon

the

They agreed with him,

Boghall, she

And

air

is

fined in four

thousand merks.

James Duncan

at Duplin, for
being at the conventicle kept at the Bridge
of Earn, is fined in two thousand merks.
Both these fines, as well as those of Bal-

housie and Meggins, were perfectly arbitrary

and beyond law.
venticles a great

For these t«o

last

con-

many

others are cited and
examined, and a decreet given out against

That the reader may have the form
now so common, and see
their severity, and to save pains afterwards
in narrating forms, I have annexed a copy
of the decreet against Mr James Duncan,
and the countess of Wigton, at the foot of
them.

of those decreets

the first for six hundred pounds sterling, the page.*
and the other for four hundred: but the
duke not content with this, when they ap- * Decreet, Icing's advocate, against Mr Duncan
and the countess of Wigton, July 27, 1672.
pear before the council, most arbitrarily and
exorbitantly prociu-es the sums to be aug- Apud Holyrood-house, vigesimo septimo die
Julii, 1672.
mented in the sentence; the first to a
Anent our soverein lord's letters, raised at the
thousand pounds sterling, and the other to instance of Sir John Nisbet of Dirletoun, knight,
five Inmdred.
Whether this was more gen- his majesty's advocate, for his highness's interest,
erously to his friend,

who had

in the

got

all

he

had demanded, or just towards the gentlemen, who relying upon the agreement had
prepared no defences, the woidd must judge.
After the gentlemen had paid their fines, or
given bond, the duke in his flouting insulting way, used frequently to banter them
" Gentlemen, now ye know the rate of a
conventicle, and shame falls them first fails."
Thus he used to rage at an odd rate, in so
much that gentlemen getting notice of his
way, resolved to risk all, rather than appear
to be bullied by him, and choosed to with-

matter underwritten, making mention,

that where by the fifth act of the second session
of his majesty's second parliament, it is statute
and ordained, "that noouted ministers, who are
not licensed by the lords of i)rivy council, and
no other persons not authorized or tolerate by
the bishop of the diocese, presume to preach, expound scripture, or pray in any meeting, except
in their own houses, and to these of their own
ftimily to which they belong, where any not
licensed, authorized nor tolerate, as said is, shall
preach, expound scripture, or praj-, declaring
thereby all such who shall do in the contrary, to
be guilty of keeping conventicles
and that he
or they who shall so preach, expound scripture,
or pray witliin any house, shall be seized upon
and imprisoned till they find caution, under the
]>ain of five thousand merks not to do the like
thereafter, or else to enact themselves to remove
:

2b
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way anent them, and sub-

commit their power to fotrr of their number,
aud so ease themselves, for a time, of the
trouble and indecency of havinnf ladies and
coimtry people in crowds before them. " The

out of the kingdom, and never return -without
his majesty's license ; and that every person who
shall be found to be present at such meetings,
shall be fined, totles tjuoties, according to their

Paterson in Garwood, James Crichton inWesterraw, William Cleghorn in Edmonston, Alexander Story there, William Thomson in Boghall,
Malcolm IJrown in Edmonston, James Cuth-

To end
1672.

.•

the account of the per^

^,

•

secution or this year

upon *v
the score

of conventicles, September 16th, the council

take a shorter

sums

respective qualities, in the respective

fol-

lowing, and imprisoned till they pay their fines,
and further during the council's pleasure, viz.
each man or woman having land in heritage,
liferent, or proper wadset, in a fourth part of his
or her yearly valued rent; each tenant labouring
land, in twenty-five pounds Scots ; each cottar in twelve pounds Scots, and each servant
man in a fourth part of his yearly fee ; and
wliere merchants or tradesmen do not belong to,
or reside within burglis royal, that each merchant or chief tradesman be fined as a tenant,
and each inferior tradesman as a cottar ; and if
the master or mistress of any family where any
such meeting shall be kept, shall he present
within the house for the time, they are to be
fined in the double of what is paid by them for
being present at a house-conventicle and further, it is statute and declared, that whosoever,
without license or authority, shall preach, expound scriptiu'e, or pray in any meetings, in the
tield, or in any house, where there be more persons than the house contains, so as some of
them be without doors (which is declared to be
a field-conventicle), or Tvho shall convocate any
number of people to these meetings, shall be
:

punished with death, and confiscation of their
As to all heritors and others aforesaid,

goods.

who shall be

present at any of these field-convento be declared, that they are to be
fined, talics ijiwties, in the double of the respective fines appointed for house-conventicles, but
prejudice to any other punishment due to them
by law, as seditious persons, and disturbers of
tJie peace and quiet of the kingdom, as the said
act of parliament at more lengtliproports." Notwithstanding ^vhereof, it is of verity, that the
persons underwritten, viz.
James Duncan
indweller at Duplin, Thomas Ogilvie late merchant in Perth, now in the Carse of Gowrie,
John Balfour portioner in Kinloch, John Ilowiin the Millson gunsmith in Perth, James
town of Abernety, Patrick Crie glover there,
John Moneman sometime in Abernety, now
in Dundee, Robert Henderson in the Mains of

ticles, it is

Mr

Hay

Mr

John JMoncrief in Wester GrangeJohn Moncrief in St Andrews,
there, James Howison there,
Anthony Dow there, John Strunks there, and
John Davidson there, were present at divers
Balcaskie,

muir,

]Mr

Andrew Kinnier

field-conventicles, at least at several private conventicles, and particularly at Glending and the

Bi'idge of Ern, upon one or other of the days of
the months of May, June, or July last bypast,
where they heard divers outed ministers take
upon them to preach and pray, and exercise the
other functions of the ministry as also Anna
countess of Wigton, James Crichton in Biggar,
;

there, James Brown there, James
Brown Wright there, John Dalziel there, .John
Henderson there, John and I^iawrence Taits
theie, ,Tohn Tod mason there, Alexander Gardsner tailor there, John Nisbet there, James

John Kello

bertson there, Peter Gillies walker in Skirlin,
John Robertson procurator in Lanark, John
Watson notar in Carnwath, Thomas Crichton
in Worsilyd, James Glasgow in Whitecastle,
Alexander Smith in Biggar, John Tweedie in

Edmonston, Robert Lohean in Skirlin, William
Forest there, John Newbigging in Carstairs,
John Hutchison in Harelaw, John Lockie in
Ranstruther, Malcolm Gibson in Wester Pittenweem, Ronald Spence in Hankerton, James
Thomson in Muirhouse of Rankton, and James
Adam in Nether-warn-hill, were present at
divers field-conventicles, at least at several private conventicles, and particularly they were
present at two several conventicles, held and
kept at the house of Eoghall, in the month of
June last, where theylieard divers outed ministers take upon them to preach, pray, and exercise other parts of the ministerial function, and
thereby have contravened the tenor of the foresaid act of parliament, and therefore ought to be
proceeded against conform to the tenor thereof
and anent the charge given to the foreiiamed
persons, to have compeared personally, upon the
25th of this instant, to have answered to the
premises, and to have heard and seen such
order taken thereanent as appertained, under
the pain of rebellion, &c. and as the said letters,
executions, and indorsations thereof at length
proport; which being called upon the said 25th
of this instant, and the pursuer comj)eared personally, and the said haill defenders compearing
also personally, except the said Thomas Ogilvie,
John Balfour, John Howison, James Hay,
Patrick Crie,
John JNIoneman, Robert

Mr

Henderson, John Moncrief,

Mr John

Moncrief,

Andrew Kinnier, James Howison, Anthony
Dow, John Strunks, John Davidson, Alexander
Gardener, Alexander Smith, and Ronald Spence,
the lord commissioner his grace, and lords of
his majesty's privy council, having called and
examined the said
James Duncan and John
Robertson procurator in Lanark ; and the said
Mr James Duncan having confessed, that he
was at the said conventicle kept at the Bridge of
Ern, and the said John Robertson having confessed, that he was at the said conventicle kept
at Boghall, and they being required to give tlieir
oath anent the persons ^vho were present, and,
what further should have been inquired at them
anent the said matter, they refused to give their
oath; whereupon the said lords did ordain them
to be carried to prison until they should proceed
till further sentence, and did recommend to the
earls of INIurray, Linlithgow, aud Dumfries, to
examine the rest of the persons compearing,
with power to them, to imprison such of them
as should refuse to give their oath, and to report
against this meeting ; which being again this
day called, the said lords having heard and considered the said libel, with the defenders' own
confession, and the depositions of several witnesses, led and adduced for proving of the said

Mr
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commissioner and council do grant warrant
to the lord chancellor, ai'chbishoj)

of

St

with

brother

his
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Mr John

Car-

michael, after they had joined for

Andrews, duke of Hamilton, earls of Arfrjde, some time, out of an earnest desire for the
Athole, Tweeddale, Kincardine, and Dun- gaining of souls to Christ, in the course of
donald, the

president, reg-ister,

advocate,

conformity with the prelates, came to disany four cover so much evil in their ways, as to relinof them, to meet with the committee of quish them, quit their livings, and cheerfully
public affairs, and give such orders as shall join themselves with the suffering presbybe necessary, for putting^ the late acts of terLan ministers and people. I am sorry I
council made aiient outed ministers in execu- cannot give any account of the sidi'erings
tion, and for preventing' and suppressing!^ of Mr John Carmichael but INIr Alexander
conventicles, and other disturbances of the was taken at Kirkaldy, and brought into
public peace of the church with power to Edinburgh tolbooth, and, the above day,
call persons before them, committing of appears before the councO, and is charged
them to prison, and doing all things neces- with keeping conventicles and acknowledgsary for these ends.
In difficult cases they ing- the charge, they oblige him to enact
are to consult with the coimcil."
I iind no himself to depart the kingdom, and never to
registers kept by them, nor reports made to return ^Wthout license. And, February 2Gth,
council, and so can give no account of their he is ordered by the council to be transprocedure no question it was sevei'e enough. ported in a ship to London. There he was
This I take to have been the beginning of singularly useful, and got to the end of his
what we shall frequently meet with.
labours in much peace and joy, about the
treasurer-depute, justice-clerk, or

;

;

;

:

Besides
included

ill

treatment of ministers

in these

hints given concerning-

the

conventicles, this year affords several parti-

cular instances of hardships put

presbyterian ministers.

learned

Mr

— The

Alexander

minister at Pittenain,

February 2-2d.

is

upon other

reverend and

Carmichael,

late

before the council,

This excellent person is well

known to the world, by his accurate Treatise
London a

upon

INIortificatiou,

little

after his death, in the yeai* 1677.

published at

He

the report of the said committee, who
did make report that they had imprisoned the
persons following, who had refused to give their
oath, viz. James Crichton in Biggar, John
Dalziel there, James Paterson in Carwood,
libel, -with

William

Cleghorn

in

Edmonston,

Malcolm

Brown

there, Peter Gillies walker,
Thomas
Crichton in AVorsilyd, James Glasgow in WhiteLindsay
in
Nether-warncastle,
James
hill,
James Thomson in Muirhouse, James Forest in
Edmonston, John Newbigging in Carstairs,

of Harelavv, and IMalcolm Gibson in Wester Pittenweem, have fined, and fine
the said JMr James Duncan in the sum of two
thousand meiks, for being present at the said
field-conventicie kept at the Bridge of Ern,
whereat he acknowledged he was present, and
in regard he refused to give his oath, and ordain

John Hutchison

make payment thereof to Sir William
Sharp his majesty's cash-keeper, for his majesty's
as also fine the said Anna, countess ot Wig.
ton, in the sum of four thousand merks, for

liim to

use

;

being present at two field-conventicles, kept at
the house of Boghall, conform to her own confession, and ordain her to make payment there-

(year) 1676 or 1G77.

In March, the outed ministers

who were

lurking at Edinburgh, were put to new hardships,

many

town, and

of them obliged to leave the

flee,

they

knew

not well where.

them, through age and long
trouble, were now drooping off.
I find, by
Several of

letter of Mr George Hutchison's,
Walter Greig and Mr David
Ferret about this time got to their rest.
And he adds, that toward the end of Feb-

an original
that

Mr

of to Sir William Sharp his majesty's cashkeeper, who is hereby ordered and warranted to
deliver the said sum to \\ illiam earl of \\ igton,
so soon as the same shall be paid unto him, and
of all other fines which shall be imposed upon
any of these persons, who were present at the
said conventicles kept at Boghall ; and recommend to the former committee to meet and call
before them the rest of the said defenders compearing, and to examine them further anent the
said conventicles, and infoi-m themselves of their
several conditions and estates, with power to
them to commit to prison such of them as they
shall think fit, and to discuss such of them as
shall enact themselves not to go to conventicles
thereafter; with

power

also

to

examine any

other persons who are prisoners for conventicles
who are not yet examined, and to dismiss them
if they see cause, and grant certification against
these haill persons not compearing; ordain
letters to be direct to denounce them to tliu
horn, and ordain the rest of the persons who are
imprisoned for refusing to depone, to continue in
prison until the council take further course with

them.

;
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Mr

ruarv,

Douglas

Robert

was

turned so weak, that he has laid
by from preaching ; and I suppose he got
into the joy of his Lord this year or the

[BOOK
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Mr John
come from Holland, appears

correspondence with Holland, and
Carstairs lately

before the coimcil, and, finding caution to

when

appear

called,

under the penalty of

two thousand mei'ks, is liberate.
Mr John Spreul, a most religious and
Upon the 18th of July, the council appoint
Mr John Rae and Mr Hugh Archibald, to Avorthy person, writer in GlasgOA\', of whom
be carried from Stirling Castle to Dumbarton. before, supplicates the council August 29th,
next.

~

]\L-

Archibald petitions the council, Augiist

29th, at a favourable junctiu'e, a few days

before the indulgence, showing that he hath
been several years in Stirling' Castle, and
noM' transported to Dumbarton, that his
health is broke, and his outward affairs
brought to a low pass, and begs he may be

The council grant the desire

liberate.

petition,

and confine him

of the

to the parish of

showing, "that he hath subjected himself to
the act of banishment he Avas laid under, on
the account of mere nonconformity, noAV foSr

and faUing under sickness in his
he had returned for his health, and,

eight years
exile,

;

November last when he returned, hath
been at no conventicles, yet Avas taken up
and imprisoned now imder his old age, and
since

;

many

infii-mities,

may

begs he

be liberate."

The council alloAv him to be liberate, upon
him to keep conventicles. The same day his giving bond and caution to compear
Mr John Mun-ay, some time prisoner in the Avhen called, under penalty of two thousand
Galston in the shire of Ayr, and discharge

tolbooth of Edinburgh, for alleged house-

merks.

and confined to the
parish of Queensfeny, ordained to Avait upon
ordinances, and abstain from keeping con-

December 5th, William Porterfield of
Quarrel ton having been in prison of a long
time, for his accession to the rebellion 1G6G,

venticles.

petitions the council, that he may be liberate,

conventicles,

is liberate,

come next

I

the troubles

to consider

and others of the presbyterian persuasion were continued under, and
brought into this year. Last year and this,
I find several forfeititres passed, and transferred to other persons, which I only name.
The lands of Barscob, and those of Mr
Gabriel Maxwell, the estate of Regland and
several gentlemen

and transferred,
score of Pentland.
Mr John

Bedlane, are

all forfeited,

upon the
Cunningham of Bedlane, July

1

to be carried from Stirling to

and, August 29th, he

is

8th, is ordered

Dumbarton

pennitted by the

council to ride out every day for his health,

upon the conditions expressed last year.
After the Dutch war is begun, several
persons are brought to trouble for writing to
their friends

and

law that
KScot,

I

know

son to

who were forced
and imder no sentence of
of.
July 18th, Mr John

relations,

to flee to Holland,

Andrew Scot

in Tushielaw,

being incarcerate forwa-itingtothe reverend
Ml'

John

Carstairs in Holland,

is

brought

before the council, and after examination,
liberate,

to appear

vipon a bond of a thousand

when

called.

merks

September 3d,

Mr

VViUiam Livingstone, being imprisoned for

because of his indisposition of body, and the
great poverty he

was reduced unto.

They

ordered him to be transported from Edin-

bm-gh prison to Diunbarton Castle, allowing

him the

liberty of going abroad in the day-

bond and caution under ten
thousand merks, to re-enter the castle every
time, he giving

night.

Some other

hardships I meet

AA^tli

this

A poor country-

year,

upon meaner persons.

man

in the parish of Abbotsrule,

by reason

of his nonconformity, and refusing to hear

by him delated, and by his
upon to be a soldier Avhich
he peremptorily refusing, is fined in a hundred
pounds. I find, John Rankin in Tofts, in
Eaglesham parish, James Dunlop in Ponoon
Mill there, James BroAAOi in Muirzet, John
Pauls in Newton, in Mearns parish, are
brought in to Edinburgh prisoners, for
alleged corresponding Avith, and reset of
some concerned in riots upon ministers.
The council remit them to the earls of Dumfries and Dundonald, September 16th, to
detenuine about them as they find cause.
I find no riots upon orthodox ministers,

the ciu-ate,

is

advice pitched

mentioned before

;

the

council

this year.

CHAP.
unless
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it

be one, probably committed the
January 18th, the council

close of the last.

appoint a committee to try a riot lately

committed upon

Mr

Alexander

than even these rigorous

further

The

laws.
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meeting,

167;
king's

is in

to

letter

this

print already, and contains a

Bamsay very high encomium of

the

duke of Lauder-

minister at Auchinleck, in the shire of Ayr,

dale, with full assurances of the king's regard

Avhose house was broke in the night-time.
The council, January 23d, give a commission

to the

to several officers of the forces lying near
by, " To try into it, and to hold courts, and

represents the necessity of the

to call in the inhabitants of that and the

historians of this time.

neighbouring parishes, to depone what they
fine the absent heritors

know about it, and to

hundred pounds, tenants forty pounds,
and cottars in ten pounds, and each woman
according to the quality of her husband
dead or alive." This is the first commission
of this kind I meet with, and the fines most
in two

arbitrary and exorbitant

;

but

we shall

after-

abundance of such finings by the
In June, the council order out
soldiers.
letters against Sir John Cocjiran, and the

wards

find

parish fining

them in three thousand merks,

to be paid to the ciu-ate.

I

find,

January

kingdom and church.

The duke,

which

1 leave to

Their

fii-st

act

Dutch

flar,

be considered by the

civil

is

anent the

militia, ivhich

should not have noticed, were

it not for a
with relation
to the security of the prelates and their
church establishment.
It is statutcd, in

I

pretty remarkable clause in

order " to qualify those
militia," that all officers

affected to the religion

it,

employed in the
be persons " well

and government of

now

established :" and that
both officers and soldiers " take the oath of

the church as

allegiance," with the declaration formerly

mentioned,
refuse, brevi

imbodied

in

manu they

it:

and

if

they

" are to be impri-

25th, that Gordon of Dundeugh in Galloway

soned,"

up a bond of six hundred merks,
extorted from him by Sir William BannanMore and
tyne, now in the clerk's hands.
more of the violences 1665 and 1667, are
So much may suffice for the
appearing.
more general view of the state of presbyte-

them the kingdom."

rians this year.

the army; since so good a copy

gets

to

be even with his master, very pressingly

and the council " are to banish
I

hope, after this, the

writers against presbytery will make no more

made January
and the care then taken to
constitution, with the zeal

noise about the act of classes,
29th,

1649,

secure

the

expressed against malignants getting into
foUov.ed by their

own

is

so exactly

dear friends in this

parliament.
I have insert the ninth act, " against
laws and acts of the third session of unlawful ordinations," in a note.*
The
parliament, June 1672, in as far hs tlunj

Of the

relate to preshytcrians.

*

Act against vnlaivful ordinations, 1672.

Our

sovereign lord, considerhig, that the true

and regular way of ordination to the holy callitjg and employment of the ministry is of great
Lauderdale's administration, which meddles and necessary importance to the constitution,
with church matters and unless it be a peace and unity of this church, and for preserving the reverence and interest of the reformed
short marred meeting in the close of the next religion protest in it, and for the preventing of
year, we shall find no more parliaments for the growth of scandalous schism and confusion,
arising from various and different ordinations,
nine years. To carry on the history of doth therefore, with advice and consent of his
prcsbyterians' sufferings, from these incon- estates of parliament, statute and ordain, that
no person or persons, whatsoever, presume to
testable documents of the severity of the
appoint or ordain any person to the office and
period I am upon, I shall make some cursory work of the ministry, except these who have
remarks upon the acts of this session; which, authority approven by the laws of the kingdom
for that effect, and that no person take ordinatogether ^^ith such as are already narrated, tion from any but such as are thus lawfully
authorized
to give the same; declaring hereby,
were the foundations upon which the council
all pretended ordinations of any persons, since
and their under-Avorkers went in all their
the year l(i6l, which have not been, or hereafter,
oppressions.
Indeed many times they went shall not be according to the appointment of the

This

is

I

'

the last session of parliament, under

|

'

;

'

;

'

•

j

"]
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part is, " that none ordain to the office of
upon which it is made, without my the ministry, but such who have authority for
The prelates were not a little uneasy this effect from the laws." I hope they are
help.
to hear that presbyteriau ministers should not yet arrived at the impudence to derive
the power of ordination from the king's
li cense any preachers, or ordain any to suc-

reader will see the desisu and views

1672.

out by their supremacy; yet this sounds that way : but, I
suppose, the meaning may be, that none who
laid upon them.
At this time there was a are not " authorized ministers," that is,
sensible decrease of presbyteriau ministers, " subject to the bishops," shall presume to
by death, banishment, and the hardships of ordain. Further, they declare "all pretended

ceed themselves,

when worn

cruelties;

and therefore get

this time;

and

it

difficulty to get

this restraint

was attended with no small
young men sent abroad to

other protestant churches, to be ordained to
the holy ministry

ordinations, since the year

No

invalid."

1

661, null and

question, all pretended ordi-

nations are void and null, before the (year)

meanwhile, the cravings

1661, as well as since; but if they mean,
and necessities of the people were very great. that all ordinations, without diocesan bishTherefore, as ministers had opportunity, ops, are invalid, and that persons set apart
several young men well qualified, as appeared to the ministry, without the concurrence of
in their conduct and usefulness afterward, the prelates, are not ministers, it is an
were licensed and ordained.
This galled unchristian heaven-daring assertion, reflect:

who

upon the whole of the reformed churches,
and tending to breed confusions and convulless perpetuated, in this church
so this act sions in the minds of people through the
is framed.
Its narrative says, " schism and kingdom ; and, in its just consequence, a
division arise from various and different declaring many of themselves, and the most
ordinations." This is a smooth way of telling part of the nation, heathens.
At this rate,
us, that all ordinations, without prelates at it had not been altogether out of the road,
the top of them, <' are divisive and schis- by their next act, to have appointed all such

the bishops,

could not endiu-e

the

ing

thoughts of presbyteries being revived, far
:

matical,"

which

is

now

pretty openly the

doctrine of the highfliers.

The

statutory

who were baptized by presbyteriau ministers,
to be rebaptizcd.

It is

not improbable this

was drawn by the primate it is intricate,
persons who dark, ambiguous, and double-faced, and very
act

:

law, to be null and invalid ; and all
The severity of the penalties
since the said year, have received pretended or- like himself.
dination, or shall receive the same any other
" the
is a further proof of its author :
manner of way than as is settled by lavr, to be
no ministers. And his majesty, with advice ordainers and ordained are to be imprisoned,
foresaid, statutes and ordains, that both the pre- and banished by the council ;" their movetended ordainers, and these who shall pretend
ables confiscated, and other hardships, as in
to have received ordination, he seized upon by
the sheriff or other ordinary magistrate of the the act.
And further, persons married by
place, and committed to prison initil they be
such, are " denuded of all they can claim
lords
of
the
privy
council,
the
who
delated to
are hereby authorized and ordained, after trial, jure mariti vel relictce" and made liable to
and finding the said persons guilty, to sentence all the penalties of the act 1661, against

them by

confiscation of all their moveable goods,
and banishing them, and to cause them find

caution not to return to his majesty's dominions.
And in case they shall refuse to find caution, or,
being banished, shall afterwards return to this
kingdom, that they shall suffer perpetual imprisonment, and not be released, except by a
warrant under his majesty's own hand. And

hereby statute and declared, that
whosoever shall be married within this kingdom
further,

it is

foresaid persons, or by any other person
not lawfully authorized, they shall amitand lose
any right or interest they may have by that
marriage, Jure marili, vel jure relictce, and that
by and attour the pains and penalties provided
by the act of parliament in anno 1661, against
disorderly and clandestine marriages; which act
is hereby ratified and renewed.

clandestine

marriages.

This bears hard

tipon the subjects, and obliges

them

to in-

quire into the mission and ordination of
ministers, before they cau be safe in law as
to their marriages.

The eleventh
in a note.*

act I have likewise insert,
" Act against such who do not

by the

*

The

Act anent Baptisms, 1672.

king's majesty, considering that divers
disaff"ectcd persons in this kitigdom, being unwilling to have their children baptized in a.i
orderly way, do either delay to baptize them,

CHAP.

baptize their children."
act indeed, and, as

is

This

now

is

a terrible

usual, an im-

provement upon the act of council formerly
made, as to irregular baptisms. It statutes,
" That every person who wants a testimonial from the minister of the parish where
he lives, that his child is baptized within
thirty days of
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its birth, shall

be fined, heri-

tors in a fom-th part of their yearly valued

note.*

1

have,

upon the matter,

^^-rp

considered this act in the former

book, and cannot fully account as to the
reason of this new act, for the observation of this day; unless
greater

the

ministers,

uneasiness

and

to

be

word holyday

the

is

to give

the indulged

foimdation

a

neAV fines and exactions.

was

it

to

of

In the act 1661,

here

used;

it

is

merchants in a hundred pounds Scots, omitted, but the thing is continued. There
and others, as in the act." And the execu- are no penalties annexed to the first instition of this harsh law, and the pocketing of tution of this holyday, but the reader will
the fines, except these of heritors, is com- find them in this second appointment. I
mitted to the under executors of the laws. shall only further remark, that the king and
rent,

This was a heavy ground of terrible exac-

parliament most plainly ordain this " day to

tions, and severe oppression upon the coun-

be kept for ever," and appoint

try,

and a sad snare to many, obliging them

either to prostitute their conscience or lose
their

money.

Their twelfth act

is

for

an " anniversary
See

thanksgiving upon the 29th of May."

to preach

upon

it,

all

and declare

ministers

this act to

be " the rule and wairant " for this anniverPresbyterians
sary, in all time coming.

continued in their opinion, that no

human

authority hath power to appoint constant

This act
smoother than the former, and, in some

returning anniversary holydays.
is

or pretend that they ai-e not baptized, thinking
thereby to escape the punishment which, by
former acts of parliament, is appointed to be inflicted upon such as are guilty of disorderly baptizing, doth therefore, with advice and consent
of his estates in parliament, statute and declare,
that such parents, who shall hereafter keep their
children unbaptized, for the space of thirty days
together, or shall not produce a testificate under the hand of the minister of the parish, bearing that the children were baptized within the
said space, shall incur, and be liable to the pains
and penalties following, viz. Every heritor, liferenter, or proper wadsetter, shall be fined in a
fourth part of his valued yearly rent ; every
person, above the degree of a tenant, having a
personal but no real estate, in one hundred
pounds Scots ; every considerable merchant in
one hundred pounds ; every inferior merchant,
or considerable tradesman, and every tenant
labouring land, in fifty pounds; every meaner
burgess, tradesman, inhabitant -vvithin burgh;
and every cottar, in twenty pounds Scots; and
every servant in half a year's fee.
And it is
hereby declared, that, where kirks are vacant,
the parents shall, within the said space of thirty
days, be obliged to go to the next adjacent parish
kirk which is planted, and obtain their children
biptized there, under the foresaid penalties.
And his majesty, with advice aforesaid, requires
tlie sherirt's, Stewarts, lords of regalities and
their deputes, and magistrates of burghs royal,
within their respective bounds, to put this act
in execution, by calling before them, and judging
the contraveners, and uplifting the fines abovementioned ; and for their encouragement, they
are hereby allowed to retain the fines of all the
said persons, for their own use, except these of
heritors, for which they are to be countable to
the commissiouers of bis majesty's treasury.

more agreeable

things,

*

Act anent

The

to the

power of a

the twenty-ninth of May, 1672.

considering the
great blessing of almighty God, in restoring his
majesty to the throne of his royal ancestors, and
thereby liberating these kingdoms from the
thraldom and bondage under which they did so
long groan, in acknowledgment of their thankfulness to God, and of their duty and loyaltj' to
his majesty, and that the memory of so great a
mercy may never fall in oblivion or neglect, do
humbly offer to his majesty, that the anniversary
solemnity be yearly and perpetually kept by all
the people of this kingdom, upon the 29th of
May, being the day of his majesty's birth and
restoration.
Therefore his majesty, with consent of the estates of parliament, statutes and
ordains, that the anniversary solemnity, for his
majesty's happy birth and restoration, shall, in
all time coming, be kept upon the 29th day of
May yearly; and that ringing of bells, throughout the whole kingdom, and other evidences of
joy, be observed the said whole day, with bonetires at night ; and that all ministers within the
kingdom, shall preach yearly upon the said 2yth
of May, that they, with the whole people, may
give thanks to God almighty, for his so signal
goodness to these kingdoms: certifying, that
whosoever shall fail in observing this present act,
they shall be fined, and otherwise punished by
his majesty's privy council, and other judges
ordinary, according to their condition and estate.
And his majesty, with advice foresaid, declares
that this present act shall be the rule and
warrant for the said anniversary, in all time
estates of parliament,

coming.

;
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yet, tbe leaving the
be imposed " to the determination of the judges ordinary," seems both
civil

~'

;

court:

iiue to

unjust and ojipressive.

The seventeenth act, against
comes next

conventicles,

to be inserted.*

It

seems to

[BOOK

II.

Yet they still take upon them to discharge
it, " if there be more present in the family
than four persons not belonging to it."
What a wild unreasonable restriction must
this appear to any reflecting person in many

At

cases?

this rate, public-houses

many

upon

times be discharged to

pai'lia-

the road must

years

and, iu that event, though the king had

worship God, having more than four in
their house, not belonging to their family

pou-er to protract the act, yet the bishops,

yea,

be framed with a view, that no more

meuts

to

^\'ere to sit for

make

acts fifth

a good

many

The
get this renovatiou.
and seventh of the last session

all sure,

1670, not yet expired, are

three years after the

first

now extended
Some few

three.

many

where

private houses in the country,

frequently

it

falls

than four with them

wherein

instances

dently irreligious.

out there are more
I could give

all night.

evi-

this restriction

is

What to make
act I know not,

of the
" It is

next clause in the
always declared this act does not give
and do not discharge family worship, or allowance to outed ministers to pray in any
prayer in a family by the persons in it." families, except in the parishes where they
Ajid what are allowed to preach." For what I can
What a sad time must this be
an ill-worded act is the former ? that gives see, an outed minister not allowed to preach,
further remarks offer on this act.
The parliament declare, " they did not,

"r*

occasion for this session thus to explain

by

themselves, and makes

family

it

necessajy to a

pray in his own
and the indulged must pray in no

this act is discharged to
;

parliament in a Christian protestant king-

families, but those of their

dom, to vindicate themselves from a design
to suppress " family-prayer and Avorship."

tion.

*

Act against Conventicles, 1672.

own

congrega-

come into Edinburgh or
Glasgow, even by a call from a bishop, or
If they

Pru!/, his

majesty doth, with advice foresaid, de-

it is not to be understood, as if thereby prayer in families were discharged by the
persons of the family, and such as shall Be present, not exceeding the number of four persons
in the same parliament, upon the 20th day of the besides these of the family ; it is always declared,
said month of August, 1670, against separation that this act doth not give allowance to any
and withdrawing from the public meetings of outed minister to pray in any families, except in
divine worship, were appointed to endure only the parishes vrhere they be allowed to preach.
And further, his majesty, with advice foresaid,
for the space of three years, unless his majesty
should think fit to continue thera longer; and doth herel)y also authorize the magistrates of
his majesty, considering that these.acts have not the royal burghs, to call before them all such of
hitherto received that obedience w^hich 'svas due their burgesses as shall be guilty of keeping conunto them, and that the execution thereof hath venticles, and to proceed against them by fining
not been so duly prosecuted as by the tenor of and otherwise, as is at length cxprest in the
the same is prescribed, and that therefore the said act and that they make account and report
continuance thereof will be necessary for some of the fines to the commissioners of his majesty's,
longer time, doth, ^vith advice and consent of his treasury, and of their diligence to his majesty's
And his majesty considering the slow
estates of parliament, statute and ordain, that council.
the two acts of parliament above mentioned, progress hath been made, in putting these acts
against conventicles and withdrawing from in execution for the time bygone, doth therefore,
public meetings of divine w^orship, are and shall with advice foresaid, statute and command, that
endure and continue acts of parliament, and all sheriffs, Stewarts, lords of regalities and their
public laws of the kingdom, for the space of deputes, and magistrates of burghs within their
three years after the expiring of these three respective jurisdictions, shall from henceforth be
years above mentioned, and longer as his majesty careful in putting these acts to due execution
shall be pleased to appoint.
Likeas, his majesty against keepers of conventicles, and withdrawers
considering, that by the said act against conven- from public worship, conform to the power and
trust committed to them thereby, and that they
ticles, it is statute, that no outed minister, not
licensed by his majesty's council, nor other return an account of their proceeding to his
person not authorized nor tolerated by the bishop jnajesty's council yearly, on the first Thursday
of the diocese, presume to preach, expound scrip- of July, under the pain of five hundred merks,
to be paid by each sheriff, Stewart, bailiff, and
ture, or pray in any meeting, except in their
own houses, and to these of their own family; magistrates of burgh, for each year's fuilie, in
and since there may be some questions and doubts not giving an account of their diligence, as
concerning the meaning and extent of that word, said is.

clare, that

Forasmuch as the act past by his majesty and
estates of parliament, upon the 13th of August,
1670, against conventicles, and the other act past

;
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the government, and go about family worship where they lodge, they incur the pe-

"the elders that rule
1672.
Thus I have gone

scriptural,

well,"
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nalties formerly mentioned.
This is a new
branch of their confinement, and laid on

through the laws made against presbyterians
under Lauderdale's administration, which,

them just the day

upon the matter, may be reckoned from the

after their second indul-

gence, and certainly

And

is

most unreasonable.

after a complaint of the

of the former

and

acts, to

nonexecution

secure this iu time

ground for inferior magisto act upon with the greater rigour

coming-,
trates

as a

against presbyterians, they are required to
send in the yearly accounts of their diligence
to the council ; and if they fail, every sheriff,

(year) 1 660.
In the following years, during
the interval of parliaments, till 1 08
1, we
shall find acts of council

built

upon

these,

yea, exceeding them,

and severe abundantly
against presbyterians.
I come to end this
chapter ^Wth an account of their second
indul^'ence.

steward, bailie or magistrate, in case of not
evidencing their zeal against conventicles

way,

this

is to be fined in 500 merks.
methods are taken, not only to
give A\arrant by acts upon the back of acts,
but likewise to tempt and force persons,

Thus

Of the

all

who

appeared not altogether so virulent, to
persecute presbyterians.

The 22d and
excepting

last act

common

of this parliament,

forms,

"an

act against

second indulgence granted to presbyterians,

What

I

September 3rd, 1672.

have already

laid before the reader

upon the first indulgence, 1G69, \vill save
him the trouble of any account of this, save
in so far as

it differs

from that; and were

it

profaneness," never

not that M-e want a church history of these
times, I should most willingly have A^aved

It is

both, as being

is

more needful than now.
an excellent act, had it been brought
to any bearing or execution ; yea, it is so
it was evidently the fault of
the minister and session, or assistants, as
they are now called, iu great measure, that

framed, that

it

was not

])ut in

execution

at least iu the west

:

but the curates,

and south, were so

much taken up with suppressing

the crimes

of conventicles, and uonatteudance

upon

themselves, that I do not hear of any collectors or session bailies appointed for uplifting the fines put upon the different

branches of profaneness.

somewhat

differing

from

my

design of giving a narrative of the sufferings
of presbyterians.
It is hard enough to give

any tolerable view of this second indulgence,
further than the public acts and papers go.
As is too ordinary in divided and broken
times, both sides represent matters of fact,
according to the different views they had :
and it must be owned, there was too much
Avarmth both at their meetings and reasoning's

me

about

it,

and afterwards

;

at this distance, hold very

which makes
much by the

matter of

papers on both sides, and leave the reader

and effectually prevented doing any
thing ill this matter, that too many of themselves were too far liable and open to the

form his own judgment upon the whole.
Those I shall bring into as short and plain
an account of matter of fact, as I can collect
from Avhat hath come to my hand.

It is

regret,

penalties of the acts, to offer to prosecute

The indulged

others.

ministers in -many

places took the benefit of

this

act,

and

chose their parochial bailies according to

The

kirk-session, I find,

legal judicatory.

The

by

this statute

is

it.

a

elders (in law) or

to

When

Lauderdale came doMTi in April

was generally said he had an
indulgence in his pocket. In England, the
king by his proclamation of March 15th,
this year, it

granted

a toleration to

dissenters.*

Since

have considerable power given
them; and yet this head of elders is one of
assistants,

the great topics of slander, wherewith the
episcopal party load the prcsbyterian constitution

:

but

named, that
II.

ruling
is

elders

pi-esbyterian

must not be
cant, though

* This toleration in England was intended
solely for the benefit of the papists, "yet the
presbyterians," we are told by IJiiinet, "came
in a body; and Dr Manton, in their name,

thanked the king for it, which offended many of
their best friends.
There was also an order to

2 C
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so near a relation to the

liath

subject I

In

below.*

it

am

upon,

it

a "^'eater favour

is
is

annexed

allowed to

papists than dissenters ; yet that Mas what
they could not help. Probably it was given
to gratify French designs, and to quiet matters at

home,

as

much

as mi<Tht

b(!,

engaging in a war with Holland, so

when
much

against the interest, as well as inclinations

of iMigland.
greater,

The

liberty,

like

was expected

if

not a

in Scotland to pres-

pay a yearly pension of fifty poimds to most of
tliem, and of a liundred pounds a year to the
IJaxter sent back his penof the party.
sion and would not touch it, but most of them
took it.
All this I say upon I)r Stillingfleet's
word, who assin-ed me he knew the truth of it.
And in particular he told me, that Pool, who
wrote the synopsis of tlie critics, confessed to
Iiim that he had had fifty pound for two years.
'I'hus tlie court hired them to be silent, and the
greatest ](art of them ^vere so, ami very compliant." Eurnet's History of Ills'
Times,
vol. ii. pp. 16, 17.
Ed.
cliief

—

Own

* Declaration of his majesties favour, or English
indulgence, March 16lh, 1672.

Our care and endeavours for the preservation
of the rights and interests of the church, have
been sufficiently manifested to the world, by tlie
whole course of our government, since our happy
restoration, and by the many and frequent ways
of coercion that we have used for reducing all
erring or dissenting persons, and for composing
the inihappy differences, in matters of religion,
which we found among our

subjects upon our
but it being evident, by the sad experience of twelve years, -that there is very little
fruit of all these forcible courses, vre think our

return

:

self obliged to make use of that snpi-eme power
in ecclesiastical matters, which is not only inherent in us, but hath been declared and recog-

nized to be so by several statutes and acts of
parliament; and therefore, we do now accordingly issue tliis our declaration, as well for the
quieting the minds of our good subjects in these
points, for inviting strangers in this conjuncture,
to come and live undei' us
and for the better
encouragement of all to a cheerful following of
;

their trade and callings, from whence we hope,
by the blessing of God, to have many good and
hajtjiy advantages to our government ; as also,
for ))reventing for the future, the danger that
might otherwise arise from private meetings and
seditious conventicles.
And in the first place,
w^e declare our express resolution, meaning and

intention to be, that the church of England be
preserved, and remain entire in its doctrine, discipline and government, as now it stands established by law; and that this be taken to be, as
it is, the basis, rule, and standard of the general
and public wojshij) of God ; and that the orthodox confoi-mable clergy do receive and enjoy the
revenues belonging thereunto; and that no
person, though of a different opinion and persuasion, shall be exempt from paying his tithes, or
other dues whatsoever.
And further, we declare that no person shall be capable of holding

[BOOK
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byterians, exclusive of papists; and indeed

here there was no colour for
last sharers,

did design

and
it.

it is

making the
pretty certain the king

The

bishops, and lords of

council on their side, violently opposed

it,

and many letters were writ to court against
however, Lauderdale had full instrucit
tions in that matter, though he kept them
:

close; yea, carried with

a great deal of

rigour to presbyterian ministers and gentloraen, as

we have

heard already upon the

any

benefice, living, or ecclesiastical dignity, or
preferment of any kind, in this our kingdom of
England, ^vho is not exactly conformable. We
do, in the next place, declare our ^vill and
pleasure to he, that the execution of all, and all
manner of penal laws in matters ecclesiastical,
against whatsoever sort of nonconformists, or
recusants, be immediately suspended, and they
are hereby suspended; and all judges, judges of

assize and gaol-delivery, sheriff's, justices of the
peace, mayors, bailiffs, and other officers whatsoever, whether ecclesiastical or civil, are to take
notice of it, and pay due obedience thereunto.
And that there maybe no pretence for any of our
subjects, to continue their illegal meetings and
conventicles, we do declare that we shal!, from
time to time, al!ow a sufficient number of places,
as they shall be desired, in all parts of this our
kingdom, for the use of such as do not conform to the church of England, to meet and
assemble in, in order to their public worship and
devotion ; which places shall be open and free
to all persons.
But to prevent such disorders
and inconveniences as may happen by this our
indulgence, if not duly regulated, and that they
may be the better protected by the civil magistiate, o'lr express will and pleasure is, that none
of our subjects do presume to meet in any place,
until such place be allowed, and the teacher of
that congregation be approved by us.
And lest
any should apprehend, that this restriction

make our

said allowance and approbation
be obtained, we do further declare,
that this our indulgence, as to the allowance of
the public places of worship, and approbation of
the teachers, shall extend to all sorts of nonconformists and recusants, except the recusants of
the Roman catholic religion, to ^vhom we shall
in no ways allow public places of worship, but
only indulge them their share in the common
exemption from the execution of the penal laws,
and the exercise of their worship in their private
houses only.
And if, after this our clemency
and indulgence, any of our subjects shall presume to abuse this liberty, and shall preach seditiously, or to the derogation of the doctrine, discij)line or government of the established church,
or shall meet in jilaces not allowed by us, we do
hereby give them warning, and declare, w^e will
proceed against them with all imaginable severity
and we will let them see, we can be as
severe to punish such offenders, when so justly
j)rovoked, as we are indulgent to truly tender

should

difficult to

:

consciences.

Given at our court at Whitehall, this fourteenth day of March, in the four and twentieth year of our reign.

;

CHAP.

And

first section.

Mr

I

Georjje Johnston,

only add, that

Mr

when them very kind

Gilbert Hall, and

were snnimoned in before the
some of them came
understand how matters were like to go

some

others,

council for conventicles,
to

:

and, finding violence designed, they did not
find

it

safe to compear,

and were denounced,

INIeanwhile Lauderdale kept fixed by his

point of giving the indulgence; and when
the reports of it came to be public and certain, about twenty ministers met at Edinburgh, upon the 8th day of August this
year, and agreed to write a letter to Sir

James Dalrymple of

whom

Stair,

now

a privy

they confided as

much

any at the boai'd; humbly desiring,
that any indulgence to be granted, might be
free of straitening ingredients and conditions, which might difficult conscientious
presbyterian ministers fi-om embracing it,
and people from joining >^ith such as did
embrace it. At this meeting they reasoned
upon, and drew some answers to some
tjueries, " who might accept of it, and who
not;" but all they did or could do was in
the dark, and by guess, not being as yet
as in

acquainted with the terms of the indulgence
to be granted.

find

I

some

there were

it

remarked, that

in their meetings, Avho

constantly called for a testimony against the
sinful encroachments of the state, and urged
such expressions to be inserted in the letter

as

made

it

assurances he would
do all in his power for them: and
I doubt not but he did so.

At

length,

treason against the present laws

and when the paper was thus inflamed, they
went off. Thus, after some meetings, the
letter grew so high, that none could be found
to present it, and so it was laid aside. This
gave occasion to the reports spread in the
for accepting the indulgence,

providing a letter were
difficulties

about

it.

wi-it

containing their

He was one

of this

meeting from whose papers I give this
account, and says, they came to no resolution concerning this letter.
When this expedient failed, and the letter could not be
concerted, it was next resolved to send two
of their

number

Mr Gabriel ('unniugham and Mr
James Kirkton waited upon him he gave

gOth,

:

upon the 3d of September,

in this, matter; and at Holyroodhouse frame and agree to three acts relative

new

The

indulgence.

design of the

no doubt, to be eased of their
trouble every day from conventicles by casting all, or as many as they saw fit, of the
outed presbyterian ministers, together by
twos, threes, and fours, in so many congregations as they named.
There was abundance of cunning in framing the acts, both
for answering this end, and so as ministers
might be brought to comply with some of
the acts, without approving others, which
contained clauses more gravaminous: yea,
there seems in the frame of these acts to be
room left by the framers for blowing at the
fire of division among presbyterians, by
which the designs of their enemies were
lords Avas,

mightily carried on.

In their

first

act (vide

note,*) the reader will perceive, that about

* Act

1st,

anent the indulgence. Holt/rood-house,
September Sd, J 672.

Tlie lord commissioner his grace, and the
lords of his majesty's privy council, considering the disorders which have lately been by the
frequent and numerous conventicles, and being
willing to remeed so great an evil, in the greatest
manner that could be thonght on, and his majesty's commissioner being sufficiently instructed
herein, they do order and appoint the ministers
afternamed, outed since the year 1C6I, to repair
to the parishes following, and to remain therein
confined, permitting and allowing them to preach
and exercise the other parts of their ministerial
function, in the parishes to which they are or
shall be confined by this present act, and commission after specified, viz
:

III the diocese

—

of Glasgoiu.

In Eaglesham parish, with

Mr

ton, I\Ir Donald Cargill.
Paisley, with
John IJaird,

Mr

James Hamil-

Messrs William

Eccles and Anthony Shaw.
Neilston, Messrs Andrew Miller and

James

Wallace.

Kilmacolm, Messrs Patrick Simpson and William Thomson.
Kilharchan, Messrs John Stirling and James

Walkingshaw.
Messrs James Hutchison and Alex.

Killallan,

Jamison.

to represent their foremen-

tioned desire to Stair; and, upon August

_

issue

west, that the brethren in and about Edin-

burgh were

.

the Lord's day, the council came to an

to this

and put to the horn.

counsellor, in
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Newmills, Messrs John Burnet and George
Campbell.
F'enwjck, Messrs Thomas Wvlie and William
Shiel.
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prosbyterian

eighty
'

ministers are
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council proportion the

stipend,

II,

and give

confined to fifty-eight parishes or assurances to the regular and legal iucum

thereby, mostly in the west and south.

The

Stewarton, Messrs William Castlelaw, Andrew
Hutchison, and Andrew Morton.
Duiilop, Messrs Gabriel Cunningham and William Mein.
Largs, Messrs John Wallace and Alex. Gordon.
Kilbride, JNlessrs Robert Boyd and Gilbert
Hamilton.
Cumbray, Messrs Archibald Porteous and John
Rae.
Kilwinning, -with Mr Ralph Rodger, Mr
Robert Fleming.
Irvine, with Mr George Hutchison, Mr John

bents, that

no more

Culter, Messrs

Anthony

Patrick Andei'son.
Ardrossan, with Mr John Bell,

Mr James Bell.

Culton, Mr William FuUarton.
Riccarton, IMessrs Hugh Campbell and

Hugh

Crawford.
Dundonald, Messrs John Osburn and John
Hutchison.
Mauchline, with

Mr James

Mr

Veitch,

Robert

Archibald.
Ochiltree, with

Mr

Robert Miller,

Mr

Peacock.
Galston, with
Alison.

Mr

Alexander Blair,

Craigie, with

Mr

David Brown,

Maxwell.
Dalganie, with

I\Ir

Patrick

Mr Adam

Mr

Robert

Andrew Dalrymple, Mr

John Campbell.
Symington, with

Mr John

Gemmel,

Mr Francis

Irvine.
Jur/ccii dh righ t .

John Semple, and

Kelles, with
Dairy, with

Mr
Mr

Cant,

I\Ir

Mr Wm.

Erskine.

George Wauch.

Johu M'Michan,

Mr Thomas

Mr John Crawford, Mr
William Bailie.
Lesmahago, with Mr Thomas Lawrie, a regular
incumbent,

Mr

James Brotherstones.
Kirkton and John Greg.

Carstairs, Messrs James

LinlithgoM'.

West

Calder, Messrs

John Knox and William

Weir.
Borrowstonness, Messrs Robert Hunter and

John

Inglis.

Linton, with

Mr

tfc.

Robert

Elliot,

Mr

Robert

Elliot his son.

Oxnam, with Mr John
Hownani, with

Mr

Mr

Scot,
Hugh Scot.
John Stirling,

Mr

Ker.
Argyle.
Killern, Messrs John Cunninson and Alexander M'Lean.
Kilfinnan, Mr John Cameron.
Campbelton, IMessrs Duncan Campbell and
Edward Keith.
Kik'hattan in Lorn, Messrs John Duncanson

and Alexander M'Lean.
Knapdale, with INIr Dugald Campbell, a regular incumbent, fllr Duncan Campbell.
South Kintyre, Rlr David Simpson.
And yet notwithstanding of the said confinement, the lord commissioner his grace, and the
lords of his majesty's privy council, gave full
power, warrant and commission to the lord
chaticellor, the lord duke of Hamilton, the
earls of Argyle, Tweeddale, and Dundonald, the
lords president of the session, and register, treasurer-depute, and justice-clerk, with the bishop
of the diocese, ^vhei'ein the said ministers are
confined, or any four of them, within the space
of six months after the date hereof, to alter and
change any of the persons foresaid, from any of
the said parishes to another of those parishes, or
to allow or confine other persons in their place,
they al waj's pitching in the first place upon some
outcd ministers, from that diocese wherein the
parishes to which they are to be confined do lie ;
to preach who were outed
the year 1662, or being outed since the
are under certifications or sentences of
any court of this kingdom ; ^vith power to the
said commissioners and their quorum, to confine
to, and allow outed ministers, as said is, in the
parishes of Tarbolton, Barnwell, Stevenson,

and allowing none

Thomson.
Balmaclellan,

and Robert

Lockhart.

Lothian,

Kilmarnock, with INIr Alexander Wedderburn,
Messrs James Rowat and William HayKilmaurs, with Mr George Ramsay, Mr John
Park.
Ureghorn, with Mr John Spalding, Mr James
Donaldson.
Beith, with Mr William Maitland, Mr William Crichton.
Kilbirnie, with Mr William Tillidaff, Mr

INlurray

By

Lammington, with

Law.

(-'arsfairn,

shall be indulged.

Mr James

Lavrrie, and

Vernor, in place of John Ross,
be transported to Stony-kirk.

when

Thomas
he shall

Hainitton.

Avendale, Messrs James Hamilton and Robert

Young.
Messrs William Hamilton and James
Nasmith.
Shots, Messrs James Cnrrie and Alex. Barton.
Dalserf, Messrs Thomas Kirkaldy and John
Glasforii,

Carmichael.
Stonehouse, with

]\Ir

John

Oliphant,

IMr

Matthew M'Kell.

befoi'e

year

ICIJl,

Lochgunnoch,

Inchinnan, and Mearns;

and

that so soon as the present incumbents in these
parishes shall be provided, and transported to
other kirks, recommending to patrons to give
them presentations to kirks that shall vaik ; and
patron of the kirk
particularly to
of Gallashiels, to give a presentation thereto to

patron
Cambusnethan, with Mr William Violant, Mr Mr Alexander George; to
of the kirk of Burghton, to present thereto Mr
Robert Lamb.
patron of the
Diilziel, with Mr John Lawder, Mr Thomas
William Nasmith; to
kirk of Maclue, to present thereto Mr Robert
Melvile.

Lanark.
Carluke, Messrs Alex. Livingstone and Peter
Kid, now at Carluke.

Carmichael, Messrs John Hamilton and William Somerwel

patron of Gartne, tij
Stuart: and for the
entertainment and maintenance of the ministers
foresaid, confined and allowed by this act, and of
these formerly indulged by the council, the said

Kincaid

;

to

present thereto

Mr

1

their second act,

The

which

readei- will see

bo observed by

about

tlieir
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all

is

inserted below.*

they prescribe rules to
the iudiilg;ed ministers,

baptisms, their keeping the sa-

bounds of their own parish, their
1672.
discipline and payment of the ordinary dues to synod clerk, and bursar. Their
third act, which is likewise inserted below,-|-

crament of the Lord's supper upon one day,

dischargcth

their places of preaching, keeping within the

excepting these where indulged, to exer-

lords do think fit, that the half of the stipend of
the respective parishes, wherein they are confined,
of the crop and year of God, IG72, be paid to the
ministers formerly indulged therein, and that the
other half of the said stipend be equally divided
amongst or betwixt those formerly, and now allowed to preach in the said parishes ; the said
whole stipends receiving in the future division
proportionably, according to the number of persons formerly, and now allowed to preach therein ; aiul where there was no person formerly indulged, the third part of the stipend of the year
1672, is to be paid to these confined and allowed
l)y this pi'esent act, in the respective parishes
foresaid ; and in case any of the ministers foresaid shall not serve as they are allowed by this
act or commission foresaid, their proportion of
the said stipends are to be holden as vacant, and
to be employed conform to an act to be made in
this session of parliament, anent the disposal of
the vacant stipends ; and ordain letters to be directed at the instance of the several ministers
foresaid, serving, as said is, against these liable
for payment of their proportions of the said stipends.
And the lord commissioner's grace,
and the lords of his majesty's privy council,
considering the extent of the indulgence given
by this act, and that if the same should be any
further enlarged, the regular ministers might
be discouraged, and the orderly and peaceably
disposed people of this kingdom disquieted, do
declare, that hereafter they are not to extend the
said indulgence in favours of any other people,
or to any other parishes than to those mentioned
in this act, noi' to allow outed ministers to
preach in any kirks not herein expressed, and
wherein they are not already ministers allowed
to preach by tliis act.

not in the chufch-yards, nor in any place else,
under the pain to be reputed and punished as
keepers of conventicles.
4. That they remain within, and depart not
forth of the parish to which they are confined,
without license from the bishop of the diocese

Act 2d, about the indulged, September 2, 1672.
Whereas, by an act of the date of thir presents,
and by former acts of council, divers ministers,
outed since the year 1661, have been and are
warranted and licensed to preach at certain kirks
therein specified; and it being necessary for the
better keejiing of good order, that the rules following be observed by these ministers, indulged
by an act of the date of thir presents, and those
indulged by former acts of council ; therefore
the lord commissioner's grace, and the lords of
his majesty's privy council, do enjoin the punctual and due observance thereof to the said ministers, as they will be answerable.
1. That they presume not to marry or baptize, except such as belong to the parish to which
they are confined, or to the neighbouring parishes vacant or wanting ministers for the time.
2. That all ministers indulged iii one and the
same diocese, celebrate the communion upon one
and the same Lord's day, and that they admit
none to their communions belonging to other
parishes, without testificates from the ministers
•

thereof.
3.

That they preach only

in these kirks,

and

all

other presbyterian ministers,

only.

That in the exercise of discipline, all such
were formerly referable to presbyteries,
continue still in the same manner and where
there is no presbyterial meeting, that these cases
6.

cases as

;

be referred to the presbytery of the next bounds.
6. That the ordinary dues payable to bursars,
clerks of presbyteries and synods, be paid by the
said ministers as formerly.
And that the said ministers may have competent time for transporting of their families and
disposing upon their goods, the said lords suspeu'l
their confinement for the space of three months,
to the effect in the mean time they may go about
their affairs, providing, that during the time of
the foresaid suspension, they do keep and observe
the rest of the orders and instructions foresaid,
and other acts made anent outed ministers.

f Act 3d, Hclyrood-hotise, September

3,

1672.

The lord commissioner's grace, and the lords
of his majesty's privy council, considering, that
by the act of the date of thir presents and former
acts of council, certain ministers outed since the
year 1C61, are confined in manner therein contained, and that there are remaining divers of
that number not disposed on by the said act, it
ought also to be provided, that these may not
give scandal to any, by withdrawing themselves
from the public worship in the kirks of these
parishes where they reside, nor ensnare others
to do the like by their practice and example, do
therefore give order and warrant to sheriffs,
bailies of regalities, bailies of bailiaries, and their
respective deputes, and
magistrates within
burghs, to call and convene before them all outed
ministers since the year 1C61, and not disposed
on, as said is, and who are not under a sentence
or censure of state, residing in the respective
jurisdiction or bounds, or who shall in any time
thereafter reside therein, to require them to hear
the word preached, and communicate in the kirk
of those parishes where they dwell or repair to,
or dwell in some other parishes where they will
be ordinary hearers, and communicate, and to
declare their resolution herein, and condescend
upon the parishes where they intend to have their
I'esidence, and hear the word and communicate ;
with power to the said sheriffs, and other magisupon and imprison

trates foresaid, to seize

their

persons, within the space of a month after they
should be so required and in case any of the
said ministers shall reside in the parish where
there are ministers indulged by the council, they
are hereby warranted and allowed to preach in
the kirks of these parishes where they reside,
upon the invitation of the minister therein conAnd, whereas,
fined and allowed, and not else.
:
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any part of their ministerial
1672.
work, under what punishments the
council thinks fit and appoints all outed

their chiu'ches,

ministers to attend ordinances in the parishes

Two were undetermined, and the rest present
were for the negative." The minister who

cisc

;

where they live, or to go and live in such
where they will attend.
Thus stood the scheme of the indulgence,

places

September

When

3d, this year.

the ac-

came abroad, they were vaiithe
ously entertained by presbyterians
most of the ministers in and about Edinburgh, who had not share in the first indulg-ence, appeared upon the first accounts of
In a day or two, there was
it, dissatisfied.
a dozen or thereby met together, and it was
moved by some, that all the brethren precounts of

it

:

sent should declare themselves against this

indulgence

:

upon reasoning,

but,

it

was

found to be a matter of general concern,
and a meeting was proposed to be at Edinburgh, September 2-xth, and ministers at
distance were writ to, to come in from the
country with the seutimonts of such as
could not be present. At the day named,
about thirty-two ministers met in Mr

Thomas Hogg's chamber.
at their first
stated,

what

ingly,

upon
was resolved that every

their practice should be
it

member should
it,

was done

meeting ; but the question being

this occasion,

reason of

Little

give his opinion, with the

at the

next meeting.

when they met

next,

Accord-

Mr John

Inglis

chosen moderator and the brethren came
to take the sentiments of all present,

is

:

whether it was the duty of ministers to go
and exercise their ministry at their churches.

One

of the ministers present hath left this
" that four
:

account of their sentiments

were of opinion, ministers ought

to

go to

some within the kingdom, without any lawful
authority or ordination, take upon them the
calling of the ministry, preach, and do other acts
peculiar to those of that function, and considering, that such presumption and intrusion upon
the sacred office, tend to the disordering and
disquieting of the church and kingdom ; therefore the lord commissioner's grace, and the lords
foresaid of his majesty's privy council, do enjoin
the said sherifl's, and other magistrates foresaid,
within the respective bounds, to make search for,
and seize upon, and imprison such, upon trial
that they have exercised the office of a minister,
to acquaint the council of their names, and place
of their imprisoimient, that such course may be
taken with them as they shall think fit: and

wnen they had once given a

testimony, against

wrong

what they conceived was

spoke

in their indulgence,

first,

against

after

and

it,

to the

he had given his opinion
added Mr Robert

his reason,

Douglas his sentiments against
to

him

lately in conversation,

said, if his

state.

brethren

named

it,

signified

and that he

in the first act,

would forbear their churches, he, for his
share, would quit his at Pentcaitland, and
stand outed with them; and his mind had
no small influence so that night the indulgence seemed generally to be disliked.
And, by what accounts I have seen, the
ministers in the east country were more
:

averse than those in the west.

When

the copies of the council's act

came west, there were many meetings up
and down, and serious reasonings and consultations upon thisaffiiir; and I find, generally speaking, it was the opinion of ministers
there, that, providing a sufficient testimony

were given against the Erastian part of the
civil magistrate, the indulgence might so far
be gone into, as ministers should return to
their former congregations, and supply vacancies, as far as the liberty Avent, and put
them upon calling ministers nominated in the
first act,

with consent of the ministry of the

They all agreed, that but
one minister ought to go to one parish,
excepting the places where formerly there
had been two, especially at this time, when
there were so few ministers to ans\A'er the
cravings of people up and down the country ; and though it Mas not doubted that
the magistrate had power to restrict minisneighbourhood.

further, the said sheriffs are ordained and commanded to inquire how the ministers confined
and allowed to preach in their several jurisdictions, do obey the rules prescribed to them, and
contained in another act of council, of the date
of thir presents, and whereof extracts are to be
sent to the several magistrates foresaid who are
hereby appointed to report to the council thereanent every six months, and betwixt and the
first of June next, their diligence in the execution
of the order contained In the act ; certifying
them, that if they shall be negligent or remiss in
the execution of the orders given to them herein,
or failing to give in the said account, they shall
be proceeded against and censured according to
their demerits.
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Towards the end of October, Mr
tors to one particular parish ; yet they
1672.
seemed generally to agree, that when the (jrabriel Cunningham, and some
Edinburgh,
him,
more
Avith
were
sent
into
not
it
was
confined,
whole ministry -svere
However, these meet- with this paper, to see if the brethren in the
their dnty to obey.
ings in the east or Avest, had no determining east, AA'ho appeared most averse from this
power. Cireat were the del>ates concerning indulgence, would join in it, as an exoneration
the testimony to be given to the state, npon of themselves, and signification of their deep
All agreed there were concern in the Lord's now fallen tabernacle
their acceptance.
this matter; but ho^v to in Scotland. When they came to Edinburgh,
in
grievances
many
express them in suitable terms, so as not to they found several ministers in the east had
do more hurt than a testimony could coun-

was the difficulty. After much
conversation and reasoning, INIr William
Violent and Mr Alexander Wedderburn
were pitched upon to (h-aw a paper to this
Their draught was generally liked,
otFect.
and it received some amendments in a meeting at Irvine, October this year, and was

terbalance,

cast into such a mould, as

it

might be joined

changed their sentiments as to the indulgence,
by reasoning and conversation, and were not
altogether so averse as once they had been.

some
names being
put in for vacant congregations, by those
Avhom the council had impowered so to do.

The opposers

of the indulgence alleged

had been taken

What
it

is

is

off,

upon

their

in this assertion, I

certain several

were

know

not, but

at this meeting,

who had

indulgence, as well as their brethren who
had not. The tenor of it is inserted at the

not been at the former in September; and thus the appearance was greater
in favour of the indulgence than before yet

foot of the page.*

the former person, a member, asserts in his

in

by those who had already accepted of the

" Grievances as to the indulgence.

We

the ministers of Jesus Christ, who have
been debarred from our respective flocks, over
which the Holy Ghost has made us overseers,
and restrained from the free exercise of our
ministry these many years bj'gone, do, with all
].

thankfulness, acknowledge his most excellent
majesty's royal favour, in granting to some of
us the public exercise of our ministry, there
being nothing under the sun more dear and
desirable to us, nor the free liberty thereof: yet
considering the offered indulgence, as contrived
in the complex, and cast in its present mould in
three acts of council, to be clogged with many
involvements, contrary to our principles and
consciences, and with many inconveniences as
to our persons and families, and to the congregations both from which we are sejiarated, and to
which we are assigned ; we are exceedingly
straitened in our liberty to accept of the same,
and that because the whole general draught of
the three acts anent this affair, appears to us to
be nothing else but the actual exercise of Erastianism, in so far as the council is pleased not only
to dispose on persons and places, but to make
application of persons to places, for the exercise
of their ministry, as if it were proper to the
magistrate to judge of the spiritual state and
condition of the people, of the qualifications and
abilities of ministers, and of the suitableness of
their gifts and parts to labour in the work of the
gospel, among such and such a people; and not
only so, but also to form and prescribe rules to
ministers, relating to the exercise of their office,
and thus enhance and take out of the hands of the
ministers of Christ, all that power, and the exercise thereof, which Christ has committed to
them, except what they have prccario from the

:

civil powers ; so that the embracing and yielding
to these acts, may be interpreted to be an hojnologating with, and subjecting ourselves to lOrastianism, contrary to our known judgments in
these matters.
2. Though we disallow all tumultuary and
seditious meetings, of which sort the meetings
of the Lord's people, for hearing of his word,
cannot be reputed ; and, being convinced of the
Lord's blessing attending his people in them, we
are not a little grieved that the narrative of this
present act seems to involve the accepter into an
interpretative condemning of the same, which
we dare not.
3. Albeit there be a very great necessity of a
free call fi'ora the people, both in regard of
ministers themselves, who may judge it necessary, antecedently for the exercise of their
ministry, among a people, lest they seem to be
intruders, running unsent ; and also in regard
of the people, who will acknowledge none for
their ministers, nor willingly subject themselves
to their ministry, who want their call ; yet the
indulgence, as contrived, deprive the people of
the liberty of free election, in so far as ministers
are designed for them, and, by the council's act,
peremptorily confined to the parishes, Avithout
so much as the previous knowledge of the people ;
and so a necessity is laid upon the people, either
to call the confined, or to %vant a minister.
This way offers great violence to that
4.
special relation arid union that is betwixt pastors
and people of their peculiar oversight ; so that
ministers formerly by violence pulled away from
their flocks, and flocks violently separated from
their pastors, are still kept in a way of divorcement one from another, and yet this imionaud
relation, being made up only by Jesus Christ,
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papers,

that the generality of the

meeting continued against it. Mr
Cunningham presents his paper to them, and
the brethrenwho were against the indulgence,

acting in and by his church, can never be regularly dissol v(m1 by any other authority and power,
than that which made them up.
5. This contrivance will prove grievous to the
most part of the kingdom. 1. In that their own
pastors are, without necessity, shut up from
thenfi in a corner, at such atime as this, wherein
profanity, atheism, popery, and tjuakerism are
so fast springing up and spreading through the
land, by which their ministers are put out of a
capacity to inform and guard them against the
next, it %vill prove
evils and errors of the times
burdensome to the people they are assigned to,
in that they will have several necessary duties to
perform, in order to the accommodation and
encouragement of two, which they will judge
needless, one being sufficient for the charge ;
and it is well enough known, that the overbm-dening of the people in these things, will render
the gospel wearisome to many persons, and so
mar their benefit, and beget in them a lothing
both of the instruments and means of their sal:

will prove afflictive to many
3. It
brethren, in that, by it, they are obtruded upon
other men's labour, without a necessity, and
occasion their brethren, who have been a long
time under a suffering lot, to be deteriorated in
their necessary maintenance for them and their
families, and will put all the indulged entrants
to domestic straits and difficulties ; which thing
being obvious to any considering the case, ^ve
shall not insist on it, being, through the grace of
God, fixed in our spirits, in preaching of the
gospel, not to seek our own things but the things
of Christ.
We do acknowledge, that the magistrate
6.
hath the power of confinement, and of all other
bodily and external punishment in actii sigiialo,
to execute wrath upon him that doth evil, for he
beareth not the sword in vain ; but when he is
to apply that power in nctu erercito, to any ])articular person or persons, we humbly conceive
that the law of God, the law of nature, and law
of nations, and the law of the land, requires an
orderly procedure, and allows the party the
But here, 1. This sentence
benefit of defence.
contains punishment against persons without
citations, without a previous charge bearing
defences, %vithout demerit, without conviction of
any crime and guilt, the like whereof is not done
2. This sentence is
to the grossest of ill-doers.
drawn out not against one person or two, but
against all the presbyterian ministers in the
kingdom, a very few only excepted ; and the
number being so gi'eat, makes the practice to be
without a parallel or precedent in any reformed
church. 3. The acts carry not only a confinement of our persons, (which is hard enough
measure,) but a confinement of our ministry,
the imprisonment whereof should be, and is
sadder to us nor any bondage or suffering our
persons can be brought under, because hereby
2.
the propagation of the gospel is obstructed.
And we are, to the grief of our hearts, bound
up from the discharge of these duties we owe to
our national church, by virtue of the relation
are deprived not
we stand in thereto. 3.
vation.

We

[BOOK
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above named minister says, took it for
why the indulgence ought
not to be gone into; and so it came to be
the subj ect of reasoning. When they viewed
as the

a paper of reasons,

all benefit of mutual converse, either in
the exercise of doctrine and discipline in presbybut also in more private communion with
one another, for mutual edification and strengthening of others' hands, in the work of the Lord.
All which evils are so much the more grievous
to us, as they are trysted at such a time, Avhen
papists and quakers are so vigorously driving
on their designs, without at all being confined,
or any real or effectual restraint put upon them,
to the obstructing of such in their work, which
we may, without hesitation, call the works of
darkness.
4. Though we
know the confinement will put no stain upon us in the account
of many precious people in the land, yet the
nature and tendency of the punishment in itself,
is weakening of the necessary reputation and
authority of ministers of Christ among the pco])le, in that, by the same breath, ministers are
jiermitted and allowed to preach, and yet senand as this is the proper
tenced as evil-doers
and native tendency of the deed, so de Jhcto it
will be found not a little to embolden the more

only of
teries,

:

stubborn, loose, and licentious, to cast at our
ministry, when with freedom we shall speak
against their sin ; all which evils cainiot but
prove obstructive to the thriving and propaga5. As these who
tion of the gospel, as said is.
are appointed to make choice of parishes to live
in, so all these who are confined to parishes to
preach, viz. all such as get not a call from the
people, who, we suppose, will prove the greatest
number, will be exposed to far greater difficulties
and sufferings, than formerly, being forced to
leave the place of their present settlement,
whether among friends or acquaintances, or
where the place of their interest is, or where
they had fallen providentially, upon the way of
using some lawful means for the maintenance of
their families, and forced to go to places where
they are deprived of all these advantages.
7. The declaration in the close of the first act,
will prove a grievous and disquieting stroke to
the peaceably disposed people of the kingdom,
who have been no less longing for their pastors,
nor these to whom the favour is extended, when
by it they shall see all hopes cut off, of ever
recovering them again.
will not fall on a particular consideration
8.
of the rules of the second act, only, besides that
there is a framing and making of rules, formerly
ecclesiastical, proper to churcli judicatories, and
imposed on us by the council, which we cannot
approve of except we would renounce our principles, every one of them carries sad grievances
alongst with them, both to ministers and people,
and all of them appear to be framed in favours
of the conformed party, and to the disadvantage
both of ministers and i)eople of presbyterian j>ersuasion, and some of them will prove very
obstructive even to the thriving of the gospel,
and a ready mean for driving offender Christians
upon the precipice of a total separation, of anaAnd the second rule,
baptism, quakerism, &c.
enjoining the communion to be given by all in
one diocese, in one and the same day, as it is a
bad preparative, so considering the different state

We
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more uarrowly, and found it a complaint
of what the drawers reckoned gravaminous,
upon the presenting- of which to the council,

the indulg-ence, providing'

the coniplainers resolved to comply ^ith the
indulgence, the meeting divided upon it, and

debates,

it

not A\ithout some warmth. The unclear
brethren complained they were disappointed,
and tliis paper Avas but a smooth way to
help forward ministers, who were clear, to
their churches and the brethren w ho were
:

clear as to the indulgence, complained that

would not join with them in
a testimoi./ against what both reckoned
sinful in the manner of granting the indulthe other

gence.

s'<Ie

The

ministers

who

continued oppo-

site to the indulgence, alleged their

who were

to accept,

might

brethren

testify against

it, the best way they could ; but
they could not join, because they Avere unsatisfied with the whole of the indulgence.
The ministers who were not sti-aitened as to
the favour in general, but only as to some circumstances, complained that their brethren

the evils in

all

would

stand out, and not accept.

Several meetings were spent upon these

without much conviction upon
Their last meeting- was December 23rd, and they could come to no
agreement those who remained averse from
either side.

:

the indulgence

still insisting-, that no paper
which could be given into the state, would
be a sufficient salco from homologating the
magistrate's encroachment and that a joint
;

refusal of the fiivour proposed with such
limitations,

unity

was the only method

among

the ministers

to preserve

Neither were
had freedom to fall in

presbyterians.

who

with the indulgence, of one mind, as to
the expressions in

and so

it was
number of the

all

Mr Cunningham's paper;

laid aside.

A

considerable

ministers named, did enter

into their churches Avhere they

had been

upon a call, where the
congregation was vacant, upon consent of

formerly, and others

the ministers in the bounds.

And

since all

them in testifying against hope of joint testimony, against what was
what they agreed with them to be evil. gravaminous, was lost, many did give it from
They again were willing to testify jointly pulpit at their first entry into their respective
with them, against what evils appeared in parishes; and declared they did not homodid not concur with

shows that the ministers who fail in the
due and peremptory obedience to the foresaid
rules, and other acts made aiient outed and indulged ministers, will be undoubtedly censured
according to their supposed demerits, in contraand we,
vening the canons and former acts
being straitened in our conscience to give obedience to these canons, judge it will be but a
further provoking of the magistrate, prejudicial
contrary to our known and avowed judgment, to the people, and not a littlehurtful to ourselves,
and, we suppose, contrary to his majesty's to step in, and, within a short time, to be thrust
design in the indulgence, which is to permit the out again for our contravention.
presbyterians the exercise of their ministry, with
Having thus, in my singleness of heart, and
a reservation of their principles, and freedom of
(we trust) without any just ground of
their judgments, otherwise it can be no induloffence, given this short and sober represen-

and condition of

parishes, it is altogether impracticable.
All v/hich things if it were not to
shun tediousness, we would clearly make out;
but that which at least may be palpable to all, is
this, that as the whole draught involves us in a
compliance with, or at least interpretative subjection to Erasli(i»!s)n, so the filth and last rules, but
especially the fifth, thrusts us under a direct and
formal subjection and subordination to prelacy,

gence.

And

it is

not a

little

grievous to us, that,

by the fourth rule, the keys of our ])risons should
be put in our prelates' hands only, by which
means, we being straitened by our principles for
making application to the bishop for any such
liberty, our confinement becomes in effect absolute and perpetual, and so attended with tin;
greatest inconveniences that may befall a man
either in his interests, or dearest relations, or
greatest concerns in a world.

We

shall not mention how this way is disby the most part of serious professors,
who understand their principles, and adhere to
the pure government of the church of Christ in
Scotland but we may notice that the peremptory order and command, given to sheritl's and
9.

relished

;

magistrates, to inquire
fined and allowed to
II.

how

the ministers, conpreach, do observe the

rules,

;

tation of some of the many grievances that
straiten us in this matter, for removing
whereof we must humbly supplicate, that
the most honourable lords of his majesty's
privy council, will be pleased simply to take
off all former penal statutes and restraints
put upon our persons and ministry, that we

and

all

other our outed brethren

may have

access to our former charges, and other congregations, as the Lord shall grant the opportunity of a free call from the people, and
that we may have free liberty to meet with
our fellow-presbyters of our judgment, for
the free exercise of discipline, and for trying
and licensing qualified persons, and that our

ministry may not be burdened with afterimposition in the matters of Christ, and we
shall ever pray, &c.
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power

the Erastian

council's

acts,

supremacy exercised by the

Some

kinjj.

Mr Wm.

them, particularly

la the

or the ecclesiastical
of

Weir, formerly

minister at Linlithgow, and

now
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paying of stipend) a practical approbation of
them that the removal of the restraint is
:

only conditional, and a real bargain suspended upon their behaviour, and use making of

Westformed against them, and

the limitatioiis, act second : that they could

feU under no small difficulties upon this
account, as we may afterwards hear.

opinion, at least as to then- oavu practice,

Calder,

This
of

had

libels

in

as fair a representation of matter

is

fact, as I

could gather from the 2)apers

I

have seen on both sides. And, upon the
whole, I must, with regret, observe, that
presbyterians, who before this had been very
much of a piece, did now divide; and the

not join in a testimony Avhere they Avere of
that the going into the acceptance of the

indulgence Avas sinful.
that

the

divisions

In shoit, they urged,

following

brethren's acceptance, Avould be

hurt of the

common

interest,

cise of their ministry

upon their
more to the

than the exer-

could bai'ance

:

and

that in their opinion, the accepters Avould

wound is yet continuing among be to blame for the ill consequences, because
The gentry, and not a few of the most a positive duty in many cases might be forknowing in the west country, were glad tliat borne Avithout sin, but a thing sinful can
scar of this

us.

ministers had the freedom to
this indulgence, that

fall

in

with

they might have the

benefit of ordinances dispensed

by them:

never be gone into.

These debates are at

length enough handled in the History of

Indulgence on the one side, and the Review

it, and Balm from Gilead upon the other.
Whatever disputes there were at this
Severals of time among presbj'^terian ministers upon this

yet considerable number of the

common

of

people, from different reasons and views,

were not so much
them were taught
position, in itself of

quences, that

who was

it is

satisfied.

and lu-ge a
most dangerous conse-

to believe,

unlawful to hear a minister

head, and different sentiments, yet
find that those that Avere in theii-

against accepting of the

I

cannot

judgment

indulgence, did

upon think the accepting of it any ground of
ministerial work, or mistakes in his manage- separation so far were they from this, that
ment of it.
I wish the remains of this
they heard them preach, Avished them all
dangerous position may be entirely out from success in their labours, preached with them
among us but it was inculcate at first more as they had opportunity, and bare burden
privately, and in some years more publicly, Avith them under all their pressm-es and diftill, as we shall hear, considerable numbers
ficulties. Some people, indeed, influenced by
cast both at the doctrine and sacraments of ministers in Holland, blamed the ministers,
the indulged.
Upon the first indulgence, I AA'ho had freedom to fall in AA'ith this liberty,
have given a short view of the state of the for unfaithfulness, and acting unansA\erably
arguments pro and con. upon this subject, to their oavu light, in not preaching against
and 1 do not love to rake among the ashes the indulgence, and the ministers who
of this burning. In a word, such who fell accepted of it but this did not trouble them
in with this liberty now granted, said, it Avas much.
They Avere persuaded every point
guilty of failures in his entry

:

;

:

undoubtedly laAvful to enter into a place,
and their work there, when iniquitously put
from it, and their restraint Avas taken off:
that they took the good in the liberty, and
meddled not with the evil in it; against
they were most willing to have testibut their brethren would not concur.

AA'hich
fied,

The other side urged, there was more in the
indulgence than a mere taking off of the
restraint, that the acts doing so A^ere highly
Erastian, and the taking the benefit of them,

and urging them (as in the case of people's

of truth ought not to be brought to the
pulpit at all times.*

They considered there

and
though they themselves could not come up
are sayings even disciples cannot bear

theii-

:

brethren's length in point of practice,

they saAV no reason from this, publicly to
If there A\'as
stajre and condemn them.

* This is a view of the matter exceedin£;ly
convenient for a sufFeriiig time, and so agreeable
to corrupt nature, as to require very little illus-

tration.
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what they had done, of which they
would not further judge, than as far as

evil in

concerned their

own practice, they reckoned

their refusal a sufficient evidence they Avere

and when they were at
a point in those things, what could they
not concerned in

it

;

propose to themselves in preaching against
the indulgence, but the raising a flame ?
especially since they were persuaded it was

the order of time, as

reach
hint at

<^ll

much

as I can

1673.

and at the close I shall
a few particulars, which come not

it,

upon those generals. The thread of the
managers' procedure against ministers indulged and not indulged, and conventicles,
in

is

so mixed, that

I

shall not essay to separate

them; only the treatment of some particular
ministers may be considered, after I have

duty in them and the people to join with gone over the more general accounts.
This second indulgence, as, for a season,
their brethren, and A^hereunto they had
attained to walk by the same rule, and mind it was attended with no small difficulties to
the same things. Happy had it been for such as accepted of it, so it was followed
Avith harsh enough treatment of the rest of
this poor church, if ministers and people
under diiferent practices had remained unit- the outed ministers, who could not involve
ed, and had kept by their first ways but in themselves in what appeared dubious to
some years matters altered very much, and them. Lauderdale took it very ill, that all
people who ought to have been learners, the ministers who were confined, and, as
set up for teachers, j^ea, they turned managers appeared to them, imprisoned in the parishes
and directors to ministers ; and ere all was formerly specified, did not obey and cheei'done, some of them offered rules and pre- fully accept. But these worthy men durst
scriptions, even as to the matter, subjects, not bind up themselves in their Master's
and the very text they would have preached work, and were in no great difficulty to
At the beginning, their attempts determine themselves Avhether they should
upon.
this way were neglected, and ministers pitied obey God or man.
them, considering the darkness and difficulty
When duke Hamilton came into Edinof the times, but they Avould not encourage burgh in the beginning of this year, the
them in the least. Afterwards indeed, when council were fond to know the success of
It is said, the
love cooled among ministers, and parties their indulgence in the west.
came to some greater heights, some few duke give it as his opinion, that had the
ministers, as may be afterwards noticed, fell liberty been generally gone into by presbyin with these people, and acted entirely terian ministers, it would have gone far to
under their direction ; and then the flame have quieted the country entirely but he
broke out terribly. So much for this second represented that there was a considerable
indulgence ; the occasional eflfects of it, and party who did oppose it, and so he doubted
and he
the difficulties attending it, will fall in in the much if it would answer its end
named some ministers, whom he termed
progress of this book.
sticklers against it, as Messrs Moncrief,
Campbell, Fleming, Kirkton, and others we
CHAP. VHI.
shall presently meet with.
Whereupon the
:

:

:
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council resolved to force

them

to their con-

finements.*
All the outed ministers in Edinburgh,

I

r?"^

'^"^ persecution of presbyterians for

some years now runs much
former channel

;

March

7th, are

by the council ordered to

in the

the difficulties of ministers

and people continue on the account of conventicles, and the hardships of the ministers
who accepted of the second indulgence, were
not small. I shall not then subdivide this
year, but take a view of the most considerable hardships presbyterians

fell

under, in

» This was an evil that necessarily flowed
from the indulgence, and it Fliowed great want
of consideration in those who took it, and were
doubtful of the propriety of doing so, as many
of them were, that they overlooked this very
momentous circumstance, and thus became instrumental in forwarding the afflictions of their
more conscientious brethren. Ed.

;
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leave the town, and to remove at
the distance of five miles round it

unless they presently give bond not to keep
conventicles. This the managers well knew,

[BOOK

II.

there, and whether his consent v»'as asked or
given the complainer did not know. From
this

sentence

Mr Young

appealed to the

begged their lordships
would consider the wrong done him
and
privy council, and

them the town and
March I2th, the coun- required the bishop who was present, being
former in this affair a party, might be removed when
cil came to be a little more severe
The bishop rose
discussed.
citations had been given, and that day the this cause was
had
Mr
Young
been orderly
and
alleged,
up,
had
who
ministers,
outed
the
of
most part
him and the synod of
not entered their confinement, were called and justly deposed by
There compeared Mr Fife. Ml- Young offered upon his peril to
before the council.
George Wauch, Mr Robert Young, Mr prove by the date of the sentence, that he
James Kirkton, Mr James Donaldson, Mr was deposed before the synod met and if
Robert Lockhart, Mr Matthew M'Kail, Mr the bishop had caused insert his illegal
was equal

to a banishing

five miles

round

;

it.

:

;

Patrick Anderson, Mr Alexander Barton,
Mr James Hamilton, and Mr William
Thomson. They were challenged for not
entering their confinements in September
Some gave one reason, some another,
last.

was passed, in the records
what he could not
Young was removed a little, and

sentence, after

it

of the synod, that was

Mr

help.

when

called in, the chancellor signified to

him, that

it

was the

council's pleasure,

he

according to their different circumstances.
The council took a general order M'ith them

should go to his confinement against the

and considering that the weather was ill,
and the roads bad at this time, appoint them
to enter their confinements by the first of
June, under the pain of being apprehended
as despisers of his majesty's authority; and

such a sentence was passed upon him, for no

all

;

give orders to the king's forces, the sheriffs,

and

all

magistrates, to seize

James Walkinshaw, Alexander
Jamieson, James Wallace. Excuses were
made for some of them, and the diet of all
Such who were
the absents continued.
present generally thanked the council, when
called in, for the time allowed them to
consider upon this affair until June 1st, and
Morton,

advise the

seriousness.

One

from the

of

matter with

them

all

differed a little

rest in his circumstances,

carriage before the council

and

his

made some noise.

Mr

Robert Young, a very worthy
who had been very
imperiously turned out by bishop Sharp.
When he came in before the council, he
This was

minister in Perthshire,

complained he had been most iniquitously
turned out of his charge by bishop Sharp.
The bishop had taken upon him to depose

Mr Young

June.

He

answered, he was sorry

other reason but their pleasure, and

humbly

might not prejudge him of
reparation from the wrong done to him by
the bishop ; and further protested, that his

protested, that

it

obedience to the council's pleasure should

them wherever not involve him

they can be found, if so be they obey not
The absents, who when
this appointment
called did not compear, were Messrs Robert
Maxwell, John Law, William Weir, Andrew

promised to

1st of

by a sentence passed in

his

own

chamber, one minister only being with him

in any approbation of the
complex act of indulgence.
While the ministers are thus dealt with,
further to balance the indulgence, and gratify

the

prelates, April

council emit

2d, the

another proclamation against conventicles,

which

*

is

annexed, in a note.*

The

rigour

Froclamation against conventicles, April 2d,
1673.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
macers, or
faith ; to
messengers at arms, our sheriffs in that part, conjunctly and severally, specially constitute greeting: forasmuch as by several laws and acts of
parliament, and specially by the 5th act of the
2d ses.-iion of this current parliament, all unwarrantable meetings and conventicles, either in
houses or in the fields, upon pretence of religion
and religious exercises, are prohibited and discharged, under certain great pains and penalties;
which act hitherto hath not received that obedience which was due thereunto, in regard the
lords of our privy council, the sheriffs of shires,
and other judges to whom the execution thereof
is committed, have not had that information
from the heritors, in whose bounds these conventicles were kept, and others, which was
necessary, that the persons guilty might be proceeded against according to law and seeing we
:

CHAP.
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to be the duty of all good subjects
it is plain enough without remarks. The
1673.
blame of the nonexecution of the former to endeavour to bear down conventicles.
This
informers,
and
all
involves
herilaid
upon
acts an^ainst presbyterians, is
tors not ^ving information against conven- active concurrers for the prosecution of this
ticles, which 1 suppose many did not reckon act, in an approbation of what the council
To convince do. All heritors, wadsetters, and liferenters,
themselves obliged to do.
them of what the council makes to be their are required to inform the council, or

of

duty, they declare, the execution of the 5th
act of the last session of parliament, is of
ijreat concernment to rehgion. Thus, " the

their underworkers, of the persons present

and circumstances of the conventicle
which shall be kept on their lands and if

at,

:

not within three days after

days are come when the disciples must be
put out of the synagogues, yea, when whosoever killeth them thinketh he doth God

they do

good service and these things are done,
because they knew neither the Father nor

for each conventicle not delated

;

the Son."

Fm-thcr, the council declare

it

are fully resolved to use all possible means for
making the said effectual, being of great concernment to religion, and the peace of this church
and kingdom and it being the duty of all our
good subjects, not only to give obedience to our
laws, by their own peaceable and orderly deportment, but likewise in these places where they
have power and interest, to use their endeavours
for preventing and suppressing such unwan'antable and disorderly practices, as conventicles are,
being so far contrary to law, and destructive of
the public peace; and in order thereto to give
timous notice of any such meetings kept within
their bounds, when the same comes to their
knowledge. Our will is herefore, and we charge
you straitly and command, that, incontinent
these our letters seen, ye pass, and in our name
and authority command and charge all heritors,
liferenters, and proper wadsetters of lands in
this kingdom, to be careful that no house or
field conventicle, upon pretence of or for religious exercise or worship, be kept within the
bounds of the respective lands belonging to them;
and in case any shall be kept in any part of their
lands, so soon as they shall have notice thereof,
that they immediately give information of the
same, of the persons present thereat, and other
:

it

comes to their knowledge, they are

it

to be

lined in the fourth part of their yearly rent

and the
have one-third part of the fine for
their hire
and the informer against the
:

sheriffs

;

any other persons thereanent, to proceed to the
trial thereof, and to put the foresaid act of parAnd
liament to due and vigorous execution.
we do hereby authorize and require the sheriffs
and
their
deputes,
foresaid
magistrates
and other
to call before them such heritors, liferenters, and
proper wadsetters, who shall know of any conventicles kept in their lands, and shall not discover the same within the space foresaid, and
(their knowledge thereof being proven either by

their own oaths, or other legal probation,) to
upon them the foresaid fine, whereof one
third part to be applied for the use of the said
judges, another third part to the person who
shall give information concerning these heritors,
and a third part thereof to be uplifted for our
And it is hereby declared, that if the said
use.
sheriffs, and other judges foresaid, and their deputes, shall be remiss and negligent in performance of their duty in the premises, they shall
be called before our privy council, and severely
And it is hereby declai-ed, that as
punished.
for any conventicles that shall happen to be kept
within burghs royal, the magistrates of the
burghs shall be liable to such tines for every such
conventicle, as our council shall think fit to impose, and that the master or mistress of the
rircumstances thereof, so far as consists in their house where the conventicle shall be kept, and
knowledge, to one of our privy counsellors, or to the persons present thereat, shall relieve the
the sheriff of the shire, Stewart of the stewartry, magistrates, as our council shall order the same,
lord or bailie of the regality or royalty, or their conform to the foresaid 5th act of the 8d session
deputes, within whose Jurisdiction the lands or of this present parliament, entitled " act against
houses where the conventicle was kept, do lie ; conventicles." And we ordain these presents to
certifying such heritors, and others foresaid, who be printed, and published at the market-cross of
Edinburgh, and at the market-crosses of the
shall know of any conventicles kept upon any
part of their lands, or in any houses therein, and head-burghs of the several shires ; and that likeshall not discover the same, and what they know wise the sheriffs and other magistrates foresaid,
thereof, to the sheriffs and other magistrates and their deputes, cause intimate the same at
aforesaid, or their deputes, w^ithin the space of the several jiarish churches within their respecthree days after the same comes to their know- tive jurisdictions, that none pretend ignorance.
ledge, that they shall be fined for each conventicle
The which to do, we commit to you, conjunctly
not delated by them, in the fourth part of the and severally, our full power, by thir our letters,
yearly valued rent of the whole lands belonging delivering them by you duly execute, and into them in heritage, liferent, or proper wadset,
dorsed again to the bearer.
Given under our signet at Edinburgh, the
within the shire where the conventicle shall be
second day of April, and of our reign the
kept and we do hereby strictly require the
26th year," 1673.
sheriffs of sheriffdoms, Stewarts of stewartries,
lords and bailies of regalities or royalties, and
Al. (tirson, CI. seer. Concilii.
conventitheir deputes, upon delation made of
God save ihe king.
cles by the heritors, or information given by
:

inflict
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heritor

who

did not inform,

have another third

is

to

In this

part.

and a

act there are hardships in abundance,

foundation laid for terrible oppression, deother

A

from the king, dated April 29th,
is read in council. May 7th, wherein he
acquaints them, that the states of the United
Provinces nowat war with him, have designs
on foot to raise troubles in Scotland and
letter

,•

therefore he requires

them

to suppress con-

11.

was prowas sent,

this letter

upon what views

cured, and

it

from the contents of

will best appear

it.

Lauderdale was lately gone up to London,
letter

evils.

How

rest of the year.

many and within a

bauching- the country with oaths, and

[BOOK

and

little

after his arrival, this

May

comes, dated Whitehall,

I insert it

31st,

here:

" Charles R.

We

Right trusty, &c.

are informed by our commissioner, at his

waj agreed upon by
number of the outed

return thither, of the

you, for dis2)osing a

ministers to certain churches in the west,

and secure the west country. What
ground there M'as to suspect such who
frequented conventicles, or the west country,

and being well

of any design of this nature, I cannot learn.

to give obedience to

None of the

loyal,

to appear before you, and required to repair

and better affected to his government, than
they were only they could not comply v\ith
any thing contrary to their conscience, and

to the said respective parishes, and to abide

venticles,

king's subjects were

more

;

reformation rights

:

but

I

am

apt to think,

pleasure

it

^ith

satisfied

it,

it

be prosecuted; and that

our

is

all

such

of these ministers who have hitherto delayed
it,

be forthwith cited

confined there, with liberty to preach in
those parish kirks, and of receiving their

share of the stipends thereto belonging,

came mostly from Scotland, conform to the said act.
" And if any of them shall be still unM'illand was sent up to court by the enemies of
presbyterians, as many gross calumnies and ing to accept of that favour on the terms
The council, in upon Avhich it is granted, you shall not at
lies were in this period.
this innuendo

them

obedience to the king's desires, write letters
duke of Hamilton, the earls of Eglin-

all

to the

you

ton and Cassils, ordering them to inquire

cient assurance of their forbearing conven-

into conventicles in the west country, and

ticles,

send accounts of them to Edinburgh and
particularly, that they inform themselves

able and orderly behaviour in the places

;

what

disaflt'ected

When
year,

persons reside

the 29th of

new matter

among them.

May came

about this

offered to the bishops for

their appearing in coimcil against presby teri-

an ministers. None of the indulged observed
Some few indeed preached

this anniversary.

that day, such as

Mr John

Spalding,

Mr

John Wallace, Mr William Maitland but
it came about only by then' week-day's
sermon happening upon it. And though
they preached, yet nothing was mentioned
relative to the solemnity of that day. June
;

press

to

shall require

it

but instead of that,

;

them

either to give suffi-

and going to church, and their peace-

where they

reside, or that

they will choose

any one of

for themselves, each of them,

those parishes, within the diocese of Glas-

gow, which are contained either

in

the

former or latter acts of indulgence, for the
place of their abode and confinement, with
liberty of preaching in

and

any of the respective

they will not choose for
themselves, that then you choose for them,
and appoint to each of them some one of
pai'ishes

;

if

these parishes for their residence and confinement, as

them

you

shall think

fit

;

requiring

positively to repair to one of these

12th, I lind the council order letters to be

parishes within a certain day, under the

directed against ministers indulged, in the

pain of a more severe restraint, wliich

and Kirkcudbright,
who have not kept the 29th of May. Accordingly, the most part of them compeared

require you to inflict.
" You shall likewise

shire of Ayr, Lanark,

all

summon

the outed ministers, to

whom

we

before you
no particu-

had

were assigned by the late act;
and command them in the same manner,

noticed a letter wliich comes this day to the

either to give assurance of their orderly

in the beginning of July.

I shall

take notice of their treatment,

council,

if

just

once

I

now

M hich had no small influence on the

lar ])arishes

living

where they

are, or to

choose each of

CHAP.

them, one of the same parishes where they
may abide under confinement, or else <;o to
such as you shall choose for them, under

not please

the same penalties.

July before the council

"

And
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because \vc are informed, that

some of them are

displeased forsooth ^\ith

all

the members, espe- ^(^„n
and so a

cially the last article of it

demur

made, and

is

it

is

;

toward the end of

make a return to the
king upon these subjects. I shall therefore
take in here the prosecution of the indulged

the late indulgence, you shall secure them

for their not

from the fear of any more of that kind and

the consequents of this, being in order of

;

let

them know,

that

after all the lenity

if,

used towards them, they shall

still

continue

keeping the 29th of May, with

time, before

the council's

return to this

letter.

we will employ
our utmost power for the securing- the i)eace
of the church and kingdom, from their

ministers

seditious practices.

bishops did most violently appear against

refractory and uutractable,

"And

for

preserving peace and

within the diocese of Ghisgow,
require and authorize

you

order

we do hereby

to give a

com-

According to the citation given to the
who had accepted the indulgence,

many

them compeared, July

of

them in

council.

3d.

The

Being interrogate by the

chancellor, if they had kept the anniversary

appointed by the act of parliament,

all

of

mission to the duke of Hamilton, carl of

them acknowledged they had not kept it,
Linlithgow, earl of Dumfries, earl of Dun- and some of them gaA'e one reason of their
donald, and president, or any two of them, practice, some another,
Being next queswith full power to them to put in execution tioned, what they would do in time to
the laws and acts of council made anent come; they answered, as they had conand to make constant in- certed, that they had no freedom in their
church affairs
.

;

quiry from time to time, concerning v\hat-

conscience to keep any anniversary hol)-

somever disorders have been, or may be
committed in any parish within the said
diocese, whether planted with regular ministers, or supplied by the indulgence, pun-

days of

ishing delinquents of

sorts according to

human

were

softened,

out

yet

;

institution.

some things

that

still

They granted

in the act of parliament

and the word holyday taken

they were of opinion the thing

A

day was fixed annually for
was deterbailies of regalities, and bailiaries, justices mined, and cessation from labour required;
of peace, and magistrates of towns, Y\ithin so that to them, the day which before was
the said diocese, who have been or shall be appointed to be a holyday by the first act
negligent in executing the power given them of parliament, vi'as still the same, though
by law against conventicles, deserting of the word was omitted ; and they could not,
kirks, irregular baptisms and marriages, and without going counter to their o«'n light,
other disorders of that kind ; with power observe it.
While they were before the
likewise to them to give such orders to our council, a most unhappy incident fell in,
guards of horse and foot, quartered in those Avhich brought the indulged ministers to a
parts, as they judge necessary, for executing great difficulty, and one of them to his
law;

and to

all

to an

call

account

sheriffs,

remained,

divine service, the kind of worship

the said commission, and the peace of the

grave.
This being much insisted upon both
by the enemies of the presbyterians, and
said lords, Y^ith a sufficient allowance out of some among themselves T^ho were dissatis
om- revenue for a clerk, and other servants, fied with the indulgence, it is necessary tc
and incidental charges, as they shall find give some account of it, from the papers
necessary
and you are to call for a par- come to my hands.

country

:

and

this

power

to be given to the

;

ticular account of their diligence

from

tin e

to time, and transmit to us."

Upon
send
to

reading of this

letters to the

come

letter,

the council

noblemen named

into Edinburgh,

But

in

it,

I find it did

With the most part of the ministers Y^ho
came before them, the council only insisted
upon their keeping the 29th of May. Yet,
upon what reasons I know not, one or two
of them, when called in, were interrogated
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concerning their baptizing children

,^^,.

in the parishes of conformists, ^vith-

out testimonials ; and, in a word, whether
they had kept the council's instructions sent

them with

their acts of indulgence.

Being

cited before the council, only

upon the keeping of the anniversary, they had no concert as
to this and one of them who had not got
;

his instructions sent him, when interrogated,

answered, he had not seen the instructions
the chancellor

them

all

spoke

upon the

brought

This

of.

The

lock.

chancellor

told him, that had been a neglect,

and they

should

them

all

see them, and called

in,

and ordered them all to attend the coimcil
on the 8th day of July, that they might
hear their sentence for not keeping the

who wanted
might get copies of the council's instructions.
During the interval, the ministers
anniversary, and that such

met frequently among themselves, to consult what to do when their instructions
came to be read and offered to them. The
most part were

for a paper by May of a
testimony, declaring their sense of those

[BOOK

Anthony Murray, John Hamilton,
John Oliphant, James Currie,
John Lawder, James Hutchison, John Stirling, John Baird, William Eccles, Andrew
Dalrymple, John Hutchison, Robert Miller,
George Ramsay, George Hutchison, Ralph
Rogers, John Bell, William TuUidaff, fining
them in the loss of half their stipend, for
ford,

I^eter Kid,

the year and crop 1673, for their not keeping the 29th of May.
The lords, " finding

some of the alloMed ministers M-ant
them to
be delivered coram to them, that none pretend ignorance." The method of this M^as,
the roll of the ministers Mas gone through,
every one called as they lay in order, and
asked if he had a copy of his instructions :
if he had, he Mas dismissed ; if not, the clerk
delivei-ed him a copy.
It happened Mr
George Hutchison's name Mas tOMards the
end of the roll, and he not offering to speak
what Mas agreed npou, till his name should
be called, some of the brethren, before him
in the roll, began to question Mhether he
Mould speak, and resolved to speak for
that

the council's instructions, appoint

Mr

Alexander

encroachments they were brought under, in
foil upon.
This
was drawn, read, and reasoned upon at full
length.
In the issue, they came to put it

themselves.

to the vote, whether

uncivil as to refuse a paper offered

the best terms they could

and pi-esented in

made use of

all

it

should be signed

their names, or only

as a pattern

and directory,

according to which each of them should express themselves when before the council; or
according to which, one, in
rest,

name

of the

should deliver the mind of the whole

?

Mr George Hutchison and some others
were peremptorily against subscribing the
paper, and the plurality were for signing
and presenting it in their names yet when

II.

of Galston, Mas the

first

Blair, minister

and
;
him the paper,

mIio spoke

when

the clerk delivered
said, "
lord chancellor,

My

I

cannot be so

me by
your lordships, but I can receive no instructions from you, for regulating the exercise
of

my

ministry;

The

ambassador."
heinously

for if I should receive

from you,

instructions

iU,

and

should be your

took

this

falling into a gj-eat passion,

ordered one of

tlie

he spoke

Blair, for

I

chancellor

macers to keep
insolently.

Mr

Mr

Blair

offered to explain himself^ but M'as not per-

mitted.
When Mr Hutchison was called
they considered the necessity of unity in in the roll, he spoke some things to qualify
this matter, and that if they were not of M'hat Mr Blair had said, and discoursed
one mind, it Mould do more hurt than good, "of the difference betMeen the civil and
they came all into this, to use it as a church government, and their different pow:

directory ; and it Mas laid upon Mr Hutchison to speak in name of the rest, in case
the instructions were presented at the council-board to them.

Upon

the

8th of July, the

ministers

appeared again before the council
decreet passes against Messrs

;

and a

John Craw-

ers,

formal and objective, intrinsic and ex-

trinsic."

What he delivered, passed

any censure.
missed save
as to

him

Mithout

All the ministers M'ere dis-

Mr Blair. The council register
" Mr Alexander Blair at

bears,

Galston, having pubUcly disowned the king
and council's poM'er and authority, in giving

CHAR
him
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him im-
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I have annexed it in a
mediately to be faiTied to the tolbooth of note.* As I take it, this is the
Edinburgh, there to remain till further account which the author of the " History
orders."
Accordingly he was made close of the Indulgence" makes remarlvs upon,
Upon the 4th of
prisoner till December.

September he ])€titioued the council, " desirhe might be liberate, and signified, that
he was informed that they had blamed him
for not gi ving them that deference he ought
to have given them, and begged, that if he
had mistaken in style and form, they might
impute it to his being unaccustomed to speak
before such a judicator)^; but he could not
recede from the matter he had spoken."
This petition Avas rejected. In November,
through his ill treatment in prison, he sickened
and December 4th, I find " Mr
Alexander Blair allowed by the lords to go
to a house in Edinburgh by reason of his
sickness, upon caution given for him, under
the penalty of 5000 merks, that he shall reenter in a month, and not keep conventicles."
And January &th, they prorogate
his liberty another fortnight ; and by that
ing-

;

time, this excellent person died, in

much

joy, and full assiu-ance of faith.

When Mr

Blair was imprisoned, the rest

deeply concerned

of the ministers lAcre

about him

and, as I

;

and appointed
with him, to go

Mr

am

informed, met,

Hutchison, and some

to the chancellor,

and the

other counsellors, and homologate what
Blair had

said,

They went

and seek favour

accordingly.

The

Mr

to him.

chancellor

it was not the matter so much
manner of his speaking had irritate
them. However Mr Blair was still kept in
Mr Hutchison was blamed for not
prison.
speaking at first what had been concerted.
He alleged that it was not proper for him
to speak till he was called upon.
It is

pretended,
as the

jjlain their

in

measures A^ere broke, and they

some confusion.

The

ministers vsere

on in papers handed about at tliis
time, under the titles of " Informations."
reflected

The reader mUI find an abstract of them,
" History of the Indulgence," pp. 52, 53.
Upon the other hand, the brethren who fell
and Mr Hutchison
were vindicated in a paper

in with the indulgence,

in particular,
called, "
II.

A Ti'ue Narrative," vthich not being

in

*

print,

,

A true narrative c'Onternuig the carriage nfsome
who appeared

mijiisters

bcfuie the council in
luritten in answer to a friend ivho
desired to be informed about that affair, and
what trnlh and falsehood was in that paper
scattered up and down among people concerning
the same.
Sir, I do very liindly tliank you for the news

Juhj

last,

you sent me of these papers scattered tip and
down, concerning the proceedings of tlie breth-

who appeared before the council in Julyand for that copy of one of tliem, though
yet I must confess that the subject matter is sad,
and will be sad to those who are chiefly reflected
upon in that paper, not so much (I suppose in
charity) upon their own account (whom 1 liave
linowii for many years with serenity, to endure
through grace such assaults,) as upon the account
of this poor church, and remnant in it, who are
broken with breach upon breach, till they are
become a contemptible insignificant compan}' to
their very enemies, and put out of a capacity (if
sovereign grace prevent it not) to improve a
mercy, were it put in their hands but 1 forbear
to insist upon this subject, wliich is one of the
saddest prognostics we do groan under in the
times that pass over us; and, (in compliance
with your desire, who may connmand me ia
more than this,) I sliall oifer you a brief narrative of that affair, yet with an eye to the mistakes in the paper now sent me, the author
whereof seems (I shall not say upon any malicious design, and intentionallj') to misrepresent
the brethren, and that he hath taken his inforren,

last,

:

mation

at

some second hand, which kind of

relations are seldom just.
It is true, that upon

Thursday, July 3a, a

considerable number of ministers, who have
obtained liberty from the magistrate to preach
publicly, without hazard of tiiat legal restraint
under which they lay before, did appear (being
cited) before the council, to answer for their not
observing the 29th of May.
It is not easy nor
necessary to tell what was said to, or by every
one of them, they being called in one by one
but this is certain, that all of them (except two
or thi-ee, who vv^ere dismissed ui)()n their declar:

ing they had preached on that day only, because
to be their lecture day, ) declaring thej' had
not preached on that day, and did agree in substance upon this ground of their forbearance,
that it did not flow from any disloyalty or disaffection to authority, but that they had no
freedom to observe any solemn fixed anniversary
for religious worship, beside the Lord's day.
This harmony, in the conclusion, and in private
conference about the waj'of giving in the answer,
did open a refreshful door of hope, of more harmony, and a better understanding, till an incident which lay not in the way of the most of
them, did bi'eed very troublesome exercise. For
after the brethren were removed, four of them
Avere called in together upon particular summons, for baptizing of children of other congregations ; to which, among other legal defences
it fell

2e
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58, &c.

and the forementioned

answers to that history, essay to
:
both being in print I say no more

remove
of

it.

Upon

the whole,

many

at this time

[BOOK
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wished the ministers could have centred
in a plain declaration ag^ainst the encroach-

ments made upon them, and they judg-ed
was the season of it. Had it been

this

(whereof I can give no particular account,) they as their answer and sense of these matters ; the
gave this answer, that these acts relating to that generality were indeed for the subscribing of it,
matter w^ere never intimate to them
upon others not, and so that resolution was laid aside.
which they were told by my lord chancellor, The reasons that prevailed with severals for
that they should get them, and so they were forbearance of subscribing that paper, were these
removed ; and all the brethren were cited by a in part \mo. That beside their own un("learness
macer at the council-door, to appear on Tuesday for it, there was one of their number withdrawn
next. In the interval they did meet daily almost, from their meeting since the Thursday, about
to consult what they should do at their next some necessary affairs, who had declared, that
appearance, in case these acts (called rules)should upon reasons ponderous to him, lie was not free
he intimate to them
a paper is produced by in his mind to subscribe any such paper at that
some appointed thereto, (which the writer of the time, and so they judge it not safe, but prejudiinformation calls a testimony,) but it ^vas only cial to the cause and unity, to break bulk, and
relative to the instructions or rules, with a touch act in a divided way, when all were ready to
of their reason, for the not observing the 29th of concur in the matter, though they differed in
May, to which afterward svas prefixed a pretty the form and manner and how inconvenient it
large introduction concerning Christ's power was, that differences about the manner should
in and over liis own church, and asserting the be seen in public, when they were one upon the
magistrate's just right about ecclesiastical affairs, matter.
2do. Had they been free to subscribe
as amply as any thing Mr Hutchison spake, papers at that time, yet they could not look upon
and denied him no more when it was finished that paper, as it was hastily and crudely patched
than he denied unto him.
up, as beseeming so many ministers of the gospel,
The information tells this matter very suc- to give in to the states as their mature and
cinctly, they resolve on a testimony, draw it up,
formed thoughts, the introduction taking up
&e., but had the informer been present, or (be- near the half of the paper, and the rest concerning present) resolved to deal candidly, he would ing the instructions, being mostly huddled up
have told his friends, that when that unqualified under the name of grievances, and but a very
clause, that we would not receive from the magis- little said to them particularly ; and therefore
trate any instructions to regulate us in the exer- the draught seeming so rude and so indigested,
cise of our ministry, was read in the first draught
they were unwilling to present it, as that that
of the paper
it was upon Friday, Saturday,
was to be a standing thing for friends and foes
Monday, (I remember not if upon Tuesday on at home and abroad, to descant upon for matter
the forenoon also,) debated against by several of and manner. Slio. There being such a clashing
the brethren as an assertion, which being so among ministers and people, some being for
generally and indistinctly expressed, would not utter refusal of any benefit of the late liberty,
hold water, nor be found agreeable with the and others being free to make use of it, having
word of God, or concessions even of our own given a testimony in their station, and that
orthodox and anti-eraslian divines, concerning paper relating only to these instructions, and not
the magistrate's just right.
The arguments pro to the whole cause, they could not but foresee
and contra, together with the sliding of the debate that the giving in of that paper would be looked
from the general question, (which some suppose on as a testimony ; and therefore being so defecwas determined in the concessions in the intro- tive, relating only to these instructions, and not
ductory part of the paper, wherein the magis- speaking to other cases, it would raise greater
trate's power objectively ecclesiastical is asserted)
debates and higher differences j and this they
into a question concerning the magistrate's ante- were confirmed in, when a brother coming in
cedent judgment, &c., here too tedious to repeat
among them told them expresslj', that testimony
nor isit needful, seeing, in conclusion, upon the (as it was called) was defective, and would do
motion of some other of the brethren, than those more hurt than good, except it were fuller, yea,
who debated against the unlimited assertion, certified us upon good grounds, that if that
the assertion was, with common consent, so far paper had been given in, more tongues and pens
as could be discerned, thus qualified, that we had been awaked, and set on work against it,
could not receive from the magistrate instruc- than now are against the forbearance of it: iu
tions, formally and intrinsically ecclesiastical,
which case, albeit I could have heartily wished
to regulate us, &c., and was also transposed a full, free, general, and unanimous testimony
into a fitter place than it stood in the first were given, yet I cannot see how their prudence
draught. This paper thus drawn up, the infor- can be blamed, for forbearing that which would
mation says, that they could not agree in the certainly have ministered fuel to that fire, which
presenting of it, and so it was answered ; thus is like (if mercy prevent it not) to consume this
he puts a wrong face upon the matter. The poor church, and may perhaps burn their fingers
res vcre gesla was this
the question being put who are so eager to kindle and blow at it.
concerning the paper, whether it should be made
It is true (as the information tells) that
use ofas a direction when they should be called to thoughts of subscribing the paper being laid
speak before the council, (as was made of another aside, it was resolved, that one should be mouth
paper they drew concerning the 29th of May,) for the rest, to speak the sense of these imposior if it should be subscribed by all, and given in tions, in case they ^vere intimate to them, hold;

:

:

;

;

:

CHAP.
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would have prevented

of the stumbling which

fell

in after-

by

little

years

and

people

little in

began

the succeedingto

withdraw,

These who were formerly averse
from the indulgence, were confirmed, and

and some who were not

matter agreed upon in the paper ;
(so far as coiilil be discerned in
tiiat haste, they being immediately to dissolve
their meeting, and go to the council) was (by
Hutchison,
the plurality) agreed upon to be
the informer, as he seems to bear but
on

otherwise, yet sure T am, he could have had no
occasion to speak to any statesman at that time,
for that or any other purpose, he being named by
the brethren to that employment, only at their
last meeting, which w.is immediately before
their appearance, and going ^vith his brethren
forthwith to the council, and was never out of

wards.

iiii;

him

and

tlie

to the

man

Mr

whom

an ordinary kindness for the generality of these
brethren, as the mocking close of this paper
allows, so he seems to stretch far enough (to say
no worse) to reach a particular blow unto him,

and he

falsely asserts, that all the brethren concluded, that be should be the man first called on,
before any of them should be called to receive
their instructions, and then adds, that in the
mean time it is presumed, that he went to the
president, and got himself the Ijist man in that
roll to be called upon.
It is like Mr Hutchison
will thank the informer for so much equity, that
he insinuates, that he does not think he was
bound to speak in that affair, till himself was
•ailed upon, while others did condemn him, that
lie did not speak at the very first, not considering, that besides this time of speaking was not
determined to him by his brethren, hut left to
prudence, wliich dictated, his own name being
called upon, whensoever it miglit be, to be God's
opportunity, season, and called to speak what he
had to say; the thing also itself, and the usual
practice in the like cases, says it was the most fit
time to speak to the cause, when all had been

gone through, and then

^vllen he had spoken his
light in the matter, the brethren (as he willed
them to do when they named him) might add,
diminish or alter as they thought fit, so that it
is wondered that any quarrel liim so highly for

the time of speaking, which in all reason seemed
not unlit, had not that sad accident fiillen out
that prevented and marred all.
But as for the
informer's presuming, that Mr Hutchison went
to the president for the end above said, I wish
he had given some show of probability for that
presumption, lest he be guilty of taking up and
spreading a false slander, and groundless reproach against his neighbour ; for though I be
no doter on IVIr Hutchison, yet I must do him
the justice to tell you upon good assurance, that
he is not a little wronged in the rash and pre-

sumptuous allegance, yea, upon
mation as men can have, I can

as certain infor-

tell you, that he
dare not only refer to all the members of the
Iionourable council, but, in humble sincerity,
appeal to the highest tribunal, that he never solicited any for any particular favour to himself in
that cause, whatever he did for others when
their particular case required it, and who of all
the brethren summoned, present, once dream,
let be conclude, that he should be first called
on, since all of them knew he was last on the
roll, or at least near the last, and had been called
on in that order in the Thursday, it being so (in
Providence) ordered by reason of the messenger's
return of his executions, or of the clerk's writing
up the return of the executions, or some such
jwovidential occasion, so that there was no need
of Mr Hutchison's soliciting to be last that day
in the roll, nor any ground to expect that he
should be among the first; and if it had been

un\\illing' to

accepted of the indulgence,

if

have

grievances

their company till they were called in one by
one, till they were all together before the council.

They thus appearing upon the Thursday,
their sentence, for not preaching the 29th of
May, was read unto them ; after the reading
whei'eof
Hutchison, addressing his speech
to
lord chancellor, did declare, that his
brethren and he did very cheerfully submit to
any outward prejudice they might sustain in
following their light, yet humbly desiring, that
the true state of their case might be remembereil
by their lordships, and that they were brought
under that sentence, not upon the account of any
disloyalty to authoritj', but uponascrupleof conscience concerning that parti(^ular way of expressing it; withal, not knowing whether these instructions were to be presented, but rather to obviate

Mr

my

them, headded another desire, that tbeirlordships
would be pleased not to burden them with impositions in the matter of their ministry, wherein
they were the servants of Christ, and they being
men who demeaned themselves as became loyal
subjects.
They being (as they thouuht) dismissed, the chancellor forthwith called them
again, as they were turning their faces to the
door, and told them, that seeing some of their
number had said these papers were not given
them, that the clerk ^vas now to give every one
of them a copy, which accordingly he went about
to do.
But the information which you sent me
is so brief in this, and seems only to design a
reflection upon some, if not the most part of
these ministers, I judge myself obliged to rectify
his mistakes, and prevent your being abused by
it, by a more exact account of it.
I confess, he
saith truth when he declares, that near half of
the brethren, (if not more) viz. all the brethren
cited out of Clydesdale, Renfrew, and some of
Kyle, were spoken to, and received their paper,
(if they had not gotten them before,) or ever
Mr Alexander Blair his turti came ; and I believe they were a few number (if any at all) of
those behind him, that resolved to speak any
thing till Mr Hutchison's turn should come,
and he begin, as they had agi'ced upon, Mr
Alexander Blair consenting thereunto as well
as they, if Mr Alexander Blair liis speaking
had not drawn some of those who had been
spoken to before, and others as they were called
to thereafter, to speak somewhat ; but all stood
still in one body, ^vaiting till it should come to
iVIr Hutchison, who was to be their common
mouth to speak their mind, and they to homoloAs
gate, add, or alter, as they should think fit.
for that reverend brother Mr Alexander Blair,
his speaking, (as I hope in charity,) his motive
Was zeal and forwardness, so I wisli heartily it
had been forborne till its due season, for /line illm
InchrynKP, "untimous spurring spills the speed ;"
and the rather I wish he had not first filled (he

—
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against falling in with

stiif

for the preser-

I

vatiou of ministers' liberty, turned
it,

because that lax assertion, of which I told
before, of receiving the instructions from
the magistrate, &c. (albeit it had been qualified
and limited bycommon consent,) yet he, I know
not how, repeated it to the chancellor in tcDninis,
telling, that he would not receive instructions
from them for regulating him in the exercise of
his ministry, and added this reason, that if he
did so, he should not be Christ's ambassador,
but theirs which reason, if it do not as strongly
militate against ministers receiving of instructions and rules (for the prescriptions in that
paper get both these names) from church judicatories, as well as from the civil, and strike equally
at the diatactic power of both, I leave it to you
After this and some speeches betwixt
to judge.
lord chancellor and him, (which I remit as
not relating to the cause, though yet he confessed the council might confine him, which was
one of these rules, and so overturns his own universal negative,) he was committed to a macer
The brethren
till the rest should be called upon.
being surprised with his speaking unexpectedly,
(beside the common agreement,) and with the
assertion that dropped from him, and affected
with the apprehensions of the said issue, began
to be much afflicted in their spirits.
The author of the information huddleth up
the matter so, as if there had been nothing
spoken before the council anent these papers,

field,

you

;

my

Mr Alexander Blair, till Mr Hutchison was called upon last of all, but I must help
except by

a little, by telling you, that upon
Blair's commitment to the macer,
told my lord chancellor, that he beminister
one
lieved divers ministers of that company were upon the matter, of Mr Alexander Blair's judgment, whereof himself was one ; another declared, that one of these rules did bring ministers
Mr Hutchison
into direct subjection to prelacy
also thought his time was not come to speak, yet
he
could do to
what
to
see
tliem,
with
stept in
remove mistakes, whose speech did not contain
any thing of acknowledgment of ministers'
liberty to preach, nor yet did meddle only with
the magistrate's right in the church matters, as
the information bears, but he spoke according to
the tenor of the pf^per agreed upon to that purHe humbly desired their lordships not to
pose.
misunderstand his brother Mr Alexander Blair,
as for rules intrinsically ecclesiastical, (I suppose
the present jumble occasioned the forgetting of
the other term formalli/,) for regulating ministers
in the exercise of their ministry, he hoped their
lordships intended not to impose any such upon
them, who were the servants of Christ, in those
matters, but for the magistrate's power olyectively ecclesiastical, whereby they might judge
of matters of religion, in order to their own act,
whether they would approve or not of any such
a v/ay, he knew no reformed divine that denied
it to them, judging that was his brother's sense
in what he spake, did again desire he might not
be mistaken. After Mr Hutchison had spoken
this, some, who narrowly marked it, do positively assert, that Mr Blair was offering to
speak somewhat, but was Interrupted by a macer

memory

Mr Alexander

:

;

though

that oi'dinances

and many blessed

uncharitable censures were passed upon the

his

accepters

It
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behoved to be owned

dispensed by them were

to multitudes.*

And

to

give

all

the persecution, for not observing the anni-

it
took hitn by the arm and hindered him
judged, he purposed to declare his assent to
Hutchison's declaration, as a commentary
of his words, partly because he liad assented to
the same, as an explication of that general assertion in the meeting with his brethren, and partly
because two of the brethren who visited him in
prison ere they came out of the town, do declare,
that he did declare unto them, he meant no other
thing than what they had agreed upon in that
paper, albeit he hap])ened to express it otherwise;
but I being uncertain whether himself will own
any such thing, I leave it in suspense whether or
what he intended to speak, albeit ever since I
am informed by persons worthy of credit that
spoke with him since, that he continues of the
same mind. 1 do not remember of any thing
spoken by the rest of the brethren, who were
called after this, (except one that told, he could
not receive any ecclesiastical canons from their
lordships,) but as for civil significations of their
pleasures under the hazard of civil penalties, he
would say nothing to that ; which speech
At last,
another, when called, did homologate.
when it came to Mr Hutchison, who did not (as
the informer tells) receive any of these instructions publicly, as having seen them before, but
spake a second time, resuming what he had
spoken formerly, concerning a formal ecclesiastical power, which could not be allowed to the
magistrates, and a power objectively ecclesiastical, which was allowed to him, intimating that
the brethren would either observe, or not observe
their directions, according as they judged of

who

:

is

Mr

them in their consciences, upon their peril. Unto which my lord chancellor answered (as he
had also done before,) that the king gave them
these instructions by his council, and if they did
not observe them, the council would punish
them. j\ir Hutchison answered, that for the
civil punishment, they had never denied the magistrate's right in them, and that he
took notice from that answer, their lordships
acted in a civil way, only competent to them in
this their dealing "with ministers, which they
could not decline, hoping their lordships designed
not to stretch their power beyond their civil line.
After this they were dismissed, and Mr Blair
(being removed a little with the macer) was
thereafter committed to prison.

matter of

* This is an argument, or ratner a sophistn,
of which Mr Wodrow seems to have been
greatly enamoured, for he presses it on aU occasions "into his service, though it really proves
It cannot indeed be uttered with
nothing.
consistency by any person who does not, like the
The
papists, confine salvation to his own sect.
law and the testimony is the rule of Christian
dealings
gracious
duty, not the providential or
of God, which we can never certainly know.
If no chui'ch or church party is to be separated
from, till we are certain that there is among
them no exercise of saving mercy, the reformation itself was a very wicked and unwarrant^

able thing.

Ed.

;

CHAT.
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versary, tog-other, July 10th, Messrs

John

count, and in the same manner, the
council fine Messrs

I have now at vour desire given you an account of that affair, wherein, I assure you, 1 liave
made conscience not to uial^e lies n<.y refuse, nor
(which at least hath heen the way of this informer, whose information lie sent me,) have I
taken stories upon trust to use or to serve any
design of mine own.
As for ^vhat he narrates
of what followed upon all this, I can say the less
to it, that I was not privy to many of these
things ^vhereof he gives au account, yet I shall
offer to speak my thoughts concerning what he

ing to create prejudices

Robert Mowat

humour

at Herriot.

is aloft,) till

enow when once

that

at last they Ccist off all of

them, and turn wild. Thataminister indulged,
but not yet entered among them, should have
spoken as this informer narrates, I can neither
affirm nor deny, not having heard it.
This I
know indeed, that more than one in that condition spoke somewhat not very edifying, which
yet I will not trouble you with, since I know
that a man in heat and pang of passion and
temptation, may speak that which love ought to
cover, and which themselves in cold blood will
not justify; that the two ministers that were
concerned in that affair (as this informer saith)
motioned that one of them did highly resent
their treachery, and wrote that he would not
return to his charge, but would tear his license
if he had it ; that others of them did wish that
he had not accepted of the indulgence ; and all
of them did hang their heads for shame, till at
last they conclude to take the odium off themselves, and to prevent the people's stumbling, by
spreading a report concerning the fulness of
their testimony, equal to that of i\Ir Blair's,
the incivility of his delivering it being expected.
These are sior\es ad faciendum poptiiuia, to make
I know the brethren were
out at his leisure.

saith of several parties.
That the honest people
of Edinburgh were alarmed (I shall add, afllictcd,) with Wr Blair's imprisonment, was unquestionably their duty, and a duty wherein
these ministers (whom this informer would reproach) did heartily join with them, and did also
lay forth themselves to the utmost for his deliverance from tliat trouble ; but I can say from
certain knowledge, that not all nor most of the
Iionest people in Edinburgh did judge of the
brethren's carriage, as this informer did characterize them ; and for others either there or else-

where, who (being prepossessed by such informers as this or otherwise biassed) do so judge
of them, 1 wish they may be more busy at home
and within doors (which I speak not without
ground as to divers,) before they be so much
abroad about others, that they may pray and
repent more, which will lead them to censure
these
less, who are engaged in that same
common cause with them, and are sincerely for
God, and designing nothing in their way but to
promote his kingdom, and want not his approbation in their way and work, and that they may
search and examine matters narrowly, what they
say, and whereof they affirm, before they give
out their definite rigid sentences against honest
ministers ; for they cannot but see that these
ministers are reaping none of the visible encouragements of the time to bias them, but are looked down upon as others are, and their liberty to
preach is attended with so many tossings and disadvantages, that did they consult their own ease,
and were not refreshed with the simple liberty
to preach the gospel publicly, so long as they can

generally dissatisfied with what had fallen forth,
and some did desire a new address to be made in
writing to the council, when others thought it
too late, and did also gather together what had
been spoken by any one before the council
and sure had this informer consulted these'
notes, his misrepresentation might have been
prevented, nor do I know of any other reports
spread by the brethren in the country; but that
men do tell simply rem gestam, the true story
(as here I have done to you), when put to it,
to vindicate themselves against calumnies, forgeries, misconstruction, and misrepoits, raised by
such as this informer is, which I think is a duty
to which they are bound by the ninth command ;
and for that brother, who, he says, wrote to his
people, that he would return to them no more,
but would tear his license if he had it, his regress and fixing in a settled way in the exercise
of his ministry among them, doth plainly declare,
that either this information is slanderous in
this, or that the brother sjtake it in his haste,
and finds no ground in his conscience to bide

mm

do

it without sin, it were their outward advantage many ways to lay it aside
they cannot
also but consider, that though these ministers do
dearly love and respect them, and so cannot but
be sorely grieved when mistakes arise, yet being
men led by a principle of conscience in what
they do, or may be called to suffer, and being
hound to maintain the credit of their cause by
just and rational means, to the conviction of
their adversaries, they cannot in those matters
spread their sails to every gust of people's inclinations, were they otnerwise never so dear to
them, nor dare they cross their own light, nor
wrong their cause, to gratify their dearest
friends, who, by reason of prejudices, misinformations and other causes, may mistake their
proceedings ; and therefore good people should
beware lest Satan have an hand in all this, and
get advantage of them, to learn them to stumble
and cast off' their faithful watchmen by piecemeal,
tirst some, then more (as he will not be want-

1673.

John Scot at
Oxnam, James Fletcher at Newther}^, and

M'Michen at Dairy, John Seraple at Carsphairn, John Cant at Kells, were lined as
above. And, Jidy last, upon the same ac-

:

at
•

it.

But being wearied with being an

and of wiping

'

historian,

off the dirt cast on brethren's inproceedings, who, in the integrity of
their heart, studied to approve themselves to God
and man, so far as human frailty would permit,
I hope ye will allow me, in the close, to speak a
little to the ground of all this clamour, which is
Mr Hutchison's speech, it; name of all the rest,
to which little was added by any.
In it you
may perceive an assertion of an ecclesiastic
power, to make rules for regulating ministers,
which was not yielded to the magistrate, with a
concession of his power objectively ecclesiastical,
and a declaration of their receiving papers from
him under that notion, did not oblige them to
observe these directions, but they were to do

nocent

;
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isters

and

I

time

now

to

retixrn to the

king's letter, anent the outed min-

and conventicles, above mentioned
have already observed, that it met

not M'ith that ready entertainment at the
council board, usually given to his majesty's letters.

The

shall not dip into

:

secret sprinj^s of this I
it

is

probable, neither

the former nor latter part of
agreeable to the

bishops'

it,

was very

designs

against

presbyterians in the south and west; neither
did the nomination of persons to

considerable a

whom

so

sion to the informer's reflecting remark, that
Hutchison gives to them all that the godly
divines give to the most godly and reforming
magistrates on earth, or that ministers receiving
these papers upon these terms, should warrant
honest people to think that they gave up the
right of the church with their own hand, to the
civil magistrate, or that any ministers should
highly resent their treachery, as he tells the
story.
I shall not inquire how agreeably he
speaks to the paper that the brethren agreed on
for directory, since, it seems, the informer's design seems to reflect upon the generality of them.
But whoso will read our anti-erastian writers,
will find that they yield to the magistrate as a
magistrate, (and consequently to all magistrates
be what they will, good or bad, though upon
his peril, and as he shall answer to God for it, if
he determine wrong,) a pul)lic, politic, definitive
judgment concerning matters of religion, in reference to his own act about them, or (for they
diversify the phrase) a power of judging his own
act about spiritual or religious things, to be
observed or not observed by their subjects ; and
to make out this, to name no others, you may
take one of unquestionable authority in this
church, the author of CXI. Propositions, who,
in his Thesis or Proposition 9th, hath these ex" As to each member of the church
press words
respectively, so unto the magistrate belongeth
the judgment of such things, both to apprehend
and judge of them ; for although the magistrate
be not preferred and ordained of God, that he
should bea judge of matters and causes spiritual,
of which there is a controversy in the church,
yet he is questionless judge of his own civil act
about spiritual things, namely, of defending them
in his own dominions, and of approving or tolerating the same ; and if in this business he judge
and determine according to the wisdom of the
flesh, and not according to the wisdom which is
from above, he is to render an account thereof
before the supreme tribunal." This confession
of so famous an anti-erastian divine, doth (I
conceive) so fully homologate what Mr Hutchison j'ielded to the magistrate, (and that even
upon supposition that he is such a magistrate as
is I'eady to determine wrong) that 1 hope no
man in reason can allege his receding from the
principles of this church in that matter ; and
for the orthodoxy of it, so much is printed to
the world on that subject, as may save me a
labour to insist on it with you, who are so well
:

as far as

I restrict

myself to matter of

hath offered to

it

me

II.

fact,

in the regis-

ters.

June 26th, a draught of a commission is
brought in before the council, to duke
Hamilton and the rest named: some difficulties are raised upon the drauglit, and a
letter writ to the king, representing

inconveniences A\hich

offered

as to the council's falling in with

of the king's

matter

this

power was committed, satisfy managers,

In all this, I can see
therein upon their peril.
no such heterodoxy or novelty, as to give occa-

Mr

But

all.

[BOOK

I

letter.

is

a

Upon

little

some

themselves,

some parts

the 1st of July,

further delayed, the

suppose, waiting for returns

acquaint with, and studied in that controversy:
but one thing I wonder at, that the informer
was so bold as to hint the injustice of not using
divers weights and divers measures, to the good
and bad magistrate, in defining the limits of
their power and office, when our Confession of
Faith, chap, xxiii. art. 4. defineth the contrary,
agreeably to scripture and reason, as you know
how dangerous it is, if once stories of matters of
fact, scattered by nameless authors, get place and
credit among people, to the prejudice of honest
men for so, a very Jesuit may step in, and act
his part, and play his game, for the behoof of the
see of Rome, as they did of late among the
sectaries ; and the deceiving of honest ministers
(though but a few ,at once) and sowing of differences is no small part of that Jesuitical interest ; so I confess it is no less troublesome to
me to be engaged in examining of such stories,
wherein one person may make work for enow,
and tell more stories at random, than many men
and therefore
<;an search into to discuss them
Only, I wish ministers, and
I shall here close.
people otherwise minded than we, may look
about them, lest, under colour of pursuing our
common cause, there be a turning aside from
former sound and sober principles, and lest we
be (by stickling and faction) incapacitated, or
rather incapacitate ourselves more and more for
any proof of the Lord's favour, unless it be to
cast us into an hotter furnace, (were it by suflering popery to prevail) to make any good metal in
us to run together and unite in sober seriousness by melting, while we divide and scatter in
the smallest blink of sunshine, through our
peevishness or spiritual wantonness, and also
lest sober men going on for atime, in compliances
with instable humours, be necessitated to make a
sad retreat, at least with a nonjmlan, when they
see the lamentable consequences and result of
matters.
And for the brethren who suifcr by
this informer's narration, and others like minded,
I wish such usage may be a call to be near their
Master, following their work closely through
honour or dishonour, through evil report and
good report, and keeping up their due ministerial authority, and a due respect to people, as
believing that integrity and uprightness will
preserve them, and that the way of tiie Lord will
be strength to them till their integrity deliver
them and that if God shall have pleasure in
us, judgment shall yet return to righteousness,
and all the people in part shall seek after it.
So be it.
Dear sir, farewell in the Lord.
;

;

;
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At length, July 25th, the
from court.
commission to the five persons named is
agreed upon, and the council Mrite to the
king, signifying "that they have issued out
the commission, as his letter had appointed,

appointed

-1

Kilraawers

1

and

paiusli,

Knox, likewise
Messrs

himself

confine

to

T--1

to ,„^„
lo/J.

T
Mr John
TIT

1

West Calder.
Thomas Hogg,

present, to

Robert Fleming,

settling of the

John Lidderdale, Alexander Hutchison, not
compearing, the council ap2)oiut them to be
apprehended wherever they are found, and

of the church, and public peace in

presented before the council :" and, Sep-

the diocese of Glasgow, being the greatest

tember 30th, a decreet is passed against all
the outed ministers who had not accepted
the indulgence, and entered their confine-

may

but humbly propose, that his majesty

whether the right

consider,
affairs

concern, and of the most importance to his
majesty's service of any thing Avithin the

kingdom, and a great branch of the council's
Avork these ten or twelve

years past, be

proper to be left in the hands of so i'cw."
The return to this I find in the records,
September 3d, wherein the king complains,

ments, (except two or three mIio made
some excuse or other) and they are ordered

November

to be denounced.

6th,

find

I

Messrs William Mein, James Donaldson,
William Creighton, James Kirkton, Robert

"that the outed ministers have not been

Lockhart, John Wauch, are ordered to be

cited before the council in the terms of his

denounced, except

letter

May

power of

31st,

and

tells

them, that the

the five proposed for the preserv-

ing the peace in the west,

is

not at

all pri-

power but they are
to report to the council, and that few do
In
business a great deal better than many.
the close, the western commission to the
persons named is dropped, and the council
warned to take a special care of the diocese
of Glasgow, and they are assured, their
vative of the council's

;

procedure will be looked

they

after, since

are averse from the king's proposal."

When

Mr Wauch, who

is

gone

with his family to Ireland, and is excused,
and Messrs Kirkton and Lockhart, who are

gone to England : them the council order
to be cited to compear in sLvty days ; and
Mr Thomas Melvil is excused by reason of

From

sickness.

these passages, the reader

will understand the zeal of the
this

managers

year against the outed ministers and

conventicles.

shall

1

19th, the council
session,

only add, that, June

recommend

that no suspension

to the lords of

be

by them

granted on decreets pronounced against per-

it was not a
sons guilty of keeping conventicles, irregular
members and the baptisms or marriages. Some further view
council immediately order all the outed of the hardships put upon presbyterians this
ministers in Edinburgh, to be cited to hear year, Mill be had from some particular

little

read,

this letter is

satisfying to several

;

themselves decerned to repair to the par-

which they were confined,

ishes in

terms of the king's letter

in the

and

eai"l

order and warrant to

upon

of Athole, to grant

\ihom they

all

please,

credible information given them, to

seize all

who have been

and send them

I

come now

And

INIay 31st.

the same day the council give power to the
chancellor,

instances of ministers and gentlemen, Avhich

at field-conventicles,

to Edinburgh, or oblige

them

April

to give.

2d,

find

I

before the council,

IVIr Robert Gillespie
where he confesses he

had kept one house-conventicle in the town
of Falkland

he

:

but refusing to delate

knew among

his hearers,

evidence against them, the council order

him

to be carried prisoner to the isle of the

to find caution to appear before the council,

Bass, their lately contrived prison.

and send their bonds to the clerks. TomorroAV, September 4th, the council make

the 7th of May, they allow

this

following act.

"

Forasmuch

whom

and to be an

him the

of the isle of the Bass above the

Upon
liberty

Avail,

but

allowed them, repair to and be confined in
such parishes as the council shall name.

he be not permitted to
preach, or exercise any part of his ministry
there.
Here he continues till the beginning
of the next year, when he fell sick, and
Jan. 8th, the council permit him, on his peti-

Mr John

tion, to

majesty hath thought
ministers

fit,

who have no

Park,

who

as

his

that all the outed

particular parishes

compeai's this day,

is

strictly require

be

let

out some time for his health.
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Edinburgh."

I find
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no more about him in

Alexander Peden, minister at Glenluce, was apprehended by Major Cockburn,
in the house of Hugh Fergusson of Knockdow in Galloway, and both were brought
prisoners to Edinburgh. June 2Gth, the

the registers, neither have I any full ac-

council appoint the register and advocate

the people

Mr Alexander Peden prisoner,
apprehended for being at Pentlaud,

counts of the process against this godly
minister

;

only

1

am

informed that he was

challenged for taking a

West

call to

the parish of

heritors and
and in his entry to that parish,
some expressions M'hich were dis-

Calder, from

some of the

;

to examine

he

lately

satisfying to the prelates, anent his adhering

h.ad

Upon their to the reformation of this church, and the
and keeping a conventicle.
report they appoint him to be transported awful obligations we are iinder to maintain
I have before it
besides, in his sermons he had preached
to the prison of the Bass.
me a letter of this good man, dated, from against prelacy, and a spiritual supremacy
Since 1 have no dijitinct
the Bass, August 11th, 1G77, directed to in the magistrate.
the reverend Mi* Patrick Simpson, then accounts of the expressions this good man
indulged at Kilmalcom, and since the revo- used, or the sentence passed against him by
lution minister at Renfrew, till October the council, I shall only acquaint the reader,
1713, when he got to the joy of his Lord that Mr Weir was, before the restoration,
In May 1601, he,
in a good old age, after he had been sixty- minister at Linlithgow.
three years (singularly useful) in the work with the reverend Mr William Creighton,
of the ministry wherein Mr Peden thanks minister at Bathgate, were, upon a petition
:

;

him for a charitable supply of money sent from the heritors of their respective parto him and the other prisoners in the Bass. ishes, removed from their parishes by the
And 1 have ground to think, Mr Peden synod of Lothian, as in part hath beea
was very much of these four years impri- noticed. Mr Weir refusing to deliver up
soned there. The council further appoint to the magistrates the church emoluments
pounds sterling to be paid out of the and registers, was put into the Thieves' Hole
major Cockburn, for his great pains in Linlithgow, by provost Glen. And after
in apprehending Mr Peden and Hugh Fer- he had been some time in that dungeon, he
gusson, and ordain him to distribute twenty- was carried to a room in the palace, and
five pounds among the party of soldiers kept there six weeks ; till at length, seeing
under his command, less or more to each at no remedy, he was forced to make the best
And, July 10th, the council terms he could ^\ith his persecutors. His
his discretion.
fine Hugh Fergusson in a thousand merks, holy plainness and freedom, when at West
for his reset of Mr Alexander Peden, and Calder, obliged him to quit that place, and
within a little he went to Ireland, where he
being present at a conventicle,

fifty

fines to

Mr Andrew Wedderburn

is

before the

council, July 31st, and confesseth,

a conventicle in his own house in Anstruther
Wester, that is, preached and prayed when
several others beside his
present.

The

lords

own

family were

commit him

continued

till

the liberty, 1687,

"he kept people of Linlithgow,

to prison

v.'ith

when the

the concurrence

of the general meeting of ministers at Edin-

burgh, gave him

a call to return to his

former charge, where he continued till July
1695, at which time he died, triumphing

he find caution imder five thousand over death and the grave.
Others were attacked this year besides
merks, not to keep a conventicle again, or
He ministers, if they favoured presbyterians any
take on him a voluntary banishment."
February 20th, the chancellor for
continues in prison about a month, and Avay.
then upon a petition to the council, he is Fife, and duke Hamilton for the west country, are ordered by the council to inquire,
confined to the town of Kilmarnock.
The same day, July 31st, "the council what magistrates or counsellors in burghs.
order out a squade of the guards to bring had not signed the declaration, and report.
in Mr William Weir, indulged minister at What gave the occasion to this new inquiry
West Calder, prisoner to the tolbooth of I know not. The gentlemen formerly men-

till

;
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Kersland, Blacket, {juarrelton, Bed-

and others, imprisoned

nonconformity, alleg'ed accession to Pentland, and
church irregularities, as they were called,
lane,

were

And

this

for

year continued in their prisons.

I shall

add another instance of the

severity of this time, from the justiciary
records,

dead.

upon a worthy gentleman

Sir

Andrew Kennedy

lately

of Clouburn,

since the revolution loi-d conservator in the

Low
it

Countries

;

and

it

will best appear as

stands in the registers.

" Apiid Edinburgh, August 20th,

1

67.3.

Se-

Lee jusNewbyth, and

derunt, Sir Jdines Luchliart of
tice-clerk, lords Collington,

Craig ie, justiciaries."
"

Mr Andrew Kennedy

2^5

work

to batch, plot, and conmost horrid, bloody, and treasonable designs, against his majesty and
government, and for disturbing the peace and
quietof these kingdoms, and involving again,
and imbruing their native country in blood,
combustion, and the dreadful calamities of a
war, civil and intestine, and rebellion, under
which it has laboured and groaned for many
years, and has been the subject of compassion
even of strangers and in order thereunto,
having framed divers seditious and treasonable books and pamphlets, the ordinary trumpets and engines of sedition and rebellion, and
in special Naphtali, Jus Populi Vindicatum,
they sent the same home to this kingdom to
be divulged likeas, they were divulged and
dispersed, of purpose to confirm those they

their

trive

:

:

(alias

Weir) of

CloM'hurn, being called, did not compear, to
have underlien the pains of law for the
crimes iniderwritten, viz. That he having
shaken off all fear of God, conscience of
dut}', and allegiance to his majesty, and
respect and tenderness to his country, presumed to commit the crimes underwritten.
In so far as JMr Robert M'Ward minister at
Glasgow, INIr Robert Trail minister at Edinburgh, Mr John Livingstone minister at
Ancrum, Mr John Brown minister at Wamphray, and divers other seditious persons,
being under the lash and compass of the law
and justice, for their seditious and disloyal
practices, and owing to his majesty's unparalleled goodness that their lives were
spared, and that in lieu of that just severity
and punishment, which by the law was due
Tinto them, and which justly they might have

conceived to be in their principles and per-

and to poison, deprave, and seduce
They did most seditiously stir up the estate where they lived,
and some of those who had interest in their
government, to a war against his majesty
and for their engagement did promise and
suasion,

others to the same.

suggest to them, that they might
assistance, at least diversion,

expect
from a party of

their friends here
they, at least some of
them, were, and did traffick and practise in
:

England to the same purpose, and did send
home, or at least endeavour to get sent
home to this kingdom, arms, in order to their
and for promoting and
designs foresaid
effectuating the same, they had and kept
correspondence with disloyal and seditious
persons, and in special with divers who had
been sentenced and forfeited, or at least
;

expected, were banished and removed out

declared fugitives, for their accession to the

of this kingdom only, where they had not

late rebellion

and, in order to this, have
and temper being their wives, friends, and emissaries living
considered, could not live peaceably, and as here Avithin this kingdom, under the «armbecame loyal and dutiful subjects yet the ness of his majesty's authority, and yet like
said persons having retired unto Holland, vipers endeavouring the destruction of their
and the dominions of the estates of the country.
Amongst which, the said Mr
United Provinces, and forgetting their duty Andrew Kennedy was employed, and in the
and his majesty's favour, did resume, con- year 1G70 or 1671, had sent home to him,
tinue, and prosecute their former seditious and did receive some of these seditious and
and disloyal practices, «ith as much malice treasonable books, libels, pamphlets, and
and greater boldness than formerly, conceiv- letters, and did disperse the same, and did
ing they were out of his majesty's reach, give retui-ns to the said letters, kept correauthority, and justice; and ever since they spondence with them, and otherwise proretired out of his dominions, have made it moted the said designs, or did know and
;

lived, nor, their principles

;

II.
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conceal them.

Wherefore the

Mr Andrew Kennedy

said

has art and

pounds, and he

is

[BOOR

!1.

fined for

£31,200
and accession to the said crimes of The same gentleman, conform
to the valuation foresaid,
treason and was lawfully charged, August
as guilty of a conventicle
3d last, to compear before the justiciary
weekly, for the space of
and, not compearing, he is decerned to be
three years, Avhich by act of
denounced to be our sovereign lord's rebel,
parliament is the fourth
and ordained to be put to the horn, and
part of the yearly rent, is
his moveable goods and gear brought in for
62,400
Which was
fined in
his majesty's use, as fugitive.
Item, for a disorderly baptism
pronounced as doom."
three years' absence in

.

part,

;

;

It is

on

almost needless to

this procedure.

The

make

libel

reflections

yearly, ilk of the said three

seems rather

years, (the gentleman, for

to be against the banished ministers than
Mr Kennedy, and stuffed with virulent and

invidious innuendos

upon them, every way

ill founded, as the reader no
doubt hath observed in the former part of

groundless and

this

work

:

yea, there are

some

plain false-

nonconipearance,being held
as confest

on

all

the parts

of the libel) a fourth part
of his jearly rent, which

is

four hundred pounds, inde
in three years' time,

.

.

hoods advanced against them, as that story
made up at Edinburgh, that they had stirred
up the states to war, and promised assistance

This gentleman then, for those
delinquencies, during three

which is so evidently false,
and when Mr
that it needs no refutation
Kennedy's part comes, it is evidently strain-

the act of pai'liament, in

in Scotland;

;

ed.

The

ministers,

from

whom

perhaps he

mio-ht have letters, were not intercommuned,

and nothing can be more forced than the
charge on him about the prohibited books
and yet he is, in absence, found art and part in
treason, and denounced and declared fugitive.
I shall

conclude this account of hardships

years, M'hich

whole

The

is

is

the terra of

fined in

.

.

.

Duchal (now

laird of

yearly valued

rent

being

fourteen hundred potuuls,

and holden as contest upon
the whole libel, is decerned
the

as guilty of

foresaid

delinquencies, for the space

public worship, keeping of conventicles, dis-

William Cuningham of Carn-

orderly baptisms and marriages.

and causes foresaid (the
particulars I pass after this,

sum

and give the

total

shortness)

fined in

is

for
.

thirty-three

George Maxwell of New-

pounds, six shillings, eight

ark, his yearly valued rent

pennies, and holden as con-

in this shire being sixteen

fest for the

hundred pounds

is

Scots, is

decerned in the eighth part
of his rent, for each Sab-

from the
church, which is two hundred pounds Scots. This,

bath's

absence

in the year, counting fifty-

>tMo Sabbaths, extends to

ten thousand four hundred

84,400

curran, his yearly rent being

two hundred
Sir

94,800

Porterfield of that ilk) his

on the score of nonconformity and
conventicles, with an abbreviate of the fines
imposed about this time, upon the heritors
of the shire of Renfrew, which is none of the
largest of our counties, for withdrawing from
this year,

1,200

crimes foresaid,
15,833

fined in

John Maxwell of
for the

Diirgavel,

causes and

time
18,900

foresaid, in

John Brisbane of Freeland,
for the causes and time
foresaid, in

....

3,900

Gavin Walkinshaw of that
ilk, in

2,429

6

8

;

;
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George Maxwell of Ne-

Sir

ther-Pollock, in

Matthew Stuart

.

.

th eir eyes,

93,600

.

in
.

of

^

it

;

this

is

the reverend

ye;u-

Mr Thomas

Forester breaks off from prelacy, an account
of which shall be given next year, Avhen his
6

8

persecution begins for preaching the gospel.
G|-eat numbers of presbyterian ministers, and

£368,031 13

4

tions,

scftne

sum from eight or ten
gentlemen, and most of them of the smaller
is

of

3,510

15,833

in

This

evil

last yeai-

6,399

18,427

in

.

heard

tMo excellent brothers, Messrs Alexander and John Carmichaels and, I think,

Ml- James Pollock of Balgray,

.

We

the

John PoUock of Falside, in
James Hamilton of Langtoun,

Total

and take up the

thei
eu- way.

Meams,

in
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a terrible

set of heritors in this shire.

It

gentlemen, withdrew from their habitaand several went off the kingdom, and

were declared fugitives, andintercommuned.
^Such ministers who continued in the
cojtuitry, and had no freedom to subject

must be themselves

to the council's orders in con-

owned, that these sums in which theyp^ere ttAing- themselves, were under no small diffiSome of them, about eight or ten,
decerned, were not all uplifted, othepf^ise culties.
met together, and ch-ew up their reasons
the gentlemen had been entirely mined
yet they were compounded for, and the why they could not comply with the council's
heritors were harassed until the composition orders, but the paper was never presented
(which in some of their cases was very and since it is ah-eady printed. History of
I cannot, indeed, the Indulgence, pp. 48, 50, I shall not
high) was paid exactly.
I have a double of this paper
fix the precise time when these gentlemen insert it.
from before me, signed Hugh Smith, John Bm'uet,
Robert Fleming, John Blackader, David
and the abbreviate before me, wanting a Hume, Alexander Jamison, George CampPerhaps it might be bell, Donald C'argiU. The method the redate, I insert it here.
after this, at the end of the next three years, verend Mr John Burnet, minister of the

were thus

fined

:

this year is the third

the acts of parliament appointed those

which Mere added

to

the

period of the

of parliament last session

acts

matter of fact

is

certain,

fines,

:

gospel at Kilbride near Glasgow, took at this

but the

time,

they were thus

was more

noticed.

When

cited in to the council, sickness

he Mas

prevented

decerned; and what an uuexemplified and

his appearing

unreasonable practice was

to the chancellor, M'ith the reasons M'hy

this, to

oppress

so great nimibers of the best subjects the
king- had,

them

letter

he

could not accept the offered indulgence, nor
enter into his confinement.
The draught

merely because their conscience

did not allow

and therefore he sent a

;

to quit their principles,

of the reasons

and submit to the yoke of prelacy while, in
the meantime, none of them could be charged
with the least branch of rebellion or disloy-

M^as

fonned to have been

delivered to the council, and his sickness

;

hindered his altering the tenor of it. The
reader will find both in the History of the

know

the same fines were imposed Indulgence, p. 42. &c.
Mr Burnet Mas a
numbers of gentlemen in all the minister of great solidity and learning; and
neighbouring shires, Dumbarton, Lanark, though he had no freedom to fall in Avith
Ayr, Galloway, and Dumfries but having the indulgence himself, yet he M'as very
met with no particular lists of them, 1 leave opposite to division upon that score, and
alty

?

upon

I

vast

;

The reader v.ill easily frame a
notion of the prodigious suras imposed at
this time on the west and south, from this

he

small part here set down.

useful in that parish, M'here there Mere a

both heard the

this head.

Those hardships
upon gentlemen and ministers this year, and
the course of this persecution, had various
consequents.

Some

indulged

ministers,

pressed his people at Kilbride,
lived, to

great

do

so.

He had

many quakers and

by

and

among M'hom

been singularly
separatists;

and

and excellent preachings
and other labours, he reclaimed most part
of them.
I find, Mr Burnet died in full
yet,

of the ministers Avho

had conformed to prelacy, began to open
j

his painful
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last

Dewords

was heard speak, were, " Glory,

glory,

and great

assurance,

lie

peace,

The

ceniber 22d, 1G73.

glory!"

Thus matters stood
but in England

year in Scotland;

this

took a great turn.

atfairs

There the parliament,

address

April,

in

fit

to take

away

and yet

this,

II.

and that if fairness will not do,
must compel the refractory, to be
peaceable and obey the law."
This letter
the duke seconds with a speech to the same
purpose, which is likewise printed. Yet

in earnest,

force

l^rovidence put a stop to their falling

the presbyterians.

upon
The author of the Griev-

The ances under the Duke of Lauderdale's Minis-

against the liberty allowed to papists.

king saw

[BOOK

to continue the toleration to dissenters for

try,

of

hath several rellections upon the strain
letter: he remarks. That if the Lord

tills

had not beat down this man to the earth,
little to please the commons, when the
Dutch war was very unpopular, as well as when breathing such threateniiigs and
unsuccessful.
The duke of York was mar- slaughter, Ave Avould have been an Aceldama.
ried to the duke of Modena his daughter, He says, the introduction of a Service-book
and tlie ( 'abal « ho managed all at coiu't for into Scotland was at this time designed, and
some time Avere divided and scattered, the form of it prepared, and the commisClifford, Arlington, Buckingham, Ashley- sioner charged to carry it through, this para

and Lauderdale.

covA-per,

or the earl of Shaftsbury,

Ashley-cowper,
the com-t, and

left

struck in with the country party. The
house of commons impeach Buckingham;
and Lauderdale, now mightily in favour with

In short, he notices the incon-

liament.

sistency of this minatory letter, with the

duke's coming to take sanctuary in Scotland,

and his professed kindness to nonconformists.

Whatever were the commissioner's pro-

the king, was voted by them to be a griev- jects, they were all frustrated ; for when he
ance to England, and unfit to be employed proposed a new supply to his master, and
in

any

otlice

way

of his

:

Aahereupon he makes the best
Here, in Decem-

to Scotland.

that this matter should be referred to the

the

articles,

first

stand that Avas offered to

ber he holds his fourth session of parliament.

the measures of the court, since the restor-

The open diflt'erences which fell in among
them, prevented their meddling with church

ation, is made ; and the duke of Hamilton
moves. That the grievances of the country

affairs,

and the suffering presbyterians and
I shall say very little about them.
;

therefore

The

king's letter to this session

and Lauderdale makes

is

in print;

his majesty

therein ^ith considerable

warmth

speak

against

presbyterians, probably to secure to himself
tlie

bishops and their dependants, that he

might the better oppose the duke of Hamilton and his country party, who ^Yel•e now
openly broken with Lauderdale. Thus the
king is made to say in his letter, " that one
of the principal reasons of keeping tliis
session

of

courses

may

parliament,

that

is,

effectual

be laid down, for punishing and

curbing the insolent

field conventicles,

other seditious practices."

and

The indulgence

«hat mightily aggravates
ai"e commenthnl, and the want of execution of them
complained of; and it is added, " we must

is

insisted iijion, as

the evil of these

iiOH', therefore,

«olid

and

;

the former laws

once for

all,

lay

down such

effectual courses, as the

kingdom may

see that both

you and

whole
^ye are

might

first

be represented to the king ; and,

he was willing to go

after that, declared

into a supply.

house, and

Warm

debates arose in the

when the commissioner appeared

some briskness for the
members asked. Whether

Avith

supply, one of

the

this

parliament or not ?

Sir Patrick

was a

free

Hume

of

PolAvart,and several other gentlemen, spoke

with abundance of freedom and plainness.
There are three or four acts, about triA'ial
matters, passed, AAliich

duke Hamilton and

his party did not oppose; but nothing of

moment got through:

so Lauderdale had no

other shift but to adjourn the parliament to

March

next.

The

earl of Argyle, Kincar-

James Dalrymple of Stair, Avere at
time upon the commissioner's party,

dine, Sir
this

AA'ith all

the bishops.

Before the sitting doAAn of the parliament,

November, a short account of affairs in
A»'as draAvu up by a considerable
laAvyer, probably to be communicated to
friends through the country and in England.
in

Scotland

;
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CHAP. Vin.]
It relates
I

mostly to

have not seen

view of the
have insert
*

A

it

civil aftairs;

in print,

but because

and

it

g;ives

a

state of things at this time, I
it,

as a note.*

Upon

the parlijiment, both sides
1673.
send up their confidents to court.
Of the country party, duke Hamilton, the

joiirniiiff

the ad- earl of Dumfries, and others, go up.

short account of affairs from Scotland,
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They

No-

favour.
If he demand evidence for this allegathe proof and the remedy are the same
The present show of things with us, may be thing; and all we crave, if without Lauderdale's
taken u|) in its civil, and next in its religious or leave we dare crave any thing, is, that his maecclesiastical parts: in the ('ivil we may again jesty would graciously signify, that he will receive our immediate addresses.
consider, hno. 'l"he body of the pei)j)le.
2<lo.
The second head is that of our judicatories,
The courts of judicature. 3tio. His majesty's
revenues.
4to. The commerce or trade.
As and, under it, I do only notice the king's privy
for the first head, touching the body of the council and the session, which are the supreme
courts of justice
])eople, our nobility here do make the greatest
for the loids of council, there
name, for they are numerous, above a hundred, are some of them very weak men, who are i)artially
but withal so generally broken through misput in by Lauderdale.
1 shall only now
government, that the full payment of their debts add, that, considering how that Lauderdale doth
Avould deliver us at least of the one half; and of all at court, and leaveth nothing to the council
the other, there are not thirty that can be reck- save only an obsequious execution to be managed
oned singly to £500 per annum, of free estate, by his brother Halton, it matters not how our
and almost all of them also under great burdens ; council be constitute. It is well known to all,
now, thiit our high titles and low fortunes must that Lauderdale, these years bypast, dotb, by
incline them to vanity and oppression, is too evi- hiinself, without asking their advice, 1st. Apdent: it is true, their number gives them a point principal officers of state, bishops, general
greater sway in our parliaments, but as ^ve are commanders, privy counsellors, lords of session.
all at present stated, under his majesty's absence,
2dly. Levy and disband forces.
3dly.
Call
in place of being serviceable to him, their decay and keep on this parliament now these four
and poverty doth render them obnoxious to the years, and, in fine, doth all things at his will
will and pleasure of the favourite; so that all so that the council, though it hath the name of
things being weighed, it may be truly affinned, his majesty's council, yet in effect is not so much
that their want ot estates, and their real interest, his as Lauderdale's.
In the next place, I am to
makes them useless and unprofitable to the king speak of the session, which, having the adminisand country; and that therefore the pensions tration of justice, is certainly of the greatest impaid to them out of om" excbequer, is a mere port to this nation. This court consists of fifteen
profusion.
As for our gentry, though many of ordinary lords, whereof one is constant presithem be under the common calamity of debt, dent, four extraordinary lords, and the lord
and most of them but of small estates, yet it is chancellor.
When it was re-established in the
among them, that the most may be found capa- year 16GI, things went pretty fair, until of late
ble of his majesty's service, if they were not that the evil is become quite insupportable for,
debarred therefrom, by some late unlucky re- 1st Lauderdale, to the ignorant men that were

vember, 1673.

tion,

:

:

straints.

hath added worse, such as his brother
Halton, and the provost of Edinburgh, a merchant; one Maitland of Pitrichie, a mean country gentleman, and Mr Robert Preston, an old
country collector, men all of them so unskilled
in law, that if the very examination ordained by
act of pailiament, had been seriously gone about,
it would have debarred them in their entry.
But, 2dly. Halton, weak as he is, seconded by
Lauderdale's power and the assistance of the president, who is also of Lauderdale's making, and
by his place hath an infiuence too great for any
(^ourt, hath in a manner an absolute sway; and",
by his evil example, favour, bribery, and other
indirect practices, doth sadly prevail to the unsettling of right and property; for proof and remedy whereof, if it would please his majesty to
before,

After this description, I should proceed to our
courts of judicature, were it not that Lauderdale
stands in the "ay; and therefore I must tell
you, that this man, under the pretext of being
his majesty's sole secretary, and having the advantage of residing at court, is, and hath been,
tliir years bygone, not so much his minister as
our master ; for he, being the king's informer in
our matters, excluding all others with a severe
jealousy, and having the absolute disposal of all
I)laces, gifts, and other things that concern us,
it is evident, that not only persons, but our
courts also must depend entirely on his pleasure.
It is not my j)urpose here to give you an account
of his malversations; his very place and power
is in etfect so cxtraordinaiily exorbitant, that
we cannot bear it. 1 might tell you, that a deputy-king is as absurd as a deputy-father in nature; but this is not the worst of our case.
If
Lauderdale did reside amongst us, he even would
be more tolerable; but he, being for most part
absent as well as the king, doth exercise the
power of his own creatures, so that they moving
them according as they pleased to suggest, all
men are so exposed to their clandestine and partial informations, that it is very certain, that
the meanest of his favourites are courted by the
greatest of our nobles and, if I may say it with
reverence, the kindness of his valet de chambre,
is more sought after than his majesty's grace and
:

some of oiu- lawyers, I am sure that not
only what I affirm would be verified, but at least
six or seven of these judges rejected, and the
country greatly eased and gratified. The granting of protection to debitors against law, is also
an heavy grievance against justice, for though
the act of parliament so severely prohibits thein,
declaring the lords of council and session, who
shall presume to grant any such thing, liable to
j)ay the debt ; yet it is ordinary at present for
call for

insolvent debitors, to deal by money with Lauderdale's servants, and obtain the king's protection ; so that in a rcanner they are become current for five pomids steiling price.
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complained that the duke and his
brother Halton

theniselves and friends,
places and

posts

The third head

is

in

had engrossed to
all

the profitable

the kinodom.

The

that of his majesty's revenue,

which taketh in our court of exchequer. When
king James went to Enifland, he willinffly distributed the Scottish revenue, being then very
small, among the lords and others, whose active

and

un(iiiiet spirits he thought fit to oblige ; but
since that time, both the condition of things is
quite altered, and the revenue greatly increased,
and yet his majesty hath no benefit by it. The
king may have a revenue in Scotland yearlj', one
way and other, betwixt eighty and a hundred
thousand pounds per annum
to this may be
added the great sums uplifted by the general
fining, in the year 1665, the taxation granted the
same year for five years thereafter, and two
years' assessment, one in 1667, and another in
1672, which assessment alone did amount to
above i'14'1,000 sterling, and yet of all the said
sums ^vhat account hath his majesty got? It is
true, that since his return we have had a standing troop or t^vo of horse, and some companies
of foot, to ^vhich were added for about a twelvemonth, in the year 1666 and 1667, two thousand
foot and five troop of horse.
I allow also hono«r<able pensions to his majesty's principal
officers, and other deserving ])ersons ; but it is
evident that all these particulars fall short of so
great a charge ; and, in effect, w^hen Tvveeddale
c*nd Sir Robert Murray did manage the treasin'ies, they, in a short time, made up to the
king a good cash; but all that is now dissipate,
and the Avhole revenue expended, which I am
sure doth at least merit an exact search.
For
direction ^vhereof, it may be considered, 1st.
'i'hat there are a great many pensions granted
and continued, either without merit or above
proportion, and, which is yet worse, merely on
Lauderdale's pleasure.
Thus there was five
hundred pounds sterling, of yearly pension,
given to the countess of Dysart, before she was
either countess or duchess of Lauderdale ; for the
rest I shall not name them.
I have told already,
what is the condition and deserving of many of
our lords vi'ho have pensions, and that may
satisfy; only, there is amongst them a complaint, that severals, who have indeed suffered
for the king, are least noticed.
2dly. Lauderdale's allowance as commissioner, is a most gross
abuse.
Ye know that he called this parliament
in order to a treaty of imion with England;
and it is also true, that the parliament did end,
in a little more than two hours, all that they did
about it; and yet he hath kept it up now above
these four years, and under this pretext gets
vast sums, sixteen thousand pounds sterling for
his equipage, when first made commissioner;
next, fifty poiuids sterling per diem, during the
first two sessions, and fifty pounds sterling per
diem, during the third, as long as he shall please
to continue this fourth session of parliament, and
ten or fifteen pounds sterling per diem, during
all the time of its recesses; -which sums being
duly calculated make up the sum of
and
will be foimd to amount to more yearly than our
ancient kings had in revenue.
3dly- There
are great gifts granted by no other rule than tor
favour, as a gift of cauuahy, due before the
:

I

other party answered

[BOOK
all;

II.

and duke Hamil-

ton and his friends had but a cold reception.
There was not a word concerning
religion

from any

side.

Next

year,

some

to Lauderdale and others, and
marri;iges, for the space
of three years, to the earl of Kincardine, which
gift is lately renewed, and continueii for more
A'ears ; a gift of nliimtts hares of the earkhun of
Dundee to the lord Halton, and many others
of the like nature wliich cannot be reckoned.
But the sum of all is, that when his majesty's
revenues and casualties shall be exactly stated,

king's return,
gifts of all

wards and

all necessary disbursements discounted, I am
confident there will remain a super|)lus of balance, at least three or four thousand pounds sterling per annuiu, whereof no good account can be
given.
I wish his majesty be not, in plain
terms, defrauded.
Thus you see how his majesty's revenue is inverted, neither is it to be expected that the commissioners of the treasury
and exchequer should provide a remedy, all of
them being at Lauderdale's reverence by reason
of their pensions, and severals of them sharers
of the spoils.
It is also a great abuse, that ther»i
is not a gift or signature that passes his majesty's
hand at Whitehall, which is not first transacted
for in Scotland, and money paid for it to Halton before it be sent up; and so being thus satisfied, and got to be recommended, his majesty's
advantage or detriment is little more minded.
The fourth head, is that of commerce and
trade, for which the laws lately made have been
so grossly perverted, that they seem rather to
have been designed for the benefit of particular
persons, and the ruin of the public, than for any
other end.
Thus it being declared, in the parliament I66'5, that the regulation of trade belongs
to his majesty's prerogative, which was done for
the better composing of differences with England, his majesty is lately moved, by virtue of
this act, to pi-ohibit all foreign salt, and then to
grant a monoj>olis of inland salt to the earl of
Kincardine, contrary to the express advice oi
the lords of the exchequer, and to the great hurt
of the whole country. 2dly. By virtue of the
same warrant, there is an imposition of eight
pennies per pound, laid on tobacco, and immediately the gift granted to Sir John Nicolson,
and with him both Halton and others are partakers. Sdly, I'here being an act made for the
importing of brandy and rum, the gift of licensing them is lately conferred on the lord Elphin-

and

Halton's son-in-law; and this gift was
it is openly reported that his
majesty was informed of the thing, as worth
no more than eighty or a hundred pounds yearly,
whereas it truly renders above three thousand
pounds.
It is also a great abuse, that since
Halton was made general of our mint, the
country hath been filled with a light copper
coin, and likewise the fineness of our silver coin
hath been debased below the old standard, for
both which, it is said, that he hath secured himself by his majesty's discharge and indemnity.
As also the leg-dollars being current for fiftyeight pence, were usually imported by our merchants to the great good of the country, and yet
of late they have been cried down to fifty-six
pence, for no sufficient reason, except that they
might be brought in for bullion to the mint.
stone,

impetrate, so that

—
CHAP.

further account of this

may come

in, as like-

wise of the projects and g-rievances the predates desig-ned to have laid before this sesbut were prevented by the dift'erences
threat men.
promised, at the close of this year, to

sion,

amon^ our
I
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pannelled before the justice court for

murder:

many

alter

24th, 1072, he

is,

dilators,

June

by an assize, found g'uilty,
be hanged at the cross of

and sentenced to
Edinburgh; but the day

left to

themselves.

They delay naming- the day from time

to

and about the beginning of this year,
his remission comes down.*
Mr John Row, ciu-ate of Balraaclellan,
them. Upon January 9th, I find a remis- after he had got the fine laid upon the parish
sion is read in council, to Mr Ardiibald for the pretended riot, Avas, last year, by
Beith, ciu-ate in Arran, for his accession to the council, September 13th, transported to
take notice of some other less material
things, which came not in upon the former
generals, and shall very quickly despatch

time

the slaujjhter of Allan Gardiner, merchant

the parish of Stainldrk, (Stonykirk,

;

more

and one Donald properly Stephen Kirk,) iu the shire of
M'Gibbon, who lived in a remote place of Wigton; and the council Avrite a letter to
Irvine.

INIr

the island,

made

in

people

who put

Beith,

their

it

in there.

work to oppress the laird
Upon the 27th grant him

of April, 1671, after professed kindness

Mr

Beith shot the above-designed person, and

was

seized

;

and

in July, I

meet

A^ith

7th, a complaint

when he came

him were

house, for Halton's benefit.
To conclude this
part, I mii;ht subjoin several heads of
Lauderdale's malversation, but it would be tedious to reckon them.
[ only cannot pass, 1st.
An act made in 1663, by his procurement,
wherein, under a pretext of" a loyal oii'er of our
service to his majesty, the country is obliijed to
have in readiness at his majesty's command,

civil

twenty thousand foot, and two thousand horse,
to serve in any part of his majesty's dominions,
which, as it may occasion an heav)' burden to
us at home, so it hath been and is still to continue a ground of division and jealousy to the
kingdom of England neither hath it any real
import for his majesty's interest, seeinj!^ that his
undoubted ancient prerogative, together with
;

own

of Garthland,

sj)oiled,

rights,

patron there, to

a presentation. This year,
is

made

March

in council, that

to Stainkirk, the kirk locks

and he had not

access,

and

without ever being heard, and lor no

reason, save that his friend Sir Andrew
desirous to have the clerk removed.
And
further, the letter containeth an overawing
insinuation to the council, for keeping in the
said Sir Andrew to be provost, by a new elec-

known
was

notwithstanding of the universal dissatishim.
These are a
few instances of Lauderdale's abuses and arbitrary courses, and it is certain that a particular
inquiry would not only discover many more,
but also satisfy all men, that there Avas never a
person of such quality in trust, more vexingand
disobliging to the country, and more generally
tion,

faction of the city against

disliked.
Sir, you

have here a short account of our
which as I do offer only for direction to a
more accurate and full inquiry, so I am far from,

old law, doth give his majesty sufficient
assurance ; so that this late act can have no

affairs,

other construction, than that it was devised by
Lauderdale, to insinuate into his majesty's
favour, and render his grandeur more formidable in the English court.
2dly. As to more
private concerns, he makes an act of the last session of parliament, about coats of arms, in favours of Sir Charles Erskine, lord lyon, and
his kinsman, which conduceth to the country's
great trouble of superfluous expense.
.Sdly. He
moves the king to buy an useless rock in the sea,
with a small fort called the Bass, and to give for
it an exorbitant price of four thousand pounds

expecting, as things are at present circumstantiate, a thorough and adequate reformation.
All my wishes are, that this may prove at least
an useful incitement to move men to adjust
things in some more reasonable and equal way,
for the necessary relief of a distrest counti'y; for

his

sterling, to his friend Sir

Andrew Ramsay; and

then he takes the keeping and profit of

it, by a
further, and upon
this notion, and the bare pretence that Lauderdale bad obtained from the king a certain gift of
the excise of the town of Edinburgh, Sir Andrew being then provost, very gratefully moveth the town to give to Lauderd.ale five thousand
pounds sterling.
4thly, "Within these two
months, he moved his majesty to write a letter
to the town council ot Edinburgh, commanding
them to put out the clerk, and choose another in
his room ; and so dejtriving him of his oflicK and

new

gift,

to himself.

^ ay,

producing whereof, I shall not presume to offer
any other advice than that his majesty would
be pleased to call some of the lords and others of
his council, who are known to be most sufficient
and free of any Lauderdelian dependance, to
give their opinion both of the evils, and of their
remedies.
• After he

mentioned

was

set at liberty in the

in the text,

manner

he came to Rothsay on

his way home, and was in such extreme poverty
that he petitioned the town council for help, and
They granted him £20 Scots,
liberty to beg.
but refused him permission to beg from the
He is designed "late minister at
inhabitants.
Kilbride" (Council Register of Rothsay); so
that he lost his parish for this
infer
we may

offence.— Communicated by John M'Kinlay,
p]sq. Collector of Customs at Rothsay, now at
Anstruther. Ed.
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By a copy of a letter before me, from
was likewise hindered from possessiug manse and glebe. The coimcil Dr Burnet, professor of divinity at Glasorder inquiry to be made into it but I meet gow, to the duke of Lauderdale, dated Dewith no prosecution following. I suppose cember 15th, 1673, which I have inserted
„

1673

;

it

might be about

this time

he turned papist.

as a note,* I find that the breach

between

April 2d, 1 find one James Baxter ordered

by the

council, to be prosecuted

by the

•

committed upon the house of Mr
David Cunningham, incumbent in Cambiis-

riot

These

lang.

riots are

now much

at an end.

July 10th, the council having a design to
plant the parish of Barnwell in the shire of

Ayr, with one of the outed ministers, as
soon as

Mr Robert

Kincaid, present incum-

provided for elsewhere, they order
a letter to be -writ to the earl of Galloway,
that he may present him to the parish of
Kirkraaho. Probably it was the president

bent,

is

got this favour to his neighbours in BarnI imagine Mr Kincaid would not
be so welcome to the people in the south ;
howe\'er the council must be ol)eyed. By

^Yell.

the way, upon this head
serve,

that

I

I

cannot but ob-

have frequently heard

it

power of patrons, except
point of doing hurt, was almost as little

noticed, that the

in

in the hands of gentlemen

and noblemen
under prelacy, as since the revolution, when
it was rescinded.
They were never permitted almost to follow their

own

tions, in giving presentations,

but perfectly

imposed upon by the

prelates, and

inclina-

sometimes

the coiuicil, or at least some of the managers,

whom

they durst not disoblige.
In December, this year, the council issue

out a very good proclamation against papists,
A\hich

is

Had

printed, and very lonir.

prelates concurred in their capacity,

it

the

might

have been better executed; but, I find,
December 6th, that same day the proclamation is agreed to, the council, with a regret
of their former negligence, renew their appointment upon the archbishops and bishops, as in the former years,

and require

ac-

counts of such as have made desertion, and
of the bishops' diligence in excommunicating tliose ; and order this to be done yearly.

And, December 23d, upon information that
one Whiteford, a lieutenant
is

in the guards,

a papist, the council appoint

him

to be

dismissed, and that he serve no longer there.

Doctor Burners

letter to

Lauderdale, December

15, 1673.

advocate, for his confest accession to the

May

please your grace,
coldness that appeared in your
looks and words, when I had the honour to wait
it

The unusual

on yoiu' grace

last,

made me not ])resume on a
what I now adventure, and

nearer address to ask

way which

I hope shall offend least,
which is to know, what is my crime that hath
rendered me so guilty in your esteem. To serve
your grace, as it was left upon me by my old
lather, so was it ever natural to me, that, as in
the poor sphere wherein 1 have moved these ten

in

this

I had the honour first to know your
hath been my constant care, so I made
account of your grace's favour as my birthright;
and yet I never pretended to any other advantage by it, being rewarded by the pleasure I find
in it ; but when I find I am of a sudden, and I
hope without any great guilt, fallen not only
from any room I perhaps flattered myself I had
in your grace, but am represented in the blackest
characters, that is a new, though a malicious

years since

grace,

it

proof of the instability of luiinan things; yet
though I am told I may give up your goodness
for me as irrecoverably lost, 1 shall with the
sinking man catch hold of every thing may buoy
me up, and do therefore beg once to be heard,
before 1 be for ever condemned.
When I went
last to London, it was purely the desire of the
duke and dutchess of Hamilton, atid my own
readiness to serve them in publishing the memoirs that made me go; nor did I see or speak
with any but them about my journey, tvhich I
carried so secretly from all others, that only my
being gone told 1 had set out.
While I was at
London I corresponded w^ith none but duke
Hamilton, and if his and his dutchess their
vindicating me to your grace, from being an
evil instrument, or corresponding to j'our grace's
prejudice, do not clear me, 1 am sure I need not
expect it, though I can give many evidences,
how that ever since I had the honour to know
them, I used all my poor endeavours to preserve
in them all just and deep impressions of your
friendship for them, and to allow no resentstay at London was occasioned by
ments.
your grace, who found not a conveniency for
some weeks of proposing the business I was sent
for to bis majesty; and though that delay was
heavy for me, yet 1 refused to accept of the
offers of some great persons who were willing to
make my address, and was resolved rather to
lose the journey than to have that matter ppoAll the while I
posed by any but your grace.
was at London I studied on all occasions to do
your grace right, which made me pass under
the character of your agent, which my lady
Myner told me a iew days before I left Whitehall, and my lord Halton the last night 1 was
there; this seems an evidence that I did, and
spake nothing to your grace's disadvantage.
And having very clear expressions of yoiur
favour when you left Whitehall, I did not
doubt to find them the same at the Abbey, nor

My

;

CHAP.

the commissioner and him was begun about
this time, which afterwards, in the year 1 (u5,
issued in the doctor's being- an

informer

duke, before the house of comI come now forward to the follow-

ag^ainst the

mons.

ing year.

CHAP.

had a peace made up with Holland, ,„„,
it)/-*,
1
and at homo some tumults and riots,
and no small debates among the bishops and
clergy. These things will till up two sections.
In the fii'st I shall take a view of the procedure of the council with relation to conventicles, and such as were concerned in
them and in the other, I shall gather up
what other things I fiad observable through
this year.

This year affords some more matter
for the history I am upon, than the
Conventicles «ere not prevented
former.
through the kingdom, by the indulgence to
a few ministers in the west the persecution

When

of the outed ministers, for not confining

entry of the

1674.

:

to places

•

1

;
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appointed to them,

Of the

actings

of the council this year about
conventicles.

the parliament was adjourned in the

year, and the animosities
betwixt our ditFerent parties of statesmen
were going on, presbyterians took a littlo

put many of them to wander up and down
and they could not there resist the impor-

liberty to preach aiul hear the gospel in

tunate cravings of multitudes longing for

places

spiritual food.

where the indulgence did not reach,
what they reckoned both a civil and
and religious right and it was thought that
The none of the contending parties were much

This increase of conventicles

was accompanied with severe

finings,

other persecution from the council.

parliament likewise was dissolved

;

the at-

tempts made against Lauderdale and his
several of those
party came to nothing
;

who
out,

opposed him in the council, are turned
and a new council named abroad we
;

did I perceive any change

till

being above

stairs,

I was kept waiting above three quarters of an
hour in my boots, and no access given, though
twice desired I was also told from many hands,
that both your grace and lady dutchess had
given very diminishing characters of me, at
which I had no reason to complain, for I desired
to lessen myself in my opinion more as any
other can, and so must acknowledge the justice
of undervaluing me; but finding myself out of
the posture I once stood in with you, 1 resolved
to get me quickly home, and saw very few persons.
I well remember with whom I spoke.
I
am told my crime is, that 1 said to some, your
grace durst not return to London.
1 know
well from whom this comes, and with whom
these discourses -were, who, if they had as faith;

fully related all, as they told the worst part of
the discourse, 1 needed not apprehend any cenSome asked me, how ye stood in England.
sare.
'I told them, as well with king and duke as ever,
but that many in the court and house of commons were angry Avith you, who designed to
drive you from his majesty, but added,
fears
that the bustling at this time in England was an
evidence they were neither fixed in their duty
to king nor duke, so that
representing you
odious to them, did your grace as great a right
as I could do.
error in this could not

my

my

My

II.

as

;

dissatisfied at their increase.

siderable part of the

Now

a con-

kingdom was

filled

with conventicles in houses and the fields,
but ministers w'ere not so fond of the fields
as to refuse invitations to vacant chuixhes
to more than indiscretion, and so deserves a milder censure than traitor and rogue
but if your grace and lady dutchess would
fears
remember, I did to both give hints of
of rubs ye might meet in Scotland, and told you
of the jtarticulars, hut saw myself laughed at as
advertisements and advices ; but
a fool for
sure if you both reflected on all that ever I presumed to say to you, you will not find that ever
abused you in a tittle, either by giving false
I
characters of persons or things, or by offering to
too
put any trick upon you : it may be
much freedom hath, if not offended, yet, been
less acceptable ; but when you set all together,
you will, it may be, see reason to mitigate the
severity 1 have met with from you both against
me. As I can attest God, that I neither knew
of any design to oppose you in any thing before
I came to Scotland, so I had no manner of
accession to it directly nor indirectly, and shall
never fail, be it accepted or not, to render in
spite of calumny and jealousy, all the dutiful
service in the power of, your grace's most humble, most faithful, and most obedient servant,

amount

:

my

my

my

Gilbert Burnet.
Directed on the back. For his
grace the duke of Lauderdale,
ins majesty's high commissioner
for Scotland.
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from the heritors and people conHouse-conventicles were
cerned.
the less noticed, that held ones were so common. Many of the episcopal incumbents had

trate,

indeed so disgusted their hearers, that their
meetings were but thin. In the west, where

ilton, earls

the indulgence was granted, there was no
In many parts of
need of conventicles.

treasure-depute,

1674.
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according to Law."

tion of this letter,

II.

After considera-

and to answer the demand

of it, the council appoint the lord chancellor,

the archbishop of St Andrews, duke

Wigton,

Ham-

of Argyle, Linlithgow, Kinghorn,

Dundonald, the

and

president,

advocate,

register,

lord

meet
the north there M-ere but few favourers of with a council-po«er, ^vhen and where they
and yet in lloss, MiuTay, please, and consider and make trial aneut
presbyterians
end other places, there were some; but in field conventicles, invasions upon ministers
Fife, l\'rth, Stirling, Dunbarton, Lothian, and pulpits since the indemnity dated March
Merse, Teviotdale, the border, Annandale, 24th last, with power to apprehend whom
Nithsdale, and other places, lield-meetings they think meet, and give orders to the
Convenient places were army and militia. They are to advise with
were frequent.
pitched upon in mountains, mosses, and the coimcil in difficult cases, and make their
muirs, and considerable numbers gathered report, and to offer their opinion for preThis I take to
At these meetings many souls venting these disorders.
to them.
were converted and edified, and not a few have been the beginning of what was afterwho had been profane or indifferent, and wards termed the " committee for public
Avell enough satisfied with the incumbents, affairs." At the same time the council order
C'oUington, or any five of them, to

;

entirely left them.

the chancellor to send out parties to appre-

This did not a little affect the prelates,
who used their utmost efforts to restrain

hend

those field-meetings

and the council were

;

not wanting. I shall give here then a detail
of what I have noticed in their registers to
Their procedure, in the bethis pu^pose.
gimiing of the year, against Mr Forester,
and some other particular ministers, I
shall leave to the following section, and
be'>in

with the actings of the

council,

June

4th.

new made

The members

of this

court Mere generally very hearty in this
Avork, and Lauderdale, from particular views,

pushed them on by

letters

Accordingly, at their

first

foresaid day, a letter

is

jesty, dated

May

from the king.
meeting on the

read from his ma-

19th, complaining, " that,

notwithstanding the indemnity lately granted, and the lenity shown, unlaA\ful conventicles, yea, field-meetings were kept, and
the pulpits of orthodox ministers invaded

in

some

places.

Upon

the whole, the king

requires the council to

iise their

utmost

all

conventicle preachers, or such as

pray at these meetings, according as he is
informed about them ; and particularly, to

apprehend the persons of " Messrs John
Welsh, Gabriel Semple, Robert Ross,
Samuel Arnot, Gabriel Cuniugham, Archibald Riddel, John Mosman, John Blackader, William Wisheart, David Hume, John
Dickson, John Rae, Henry Forsyth, Thomas
Hogg, Robert Law, George Johnstoun,

Thomas

Forester,

Law, Robex-t

Frazer of Brae, John

And any

Gillespie."

of the

apprehend Mr Jolm
Welsh, or Mr Gabriel Semple, are promised
four hundred pounds sterling, and for each
The council
of the rest a thousand merks.
further declare, that the soldiers and their
M'ho

guards

shall

assistants ai-e

hereby indemnified of any

slaughter committed in apprehending any
one of them, conform to 1st act, session 2d,
pari. 2d,

Char.

venticles."

II. entitled,

The

" act anent con-

said persons are appointed,

when apprehended, to be brought

into Edin-

and the same orders are granted to
prea('hers at field conventicles, invaders of the earls of Athole and Linlithgow.
This spring conventicles were numerous.
pulpits, and the ringleading heritors at such
conventicles and invasions, and to make That diligent, fervent, successful, and unuse of the standing forces and militia for A\earied preacher, Mr John Welsh, made a
endeavours for trying and apprehending of

that end, leaving the

punishment of the

other transgressors to the ordinary magis-

burgh

:

poraraljulation,

many, tiirough

at

the

Fife,

earnest

desire

of

and there preached

.

I
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frequently, sometimes in vacant churches,
in the fields, to very

and sometimes

numer-

Q.t

Thus our new-named council eo
1-11.
briskly to work, upon the

very

..I

1

.„
1<^'^,

and other vacant churches

keepers of conventicles M'ithin their reach;

were preached in by presbyterian ministers,
upon the pressing- desire of the inhabitants.
At Wilmot chapel great numbers met, to
A\hich one day the archbishop of St Andrew's Mas an eye witness. Mr William

and further to quash them, they emit two
proclamations, June 18th. The first is, " pro-

ous auditories

;

Weir preached

at another time to a very

auditory in Magdalene chapel in Edin-

full

burgh

;

but the meetings which were most

were those by Messrs Johnston
and Kirkton in the church of Cramond,
Accordingly, June 11th,
near Edinburgh.
noticed,

the council give out a decreet against the
heritors of Cramond, of which I need only

down

set

the

"Whereas

abstract.

not-

withstanding the acts against conventicles,

May last, Mr George Johnston
Mr James Kirkton kept a conventicle

in April or

and

and kirk-yard of Cramond, and
jVIr John Inglis of Cramond compearing,
confesses, that he was six times at the said
in the kirk

when

kirk

conventicles were

council tine

him

valued rent,

toties qi/oties,

sum
him
it

of

1036

there

;

the

in the fourth part of his

extending to the

pounds Scots, and appoint

to be carried to prison, there to lie till
be paid, and longer, during the coun-

pleasure."

cil's

I find

afterwards he pro-

duces a receipt of the payment of his

and

is

let

out of prison.

the lord Balmerino and Sir

fine,

The same day,
John Young of

Leny compeared, and denied that they had
been present at any of those conventicles
:

the council, for their assoiling, order

upon

them

their knees to take the oath of alle-

giance,

which they

did,

and Avere dismissed

"without any fiu-ther trouble.

At the same diet, Mr Charles Oliphant
of Langtoun-law, one of the under-clerks of
the session, was convened before the council,

Avhere he acknowledged he was present

at one conventicle at Pilmor-brae, but de-

went thither merely out of curiand promised never more to go to
conventicles, and professed he held them
clared he
osity,

unlawful assemblies.

him upon

his

The

council ordain

knees to take the oath of

which he did, and was dismissed
M'ithout any further censure for the first

allegiance,

fault.

clamation obliging heritors for their tenants,

and masters for their servants," which 1 have
inserted below.*
It speaks for itself the
* Proclamation,

June

18,

1674., obliging heritors

and masters for their tenants and sermnts.
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defeniler of the
faith: to
our lyon king at amis,
and his brethren, heralds, macers, ])ur.siiivaiits,
messengers at arms, our sheriffs in that part,
conjunctly and severallj', specially constitute,
greeting: forasmuch as the keeping and being

present at conventicles in houses, or in the fields,
are most unwarrantable and disorderly ]>ractices,
expressly prohibited and discharged by several
laws and acts of parliament, and specially, by the
fifth act of the second session of our second pai"liament, under certain great pains and penalties:

many persons continue so disloyal and disobedient, as to frequent
these unlawful and seditious conventicles and
meetings, to the great scandal of the refoi'med
religion professed within this kingdom, and
great reproach and contempt of our authority
and laws, and disturbance of the public peace ;
and seeing the due observance of the foresaid act
of ])arliament is of great import and consequence,
(field-conventicles being declared by the law to
be the rendezvouses of rebellion, and house conventicles the seminaries of separation ; and both
of them tending to the subversion of all peace
and order in the church,) and that it might prove
an effectual means for suppressing these disorders, if heritors, masters of families, and
magistrates of burghs royal, would employ that
interest, power, and authority, which they have
over their tenants, servants, and inhabitants, in
thereprocuring their obedience to the law.
fore, with advice of the lords of our privy council, do hereby require and command all masters
of families, that they cause their domestic servants, chamberlains, grieves, and others entertained by them, give obedience to the foresaid
fifth act of the second session of our second parliament, in abstaining from all conventicles,
either in houses or in fields, and that they retain
notwithstanding whereof,

We

in their sei-vice, but such for whom they
will be answerable ; and in case of their disobedience, that they remove them out of their
As also, we do hereby require and
service.
command all heritors, landlords, and liferenters
in the country, to require their rentallers and
tenants, as well these who have tacks yet standing unexpired, as moveable tenants, to subscribe
the bond hereto subjoined : and (in case there be
necessity) the said heritors and liferenters are

none

hereby w^arranted

to

raise

letters

under the

signet of our privy council, to charge their rentallers and tenants, whose rentals and tacks are
not expired, to give the said bond upon a charge
of six days, and in case of disobedience, to denounce them to our horn, and registrate the
same ; for which end, warrant is granted to
direct letters in their name against all and
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required to dismiss such as haunt them from

temper of our manag-ers at this time,
and needs very few remarks. After
an invidious and ill-g-rounded representation
of house and iield-couventicles, all masters ai'c

proclamation.

sundry their tenants and rentallers
and we,
with advice foresaid, do declare, that we will be
careful, that the escheats falling to us by the
said hornini,'s, shall be gifted and bestowed upon
the landlords and setters of these tacks and ren-

our letters seen, ye pass to the market-cross of
Edinburgh, and other places needful, and thereat, with all due solemnities, in our name and
authority, by open proclamation, make publication hereof: and for the better execution of

1674.

:

tals, in so far as

may

commending hereby

be extended thereto

to the lords

;

re-

commissioners

of our treasury, or to our treasurer-principal, or
treasurer-depute, (for the time being), and others
of our exchequer, to graTit the same accordingly ;
and in case the tenants be removeable, and
refuse to give obedience, that they warn and
pursue them to remove, and obtain decreets of
ejection against them; and that no heritor,
landlord, or liferenter, set their lands hereafter
to any person, by word or writ, but to such as
they will be answerable for, as said is ; and that
they take surety from them by provisions to be
insert in their tacks, or otherwise by bonds
apart (in case there be no writ), that the said

tacksmen, rentallers, and others, their hynds,
cottars, and servants, who shall live under them
upon the said lands, shall give obedience in
manner foresaid, otherwise, that their tacks,

rentals, and their whole interest, right, and
possession shall be void, and expire ipso facto, as
if they had never been granted ; and that without any declarator or further process, and then
as now, and now as then, that they shall
renounce all right that they shall have thereto,

and shall remove themselves without any
warning or in case of failie, the landlords and
others are to charge and denounce them in
manner foresaid. And in regard, by the fore;

said act of parliament against conventicles,
magistrates of burghs royal are declared liable,
for every conventicle to be kept within their
burghs, to such tines as our council shall think
fit to impcise; therefore the said magistrates of
burghs royal are hereby required to take special
care and notice, and to be answerable, that their
burgesses and inhabitants be obedient to the
foresaid act of parliament ; and that they cause
charge' such of them as they shall think (it, and
are suspected, to give bond, as said is, for the
magistrates' own relief, in case they contravene,
and if they fail, to denounce them in manner
foresaid.
And it is hereby declared, that all
masters of families, landlords, heritors, and magistrates of bui'ghs, who shall not give punctual
obedience, in manner abovewritten, that they
shall be liable in the same pains and penalties
due to the contraveners, but without prejudice
always of proceeding against the contraveners
themselves, and inflicting upon them the pains
contained in the said act of parliament and it
is likevvise hereby declared, that if any cottars or
servants, for whom tenants or rentallers shall be
bomid, shall be found guilty of transgressing the
foresaid act of parliament against conventicles,
arid that thereupon the tenants shall be found
liable upon the bonds to be given by them, that
they shall have their relief from the contraveners for whom they are bound.
And to the
effect these presents may be known by all persons concerned our will is, and we (diargc you
straitly and command, that, incontinent these
:

;

their service,

and

all

heritors are to oblin^e

their tenants to sign the

bond annexed

to the

In case tenants refuse, they

these presents, require the several sheriffs and
their deputes, with all possible speed, to cause
read and publish the same upon a Sabbath-day,
at the several parish-kirks, which lie locally
within the bounds of the sheriffdom, albeit any
of these parishes do belong to other jurisdictions,
intimating to the heritors, that they cause their
tenants subscribe the said bonds, and report
them to the respective sheriffs or their deputes,
who are hereby ordered to return to our council
an account of their diligence, with the bonds reported to thena by the heritors, within the times
following, viz.
The sheriffs of the sheriffdoms

of Edinburgh, Haddington, Berwick, Roxburgh, Selkirk, Peebles, Lanark, I^inlithgow,
Stirling, Fife, Perth, and Forfar, betwixt and
the last Thursday of July next, and the slieritfs
of the rest of the sheriffdoms of this kingdom,
betwixt and the first Thursday of September
next: and ordain these presents to be printed,
that none pretend ignorance, according to justice,
The which
as ye will answer to us thereupon.
to do, we commit to you conj unctly and severally
our full power, by these our letters, delivering
them by you duly execute, and indorsed again to
the bearer.
Given under our signet at Edinburgh, the
eighteenth day of June, one thousand six
hundred and seventy-four years, and of our
reign the twenty-sixth year.

dominorwn secreti concilii.
Al. Gibson, CI. seer. Concilii.
Follows the tenor of the bond.
bind and oblige me, that I, my
I
wife, or any of my children in family with me,
Per

aclitni

my

cottars or servants, shall not keep, or be
present at any conventicles, either in houfes, or
in the fields, as the same are defined by the fifth
act of the second session of his majesty's second
parliament, under the pains therein contained,
being for ilk house-conventicle, twenty-five
pounds Scots, for eacli tenant labouring land,
twelve pounds, for each cottar, and for each
servant man a fourth part of his year's fee, and
the husband the half of these fines, for such of
their wives or children as shall be at any houseconventicle, and the double of the respective
fines for each of the said persons that «hall be at
And for the more seany field-conventicle.
curity, I am content, and consent these presents
be insert and registrate in the books of privy
council, books of council and session, or other
judges' books competent, that letters and executorials may pass thereupon, in form as effeirs,
and constitute my procurators, Sic.—God save
the king.

Than the above proclamation and bond, we
need not require a more affecting proof of the
dreadful inroads that were at this time made on
the civil and religious rights of the people of
Scotland.
The security here required from all
proprietors in regard to their tenantry, &c., was

!

CHAP.

are to be put to
is
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tlie

horn, and their escheat

or such

Further, heritors

as they

given to their masters.

who have been at them,
may be convicted, are

are required, in time to come, to oblige their

have their

tenants in their tacks, or in separate bonds,

their escheats

that they abstain from conventicles : and an
unlimited power is given to magistrates of

minister at conventicles,

towns, to charge all they think fit, and \\'homever they suspect, to give bond for theirgood

tines,
:

so,

to

^

'

and in case of contumacy,
and whoever seizes any

is to have 1000
merks, and 2000 merks for Messrs Welsh,
Semple, or Arnot.

After these proclamations the council are

These imprecedented and unreasonable impositions, need only to be
named to show their injustice and oppressive

not wanting in their prosecutions

nature.

of Edinburgh in a hundred pounds sterling,

behaviour.

some few of them

Upon

I

it is but
can have room for here.
;

the 2-lth of June, they fine the

town

some way for a conventicle, as they arc pleased to
was found need- reckon it, in Magdalene chapel iu April or
The May last, at which Mr William Weir, Mr
ful agaiust preachers at conventicles.
substance of it I have already noticed upon George Johnston, and some other outed
the 4th of this month of June now a new ministers had preached.
act, offering a reward to any who shall
On the morrow, June 25th, they pass a
apprehend some rebels and others, is passed. decreet against keepers of conventicles, in
It is printed June 16th, but in the records Fife.
The tenor of such papers hath been
it comes in after the former. I have annexed
already insert; and so I give only an abstract
This

proclamation

secured

against hearers, but another

;

it,

at the foot of the page.*

one

who

By

this

every

of

it.

The underwritten

jiersons are before

seizes convocators to conventicles.

the council, and charged with being present

certainly a politic measure on the part of the
persecutors ; but it speaks volumes in reply to
Sir George Mackenzie's absurd doctrine that no
inan ever sutt'ered in Scotland save for rebellion

cited for the said crimes and oflences, and, after
certification is granted against them for their
contumacy and not appearing, shall be appre-

Ed.

have the gift of their escheats, and benefit arising
from the said certifications. And whoever of

*

Acl of council for apprehending the

June

rebels,

16, 1674.

Forasmuch'as the keeping of field conventicles,
and the intruding upon and invading of pulpits,
are most unlawful and disorderly practices, tending to the disturbance of the peace, and to the
affront of his majesty's authority ; and notwithstanding the laws and acts of parliament prohibiting the same under high pains therein mentioned, the ring-leaders, promoters, and other
persons guilty of the said disorders, are emboldened to commit the same, presuming that
they will not be discovered and brought to trial

and punishment:

therefore, the lords of his
majesty's privy council, for the encouragement
of all his majesty's good subjects to discover and
apprehend all such persons as are after mentioned,
do hereby offer, declare, and give assurance, that
if any person, being of his majesty's standing
foi-ces, or of the militia, or any other his majesty's
subjects, shall seize upon, and apprehend any
person or persons, who, since his majesty's late

gracious proclamation, of the 24th of March last,
hath convocated any number of persons to fieldconventicles, or at any time hereafter shall convocate any persons thereto, or shall apprehend
any heritors or others being at field conventicles,
while the said persons are present at, or coming
from the same, so that the said persons apprehended shall be brought to a trial, and shall be
found guilty, and convict of the said offences,
that the appi'ehenders of such persons shall have
the gift of the fines of the said persons given to
them and in case any person or persons he
:

hended, the apprehenders of such persons

shall,

the standing forces, militia, or others his majesty's good subjects, shall apprehend any minister or other person pi'eaching at any field conventicle, or who hath preached since the said
proclamation, or shall at any time hereafter
preach at field-conventicles, or any of them; and
whatsoever person or persons shall apprehend
and seize upon any outed minister, who are not
licensed by the council or any other person not
authorised nor tolerate by the bishop of the
diocese, who, since the time foresaid, have invaded
or shall invade any pulpit or pulpits, the person

or persons apprehending any of the ministers, other or persons foresaid, guilty of i)reaching at field-conventicles, or invading of pulpits,
shall, for their reward, have paid to them the
sum of one thousand merks ; and for the pei'sons
afternamed, viz. Mr John Welsh, Mr Gabriel
Semple, and Mr Samuel Arnot, the api)iehenders shall have the sum of two thousand merks
And his majesty's subjects are
paid to them.
not only warranted to seize upon, and apprehend the said disorderly persons in manner foresaid, but it is further declared by the said lords
of council, that upon consideration of the condition of the persons who shall be apprehended,
according as they have been more stickling and
active in the said disorders, and the pains and
diligence of the apprehenders and other circumstances, they will also consider what further
reward shall be given to them for their service.
And oidain these presents to be printed, that
none pretend ignorance.
1 Hos. Hay, CI. seer. Concilii.
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held by

conventicles

Mr

^pig],^

Samuel

Mr

John
and

Aruot,

others; they confess their being at conSir
venticles, and are fined as follows;

John Kirkaldy of Grantre

in

550 pounds

Scots, the laird of Reddie in 850 pounds,
Georg-e Scot of Pitlochie in 1000 pounds,

Pitcairn of Pitlour in 1050 pounds, Pitcairn
of Latestoun in 200 pounds, Charles Cowan
of Corstoun in 333 pounds, Robert Colvil
in Balvaird in 100 pounds, Robert

Schaw

Auchmuty

James

portioner in

in 49 pounds,

Hamilton of Innerdivot in 150 pounds,
Maxwell provost of Auchtermuchty
250 pounds, Mr George Heriot of Ramor-

And

ney 983 pounds.
that the laird of

John

Welsh,

a

because

it

appears

Reddie harboured

Mr

declared traitor, in

his

house, the council fine him in 2000 merks.
Pitlochie, for his alleged impertinent and

extravagant carriage before the council, is
fined further in 500 merks. All of them are
ordered to lie in prison tiU they pay the
said simis.*

were

To

cited, and,

this diet forty or fifty

more

not compearing, are ordered

In the registers of this day's date,

I find

another decreet by the council against the
keepers of conventicles in a garner-house of
the laird of Stevenson, in the house of
Mrs Douglas, relict of Mr Robert Douglas,

and in a house alleged to he made up on
piu-pose for conventicles, by Mr Robert
Hodge, bailie of Lamington. The preachers
at these places are Messrs David WiUiamson,
Robert Gillespie, Alexander Knox, George
Johnston, and James Donaldson, Pringle
of Woodhead, for being at some of them, is
fined in a fourth part of his yearly valued

and some others ; and a good many of

the meaner people, for noncompearance, are
find

John

Woodhead is liberate from

prison,

denounced.

ordered to be
Pringle of

II

a letter from the king of the date, Windsor,

June 23d.

A

copy of

will find, inserted as
*

King's

it

the reader

a note.*

In short,

letter to the council,

against conventicles,

June 23, 1674.
Charles R.
Right trusty and well-beloved
cousins and counsellors, right trusty and wellbeloved councillors, and trusty and well-beloved
we did, by our
counsellors, we greet you well
proclamation in March last, grant a most full,
free, and general pardon of all penal statutes,
which we did extend so far towards the breach

—

:

of j)enal laws, relating to church matters, that
we at least expected more moderation, and temper, and patient waiting for our grant of further
ease towards peaceable dissenters; but, instead
thereof, we find that a desperate and implacable
party have taken the boldness to rise to greater
height of insolence, by invading of churches,
keej)ing ot seditious and numerous field -conventicles, tumultuous and irregular petitions,
and that in open contempt of our authority, as
if it were to brave us, and those that are in
Of all these disorders
places of trust under us.
we had a full and particular account, though it
was not by any solemn address, (which was
wisely waved by the major part of our council
in Way last ) and, upon the true account we
:

we wrote our positive commands,
you should use our utmost authority for
vigorous suppressing and punishing the ringleaders of these insolent seditious practices. This
letter of ours j'e received, upon the opening of
our last commission for our privy council and
we are well satisfied with the committee you
named, with the oath of secrecy they took, and
with the orders were given, as also with the
diligence of some in the execution of them. We

had of them,
that

;

to be denounced.

rent,

[BOOK

I

have heard of that seditious petition of many
women, and of their tumultuary carriage at the
delivering of it: and we have likewise since
been informed, that some of our guards of horse
were resisted with arms in Fife, and that some
of these armed rebels had been marked, by which
means, we hope, you will find out who they
were ; and although we doubt not of your diligence in discovering and punishing these unparalleled insolencies, yet we have thought fit to
renew again unto you our positive commands,
that you do vigorously, in the first place, prosecute the trial and punishing of these contemners
of our authority, we doubt not but they are
fomented and encouraged by some who do not
appear ; and we know that endeavours are used
to alarm our good subjects of this kingdom, as if
a present rebellion were to be expected in Scotland, which we do not at all apprehend, because
we are sure you have authority and power
enough to suppress any such attempt yet, for
the better encouragement of our good subjects,
we have given orders for divers companies and
troops of our protestant subjects in Ireland to
be drawn down to the sea-siUe in Ulster, ready
to receive our further commands: we have also
ordered troops to march to Berwick, to be ready
if there shall be occasion ; nor shall we leave
any other means uuattempted, for maintenance
of our authority, and the peace of that our
We know that the ringancient kingdom.
leaders of those late rebellious and seditious
courses are enemies to the church-government
established in Scotland by law, and yet it is not
:

July 16th, upon paying 277 pounds Scots.
Upon the 30th of June, the council receive

" They and the rest, as to their fynes and
amounted to the sum of 20,000 merks,
and upwards, as themselves declared." " None
of them was sett at liberty until they had fully
paid their fynes and yet some of them declared
that if they would have taken the oath of supremacjs they would have been sett at liberty
without a fyae." Law, p. Gti. Ed,
•

charges,

;

—

:

CHAP.

" invading- of pulpits, conventicles, and irre-

civil liberty, as

gular arpetitions,are complained of; theyhave

imposed upon in hearing the
gospel : and they were the more open,
though very peaceable in their meetings,

thanks for the committee that they named,
the oath of secrecy they took, and orders
are to be found in

well as religious, not

.

to be

That none of these

that the government might see the need of

the registers of that

a far more extended liberty to presbyterians,

given June 4th (N. B.
,
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doubts not, but the
; and the king
contempt of his authority is countenanced
by some who do not appear, and acquaints
sederunt)

when they

could not but notice them so
numerous on the south side of Tay, that they
could never be accommodate by the few

them he hath ordered some troops in Ireland ministers indulged to preach. The council
in a day or two make a retiu-n, and, July
if need be, to come over."
There are several other things in the letter, 2d, signify, " that they had received his
which will come to be noticed in the follow- majesty's commands in his letter May 19th
(above noticed), and June 2.3d last, and had
It is obvious this letter is
ing section.
penned M'ith a design to reflect upon duke very seriously applied themselves to ciu-b
Hamilton and his party. I only notice those disorders which did lately break out,
further, that there are plain enough insinua- and secure the peace thereof, and refer his
to be in readiness,

tions made, that

ground had been given to

presbyterians to expect fiu-ther ease and
favour.

This was in part the occasion of

numerous and frequent
reckoned

church, and yoiu* strict commands, to punish

it

a branch of their

We

:

and tumultuary attempts, but only our own
grace and goodness, can move us to any indulgence. Let the ringleaders of these disorders,
which look too like rebellion, be once brought to
punishment, and that seditious spirit be quelled,
aud then these that are and will be peaceable,
shall quickly find howgracious we are to indulge
as tar as may consist with preserving the present
government, and may not tend to the perpetuating of the schism.
These our intentions we
thought tit to declare unto you, to the end you
may make them known in such ways as you
shall judge most convenient, for undeceiving "the
simple, and preventing the peaceable from running into the same guilt with those who are
desperate and implacable. In the meantime, we
do again and again require you, to use your
utmost rigour, in finding out, and bringing to
just judgment the ringleaders of the aforesaid
seditious and insolent practices, and for quelling
that mad spirit.
We expect your ready obedience, and a constant account to our secretary of
w'hat passes, or what you think fit to oifer
further for the ends abovesaid ; and so we bid
you heartily farewell. Given at our castle at
Windsor, the 2.3d day of June, 1674, and of our

—

By

by your majesty's hearty and

raeetingj to hear

for their opinions, but their traitorous practices,
that we intend to punish them.
hope that the
greatest part of the dissenters from the churchgovernment, are far from the countenancing
such practices, and if those otlier liad forborne
those ways of violence and sedition, tlie peaceably
inclined had found the effects of our grace and
clemency before this time
but we will not
endure a seeming force to be put upon us. The
whole kingdom shall see that it is not seditious

reign the Stith year.

find that

serious minding thus the interests of this

;

own ministers proceeded not from inso-

lence, but they

we

and their

the liberty they took this year
their

majesty to an account sent with this to the
duke of Lauderdale." They add, " And now

command,
Lauderdale.

what hath been done
commands, that the
insolence of that party is at a stand, and
those disorders, and

in obedience to these

their seditious practices in a great

And we

abated.

measure

hope, by putting the laws

in execution against the committers of these

we shall in a short time reduce
who have been seduced, to their former

disorders,

those

quiet and peaceable submission to the laws

meantime we shall do our utmost diligence
and punish the ringleaders of
these disorders nor shall any thing upou
our part be wanting, thereby we can witness
our zeal to obey your majesty's commands
in these, and all other particulars which
your majesty shall be pleased to lay upon
to find out

;

—

Together with this, the council send
up a letter to the duke of Lauderdale the
same day, Avhich, because referred to in the
former, and (as it) contains an authentic
us."

account of the actings of this

new

council, I

have insert here.
"

May

it

please your grace,

— The king's

majesty, by his letter of the 19th of May,

having required us

to

use

our

utmost

endeavoiu's for tiying and apprehending the

preachers at

field conventicles,

and invaders

of ministers, as also the ringlcading heritors

and invasions of
and ministers, and for that purpose

at such field conventicles,

his majesty's

pulpits
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use cf the standino: forces

" Likeas, notice being given to us, that a

and militia, if it should be uecdful
aud by another letter of June 23d, his
majesty renewed his i)ositive commands to

party sent to dissipate a conventicle kept in
the Lowmonds did meet with resistance,

to

:

some persons who
were informed to have been present at that
venticles, and punishing of the contemners field conventicle, that knowledge might
of his majesty's authority, and to give an be had who were the persons that were
account of what is done by us we have present, and who made the resistance and
returned an answer to his majesty's letters, accordingly, four persons being brought over,
which relating- to a particular account sent and examined thereanent, it could not be
to your grace, we offer the same as follows. found by their depositions, who were the
" Upon the receipt of his majesty's lirst persons who made the resistance.* Wan-ant
letter, we did immediately appoint a com- was likewise granted for citing those outed
mittee to take that affair into considei-ation, ministers, and others, who are informed
to which we gave ample powers and they to have kept field conventicles, since the
orders are given to seize

us, vigorously to prosecute the trial of con-

;

;

;

being informed of several

field conventicles

that had been, and were to be kept in Fife,

and other

date of his majesty's gracious ijroclamation.

And

it is

thought

fit,

for securing the public

give

peace, that the militia forces should be in a

orders to the officers of his majesty's forceS)

readiness to receive such orders as should

Stirlingshire,

to suppress

these

places,

did

conventicles, and

seize

the preachers at the same, and to apprehend
certain outed ministers contained in a

who had

list,

preached at field conventicles
and orders were given to quarter
more troops of horse, and some companies
of foot, in such places as we thought most
lately

;

convenient for these ends, and the encouragement of his majesty's forces, and others
liis good subjects, to seize the ministers who
preach at field conventicles, we have passed
an act, whereby assurance is given of a
rev\'ard of two thousand merks, to such as
shall apprehend any of these ministers who
are forfeited or excepted, and one thousand
merks for others of them, and allowing the
:

fines of
ticles,

such

who

shall be at field conven-

to such as shall apprehend

We have ordered the
and captains of horse, on
this side of Aberdeenshire, to have frequent
rendezvouses, and to be careful that the same
be punctually kept, and that the soldiers'
arms be in good condition, fit for his majesty's service; and have given orders for
securing the militia arms, in some shires of
the kingdom. We have likewise, by missive
be directed to them.
colonels of foot,

letters to several sheriffs, required

them

to

put the acts of parliament and council in
execution against conventicles, and have
given the like orders to the magistrates of
several royal burghs,

where conventicles of

informed to have been most frequent,
with warrant to them to apprehend the
late are

preachers at these conventicles

any of both the

sheriffs

;

certifj^ing

and magistrates, that ia

have likewise issued citation case of their remissness herein, we will
against divers heritors, who were present and proceed to fine them conform to the late act
heard outed ministers who invaded pulpits, of parliament.
" A proclamation is also emitted, ordainand against such as were at field convenfamilies, that they shall be
ticles, and proceeded against them according ing masters of
they shall
to law and particularly, there being about answerable for their servants, that
and heritors, to
forty persons in the shire of Fife (almost abstain from conventicles,

We

them.

:

all

upon the account that effect, for their tenants or otherwise,
liable to
some of which ]Mr declaring the heritors and masters
the fines inctu-red by their tenants and serperson, did preach

of them heritors) cited

of field conventicles, at

;

John Welsh, a forfeited
divers of them appearing, and being found
guilty, were fined and imprisoned, conform
to the act of parliament; aud the rest being;

absent, certification

is

gi'anted against them,

and they ordained to be denounced.

vants, through their contravening the law.

*

am

informed, this anent the resistance
lie, suggested l)y the primate, to quicken the council to greater violence.

was

I

a

mere story and

,

CHAP.

We bad also called before us tbe mag-istratcs
of Edinbur<Tb, and fined tbeni in a hundred

pounds

sterlinti-,

for the conventicle

Mag-dalene chapel

:

we

kept in

are proceeding- to the

of that conventicle, for which several

trial
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Inipiiry has also

persons are imprisoned.

do refuse to declare upon oath, as to
^
others, and as to themselves, they
pretending they are not holden in law to
declare upon oath, and accuse themselves,

may import them in
and be the ground of a criminal

seeing their confession
their

life,

been made concerning- the petition offered

dittay before the justices, the keeping of contumultuary way by some women, of venticles, as to some cases and persons, viz.
-whom divers being cited, these appearing-, those who preached at field conventicles, and
and refusing- to give their oaths as to the those who convened to tlie same, being punpoints interrogated upon, are imprisoned, ishable by death ; and sometimes, besides
in a

and certification is granted against such as conventicling, there being a concurrence of
were absent. We have likewise fined one of other crimes and circumstances, of an high
the heritors concerned in field conventicles, nature, as coming to their meetings in arms,
in the sum of two thousand merks, as havings and by ^^•ay of convocation, the hearing and
confessed he had reset Mr John Welsh in not revealing of seditious expressions against
his house. But seing there are some doubts his majesty and the government, the interarise as to the council's procedure against communing and resetting of declared rebels
persons guilty of that crime, we have trans- and traitors, forfeited and excepted out of
mitted a paper herewith, and desire your his majesty's gracious declaration of pardon,
grace to acquaint his majesty of

may know

it,

that

we

his pleasure therein.

or declared fugitives before the justices, as
]VIi*

" Those proceedings,

so good eftects,

we have found, have
and so good success, that we

now hear little either of invasions

John Welsh and Mr Gabriel Semple.
is therefore humbly represented, that

" It

it is fit

his majesty's advocate be i^arranted

of pulpits,

to cause cite before the council, such per-

or of field conventicles, even in these places

sons as shall be informed to have been at

where they were most numerous. And as
in obedience to his majesty's commands, we

field conventicles, to

give their oaths there-

are presently going about the further disco-

upon, with certification they shall be holden
and to take off the pretext
as confest

very of the authors of such insolent and

foresaid, that his majesty

:

by

his letter, sig-

may receive nify his pleasure to the council and therecondign punishment (therein we are re- upon an act of council be made, warranting
solved to use all diligence), so we are very the advocate to refer the libel to the oath
seditious practices, that they

;

by the due execution of the law of the defender, and to restrict the same to
kingdom will be arbitrary punishment and declaring, that
shortly rid of those disorders, and his ma- any person or persons who, being pursued
jesty's subjects, in a good measure, brought before the council, shall declare or be holdeu
to a dutiful obedience and compliance with confest, for, and upon their being at fieldthe lau's. We are, your grace's affectionate," conventicles, or for hearing or resetting
hopeful,

against transgressors, this

;

&o.

Together with the above

letter to the

outed ministers, or others not authorized
forfeited, excepted or de-

by law, though

duke of Lauderdale, the council sent up the

clared fugitives, shall never be troubled or

following overture, anent the difficulties

questioned criminally before the justices, or
any other judicatory, for any such deeds

occurring to them, in taking probation about
persons being present at

field conventicles,

Avhich, the reader sees, they desire

he

may

referred to their oath before the council, or
for

any circumstance of the same.

be understood, that

lay before the king.

Overture.

The probation

()eing
cult,
11.

as

to the keeping, or

present at conventicles,

is

very

diffi-

by reason that those who are convened,

It is to

the council think

fit,

may

be ordered to pursue
such persons before the justices, before they
give their oaths, or be holden as confest
the advocate

"

if

before the council."

And that I may give

the whole of this

by

:
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upon the 16th of July the

itself;
'

king-,

dated upon the

1

0th,

which

thanks them for their

it is

the

need-

In short, he

whole length.

less to g-ive at

from

return

council have a

diligence,

orders

and requires them to give
warrant, and make an act in terms as
above ; to which they gave ready obedience,
and turn their own overture into an act,

them

to go on,

which though

it

be just in the above terms,

yet being the cause of as

much

trouble

unto the suffering party, as almost any other
act, it is proper to insert it in its new shape,
Reflections
act,

upon

this overtui-e

might be multiplied, but

to the learned in the law.

1

now made

leave

It is

them

a natural

is

men among

ourselves,

who

put the king

and those about him on these harsh measiu'es.
To me it appears much the same
to force a person to swear against himself,
when the libel is restricted to an arbitrary
punishment, as in most part of criminal
processes, and to hold him, upon refusing,
Arbitrary punishment is very
as confest.
extensive, and Ave shall find that arbitrary

was equivalent

to a

cases, yea, the fines

were

fining in this period
forfeiture in

most

just calculated to exhaust gentlemen's es-

*

:

If the putting the matter of a
crime upon the oath of a party be illegal
and unreasonable, it is equally unreasonable,

justiciary.

if not illegal, to put a matter of fact, the
proof of which will ruin him as to every
thing save life, limb, or liberty, upon his

oath

and

;

against

if

he refuse to be an evidence

himself,

hold him as confest.

to

the whole,

it is

plain

by

this act, the

persecutors had a sure game, go matters as

they would

:

if

they had witnesses, and

reasonable and legal proofs, the advocate

above, that most

of the stretches and iniquitous impositions

tates

thing, if I mistake not,

under the
comes under
the notion of " arbitrary punishment ;" and
it was all one to the pannels, whether they
were rendered miserable by the council or
ships,

had room to bring the party before the
and get him hanged if there was
period, came originally from a set of no proof, and the man refused to break the

observation from what

of this

II.

loss of life or limb, or liberty,

Upon

as below.*

an

any

[BOOK

besides

many

Act of council anent
venticles,

other additional hard-

these purs7(ed

July

The

for Jield-con-

16, 1674..

lords of his majesty's privy council, considering his majesty's letter, give order and warrant to his majesty's advocate, to cause cite before the council such persons as are informed to
have been at field-conventicles, to give their
oath thereupon ; with certification they shall be
holden as confest also they give warrant to the
advocate, to refer the libel to the defenders' oath,
and restrict the same to an arbitrary punishment;
and declare, that any person or persons, who,
being pursued before the council, shall declare,
jr be holden as confest, for being at field-conventicles, or for hearing or resetting of outed ministers, or others not authorized by law, or forfeited,
excepted, or declared fugitive, shall never be forfeited or questioned before the justiciary, or any
other judicatory, for any such deed referred to
their oath before the coupcil, or for any circumstance of the same ; but prejudice to his majesty's advocate to pursue such persons before the
justices, before they give their oath, or be holden
as confest before the council, as the lord$ shall
:

give order thereanent.

justices,

sixth

;

command, then he

is

reputed as con-

and the council can ruin him. And
this was a short and easy A^ay with absents,
against whom they had no proof.
fessing,

But

I

my

return to

accounts

of the

severities against the presbyterians for their

keeping conventicles

this year.

Upon

the

9th of July, the council pass another decreet against above fifty persons in Fife, for
being at conventicles.

We may

easily guess

whence all this severity against Fife comes
it was more than the primate could bear, to
have his once fellow-ministers preaching
Christ so near him ; and those rigorous
courses, and others afterward, ripened mat-

None of the persons
compear, but the lady Colvil, and
interest had been made for her, and the
managers began to blush a little at their
ters for his fatal end.

cited

rudeness to ladies of quality, otherwise
probable she had not appeared.

with her a

testificate,

it is

She brings

from the minister of

the parish, of her piety; and she promises

not to frequent conventicles, and

is

assoilied.

All the rest, for their not compearing, are

denounced.

A

day or two

after,

the council pass a

town of Glasgow, for a
conventicle kept in it by Mr Andrew MorThe decreet,
ton and Mr Donald Cargill.
decreet against the

mutatis mutandis,
that against the

is

in the

same form with

town of Edinbiu*gh ;

Glas-

:
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govv is tilled in a hundred pounds sterling-, is statute and ordained, that no
167L
and they are allowed to have their relief off" outed ministers who are not licensed
the persons guilty, according to the act of by the council, and no other persons who
are not authorized or tolerated by the bishop
of the diocese, presiune to preach, expound

parliament.

Upon

Livingstone

the IGtli of July,

of (ireenyards, and Farquharson of Chil-

scriptiu-e,

brae, are denounced, for being at a conven-

their

own

or pray in any meeting except in
houses, and to these of their own

ticle lately held at the Torwood, where INIr family, and that none be present at any
John Welsh, Mr (labriel Semple, Mr meetings without the family to which they
Samuel Arnot, and Mr John Rae, preached. belong, where any not licensed, or authorThe same day Robert Ged of Bathridge ized, or tolerated as said is, shall preach,
being present is lined, for being at one expound scripture, or pray, declaring all

conventicle, in the fourth part of his yearly such who do in the contrary to be guilty
rent; and Sir John Kirkaldy younger of of keeping conventicles ; and that he or

Grange, for being present at two conventi- they who shall do so, shall be seized upon
hundred and fifty pounds and imprisoned until they find caution, under

cles, is fined in live

Scots.
And as
now and then

who the pain of five thousand merks not to do
preached at conventicles, so in time coming, or else to enact themthey make a short work with them ; and selves to remove forth of the kingdom, and
having before cited them to appear this day not to return without his majesty's license
to the outed ministers

before the council, and they not appearing, and further, by the said act, that persons
they pass a decreet against them, which 1 preaching, praying at, or convocating field
shall insert, if once I had observed >Wtli conventicles, shall be punished with death.
one of themselves in some papers he hath And whereas the intruding into churches

behind him, that their citation seems to and pulpits, which are sacred and privileged
have been given wdth a design they should places is a practice most unwaiTantable, and
not compear. Summons were not sent, as punishable as an high invasion and affront
is ordinarily done, to their dwelling-houses, on his majesty's authority
nevertheless it
which were known, and to which there was is of verity, that upon the first, second, or
tutus accessus, but they were cited from the remanent days of April, May, or June last,
left

:

market-cross.

The

day, as to

them, was so sudden, that

many

of the persons underwritten, Messrs Alexander

was not possi- Lennox, David Williamson, Alexander Monble for them to have notice, and make their crief, John Rae, David Hume, Edward
journey against the time of their compear- Jamison, James Frazer of Brae, William
ance: and such of them as had time to Wisheart, Thomas Hogg, Robert Lockhart,
come in, upon inquiry found, that they John Welwood, George Johnstoun, Robert
might either lay their accoimt with a con- Gillespie, James Kirktoun, John Weir,
finement in some ugly prison, they knew M'Killigen in Ross, Nathanael Martin in
not

how

it

long, or banishment for

life.

Upon Buchan, Andrew Donaldson

in

Dalgety,

them compeared; John Christison in Coupar, William Row,
and, upon their absence, the following sen- Thomas M'Gill, Thomas Urquhart, Thomas
tence is passed, which deserves a room in Hogg sometime minister at Larber, William
this place.
Erskine, James Donaldson, Patrick Gillespie, John Gray, James Wedderburn in CouDecreet against several outed ministers, July par, John Wardlaw in Dunfermline, Thomas
these reasons none of

.

\6th,\61\.
" Anent our sovereign lord's letters, raised

at the instance of Sir John

Nisbetof Dirltoun

his majesty's advocate, for his highness's
interest, in the matter underwritten, making
mention, that where, by the 5th act of the

3d session of his majesty's 2d parliament,

it

'

Douglas, George Campbell, Francis L'vine,
James Wallace, Andrew Anderson, John
Munniraan, George Hamilton, Andrew Mortoun, Donald Cargill, Alexander Fartoun,
James Wilson, and Robert Maxwells elder
and younger, have, in open and manifest
contempt of our authority and law, taken
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upon them
scripture, or

the

preach,

to

expound

pray at conventicles in

the places following', at least

fiekls, at

in the houses after specified,

where there

were more persons present than the houses
contained, so as some were without doors

;

at least did convocate niunbers of people to

and have usurped and invaded divers chiu'ches and pulpits, viz. the
said persons have kept private conventicles
in Edinburgh, and convocated gfi-eat numbers
their meetings,

I

persecutors
in

:

;;

[BOOK

IT.

others of them were preaching

churches by virtue of the council's indul-

gence; and some of them had never offended

However, they
and their moveable
escheats declared to be fallen to the king
but I dare say neither he nor his courtiers
would be much enriched by them.
Much better hand Avas made AA'ith several
gentlemen at this time. Accordingly, upon
the 23d of July, the council fine Harry

since the king's indemnity.

were put

to the horn,

of persons thereunto, at Inveresk, chapel of

Pitcairn of Larestoun in twelve himdred

Wolraet, Corstorphin, Restalrig-, Borthvvick,

pounds,

Kirklistoun, Glcdsmuir, the laird of Steven-

thousand mcrks, George Scot of Pitlochie
in a thousand pounds, Charles Cowan of
Corstoun in a thousand pounds, by and
attour the sums they were liable to and

son's garner,

places
places

Torwood, and divers other

in the Lothians, or
;

likewise

as

near the said

Muir,

Pitscotty

at

Pitcairn of Pitlour in tAvo

upon

Ravensheugh, Kinkell, Balmerinoch, Kin-

fined for their being at conventicles,

iieswood,

the account of their harbouring and resetting

beside Dysai't, Glenveal,

Sandford, Moonzie, Dunfermline, Dundee,
Pittenweem, Lathones, East-barns, Dumin Perthshire,

fries,

in

Bu-

Mr John

Welsh.* They were all cited to
with some others, and Avhether
they compeared or not it does not appear
this day,

chan, Magdalene chapel in Edinburgh, in or

near the town of Glasgow, and at divers
other places, or one or other of them, or

near to the same

and most presumptuously
have invaded, or intruded themselves into
the pulpits and churches of Cramond,
Forgan, Kirkraaho, &c. whereby the said
;

persons have directly contravened the said
acts, and incurred the penalties

be executed Avith
others.

And

all rigoiu*

which should

to the ten-or of

anent the charge given to the

forenamed persons, at the market-crosses
of Edinburgh, Haddington, Linlithgow, Stirling,

Perth, Coupar, and Lanark, by dis-

pensation, because they have

no places of

residence, to have ansAiered to the foresaid

complaint, and seen and heard such order
taken thereanent, as appertains, under pain

and being many times called,
and not compearing, the lords of his maof rebellion

;

jesty's privy council ordain letters to be

directed to a messenger at arms, to denounce

them

his majesty's rebels,

and to put them

to the horn.

The above-mentioned reverend
observes,

minister

these were the witnesses

now

driven to the wilderness, and their ministry
Avas a kind of outlawry

;

and that some of

these worthy persons cited and denounced,

were dead, and got above the rage of

their

« Sir George Mackenzie's account of the conand of Mr Welsh, in particular, is
exactly what Ave might have expected from a
man of his principles and prejudices, but it may
" Immediately after
be read Avith interest.
venticles,

Lauderdale AA'ent to London, the fanatics begaa
openly every Avhere ; and one Master
Welsh, grandchild to the famous Master Welsh,
who had been banished, did keep field coriA'enticles in Fife, draAving at first the rabble, but at
last even the gentry, to follow him.
He Avas a
person of much courage, but no parts ; and yet
his courage Avas more raised by the hopes he had
to preach

that the chancellor being dissatisfied would be
pleased to see that the present gOA'ernment could
not suppress these insolencies ; though he and all
the other fanatics did pretend that the dutchess
of Lauderdale had pi-omised to procure them
indulgences, and it is probable that, to amuse so
strong a party, she had used some such Avomanly
compliances.
Nor did these confusions contain
themselves long in Fife ; for they soon, like
feeding flames, seized Lothian, AA'here many
pulpits were entered by their preachers ; and
even the Magdalene Chapel of Edinburgh was
broke open by them," &c. p. 273.
have here a testimony to the strength of the
covenanting interest at this time, and a hint at
what is now known to be a well established fact,
that the secret fa\'our Avhich many ladies of rank,
even among the adherents of the government at
this time, cherished for the persecuted presbyterians, Avas under Providence one great means
of softening the rigour of the persecution.
may notice the dutchesses of Hamilton, Lauderdale, and Rothes, as distinguished instances of
this.
Sir George certainly estimated the talents
of Welsh at too low a rate; and he steps out of
the dignified path of a true historian Avhen he
presumes to ascribe sinister motives to Welsh
and the dutchess. Ed.

We

We
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the council put themselves to no trouble,

tisms and marriages, in the shires of

absents were held as contest, and such who
were present and refused to depone against

Fife and Kinross, to cite, examine,

themselves, were held as guilty, and committed to prison until they paid their fines.

At

the same diet of council, the magistrates

of Perth are appointed to seize

Mr

Alex-

ander IMoncrief an outed minister, and they
terra him, " a noted keeper of conventicles
Archibald Douglas
in and about Perth."
of Cliftonhall is fined in three hundred and
eio-hty-one

pounds upon his

confessing-

he

fine, confine,

1671.

and imprison, and to do

all

things necessary for j)unisliing disorders; to

the chancellor, duke Hamilton, lord privy
of Argyle, Rlar, Linlithgow,

seal, earls
fries,

to the lords Dundonald,

Dum-

and Koss, or

any three of them, for the bounds of Stirling, Perth, Lanark, Durabiu'ton, Renfrew,
and Ayishires: and their first meeting is
appointed at Stirling, August 18th.
lastly, to

And

the chancellor, earls of Ciiithness

James and Linlithgow, lord Belhaven, lord register, advocate, Collingtoun, and the laird of
two hundred fifty-t«'0 pounds, for being- at Niddry, orany three of them, for Edinbiu-gh,
conventicles; and the council, upon the Linlitligow, Haddington, Selkirk, Peebles,
This com•28th of July, Avi-ite a great many letters to Berwick, and Roxburghshires."
the royal burghs tlu-ough the kingdom, mission bears the date of July .'50th, and the
appointing them to put the laM's against following instructions are given to the comconventicles in strict execution, and in case missioners. " 1st. You are to take special
of failui-e, assuring them they A;'ill exact the care and notice of, and proceed most vigorously against such persons as you find
fines from them with aU rigoiu-.
These particular acts of severity by the to have been most eminent in keeping concouncil themselves, did not fully satisfy the venticles, invading of kirks and pulpits, and
enemies of the suffering presbyterians and ringleadei-s thereto, and those who have
now the time of vacation Avas ch-awing on, convocated persons thereto, and that you
therefore a new project is falleii upon, for begin with the most substantial persons.
making the persecution on the score of 2dly, You are to proceed against some of
conventicles the more extensive, and a com- the most substantial persons or others, who
mission is drawn in the king's name to have been in use to frequent public ordiSdly
several persons in different districts, with nances, and of late have withdra^v^l.
In cases aa here you find persons to have
full power to such as are named to execute
It may been seduced to disorderly practices, and
the laws against nonconformity.
suffice to set down here the general tenor have not been engaged therein upon any
had been present

at conventicles.

Max^^•el provost ofAuchtermuchty is fined in

—

;

their

principles of disaffection to the present gov-

instructions at length, as they stand in the

ernment, and where they are content to
en'1-ao-e for their good behaviour in time

of their commission,
council registers.

and to give

In the commission run-

That after his gracious
indemnity, March 24:th, he expected a better

ai'e empowered to remit somewhat of the rigom- of the law or if you find
cause, to pass them altogether. 4thly. You

observation of the laws;

are to call for an account from the sheriffs

ning in the king's name, his majesty

is

made

to take notice, "

yet since that

coming, you

;

bond
em-

and seditious persons have kept both house and
field conventicles, and others presumed to
therefore,
invade pulpits and churches

and others, anent the signing the

considering that the laws in time of vacation

bounds of your commission, and give them
such orders and directions as you shall

time he finds that divers

fixctious

;

may

be best executed by commission, he

grants full

power

to the lord chancellor,

5thly.

against conventicles.

])owered to

call for

any part of the

forces or militia, as

think

fit.

6thly.

You

are

are

standing-

within the

shall be

empowered

to

change the quarters of the forces in
7thly.
the bounds of your commission.

Mar, Kinghorn, KeUy, Weems, and
Kincardine, the treasurer, depute, and laird
of Ardross, or any three of them, to execute

alter or

the laws against conventicles, irregular bap-

with the other commissioners.

earls of

late

You

You

are to correspond, as

you

find needful,

Sthly.

At
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meeting appoint one to

peared, letters are directed to denounce them.

be convener. 9thly. You shall do
tliinjrs necessary for the effectual prose-

in Fife, cited for conventicles, such as did

yoivr first
'

all

[BOOK

*

cution of the king's service, which you shall

judge most

and for

settling the peace of

lOthly.

You are to

fit,

the countrjr.

before

call

you such of the indulged ministers as have
broken their confinement, and take such
com-se with them as you shall think fit."
Jointly with this commission and instructions, the council appoint the advocate to

issue out wan-ants to cite all persons con-

cerned, before these commissioners ; and he
is to restrict

the libel to an arbitrary punish-

ment, that so they

may

hold the persons

not swearing against themselves as confest.
No accounts of the particular procedure of

come

these commissioners are

to

my

hand.

And

there being eighty persons or thereby

compear, and were found guilty, were fined,
and imprisoned and the rest being absent,
are declared fugitives, and their escheats are
appointed to be taken for his majesty's use.
;

Some

likewise of the heritors of Fife,

who

had been formerly fined for conventicles,
being

processed

for

resetting

Mr John

Welsh, upon confession thereof are fined
upon that account, and are to continue in
prison till they make payment of their fines.

The

magistrates of Glasgow being called for

conventicles, kept in their burgh since the

24th of March

last,

were, upon their con-

fession, fined in a hundi-ed

We

pounds sterling.
tlie tumultuary

are proceeding in trying

none of meeting of women, which was in the Parliament-close some of them have of late been
it is
probable their procedme was not the more imprisoned, for refusing to depone concernsevere that it ^\'as so their instructions are ing the persons present, and other circummore moderate than usual at this time, and stances of that business, and the absents are
These bm'ghs
since I have no accounts of their severity, ordered to be denounced.

The reader

will notice, there are

Uie bishops mixed in with them, and

:

:

is ground to think more temper hath
been kept at this time than we shall meet

who were

Avith aftenvards.

a good

there

Upon

the last of July, the council AVTite

up another

letter to the

duke of Laiulerdale,

giving an accoiuit of their procedure since

and

their last of this nature,

1 shall insert it

here, as their

own

account of what

been pointing

at.

It contains

relative to matters of fact,

I

have

some things
which will come

to be accounted for in the following section,

but

I

give the whole of

it

as

it

stands in the

records.

Letter to the duke of Lauderdale, July

idt.

1674.
"

May

it

please yoiu gi'ace,

Owe

letter

ordered to proceed against con-

venticles, have, for the

most

part, returned

accoimt of their procedure and
diligence ; and letters are writ to the magistrates of burghs,

same

on

this side of Tay, to the

piu-pose, requiring

them

to cause their

burgesses take the bond subjoined to the
late proclamation,

thereof.

Upon

and to retm-n an account

information, that in soiao

was not taken
by the officers and soldiers of the militia
conform to the act of parliament, orders
were given for a new day's rendezvous, that
the oath might be taken, and the militia
ai-ms in the shire of Stu-ling, which, by order,
were secm-ed in the Castle of Stirling, and
shires the oath of allegiance

these of Dimbai-ton secured in the Castle of

to your grace, of the 2d of July, did contain

Dunbarton, are ordered at the rendezvous to

a particular relation of our proceedings imtil
that day, and seeing his majesty hath required

be restored, and the heritors required to be
answerable for them. And to the end his

us to give constant accounts to your grace

majesty's standing forces

what passes

we

may

be always in

retm-n this fm-ther

readiness to do their duty, and to prosecute

account of our proceedings since that time,

such public orders as shall be given them,
we have ordered any parties of them who

of

here,

to offer to his majesty, as yoiu- grace shall

have opportunity.
" There being about forty-four outed
ministers cited before us, as guilty of keeping
conventicles, and none of them having com-

are quartering for excise,

and others

his

majesty's dues, to be called in ; and appointed
that the militia forces, in time coming, shall

be only made use of to quarter for these
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have recommended to the arch-

bishops and bishops, iu their dioceses respective, to take notice of any persons who

been

conventicle

a

at

24-7
lately

in

^^.r-,

Calder-muir, and to have resisted a

party of the guards

What

who came

to dissipate

take upon them, without license, to teach
public schools, to be chaplains to families, or
to be pedagogues to the children of persons

tlieni.

of quality, conti'ary to the act of parliament,
and to report their names to us betwixt and
have caused
the 1st of November.

runt, the council ordain letters of horning

intimate his majesty's pleasure, exprest in
his letter of the 1 0th instant, to the bishop

and

of Dumblaue, Mr Turner, Mr Robertson,
Mr Cant, and Mi* Hamilton, and required

other such disorders, and grant warrant to

We

them

We

to give obedience accordingly.

have, for the better discovery of the persons
and for preventing the like disorders

guilty,

commission to

I

know

not

followed upon this warrant,

no more about these persons
At the same sede-

;

occurs in the registers.

to be directed

decreets of
all

by

their authority,

all sheriffs, bailies

upon the

of regalities,

other inferior magistrates, against

persons guilty of being at conventicles, and

the clerks for that

Upon

effect.

the 2d of September, they receive

the report of the procedure of the several

commissions granted in July against conven-

and approve the commissioners, and
add some others to their number ; and, in
to proceed according to law, against persons answer to a difficulty proposed from some
guilty of conventicles, invasions of ministers of them, they appoint, " that ^vhereas it hath
and pulpits, and other disorders mentioned occurred, and may hereafter occur, that
iu the commission, who are to meet in time persons cited to appear before the said
for the time coming, granted

some of our number, within

certain bounds,

of vacauce, and to them

we have

special instructions;

are to

meet

at

gi'ace's,"

commissioners,

which commissioners quod

Edinburgh,

Stirling,

Coupar, the 18th of August next.

your

given

ticles,

and

We ai'e,

&c.

may propound

their defence

they having
been already pursued before other competent j udges ; the lords declare, if the defences
propounded be by any other than the party
res est hactenus judicata,

month of August, the council have cited and compearing, they arc to be repelled,
and do not meet till their members and certification granted notwithstanding
return from the several bounds whither their thereof: but if the parties be compearing, the
commissions above narrated carried them : commissioners,before answer, are to examine
but, in the beginning of September, I find whether they have been fined and proceeded
them together again, and a letter from the against according to the act of parliament,
In the

a

recess,

king

is

read, "

commending

their diligence

and

they have made real payment of their
and such other circumstances as they

if

against conventicles, and acquainting them,

fines,

that for the strengthening their hands under

shall think

him, in maintaining the laws and government,

repel the said defence, as they shall find

he resolved to

them

raise

some more

forces,

and

thousand foot, and
This letter bears
three troops of horse."
orders

to raise a

date August 25th.

Whether

was

cause."

It

fit

;

and thereafter to sustain or

appears hard enough to reject

the defences given in for the pannels merely

because they themselves were absent, having

little ground to expect they would be judged
some people who could not be other- twice for the same supposed crime
and
wise provided for than in an army, in a time these commissioners were thus made a

this

to

gratify

:

of full peace, at the expense of the country,
or for

some other

suffering party

by

end,

I

know

not.

The

were more and more hai'assed

this increasing of the standing forces.

This same day, September

1st,

the council

grant warrant to apprehend Mungo Lockhart

Harwood, William Liston of Collunun
George Tennant and John Brown in
Calder, who were informed against, as having

new inquisition, after the severities formerly
exercised.

Towards the close of this month, September 29th, the council meet again, and
have a letter from the king, of the date of
the 22d of September, read, writ, no doubt,

of

upon informations sent up by private

Easter,

to court.

letters

His majesty expects special

dili-

gence to be used anent a conventicle near the

:;

border of West-Lothian, where some
fired upon the guards.

armed men

have been the above specified at
It is his pleasure they take
particular notice of the conventicles, and
other unla\^ful practices at or near Cardross
I

take
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it

to

Cahler-niuir.

he adds, that he is informed that some of his
guards, by their order, apprehended one
King, who was set at liberty on caution to
appear ; and seeing the lord Cardross did,
in a peremptory petition, complain of that
man's being taken,

who he owned

to be his

domestic, the council are ordered to require

him back

were brouffht before the

II.

When

council.

they appeared before the commissioners at
Stirling, they had no evidence against them
of their being at conventicles, and refer the
these two men refused
:

matter to their oath

to swear against themselves, and

had been

The
remitted to this diet of the council.
lords ordain them to be banished from the
Thus the reader
shires where they live.
hath a pretty fuU account of the procedure
of the managers against conventicles this
I come now forward to touch at some
year.
other occurrences in this period.

and
not to give over till that business of countenancing and keeping conventicles, at or

that lord to bring

to prison,

near Cardross, be exactly tried according to
Accordingly, that excellent person
the lord Cardross appears before them
law.

Containing an account of several other occurrences this year, 1G74.

In this section I come to glean up some
He further things which fell out this year;
November.
answered, what the council demanded was most of them have a reference to suffering
not in his power and that the council, by presbyterians, and any other things? notice
shall be only T,\hat is necessary to clear up
their orders, had taken Mr King from him
and, after imprisoning him for some time, their state and circumstances.
Some particular hardships upon ministers
liberated him, and since that time he was
not in his service. Mr King for some time and preachers in the beginning of this year,

October

1st,

and

is

Mr John King

appointed to produce

against

;

escaped their fury, but afterwards, as Ave
shall hear, fell a sacrifice, and my lord

deserve the reader's notice.
of January,

Mr Matthew

Upon

the 8th

M'Kail, of

whom

some account hath been given already, was
diet of council, they approve the proceedings liberate from prison, where he had been for
of their commissioners for conventicles, and some time upon his refusing to engage not
Hugh Stevenson, one of their clerks, had to preach, he was confined to the parish of
the fine of five hundred merks gifted him, Carluke, and bond was given for liim that
which was uplifted from Mr John King's he should appear before the council when
cautioner, for his noncompearance Avhen called.
Towards the beginning of February, Mr
called, according to the bond given for him.
In December, Claud Hamilton of Barns, James Mitchell, of whom before, was taken
The best
in the shire of Dumbarton, applies to the and committed to close prison.

wanted not

after-harassings.

At the same

;

account I can give of the procedure against
gone out against him. This gentleman had him at this time, is from two letters Avrit by
been fined by the bailie of the regality of the lord Halton to the earl of Kincardine,
Kilpatrick, in a fourth part of his rent, for and from the council and justiciary registers.
his being at one conventicle in a house, and The first letter runs,
council, for a stop to be put to the diligence

had paid his fine. The commissioners who
met at Stirling, having called him before
them, and he, knowing he had already satisfied the law for that supposed crime, did
The
not compear, and was denounced.
council are so just as to put a stop to the
letters

against him.

Upon

the 3d of De-

cember, Henry Angiis and James JalFrey

" Holyrood-house, February lOfh, 1G74.
"

Upon Saturday morning, one Mr James
who was alleged to have assassi-

Mitchell,

nated the archbishop of St Andrews, A^as
discovered and taken by Sir William Shai-p

and two of his brother's servants, and was
b)'^

the chancellor's order

made

close pris-

1
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This day, by order of the council, he
examined by the lord chancellor, lord
rej,nster, lord advocate and me, and stiffly

249

and reasonings upon

oner.

of

M'as

come

denied the assassination j but being taken
apart by the chancellor, upon assurance of

second process ; and I shall here say no
more of it, but only that Mr Mitchell
denied his libel, and offered himself to pro-

life, he fell uj)on his knees and confessed
was he who shot the bishop of Orkney,
but that he aimed at the ai'chbishop.
The
double of the confession signed by him and

his
it

us,

is

ment

here inclosed.
will

perpetual

think his punish-

I

be the loss of his

imprisonment

hand, and

the Bass.

in

I

am," &c.
"

it,

it,

knowing it could not be proven,
being advised not to lay too much weight
upon the assurance of his life given him.
bation,

The

lords of justiciary continue this affair

until the 2bt\\ of

March.

Meanwhile, upon

the 12th of jMarch, the council have this
matter again before them, and come to pass
tlie following act ; which, as giving a short

By the council registers, February 12th, view of this matter, and what
Mr James Mitcliell, who was in the re- was refused, though it stands

bellion 1GG6,

and was imprisoned

for the

assassination intended against the bishops

of

!St

Andrews and

Orknej',

is

him."

The other

lord Haltoun refers to

tliis,

registers

from which

faithfull}^ is

1

extract

afterwards

yet in the
this

copy

proper to be insert here.

remitted to

the justiciary, and the advocate
to pursue

will

in four years after this, at his

is

and

" Edinburgh, 3Iarch 12th, 1G74.

ordered

letter of

my

I insert it

here.

"

The

lord commissioner his grace, and

lords of his majesty's privy council, having

appointed a committee of council to ex-

amine Mi' James Mitchell, prisoner in the
tolbooth of Edinburgh, the said Mr James
" This day IVli' Mitchell, who assassinated being
brought before the said committee,
the archbishop, was examined again in face did make a free and voluntary confession
of council, and said nothing" but M'hat he of his accession to the rebellion, and rising
He is remitted in arms in the west and that after he had
said to us in the committee.
to the justice court to receive his indictment notice of the same, he went from Edinburgh
and sentence, to have his right hand cut oif with colonel Wallace and others, and joined
at the cross of Edinburgh, and the forfeiture the rebels there, and from thence came
of his whole goods and property
This last alongst, and was with them until the night
part is not to be put in execution till his before the fight at Peutland Hills and that
majesty be acquainted, because assurance of at the desire of captain Arnot he came then
life was given him upon his confession.
The to Edinburgh to speak to some persons
cutting oif his hand is to be executed by the there concerning them and being examined
hand of the hangman. I am," &c.
upon the attempt made upon the person of
From the justiciary records, I find Mr the archbishop of St Andrews, and M'ho
Mitcliell is brought before that court upon shot the pistol at the said archbishop, when
March 2d this yeai", and an indictment and the bishop of Orkney was hurt, in the month
libel is produced against him and read,
of July 16G8, he did declare, that at that
which I have insert below. * The s ubstance time and in the day the said attempt was
" Holyrood-house, February \2th, 1674-.

;

;

:

* Mr James Mitchell's libel, March 2d, 1674..
Mr James Mitchell, prisoner in the tolbooth

of Edinburgh, you are indicted and accused,
That lorasmucli as, by the common law, and by
the laws and acts of parliament of this kingdom, rebellion against liis majesty's sacred person or authority, and tlie rising in arms in
rebellion, and joining and keeping correspondence with these who are in rebellion, and all
accessory to the same, are deeds and crimes
of high treason and lese-majesty, and punishable with the pains of treason, and forfeiture of

life, lands, and goods
and by the common law
and laws of nations, and by the laws of this
kingdom, " murder, and the assaulting and
attempting upon any person or persons, by way
;

of forethought felony, et per insidins et indiisof purpose and design to kill, are most
atrocious and detestable crimes, and destructive,
and against the being of human society, and
that security and confidence which is the foundation of all.suciety, and is severely punishable;
but especially ^vhen the same is committed upon
the persons of couu2>ellors, and other officers
Iriinii,

2 I
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was

II.

from Alex-

made, he was in the town of Edinburgli, and that he had bought the
pistol ^vhich was about him, charged with
three balls when he was apprehended, at

ander Logan, dagmaker in Leith-wynd but
refused that he was the person who made
the said attempt, until having i-etired with

who do represent authority, and are liahle to
mistake ; or, when the same are committed
upon the persons of counsellors, and other
officers who do represent atithoiity, and are
liable to mistake and malice of wicked persons,
for doing their duty ; or, when the same are

and executed for his accession thereto, to speak,
as you pretended, with one IMr James Stirling,
and JMr Robert Ferguson, who were then in
Edinburgh, and were noted and known to be
persons disaffected to his majesty and his
government, and that anent and in order to an

committed u|)on the jjersons of churchmen,
bishops and ministers who are of the sacred
function, and by the laws of all nations are

address, to be given in to the council, in behalf
of these in the rebellion ; but truly of purpose
to propagate and j)romote the same, by your
seditious practices and endeavours with those of
the same principles, and that you might deprave
and induce to join with you therein. His majesty having, by his proclamation, upon the first
notice given to his privy council of the said lebellion, declared all these who had appeared in
the said rebellion, to be traitors, and having discharged all his subjects to assist, reset, corresponcl with, or supply any of them, under the
pain of treason and thereafter in the year 1G66,
after the said defeat at Pentland, his majesty, by
another proclamation emitted by the advice of
the privy council, having discharged and inhibited allhis subjects, that none of them offer to
harbour, reset, supply, or correspond to hide or
conceal the persons whose names are therein exMaclellan of Barsprest, and in special,
cob,
Cannon of Mardrogat, JMr John
Welsh, and you yourself, as appears by a proclamation, of date 4th of December, 1666, and
likewise his majesty, by a proclamation dated
1st October, 1667, having, out of his royal clemency and tenderness, and of his special grace

'

privileged and secured, as much as can be, from
the malice and sacrilegious attempts of wicked
persons."
And particularly it is statuted by
king James VI. in his IGth parliament, and 4th
whatsoever person invades, or
thereof,
"that
act
pursues any of the lords of session, secret council, or any other his majesty's officers for doing
his majesty's service, should be punished with
death."
And by the 17th act, parliament 1st,
of his majesty's royal father, in anno 1633,
entituled, "anent invading of ministers," it is
statuted, " that the same should be extended to
all archbishops and ministers whatsomever."
And by the 4th act of his majesty's 2d parliament, and 2d session of the same, it is statuted, " tiiat whatsoever persons shall be guilty
of the assaulting of the lives of ministers, that
they should be punishable with the pain of
death, and confiscation of their moveables."
And by the laws and acts of parliament of tiiis
kingdom, "the mutilation and dismembering of
any of his majesty's subjects, by wny of forethought felon}', is an high and capital crime,
and punishable with the pain of death." Nevertheless, having shaken off all fear of God, and
conscience and sense of duty, loyaUy and allegiance to your sovereign lord and king, and of

humanity

itself,

you have presumed

to

commit

the crimes foresaid, in so far as a great number
of disloyal and seditious persons in the west,
having, in the year 1666, risen and appeared in
arms, in a most desperate and avowed rebellion
against his majesty's government and laws, and
having joined and modelled themselves in an

army, under colonel Wallace and others, and
having had the boldness to march through the
country in a military and hostile matnier, towards and near Edinburgh, the chief city of
the kingdom, and to encounter and fight his majesty's forces, until the said rebels were subdued
and suppressed ; you was involved and enjoined
with them in the said rebellion, and in the year
aforesaid, 1666, and in one or other of the
months of the foresaid year, and upon the several ditys of tlie same, or one or other thereof,
having had notice from the said Colonel James
Wallace, being in Edinburgh for tlie time of
that rebellion, you, and the said Colonel Wallace,
and captain Arnot, and divers others, went out
of Edinburgh about eight a clock at night, and
immediately rode towards Ayr, and joined with
those who were in the rebellion in the said burgh
of Ayr, and stayed and went along with them
in arms, until the said rebels came near Pentland ; and, the night before the defeat at Pentland, you came to Edinburgh, at the desire of
captain Arnot, an officer, and a person eminent
in that said rebellion, and thereafter forfeited

that time the bishoj)

shot,

;

:

and favour granted his full and free pardon and
indemnity to those who were engaged in the said
rebellion, excepting always from the said pardon
the persons therein mentioned, and in special the
said
Cannon of Mardrogat, colonel Wallace, and Robert Chalmers brother to Gadgirth,
Cannon of Mardrogat younger, and Mr
John Welsh, with you yourself. Nevertheless
you, though declared traitor, and a person excepted from his majesty's pardon by the proclamation foresaid, and whom his majesty's subjects
were thereby discharged and inhibited to harbour, reset, supply, or correspond with, under
the pain of treason, you had the boldness, and
did presume to repair and come to Edinburgh,
and after the said proclamations in the said
years 1666 and 1667, and subsequent years, you
did stay within the said city and town of Edinburgh divers months, at least days, and did converse, not only with persons of your principles,
and who had been in the rebellion, but with
others of his majesty's subjects, involving them
with the contagion of your company and conversation, and bringing them under the compass of the certifications contained in the said
proclamations, as favourers of the said rebellion,
and accessory thereto, and guilty of the same.

Though you had a long time for breathing and
for repenting of your rebellion, and treasonable
and wicked practices foresaid, and was not
brought to condign punishment for the same, by
strict and exact search and inquiry which
might have been used upon you, a notorious and
declared traitor and excepted, as said is, from all
pardon, yet you was so far from inaking that use

a

:
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commissioner and secret

one of the said committee, he did confess
upun his knees he was the person, upon
assurance given him, by one of the committee, as to his life, who had wari'ant from

tlie

which you might and ought to have made of the
said ibrbiarance, that on the contrary you ]>ersisted in your wickedness, and procee(ied to
another step of your iuij>iety and barbarous

attempts and practices committed by i)ersons,
and owned by writers of the Roman profession,
and that it cannot be instanced, that any of the
protestant religion was guilty of the like attempt,
upon the ac'couiit of religion, and that the worst
of men being ashamed to commit the villanies,
for covering of the same, and for their security,
do take the opportunity of darkness and solitude,
in corners and solitary places; j'our malice was
so implacable, that you was prodigal of your
own life, to be master of the life of the said
archbishop, and in the High-street of Edinburgh,

cruelty and inhumanity, and conceiving a deadly
malice and hatred against the reverend father in
(Jod James archbishop of St Andrews, a person
who had never known or seen you, so as to tnke
any notice of you, much less liad given you any
otlence, vvithout any ground or warrant, and
upon account, only that he was promoted and
advanced by his majesty to be archbishop, and
to be of his privy council, and did serve God and
Lis majesty faithfully in the said stations and
offices, you did contrive, resolve, aiul design tlie
murder and assassination of the said archbishop,
and in order thereunto, having bought and provided yourself of a pair of long Scots iron pistols,
near musket bore, you did, upon the
day
of
1G68, proceed, ami did take the opportunity to execute and go about your horrid and
cruel design, when the said archbishop in the
afternoon of the said day, did come down his
own stair, and was going into his own coach,
being to go abroad upon his occasions, with the
reverend father in God Andrew bishop of Orkney, and you having a (^barged pistol with
powder and ball, did most cruelh' and feloniously assault the said bishop, and did tire, discharge, and shoot the said pistol on them, being
within the said coiich ; and God of his goodness
having pieserved the said archbishop, whom you
intended to murder, you did by the sa;ne shot
grievously wound the said bishop of Orkney, to
the great hazard and danger of his life, so that
having for a long time with a great pain and
torture, aiul expense of blood, languished of the
said wound, being in a most dangerous place, in
the joining of his hand and arm, where there is
a confluence of nerves and fibres, he is not recovered, nor ever will recover his health to that
measure and vigour that he had and might have,
if he had not gotten the said woimd, and is mutilate and dismembered as to his arm and hand,
so that he can make no use of the same: and
after you had attempted and committed the said
assassination and villany, tanr/uam insidialor, ct
per induslriam, and by way of forethought felony,
you did go away, and escaped through the multitude and throng that bad gathered upon the
noise of the said shot, having another charged

and bended

pistol in your hand, of purpose and
have killed any person who should
have offered to take and apprehend you. The
foresaid attempt being without any parallel, the
circumstances of the same being considered, that
it was committed by one ^vho professed to be of
the reformed religion, and who did pretend to
be and serve as a chaplain in divers families, that
it was committed upon persons of the sacred
function, and fathers of the church, and that it
was committed to the great scandal and disadvantage of the Christian religion, and in special
of the protestant reformed religion, the professors
and preachers of the same having so much declared against, and by their preaching and
writing have expressed their detestation of such

design

to

hjrd

•w

J

,

•

.1.

council to give the same, and there-

1674.

after did freely confess before all the lords

of the said committee, that he shot the said

in day-light, and in the face of the sun, and before many persons near about the said coach, or

about a little distance from it, where you could
not but expect to be presently seized upon, you
did devote yourself, aiul did adventure to commit
the said most villanous and wicked attempt
yet notwithstanding all the said aggravations
and circumstances ot horror, which might and
should have possessed your conscience with
horror and remorse, you did coi!tinue in your
implacable malice, you did converse and keep
correspondence with the said Robert Cannon of
Welsh of Cornley,
Mardrogat, and with
and
Maclellan of Barscob, declared and
excepted rebels and traitors, a'ld had divers
meetings with them, and upon discourse concerning that attempt, every one of the said persons putting it upon one another, ^vhen it was
put to you, you said and uttered these and the
like speeches, " shame fall the miss," and that
you should make the lire hotter ; and after the
time and attempt foresaid, in the said year 1666,
and subsequent years, months, and days of the
said respective years, and on one or other of
them, your guilty conscience disquieting and
pursuing you, you did rove and go abroad several
times to Holland, England, and Ireland, until
divine justice did drive and bring you back to
this kingdom, that justice might be satisfied and
viiulicated in some measure, where you had committed such great villanies.
After your return,
you did proceed to that height of boldness and
confidence, or rather impudence, that you did
repair to, and live in Edinburgh, and was married

———

who is yet living, by Mr
not only declared an exthe proclamations abovementioned, but is forfeited for his accession to
the said rebellion
and your boldness was so
great in outdaring both God and authority, that
for a long time you have been lodged, and has
kejjt a shop near that place ^vhere the s:ii<l archbishop doth and useth to lodge when he is at
Edinburgh, until at length you was discovered
there with your wife,

John Welsh, who
cepted

traitor

is

by

;

and apprehended, having upon you when you
was taken the same pistol which you shot when
you committed the said attempt, which was
found under your coat charged with powder aiul
three ball, of purpose to attempt again and execute your bloody design against the said archbishop, at least against any pei'son who should
offer to take you.
From all which premises it
is evident, that you are guilty of the said atrocious crimes of treason, murder, and assassination, by way of forethought felony, and is a
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pistol

at the

said archbishop,

and

did subscribe his confession in pre-

sence of the said committee, whicli is also
And thereafter the
subscribed by them.

Mr

before them, and

now he must

his judicial denial of

him

;

all

11.

adhere to

libelled against

and there being no probation besides

his foresaid confession

now

of justiciary, with

James, in presence of the commissioner his grace, and coimcil, did renew and
adhere to the said confession, both as to the

lords

accession to the rebellion, and the attempt

prison,

said

[BOOK

retracted, the

consent of his

majesty's advocate, desert the diet, and

Mr

some time in
the Bass, and his business

after continuing

Mitchell,
is

sent to

and acknowledged he made the is still put off from time to time until
said attempt, because he thought the said Januaiy 1678, when we shall meet with him
archbishop had a hand in troubling and again.
The last particular prosecution in the
persecuting those that were in the rebellion.
Nevertheless, being brought before the lords entry of this year which I name, is of the
of the justiciary, and asked if he did own pious and learned Mr Thomas Forrester,
the confession foresaid, he did altogether since the revolution professor of divinity in
refuse to answer and adhere to the said the university of St Andrews, whose memory
confessions, notwithstanding he was told by is savoury in this church, and who beingthe lords commissioners of justiciary, that if dead yet speaketh, by his solid and learned

foresaid,

he would adhere to the said confessions, he
should have the benefit of the said assurance, and if otherwise, he should lose the
same therefore the lord commissioner his
grace, and lords of his majesty's privy council, do declare that they are free, and that
:

Mr James

ought not to have the
benefit of any such promise or assurance,
and that the same is altogether void, and the
lords of the justiciary and the assize ought
to proceed without any respect to the same.
the said

writings against episcopacy.

man had

for

This excellent

some years been under

diffi-

with the present constitution
of the established church, and the longer he
made his observations upon the procedure
culties to join

and practices of the prelates and their underlings, the greater his, and several other

worthy men's scruples anent conformity,
came to be and last year he came to part
with them, and this year his persecution
begins. Mr Forrester had his pastoral charge
And further declare, that the said Mr James at Alva, in the presbytery of Stirling, and
Mitchell is the person intended, and meant since the beginning of the last year he had
whereupon their
in the proclamations in the year IGGO and deserted their meetings
1667, discharging any intercommuning with clerk, by their order, sends the following
the rebels therein mentioned, and excepting letter to him, dated August 7th, 1673.
" Reverend Sir,
Ye being absent yesterthe said Mr James and other persons
therein from his majesty's favour and in- day on whom the addition lay, notwithstanddemnity, and no other under the name of ing the presbytery was informed, that ye
Mr James filitchell, though there had been was in the town the night before, and have
:

;

—

any other of that name involved

in

the

rebellion."

Matters being thus prepared for the severe

procedure of the criminal court, upon the
25th of March

Mr

Mitchell comes again

percussor and sicarius, and of mutilation, and
other crimes abovementioned, and that not only
as to single acts of treason and rebellion, but of
a complication and a continued tract and course
of habitual rebellion and treason, and you are
art and part of the same, and of one or other of
the said crimes, and therefore the said punishments ought to be inflicted upon you as a traitor
and murderer, and as guilty of the crimes
foresaid, in an exemplary way, to the terror of
OtIll'IS.

been several days absent from the presbytery
formerly; the presbytery hath appointed you
the exercise the next day, and that

upon

and hath ordained me their
clerk to advertise you thereof, and of the
diet of the presbytery, which is yesterday
come twenty days, or the twentieth and
sixth of August instant with certification,
if ye do not keep the said diet, or give not
a reasonable excuse for your absence, the
Coloss.

iii.

12.

:

presbytery Mill take such course, because of

your contumacy, as

much

is

incumbent.

Thus

from, Sir, yoiu" humble servant,
"

Mr Alexander Mcrrav,

Pr. Clerk."

—

]

;
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To this letter IVIr Forrester made a return
upon the 2Gth of August, which I give from
a large manuscript account, of what passed
betwixt him and the conformists, left by this
excellent person, and kindly communicated
to me by his son the laird of Dunaven.

judgment, consequently the keeping of the
meetings (a badge of the acknowledgment of

And

the lawfulness of this frame) to be unlawful

it

follows.

unto tlie magistrate's civil
1674.
power, which frame I judge to be
referrible

contrary to the word of God, the confessions
of reformed churches, and our own church's

frame of church government being clearproven unlawful, by such as have %\'ritten

this

"

To

the moderator

and brethren of the

ly

exeixise at Stirling.

against Erastianism.

" In answer to your letter of the date

oiu' first

Secondly,

I (ind,

since

reformation, several oaths, vows,

August 7th, about my keeping the exercise, and solemn engagements upon this church
and your noticing and threatening me anent and nation, against the prelatic frame of
my withdrawing from the meetings now government, the obligation whereof I could
some considerable time ; I have resolved, never find convincingly disproved, but upon
(instead of that full enlarged account, which some search am persuaded, that the same
I have ready in a paper by itself) at this
are still binding on the nations and posterity.
Thirdly, Upon some search into the controtime, to give you by these a hint of ray
First, It is evident by versy of church government, I have for a
reasons in general.
the present standing acts touching religion

and church government, that
jurisdiction in the church, or

either diatactic,

critic,

or

all
its

considerable time entertained the persuasion

power or of the unlawfulness of the

assemblies,

dogmatic,*

is

fountained in, derived from, and ultimately

prelatic frame,

as contrary unto the prescriptions in point

of government set

down

in the word.

If

these foundations hold, the nnla^vfulness of

the meetings cannot be questioned

;

and so

be proper here to notice, once for all, long as I am thus persuaded, I cannot attend
that these three terms have been usually em- them in faith : he that but doubteth, is
ployed by writers on the subject of ecclesiastical
power, to mark the various departments of that damned if he eat, and such as walk in darkpower, according to the subjects on which it may ness know not Avhither they go, and will lie
The dogmatic (potestas loyix-arixyi,
be exercised.
down in sorrow in the evening of their day.
respects loyix.ix.Ta,, doctrines or articles of faith ;
Upon your demand, I shall exhibit these
iiiid it implies the right of the church to draw
np and exhibit articles of faith as grounded on grounds somewhat enlarged in a paper 1
the scriptures, and held as such, by all its
members.
The critic (potestas iiay-imxri) re- thought to have sent enclosed, whereiu, if
spects discipline, or the exercise of judgment upon perusal, ye shall discover mistake,either
in inflicting and removing censures on ministers
or private members; a power inherent in the as to matter of fact, or consequences therechurch, and essential to good order and estab- from deduced, I shall heartily embrace the
lished authority over its internal concerns. The
conviction thereof.
So remitting the prediatactic (potestas hiaray.riKr^ respects iix.Ta.tii;,
mises to yoiu" serious and impartial conecclesiastical canons or constitutions ; and the
church is supposed to have the power of enact- sideration, rests, yours in all duty,
ing such laws or canons as maybe found essen" Thomas Forrester.
tial to the order and government of its affairs;
being understood that such canons shall
it
" Alva, August 26th, 1673."
always be founded on, and agreeable to the
word of God, and the authorized public standThe
paper referred to here, is too large
ards.
In the church of Scotland, as at present
constituted, no new laws can be passed without to be insert in the body of this history ; but
the consent of at least a majority of presbyteries, coming from so good a hand, and at su{;h a
to whom every overture on the subject is
There
transmitted, and a distinct return made in juncture, it deserves a room here.*
The assembly
w^riting to the general assembly.
on finding that a majority of presbyteries have
declared in favour of the proposed overture,
* The copy of a paper ivhich Mr Thomas Forrester
enact the same into a law, and it becomes
offered to present to the brethren of the exercise
henceforth a standing canon or constitution of
(It Stirling, containing the reasons of disowning
the church.
very distinct account of the
the present church judicatories, and sejmrating
nature and distinctions of church pnvi'er may
himseffrom. them.
be found in ^ ol. III. of Principal Hill's very
It is evident by the present standing acts
valuable " I cctures on Divinitv."
Ed.
touching religion and church government, at
'

It

may

A
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the same purpose, the one de-

1674.

copies of

it

before

signed for the presbytery of
the

me much

are

two

other enlarged a

little,

and

Stirling-,

by way of a

testimony to

when he was
That which

is

the

work

[BOOK
of

II.

reformation,

forced to leave his

flock.

annexed will give the reader

a full \'iew of this matter.

This paper

the judgment on Saul and Uzzias, was for going
since the overturning of the established
presbyterian government of this church, that all beyond their limit
and that under the New
power and jurisdiction in the present church Testament, the Lord Jesus, the King, Head,
Lawgiver
and
assemblies, either diatactic, critic, or dogmatic,
of his church, hath a visible kingdom which he exerciseth in and over the churcli
is i'ountained in, derived from, and ultimately
visible, by its s])iritual office-bearers given to it
referrible to the magistrate's civil power; for
whereas anno 1661, the exercise of presbyterian as a church ; and therefore distinct from, and
government ^vas declared merely precarious independent upon the civil power, the keys of
during his majesty's pleasure, thereafter anno tlie kingdom of heaven being by him committed
not to the magistrate, but to the apostles' succes1062, all churcli meetings were discharged, till
authorized by the archbishops and bishops, then sors in the work of the ministry, Matth. xvi. 19.
nominate by liis majesty, upon their entering John xviii. 36, 37. 1 Cor. xii! 28. Eph. iv. 10,
The incompatibleness of which two
into the government of their respective sees the
11, 12.
presbyterian frame thus razed, as the foundation jurisdictions in one and the same subject, and a
the
absurdity of monopolizing of supreof the new structure, the disposal of the govern- fortiori,
ment is declared to be the crown right, and macy, as to both in one person, is abundantly
inherent perpetual prerogative, and thereupon clear, both from tliat obedience required of all,
the bishops are restored not only to their places without exception, within the church, to church
rulers as likewise the prohibition of civil power
in parliament, and accustomed dignities, civil
and greatness to these church rulers, and our
(as in anno 1G12, their spiritual power by them
acclaimed, being by the magistrate one way or Lord, the Head of his church while in this
other compassed by packed church meetings, world, exercising supremacy in the government
which that act of the magistrate, of the foresaid thereof, his peremptory refusal so much as to
date, dotli but suppose and ratify,) but likewise give advice by another arbiter in a civil cause,
to their episcopal function, precedency in the as a thing inconsistent with his office.
Sdly,
church power of ordination and censures, and That as it is clear that this spiritual power was
at first committed to churcli officers, when no
all church discipline to be perfonned by them,
with advice (only) of such of the clergy, as they magistrate was so much as a member thereof,
and consequently to be exercised then indepen-shall find (they themselves only being judges) of
known loyalty and prudence ; and it is expressly dently upon him, so it is as clear that our Lord
declared, that there is no church power, jurisdic- hath commanded the exercise of this power as
intrinsic in the church, whether the magistrate
tion, or government, in church office-bearers or
meetings, but what dependeth upon, and is be friend or enemy, upon moral perpetual
grounds,
till he come again.
subordinate unto the civil power and supremacy,
In the same manand is authorised by the bishops who are ac- ner it was exercised at first, the grounds insisted
countable to his majesty for their administration. on by our Lord, in his epistles to the churches,
In the ])ublic act for the national synod, the ii. and iii. of the Revelation, as also by Paul in
members constituent, matters to be treated on, his Epistles, in pressing the exercise of this
whether doctrine, discipline, or worship, the power, being taken from the vindication of
Christ's honour, and guarding his ordinances
ratification of the constitutions, and enlivening
them into church canons, is solely in the magis- from contempt, and keeping and transmitting
trate's power, their work being only to give them pure and entire, the correcting, shaming,
advice to the magistrate w^ithout any decisive and recovering of the obstinate, and the danger
suffrage except what is precarious and in the of infecting others, &c. which grounds are peract for the high commission, the power of excom- petually binding, and nowhere is the want of a
munication is put into the hands of persons Christian magistrate, (which Erastians say was
merely civil thus all si)iritual power proceedcth the great ground of the exercise of this power,
from the civil, and is imparted to such persons, independently by church officers at that time) so
and by such communications as his majesty much as in the least hinted at, although, accordjdcases.
Now, this being the frame of all the ing to this opinion, it had been at that time a
present church judicatories, it is infallibly clear most pertinent pungent argument. 4thly, The
that it is merely Erastian, and by our divines many dangerous consequences and absurdities,
who liave written against that way, convincijigly which they evidently show, following on the
proven unlawful from the word of God. contrary doctrine, and owned by the chief
Amongst many convincing arguments lately in- patronsof it, as, 1st, Thedenying the divine right
sisted on by them, I hint only these, that these of a distinct gospel ministry, and of excommunitwo powers civil and ecclesiastical, are distinct cation. Sdly, Th.it the magistrate may, pro
Ubitu, dispose of church meetings and matters,
iota genera, both as to the original, the subject
matter, the manner of working, and the nearest as falling within the compass of his dominion,
end designed, consequently that they are co- which the apostle expressly disclaims, and is by
oxn" Lord discharged to church officers, it being
ordinate, not subordinate one to another.
Sdly,
That these were kept always distinct, distinct clear from Scripture, that the magistrate's
limits being put betwixt them, both in the Old power is called properly a dominion, and,
and New Testaments luider the law, a stand- according to this opinion, he is a chief church
ing priesthood and spiritual saidiedrim estab- officer, odly. That no church judicatory hatli,
lished, who were to meddle with matters of the in doctrine, discipline, or worship, any inherent,
Lord, distinct from matters of the king; that spiritual, decisive suffrage, being merely called

and

:

;

;

;

:

:

;
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this time, and Mr Foirester Avas
1G74.
obhged to quit his charge at Alva,
His quittinj^ their meeting; brought him and he joined in with the persecuted presbyvery soon under the persecuting spirit of terians, and preached, that is, kept conven-

was never

called

ioi*

by the brethren of the

exercise.

by the magistrate for advice, as the act for the
national synod expressly bears, -which cuts the
4thly, That
throat of all church judicatories.
the civil power should reach, as being the primary and proper subject of the keys to perform
immediately by itself, all acts of the spiritual
office-bearers, dispensing the word, administering the sacraments, yea, to stop any censure,
to introduce any form of worship, to handle by
its

own

proper

in civil courts,

matters
church judica-

elicit acts, all spiritual

and lay aside

all

subjecting the ordinances of Christ's perfect Testament, sealed with his blood, to the
arbitrary disposal of the powers, to cut and
carve upon, according to their worldly interest.
These, and many such like absurdities, striking
at the root of religion and reformation, do clearly
Now, the atfcdlow the forementioned way.
ter)ding these exercises, as they are called, being
expressly required as a badge and acknowledgn^.ent of this power in the magistrate, and his
ecclesiastic government, as being contrary to the
word of God, the confession and doctrine of this
church, acknowledgetli no authority or judgment
in or over the church, but what Christ hath
toiies,

committed to church office-bearers under himself; which judgment of our church had the
civil sanction added to it in parliament, the
king himself being present, anno 1640-41.
Therefore, this attendance cannot but, in these
respects, be sinful and unlawful.
Reason 2d. 1 find this nation and church,
since our reformation, hath taken on, and is yet
under many public, solemn, sacred oaths and
vows, against the episcopal frame of government
for whereas the second book of discipline, whi<h
overturns the government of the church by
bishops, was approven in anno 1.577, l.>78, by
the general assembly, and the then bishops, who
had embraced the reformation, "ordained to attend as pastors one flock, and not to usurp the
power of presbyteries:" and in the assembly at
Dundee, in anno 1580, session 4. " the office of
bishop was condemned and abolished by a particular act, declaring it unlawful and void of
warrant, in the scripture, ordaining, inider pain
of excommunication, such as bruik the said office,
to leave off the same, as an office to which they
are not called of God, and cease from preaching,
and administration of the sacrament, under
hazard of the sam.e censure, or using the office
of a pastor, till they receive de novo admission
from the general assembly." Which policy of
the church, thus owned by the assembly, and
contained in the forementioned book, the king
and council were supplicate by the assembly to
establish, till a parliament were holden to confirm it by a law; thereafter, in the same year
1580, the national covenant was swoi-n, in which
confession and covenant " we profess to iletest,
in general and particular heads, all kind of
papistry ;" and as to discipline, " we engage to
the antichrist's worldly monarchy,
and wicked hierarchy, joining ourself to this
reformed church, in doctrine, faith, religion, and
discipline, swearing by the great name of God,
renouiu;e

that

we

shall continue in the discipline of this

church, and defend it
In the assembly 1681,
its

members, and the

all
it

the days of our

life.

was subscribed by

act of the

all

assembly at

Dundee was

further explained, declaring expressly that the church did thereby wholly condemn the estate of bishops as they were then in
Scotland ; and then the confession of faith sworn
before in the year eighty is presented to the
assembly by the king and council, the king, the
state, and the assembly, hereby fully agreeing as
to this judgment in church
this oath for its maintenance

government, and
;

for at this verj'

letter to noblemen and gentlemen
was presented for complete erecting of presbyteries, and dissolution of prelacies.
I find this
oath renewed again aruio 1590 and 1591.
Again
I find it renewed anno 1G.38, by that assembly,
and its striking against prelacy fully cleared
from the tenor of the church's proceeding before
it, and after the taking thereof, as the narrative

time the king's

of their explanatory act fully cleareth, that the
assembly 1G39, did enjoin its subscription, according to this its genuine sense by their authority, and supplicate the privy council for an
ordinance for its subscription, which was gi-anted, August 30th. And anno 1640, the parliament
by their act 5th did ratify this act of the general
assembly, their supjdication, and the council's
act thereupon, which was ratified by the king
in the large treaty, and thereafter by his personal presence at the next session of parliament,

where all was ratified. I find that thereafter
anno 1643, in that oath called the solemn league
and covenant, the whole kingdom doth again
swear to the preservation of the reformed religion of the church of Scotland, in doctrine,
worship, discipline, and government, to extirpate popery and prelacy, and engaging to continue therein all days of our life.
1 find also
that this oath hath been subscribed by all authority, both civil and sacred, and supreme judicatories of church and state.
Now the matter
standing thus, vt^hen these sacred, solemn, often
renewed, public, and every way confirmed and
authorized oaths of God, both by assemblies,
kings, parliaments, and all ranks, should be
loosed and dispensed with, I profess I see not;
Slicing in these engagements, beside the truth,
mo3'ality, and necessity, objective of the matter
sworn, there is a subjective necessity of many
connected ties, both of an oath, a vow, a covenant with God and man, and likewise of a promise, a promise (which is a rational act, whereby a man declareth and ordereth his promise to
another, called lev prirata, obliging the soul,
morally virtuous and religiously good, to a strict
performance, as it is described by the schoolmen
and casuists,) is clearly included in these oaths,
the style of the national, specially the solenm
league, being clearly promissory, as we shall
endeavour the extirpation of popery, iirelacy,is;c.
an oath also, (which is defined a religious act,
wherein, for further security to others of what
we believe, have done, or engaged to do, God is
called on for a witness, the formality whereof
lies in the invocation of his dreadful name, to
attest the sincerity of our intent as to the matter
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tides as opportunities offerad, and

and other

places, as

many
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ministers in this

had perhaps as many seals of his
ministry, and as much sensible success in

some private houses

conversion,in Sturlinoshire,Dumbai'tonshire,

and the magistrates there found a way to

sworn, and future performances, if the oath be
promissory, which invocation, as a piece of
divine worship, addeth highly to tlie promise its
obligation) that an oath (I say) is clearly included in these engagements, is most evident,
there being in the national covenant express

public faith engaged by all persons in all capacities, and so the subject engaging remains while
any are succeeding in these capacities, and Scot-

church.

In February 1674, he preached in
in the to\An of Stirling,

is Scotland, or in case the principle made
use of for an oath's perpetuity, viz, a clause in
the oath tending to perpetuity, be here applied,
mention made of our swearing by the great expressions, especially in the solemn league,
name of God, to continue in the discipline of point thereat, the posterity being expressly taken
this church, and defend it, &c. and in the in; or if that rule touching the matter itself
solemn league the preamble is concluded thus. about moral duties, under the necessity of a
With our hands lifted up to the most high God, perpetual command, having an evident lasting
we do swear ; and tlie clause of the last para- conveniency agreeable to the principles of truth
graph thus, And this covenant we make in the and righteousness if that rule, I say, be made
presence of the Almighty, the searcher of all use of, these engagements will be found perpehearts, &c.
Allow also (which is by divines tual ; according to it reformation, public and
ordinarily described, sponsio facta Deo in rebus personal, and of the church in doctrine, worship,
Dei, thus differencing it from a naked promise and discipline, according to the word of God,
^vhich is made to man in his matters, in which without all doubt, being perpetual moral duties,
God is not only invoked as a witness and judge, according to the place and station of the enas in an oath, but is the proper correlate and gagers, and falleth under a perpetual command,
party) that these engagements (I say) do in- the preservation of oui religion and of ourselves
clude, it is also evident by the whole style of the from ruin, that we and our posterity may live
national and solemn league, importing a promise in faith and love, that the Lord may be one,
touching religion and reformation, which is to and his name one in the three kingdoms, the
covenant also preservation of spiritual and civil liberties from
God in the things of God.
(including a promise for these things on our the invasion of the enemies of both, being such
part, which his Avord revealeth to be our duty,
great ends as have unquestionably an evident
as they made with God, when, on the promul- lasting conveniency, agreeable to the principles
gation of the law by Moses, they said, Whatso- of truth and righteousness, and so carry along
ever the Lord speaks we will do ; on which all the necessary force, whereby they were at
ground, in the violation of the divine law, they first established to the posterity, even as the coare so often charged with breach of covenant) venant and oath, Deut. xxix. 10. to which Moses
the rule of righteousness being now, God sjieak- engaged Israel upon the forementioned grounds,
ing from heaven to us, our engagement to these is declared by him to reach not only them that
iiircmentioned oaths, to the stricter observance stood there, but likewise their posterity who
of the divine law, do infallibly conclude them to were not there, it being the special thing among
be formally covenants with God, and in so far as these things revealed, belonging to them and
there are mutual and reciprocal duties engaged, their children for ever, mentioned ver. 2'J, nay
and a mutual stipulation betwixt men, there is oaths and obligations of far less moment are
also a covenant with and amongst them, and so found thus obliging, as that which Joseph put
all the strength and virtue of a promise reon his brethren for carrying up his bones. Gen.
sulting from the truth of men laid to pawn, not 1. which their posterity after, though imto be redeemed without fulfilling the thing pro- bodied in a politic state, punctually obeyed.
mised, all the religion of an oath, because of the The oath to save the Gibeonites, in wliich
revei'ence we owe to the sacred name of God,
Joshua and Israel were cheated, nay the very
" who will not hold them guiltless, who take vow of the Rechabites, touching a matter falling
his name in vain;" all the obligation resulting
under no command, is opposite to this purpose,
Irom a vow> because of the failie, ^ve owe to God &c.
the attending of these meetings as
above all others, all the force of a covenant from now modelled and authorized, being an express
the consideration of truth and justice ; as these, acknowledgment of the abolishment and loosing
1 say, contribute to the strength of these bonds, all these engagements against this frame of
and do evidently (all the premises considered) church government, I see not how these oaths
enforce their binding obligation and force upon can be cassQte, and consequently these meetings
the posterity, they being real and hereditary, lawful.
like that betwixt Di-.vid and Jonathan, 2 Sam.
3. I have upon some search of the controversy
ix. 7. and xxi. 7. and that betwixt Joshuaand the
about church government, entertained the perGibeonites, Josh. ix. the breach whereof was suasion that prelacy is contrary to that trame
severely punished on Saul his posterity, 2 Sam. appointed in the word, and that an ordinary
ii. 12. besides, there being no I'ule or principle
church officer assuming the government of some
inferring the perpetual binding force of an hundreds of congregations, as monopolized in
engagement or oath, but what is clearly applic- him, and conveyed according to his pleasure to
able to these mentioned, whether the permanent the ministers of these congregations, having sole
nature of the subject, here the subject is per- power in ordination and jurisdiction and excompetual, the bodyof the people and their repremunication, with a negative voice in the synod,
sentatives, like that of Joshua and the jirinces made up of the preachers in these congregations,
to the Gibeonites, they are real, regal, parliavv'hose proper work is ruling only, not feeding
mentary, ^national oaths and vows, Scotland's by doctrine, that such an officer is a monster to
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discover where

lie was, and to apprehend
which thoy immediately despatched
February 19th
accounts to Edinburgh.

magistrates

liim, of

covering a conventicle kept there,
and taking Mr Thomas Forrester at

the council write a letter of thauks to the

guard

the scripture, and in many respects contrary
thereunto for 1st, It is most evident that the
scripture acknowledgeth no distinction betwixt
a bishop and a presbyter, or minister of a congregation labouring therein by word and doctrine,
either in name or thing, neither doth it extend
the name of bishop beyond the actual care of
feeding the flock immediately, nor hath this
office and relation any object or correlate, except
the flock itself, not pastors of the flock, Tit. i.
5, 7. compared with Acts xx. 38. and 1 Pet. v.
2, 3, i ; that the ^vhole episcopal power is in
scripture aiiproju'iate to the presbyters, and they
commanded i~itry,i'ruv and TWfia/'ve/v, 1 Pet. v. compared with Acts XX. 2dly, That the scripture
mentioneth no name or designation, no qualification, no ordination, nor work and duty, no
operation of any ordinary church officer superior
to presbyters, and which is not appropriate to
them, they being called rulers, governors, overseers, bishops, and both ordination and jurisdiction appropriate to them, and all ordinary
church power relating thereto, and included
therein, and this without the least intimation of
imparity amongst them in the exercise of this
power, 1 Thess. v. 12. 1 Tim. v. 17. Heb. xiii.
17. compared with 7th ver. 1 Thess, v. 17.
1 Cor. V. 12, 13. compared with Matth. xviii. 17.
1 Tim. iv. l-t. compared with 3d epist. John 9th
ver. and the text first cited.
Silly, That the
scripture acknowledgeth no imparity betwixt
officers of the same kind, no apostle, no evangelist
above another, but amongst officers of the same
kind, whether ordinary or extraordinary, a
perfect parity is held forth, and superiority and
dominion discharged, Matth. xx. 25, 26. com-

ordinary officers superior in the churches, but
they first placed presbyters, feeding with word
and government, and lo these they commended
the churches in their last farewells ; ergo, cjc.
6thly, That the Holy Ghost, speaking purposely
of the several sorts of ministers Christ ordained
in the church, 1 Cor \-ii. 2S. Epii. iv. 11, 12.
ilom. xii. C, 7, 8. where there is an enumeration
of officers ordinary and extraordinary, and elsewhere, speaking frequently of the gifts and
duties of ordinary officers, no mention is made
of the bishop distinct from the presbyter, much
less superior to him, nor of any duty or qualification proper to such an officer as thus distinguished ; which argument is the more for-

;

pared \vith 3d

epist. John ix. and consequently
of the preceding reason taken in)
imparity among pastors is condemned. 4thly,
That preaching is the Lord's main commission,
and discipline declared to be dependant on it,
and wholly referrible to its ends, and the higher
honour above ruling, attributed to the labouring
in word and doctrine, 2 Tim. iv. 1, 2. compared
with Acts XX. 28. Matth. xxviii. 19, 20. compared with 1 Cor. i. 17. 1 Tim. v. 17. and
consequently to exalt ruling above |)reaching,
and separate it from the same, attributing it to

(the

force

certain overruling officers, who are not tied to
preach the gospel to any flock, must be pointblank contrary to the Lord's commission. 5thly,
That the apostles, in the first constitution of the
churches, placed presbyters therein, as the highest
ordinary officers, to feed with the word and
government. Acts xiv. 23. Tit. i. 5. with Acts
XX. 17. 1 Cor. V. 4, 12. compared with 2 (.'or.
ii. 6.
And lest these presbyters, as their immediate successors, committiJig their whole government to them in their last farewells to the
churches, without the least hint of any superinstitution of any officers of an higher order, Acts
XX. 28, 29. compared with 2oth ver. 1 Pet. v. 1,
2, 3, 4. compared with 2 Pet. i. 14.
Hence it
maybe argued, these whom the apostles placed as
chief in the first constituting of the churches,
and left <is their successors, in their last farewells they gave the churches : these had no

is

of

Stirling,

for

dis-

it

:

a

likeMise sent to bring him prisoner

in that this negative inference from the
scrii)ture's silence in these places cited, is acknowcible,

ledged by all sound protestants, valid to exclude
the pope from the list of church officers, as no
plant of Christ's planting ; and why not also the
archbishop and bishop, there being no mention
made of the one more than the other ? and whatever answer or evasion be made from the force
of this argument, will necessarily coincide with
these of the papists, for keeping the pope from
the lash of these scriptures, as likewise, since the
apostles are punctual in describing the duty and
office of the meanest officer, the deacon, it is
without all shadow of reason that the office and
duty of such an eminent ordinary ofiicer, as the
bishop is supposed to be, should amidst such
distinctions be wholly past over in silence.
7thly, That the apostles, prophets, and evangelists, are not succeeded in ciindcm gradma, but
their complex office, and, taken in a formal
sense, died with themselves, this including, as
its specific formal difference, such things as are
not proper to any ordinary officer, such as the
manner of the apostles' mission, the universality
of their inspection, their proper work and duty
in founding churches, and planting the gospel

government in them, their

directive power, in-

fallible miraculous assistances, &c., the prophets'
extraordinary mediate revelation by attlations,
breathings, and assistances, for opening up the
scriptures of the Old Testament, and application
thereof, for confirming the doctrine of the
gospel, beside the revelation of things to come,
in some cases, the evangelists their planetary
motion from church to church, in watering
where the apostles planted, and in carrying
commissions and instructions from the apostles
to the churches, and bringing from the churches
reports of their state to the apostles, as is demonstrate in the many various journeys of
Timothy and Titus, pointed at in the Acts of
the Apostles compared with their epistles, consequently pastors, teachers, elders, and deacons, are
the only ordinary officers, and no argument can
be drawn for episcopal pre-eminence from either

apostle or evangelist.

8thly,

That the scripture

acknowledges no majority of corrective ]>ower,
and lordly pre-eminence and dominion in one
church officer over another, but that this dominion is expressly discharged, I Pet. v. compared with Matth. xx. S.j, 26. 2 Cor. i. 24. 1
Cor. iv, L with 3 John y.
Now in the epis-

2 K
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came and
compliment to these

to Ediubvirgli, whither he
1674.

as the greater

zealous g-entlemen at

names and charges,

Mr

within the bounds of other men's charges,
contrary to the huvs of God, aud to the
AAarrantable lawn, both civil and ecclesiastic,

A^hom they

lu Edinburgh prison

Forrester continued until the indemnity

in March, and

upon the 2Gth he petitioned

the council, and was liberate.

When the state had indemnified this good
man, the prelates and their undeilings begin
and the diocesan
their attacks upon him
synod of Dunkeld, in April this year, pass a
sentence of deposition against him, which
was intimated by a messenger at arms to him,
;

and another copy fixed to
deserves a

It

room

his

chm-ch door.

hei'e.

" Dunkeld, April 29 t/i, 1074.

"Whilk day

seven months bypast, and that he seditiously
and schismatically preacheth at conventicles,

the council

to bring in

please to Edinburgh.

II.

iilled iqi a* ith

Stirling-,

send blanks to them to be

;

[BOOK

the moderator and remanent

of this church and

kingdom ; for which
and wicked practices he has been
already apprehended and imprisoned by the
civil magistrate, and being fonnerly cited to
appear at the meeting of our synod ia
October last, as also legally summoned to
compear before this sjaiod at this diet, and
seditious

being

often

and

called

riot

compearing,

therefore the moderator and brethren of the
sjaiod,

moved with

God,
and to promote
the success of the gospel of C'hrist, and the
peace of the cluu-ch, and to discountenance
division and disorderly walking, and out of

and care

zeal to the glory of

to suppress schism,

pity of that poor people

now

of a long time

brethren of the diocesan synod of Dunkeld,

deserted by him, and left to starve and stray,

serious consideration the

and become a prey to the devil and his
instruments, do by these presents simjily

taking-

to their

contumacious, disorderly, and schismatical
carriage of JNIr Thomas Forrester minister
at Alva, in absenting himself of a long time

from the meetings of

this

synod, and from

the meetings of the presbytery of Stirling,

whereof he

is

a member, and imdcr his hand,

in a letter to the said presbytery disowning
all

depose the said

Mr Thomas

the exercise of

all

from

of the ministry of the gospel, and declare

the

chmxh

of Alva, in which he formerly

now vacant; and ordain
our sentence to be intimated.
served, to be

"

our church judicatories, and declaring

them

Forrester,

parts of the holy function

"

to be unlawful, and their exercise of

this

Mr G. Haliburton, Moderator,
Mr Henry Malcom, Clerk."

government and discipline to be erastian,
and that the politic form of government is
To this, in the copy left with him, was
contrary to many oaths, voaas, and engage- annexed the bishop's ratification, which 1
ments, M-hich he is persuaded are binding lilcewise add.
" We Henry, by the mercy of God bishop
upon the nations and posterity, which is
contrary to his engagements at his ordination of Dunkeld, having seen and seriously conaud withal considering his sidered tlie above Avritten act of om* synod,
extant with us
unchristian aud unnatural forsaking his flock, deposing Mr Thomas Forrester, minister
grounds and reasons
ajid deserting his duty among them these at Alva, and the
;

copal frame

there is a majority of corrective
such a professed dominion and lordly
pre-eminence as no apostle had over evangelist,
presbyter, yea, or deacons, or the church hath
over any member, all her power heing a mere
executive declarative ministry, to signify and
execute what Christ out of his supreme power
will have put in execution.
In the episcopal
irame the bishop is a head deriving power of

what

])o\ver,

being

external government to others, all in the diocese
being his substitutes now what is antichrist
but to be a head from whom power of external
government is derived, the bishop is the same in
his diocese, and what the pope usurpeth differeth
only in degree and extent, not in kind, from

These with many such weighty grounds have
preponderate with me to esteem the office of
the prelates contrary to the scri|>ture, and consequently the meetings authorized by them, and
deriving tlieir power immediately from them
not to be owned.

;

the bishop arrogates to himself, it not
universality simply that makes him
antichrist, for the apostles had universality of
authority, yet not antichrist, because it made
them not heads deriving power to others from
their fulness, a prince-like majority of power,
but the power they acclaimed was steward-like
and ministerial only, 1 Cor. iv. 1, 2. 2 Cor.
iv. 5.

:
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We find the said grounds very
weighty and relevant, and the sentence
founded thereupon to be just and legal
therefore we do ratify and approve the said
sentence, and interpone our authority thereto by these presents subscribed with oiu*
hands, at Meigle, the 4th of May, 1674.—
Ilenry, Dunkeld."
"Wlien this sentence came to iNIr Forrestei''s hand, he made large remarks upon
it and the bishop's ratification, by way of
thereof.

some
member of

"ivos occasion to

letters be-

twixt that

the

synod

1674.

which this matter
Those I must leave,
as also some letters, which in the year
1078, passed betwixt INIr James Ramsay
bishop of Dunblane, and Mr Forrester,

and
is

INIr

Forrester, in

further handled.

concerning the lawfulness of presbyteriaa
ministers, their preaching in their perse-

cuted condition, and the people's adhering
to them, wherein the bishop's chai'ge of

which schism upon this practice is examined,
would take up too and countercharged upon the prelatic party,

queries, in several sheets of paper,

are so ample that they

much room, even

in the appendix, but I

and the consistency of those things with

them compendized by himself in a all dnc obedience to the civil magistrate
which contain
paper w hich he sends, betwixt and tlie next is cleared and vindicated
synod, to one of the members thereof, and a very distinct state of the controversy
find

;

this I

•

have added in a note.*

Mr Forrester's

remark's on the

This paper

si/tiocVs

sentence,

i^c, in a letter to a member.

Undcrstandinor that you are going to your
diocesan mock- synod., it is judged expedient to
give you some account of that copy of your pretended sentence of deposition which you sent to
Forrester, which is found freighted with
lies, calumnies, virulent, insolent railings, swelling words of vanity, et prceterea nihil, more of
which in lesser bounds could hardly be comprised.
To give you some short but convincing
instances in proof hereof, who can but smile at
your taking on you the cognoscing of a minister's
carriage judicially, and passing a formal judicial
sentence of deposition thereupon, exauctorating
of all parts of the holy function of the ministry,
declaring the church vacant, intimating the sentence, &c. ? (which supposes an inherent decisive suffrage) whereas, by your own acknowledgment, and the laws in force, you meet but
only to advise the bishop, who may make of
your advice what he pleases, whose negative
voice among you, and uncontrollable abstdute
power, both as to proposal and decision of any
matter, renders this act as far from being your
authoritative sentence, (as you foolishly call it,
and the bishop mockingly, antecedaneously to
his pretended ratification,) as if a companj'^ of
tinkers or trone-lords should meet in that
church, and pass such an act or sentence
and
besides this, your boisterous charge of sedition
and schism, &c. (because of withdrawing from
your meetings) supposing the falsehood of all
these grounds offered by letter tmto you, (which
if they hold, will fully wipe off this charge, and
found a necessity of deserting them) with what
forehead can you suppose smoothly the falsehood
of these grounds, and found thereupon your
charge, without taking them to consideration,
and a disproval thereof? which also rendereth
yoiu" charge of contumacy (which supposes
going on in any wicked practice against convictions) as false and impertinent.
The grounds
of this persuasion and practice, in opposition to
your ways, being offered to your consideration,
with an offer to embrace conviction of error or

Mr

.

betwixt presbyterians and Scots

prelatists.

mistake, and never the least offer of an answer
received from you ; and further, the erastian
mould of your meetings, more than ever Erastus
pleaded for, both as to members constituent,
matters treated on, and ratification of constitutions, compared with what the scripture luculently holds out, touching our Lord's spiritual
visible kingdom, which he exercises over the
visible, by spiritual office-bearers given
as a church, his committing and commanding the exercise thereof to church-oflicers upon
moral grounds, till he come again, in the same
manner it was exercised at first, will say, that
yoiu- meetings have not the very genus of a
church, government, its root of inherent spiritual
power being plucked up ; besides that authoritative mission and ordination, and exauctorating
by a judicial sentence belonging to the same
power, as adequate acts thereof, ejusdem est constiluere et destilitere, and both these in scripture
being appropriate to collegiate meetings of

i

,

,

church
to

it

officers, 1 Tim. iv. 6. 1 Cor. v. Acts xiii.
inseparable acts of the same authority:
blockishly inconsequent are you to arrogate
the last unto yourselves, who, by your own
acknowledgment have no power in the first, no
not so much as by a precarious vote? it being
your spiritual lords' incommunicable prerogative,
to ordain who may do it alone ; and hence how
groundlessly you call Stirling meeting, or such
like, a presbytery who cannot ordain, is easy to
judge, the scripture attributing expressly Timothy's ordination to a presbytery ; and Paul's
presence there rather confirms than invalidates
this authority; and further, since you cannot
but grant that this church in her representatives,
her national assemblies, and subordinate, hath
owned all these grounds which have been offered
to you, commending the same to all her children.
which as all professed to own before the late
change, so some huiulreds of ministers, and
many thousand professors stand stedfast adherIt v.ill be
ing thereto, and suffering therefore.
a pungent query to you, whether these stedfast
schismatics
be
adherers, or you the deserters,
from the church of Scotland ? If the question be
thus staled, how can they be schismatics from

^

,|

I

church
15. as

how

,

'

-

j

|

I

1

I

'

;
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But

^

Upon

wish they were more known.*
1

come

to take a

little
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the 25th of January, the council,

more by order from above,

in

a

general view of affairs this year, as they

adjourn the parliament, after

relate to presbyterians.

called

to a precise day,

proclamation,
it

and the

had been
king- had

the church of Scotland, ivho own and walk oaths and vows, &c., says, that so is the civil
according to her principles, vows, and engage- government; if of prelacy, then its politic form
ments, ratified in her lawful, supreme, and un- can have no other sense, than its subserviency
repealed assemblies? especially if it be considered to the civil policy, and thus the lie is as gross,
*hat your meetings are, in so many respects, that this is the second reason of that letter,
point-blank contrary to her model, principles, which speaks of prelacy in itself simply considand privileges in point of government, both as ered. Nay, how contrary are you to yourselves
to the intrinsic power to name the moderator
in quite passing over the third and main reason
the immediate fountain of authority, the power of prelacy its contrariety to scripture rules of
of meddling with every scandal, and the deterchurch government, abstracting from both the
minat'on by a fi-ee decisive suffrage, the exclu- former grounds. This being a strong defence if
sion of a negative voice, and the admission of a made good, and as to your scope of mentioning
ruling elder and member constituent, they will the former two reasons, a signal aggravation of
be found bastard meetings, to be disowned by the preteiuled guilt of disowning your meeting,
all her faithful children.
And as yourauthority with what shadow of ground could you omit
appeareth in all these respects to be lame, so the this in the enumeration? Butthat your slender
ensuing reasoTis, contained in your sentence, are hint at the first reason, your disguising of the
found as false and frivolous.
In citing the second, and omitting the third, says, that you
letter, what gross falsehood and prevarication do
found them too biting to grip them strait, and
you discover ? You bring the offering these rea- therefore nibble at them like the ass, lest they
sons to you by letter, as an aggravation of the prick your chaps ; and as blockish and inconsepretended guilt of disowning the meetings, yet quent are you in hinting a disproval, forsooth
your meeting at Stirling demanded reasons of (such as it is) of the second reason, and nothing
withdrawing ; and now after the reasons are of any of the rest. Since you intended hereby
offered, they do ipso facto -with you make up an a discovery of its irrelevancy, and a vindi<alion
aggravation of the crime, and ground your sen- of your jirocedure notwithstanding thereof, why
tence of deposition before they be disproved. ought not the same grounds to have moved you
You hint at the first reason in a large dubious to offer somewhat against the rest? If you
general, that the letter declared your church judged it sufficient for your purpose to recite
goveinmeiit to be erastlan, ^vithout specifying them barely without any disproval, what
whether you condemn the asserting it to be so meaneth your hint against this, and not so
de facto, or that de jure, it ought not to be so, much as j-our reciting the third ? If you judged
bow is this laxness in jiointing at a guilt ground- it fit to recite them together with a hint of dising deposition, consistent with your judgment? ju-oval, why was nothing hinted against any of
In reciting the second reason you are taken in a the rest, and the third neither recited, nor any
thing offered against it ? all Vulcan's gimmerers
gross and palpable lie, for whereas it is verbatim,
And as for
that (the prelatic frame, or prelacy, is contrary will not make these cleave fast.
to solemn oaths and vows) you shuffle in (the that hint itself, viz. that the (assertions in the
letter are contrary to ordination engagements)
politic form) whereas the letter speaks of church
government, and expressly of prelacy. If put why do ye not specify the matter of these engageto it to show what is that government, whereof ments, and subsume upon the assertions to make
you mention the politic form of what your this apparent? Nay, moreover, since what is
scope is in that expression, you will tall under offered in that letter, if made good, will infallibly
this puzzling dilemma ; if you understand it of demonstrate these engagements, to be materially
the civil government, how gross is that lie, that unlawful and null ab initio, how insignificant
the asserting prelacy to be contrary to solemn and impertinent is your bringing in here this

* After the revolution, ]\Ir Forrester became
principal of the new college of St Andrews,
and ex officio one of the professors of theology.
He is well known as one of the ablest advocates
of presbyterianism and of the church of Scotland,
at a period when the controversy with episcopalians was conducted on both sides with
uncommon ardour, and no slender talent. Mr
Forrester's principal publication on the subject

" The Hierarchical Bisho])s' Claim
is entitled
to a Divine Right, Tried at the Scripture Bar."
In this work he examines at considerable length
the reasonings of the celebrated I)r Scott in the
second part of his Christian Life; the " Inquiry into the new opinions chiefly propagated
by the Presbyterians in Scotland," a book published by Dr Alexander Munro, who had been
principal of the college of Edinburgh, but

removed at the revolution
keen attachment

to the

in consequence of his
old system ; and the

"Survey of Naphtali," by Andrew Honeyman,
formerly one of the ministers of St Andrews,
In these
and afterwards bishop of Orkney.
men, especially the two first, jVIr F. had no
ordinary antagonists, and in his reply to each of
them in succession, he has brought to bear upon
the argument a vigour of mind and an extent of
Those who
learning worthy of the subject.
wish to understand fully the controversy between the two rival forma of ecclesiastical polity,
would do well to peruse the pages of such men
as

professor
Rule at Edinburgh
Glasgow ; ]\Ir Anderson at Dumand principal Forrester at St Andrews.

principal

Jameson
barton

—Ed.

;

at

;
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As soon np to court, to deal with the king
it was shortly to meet.
^
^^
adjournment is known, duke Hamil- about the grievances the countryTsone of the sides spoke any
ton, Tweeddale, Dumfries, the lairds of was under.
Polwart, Bonington, and some others, went thiuff of the far more valuable interests of
signified

as this

contrariety betwixt these assertions of the letter,
anil these engagements which you mention ?
You grant they are contrary; therefore the one
must (yourselves being judges) be stuck unto,
and the other deserted and since the convictions of these grounds is asserted in the letter,
and since they must needs be supposed valid till
you disprove them, surely the relinquishing
these engagements must be an indispensable
duty; and then how ought you to blush for
shame, to lay down the embracing convictions
of sin and duty, deserting the one, and cleaving
to the other, as a crime, and an aggravation of
another supposed crime, specially since the
grounds of so doing are offered to be made good ?
to which you having returned no answer, the
offerer uKiy take it for granted that you cannot.
Nay further, since many of yourselves cannot
deny engagements at your ordination, and declarations unVler your hand for presbyterial governnu-nt, for the national and solemn league and
covenant, and have for a long time preached for
and owned all these, doth not this charge of
levity lie home more to yourselves in relinquishing these without reasons offered, than to one
who hath disowned the present corruptions up:

on grounds which you cannot answer, with
whom consequently this change is a transilus ad
iiieliora, a laying aside the old man's corrupt
lusts, a change which Paul gloried in, " by the
grace of God I am what I am ;" and David, "I
thought upon my ways, and turned my feet unto
thy testimonies;" which is in you sinful shameThus your chargless backsliding, and levity.
ing this contrariety upon him, which you dare
not simply condemn, and laying it down as one
ground of your sentence, before the reasons be
disproved, and wherein the retortion upon yourselves is so palpable, is most shameless self-condemning impudence; and no better is that you
mention of deserting and forsaking the flock,
for since the letter, and the public testimony
thereafter to the points contained therein, not
only rendereth liable to the civil coercive power,
and penal statutes enfoi'cing a ceding (which
after circumstances of violence cleared, which

put him with an alarm from the bounds, before
the next Sabbath after that public testimony)
but likewise this coei'cive violence in that public
testimony itself being pointed at, as one grouiul
of leaving the people, this is but your calumnious
begging of the question, as most of what you
offer: and moreover, the many defects of the
episcopal ordination, and the want of the
people's call, which the scriptui'e allows, Acts
vi. 2, H, 23. and withal, the standing relation
betwixt that people and their own pastor,
ordained and called according to the scripture
pattern, and only kept from that watch-tower
by prelatic violence, will clearly infer this leaving, as a necessary consequent of retracting and
disowning the episcopal corru])tions, and embracing the contrary true principles of the
church.
But you are so angry at this, that you
Avould have him not only unchristian, but unnatural in this leaving.
What? is the tie natural betwixt a minister and a congregation,

and not rather founded on positive institution ?
Is it not secondary and mutable, and founded
upon the immediate primary tie to this church

What pitiful folly is it then to call
universal ?
lidata se
the loosing of this tie unnatural ?
viutuo poiiunt et tollunt ; and no less impertinent
foam
furiously
and groundless is that which you
out against that which you call preaching at conventicles ; since the person you charge antccedaneously to your sentence, is by yoin-selves
supposed" a lawful minister of the gospel, who,
hath an immediate
whole church, (unless you embrace independent principles) and
])rcaching,
or administerthat consequently his
ing sacraments without the sphere of that congregation, hath the same authority as within it,
and that the neighbour pastor's desire supposeth
Withal, since
this, but adds no new authority.
ministers are under many pressing inviolable
commands to preach the gospel, to be instant in
season and out of season, and terrible threatenings are thundered against the negligent, and
unfaithfully silent, especially in a time of such
nay, moreover, since you dare not
hazard
simply and absolutely condemn preaching un-

by your

own

confession,

relation, aciu prhiio, to the

:

fixedly, unless

stances, even

you condemn clear scripture inas to fixed ordinary officers, as
also the practice of our first refor-

Acts \iii. and
mers in both these nations and elsewhere, but
must needs acknowledge this lawful, particularly
the cases of defection and persecution, what selfcontradicting folly is it, generally and bluntly
to condemn this practice as contrary to the
word ? which you dare not deny the word in
these cases to warrant, and that these cases are
by him j'ou sentence presupposed as inevitably
following upon these principles offered to you,
and hence your senseless impertiuency as to
what you suggest of (civil and ecclesiastic laws
contrary hereunto) luculently appears for the
person you speak of being hactciivs a minister,
who may in several cases preach luifixedly, as is
said, and whom you cannot affirm that any
civil statutes, (though warrantable as you say)
can formally exauctorate, and primario, this
being a spiritual censure to be past by a church
judicatory, far less can it loose these many commands touching the exercise of the ministry:
to say that the exercise of the ministry, because
of the civil power its opposition, is seditious, is
a charge that lights as much on the apostles and
Neither will
jirimitive Christians as upon him.
yoUr bare affirming these statutes you mention
palpable
the
overbalance
warrantable,
be
to
evidence of .the contrary, nor can you here
assign any disparity in the cases, unless you say,
our rulers do not discharge preaching, but only
Which disparity
in such a disorderly way, &c.
is nought, if the terms on which they only admit preaching be sinful, since this is equivalent
to an express simple prohibition thereof, the condition being morally impossible because unlawful ; and as for your ecclesiastic laws of your
church, you must know that we deny your
meetings to be the ministerial representative
church of Scotland, and though they were
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religion,

and so the

sufferers inter-

ested themselves very

little in

their

The king blamed duke Hamil-

quarrels.

ton and his

party, for

raising

heats

in

granted so to Le, the church hatli no power but
to edification, Cor Paul had none but to this end,
and circumstances of mere order must s;ive
place to weighty duties in cases of extreme
necessity as this is.
Nature itself will invert its
order to eschew a vacuum besides that, you are
not able to point us even to a pretended national
assembly, or supreme judicatory of your prelatic
church, to enact these ecclesiastic laws thereof,
since our general assemblies w^ere discontinued.
Neither will your bare lying affirmation fasten
sedition or wickedness (as you call it) upon the
grounds of that suffering and imprisonment
which you mention, nor darken the beauty of
that testimony to these who can spiritually discern, which was sealed witli remarkable interposings of divine providence in the period of
that trial as for the not compearing upon your
citations, to what purpose should ye ?
The reasons against the constitution of your meeting ye
arbitrarily condemn without hearing, and all
your answers were delations to incense the civil
power, and the only ground justifying a compearance at your meeting, was to decline you,
upon the old reasons which ye had already seen,
:
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the parliament at such a juncture; yet he
dismissed

them

fairly,

the parUament should

and

all

their

with promises that
sit

grievances

down
be

in

March,

considered.

remedy owes its original to yourselves, and
any remedy you are like to ap])Iy, (if we may
take an estimate from such creatures as ye have
alreaily obtruded upon such congregations') is
like to be worse than the disease.
to

As for that fine piece of pageantry at the tail
of your paper, viz. the prelate's touching your
act with his crosier to make it valid, it doth exactly discover what an exact legerdemain he and
such like are, pretending pru forma, that to be a
judicial synodical act, which is merely his own
act, who might liave done it all in his chamber,
as manyof that fraternity have done before, but
he likes to act behind the curtain, of the whole

diocesan ciphers chapterly convened, tliat you
may be.ir a part of the odium with him, and that
he may mask his episcopal usurpation from the
wonder not that he calk
eyes of the simple.
you in the high style, our synod, but if he had
said, our vassals, or slaves of Dunkeld, he had
said as right and suitable imto his arrogant, and
most antiscriptural style of nobility, we Henry,
&c.,and the subscription Henry, Dunkeld, that
is, in plain language, spiritual lord, owning a
lordship and dominion over the souls, faith, and
and never answered.
Thus being far from consciences, &c., of both ministers and flocks in
truth in your imputations of pretended crimes, all that diocese ; and then what agreement hath
you are as far from modesty in your bitter scur- this with our Lord and Saviour's prohibition of
j'ile railings, and from sincerity in your specious
assuming the style of gracious lords, and Peter's
pretences for your sentence afterward mentioned discharging to lord it over God's heritage, is
therein.
If the opposing God's work and in- easy to judge; but he took these reasons of the
terest, wherein his glory was so conspicuous, be
sentence to serious consideration, and found
consistent with zeal to his glory, if the fixing an them relevant ; but the rule of his consideration
indelible schism in this church, in your separathe;ein is like unto that authority which he ining from her sworn engagements and principles, terposes for ratifying this act, viz. both antiOnly since the prebe (a suppression of schism) and if the setting scriptural and apocrj'phal.
up such babes in knowledge, and profane ones tended (unchristian forsaking the flock) is one
in practice, to preach the gospel, as you do open ground of that sentence, and (preaching elsea door unto, be (a promoting of the success of where) another, it would seem he niight have
the gospel) and your overturning the settled reflected upon his forsaking his own flock, to
order and peace of this church, founded upon play the domineering prelate, and preaching nothe best foundations of truth and righteousness,
where. In a word, his having the government
and by slackening, or rather casting by the reins of these congregations in all that diocese monoof all government, opening a door to all licen- polized in him, and let out, according to his
tiousness in practice, as well as error in doctrine ;
pleasure, to ministers, his sole ]>ower in ordinaif this, 1 say, be your zeal to (promote the peace
tion and jurisdiction, his negative voice in the
of the church in this kingdom, and a discoun- meetings, his arrogating only (rule) to himself,
division
and
disorderly
walking)
tenancing of
and not feeding by doctrine as his proper work
then you may justly lay claim to these designs ; and duty, rendereth him a monster to the scripbut if the tendency of your principles and prac- ture, it owning no difference betwixt a bishop
and pastor of a congregation, either in name or
tice infer clearly the abovementioned evils, these
thing, nor extending the term bishop beyond the
pretences are not more hypocritical than false,
and the person that you sentence, hath that actual care of feeding immediately ; nor hath it
scripture consolation clearly to look to in this any correlate or object but the flock, and not the
case: " Your brethren who hated you, and cast pastors of it ; nor do the scriptures hint in the
you out for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord least any name, qualification, or ordination,
be glorified, but he shall appear to your joy, and work, duty, or operation of ordinary church
they shall be ashamed ; but you are also full of officers, superiors to presbyters, who are called
bowels of compassion, forsooth, to that poor rulers, governors, overseers, bishops, and both
ordination and jurisdiction appropriate to them,
people, whom, ye allege, he hath left to straj',
But who and all ordinary ecclesiastic authority relating
and become a prey to Satan," &c.
knows not, that they with hundreds of congre- thereto, or included therein, without the least
gations in this church, are exposed to all these intimation of imparity in the exercise thereof,
Heb. xiii. 17. with 1 Cor. v.
1 Thes. V. 12, 17.
evils, by the ravening wolves, the rabbles you
serve, who have persecute away that people's
12, 18. Matth. xviii. 17. 1 Tim. iv. 14. 3 Epistle
of John 9. Tit. i. 5. Acts xx. 2S. 1 Pet. iii. 4.
pastor, and hundreds of faithful godly wj^tchmen
from their fiockb? so the evil which you pretend So you see that there's no reason that brothfi' be
:

We

—

and

wir.tor,

beginniiij^ of the spriiig-,

Mas an extraordinary season for frost and
snoAV, and generally people were hindered
from ploughing-

till

the 24th of

jNIarcli

;

and

the third part of the cattle in Scotland were

Those who went to
London, hasted home, to be present at the
parliament in March but when they were
met, the commissioner Lauderdale, to their
great surprise, produced a letter irom the
king adjourning the parliament till October,
and after this the duke durst never venture
upon another Scots parliament.
Great and many were the hopes and prodestroyed for want.*

;

jects

of the

bishops

at

parliament;

this

being encouraged by the king's letter taken
notice of last year, they had prepared several papers

containing grievances and com-

plaints

against presbyterians,

before

the

parliament,

to

relative

be laid
to

their

preaching and administering sacraments, and

they expected to have got more severe laws
made against them. Matter was not indeed
wanting, for what the prelates and their
party reckoned grievances.

and since the
did

grow

At

this time,

the matters of

fiict complained of
„q
and some other circumstances,
1 have ground to think it Mas drawn last
year, and designed for the parliament in
December, and when that failed, for this in
March. I shall observe several untruths in

in

it

it

afterwards,

matters of

but

fact,

I

containing several

it

have not elsewhere met

M-ith as to the state of presbyterians at this

and being a new evidence of the
virulence of the clergy against presbyterian
ministers, the reader will not grudge it a
time,

room

The

in this place.

by the several pres-

grievaiices given in

byteries

of

of Glasgow to the
and by them humbly

the diocese

synod, October 22d,

represented to wy lord commissioner his
grace and parliament, or their lordships of
his majesty's most honourable privy council.

" 1. That the conventicles still abound
more publicly and avowedly, notwithstanding of all the acts and hiMS made against
them and these are kept both by men that
;

are indulged, and others

who

are not; yea,

some M'ho never entered upon trials before
and although the design any church judicatory, viz. in Glasgow, by

last indulgence, conventicles

sensibly

;

of the favour- was to divide presbyterians, yet

name

the very
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—

;

of an indulgence and favour,

was some encouragement, and
bishops fretted at

all

therefore the

None

indulgences.

these papers of grievances, of which I

of

am

Mr Andrew IMortoun, Mr Robert Law,
Mr Bartoun, Mr Maxwel, Mr Cargill, Mr
James Bell, Mr John Burnet, Mr A.
M'Lean, Mr James Wilson, and others,
all

indulged, and confined to other places,

was great care taken to gather up yet residing within the town of Glasgow;
vast numbers from all corners, have come and Mr Alexander Jamison, late minister
to my hand, save the paper drawn up by at Govan, M-ho keeps conventicles every
told there

the synod of Glasgow, at their meeting,

October 22d
1

List,

as I suppose.

The copy

have wants the date of the year but from
;

Lord's day at Haggs, M'ithin the parish of

Govan

Mr

roM',*
stopt, or discouraged in the exercise of his ministry received from Christ, (although through

impure channel, and now purged from
its corruptions,) or in the least shaken as to
persuasion or resolution, by any thing presented
prelacy's

in this pretended act or sentence, but rather encouraged.
* " February 20th, 167 4-, fell on a great storm
of snow and a vehement frost, which continued
all fresh water was
to the 29th day of IMarch
frozen as if in the midst of winter; all plowing
and delving the ground was marred till the
foresaid day ; much losse of sheep by the snow,
and of whole families in the moor country and
hy lands much losse of cows every where
also of weild beasts, as do and roe."
Law's
Ed.
^Memorials, p. tj3.
:

;

:

by Mr Robert Maxwel younger,
Mr James WodWilliam Gilchrist, Mr Robert

also

INIatthew Crawford,

Mr

Corbet, and others resident in Glasgow, who

never passed their

trials in order to preaching also in Paisley presbytery, conventicles
:

kept in Eastwood, by Mr Hugh Smith, formerly minister there, who hath settled himself beside the church of Eastwood, and con»
stituted elders, administrates sacraments, and

performs

all

the ministerial offices

the parish of Killellan,

M'ho kept

still

Mr James

:

also in

Wallace,

conventicles there,

till

—

This was our historian's father.

Ed.

the

—

;

jndnloed
1674.

now

came

minister

and

in,

These two

last

are

continued

in

II.

their

where he was some time minis-

charges by connivance.
" 3. There are some conventiclers have

notwithstanding he was confined to

erected preaching houses, viz. at Glasgow,

has

Incliinnan,
ter,
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Neilston,

laid

in

liis

by

and labonrs

provision at

all

means, to

break the ministry of the present incumIn the presbytery of Ayr,

bent there.

Mr

John Osburn every Lord's day keeps conventicles at Enterkin's house in Tarbolton,
though he be confined to Dundonald and
by jMr Anthony Schaw at Knockdallen's
he adventured also
house in Calmonel
lately to preach at the church of Ballantree,
though he be confined to Paisley also in
the Presbytery of Dumbarton, conventicles
are kept by Mr Thomas Melvil in the
parish of Kilpatrick Easter, by Mr Hugh
Smith, Mr John Dickson, Mr John Law,
Mr James Hogg'
ISIr Matthew Crawford.
at Armonack, in the parish of Kippen, goes
;

;

:

Mr Black^ell the calender,
sometime hired soldier to Cromwell; Mr
Drew in the said city; in the Barony parish,
and in Newtouu in Gabriel Thomson's and
the house of

another in Kippoch in John Baxter's house.
" 4. A conventicle lately kept at Kilsyth,

Thomas Russel's house, where the
preacher cursed the king and his council,

in

and the whole royal family, saying, David
did not sin in cursing his enemies ; and

we

therefore, neither do

God would

otF his thi-one.
fore,

in praying that

destroy our king, and pull

him

He was apprehended there-

and some of his hearers gave bondand

caution to produce him upon demand.
" 5. It is universally regretted, that no-

blemen and gentlemen's sons' governors are
ill principled, and abuse the youth, not only
neis'hbouring parishes of the presbytery of withdrawing themselves, but their pupils
Dumbarton. In the presbytery of Lanark, also from ordinances and when they are
conventicles are kept by Mr James Greig challenged here at Glasgow, they take away
their pupils to Edinburgh and other colleges.
at Boghall, though confined to Carstairs
by Mr Patrick Anderson at the same The like is done by chaplains, who pervert
place, though confined to Longdreghorn the families they officiate in.
about baptizing, administrating the Lord's
Supper, through

all

the bounds

of

the

;

" G. Generally, not

and Mr John Menzies, some time conform minister at Carlaverock, at Crawford-

but indulged ministers preach sedition, and

lindsay.

pray to the same purpose

"

2.

Indulged brethren keep not the rules

apologies at their entry,

owe

only conventiclers,

they

countr}^ baptize, catechize, marry, adminis-

their entry to their charges

trate the sacrament of the Lord's supper to

myth

the people of our charge, without testimo-

Mr

from

us,

and some of them baptize

all

the children of neighbouring congregations;

and BamweU, Messrs John
Hugh Campbel, James Veitch,

as in Tarbolton

Hutchison,

as also these T^'ho officiate at Eaglesham,

Paisley, and

Mr

lellan,

Mr James

Hutchison of KilSimpson at Kilmacomb, Mr

publicly that

neither to the king nor his council

given by the council, but travel through the

nials

and, in their

;

avow

at Glasford,

;

Mr Stirling at

as

Mr

Nas-

Kilbarchan,

Wallace at Larges, and others.
7. Heritors and elders generally refuse
to join with the conform ministers, in administrating discipline, and collecting for
"

the poor.
" 8. Quakers do

generally abound m
Wester Leinzie, and have meetings every
Lord's day, both there and at Glasford, and

And IVIr John other places.*
Kilbarchan.
" 9. Diets of catechising are not kept, but
John Baird, Mr William Eccles,
baptize children and marry persons from generally slighted ministers in their visits
the presbytery of Dumbarton Mr Anthony to the sick, are not admitted, and offering to
Murray at Coulter, Mr John Crawford and examine, are denied; and that even by some
JNIi- William Baily at Lamington, Mr John
Hamilton at Carmichael, Mr Robert Miller
« At the last named place, the quakers in those
at Ochiltree, Mr John Reid at Muirkirk, days had a place of worship, and there they have
Stirling

Law,

at

INIr

:

;

Mr

Alexander Stevenson at Dalmellington.

still

(1828) a burying-place.

Ed.
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who, out of the example of the recusancy
worn atheistical, and disown

^61

not for the in-egular ministers, and

.

,^.

whom we

nuiltitude with

have to
do ; so that in the issue they have proven,
ordinances altogether.
" 10. Sheritts, bailies, magistrates of to the great dishonour of (iod and our disburghs, when desired, do not concur, to advantage, altogether ineffe<;tual and this
cause scandalous delinquents give obedience only from a perverse principle of habitual
of others, are

;

disobedience in the ministers and people,

to church discipline.

"11. Suspensions are frequently granted
after homings gi\'en for the payment of
ministers' stipends, without consignation, as
in the case of the minister of Dalrymple.
" 12. That fabrics of churches are like
to go to ruin, unless heritors be obliged to
see timeously to

it.

" 13. That the church of Barnwell

is

which, as

we wish God

to remove, so we
and beseech your grace to

heartily pray

consider."

The spirit of bitterness which appears in
the conclusion of this paper, as well as in
other parts of it, may be enough to preserve
the reader from crediting a party of men

who were willing

to believe every thing that

ordered to be suppressed by a decreet of
the commission for plantation of churches,

of presbyterian ministers and people,
and save me the ti-ouble of making remarks

ithout a report of perambulation of the
bounds, for the conveuiency of the people,
by the bishop and presbytery, or any regard

upon

^>

had to the settlement of Mr Kincaid present
though he compeared by
minister there
Mr John Kincaid his procurator, and pro;

tested to the contrary,

which

is

not noticed

in the exti-act of the decreet, though it was
appointed to be done by the commission.
" 14. That not only the indulged minis-

^\'as ill

title

The

this collection of grievances.

of the paper shows, that one

way

or
other the clergy were resolved to have this
libel before the government.
The first

an evident untruth, that

article contains

were kept by

conventicles

never passed their

trials in

who

severals

order to preach-

such as Messrs Maxwel, Crawford,
Wodi-ow, Corbet, and others.
It is very

ing,

true these persons did not pass their trials

do not preach on the 29th of May, but
simdi-y others unconformed, who have continued in tlicir places by connivance, and

as certain they

obeyed the law formerly, this last year have
forborne, through the example of the in-

according to the acts of general assemblies
and the rules of this church and several of

dulged brethren.
" 15. Several horrid crimes are committed

their licenses I

murder
of children in the presbyteries of Ayr and
Lanark, besides frequent adulteries, and

have no doubt but the fourth article is
equally false and doubtless if it had been
true, the name of the person would have
been given, and somewhat more than this
general account of nobody knows who.

ters

at conventicles, as incest, bestiality,

other acts of Avickeduess, as our registers

more length bear particularly one who
was apprehended, and confest bestiality at
Lanark, and was let go without any piuiish-

at

;

ment.
" 16.

And

there

is

nothing more gi'ievous

before the bishop or bis presbytery, but

it is

were examined and licensed

by the remaining presbyterian ministers,

;

have seen, and they can yet

be produced, to give the

to this paper.

lie

I

;

The

very improbable, That

fifth article is

universally these

who had the

men's

and gentlemen, were

childi'en

presbyterians.

The

care of nobleall

fifteenth is altogether

my mind

than that papists are daily increasing, without control, or execution of the law against

reproaches cast upon the meetings of the

them, especially in the presbytery of Hamil-

primitive Christians by their virulent per-

ton, as that register at full length bears.

secutors.

"

And

to

sum up

all,

mourn, and do heartily

we cannot but

testify to

all

the

world, but more especially to your lordship,
that all

hws made

heretofore against these,

vrould not have been so contemned, were

it

caliuuuious, and brings to

It is

from such innuendos as

cast together here, that that viperous
phlet, "

The Spirit of Popery
Mouths of Fanatical
Mas patched up some years
of the

wliich

I

the

have seen a very
2 h

full

ai'e

pam-

speaking- out

Protestants,"
after this

answer

;

to

in writ,
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by the reverend and
^"^

Matthew

Crawford,

Mr

1,'arned

men-

before

tioned, wherein the wicked forgeries and lies
at this time and afterward, pakned upon
presbyterians, are fully exposed and refuted.

many

of these articles^ part of the

the second, third, and others of them,
are owned by the suffering- presbyterians, as
practices upon which they did suffer, and

first,

what they reckoned agreeable

to their prin-

Other articles do not at all concern
them, and some are absolutely false and
ciples.

Whether

calumnious.

ances was presented

paper of grievdo not know; it

this

I

could not come before the parliament, and
if it

was

laid before the

commissioner and

nothing ^las done at this time.
The broils and bold steps now taking in
England, and the divisions betwixt the two

council,

dukes in Scotland, were rubs in the May of
gratifying the persecuting clergy : neither of

the parties were reckoned friendly to presbyterians, and yet it was believed both of

them connived

at the

growth of conventicles,

hoping to blame each other, as the cause of
the king.

this, to

Meanwhile, the

mon

dissatisfaction of the

com-

people, at the incumbents forced in

upon them

in several places, began to appear.

Upon

1

2th of March, I find the council
order some persons in the parish of Libberthe

be pilloried in Edinburgh and at
riot, alleged by them to be

ton, to

Libberton, for a

committed upon some ministers ordaining a
minister to that kirk. And much about the

same time, an attempt Avas made upon Rlr
Alexander Gatherer, as going to preach in
the kirk at Girvan, in the shire of

which

I find

Ayr

;

of

a complaint made to the coun-

II.

act of grace and indemnity from the king
his master,

upon the 24th of March.

A

copy of it is annexed.* This Mas published
at Edinburgh M'ith a great deal of solemnity.
*

In short,

[BOOK

King's Indemnitt/,

March

24, 1G74.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith ; to our lovits,
ourJyon king at arras, and liis brethren, heralds,
macers, pursuivants, and messengers at arms,
our sheriffs in that part conjunctly and severally,
forasmuch as the
specially constitute, greeting
affection which we have to this our ancient
:

of Scotland, makes us readily to embrace all occasions, -whereby we^ inay M'itness
our zeal to do all things M'hich may be for the
advantage and ease of our good subjects ; and
we being informed by our right trusty and entirely beloved cousin and counsellor, the duke
of Lauderdale, our commissioner, of some things
which have been, and still are troublesome and
burdensome to our good subjects of this our
kingdom, we have thought fit, as an act of our
royal bounty, by our royal authority, with
advice of our privy council, to declare our royal
pleasure, for the ease and satisfaction of our
good subjects, in manner following.
We, M'ith advice foresaid, do hereby
First.
statute and enact, and accordingly do freely and
absolutely discharge to our subjects all rests of
assessments, monthly maintenance, loan and
tax, levies, outrieks of horse and foot, excise,
tenth and twentieth penny ; and generally all
impositions whatsoever, due, or imposed upon
this our kingdom at any time before our happy
restoration, excepting all sums of money already
paid, or bonds given for money, (which by
assignations may be conveyed through several
hands ;) and all these particulars abovementioned, we, with advice foresaid, do now discharge, notwithstanding of any commission
granted to Sir John Weems of Bogie, or auy
others for collecting them, or any of them.
in like maimer, M'ith advice foresaid, discharge all rests of the taxation ordinary and extraordinary, granted to our royal father of
blessed memory, by the parliament in the year
1683, comprehending therein the taxation of
two of ten of annual rents, excepting all sums of
money already paid, or bonds granted preceding
the date hereof, and excepting all sums of money
due by any person liable for the relief of those
who have made payment or given bond but in
regard the duke and dutchess of Hamilton have
a right to the rests of the said taxation, until
they be satisfied of certain sums of money acclaimed, as yet resting to them by us, conform
to a contract past betwixt our royal father and
the deceased Jainesdukeof Hamilton, and acom-

kingdom

We

;

cil,

but no account of the issue.

And upon

the 19th of the same month, several prisoners
in the tolbooth of Edinburgh, put in for dis-

by the council to captain
James Hay, to be recruits to a regiment he
Has concerned in in France. Whether these

orders, are gifted

disorders viere church iiTegularities,

not

;

since

but
it

it

is

I

know

not improbable they Mere,

M'as these that filled prisons mostly

now, and

after this.

Before Lauderdale

left

Scotland, and quit

tLis misgiving session of jiarliament,

he Mas

pleased to compliment the nation with an

by us to Wiiliam noM' duke of
Hamilton ; we do decljire, that M'e are resolved
to satisfy the debt, if any be found due to the
said duke after count and reckoning of his intromission M'ith the said taxation, that our
grace and favour intended hereby to our good
subjects may be made efiectual, and entire to
them ; but prejudice in the mean time to the
niission granted

duke of Hamilton, of his right and execution
thereupon, ay and until he be satisfied of what
shall be found due to him, after count and reckoning of his intromission with the said taxation.
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by the heralds, and the magistrates
in their robes.

Duke

attending'

In the forementioned pajier,

entitled, " Scotland's

of the

CliUllCIl
as
.

IMinistry,"

we heard, was
,

to bear

Grievances by reason

of Lauderdale's
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^

'

,

sent to the council, .^„,
1674.

them down.

After the adjoiu'nment of the parliament,
the commissioner goes up to court, and duke

made upon

this indem- Hamilton followed liim, and got access to
which need not the king-, to av hom he s])ok(! very freely of
It is plain this favour is Lauderdale's mismaiuigements, and begged a
a room here.
cramped, and not at all full however, the day might be appointed wherein he might
common people in Scotland looked upon it lay before the king- a larger detail of what
as an encouragement as to the time to come, he had to say against him, and anent the
as v^ell as a remission for A\hat was past, in grievances Scotland was groaning under,
their following conventicles and it may be and begged the duke might be present, and
the duke designed somewhat of this by it. as many others as his majesty thought

several remarks are
nity, as iHejial

and

injiu-ious,

;

;

It

was contidently

talked, that his grace,

before he left Edinburgh, did secretly en-

courage conventicles, and promised presbyterian

ministers a full and ample liberty

proper.

The

king-

heard

all,

and desired

the duke of Hamilton to give in writing

w hat he had

to say,

sider it; but

and promised to coiv

declined to hear reasonings

and and discourses upon these heads. This M'as
a plain dilator, and the duke having no Scots
much liberty this year. And yet when he lawyers with him, and being uncertain how
got up to the king, the blame of them was far expressions in ^\rit might militate, or be
hiid upon the other party ^^ho stood by duke improven against him, took his leave, and
Hamilton; and letter upon the back of letter. moved no fiu'ther at this time. Lauderdale
without restrictions and exceptions

this

was the

;

real spring of their taking so

We do likewise, with advice foresaid, freely
and absolutely discharge all such parts of the
aunuity of tieiids, as were due to us before our
happy restoration, and do suspend the charging
for, the receiving or paying of any annuity <iiie
since our restoration, ay and until the earl of
Loudon make account (to any we shall appoint
for that effect) of what he or his father have received of the said annuties; to the end we may
then declare our further pleasure, excepting
always from this all sums of money already
paid, or for which bond is given upon that
account, preceding the date hereof; and this,
notwithstanding of any commission granted by
us to the earl of Loudon, for collecting of the
said annuties.

'We do also, with advice foresaid, freely and
absolutely discharge all fines imposed by our
first parliament of this our kingdom, excejiting
such as are already paid, or such for which there
is
bond already given. It is always hereby
declared, that all monies received by collectors
or sub-collectors from their several entries in all
or any of these particulars, above discharged, or
others intrusted for uplifting thereof, are hereby excepted ; and the said collectors, sub collectoi's, and others foresaid, declared accountable for
the same, to any who have or shall have our
commission for that effect.
And last, we, for a further proof of our affection to our good suhjects of this our kingdom,
do, with advice foresaid, freely and absolutely
grant a general pardon and discharge of all
arbitrary and pei'unial pains incurred by any of
our subjects, before the date hereof, tbrcigh the
contravening of any laws, penal statutes, or
public acts whatsoever, except such pecunial
pains as are already infiicted or imposed by our
privy council, or any other competent judicatory,

which bonds are given, or money paid ; and
excepting all sentences of banishment, imprisonment, or confinement: declaring always, that
this pardon is not to be extended to any who
were guiltyof the rebellion in the year 1C66, and
are not admitted to the benefit of our indemnity,
nor to such as are guilty of capital (primes. And
we having given, as said is, so full proof of our
bounty and goodness to cur subjects, and of our
full pardon of all arbitrary and pecunial pains,
extending even to these against conventicles,
withdrawing from ordinances, disorderly baptisms and marriages, we do expect, that this our
unparelleled grace and goodness will oblige all our
good subjects, to express their due sense of and
thankfulness for the same, by a more careful
observance and due obedience to our laws, from
which nothing is to be derogate hereby as to
And to
their due observance in time coming.
the end, that our royal clemency and bounty to
our good subjects, may be for tlieir full security
made known to them our will is, and we charge
you straitly and command, that incontinent,
these our letters seen, ye pass to the marketcross of Edinburgh, and the market-crosses of
all the otiier i-oyal boroughs of this our kingdom, and other places needful, and thereat, in
our name and authority, with all due solemnities, by open proclamation, make publication of
the premises.
The which to do, we commit to
you conjunctly and severally our full power by
these our letters, delivering them by you duly
Given
execute and iiulorsed again to the hearer.
under our signet at Holyrood-house the twentyreign
the
our
of
and
of
fourth day
March, 1674,
twenty-sixth year.
Per actum doviinormn secreti Concilii,
for

;

Al. Gibson,

C7. Sccr. CuncUii.

Ciod save the king.

;
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so well

with the

upon the 19th of May a
mation comes out, dissolving' the
that

ment: the reason given,

is

kinjr,
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a while he carried

parlia-

party

now

Thus

recorded in the council registers.

procla-

the peace

LliOOK

who

all

II.

for

before him, and the

opposed him were forced to be

silent.

United
When the council met, June 4th, an
was the sense of incident happened which made a great deal
liberty that wrought among' members, and so of noise, and was one article in most of the
deeply laid was the design of freeing letters which came from the king to the
themselves from the burdens the countiy council this summer, the tumultuary meeting
w as under, that the duke durst not venture of women in the parliament close.
The
upon any more Scots parliaments, and ^Ye matter was thus, this was a time when men
liad none for many years.
Towards the durst not appear in petitioning the council,
concluded with
Provinces

end of

;

the states of the

such

but

new modelled

unless they resolved to go to prison, and to

were even changes made
in England, and Ashley Cooper who had
accused him to the king, the earl of Carlisle,
and some others upon that lay, were turned
out. In the new commission for counsellors,
which was opened June 4th, several of duke
Hamilton's party were left out, as Tweed-

have quarrels picked with them and therefore a good number of women in the city

INiay,

he procured a

council, and there

dale,

Queensberry, Yester, Dumfries, Kox-

and some others. In their room
w ere put in Kinghorn, Mar, Wigton, Col-

;

of Edinburgh resolved to appear for th

and try how far a petition from them
might have weight, at least to discover the

gospel,

inclinations of

many

up and signed the foUowdng
"

biu-gh,

Unto the

Duke Hamilton himself was kept in, but
came little to the council for a long time,
and was never much in favour this reign or

Edinbui'gh, in their

the following.*

new

The proceedings

of this

council have been pretty largely ac-

to

petition.

his majesty's privy council, the

plication of several

Cragie,

liberty

right honourable the lords of

Ross, and some others.

lington,

some

for

presbyterian ministers ; and accordingly drew

name of many who adhere
showeth,

— That

humble sup-

women of the city of
own name, and in the
thereto,

humbly

whereas your petitioneis

being long deprived of

the blessing of a

and of the purity of
covmted for upon the former section, and I worship and ordinances that God hath comshall not resume them.
Upon the 18th of manded, and after much sad suffering for
June, I find a very long letter of approbation attendance thereupon in private; yet for
of the duke of Lauderdale's proceedings, some short while bygone, and in the time
when his majesty's commissioner was
" " March 2d, IC74, duke Hamilton comes to amongst us, yoiu* lordships' petitioners have,
Edinbui'gh from London, accompanied into the
without molestation, enjoyed some small
city with 6 or 600 horse.
He had no good
acceptance of the king at London and when he liberty by his majesty's gracious connivance:
came to salute the duke of Lauderdale, the king's yet now we are sadly alarmed, that through
commissioner, he is but bauchly (inditi'erently)
entertained." " JMarch 3d, 1674. The parlia- the malicious and false information given ia
ment sits down, duke Lauderdale being commis- by some of those who side with and serve
sioner andcontrar the expectations of all memthe bishops, your lordships may be induced
bers thereof, and of duke Hamilton, whowasbut
faithful public ministry,

;

;

newly come

fra court, and knew nothing of it,
adjourned the parliament to November next the
18 th day, having got a letter fra the king for that
end that morning, which put all our parliament
members to an amuse." Law, p. 64. " There
is one thing remarkable," adds Mr Law, "that
when the duke of Lauderdale was in his greatest
troubles at Edinburgh, and both parliaments of
England and Scotland set against him, so that
all men considered he was undone, I knew a
man that had this vision of him, that he saw
duke Hamilton ushering him into a room, and
tiiat the said duke of Lauderdale had by far
greater honour there than duke Hamilton."—
Note to p. 6Q.~£(L

—

to the grief of the hearts of

many thousands

in this land, to trouble the quiet meetings

of the Lord's people at his worship.
it

May

therefore please yoiu- lordships to grant

such liberty to our honest ministers, that
are through the land and in this city, that
they

may lawfully, and without

molestation

exerce their holy function, as the people

an orderly May caU them that we
may, to the comfort of our souls, enjoy the
rich blessing of faithful pastors, and that our

shall in

;

:

CHAP.
pastors

may

be delivered from any

siiiiiil

compliance with what is contrary to the
known judgment of honest presbyterians.
In doing whereof yoiu- lordships will do good
service to God, and the king's majesty, and

deeply oblige

And your
The

May

all

honest people in the land.

petitioners shall ever pray," &c.

severe clauses in the king's letter.
formerly noticed, relative to con-

19tli,

put these women in this alarm
and about Ih'teen of tlioni,
mostly ministers' widows, engaged to present
a copy each of them to the principal comiventicles,

thoy speak of;

Accordingly,

scUors.

when

the counsellors

one

take

council,

pleased to send

tilled

with M'omen.

came up with the
small confusion

chancellor,

The primate
and was

when he saw the

in

no

gathering,

Some of
but stuck close by the chancellor.
the \\()men called him Judas, and others
and one of them laid her hand upon
his neck, and said. Ere all was done that
neck behoved to pay for it ; but no further
That good woman Mrs
violence was done.
traitor,

Livingstone, relict of
of

whom

befoi-e,

the chancellor.

Mr John

earl received

it

with

enough, and read it in the place where
it was delivered, and ])atiently heard what
iihe had to add, for the gentlewoman spoke
civility

very well and handsomely.

He

talked a

with some of the rest, and jested with
them, and seemed not altogether unpleased
at the ft-ight the bishop seemed to be under.
Wben the coimseUors got in, and found the

little

petition signed, it

was voted a crime and

mwaiTantable, and they called in about a

Upon
lozen of the subscribers one by one.
examination they all declared, that no man
bad any hand in the petition, that they were

moved

from the sense of their
perishing starved condition, under the want
of the gospel, having none to preach to them
but ignorant and profane men, whom they
Then they were put all
could not hear.
together in a room, and the provost of
Edinburgh was sent out to dismiss the rest,
and oblige them to remove from the doors
thereto

but they were peremptorily resolved not to
withdi-aw

till

this,

out

;

1674.

were
and so

much

this

was
Next council day the subscribers were all called, and upon their
noncompearance denounced, except Mrs
tumult, about which so

noise

made, ended.

Margaret Johnston, a daughter of the excellord Warriston, Mrs Cleland, and
These three, whether
Lilias Campbell.

lent

upon

their answering the citation, or other-

were

wise,

And

I find

seized,

and cast into prison.

the council, June 25th, appoint

the earl of Linlithgow, the earl of Marishal,

examine them, and

others, to

consider their case, and report. And, July
7th, the council order out summons to some
others

they allege had

a share

in

this

tmmilt. And, November 1 2th, Mi-s Elizabeth

Rutherford,

ISIrs

Margaret Johnston, lady

Mersington, and several other women concerned in the tumult in the Parliament-close,
are by the council banished the

Edinburgh and

liberties

town of

thereof *

Livingstone,

presented the petition to

The

rest

tlie

The

them.

with

lot

when they heard

came up, they found the Parliament-close and some
almost
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their friends w^ere sent out to

them, and declared themselves willing to

* Mr Sharpe, the editor of Law's Memorials,
has represented the women as designing on this
occasion the assassinating of the archbishop, and
states that the plan was defeated in consequence
of the chancellor detaining Mrs Livingston in
conversation until the archbishop had time to get
As authorities for this, he
out of the way.
appeals to '' Wodrow" and " Kirkton. " We have
seen what the former of these says on the subject ; and now let us hear what honest Kirkton
" Also this summer,
has to state regarding it.
because men durst not, the women of Edinburgh
would need appear, in a petition to the councilj
wherein they desired a gospel ministry might be
provided for the starving congregations of ScotFifteen of them, most part ministers'
land.
widows, engaged to present so many copies to
the principal lords of council, and upon the 4th
of June filled the whole Parliament-close. When
the chancellor came up, Sharp came up with
left his coach. Sharp
clapt close to his back, fearing, it may be, bodily
then
escapt
only some of
he
;
harm, which
them reproached him, calling him Judas and
traitor, and one of them laid her hand upon his
neck, and told him that neck must pay for it ere
all was done, and in that guessed right; but this
was all he suffered at that time," p. 345. There
is certainly nothing here to support the editor's
averment. Had he referred us to Sir George

him, and as the chancellor

—

Mackenzie's Memoirs,

it

would have been more

to the purpose; but Sir George is at the best a
partial witness, and he certainly did not know
There
tlie designs of these female petitioners.
is no evidence that their designs were any thing
beyond what appeared ; and the object of their

petition

was unquestionably

legal

and highly

—
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severities of the managers
summer, upon such as were
alle<fed to have been at field-conventicles,
have been already narrated and indeed every
week almost letters came down from court
ur<»'ino' a violent prosecution of them, and all
the blame of them was laid upon the comxtry
party, whereas it is generally thought that
Lauderdale himself had as much encouraged
INlultitudes \vere
conventicles as any body.
lined through aU the corners of the country.
Many considerable gentlemen in Fife were

The

ing

1674.

this

now and

[BOOK

then in houses,

is

ordered to

and the counapprehend iNIi- John
cil give warrant to
King, Ml" John Wallace, and Mr Andrew
Barton, outed ministers; and the earl of

be brought into Edinburgh

;

Athole

is

;

ordered to bring in the last to

July 21st, Mr James Drunv
mond, who had been some time imprisoned
in Edinburgh tolbooth for preaching in

Edinburgh.

set

families, is

Robert

Law,

July 28th, Mr
at liberty.
Mr John Law, Mr John

King, prisoners in the tolbooth of Edinburgh,

roughly handled; one paid two thousand
merks fine, because his lady had lodged Mr

for preaching, appear before the council,

Welsh one night in his house, tliough the
gentleman knew nothing about it, and ^vas
And many were
abroad upon business.

certification of being repute, punished,

fined for being once present at sermons in

the

fields,

when

it

near their houses.

may

be they were very

When this rigorous way

came to be known, not a few absented, and
upon noncompearance were denounced, and
their moveable

escheat

One day

was

a paper

ment house

to the

king.

upon the

parlia-

fell

fixed

door, containing up^vai-ds of a

hundred persons whose escheats were to
be sold to any who Avould purchase them,
and among them about thirty ministers,
whose escheats would not very much enrich
Such a multitude of them
the courtiers.

had they upon their hand, that they knew
not what to do with them.
Some hints of more particular hardships
of some gentlemen, ministers, and others,
have come to my hand, mostly from the
council registers this year, and I shall give

them

in so

many words.

Upon the

II.

and

are discharged to keep conventicles, under

and

pm'sued as seditious persons, and are obliged
to give each of them bond and caution for
five thousand merks, to appear when called.
September 29th, William Drumraond of
Cromlicks, some time ago a major-general,
is

ordered to enter prisoner into Dumbarton
I do not know what the managers

Castle.

had to lay to his charge, but 1 hear it was
converse with intercommuned persons, and
he was reputed to have a warm side to the
In January next, he
persecuted party.
petitions the council, complaining of his
close imprisonment,

walk about

and they permit him to

in the daytime, but order

hun

December 1st,
return at night.
George M'Cartney of Blacket, prisoner at
Dumfries for alleged accession to the rebel-

still

to

lion

1666,

is

ordered to be brought into

Edinbm-gh.
Perhaps it was in answer to one of the
grievances above narrated, that the council,

act,
26th of July 28th, " considering that by
2 sess. pari. 2. Char. IL none must preach
or teach without the bishop's license, re-

March, the laird of Quarrelton, upon his petition, gets his confinement and prison altered
from Dumbarton to Paisley, and is allov.ed

commend to and require the archbishops
walk abroad, as above. Thomas Lennox and bishops to inquire what persons in
and some others, who had been in prison their dioceses take upon them to be chapfor conventicles, the some day are liberate, lains in families, or teach in public schools,
and
I suppose by virtue of the indemnity. Upon or be pedagogues, without their license,

to

not much persecution as yet

the 14th of July, Mi- Robert Law, ^^'ho

report."

had been some time prisoner in Glasgow,
for keeping of conventicles, that is, preach-

following upon this order ; but next year
and the following, many excellent youths,

I find

very capable of their

abundance of

The construction put upon it by the
reasonable.
council, as treasonable and rebellious, was altoEd.
gether arbitrary and unwarranted.

trust,

were brought to

difficulty.

Towards the end of September, a letter
comes down to the council, restoring the

J
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archbishop of Glasgow.

Bishop Leigh-

ton had demit ted, and about this time or a
little after

in the following act of council

-71
made
1674.

iipon the receipt of

it.

died in a very retired place in

The

England.*

" Edinburgh, September 29 t/t, IGli.

king's letter will speak

word by Avord

" Forasmuch as the king's majesty, by a

* The learnp I professor of church history in
the imivprsity of Glasgow, has pointed out to
ine the foUowiiisf curious passatje in the intro(hictioii to a historical novel lately puhlished in
London, entitled " Owa'ui Goth, a tale of tlie
devolution, " in
vols.
As it is characteristic
of the archhishop and also of the times, and
hrings forward some interesting facts, I shall
" I have been particularly
insert it entire.
struck, in investigating the papers of those
ejected ministers and nonconformist divines,
which I have before me, with the diary of one
Josias C
who was chaplain in the family
of the right worshipful Sir Thomas Barnardiston towards the close of the short reign of
James the Second. I purpose, in the following
letter, to give you a few extracts from his diary
or register, as he calls it, a \vork, I assure you,
replete with both amusement and instruction.
He was a friend of archbishop Leighton, Ainsworth, Arthur Hamilton, and other learned
men of that era ; and knew Burnett, but does
not seem to have liked him.
He studied and
took his degree of M. A. at Glasgow, and I set
down, beneath, a curious account of the part he
took in the ceremony of laureation in the year
1G72.
" 1672. Apr.
of the magistrand class,"
says he, " now in the beginning of April concluded our lecturing, in order to prepare for the
ensuing laureation.
All the scholars that
designed to take their degrees assembled to
assesse one another for defraying the expenses,
chose collectors of the money assessed, and
treasurers, whereof one was for the Scotts, and
I for the English ; and also stewards to provide
gloves, and the printing of the theses one on
white satin for the patron, and an appointed
number on paper. jNIy tutor would engage me
to be publick orator at the laureation. 1 declined
it, and earnestly begged his excuse till I obtained

but he was out of town attending the earl
of Tweeddale in his last illness.
The day after
my retiu'n home came on the famous laureation
in the Trone church (the College-hall, the usual
place, not being capable to receive the number of
scholars and the grand concourse of the learned
clergy and gentry who were invited from all
parts, besides a vast multitude of spectators) ;
wherein, after our regent in the pulpit, had
prayed in Latin, and opened the design of that
solemnity in an eloquent oration, and propouiuled the theses, came on the disputations,
whert'in every clergyman and gentleman present,
or as many as would, called out what scholar
he pleased for his respondent, and opposed upon
any thesis that he read. This ^vas a long
exercise, whicdi ended, the publick orator (JNlr
L L. my chamber-fellow, an Englishman, who
accepted the office after 1 had declined it) pro-

best for

It is inserted

itself.

.*}

——

,

We

—

it.

to

But then he would not excuse my journey
Edinburgh to invite the ^andees there to

our laureation
so that I went, furnished with
gloves and theses, which I first presented to the
patron, the laird ef Colshua, upon white satin.
1 then waited upon the archbishop of Glasgow,
Dr Leighton, at his chamber in the colledge,
whereof he had been formerly master. After
presenting the service of our colledge and tutor,
and invitation to our laureation, I craved his
acceptance of the theses, which he thankfully
accepted but presenting then the fine fringed
gloves, he started back, and vvith all demonstrations of humility, excused himself as unworthy
of such a present.
I humbly urged his acceptance he still retired backward, and I pursued
him till he came to the end of the chamber, and
:

;

;

at last prevailed.

But

it

was amazing

to see

with what humble gratitude, bowing to the very
ground, this great man accepted the gloves.
This was agreeable to his whole deportment at
Glasgow, ^vhere the history of his deep humility
might fill a volume. 1 then waited on Sir
James Turner, the stewai'd of our university
afterwards on Ui* Burnet, our divinity profes;

sor,

nounced his declamation very well.

Then were

the scholars sent out into the church- yard,
waiting to be called in by the regent according

all

judgment of their degrees in learning, to
The first
be observed by the whole assembly.
call was Arthur Hamilton, a Scots gentleman,
the second, Josias
.
1 not thinking
myself worthy of that degree, put my friend,
chamber- fello^v and orator, on going in my
room ; he readily accepted it, and went in. I
waited till his turn came to be called, then as I
was going, I laid hold on iWr Ainsworth to
thrust him in my room, esteeming him a better
scholar than either of us, but he refused it, so
that I must go in, though (1 thought) before
many my betters. This being over, we all stood
Then the primar, the
in order in the church.
learned ftlr Wright, read his injunctions to us
out of the colledge statute book, pronouncing
the title of Master of Arts over us which done,
the regent concluded all with a solemn prayer
and thanksgiving. These things being ended,
all we that were officers assembled to defray all
charges and adjust all accounts, which we did
to the content of all the scholai's by whom we
were intrusted. Then all agreed to present the
But before this was
surplusage to the regent.
done, it was agreed (as usually) that every
officer should have a dollar for his pains.
I
opposed the motion, and would have paid Is. 6d.
that I had laid out at Edinburgh for two small
books, out of the colledge money ; but they
would not receive it, saying, the trouble of my
journey deserved a better gratuity. But it was
carried against my inclination for every one
to take half a dollar, which we did, though I
thought our excellent regent deserved the best
of service.
This being deducted, we presented
a large purse as oiu' valedictory, which was
thankfully accepted."
Read the foregoing extract from the diary of
this worthy neophyte, and say whether the
An archtimes are not altered quite and clean.
bishop, with all demonstrations of humility,
declining the acceptance of a pair of silk gloves
1 will
as a present too magnificent for him
say nothing of the reward of the officers' serto his

C—

:

!
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letter

council,

of

his

hand to

the

instant, has signified that

Alexander,

sion of

his privy

II.

In June and July, there
were no small heats fell in among the
bishops and their clergy about the national

church, this year.

of the 7th

date

[BOOK

upon the demis-

archbishop of

Glas- synod
but because this chapter hath
gow, 1669, his majesty did commend to already run out to so great a length, and it
Robert bishop of Dumblane the care of was September next year before they came
the diocese of Glasgow, and afterward to any issue, I'll refer them to next year.
did nominate and present the said Robert
The business of the advocates, who were
to

the

archiepiscopal

Glasgow,

of

sec

unto which, as his majesty

;

and the following laid aside for a
mere opinion in an abstract question of law,
made no small noise. It does not at all
concern my design, and I should have left
it entirely to civil historians, were it not
another instance of the arbitrary and oppresthis year

informed, he

is

was not formally translated and that now
by the demission of the said Robert, the
said archbishopric of Glasgow is become at
his majesty's gift and presentation, his majesty has thought fit on just and important
considerations, and for the good of his service
in the church, to restore, and doth restore
the said Alexander to the possession and
enjoyment of the said archbishopric of
Glasgow, and aU the rents, privileges, benefits, and immunities, superiority, casualties
and profits fl'hatsomever thereto belonging,
in as full and ample a manner as the same
are expressed and contained in his majesty's
first gift unto him under the great seal of
the kingdom; wiUiug and declaring the said
gift and disposition to be in as much force in
;

all

time coming, during his

was.

session to the parliament were lawful
Sir
John Cuningham and Sir George Mackenzie,
;

as topping lawyers as in the house, Avith a

considerable

some of the managers

may

yield ready obedience.

before,

all

points."

how and from

storation

It is

was made
lie

here

my lord Halneed not seek law for it,

confidently affirmed, that

ton replied, "
is

We

the king's letter, and that

ficient."

is

suf-

The matter was patched up next

year, in a submission of the nonconforming

The

advocates.

—We have heard
Upon

this

parliament as the foundation of the sentence.

I shall end my accounts of this year with
a short hint at the procedure of presbyterian ministers this year and the follov^ing,

w'h?d springs this re-

was brought about.

and

by from their office. Wlien the sentence
against them Mas a forming. Sir John Nisbet
demurred a little upon it, and desired the
president might put in some law or act of

lords of his majesty's privy council ordain

accordingly in

;

a crime, and that party were obliged to

and pm'poses, as he had never made a
demission; and ordains this letter to be
recorded in the books of privy council, and
them to pass an act thereupon, that all concerned

number of advocates, happened

to differ in their opinion in this point from

to all intents

life,

The question
Whether appeals from the lords of the

sive procedure of this reign.

the 3d

keeping as good a correspondence among

of December, he was admitted a privy coun-

for

and the reviving of the severities in
tlie west country, against the Presbyterians
for some years, are very much chargeable
upon him. Little other thing offers itself,

themselves as possible, and licensing young

sellor

;

men

directly relative to the suflf'erings of this

vices,

I

and the large purse to the regent, which

was accepted

— The

witli thunlifiiliiess."

rnatter

of the gloves remind us of the high esteem
which queen Elizabeth lelt and expressed for
the valuable gift of the first pair of silk stockings
in England.
The lapse of fourscore
years did not render the present of the gloves
more of a common article to the humble aichbishop.
Our historian does not seem to have
known that Lcighton did not die till June

frequently

made

JeSi.—Ed.

.

to be serviceable

when

the elder sort

were di-opping off; and I shall give all the
accounts I have for these two years together
in this place, from some papers drawn up by
their meetings, which have come to my
hand, and will be a specimen both of their
Prescare and priulence at this jimcture.
byterian ministers,indulged and not indulged,

met among themselves

as they

best could, and put several promising

men,

who had

young

prosecuted their studies in

\

i

1

I

some years, upon their trials, and,
upon finding them qualified, licensed them

private

CHAP.
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preach the gospel;

and, as they liad

them

to preach iu those

opportunity, sent

were most
and excited vacant congregations to
call them; and, upon the people's call, ordained them with all the solemnity the ill-

273

cepted by any pai'ticular brethren,
till

^

advertisement be given to the

places of the country \^here they

several societies of such an offer, that their

\v'anted,

thoughts thereupon may be returned by their
delegates or letters, as they shall think expe-

ness of the times alloi\'ed.

cannot give a

dient ; and that ministers therein, as in other

communi jjresbyterorum consdio. 5. That we endeavour to
ministers took to preserve a succession of keep correspondence \\ith gentlemen and
ministei's in this cliurch, and to keep up the judicious elders, as they are to be had.
G.
piu'ity and harmony of it, than from their That neither actual ministers, nor licentiate
own papers and the rules they agreed upon; young men, settle \Yith a people without conand this does not appear to me altogether sent of the meeting in the bounds. 7. That
improper for a history of this nature. The ministers, as they have access, have a special
things, subject themselves

account of the pains these worthy

better

meeting-

first

I

these purposes,

I find for

is

at

The presby-

respect to their particular flocks, without

sent more or fewer delegates to Edinburgh, to

common concernment and
work. These preceding articles the brethren
thought fit to recommend tothe consideration

reason and agree upon rules and overtiu-es

of the several societies, without imposing-

Edinburgh, iu June

this year.

teriau ministers inevery corner of the church

which were to be transmitted to the several
meetings of ministers up and doivn the country and the product of this meeting will be
best known by the paper of overtures they
agreed upon, and transmitted to their breth:

ireu,

M'hich

I

here insert.

prejudice to the

upon

their judgments, that they

may

send

their thoughts of these overtures with their

delegates to the next meeting,

Wednesday of October

upon the

third

next, 1G74."

Jointly with these overtures, the mate-

of an addi'ess to the government were

rials

transmitted to the several associatioas of

Overtures agreed upon in a meeting of delegate ministers from several places of the

Mngdom, June,
"

IG74.

The brethren did unanimously agree,

1.

their judgment might be
returned thereupon, and the reader probably will be satisfied to have it, as what

ministers, that

contains the sense of several A\'orthy minis-

that there be a serious endeavour for a suc-

ters at this time,

cession of presbyterian ministers, and re-

tliis

<;ommend it to the several societies to think
of the most effectual way to make this practicable.
2.
Some brethren present were
desired to write unto

brethren iu several

places, to associate themselves in their re-

spective bounds ; and that brethren

meet by

correspondents Avho live in the bounds of

A^as

upon the circumstances of

church, though, as far as

I can
never brought to any bearing.

find, it

Materials of an address.
"After too long silence, being

much pressed

with the present condition of the church of
God through the land, we cannot but adven-

with

they travel among the people, to warn them

all humility and submission, to ofyour lordships' consideration, some few
of the many heavy pressures under Avhich she
and we groan, beseeching your lordships to
have compassion upon us,and by your authority to relieve and help us from under them.
" 1. It cannot but be grievous to us, that al-

and dangers of the
and to exhort them to seek for things
that make for peace, and whereby they may
edify one another.
4. That it be carefully
provided, that no offer from the state, in
order to church affairs, be rejected or ac-

though we are not conscious to ourselves of
any disloyalty, either in principles or in practice, yet we and others of our persuasion have
been, these years past, kept under a cloud
of disfiivour, whereby we have been exposed
to many sad inconveniences and sufferings.

one

synod, for

actings.

3.

the

greater

haraiony in

That there be a care had

in

the several meetings, as they have access, to

send preachers where the

necessity and

desires of the people require them, and, as

faithfully of the evils

time,

II.

ture,

fer to

2

M

;

"

2.

1674.
table

We

regret, that

alterations

much abounded, and

by the lamen- cing of Christianity,) yet there are fe^v or no
have been endeavours or effectual means used to re-

religion in the practice

thereof hath been exceedingly shaken, and
the tender and conscientious people of the

who

could not subject thereto, have

strain the seducers, or reclaim their deluded

followers.
"
humbly therefore beseech yoin- lord-

We

by the love you bear to Jesus Christ,
whose tribunal we must all quickly
stand, to remove these and other sad evils,
under which the Lord's servants and people
heavily groan, that so the gospel may have
a free course, and the starving souls of the

ships,

before

undergone, and to this day are lying under

poor people

many

of

sad things.

We humbly crave leave to represent to

"3.

your lordships, how
civil

hath been
acknowledge the

afflicting it

to us, that our readiness to

11.

that

made upon this church, in the change of the
government thereof, and introducing of pre
lacy, contrary to the word of God, and our
solemn covenants and vows to the most high
God, atheism, profanity, and looseness, have

land,
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supremacy of the magistrate, not only

in things civil, but also as to things ecclesi-

according to the scriptiu'es, and confes-

may be

relieved with the bread

and may bless your lordships, when
they have access with peace and freedom,
after their wonted manner, to enjoy their
This, we doubt not, will consouls' food.
life,

tribute

much

to the establishment of his

majesty's throne, and will bring

many

bless-

upon your lordships and your families,
sions of the protestant churches, is not taken and will encoiuvage us more and more to
off oiu' hand as a sufficient test of our loyalty, deport ourselves with all affection and loyunless we give to him that which we cannot alty to his majesty, and will not a little
grant, as v^'e Atould not be found guilty of make way for your lordships' peace, in the
enci'oaching upon the sovereign authority of day when the Lord will come to call every
astic,

Jesus Christ, the alone king and head of his
church, which we humbly conceive is griev-

ously encroached upon.
" 4.
with much sorrow bcAvail the great

We

obstructions that have been laid in the

way

of preaching the gospel, by ministers called
to that

(who

work by

the church of Scotland,

find themselves

imder a necessity to

preach the gospel upon all hazards) from
which it is that ignorance and looseness have

abounded, with

who

many other evils and others,
;

(from single respect to the gospel, and

not from any the least disrespect to authorhave adventured upon preaching and

ity)

ings

one of us to an account."
These materials and the above overtures
were transmitted up and down the countrj',
and were generally fiiUen in with by minis-

and additions and amendments made
The only copy I have met with
of the return of particular meetings, unto
the next general meeting, is from Paisley,

ters,

to them.

and

I

think

it

deserves a

room

here, as

containing a further view of the sentiments

of some very worthy

and so

it

men

at this jimct'ure

stands as a note.*

* rresbijler!/ of Paisley's

sense of the overtures,
September 29, 1674.
Mr Hugh Peebles and Mr William Enclfs,
have been exposed to many and great misare by the brethren appointed delegates to the
takes, and sore troubles.
meeting of correspondents at Edinburgh, and
" 5. That a great number of young men, empowered and cominissionate to declare their
to the overtures and materials in the
God hath fitted for the work of the agreement
sense underwritten, and in other new cases to
ministry, by wliose labours many souls might consult and report.
To the first ovei'ture, as we heartily agree that
be gained to Christ Jesus, are kept useless
young men (as Providence otters occasion of
now when the harvest is great, and that only them) upon trial had of their piety, orthodox}',
because they cannot subject to the trials and and abilities, and being found qualified, be licenso we
tiate by presbyteries as probationers
ordination of prelates.
earnestly wish a succession of godly and able
" 6. That although there be an observable presbyterian ministers may be carefully seen
which, it is
and prodigious growth of popery and quake- unto "in all due ways. In order to
our judgment, 1st, Tliat none be ordained witiirisra (which is upon the mafctsr a renoun- out a particular charge, at least until tlie lawful-

hearing, not without an encouraging blessing

whom

;
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These were the thouo^hts of the brethren
I
upon what Mas sent them.
have not seen the sentiments of any others,
neither do I know whether the meeting- of
correspondents had liberty to meet at Edinof Paisley

ministers

was

there,

and

in other

places they scarce had the liberty to

meet

togetlier;

country

I

167-1.

and the brethren in the west

find following out this

good work

the beginning of the next year. Because the

burgh in October, as they designed: perhaps subject is the same, I l)ring it inhere, that
they did not, at least I have seen no accounts the ^1 hole relating to this may be together.
of their procedure, and we will just now find There was a meeting for a synodical correanother meeting pressed by the ministers of spondence, at Glasgow, January sJOth, 1675,
the west country. This business then of and they give their sense of the foremenagreeing upon general rules, for management

tioned articles, remitting them further to

seems to have
insensibly dropt into the hands of the ministers in the bounds of the synod of lillasgo\v.

tl.e

Indeed the greatest number of presbyterian

ed in a note.*

ness and expediency of ordaining to an indefinite
and ambulatory ministry, be further considered
by the presbyteries, and allowed by the iinaniirious consent of the general ('orrespondents.
adly, That where a congreijatioii is vacant, and
the i)oo()le harmoniously calling an aj)proven
man to be their minister, and engage to maintain
and adhere to him as their minister, and he being
willing to embrace the charge, in that case (no
otlier manifest obstruction appearing) he may
and should, being tried aiul found fit, be ordained
by the presbytery of the bounds it being always
])rovided, that the whole business be (tarried on
in an orderly way, as formerly wont to be, agreeably to our pi-esbyterian priucij)Ies, except where
necessity compels to recede iVovn any of the
To the second, the first
usual circumstances.
branch thereof we approve, adding that we judge
it fit that they and every other association be

agrees, provided

fixed and distinct in their members, as wont to
be formerly ; and for the second branch as we
agree, there be synodical correspondence, so we
til ink it expedient for the interim, that it be done
by tv.'o delegates from each presbytery, and three
or four times a year at least, and that their power
be only consultative till further settlement. To
the tli'ird we agree, it being always provided,
that in warning the people of the evils of the
times there be no reflections upon therest of their
bn'thren, and that no association, without mani-

them.

at this

dillicult

juncture,

:

and extraordinary necessity, send preachers
any people within the bounds of another

fest

to

without their consent. To the fourth.
agreed unto, understanding it of an offer of
public concern, and providing the advertisement
and return of judgments mentioned be done sine
after
mora, at least within the space of
To the fifth agrees; yea, that elders
the offer.
place
in
our
be restored in due time to their
respective meetings.
To the sixtli we agree;
adding that we think it fit also, that no stranger
take upon them to preach or baptize within the
bounds of any of (Mir associations, without the
allowance of one or more of the ministers of the
bounds ; nor is any minister or expectant to
])reach or baptize at all, (except occasionally,)
within the bounds of a ju'esbyterian minister's
parish, without his consent, nor to go any where
through the country jireaching, without the
direcii(m of the presbytery, whereof themselves
are members, to whose regulation they should
and must be subject herein. To the seventh
a'isociation,

It

is

presbytery's consideration.

What was

done at Glasgow, will best appear from a
copy from their minutes, which i have add-

it be not interpreted to oblige
ministers already settled otherwhere, to desert
present station, and to return to their
former charge, without an open door of regress,
and that
at the jcdgment of their brethren
upon the other hand it allow not any to continue
unfixed, 'who may have an open door to the
settled exercise of their ministry, at the judgment of their brethren.

their

;

Addenda.
be agreed upon and inviolably
observed, that the meeting of the general correspondents be constitute of two oi- three delegates
from every dassis, and that they meet twice a
year or ol'tener, pro re ?iat(i.
2. That the names of the members of each

That

1.

it

association be sent to the meeting of synodical
corres])ondence, and the constitution of the
classes be liable to be judged and determined by
S. TV.^t for harmony's sake, and the free
course of the gospel, there be henceforth no
preaching nor writing ai;ainst one another, nor
upon any matter of common concernment, without the allowance at least of the respective associations.
4. That at the ordination of ministers, they
be taken bound to adhere to, and maintain the
reformed religion of the church of Scotland, iu
docti-iiie, worship, discipline, and government,
as it is contained in the scriptures, summarily
held forth iu oiu- Confession of Faith and Catechisms, and Kworn to in our covenant.
Deliberando.
1. What is to be accounted a vacant parish,
whereunto an-.inister may be ordained.
2. That some expedients be thought upon for
callitig the meeting of general correspondents
pro re nala.
As to the materials of the address, we heartily
agree that there be an address vigorously prosecuted, and that these or other materials be put
into I'orm ; but if an address cannot be unanimously accorded, that some way of public testimony and warrant bo thought upon, and brought
as far length as can be to be remitted to the
several societies to give their thoughts upon, and
to be brought to as speedy a conclusion as may be.
'

Articles agreed on at liiemeeti)ig of minister.':,
January 20, 1675.

Delegates from the presbytery of Ayr, hviiic.
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These resolutions and recommendations are the sense of a good

number of

ministers

met

at (xlasgow

;

yet

they are remitted to the further consideration of particular associations.

I

Paisley, Glasgow, and Hamilton, being met in a
synodical coiTespondeuce, to consider of matters
of their common concernment, and taking the
overtures propounded by the meeting at Edinburgh to consideration, the unanimous sense of
the several associations, after collation, is found
to be as follovveth, which yet was remitted to the
several presbyteries, to be further considered.
As to the first overture we are agreed, 1st,
That students of theology, as Providence oifers
occasion of them, be carefully seen to in their
breeding, and upon trial had of their piety, orthodoxy, and abilities, they being found qualified,
be licentiate by presbyteries as probationers.
2diy, That a succession of able and godly prcsbj'teriau ministers be carefully seen to all indue
ways, and by fit means. In order to which, it
is judged proper, 1st, That none be ordained
without a particular charge, until the matter of
ordaining to an indefinite ministry be further
considered by the several presbyteries. 2d, That
where a congregation is vacant, and a sufficient
call had of an approven man to be minister there,
he being willing to embrace tlie charge, and the
people engaging to maintain, subject themselves,
and adhere to him as their minister, he may and
should, being tried and found fit, and no other
manifest obstruction appearing, be ordained by
the presbytery of the bounds, or in case there be
none, by the next adjacent presbytery. Sdly,
That where the plurality or considerable part of
a parish does desire a faithful minister, they be
also provided for according to order, asaforesaid.
4thly, That at the ordination of ministers, they
be taken bound to adhere to and maintain the
reformed religion of the church of Scotland, in
doctrine, worship, discipline, and government,
as it is contained in the scriptures, and summarily held forth in our Confessions of Faith
and catechisms, and sworn to in our covenants.
To the second, the first branch thereof is allowed, adding, that we think it fit, that these and
every other association be fixed, and distinct in
their members
and for the second branch it is
agreed there be synodical correspondence, and
thought fit that it be done for the inLerim by two
delegates from each presbytery, and thrice a
year or oftencr, jtroreiiata, and that> till further
settlement, their power be only consultative pro
prima vice in matters, till their proposals be taken
back to presbyteries, and the presbyteries' judgment or commission to conclude them be had.
To the third it is agreed unto. To the fourth:
it is still left under consideration till next synodical meeting.
To the fifth agrees ; yea, that elders be restored in due time to their place in our
respective meetings. To the sixth agrees, adding,
that we think it fit also that no stranger take
upon them to preach or baptize within the
bounds of any of our associations, without the
allowance of one or more of the ministers of the
bounds.
To the seventh it is conceived, that
the respect therein mentioned should for the
:

:

above,

is

II.

a few exceptions against what

by a

particular

minister,

is

and the

presbytery of Paisley's sense of them at two
meetings; both which I give, that the reader
all come to my hand upon this
The first stands, as under.* Those
exceptions seem to be from a minister who

know not may have

whether they met at Strathaven in June, as
M as ajjpointed. All I have further on this

:

subject,

[BOOK

head.

time reach so far, as that
already employed either in
other vacant charge, should
charge, or as near thereunto

each minister not
own or some

his

repair to his own
as may be, or as he
can attain tolerable accommodation and access to
the exercise of his ministry ; yet so as that, in
regard of the great necessity of desolate places,
and paucity of honest ministers, he may be ready
to help other needful places as he shall be particularly called, or have the advice of the meeting
where he resides ; and for making this further
practicable, that such ministers preaching elsewhere, deal with these parishes to invite and
encourage their own ministers home, and deal
with others to agree with some qualified person
for their supply, with the consent of the presbytery.

Moreover, the brethren delegates thought fit,
Imo, It be agreed upon and inviolably observed,
that the meeting of general correspondents be
constitute of two or three delegates from every
classis, and that they meet twice a year or oftener, ])ro re nata.
2do, That the names of the
members of each association be sent to the meeting of synodical correspondence, and the constitution of the classes be liable to be judged and determined by them. Stio, That, for harmony's
sake, and the free course of the gospel, there be
henceforth no preaching nor writing against one
another, nor upon any matter of public concernment, without the allowance at least of their
respective associations.
F"urther it is recom^r
mended to the several meetings to bring in the
names of the expectants within their bounds, to
the synodical meeting.
It is also thought fit,
that ministers that are not in charge preach
sometimes with their brethren that be in charge,
upon their invitation, and that these in charged©
sometimes, as conveniency allows, preach in congregations that want, upon the people's invitation.
It is recommended to the brethren of

Glasgow to write to Messrs Robert Law, Robert
James Walkinshaw, and Thomas Mel-

Mitchell,

ville, to associate themselves together, to take
care of the bounds of the presbytery of Dumbarton.
Recommends it likewise to Messrs Andrew Morton, Alexander Jamison, and .John
I5aird, to write a letter to the brethren of the
east, for drawing on a meeting of general correspondence.
It is agreed that the next general
meeting be at Strathaven, upon the first Tuesday of June. Lastly, Recommends it to
Patrick Simpson to correspond with the brethren of Argyle, to draw them to correspond with
the general meeting of other synods.

Mr

* Exceptions by a particular minister.

As to the inscription, they are not the unanimous sense of the several associations, on the overtures, and that because several particulars in the
former paper were not so much as debated and
concluded in some associations, let itbe committed
to their delegates as tJieir sense.
As, Imo.

.
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batli been dissatistied \\ ith the indulj^ence,
and not so cordial for an union Avith the
brethren who had freedom to embrace it.
I end this account with the sentiments of

the brethren in Paish^y,

meetings this year,

at

two

and they

different

ai'e

added

managed with that unity, harmony,
1674.
and caution, as their ciicumstances
would be.ar. According to tliese regulations
they generally acted, till piece by piece their

was retrenched, and divisions and
among themselves. I

liberty

jealousies broke in

only add further, that as they took care of

below.*

From
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those

we may understand

the groat

tilings

among- themselves so they took hold

presbyterian ministers, to have matters as

upon every handle that offered, for the
bettering of the manners and practice of

near the constitution of this church, and

this dissolute age,

care and caution exercised by the remaining

and putting a stop

to the

The brethren resuming the consideration of
overtures at Glasgow agreed further, as
and not the
their

That about the power of synodical correspondenis, that it shall only be consultative,

authoritative.
2do, The explication of the
respect mentioned in the seventh overture,
which seems to restrict it to ministers who
have not accepted of the state's indulgence. As
to the explicatory addition on the second overture on the second branch, it seems not con1st,
sonant to our presbyterian principles.
Because there being a constitution of presbyteries
of
ministers,
by the election of several meetings
uniting together for the good of the gospel, and
acting authoritatively for the good of the same,
they are bound, by the institution of churches,
to associate and meet in more general assemblies,
for the common good of the church within their
bounds to exercise that same authority to which
all are bound to be subject ; for it is one and the
same authority, whether it be more extended or
Sdl)', The meeting
reatrai.'ied as to its object.
of ministers in ordinary, whether lesser or
greater for the advantage of the gospel in the
bounds where they exer(;ise statedly their ministry, have that authority flowing immediately
from their office, and the institutions and precepts of Christ in his word; and it is not in the
power of ministers or people by any agreement
to alter the same, their conclusions agreeing
"With the wordj do bind all ministers and professors to obedience, so that this explanation looks
not agreeable to Matthew xviii.
Prudentials
are not to be preferred to commands and institutions.
Upon the agi-eement anent the fifth
overture, f/uo'titur. What is meant by restoring
of elders in due time, supposing as if it were
not now?
Upon the agreement on the sixth
overture, qit<vritur, What is understood by stranger ministers, whether those without this
church, or without the bounds of the respective
associations, if not fixed members thereof; the
explanation allowed as to the former, not as to
the latter ?
Concerning the explanation of the
seventh overture, giicerilur,
are understood
hy ministers employed in their own, or other
<'harges, whether these that have accepted the

Who

state's
*

indulgence?

Presbi/lcn/ of Pahley's sense of the arlides,
November 18, 167o.
'

The brethren

agree to what is overtured in
overture, except the third
article thereof, which is referred to further
consideration ; also they think fit, that instead
ol the word "meetings" in tlie first article, be
put the word " presbyteries." What is said to
the s^ecoud branch of the second overture, is
referred to further consideration.
reference to the

first

follows

:

— That

as to

the third article

is, that in this extraordinary case of
the church, such congregations as want a godly
presbyterian minister, where they or a considerable part of them do desire it, pains be taken to
provide.such an one among them, whether an
actual minister that hath not access to his own
charge, or an expectant, as aforesaid, in the sense
of tTie synodical correspondents, on the fiist
overture. Further, it is referred to the consideration of the synodical correspondents, what is to
be done for supply of congregations, whose minister is indulged to preach in another congregation than their own, and that congregation is
desolate, or have only a conformist incumbent
that they do not submit luito ; also what is to
be done by and for congregations, whose ministers being by the people and their brethren
desired, do not come to supply them. As to the
•second branch of the second overture it is our
mind that the meeting of synodical correspondents have power to conclude and decide authoritatively, in things within their own bounds;
only that any new case, or of common concernment, that the several meetings have not had
their thoughts of, be referred back to their
consideration, that, according to the more general
mind of tlie meetings, things may be the more
satisfyingly and unanimously determined in the
next synodical meeting, and submitted to by all

judgment

accordingly.
What is said upon the sixth
overture is referred to further explication, if it
extend to occasional preaching of known ministers among people that have not a settled
presbyterian minister, or if it be not also with
a reservation of the occasional supply of such
vacancies on the desire of the people, by brethren of our own presbyteries or synod. Unto the
first overtui'e it is added, that we humbly conceive, that where a congi'egation desireth to be
supplied or settled %vith a godly minister, and
there are found difficulties in the case by the
presbytery of the bounds, it should be referred
to the meeting of synodical correspondents;
which, if it be interrupted or delayed, or be not
to meet so soon as the case requires, the presbytery may call some next neighbour presbytery
to join with them for their assistance. (Glasgow
brethren add, that upon a reference made by
the pi rsbytery of the bounds to the next adjacent
presbytery they may go about the same. ) Jt is
referred to the correspondents ^vhat ^vay is to
be taken with the brethren, who in the bounds
of a presbytery do not associate, and w'xW in>t

keep meetings with them.

—
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was now so ramcurbed by the
establislied clergy.
They went as for this
way in their sessions and other meetinfifs, as
their circumstances allowed them to exercise
discipline and to help Avhat was wanting- in
this, where they had gentlemen in tlieir
congregations aa ho Avould join ^y\th them,
they constituted them reformers of manners,
in the terms of the above mentioned act of
parliament.
I shall annex here the tenor of
the commission for this effect, given by Mr
Thomas Wylie and the session of Fenwick,
toRowallan younger, from the original copy
before me, and Avith it end this chapter.
]f>-i

pi'ofaucness that

pant,

and so

little

:

At Fenwick, December
"

The

Avliilk

session of

2(f,

167-1.

da)% the heritors and kirk

Fenwick convened, by

virtue of

the 22d act of the 3d session of the 2d pari,

King Charles

of

II.

entitled

profaneuess,' of the date

'

we do nominate William Muir

of

Rovvallan younger, residenter Avithia the
said parish, as most fit to execute the penal
statutes of several acts of parliament against

cursing, swearing, and other protaneuesses

exprest in the foresaid act, and other acts
therein specified and did, likeas, by those
:

present this

and earnestly desire
Rowailan elder to
unanimous nomination of the

said William

Muir younger of Rowailan,

presents do appoint,

WiUiara

]\Iair

of

to

the effect foresaid, to the right honourable
and noble lord the eai'l of Eglintoun, bailie

of Cuniugham, and to entreat his lordship
to grant commission in terms of foresaid act,

and a deputation to the
of Rowailan younger,

come forward

said
for

William Muir
convening the

persons transgressors of the foresaid statutes

cution in the folloAving year.
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This year produceth no great alterain the

tion

circumstances in the

sufiering party in Scotland.

them

ac-

In Avitness of the premises,

have subscribed these presents," &c.*
is time now to go on to Avhat is more di-

Ave
It

1675.

CouA'enticles

continued, yea, grew, and the bisho])S and
council were not wanting in their efforts

them and the ncAV and illegal experiment of garrisons up and doAvn, begins
against

;

to be

executed in this period.

many

ministers

several gentlemen

not so

much

A

good

are intercommuned, and

and others are persecuted,

for their breach of the laws, as

for their adhering tothe presby terian interest.

posed by archbishop Leighton, and also in the
Of this eminent man I\lr Law
indulgence.
has given us the following notice
" INIarch 1st,
1674i,
dyed suddenly, that eminent minister,
Mr George Hutcheson, being about 59 years,
:

—

at Irvine, having examined all day before some
of the people of his parish, and took his supper
as he used, and after his first sleep fell exceeding
utiAvell, and in two hours' tyme was removed,
thus
as Avas thought by a plurisie of blood
Avas a
the church lost an eminent light.
man much Aveighted Avith the wofull divisions
of our times, and yet had no less measured out
to him than others of the wortliies of the
church of Scotland that went before him, even
reproach and evill speaking, so that I truely
think reproach broke his heart ; and Avhen he
Avas gone, except by those of Avhom Avisdom is
justified, his death was but by few mourned for ;
so that it Avas truly verified of hijn - the rightIt
eous perish, and no man lays it to heart.'
is the same Avho emitted learned and useful
:

He

the minor prophets, Job, and
the evangel] of John, and avI)o Avas minister at
Edinburgh before our troubles fell in." p. 65.
Like Joseph Caryl, his pre<'ursor in the same
line, Mr Hutcheson selected the book of Joli as
a favourite theme for lecture, and his book
Fortycontains the substance of 3K) lectures
five of his sermons on the i.SOth Psalm Avere
published at Edinburgh from his IMSS. in IC98.
The only part of his Avritings that I have
perused is his work on the minor propliets. On
a subject confessedly difficult, he exhibits a
richness of thought and a judiciousness of illustration seldom surpassed,
i lie work is a standing pro!if that our covenanting ancestors, notwitlistandiiig all the disadvantages under Avhich
they laboured, could think and Avrite in a far
better style than the readers of " the Scotch
Presbyterian Eloquence" might be led to sup-

comments upon

!

against profaneness, and to judge

cording to law.

and to

to the account of the perse-

September 1G72,

according to the appointment of tlie
foresaid act, nominate, likeas, by these pre-

Sir

rectly the subject of this history,

II.

act against

did,

sents

BOOK
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• Among the eminent men who died in (lie
course of this year, our historian has omitted to
notice the death of Mr George Hutcheson, one
of the ministers of Edinburgh, so justly esteemed
by all his brethren, and who acted so conspicuous
a part in tiie matter of the accommodation pro-

pose.

— Ed.

;
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and liberties of tlieir country. In Fiij^land,
no small endeavours were used with the
king- to make him quit Lauderdale, but in
vain ; and in Scotland, the debates amonjr
the episcopal clergy, which began last year,
These, with some
are brought to a period.

times people of years would come to
ministers,

1G75.

and bemoan then* want of

baptism, and, after instruction, received

the edification of many.

it,

to

Others had their

aud
and confess them,

secret sins set in order before them,

A^ould

come

to ministers

I

and offer public satisfaction for thinn. Now
and then conformist ministers (;anie, and,

by terians this year

bring in the proper sufferings of pres; and in the other, glance

aud, as circumstances allowed, actually did

at other incidents

which may give so-me profess theirsorrowfor joining in the present

more

transient things

of

subject
sliall

two

lulling- in,

may

In the

sections.

light to the history of this time,

be the
first,

till

it

be

after the forenoon's sei-mon, offer tliemsel ves,

course of defection.

In sevei-al places they

and likewise in some forsook their churches, changed their way,
measure clear up the circumstances of pres- and, upon their candid acknowledgments,
Mere received by the ministers preaching in
bytorians.
the fields, and were as welcome to the
people as any.
Indeed the laws and their
execution were so severe, that not many
set in its

due

Contain'uif)

light,

an account of the

and

conventicles tins year,

persecittion

of gentlemen of estates ventured to come to

the harsh treat-

ment of presbyterian noblemen,

ministers,

these field meetings, this being present ruin
to their families

but their

:

a few of very good fashion,

gentlemen and others.

ladies,

and not

w ere daily attend-

ants, and the common people were very
Notwithstanding of the rigorous and ua- numerous. Several ministers and preachers

precedented laws, made in the former years, joined these named in the former years
and the work of the gospel did very much

against preaching- and hearing the gospel in

houses and

fields

yet this year, meetings

;

to hear presbyterian ministers

ere very

^^

and un-

advance for two or three years, and multitudes of souls were gained to Christ.

there

These meetings were so numerous and
many places, that our statesmen
could not reach them all, and found it
necessary to overlook what they could not
help.
The bishops indeed violently pushed
prosecutions, and, we shall hear, got somewhat done. They had several of the soldiers,

might be a kind of affectation to be in the
fields, where there Mas not an absolute

and some others up and down the country,
M-hom they kept in pay and their business

necessity, people being easier there in the

was, to catch,

if

summer time

preached in the

fields,

numerous, especially in the

fields

;

Edinburgh and some other towns,
In
there were but few sermons in houses.
most places up and down the country, there
were not houses capacious enough for the
numbers that now came to hear though I
less in

;

shall not say,

but, in

:

some

places,

but, generally speaking-, the

frequent in

;

possible,

There were spies at
found opportunity, essayed to catch at the next meeting,
This obliged
especially in coming or going.
many to come to hear the gospel with arms,

violence of the soldiers, and the numbers of

active of the hearers.

them

some meetings, and,

the hearers, forced

to the

open

fields.

must be owned, even by adversaries, that
success, and many rc^markable, yea,
extraordinary conversions and changes did
accompany the labours of presbyterian ministers, at this time, up and down the country.
Many were pricked at the heart, and
cried out, " IMen and brethren, what shall
It

much

we do

to

be

saved

!"

And

their

after-

practice evidenced their repentance \vas not

to be

repented

of;

and the

Lord gave
Some-

testimony to the word of his gTace.

ministers avIio

or some of the most
as they

own defence and some scufiley
ensued in several places, so that the country resembled war as much as peace and
Avhen sudden attempts were made by soldiers

for their

;

:

and

wonder some indiscreamong the suffering people.

spies, it is little

tions fell out

Indeed

it

Avas

was no more of

matter
this

of wonder there

than was,

if,

upon the

;
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one hand, we reflect upon the violence and injustice of the attackers;

and,

upon the

other, that ministers preached

^without judicatories to overlook them, and

might thus he in hazard to deliver their own
opinion in difficult and emergent cases, with
somewhat of their own spii-it mixed «'ith it, at
least so as people might mistake them and
no douht there were mistakes of this kind,
and some ran lengths far beyond any thingpreached to them. Yet it is certain there
;

was very little of this at this time, and for
some years, until the differences among presl)yterians were heightened, and the flame
blown up, partly by enemies, and partly by
the warmth of some friends; and at length
some hearers inclined to set up for judges
and directors in controversies, more than
disciples, as

may be noticed

in

its

own place.

However, the gospel in the hands of the
outed ministers had a free course at this
time, and many were turned unto righteousness through many places on the south
side of Tay, people were almost as much
watered, and the gospel as generally
preached, by the indulged in the churches,
and their brethren in the fields, as if presbytery had been settled.
Meanwhile their
adversaries were not idle, and the council
take several various methods to stop and
discourage conventicles; and some ministers
and others were severely enough treated,
and some very exorbitant fines exacted in
some places. I come now to particulars,
and shall first run through the procedure of
the council, and then the more particular
sufterings and prosecutions.
It was in March this year, that complaints
are tabled by the prelates to the council, of
some conventicles in Edinburgh, near Bathgate, and in other places.
Orders are given
to the lord Ross his troop, to march in
difterent parties, and suppress them, and
seize all they can meet M'ith, in the terms of
:

former

acts.
It seems the
ministers got
out of the ^YHY, at least no accounts of any
taken at this time are come to my hand.

The town

of Edinburgh, upon the

1

March, are fined in a hundred pounds

ster-

kept

conventicles alleged

to be

and the magistrates,
by virtue of the bond they gave at their

Avithin their liberties

election, are obliged to

reparation

oft'

and have

it,

the houses where they were

And upon

kept.

pay

II.

the 12th of March, the

council order four companies of foot, and a

troop of horse to quarter at Glasgow, for
the easier suppressing of conventicles.

ToA\ards the end of May, a party of soldiers,
seized Mr John King near by the
house of Cardross, were set upon by some
country people, and he rescued, ^vhich made

who had

a great noise, and was the occasion of a great

my

deal of trouble to

its

lord Cardross,

a\

hich

afterwards more fuUy narrate in

shall

I

own room

;

here

only notice

shall

I

from the government,
which were not small. Accounts were soon
transmitted to court by the prelates, and a
letter came from the king to the council,
dated June 12th, "complaining of this attempt upon his forces, and the rescue of
the consequents of

Mr John

it

King, and of the increase of conand East-Lothian

venticles in Teviotdale

that the indulged ministers kept

and

disorderly

there

communions

;

numerous

that lately

was a meeting of the indulged and

outed presbyterian ministers,
out orders for keeping of

«ho

fasts,

issued

and other

as if they had been a
and requires the council to inquire into these disorders, and to summon all
the counsellors to be present that some order
may be taken anent them." That the indulged kej)t communions I have no question,
but have learned nothing of this meeting of

illegal injunctions,

judicatory

:

—

presbyterian ministers here mentioned,unless
it

be a meeting of the indulged ministers in

the shire of Ayr, of which afterwards.

summer was most

find this

of the ground

the fruits

;

I

threatening to

and

it

is

very

would give it as their
the Lord was to be applied to by

probable, ministei's

mind, that

and humihation in this extraordinary
by these who would join with them in
their congregations.
Probably someiihat of
this may have given rise to the councirs

fasting
case,

appointing a fast in July, the act appointing

which

I

have insert in a note,* as being what

1th of

ling

for
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CounciVs act for a fust, July

15, 1675.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of tin;

;

lai'Ji,

whom

to all
it

and sundry our

eti'eirs,

greeting

:

and subjeits
Forasmuch as ihe

lieges

CHAP.
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some of

my
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readers

may

be willing to see.

According' to this letter, the council order
the archbishop of Glasgow, lord privy seal,

281

majesty's letter directed to us of the
'
'
l-2th of Jime last, we did appoint
a committee of our number to consider the
same, and to propose the most eflectual

and Linlithgow, the president
meet and inquire into .all expedients for preventing the disorders
these heads in his majesty's letter, with mentioned therein, and others of that
very large powers and 1 find, next council nature; who having had frequent meetings
day, no doubt by a proposal from this com- thereupon, and mad.' a report to us of their
mittee, the advocate, June 22d, is ordered procedure and opinion, we did conclude and
to form a libel against my lord Cardross and pass the acts following.
earls of Argyle

and advocate,

to

;

" Whereas there being divers outed
Mr John King's rescue. And
same committee fall upon the overture, ministers and others, since his majesty's late
which proved afterwards so troublesome to proclamation, March 2-1 th, 167-1', denounced
t!ie coimtry, to set up garrisons, of which
fugitives for not compearing before the
more just now. The best account I <;an council, to ansAver for preaching or being at
give of the council's procedure, will be from field conventicles, we ordered that letters of
tiicir own narrative in a letter to Lauderdale,
intercommuning should be directed against
others, for

this

July loth this year, \vhich
"
" In

May

it

I

here insert.

all these persons, seeing all other courses
hitherto taken had beeu ineffectual.
" Whereas the council, by an act 2Sth of

please your grace,

and

obedience,

conform

to

his

Almighty GoiJ, in his niost wise and righteous
providence, afttr tiie sinful abuse of his most
signal mercies of the blessed gospel, of our own
and our subjects' wonderful deliverance from
tlie yoke of usurpation and
bondage, by the
almost miraculous restoration of us to the
exercise of our government, and of the long and

July, 1674, in pursuance of the 4th act of

and

prevalcncy of atheism, profaneness, and
irreligion, which is thereby occasioned, and fer
the sinful undervaluing of the great blessing of
peace, so long enjoyed by our subjects under our
government.
Ey all which, aiid many other
crying sins, the Lord's jealousy and anger are
kindled, and his hand is stretched out against
merciful continuance of our despised peace and this kingdom, threatening the destruction of
plenty, doth, by his warnings and judgments the fruits of the ground, the necessary provision
incumbent and impendent, manifestly discover for the life of man and beast, that by serious
his anger and displeasure against the grievous mourning for, and sincere and he.irty turning
sins of this kingdom
and particularly by the from these provoking sins, the l>ord may grasad and pinching dearth, whereby many indi- ciously pardon them, and repent him of the evil
gent persons and families are reduced to a seemingly determined by him, and most rightstarving condition, and by the long and threat- eously deserved by us, and may open the clou(is
ening drought, the Lord, in his righteous judg- and grant the latter rain in its due season and
ment, having so long bound up the clouds, measure, reserving for us the appointed weeks
making the heavens brass, and the earth iron, of the harvest. And for this end and purpose,
thereby threatening our subjects of this kingdom we, with advice foresaid, do seriously recommend
with the breaking of the staff of their bread, and to, and require the archbishops and bishops, to
with the dreadful plague of famine ; which be careful that thi^3 fast be duly observed by the
dispensation doth with a loud voice call upon all ministers in their respective dioceses, as follows,
ranks of people for speedy and true repentance, to the archbishops of St Andrews and Glasgow,
and the national expression hereof by deep the bishops of Edinburgh, Dunkeld, Brechin,
mourning and solemn fasting and humiliation. and Dumblane, to cause it to be intimated in
Therefore we. with advice and consent of the the several parish kirks of their dioceses, upon
lords of our privy council, do ordain a day of Sunday the twenty-fifth, and observed on Wedpublic and solemn fasting and humiliation, to nesday the twenty-eighth of July instant ; and
be kept and observed by all tlie jieople of this the remanent bishops, whose dioceses are more
kingdom, in the several parishes thereof, strictly remote, to cause it to be intimated on Sunday
commanding and requiring them upon that day, the tirst of August, and to be observed the fourth
to cease from all the v/orks of their ordinary of August next.
And as to such ministers, who,
callings, and to repair to their respective parish
by reason of their distance from Edinburgh,
churches, and there make solemn confession of cannot be so soon advertised, that they celebrate
their sins, and implore the divine mercy for the this fast upon the next <'onveuient Wednesday
land, bj' praying, mourning, fasting, and such
thereafter.
Given under our signet at Edinother devotions, as are requisite and usual upon burgh, the fifteenth day of July, and of our
such days of public humiliation
and moie reign the twenty -seventh year, one thousand six
particularly, humbly to confess and mourn for hundred and seventy-five years.
the great neglect and contemj)t of, and disobePer actum duminoruiii secrcti cunciUi.
dience to the blessed gospel, and the ordinances
Al. Gibson, CI. sccr. concilii.
thereof, and the great and lamentable increase
God save the king.
:

—

:

II.

2 N
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the

2cl

of

session

majesty's

his

ordain

did

pai'liament,

first

the

archbishops and bishops in their respective
dioceses, to inquire what persons had taken
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ordination, and

giving

instructions given

them

contravening

II.

the

at their indulgence,

of which a particular account shall be given
to

your grace

at the event of the process.

" Having considered the act of parliament
upon them to be chaplains in families, or to
teach any public schools, or to be pedagogues against conventicles, passed upon the 1.3th
to the children of persons of quality, and of August, 1670, and another act of the said
to report in regard the said report has not parliament, passed upon the 20th of that
been made, ^Ye liave rencA'i'ed our former act, month, against separation, mg find the same
and ordained a report to be made betwixt were to endure for three years, unless his
and the first council day in November next. majesty should think fit to continue them
" Having conceived, that it may be a most longer
and by act 4th, 1072, they were
;

;

eifectual expedient for preventing of conventicles,

and the like disorders in time coming,

prolonged

:

we

desire

your grace may

as our opinion to his majesty, that

it

ofl'er

it

will

that garrisons should be appointed in several
places ; we have ordained garrisons to be at

be necessary his majesty prorogate these

the places under vvTitten, viz. at the house of
Bridghouse in Linlithgowshire, at the house

to

of Cardross, at the house of (ilcntirring, at

anent, and that a proclamation be ordered

the house of Mearns in Renfrewshire, at the

for that effect.

acts three years further, or to ordain

continue

in

force,

them

ay and while

majesty declare his further pleasure

his

thei'e-

We are, youi- grace's assured

house of Newhouse in Kinross, or at the friends," &c.
The appointment of garrisons was the
house of Douchill in Kinross, at the house of
Dean in Kilmarnock, at the house of Airdrie fountain of so much trouble to the countrj%
in Lanarkshire, at the house of Branksham and these soldiers in them the authors of so
or Newark, at the house of Hunthill, at the
house of Blane in the jNIerse, at the house

much

of the laird of Riddel, and at the Castle

council about them, of the date July 13th

of Dumfries

:

and have issued out several

and directions for the provision
accommodation of the soldiers in

of the following harassings of presby-

must

terians, that I

insert here the act of

this year.

orders

and

"

Act appointing garrisons

in

some places.

" The lords of his majesty's privy council,
manner at
the several garrisons, in
length specified in the report made by the considering- that it may be a most effectual
committee, and approven by us wherefore expedient for preventing of conventicles,

the

;

a copy

and the

sent herewith.

is

like disorders in time to

come, that

"Being informed that the kirk of Car- garrisons were appointed at the places
do ordain and appoint garmichael, at which an indulged minister was underwritten
allowed to preach, is no\v vacant by the risons to be at the places aftermentioned,
decease of that minister, and upon other viz. at the house of Bridghouse in Linlith;

we have ordered
who is indulged to

important considerations,
that

Mr John

Forest,

gowshire, at the house of Cardross in Perthshire, at the

house of Glentirring in Stirlinghouse of Mearns in Renfrew-

preach at Tillicoultry, should be transported
to the said kirk of Carmichael.

shire, at the

" Information being given, that the haill

shire, at the

and people of Quecnsferry,
except a very few, withdi-aw from public

magistrates

worship

;

we have

majesty's advocate to

given

order to

process

them

:

Lanark, at the house of Newark in the shire

we

of Selkirk, at the house of Hunthill in the

;

assuming the authority to appoint

Ayr, at the house of Airdrie in the shire of

his

have also ordered him to process several
outed ministers, for disorderly communions,
and
in Tweeddale, and some other places
some indulged ministers in the shire of Ayr,
for

house of Douchill in Kinrosshouse of Dean at Kilmarnock,
in the bailiary of Cuningham and shire of
shire, at the

fasts,

Roxburgh, at the house of Blane
Berwick, at the laird of
Riddel's house in the shire of Roxburgh,
at the Castle of Dumfries in the shire of

shire of

in the shire of

Dumfx'ies.

;
:
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"

And ordain that in ilk j^arrison there be soldiers by weight, and that the
company of foot and twelve horse, and officers shall have alloH'ance from
that ilk two garrisons next adjacent have the cash-keeper of two shillings Scots a
one captain to command them and remit it mile, for the carriage of each horse load."
The council, ujjon August Gth, this same
to major-fjeneral Monro, as he shall find
the places of the two several garrisons more year, make another act anent the gai'risons,
or less convenient, to put the fewer or which I insert likewise here. After a nargreater number in either of them for the rative of the same nature with the act above,
more conveniency and that the general they ordain,
a

;

:

" That the general major see that the
keep and remain
and not leave officers be careful that no disorders be
their duty and charge, under the pain of committed by them, or any under them
being cashiered and that it be not in the and that they endeavour to keep good
power of any officer to grant furlough to any intelligence in the country about them, in
soldier, during the time they are in garrison. order to prevent all disorderly meetings
And do ordain that the officers and soldiers, and in case any conventicle be held, whereof
betwixt and the first of August next, be at they shall be informed, ordain them to use
the several garrisons foresaid and that the their endeavours to apprehend the minister,
officers take special care that no prejudice or other person preaching thereat, and any
be done by the soldiers to the houses or considerable persons present at the same
planting, but when they shall be appointed and likewise to secure any ministers, who
to remove, they shall leave them in as good by sentence of council are declared fugitives,
condition as they found the same.
conform to a particular list to be given
" And fiu*ther, ordain the sheriff of the under the hand of one of the clerks of
shire, bailie of the regality, or steward of council.
And upon information of any
the stewartry, in ^vhich the garrisons are, to number of men in arms, if they find they

major ordain the

officers to

at their respective garrisons,

;

:

:

can give no good account of themselves,
that they endeavour to dissipate them, and

convene any three or four of the commissioners of the excise of the bounds, that

they may, with the

mand

officer

who

is

to

com-

known to have been in the rebellion 1G66,
made and who have not accepted of the benefit of

same may be
ready to receive the said garrisons at the
said houses, that the

said

day, and the

said

sheriff, bailie,

his

And

or

steward, shall convene the said commissioners,

on them; and likewise any persons

seize

at the respective garrisons, sight the

and three be a (piorum,

who

majesty's gracious act of indemnity.
for the better execution hereof, the

officers of the said garrisons

are hereby

correspondence

required to cause furnish the respective

inconveniency

garrisons with bedding,

every thing of

candle, as

is

pots,

ordinary, and set

pans, coal,

down

among

fall

out.

moment

are to keep

themselves, that no

Of which, and
that shall

fall

of

out,

they shall give timely advertisement to the

prices

and straw for the horses, major-general, or, in his absence, to the
as soon as the same comes off the ground, next commanding officer, who are to acand cause carry in and deliver to the garri- quaint his majesty's privy council, or give

for the corn, hay,

upon the payment

such orders as they shall find convenient."
This appointment of garrisons was not

of the price.
" And for the provision and maintenance

only unprecedented, in time of peace, but,
by many, thought plainly contrary to law,

sons such quantities as are necessary for the
horses, at the said prices,

and the

of the said garrisons, the lords of council

recommend

to

ordain

William Sharp, his majesty's

Sir

the lords

of treasury, to

cash-keeper, to provide meal to the soldiers
at Leith,

and other places, and to deliver

the same by Aveight to the officers,

who

are

likewise ordered to deliver the same to the

;

liberty of the subject

:

for

any thing

was purely owing unto the
virulence of the bishops, and their party in
council, and enacted without any order from
I

can

see, it

the court, or so

much

as acquainting the

king with so extraordinary a step, until it
was done. They were indeed approven by

BOOK
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II.

the country of August, letters of in tercommuning against
merely to the many ministers Avere given out, which I shall
arbitrary managers and, we shall hear just consider when I come to the particular sufnow, that some gentlemen refused to pay ferings of ministers this year and, the same
their quota to the support of these illegal day, a new commission, of the same tenor
The rules laid down, and powers almost with that granted last
oppressive garrisons.
to prevent prejudice to the places and coun- year, above narrated, is given for suppressing
1675,

an after-missive, but

owed

this oppression
;

;

where the garrisons were, did not of conventicles and church irregularities, to
answer the end their powers are the earls of Winton, Linlithgow, and Wigton,
very large, and they soon found pretexts to lord Belhaven, treasurer-depute, register
insult and attack any in the neighbourhood advocate, lord CoUington, laird of Niddry,
they pleased beside, the charges of main- major-general Monro, or any three of them.
taining them, and bringing iu what went And at the. same diet, the acts against
under the notion of provision to them, was conventicles are prorogated for three years
a terrible burden to the country and con. and aye and till the king see cause to put a
sidering the plain design of their setting up, stop to thcin, and that by a proclamation,
try about

at

all

;

:

;

and the narrative of the council's act anent as was proposed in their
them, bearing, They were appointed for bearing down of conventicles, that is, the pure

last

letter

to

Lauderdale.

At the same time, the council write to

the

the earl of Murray, to execute the laws

appreliendingof honest ministers and others,
a good many conscientious persons refused

against keepers of conventicles in the shire

the gospel, and

dispensation of

for

of Elgin, and neighbouring places, and re-

I have seen but very few accounts
In from that country, and therefore perhaps it
became new matter of persecution.
sliort, this method was most oppressive and may be not unacceptable to insert here a

to contribute to

their support;

many rude

unjust, to send so

and

this

soldiers to

and nestle in
a great many loyal and peaceable gentlemen
and noblemen's houses, to tlieir great disIt vias pretended, they
turbance and loss.
would guard them and their tenants from
the hazard of conventicles
but this was
very hard upon persons who neither wanted
nor desii'ed such guests. In the following
years they were altered and changed, as the
persecutors found most answerable to their
live, as it

were

at discretion,

;

port.

well attested narrative of a considerable
reviving the small handful

who

adhered to

the purity of the gospel in that corner, had

about this time,

Ai'hich

probably gave rise to

There were but
few presbyterian ministers remaining benorth Tay, and two or three who laboiu'ed
this letter of the council.

a

in the

work of

the gospel, in the shires of

Ross and Elgin, now and then. Mr John
M'GUlligen, Mr Anderson, Mr Frazer, Mr
Thomas Ross, were this summer very freprojects and some parishes who Avere reck- quent, and much omied of the Lord in their
oned disaffected, that is, most inclinable to work. I shall have occasion next year to
such as Les- give a larger account of Mr M'Gilligen,
presbytery, had two of them
mahago, in the houses of Blackwood and when he was seized I only here give a hint
Corehouse. At length it appeared so ille- at a communion he celebrated in September,
gal and unreasonable, that peaceable gentle- which was wonderfully countenanced Aiith
men and subjects, who ought to be protected the Divine presence, from some papers
by a government, should be quartered upon, before me, of a very good hand.
like enemies, in time of peace, that it was
Mr M'Gilligen was, Avith others of the
;

;

;

challenged at court

;

and, after our bishops

presbyterian ministers of that country, inter-

communed by the council in August yet
However, the country groaned the accounts of this did not discourage him
under them in various shapes, less or more or them in their Avork.
Many serious
for many years.
persons were longing much to partake of the
But to go forward in ray account of the sacrament of the supper and having been
council's procedure tais year upon the 6th at much pains in public preaching, and from
had defended

to drop

it

a while, they were forced

;

it.

;

:
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house to house, to prepare them for it, in
September this yeai* he administrated that
holy ordinance at Obsdale, in the house of
There
(the) lady dowager of Fovvlis.
assisted

the party came thither
upon the Lord's day, and missing

residence,

him, they

him Mr Hugh Anderson minister

of Cromarty, and Mr Alexander In-azcr
minister at Teviot, afterwards at Abbotshall.

Mr Anderson preached the
sermon from 2 Chroa. xxx.

When

retired.

Mr

Mr

19.

a pillaging his orchard, which

upon notice

over, and,

prcp;iratiou
18,

fell

kept them so long, that before they could
reach Obsdale, the forenoon's work was

M'Gilligen,

given, the ministers

the party came and missed

whom

they had only orders

to take, they ^vent off; and so the ministers

sermon from and people met again in the afternoon, and
preached had no more disturbance. Thus the Lord
in the afternoon, fi-om Ephes. v. IG. and had a work in that corner, and Satan raised
Mr M'Gilligen preached the thanksgiving up opposition to it. Mz- M'Gilligen was
sermon from 1 Chron. xxix. 18. At this forced to abscond, and we sliall meet with
last sermon there was a plentiful efifusion of him next year.
No more offers to me as to the managers'
the Spirit upon a great many present and
the eldest Christians there, declared they proceedings in general, but ^vhat will come
had not been witnesses to the like. In iu upon the particular accounts, unless it
short, there ^vere so sensible and glorious be, that in December, the council make a
discoveries made of the Son of man, and new remit, and grant a commission much of
?vrGilligen preached the action

Song

Mr Frazer

V. 1. last clause.

;

such evident presence of the Master of the nature of the former, unto the archassemblies, this day and the preceding, that bishops of St Andrews and Glasgow, the
the people seemed to be in a transport, and earls Seaforth and Dundonald, the presi-

and breathing dent, advocate, treasurer-depute, aud earl
were upon the of Linlithgow, anent conventicles. What
and some were almost at that, ^Yas done by the former, and this commisearth
" whether in the body, or out of the body, sion, if any thing M'as done, is not come to
Even some drops fell on my hand so I quit the general account,
1 cannot tell."
strangers there was one poor man, who and come to end this section with some
had formerly no profession of religion, but particulars of the sufferings of some miniscame to Obsdale perfectly out of curiosity, ters, gentlemen, and others this year. I

their souls filled with heaven,

thither while their bodies
;

:

:

who was

sensibly A^rought upon.

At

begin with ministers.

his

return one of his neighbours having got
notice ^vhere he had been, said to him, " He

was a great

fool to lose his

cow and

his

all

The other

from him.

more

were

to be pitied,

ans^vered, "

who was

sufferings of the

;

he had to sustain
him, and assiu-ed him they would be taken
horse," T^hich

The

whose circumstances were not very
easy, I may hint at upon the next section.
As to others of the outed ministers upon
the 9th of March, I find Mr John Greig
indulged,

before the council, for keeping a conventicle

You are

at Leith-mills.

not so happy as

He confessed the charge, and

Avas sent prisoner to the Bass.

This island

Lord would was now turned the common shore whither
maintain in me what I hope I have won to, all in these circumstances were sent. Such
who would not satisfy the bishops, Avere
I would not only part with these, but my
ordered to this baiTen rock, Avhere not a
head likewise, if called to it."
At this communion, they ^\ere very pro- few died, particularly that worthy minister
The Mr John Blackadder, and glorified God in
videntially kept from disturbance.
so at fength few
design of this solemnity having taken air, the island, by his death
the sheriff-depute. Sir Roderick Mackenzie or none compeared, finding that the Bass
of Finden, a moderate gentleman if left to was the least they could expect, unless they
would comply with the bishops. After Mr
Jiimself, by the instigation of the bishop,
sent a party to apprehend Mr John M'Gilli- Greig's lying in prison eight months, about
pen; and expecting he would have dispensed November the council liberate him, and

to be there

;

for ray part, if the

1

j

!

:

j

1

;

the sacrament at Alness, the place of his

confine

him

to the

parish of Carstairs in
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Mr John King

Lanarkshire.
1675.

seized in the end of INIay, but

rescued, as

was
was

heard. November 4th,
Thomas Ross, a presbyterian

we have

I find that IVlr

minister in the shire of that name,

is

appre-

and imprisoned

in

aldson,

Donald

Tain.

for conventicles,
I

game of picking up a minister here

small

and there, give a general stroke to most part
of the outed ministers, and when they cannot reach the persons of poor ministers and

11.

David WilUamson, Alexander Moncrief,
William Wisheart, Thomas Hogg in Ross,
George Johnston, Robert Gillespie, John
M'GilUgen, John Ross, Thomas Hogg in
Stirlingshire, William Erskine, James Don-

have no more about him, only he
was brought to the Bass, and continued some
time there, with others of his brethren.
But our managers, unsatisfied with this

hended
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Andrew Anderson, Andrew Morton,
C'argill,

Robert INIaxwell elder and

younger, James Frazer of Brae, John King:
and with these a good many gentlemen and
ladies

were joined;

of Grange,

Durham

Sir

John Kirkaldy elder

of Largo, Hamilton of

Kinkel, Arnot of Pitdrum, lady Balcanqual,
lady Collerny, lady Pittendreich, lady White-

banks, lady Pittalpie, and many others to be
These
make their lives as bitter seen in the letters themselves.
were
the utmost
intercommuning
letters
of
to
exand
may
be,
as
and uneasy to them
upon non-compearpose them, and such who shall converse our managers could go
others, resolved to

with them, to all hazards and
that follow an intercommuning.

difficulties

Many

of

them, with some gentlemen, yea, ladies, had
been last year declared fugitives, but now
they go further, audupou the 6th of August,
letters of

intercommuning are given out by
more than a hundred

the council against

persons, whereof sixteen or eighteen are
ministers.

The

insert below.*

*

letters

The

themselves

ministers are,

have
Messrs
I

Letters of intercommuning, August, 6, 1G75.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith
to our lovits,
macers, or messengers at arms, our sheriffs in
that part, conjunctly and severally, specially
;

greeting
Forasmuch as upon the
twenty-fifth, twenty -seventh, twenty-eighth,
twenty-ninth, and thirtieth days of July, one
thousand six hundred and seventy-four years,
the persons underwritten were at the marketcrosses of Haddington, Lanark, Cupar, Perth,
constitute,

:

Dunfermline, Stirling, Glasgow, Linlithgow,
and Edinburgh, successive and respective
orderly denounced our rebels, and put to our
horn, by virtue of letters of denunciation raised,
used, and execute at the instance of our trusty
and well-beloved counsellor, Sir John Nisbet of
Dirleton knight, our advocate for our interest,
for their not compearing personally before the
lords of our privy council, upon the sixteenth
day of July the said year 1674, to have answered and underlien the law, for their keeping,
and being present at house and field conventit'les, at the places following, and convocating
people thereto, viz. at Inveresk, Edmonston
rhapel, Woolmet, Corstorphin, jMagdalen chapel,
rind other places, or one or other of them,
or near to them ; and for their contemptuous
invading and intruding themselves in the pulpits

and churches of Cramond, Forgan, Kirkmaho, and others, in the months of April, May,
and June, the said year 1674, contrary to the

ance

;

and by our Scots law every person

harboured, entertained, or conversed
with them, ^vas to be habit and repute
guilty of their crimes, and prosecuted ac-

who

cordingly.

Perhaps

it

out a parallel, that so
tle

women

was every way with-

many

ladies

and gen-

married, should be put in such

circumstances; but this was to strike the
greater terror on their husbands and other

ofentlewomen.

The

ministers here

named

laws and acts of parliament made there-against,
in manner and at length specified in the principal complaint I'aised against them thereanent,
viz.
Mr David Williamson, Mr Alexander
Moncrief, Mr William VVishart, Mr Thomas
Hogg in Ross, I\Ir George Johnston, Mr
Robert Gillespie, Mr
M'Killigen in Ross,

Mr

John Ross, Mr Thomas Hogg in StirlingMr William Erskine in Teviotdale,
Mr James Donaldson, Mr Andrew Anderson,
Mr Andrew Morton, Mr Donald Cargill,
Mr Robert INIaxwells elder and younger,

shire,

and James Frazer of Rraes: and siklike,
upon the fourth and sixth days of July, the said
year 1674, the persons underwritten were at
the market- crosses of Cupar, Falkland, and
Perth,

successive

nounced our

and respective orderly deand put to our horn by

rebels,

virtue of letters of denunciation, raised, used,

and execute at the instance of our said advocate,
for our interest, against them, for their not
compearing personally before the lords of our
privy council, upon the twenty-fifth day of
June, the said year 1674, to have answered and
underlien the law, for their keeping and being
present at house or field conventicles, at I'itscotty
Muir, Ravensheugh, Kinkell, Balmeanoch, and
other places, and convocating persons thereto,
and for resetting and entertaining outed ministers in the parishes of Stramiglo, Abernethy,
and Auchtermuchty, in the months of April,
May, and June, the said year 1674, contrary to
the laws and acts of parliament made thereagainst, in manner and at length specified in
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are such v\ho had been dehited as most active in preaching- the gospel,

men and others were
them most.

We

and the g-entlo-

such as had supported

heard, the soUliers have

raised against them
tliereanent, viz. Sir John Kirkaldy of Graiii;(!
Hamilton of Kinkell, James Hamilelder,
ton his brother, John Geddy in Falliland, John
Arnots of I'itgrumzies elder and yoiniger,

the principal coni])laint,

Newburgh, JMr Thomas
Andrew Arnot merchant in
Kirkaldy, Thomas Shaw elder of Gospitrie,
David Shaw his son, Hein-y Shaw in IJalgony,
Archibald Arnot

Arnot

in

in Collessy,

George Fleming
rura in

in Balbuthie,

Lundimill, John

William Shethin Dinork,
Andrews,
.St

JNIiller

Andrew Kinnier merchant in
John Thomson in FawfielJ,

Gowan

in

Robert Herbertson in Taibet, and
Douglas portioner of Colsey as also ui)on the
fifteenth and sixteenth days of July, the said
year KiTl, the persons underwritten, were at
the market-crosses of Cupar and Forfar, successive and respective orderly denounced our
rebels, and put to our horn, by virtue of letters
of denunciation, raised, used, and executed at
the instance of our said advocate, for our interest,
for their not compearing personally before the
lords of our privy council, upon the ninth day
of July, the said year 1G74, to have answered
and underlien the law, for their keeping and
being present at house and field conventicles, at
Dunfermline, Cleish, Orval, and others, and
for their inviting and countenancing outed
ministers in their invasion and intrusion upon
the kirks and pulpits of Forgan, Balmerinoch,
Collessy, Moonsey, and Auchtermuchty, and
hearing them preach and pray therein, and for
harbouring, resetting, and entertaining Mr
Johji Welsh, adeclared and proclaimed traitor, in
their houses, and elsewhere, and conducting and
convoying liim through several places in Fife,
in an hostile manner, and threatening those who
-should apprehend, molest, and interrupt the
said IMr John Welsh, and others in his company, in the months of April, IMay, and June,
the said year IGT-t, contrary to the laws and acts
of parliament made thereagainst, in manner and
Crail,

:

at length specified in the principal complaint,
raised against them thereanent, viz. Thomas
Blyth heritor in Kernioway parish,

Weems,

lady Colville, John .\dam bailie of
Stramiglo, James I'ryde in Nether Urquhart,
David Coventry in Arlary, John Henderson
there, Robert Stark in INIills of Forth, William
Page in Cupar of Fife, John White there,
Richard Clydesdale there,
lady 13alcanquell, colonel Robert Ilalket, John Smith in

Dundee, John Balfour in Lethum, Alexander
Walker in Friertoun, George Spence in Fordel,
Patrick Melville in the Burnside,

Ward-

law heritor in Kirktoun,
Colville, lady
Bailie in Diimino parish, James Grieve in
St Andrews, Andrew Kinnier there, James
Lothian in Kingsbarns, IMr James Bonnar of
Gregstoun, John Scot in Lathones,
lady
CoUerny, and David and Alexander Campbells
in Kirkaldy: and siklike upon the twentyninth day of July, the said year 1674., the persons
underwritten, viz. William
Livingstone of
Greenyards,
Farquharson of Shielbrae,
were at the market-cross of Stii-ling, orderly
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commission to pick them all up,
where they can hear of tliem and
;

after Bothwell-bridgc great

added to

this larire roll

;

numbers were

and converse with,

denounced our

rebels, and put to our horn, by
virtue of letters of dcnunciatioti, raised, used,

and execute at the instance of our said advocate,
for our interest, for their not compearing personally before the lords of our privy council,
upon the sixteenth day of July, the said year
1674, to have answered and vniderlien the law,
for their keeping and being; present at house and
field conventicles, at Torwood, Cowie, Airth,
Frosk, Carbrock, or in or about one or other of
these places, wlieve they heard IMr John Welsh,
IMr Gabriel Semple, Mr Samuel Arnot, and
some other outed ministers, or one or other of
them and for inviting and couvocating divers
persons to the said conventicles, and for supply;

ing, harbouring, entertaining, or corresponding
with the said outed ministers, and divers
others our rebels, in the months of May and
June, 1674, contrary to the laws and acts of
parliament made thereagainst, in manner and
at length mentioned in the principal complaint,
raised against them thereanent
as also upon
the twenty-second, twenty-seventh, and twentyninth days of August, and second day of
November, the said year 1674, the persons
underwritten were at the market-crosses of
Kdinburgh, Dumbarton, and Perth, orderly
denounced our rebels, and put to our horn, by
virtue of letters of denunciation, raised, used,
and executed at the instance of our said advocate, for our interest, for their not compearing
personally before the lords commissioners of
our privy council at Stirling, upon the eighteenth
day of August, and ninth day of September,
the said year 1674, to have answered and underlien the law, for their being present at house
and field conventicles, and withdrawing themselves from the public ordinances in their own
parish churches, for having had their children
baptized at these disorderly meetings, or for having invited outed ministers to intrude and invade
pulpits, and having convocate people to hear
them therein, or having heard them themselves ;
at the least, for harbouring, resetting, supplying,
or corresponding with Mr John Welsh, and
other declared rebels and traitors, in April, May,
June, and July, the said year 1674, contrary to
the laws and acts of parliament made thereagainst, in manner and at length mentioned in
the principal complaint, raised against them
thereanent, viz. James Somerwel at the Boat of
Cardross, Henry Dow of Westerpelder, Mr
John King chaplain to the lord Cardross, John
Doik portioner of Murdiston, the lady Pittendreich in Logie parish, Robert Fork portioner
of Kilpatrick, James IMuir portioner of Burdiston, and John Starks elder and younger of
Balknock
as also upon the twenty-seventh,
twenty-eighth, and twenty-ninth days of October, 1674, the persons underwritten were at the
market-crosses of Cupar in Fife, St Andrews,
and Dunfermline, orderly denounced our rebels,
and put to our horn, by virtue of letters of
denunciation, raised, used, and executed at the
instance of our said advocate, for our interest,
against them, for their notcompearing personally
before the lords commissioners of our privy
:

:
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and reset of them, was one of the

1673.

pretexts

great

of

harassing'

the

country, and debauching- their consciences

with oaths.
I

my

come now

upon

to the hardships put

lord Cardross, that pious and excellent

]
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Elgin of Murray, ^\hom v/e shall afterwards
meet with, at this time governor to my lord
Cardross his brother, the honourable colonel
Erskine of Carnock, yet alive, whose bright
character his modesty will not allow me to
enter upon.
And they broke up chests,

my

and
from
whom, is a secret for they would produce
none, but their pretext was to seize Mr
burgh, a party of the guards, under Sir John King, upon some information or other
Mungo Murray, came to the house of Car- they had got of his preaching. As soon as
dross, under cloud of night, and coipraitted my lord had notice of this, being at Edina most e^^dent riot, and seized Mr Robert biu'gh, he applied to tlie privj- council by a
Langlands, after the revolution minister of petition, complaining of this illegal attempt
nobleman, and some gentlemen this year.
To begin with the trouble that noble lord
met with, we have heard, that to^vards the
end of May, when my lord was at Edin-

and broke in upon

council at Cupar of Fife, upon the fifteeth day
of September, the said year leT"!, to have
answered and underlien the law, for their being
present at house and field conventicles, and their
tvithdrawing from the public ordinances in
their own parish churches, for having had
children baptized at these disorderly meetings ;
at the least, for having invited outed ministers
to intrude and invade pulpits, and having convocate people to hear them therein, or having
heard them themselves ; at the least, for harbouring, resetting, supplying, or corresponding
with Mr John Welsh, and other declared
rebels and traitors, in April, May, June, and
July, the said year ]674, contrary to the laws
and acts of parliament made thereagaitist, in
manner and at length mentioned in the principal
complaint, raised against them thereanent, viz.
Symer of Brathness, William Crawford
of Powmill, John Lundy of Baldstard, Mr

TTiade thereagainst,

James Lentron, and Helen Inglis his spouse,
John Collier of Lochgelly, dame Anna Riddel,
—
lady Collerny,
ladies Unthanks elder
and younger, John Fairfoul of Kinloch, and

—

dame

Mai-garet Farquhar, lady Halhill
and
siklike upon the twenty-fourth day of September, the said year 1674, the persons under:

written, viz.
Hamilton relict of Francis
Galloway of Todshaugh, Simeon Alexander
feuar and tenant in Kirkliston, and James
Wilkie tenant in Cliftonhall, -were orderly
denounced our rebels, and put to our horn, by
virtue of letters of denunciation, raised, used,
and executed at the instance of our said advocate, for our interest, against them, for their
not compearing personally before the lords commissioners of our privy council at Edinburgh,
upon the 16th day of September, 1674., to have
answered and underlien the law, for their being
present at house and field conventicles, and
withdrawing from the public ordinances in their
own parish chui-ches, and having had their
children baptized in these disorderly meetings,
and for their inviting outed ministers to preach
thereat, and convocating people thereto, and for
harbouring, resetting, supplying, and corresponding with certain outed ministers, declared
rebels and traitors, in April, May, June, July,
August, and September, the said year 1674-,
contrary to the laws and acts of parliament

papers.

What

lord's closet

their oi'ders were, or
;

in manner and at length
mentioned in the principal complaint, raised

them thereanent, as the said respective
of denunciation above-written, duly
execute and registrate (conform to the act
of parliament) pi'oduced in presence of our
privy council, bears.
At the process of which
horn the forenamed persons lie and remain,
taking no regard thereof, nor of our authority
and laws; and are encouraged to continue in
their rebellion, by the reset, supply, and intercommuning which they have with several of
their friends and acquaintances, to the high
contempt of us, our authority and laws. Our
will is herefore, and we charge you straitly and
command, that incontinent, thir our letters
seen, ye pass to the market- crosses of Edinburgh,
Haddington, Lanark, Cupar, Perth, Diaifermline, Stirling, Glasgow, Linlithgow, and
other places needful, and thereat, in our name
and authority, command and charge all and
sundry our lieges and subjects, that they, nor
none of them presume nor take upon hand to
reset, supply, or intercommune with .'iny of the
foresaid persons our rebels, for the causes foresaid, nor furnish them with meat, drink, house,
harbour, victual, nor no other thing useful or
comfortable to them, nor have intelligence with
them by word, writ, or niessage, or any other
manner of waj', under the pain to be reputed and
esteemed art and part Avith them, in the crimes
against
letters

foresaid, and pursued therefore with all rigour,
to the terror of others ; requiring hereby all
sheriffs, Stewarts, bailies of regalities and bailiaries, and their deputes, and magistrates of
burghs, to apprehend and commit to prison any
of the persons above-written, our rebels, w^hom
they shall find within their respective jurisdictions, according to justice, as you will answer to
us thereupon.
The which to do, we commit to
you, conjunctly and severally, our full power by

these our letters, delivering them by you duly
execute, and indorsed again to the bearer.
Given
under our signet at Edinburgh, the sixth day of

—

August, one thousand six hundred seventy and
five years, and of our reign the twenty-seventh
year.

Per

aclinn dominonim' secret i concilii.

A

I..

Gibson, CI.

seer, concilii.

'
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The petition, which in were exposed to the greatest
1675.
was ready to make good, danger.
" Likeas, they having seized upon the
gives the hest account of this raattei', and
withal shows the injustice of these times, persons of Mr John King my own chaplain,
when, instead of redress, my lord had a and Mr Robert Langlands governor to my
libel formed against him, and a most unjust brothers, who were his majesty's free lieges,
The petition follows.
decreet past.
neither acted nor denounced for any fact or
crime, and who were not hiding tlicmselves,
upon

"

his house.

points

all

my

lord

To the

honourable the lords of his majeslij\<i
most honourable privy council, the humble

of Henry lord Cur dross,

petition

" That

I

sheireth,

youi' petitioner being in Edin-

but peaceably lying in their beds, they carried

them most insolently from your
house,

who

Avas answerable

absolutely refused to

petitioner's

i'or

tliem,

show any order

:

and
and

did most
left my wife at home all though your petitioner's wife
Mungo Murray, accompanied earnestly desire that they would not carry
with Walter Stuart, Henry Graham, (Jeorge away her servants till she should come down

burgh, and having

alone,

Sir

Murray, James Spotiswood, Andrev/ Ilmne,
and others, did, in a most riotous and tumultuary manner, come into my house of
Cardross under silence of night, and there
commanded the gates to be opened to them,
threatening to break up the gates, and to
burn the house and though their names
were soberly desired to be known, which
was very necessary in that part of the
;

and speak with them, yet they did

stairs

refuse her that

small favour,

Avhich Avas

possibly very necessary for her service,

upon

some domestic considerations.
" This being the true state of the case, it

humbly

referred to your lordships' con-

sideration,

what asad condition his majesty's

is

subjects are in,

such

when they

are prostitute to

and unwarrantable acts, never
country, Avhich in effect is in the Highlands, formerly practised in Scotland, nor so much
and at midnight, your petitioner and his as known to oiu- happy neighbours so that
servants being from home, and there being we find the effects of Avar under a profoimd
only a lady with child in the house, yet they peace, and mitst pay such as oppress us.
" But that yoiu- lordships may the better
would give no other answer but that they
wei'e Scotsmen, which answer was so fiir reflect upon this uuAvarran table act, you will
illegal

;

from obliging any

to obedience, that

it

justly

occasioned jealousy.
" Notwithstanding of which, the gates

1st, That none of
nor none else can
apprehend the persons of free men, except
in the case of treason
and the most they

be pleased to consider,
his majesty's

guards,

last opened to them, they did, in a
most tumultuary manner, enter the same, can do, is to secure them under cautions
and abuse the whole house, affrighungyour for execution can in no law precede sentence,
petitioner's Avife, who was Avith child, and and imprisonment is the severest of execuextending their incivility to such a barbarous tions, because it ruins a man's affairs, and
height, that they forced her to rise from her deprives him of liberty, Avhich is the best
bed, that they might search her chamber
and noblest part of property. 2do, Though
and albeit they knew, as shall be proven, they might apprehend, as they cannot, any

being at

;

;

that the

room

dining-room was

single man's person, yet to be sure they can-

and that your
petitioner himself was at Edinburgh, and

not threaten to break up doors, nor invade

yom-

my

little

petitioner's

off the

own

closet,

wife assm-ed them, upon her

word of

honour, that there was nothing there but
papers, lying so open, and in such a confusion, that she

could suffer none to enter,

especially at such a time of the night,

and

in

houses under silence of night; for even
letters of caption cannot warrant to do that,
unless

it

be

first

proven to a judge that

name Avas refused.
Whatever might be said for the apprehending of fugitives, for Avhom none is
entry in his majesty's
3tio,

may

such a number ; yet they threatened to break

answerable, and Avhere there

open the door, and so did enter where your
petitioner's papers of greatest importance

Avhom
your petitioner was answerable, conform to

II.

be hazard

in the delay, yet as to servants, for

2 o

;

the late act of council,
'

such

it is

certainly

^^ithout all warrant to apprehend any-

and

;
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it

^vcre strange that heritors

must

both give bonds, and must yet be liable to have
their houses made open at such unseasonable
times.

4to,

Your

petitioner craves leave to

plead so far a privilege

common to him with

most concerned about things most important,, as

:

private soldiers.
" May it therefore please your lordships
to

consider a riot

many

aggreged by so

circumstances, a riot

illegal

which can liave no pretext, and which
showeth openly so much malice, that
it needs neither be enforced upon
your lordships, nor can it be answered
by the actors and that your lord-

marily searched,nor have their servants taken
from them ; and if your lordships will consider the consequences that will arise

going to be married, A\hen going to

redeem a wadset, or transact an aftliir of the
greatest moment so that any body may be
affronted and ruined in an arbitrary way by

your lordships, as to allege, that the houses
of noblemen, who have the honour to be
born his majesty's coimsellors, and who are
privileged by our old laws, cannot be sum-

this practice, to yourselves

II.

from

:

and successors,

ships will

and other peers, you will certainly find, that
as tliis has never been practised in Scotland,
so it were dangerous and dishonom-able that
any soldiers or others should have it in their
pov.er to force an entry into your houses,

severity of

people

let

see,

in

the

your pimishmeut, that

you will protect the people not only
by his majesty's guards, but by his

to force your ladies

and that those guards are
servants, and not absolute
masters
and that as you would

into your

punish those that oppose them, so

from their bed, to search
where your papers of
importance lie open, in your absence so
that, in the midst of your greatest solemnities, or when you desire most to be private,
you shall never be able to be master of your

laws

;

public

;

closets

you

;

will punish

them Avhen they

oppress others."

entered, else robbers

names and orders before they
may enter upon such

From this treatment of a nobleman's house
and family, we may easily guess M'hat arbitrary methods the officers and soldiers took
with the common country people and houses
and indeed their illegal and ensnaring steps
Ai'ith them, were so many and odd, that I
cannot insist upon them. Some instances
here and there may come in afterwards.

pretexts, and the subjects will be brought to

Notwithstanding of the force of matter of

own

houses, or quiet, but that insolent sol-

allowed to disturb your
and pry into your secrets at
their pleasure.
5to, Though this were
allowable, as it is not, j^et they should have

diers

shall

be

solemnities,

showed

their

that fatal necessity, as either to allow an

entry to every vagabond, or

fall

under the

compass of disobeying his majesty but to
upon any person without showing
special order, was that which wanted all
waiTaut and example, and shall, as I hope,
^^'ant all countenance and allowance,
Cto,
Though a warrant had been enough, as it
:

seize

Avas not, yet there could not be a warrant

Mr

fact

and reasoning

in this petition, so great

was the iniquity of these times, that this
matter was turned to a handle for prose-

Some country people

cuting this noble lord.

who had

profited

by

Mr John

King's con-

versation and sermons, hearing he was seized,
did gather together, and forcibly took

King from the

IVIi-

The circumstances
not come to my hands,

soldiers.

of this rescue are

it were very heavy
upon the noble family of Cardross.
this particular, that they dismissed him, but
When the soldiers came in, and reprenot till they had carried him ten miles, and sented the attempt made upon them, and
kept him a day and a night prisoner and no doubt magnified it, the council perfectly
sure he was either unlawfully taken, or, if neglected the consideration of the above
laA\fully taken, unlawfully dismissed and if petition, and apply themselves to avenge the
this be lawful, then it must be lawful by the affront the soldiers got, upon my lord and
same rule to take any of the lieges, when his tenants. And a committee is named, as

to

seize

Robert Langlands; and so

conscious were they of their

own

guilt in

;

:

but the consequents of
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hath been noticed, and the best way they
find, is to a draw a counter libel against

whence he came

that noble lord, and

upon the severe laws
and the testimony of the soldiers, they could not ^\ant pretexts, and
lodge all this matter upon my lord, though
at the time of the riot and attempt upon the
And upon
soldiers he was in Edinburgh.

relm-n

now

late glorious revolution.

can

in being,

the £th of August, this matter comes to a

hearing before the council, and they pass a

he continued

of

A\'ith

what

is

till

to Holland,

where

.

he made a happy

the prince of Orange, at the

above,

I

After the ^\riting

have, by the favour of

the right honourable the earl of Buchan, the

drawa
up by himself and his lawyers at this time,
which I have added in a note,* as constate of his excellent father's process,

Slate of my lord Cardross' process, 1673.
at the lord advocate's
instance, against the lord Cardross and his lady,
before his majesty's privy council, wherein he
was convened for keeping of conventicles in his
house, he being present at them in the months
of May, June, and July, one thousand six hundred threescore fourteen years, and since, and
that he was accessory to the deforcing of the
*

decreet

against

common

form.

Henry

Cardross in

lord

In short

it

bears, "

That

whereas Mr JohnKing, an irregular preacher,
of Way last, having been
upon the
apprehended by a party of

soldiers,

the daytime rescued from them

Henry

lord Cardross art

;

was

in

they lind

and part

in that

attempt upon his majesty's forces, because

some of

his

servants were there.

They

likewise find the lady Cardross to have been

present at

many

lord had kept

jNIr

conventicles, and that

John King, a

my

rebel, in his

Louse, and therefore they order the lord

Cardross to enter the castle of Edinburgh,

and there to be confined during his majesty's
pleasure, and fine him in a thousand pounds
sterling, and over and above fine him in one
thousand three hundred and fifty pounds
Scots, being the total of the sums, at

two

hundred and fifty pounds Scots per piece,
his tenants were found liable to, they being
absent, and libelled for being at conventicles;
and that in respect my lord did not cause
his said tenants give bond not to keep conventicles in terms of the last act of council

thereanent, referring
said tenants."

— Thus

him

for relief to his

they are pleased to

overlook the vile riot committed upon the

house of a nobleman, and to stretch their
own harsh laws to the uttermost. I cannot
find that

Mr John King was a rebel

of law.

We

in terms
have heard he had been before
the council, aud liberated, and my lord o^^tis
he entertained him as his chapiain, and
pleads he was the king's free liege, and he
would answer for him: but no innocence

could stand before the hardships of this

There being a pursuit

party that apprehended Mr John King, by
sending out his servants, and raising of his tenants to go and rescue him; and that my lord did
harbour Mr John King, since his denunciation,
in his house for several months, and did dissuade orthodox ministers to officiate under the
bishops, and persuaded them to leave their
charges.
The lord Cardross having compeared,
made his defences against the libel, that in so
far as concerned his lady, by no law could he be
obliged to a violent restraining of her, since that
might tend to the impairing of conjugal affection
betwixt husband and wife ; neither by any law,
divine or human, is the husband punishable for
the misdemeanour of the wife, either in his person or goods ; for it is contrary to the nature of
penal laws, to tend otherwise than against the
transgressors ; and whatever in the late acts of
parliament against conventicles might strike
against the husband, being himself free. Upon account of his wife, children, or servants' guilt, can
never be looked upon but as a law of terror to
be a stop and hinderance, that those of a family
should not differ from the order of the master.
And as to his tenants, it was answered, that
most of them having leases, and not every terra
removing, they might well be, and were answerable and law-biding for themselves; nor can the
not imposing of a bond appointed only by the
council to be taken by the tenants, enforce
against my lord, any greater guilt than against
the whole kingdom, since by an inevitable
choice of forbearing that, or casting their lands
absolutely waste, all were forced to abstain from
As to the deforcement it was
pressing of it.
answered, that the running out of his servants
and tenants to gaze at a tumult, which is not to be
prevented by any care, though the thing were
expected, as it was here in this case by none,
cannot infer any accession, though the deforcement were granted but in this case, where the
John
party of soldiers which apprehended
King, Tivere not distinguishable from robbers or
the
of
place
strangers
in
that
being
murderers,
:

Mr

and this excellent person continued country, without their livery-coats, whereby
their
some years in prison, till he paid vast they ought to be distinguished, withouthaving
muskets or pikes, the badges of soldiers,
sums of money, as we may afterwards hear, only hunting staves and dogs, and so assaulting
and at length was forced sometime after to a person without production of any order, and
that among a rabble of rude commons, who

period,
for

leave his native land, and go to Carolina,

needed

all

the former requisites,

especially in
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and just account of ing from the lord Cardross's case, and at
this time they were properly sufferers for
Two other worthy gentlemen were at- liherty. I begin with Mi- Stewart, son to
tacked this year, thoug h upon reasons difTer- Sir James Stewart formerly mentioned
taiiiiu":

1673.

,,

.

a

full

Z

this atiair.

that part of the country, to have made them
to them ; it cannot therefore be sustained

known

a deforcement, and infer the high punishment
thereof, more than the stopping of' an alleged
messenger, neither carrying badge, nor producing letters, will infer that guilt. Which
defences and all others that were proponed, were
repelled, and the libel admitted to probation
by witnesses, except as to that part of it anent
the

dissuading

ministers

of the
to
under bishops, and persuading them to leave
lord's
their charges, which was referred to
oath.
of
referred
managing
this
probation
being
The
to the earl of Alurray, the Lord Ross and Halton, with some others, to take trial and examine
the witnesses anent the libel which was performed after this manner.
First. The pursuer's interrogatories to the witnesses, which ought only to have been what was
contained in the libel, was refused to be given up
lord Cardross, as is the custom to be conto
sidered ; so that those lords might examine the
witnesses upon the haill interrogatories given
officiate

my

my

lip

by the pursuer, though they had been both
extrinsic, and impertinent to the

irrelevant,
libel.

Secondly. There being above an hundred and
forty \vitnesses summoned, and above a hundred
of them compearing before the council, yet the
committee did not proceed according to the roll
of those that were present, but on the contrary,
did call fourscore of the witnesses who were not
present, and durst not compear, and first interrogate them, called James Jack and his son
John, tenants to the earl of Murray; against
which my lord Cardross complained by a bill to
the council, and declared that the same was
illegal, to examine witnesses that were not received in presence of the council, and against
whom he had competent objections which ought
to cast any witnesses, and reprobate their testimony in law; such as that the person was infamous many years, at the king's horn, not worth
the king's unlaw, as a diver and bankrupt person, and had a cessio boiio7-um; and for proving
hereof did produce the decreet bearing the same,
which objections were never ibrmerly repelled
in any judicatory in Scotland; yet notwithstanding thereof, the council receives him on the earl
of Murray's suggesting that he had a bond of
his in his custody, whereupon my lord Cardross,
by a new bill, complained, showing, that either
that bond was granted before his cessio bonvrvm,
in which case it behoved to be disponed to his
creditors, or else he is perjured, in respect he
swears that he has no more goods, nor what he
dispones to them; or else it vas after his cessio
bonuriim, and in that case it belonged to his creditors, in regard he had sworn that he should
dispone, whatever he should acquire, to them,
and in either of these cases he could not be a
witness, being a perjured bankrupt person, and
not worth the king's unlaw ; notwithstanding
of all which he was received, some alleging it
was the casting of the process to reject him.
Thirdly. It was objected against his son, that

he being not major, but a boy, and in his father's
house and service, who being a diver, could not
provide his son of any thing, neither as father
or master, so that he could not be worth the
king's unlaw, and therefore by the act of parliament he could not be received. This was likewise repelled, and the boy admitted.
Fourthli/. It was objected against the soldiers,
that they could not be accepted as witnesses because they vjrere informers, or rather parties,
being actors themselves, and their persons prejudged; and by the iaw no informers can be
witnesses, because they have betrayed their testimony thereby. It was ottered also to be proven
by witnesses beyond all exception, that their
corporal did suborn them to depone such and
such things, saying, they would be ashamed and
affronted if they did not swear what he and they
had formerly said at random, and that they

answered they would depone
ner as he should desire

;

in matter and mannotwithstanding of

which two most relevaut objections they were
likewise received.
By their witnesses, against whom these most
relevant objections are, there is proven that the
lady Cardross was present at the house of Cardross, when the then chaplain prayed and expounded scripture, and that my lord Cardross
was then at home, but not present thereat ; but
it is not proven that there were more persons at
that meeting as makes a conventicle.
Secondly.
It is alleged proven, that she was at a meeting
in a tenant's house of her own, and because there
were two or three persons standing at the door,
therefore it is designed a field-conventicle,
although it was not proven that these in the
house exceeded the number allowed by the act
of parliament ; so that it could hardly be called
an house-conventicle, much less a held one and
though Mr John King was apprehended at the
boat-house of Cardross, where he had not stayed
a quarter of an hour, but only accidently went
in, in his passing that way, which was occasioned
by its being a common passage over the Forth ;
and though it cannot infer my lord Cardross his
resetting him upon his ground, especially seeing
my lord punished the possessor of the house by
:

him immediately from

his tenement.
cannot be proven that my lord
the
rescuing
of ]Mr
('ardross' servants were at
John King, yet because his nurse and two
women went to the gate to gaze at his apprehending, for which my lord caused his lady turn
them out of her service ; and though the rescue
was three miles from the house of Cardross, yet
from these, my lord's resetting of him, and accession to the rescue, is concluded, though it was
offered to be proven that my lord himself and his
men servants were all at home, and did not go at
all from the house; and my lord declared to
some gentlemen that were then with him, that
he thought the party being so near his house

ejecting

And though

would

it

call for his assistance, as is the

custom in

they had done, he
would have caused the laird of Leny, M^ho was
at Cardross house at the time with some of his
servants and tenants, to have convoyed the
the

like

cases

;

which,

if

;
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whom we

shall afterwards

was at this time noticed
abilities in law,

He

meet «ith.

for his extraordinaiy

though there was no access
piety and principles to act
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" James Stewart, son to Sir James
Stewart, late provost of Edinburgh,

1675.

wherever he was, with all
for one of his
his books and papers whatsomever, and made
publicly ; but after the revolution he was an close prisoner in Edinburgh, and no comhonour to his country, and to the g-own in munication to be allowed him with any
the office of king's advocate, for many years. living by word or Mrit."
These were the
This gentleman was jealoused by the mana- illegal and arbitrary orders given at this time
gers for writing, at least having a share in about the best of men, without any reason,
publishing, the known paper, entitled, " An save the will and pleasure of angry courtiers
account of Scotland's grievances, by reason so that nobody could be safe, had not kind
of the duke of Lauderdale's ministry, hum- providence interposed, as in this case Mr
to be apprehended,

:

bly tendered to his sacred majesty."

This

account galled the party, and fretted them
exceedingly, and yet I do not find that they

were

able, or

ever essayed to answer the

matters of tact alleged there against them.

Stewart had some notice given him, and
escaped most narrowly.
However, when
he got a

little

of March,

out of the way, upon the 10th

order of council, and the magistrates

Upon this score, and because he was a Edinburgh appointed
known presby terian, and very useful to these through the town, and
p(!ople, letters

came doAvn from the

court,

of the date February 27th this year, ordering

])risoner to Stirling;

by some gentlemen
Avith

my

lord,

it

and w^hen

who were

this

was deponed

present that day

was

alleged by the committee,
lord's friends, and that part

that they were my
of their depositions were not written ; and yet
from my lord's two women going out to gaze,
who were upon tliat account put out of his service, it is concluded that my lord was acces.sory
to the rescue.
As for the persuading these two
ministers to leave their charges, my lord produced two letters under the ministers' hand,
prior in date to the time they alleged he was dissuading them from episcopacy, direct to other
persons, by which it is evident they were either
really or feignedly resolved to give over serving
under bishops ; so that it is apparent that it was
not my lord's persuasion, but their own inclination, and referred to their oath if ever he persuaded them to any such thing. The council
would not take notice of the letters, neither
would they allow the ministers to depone,
though my lord Cardross referred it to their
oath, as is ordinary in the like cases, but ordained
my lord to give his oath, \vhich my lord refusing
to do, being now out of memory, after so long a
time, to depone upon an accidental discourse
that might have occasionally fallen in
the
council held him as confessing the same, which,
though it had been true, it not being contrary
to any statute law, it was su])posed to be no
ground of imprisoning and fining.
By all the depositions, there is not only
nothing proven against mj' lord, that he ever
was present at any conventicles himself, or that
he was in the least accessory to the resetting or
rescuing of Mr King, or that he was ever harboured in his house to his knowledge, only that
diver and the boy his son James, and John Jacks
depone, that in winter last, when my lord dwelt
nt Kirkhiil-house with his whole familj', which
is about thirty miles from Cardross-house, Mr
King went and stayed with the man that had
the keys and keeping of Cardross-house, who
:

were sealed by

cabinets

all his

search

to

for

of

him

to seize all papers or
trunks belonging to him, wherever they

could be found

was only

;

and because they appre-

in the office-houses

;

but none depones

my

lord or his lady knew oi- had
to his being there, but on the
contrary, they deponed, though it was not insert
in the depositions, that when
lord was removing his family in the beginning of tlie last
summer from Kirkhill to Cardross,
King
fled from those fields, which is a clear evident

nor can say

any accession

my

Mr

he had no permission, much less an order from
lord for his staying there, otherwise he
had not quit that part of the country at the
report of his coming
but also little or nothing
material is proven against his lady, as may
appear by what lias been said, and yet on the
same bare probations, against which my lord has

my

;

so much to say in law, the council has fined him
in eleven hundred twelve pounds ten shillings
sterling, to be paid to the cash-keeper for his
majesty's use, and that besides imprisoning his
person in the castle of Kdinburgh during his
majesty's pleasure.
The grounds of which
sentence are here set down.
The council has
likewise appointed a garrison at the house of
Cardross, where
lord and his family were
residing, Avhich was formerly spoiled by a ten
years' garrison under the usurper, and was
newly repaired at a charge, and that in such a
form as is most unfit for strength, or for lodging
soldiers, without defacing and altogether marring the reparation ; and if there be a necessity
for a garrison iti that part of the country, the
king lias the castle of l)oon within four or five
miles of Cardross, which is his own, and is in
all respects fitter for a garrison than any place
else in these fields, neither can it be prejudged
by the soldiers ; also none of a long time have
resided in it, though it be in good enough i-epair
for a garrison.
All which was represented by
the council; notwithstanding whereof they
would not alter their commands, but order the
soldiers to march immediately to the house of

my

Cardross.

;;
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hended he might be biding about lington, and took instruments, upon his rebis brother's bouse at Coltuess, ttisal, that be had offered it.
Sir Robert
or his brother-in-law's. Sir John Max- Sinclair, and some other gentlemen in the
wel of Nether-Pollock, orders are given to sliire of Berwick, joined him in this matter
the lord Ross and bis troop, to searcli for 1 think, at first the most part, but afterwards
him and his papers. I find by a missive several fell from it. The council, and parletter, dated March 11th, that a most strict ticularly the bishops, could not bear any
search was made at Edinburgh for appre- thing that looked lilce a crossing of so darbending Mr Stewart, for his alleged penning ling a project as the oppressive garrisons:
1675.

—

'

|

and that Mi- William
Carstairs was apprehended at London, upon
the same reason, and was to be sent down
of the Grievances

.

to

so,

;

Scotland to be tried.

—Upon

upon the 2d of September, they take

this matter

come

under their consideration, and

to this resolution.

"

The

lords of his

majesty's privy council, considering a peti-

the 11th

sealed tion given in to them by Sir Patrick Hume
by the archbishop of of Polwart, and subscribed by him, as likeGlasgow and treasurer-depute, and any wise the bill of suspension presented by him
papers belonging to Mi* Stewart to be taken to the lord Collington, which is of an insolent

of jMarch,

the

council order the

cabinets to be opened

out.

What

any thing

they found

I

know

Mr

nature

not, but, for

can learn, they made no

I

;

as also, that after the lord Colling-

ton had refused the same, he took instru-

dis-

was forced to abscond ments on his offer thereof, and that he had
some time, and improved his likewise taken instruments at the houses of
time, during bis hiding, in religion and close some other of the counsellors at Edinbiu-gb
study, so as, through the blessing of God, the council commit him to prison, till the
he w&s prepared thereby to make that bright king's pleasure be known."
Meanwhile
and extraordinary figm-e he afterward made accounts come into the council from all
in the world.
His troubles continued for corners, of the general tUssatisfaction with
some years, and then he ventured to appear the appointment of garrisons, and that few
or none of the commissioners of the excise
again, though still in a private way.
coveries.

and

Stewai't

retire for

The other gentleman attacked this year could be prevailed with to meet, as had been
was Sir Patrick Hume of Polvvart, now the ordered thereupon new orders are sent to
aged earl of Marchmont, who since the the commissioners, to meet in each shire
revolution hath been honoured to serve his where they were established, and provide
country in the highest stations, and managed for the maintenance of the garrisons.
them with that firmness to the revolutionSeptember 3d, the council write to the
:

interest,

and regard to

hairs in the

religion, that his

king, " complaining of the lau-d of Polwart's

gray

way of righteousness cannot but

be a crown to him.

The committee

ap-

giving in a

bill

Collington,

upon a charge given by the

of suspension to the lord

pointed to bring in their opinion auent Mj*

council to the commissioners of excise in

John King's

the shire of Berwick, concerning the provi-

the country

affair,

;

and

it

proposed the garrisoning

was thought they had a sion of the garrisons of that

shire

;

and when

particular eye to the house of Cardross in

the said lord justly refused

it,

so doing.
Sir Patrick Hume, who had
made a bold step against encroachments
upon the liberty of parliaments, as we have
heard, could not a^^ay with the setting up

instruments of his offering

it."

of garrisons in a peaceable and loyal country,

ing their dissent from the commission given

as being a sensible encroachment
liberties of the subject

;

contributions for support of the garrisons in

the shire he was concerned in

bill

of suspension to

to
(

Polwart and Sir Robert

sent the foresaid
Avithal

bill

Sinclair, to pre-

of suspension,

and

gave in warrants for themselves to

which a provide the ganison in necessaries for their
parts."
An answer to the council's letter,
the lord Col- of the date of September 30th, comes to

:

for

sentence was passed against him, and he

gave iu a

The same

day the lairds of Langtoun, Cockburn, and
some other commissioners of the excise,
gave in a petition to the council, " signify-

upon the

and so refused the

that he took
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of things at this time; and there-

hand, October 5th, wherein his
majesty " approves of their imprisoning' of
Polwart, as beinnr a factious person, and
having done what ma}' usher in confusion ;
their

when

fore

and then,

materials

now

offer

I

adventure to touch at mat-

ters that are

not so immediately branches

In the entry of this
him incapable of our sufferings.
of all public trust, and send him close pris- year the del)ates were continued, and
oner to Stirling castle until further orders." not a iew papers handed about anent the
This worthy gentleman continued under no business of the advocates, hinted at before,
small trouble for some considerable time, and the elections of burghs, which being
some branches whereof may afterwards merely civil, I say no more of them. It is
more agreeable to my province to take
occur.
It was little wonder that any who had the a view of the state of the indulged presbyleast sense of liberty remaining with them terian ministers this year, and hint at the
in the shire of Berwick, set up against those opposition made to the duke of Lauderdale in England, and, a\ hat I promised upon
I have in mine eye just
arbitrary courses.

and requires them

to declare

j

I

I

I

I

now

a paper giving the total sum of the
nonconformity this year, in

fines uplifted for

among

the former chapter, the differences

the bishops and clergy, which terminate this

the sheriffdom of Berwick, by the earl of year, with some few other things that

Hume

and the amount is no less than
twenty-six thousand six hundred sixty-six
pounds, thirteen shillings, and four pennies
Scots; and in the parish of Gordon three thousand three hundred twenty-eight pounds,
and four shillings Scots. We may easily
from tliis guess what vast sums ^^•ere about
this time uplifted by way of fines for conAnd to end
venticles and nonconformity.
this section, besides the exorbitant sums
exacted by the uuder-persecutors, the council now and then Avere fining presbyterians,
when they came among their hands, pretty
;

fell

out.

who had embraced

Ministers
gence, were

not altogether

greatest discouragements

reproach,

the indul-

easy

;

their

from obloquy and

by some M'ho professed the same

ends with them, were not yet come to any
great bearing, though

a divisive

temper

among presbyterians was beginning to work,

by the cunning of enemies and weakness
of friends but they wanted not their discouragements as to outwards though they
served the cure, and preached at the
churches, yet the collectors and others paid
Uj)on the 6th of August, I find them almost no stipend. Therefore I find
severely.
one John Sandilands before them, for being many of them petitioning the council, in the
at a conventicle near Bathgate, in the be- month of January, for A^arrants, and getting
ginning of the year, and fined in three hun- them. That the curious reader may see the
dred merks

;

and upon his actual payment

of that, and his giving bond and caution for

:

;

form, I shall set

down one

act with respect

William Violet, the autogi-aph A\'hereof is before me.
" At Edinburgh, the 2Gtli day of January,
to

IVIr

two thousand merks, if ever he was again at
conventicles, he is liberated.
Thus we have
some view of the persecution this year, 1675, anent the petition presented by IVIr
which was one of the softest in this period. William Violet, minister at Cambusnethan,
I go on to some other things noticeable in it. shewing, that the petitioner having been by
the council's favour indulged to serve in the
said parish,

he accordingly hath exercised

his ministerial function thei'ein these divers

Of some

other particulars, ivhich give some

further view of the state of this church this
year, 1675.

The

greater liberty I

in this liistory, that

know

will be allowed

we have

so lame ac-

counts, I Lad almost said none, of the state

and whereas the petitioner
;
under the burden of a numerous family,
and that he hath not received any part of
years bypast

is

the stipend of the said parish, for the years
1672, 1673, and 1674, bypast, humbly therefore

might be

supplicating, that Atarrant

granted to the effect underwritten

:

the lords
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heard and considered the foresaid petition, do allow the petitioner the
stipend of the said parish of Camhusnethan,
'

ing-

for the said years 1672, 1673,

and 1674 by-

and grant warrant to the petitioner to
uplift the same from the heritors and others
liable in payment thereof, and discharge any
other person, on the account of the vacancy,
past,

[BOOK

ir.

the persons pretended ordainers, and these

who

have received ordinaappointed to be seized upon by the
or other ordinary magistrate of the

shall pretend to

tion, are
sheriff,

place,

and to be committed to prison until

they be delated unto the lords of our privy

council, who are by the said act authorized
and ordained, after trial, and finding the said
persons guilty, to sentence them, by confisto trouble the petitioner or the heritors for cation of all their moveable goods, and banthe same, and ordain letters of horning to be ishing them, and causing them to find caudirected hereupon in form as etfeirs. Extract tion not to return to our dominions.
And
" Thomas Hay."
by me
whereas by the common law and practice
In those terms a good many of them got of this kingdom, if any person or persons
their wai'rants; but at length, upon some presimie to usurp and assume any authority

pretext or other, the prelates prevailed in

civil

March, that the council made the following
" March 9th, Ordered that no inorder.
dulged ministers get warrants for their sti-

to

pends, vvithout testificates from the sheriff

any of our

or magistrates in the bounds, that they have
not kept conventicles since March 24th,

or to those who have power and authority
from us to that purpose and ^\ hereas, by
an act of our privy council, dated September

1674."

many

But

this restriction did not affect

of them.

But

or ecclesiastic, belonging to us, or those

M hom

it is

intrusted by us, ought to be

severely punished

;

and that

albeit the in-

dicting or appointing of a fast to be kept

by

subjects, doth belong only to us,

:

3d, 1672, confining several

outed ministere

month of July, a sorer storm to the parishes therein specified, they are
broke upon them complaints were given to indulged the liberty to preach within their
the council, avc may easily guess by whom, respective parishes, they observing the parin the

:

against most of the indulged ministers, that

they

broke

ticuliu-

instructions following, to nit," &c.

and did (I do not insert them, being above set down.)
" Not« ithstanding, it is of verity, that Mr
several other things contrary to law and
the advocate is ordered to send out sum- James Veitch, who is confined unto the
mons, that they might compear before the j)arish of Mauchhn, Mr John Gemble concouncil in July.
A principal copy of the fined unto the parish of Symington, and Mr
letters and citation given to Mr James
Hugh Campbell confined to the parish of
Veitch, minister at Mauchline, being in my Muirkirk, with indulgence to preach at their
hands, 1 shall insert a copy of it here.
ovra kirks upon the observance of the said
instructions, they and every one of them
Lettei's, king's advocate, for summoning Mr have contravened the tenor thereof, in
so far
their

instructions,

;

James

Veitch,

" Charles, &c., to our
&c.

to

sellor.

Sir

upon the first, second, third, or remanent
days of the month of January, or some or
other of the months of years 1674, or 1675,
as

messengers,

it
is humbly meant
and
by oxu* well-beloved counJohn Nisbet of Dirletoun, our

Whereas

shown

§'c.

lovits,

have taken upon them to baptize persons or
maiTy people in other parishes, and have not
advocate for our interest, in this matter celebrated the communion in one and the
underwTitten, that where, by the 9th act of same day, but at divers and distinct times,
the 3d session of oiu* 2d parliament, it is and admitted persons of other parishes
statute and ordained, that no person or thereto, without testificates fi-om the minispersons whatsomever presume to appoint or ters thereof, and have preached in churchordain any person to the office and work of yards and other places without the kirk, and
the ministrjr, except these who have autho- have not remained vt ithin the parishes forerity, approven by the laws of this kingdom
said, to which they were confined, but have
for that effect and by the said act, both departed forth thereof to other partis and
us,

;

:

:

CHAr.

Those three above named were
1675.
and several others but, from
compeared
the registers, I cannot find they
if I mistake it not, the matter was made up by
my lord Stair, and some other of their well-

places at their own pleasure, M'ithout warrant or license of the bishop of the diocese

cited,

have also taken upon them to meet together and appoint and ordain several persons to the office and rank of the ministry,
without any authority from us as also the
said persons have highly usurped our authotliey

fai-

charge,

proven, but

that could easily be

their appointing a fast in their respective

and several others,

as they

;

wishers, nothing being to be laid to their

:

rity, in so
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when

the Lord was visibly

being,

upon one or other of the days of the
town of Ayr
and several other places, they did presume

congregations,

said months, convened at the

contending as to the fruits of the ground ;
and it would have been hard to have pro-

to appoint a day or days of fasts ; M'hereby
the forenamed persons have directly contravened the tenor of the said act of parlia-

secuted them on this head,

ment and

cil

aged, that

instructions above written, and

Thus
some

and keeping of

fasts

foresaid

and the

it

was

difficult to

get

it

proven.

storm blew over, and they had
(piiet from the government for some

some persons

concerned, upon the death of the minister

for vihich they

:

the coun;

this

years: yea, by the interest of

in

ought to
be examplarily punished in their persons and
goods, to the terror of others to do the like
Oiu- will is, that ye comin time coming.
mand and charge the said Mr James Veitch,

manner

when

appointed a fast

matter of ordination was so cautiously man-

thereby have incurred the pains therein contained, and are guilty of usurping our authority, in indicting

themselves

indulged to Carmichael, the council were
prevailed

with

send another thereto,

to

being, as they say, a parish allowed to

have

an indulged minister, as hath been noticed

upon this chapter ah-eady.
However, towards the end of this year,
and the next, there was a very small matter
failing thereof, at
by open proclamation at the market-cross like to prove uneasy to them, and that Avas
of the head burgh of the shire where they the payment of the bm'sar and clerk of the
dwell and that ye deliver to them personally, diocesan synod, their quotas for the
IVIr

John Gemble, and

INIi-

Hugh

Campbell,

personally, if they can be apprehended ;

and
theii* dwelling-houses, and

;

or leave at the places foresaid,

full copies

parishes ^vhere they preached.

of

Upon

the

of September, the whole of the indulged

these our letters, to compear personally be-

.3d

fore the lords of our privy council, at Edin-

got a charge of horning, to pay the dues

happen them to be
for the time, the 29th day of July instant,
to answer to the premises, and to hear and

ordinary, to Lodovick Fairfoul, clerk to the

see such orders taken thereanent, as apper-

others stood out, and ap])lied for a suspen-

under the pain of rebellion, and putting them to our horn with certification to
them if they failie, our other letters shall be
direct to put them to our horn, according to

sion

burgh, or where

it

shall

synod, and

Mr David

hastily Avent into the

tains,

;

in

Some

Clunie, bursar.

payment of them, and

which they found no small difficulty,

because the payment of these was one of
the things imposed upon them by the act of

;

council, for their indidgence.

These Avho

Given under oiu* signet at refused to pay Avere of dilferent sentiments,
Edinburgh, the loth day of July, and of some of them reckoning it Avas lawful to pay
our reign the 27th year, 1675. Per actum these undue impositions, Avhen forced and

justice,

&c.

doininorum secreti

distressed

concilii.

in

law, being a

part

of

" I Robert Leich, messenger,

that

by virtue of passive obedience they reckoned laAvful, and
the above written letters, in our sovereign what had been generally gone into, as to
lord's name and authority, command and the stipends of curates, by gentlemen of
charge you Mi- James Veitch, to compear their persuasion others of them reckoned
before the lords of his majesty's privy coun- it simply unlaAvful in any case.
This matter
cil, day and place above written, to theeflect,
came not to an issue till some time after
for the causes, Avith certification above ex- this, and I shall liave occasion to give an
.

prest.

"

Robert Leich, Messenger."

account.of
'

II.

it

in the foUoAving years.

2p
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The

diiko of Lauderdale

[ROOK

11,

was now

commons could not form what some among
them projected.f However, in May or
little wheels moved, and uo small pains
June, they drew up and presented an
were taken in l^^nglaud to make the king; address to the king, that the duke might bo
The attempts this way I removed from all his employments, and
part with him.
1675.

.shall

the great wheel by whit^li

much

our

all

leave to the civil historians.

I

duke was the first
adviser to bring- in the test bill, by some
called the bishops' bill, containing an oath
to bo im])osed upon all, that they should
endeavour no alteration of the government
This was a counter part of
in the church.
GUI' Scots declaration, and proceeded from
a cry formed with a peculiar design .and
find

it

noticed, that the

made use of since, that the church
was in danger. Lauderdale proposed this to

frequently

ingratiate himself with the high

But

called the chxu'<:h party.

found contrary to the

then

fliers,

this bill

was

liberties of parliament,

and many fine speeches were made in the
house of peers against this imposition and
the earl of Halifax had a speech much noHis lordship obticed upon this subject.
;

was

no security
no ]>rivate
person, much less statesman, would order
no man
his affairs as relying upon them
would ever sleep with open doors or xmlocked treasure, should all the town be
sworn not to rob so that the use of multiplying oaths, had been most commonly to
exclude or distiu-b some honest conscientious
men who would never have prejudiced the
served, "that as there
to

any

state

by

really

oaths, so also

:

;

The party who opposed the
Dr Gilbert Burnet, so well known

government."
dulve, got

to the Avorld, called before the bar

of the

commons, to declare what he knew anent
the duke of Lauderdale's administration and
practices and I have added a copy of his
;

examination.*

From

this

* Burnet'' s examination

The

examination the

and

declaration.

doctor attending according to the order
of the house, was called in, and having answered
to the several questions proposed to him by the
master speaker, and the house not being satistied with the answer, he was called in again to
give his last answer, which he having done, and
being withdrawn, and the house not being yet
fully satisfied with his answer, he ^vas again
called in to explain himself, and being withdrawn, some heads of his testimony, to avoid
mistakes, were drawn in writ, and being again
called, and the same read to him, and having
amended it in some particulars at the bar of this
house, the same is as follows, viz. That coming

from

his majesty's presence

and council for
and dan-

ever, as being a person obnoxious

into England out of Scotland, the first Saturday
of September l(i73, he went to visit the duke of
Lauderdale in his lodgings in Whitehall, where
the duke and he discoursed of the affairs of England and Scotland, and particularly of the proceedings of parliament concerning the declaration, for suspending penal laws in matters ecclesiastical ; and being afterwards asked, whether,
if Scotland being called to assist the king, they
would assist him or not ? he answered, he
thought they would not ; but the duke replied,
he believed they would, and that his coming into
England, would bring a great many. That the
duke asking him of the affairs of Scotland, he
answered, the people in Scotland that were at
such a distance could not imagine what to think
of the king's speech and declaration ; whereunto the duke replied, hinc illte lachiymcp, and
that all had forsaken the king but himself and
the lord Clifford.
f The reader will have observed, that in these
supplementary notes we have made frequent
reference to Rishop Burnet as an impartial
witness to the truth of the statements of our
liave done so on t/ircc grounds.
author.
First, Rishop Rurnet not only lived at the time
when most of the transactions wliich he relates
took place, but was in many instances an eyewitness of them, and an active participant in
their causes, attendants, and consequents ; and
was thus a most competent judge and historian
In tfie second place, all
of such transactions.
his ])rejudices were ai^ainst the covenanters, and
in favour of the episcopal hierarchy, and this,
while it accounts for the contemptuous manner
in which he sometimes speaks of men who were
decidedly his superiors in theological and general
literature, renders his testimony in favour of
the chai'acter and history of the covenanters far
more worthy of regard, as being the testimony
of one whose inclinations certainly did not lie in
In the third place ; although
that direction.
Wodrow and Burnet wrote and published their
histories entirely without the knowledge of each
other, there is a remarkable harmony in their
narrations as to all the leading events of the
The first volume of Rurnet w^as pubtimes.
lished in 1723, and the second in 1731- ; so that
Wodrow, whose work appeared in 1721, 1722,
could not possibly have seen either the one or
seems to have valued
IVIr
the other.
Burnet highly, as he very frequently transcribes
from him, while he as frequently cries him
down.
speak not of his theology nor of his
general character as a man but we adopt the
sentiments of a late historian who had laboriously compared the history of Rurnet with an
immense mass of MSS. in the Advocates'
Library, that " the narrative" of the bishop " is
neither to be rejected because the dates may be
sometimes misplaced, nor are the glowing characters of nature to be discarded because they
coincide not with the prejudices of party wriLaing's History, vol. ii. p. 398. Ed.
ters."

We

Hume

We

:

—

;

CHAP.

gerous to
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X.
tlie

govenimcut.

A

copy of

this

address the ie;ider will liud at the foot of
tlie piijre.*

The two heads the house

of

commons

and interest shall reqtilre: and his .^~f,
having said at the council-tahle .at
London, " That the king's edicts wore equivalent to laws."

The reader

will lind

what

an act in the par- answers were given to hotli the allegatious, in
liament of Scotland, for levying' twenty tliou- his majesty'sanswer to thehouse of commons'
sand men to man^h, at the king's command, to address, helow.f Notwithstanding this atinsist

upon, are, his

any part of
•

passinj>-

honour

tack upon the duke, he coutinued firm iu

against Lauderdale, 'ylpril

in your majesty's honour, authority, and greatness may be concerned, and are to obey such
orders and directions, as they shall from time to
time receive from the privy council there. By
colour of which general words, we conceive this
realm may be liable to be invaded under any pretence whatsoever ; and this hath been done, as
we apprehend, principally by the procurement
of the said duke of Laiulerdale, he having all the
time of these transactions been principal secretary of the said kingdom, and chiefly intrusted
with the administration of affairs of state there,,
and himself commissioner for holding the parliament at the time of passing the latter of the said
acts, ^vhereby the providing of the said horse and
foot is effectually imjjosed upon the said kingdom, and that extraordinary power vested in
and ^ve conceive we
the privy council there
havejust reason to apprehend the ill consequences
of so great and unusual a power, especially when
the affairs of that kingdom are managed by the
said duke, who hath manifested himself a person
Vt'e do therefore
of such pernicious principles.
in all humility implore your sacred majesty, considering how universal a fame and clamour of
the said misdemeanours runneth openly throughout this realm, that for the ease of the hearts of
your people who are possessed with extraordinary grief and sorrow, to see your majesty thus
abused, and the kingdom endangered, " your majesty would graciously be pleased to remove the
said duke of Lauderdale from all his employments, and from your majesty's presence and
council for ever, as being a person obnoxious
and dangerous to the government."

his dominions,

Commons' address

where

his

27,'l07.j.

'We your majesty's dutiful and h)yal subjects,
the oouiinons in the present pai'liainent assemliled, do with humility and t'aitbfuhiess acknowledije your inaj;^sty's care for the safety of your
people, in calling us together at this time, to
means for the preservation of
our religion ami properties, though we have
great cause to rest assured of the continuance of
your majesty's disposition towards us, yet we
find, upon serious examination of the state of
this kiiigdo:n, tliat there are great jealousies
risen, that some persons of great cmjdoyment

consult of the best

under your majesty, have fomented designs contrary to the interest both of your majesty and
of your people, intending to deprive us of our
ancient rights and liberties, that thereby they
might easily introduce the popish religion, and
an arbitrary form of government over us, to the
ruin and destruction of the whole kingdom.
Amongst these who are presently employed
under your majesty, we have just cause to accuse, for a pi'omoter of such designs, the duke
of Lauderdale, lately created earl of Guilford,
because we have heard it testified in our house
by several of our own members, that in the
lu'aring, before the council, of the case of Mr
^\'haley, who had committed IMr James contrary to your majesty's declaration of the I.)th
of March, 1671, he, the said duke of Lauderdale,
did openly affirm in the presence of your majesty sitting in council, and before divers of
your subjects attending there, that your majestj'^s edicts ought to be obeyed, for your edicts
are equal with laws, and ought to be obeyed in
the first place, thereby, as uuich as in him lay,
justifying the said declaration, and the proceedings thereupon, and declaring his inclinations
to arbitrary counsels, in terror of your good
people.
And we are further confirmed in this
opinion by late acts of parliament, of a very
strange and dangerous nature, which we have
observed amongst the printed statutes of your
kingdom of Scotland, the first whereof was in the
third session of the first p.irliament held there
luider your majesty, cap. 2.1, and the other in
yoiu' majesty's second parliament, cap. 2, the
like whereof was never passed since the union of
the ttvo kingdoms, and are directly contrary to
the intention of an act past here in the fourth
year of the reign of king James, " for the utter
abolition of all memory of hostility, and the dependencies thereof between England and Scotland, and for the repressing of the occasion of
discords and disorders in time to come," and of a
like act past about thesame time in the kingdom
of Scotland.
Ey force of which said late acts,
there is a militia settled iti that kingdom of

twenty thousand

who

foot and two thousand horse,
are obliged to be in I'eadiness to march into
tbis> kingdom, for any service where-

any part of

;

f King's ansiver. Mar/ 7, 167G.
Charles 11.
His majesty has considered of
the address against the duke of Lauderdale, and
the reasons accompanying it.
As to the acts of
parliament mentioned to have been past in Scotland, his majesty observes the first of those acts
was in the year 166.3, which ^vas long before the
duke of Lauderdale was his majesty's commissioner in that kingdom, the latter was in pursuance of the former as to the words by the
time of IVIr Whaley's cause, his majesty perceives,
that if they had been spoken they must have been
spoken before the last act of general pardon
and his majesty being sensible how great satis-

—

:

faction and security the inviolable preservation
of the former act of indemnity and oblivion has
been to all his subjects, cannot but a]>prehend
the dangerous consequences in in(|uiring into
any thing that hath been pardoned by an act of
general pardon, lest the example of that might
give men cause to fear their security under the
act of oblivion.
Given at the court of Whitehall, the 7th day of May, 1675.
The same being read, and a debate rising
thereupon, the further debate adjourned while
Tuesday morning next.

—

^

;

;
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,„^_ the king's favour, and that of the
'

duke of York

;

and, for

some

time,

he and his brother manaijed all in Scotland,
and their party carried every thing they
pleased in the council and treasury.
The former year and this, the differences
among the episcopal clergy were not small
and since no account of them hath, that I
know of, been given to the public, I shall
insert here, what I can gather from any
papers, relative to this,

come

my

to

hand,

though indeed it is but lame. Bishop Sharp
and his party resolved to oppress and bear
dovra some who set up themselves for some
further advances iu reformation, as they took
Avhat they pressed for to be.

And

the pri-

mate's carriage in this affair will be a

new

[BOOK

II.

but desires forbettering things in the church
were not unreasonable, as things stood;
and if there was any thing in this matter of
partying, it was carefully improven by the
primate, to make the duke essay to embark
his majesty in his o«n faction, and to bear

down

All the account of

the other side.

matter

this

I

am

able to give, to set the

papers following in the fuller light,

is,

that

complaints, and the motion for a

these

was pretty openly given into
by bishop Laurie of Brechin, and Mr James
Ramsay, bishop of Dumblane. When the
bishop of Brechin came to Edinburgh, he
was prevailed upon by his friends, to conform himself to archbishop Sharp's sentiments and accordingly he quit the other,
national synod,

;

him

instance of that antichristian spirit of perse-

and

cution and pride he M^as possessed with, iu

it is said,

left

to

manage the

alone

afi'air

:

yea,

he dropt some representations he
so great measures, not only toward presby- had in trust from his diocesan sjniod, pressterians, whom he had deserted, and resolved ing a national synod. Bishop Ramsay stood
by all methods to ruin, but also to those of out for some considerable time, and insisted
his own kidney, when they came not up to upon the joint desires of the clergy of his
every thing that was his pleasure, as if he diocese, and in other places, for a national
had been an infallible and visible head of the convocation of the clergy.
Among the
chm-ch, and vicar of Christ, or another anti- inferior clergy some appeared likewise very
This business began active in this matter, particularly Messrs
christ in Scotland.
last year, and ended in September this year;
Turner, Cant, Robertson, and Hamilton, in
and I put it all together, as far as it has the diocese of Edinburgh. Their diocesan

come
tlie

to

my

being utterly averse from a national synod,

hand.

May and

June, 1674, not only some of they and some others agreed upon a petition
inferior clergy, but even some of the to him, that, if possibly they could prevail

In

bishops themselves, began to complain pretty
openly, that the church was not governed

Avith him,

he might deal with the primate to

interpose for the indicting of one.

it

copy of

it

year the petition was formed, but

acted as a pope, and, in council and out of

lies

was presented,

managed the affairs of the church, without

characters,

so

much

and

:

and that though there was a law for a
national synod, yet none had been permitted,
by his influence, to meet, for a common
course in ecclesiastical

afiiiirs,

compiling of

canons, and exercise of discipline.

Bishop
Sharp and his friends allege, that these complaints were groundless, and flowed from the
country party, as it was called, in the state,

in order to heighten the clamour

ences

under

and

dififer-

"

A

cannot say.

before me, said to be taken iu haste, and

it,

as noticing the rest of the prelates

I

Last

when

in aa ecclesiastical way, but in a most arbitrary method ; and that archbishop Sharp

I

To

give

when
it

the petition was read

here as I have

it.

the reverend father in

God, the lord

bishop of Edinburgh, the hwuble petition

of some of the ministers of the diocese of
Edinburgh.
" That whereas your lordship

is

perfectly

acquainted with the disorders and confusions
of this kirk, and the contempt the ministers

and ordinances of the gospel

lie

under at

duke of Lauderdale's
administration.
Hov/ far the persons dissatisfied with the duke's management, might

itself is

play their game here,

intercede with the lord piimatc his grace,

the

I

am not to detenuine

:

the present, and that the protestant religion

thereby exposed

:

we do humbly and

earnestly desire, that your lordsliip

will

CHAP.

and the rest of the R. R. the bishops, that
they wouhl be pleased carefully to represent
the sad and deplorable
in

writ before the matter was tabled in
16-4

council,

and follows.

condition of this

most sacred majesty and that
all ages, synods and assemblies

kirk, to his
since,
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"

:

May

it ])lease

j-our grace,

have kept long silent, and my
correspondence with yoiu- grace hath not
been so frequent as formerly yet, like the
son of Cresus, I must cry out v.hen my
" Albeit

1

have been judged the best ecclesiastical
remedies of such evils, they would interpose
that a national synod may be indicted by
his majesty's authority; and so the sciiisms
and abounding- disorders whereby truth and
peace are in so much danger, with all the
bad effects thereof, may be removed, and
some speedy solid course fallen upon, for
advancing the purity and power of religion,
and good discipline that so his majesty's
subjects, agreeing- in the truth of God's most
holy Avord, may live quietly and peaceably,
in all godliness and honesty, under his gracious government.
We are confident your

of the clergy, upon no other account but to

lordship will favourably accept of this humble

shake off our yoke, aud break our bands

:

address

neither can

;

we

doubt but your

lordship will endeavour to do your utmost

We know

in so

good a cause.

many

others of the brethren of the diocese

likewise,

;

mother the cliurch

hazard, and, i

in

is

believe, if I should hold

my peace,

the very

stones should speak, for the g'ospel

We

at stake.

now

is

are assaulted not only

by

our old enemies the fanatics,
who were never off us but also, alas my
lord, there is a fire set to our own bed-sti-aw
by sons of our own bowels, who viper-like
seek to eat that which produced them.
foreigTiers,

;

They are

all

I

crying for a general convocation

asunder.
" I hope your grace will consider j^our

own hazard,and what disorders have followed

upon our distempers in Scothad land when our neighbour's house is on fire,
they enjoyed this occasion of applying your it is time to look to our own. Their great
lordship, and w ith us have exonerated them- aim and design is against me, who, God
selves in what is so much oxu- duty, in times knows, like Paul, have spent myself in the
Mould have joined

of so

much

we

j)rudence,

know

Thus,

not

;

God

were removed from

some time

:

we

last

;

wounded.

probable the rest were received, after

they had suffered a while upon the score
of their harmless opinion in this matter.
It is

but

little

farther account I can give,

save what the reader must collect fi'om the

now

yet willing to

and

named

their charges

shall afterwards find

am

two

signed this petition I

but I find the four

service of this church, and

no man can
have run in vain, but if I be not supported by his majesty's special favoiu-,
through your grace's interposition, I shall
inevitably suffer shi])wreck and that were
of no value upon my own account, but I
see, through my side, the chui'cli shall be

to grant

of them reponed, on their submission
it is

:

and remain," &c.

how many

or

ministers

desires,

and danger.

pray Almighty

direction,

Who

for

difficulty

same

other things to yoiu* lordship's

remitting'

you

in the

in England,

spend what remains.
say

I believe

I

;

" The only remedy is to procure his
majesty to discharge the convocation, which
will

calm the storm, and quench

malicious designs
distiu-b

a\

hich are

all

now on

the peace of the church.

those
foot to

They

are

which speak for already come to that height of insolence,
themselves, and contain a pretty full view that one Mr Cant, a presbyter, has shaken
of this matter, from the parties principally off all fear of God, and regard to his
papers

I shall

concerned.

1

insert,

begin Avith a paper relating- to

canonical oath, in calling me a great grievance

from to the church. My dear lord aud brother,
Archbishop Sharp to the Archbishop of bestir yourself in this affair, and rememljer
Canterbury," dated, in two co])ies before the wo is pronounced against those who are
me, in the year IGT-l, but without tlie mouth at ease when Ziou is in distress. So recomand day. It a])pcars to me to have been mending this to your care, I am, my lord.
this

matter,

and

entitled,

" Letter

:
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your grace's affectionate brother,
and I'aithful servant,

.^„-

" St Andrews."
Uirected, " For his grace, the

though

uncivil,

I

IJ.

was upon

my

guard to speak in all submissive terms, your
grace having signified your displeasure with
me, by refusing me your hand at first meeting

archhishop of Canterbury."

and

tian

[BOOK

my

and,

;

lords the bishops

know with

what sharp expressions your grace treated
Whether this whining letter put the bi- me yesterday, for no other cause, but that I
shop of Canterbury upon using his interest humbly desired to know in what capacity
at coiu't in this mattei-, I know not, but no we were to act in this meeting, whether as
stone

unturned

left

is

to curb this

liero

alleged insolence of these

who

from

dift'ered

the primate. Accordingly, I find the archbishop tables this matter before the council,
and begins the persecution and, July 2d,
l(i74, " the council being informed by the
:

arolibishop of St Andrews, of

and expressions of

carriage

Mr

Archibald

Robertson,

;

AU the account

acquainted to wait upon

it.

I can give of this,

from a

bishop

come

Kamsay
to

is

from the meeting however, I was loath to
go away presently, but stayed till that meeting was ended. Yet finding it is not fit for
:

me

to appear at a second diet,

some insolent grace required me to be gone, and

and Mr
Andrew Cant, ministers at Edinburgh, at a
meeting of the presbytery, and before and
thereafter; do remit to the archbishop of
St Andrews, lord ])rivy seal, earls of Kincardine and Dundonald, president and advocate, to meet and examine them thereanent,
and to examine witnesses, with power to
confine and imprison as they find cause, and
What they found and did therereport."
upon, I know not but it would seem that
an accoimt ^\as sent up to London, and that
is the foundation of the letter from the king,
which I shall just now speak of. And a
meeting of bishops is thought proper at St
Andrews, and the bishop of Diuublane is

Mr John

Turner,

a provincial or national synod ; and once
and again your gi-ace requii'ed me to be gone

letter

from

He

to this meeting.

did

your

also appre-

may be hazard for me any
more to speak my mind in this meeting,
which I conclude from the warning one of

hending there

me

the right reverend bishops gave

yester-

he believed my neck
was yuiking, which hazard I have the more
night, A^'ho told me,

to apprehend, because I heard it
spoken in the meeting, that there were letters from the king's majesty, which your
grace hath showed to the rest of my reverend brethren, and kept up from me there-

reason

;

your grace and this
meeting no fm-ther trouble by appearing in
fore I resolve to give

it

only

:

I

protest for the

episcopal seat, that in

all

liberty of

my

time coming

it

may

be free for the bishops of Dumblane to
be at the meetings of the bishops, and be
authorized to bring presbyters with them to
as any other bishops,
which hath not been granted to me at this

the same, as well

and used abiuidance of time.

them,

taken, that he is advised to withdraw,

" And though I cannot
which any more present, yet I

he

behind

freedom

after

witli the primate.

This was so iU

did, leaving the following letter

offer

my

at this time be
still

presume to

hiunble opinion anent the motion

about canons, which A\as spoken of yester-

him.

night, and lay those considerations following

"

"

May

it

It ^vas in obedieinie to yoiu* letter re-

quiring me, that

I

presumed to come to

meeting, wherein,being thus called,
J

at

please your grace,

might have spoken

according as

my

yet no sooner

thoughts before

my

I

opinion freely

reason did dictate to

did

I

offer

this

thought

to speak

me

my

the bishop and dean of

Edinburgh, upon a particular then debated^
but youi- grace did charge me as unchris-

your

feet,

bishops.
is

1st.

and the rest of my lords the
Although none in this churfch

more grieved for long Avant of canons, nor
more speedy settlement of them in

Welshes a

a regular way, than myself, yet

it

may

be

considered whether (especially at this time)
it

may

not possibly increase our schism and

by raising a jealousy in the minds
both of the orderly clergy and others, as if
we intended to rule them In an arbitrary
disorders,
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we

0\jO

methods of making- wisdom sliall think fittest, and
which have heen con- most consistent Avith his other 1675.
the reformation, and was affairs. And since the scdiism of this church

alter these

ecclesiastical laws,

stantly used since

pleaded for by the bishops themselves in tlie

hath

year 10 19, as ai'chbishop Spotiswood records

other evils,

2dly. If we can legally

in his history.

form

canons for the church, in a meetinn- which

is

neither national, provincial, nor diocesan,

but only consultative, as your grace declared
this to be yesternight, since

act of parliament

it is

by an express
no act

declared, that

opened the door

concurred with us, that so at least the widemay be contracted, and

be obeyed by any in this

the church

(-htirch,

but Avhat

the said

a(;t

Whether

it

seems clearly to appoint.

.3dly.

be not very expedient, that after

our

of

submission

sober of these ministers that yet have not
ness of the breach

be iigreed on by the national synod, as

all

(if there be any harm) that endeavoiu's be
used to cure the schism in a church way,
and that essays be made to bring them to
our church, inviting the gravest and most

or canon shall be of any force or validity, or

shall

most

to

move with

1 also

more

fortified

against

all

its

distempers.
" And thus

my

I have presumed to empty
most sincere and inward thoughts touch-

want of canons, there should be ing that affair, as far as the shortness of
time would allow and as I beg your grace
lest they be either defective or redundant, and lordships' pardon, if in any thing I have
and so still keep this poor church in an offended, so 1 hope your goodness will forunsettled condition, while we think to settle give the trouble of this letter, which I shall
the same for your lordships may easily see lengthen no further than to assure your
how improbable it is, upon the first hearing grace, however I be disposed, your assistof these canons read (for some of us never ance and direction by the uneiring Spirit oi'
saw them as yet) that we should be able to God, for recovering this poor church, shall
so long a
full

and mature deliberation had thereanent,

:

:

cognosce seriously of every thing necessary
to be considered in so great an afl'air, and so

important to the church.

4tlily.

Though

always be prayed for by," &c.
Directed, " For his grace the archbishop
of St Andrews, and my lords the bishops

the archbishop of Glasgow Mas not written

of

he might attend tliis meeting, yet it
is not luiknown to your grace and lordships,
how fitted he is to give advice in the matter
of canons nor doubt I hut it will be expedient that he should be consulted in an
affair that concerns the whole church, since
he is a distinct metropolitan. 5thly. Whether
or not the matters of fiiith and worship ought
to be considered, by the same necessity that

Andrews."

to, that

;

we

canons are, since

both feel and have

his

now convened

province,

at

St

" P.S. I presume to add, that it is my
humble request, that your grace may inter-

pose for taking off the sentence inflicted

upon these

loyal

and worthy watchmen the

ministers of Edinburgh, lest disorders

grow

more

infect

in that city,

and from thence

other places."

The sentence

against the ministers of

reason to fear danger to this church, by

Edinburgh, spoken of in this postscript, will
best appear from the follov\ing letter sent to

heresy and irreligion, no

the council upon this

dals in practice.

And

less

than by scan-

therefore I leave

before your lordships' grave consideration,
it

it

if

be fitting to do the affairs that are intrin-

sical to

the church by halves, yea, by smaller

pieces,

and not rather by carefully preparing

these, than canons only;

are prepared, according
gi'anted

by

the

warrant

many years ago, to
majesty may be humbly soli-

his majesty,

that effect, his
cited to

that Avhen they
to

indict

Buch time as

a national synod, against
Iiis

majesty

in

his

royal

affair,

which was

before the above meeting of the bishops at
St Andrews ; of which I have not the date,

but only find

it

was this

year.

When infor-

mation had been sent up, in June or July
of this matter, the king sent do^vn this letter, dated July IGth, 1674, which 1 find
read in council, July 2Sth.

"Right trusty and well beloved,
greet you Avell.
As we cannot

We

when

occasion

is

&c.
but,

given, signify our royal

displeasure against all factious and divisive

:
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_ ways
IG^

the

in

orderly

tliat

dependence, Mhich

is

unbecoming'

church,

owned by the canons

For

orders.

and the laws
of that our ancient kingdom ; so from our
princely zeal and care that the authority
and honour of bishops in their due subordination may be preserved, and all contrivances against them suppressed and punished, we have thought lit to write to the
aichbishop of St Andrews, that it is our
of the

Mr

the said space

Christian chui-ch,

Given at our

by

year.

1

which

all

further

your

Windsor, the

castle at

1

6th

074, and of our reign the 2Cth

his majesty's

command,

'-

Here indeed
full

till

this shall be

we bid you heartily farewell.

warrant, and so

day of July

II.

Hamilton removed from

Leith to the manse of Cramond,

and

subordination

[BOOK

Lauderdai.k."

summar

is

and the

justice,

exercise of the roj'al supremacy

;

bishops

and ministers removed and oontined, without
translation of the bishop of Dumblane, to any process or trial I know of, but merely
that of the Isles; and that the bishop of by letters and informations sent up by their
Brechin be appointed ordinarily to preachat enemies here. The king's letter was obeyed
that the in all points of it, and July 28th, the council
the college kirk of Edinburgh
bishop of Edinburgh remove Mr Turner, send a macer to intimate the king's pleasure
Mr Robertson, and iNIr Cant, from the to all of them (and upon the 30th of July,
exercise of the ministry in Edinburgli, orany as we saw in the council's letter of this date
place in his diocese 'without license, and last year, they signify to the duke so much)
that Mr Hamilton be removed from Leith. and order each of them to give obedience as
Therefore as upon other occasions, we have accords.
recommended our bishops in that church to
The same day the bishop of Dumblane
be countenanced and assisted by the lords presents a petition to the council, anent
of our privy council in the discharge of their which I know no further than what is conoffices, and that their persons may be kept tained in his letter to the hishop of St
Only 1
in safety and due respect ; so at this time Andrews, just now to be insert.
royal pleasure, that forthwith there be

a

;

:

]

;

'.

I

I

I

I

we judge

especiiilly

authority
tics,

is

it

necessary,

when

their

not only assaulted by schisma-

but contemned and violated by those

M'ho are solemnly engaged to pay them

obedience canonical, to require you to em-

ploy your authority for that effect
particular,

we do

:

and in

positively require you, to

Lauderdale in

tind this short letter to

"

council books.

The enclosed

May

tiie

please your grace.

it

from the bishop of
day presented to us,
we thought not fit to meddle in the affair,
but have transmitted it to your grace, that
I
his majestymaybeacqualnted therewith.
petition

Dumblane, being

this

Whatever

Avas in the petition>

cause the bishop of Dumblane, within two

am," &c.

remove from residence in any
place of the diocese of Glasgow, and forbear

the bishop of Dumblane (for although by the

meddling with matters relative to the church,
save in his diocese of the Isles,- but as he

the

weeks

to

thereunto by his ordinary the
archbishop of (Glasgow, or by the archbishop
of St Andrews, upon occasion, as primate
shall be called

Mr

Turner
to remove from Edinbiu-gh to Glasgow,
there to abide till our further pleasure be
that ye cause, \>dthin ten days,

signified

:

that,

within the space of ten days,

ye cause Mi' Robertson to be removed to
the minister's manse at Auchterless, in the
diocese of Aberdeen, there to abide
fiu-ther pleasure

:

till

Cant be removed to Libberton, there to
abide till our further pleasure and within
:

is

yet he

Isles,

ordered to be translated to

still

in his papers keeps his

style of Diunblane,) talvcs the first opportu-

nity to go

up

to court himself.

Accordingly,

him and the priLondon, where the two bishops fall

in April, 1G75, I find both

mate

at

a scolding in their letters

;

they give the best

account of their difference themselves, and
The bishop of Dumblane
so I insert them.
begins this paper
letter, of

war with the following

the date June 7th, 1675, full of

severe charges.

our

that within the like space

Mr

king's letter he

"May
" It

is

obliged

it

not

me

please your grace,

unknown

to

come

to

your grace, what

to this place, or occa-

;
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long in it.
I have
upon what shadow of ground you
was you who abused either think or report it to others ? ^ "^
with that account, which Have you any letters under my hand, avouch-

stay so

{•round to believe
his majesty's ears

it

'

'

his majesty takes notice of iu his letter to

ing that presbyterial government, even but

yon, July Kith, 1G74, and was the ground
of ^vhat his majesty mms pleased to order

for its substantials,

concerning me, both in that, and the letter

liament

to the privy council, of the

same

date.

It

jure divino ?

Or, that

I

was thinking de miitando solo, M'hen the par-

made the first discoveries of their in-

And your
was sequestrate

clination to restore episcopacy ?

Mas you who not only intimated his majesty's pleasui-e, contained in your own letter,
very surprisingly to me, and in an extrajudicial and unfatherly manner, without any

grace

ghostly exhortations; but also influenced

suasion toucliing church government, and

the council to intimate their order, without

how I acted for it in the synod of Lothian,
under the eye of the greatest }»atrons of
presbytery; and do you think I am turned

previous calling
L gave iu

ing

me

to be heard

my petition to

:

and when

the council, contain-

my

may remember,

;

grace to consider

to represent ray case to his sacred majesty,

slanders will be,

(since I

was not

my

innocence,

called before sentence) I

I

by the usurpers, from the exercise of my
charge, till the king's happy restoration and
you know how early I discovered my per-

purpose to give exact obedience to
his majesty's pleasure, but only prayed them
that, for the justification of

that

fanatic because a bishop ?

I

beseech your

how unjustifiable those
when put to the touch.

Wherefore,

I desire (I shall not say the
but the justice of you) that you may
either choose an inditFerent person, who

favoiu-,

might be put to the strictest trial, auent
these crimes informed against me (a desire may consider your allegations,
with their
which coming from the meanest laick, should, evidences, and my answers; or, that without
for its justice, have been kindly entertained more noise
(considering that my sufferings
by churchmen) yet, you know how vigor- already are far above the merits of all you
ously you opposed it yea, after the council can lay to my charge)
you will be pleased to
was pleased, notwithstanding your opposi- interpose, and wipe off the dirt by the
same
tion, to transmit my petition to his majesty's hand
that threw it on me, whereby I may
consideration, you shortly after came here, be restored to his
majesty's favoui-, and my
where you have stayed since, having no just right by doing whereof, you may cross
small influence on them who manage public a lust of malice, but can neither
wound conaflfairs. It might have been reasonably hoped,
science nor honour.
But, if you please
that, as primate, you should have concerned neither of these, nor any thing
else than my
yourself to help forward a favourable answer being a holocaust to your revenge then let
to the petition of a bishop of your own pro- me beseech you to allow me the same
freevince, so just in itself, and so transmitted
dom in representing you, which you have
or, though your lordsliip had no regard to taken concerning me: and
I assure you,
me, yet the consideration of the good of the though I will have foul things
to represent, T
church, in that corner where you know dis- will doit in fairer manner than
that in wlilcli
;

;

:

;

orders are increased since

my

restraint,

together with the danger of the preparative,

you used me ; and this candour in warning
you is one step of it. My lord, if you think

should have prompted your grace to do
somewhat, to bear Avitness that your zeal for

strange of the terms and

manner of this
must be excused for I would not
the church was stronger than your private put what I was obliged to say in fairer or
pique at me. But since I came here, I have better expressions; nor can I believe you
been amazed to And a person of your char- should expect I would come to trouble you
acter and parts, could think it worthy of myself, after you had often discovered your
himself and his pains, to make and spread displeasure when I Avaited on you, and resuch reports as I am told you have done. quired me to begone out of your own house,
May I be so hold as to ask yom* grace, if after you had called me to it, and at length
indeed you believe me to be a fanatic ; or pursued me to this height and continuance
II.

addi-ess, I

;

2

Q
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of suffering-, without just grounds.

However, my lord, I have a just
veneration for your character, and shall he
loath to dishonour any that hears it, if you
do not constrain me, by continuing- to oppress
me unjustly, and by endeavouring to shut up
against

when

me all avenues for redress

:

even

yet,

obliged

you

come

to

[BOOK Ih

to this place, or occa-

sioned your so long stay in
fied neither to

me and you
;

you think that

it,

having noti-

are mistaken if

came, or have stayed, in

I

reference to you or your case, or have taken
pains to
told

I

make

or spread reports, as you are

have done

:

for I declare I

have not

upon me, I mentioned your name to the king, nor spoke
will endeavour to follow such methods as of you to any, before I received your letter,
are agreeable to the canons and practice of save to these who told me you had been
the church in such cases, so much as mi- witli them, and spoken of me and my
avoidable circumstances will permit me. way, in reference to the chm-ch and to you;
And herein I desire not to be mistaken, as and what I said was in just defence and
if I sent this, out of my trilling- vanity, to
vindication, against what you had most
fret you; I do it not, but out of duty to injiu-iously laid at my door. Your lordsliip
warn you. They are no trifles 1 have to has charged me with many things of which
say; and if you contemn this warning, 1 will I am innocent, and for which, neither as a
be exonered before God and men to publish privy counsellor, nor an archbishop, am I
them. But I hope and desire you will pre- obliged to give you an account. I have not
vent me by taking- sober resolutions for I made it my business to inquire into your
declare upon my honesty, that no man knows persuasions in former or later years, nor
that (much less what I have written) so that into the meritorious actings or sufferings
it is in yoiu* power yet to make it pubUc, or
you value yourself so much upon, before
keep it quiet do which pleases you but the king's restoration; nor am I solicitous
let me assure you (though you would seem
whom you mean, who, by letters under his
this

force shall be put

;

;

:

not to believe

that

it)

am

I

a true son of hand, avoucheth that presbytery is Juris
divini, or was thinking dc niutundo solo,

the church, a zealous lover of order and due

subordination in
truly for these,

other than,

may

it

;

you
it

and wherein you are
shall

please

never find

me

your grace, your

grace's most faithful servant,

" Ja. Dumblanen."
" If your grace return no answer this or
the next day,
give

1

will conclude

you

resolve to

me none."

when

the parliament was about to restore

episcopacy

;

No

and in his return
brother.
Wliich of them
})olitics,

he spares not his
speaks truth I cannot determine but one
of them must he a liar, for they flatly con-

than either you

tion,

changed their sentiments about tlic form

of governments and public administrations,

which they have owned by the press and the
SAVord.

you

question this letter would put the

men

have, without any criminous imputa-

I

do not think, nor said to any,

are " tiu-ned fanatic because

bishop ;" but

primate to use his

for better

I,

or

I

think there

become a

may be a schisma-

tical and unpeaceable bishop in the church,
and have more than once admonished you
to take heed of that divisive temper, and

way to that dictating and assuming
humom', by which you have been observed
tradict each other, as will appear from the to scandalize your superiors and brethren,
primate's return,
before you was a bishop, and since and
shall moreover fairly tell your lordship, that
" Axijard, June 8th, 1675.
since your coming- to England, I have heard,
« My lord,
that some, who thinlv you had no small
" Yesterday, in the morning, while I was hand in that persecution, have dec^lared that
going from the privy garden to the park, a you contributed for promoting the fanatic
serving man put a letter in my hand, from interest, and have not spared to slander some
your lordship which having read, I shall, in of your o^vn order, in their absence, which,
gratification of your pressing desire, send I believe is not unknown to you.
I had
this return. Your lordship knows best what little opportunity to converse with you in
;

giving

;

;
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my whole life.
you some good

remember when

I

I

did

had
the opportunity to speak with you above
t w'ice or thrice, and then overly ; and sevebut cannot say

offices,

ral years before

I

you were made a bishop,

and since, I have said nothing but what 1
have spoke to yourself, upon divers occasions, before some bishops and others of the

follow these methods which aie con-

with the great veneration

sistent

you say you have for my character, but that
you must endeavour to dislu)nour the person

who

bears

it,

without transgressing the

canons and practices of the clun-ch, by representing those foul things you say

noticed by others. It was a strange allegeance

you have
hope (iod will aj-m me with
patience under this injustice, and also, from
your own hand, wipe off all that dirt that
shall be thrown upon my integrity, which
I will own against all the methods of expressing that bitter and causeless enmity and
spite, you have not stuck to profess against
me in Scotland, and since you came hither.
You know I have not been a stranger in the
lot of being attempted by the barkings of the
malicious defamations, and the printed libels

of yoiu- lordship, and you are the

of the adversaries to that order, for which, I

clergy,

who have

did not require

testitiied I

you to be gone out of my house at St
Andrews and after, at Edinburgh, when
you Mas at my lodging, you did meet
with no uncivil usage from me. So that
when some told me you made that your
:

excuse, for not paying ordinary civilities to

me

since

you came

hither, 1 said,

to challenge that strangeness

man
of

my

it is

whom

of any degree,

I

I

was not

Avhich was

first

clergy-

heard complain

any of them. And
strange, that you allege my con-

uncivil usage of

no

less

tinuance to oppress you, for endeavouring to

shut up against " you all avenues for redress,"
as

you phrase

without any evidence or

it,

proof; but that

you

will set

up me

as the

object of your blustering against, on a pre-

tence to the errand, you

came and stayed here

for.

know
I

best,

you

shall further

add, that the scolding language, and mena-

cing warnings

you are pleased

to treat

me

against me,

I

may say, without

vanity, I have suffered and
done more and longer, than your loi'dship
can pretend to, or these who malign me.

And now if you should follow that
you have begun, others may think,

ing that

you will represent

to

my

choice whether to

own

heart

tells

me,

my

harboui* no malice,

I

me warn-

foul things against

it

quiet,

make

it

public or

upon the matter to
of whatever malice shall

which

take with the guilt

trifles

as

you are

since

me, which you will publish, and yet do not
mention the particular crimes, but leaves it

pose me, though you say, they are not

And

And

tamen tu qui faeeres.

pleased under 3'our hand, to give

to hold

to bring against me.

(juatnvis

eyo dignus essem hac contumelia, indiynus

with, by your letter, do not fret or discom-

you have

trade, as

is

suggest or allege against

me

:

this, I confess,

you may declare upon your honesty,

is

a

pique, and revenge against your lordship,

generous offer from a true son of the church,

which you do so

a zealous lover of order and due subordina-

me:

so

I

positively charge against

believe I can justify, to all

my

brethren of our order, (whose judgment

I

tion, to be

made

to one to

canonic obedience, and do

whom you
now sign

sware

yourself

shall not decline, as to all

ever to be a most faithful servant; but on

of) or to

the honourable terms of his lying for ever at

you can accuse me
any else who shall be appointed
by competent authority, that whatever I
have done or said against your lordship, did
proceed from no other motive but from the

his

mercy

for his reputation, I will not

return you the compliment, nor use that

which, in

candour you have used to me, by giving me
M'arniug of all these hideous things you have
to boast me with but tell you, 1 live under

you have

the protection of a just prince, and the laws

might have ex-

Avhich take notice of public libellers; and I

pected more deference and regard from your

do rejoice in the testimony of my conscience,
which charges me Avith nothing in my administrations, for which I have cause to be

sense of that duty

I

church, and to the
the judgment of
violated.

owe

to the king, to the

office I bear,

my

And though

brethren,
I

lordship, than hitherto I have found
if

;

you
you to

that the unavoidable circumstances

Avrite

you arc under,

will not permit

yet,

;

ashamed before men.

And

\\\w\\

you con-
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sider the hazard of
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owning vour-

author of these

the

as

self

foul

you warn me to expect, and shall
retiu-n to a more sober and sedate recollection of mind, and of yoiu* duty, you shall
aspersions

find,

shall

through God's grace, that my can'iage
be such as becomes the duty of my

station, which forbids ray entertaining malice,

pique, or revenge, against any, and enjoins

and long-suffering toAvards all, especially those Avho labour under
the infirmities of impotent rage and exasperation of si)irit.
In this sense I am, your
lordship's very humble servant,
charity, compassion,

"

St Andrews."

" I have obeyed the intimation
postscript,

with

this caveat, that

by your

letters to

How

this paper

neither

is it

me, for

Mar ended

I

I will

own

know

not,

of any great import, their debates

pens:

but at length a court

is

appointed, of several bishops, probably of

both the provinces, to make an inquiry into
bishop Kamsay's case and conduct, and it

met September this year. In the beginning
of September, two queries were proposed to
the bishop by this meeting, which I shall
insert, with his answers to them, which he
gave under a protestation, in the entry,
against M'hat he reckons infonnalities in
their procedure.

James bishop ofDumblane his answers

to the

two interrogatories, given in writing to him
by the most reverend and right reverend the
archbishops

and

bishops,

who

are upon the

commissio?i gi-anted by his majesty, for
trial

of the said bishop.

Given September

^th, 1G75.

" May it please your grace and lordships,
" Upon the citation sent me, I have according to

my

duty, appeared before you and
your grace and lordships were
pleased to declare, that you had done more
tlian you Averc obliged to do, that you
;

although

caused read in

my hearing

;

adhering to this hiunble desire) to give
answer to the two interrogatories given to
still

me

in writing

which being
"
'

1st.

by your grace and lordships

:

these,

Whether

I obtained leave, either

my

metropolitan,

to repair to court in April last ?

"

'

2dly.

Whether

I

did abet or assist the

motion and petition for a national synod,
without the consent of my superior, and the
bishops of the church
" Before I proceed to the answer, I must
crave pardon to put your grace and lordships
in mind, that I have received no formal libel,
nor am pursued upon the consideration of
the relevancy, but am proceeded against by
way of inquisition, and do resolve to give
answer thereto, in the innocence and inge'?'

being mostly personal: and 1 should not
have inserted them, had it not been to give
some specimen of both these bishops, from
their

wherein I am so deeply conand did refuse my humble and
eai'nest desire for the use of the said commission, or a double thereof, though but for a
little time, that I might be the better able to
consider the contents thereof, so that I have
not so much as seen the same but at distance
yet I find myself obliged (though
afiiiir,

cerned,

your lord-

not further notice them with returns."

II.

commission, authorizing your lordships

in this

fi'om the king's majesty or

ship henceforth forbear troubling yoiu-self

with addresses by

ty's

[BOOK

his sacred majes-

my station, wherehave freely condescended, that I
might do all in my power for clearing his
sacred majesty anent these informations
which have been given against me, and satisfy
your grace and lordships in the methods you
were pleased to oblige me to and therefore
I do in all humility protest, that if your
grace and lordships intend that the same
should be the foundation of any sentence,
whereby I may be concerned in my office,
fortune, or liberty ; in that case J may have
a formal libel, and be allowed to advise the
relevancy thereof, and give in all legal
defences, in regard I have used that plainness and ingenuity in the subsequent answers
for the ends foresaid
but hoping your grace
and lordships will take no advantage, I proceed.
And,
" To the first 1 answer, by confessing I
did not.
I sought not leave from his manuity of heart suitable to

unto

I

:

:

jesty, not

loyal

and

from the want (God knows) of all
dutiful respects

;

but that finding

had been secretly misrepresented to his
majesty, and thereby a sentence procured.
I

X.]

which

found heavy upon me, and that

I

petition to the secret council

was by

my

their

lordships favourably transmitted to his maI was grieved any

jesty nine months before,

longer hcererc in

sumed
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rcatit,

and thereupon prema-

to addi-ess myself to his sacred

crimes

jesty, both to clear myself of the

that I did abet or assist the petition for a national

though

am

I

not

1675.

And

synod.
obliged

say

to

more upon the (juestion, as
yet, to remove all jealousy of

it

my

candour

in this affair, I confess freely that

my

opinion, that

a national

any

stated,

is

it

Avas

synod was

informed against me, and to be exonered of necessary for settling a chui-ch ^vhich
the sentence, not doubting in the least that M'anted an established rule of faith, worhis sacred majesty gi-aciously allowed any of ship and discipline, and saw no ground
his subjects who found themselves grieved, then to conceal mine opinion, wherever the

came

to put their himible petition in his royal

subject

hands, without previous addresses for leave,

WAS, not

(who had never been a

Avhich I

day's jour-

time

to be discoursed of: but this

an opinion taken up

when

the desire of

it

at or near the

was

called unsea-

I first began to have it by the
ney from the place of my residence before sonable.
that time) judged proper only for persons of little that I had read of ecclesiastical history
greater quality and character than 1 yet if and discipline. But after that act passed,
there "was any error in this, I hope it was which is the 4th act of the 3d session of
pardoned, when his majesty was graciously parliament, holden since his majesty's happy
:

without challenge, to allow

pleased,

me

restoration, entitled, "

" That I did not ask leave of

my

metro-

upon these considerations, 1 st.
had not been in this kingdom for near nine months before I took
journey, but was at coiut, whither I was to
2ndly. Because I was by the foresaid
go.

saith in that act,

his lordsliip

sentence inhibited the exercise of my function eight months before my journey, and so

not tied to that residence, which,

I

suppose,

brings a bishop under the canonical obliga-

ask his metropolitan's leave to go
from his charge. And, 3dly. To deal plainly,
I wanted not ground to believe, that he who
had injured me by that secret, and, I hope,

shall consist.

groundless account sent to court concerning
me, was so nearly related to my metropoli-

many

tion, to

could promise myself little success,

though I had sought his gi-ace's permission
to go, and counteract it before his majesty.
However, if in this I have neglected any
part of my duty, I beg his majesty's pardon,
and do promise, that if his majesty shall be

me

to the free

my calling, I sliall be
my charge, and not

go abroad

graciously pleased to restore
exercise of
to reside at

as careful

without permission, as any bishop in this
church. And as this was none of the causes
of

my

after

was

inflicted) so I

ground to continue
"

some months
hope it will be no

sentence, (which was

it

As

it

I

" And I was the more persuaded of the
harmlessness of this opinion, because his
majesty's royal inclinations appeared for

years together, after the passing of

this act, to be for granting such a synod, as

soon as the matters to be treated and determined therein M^ere prepared. For ^^•hich
end, (as I remember) about, or not long
after the time that act passed, his

did grant his royal warrant and

majesty

command

and some others of the clergy,
meet and prepare a liturgy, canons, &c.
fii'st to be considered by his majesty, and if
approved, to be by his majesty offered to the
consideration of the national synod but in

to the bishops,

to

:

this

account

I

beg pardon,

if I

have not kept

exactly by the words of that royal warrant,

which

I

never had the lionour to see, but
I have tran-

received this a.ccount (which

longer.

for the second interrogatory, I

national

any time, and

might say as his majesty
viz. " That a national
synod is necessary and fit, for the honour
and service of almighty God, the good and
quiet of the chiuxh, and the better government thereof in unity and in order." In
which also it is declared and appointed, that
there shall be a national synod, and who
shall be the lawful members of which it

any person

to

That

1

act for the estab-

synod,'^ I never doubted but at

politan, A\as

tan, that

An

lishment and constitution of a

access to his sacred presence.

deny

scribed as laithfuUy as

my memory can fur-

:
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me) wheu

iiisli

the

late

riffht

.

.

reverend the bishop of Edinburgh

me with some
And these his ma-

[BOOK

II,

(supported by the abovementioned grounds) I did, somewhat more

pardonable,

if

my

was pleased to honour

than before, express

share in that work.

synod, being under the fervom'S kindled by

jesty's gracious inclinations to

synod
when,

held

not

long

have that

appeared

speedily,

his

after

granted the foresaid warrant,

further,

majesty had
I

am

credibly

informed that his majesty gave commission
to the right honourable the earl of Rothes,
&c. to hold, and represent his sacred majesty at such a synod

my

wishes for such a

consecration but so lately passed, and

much as a catechism appointed in the church, nor a rule by which to
lindiug not so

try the faith, and correct the manners of

diocese

;

my

as also that the foresaid act con-

tains an express prohibition to all archbishops and bishops, " to observe and keep

any act, canon, order, or ordinance, but
what shall be considered, consulted, and
mission to the same purpose was granted to agreed upon by the said synod ;" and yet
a noble and potent prince the duke of Lau- myself (the most unworthy) advanced to be
derdale his grace, which also continued for one but of fourteen persons, who are to
some years; before the expiring whereof, answer to God Almighty and his Son the
(I am told) some presbyters in the diocese Lord Jesus Clirist, for this poor church,
of Edinburgh, did speak publicly in the which, though it had frighted me to snatch
synod their desires to see a national synod. at remedies, which wiser men, and more
which, after a long

:

com-

time's continuance, being expired, a

But

it is

true, that during the continuance

of both these commissions, there was no

conversant in state

affairs

may think unsea-

excellent majesty sufficiently manifested his

is pitiable, and
commendable yet I affirm,
that as it was no new opinion taken up at
or nigh that time judged unseasonable, but

princely inclinations and zeal to have

the prosecution and continuation of an old

national synod held

of

it lay, I

think

I

and wherever the stop

;

am

sure the king's most

well remember, his gi'ace

mentioned,

it

do
the duke of Lau-

for, besides these instances

I

derdale, after ending of that session of parlia-

ment, which his grace held in the

yeai- 16/2,

his grace, speaking to all the bishops, did

desire their lordships to think speedily uj)-

sonable, the transportation

the cause of

it

;

motion entertained once by the most I conI wonder upon what grounds
the plain and ob\'ious, and by his majesty
versed with ; so

and parliament, (where my lords the bishops
were sitting) an enacted remedy for this
church's distempers, should have been sug-

which were necessary for gested to his sacred majesty as a contrivance.
Nor hath it yet apjieared to me, how any
its intrinsics, mentioning particularly canons, catechism, and evil design against the state could have been
form of worship wherein his grace assured effected, among so many loyal chm'chmen,
their lordships of his majesty's royal concur- as that meeting must consist of, where
rence, as well as his own service, (in what- nothing can be treated of but what his masomever station his majesty would be pleased jesty or his commissioner (who also hath a
to place him) for the establishing these, and negative) should deliver, or cause be deon these

things,

settling the

church in

;

for the enacting such laws as their lordships

livered to the archbishop, president thereof.

will be granted, that

it

" Nor is it almost supposable, that his mahope it
was no mistake that jesty or his commissioner would propose any

upon these grounds

1

did believe so con-

fanatical design against the order of the

a

church, or that the archbishops, bishops,

national synod ; and albeit I shall be found

deans, and one from every meeting of exer-

Whence

had judged necessary.

cerning

his

majesty's

to have mistaken,

I

I

inclinations

am

for

sure there was

cise

chosen by the bishops, with the learned

nothing in that error contrary to profound

doctors from the universities, would enter-

loyalty and charity,

tain

and therefore

humbly expect pardon from

shall

his majesty's

transcendent clemency.
"

And

I

hope

it

will ye! appear

more

it.

Nor

did

I

ever think that

a national

synod could ever be indicted, but ullenarly
by his majesty, who only hath the authority
both of calling and dissolving them, and is

;

CHAP.

supreme

sole

times

when

nor did

I
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on earth of the

jiidg'e

fittest

to indict them, at his pleasure

ever hear any of these persons

who appeared in that desire, but always
speak their wishes for it with a full submission to his majesty's pleasure.
" And I utterly deny that ever

my

supe-

me, that his majesty was
displeased with my opinion, auent the necessity of a national synod for settling the
church, until the time that his grace intimated his majesty's sentence pronounced

i

opinion in the matter of the synod.
1675.
which was so cross the primate's inclinations,

and

gives

his

reasons.

The

meeting propose another pair of queries to
him and upon the (ith of September he
returns his answers to them, which will best
;

speak for themselves.

rior intimated to

against

was

me

James bishop ofDnmblane his ansiver to the
second couple of queries by the most reverend and right reverend the arclibishups and
bishops, who are upon the commission
granted by his sacred majesty for trying
Given September 6th,
the said bishop.

yea, on the contraiy, when I
meeting of St Andrews, in July
was not honom-ed to read or hear
:

at the

IGTi, I

these letters, which I

am

told

came from

the king and his grace the duke of Lauderdale;

though

all

the rest of the bishops, and

1675.
" May

it

please your grace and lordships,

— Upon the 4th

of this instant I gave in
answers to the two queries I received
from you in writ ; and it may be remem-

my

some ])resbyters \\ere allowed that favour.
" Thus I have answered the two interro- bered, that, before the reading thereof, I
gatories given me, with much plainness and made an apology, that although I had made
ingenuity, and perhaps more than was all possible haste to make ready mine
necessary, as desiring rather to err on that answers, yet the shortness of the time had
than the other hand, not doubting but your made it impossible for me to get the same
I begged
and lordships' pardon and allowtestation entered in the beginning, take no ance either to carry that paper which I read,
advantage against me from this my plainness, with me, till I had transcribed it, or, if you
and being contented to be treated by way of thought not fit to favour me so far, 1 offered
inquisition, and answering so ingenuously, to deliver the same upon trust to my lord the

grace and lordships, intrusted by his majesty in this

afl'air,

will,

according to

but will justly, and (where

my case

I

my pro-

need) tavoiu'-

transcribed in mimdo, and therefore
yoiu' grace

bishop of Argyle, clerk to the meeting, pro-

vided I might but be permitted to sit by his
throw myself, that, from his lordship till he saw me transcribe the same,
royal goodness and clemency, I may obtain offering to leave the last written double
forgiveness of all that his sacred majesty with his lordship, after he had seen the
shall think a fault, and be restored to the same compared and though your lordships
free exercise of my calling, if I shall be seemed to gi'ant the first part of my desire,
judged any wise useful in the church and and allowed me to carry the said paper
1 shall, through the grace of God, be faith- with me, yet, not long after I was gone
ful in observing such laws and canons as out from yoiu" presence, it pleased my lord
shall be set to me, and ever pray for his bishop of Argyle to come to me, and desire
majesty's happiness here and hereafter, and a sight of the said paper, which I most
the chmxh's peace, as is the duty of
readily gi'anted, saying in express words,
ably transmit

to his sacred majesty,

at \i'hose feet I

:

:

"

The nnworthiest

of the

servants of God."

'

My

lord, I give

you

fess indeed, that after

this in trust.'

he had got

it

I con-

into his

hands, his lordship was pleased to say, that

No

accounts of this

have come to
have from the I'egis-

he would not take

it on trust; yet did not
same back to me, but went into
ters, and the principal papers inserted, and the meeting therewith.
I was indeed the
so 1 cannot tell the impression this paper less concerned in the time, remembering
made upon the meeting, nor how it was A^hat I had said before, and what permission
taken.
The bishop very fairly omhs his I had received from your grace and lord-

my

hand, save these

I

affair

deliver the
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ships

:

but

confess I

I

when, upon

my

was

yet, J crave

surprised,

being- called in be-

fore you, I found both the branches of

my

[BOOK

II.

pardon to say, I do not well rebut Ido distinctly remember,

member

it;

that

the winter before, he

was for a
same terms and
measure that I Avas, and gave this for a
reason, that the church would never be
Avell, so long as my lord St Andrews was
upon the head of it, or at least till there
were rules and limits set to his grace, Avhereby he might be restrained from doing in the

and that with much ado a
copy thereof was promised to me, which I
doubt not your grace and lordships Avill
make good, and also transmit a just and fair

all

national synod,

desire refused,

double of it to his sacred majesty.
" Your grace and lordships were pleased

in

the

me upon t^o things, but reme them in writing; hovA'ever, common concerns of the church, without
the substance and strength of them is,
the common consent of the rest of the
" Whether the bishop of Durablane heard bishops. And his lordship may remember,
the bishop of Edinburgh reason against the we concluded a meeting of aU the bishops
to interrogate

fused to give

motion

for a national synod, in the arch-

bishop of St Andrews his chamber ?
" Whether the said bishop of Durablane

knew, that the motion for a national synod
Avas contrary to the judgment of his superior
the archbishop of St Andrews his grace ?
" Since this method of inquisition is followed with me, and I hope no advantage is
to be taken against me by it, and adhering
to the humble protestation made in my last,
proceed to make answer.
" As for the first, your grace and lordships cannot but remember, that when it ^vas
I

and ablest, both to judge of the
expediency of the motion, and carry his
grace's consent to it.
In prosecution whereto be fittest

remember, that

his grace maj^

of,

all

ing of

the bishops, but

all

was with me, and

And

I

I

seldom

that winter, spoke for a meet-

or never,

when

ordinarily the

his lordship
first

mover.

suppose his grace will remember, that

sometimes his lordship moved

was not

Now, upon

present.

Avhen I

that,

the supposi-

tion that his lordship had so reasoned, as

the question imports, at the time mentioned;

yet if his reasons given me in private for it,
proposed to me, I begged a little time, were stronger than these offered against it
that I might speak with my lord bishop of in public, I see no great reason A^hy I should
Edinbiu-gh in private; which his lordship, in have foUoAved his lordship in aUhis changes,
first

your presence, was pleased to reject, saying,
That he A^ould not speak in private with
me upon that subject, and that lie thought
never to do it in his life :' so that I think
myself exonered, and at freedom to declare
whatsoever is necessary, for clearing myself
of any thing designed against me by this
'

question, though

it

passed more privately

betwixt his lordship and me, since he both

my

and moulded

judgment just

into the

do not deny a
great deference to his lordship's opinion
and person.
figure of his, although I

"

As

to the second query, I

deny that

my

Avere not a

lord of

little

shall

Edinburgh and

I

not
both

jealous of his grace's aver-

sion from that motion

;

but

I

do not remem-

ber that his grace did ever interpose his

gave the occasion for the question, and pub- authority, or offer reasons against it, much
licly refused to allow me the favour of less that ever he intimated any thing of his
speaking with him, that either I might have majesty's dislike of it, before July 1674,
obtained his lordship's consent, or, by some after A^hich time I suffered. But I am sure
proper medium, have been delivered from
the necessity of speaking freely yet I shall
;

speak nothing but what
nesses, if need be.
"

To

this first

I

can prove by wit-

I acted
all

nothing in prosecution thereof; yea,

the time, Avhen I expressed

for that motion, I cannot be

ni}'

opinion

charged with

doing any more than to use humble entrea-

question then I answer,

ties,

that ray lord primate might go fore-

according to his primacy.

When

that although I will not question but his

most in

lordship did so reason, since he has asserted

his grace stood, perhaps I used such raotives

it,

it

being possible, yea,

probable,

that

about or after April 1G74, he might do so

:

it,

renewed ray humble desires;
was done argued still a depend

as I could, and

so that

all

;

CHAP.

ance upon his grace. Nor did
all this accorded ^^ ell \\ith the

I

which they subscribed, in reference
to this affair, do (which I do

doubt but

lavvs of the

not complain of) endeavour to smooth, as
being only conditional; yet I crave leave

kingdom, and the doctrine of the chiu-ch,
whereby I M'as taught, that omnes episcopi
sunt ejusdem potestatis intensivce ; and that
it

was no breach of

him

in order

him who

mind

to

the

is

which

their lordships, that all

spoke, and

order, or canonical obe-

dience, for a bishop, to desire

superior to
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trouble,

which
which

and extension of condition of that

is
is

I

have given
mentioned as the

said to

requisition,

was,

'

That

power, according to his place, to appear for
the good of that church, which the one

being unacquainted M'ith such meetings,
this being the fii'st I was ever called

(though in subordination) was to be account-

to,

able for unto the righteous Judge, as well as

capacity

I

I

humbly begged leave to ask in what
we were to act, that I might the

the other; nor coidd I see ground to ex-

better order myself, without giving trouble

pect exoneration in the day of accoimts,

after the

to the rules of duty and civility, for a sub-

meeting was constitute;' Avhich
all due reverence, and
at the time when there was no business but
general discourse, and smoking of tobacco, I
believed should have given no offence in the

ject to seek a private favour for himself

least.

if

he had not humbly, earnestly, and modestly
renewed these his desii-es to his superior.

For

from

if it is

not detennined to be contrary

his lord,

and

after refusal to

desires,

and use the

that he

may

how

being expressed with

renew

his

mediation of others,

obtain a grant

;

I

do not see

for if I (said he)

calmly.'
ships, if

queries, in

I

heard

it

read,

though neither of these two had influence
upon procuring the sentence under which I
lie
that nothing may be Planting which is
inmypowei'jtogive satisfaction to his sacred
majesty, or your grace and lordships, anent
any thing charged upon me, I humbly offer
these following considerations anent them.
" Anent my secession from that meeting,
I oflfei-ed, 'n\ the letter which at that time I
sent to his grace, and my lords the bishops
;

then convened, two reasons, which

I shall

now a

be the

little

clearer.

before

all

although
11.

enlarge, that they

The

1st.

That

may

his grace did twice,

present, require me to begone.

my

And

lords the bishops, in that paper

3dly. I also appeal to their lord-

some of

tliem, after I

was gone out,
me more

did not deal viith his grace to treat

;

when

at the bishop

had asked the question,
your grace would have answered me more

a matter so nearly concerning

majesty's commission,

when

of Dumblane, than his asking that question

the church.
" Now that

I have answered the two
answer to the commands laid
upon me, I might come to an end but in
respect it was told me, that if I pleased I
might also speak to the other two things,
Tiz. my secession from the meeting held at
St Andrews, July 1674, as also touching the
letter written by me to his grace of St
Andrew's, in June last; and remembering
that some mention ^^ as made of both in his

lord bishop of Abeixleen,

must have some other quarrel

can be a crime in a bishop, after
the same manner to sue to his metropoin

my

he interposed to take off his grace, used not
such expressions as these, ' Your grace

it

litan,

2dly. I lumibly appeal to their lord-

ships, if

calmly afterwards.
"

The second reason

the said letter,

is,

I

take notice of in

that notwithstanding the

foresaid requisition, having stayed the first
!

session of that meeting, letters from

;

sacred majesty, and his grace the duke of

hia

Lauderdale, were kept up from me, though
read and communicated to

all

the rest, albeit

took notice thereof publicly, when a retiu-n
of thanks was proposed to the meeting, by
I

saying,

That although

I

was

as

much

for

returning thankful acknowledgments as any,

yet

1

were

to judge if the returns
and direct ans^^'ers of these
had neither heard nor seen

was not able
relative to,

letters, since I

nor did this neglect sink much upon
me, till the breaking up of that session and,
after I had offered my reasons why the general canons, designed for the discipline and

them

:

;

governmentof this church bythelaw,required
the consideration of a national synod, one of
my right reverend brethren told me, that if
I had seen what he had seen, I would not

2r

;;:
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:

insinuating as

somewhat

if

1

proceeded not from any principle of separaAnd if
tion and schism, but the conti-ary.
a sight of that paper, subscribed at that time

have spoken so of a national synod
''^'
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had been in the atiair. And then, I confess,
I became jealous that these letters might be
kept up from me upon design, and therefore
began to think if it were lit for me to stay
or withdraw.
" These reasons 1 thought sufficient then

by my reverend brethren the bishops, had
been granted to me, I should have endeavoured to clear every thing, which, upon the
account thereof, can be objected against
but since

was not

it

alloM'ed

me,

I

me

:

must cast

to mention, believing that so inconsideral)le

myself on that charity that forbids to con-

a person as

demn any man before he be heard.
" The last thing I am to speak to, is that
letter written to my lord St Andiews in

should not have been chal-

I,

lenged for returning from that meeting before
the

more than more considerable

close,

persons of that order, Atho came not at

which

June last, which, if it be condemned as
imprudent, I shall not contradict it. But,

all

might have mentioned other two,

else I

also I touched in a letter at the

burgh, in which

same

my

lord bishop of Edin-

tliat

to his grace and the

time, directed to

hope I will not be condemned of presumption, simply for writing to his grace, so

as I

I

defy the world to charge

meeting was enclosed. I shall now briefly
add them. 1st. That session wherein I was
present, broke up without any public ap-

ing to any alive, that

pointment of time and place for any other,
which my lord bishop of Edinburgh acknowledged before your lordships, upon Friday

publish

What

last.

private

less

know

I

went

which

is

to

Dr Weems

this, that I

till

upon,

I

one,

gave

were met.

Dr Scougal

;

who

am more bound by my writ,

is

therefore I leave

Where-

than

not ingenuous and candid, could

have been by his secret

near the meeting-place, and was

told that their lordships

might have been as innocently
whispered in his ear and I have

all

it,

ed such a method, either of presumption or
imprudence. And yet the only odds lies in

chamber,

his

ith publish-

met with but few who would have condemn-

eleven of the clock, and hearing of no meeting, I

\i

what the matter was therein contained

M'ritten, as

not; but

the next day I waited in ray chamber

me

had MTitten, much

so that if his grace had not been pleased to

advej'tisements ^vere

given to other members,

I

it

whisper

;

and

to consideration, if I can

be called a slanderer of his grace, though I
had written more plain accusations than I

the trouble to go

if I might
have, since I did not publish them, by which
Aberdeen his any information and accusation comes to be
father, that from his lordship I might under- a slander.
And if his grace, upon offence
or scandal thereat, had been pleased to have
stand, %vhether I would be allowed to come
but after the said Dr Scougal had made an called me, (as by the said letter I insinuated
attempt twice, he returned both times v.ith a desire to be) all this, and the effects Mhatsomever of the publication, (for which I am
this account. That their lordships Mere so
And
close, he could not speak with my lord his noways to blame) had been prevented.
father. After which I continued waiting for Avhen I consider the contents of that letter
some advertisement; but none coming, I I find the first and great part of it contains
believed it better to return to my charge, a representation of some injuries, I conthan to remain idle in that place, exposed to ceived his grace had done me ; wherein I

to the place of meeting, and try

speak with

my

lord bishop of

,

the mockery and mistakes of people,

knew
place,

who hope

there was a meeting of bishops in that

and beheld

me from

fore, toAiards night,

a part of the

I

it.

And

there-

withdrew, and came

way homeuard by which

(when the premises

:

do-

there

is

tian precept,

'

If

thy brother offend thee,

Anent which, I humbly conwere more agreeable to the Chris-

tell him,'

ceive, it

nothing contrary to the Chris-

&c.

tian rides, to give

me j ust

satisfaction, than

A\hetlier I did

words which give
the great provocation be these, wherein I

tlie

say, " If nothing less than

ing,

are

considered)

any great wrong, I submit to
judgment and correction of others, and
shall only say and protest, that my so doing

sevei'e challenge.

If the

my being

a holo-

caust to your revenge (will please you) be

CHAP.
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me

the same freewhich you have answer tor myself, concernuig the
tiiken conceniing me; and I assuie you, crimes laid to my charge, which I doubt no
though I may have fouler things to represent, any of your lordshipswould think reasonable
I will do it in a fairer manner than that in were you stated in my condition, and therewhicii I was used.' Concerning them it may fore will not make any precedent to the conbe considered, st. That all is upon a suppo- trary. Upon which grounds I do in all
sition, that nothing less would satisfy his humihty adhere to the protestation I made in
grace, than that 1 be wholly consumed by the paper I gave in answer to the two former
revenge; and it is hard to determine how inteiTogatories, and rest in a perfect confimuch a better man than I may be tempted dence of that goodness and clemency which
2ndly. That naturally resides in the sacred breast of my
to do, to prevent such a lot.
the word is but comparative, 'fouler,' and so dread sovereign, the benign effects whereof
relative to what 1 have been charged Avith I have so many grounds assuredly to expect;
in these queries your grace and lordships giving this assurance, that however I be dishave been pleased to put to me, which posed of, I shall continue a most faithful
neither by word nor writ you have alleged and loyal subject to his majesty, and a dutito be transgressions of any particular law or ful sou and servant to this cluu-ch, and all
Sdly. That I undertake, that any who bear office in it."
canon.
representation I was to make should be in a
This paper of the bishop of Dumblane lets
fairer manner than that wherein T was used us in pretty much into the reasons and manand afterwards promised to ner of this scuffle among the clergy. The
)jy his grace
follow such methods as were agreeable to primate's imperious and haughty doing of all
the canons and ])ractice of the church in things relative to the church, by himself,
such cases; so that I see not in all this, grated the rest of the bishops, and for some
what shoidd alarm an innocence and inte- time they lay their heads together to oppose
grity suitable to the dignity of his grace's him, and make use of the fair handle of an
character.
act of parliament, for the meeting of u
" And now having considered every par- national synod, to lay down rules under
ticular whereupon I have been inquired, I which even his grace must be comprehended.
rejoice, that not any one law or canon The bishop of Edinburgh seems at first to
has been objected, or the transgression have been at the head of this design, and to
thereof alleged against me, although there have engaged some of the ministers of Edinhas been time to search very naiTowly in all burgh in this affair but the crafty and cunmy conversation, these thirteen months, ning primate finds means to carry off the
diu-ing which I have been restrained from bishop, and then the storm falls upon the
the exercise of my office, and otherwise, two bishops and four presbyters, who had the
pleased then to allow

dom

in representing you,

1

;

:

and now the first time called to be heard. courage for a while to stand their ground,
And now I hope it will give no offence to and appear for the liberties the law had
your grace and lordships, to be put in mind allowed to their church. This is all that
of that per^jetually binding canon, 1 Tim. v. appears to me from these papers, and I must
19. which since you have not observed in leave the larger account of the circumstances
dealing with me, I hope no sentence is to others, who may be better in case to give
intended to my prejudice but if my free it having no documents of what this meetdeclarations given in answer to, and humble ing did upon the whole, I can only add, that
compliance with this method of inquisition, I am told bishop Eamsay was obhged to
be not judged satisfactory, I throw myself at make the best terms he could, and at last
his sacred majesty's feet, and oft'er to under- feign subjection to the primate, and so the
:

go the severest legal
ishment,

if I shall

thing against

only

I

'

trial,

:

and condign pun-

business of a national synod chopt.*

As

to

be found to have done any

Cesar, the temple, or the law;'

humbly beg that

I

may have my

accu-

•

the

"
'

Ramsay made more
nest egg,' then

noise than Laiirii;,
of Brechin, but

bishop

—
816
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the presbyters and inferior clergy-

their

men,

and pro-

I will

adventure to say, had

am

bishop

Sharp's papers, and

I

find that this year,

bably at this same time (for the paper

I

towai'ds presbyterians.

to insert has only the general date 1675)

betwixt him and his

Mr

woidd

Turner and Mi" Eobertson are reponed

to the exercise of their ministry,

upon

their

II.

own

we more of
what passed

set of people,

we

see a great deal of that virulent anti-

christian

temper the suffering party

felt

so

And if this intestine
not altogether so much for their own

giving in the following paper.
"
undersubscribing, taking to our

much

serious consideration, that his majesty hath

reputation, and

manifested his displeasure against us, for

is

onr motion and petition relating to a national
synod, June 1674, do sincerely declare our
grief, that thereby we did occasion any
offence to his majesty, or any in authority

clergymen, or the quashing of them, unless

over us; and we do most humbly beseech,
that his majesty may graciously pass by

period, so that I

whatever hath offended him against us; and
that my lord primate his grace, and others

for acquainting the public with them, Avhich

We

of at this time.

war be

it

no great proof that prelacy

calculate for preventing differences

among

be in tyrannical methods of plain oppres-

sion

;

their

yet this

yv'\\\

be a sort of apology for

methods with presbyterians

am

almost ready to

in this
flatter

myself as deserving the thanks of the part)%

stantly behave ourselves with all loyalty to

I have done in a very fair and candid way,
and from their own mouths.
Very little further offers to me upon this
year.
The same imposing and revengeful
spirit that wrought in the primate, discovered

the king's most excellent majesty, and mtli

itself in

intrusted with him,

may

be pleased to restore

us to the exercise of our former ministry,

wherein, by the Lord's grace,

all

we

shall con-

dutifulness to our ecclesiastical superiors,

acting in oui- station in a due subordination
and obedience unto them, and live in a
mutual love and concord with our colleagues
and brethren.
*'
Arch. Turner.
" Jo. Robertson."

Mr Hamilton and Mr Cant
upon the same kind of submission,

Wliether

came

in

many

too

of the inferior clergy

and malicious carriage
provoked, now and then, some of their parishioners to run into disorders and riots.
and their

spiteful

Accordingly, I find, in March this year,
some prisoners are brought in before the
council, from the Arnbuncles, a country
village in the parish of New Monkland, not
far from Glasgow. It was alleged they had
committed a riot upon the person of their
minister,

do not find the issue

I

in the

shall find the

council-books ; whether the probation failed,

bishop and them freed from their restraints.

what was in it, I know not.
While persecution and oppression were
carrying on in this island, and one party of
protestants eating up another, the papists
abroad were making a good hand of us, and
France was piece by piece growing up to
that frightful power she was lately at. Pro-

I

know

From

not

:

next year

we

these authentic papers the reader will

observe the spirit and genius of the primate,
and the carriage of the bishops one towards
another, and may be the less siu"prised with

after further inquiry, came off upon his knees.
Four curets who had made most noise, Turner,

Kobisone, and Hamilton, were banisht
from their charges for conscience' sake (as they
said) (or a while, but were afterward, upon satisfaction, received, and no more harm done."
Kirkton, p. 848.
Ramsay was originally principal of Glasgow college, and dean of Glasgow.
On May 23d, 1684, he was translated from Dumblane, where he had been since the translation
of Leighton to Glasgow, to Ross, in which diocese he continued till deprived at the revolution.
He died at Edinburgh, 22nd October, 1690, and
jies buried in the Canongate church-yard.
See Keith's Cabal of Scottish Bishops, by llussel,

Cant,

p.

204

Ed.

or

digious quantities of naval and

\a

arlike stores

were exported this and the following years,
from Britain to France, furnished probably
in prosecution of the secret treaties lately

entered into

:

and that monarch was put

in

case almost to accomplish his beloved projects of universal

monarchy, and the destruc-

tion of the reformation throughout Europe.

Meanwhile our managers were every day
weakening the jjrotestant interest, by their
violence and severe courses.
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The
among

devil

was likewise

playing- his

game with other

the ignorant and neglected country

Bothivell-bridge.
their hard

craft

particularly, in July this year, Kather-

:

terians,

^
'

defeat at

'

The council go on in
and iniquitous acts against presbyand this year affords a good number

people and I find several processes before the
justiciary, for the execrable crime of witch-

;

the

in

'

produced the

severities,

quashed

rising

317

Agnes Henry, Janet of instances of the hardships put upon parHenry, confessing witches, were strangled ticular persons, ministers, and others; and a
and burnt, in Culross, July 29th.* I shall new committee for public affairs helps or
only add, that upon the "iTth of July, Sir all. More impositions are laid upon the
ine Sands, Isobel Inglis,

j

|

|

Thomas Wallace of Craigie is admitted indulged ministers
room of William Lock- betwixt the dukes
'

justice-clerk, in the

i

hart of Lee, lately deceased, and a good

many

of the after processes against the suf-

fering presbyterians, fell under his hands.

i

ilton

;

;

the differences continue
of Lauderdale and

yea, the persecution

is

Ham-

even extended

who were banished to
These and other things will fur-

the ministers

to

Holland.

nish materials for three sections, M'here I

CHAP. XL

shall consider the procediu-e of the council

against conventicles, presbyterian ministers,
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and others, with the new and severe acts
they make this year and then I shall give
:

a

During this year and the
1676.

following,

matters are gradually going on to

ripen things for sending

down

the Highland

host upon the west of Scotland

;

which,

more

particular account of the difficulties

gentlemen, and others, were
brought under for their nonconformity at
this time; and end this chapter with an
ministers,

account of the cu-cumstances of the
dulged, the differences between the

* I

am

rather disappointed in finding no
traces of the history of these witches in the
curious, and many of them ridiculous and disfusting details of this nature, with which the
Editor of Law's Memorials has filled the introduction to that work. He indeed regrets extremely, that Wodrow's collections on the subject of witchcraft, were not completed by him,
and that many of the articles which he had collected are not now to be found among his JMSS.
There is no evidence that our historian actually
believed in the reality of that power to which
witches made pretence ; but there is evidence
that he believed in the reality of their /;re/ewsiowito that power, and on account of their cherishing such pretensions and turning them to a profitable account, by practising ou the weak and
foolish,he held them tohavebeen guilty of a crime
both against religion and the state. On this principle, he might not think it wrong to act on the
scriptural authority," Sufi'er not a witch to live."
The crime was a compound, both of blasphemy
against God, and a base and wicked conspiracy
against the peace and liberties of men.
Mr
Sharpe seems to view the matter nearly in the
"
With all the comsame light, when he says,
passion which the fate of so many unfortunate
victims is calculated to excite, it ought not to be
forgotten, that many of these persons made a
boast of their supposed art, in order to intimidate and extort from their neighbours whatever
they desired ; that they were frequently of an
abandoned life, addicted to horrible oaths and
imprecations; and in several cases, venders of
downright poison, by which they gi'atified their
customers in their darkest purposes nf avarice or

revenge"

p. evii.

—

Erf.

in-

two

dukes, and some other incidental matters
which come not in so natively upon the
two former sections.

Of

the acts

and procedure of the privy
and presby-

council, against conventicles
terians, this

Although
a

little

year 1676.

there was, in the foregoing year,

slackening of the persecution, by

who

reason of the multitudes

followed the

gospel preached by the outed ministers;

yet towards the end of

and

it,

tlie

beginning

of this, the soldiers, especially those in the
garrisons,

were

Wherever they

not^idle.

found any whom they were pleased to
reckon haunters of conventicles, they imprisoned, harassed, robbed, and wounded them,
without control: and these agents to the
managed their controversy with the

prelates,

nonconformists in the utmost violence, as if
we had been in a state of war, and not like

au ecclesiastical schism, by arguments. Notwithstanding of
venticles

all

this

could not be

opposition, con-

borne

down.

In

;

!18

thp:

history of the sufferings

Edinburgh several sermons were and
^'

(preached) in Magdalene-chapel,*

piety,

[BOOK

II.

and had been ten years professor

of philosophy in the University of St

An-

and more privately up and down the to^A'n. drews, and had a patent to have been proSometimes ministers preached iu vacant fessor of divinity there, but did not accept,
churches, at the desire ot" the heritors although all who knew him were sensible
and people, as at Kilsyth and elsewhere. In he was every way quaUfied for it. The
the city of Glasgow, ftli- Ralph Rogers, who supper was likewise dispensed by Mr Hugh
had been their minister before the restora- Smith to his own parishioners of Eastwood,
He had Mr
tion, was invited to preach among them, in a barn at Keunyshead.
and he and Mr Matthew Crawford for some- William Thomson, Mr John Rae, and Mr
The
time preached pretty openly in the sheriff Matthew Crawford assisting him.
of Argyle's lodgings. The sacrament of Lord very much owned these communions
the supper being much thii'sted for by and these sweet sealing times are not formany, last year and this, who could not got by severals yet ahve.
Those proceedings, last year and this,
receive it with the incumbents, and had
not opportunity to join with the indulged, very much galled the bishops and now that
several ministers resolved to celebrate it. Lauderdale had again prevailed over duke
Accordingly, in the parish of Kippin in Hamilton at com't, as we shall hear, and
;

Stii-ling, the supper of the
seeing they had allaccording to their mind
Lord was dispensed iu the night-time to a in the council, they propose, and without
very numerous meeting. There assisted any difficulty carry a very severe proclamaat that work the reverend ]Mr John Law, tion against conventicles and other disorders,
I have annexed it at the
since the revolution minister at Edinburgh, dated JMarch 1st.
Little needs be said upMl" Hugh Smith, minister at Eastwood, and foot of the page.*
his successor there Mr Matthew Crawford. on it, after so many former papers of this
About this time Mr Alexander Jamison nature. The narrative owns great decays
minister at Govan, and Mr Hugh Smith, in religion, and a dangerous increase in progave this sacrament in the house of the faneness. These are attributed to the sepaHaggs, within two miles of Glasgow, with i-atiou from public worship, and the frevery much power and liveliness. And if I quency of conventicles. The matter of fact
mistake it not, Mr Jamison did not again is certain, but the cause most unreasonably
Separation from public worship,
drink of the fruit of the vine, till he drank given.
when it may be joined in without sin, and
it new in the Father's kingdom, at least it
was some time this year that excellent per- with edification, is certainly a very great
son died. He was a mau of great learning sin, and chargeable with these consequents.

the shire of

* This cliappl, of which so many notices are
taken in the history, is situated near the head
or west end of the Cowgate, on the south side of
the street.
It was dediiiated to St ^Mary ilagdah-n, and was founded by JVIichael Macqueeii,
citizen of Edinburgh, who left 700 pounds Scots
to erect it, trusting to the piety of others to contribute what might be further necessary to its
completion.
His widow Janet llhynd, contributed 2000 pounds more to finish it, and along
with the chapel, she erected an hospital for accommodation of a chaplain and 7 poor men, and
endowed it with an ainiual stipend of 138 merks
Scots, arising out of certain lands and tenements.
By her deed of settlement, dated 12th Feb. 1547,
she granted it in trust to the cor})oration of
hammermen, with wliom it still remains. In

1753, when Rlaitland wi-ote his history, the
chapel was occupied by the convenery of the
city, who occasionally met in it for the transaction of business.
jMaitland's tlistory of Edinburgh, p. \m.—Ed.

—

*

rroduninUou

aL^ainst conventicles,
"
Isl,

^c. March

1676.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
niacers, or messengers at
faith ; to
arms, our sheriiTs in that part, conjunctly and
severally, specially constitute, greeting : forasmuch as by many renewed acts of parliament,
and former proclamations, with advice of our

privy council, we have manifested our religious
and princely care and zeal for the interests ot
the protestant reformed religion, and of the
church and considering, how much it imports
the glory of Almighty God, as well as the interest and service of our crown, that all due
obedience be paid to such laws, as provide for the
securing of the same, by uniting in worship, and
by procuring of all due reverence to our archbishops and bishops, and the other subordinate
otiicers of the church ; and withal, the sad and
sensible decays religion hath of late suffered,
and the great and dangerous iiicrease of profane;

CHAP.
and
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XI.
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not to lessen the evil of

it

;

but join with the profane incumbents,
they carefully kept it up in houses

presbyterians at this time were so sensible of the necessity of public worship, that
tlie

could not with any advantage

when they

most unreasonable and schismany, from the public
and the frequent and
worship,
established
and
open conventicles both in houses and fields, by
such as thereby discover their disaffection to the
established religion, and their undutiful aversion
to our authority and government, whereby the
peace of the kingdom is endangered, and the
church divided, and, under pretence of scruple,
ness, throuijh the

s«i>aratioii of

matical

And we having cause to apfaction advanced.
prehend, that these insolent disorders have
flowed from their abusing of our royal clemency
and indulgence, and from the slow, remiss, and
unsteady execution of our good and wholesome
laws and being desirous, that all our good
subjects may take notice, how serious and resolute we are to assert and maintain the true religion, and the unity ami established order of the
church do, witli advice of our privy council,
require and command all our officers, and others
intrusted lor that effect, to put the laws and
proclamations relating to the church, to due and
vigorous execution, both against papists, and all
other schismatical dissenters and disturbers of
;

;

And further, we do particuthe peace thereof.
larly require the magistrates of the several
hurghs, to seize u])on any persons that are, or
hereafter shall be intercoiiamuned, and remove
out of their several towns and jurisdictions, the
families of such as are intercommuned, or declared fugitives or rebels, and all such preachers,
as with their families do not attend the public
worship, and that betwixt and the first day of
June next: and we do retjuire all noblemen,
gentlemen, and all other subjects without burgh,
and all magistrates and other persons within
bui'gh, that they do not intercommune, harbour,
nor relieve any of the persons who are, or shall
be intercommuned, under the pains due to intercommuners by law ; and declare, that if any
person shall discover any heritor, liferenter, or
other person without burgh, or any magistrate,
or other inhabitants within burgh, who shall
intercommune, harbour, or relieve any so intercommuned, shall have for such discovery made,
the sum of iive liundred merks, instantly paid
And whereas, by
to them out of our treasury.
the seventeenth act of the third session of our
sheriffs,
Stewarts, lords of
all
parliament,
second
regalities, and magistrates of burghs, are obliged
to give an account of their diligence, in putting
the acts relating to conventicles and separation,
into due execution, to our privy council yearly,
on the first 'I'hursday of July, under the pain of
we
five hundred merks lor eacli year's failie
declare, that we will call them to an account of
.their diligence, and punish their negligence
accordingly and further, we declare, that the
magistrates of all royal burghs, wherein any
conventicles shall be hereafter kept, shall be
fined in the sum of five liundred merks for each
conventicle, and tliat by and attour .my other
fine to be imposed by our privy council upon
them, for which, by act of parliament, they are
to have relief from the persons present at the
said conventicle ; and that five hundred merks
:

:
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and

fields,

jgr^.^

under the greatest hazards.

Ac-

cording- to the style of this period, every evil

be the least sum to be exacted from any
burgh for every conventicle, anil which shall be
augmented ou the burghs more considerable ;
for which sum they are to have no relief, either
from the common good of the town, nor froir
An
the persons found at these conventicles.
whereas, by our former proclamation, of th<
date the eighth day of April, one thousand six
hundred and sixty-nine, all heritors, in whose
lands any conventicles are kept, are liable to the
we
fines, i)ains, and penalties therein contained
hereby declare, that in like manner, these heriregality,
royalty,
burghs
of
tors of houses, within
shall

:

or barony, in whose houses any conventicle
shall be kept after the first day of June next,
shall be fined in p. whole year's rent of the snid
tenement where the conventicle shall be ke]»t,
and whereof the landlord shall have no relief
from the tenant or possessor, and this, tuties
ijuoties, for every conventicle kept therein ; and
further, for preventing of all disorderly marriages and baptisms, we do hereby declare, that
we will take care that the thirty-fourth act of
the first session of our first parliament, and the
sixth act of the second session of our second
parliament, be put into due execution, against
the contraveners thereof; and, for the encouragement of those who shall delate or inform, a
proportionable part of the fines of these who
shall be found guilty, shall be granted and

And
allowed to them for their service therein.
whereas, by the fourth act of the second session
that
none
ba
statute,
of our first parliament, it is
allowed to teach any schools, or be pedagogues
to children of persons of quality, or chaplains in
any family, without a license from the respective ordinaries, we do hereby require and command, that none hereafter entertain any school-

master, pedagogue, or chaplain, or person for
performance of family worship, who have no
such license under the hands of the respective
bishops ; and that under the penalty of three
thousand merks to be exacted from each nobleman, and twelve hundred merks from each
gentleman, and six hundred merks from a burgess, or any other subject, lolies qiwtics, as they
And that our
shall be found guilty herein.
royal pleasure in the premises may be made
and
we charge
will
is,
public and known, our
you straitly and command, that incontinent,
thir our letters seen, ye pass to the market-cross
of Edinburgh, and remanent head burghs of the
sliires of this kingdom, and other places needful,
and thereat, in our name and authority, by open
proclamation, make publication of our royal
pleasure in the premises, that all our subjects

have due and timous notice thereof, and
give obedience thereto, according to justice, as
The which to
ye will answer to us thereupon.
do, we commit to )'ou, conjunctly and severally,
delivering
letters,
our fall power by thir our
them by you duly execute, and indorsed again to
Given under our signet at Edinthe bearer.
burgh the first day of JMarch, 1676, and of our

may

reign the twenty-eighth year.

Tho. Hay,

CI. seer, concilii.

;
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now must be

atti'ibuted to con-

is

[BOOK

II.

statute, that the heritors shall be fined in

1676.

though every body almost a year's rent of the house where the conat this time knew, that the decays of religion venticle shall be kept, toties quoties, and, to
^vere so far from being chargeable upon these encourage infonners and delations, a part of
In short, if
meetings, that the gospel preached at them the fine is promised to them.
did very much promote religion and right- any chaplain, schoolmaster, or pedagogue is
eousness and the present profaneness could entertained, without a license under the
never be charged upon them, with any hand of the bishop of the diocese, they imcolom- of reason, but upon the evil practices pose the following fines; three thousand
of the incumbent clergy, and the want of merks upon each nobleman, twelve hundred
discipline in the established church, which merks on each gentleman, and six hiuidred
This last clause
we have heard even some of themselves merks upon burgesses.
venticles,

;

pointed

regretting.

The

statutory part of the proclamation

runs very high

papists,

:

throvin in with

pro more, are and great

presbyterian schismatics,

and all magistrates are ordered to prosecute
them, and seize upon intercommuned per-

What

sons or fugitives.
harder, "

follows

is

And all such preachers as with their

families do not attend public worship;"

that betwixt and the

would

yet

1st of

June.

and

One

think, they could scarce expect that

a

at

great

many

presbyterian

students, youths of excellent qualifications,
piety,

and learning, as hath since

the revolution appeared, several of

who have

could name,

filled

whom

and do

fill

I

the

most important posts of this church, and
our universities. The prelates, by this extravagant clause, designed to rid the youth
of such tutors, that they might be, by others
of their own kidney, trained up in principles agreeable to

monarchy

in the church,

presbyterian ministers would hear the cu-

and tyranny and passive obedience in the

and that a grain of allowance might
have been given them and yet they and
their families, who perhaps would not have
gone, thougli they should have had the freedom themselves to go, are marked out for

state.

punishment for nonconformity. All whc
harbour the intercommuned, are made liable
to the same pains with them and a reward
of five hundred merks, presently to be paid,
is offered to any who shall discover such as

" the terms

and indulged to exercise their ministry."
This I shall notice further in its own room,
in the last section.
Thus they endeavour
to bear hard upon all presbyterians, and

commune

either rent or ruin them.

rates,

;

;

^\\i\\,

tercommuned.

harbour, or entertain the inAll inferior judges and

offi-

cers are threatened, if they execute not the

With this severe proclamation against

conventicle-keepers, another the same day
is

issued out, ordering the indulged minis-

ters to

keep their instructions, which, to

make them

Laws

more biu-densome, they call
upon which they are jierraitted

the

signify very little without

close

execution, and om* managers were very care-

and some of them, as we shall hear, ful to see that upon presbyterians. The
were turned this year out of their ])osts, soldiers were the daily executors of the laws,
upon showing a little compassion towards and now and then the council send partithe sufferers.
Five hundred merks fine is cular commissions to particular persons, to
imposed upon each burgh where a couven- look after the suppressing of conventicles.
The two former years, such commissions
ticle is kept, beside the exacting of the bonds
the council had taken foi'merly from them, Avere given, but they did not much, at least
that I can learn, answer the severe projects
and larger sums upon the greater burghs
and the magistrates are to have their relief of the persecutors but now they resolve
from the common stock of the townj which upon gi-eater severity. I have formerly
appears most unaccountable, and a short noticed, that the persecuting temper of the
laws

;

;

way

to ruin the royal bm-ghs.*

Further,

it

* In Mr Wodrow's own " additions" we
There is a mistake in the
have the following
remark I make upon the words in the proclama:

—

highfliers in

England, reached us in Scot-

tion against conventicles, " And the magistrates
are to have their relief from the common stock
of the town ;" which I say is unaccountable, and

]
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must say, our Scots managers Glasgow, and some others. The
outwent the English. Accordingly, at two first, the lairds of Pollock elder
this time, I find the meeting houses are and younger, got off happily without SMearordered to he shut up at London, and the ing, by the favour of some members of

land, though, I

.

far

justices of the peace were generally changed,

None

the committee.

of the ministers or

and new commissions given, with strict preachers appeared, whereupon they were
orders to he zealous and vigorous in execut- denounced rebels, and the soldiers had orders
to search for and apprehend them, and some
ing the laws against dissenters.
Upon the same day, the council grant of them were intercommuned, and all of
commissions to the chancellor, and, generally them forced to abscond, and undergo great
speaking, those mentioned last year, with hardships till the indemnity 1679. The rest
some gentlemen in each shire joined to refusing to give their oaths upon their own
them, M'ith the ahove powers and instruc- alleged
tions, to

put the laws against conventicles

guilt,

but remitting themselves to

probation, Avere imprisoned at Glasgow, and

and nonconformity in execution. One com- from thence sent in under a guard to Edinmittee is ordered to sit at Edinburgh, another burgh, after the committee had fined them,
at Glasgow, another at Stirling and in Fife, as guilty of as many conventicles as they
and one for Aberdeenshire, Murray, and pleased, for refusing to swear themselves
Ross. No accounts from any of them have guilty; and most of them continue prisoners
come to my hands, save that at Glasgow, in Edinburgh tolbooth for some months.

which

sat April 6th.

Sometune before

this

council-committee or commission sat down,

And

that I

may

give

all

the account I have

of them together, I find, after much interest

citations

used, at length their cause

Sir

the coimcil

were issued out, at the instance of
John Nisbet, his majesty's advocate, to a
considerable number of gentlemen, ministers,
and others, to appear before the lords commissioners, and declare upon oath what
conventicles they had been at since the
year 1674, what children they had baptized,
and whether they had reset or harboured
intercommuned persons. Their names, as
far as I can recover tliem, were, Sir George

Maxwel

whom before,
whom we shall meet

of Nether-pollock, of

John Maxwel

his son,

is

brought before

and, July 20th, the lords pass
" The lords of his mathis act anent them.
;

James
Hamilton of Aikenhead, Gabriel Hamilton of Westbum, Alexander Wardrop of
Dalmarnock, IMr Hugh Corbet of Hargray,

jesty's privy council considering, that

Patrick Hamilton of Neilsland,

Mr

Ninian

Matthew Cumming in
Glasgow, (what became of those not named

Hill of Laml)hill,

here

I

cannot

tell)

being convened before

the commissioners of privy council, at Glas-

with afterward. Sir Archibald Stuart of
Castlerailk, the laird of Dunlop, James
Hamilton of Aikenhead, Gabriel Hamilton
of Westburn, INIr Hugh Corbet of Hargray,

gow, for keeping conventicles, and other
things libelled against them, and the libel

Ml- Ninian Hill of Lambhill, Patrick Hamil-

tence of the said lords, held as confest, and

ton of Neilsland, Messrs

being referred to their oaths, they refused
to depone, and were thereupon, by the sen-

Andrew Morton, committed

to prison

;

and

now

compearing,

modify their fines as follows.
Wodrow, after the revolution professor of Aikenhead a thousand pounds Scots, Hardivinity in the university of Glasgow, John gray a thousand merks, Lambhill a thousand
Johnston, Matthew Cuniming merchants in merks, Westburn a thousand merks, Neils-

Hugh

Smith,

INIatthew Crawford, James the lords

tbe wa}' to ruin tlie royal burijhs.
I have overlooked the followuig expression in that proclamation, where upon a second view, it is plain
the magistrates ^vere to have no relief from the
common stock of the town, as may be seen in
tbe proclamation itself, pp. 318, 319.
In some
former proclamations and bonds, relief was indeed allowed them in this maimer, and 1 have
II.

not observed the change here.

It is probable I

may, through inadvertency, have fallen into
other escapes in my remarks on public papers,
and, upon discovery, I shall cheerfully amend
them. But since all the papers themselves
are annexed as vouchers, I flatter myself, any
error that has slipped in, can have no ill consequence.

2
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land three hundred pounds, Matthew Cummlng- two hundred pounds:

Alexander Wardrop gave his
oath, and confessed one house conventicle,
he is fined in fifty merks ; and the council
ordain them all to lie in prison till they pay

and

in regard

Those persons very quickly
fines, and were liberate, and got

their fines."

paid their

home

after

more than

three months' impri-

sonment.

The committee
out orders to

of council likewise issued

all sheriffs

bailies of regalities,

and

their deputes,

stewards of stewartries,

and magistrates of burghs, to cite before
them all who were delated by the conformable clergy, or should be complained of, and
fine and imprison them, and return accounts
of their diligence to the council. Those
under-officers through the west, cited multi-

to a few in houses,

tudes in the
the

fields,

[BOOK

1/.

now preached to multiwith much success, and

more preaching there was, the more

love to the gospel increased.

People could
not but observe the curates as the springs

and every day they were
theii* meetings turned
thinner.
Presbyterian ministers preached
upon the hazard of all that was dear to them
in outwards, and people listened the more
attentively to them ; and even indifferent
persons began to apprehend there wvas a
reality in what they taught, when they
of

all this severity,

more

disliked,

ventui-ed so
sliort,

and

much

them

to do

service.

In

the gospel was costly and hazardous

both to themselves and their preachers, and

made them

but people finding they

prize it more, and improve
and the Lord, by his presence,
did very much sweeten outward difficulties.
And this love unto, and following after the

oaths super inquirendis

gospel in the persecuted ministers' hands,

against themselves, did not compear, and so

was increased from the observation of singular judgments now and then upon the per-

tudes before them

must give

their

;

vast numbers every
fugitives,

converse

where were declared

it

the better

;

and afterward intercommuned, and secutors. A collection of well attested
with them inhibited under the accounts of those might be of good use, and

pains of rebellion.

This put ministers, and

others,

who

ships

appear they dm-st not,

;

this

feared an oath, to terrible hard-

and were

where they best
might; and in their hidings, upon the first

forced to hide and v^ander

notice of them, parties were ordered out to

apprehend them, and the gift of their escheats
any who would buy them.
A volume might be filled with well attested
accounts of signal and remarkable appearAvas offered to

ances of providence, in behalf of these confessors for the truth, this

and the foUowdng

years : their singular provision, their ^wonderful protections,

and remarkable deliveries
They found the cross lined

instances are not wvanting : yea, the relations

now

up and down, of the scandalous
and erroneous doctrine of the bishops,
and most of their underlings, did not a little
recommend the attendance upon field meetings to such who had not opportunity to
hear the indulged. Charity forbids me,
without proof, to credit all that was tallied
upon this head but so much of it was
notonr, as led too many to atheism, and
dowm'ight contempt of all religion, and many
flying

lives

;

of the better sort

much

to favour the per-

secuted party : so that notwithstanding

all

these hardships, conventicles continued, and

and outgates.
the managers went on in their severities,
with love, and many friends were raised up which brings me back again to the accounts
to them in their distress, by their kind Lord of their procedure and to give all I have
and Master. Thus this severe persecution together that relates to these councU comdid not hinder them from preaching and missions.
hearing the gospel.
In houses they were
LTpon the 5th of June, the council receive
frequently surprised by the soldiers, and the reports from their commissioners, for
therefore they choosed the most retired trying of conventicles in Aberdeenshire, at
places, woods, hills, and mosses, and had Glasgow, and other places, and find the lady
.their watches set, to prevent their being Pohnaise in Stirlingshire, when before their
;

surprised.
Yea, this scattering of ministers commissioners, refusing to give her oath
and people turned to the spreading of the upon their interrogatories, but declaring

word of life. Ministers who before preached upon her word of honour,

that she

was free

of wliat M^as laid to her charge, aiid remitted
to them.

nothing- done ui)on

tind

I

The

this council meeting.

and

laird of

it

at

Balgony

with the lady Kennet, for their

his lady,

noncomjieiu-ance before the conmiissioners,
are ordered to be denovmced.

INIi-

Hugh

(Campbell, for preaching at Muirkirk without

presentation,

is

the council; but

The

ordered to be cited before
I

hear no more about him.

magistrates of (llasgow are appointed

to produce

]\Ir

Alexander Gordon, or his

cautioners, for keeping a conventicle tliere.

This

is

meet with concerning these

all I

committees of council, for trying of conventicles, ordered upon the 1st of March.

At

that same diet of council,

Maixh

1st,

the archbishop of St Andrews, the bishops

of Edinburgh and Aberdeen, are ordained

them

to call before

all

the masters of univer-

and colleges through the kingdom, and
inquire if all of them have talvcn the oaths of
terms of allegiance and su])remacy, in the
II. and act 4th, sess. 2d, pari. 1st, Charles
sities

And

report.
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orders are given for a strict

inquiry through the country, (I suppose

it

was left to the particular council committees)
Avhether all magistrates of biu-ghs, and other
inferior officers, had signed the declaration;
and such as had not, are ordered to be prosecuted.
I find, at this same time, the
town of Perth is fined for conventicles and
in Glasgow and in other biu-ghs, very strict
search is made for conventicles and outed
ministers, which was some way happy for
them, since hereby they were obliged tim;

ously to retire, before the council committees

came about.

I

do not find any (other)

8th of April, 16G9, they, upon the
considerations

therein

*

contained,

did prohibit and discharge

all

'

heritors what-

somever, within the shires of Lanark,

Ayr

Renfrew, and stewartry of Kirkcudbright, to
suffer or permit any conventicles or private
meetings, upon pretext

of,

or for religious

worsliip, to be kept within their houses, or

the lands belonging to them
if

;

certifying them,

they shall contravene, that each heritor in

whose bounds or lands any conventicle

shall

be kept, shall be fined in the

fifty

pounds

sum of
quoties.
The

said

lords do hereby extend the former act

and

sterling,

toties

proclamation, to the whole shires of this

kingdom; and do ordain all heritors to be
above specified, in case
any conventicle be kept on the ground of
liable to the fines

their lands, or in houses belonging to

declaring always, that the heritors

them

:

who shall

be fined upon the account foresaid, shall

have their

relief

off"

the persons present at

And

these conventicles.
sents to be printed,

ordain these pre-

and published at the

market cross of Edinburgh, and other places
needful, that none pretend ignorance.
" Tho. Hay, cl. seer, concilii."
Reflections

were made above upon the
act, and now the fre-

matter of this severe

quency of conventicles, both in the north
and east, put them upon extending it. It
was a veiy plain ground for harassing ot
great numbers of gentlemen, abundantly
loyal and peaceable, whom they could not
otherwise reach and it was easy for them
to overlook themselves and their own
;

meeting of council, until April 26th, when friends, when conventicles, as frequently
have a letter from the king, taking oif happened, were tipon their ground. And
the restraints from the bishop of Dum- the clause, allowing heritors relief off the
tliey

blane,

and the rest formerly mentioned,

which

I shall notice in its

this diet, the
ticles,
1

6Gf),

more

to

own room. At
bear down conven-

the council extend their act of April
to the

whole kingdom, and appoint
and being but short,

this act to be printed,
I insert it

here.

persons present, was no advantage at

but a perfect blind, to

Edinburgh, April 26th, 167G,

"The

lords of his majesty's privy council,

considering, that by a proclamation of the

all,

the severity of

since it was but
seldom any of the persons present were

the act to be overlooked

;

catched, the probation against
difficult,

and few of them

them was

who happened

to

be taken, had relief to give.

Next day, April
" Act concerning keeping of conventicles,

make

27th, the council meet,

and order the lists of intercommuned persons, and such as were denounced and
declared fugitives, to be transmitted to

all

the sheriffs and magistrates of burghs, that
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they
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may endeavom-

them,

if

they come into the bounds

The same

under their jurisdiction.

upon some informations

make

they
"

to apprehend

the

Whereas the privy council
lately

held in the

shire of

Ayr

at

traitor,

Mr

Alexander Ross
heritor in Cohnonel parish, keeps constantly
as also that

;

conventicles in his own house of Dah'ioch,
and baptizes children; and Mr Robert
Kennedy, who haunts the house of Knockdaw, and Mr John Cunningham curate to

the late bishop of Galloway,

make a nomi-

now

insert.

appoint the quorum to be nine, and also did

is

which Mr John Welsh, a declared

preached

I shall just

informed,

them

Coiliunwood, in the laird of Coilfield's lands,
at

which

appointment.

day,

that there hath been a numerous conventicle

nation,

A

[BOOK IL

theu- getting them, they

from the king comes down, July
13th, which follows. " Whereas we, by oiu*
commission of coimcil. May 1 1th, 1674, did

laid before

following

upon

who

haunts in

letter

name the persons sine guibtis non, reserving
power to add, we do now add

to ourselves a

the archbishop of St Andrews, and Charles

Maitland of Haltoun treasurer-depute."

Whether this committee for public affairs
was at fii'st made up of these sine quibtis non,
I know not
but upon the 20th of July, a
new commission of council is sent down,
:

and recorded in the

registers,

and therein

the archbishop of St

Andrews

is

to preside in council

We

when

appointed

the chancellor

Glendnoch at Glenluce, do keep convenand commit other disorders the lords

is

appoint the earl of Dumfi-ies, sheriff prin-

upon the following section. And,
the same day, I find an act and commission

ticles

cipal

:

Ayr,

of

earl

of Dundonald, lords

Cochran and Ross, and

Sir

Thomas Wal-

lace justice clerk, to try these disorders,

and punish as they shall find cause."
find no more account of these matters.

Upon

when

I

not present.

the

shall afterwards

occasion of this

hear

new nomination

of

council,

The lords of his majesty's
privy council nominate and appoint, " The
for public affairs.

archbishops of St Andrews and Glasgow,
lord privy seal, earls of Argyle, Mar, Murray,

the council

Linlithgow, Seaforth, Kinghorn,Dundonald,

are approving the procedure of their com-

the lord Elphiugston, the president, trea-

mittees, they find the process against the

surer-depute, advocate, justice-clerk, lord

the 5th of June,

Tor-

lairds of Nether-pollock, the laii'd of

CoUington, or any three of them, to meet

rence, and the laird of Daldowie, for keep-

when and where they

ing of conventicles, not brought to an issue,

of conventicles, invasions of pulpits,

and they

refer

ministers preach at conventicles,

affairs.

Thither

it

to the committee for public

now many

processes are

see

fit,

ringleading heritors at them,

and take

trial

what

and the

who are guilty

being but seldom their

of resetting and intercommuniug with rebels,

reports are insert in the registers, I can

and other disorders Avith power to cite,
apprehend, bring under bond, and give Avhat

and

referred,

it

give no further account of them. This
fiist

time

I

find this

is

the

committee mentioned

in the registers under this name, and

it

was

a very useful contrivance of the primate and
his party,

who now

carry

all

before them,

;

see good to the forces and
and other magistrates, and to consider the condition of prisoners, and to do

orders

they

sheriffs,

all

things necessary to his majesty's service,

—

at this time abundantly large, into the hands

and report to the council." This is an
extensive commission to three persons, and

of a few, that so their oppressions and ar-

now

for engrossing the council power,

bitrary

proceedings

which was

might be the more

speedily and successfully carried on.

In

the

prelacy was at the top of affairs, Avhen
two archbishops, with any third creatiu-e

of theirs they pleased to choose, had the

many

years hath been the

have observed no
appointment for such a committee, nor any
acquainting the king with this new method

whole of what

they Avere casting the public business into.
I imagine they tried the method for some

ing

sheriffs,

time, and finding

hands. I do not say they exerced this

the registers before

it

this, I

answering their designs,

council's

for

chief work, the

presbyterians, the

what

persecution of

management

of,

and giv-

orders they pleased to the army,

and other magistrates, put into their

power

they wrote up for orders thereanent, and by themselves three,but this commission war-
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so to do ; and indeed they were Coupai', Thomas Douglas, Francis
most part named heartily Avent in Irvine, Alexander Barti'am, and
with whatever they saw good to propose. Alexander Wilson, as the letters of denunciOur liberties and reli-^ion were now at a ation more fully bear at the process of
low pass, Avhen such powers and commissions which horn the foresaid persons have liea
And indeed for many years ever since, taking no regard thereof, and are
are {^ranted.
this committee of public aifairs managed all encouraged in their rebellion, by the reset,

ranted

tliera

j

easy, the

:

the persecution, and whatever related to

supply, and intercommuning of their friends

and when they saw good,
reported to the council, after they had done
in the registers vve shall meet with them,
and when they saw good not to record them,

and acquaintances, to the high contempt of
our authority wherefore we charge you to
pass to the market crosses of Edinburgli,
Haddington, &c. and other places needful,
and chai-ge all our lieges, that none of them

After this there

presimie to reset, supply, or intercommune

church and

state,

what pleased them. When their reports are

their severities are buried.
is

little

or no more room for commissions

of council, and committees witli council
poM'ers A\hic)i had been used for
in the vacation.

These,

some years

when they came

to the coimtry, and had infonnation

:

any of the foresaid persons, &c. in
form. Given under our signet,
August 3d, 1676."
The same day the council renew their

Avith

common

how commission formerly granted, for repressing
the north,

of

matters stood, and having no ecclesiastics

conventicles in the

aniong them, generally speaking, were not

with a particular eye to BamfF. This was
at so great distance, and the persons con-

so inclinable

to

primate, with

two others

may

severities

:

but

now

the

in his chamber,

issue out orders as they find proper.

Perhaps it was by a motion from this
powerful committee, that the council, August

shires

cerned so few, it Avas not Avorth while for
the committee of public affairs to trouble

themselves Avith

it.

At the same

diet the

council desire the tAVO archbishops to signify

intercommuuing against to the bishops of their respective dioceses,
more ministers, and Mr James Kirk- that the priAy council being desirous to reton upon the head of them, for the reason claim any persons Avho of late have been
we shall hear of upon the next section. declared fugitives, for not appearing before
The form of such letters hath been already the council, anent conventicles, and other
insert in the notes, and so it may suffice disorders of that nature, have resolved, that,
upon their giving satisfaction to the ministo give an abstract of these letters.
" Charles, &c.
Forasmuch as, in July ter of the parish Avhere they are, for their
1G74-, the underwritten persons were de- orderly behaviour in time coming, and his
nounced and put to onr horn, for not com- certificate thereof, they shall be relaxed
pearing personally before the lords of our from the horn, and not be called in question
3d, jjass an act of

several

council, July 16th, 1674, to have

and underlien the law

answered for Avhat is past; excepting such persons
and against Avhom letters of intercommuning

for convocating,

being present at

field conventicles at Inver- have been directed, or Avhose escheats are
Edxnonstoim chapel, Wolmet, Corstcr- fallen and gifted, and the gift declared on their
phin, Magdalene chapel, Borthwick, Kirk- continued and Avilful contempt and that if
liston, Gladsmuir, TorM'ood, (and other this offer be not accepted, the utmost ligour
places mentioned in the former letters,) and Avill be used ; and that the bishops intimate

esk,

:

intruding into pulpits contrary to law, in

manner

at length specified in the principal

complaint raised against them,

viz.

Messrs

the same in their respective bounds.

The managers and

bishops had a great

advantage against some, at

least,

of the

James Kirkton, Alexander Lennox, John suffering party, at this time. They could
Eae, David Hume, Edward Jamison, Robert do things that seemed at first vicAv favours
Lockhart, John Welwood, John Weir, to them, in the eyes of the most part Avho
Andrew Donaldson, sometime in Drlgety, knew not hoAV matters stood ; and yet in
Thomas M'Gill, James Wedderburn in the meanwhile they themselves wellkneAv

;
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Avould

the sufferers
1676.

up

to

never come

these seeming condescend-

ences neither coidd the view of things they
them so to do and so every
;

had, permit

:

[lH)OK

11.

some of all the sorts mentioned in the title
were brought to trouble, and I shall give
them in the order of time, as far as I have
it.

February 10th, the council

fine

Durham

vray they had their design, not to offer any
thing which would really take with these

of Largo in twelve hundred pounds Scots,

people, and yet to appear to be offering con-

in

and could not engage for their
good behaviour in the curates' sense, as to
the tim_e to come and so this specious act

merks,

Mr John Welsh and he is fined
two thousand five hundred merks, for
ditions, which to strangers would seem not being at two conventicles where Mr Welsh
Thus it Avas in the case preached. This is the second, if not the
unreasonable.
The same things that took third time this gentleman hath been attacked,
before us.
the country people to conventicles, kept and fined. The same day swinging fines are
them from owning the incumbent, so far as laid upon several very worthy persons, for
to take a certificate from him of their good a house-conventicle in Edinbui-gh. Edward
behaviour. And none of them were by this Gillespie is fined in two hundred pounds
persecution convinced of any sin or evil in Scots, Robert Richardson in a hundred
hearing the gospel dispensed by the outed pounds Scots, colonel Ker in five hundred
ministers,

:

for reset of

;

lady

Whitslaid in

five

hundred

merks, Mrs Stuart, Mis Stirling, and Mrs

Hamilton,

in

a

hundi-ed pounds

Scots

but (without) prejudice expressly
these poor people to obloquy, upon their to the magistrates of Edinburgh Avhorathey
refusal, and few or none of them I know of allow to fine them for their relief, notwith-

was nothing in

fell

in ^vith

effect,

but a design to expose

apiece

;

standing the fine imposed by the council.

it.

now An

indifferent person would think it hard
do a vast deal of things at one sederunt, they are punished twice for one fault.
About the middle of June this year, there
having matters just made ready for their
voting, by their committee of public affau's, fell an attempt upon the reverend Mr
they pass a decreet against a vast many in James Kirkton, before the restoration minThere ister at Merton, and since the revolution a
absence, for keeping conventicles.
are about forty or fifty of them in Fife and, most useful minister for a good many years
by another decreet, some thirty or forty in the city of Edinburgh, well known to
more in Chirnside, and the country there- this church. This affair- kindled a great
about, were sentenced for the same faults. flame, and was the occasion of some very
I shall give an acAll of them were absent, and so the process considerable changes.
Little further offers as to the more count of the matter of fact, from a nan-ative
short.

Upon

the same day, for the council

;

—

by himself, who could only give the

general procedure of the council this year,

left

upon December 9th, the
town of Edinburgh is fined in fifty pounds

account of some circumstances relative to it,
and whose veracity I know will be depended

and the

upon; and then I shall subjoin what I meet
with anent it in the council -records : and
my account of this is the larger, because this
incident hath been very falsely represented

unless

it

be, that

sterling for a conventicle kept in

it,

magistrates allowed their relief as in former

Their procedure against particular

cases.

persons will come in upon

of

it

to the public in print.*

SECT.

Of the

sufferings

and persecution of some

particular persons,

and
I

others, this

II.

f/entlemen, ministers,

year 1676.

SHALL not give myself or the reader the

trouble nicely to class the sufferers this year,
in their different stations and

capacities

* This affair was detailed in a pamphlet addressed to theking, and entitled, " some particular matters of fact relating to the administration
of affairs in Scotland, under the duke of Lauderdale, humbly offered to your majestie's consideration, in obedience to your royal commands."
The author describes captain Carstairs, who acts
so conspicuous a part in the narrative, as a per-

son,
ty,"

" now well enough known to your majesand the reason of this, the reader will very

soon perceive.

Kirkton has given a very

|

j

|

!

'

|

^

\

full
j
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Mr Kirkton, about the time meutiouod,
one day walking in the street of Edinburgh
about noon, was accosted very

civilly

by a

young gentleman, (we shall afterward find
him to be captain Carstairs), and another

327
Then Mr

nothing to say to you.

Kirkton asked him

He

returned.

whom

who he

He was

was.

Scot of Erkiltoun,

indeed he did pretty

much resem-

Mr

Kirkton knew not what to
gentleman, and a lackey he knew none of make of him, he spoke things so inconsisthem, but came afterwards to know both to tent. After they had been about half an hour
Carstairs desired to speak a word together, Mr Kirkton began to imagine
his cost.
with Mr Kirkton ; to which he answered, Carstairs wanted money, and was just
he would wait on him, suspecting no evil. beginning to make some insinuations that
When walking oflP towards the side of the way, when that excellent gentleman, whom
street, he asked at the other, (James IScot we shall meet with afterwards, Mr Robert
of Tushilaw), who this young gentleman ^vas, BaiUe of Jerviswood, a near relation of
ble; yet

:

for he

was

perfectly a stranger to

him

Scot

:

answered him with silence and staring and
then Mr Kirkton found he was trepanned,
and a prisoner. Ho^^ever, he was glad when
they carried him to a private house, and not
The
to the prison, which ^^as near by.
place they brought him unto, was Carstairs'
o^Ti chamber, an ugly dark hole, in one
Robert Alexander, a messenger, his house.
As soon as Carstairs got him into his chamber, he sent off Scot and his footman, probably to bring some more of their companions. When they were gone, Mi- Kirkton asked what he meant to do \^'ith him.
Carstairs answered. Sir, you owe me money.
Mr Kirkton asked him, whom he took him
;

to be, and told him, he

owed him

nothing.

Andrew

Kirkton's,

Stevenson, and Patrick

Johnston, merchants in Edinburgh, having
got some

information of

circumstances, and,

Mr

with some

Kirkton's
difficulty

having fallen upon the house, came to the
door,

and

called

to Carstairs to open, ask-

man in a dark
Kirkton knowing
the voice of his friends, took heart, and got
up, saying. There be honest gentlemen at
your door, who will testify what I am, and
ing what he had to do with a

dimgeon,

that I

all

am

alone.

Mr

not John Wardlaw: open the

door to them.

That, says Carstairs, I

Avill

drawing his pocket-pistol ; which MiKirkton perceiving, thought it high time to

not,

act for

liis

own safety, and

close in his

arms

:

grasped Carstairs

so mastering both his

you not John Wardwas not, and
ingenuously told him who he was. Then
Carstairs said. If you be Mr Kirkton, I have

hands and the

pistol,

on the

The gentlemen without

and

me, he was one of those who signed it, with
that false date to it. So Baillie was cited before
the council
Carstairs produced his warrant,
which he pretended he had at the time that
Kirkton was in his hands, but he did not think
fit to show, since that would discover the names
of others, against whom he was also to make use
Baillie brought his witnesses to prove his
of it.
behaviour.
But they would not so much as examine them. It was said, that upon Carstairs

The other
law

?

replied, Ai-e

Ml- Kirkton said he

distinct account of this whole transaction in
his history, p. 367 372.
Who can read without the liveliest indii^nRtion, the sneering remarks of Kirkton's editor on Baillie of Jerviswood. " Baillie," says Fountainhall, " married a
daughter of lord Warrlston, which first rendered

—

him

hostile to

government.

He was

hanged for

treason on the 24th December 1684 !" And this
is all he says, of one of the noblest of Scotland's
patriots, and «vho bled in the same glorious field
with the ilussels and the Sydneys of England ;
for correspondence with whom indeed he was
condemned, says Fountainhall, after stating the
fact of his having been executed whh'injive hours
after the sentence icas passed ; " he died regretted
by many, and with much resolution." Decisions, vol. i. p. 327.
But of this great man we
shall say more afterwards.
Let us hear bishop Burnet on this shocking
" Before the next council day a warrant
affair.
was signed by nine privy counsellors, but antedated, for the committing of Kirkton, and of six
or seven more of their preachers.
Lord Athol

floor.

they struggled a while
hear-

ing the noise, one crying out murder, burst

open the door, and parted them without the

told

:

saying he had a warrant Kirkton was bound to
go to jayl ; and that, if it had been found that he
was carried thither without a warrant, the jaylor
would not have received him. Duke Hamilton,
and lord Kincardin, were yet of the council.
And they argued long against this way of proceeding, as more like a court of inquisition,
than a legal government. Yet Baillie was fined
£500, and condemn'd to a year's imprisonment.
And upon this an occasion was taken to turn duke
Hamilton and lord Kincardin out of the council,
as enemies to the church, and as favourers of
conventicles."

Ed.
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least violence to

and

Carstairs,

as

1676.

they and Mr Kirkton were going
out, they met Scot and his companion
returning-.

Thus

Ml' Kirkton escaped, but the others

inclined not to quit their

game

so,

but re-

solved to turn their private violence to state
service,
tell

and so go straight to Haltoun, and

their

own

story,

who

presently calls the

council, almost in time of dinner, as if all

Edinburgh had been
authority.

Haltoun

When

tells

represented

in

arms to

resist lawful

the council got together,

the story, as the villains had

it

to him, that

some of

their

public officers had catched a fanatic minister
and that he was rescued by a numerous
tumult of the people of Edinburgh. The
coimcil

made a

diligent inquiry into the

matter, and could find nothing in

upon.

Mr

it

to fix

Kirkton had taken care to

in-

form his friends that it was a real robbery
they designed, and a little money would
have delivered him, if he and Carstairs had
got leave to finish their commuuing. Jerviswood was brought before them, and gave
them a very candid account, as above and
when the council had gone their utmost,
they could find no more in it and many of
them were of opinion it were best to drop
it.
This bishop Sharp violently opposed,
and alleged, if Carstairs were not supported
and encouraged, and Jerviswood made an
example, it was not to be expected any
would ever prosecute fanatics, and insisted
with such vehemence, that he got over the
most part of the counsellors to a prosecution, and the advocate is ordered to form a
;

;

libel against

Jerviswood.

Jxme 22nd, " The lords
libel given in by his
majesty's advocate against Mr Robert Bailie
of Jerviswood, for his rescuing of Mr James
Kirkton, and deforcing captain Carstairs,
who had orders to apprehend Mr Kirkton,
find the libel relevant, and proven, by the
warrant produced by the captain, and that
Jerviswood is guilty of an insolent riot and
deforcement, and fine him in five hundred

Next

council-da}^

having considered the

Lbook

ir

burgh had got in to see what the council
would do in so odious a case, the question

was

Whether

stated.

all

the people in the

lobby should be imprisoned or not ?
escaped confinement but by one vote.

They
The

council remit to the committee of public

the examination of

aifairs,

son and Patrick Johnston,

Andrew Steven

who are

delated,

and part with Jerviswood in
the deforcement: and in July they are
fined, Mr Stevenson in a thousand pounds
Scots, and Mr Johnston in a thousand
merks and they were to continue in prison
till payment.
This prosecution was mightily cried out
upon. The reason given by the managers
for this severity was, that Jerviswood and
the others were guilty of resistance to lawful authority, because captain Carstairs was
a commissioned officer, and had produced his
commission for apprehending outed ministers, and suspect persons, at the councilas being art

;

board

:

but this reason could not satisfy

impartial observers,
stood.

It

who knew how matters

was indeed

sometime before

true, that Carstairs,

had a warrant to this
piu-pose, granted him by the archbishop of
St Andrews but it was well kno^n, that, I
do not know from what cause, he bmiit this
this,

;

%varrant a

month

before this, in the eai4 of

and produced no warrant to Jerviswood and the
Kincai'din's house, before severals,

rest^ when

once so

And

they rescued Mr Kirkton, neither
as pretended any such thing.

much

his production of a warrant before the

was afterwards found to be a trick
and contrivance of the primate, which will
be the more easily credited, when the reader
council

comes to the case of Mi- James Mitchell,
and to observe his carriage in that matter.

The thing stood thus: after the alleged
was committed, and the first meeting of

riot

the council over, the archbishop found

it

convenient Carstairs should have a warrant
to produce,

and accordingly one was pro-

vided, and the date
to

was taken care

answer the time of the

fact's

of,

so as

being com-

mitted.
It M-as this Carstairs produced in
and appoint him to lie in face of council, so that really they went upon
prison till he pay it."
That day, I am told, a base forgery. Further, it was reckoned a
the council were in a terrible rage, so that very odd step by onlookers, that a libel
when severals of the inhabitants of Edin- should be found sufficiently proven by the

pounds

sterling,

—
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August this
in
single testimony of an infamous accuser, here intercoramuning
likewise a party, against the declai'ation of year.* This spark raised a great
witnesses, flame,

creditable

three unquestionably

and the examination of

all

167G.

and was followed with very considAfter

consequences.

the witnesses erable

the

coun-

had come to an issue, Haltoun desSharp and Ilaltoun must have their will, patched an account of this affair to his
and so the sentence past, though reasons brother the duke of Lauderdale, and
strong and many were offered against this misrepresented all who had spoken any way
Not- favourably of Jerviswood, as if they had
illegal procedure, by several members.

who were

called

withstanding of

all

in

process

this

these, the

above was carried, and

this

but

:

cil

sentence as agreed to subvert lawful authority, and were

worthy and pious

in

a combination against the king, and for

A new nomination of council
down from court, as we have heard,
from Edinburgh and all who would not bow to Haltoun and

gentleman, Jerviswood, continued about four the fanatics.

months

in close prison.

I find

3d, by order of council sent

him, August came

He

to Stirling Castle, under a guard.

paid the

three thousand merks of his fine to Carstairs,

out, such as

duke

who had spoken much and

freely

primate

Hamilton,

were

left

as a reward of his zeal against presbyterians, against the act of fining Jerviswood and the
and because he was an active agent to the others, the lord privy seal, the earl of
archbishop in his persecution. It was with Kincardine, formerly Lauderdale's great
no small difficulty this gentleman was at friend, the earl of Dundonald, and some

The earl of Kincardine and some
more went up to court, to show the king
information, had discovered some dislike at the truth of this matter, and it is said, used
Some years much plainness with his majesty, and
this unrighteous procedure.
afterward Jerviswood will come in again in lamented that Scotland was abused by my
length liberate, and passed as to the rest of others.

his fine,

and not

till

the court, upon better

when he met yet with harsher lord Haltoun's tyranny, under his brother's
Within two months, Mr. Ste- authority, who was always and in all cases
venson and Mr. Johnston got out of prison, supported by the king. But all was to no
but not till Haltoun was presented with a
this history,

treatment.

piece of good wine, and a parcel of curious

and then justice was permitted to be
* Mr. Kirkton, author of the valuable History of the Church of Scotland, lately publishdone them.
ed from the original MS, by Mr. Sharpe, and
In the meantime Mr. Kirkton thought
of which Mr. Wodrow has made such frequent
proper to try what he could do at court, use in the compilation of his great work, was

lace,

and since the duchess of Lauderdale had married

to

Grisel Baillie, sister of Baillie of

Jerviswood, who suffered in 1684, and daughter
not long ago professed very great kindness to of that Mr. Baillie of Jerviswood who married
him, he presumed to write to her grace, and one of the daughters of John Knox by his
second wife, Margaret Stewart, daughter of
sent up a true information of the affair, com- lord Ochiltree.
By her the reformer had
the
wrong
done
him
plaining heavily of
and his three daughters, who were all very young at his
One of them was afterward
death in 1572.
friends. The information was indeed shown married to Mr. John Welsh, and the other to
Pont
of
the West Church, and one
Robert
]\Ir.
to the duke, who seemed mightily surprised
of the senators of the college of justice; and the
at it, and owned he never met with two inMr. Kirkton left two
third to Mr. Baillie.
formations more different than his brother's sons one of them a captain in the navy, whose
I

—

IV .1

and Mr. Kirkton's.

Within

whom

Mr. Kirkton's

I

shall not sa)',

and information were

sent

down

J

letter

to

the

I

i

I
'

council,

them

to see

for a

new

what they could make of

accusation.

When

Haltoun

them, he foamed and raged, but

sav/

(

j

I

.

was

it

;

portrait

is

to be seen

among

the family i>ictures

a medical gentleman of great respectability in
f^'^i"^"''^^

m

^?°;^,''T/''",§^*T
to Ur. Hugh
1720, married
Gnsel, was,*^?"*f4^"^"''y

Baillie of Monkton, a cadet of the Lamington
^'"^ Jerviswood families— Robertson's AyrI suspect that Mr. Koshn-e I'amilies, p. 2S.
bertson is wrong in making Baillie of Jervis-

to reach Mr. Kirkton at ^oc^h who suffered in 1681, the grandson of the
He must have been his ^frtn^-grandreformer.
,.
TtT
T^- 1
this tmie; only Mr. Kirkton, as we have gon.
See, however, M'Crie's Life of Knox, vol.
heard, is put in the front of the letters of >«• PP- 19; 450. Ed.

not

in his
.

power
1

!

1

i

-l

II.
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purpose, only Lauderdale and the
IG76.
earl,

of the closest friends

turned

[BOOK

Cannon had occasion

his sick lad}'.

II.

to ob-

serve this, and took care to get information

;
and an order was prosome other hard- cured from Lauderdale, then in town, to
presbyterians were under this year, I apprehend Mr. John Welsh, who was pre-

given the chancellor

the most bitter enemies.

But
ships

to go forward to

find from the

Kersland

is

registers, that the

laird

of tended to be keeping a conventicle in the

ordered by the council to be

lady Kersland's chamber, though there was

sent along with Jerviswood prisoner to Stir-

no such

had writ over what
concerns the year 1GG9, when he was taken,
a very distinct, though short account of the
sufferings of this religious and knowing gen-

husband.

ling Castle.

After

I

thing, but the design

A

was upon her

lady of quality then with the

commissioner, assured him the information

was

she

groundless, for

Kersland was very

knew the

lady

However, the war-

ill.

rant was granted, with express orders from
came to my hand, from a person of his grace, that no disturbance should be
imdoubted credit, who had opportunities of given to the sick lady, if there was no conAccordingly the
a full knowledge of them ; and though it be a venticle in the house.
party came to her lodgings, and finding no
little late, it comes in well enough here. From
the registers I have already hinted at some conventicle, the commanding officer was just
of his removes from one prison to another, retiring, after he had asked the lady Kersand his last remove and liberation will fol- land pardon for troubling her in her present
In this place I shall give the detail of circumstances. But one of the party having
low.

tleman, the representative of a very ancient

family,

his sufferings all together.

We

have heard

particular information

from Mardrogat, that

when any company came into the room,
was made Kersland, when there in the evenings, used

of his unjust forfeiture after the defeat at

Pentland, and the pretext that
use of for this arbitrary step.

were going

ters

Kersland found

this

When

way, Robert

from the

safest to retire

it

mat-

to retire behind the bed, and that probably

Ker of he would

find

him there

;

this

person having

a torch in his hand, provided, no doubt, by

The place he
storm, as many others did.
chose to live in was Utrecht, where he had

and stepped

the advantage of excellent conversation and

gentleman stood concealed, and brought him

there he continued near

him to render his arms. Kersno arms, but the Bible
which he had in his hand, and there vvas

hearing the gospel
three years.

;

His friends found

it

necessary

he should come home as privately as might
be, and settle his civil affairs, if possible.

His lady came over about September or
October 669, and in a little time he follow1

ed her ; but, to his great

affliction,

when he

concert, said, he behoved to search the room,
straight to the place

out, charging

land told he had

enough there to condemn
I

am

in a

told this man's

few days he

Robert Cannon of Mai'drogat, whose
villany has been already remarked, had not
there.

j'et

throv/n off the mask, but was making

and seeking occasions to gratify
the managers ; at least his treachery was not

his peace,

yet

known

to his old companions at Pentand thus he sometimes was with some
of them at that house. Kersland lodged

land,

not there, but in a more private place, and
used to come in the evenings and wait on

fell

his lucid intervals

came to Edinburgh, found her in a fever. agony he was
She lodged in a house the mistress whereof this matter.
was a favourer of sufferers, and the persons
intercommuned after Pentland when they
came to tov/n, used sometimes to haunt

where the

their

methods.

name was Murray, and
into distraction,

and

in for being the

instrument in

Kersland was carried away prisoner,
the sight of his lady,

very low

woman

;

who was

in

at this time

yet at parting with him, being a

of a great and excellent

discovered

in

used to roar under the

spirit,

she

much calmness and composure,

comforted him, and besought him to do
nothing that might

wound

his conscience,

out of regard to her and her children, repeating that place of scripture, " No man

having put his hand to the plough, and looking back,

He was

is

fit

for the

kingdom of God."
and

straight carried to the guard,

thence to the Abbey, where a council, or

"
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was called that very night as soon as possible, to prevent the
for his examir.ation.
When he came before misinformations he might give.
theui, and was questioned upon the lawful- jNIeanwhile a dreadful fire broke out
it,

ness of the appearance at Pentland, he very
plainly

thought

owned

Upon

and what he
he was immedihe was going away,

this

When

ately imprisoned.

the chancellor asked him what
lady

said to

him

at

parting,

it

was

his

He had

really forgot the express words, being in

hurry, and answered, he

He was inclined
have olfered himself again prisoner to

been eight years prisoner.

having got

information from some of the party.

in Glas-

gow, and the tolbooth being in great
hazard of being consumed with the flames,
all
the prisoners were tal<.en out by the
people of the town ; and among them
Kersland got his liberty, after he had

as lawful,

it

dut}-.

1676.

to

the

a

did not exactly

magistrates,

the hurry of

after

the

was over; but upon mature deliberation with his friends, and having received
some information from his lady, of the arcH
bishop's designs against him at Edinburgh,
fire

remember. The other told him he would rememory, and said, she had exhorted
him to cleave to the good old cause, and
fresh his

{

upbraided him and her, saying, " they were
a sweet pack."
He continued in Edinburgh

winter, and during the spring and

prison about three months, and was thence

following,

sent to Dunbarton Castle, where he remain-

ministers that were persecuted, heard the

ed near a

gospel preached by them in the

j'ear

he resolved to

and a half; then he was or-

prisoner in a cold

room

for three

months

the winter season, and not allowed a

in

'

From Aberdeen he was brought south

where he continued several
years.
Thence he was taken to the castle
of Dumbarton a second time, and lay there
till October 1G77, at which time the council
confined him to Irvine, within five miles of
his own house at Kersland.
He had some
time allowed him to transport himself and

j

continued
ber

that

fields, and
communions, pai'ticularly
IMaybole, of which we shall afterwards

August

16'/8,

he returned

to Utrecht his old retiring place,

to

Stirling castle,

that at

all

summer

at the

hear, until about

fire,

and absconded

where he kept company with the

was present

dered to Aberdeen, where he was kept close

retire,

14th,

till

1680.

commanded

where he

the day of his death,

at

Novem-

Robert Hamilton, who
Bothwell, was then in

Holland, and with him a

little before he
saw good to commend him very
much to his face, and pretended to assure
him he would be spared, and be another
his family, then at Glasgow, to Irvine.
And Caleb. Kersland was very much offended
about the end of October he came to his and told Mr. Hamilton he looked on what
family at Glasgow, where he had visits from he said as flattery, adding, " What is a man
a good many of his friends and acquain- before the Lord, yea, what is a nation ? as

tances.

That same

night, as

he was con-

voying the lady Caldwell and her daughter,

died.

He

j

the drop of a bucket, as the smallest dust
in the balance,

and before him

as nothing,

who had been to see him, to their lodgings, yea, less than nothing and vanity but
when returning home with Robert Hamil- much I can humbly say, that through
;

ton of Airdrie, they were both apprehended
by some of the king's life-guard then at

this

free

grace I have endeavoured to keep the post
that

God hath

set

me

at

those fourteen years,

and have not desii-ed to lift one foot, till the
guard-house, and kept till next day.
Ma- Lord showed me where to set down the
Those were among his last words,
jor Cockburn, then the commanding officer, next."
was willing to dismiss Kersland, but detain- and in a few minutes he finished his course
ed hun till the archbishop's pleasure was with joy, and fell asleep in Jesus, leaving a
known, who, as a counsellor, ordered Kers- v>'idow, and five children with her, in a
Glasgow, and taken off the street to the

land immediately to be

made

close prisoner

strange land.*

in the tolbooth.

The bishop took horse immediately

for

Edinburgh, and the ladv Kersland followed

* It may not be generally known, that precisely one hundred years before this, a distin-
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The same

day, August 3d, Mr.

Alexander Forrester, who had been
apprehended

for

keeping a conventicle, was

[BOOK

II.

by the council ordered to the Bass ; and Mr.
William Erskine and the laird of Bedlane,
prisoners in Stirling Castle, are ordered to be

guished ancestor of Kersland was thus familiarly
" Capten
addressed by letter from James VI.
Crawford, I have heard sic rojjort of your
guid service done to me from the beginning of
the wars against my onfriends, as I shall sum
day remember the same, God willing, to your
great contentment.
In the meanquhyle be of
guid comfort, and reserve you to that time with
Farewell,
patience, being assured of tny favour.
your guid friend,
.Tames Rex.
15th Sei)tem1.575."
Kenfreiv,
ber,
(Crawford's
p. 70.)
This Crawford was the person so celebrated in
the history of Scotland, for his capture of Dunhartoii Castle in 1571.
He married Janet Ker,
Robert Ker whose
the heiress of Kersland.

the letter prefixed to Kersland's IVIeinoirs,
the family is said to have been as well ancient
as honourable, and chief of the great and
immerous clan of the Kers, p. III. For most
of the above particulars, the reader is indebted
to a note in Dr. M'Crie's Lives of Veitch,
&c. pi>. 421, 422.
In addition to what is stated nbove, the following particulars as to the ancient family of
Kersland, have been compiled from the account
of the family in the, second volume of Robertson's Ayrshire Families.
Robert Ker the
intrepid covenanter, died in Holland in 1680.—
At the revolution in 16S8, the forfeiture of his
estate was rescinded, aiid the lands restored to
Robert his son, who died without issue, and
case is so fully noticed in the text, was his great
In addition to what is stated was succeeded by his brother Daniel. He was
great grandson.
in the history, we may notice that there is pre- true to the cause of the presbyterians, and when
the honest people in the western shires" proserved the draught of a petition to the privy
council, in which the petitioner after mention- posed to join in the earl of Angus' regiment,
ing that he had been confined for five years in afterwards called the Cameronians, it was
different prisons, says, " In the very coldest of stipulated that the laird of Kersland should be
(Faithful Contendings, p. 395.)
He
this season, and in such a time \vhen some of major.
them were wrestling under heavy and sad sick- was killed at the unfortunate battle of Steinkirk
in Holland, in 1692, at which king William
ness, othei's enduring pains of the stone-gravel,
so excessive as cannot be expressed, were my commanded in person, and according 1o the
extruded
out
of
the
castle
testimony of John Ker in his INIemoirs, "left
thus pained children
with all the rest, except one daughtei-, who behind him the reputation of a great soldier, a
with myself and tender wife, and one servant, fine gentleman, and to crown all, a good Chriswere thrust up to another room, that is known tian." He was not married, and the estate
The devolved on his sister Jean, who mai-ried major
to be intolerable for smoke and cold."
William Borthwick of Johnstonburn, and
petition concludes with a request for " a change
of imprisonment to Edinburgh Castle," with the who in 1697, sold the estate to John Crawview of having an operation performed on the furd of Fergusbill, husband of her younger
The name of the sister Anna, who upon this assumed the name,
child afflicted with the stone.
petitioner has been carefully delated, but on a and title of John Ker of Kersland, and autho*
narrow inspection appears to be " Robert Ker of the " IMemoirs." He was a man of intrigue
During his life the greatest part
of Kersland," prisoner in " the Castle of Stir- and faction.
Tiie date, which has been altered, was of the estate was feued out, and the family lost
ling."
originally 1675.
In a note on the back of the much of its importance. In his absence abroad,
his wife was reduced to poverty, and obliged to
petition, in a different handwriting, and apparently Kersland's, the petitioner signifies that sell her jewels and part of the furniture for supile died in 1720, and at his death the
after the draught was made, he hesitated as to port,
He left
estate was sold to liquidate his debt.
its being his duty to pi'esent it, "being diffident
of treating or tampering with these so dreadfully three daughters, Elizabeth married to John
given up men." (MSS. in Adv. Lib. Jac. \.
Campbell of Ellengreig in Argyleshire and
letter which appears to be
Ann and Jean, who were never married. Since
S, 26, Art. 30.)
written by the same person to Macward, is that period the lands of Kersland have belonged
In 1801, the superdated " from my closs prison at Stirling Castle, to different proprietors.
The writer says, iority of the feus in the barony of Kerslnnd was
the 31st December, 1673.
" though I know not if Forbes (colonel Wallace) bought by John Smith, Esq. of Swinridgemuir,
The house of Kersland
be there, yet about a week ago 1 wrote to him, the present proprietor.
which was my second. I wrote also to the is situated at the bottom of a bank on the left
good old provost." This was probably John side of the Garnock water, about one mile and a
Stewart of Ayr, so distinguished for his piety. half north-east from Dairy. The Rev. Thomas
She Linning of Lesmahagoe, one of the most eminent
Ker's widow was Barbara Montgomery.
appears to have been on the continent in 1679, clergymen of his day, and an able defender of the
as she is mentioned particularly in a letter of rights and privileges of the church, was married
]Mr. Macward to jNIr. Brown, and published
to a daughter of Robert Ker the covenanter.
by Dr. M'Crie in his Lives of Veitch and He died in 1733, and his wife in 1739. They
Bryson, &c. p. 602. The estate which had are now (1928) rei)resented bv their grandson,
been in the possession of the family for more Michael Liiniing, Esq. W.S. Kdinburgh. The
than 500 years, (Crawford, p. 71.) was given account of " Kersland "in" Robertson's Ayrshire
in
consequence of Families," vol. ii. was contributed by a very acto general Drummond,
Kersland's attainder, but was recovered in curate inquirer into the history and antiquities
In of his country, James Dobie, Esq. Beith. £d.
1690, in consequence of the revolution.

—
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make

room

Bed-

Jerviswood and Kersland.
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transported to Dumbarton, probably to

Mr. John M'Gilligen of Alness,
before the restoration was minister
Foddertie in the

lane, as far as I can guess, hath continued
under confinement those ten years ; the

at

otlier

was a worthy presbyterian minister,
I may give some account elsewhere.
Mr. Robert Steedman, minister at Carriden near Linlithgow, Mr. George Haliburton,
and Mr. James Duncan, at the same time

pari.

of whom

his

—

make him an

are ordered to be

denounced

for keeping of

Mr. Haliburton was minister

conventicles.

by

the

and 3d

1st

Char.

1st,

charge

synod of Ross, and
acts of session 2d

was forced to leave

II.

The

there.
offer

He

indeed

patron

of a presentation

as he himself hath left

"

167G.

it

under

but

;

hand,

his

reckoned the acceptance of that, a

destroying the foundation which
laid in his

God had

church, to the maintenance of

which he was bound by solemn oath." And
where we heard of although he had quit his charge, this did
him before. Further, at the same diet, not satisfy the spite of the prelates against
Alexander Gordon of Knockbreck, Henry him. Bishop Paterson of Ross cited him
at Aberdalgie,

and Mr. James Duncan was

in Balhousie's family,

Hay, of

M'Culloch of Barnholm,

Arrowland, the old lady Monreith, Robert
M'Clellan of Barmagachan, Patrick Vance

of Druniblair,

all

of them in Galloway, are

compeai" before

to

his

diocesan

meeting,

16G3, and upon his noncompearing passed a

sentence of deposition against him, upon
" His absenting himself from
;

these reasons

by the council ordered to be denounced for
alleged harbour, reset, and supply of inter-

the diocesan meeting, his not answering the

communed

and

persons, and having correspond-

ence with some

The

who had been denounced.

probation was easy, since upon non-

citation to

appear before him

his preaching,

against prelatical

praying,

government

when

called,

and reasoning
:"

and caused
Fod-

intimate this sentence in the kirk of

day of May, 16G3.

compearance they were held as confest.

dertie, the last

Thomas Blackwell and some other persons

From Foddertie he came and dwelt at his
own house in Alness, where now and then
he preached, and up and down that country,
when there was any access, and had many

Glasgow, were likewise at

in

this

same time

denounced ; and Douglas of Cavers was
cited to have compeared to underlie the law,
for keeping
lain,

Mr. James Osburn, as his chap-

without the bishop's license, and upon

noncompearance, both the

laird of Cavers,

and Mr. Osburn, are denounced and put to
This hath been a busy sederunt.

the horn.

Upon
Andrew

the 6th of September,

I

find

Robert

pounds
sterling for keeping conventicles, which was
as much as the whole town would have been
fined in.
These particular instances are
endless, and it is only some few of them I
in

Culross fined in

fifty

give from the registers.
I

come forward here

to

give

a larger

account of the sufferings of the reverend

Mr. John

M'Gilligen this year.

October 11th, the council
he

is

apprehended

in

is

I

find,

informed, that

Murray, and they order

him to be brought south to Edinburgh
booth.

It will

reader, to have

man and

his

tol-

not be unacceptable to the

some account of

sufferings,

which

this
I

worthy

shall

do

from some remaining papers of his own,
copies whereof are

now

in

mine eye.

seals

of

measures
enjoyed,

his

ministry

of his

made

;

and the

Master's

all

his

sensible

presence

he

outward hardships

and harassings for many years very easy to
He was many times wonderfully hid
him.
from the secular arm ; and the bishop
threatened to excommunicate him when a
friend of his acquainted him with this, he
:

answered
that

with

his

ordinary

composure,

he had already heard that Balaam

had designed to curse him, but did not
question it would end like Shimei his
The prelate and his undercursing David.
lings finding their highest sentence would
be disregarded, and that their persons were
already despised in the country, quit

this

project.

Last year

we heard

of the pleasant com-

munion he kept at Obsdale, after he was
intercommuned at Edinburgh. Upon the
back of it he was obliged to abscond for
time, to escape the prelates'
This year, 1676, his dear brother Mr.

some

rage.

Hugh
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Anderson, called him to baptize versles of the times, and the cause
a child of his, and he stayed at I am apprehended.

for

11.

which

" I bless the most High, whose I am, and
house all night thereafter. That night
he was trysted with an odd enough pass- whom I desire to serve in the gospel of his
age, which he could not but remark : when Son, so far as I can search into myself, I
he fell asleep he dreamed that there were find no evil in my heart, nor iniquity in my
his

three

men come

to the house

to appre-

hands, against his majesty's person or autho-

hend him he was no observer of dreams, rity, whom I own, and to whom I submit in
and therefore when he awakened he the Lord. In testimony whereof, I have
;

endeavoured to be freed of the thoughts given (in so far as could consist with my
of what he had been dreaming, and com- duty to the Lord, and the light and peace

and upon his falling
dreamed it a second time, and
awoke and again, after he essayed to banish
the thoughts of it, and falling asleep again,
he dreamed it the third time. This wakened
him with some concern, and he began to
apprehend there might be more than ordinary
in it, and fell under the impressions that
bonds and imprisonment were abiding him,
and arose to compose himself by committing
his case to the Lord.
He had scarce got
up, and was but putting on his clothes, when
early in the morning George Mackenzie,
Hugh Bogie, and another, servants to the
earl of Seaforth, were come to Mr. AnderThis surprised
son's house to seize him.
him very much, as what he did not at all
expect from the earl, and besides was illegal,
for the earl had no power in the shire of
Cromarty, where Mr. M'Gilligen now was,
being only sheriff of the shire of Ross
but
afterwards he found that he was instigate by
posed himself to sleep

;

asleep he
;

:

of

my own

conscience,) a submission unto,

and observation of his laws but for abjured
prelacy, and perjured prelates, that stem
and those twigs which the Father's right
:

hand hath never planted nor watered, being
a seed which the evil one hath sown, while
the servants were asleep, and hath produced
so much of sin and suffering in this land, I
look on myself as obliged before the Lord
to refuse, oppose, and bear testimony against
it ; not only by a subjective obligation, from
the day I lifted up my hand, and sware to
the most high God to endeavour in my
station and place the extirpation and eradication of that cursed root of bitterness

but
;
by a moral objective obligation from the
word of God, which knows none of those
also

creatures,

but

hath

sufficiently

them, and rebuked the

when

it

made

its

first

spirit

reproved

of antichrist,

appearance

in

the

world, sounding out of the mouths of the disciples,

dom

'

Which

shall

be greatest in the king-

The apostles being convinced
Glasgow and this fact did very much of, and humbled for their sinful ambition,
trouble the earl's mind some time after, as opposed the same s])irit, making its next
he signified to severals. The party who illustrious appearances in the world, Dioapprehended Mr. M'Gilligen carried him to trephes is condemned for affecting the preFortrose, where he was for some time in eminence.
For this testimony I am will-

bishop Paterson, afterwards archbishop of

of God.'

;

He hath left in his diary the copy
of a speech he had to the provost of Forprison.

trose, to

receive

room
"

whom

him

the

orders were sent to

into custody,

tribunal."

From

of Nairn, where being prisoner some time.

as a special piece

that shire,

Sir

look upon

of the providence of

it

Fortrose he was sent to the shire

which deserves a

here.

My lord, I

ing to go to prison, and be judged at Cassar's

Him whose

Hugh Campbell

of Calder, sheriff of

showed him much

civility.

When

he quickly after
to and fro through the earth, proving hira- had orders sent him to come into Edinburgh
j>elf mighty in behalf of them who fear him,
tolbooth, at the time above-mentioned, and
that he hath ordered my lot to fall in your after his lying some time there, he wa? sent
hands, endued with so much discerning, and prisoner to the Bass.
In the Bass at first
who is no stranger in our Israel, but, on the he, with some other worthy n]inisters, was
eyes look

contrary, well acquainted with the contro-

his accusers heard of this,

imprisoned pretty much at

large,

but

sh.ortly
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he was not allowed a

after so closely, that

make

servant to

must do

bed or meat, but he

his

SS5

Dunlop, minister of the gospel at
Paisley,"

to

the

tolbooth,

1676.

until

offices himself.
they shall find caution under a thousand
on record, that the merks, each to remove from the town of
upper springs flowed liberally and sweetly, Edinburgh, and six miles round it. All
of these religious gentlewomen refused to
when the nether springs were imbittered
and he had the experience of that, Tanta est give their oaths, and were holden as confest.
dulcedo ccelcstis gaudii, ut si una gidtida At the same diet Mr. Andrew Kennedy
deflueret in infcrnum, totam amaritudincm of Clowburn, of whom before, who had
And from the sense of been catched, and lien some time in prison,
infcrni nbsorbcrct.
this proceeded that memorable expression is liberate upon bond of ten thousand merks
of his, left under his hand, " Since I was a to appear when called.
Nothing criminal

these servile

all

Meanwhile, he leaves

it

:

prisoner

dwelt at ease, and lived securely."

I

Indeed his papers evidence, that, while

triumphed in

Bassj he

the

When

under

my

this restraint,

coming from

in

tribulation.

lord

noise the managers had

By
shire

Mr. M'Gilligen from the governor, so that
at some times he was permitted to come out

council

However,

rock.

it

was here he

contracted that bitter gravel, which at length
carried

him

In the year

off.

with

shall hear, he,

brought into

and

on

liberate

bail

679, as

;

and

we

were

several others,

tolbooth

the

1

of Edinburgh,

Sir

Hugh Camp-

bell of

Cakler was surety for him and some

others,

whom we

the year 1682,

To

return

shall again

meet with

till

which time

I leave him.

to

the

council's

against others at this time;

in

and Robert Dick,

they alleged had been very active
vocating people to

it

:

whom

in

con-

both are sent to the

Upon November

1st,

Mr. Patrick Hamil-

ton, not long since licensed by presbyterian
ministers, brother to the laird of Halcraig,

afterwards lord of session since the revolution,

preached privately in a house of one of
relations

at

Edinburgh.

The

council

them upon
the 6th, the following persons, and fine them

getting notice of this, cite befoi'e

as follows

:

Mary Hej)burn,

lady Saltcoats,

two hundred pounds, Mrs. Mary Liddington, her daughter, in two hundred merks,

in

for

being present at that

further, they

Mr John

cited

in

in the

before

the

upon the 30th of November, and

is

duty, as bailie-depute of the regality of Glasin suppressing some field-conventicles
Woodside, Partick, and other places within that jurisdiction this summer, and declared incapable any more to act as bailie of

gow,
at

that regality.

No

maleadministration could

be laid to his charge, but only he could not
allow himself to be so violent in prosecuting

people for hearing the gospel, as the bishop

Bessy or Elizabeth Muir was the daughter
William Mure of Glanderston, a very ancient

*

of

branch of the family of Mure in Renfrewshire,
and now represented by the house of Caldwell,
to which estate the nephew of " Bessy Muir"
succeeded. Her sister Janet was married to Mr.

John

Carstaires, minister of the

High Church of

Glasgow, and father of the celebrated principal of
Margaret, a third sister, ^vas married
first to Mr. Zachary Boyd, and afterwards to
Mr. James Durham of Glasgow, who succeeded
Mr. Ramsay in 165) in the inner High Church,
having his brother-in-law, Mr. Carstaires, for
his colleague. IVIr. Alexander Dunlop of Paisley
is particularly noticed by Mr. Livingston in his
" Characteristics," as a person of singular learning and piety, and peculiarly qualified " to have
been a professor of divinity." Of his sufferings in the cause of truth we have already had
some interesting information in the first volume
He died in 1667. His son was
of this work.
priiicip;il of the College of Glasgow; and his
grandson (son of the principal,) was professor
of church histoi-y in the university of Edinburgh, who died at the early age of 22 and
whose " Sei'mons and Lectures" in 2 vols. 12mo.
furnish an eminent illustration of the talent and
the name.

Bass.

his

is

procediu-e

them, for preaching to a field-conventicle
;

of Ilenfrew,

fined in a thousand merks, for neglect of his

upon the 12th

of October, Mr. William Bell appears before
near Pentland-hills

the

an information from the archbishop of

Glasgow, James Dunlop of Houshil,

Bass, and procured some more liberty to

upon the

all

made formerly about

him.

M'Leod

went to see the

his travels

could be proven against him, after

sermon.

send Mary Haldane,

And

relict

of

Guthrie, minister at Tarbolton,

and Bessie Muir,

relict

of Mr. Alexander

;

The present representapiety of their author.
tive (1828) of this distinguished family, is Alexander Dunlop, Esq. of Keppoch, in the county
of Duubarton.—JS^rf.
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and ordain these presents to
be printed, and copies thereof to be sent to
at their peril

;

7th, I find the council pass a decreet against

the several ministers."

Mr. John Law,

late minister at

Campsie, of

whom

He

for keeping

This same day I find in the registers, that
the council " discharge the nonconform mi-

before.

is

libelled

conventicles at Campsie, Badernock, Kilpatiick,

Kippen, and other places, since June

licensed by

and for invading several pulpits, and
presuming to ordain and appoint several persons to the office and work of the ministry,

pulpits

and having given them mission for that eifect.
Being called and not compearing, he is

among

IGT-i,

The

sufferings of

some other

parti-

cular persons this year, of which I have not

the dates,

may come

in

communions or

law, to their

and

;

if

they disobey, they appoint

the bishop of the diocese to depose them."

This seems to strike against the agreement
presbyterian ministers, to preach one

with other, indulged and not indulged.

Wanting documents to

ordered to be denounced, and put to the
horn.

admit any of the ministers not

nisters to

let

into the

first

sight I

imagined, that considering the two last rules,

formerly insisted upon, were

upon

me

springs of this proclamation, at

left out, it

might

have been designed as a favour to the indulged ministers, and a new edition of the
rules, with the omission of the two last,

Of the

circumstances of the indulged, and some

other incidental matter, this year, 1676.

anent which some of them were troubled,

and horning got out

:

but when

I

consider

the additional order in the registers, anent

The clamour made in the entry of this year, theii' admitting none of their brethren to
by the episcopal clergy, against the indulged join with them, and the clause (" upon
presbyterian ministers, for breaking their which terms they were permitted and inconfinement, and the rules formerly given

dulged to preach and exercise the other

them, produced a new proclamation, dated

functions of the ministry,")

I

March

gine this proclamation

be designed to

insert,

1st.

This proclamation

but in as far as

it

need not

I

from that

differs

to

begin to ima-

break presbyterians among themselves, and

blow the sparks that were beginning to
among us, and in a year or two broke
I find some of these worthy
there set down without an}' change, are of out very sadly.
new laid upon the ministers and the two ministers much troubled at this clause, and
last anent their waiting on diocesan meet- have in mine eye the draught of a represenings, and paying the dues to the clerk and tation of one of them, which sets this matter

before set down, September 3d, 1672.
I shall

only remark, that the

first

And

four rules

to

kindle

;

bursar of the diocesan synod, are omitted;
" And whereas it is inand then follows
:

formed, that the said outed ministers, indulged as aforesaid (at least

many

of them),

have violated and contravened the foresaid

and desei-ves a room
was ever given in to the
know not, but I do not question

in a very fair light,

Whether

here.

council I
it

it

was the common sentiments of many of

them.

orders and instructions, (upon which terms

they were permitted and indulged to preach,

" Unto the most honourable lords of his ma-

and exercise the other functions of the ministry), whereby many disorders are occa-

jestifs privy council, the humble rejjrescn-

new

Wylie, minister for the present at Fenwick,

sioned
again

;

the said lords do therefore of

require

and command

all

these in-

dulged ministers, to keep and observe the
foresaid

orders

and instructions

in

brating the

own

parishes,

and

cele-

communion upon one and the

same Lord's day,

as they will be answerable

and supplication of Mr. Thomas

occasioned by their lordships' act,
1st,

March

1676.

" Most honourable,

time

coming, and especially for keeping within
the bounds of their

tation

"

I

would most

address,

if

willingly

have forborne

this

not constrained thereto by your

lordships' late act anent the indulged ministers.

If the rules contained in the act

had by

;

CHAP.

order como to

wo have been and

my spirit

to

of,

being the

first

my hand, it was alnays upon
have freely and ingenuonsly reThis
presented my thoughts upon them.
opportunity offered,

beg, for the clearing of

exoneration of
this

"

my

my mind

unfold

a

my

I

humbly
and

practice,

conscience, liberty to
little

in all sobriety in

matter to your lordships.

The

act,
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September 3d, 1072, in

its

com-

plex contrivance, with the other two of the

am

are

deprived

^

and the accepters, of M'hich I
one, in a capacity through the Lord's

assistance, either to give a siitisfying reason,

or

if

not received (which yet I

am

con-

your lordships Avill not reject) to
suffer Mith a good conscience for the neglect
of the rules.
I choosed
to make use
of the offer which I judged improvable
to the advancement of the gospel, finding
nothing in the narrative or body of the
fident

same date, were not a little grievous to many,
and to mc: yet considering that it is the second act containing the rules, so much as
magistrate's duty, not only to permit and hinting at 'terms upon which :' and finding in
allow, but, in case of neglect, to command the last act a peremptory order and comand looking mand given to the sherifi's and other magisclie preaching of the gospel
upon these rules in the second act as enjoin- trates, to inquire how the ministers confined
;

ed sub poena, I resolved (having an invitation from the people) thankfully to accept
of the permission and allowance, and to

in their several jurisdictions,

upon which,' &c. import a compact betwixt
the giver and receiver, but in this matter I

do observe the
the terms
upon which,' &c. required of them), and to
report to the council thcreanent once every
six months ; certainly if they had been proposed to, and accepted by the ministers, as
terms and conditions, I am confident your
lordships' charity would have trusted the
performance for one half year at least, to
the ministei's their fidelity.
I beg liberty
only to add, that in my humble opinion, it

know

is

«heu

ans\ver

challenged for every breach

of the rules, which 1 ever looked upon as

and not as terms, or considerations
upon M'hich we are permitted to preach
neither can I look upon them, or any thing
orders,

in the first contrivance as such; for

of no such thing.

sion or allowance

by way of free

is

'

terms

Next, the pennis-

tendered in the

first

act

favour, not requii-ing a formal

free acceptance for completing of

its

grant,

but leaving the favour to be made use of or
not,

by the persons concerned, in their own

option; so that

it

does not stipulate the ac-

cepter's consent to

any condition whatsom-

ever.

"

And

as to the rules

enjoined in the

rules prescribed to

them (not

'

contrary to the nature of an indulgence,

properly so called, to require by
condition from

way

of

the parties indulged, the

performance of such things as cross their
principles, judgment, and conscience for the
nature and end of an indulgence, is to ease
the party indulged as to these: neither can
it be expected, that an indulged party can
yield to any conditions that thwart with
their consciences, principles, and judgment^
;

your lordships did neither re- as in the present case these rules do; which
quire a formal and consentient acceptance, I am ready and ^villing to make out, if
nor did your lordships on your grant resti- your lordships alloAV me.
" My lords, your lordships' offer being free,
pulate the observance of any of these rules,
but only enjoined them with that fairest of the acceptance arbitrary, the rules not encertifications,
as these concerned
be joined as conditions, but comraanA^ suhpmia,
second

act,

mM

'

answerable
is

:'

nothing in

so that
all

it is

very manifest there

these acts, so

much

as inti-

and the resolution of ministers as to them
being either to give a satisfying reason, or
with a good conscience for neglecting

mating that your lordships intended any consent or obligation by way of condition, from
the receivers of your offer but that your
lordships contented yom'selves with the intimation of your pleasiu'e, with certification;
hence judging the offer materially good, and

suffer

a partial restitution of these desirable things,

of the allowance, as

;

II.

them

as said is;

upon these grounds,

I

and

others have been in readiness hitherto to

answer every one convincingly, who either
out of malice were apt to reproach, or out
of scruple to stumble at the least use making
if

2u

we

thereby had in-
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volved oui'selves in complying with
and approbation of prelacy, Erastianism, the supremacy in its full extent or
latitude, and consequently in a constructive

humble supplicant

approbation of

C1300K

II.

and 3'our petitioner

;

shall ever pray," &c.

Joined

\\

ith the

former representation, I

find another paper,

diawn up by the same

all

the alterations in the

reverend and learned person, to have been

church, that have

been carried on these

presented, if requu*ed, with the former, which

years bj^gone ; and also of evacuating the in-

contains short and solid reasons,

why

pres-

power of government belonging to byterian ministers could not, in their practhe church, as a society erected by Christ, tice, fall in with the rules commanded by
and granted to her by his express gift: the council. This being a material apology
which things to approve were contrary to for their sufferings; now and afterwards,
the known principles of presbyterians.
upon this score, and what may discover the
" But now "it being yoiu- lordships' pleasure grounds upon which they ventui'ed all along
to impose rules upon us, as terms upon to refuse compliance in these things, it a]>
trinsic

'

we

which'

are permitted and indulged, &c.

I confess I cannot

answer what may be ob-

pears not improper to insert the paper in
this place,

from the

original.

jected of that kind, or nullify the inferences.

Though

I

have been very

silent in those

"

A

few

sober thoughts iq)on the six rules

matters, and do not deny to the king's

enjoined to be observed by indidged minis-

majesty his just power about matters ecclesiastical, allowed him by the word of God,
and practised by the godly reforming kings
of Judah; yet I dare not, because of the awe

ters,

of God upon me, do any thing as my own
proper fact and deed, that will involve me in
such approbations and compliances, contrary

my conscience, such as

humbly offered to

the lords

as reasons
ister

of

the

most honourable

his majesty's privy cotmcil,

why

Mr

Thomas

Wylie, min-

for the present at Fenwick, cannot

observe the same.
"

The first rule* will deprive honest parents

of the presbyterian persuasion, (being in the

the acceptance of

panshes of conformists, and not clear to

under the notion of terms upon
which,' &c. or the observance of them imposed as orders would do.

receive ordinances from them,) of the benefit

to

the

'

rules,'

'

" Having in the simplicity of

my

heart,

of baptism to their chilch-en

:

for the parent

being under an insuperable scruple, dare not,
with a doubting conscience, go to the con-

and, I dare say, as before the Lord, with

formist for that benefit; in which case,

loyal affection to his majesty,

confonuist be not of a condescending nature,

and

all

due

respect to your honours, thus unfolded ray

mind

to

tation

your lordships,

my

humble

su2)pli-

it

if

the

cannot be expected that the parent will

obtain a certificate of him, to get the benefit

elsewhere; Avhich will inevitably occasion

is,

my

" That as I hold

Christ allenarly, and

ministry of Jesus

am to be accountable

to

straitening

When

to

nonconformist

ministers.

in this case, parents, to their certain

himforallmyministerialadministrations; so
I may, through his majesty's goodness and

knowledge,

patrocinj% and your lordships' favour, enjoy

obtest

the free exercise thereof, according to the
Mord of God, with the reservation of my

noncomformist ministers do ? How shall
he be answerable to Jesus Christ, who hath
given him a commission to disciple and
baptize, if he shall refuse baptism to such an
one, of whom he can say, in the judgment
of charity, he is a real disciple ? Supposing

and the liberty of

principles,

And

particularly, I

humbly

my judgment.

supplicate, that

every thing

in those rules, and every thing
complex contrivance, that clogs
his majesty's and your lordships' favour, and

else in the

is

known

to be contrary to the presbyterian

and judgment, and grievous to
their minds and consciences, may be laid
aside, and not imposed upon your lordships'

tians

faithful, knowing, honest Chriswalking blamelessly, shall request and

them

for the benefit,

what

shall the

there were some weakness in such, in refus-

ing to take the ordinances off conformists'

principles

See the rules, Note, p. 205
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it were a hard measure to debar
Christ.
Though ministers should
them of ordinances elsewhere
and the be silent in this matter, yet many

hands, yet

I

;

readiest

way ima<>inal)le,

throu^'h the policy
I

of Satan (whose devices ministers sliould
j

guard against), to drive tender scrupling
Christians upon the precipices of a total
'

separation,' of auabaptisni, (Quakerism,

the like.
" The second rule,

and

'

all

in

of people, employments, &c. of the respeccongregations,

diocese.

in

one and the same

Often in one and the same con-

gregation, emergent occasions have put the

minister and eldership to change their ordi-

Sm'e

uiuy time.

it

were very prejudicial to

to astrict all in one and the

the people,

outgoings of the Lord, most powerful, glori-

and stately

ous,

faithful servants

in his sanctuary, Avhen his
and people have been attend-

ing duly in this great ordinance.

That

one and
the same diocese, should have the communion in one and the same day,' is impracticable, as will easily appear to any who
«ill consider the difl'erent bounds, numbers
tive

thousands in the land will put their seal to
it, that tliey have seen, oliser\ ed, and felt the

As to the
discharge to admit any belonging to other

parishes, without testificates, to the

communion, the faithful ministers ofJesus Christ
have their directions from their Master, to
separate the
is

'

precious from the

vile,'

and

it

to be supposed they will be faithful in obej^-

ing his orders, both by caUingfor testificates,

and using

all other means of trial
but to
debar a knowing godly person, who cannot
get a testificate from a conformist, were too
hard a measure, as said is.

"

:

The thu-d rule, That there be no preach'

go about that solemn work
neither can there be so
in the same day
competent judges, to determine when the

ing without the church,'

communion should be

celebrated in this or

the chiu-ch, in the time of the solemn work,

that particular congregation, as the faithful

an inspection of their conversation, to con-

and much vaging upon, and profaning of the
Lord's day without the kirk for there are
few or no places wherein the kirk m ill not
be thronged in a communion day, with the

sider of their prepai'ation for such a M'ork,

people of their

and who know best the occupations and
employments of their respective parishes,
and so can most seasonably pitch upon such
times for that solemn ordinance, as will be

deny the liberty of preaching without, in

same

diocese, to

;

ministers and eldership thereof,

who

are to

take an account of the people's knowledge,

freest of disti'action to the people,

impede their
is

civil

employments.

and

least

Next,

it

impossible for old, sickly, infirm men^ to

discharge
tliat

all

the exercises requisite,

ordinance

is

when

gone about, without help;

and how shall it be had, if all are astricted
to one day ?
Beside, if any minister alone
at the work, should in providence be overtaken with sickness, which is caseable to the
youngest and strongest, would it not be a
heavy disappointment, if there should be
none to take the work off his hand? And
one day will deprive many
of the Lord's people, to the saddening of their

this restriction to

is prejudicial to the
of souls, will inevitably occasion
throng, confusion ami disorder within

benefit

much

;

own

some convenient

place, will occasion

so to

many

"

The fourth

rule relates to the sentence

of confinement.

Albeit I forbear to speak

against the confinement,
civil

punishment

gistrate; yet

is in

may

I

the

knowing that all
power of the ma-

not, in all humility, say

hard enough that honest men, living
peaceably should, indicia causa, be sentenced
it is

as evil-doers

:

this

is

apt in itself to

weaken

our ministerial authority among the profane.
Next, it deprives us of one of the greatest
comforts of this life, viz. m.utual converse
for mutual edification, and strengthening one
another's hands in the A\'ork of the Lord.

And

it

cannot but be grievous that the keys

of our prison-doors are

more frequent opportunities of belt, and at his only.
solemn ordinance, in which the Lord dare not tempt your
often

:

inconveniences.

hearts, of the
this

congregation

hung

at the bishop's

Were

it

not that I

lordships' patience, I

many

dealt

bountifully

with their

could here instance

souls, convincing,

converting,

confirming,

which render the observing of this rule impossible, and would show our conijjlaint as

hatli

comforting, and

building

them up upon

supposable cases,
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to

so grievous, that

to be

it,

better to retrain than speak

'

:

it

is

oiiJy I

may say A\ithout oft'ence, it cannot be unknown to your lordships, how unpleasant it
will be to presbyterian ministers, to court

him for favours,
him an account of their aftairs,

bishop, to be obliged to

tlie

to be giving

and how imwilling they Avill be to have any
intermeddling with him, lest they be in hazard either to provoke or be ensnared.
"

The

fifth

rule thrusts the presbyterians

'

To

[BOOK

the right horumrable the lords

II.

of his
of

majesty' s pi'ivy council, the supplication

of the gospel underwritten,
Messrs Anthony Schaw, Alexander
Wedderbum, lialph Roger, George Ram-

the ministers
viz.

John Spalding, John Bell, Robert
Boyd, John Wallace, Robert Bell, Wil-

say,

William Maitlund, An-

liam

Tillidaff,

dreio

Hutchison,

Thomas

Wylie,

and

Gabriel CuningJiam, humbly sheweth,
" That Avhere there are letters of horning

under a direct and formal subjection and

raised

subordination to prelacy, contrary to their

of one Ludovick Fairfoul, pretending him-

known

self to

"

principle

The

and judgment.
them under a sort

last rule fetters

of vassalage and subserviency to the bishop.

and

direct against us, at the instance

be clerk to the synod of Glasgow, to
of our alleged respec-

make payment to him

tive proportions, of the ordinary fees alleged

Cut your lordships having past these two in due to him as clerk to the foresaid synod,
your last act, I shall say no more of them.
of all years and terms resting unpaid, and
" The Lord pour out the spirit of right- in time to come, dm-ing his service thereat,
eous judgment upon your lordships, in the as formerly and siklike, at the instance of
one Mr David Clunie, ju-etendiug himself a
fear of the Lord."
:

bursar within the diocese of Glasgow, to
It

was

for such causes as these, that the

make payment to him of certain sums

of his

and terms byliberty to preach, could not keep these com- gone alleged resting, and in time coming as
mands, and could never allow them to be formerly; and many of your petitioners are
the conditions of the exercise of their min- already charged by virtue of the said homand as they had occasion, disclaimed ings, and all of us threatened to be denoun
istry
them, and both practically and otherwise ced, and caption to be taken out against us.
" And seeing it pleased the king's majesty,
testified against them; and till sometime
after this, the bishops could not prevail to by your lordships' advice, to indulge yoiuget many prosecutions raised against them petitioners, and exeme us from being concerned in either presbyteries or sjniods and
on this account.
indidged, during the whole time of their

bursary-dues, of

years

all

;

;

The

leaving out of the

this proclamation, if I

two

last rides in

mistake not, helped

end to the trouble of such of them
as scrupled to pay the dues of the clerk and
bursar of the diocesan synod. I took notice

to put an

above, that upon the trouble given

way,

last year,

of concert

them this

and the fonner, they, for want

among

themselves, had fallen into

that the foresaid pretended clerk of the

synod of Glasgow,

is

no ways concerned in

the affairs of the respective congregations to
the which

we

is

and that your
humbly confident, that it

are indulged

petitioners are most

;

not either the king's majesty's inclination

or the intention of your lordships, to suffer
us to be imposed upon in these things, which

All the indulged in the

by themselves or their consequences would

Glasgow and Ayr, as far as I can
find, went into the payment, except these
underwritten.
Fairfoul the clerk had got
out a homing against them, and by an
original letter of his, June 1st this year,
warns them he is just going to distress theni;

infer our concessions to these things, thereto

diflerent practices.

sj'nod of

Avhereupon
cil

I find

as follows,

they supplicate the coun-

which

I

give from an original

copy, only I omit the names of the p;u-ishes,
being above, for shortness.

A^'ith

cede

;

freedom of conscience we cannot conand seeing these legal distresses have

a direct tendency to impose upon us, contrary to the indulgence, which his majesty,

with your lordships' advice, out of his princely clemency, hath been pleased to vouchsafe

upon
"

us.

May

it

therefore please your lordships

to disharge the foresaid persons to trouble

:
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your petitioners any further, by these hom-

lu February the managers com-

pay-

mitted, a piece oi great^ severity upon

ings, or other legal distresses, for the

n

.^^

.,

,,.^,.

1076.

ment of any such pretended dues and that some prisoners in Stirling tolbooth. Toward
in time coming- we be no more troubled by the end of the year G7'4, fifteen ipen were
;

1

any persons with any matters of the like
nature and your lordships' answei-," &c.
;

To this supplication

1

find nothing

byway

catched at a conventicle, and imprisoned in

One way

Stirling.

or other eight of them,

in fifteen months, got out

by some

of answer recorded ; but after this year this

made for them. In February this

matter seems to have been dropt, when it had
little troublesome to the indulged

who

been not a
ministers

;

at least I find

no more

in

any

interest

year, those

remained sent the following petition

to the council.

"

To

the right honourable, &c. the humble

have seen about it. No more offers petition of John Wingate, Andrew Richardto me this year with relation to them ; only son, John and William Patersons, John
some young- preachers come to the borders Adam, John Stuart, and Charles Campbell,
of some of their parishes, and preach on showeth, that the petitioners being prisoners
Lord's days and this I find some of them in the tolbooth of Stirling these fifteen
regretting-, as what might in the issue tend to months bypast, some of us being poor old
rent and distract people, and what there was decrepit bodies, and all of us poor creatures
no occasion for, since they daily preached with wives and families, we have been many
themselves.
We may hear more of this in times at the point of starving, and had long
ere now died for want, if we had not been
the succeeding years.
papers

I

:

come now

some few supplied Avith the charity of other people
I find two the truth Avhereof is notour to all who live
or three riots complained of before the coun- near Stirling, and which the magistrates
cil.
The reasons of these attempts upon the have testified by a report under theii' hands.
" Wlierefore it is humbly desired, that
incumbents in churches, when they were not
merely from thieves and housebreakers, have your lordships would compassionate our
been accounted for already, and I shall only pitiful and deplorable condition, and that of
set down matter of fact here, as it comes to our poor starving wives and childi-en, and
my hand. IMr Henry Knox, episcopal minis- order us liberty we being willing to enact
ter at Dunscore, represents, upon the Oth of ourselves to compear and answer before
January, to the council, that, upon the 28th yoiu' lordships, whenever we shall be called."
of December, some six or seven persons atThese good people had never been legally
tacked his house, beat himself and his wife, convict of that or any other crime, and
and took away his household furniture at fifteen months of such hard imprisonment
pleasure.
And, upon the 27th of January, Mould appear a punishment abundantly equal
another riot upon himself and family is com- to their being once at a conventicle, and
plained of, by the minister of Gargimnock. such a petition would have prevailed almost
Letters are issued out citing the heritors of with any but the people now in power.
both these parishes to compear, and upon Charles Campbell was upwards of sixty
February lOth, the council fine the heritors years, and John Adam near seventy, and
of Dunscore in five thousand merks, to be some of the rest were under heavy and sore
paid to their minister IVIr Knox, for the injury sickness and yet, instead of compassion to
done him and the heritors of Gargunnock in their clamant case, by order of council they
six thousand merks. It would have been en- are gifted to one captain Maitland, who had
riching to these ministers, if they had been been a servant to the duke of Lauderdale,
attacked once a year at this rate. In August an officer at present in the service of France.
this year, I find the council, upon a complaint A signed order by the earl of Linlithgow,
of Mr George Baptie, minister of Abbotrule, and Lords Halton and Collington, came to
for a riot committed upon his person, issue the magistrates of Stirling for this effect.
out letters against the persons concerned. Robert Russel the provost was taught to
I

to take notice of

other things remarkable this year.

;

:

;

No more

about

it is

in the registers.

carry on the project ^Yith secrecy, and the

;

3i2
.^
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keys of the tolbooth were given to
John Hamilton, then town drummer,

an ao-ent very well qualilied for this work
and he kept them Irom having- access to any
body for two days. At length, upon Friday
night, February 18th, when all was got ready,
at midnight, without the least warning to
themselves or relations, the poor men were
brought out of prison, and delivered to abor^i

who

fifty foot soldiers,

carried

tered and tied one to another.

son ^vas

let

them oif fetJohn Pater-

out some days before, being in

appearance in a dying condition. NotM'ithstandingof this surprise, it was observed
all

when they went

though
they knew not "tthither, most hearty and
cheerful so strong is the support of a good
conscience and cause.
The beginning of this year the duke of
Hamilton was at London, and the king Avas
pleased to hear some of his complaints
against the duke of Lauderdale. We shall
have more of them afterwards. Lauderdale
wanted not matter to table against the other
that he had sent for him when commissioner,
and he declined to come, that he had oppostliey

:

were

all,

off,

;

cil

have a

letter before

[BOOK

II.

them from the king,

of the date January 2d, relative to the business of the bishop of Dumblane, and the

How

four ministers.

delayed

I

it

came

cannot account

to be so long

know ing no

for,

further in this matter, than the paper about
it,

come

to

my

The

hands, bears.

king's

letter runs, "

That by a letter from the archbishop of St Andrens, he finds that the
bishop of Dumblane, now translated to the
Isles, presented an address to the bishop of
St Andi'ews, and the other bishops with
him, containing a declaration of his former
carriage,

and an engagement

for his future

deportment, that he shall live in

all

becom-

ing duty and faithfulness to his metropoli-

tan and brethren
their

;

and that they have made

humble supplication

to his majesty, for

extending his clemency to him, and recalling
the former order for his translation to the
bishopric of the Isles.

he

is

This he declares

graciously pleased to grant, and orders

the council to take

all restraints off

and likewise, upon the account of the
ful address of

him
duti-

Messrs Turner, Robertson,

Cant, and Hamilton, ministers,

all restraints

ed a subsidy to his majesty in parliament,
and likewise accused the chancellor of

are to be taken off them."

The

several things and practices, not agreeable

to the issue of this affair.

was moved the
chancellor should be called up to answer for
himself. The duke of Hamilton urged much

August

Avas a time of

the miserable circumstances of many country

the country, and an outed minister scarce

to the king's interest

people,

who were

;

and

it

cruelly handled for their

noncompliance, and lined, confined, banished,

and

all

through

ill

made

advice, and unjust repre-

appoint accordingly.
After the act of

This

is all I

council

know as

intercommuning,

this year, the harvest

and

in

M'inter

very hot persecution through

might venture to appear. Several ministers
south, retired to
A\ ho had preached in the
Northumberland.
Mr John Welsh, after
whom a most diligent inquiry M'as made,
hired a house upon Tweedside, where he for
some time dwelt very pleasantly. Orders

The
duke of York, and earl of Athole (now
made mar({uis), and some others, were present.
The king heard all, and said little. came from the king and the bishops' courts,
Lauderdale kept his ground with the king; to banish the Scots fugitives yet the Engand the chancellor, though the archbishop lish gentlemen made no great haste, and the
of St Andrews and others interposed, could ministers sheltered there this winter. I
scarce have liberty to come up to coiu-t to take it to have been upon this occasion, that,
vindicate himself. At length duke Hamilton October 12th, the council write to the earl
loft court, and at parting, it is said the king of Hume to suppress the abounding contaxed him A\-ith fiivouring of fanatics, and venticles in Bcrw ickshire, and in the places
ordered him no more to meddle that May, near the English borders. Even in this
or in any of his affairs, for he had no service storm, some ministers kept at their work,
for him.
This is all I meet with as to this and the soldiers were very busy; yet several
aliair this year.
times they were repulsed. There Avas at
Upon the 27th of April, I find the coun- this time a conventicle at Lillies-lcaf Moor,
sentations

to the government.

;

—
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where a party of soldiei-s «-ere chased by the
country people unarmed. * I am told the

commander of the party was cashiered for
running away: and this same harvest or
v\ inter, a company of foot were oblii|;ed to

than a year, without any thing being
laid to his charge, as

(iilbert

we have

heard.

M'llwraith of Dinraurchie, in the

parish of Barr, in the shire of Ayr, an heri-

hundred merks land rent, and a
stock of money, beside his
moveables and plenishing, was this year inDumbarton.
Some more particular persons I find under tercomrauned, merely for noncompearance
I want the particular at coiu'ts, to which he Avas cited to bind
hardships this year.
INlany times he was
dates, and therefore bring them in here. himself to conformity.
Mr Andrew Donaldson, before the restora- searched for, but still escaped, and had his
retire,

when

attacking a conventicle near

tion, minister at

Dalgety in

Fife,

and now

an old inhrm man, came Avith his family to

live

tor of five

considerable

house frequently plundered.
1 680, he
was forfeited, with

In the year

many

others,

where Mr David Lauder in absence, and the gift of his heritage and
was episcopal minister. This worthy old moveables was made over to the earl of
man Mas so cautious, that he would never (Tlencairn, and a transference was made of
preach, either in his own house or any other, this to Edraonston of Broich, and a transacBut some- tion entered upon by friends for his movein the time of public worship.
Aftertimes on the Sabbath evening, he preached ables, and a thousand merks paid.
to his own fixmily, and some others in the wards they were again obliged to transact
town did come in. For no other cause with the laird of Milcraig as donator, and
than this, a party of soldiers came one night, another thousand merks was paid for the
and carried him out of his bed, old and moveables, and he Avas, by the force of solinfirm as he was, straight away prisoner to diers, possessed of the house, lands, moveat Inverkeithing,

Linlithgow prison, where he continued more

ables,

* This was a very lar^e assemblage ;
the
" They had
preacher Mr John Elaokader.
knowledife that the sheriff, and some of the lifeguards, were ranging IJlsly (Lillies-Leaf) Miiirs
on the forepart of the day; upon which the meeting shifted their ground within Selkirkshire,
thinking themselves safe, being oiitof his bounds.
Watches were set, and the forenoon's lecture got
over without disturbance.
About the middle
of the afternoon's preaching alarm ^vas given
that the sheriff and his party were hard at h.'md
riding fast, whereupon he, [the minister] closed,
giving the people a Avord of composure against
fear.
The people all stood firm in their places
without moving. Two horses \vere brought for
the minister to fly for his life, but he refused to
go, and would not withdraw, seeing the people
kept their ground, and so dismissed the horses,
the militia came riding furiously at full gallop,
and drew up on the burn brae, over against the
people, but seeing them stand firm, they seemed
to be a little damped, and would speak nothing
for a while.
At this moment ane honest country
man cast a grey cloak about Mr Ijlackader,
and put a broad bonnet on his head, so he stood
in that disguise among the people unnoticed all
the time of the tray.
The sheriff cried,
I
charge you to dismiss in the king's name.' The
people answered resolutely from several quarters,
' We are all met here in the
name of the King of
heaven, to hear the gospel, and not for harm to
any man.' The sheriff was more damped seeing
their confidence.
He was the laird of Heriot.
His own sister was present at the meeting, and
stepping forth, in a fit of passion, took his iiorse
by the bridle, clapping her hands and crying

out,

'

twice transacted

bonds, debts.

for,

ye, man ; fye on ye the vengeanco
overtake you for marring so good a
work:' whereat the sheriff stood like a man
astonied.
One of the soldiers comes riding in
among the people, and laughing said, ' Gentlemen and friends, we hope you will do us no
liarm.'
This was all a pretence they had come
to look for the minister, and were edging nearer
the tent ; but they were ordered instantly to be
gone, and join their own associates, as more
appropriate companions.
" I'he people still refusing to dismiss, the
sherilf called out Bennet laird of Chesters, and
TurnbuU of Standhill, who were present in the
congregation, and with them he negociated that
they would dismiss the meeting, otherwise he
must use force. Accordingly, at the entreaty
This had more
of Chesters, they withdrew.
influence with them than all the sheriff's
while keepthis
minister
all
threatenings.
The
ing his disguise sat still till all the dragoons
were gone, and then took horse with a company
About twelve at
of seven or eight gentlemen.
night he reached Lasswade, and got to Edinburgh early in the dawning, about the time of
This was a remarkthe opening of the ports.
able escape, as they had sought the minister
among the crowd during the scufTle, and passed
often by him without ever discovering him.
The reason of his riding all night was to avoid
danger ; for all the nobles and gentlemen from

of

'

Fye on

God

;

"will

—

to ride next day to the race at
Caverlon-edge, when the roads to Teviotdale
would be full of them." IMemoirsof the Kev.
Ed.
John Blackader, pp. I'Jl, 192

Edinburgh were

—
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and every thin",
1676.
alive,

when

tion,

intented

said persons,

earl of

then
Angus's

a charge of

sive of his majesty of Great Britain, written
to the states general, dated at White-

foui--

teen thousand, five hundred and fifty-eight

hall,

pounds, seventeen shillings and four pennies
Scots.
I do not find he had any restitu-

stilo vet.

tion

for

children

though

bygones,
Avere

his

very rudely

and thrust out of

the 27th of the preceding month, June,
containing, that his majesty desired

that the states general should effectually
cause the persons of James Wallace, alias

wife and

dealt

If.

the lords the states of Holland, having convened in their states meeting, had read a mis-

by oaths of witnesses

and,

[I500K

Holland and WestFriesland, having had proposed to them, at their last meeting, that

revolu-

a process against the

instructed

MTits,

the

said (jiibert,

and lieutenant in the

regiment,

and

the

till

with,

Forbes, Robert ISI'Ward, and John Brown,

their house with nothing

his majesty's subjects of the

kingdom of

but the clothes

on their back, and an Scotland, being all there convicted of having
infant in a cradle, and none of their neigh- committed the crime of lese-majesty,
and
bours were permitted to harbour any of haA-ing retired themselves into the province
them, till a habitation was sought for by of Holland, in pursuance of the treaties
the mother, besides the most malicious, betwixt his said majesty and the states, to
reproachful, and blasphemous language, unfit depart out of this land, under the pains
all which was proven
hei'e to be repeated
contained in the said treaties and were
before the committee of parliament, after informed concerning this matter, that the
the revolution.
This account is before me, foresaid Robert M'Ward and John Brown,
attested.
had neither been fugitives nor rebels against
To end this year, so extensive and large his majesty, and that such coidd not be comAvas the zeal of our managers against the prehended under these persons, who, consuffering presbyterians, that it reached even form to the aforesaid treaties, must be reto 2>laces out of the king's dominions.
Ac- moved out of these lands that it Mas true,
cordingly, by the influence of our primate, that the foresaid Robert M' Ward was imthe king is prevailed upon to Avrite to the prisoned, and by the king's advocate was
states general, to cause remove James Wal- accused before the parliament of Scotland,
lace, liobert M'Ward, and John Brown, out in the year 16G1, of having committed the
of their provinces. This was very hard crime of lese-majesty, and that therefore he
measure, that M-ithout any new fiiult 1 can ought to be punished and that he on the
hear of, and for alleged crimes for which contrary made his defence and that the
they had been sentenced fourteen or sixteen final sentence of the foresaid parliament, was,
years ago, and had obeyed the sentence, that he* should be banished during his lifethat new difficulties shoidd be put upon time, out of the kingdoms of Scotland,
them, and they not be permitted to live England, and Ireland, and not to return
quietly in the places whither they had been thither again without his majesty's leave,
forced to go.
\Vlien or how James Wallace upon pain of death that they had caused
went to Holland I have no accounts ;* of him to subscribe the foresaid sentence,
j

;

;

I

:

:

;

:

tlie

other two

we have

sidei-ation of this

heard.

made the

The

con-

states reject this

unreasonable proposal, as will best appear

by their resolution, which

is

here insert.

Extract, Old of the register, of the resolutions

of

the high

and mighty

lords, the states

general of the United Netherlands.
" Die Veneris, the 3\st July, 1676.

and that he having subscribed the same,
without receiving a copy,

was

set out of

and upon the 18th day of November 1601, came to Rotterdam, to take up
his habitation
and that the foresaid John
prison,

:

Brown
council,

being called

November

before his majesty's
6th,

1662, compeai'ed

and was j^ut in prison; and that he, after
some time, having petitioned for liberty, or
" The lords deputies of the province of
at least a more large imprisonmei\t, recci\ ed
for answer, that he was condemned to everVide Note, page 30j.

lasting

banishment,

and that there was

i
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iiotliing remaininjT for

him to

do, but to give

placed before the other

bond to go out of all his majesty's dominions,
and not to return without leave of his majesty, upon pain of death; and that liually
he was resolved to do the same, and having-

informed
that this

t\v'o.

I

am

good hand since,
was colonel Wallace; and
by a

Mr

Brown,

in his information given in at this
" As
time, put this argument in for him.

given the aforesaid bond, without getting a for
copy of his sentence, was set out of prison he

Mr
is

Wallace,

it

may

an able and expert

be remembered,
soldier,

and may

the 15th of December the aforesaid year: raise new tumults in the king's dominions,
and that he, having had the liberty of a if he should not be suffered to lurk here,
month to stay in Scotland, and after\\-ard where he can do no harm." However,

having another month granted him,

did,

seems they saw good to overlook him.
Thus this foreign persecution ended, as far
Rotterdam, and stay. And that therefore as I know.
the aforesaid persons were of opinion that
them to
it should "not be imposed upon
(HAP. XII.
remove out of these provinces, seeing they,
OF THE SUFFERINGS OF PRESBVTERI.WS
according to the judgment of their own
DURING THE YEAR 1677.
judges, were to undergo no sorer punishment and that they had obliged them by
their own handwrit, to no more than to go INIatter comes in so throng upon
1G77
out of his majesty's dominions and they me this year and the following, that
had finally satisfied that sentence, by their I am at a loss how to dispose it, so as the
removal and abode out of his majesty's reader may have any tolerable view of the
kingdoms, and therefore neither should nor black period of oppression and persecution
ought to be fiu'ther disquieted.
this summer, and especially in the close of
" Whereupon it being deliberate, it was the year, and beginning of the next, by the
found good and resolved, that knowledge of Highland host. For some time, as we have

upon the

of INIarch, 1GG3,

l::^th

come

it

to

;

•

;

the aforesaid should be given to the lord heai'd, the course of persecution has been
Benningen, ambassador for the states at the carried on, with a severity that would have
court of England that a letter should be tempted almost any party to run to extremidirected to him, desiring him to assure his ties ; and yet the carriage of presbyteriaus
majesty, that the states general are fully continues still loyal and peaceable, even
:

resolved to execute and

fulfil

when

the treaties

their conventicles are

most numerous.

betwixt his majesty and this state ; but And when nothing really irregular can be
withal, that they do not believe that his fastened upon them, after the vast numbers
majesty will impose upon them, to ])ut away of prosecutions this spring and summer, unmisfortune to fall un- reasonable impositions are put upon heriand having compeared be- tors; and, upon their declining them, the
fore his judges, and whose utmost sentence story of a designed insiu-rection is trumped
was to banish out of his majesty's domin- up, most groundlessly and maliciously: and
persons

who had the

der his disgrace

;

conform to their sentence, remove upon this the barbarous Highlanders are
and that the lord Benningen hounded out upon the west.
shall, in the best and discreetest manner,
The order I have kept for some preceding
wave the forementioned matter, as being in years, will need to be altered this year, (hat
the highest prejudicial to this land."
the reader may have the chain of the facts
This paper is an authentic translation of that preceded the sending down of the Highions, did,

out of them

:

the original, and allowances must be

landers, the better in his eye.

made

And

I shall

our language give some general accounts of affairs tl'tis.
and the Low Dutch. No notice is taken of year, and then the particular prosecutions
James Wallace : whether this be colonel and sufferings of ministers, noblemen, gentleWallace, or a minister of that name, I know men, and others. Next, I will take a view of
for the difference of style in

not

;

II.

but

I

imagine

it is

the procedure of the council and government,

the colonel, because
'
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brethren for the public resolutions, in some

synods, upon several worthy ministei'S on
more immediate inlets to, and pre- the other side, ought to be taken off. Mr
parations for the coming down of the High- Hugh Kennedy, Mr WiUiara Crichton, botli
These will be the subject of of them since the revolution ministers in
land host.
Edinburgh, Mr Edward Jamieson, and some
four sections.
others, against whom the malice of some
presbyterians,

which

will lead rac

into

noblemen, gentlemen, and apostate ministers
had mostly run, were among this number.
Containing a more general view of the state of They gave it likewise as their advice to their
presbyter ians this year, ivith some parti- brethren in the country, which probably occulars which come not so well in upon the casioned the M'ai'm reflections from beyond
sea, that the

following sections.

indulged ministers ought to in-

vite their brethren

That

may

I

not pass by some matters of

who were

not indulged,

to preach with them, as opportunity offered;

which come not so well under the suc- and that the indulged should likewise, as
I shall here take a short
they are called, and the case of the country
view of the condition of presbyterian min- required, preach up and do\vn, and not conisters this year, and the indulged in parti- fine themselves only to their own pulpits.
cular, and then hint at some few other This I know Mr Gabriel Cuningham, Mr
Patrick Simpson, and several others I could
things upon this period.
The ministers who had been busiest at name, did. Likewise they had long reasonconventicles, were forced to retire last year; ings, and no small debates about the quesand this spring they came back, though a tion of indefinite ordination; whether in the
good many continued in the north of Ireland present persecuted and oppressed state of
and England, and in both were a sweet the church, ministers might be ordained
savour unto Christ in many. In Cumber- without a call and invitation from, or the
land and Northumberland, Messrs John present prospect of settlement in a particular
Several papers upon this
Welsh, Samuel Arnot, Gabriel Semple, congregation.
John Scot of Hawick, and others, were subject 2^^'^ ^nd con were handed about at
very useful instruments among many rude this time, wherein this question is handled
and ignorant people, who were some way with abundance of solidity and learning.
fallow ground, and scarce had the gospel I am told the most part of the meeting
preached to them before.
were for the negative but a considerable
In the entry of this year, there was a niunber being for the aflfirmative, no con1 have by me Mr
pretty large meeting of presbyterian minis- clusion was come to.
ters at Edinburgh, indulged and not in- James Kirkton's essay, and some papers of
dulged. Mr Ralph Rogers was chosen mo- Mr Brown's, for the affirmative in this deI have seen some very warm bate, and a pretty large essay of Mr John
derator.
papers from Holland, full of heat against Baird, who opposes indefinite ordination.

fact

ceeding sections,

;

this

meeting (as

name

1

lake

it,

for they

do not

sembly

:

but they never assumed any power

of this kind to themselves, and did nothing
I

can

They

find,

but what was competent for a

meeting of brethren that was occasional, and
and the mutual strengthening of one another's hands, and never
for consultation,

claimed the powers of the supreme judicatory of this church.

they gave

it

Very reasonably indeed

as their opinion, that the sen-

tences inflicted in the year I6G1, by the

are too large to be insert.

Mr John

the year), as a pretended general as-

Welsh, and a good many others,

returned to the south and west in the spring,
after last year's storm,

and conventicles were

very frequent and common. A considerable
part of the nation wholly disowned the episcopal clergy and church ; and the severe laws
against preaching of the gospel were not executed, because of the multitude of offenders,

of

except as to Some particular persons,

whom

in the next section,

who

fell

into

the clutches of the persecutors. Public cita-

—
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tions of ministers

and hearers were given

much over, seein<if nobody compeared, knowing that the best measure they could expect

was the Bass,

M'hither all

were sent who

could be catched.

The two

conventicles which were mostly
and grating to the prelates this
summer, Avere that at Eckford in Teviotdale,
and in Maybole parish in the shire of Ayr,
At this last
beside the water of Girvan.*
Mr Archibald Riddel, Mr John Welsh, Mr
Andrew Morton, Mr Patrick Warner, Mr
George Barclay, and a good many other
ministers, did celebrate the sacrament of the
supper in the fields and there were many
thousands of people present, and very much
noticed,

;

347

against prelacy and

other corrup-

Mr Richard
Cameron, and other probationers for the
ministry, and some others of greater weio-ht
than any of them, joined in promoting a
tions,

separation from

indulgence but
:

subject,

till I

place, Avhen
It

is

"

together with

give
it

who had

all

accepted the

I shall leave this
it

melancholy

altogether in

its

came to a greater

own

beariu"-.

the treatment of the indulged from

the council, I shall here a

little

hint

at.

Upon

the 7th of March, Mr Alexander
Hamilton, formerly confined to Dalmeny, is
ordered by the council to remove to Dalserf,

and allowed to exercise his ministry there,
upon the former terms given to the rest.

word preached there. The particular occasion of this allowance I
^ ere encouraged to follow the know not fully but I am infoimed, that a
when they saw their oWn numbers; good many serious people used to go out of

success attended the

The

people

gospel

;

and indeed they regarded the present laws
no further than the nature and reasons of
them discovered their equity and righteousness.
A price being set upon Mr John
Welsh his head, he travelled still with some
of his friends with him, armed for their own
and his defence. The conformable clergy
magnified these meetings, and made a terrible
clamour, as if the whole of the presbyterians
had been in arms and the bishops took the
hint, and give out that an insurrection was
designed, when, in truth, there was nothing
like this projected. However, the clergy by
their lies and stories compassed their end,
and got new bonds pressed, and severities
;

exercised, as

we

shall hear.

Not very much

offers this year, as to the

circumstances of the indidged.

Several

Edinburgli to Dalmeny, to hear

Mr

Hamil-

which grated the bishop and his party
there very much.
Upon the 2d of May, the council pass an

ton,

act,

discharging

all

the outed ministers,

who

did not enter into their confinement in the
] G72, to enter now into any churches,
and declare they will indulge no more in
time to come, but will take care the kirks of
such who die, or arc removed, be planted

year

with regular ministers.

much

kept, as far as

I

This act \>as very
have remarked, and

few years the prelates got rid of these
worthy men, so much their eyesore, as we
shall hear.
However, every rule hath its
exceptions, especially when any of their
friends were concerned
and so I find,
August 7th, Ml' Anthony Murray is inin a

;

Mr Greig,

things concurred to lay the foundations of

dulged to the parish of Carstairs,

the divisions, A\hich broke out next year,

formerly indulged there, being turned out.

arid especially before the rising at Bothwell.
A good number of the indulged ministers,
Robert Hamilton, brother to the laird of and such as had been named in the act, Avere
I'reston, a gentleman we shall meet with cited to appear before the council, in August

who, in his youth, was said to be this year. By a list before me, I find the
none of the strictest practice, and had of following ministers cited to Thursday August
late set up with more than ordinary zeal 4lh, Mr Matthew M'Kail, minister formerly

after this,

Mr James Currie at Shots,
Mr William Wisheart at
Kinnel, Mr Robert Fleming, Mr Ciilbert
Hall, Mr John Park at Stranraer, Mr PaThe
trick Anderson, Mr Thomas Hogg.

at Bothwell,

Mr John
•

In the Life of Mr Blackader,

pp.

182—189,

a very graphical description of this conventicle.
Had our space permitted, we would
have quoted it at length. We beg to refer our

there

is

readers to the whole of Mr Crichton's work, as
a most valuable jiiece of biography, and admirably illustrative of covenanting times.
Ed.

Semple,

ministers cited to August
after the former, are

1

1th,

Thursday

Mr James Hamilton at

3iS
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Mr James Mitchell, Mr Welsh into the kirk of Carsphairn, upon the
1C77
James Porter, Mr John Dickson at indulged minister's death, and that he now
Ruthergleu, Mr John Blackadder at Tra- possesses the kirk, manse, and glebe, ordain
Mr Gilchrist to be dispossessed, and
qiiair, Rlr Gilbert Hamilton at Crawford,
iilr Peter Reid at Doun^las, Mr George
brought in prisoner to Edinbui-gh.
It
Johnston at Nevvbottle, Mr John Stirling ^vould seem that worthy and really singular
Blantyre,
-I

'

'

at Kilbarchan, Mi-

winnoch,
ISlr

Hugh

Mr James

Gabriel

Peebles at Loch-

Hutchison

Cuningham

at Killallan,

Dunlo}),

at

IMr

man and

minister John

phairn, died at this time.
this

matter

is

Semple of Cars-

No more

about

in the registers.

Hugli Crawford at Ne^v Cumnock, Mr
James Wallace at Inchimian, John Seniple

We shall afterward hear, that in the
beginning of October this year, the instruc-

Carsphairn, Mr Robert Lockhart, Mr
Alexander MoncrieiF at Scone, Mr Alex-

tions granted to the persons then

at

ander Strang at

the council,

a

ai-e

little

named by
more favourable to

The reason of the indulged; and the

.

this almost genei'al citation I

know not, only

council declare,
" That the indulged ministers shall not be

was upon information given put to a necessity of seeking yearly warrants
The coun- for their stipends, but the heritors of the
but upon parishes where tliey serve are authorized
cil-register bears nothing of it
August 7th, I find Mr James Cuirie before and appointed to pay them their stipends,

it is

probable

it

of their not keeping the rules.

:

the council, and challenged for being at a
conventicle.

He acknowledges he was there,

according as they serve the cure, in haill or
in part.

And

it is

hereby declared, that

if

and the reason nas, it was in the corner of any of these indulged ministers shall be
his own pai'ish, and he went thither to found to contravene the instructions, the
expostulate M-ith the preacher, for with- council will proceed against them as they
drawing his people from him, and is dis- shall see occasion. And it is hereby recomA good number named in this list mended to the respective commissioners,
missed.
never accepted the indulgence, though to see them keep their confinement, and to
named in the act and all cited here are not report if they find them transgress." This
even in the act. I find, the foresaid day, is all I meet with concerning the indulged
the council call Mr James Greig, who is this year.
We heard formerly of the contests betwixt
not among those in the list and he not
compearing, they declare his indulgence is the two dukes and, January 6th this year,
forfeited, and he is discharged to preach I find a letter from the king to the council,
making void all the commissions about the
any more in Carstairs.
At the same time the council being militia, formerly granted to the duke of
-

;

;

;

informed, that the indulged ministei'S do not

Hamilton, which no doubt they took care to

keep their instructions, " Order a new copy

intimate to him.

of them to be sent to each of them, M'ith

In June or July the duke of Lauderdale
and his dutchess came down to Scotland,
and one of the dutchess's daughters, by Sir
Lionel Talmash her first husband, is married
to the lord Lorn, afterward the first duke

certification, that, if

shall be

immediately turned out, and further

censm-ed."
effect

they break them, tliey

This seems to have been the

of their

general

noncompearance.

The author of the History of the Indulgence

of Aj'gyle.*

The other was designed for the

speaks of a proclamation, August 10th this
year, discharging heritors to pay the indulged
their stipends, A^ithout a
cil

for

that

effect,

warrant from coun-

notwithstanding

liberty formerly granted.

the

If the proclama-

tion be in the registers I have overlooked

only I find the short minute above.
council being informed, that Mr
f>ilchrist

had been inducted by

it,

The

Mr John

•

This lady

it

should seem was not the very

best of wives, at least in her husband's opinion,
who in a letter to
Carstairs (State Tapers,
p. 2S6.) says, " There is one thing I know will
be clamoured against, that 1 have sent iny two

Mr

daughters home to Roseneath, designing to take
IMy reasons for
the charge of them myself.
doing so are, since they are mine, and that I
am bound to provide for them, none can blame
1 wish and endeavour that they be bred up iu

—
CHAP.
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marquis of Athole's eldest son; but

The presbyterian

hear

shall

tliat

August,

project misgave.

ministers in Glasgow,

the

in

new and

beirinninff

of

severe proclama-

tions and impositions

1677

on presbyterians were

when they agreed upon and emitted. But next council
had the accounts of the duke's coming down, day, when a good many of the lords reprefound it proper to make trial of an address sented, that the pressing of the bond A\ould
Paisley, Irvine, and Hamilton,

to his grace in favours of nonconformists

ruin their tenants, and lay their lands waste,

and the Rev. Mi" Matthew Crawford, from
whom 1 had this passage, Avas pitched upon
to go into Edinbiu-gh, and there, \>ith the
help of the Rev. INIr John Carstairs, he
procured a meeting of the ministers thereabout who relishing the motion from the

the duke began to

;

tallv

of a third indulgence,

and that pretty openly yea, came the length
of signifying, by my lord Melville, to several
;

presbyterian ministers, his inclinations this

way

and commissioners Avere sent from

:

several corners in the country, to advise

employed Mi- Anthony Miu-ray, a u])on a supplication to the Idng. When
and this came to the knowledge of the two
he got access to the duke, and humbly archbishops, they complained very heavily
pressed that his grace Avould be pleased to the duke; and I am informed his return
to interpose with the king, for the taking was, that he intended no liberty to presbyterians at all, but it was convenient to keep
off' the sentences of intcrcommuning laid
west,

relation of the duchess of Lauderdale,

them

he got forces raised to
and keep them in order
of confinement; and begging that they and he alleged they were at present so
might have access to meet together under numerous, as they could not be meddled
his grace's connivance, for drawing a sup- with Avithout hazard to the peace of the

upon

so

many

and the releasing

ministers,

then- brethren in the Bass,

and other places

plication to the king's majesty.

retm'n
that as

All the

Mr Murray

had from the duke, was,
for himself he A^-as ready to do him

any kindness that lay

in his povj'er, but

«'ould grant iio favour to that party, being
(as

he was pleased to say) unworthy of any.*

From

this

plain

answer, the

ministers

concluded that evil was determined against

them

;

and so indeed

it

proved

;

and

we

duty and Ioa'C to me as their father ; which
cannot expect in the circumstances they have
been in hitherto, living with a mother in those
terms with me, and who never in her life showed
them either the example of good nature or duty
to their parent ; and Avho always carries herself,
to her children to an extreme one side or other,
by too much fondness or too much severity."

in hopes,

Linlithgow,

Stairs, Sir

ere strong

;

j

j

the chancellor,

Glencairn,

Ross,

and

Argyle, the president,

Thomas Wallace

of Craigie, and

a few more, were for moderate measui'es

but nothing was done.

Upon

.:

;

|

the 4th of

September, Sir George Mackenzie of Rose-

and parts." Memorials, pp. 195,
is Law's character of Lauderdale, a
possessed
not one good qualitj', and
Avho
a
whose very name reflects infamy on his country.
Mr Laing gives a fair character of this minister,
Avhen he represents him as unprincipled, and as
attached to the covenant first, and afterwards to
the court, from one and the same considera" His manners were
tion, namelj', ambition.
coarse, boisterous, and unsuitable to the fastidious refinement of a court." With good talents
and extensive learning " His temper Avas dark
and A'indictive, incapable of friendship, mean and
abject to his superiors, haughty and tyrannical
65.

a great spirit, great parts, great Avit, a most daring man, and a man of great success, and did
more without the sword than Oliver CromAvell,
the great usurper, did with it ; Avas a man very
national, and truly the honour of our Scots na-

a^

Mar,

to presbyterians.

tion for wit

Ed.

.

Halton, Avere violently against any favour

I

* I^aw, in his Memorials, says, that Lauderdale, when tried by some ministers Avhether it
Avould please him to accept of an address from
tlie presbyterian party, declared that he had
once burnt his fingers that gate else, but resolved he would do so no more, and showed them
that the laws would be put with all vigour in
execution against recusants.
Lauderdale notwithstanding of this AA'as rather a favourite Avith
Law, who affirms " that he was truly a man of

;

In the council at this time the

country.

prelates' party

all

State Papers, p. 236.

till

suppress them,

Such

man

to his inferiors; and his judgment seldom correct or just, Avas obstinate in error, and irreclaimable by advice.
His passions were furious
and iingoA'ernable, unless Avhen his interest or
His violence was ever
his ambition interposed.
prepared to suggest or to execute the most des-

>

^

i

perate councils ; this ready compliance preserved
his credit Avith the king, till his faculties were
visibly impaired Avith age."
Laing's History,
vol.

ii.

p.

32

Ed.

<

—

:
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haugh, was admitted a privy coun-

'

time,

had

years,

advocate
is

to

this

(ieorge, in

the

king-

these

turned out of his post, some

say upon a very sordid

room,

about

John Nisbet of Dirleton, Avho

been

many

And much

seller.*
Sii-

reason,-)-

and

ISir

October this year, put in his

who was

a very great instrument in

officers

of

state,

[BOOK

II.

but durante b'eneplacito, and

appoints the chancellor, secretaiy, treasurerdepute, and lord privy seal, to be inquired

they were willing thus to take their
it seems they formerly
had durante vita, aut interveniente culpa.

if

commissions, which

We need
when

not doubt what their answer was,

the king's will long since

was de-

Their consent

the after severities against presbyterians,

clared to be their law.

and was scarce ever guilty of moderating
any harsh proceedings against them in the

registrate, to this alteration, in the council-

eyes of the prelates themselves.

great handle for promoting the arbitrary

At the same

down from

diet of council, a letter conies

the king, of the date August

24th, signifying, that in time to

was resolved

Tiiis,

among other

things,

courses of this period, and a good

make

all

was a

mean

to

the inferior officers entirely de-

come he pend upon him who had the king's ear
any and ^fii, as is usual, all these stretches

to give no commissions to

* Sir G. M'Kenzie of Rosehaugh was certainly a man of talents, and one of the most
He was a
correct English wTiters of Lis day.
native of Dundee, where he was born in 1636.
He had his education partly at the univeisities
of Aberdeen and St Andrews, and partly at
Bourges in France. He was a distinguished
pleader at the Scottish bar, where one of his first
appearances was as counsel for the unfortunate
marquis of Argyle in 1661. He was soon raised
to the !ank of a judge in the criminal court, and
was, in 1674, "made king's advocate, and in
1677, one of the lords of the privy council for
Scotland. In this capacity Sir George certainly
did not temper his severity as a public prosecutor, with much mildness, " And we fear," says

the author of his life, in the Edinburgh Encyclopedia, vol. xiii. p. 220, " that the title of the
blood-thirsty advocate, and the i)ersecutor 'of the
saints of God,' was to a great degree merited by
the cruelties which he exercised against the
covenanters." In 1088 he opposed in council
the proposed address to the prince of Orange ;
and finding that his adherence to the exiled family could be of no avail, he resigned all his
ofiices and retired to enjoy literary ease in the
university of Oxford. In that seminary he was
by favour, admitted as a student on 2d June,
1690, but died in London in the spring following.
He was author of many works, legal, poHis " History of the
litical, and literary.
atl'airs of Scotland" was found by the Rev. Dr

M'Crie,

books.

is

in 1820,

and immediately published

inider the able inspection of Thomas Thomson,
Esq. advocate. He had the honour of founding
the advocates' library in 1C80 ; and this is, perhaps, his best claim to a grateful remembrance.

—Ed.

were

tiu-ned against the

who

contrived

them

own

establish-

ment.

Towards the end of October, the council
a letter from the duke of Lauderdale, acquainting them with the designed
marriage betwixt the prince of Orange and

re('eive

lady iNIary

king

and

full
tell

;

and they write a

letter to the

of compliment upon this design,

him, they cannot express the great-

ness of that happiness they promise themselves from that alliance, which brings so

much

support to the royal family, and the

protestant churches;

and they command

public rejoicings in the city of Edinburgh

had some of them known
come out of that auspicious
match, they would scarce have been so forward. It was indeed the only bow we had

for this. Perhaps,

what was

to

in our cloud, in all this dark period.

the reader

though

I

Avill

And

be ready enough to observe,

should not

i)ut

him

in

mind of

it,

that since the union of the cro\vns, the fa-

mily of the Stuarts have been great blessings to these kingdoms, in the marriages
they made with protesi;ant princes, yea, to
the whole of the reformed churches; and
it is

to these

we owe

first

the glorious revo-

and then the happy settlement of

" Sir John Nisbet, a person of deep and
f
universal learning, having disobliged my lord
Ualton, he procured a letter to the lords of
session, ordaining them to make inquiry into
his having consulted pro et con. in the case be-

lution,

twixt the lord chancellor and lord Melville,
concerning the tailzie of the estate of Leven."
M'Kenzie's History o^' Scotland, p. 324. This

plagues, and once

inquiry, it would appear. Sir John was unwilling to' run the hazard of, and to avoid itdcmitEd.
ted his post.

duke of Lauderdale,

for his

the protestant succession in the family of
And upon the other hand, their

Hanover.

matches with papists have been as great
and again brought us and

our holy religion to the brink of ruin.
No other thing offers, but what will come
in

on the following

sections, imless

it

be,
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that

upon the

first

mittee of public

of November, the com-

aflairs,

Avho have

now

tlio

most part of what before was the uptaking
work of the council upon their hand, report

two
on the minister of Torphichen, and two more for a riot
on the minister of Borrowstounness and
the council approve of this, and greater
things than this, as we shall hear, done by
to the council that they liad appointed

men

to be scourged, lor a riot

;

them.

'

that by

all

o,j1

the fonner branches of
''
number ofdisupon their hand and,being

their severities, the

senters increased

;

fretted with this, bethought themselves of tlie

expedient of intercommiming the most active
ministers and professors, and stooped very
low, even to carriers of salt, as Robert Kirk in
the Mill of Forth ; and went the length of
three or four hundred in the first and second

intercommuning.

lie remarks, that

derers and traitors

till

now

mur-

used only to be

intercommuned, and that by this method
the persecutors hoped to keep the people
from them, and to force them to leave the
pnrtiailoj- hardships

Of the.

put upon the

land, or

and gen-

others."

presbytvrian tnimstcrs, noblemen,

make them coy-ducks

He

to ensnare

had preached at

field-con-

and Mas, in his sentiments, against
hearing the episcopal ministers, and very
The shortness of the former section is like much popular, M-hich some of his friends
to be more than made up by the length of urged against his being put in Mith others
in the letters of intercommuning
tliis and the following, where a very gi'cat
but the
heap of particular sufferings of many ^vorthy prelates were positive to have him in : he
persons presents itself. I shall begin with adds, " That for all the great hopes conventicles,

tlemen, this year 1677.

;

who this year came to theii* ceived from this harsh step, their counsels
hands who managed the persecution, and were turned to folly, and never one Mhora
then give some accounts of persons of he cared for shunned his conversation after
and even such who had no
quality, and others, in order of time they this sentence
the ministers

;

regard to religion, entertained him as freely

were attacked.

I may i\'ell begin this account with the and friendly as ever; yea, he notices, that
imprisonment and sufferings of that excel- it was when under this utmost sentence,
lent and pious minister, and the represen- that he got the most of the encumbrances
tative of a

good family,

Mr James

Frazer of

Brae, which I shall give the reader mostly

from his

own

distinct

and pointed account

of them in his Life, of which he hath
lai'ge

narrative

in manuscript

left

off" his estate, and his civil business cleai-ed
and settled ; and that he did not hear of
any intercommuned persons who were pre-

a judged, only the bishops were

under the

sally hated, as

more univer-

the authors of so rigorous

borrowed name of Philocris,a coi)y of which courses, and the Avhole land groaned the
from the original is before me ; and I shall more to be delivered from them."
here and afterward give a pretty large extract
After two years and a half's continuance
from it. This worthy person met with under this sentence, during which he
several hardships in the preceding years; preached as he had opportunity, the precitations to appear before the council in a lates used all their interest to catch him,
day or two after he was married, timed just knowing he was a rigid nonconformist, and
out of malice to vex him and his spouse, had no freedom to have any communion with
which, with his being declared fugitive, 1 their church; and, as he expresses himself,

must

pass, as

room.

We

list

what would take up much
heard before he is amonjr the

of ministers. Mho, about t^o years ago,

were intercommuned.

It may be worth the
while to take notice of some of his remarks

on

this part of his lot.

lie observes, "

the bishops and other wicked

men

That

found.

imagining he was a

man

of some parts, and

very active in keeping up the schism, as
called

him

it,

and

stirred

thej'-

up the council against

in particular, as a person of disloyal

principles

and practices

vindicated himself, as

was one of

;

of which he fully

Me shall

hear

;

and he

three, for the apprehending of
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whom, a
1G77.

was

considerable sura of

proffered.

At

money person

being in

last,

[BOOK

II.

to the other counsellors, aggravating

my alleged crimes vehemently. To all which,

Edinburgh, the town-major, being solicited I replied, that I did acknowledge I Mas
by the primate, and encom-aged by great (though most unworthy) a minister of the
l)roraises of reward, upon the Sabbath gospel; and that indeed I preached free\ ening, January 28th this year, by means of quently as the Lord called me, and indea servant-maid of one of his relations, with
he lodged, got notice of him; and

whom

pendently upon the bishop; that the subject

my

and sermons were not
and traitorous principles and assership, came in and seized him, and carried tions, as the archbishop did assert; but
him straight to prison. The archbishop according as I was helped of God, I preached
was presently acquainted with the news, repentance towards God, and faith toward
and much pleased, gave the major a small om- Lord Jesus Christ,' and no other thing
present, and promised more; and as soon than what was contained in the Prophets
as the day dawned, sent strict orders to and the New Testament that I was so far
the jailor, that Mr Frazer should be kept from being ashamed or terrified to own that
close, and none permitted to have access to I was a minister of Christ, that though I
him, until he was brought before a committee was of no despicable extraction, yet I gloried
of council. Before them he appeai*ed at most in, and counted it the greatest honour
five of the clock at night, and what passed I ever attained, to serve God in the gospel

about ten at night,

when

at

femily

Ai'or-

of

discourses

disloyal,

'

:

there I shall give in Brae's own words.
Says he, " Wlien I appeared, I was not
indicted of any crimes, but examined, and
verbally charged as a seditious person,
did rend the church of Christ, and
active to

make and keep up

a preacher at

which was

death by law, which they gladly woidd have

me acknowledge, as likewise who empowered me to preach; that I was iuterconmiuned and despised the law, in so far
as I never made any application to be freed
from that sentence and that I was a person
had

;

of very bad principles, destructive to

all

gov-

ernment; and thereupon the archbishop,
who sought to ensnare me by my own
words, inquired. Whether I judged it lawful,

on pretext of

to

take up arms

against the king's majesty?

This was the

religion,

me

ships, as the external lineaments

of

my

face, so as

their lord-

and

traits

they might read what was

engraven on my heart that as for rising up
in arms against the king, upon the pretext of
:

which the archbishop alleged I
I told him he was therein abused
by his informers; for I never knew of any
of the most zealous asserters of the liberties
religion,

maintained,

of the people, that did not maintain rising in
religion, pretences

arms upon pretence of

giving no ground or warrant for any man's

of prerogative and

that matters

action:

privilege were things of a ticklish and thorny

nature, and

which

for the present

I

desired

my thoughts upon, not judging
mth them within my sphere, or that I was called

sum; and that I kept correspondence
some prisoners in the Bass, which the
archbishop confidently averred he knew."
" These things," adds he, " were not charged
upon me all at once, but in a confused way,
and many of them by way of question. I
cannot say of any of the committee, but
they were all ci\'il and sober persons, of
whom, if the instigation and fear of the
archbishop had not prevailed with them, I
might have been moderately dealt withbut he, in a bitter and invective oration, did
represent

up the

that I never stirred

who were as visible and perceivable to

was very

the schism, as

field conventicles,

of his Son:

people to sedition by preaching, and was
indifferent though the principles of my heart

as a very odious and criminal

not to give
to

meddle with them

ordain me,

thereby

I

although

I

was not

:

that for such as did

free to tell

them,

lest

should bring others into trouble,
I designed to

be most tree as to

matters concerning myself that, as
:

I judged

not unlawful to preach the gospel, either
in houses or fields, as conveniency did offer,

it

but duty and ordinance of Christ, so far ^vas
I

from j udging these meetings ' rendezvouses

of rebellion,' as the archbishop termed them.

That

1

did not acknowledge I at

preached in the

fields;

and

if

any time

they thirsted

'

CHAP.
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my

my life upon

blood, and to take

account, they could not expect

I

353

that

sent back to prison, and ordained to

should give

be kept more strictly than foi-merly.

or reach the weapon wherewith to destroy

'

or accuse myself" in a matter which the law

His pockets were searched for letters; knives,
ink, pen, and paper, wore taken from him,
and all company discharged. He remarks,

had made so criminal; and therefore

that the

mysellj or that

should cither witness against

I

them

it

was

and evidences against me elsewhere than from
myself; for I was resolved no man living
should be able to make me guilty of such a
weakness that as to corresponding with any
in the Bass, which the archbishop alleged, I
declared there was no such thing, and if
l)rcper for

to seek their proof

:

there Mas, I shall be content to

of

st.'hism,

bishop

:

and

name

the

denied the charge

left it to

be proven by the

that for

my

knew

not of

when

it, till

I

1

it

and so could not
was intercommuned,

in the printed paper,

and after I
1 could not get one person as would so much
as draw up a petition for me, being straitly
prevent

it;

presently to the Eass, for so the council
had determined. Accordingly, he and Mr

was James Mitchell M'cre carried aMay by a
Mas guard of twelve horse and thirty foot, and
saw my on Wednesday morning M'ere delivered to

intercommuning,

then seven score of miles off
passed, and

suft'er

I

greatest punishment.

Lord Mas a light round about him
and him they could not shut
out, and that night Mas the sweetest he had
for many years, and he was lifted up above
death, sin, hell, and Mrath, and the fears of
prelates and papists, by a full sense of the
Divine favour. About six of the clock next
day, he was awakened by one of the jailors.
Mho called to him to make ready to go

at this time,

charged to the contrary and that from this
and the fear of further prejudice, and not
from any contempt of the Lims, it was, that
:

the governor of the garrison, consisting of
eighteen or tMenty soldiers.

In the Bass ho continued
a half; and he

tMO years and
makes not a few remarks

his own and the rest of the prisoners'
circumstances while there, too long to be

upon

insert here. Upon the one hand he records,
have myself taken out of that he met with much of the Lord's
the letters of intercommuning that in this presence, and many visits from his Master,
and all the premises I was free and ingenu- and had raucli sweet conversation with his
ous with them: that I came not to justify fellow prisoners, and improved in knoMmy breeding before their lordships, but ledge and grace; but upon the other side
I

did not

move

to

;

acknowledged I was a rude man, one of the
lords having challenged me of unmannerliness and ill breeding, that I gave not the
archbishop his titles and finally, that I was
now in their lordships' poM'er, and ready to
submit to whatever their lordships determined concerning me." This is Mr Frazer's
OM'n account of his examination, and it
agrees perfectly well with another account
:

M'ritten at this time in short hand,

by one

present at the examination, as the queries

he complains, besides their opportunities of
preaching M'ere removed, distance from his

and many other things, M'hich
any body that the company
of the ungodly was uneasy, they lived among
relations,

easily offer to

lions,

:

wolves, and serpents, and dMelt in

Kedar.

Their servants Mere turned from

them

frequently,

new

ones

;

and they obliged to seek
they were deprived often of

one another's society: their letters M'ere
opened and read, their diet was

often

and answers were given and that the reader
a specimen of the manner of their
captious examinations, 1 have insert it
below.*
After his examination he was

fered to see or speak to one another, just

*
Brae's examination, Janiiarij 29, IG77.
Lord Hahuii interrogates. What man of
trade are you? Answer. Your lordship would
explain what you nean by a trade.
Question.
Are you an heritor? A. If tli;it be the thing

you mean by a trade, I ara. Q. Where lie
your lauds ?
A. In Ross.
Q. Are you a
preacher?
A. Though by my n<)t aeknovv.
iedging this, I might put yo'.u- lordship to the
trouble of proving it, yet I will give you a clear

;

may have

II.

extravagantly dear, and they behoved to
it at the governor's rates.
Many times

take

they Avere

all

shut up close, and not suf-

'i

Y

'

THE

J54.

,
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IIISTOllY

as freaks took the soldiers.
.

.

were vexed with the

OF THE SUFFERINGS

They from conversing with
.

.

[BOOK
the ministers on

11.
reli-

gious matters on the Lord's day, by force,

soldiers mixing-

inwth them, their blasphemies and cursings, when several \vere most willing, and had gotj
and ensnaring- discoui'se on public matters. some good this way and sometimes in the
:

winter and spring they Avere very hardly put
to it for necessaries, and had nothing but

Their servants were frequently attempted
by the ruffians, so that they could scarce

The worst among- snow-water, strinkled upon some oatmeal, to

get any to serve them.
the soldiers kept

drink, and a

some others among them.

evidence of my ingenuity, by acknowledging
freely that I do preach, and though I be of an
extract not altogether despicable, yet I glory
more in that, and in serving God in the gospel
of his Son, than in any other thing I pretend
to.
Q. Are you in orders ? A. As to what
concerns my own person, your lordship sees I
have been very free in acknowledging what I
knew made me culpable by your law, and that
without being circumvented, but foreseeing the
hazard since, I likewise acknowledge I preach
without any authority from the bishop ; but as
to what concerns others, or may serve to bring
them on the stage, your lordship will excuse
me from saying any thing in it. Q. If ye
glory so much in your ministry, wiiy do not ye
avow it? ^vhy do ye not own your principles?
A. I i-ei^uest
that is not ingenuity at all.
your lordship to have no apprehension of me
but I have owned
but as one most ingenuous
my ministry and any other principles you pose
lue on, ye shall find me very free to give your
lordship an account of them, but why I could
not directly answer that question, I have given
your lordship a reason already. Hishnp. This
gentleman seems not at all to be ingenuous with
us, possibly he would be more if he knew the
state he stands in, which is not ordinary, for he
is of most pernicious principles, destructive to
all kind of government, and withal is very
active in spreading these, so that there is scarce a
conventicle I hear of, but it is still Mr Frazer
who is the preacher, and likewise he is at least
given out to be a man of parts and learning,
and therefore the more to be taken notice of,
since parts that way improven are most dangerous.
A. I know no pernicious principles
I hold, such as you mean may concern either
church-government or loyalty ; as to the first,

I

I

:

]

;

I freely acknowledge, as it is now established,
I have a very great aversion from it ; as to

my

would not care much, though you all
saw what were in my heart anent it ; as to my

loyalty I

spreading of them, I have been preaching
Christ and exhorting people to mend their
ways and repent, and if the doing of that be
pernicious, 1 confess myself guilty of it. Bishop.
The greatest heretic will say so. A. It is not
saying, but doing.
Bishop.
These are fine
principles ; you hold that all that are not of
your judgment it is lawful to cut them off.
A. If you can produce any famous faithful
witness (false you may) that will say that ever
I maintained any such doctrine, I am content
Bishop. But you hold that
to die presently.
the people may, whenever they think themselves wronged, make a pretence of religion, and
A. I have read
rise up against the magistrate.
pro and contra on that subject, both loyalists
and common-wealths men, and among all that
ever 1 read or heard of, 1 never knew any that

little

hard

fish to eat.

held that opinion, (upon which Halton and
some others smiled) and that which we hold
concerning that, is nothing but what may be
dra^vn from the positions of the greatest loyalists
themselves; but that is a ticklish point, and I
Hulton.
desire not to dive in it at this time,
Did you ever preach in the fields? A. Your
lordship knows that that, according to your
law, is criminal, and I am not obliged to be lay
own accuser. It is enough that my throat be
cut, though I do it not with my own hands;
if you mind to stage me on that, bring my
accusers, and then proceed as your lordship
Bishop. Though these shifts be
thinks fit.
taken from others, yet they must not, Sir, be
taken so from a man of parts. Dundouald.
Sir, Ye would gain the good will of the comrnittee, by being ingenuous and free ; I assure
you none of us has any ill will at you, or intend
to take any advantage of you, or of any of your
A. I thank
party, from any thing you say.
your lordship. Halton. Did you ever preach

Linlithgow? A. It maybe I have. Bishop.
Yes, Sir, you have, and in the fields thei-e too,
and that in great conventicles. A. I desire
Halton. Y'ou seem to be
that may be i)roven.
a -vvolf, and not one come in at the door, but at
A. If I had not said I bad been
the window.
in orders, your lordship's consequence had been
good, but when I said, I could not directly
answer that question, your lordship cannot
argue from the negative, as if I had said it.
A.
Halton. But you are intercommuned.
When I was cited I was six score miles from
given,
so
that
the place where my citation was
it was not possible for me to answer it, and it
was upon pretended contumacy, in not appearing on this citation, that I was intercommuned.
Halton. But why did you not move in it then ?
A. Since I could not move in it, for I had none
to do for me, my being intercommuned putting
me in such a condition, that they who would
do for me were afraid to converse with me, or
so much as take a petition out of my hand,
Halton.
Did you ever converse with
Bishop. Yes, Sir,
.\. It may be.
Forrester?
you have, and ye had still, since he went to the
Bass, correspondence by letters, and you were
lord Halton, since
A.
his correspondent.
the Bishop says so, I declare ingenuously I
yea, not
Forrester,
never had a line from Mr
ever so much as changed a word with him.
Halton. You seem to be of the quakers' principles, for though ye give us our due titles, yet
at

I

I

I

j

I

I

\

;

j

i

I

Mr

My

lord St Andrews, whom his majesty is
pleased to honour, ye give him not so much as
he gives you, he gives you Sir, and ye give
him nothing at all, that is no civility. A. I
good breeding, I
came not here to justify
confess I am a rude man, but for that I have no

my

my

clearness.

;

CHAP.
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Mr

Frazer remarks,

hints I

anent

council-books

the

in

find

1677.

February

them.

Mr Thomas

council order

the

1st,

Hogg,

whom

that the linn persuasion of a deliverance

they terra a noted keeper of conventicles,

was continually kept up upon his spirit,
and he was made to believe that the God

and intercommuned, to be transported
from Murray to Edinburgh tolbooth and

Avho spoke to the tish in Jonah's case,

Mr John

rock to <;ive him and
and accordingly, when
the rash and uuconcerted attempt at Both^\'ell was broken, and they judged their case

be convoyed from one sheriff to another,

would speak

his

to that

brethren up

desperate, and

evening time

:

hope was

all

failing, in

the

and the king

Avas light;

it

granted an indemnity, and sent orders to
liberate

who had

prisoners

all

for

nonconformity,

not been concerned in the rising.

Mr

Upon which,

in

eight or nine

more ministers were bronght

July 1679,

Frazer and

out of the Bass, and taken to the tolbooth

;

to

the

They

Edinbiu-gh.
sherifl^'

lain,

and

conventicles,

them

free, until

they should either give

bond not to rise in arms against the king,
or any commissionate by him in any case,
and to forbear field meetings, and preaching
in houses, or give security and caution to
appear when called, under the pain of five

hundred pounds

The

sterling.

first

the

as a chap-

;

said sheriff is ordered

likewise to appear before

them

Edin-

at

Mr M'Gilligen was sent to the

and continued there

What became
by a

letter,

I

Mr M'Gilligen.
Mr Andrew

Bass,

the (year) 1679.

till

of the friendly sherift"

not heard, only
1st,

informed that

him

him to preach and keep
and commit other disorders

and therefore the
burgh.

before, to

suffers

find the council,

I

have

March

give to the earl of Seaforth

The reason of their being a severe reprimand,
imprisoned there, when taken out, was, that the sheriff of Nairn

set

are

of Nairn keeps

of Edinburgh.

thongh the king's orders were unconditional
to liberate them, yet the council would not

whom

M'Gilligcn, of

for granting AvaiTant to

to give

Forrester,

some

liberty to

who had been

formerly imprisoned in the Bass for preaching at conventicles, and let out,

was

lately

taken in Fife, and brought before the council, February 8th.
The great thing they

had against him, was some papers he had
about him when taken, and I give the
account as it stands in the registers. " Mr

Andrew Forrester, when taken, had some
what they reckoned papers upon him, by which it appears, that,
was a giving up of their ministry, and upon the 20th of May 1676, there convened,
therefore behoved to fall in with the other
within the town of Edinburgh, betwixt fifty
ministers in

all

the points of

it

would not

oblige themselves to, as

and in twenty-four hours' time they and
some others in prison at Edinburgh, found
bail for eight thousand pounds sterling, and
Mr Frazer observes, he
were liberate.
continued in a wandering lot, preaching
almost every Lord's day,
1681,

when he and

till

November

his cautioner Avere cited

and sixty outed ministers, who did constitute themselves in form of a commission of
the kirk, and voted their moderator, and
appointed a committee of their number to
bring in overtures; who accordingly did

meet at night, and drew up a

petition,

and

overtures of a most seditious nature, to be

at which time we shall
meet M'ith this excellent person again.*
I go forward to the sufferings of some

offered to their meeting

other ministers about this time, from the

and synods established by them, and for
entering upon trials, and sending out young-

before the council

;

condescend upon, and

Mr

which they
ways of keep-

in

ing correspondence in their several societies

men to the
The

biographical work from which
Wodrow has so largely quoted, Avas afterward
published, and is now well known to serious
readers as one of the most interesting records of
the time.
The reader is referred to it, and to
the printed memoirs of Mr Thomas Hogg, as
well deserving a careful perusal. —JEd.
*

;

settle

ministry in their several societies

and bounds, and for one synod's corresponding with another, and for providing against
any offer from the state in order to church
affairs, without advertisement given unto,
or concert of the several societies, and for

; ;

;
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correspondence with g-entlemen and

.„^
'

Whilk overtures

judicious elders.

on the said 25th of May presented to
the gi-eat meeting, were by them voted and
approven which paper, containing the said
petition and overtures, with another paper
bearing the leeting and voting of the moderator, and w hat votes every minister had, and
the minutes of what passed at those meet^
ings, beiu;>' found on the said Mr Forrester,
and he confessing he was present, and the
said minutes were his writing; but declining
to answer in what house they met, and who
was preses, though he owned he was clei'k,
or who were present, and other circumstances; he is ordered to be kept close prisoner in Edinburgh."
No more anent this
meeting offers to me than is here; I make
being-,

;

the

former book,

BOOK

brought before the

is

council, July 19th.

II.

It is

narrated in the

about him, that he Avas taken at
Edinburgh, that he had been excepted out
of the indemnity for the rebellion 1G66.

article

When brought before the council he acknowledged he had kept house conventicles
and being interrogate if he had preached at
he refeiTed that to probaand declined to answer, as being criminal by law whereupon he was ordered by
field conventicles,

tion,

:

the council to purge himself by oath, of
preaching or hearing at them.
This he

peremptorily refused, as what injustice he
could not be obliged to in his

own

cause.

Being inteiTogate, if he ever conversed
with Mr John Welsh he confessed he had,
;

when

ujjon

the English border.

He

ac-

has been a general meeting of knowledged he was ordained to the ministry
correspondence, and probably they voted by presbyterian ministers at London, in the

no doubt

it

and concluded the
above, for the

overtures

set

down year

management of themselves.

The

1670.

council send

Bass; and major Johnston

is

him

to the

ordered a

premium of a thousand pounds Scots for
merely an addition or inference, and apprehending hira.
October 9th, I find the committee for
I find all who were members of those meetings still declined to take to themselves any public affairs give it as their opinion to the
judicative power. We have heard of another council, that Mr Robert Trail, Scot of

As

to their sitting as a commission of the

kirk,

is

Mr James Drummond, Mr James

meeting of this nature this year, for regula-

Pitlochie,

tions to themselves in this difficult juncture

Frazer of Brae, be liberate from the Bass,
upon their giving bonds for their compearing

and after this I much doubt if there ^^erc
many. Wliat became of Mr Forrester I have
not learned. May 3d, the earl of Dumfries
represents to the council, that Mr William
M'Millan, of whose sufferings

I shall after-

ward give a fuller account, hath been for
some time imprisoned in Dumfries for non-

may

conformity, and that he

be

let out,

confined to the parish of Bahnaclellan.
council grant the desire of a petition

and

called.
How far this was gone into
by the council as to the rest I know not
but we have heard that Mr Frazer was

when

continued in the Bass, notwithstanding of
this,

by the

against him.

particular' spite the

At

order

council

primate had

that diet, 1 find that the

Mr

Alexander Peden,

of

The whom l)efore, to be liberate from the Bass,
from upon his enacting himself to depart forth of

him to this purpose. The same day Mr Britain, and not to return, under the pain of
James Drunimond, formerly mentioned, is being held pro covfesso to have been at
ordered " to be brought into Edinburgh Pentland. I am told he was once precentor
tolbooth.
The reason given is, because at at Fenwick for some time. Likewise they
his former liberation he engaged not to order Mr Thomas Hogg, who had been
keep conventicles, and yet was taken brought from the Bass, to the tolbooth of
preaching." If he made such a promise, he Edinburgh, to be liberate, and confined to
.

is

almost the only presbyterian minister did

so at this time.

They

all

gave bond to

compear when called, but none of them
would oblige themselves not to preach.
Mr Kobert Trail, son to Mr Robert
Trail, minister at Edinburgh, of whom in

under the pain of a thousand
merks: and Mr John M'Gilligen is likewise ordered to be liberate and confined to
the island of Isla and Mi- Thomas Ross,
Kintyre,

;

who

is

prisoner in the tolbooth of Tain,

is

appointed to be liberate, upon his finding

:

:
;

CHAP.
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compear wlion called, upon tlic the council registers, I am in case,
...
1G77.
rrom onguial papers, ^to give some
two thousand merks.
November 1st, Mr John Wei wood is fiu-ther account of my lord C'ardross's trouinformed against, as havinnf intruded upon ble this year. This excellent nobleman had
continued in prison now near two years.
the kirk of Tarbolton in the shire of Ayr

raiitiou to

,.

.

pain of

and the council appoint the earl of (ilencairn, and the lord Ross, to see that he be
I do not
turned out, and apprehended.
hear he was taken, but very soon the Iliji^hland reformers came down to that country
and,

November

loth,

Mr James

seems

It

my

lord sent

up a

petition to his

majesty, ^hich was answered in a letter to
the council, dated February ^^th, 1676, a
copy of which is before me, which relates
to two other gentlemen as well as him, and

Forthie,

I

chaplain to the Trinity hospital at Edin-

insert

it

here.

" Kiglit

trusty and well beloved cousins
ordered to be turned out, for his and (counsellors, &c. We greet you well.
being- present at a conventicle.
This is all Having seen and considered the three
I meet with this year, about particular min- enclosed petitions, from
Henry lord Car-

burgh,

is

dross, Sir Patrick Home of Polwart, and
noblemen, lieutenant-general William Drummond ; we
My accounts of have thought fit to signify to you our royal
gej tlemen, and others.
them are not so large as were to be wislied, pleasure, and we do hereby expressly reisters.

come now forward

I

to the severi-

ties exercised against particular

being mostly from the hints about them

you to exact and cause full payment
made of the fine imposed by you on
the lord Cardross, and to take good surety
quire

I

to be

observed in the council-books.

Upon the 8th of February, Scot of Pitwho had been foraierly intercom- from

lochie,

muned, and was

him, that neither he nor his family

will be guilty of such offences as these for

lately taken for being at

conventicles, is brought before the council, which he was by you fined and committed
and sent straiglit to the Bass, where 1 tind after which (and no sooner) you are hereby
him, October 5th, and ordered to be let authorized to set him at liberty. As for
out by the committee for public affairs, as Sir Patrick Home's desire, it is our express

hath been noticed.

pleasure, that the sentence formerly pro-

This year the excellent lord C'ardross, of nounced by you, whereby he

is

declared

Avhom before, had new troubles whether incapable of all public trust, may still conupon the former iniquitous sentence he had tinue in full force against him, until our
continued in prison till now, or what was pleasure shall be (in writing under our royal
;

the occasion of this,

ruary 8th,

I find

I

know

not

:

but, Feb-

hand) declared to the contrary; but that in

Henry the meantime, you order him

the council allow

to be released

lord Cardross liberty to go out of prison,

from prison, and to be restored to his
imtil the 18th of that month, because of his liberty. And as for lieutenant-general Druralady's illness
and upon the first of March, mond's desire, it is our royal pleasure, and
they allow the lord Cardross to go about we are hereby graciously pleased to authorhis affairs, upon a bond of a hundred pounds ize and require you to cause him to be set
:

sterling-,

to be exacted

toties qnoties, for

for every offence,

himself and his lady, in the

terms the council appointed formerly.
is

rigorously exacted.

and

August

7th,

my

This

The

pretext of this severity

was, that he had baptized
the outed ministers.

two children with

One would

think this

was a pretty narrow point, and might have
been overlooked ; but none of these could
be borne with by the bishops.
Since I
finished

what

is

at his full liberty, hoping that his future

carriage will be such, as that thereby

we

have no cause to think this our royal
lord favour ill bestowed.
For doing all Avhich

his lady are fined in half of their yearly

valued rent.

I

above, from the hints in

shall

be your warrant, and so we bid
your heartily farewell. Given at our court

this shall

at Whitehall, the 24th

day of February,

1G75-6, and of our reign the 28th yeai\

By

his majesty's

command,
" Lai'dekdale."

The council were

willing

enough

to

keep
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answer;

close to this unfavourable

1677,

and ray lord continued in prison,
till February this year he is liberate for ten
days, and his liberty continued, under a
rigorous bond, as we have just now seen,

new process

till

a

for

two

dictment
it

is

intended against him

irrcg-ular baptisms.

My

lord's in-

dated August 2d, and

is

I insert

charge you

strictly,

[BOOK

II.

and command, that

incontinent these our letters seen, ye pass,
and, in our

name and

authority,

command

and charge the said Henry lord Cardross
personally, and deliver to him a just copy
of these our letters, to compear personally
before the lords of secret council at Edin-

happen them to be
day of August
to answer to the premises, and

burgh, or Aihere

it

shall

for the time, the seventh

here from the original.

" Charles, &c. Forasmuch as it is humbly instant,
meaned and shown to us, by our trnsty and give his oath upon the verity thereof, cerwell beloved counsellor Sir John Nisbet of tifying him, if he fail so to do, that he shall
Dirletoun, knight, our advocate for our in- be held as confest thereupon ; and that

the matter under-written, that
where, albeit by the sixth act of the second

terest, in

session of our second parliament,

it is

statute

and ordained, that none of our subjects of
M'hatsomever degree or quality, presume to
offer their children to be baptized by any,
but by such as are their parish ministers, or

by such ministers

else

as are authorized

by

the established government of the church,

or licensed by our council, upon a certi-

from the minister of the parish, if he
be present, or in his absence by one of the
neighboiu-ing ministers ; and it is declared,
that the father of any child %vhich shall be
otherwise baptized, (he being an heritor,
ficate

life-renter,

or proper

wadsetter) shall be

fined in a fourth part of the valued yearly

rent

notwithstanding whereof,

:

upon the

verity, that

first,

it

is

of

second, third,

the lords of our privy council will proceed
and give sentence in the said matter, as

according to justice, as you

effiers,

of our reign the twenty-ninth year, 1677.

— Per actum dominorum

God

1675,

1676 bypast, and

1677 instant, or one or other of the days of
the said months, Henry lord Cardross hath
several children belonging to him, at the

secreti concilii."

" 1 Robert Leitch, messenger, by virtue
of the principal letters raised at the instance
of the above designed Sir John
his majesty's

name and

?v^isbet,

in

authority, lawfully

summon, command, and charge Henry

lord

Cardross, to compear, day and place above

and causes above

exprest, for the reasons

rehearsed.
"

and remanent days of the months of January,
February, March, and remanent months of
the years of

vt'ill

answer to us thereupon. The whilk to do
we commit to you, conjunctly, and severally,
our full po\^'er, by tliu- oiu- letters, delivering
them by you duly execute and indorsate
again to the bearer. Given under our signet
at Edinburgh, the second day of August, and

Robert Leitch, messenger."

In answer to

this,

instead of legal defences,

my lord gives in the follo^\'ing representation
to the counciljwhen he appeared, August 7th.

hath had two children baptized by
who are not his own parish minis-

" Unto the rif/ht honourable, the lords of his

persons

}najesty's privi/ council, the

by such ministers as are not authorized by the established government of the

sentation of Henr?/ lord Cardross, showeth,

least

ters, or

" That being convened before' your lord-

church, or not licensed by our council,

ships,

without any

child,

his

own

certificate

from the ministers of

parish, or, in case of his absence,

humble repre-

for having, since January 1675, a
one or more, baptized contrary to

the act of parliament

1

by one of the neighbouring ministers;
whereby the said Henry lord Cardross hath

larly exprest in the libel

directly contravened the tenor of the fore-

plainly lay forth,

G70, as
;

I shall

is

particu-

not trou-

the penalty therein contained, wherefore he

your lordships with legal defences, but
and humbly submit the
case as it is, and doth consist in my knowlcdge,to your lordships' favourable judgment.

ought and should be decerned to make
Our will is herefore, and ^ve

and

said act of parliament,

payment.

and thereby incurred

ble

It is

not
for

unknown

what cause

to your lordships,
I

how,

have been kept a

pri-
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soaer in the castle of Edinburoli, by tlie
space of almost two years, and thereby
sequestrated and shut up, not only from my
ordinary

i)arish,

but also from

my own fami-

which time I j,^rant that I had a child
born in the town of Edinburgh but beingrestrained, as 1 have said, and not permitted
to attend my wife in her labour, much less
to perform and discharge the other duties
ly, in

;

relating to the child,

confess that

I

I

did

neither conceive myself concerned in the
foresaid act of parliament, being in

or capacity to satisfy

its

no liberty

appointment, nor

did I inquire nor inform myself further,

than to learn that the child was truly and
christianly baptized, without once asknigby

what minister the same was done. And
is

3.59

were very sore and most

illegal.

Au

,^^.

information given in to the govern-

ment

after the revolution, will give us

some

hint of them, though far short of «hat they
really Avere ; which bears, " that at the press-

ing

instance

of

Mr

lloss,

then parson

of Glasgow, and afterwards bishop of St

Andrews, in the year 1G77, Mr Blackwell
was committed to prison, (for house and
field conventicles, and entertaining nonconformist ministers in his house,) even when
under a most violent tit of a tonnenting
gravel
but one night the door being open,
and the jailor drunk, he and William Stirling, a gentleman in prison with him, got
:

out.

The

council cited the magistrates

this

of Glasgow, and they having no defence

the true and just account of this affair:

make, were fined in ten thousand merks,
which fine Avas transacted with them for
two thousand merks, by one of the managers.
After the indemnity 1079, Mr Black well was
attacked by the cautioners for the jailor, who
had paid the fine, and put again in prison, and

seeing- therefore that the foresaid act is

made

expressly against v ilful withdrawers, and
such as presume to offer their children to be
baptized otherwise than

is

therein ordained;

and so that these things aiid characters are
noways chargeable upon me a prisoner,
having neither ordinaiy parish, nor settled
family, nor so

sented

my

much

child to

as access to have pre-

baptize

;

and

lastly,

to

kept there under great torture of the gravel

and A\'as obliged to transact
thousand merks to his pui'suers, a

for a long time,
for seven

good part of which was

paid,

though William

was not at all pursued." By this and
snffei'ings, are well known to yoiu" lordsliips, many other hardships, he and his family
likeas, the child is now deceased, and so it is were reduced to great difficulties and encummost consistent with your lordships' moder- brances, and yet kind providence hath Avell
ation, not to add affliction to the afflicted, provided for them since the revolution.
may it therefore please your lordships gra- Nothing further offers as to the other two.
ciously to accept of this my declaration and
Upon the 2 2d of February, Robert Blae,
submission, and to acquit me of the foresaid late bailie of Culross, is fined for being at
libel and indictment."
Notwithstanding of conventicles, in two thousand merks Scots,
this plain stating the matter, my lord is and William Gray, girdle-maker there, upon
fined as high as the letter of the law would the same account, is fined in two hundred
permit, in half a year's valued rent.
The merks. Robert Bennet of Chesters, upon
severity of this procedure appears so full the 2d of May, is brought before the counfrom the above representation, that I need cil, for being at a field conventicle, where
make no reflections upon it, but go forward they allege the king's forces Avere resisted ;*
to the sufferings of others this year.
and, the same day, the soldiers who appreThomas Blackwell, William Stirling, and hended Thomas BlackAAcU and Robert
Robert Fork, prisoners at Glasgow, and Bennet, are allowed ten pounds sterling per
formerly declared fugitive, are ordered, Feb- piece out of the fuies. June 2Sth, I find
ruary 8th, to be brought in prisoners to the council fine Bennet of Chesters in four
Edinburgh. Whether they were sent, I thousand merks Scots, for conventicles, and
know not. W^e have seen IVIr Blackwell
escaped out of prison last year by the
dreadful fire it may be by this time he was
* This was the conventicle at Liiieslt*a(
taken again, but this I know, his sufferings Vide Note, page 243.
seeing- that

my long, and more than ordinary

—

:

Stirling
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lieanno and conversing with

Mr

John Welsh, and appoint hira to
continue in the Bass till he pay it.
The
same day, Adam Stobie of Luscar is lined
by the council in three thousand merks,
lor keeping- conventicles, withdrawing from
public ordinances, reset and converse with
iutercoramuned persons, and, after payment
of the

fine,

ordered to be transported forth

to pay them.

ir.

Besides these particular

fi.n-

many charges
end of July, against many

ings, I find

in the

[BOOK

a great

issued out,
heritors in

the shires of Lanark and Renfrew, to appear

August next which
brought them to a vast deal of trouble. The
form of the charge I need not give at length,
before the council in

but

I shall insert

one just

now

;

the abstract of an original

before me, and they run

all,

of the kingdom.

mutatis mutandis, in the same strain.

June 28th, John Anderson of Dowhill,
younger, since the revolution fre(iuently
provost of Glasgow, was brought before the

" Charles, &c.
Whereas it is humbly
nieaned and shown to us by Sir John Nisbet

committee of public

and was accused
of many conventicles, and a tract of nonconaffairs,

our advocate, that notwithstanding of act
1st, sess. 2d, 1st pari, and several other laws
and acts of parliament, withdrawing from
public ordinances, irregular marriages and
baptisms, converse with intercommuned

was remitted to his own oath
which he refusing to give, was
held as confest. He voluntarily acknow- persons, are pimishable, as contained in our
ledged he had for several years deserted his laws nevertheless, it is of verity, that the
own church at Glasgow, and heard the persons underwritten, James Smith of Tulindulged, that he had a child baptized by an lochshaugh, (no more are named, because
indulged minister, that he had been at five the charge before me w^as personallydeli vered
or six conventicles he refused to engage to this gentleman, in the parish of Kilbride
to hear his parish minister, and they fine and shire of Lanark,) have in the years 1674,
him in five hundred pounds sterling, and 5, G, and 7, kept or been present at field
appoint him to lie in Edinburgh tolbooth conventicles, or in houses in the parishes of
till he pay it.
There he continued close Hamilton, Blantyre, Dunsyre, Kilbride, or
prisoner, till October 5th, when 1 find the at the muir of
and about or near
formity.

All

for probation,

:

:

,

him to be liberate upon his
payment of two thousand pounds Scots.*
council order

Sir Alexander

Bruce of Broomhall is
fined, July 24th, in twelve hundred pounds.
He was fully regular and conform himself,
but, it seems, had not violently pressed his
tenants to subscribe the bond and some of
his tenants had been at conventicles, and
their fines are accumulated, and he charged
;

* Among the public spirited individuals in
Scotland, who, in times of peculiar difficulty,
distinguished themselves by their ste;idy aiid
noble minded adherence to the cause of religious
truth and civil liberty, and who shai'ed deeply
in the sufferings of the times, no one is entitled
to a more respectful notice than John Anderson
of Dowhill, Glasgow, aftern^ard lord provost of
the city for a succession of years, and a leading
member of all its commercial and civil establishments. Descended from a family who had held
a principal rank in the magistracy and city of
Glasgow since the beginning of the seventeenth
century, he early devoted his excellent talents
and extensive influence to the cause of his suffering church.
He suffered much by fine and
imprisonment but it pleased God to spare him
to see tile triumph's of the cause in tlie establishment of the glorious revolution. In the conven;

the said places, have heard divers outed
ministers preach, expound scripture, pray,
and exercise several other functions of their

Mr John King, Mr
John Dickson, Mr Andrew Morton, &c.
and have had their children baptized, and
been married in this disorderly manner, and
have convocate numbers of people to these
meetings, and withdrawn from their owu
ministry, particularly

tion of estates at Edinbui'gh, which made offer
of the crown of Scotland to William and Mary,
he held a prominent place among the burgesses,
and his name appears among the signatures
appended to the public deeds on that important
occasion.
A beautiful fac simile of oue of these
deeds, namelj', the celebrated protestation by
the Scottish convention, was lately published ia
the " Acts of the Parliament of Scotland," under the charge of Thomas Thomson, Esq.
Mr
Anderson afterwards sat as member for the city
of Glasgow, in the first parliaments after the
revolution, and in the leading committees on
matters of trade and commerce especially, he
took a very active part.
He was provost of
Glasgow for the years 1689, 1690, 1695, 1696,
1699, ITOO, i:03, 1704.— Acts of Scots Parliaments for 1689-90, &c. ; Clelaiid's Annals, p.

104.— iU

;

CHAP.
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cliurches, or at least

have reset and supplied,

harboured, or corresponded Avith

Mr John

held

lady

and the

confessing,

as

Kinkell fined in five thousand merks,

1G77.

Welsh, Mr John King;, Mr John Dickson, and the other in a thousand, aud letters are
or others declared rebels and traitors, A\ho directed against them and their husbands

have

been

intercominuned

likeas,

:

the

(a blank

persons underwritten

though,

if I

mistake

not, Pitlochie

it

this time in the Bass, at least

was

we have

at

seea

October 5th, an order is given for
and some others, from
In October, the committee for
the Bass.
dience to the foresaid laws, in taking bonds pulilic aftairs order Robert Ker of Kersland
from them conform tliereunto, ought to be to confine himself to the town of Irvine, and
and, November 29th,
answerable for them, and liable, and decerned a mile round it
against for the pains and penalties incurred Robert Ker, sometime of Kersland, and

here without their names) landlords and

that,

masters to the foresaid persons, their rcntallers or tenants, who have not given obe-

liberating Pitlochie,

:

by the

said reutaUers

and tenants : as

the persons underwritten,
tors of the lands

,

Durham

tolbooth, are ordered to be liberate without

above written, upon which any conditions

the said conventicles were kept, ought to be
liable to the

of Largo, prisoners in Edinburgh

also,
hei'i-

sum

of fifty pounds sterling,

for each one of the said conventicles kept

;

A\hich

is

not very ordinary

This liberation of Kersland I
set down as I find it; how it came about I
know not, and his friends kno^v nothing

at this time.

it came to his knowmeet with no more but what will
and authority, to charge the haill persons n.atively enough fall in upon the foUoAving
abovewritten, to compear personally before sections, and so I come to
the lords of our privy 'council, thfe 7th day
of August next to come, to answer to the
foresaid complaint, and give their oaths of
verity upon the respective articles thereof;
Of the more general procedure of the council

hereforo,

is

about

ledge.

their lands.

Avith certification if
shall be

Our

and we charge you in our name

on the ground of

they

fail

will

so to do, they

held as confest thereupon, and

decreet and sentence accordingly pass upon
them, and to hear and see such order taken
as appertains, under the pain of rebellion.
Given under our signet at Edinburgh, July

it,

or that ever

I

and preshyterians, this

against conventicles

year 1G77.
In this section

I

shall

give the

reader

some view of the actings of the council,
more common to all the suffering preshy28th, 1677."
terians, until the design of the Highland
Such charges as this involved the whole host was formed, and then give the more
country almost in trouble, and the persons direct preparation for that in the next
partic'ularly

charged in great

difficulties

and

vast expenses to get rid of these prosecutions

;

and multitudes of them were given

section.

February

1

3th,

the council give

mission to the lord

Maxwell, a

compapist,

But to return to particular persons to apprehend presbyterian ministers and
August 2d, John Cunningham of Bedlane preachers, and substantial heritors found
petitions the council to be liberate from at conventicles, and such as he should be
prison because of the heavy sickness he is well informed were there, in the shires of
fallen under.
They grant his liberation, Dimifries and Wigton, and stewartry of
upon his giving bond and caution to re-enter Kirkcudbright he is likewise empowered
when called, under the penalty of five thou- to uplift the five thousand merks of fines,
lately imposed upon the parish of Dunsand merks.

out.

;

Upon

score for a riot.
I find some
Great care was taken about this time to
by the council. Margaret Rigg
lady Pitlbchie, Margaret Pitcairn lady Kin- have the youth formed according to the
so upon the
kell, are cited for alleged being at conven- coiu-se can-ied on at present

the 7th of August,

ladies fined

;

ticles,
II.

and when not compearing they are

Cth of ISIarch, the council pass an

2z

act,
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conventicles.

versity to be admitted to receive uni-

morning on the Sabbath, great
numbers there use to go out to conventicles,
and leave their own churches. The soldiers

versity degrees,

till

once they had taken the

of allegiance and declaration, and that

oatli

[BOOK

discharging any students at any uni-

under pain of deprivation to the masters who
should confer them. This bar in the fountains
of learning, upon aU except such

receiving their degrees,

deserving as those

The same day

who

council

is

informed, that

are appointed to be set at the gates, and

who offer to leave the town.
hath been before observed, that the

seize such

who were

of a particular opinion, or cared not what

they declared, hindered

The

early in the

It

committee for public

affairs

have

now

a

many youths from
who were as much

great part of the procedure against presby-

got them.

here set

the council cause write

terians in their hands,

do«n

and therefore

I shall

a pretty large report they

letters to the sheriifs, bailies of regalities,

give in to the council of their proceedings,
M hich is insert in their books, June 2Sth,

and other inferior

and though

officers, bearing, that for

their encoiu-agement to prosecute such

who

haunted conventicles, they are warranted
own use the fines by law
due from tenants, cottars, and every other
person below the degree of an heritor; and

hinted

it

repeat

some things before

yet containing some other parand being their own account, I give

at,

ticulai's,

here.

to uplift for their

it

likewise they are appointed to uplift the

JReport to the council by the committee for
public affairs, June 28th, 1G77.

fines of heritors,

them

and to be countable for

to the council.

be diligent and

They

strict in

are required to

the levying the fines

" In the year 1674, the several sheriffs
l)eing

ordered by the council to proceed

against the keepers of conventicles, and to

persons guilty, and send in frequent

report an account of their diligence, accord-

accounts of their diligence to the council.
Before the vacation, upon the same day, I

ing to the act of parliament, some of the

committee for
with the former po\i"ers,

having returned an account, that they had
convened and sentenced several persons

from

all

find the nomination of the

public

affairs,

recorded.

They

are the earls of Linlith-

gow and Winton, the

sheriffs, particularly

the sheriff of Stirling,

guilty of conventicles, and other disorders,

and

issued forth their precepts, and raised letters

Belhaven, the treasurer-depute, advocate,

of horning thereupon, by warrant of the

and lord Collington, or any three of them.

lords of session, but their sentences

Upon

lords Elphingston

the 4th of April, the council, in a

letter to the

duke of Lauderdale, complain

that great numbers of conventicle-keepers,
preachers, and hearers,
fugitate,

and pursued by

when

processed,

his majesty's forces,

go over the border to England, and so
escape.
They earnestly beg his majesty

may

provide a remedy for this evil.
Alay 2d, a good many of the royal burghs
are writ to by order of the council, to be

were

suspended by the said lords, which they
Mere not in a capacity, A\ithout great attendance and expenses, to discuss. The council thought fit to order, that hereafter letters
of horning upon the letters of the sheriffs

and other inferior magistrates, should be
direct by the authority of the council only,
and that no suspension thereof should pass

And accordingly, letters

but by the council.

of horning being from time to time direct

more

careful in suppressing of conventicles, by the council, it is the opinion of the
and send punctual accounts of their diligence committee that the said order should be
to the council from time to time.
The renewed, and that it be recommended to the
burghs of Dunbar, Linlithgow, Glasgow, president of the session to intimate the
the regality of Eunkle in Berwick, and the same to the lords, and that the clerk of the
town of Aberdeen, have letters ordered to bills should be discharged to present any
be sent them. The same day, colonel bills for horning upon the said precepts,
Borthwick, who commands the forces lying or to present any bills of susjjension, upon
at

Glasgow,

is

ordered to be careful to

prevent people's going out of that place to

any charges

direct

by the authority of

council, as he will be answerable.

:

:

CHAP.
"

The committee has ordered

letters of

denunciation to be direct ajjainst the persons ^tithin (ilasgow,

answer

to

who

did not

compear

and to be de-

for conventicles,

nounced, at the market cross of the

sliire,

except William Govan, John Leckie, and

Mr

William

tinued

till

Bell,
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whose appearance

is

con-

the 11th of July next, upon cer-

produced for them.
" The committee being- informed, that
Mr Peter Paterson, who Mas formerly
denounced, and prisoner, for conventicles
and other disorders, and thereafter, upon

tificates

any of them to

liberty, this

be followed;

that

method

suspension

relaxation be passed for

or

them before the

council or committee, to such a competent
diet as shall be found fit, upon caution to
be found for their personal compearance at

that diet, and

the

haill

diets

thereafter,

until the suspension be discussed,

under a
mean-

particular penalty : and that in the

time they shall frequent ordinances in

own

theii'

parish churches, and shall not go to

any conventicles, or correspond with, harbour, or reset any intercommuned persons,
his application, confined to the barony of under a particular penalty, totics quoties,
Restalrig-, hath so far abused that favour, conform to the quality of the person.
" The committee having called the magisthat he has kept frequent meetinj^s in his
house, so frequent that people at these

trates of Culross,

meetings have been Avithout doors; and

mitting one

tliere

being-

some of the

sheriflT's officers

sent by the sheriff's order to take notice

thereof on Sunday the

17th

instant,

he

who

Avere cited for per-

Mr

Michael Potter, a fugitive
person, to be schoolmaster there, and for
resetting- one William Adam a fugitive and
banished person, and others; one of the

refused to open his doors, which they de-

bailies

clared before the committee

and that they
saw him and some others with him lookingout at his AvindoM'S, and heard that there
were many persons within his house, who,
upon the officers' approach made their
escape out at a back passag-e.
It is the

trates

opinion of the committee, that his cautioner

he

ought to he ordered to enter his person in
prison iu the tolbooth of Edinburgh in fortyeight hours, under the penalty of two
thousand merks, conform to his bond.

if he could bo
found within their liberties, to apprehend
and present him.
" There being a conventicle kept in Cul-

;

compearing declared, that the magis-

knew

not the said schoolmaster Avas

and that he is gone to Holland
twenty days since, and that sen sine (since
fugitive,

that time) the school

is

person: that William

planted Avith a regular

Adam

had a house

in

the toAvn, and his Avife kept a shop, and that
AA'as

very seldom seen himself, and that

the bailie luidertook, that

"Whereas captain John Jnglis, a sergeant, ross, Sabbath Mas eight days, Avhich was
and four rate of musketeers, were at con- dissipate by captain Buchan, and about
siderable charges and trouble in takings of eighteen persons seized upon, and impri-

WiUiam

Stobie of Luscar,

the tolbooth of Edinburgh;
of

tlie

committee, that

it

now

prisoner in

it is

the opinion

be recommended

to the lords of the treasury, to allow

three hundred merks out of the

them

first

and

readiest of the said W^illiam Stobie's fine,

soned in Culross, upon examination the

committee
set

finds, that

some of them

the magistrates had

at liberty at their oAvn

The committee has ordered the
them all back to prison,
and hath condescended upon the persons
hand.

magistrates to call

most substantial of them, and appointed the
magistrates to produce them before the
" The committee considering, that divers council this day se'en-night and if the rest
persons are imprisoned in the tolbooth of Avho are mean persons Avill give bond to
Edinburgh, and divers other places, who keep their OAvn parish churches, and not
before their imprisonment, were denounced keep conventicles, they have appointedthem
his majesty's rebels, and put to the horn for to liberate them, otherwise to continue them
The committee find the magistheir contumacy in not appearing before the in prison.
council, and several of them intercommuned
ti'ates are culpable, and deserve to be fined
beings the tenth part of

it,

to be divided at

sight of the earl of Linlithg-ow.

;

it is

their opinion, that in setting

them or

but

it is

their opinion, that the council shall
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them for some time, upon information of any conventicles in any
they may see what will be their place, the heritors to whom persons present

delay to punish
1677.

that

future carriaf^e, and have tune to search for

are tenants, chamberlains, &c. shall be cited

and apprehend the said William Adam,
which the bailie present undertook to do.
" Mr James Drummond being formerly

as ^vell as they, to hear

upon caution to compear this day, he
compeared before the committee, and being
examined, he could not deny but that he
kept both house and field conventicles, since
be was liberate, contrary to his former
engagement and being again asked, if he
would yet forbear to keep conventicles, he

James Smith of TuUochshaugh, or Thornton, and many others, was given, and multitudes of gentlemen put to a great deal of
trouble
but the managers stopped not
here it was not thought so good to prosecute gentlemen upon a proclamation which
had not been much execute for near four

refused so to do.

It is the opinion of the
committee, he should be presently sent to
the Bass, and thereupon his cautioners may

years,

have up their bond foresaid."

of July, the council are pleased to allow

found

and see themselves
they cannot

liable for their fines, if

make it appear they have taken bond of
imprisoned for conventicles in the town of them, and reported the same in due time,
Edinburgh, and set at liberty upon his conform to the proclamation." It was upon
engagement not to keep any in time to this that the charge and council-letters we
come, being apprehended at Glasgow, and heai'd of in the preceding section, against
liberate

;

The

lords of his majesty's privy council

:

;

upon

when

and therefore new hardships are put
which I shall give account of!,

heritors,
I

have observed, that upon the

the prisoners in the Bass liberty to walk

having considered the foresaid report, they
remit the first article thereof to the foresaid

every where above the
James Mitchell, who is

committee to be considered further, and
approve of the rest of the articles. This
report is a specimen of the diligence of this
committee, and had all their reports been

prisoner.

recorded in the registers, I should have
been in case to have given a more particular account of the procedure of this

now I have it but in broken
sometimes from the council's actings,
and at other times from the committee's

26tli

This Avas a

worthy persons.
Meanwhile, August

walls, except

Mr

to be kept close

refreshing to

little

these

to emit a

2d, the comicil

new proclamation

come

in prosecution

of that 1674, a copy of which, with the

bond, see note,* by which

all heritors,

wad-

time, whereas
hints,

partial accounts.

To go on, July 19th, the council grant a
commission to Sir William Murray of Stenhope,

whom we

to Posso

and

shall

meet with afterwards,

Isk, officers of the militia,

to dissipate conventicles in

Peebles

the shire of

and the first «'as very careful in
this matter, and afterwards we shall find him
clothed with higher powers.
;

Upon the 24th of July, " The lords of his
majesty's privy council considering that the
proclamation, dated July 18th, 1674, obliges
heritors for their tenants, chamberlains, &c.

which was gone into with the greatest
most effectual to

deliberation, will be found

prevent conventicles at this time, ordain the
same to be prosecute, and put in further
execution; and in order thereunto, that

*

Councits proclamation,

luith the tenor of the
bond, August 2d, 1677.
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith, to our lyon king at arms, or his brethren, macers of council, pursuivants, messengers
at arms, our sheriffs in that part, conjunctly and
severally, specially constitute, greeting: Forasmuch as, notwithstanding of the many good acts
and laws made in our parliaments and ])rivy
council, for securing the protestant religion, the
order and unity of the church, and the tranquillity and peace of the kingdom, many do obstinately continue, through ignorance, prejudice,
or disaffection, to withdraw from the public
worship, and to frequent house and field conventicles, which we have so often declared to be the
nurseries of schism, and rendezvouses of rebellion, tending to debauch our subjects from that
reverence due to religion, and that obedience
they owe to our authority; and considering,
that these offenders take encouragement from
their supposing a remissness in the due and vigo-

rous execution of our good and wholesome laws
tlierefore we,
acts provided against them
with advice of the lords of our privy council, in
pursuance of our late proclamation, dated the
eighth day of .fune, 1674 years, commanding
all heritors and landlords, lifereuters, to require

and

:
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present at any conventicle, or bap-

setters, and liferentcrs, are required to enfrag'e
themselves by a bond, not only for them-

selves

tize or

and

families, but for all that lived

and

marry

tliat

\v'\t\\

under the

bOJ
j^^-

outed ministers,
hi|,rhest penalties,

which

keep or be

are repeated from the former acts, and the

thoir rentallers and tenants to subscribe the bond
hereto subjoined, aud of the seventh act of the
second session of our second parliament, whereby all our subjects were discharged to withdraw
from the established meetings of divine worship,
declaring that every person who should absent
themselves without a reasonable cause, to be

shall not give punctual obedience, they shall be
liable in the same pains and penalties due by

under them, that they

shall not

:

allowed or disallowed by the judges and magistrates thereanent, should, if they had any land
in heritage, liferent, or proper wadset, pay the
fifth part of his or her valued yearly rent, every
tenant six pounds, every cottar or servant forty
shillings ; as also of the sixth act of the same
parliament, all our subjects prohibited to cause
baptize their children by any save their own
parish minister, or such as are authorized by
the established government of the church, &c.
declaring that the parent offender should pay
the fourth part of his valued rent, if an heritor,
liferenter, or proper wadsetter; iifty pounds if
a tenant, twenty pounds if a cottar, half a year's
fte If a servant as also of the 34th act of the first
session of our 'lirst parliament, discharging all
our subjects to procure themselves to be married
by Jesuits, priests, deposed or suspended ministers, or any others not authorized by law ; each
nobleman under the penalty of one thousand
pounds, each baron one thousand merks, each
gentleman and burgess iive hundred pounds, and
each other person of an hundred merks Scots ;
and in pursuance of the other laws and acts
thereanent provided, do, with advice foresaid,
hereby require and command all masters of families, to cause their chamberlains, grieves, domestics, servants, eind others entertained by
them, give due and exact obedience to the foresaid acts, and, in case of their disobedience, to
remove them out of their service, under the
pains and penalties contained in the said acts.
Likeas, we strictly command and I'eqnire all
heritors, vi^adsetters, lifereuters, and landlords,
to require their rentallers and tenants to subscribe the bond hereunto subjoined, authorizing
;

them hereby
that

to raise letters to charge them for
upon six days, and to denounce aiul
them to our liorn, if they be tenants

effect,

registrate

contravencrs, but prejudice always of proceeding against the contravcners, and inflicting upon
them the pains contained in the said acts of parliament
and seeing the single and liferent
escheat of such as live within regalities belong
to the respective lords thereof, we no ways intending to prejudge the civil rights of our subjects, do allow them to have the benefit thereof,
according to law ; but, ^vith advice foresaid, do
strictly charge and command them to use exact
diligence against the contravcners of the foresaid
laws, within their respective jurisdictions
with certification, that if they prosecute them
not, without collusion, within thirty days after
their delinquency, we will call them before our
council, and punish them for the neglect of
their duty.
It is hereby declared, that these
presents shall no ways derogate to the former
proclamation, obliging heritors and others for
their tenants, cottars, and others, but that the
same shall stand and continue in full force,
strength, and effect, to all intents and purposes:
and that the said presents may be notified to all

who

:

our will is herefore, and we charge
;
strictly and command, that incontinent,
these our letters seen, ye pass to the market-cross
of Edinburgh, and other places neeilful, and
there, with all due solemnity, in our name nnd
authority, by open proclamation, make pnblication.
And for the better execution of these
presents, we require the several sheriffs and
their deputes, with all possible diligence, to

concerned

you

cause read and publish the same upon a Sabbathday, at the several parish kirks within the
bounds of their sheriffdoms, albeit some of these
parishes may belong to other jurisdictions, intimating to the heritors and otliers foresaid, that
they cause their tenants subscribe these bonds,
and report the same to their respective sheriffs
or their deputes, who are ordered to return to
our council an account of their diligence, within
the bounds reported to them, by the heritors and
others foresaid, within the spaces following,
viz.
The sheriffs of the sheriffdoms of Edinburgh, Haddington, Berwick, Roxburgh, Sel-

have tacks, and if they be moveable tenants,
that they shall upon their disobedience recover kirk, Peebles, Lanark, Linlithgow, Stirling,
decreets of removal and ejection against them
Dumbarton, Renfrew, Perth, and Forfar,
and we do hereby discharge the said heritors, betwixt and the second Thursday of November
liferenters, landlords, &c. to set their lands herenext, and the sheriffs of the remanent sheriffafter to any person, by word or writ, without doms within this kingdom, betwixt and the
insertirjg the foresaid surety in tacks, and taksecond Thursday of December thereafter ; and
ing bonds apart, in case there be no written ordain these presents to be printed and publishtacks, that their said tacksmen, rentallers and ed, that none i)retend ignorance, according to
others, their hinds, cottars, and others who shall justice, as ye will answer to us thereupon. The
live under them in the said lands, shall give obewhich to do, &c. Given under our signet at
dience in matuier foresaid ; and in case of their Edinburgh, the 2d of August 1667, and of our
disobedience, that their rights, tacks, and pos- reign the 29th year.
sessions, shall be void and null, ipso facto,
Folloius the tenor of the bond.
without any declarator to pass thereupon. It
do hereby bind and oblige me, that
I
is likewise hereby declared, that if any cottars or
I, my wife, children in my family, cottars and
servants, for whom the rentallers or tenants servants, shall not withdraw from public divine
stand bound, shall be found guilty by transgress- worship in our respective parish churches, but
ing the foresaid laws and acts, the respective shall attend the public ordinances there at the ormasters shall have their j-elief off the said con- dinary diets thereof, under the pains and j)ena!traveners
and it is further declared, that all ties contained in the seventh act of the second
masters of families, landlords, and heritors, wlio session of his majesty s second parliament, which
:

:

;

;
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11,

earl of Marischal for Kincardine;

;

Murray for Elgin, Nairn, and Inverobedience to this, Au<,'^ust 7th, powers and ness
Sir John Urquhart of Cromarty for
connnission is granted by the council, to Cromarty earl of Airly for Forfar. Next
bond and annexed.

secure

earl of
;

;

noblemen and gentlemen in very

several

ample form,

for putting the la«'s against

I insert

the tenor of

tiieir

commission, as

't

stands in the council books.

conventicles and other disorders, in execution.

Commission.

This was a kind of high commission

renewed again in little, and very quickly
backed more powerfully with a Highland

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council

the persons

many persons have
been convened before the coimcil or com-

commissioned, with their respective bounds,

missioners of council, for conventicles, dis-

and then their commission and instructions

orderly marriages and baptisms, withdrawing
from public ordinances, and other disorderly

host.

I shall first set

common
is

to all of them.

down

The

lord treasurer

appointed for the shire of Edinbiu-gh ; the

carl of

W inton,

Belhaven, Haddington, for

considering, that albeit

practices, for divers years past,

some whereof

are fined, and their fines not exacted, and

the shire of Linlithgow;

the marquis of others, the far greater part, are declared
Athole for Perth ; the earl of Himie for the fugitives, for their contempt in not appearing
Merse and Teviotdale the lairds of Philip- before the council or their commissioners
;

haugh and Haining for Selkirk the lord
Ross for the nether ward of Clydesdale and
Renfrew; earl of Wigton for the upper ward
of Clydesdale; Robert Dalziel of Glenae
for Dumfries; Richard Muiray of Burgh ton
(Broughton) for Kirkcudbright; the earl of
Cilencairn for Ayrshire and Dumbarton
earl of Argyle for Argyleshire ; Kinghorn
and Sir Charles Erskine of Cambo for Fife
and Kinross Richard Murray of Burghtou
for Wigton; Sir William Murray of Stenhope for Peebles; earl of Mar and lord
Elphingston for Stirling and Clackmannan;
Errol and Marischal for Kintore the lairds
of Auchmedden and Boyne for Bamff and
;

;

;

of council, and letters of intercommuning
directed against

;

and

albeit the es-

cash-keeper, for his majesty's use, and decreets of general declarature passed there-

upon

;

yet, for

want of

particular informa-

tions of the estates of those persons,

sums due

and

to them, special declaratures arc

not passed on the same, which cannot be
done, exce2)t particular persons be pitched

upon in several parts of the kingdom, ^^here
live, have their residence and
estates, who might make it their work, and
have some allowance out of the particular
these persons

persons' fines for their encouragement; have

therefore
six pounds Scots for every tenant, and forty
shillings Scots for every cottar or servant; as
they nor 1 shall contravene the
sixth act of that same second session of parliament, in having any children of ours baptized

them

cheats of several be gifted to his majesty's

recommended

it

to

to

take under his particular care and charge

is

also, that neither

.save our own parish ministers, or
others lawfully authorized conform to the said
act, under the penalty of fifty pounds Scots for
every tenant, and twenty pounds Scots for every
cottar, lotics ijuptles, and that neither I nor they
shall be jnarried by ministers not lawfully
authorized, contrary to the 34th act of the first
session of his majesty's first parliament, under
the penalty of an hundred merks, toties quoties,
and that I, and my wife, and my children in
family, cottars and servants, shall not be present
at onventicles, either in houses or in the fields,
under the penalty contained in the acts of parliament and former proclamation of council,
consenting thir presents be insert and registrae
in the books of privy council, that letters and
executorials may pass hereupon in form, as

with any

effeirs, &lc.

the executing the sentences of the council
already passed, fining any persons within the
bounds of the shire of
and royal
burghs within the same, and executing letters

of caption against such as are already declared fugitive, for convening persons not

already cited, or not proceeded against, and
for putting the sentences of inferior magis-

trates in execution

with full warrant and
commission to nominate such a person or
persons for whom he will be answerable, as
will vigorously go about that service, and
uplift and exact the fines and escheats
which persons are to proceed according to
:

the instructions given herewith, and he
call

before

is

to

him the person or persons nomi-
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nate, and require an account of them, that

he

may

and

report to the council

and

:

sheriffs

magistrates are required to give

all

speedy help and assistance to the persons
thus nominate; and

all officers

of the stand-

ing forces and militia are to concur to the

inform yourselves of the rents
their estates or sums due to
them, and cause arrest the same, and cause
advertise the debitors and tenants of their
danger, if they pay after arrestment and in
case any of them do pay, you are to send
to

of

;

execution of the decreets of council, or

in a list of their

inferior judicatories in the foresaid, as re-

they

quired, at their peril.

that

upon

And

uplifted, they will cause

name, and they

in their

the lords declare,

given in of escheats not yet

lists

them
shall

to be passed

J67

names to the solicitor, that
be prosecute for breach of arrest-

may

ment.
" You are to cause poind the goods of
such persons as are fined, or shall be fined,

have one half and obtain decreet for making arrested goods
forthcoming, and decreets of special declaraall

of them, and one half of the fines of

persons within the said bounds, which shall

tiu-e,

be uplifted by their diligence, and the one

magistrate's concourse, if need be.
" You are to call from his majesty's soli-

half of the fines, not yet uplifted

and other

by

sherift's

inferior magistrates, uplifted

their diligence

;

by

they always being countable

to the treasury for the other half:

and the

and crave the

or other inferior

sheriff,

names of such as are declared
your bounds, and deliver the
rolls to the judges and clerks of

citor for the

fugitive within

same

in

may

lords Mill grant particular commissions to

inferior courts, that they

the said persons for uplifting the fines and

from piu-suit or defence in any action
they be relaxed.

escheats,

conform to the

lists

given in to

and approven by the council, or their committee, to stand in fuU force
Instructions in pursuance

till

repealed,"

of a commission

"

You are to inform yourself of all persons

assistance.

You

are to inform yoiu-self of

sons fined before

guilty of withdrawing from public ordinances

gistrates

in parish churches, of keeping of conventicles

to call for

and disorderly baptisms
and marriages, and send in a list of their
names, designations, and the persons to
whom they are tenants, to the clerks of the

require

in houses

and

fields,

privy council, that charges

them

may

be given

answer before the privy council,
and the names of aU intercommuned persons,
to the end that they may be cited before the
council.
You may always convene and
pursue any of these persons before the
to

steward, bailie of the regality, or

sheriff,

magistrates of burghs \vithin the bounds, as
you shall think fit.
" When any smnmons are sent from the

till

" You are to apprehend and imprison all
intercommuned persons or fugitives in your
lists, and require the magistrates' or soldiers'

"

given.

be debarred

;

and

if

the fines be not uplifted,

them ; and

lists

aU perma-

or other

sheriffs

from

end you are to
and other ma-

for this

sheriffs

gistrates.

"

You

gence

are to inform yourself

sheriffs

what

dili-

and other magistrates use in

prosecution of the laws against conventicles

and other

disorders,

and report to the coun-

You are hereby

authorized, upon appli-

cil.

"

cation of any person or persons fined
sheriffs

by

or other magisti-ates, or hereafter

shall be fined upon your delation, to remit
and discharge their fines, on their giving
bond for their orderly behaviour hereafter,
providing tliis do not extend to persons who

council for citing such delinquents before
them, you must take special care that the
messenger employed cause cite them person-

are or shall be fined for disorderly baptism

ally, if possible.

the council, or committee of

"

You

lifting

or marriage.
" You are fi-om time to time to advertise
it,

of

all

further

are to prosecute diligently the up-

expedients thought needful, for putting the

of the escheats of such persons as

laws against disorders in execution; and

shall be sent

once every three months to send au exact

solicitor;

account of your diligence."

you in a list by his majesty's
and in order thereimto ye are

—
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IL

seen,) wherein they excuse

themselves for refusing a bond which they
could not keep, and hmnbly propose another

cautioner for me, bind and oblige us con-

expedient for the peace of their country,

junctly and severally, that

and that was a further extending and en-

t'reqvientthe ordinances in

shall

I

my parish chiu-ch,

larging the liberty to presbyterians

;

the

was signed by the earl. This was
venticles at any time hereafter, nor shall taken so ill by the managers, that this exreset, supply, or commune with any inter- cellent nobleman (of whom I have it affirmcommuned persons, under the penalty of ed by such who intimately knew him, that
toties qtioties.
Add a clause of re- if he had had opportunities to have exerted
lief and registration as usual.
his bright parts, he would have made no less
" JVota, The penalty is to be filled up a figure in the world than his excellent
according to the quality of him ^vho gives father,) after this was never in favour, and
and

I

shall

not go to house or

field

con-

letter

the bond, as the person overseer shall see

after several hardships, at length

and in case the person be so mean, that
he cannot find caution, he shall take the
person's own bond M'ithout caution."

upon him a voluntary

mission refers almost to one thing, to ivit,
the %iant of knowledge of the lands of iu-

and unanimously agreed to refuse the bond.

fit

:

Leyden.*

exile,

he took
and died at

In Clydesdale the proclamation

was no better entertained. Duke Hamilton
It is almost needless to make any re- was no friend to it, and, as has been noticed,
marks upon this commission, and those in no good terms with the court. The
powers. The narrative of the council com- heritors of Lanarkshire met at Hamilton,

The requisition was truly so hard, that pertercommuned persons but the assumption sons who had no inclination to conventicles,
and inference from these premises is very or any regard to presbyterians, would not
large, and almost every thing relative to the go into it, were it only from a pi-inciple of
;

suffering presbyterians, is not only

commit- saving their

estates; they could not bind for

ted to these noblemen and gentlemen named,

their families, far less their tenants.

but they are enabled to subcommit their

the proclamation

power again

to as

many

^^'ith

rubs,

Thus

and the

as they pleased, to

be inquisitors and oppressors of the country,

and they have the greatest arguments given

them

to be severe in their impositions, the
one half of the fines to themselves.
When the proclamation with the bond

came west, the noblemen, gentlemen, and
were very much alarmed with it.

heritors,

met

* He died in 1C84., and at the very time when
the council at Edinburgh were engaged in outlawing him and George lord Melville for noncompearauce to answer to a charge of high
Fountainhall's Decisions, vol. i. p.
treason.
He married lady INJargaret Montgomery,
308.
daughter of Hugh 7th earl of Eglinton he was
succeeded by his son Hugh 3d earl, who married
:

Margaret Ualrymple, only daughter of
They reckoned it the hardest thing that John 1st earl of Stair, "who survived her husband
46 years, dying in 1777, in the 100th year of her
could be, that they should bind and oblige
age, a lady of remarkable accomplishments.
themselves for those Avho were not in their This earl died in 1731, and was succeeded by his
power, and to be required to do impos- son John 4th earl, who died in 1782, without
issue, and was succeeded by the son of Sir James
sibilities: they alleged that many of the
Campbell of Lawers (3d soil of James the2d earl),
counsellors themselves could not safely who married lady Jean Boyle, daughter of the
eai-1 of Glasgow, (who by her mother was heiress
bind themselves for their own families, and
of Mate of iiowallan,) and by her was father to
how could country gentlemen be bound for James Mure Campbell 5th earl of Loudon.
such multitudes under such severe penalties. He married Flora daughter of Macleod of
llaasay, and dying in 1786 without issue male,
Upon this emergent, a great number of was succeeded by his only daughter Flora
noblemen, gentlemen, and heritors of the Mure Campbell countess of Loudon (the 6th in
the title), and who in 1804 married Francis
shire of Ayr met the earl of Loudon was
Kawdon Hastings earl of Moira, and who in
chosen preses of the meeting, and after 1816 was created marquis of Hastings. They
Douglas' Peerage.
reasoning upon this subject, they agreed have a numerous issue.
^o]. i., and Mure's History of the House of
upon a letter to the council (a copy of Rowallan. Ed,
;

lady

;
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bond would not go down

till

crammed, and giving

names

in to the council the

the opposition made to the bond perliaps of the chief heritors to be pursued,
incUned the duke of Lauderdale to think of herewith, particular information of the facts

new

and witnesses' names according to their inand to make some proposals structions the council having considered,
anent it, which came to nothing through that by a former proclamation heritors are
the virulence of the prelates, and only issued to be liable for their tenants.
" 3to. The noblemen and others comin a little softening of the severe instructions
and commissions in Augxist, at the council's missionate in the respective shires, are to
meeting in October with the account of be authorized and empowered, in case any
which I shall end this section. Upon the poor and mean persons, below the degree of
heritors, do offer to give oath as to what
;jth of October, the committee for public
aft'airs bring in the following opinion to the .conventicles they have been at, to uplift and
a

indulgence, as was noticed upon the

first section,

;

;

receive their fines without necessity of pro-

council.

cess

"

The repurt of

the

humble opinion of

the.

committte fur public affairs, conceniiuij
ilie way if protiecutiiuj his majesty' slaws,

ed,

and if they be already fined, denouncand intercommuned, the said persons,
;

upon obedience,

as aforesaid,

and sending

in a testlficate thereof, are to be

reponed
of and relaxed from horning and intercommuning, and all other executions, without necesthe church.
" It is thought lit and necessary for his sity of putting them to any bond and upon
majesty's service, that the laws aoaiust such application to be made to the council, by
disorderly persons be exactly but regularly heritors and other pei'sons above the degree
put in execution, in manner aftermeutioned. of tenants, and upon their giving oath as to
" 1st. That his majesty's advocate be their particular guilt, and paying their fines
special as to time and place in libelling accordingly, the council will repone and
against conventicles, and others pursued; relax them from the horn, and all execution
but so as he may libel any day M'ithin four following thereupon or if the said heritors
weeks, or any place within such a parish, or apply themselves to the respective commis-

againM such as disturb

the yoveniment

;

:

near to the said parish, for else conventicles

sioners,

may

fines to

be kept upon confines of parishes,

merely to disappoint his way of libelling.
" 2do. Wlien any person is convened upon
a

libel,

upon

that in that case he be only examined

his

own

guilt

and accession, seeing

and give their oath, and pay their
them, upon certificates from the

commissioners of their obedience, the council

repone and relax them from the

will

horn, and

all

And

upon.

execution following there-

the said commissioners are to

nothing can be referred to a defender's oath,
but M'hat concerneth himself, during the

be authorized to take their oaths, and re-

dependance of a process.
" 3tio. That if any person who is cited, be
ready to depone or pay his fine, he be not
troubled with taking of bonds or other engagements seeing the constant punishment

countable to the council, conform to the

;

of such as do

transgress

-will

supply the

necessity of the bonds, and the law itself

is

ceive the fines, for

which they are

council's instructions.

by the
sent

And

it is

to be

declared

council, that the former instructions

the

to

August

last,

full force,

charged

;

commissioners

except in so far as

and

the

7th of

are to stand and continue in
is

hereby

dis-

this instruction is to be trans-

the strongest bond that can be exacted of mitted to the several commissioners, that

any man.
"

That the commissions granted to
noblemen and others, in the respective
shires, continue, and be vigorously executed
4-to.

but that the pressing of the bond mentioned

the same and the former instructions may
be the rule of their procedure.
" That the indulged ministers shall not
be put to the necessity of seeking yearly

in the late proclamation be forborne, they

warrants for their stipends, but that the
heritors of the parishes where they live he

always pressing vigorously the offenders, or

authorized and

II.

appointed

3a

to

pay

their
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bers of presbyterians were,

is

II.

so black a part

we have so lame accounts

the cure, in haill or in part ; and
if any of these indulged ministers shall be

of this history, and

found to contravene their instructions, that
the council proceed against them as they

deduction of this horrid scene of oppression

shall find occasion,

" Lauderdale,

I.

P. Con."

of

hitherto, that I shall give the larger

it

and cruelty and of design that the reader
may have a full view of it, I have left the
;

procedure of the council, relative to
out of the former section, and give

" Ed'mbttrgh,

October 5th, 1677.— The

together, in as far as

it

this,
it all

was transacted

this

lords of his majesty's privy council having

year, here, as an introduction to the account

heard and considered the above report,
approve thereof, and appoint an act to be
extended conform thereunto.

of the coming

" Rothes, Cancel.

I.

P. D. S. C."

down

of this host, in the

beginning of the next year, that so the whole

may be together.
may draw down this account from

of this melancholy story

That

1

and springs, the reader by this time
have noticed, that a great, and, to be

its rise

Accordingly there M'as an extended act
drawn, and doubles of it sent to all con-

have one in mine eye just now,
under the clerk's hand but it being just
the above particulars, it needs not be
repeated.
This little breathing time to
cerned.

I

;

will

sure, the best part of the subjects of Scot-

were disgusted and uneasy by the

land,

introduction of prelacy, and the longer the

presbyterians, if I

bishops and clergy were known, the more
were they hated. To calm and ease people
under their discontent, the king was pleased,

went

in the

may term it so, soon
and was succeeded by a very
black cloud, and the Highlanders were
quickly brought down to execute the laws
which had been thus a little slackened.

No

over,

other thing as to the council's pro-

cedure

offers,

but what will come in upon

the following section

;

unless

September the council "

it

a good

year 1669, to grant an indulgence to
many parishes in the west country,

where indeed prelacy was most generally
displeasing.
This issued in a general abstinence in these places, from these innocent
meetings termed conventicles for which,
;

be, that in

besides their kno«Ti principles, the insuffi-

many

ciency and scandalousness of the confonn

find a great

prisoners have lien long in Edinburgh and

clergy, afforded presbyterians an

Canongate tolbooth, \iithout receiving any
dittay, and therefore order the advocate and

logy.

the justiciary court to prosecute them."
This was an act of justice, either to pro-

ample apo-

Yet, in places secluded from that

favour, conventicles were very frequent ; but

them
was so peaceable, and joined with all regard
and deference to the king's majesty, and
the carriage of ministers and people at

secute or dismiss; but within a little it was
most common for persons to lie many lawful authority, that abating their being
months in nasty prisons, yea, several years, contrary to the laws made to gratify the
without any libel or prosecution; and a prelates, nothing of disloyalty could be
good many died under these long and harsh charged upon them, even under the greatest
imprisonments.
But I come to end this severities exercised against the haunters of
chapter by
them, by imprisonments of multitudes of all
qualities and sexes, finings, confinings, denouncings and intercommunings. A paper
writ by a gentleman of very good intelligence
Of the more immediate inlets to the High- at this time, says, " that by a sober compuland host, and preparative steps ofthe ma- tation it appeared, that before the end of

nagers towards the end of this ^ear, 1677.

The

sending

down

the barbarous Highland-

and depopulate the western
shires of Scotland, where the greatest num-

ers

to waste

this

year 1677, near seventeen thousand

were thus harassed."
This was the state of the country this
summer, when the duke of Lauderdale came

down

;

the views of which, with the prospect
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he had of the fruitlessness of conversions by

an enlargeroyal favour to his op|)ressed and

to interpose with the king, for

yet peaceable subjects.

bishops hear of
interest they

had to

No

sooner did the

but they used

this,

:

he had most wrong-

made him incHnable ously imprisoned not a few

the soldiers and force,

ment of his

her health
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stifle this

all

design

:

the

they

plied their friends at court in the duke's

country

in that

he \vent about most officiously,
with about a dozen of men in company,
without any commission from the king,
having the alone warrant of the archbishop's
:

single commission,under pretext of searching

denounced and intercommuned persons,
and seized gentlemen's horses, and comterians, and insisted upon the pretended mitted many disorders.
Six or seven gentlehazard from their being in arms at their men, some of them obnoxious to the governmeetings, and represented every thing they ment for their nonconformity, met without
could think upon that might inflame the any design I can learn, in the house of John
king against presbyterians. They were like- Balfour, of Kinloch.
I hear Alexander
M'ise very careful to improve some private Hamilton of Kinkel, Robert Hamilton a
animosities which were among our managers younger son to Sir Robert Hamilton of
and ministers of state, to further their pur- Preston, whom we shall afterward meet with,
poses and the primate was, by his craft and and two or three more were there.
Carcunning, extremely well fitted to play his stairs getting notice of them, comes up to
game with both sides, and scarce ever ex- the house with ten or twelve horsemen.
for

absence, aggravated the numbers of presby-

;

erted himself

The duke,

more than

if at all

had not brought

at this juncture.

hearty in this design,

any maturity, nor laid
go through
with it and finding the prelates, and such
who had packed cards with them, stronger
than at first he imagined, gave up his design, and left the presbyterians to the fury
it

to

his measures so as to be able to
;

of the bishops.
all

In place of the indulgence,

was done issued in the above overOctober 5th, for moderating a little

that

The gentlemen had no previous notice of it,
and one of them was accidentally at the
door.
Philip Garret, an Irish tinker, one
of Carstairs's men, comes up
a

man

first, and seeing
any provocation,
fires upon him, and

at the door, without

or asking qviestions,

happily missed him, he getting into the
house.

Garret, a desperate bold fellow,
dismounts and follows him into the house.

By

this

time the gentlemen within were

and one of them fired
and wounded him in the shoulder,
presbj-terians.
and he fell. Carstairs and his men fired in
Meanwhile the prelates and their party at the windows of the chamber upon the
It
raised a mighty cry of the danger of their gentlemen, and wounded one of them.
church, from an intended insurrection, which was now time for them to get out, and very
had not the least shadow of ground ; and briskly they broke out of the house, and
this they alleged was not to be prevented attacked Carstairs and his men, who very
tures,

the rigid procedure against the suffering

sufliciently alarmed,

at Garret,

quickly fled. They pursued a little, but no
more blood was shed only Kinkel's horse
This story of a designed rising was mightily was shot, and Garret received some wounds
strengthened by a scuffle that happened in with a sword, but they spared his life, which
Fife at this time.
In the beginning of was more, I imagine, than he would have
October this year, the abovementioned cap- done to them, had they been in his circumtain Carstairs was chased oflf by some gentle- stances and he afterwards recovered. Car-

by condescension to

dissenters, but

by the

vigorous application of force and violence.

;

;

men in

their

owm

defence.

This fellow had

been for some time very busy against presbyterians in the east parts of Fife, and committed many severities he had turned out
the lady Colvil from her house, and obliged
her to flee and hide for some time in the
mountains and fields, which very much broke
:

comes, or sends an information to the
council in his own way, and being supported

stairs

by

his patron the primate, this matter

made

a terrible noise ; and the council find this an

high act of rebellion, and resisting of lawful
authority; while the gentlemen peaceably
retired,

having done nothing but in

self-

—

;
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what did not exceed

defence, and
'

moderamen

ever, all of them,

inculpatcB tutelce.

How-

and many others not con-

cerned, were cited before the council, and

none compearing, they were denounced rebels, and this matter was charged on the body
of presbyterians, who were not in the least
concerned in it and it was not so much as
known for some time in the west country.
;

This

scuffle fell in just

M ere seeking

when

the bishops

a handle to misrepresent the

presbyterians, and they carefully improved
it,

and Lauderdale

carried

down

suflPered

embarked, violent measures were
pushed.
entirely

ever be in this, which at this distance

eflfectually

am told by a person
credit, who was at London
I

I

can

at this

I

II.

am

not able to determine, the bishops in coun-

pushed their design briskly, and very

cil

soon got this invasion on the west country
brought about. And the council, October
1 7th, write a letter to the earls of Glencairn

and Dimdonald, and the lord Ross, to convocate the heritors of the shires of Ayr and
Renfrew, and to fall upon some measures to
bear down conventicles, otherwise they

would be obUged

to other courses.

letter itself is as follows

"

himself to be

the stream, and being once

[BOOK

My

The

:

— There having been frequent

lords,

informations sent in here, of extraordinary
insolencies committed not only against the

present orthodox clergy, by usurping their

and abusing their perand setting up of conventicle houses,
and keeping of scandalous and seditious
pulpits, threatening

time, that he heard from good hands, that

sons,

the king was now very much pushed by the
Whigs, and the affectors of liberty in this

conventicles in the

fields,

the great semina-

but likewise of the great

time of peace, to retrench the charges the

ries of rebellion

;

kingdom of England was

prejudice that

like to arise to his majesty's

at in maintaining

an aimy, and wanted a plausible handle for
keeping it up and that it was concerted in
the cabinet council, that all measures should
be taken to exasperate the Scots fanatics, as
they were called, to some broil or other,
that there might be a pretence to keep up
the standing forces and that the duke of
;

;

Lauderdale was writ to, and acquainted
with the design and when he came up to
;

court, tovvards the

end of October, the pro-

of gratifying the prelates in violent

ject

measures, and of bringing

down

the High-

landers, Avas brought to a bearing.*

A\Tiat-

Mr

•
Wodrow's statement here derives a
striking confirmation from the parallel declaration by the celebrated P'renchman Barillon, as
stated by Sir John Dalrymple, in his Memoirs,
" The duke of York," says he,
vol. i. p. igi.
" believes himself lost as to his religion, if the
present opportunity does not serve to bring
England into subjection.
It is a very bold
The
enterprise, and the success very doubtful.

king

wavers upon carrying things to exhumour is very repugnant to the
design of changing the government.
He is
nevertheless drawn also by the duke of York
and the high treasurer." The friends of popery
and arbitrary power wanted a pretext for keeping up a large standing army in the kingdom,
and when they could not get this in England,
they attempted it by means of a pretended insurrection in Scotland.
All this shows the tendency in the mlers of both kingdoms, at this illfated period, to all the horrors of popery and the
papal tjTanny.
Ed.
still

tremities; his

is

authority and government, and to the peace
of the

kingdom

think

it

in general :

we

did therefore

necessary, in a frequent meeting of

council this day, to require your lordships
to send particular expresses with sure bearers, to call

together the commissioners of

the excise and militia, and justices of the
peace, specified in the

list

here enclosed

and when they meet at Irvine, the 2d day of

November
to them,

next, that

how

you seriously represent

highly, in his majesty's name,

we

resect the foresaid outrages and affronts
done to the government, in the shires of
Ayr and Renfrew, which have been frequently represented to be the most considerable seminaries of rebellion in this king-

dom; though none hath more eminently
tasted of his majesty's clemency, nor hath
his majesty indulged

these

and

:

any

shires so

much

albeit his majesty's service,

as

and

the quiet of the kingdom, would require

such severe courses to be taken for curbing
those insolencies, as might very

much

pre-

judge the heritors of those shires; yet his
majesty and council being further desirous
to

make them

that the

inexcusable, and to the end

kingdom may

see that the prejudice

of heritors shall arise from their

gence

:

therefore

we thought

own negli-

fit,

that the

foresaid persons should be called together

;

1
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by

act of parliament, that

and take such

deliberate upon,

effectual coiu-se in the affairs of the said

and for quieting the same in obedience to his majesty's laws, (which are the
true and only rule of loyalty and faithfulness) as may prevent the necessary and
shires,

severe courses that must be taken for securin which if
(which will be thought strange,
where there is no force to oppose them) we
are fully resolved to repress by force, and

ing the peace in those parts

they

:

fail,

his majesty's authority, all such rebellious

and factious courses, without respect to the
disadvantage of tlie heritors, whom his ma-
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tions. Many gentlemen had refused
the council's proclamation and bond
of the 2d of August, already ; and they well

knew they would continue to refuse it, and
therefore a narrative of this harsh nature
here, must be made up some way to bear
the inference they were to draw from it.

And the council are made to say, " they have
received frequent informations of insolencies,
That the lords had such

usurpations," &c.

am

informations I

upon

depends

not to dispute, but

me, they are

false

pointed at here

;

two shires
some of
term them so.

to the

as

yea, the matter of

jesty will then look upon as involved in

such a degree of

them will bear me out when I
may allow the To instance a little as to
as may be used threatenings, and abusing the

guilt, as

greatest degree of severity

against

that

:

So expecting you
to the meeting, and that

country.

will represent this

they will show their ready compliance,

Me

are your lordships', &c.
" Edinburgh, October 17th, 1677."

may

It

be necessary, before

what followed upon

this,

I

the orthodox clergy, except

two

instances,

it

insolencies,

persons of

was one or

and that on no small provo-

not one of these riots that have

cation,

come before the council were in these shires,
and indeed of late the personal attacks upon
the curates were very few.
The instances

go on to

to notice

all

them; and
though the primate himself should have
given them, as to any thing appearing to
the truth of

some

of invading of pulpits are yet fewer, that

none

at

all,

is,

as far as I mind, in the preced-

things that will set the nature and design of

ing years

due light. The reader hath
already observed with me, that the narratives of acts and proclamations, letters and
other papers of this period, have as much

tation of heritors and people, presbyterian

this letter in a

many

times in them agreeable to the party

design of the paper, as to truth, and things
are represented and aggravated quite other-

wise than an ordinary observer of them,
as they passed in the country, could take

and had they been this year, no
doubt council-processes would have been
raised anent them.
Where pulpits were
vacant or deserted, it is owned, at the invi;

did sometimes preach in them
have no instances in those shires of
their doing this, even where they were ill

ministers

but

I

filled

And

in those cases they went 10 the fields.
then as to keeping field conventicles,

;

them up and indeed for my share I cannot and in houses, the gentlemen could not but
some of them Avith matters of fact wonder to find themselves singled out, and
I am fully assured of
Very much of this represented as " the great seminaries of
;

reconcile

appears in the paper just

and

it

was necessary

now

set

down,

to found the severe

rebellion " this way,
shires

when tlie most part of
on the south of Tay were far more

threatening here sent to the west country

used to this than they

gentlemen, which otherwise had been altogether groundless, that they should aggra-

plain, because, generally speaking, the indul-

vate and misrepi-esent matters.

if ever, at least till

The west

of Scotland was indeed the butt of the

Mould never
them, and there the

bishops' malice, because they
cordially

submit to

greatest numbers of the firmest presbyterians
Avere

;

and

now

the prelates had the fairest

opportunity to gratify

tlicir

violent inclina-

gence prevented

this,

:

and the reason

and

it

was very

is

rare,

afterwards, that conven-

were kept in parishes where ministers
were indulged and except in some remoter
parts, to which the indulgence did not
reach, there were few or none and there
they had the same reasons with the rest of
ticles

;

;

the nation.

The only

thing singular, and

it
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to these shires either,

was men was

at
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bottom nothing but sham, and

have set up conventicle houses,
And the truth of this
as they call them.
was, that a few country people in a moun-

a feint to be a colour for their

tainous solitary country, without any con-

them.

to

body of presbyterians, had
up two houses of turf and thatch, (no

II.

own

after

severe proceedings, which, I suppose, at this

very time, were resolved upon by some of
And this appears evident to me,

cert with the

from a resolution

set

council books, the day before the gentle-

" magniticent fabric," as we shall afterward
hear them termed) to cover themselves from
the severities of the weather. This was no

men

recorded in the

lind

I

met, and without waiting for the re-

turn of their

letter,

which

I insert.

—

Upon some
what was connived at informations of some growing disorders and
within a few paces of cathedrals in England insolencies in the western shires, it Avas
thought fit a proclamation be drawn in case
and Ireland, most frequently.
The gentlemen could not but complain, of an insurrection, and the nearest Highthat these things charged upon them were landers should be ordered to meet at Stirpartly false, and where there was any ground, ling upon advertisement by proclamation,
other places were more deep in them than and letters are to be writ to noblemen and
they but the design was against the west, gentlemen, to have their vassals and tenants
Edinburgh, November

\st.

greater matter than

;

and the council's information behoved to
correspond with it. In short, his majesty's
government was in no manner of danger, or
the peace of the country

;

for, as

hath been

observed, in prayer and sermons both,

all

ready, and at a
fit

call.

It Avas

further thought

that arms and ammunition

sent to Stirling.

The

forces at

ordered to Falkirk, and

should be

Glasgow are

new men

are to be

presently levied to complete them, and the

was expressed by presbyterians, soldiers ordered for the Highlands counterthough I shall not defend any excesses run manded. These informations anent an inI cannot say in- surrection were perfectly false, and, I doubt
to some time after this.
deed presbyterians were of opinion with not, made up by somebody, to help on the
the council, " That his majesty's laws were prelates' cruel measures. What insolencies
the true and only rule of faithfulness and Avere committed since their letter, two weeks
loyalty," since they reckoned some of them before, I know not; for any thing I can
sinful, and others harsh upon them, and learn there was nothing singular.
But this
contrary to the king's true interest, and plainly shows, that they were so far from
rather to be looked on as things impetrate rendering the west inexcusable by their
by the bishops, than the king's inclinations. letter, that they were really jesting them
They indeed reckoned the word of God and upon the matter, and had resolved upon the
moral law, and what was agreeable thereto, Highland host beforehand in all events. I
the only rule, and not the will or law of any thought it necessary to give these remarks
man, or society of men. In short, the thing- in the entry upon this first paper, and they
sought of the gentlemen was not really in will save me very much the labour of retheir power, to suppress and bear down llections upon the virulent narratives, and
conventicles for though they had inclined other papers that follow.
I return now to
to do so, as I hope the most of them did the consequents of the council's letter.
not, and durst not hinder the pure preachThe three noblemen were careful to obey
ing of the gospel; yet their tenants and the their instructions, and got together the
body of the people, excepting the parishes gentlemen of the two shires in the lists sent
of the indulged, ^A/ere the persons who heard them.
I have not seen the lists, but by the
the gospel preacihed, and would not, with- issue it does not appear that the gentlemen
out a superior force, be restrained from so had the council's Mill for their law and rule.
doing; so that the council's argument, November 2d, they met at Irvine very fully,
" That there was no force to oppose," is and after a good deal of reasoning ]}ro and
nothing at all to the pui'pose. But really con. upon the council's letter communicate
the whole of this application to the gentle- to tlioni, and a serious deliberation upon the
loyalty

;
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state of aflfairs

amon<r them, and a cordial

profession of their loyalty, for answer to the
noblemen appointed by the council to deal

violent
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against the west
and they came now to

project

country;
follow

out their design formerly agreed
upon, of raising such a number of High-

with them, they came in unanimously to
three resolves, " 1st. Tliat they found it not

landers, a barbarous savage people, accus-

within the compass of their power to sup-

tomed

2dly.

press conventicles.

That

is

it

their

humble opinion from former experience,
of presbyterians

toleration

that a

is

the

only proper expedient to settle and prethe peace, and cause the foresaid

serve

3dly.

meeting-s to cease.

That

is

it

their

humble motion, that the extent thereof be
no less than Avhat his majesty had f>-raciously vouclisafed to his kingdoms of England
and Ireland." This return was given by the
meeting, to the noblemen who had convo-

to rapine and spoil, as might overrun and depopulate the western shires,
in a time of profound
peace
and to
tliem they resolved to join some of the
standing militia, an establishment founded
:

upon the tender made to the king some
years

act

ago,

(Jharles

II.,

2oth,

wherein

sess.

3d,

is offered,

2)arl.

1st,

"a suffuuent

army, completely furnished and provided
for and, if need be, all betwixt sixty and
;

sixteen, for accomplishing whatsoever ser-

vice the king should be concerned in, tlu'ough

any part of

and the gentlemen would not alter
their resolutions, and so the meeting ended.

dominions in Scotland, EngBy employing them at
this juncture, they promised themselves, by
the most rigid extremity of violence, to
drive presbyterians to an absolute conform-

The

ity,

cate them, and attended at Irvine

Mould be

but their

knowing how unacceptable

lordships

of

;

it

to the council, declined receiving

it;

three lords sent a return in writ to the

which

council,

November
"

My

oi'der

I find

—We

on Sunday

received the council's

last at night,

and used

all

despatch in sending expresses, and went to
Irvine

and compel them to

yesterday morning, being Friday,

them

desiring

seriously to deliberate there-

should

This resolution seems to be gone into, as

many

of the violences of this period, Avith-

out any express orders from court, whatever
hints there might be before or after this, of

November 2d, where we were very frequentmet by all who were advertised, to Avhom which
the council's letter to us,

it

please the bishops in council to propose.

ly

we communicated

strain their con-

sciences to a servile compliance with what-

soever bonds and impositions

Their letter follows.

8th.

lords,

read and recorded

his

land, or Ireland."

I

am

uncertain, but have been in-

formed, that Lauderdale,

when

afterwards

taxed with his severity, was heard to wish

upon, and to take such effectual course for

"the breast

quieting these shires, in obedience to his

share."*

it

And

bred

into

therefore, the

beal,

for

his

managers must

majesty's laws, and suppressing the disorders

committed: which they took to
and continued
together yesterday, and much of the night,
and made their report to us, That after the
therein

their serious consideration,

was not
which
they desired us to communicate to your
lordships.
We are your lordships', &c.
consideration of the whole

in their

power

affair, it

to quiet the disorders

;

"Irvine, November 3d, 1677."

When
was very

this letter
ill

came, the refusal in

it

taken by the leading persons in

council, at least they appeared to

do so,
was according to
the desire of some of their hearts, and what
they waited for, as a handle to go on in their

though

I

question not

it

We

*
have already noticed the unprincipled
character of Lauderdale, and we have now to
express our surprise that he should so long have
retained the good graces of some good men
among the presbyterians. He seems to have
assumed the mask of presbyterianism from
selfish and hypocritical motives, or at least, his
attachments this ivay were soon made to yield
He never
to considerations of crafty policy.
forgot the supposed indignity that was put on
requiring
him to
covenanters,
in
him by the
make public profession, in the church of Largs,
of his repentance on account of his accession to
the engagement against England, in 1648, under
and in the course of his
the duke of Hamilton
nine years' confinement in the Tower of London,
his mind seems to have undergone a complete
revolution, so that by the time of Charles'
;

arrival in London, in ICtJO, he was prepared to
go all the lengths that were required in his
keenest adherents.
If he still seemed, for a
season, to take part with his old friends, it was

—
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some time till the king's barous projects a great deal better than
came down, empowering regular troops. Next council day, December
letter
earls of Huntley,
them to enter upon this barbarous scene, 6th, letters are writ to the
their men in a
put
Airly,
to
and
Perth,
sent
were
probably
which
the materials of
wait

up

In

Edinburgh.

court from

to

the

meantime, they are not idle in preparing
and disposing matters for executing of their

no question,

being,

design,

cil,

November

enough

siu-e

Accordingly, the coun-

of a good return.

appoint the

15th,

to muster at Larbert-muir

guards

upon the

20th,

and that the commissioners of the militia
meet at Edinbiu-gh upon the 19th, imder
the severest

they order

November

penalties.

foiu-

26th,

companies of soldiers to be

directly

to

enter

The same day, they

design.

call.

It

seems they were

assured their orders were ready at

now

coui't,

and at length they came down. And December 20th, a letter from the king, of
date December Uth, is read in council, by

which they are fully empowered to act as
they desired upon the Avestern shires. This,
as the foundation of their proceedings after-

wards, though impetrate by themselves, I
set down here, and close this year with it.
the registers,

27th, letters are appointed to

be writ to the absent counsellors, to be present next council day, when, it seems, they

were more

ness for a

It is intituled in

quartered about Edinburgh.

November

postm-e of marching, that they be in a readi-

upon

betwixt Edinburgh and Port Patrick, for

To

clear this

from

the king, anent the western

and

other shires, and suppressing disorders there.
" Charles R.

their

establish a post

corresponding with Ireland.

" Letter

— Right

trusty and well be-

We

have been very much concerned at the accounts we have had, not
only out of Scotland, but from several other

loved, &c.

the king had repeated

hands, of the great and insufferable insolenlately committed by the fanatics,
cies

accounts laid before him, of the hazard of
an insurrection, from the numbers of armed

especially in the shires of Ayr, Renfrew,
stewartry of Kirkcudbright, and other adja-

men

cent places, and also in Teviotdale, and

establishment, I find by other narratives at
this time, that

when

which was in itself
really groundless, he offered them the assistance of his English forces, and several troops
were ordered to draw down towards the
border and the viscount of Granard, lieutenant-general of the forces in Ireland, had
at

conventicles,

:

orders sent

him

down towards

to

draw the

Irish forces

them
come over to

the coast, and canton

there, to be in a readiness to

Scotland upon a

call.

But the

zeal of our

council prevented any need of foreigners,

and their Highland host answered their bar-

and not attachment, that influenced
His base hypocrisy has appeared in
many instances but, perhaps, uo incident
shows it more clearly, than the trifling circumstance noticed in the text, as appears by a

policy,

him.

;

comparison of his conduct in this instance, with what is recorded of it very soon
Burnet
after, (see p. 467 of the History.)
expressly says, that, immediately before the
tailing in of the Highland host " duke Lauderdale writ to the king, that the country was in a
state of rebellion, and that it was necessary to
proceed to hostilities for reducing them," vol. ii.
The king in reply leaves it to him and
p. 138.
the council to do their best, and on this the
Highlanders were called in. I'J't.
simple

even in

Fife,

which by

where numerous

conventicles,

act of parliament are

declared

rendezvouses of rebellion,' have been kept,
with solemn communions of many hundreds
'

of people, and

seditious

and treasonable

doctrine preached against our person, and
subjects to open
and to rise in arms against us and
our authority and laws, unlawful oaths imposed, the churches and pulpits of the regular clergy usurped, by force invaded, and
their persons still threatened with assassination and murder; and, what they have
all

under

us, inciting the

rebellion,

not formerly attempted, preaching-houses
have been lately built, and unlawful meetings of pretended synods

and presbyteries

kept ; thereby designing to prosecute their
rebellious intentions,

and to perpetuate the

schism.
" These insolencies being so recent, have
to provide fit and timous remeand therefore we have appointed some

moved us
dies

;

of our English forces to march to the north,

near the Scots border, and a part of our

2
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in Ireland to lie

at Belfast, near the

sea-coast, towards Scotland.
*•

We

have been with much satisfaction

377

and others, take the oath of
allegiance to us, by using and prosecuting all other means and methods, and
ers,

informed, that you have required the noble-

taking

men and

tuating the premises, and putting at last an
end to these insolencies and disorders; and,

others

who have

interest,

and con-

and following in the Highand places thereto adjacent, to be in

siderable vassals
lands,

what forces they can bring
out, to rendezvous at Stirling, upon the first
advertisement which we do very much approve, and give you our very hearty thanks
for your care therein.
And whereas we are
readiness, with

;

informed, that those noblemen have

an

offer

and

made

of a considerable number of horse

foot, to

at Stirling,

be in readiness to rendezvous

and from thence to march with

our standing forces, upon the

first

advertise-

ment, for the prosecution of our service

other effectual courses for effec-

all

in case

of resistance, that in our

name you

give warrant to resist tliem by force of arms.

" And for the more effectual prosecution
of these our commands, that you punish the
disobedient, or those you judge disaffected,

by

fining, confining,

And

ishment.

imprisonment, or ban-

further, that ye place suf-

ficient garrisons in all places

from time to time, find

where ye

shall,

And

necessary.

it

any time hereafter ye shall judge, that
these forces ye have prepared, are not suf-

if at

we do empower
and authorize you to call to your assistance
tain, preserve, and defend the government of those of our forces now lying in the north
the church in that our kingdom, as it is of England, and the north of Ireland, one
now established by law, and not to suffer or both as you shall find cause; and for
our authority to be thus invaded and trode that effect we have given them our express
and seeing we are

fully resolved to

ficient for this undertaking,

main-

upon, nor longer to endure the insolencies

commands

formerly mentioned.
" Therefore we do hereby require and

assistance,

authorize you, to

command

all

these forces

bcforementioned, both standing forces and
others, to

march to these

shires

and places

beforementioned, so infested with rebellious
practices,

and there to take

effectual courses

them to due obedience

for reducing

and our laws, by taking

to us

" And,

you, to

to come to Scotland for your
whenever they shall be advertised.

lastly,

call

we do

authorize and require

together our militia of that our

ancient kingdom, horse or foot, or any part
thereof,

and to command and charge

all

and others, and if need
be, all betwixt sixty and sixteen, to come
and attend our host, under the pain of
heritors, freeholders,

from

treason,

according to the ancient laws of

those that are disaffected, and by disarming of

that our

kingdom

all

you

free quarter

shall find necessary,

and securing

all

horses above such a value as ye shall think

by causing the heritors and

fit,

liferenters

engage and give bond for their tenants, and

; and that ye, in our name
and authority, emit such proclamations as ye
shall find necessary for this our service, from

time to time.

We

obedience to

these our

all

doubt not your ready

commands of all
;

upon and possess their which we expect frequent and full accounts
lands, that they shall keep no conventicles, from time to time, and so we bid you hearthat they shall live orderly and obedient to tily farewell.
Given at Whitehall, Decemthe laws; and by causing the tenants and ber nth, 1677."
masters of families give the like bonds, by
This letter and these powers are what the
causing every parish and the heritors of it, primate was extremely pleased with, and was
give surety that no conventicles shall be pushing for these many years, but more
others

that

live

kept within any part of the parish, property

moderate courses had prevailed.

or commonly, nor

only notice, that the king plainly speaks of

harbour or

commune

I

shall

with the rebels, or persons intercommuned,

the bringing in of the Highlanders as their

and

act,

for

keeping the persons, families, and

goods of the regular ministers harmless ; and
that under such penalties as ye shall think
fit,

by causing

II.

all

heritors, tenants, liferent-

not

his,

and thanks them for

it; that

the

great design in his majesty's consenting to
this

unprecedented method, was the main-

taining

and defending the

3b

prelatical estab-

;
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lishment, which being contrary to

of those

the incHnations of multitudes, need-

and

ed violence to support it; and that there
was no counteracting of his majesty, but only

who

a refusal of obedience to his

the

to the

commands,

government of the church, among
and lastly, new impositions

presbyterians

but masters, and parishes, &c. as above;

in

which

were vigorously executed next

year.

bow

break

shall

fittest

and the

;

down of the Highlanders

thought

is

way, by free quarter, to bring

The west

country was their nest, and populous
to

tors,

determined, that these

is

it

not

will

II.

choose

will

presbyterians to take the bond.

:

are here allowed, not only bonds from heri-

all

at length

bringing

as

[bOOK

who disowned them,

;

but

make that a hunting field and desolate,
some people's eyes, was better than its

continuing inhabited with

such rebels to

prelacy.

The bishops and

CHAP.

had a double

their party

chance and venture in

XIII.

this

expedient

either

;

people's consciences would be subdued, and

OF THE HIGHLAND HOST, AND THE STATE AND

SOME PARTICULAR SUFFERINGS OF PRESBYTERIANS, DURING THE YEAR 1678.

a tame subjection to prelacy brought about,

which

I

can scarce imagine the more think-

ing part of the council expected; or, the

oppression of the savages would turn wise

Now

1678.

come

I

to

end

this

second

book, with an account of the down-

men mad, and

common

drive

people to a

tumult and rebellion, and then a

would be

this year, which,

to the resentments of the prelates,

with the oppressions for-

make

given, to

handle

fair

coming of the Highlanders, and other things

and the

merly mentioned, and some other incidents,

duke of York would have a good

made way

which was

hunting field.

dissipate at Bothwell bridge; the history of

ity ;" neither

which

their wishes, a better

second

for the

will begin

the

rising,

There

next book.

them

a sacrifice of

But " men's thoughts

lai'ge

are van-

of these succeeded according to

temper was kept, than

was no provocation given by presbyterians,
nor any occasion for this terrible instance

almost could have been expected, by the

of the prelates' fury, in this unprecedented

ing they stood firm to their principles

oppression of the king's subjects, save the

the issue was a greater abhorrence in many,

preaching and hearing the gospel, to which

of prelacy and prelates, as the authors and

oppressed people

;

and yet generally speak-

they wanted not altogether encouragement

abetters of these extraordinary

from some who went in heartily to

leled

this

inroad upon them, and which they reckoned
their civil as well as religious right.

question but our managers were some

on a lock

:

No

loathed episcopacy, the dissatisfactions with

and gentry

nobility

this politic.

Upon

that establishment were every day growing,

I

people's consciences will not be forced, and

beginnings, progress,

real

principles

confirmed

and

impositions

:

to the gospel

by
for

are

unalterable,

stiffened

only

was heightened and inflamed

years, their

been observed

boldness increased,

conventicles grew, and field preachers and

preachings turn frequent.

must

either

Now

episcopacy

be slackened, or the people

destroyed; and

we may

easily guess

which

was

much

ex-

large

this chapter, then,

an account of the

and removal of

Highland host, as the papers

by violence and me; and

the affection of presbyterians

their sufferings, and, as has

some

and

give as

shall

may come
effects

it

per-

in the west,

very honourable for them, and

posed

tfie

made to
good number

the gallant stand

these oppressive courses, by a

way of the

they had peremptorily established

And

and

and unparal-

methods, and greater pity to

secuted.

:

be pretty

will

I

this

have afford

large.

Then

I

and
incursion, and damage done

to consider the consequents

of this

to the country thereby, and the approbation

and accounts of
gi', en what

have

together,

I

and

it

by the court

is

relative to this matter all

shall

give a

:

relation

after I

of

Mr.

Mitchell's trial in the entry of this year, of

the procedure against conventicles, and par-

of the two a government, almost entirely in

ticular persons,

the hands of prelates, grated by the growth

ing

and end this year by gatherup some other things which come not

;
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properly in

so

These heads

upon
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the former heads,

now come upon me

matter for several

The

reflections formerly

save

me

will aiford

sections.

hi multitudes.

made

ip^Q

will

the trouble of insisting here.

was one of the branches of the
presbyterians, to be loaded

in

It

sufferings of

the public

papers of this period, with most spiteful and

An

false epithets.

account of the commission for raising the

I

hope the

fair

representa-

Highlanders, and some other things which

tion of plain matters of fact about

jmssed before they actually viarched.

this history, will

be a

them

in

sufficient vindication

I pass the common place reproaches
of " nurseries of sedition, rendezvouses of

and so
It will be proper to begin this account with
the commission of array, or for raising the

Highlanders and

having refused the

militia.
first

offer

I

The managers

rebellion,"

and others of that nature, as usual

flourishes of the railing eloquence of this

of bringing in

'

England and Ireland, they agree
upon the levying and modelling an army
themselves, known in Scotland by the name
And upon the
of the " Highland host."
2Gt\\ of December last, a commission passes
forces from

time.

have already noticed,

I

that " the

invading of the persons of the clergy, and

committing

riots

on them," when examined,

were many times found to be done by persons who were pleased to take on the mask
of presbyterians, and were

the seals at Edinburgh, which I have given
at full length, in a note, * that I may not

I

|

oft-times

;

common

and such practices was

owned by the body of

robbers
still

presbyterians.

dis-

The

the history itself with papers which

charge of " invading of pulpits, and building

Commission for raising the Highlanders,
December 2Qth, 1677.
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great

to take quarter for their money, and to force
quarter for their money, in case the same shall

swell

*

be refused: and when they arc arrived at the
town of Stirling, the day foresaid, we hereby
and sundry whom it efFeirs, greet- command him and them to obey such orders as
ing Forasmuch as our royal government hath shall be sent from our privy council their combeen of late much affronted, and the peace of mittee, or such person or persons as we or the
this our ancient kingdom much disquieted, by saiil lords of our privy council shall commissionirregular flocking to field conventicles, nurseries ate to command our forces, and to march imder
of rebellion, by withdrawing from public ordi- their command wherever they shall be ordered
nances, invading the persons and pulpits of the on which march, we hereby authorize them to
orthodox clergy, building of meeting houses, the take free quarter, according as our pri\y counkilling, wounding, and invading of some that cil or their committee shall think fit to order,
were commanded in our name to repress the and, if need be, to seize on horses for carrying
said insolencies, we have thought lit, in main- their sick men, ammunition, and other protenance of our laws, and out of that tender care visions and for their encouragement, we hereby
which we have always had of this our ancient indemnify them against all pursuits civil and
kingdom, to require and empower the lords of criminal,"which may at any time hereafter be
our privy council to call together, not only our intented against them, or any thing they shall
standing forces and those of our militia, but we do in our service, by killing, wounding, appredid likewise warrant them to commissionate and hending, or imprisoning sucli as shall make
empower such noblemen and others, as did offer opposition to our authority, or by seizing sucli
to ijring any of their vassals, tenants, or adher- as they have reason to suspect, the same being
ents, to the assistance of our forces and therefoi'e always done by order of oiu- privy council their
we, with the express advice of the lords of our committee, or of the superior officer ; and parprivy council, do hereby empower and require ticularly we do hereby give them all such power
to convocate and draw together and indemnity, as is usual and necessary for
who such forces as are raised by authority, or are at
the gentlemen and heritors of
are to march under his command on horseback, any time commanded to go upon such military
and to convocate and raise the Highlanders in expeditions. And lastly, we hereby command
tiie said bounds, and others under his command,
any such persons living within the bounds
within his lands, pi-operty, or superiority, and foresaid, as shall bo pitched upon by the said
to arise and march with him
to form them in regiments, troops, and companies, as he shall think fit, and to do every other
under his command, and there to act and say as
thing necessary for raising and forming them, they shall be commanded by him, and th.-it upon
as said is; and they being so raised anl formed, their highest peril. It is always hereby declared,
we authorize and command the said
that these heritors and others whom the said
to march with them to Stirling, and to be there
shall make use of to command
with them on Thursday being the 24th day of the Highlanders on foot, sliall be exempted
Given under
January next, and in his and your march thcT'c from attending on horseback.
Britain,

France, and Ireland, defender of the

faith, to all
:

:

;

:

\

j

!

j

,
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of meeting-houses," hath been con-

.„r-Q

As

sidered likewise.

what

to

fol-

[^BOOK

Highlanders suspect persons

were not enough,

this

all

:

and as

whom

II.

if all

they please

upon in the places where they come,
who acted in the king's name nothing of " must rise and march with them, under the
this kind was found, after the most diligent highest pains." After such a commission we
loweth, "the killing and wounding of some"

to pitch

;

search, in the west country, to which this

need not be surprised to hear of dreadful
and the business of ravage and barbarities exercised ; and though
Carstairs and Garret hath been already nar- these were very sad, yet I can scarce say
There follows a clause in the com- they were much beyond the powers granted
rated.
charge must relate

:

mission, " noblemen and others, who did oifer

this comnames of the persons
am well assured, that blank, because they were given to the comcommission, and subse- manders severally. The marquis of Athole,

which

the assistance of our forces,"

for

deserves notice,

I

severals v/ho in this

quent proclamations, are said to offer their
assistance,

were indeed forced thereunto by

command, under the pain of

absolute

and

lion

here.

All the copies

vassals, tenants, or adherents,

any of their

forfeiture.

I

rebel-

do not question

in-

the

the

question

still

remains,

how

far it

was

with his regular forces, joins

at Stirling,

westward, they

risons

The

forces
militia

and peaceable

subjects.

were under regulations, but the Highland

live

on

we

free quarters,

And

with them, see good.

Huntly

is

ordered

to

the north, and look

in

and

shall hear, disarm the

upon horses, and leave garwhere the committee of council, joined

country, seize

a people living by rapine and stealth, against

were under the military law, even the

and when passed that place

press the bond, as

equitable and just to accept such offers of

loyal

Caithness,*

what men they thought good, from the
in, and my lord
Linlithgow,

than their own; but

Murray,

places they were concerned

them

soil

Mar,

of

earls

deed but many of the Highland clans would
a better

have seen of

Perth, Strathmore, and Airly, gathered up

very willingly offer themselves to take quarters, in

I

mission have the

the lord

of

keep

the peace

after

the

High-

and adherents, were a law- landers' houses and families, when they are
every body knew it, and their about this sort of public service, of bearing

vassals, tenants,
less

company

actions

;

were proportioned.

ordered to take quarters for

This crew

money

is

in their

down

presbyterians in the west.

When

matters are thus forming, several

noblemen and gentlemen, evidently seeing
to give, i. e. none
for generally they had it the tei'rible effects of this method now enternot to give; and, where refused, to force ing upon, resolved to go up to court, and
march, that was, whatever they were pleased
;

They

quarters.
for

wounding,

are beforehand indemnified

killing,

&c.

all

such

who made

opposition to the king's authority.

This

is

are

empowered
all

to seize

that bore the

had any thing

mil-

signet

December

circumstances of Scotland.
this

when keepers of conven- now
made rebels.
Next, they are stop

severe enough,
ticles

essay to inform the king truly of the present

all

name of

they suspect; and
presbyterians, and

in their houses,

were to the

at Edinburgh, the 26th day of
1677, and of our reign the twenty-

ninth year.

Rothes, chancellor,

Lauherdale,
Douglas,

Ch. Maitland,
Geo. Mackenzie,

WiNTON,

Will. Scot,
Strathjiore,
SeAFORTH,

Linlithgow,

Aboyn,

Murray,
Marshal,

Ja. Fowlis,

Ross,

Tho. Wallace,

MoKRO,

J.

Wauchof.

took
at

air,

Edinburgh, do

this,

As soon

as

the bishops, and Lauderdale,
in their

all

power to

and, January 3d, they pass an act

of council, discharging

all

noblemen, gentle-

men, and heritors to go off the kingdom,
without permission from the council, and

* In the '• additions" by Wodrow himself, we
have the following notice by a literary friend.
" Lest this should be mistaken for Sinclair earl
of Caithness, it's my opinion it were not unfit
that you notice that the laird of Glenorchy had
at that time the title of the earl of Caithness,
and kept it some two or three years ; but the nearest heir male of theSinclairs having the title of the
earl of Caithness declared to be his right, Glenorchy got in room of it that of the earl of Braidalbane." This account is confirmed by Douglas

in his Peerage, vol.

i.

p. 298.

£d.

1
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'

publication to be made, direct to the

and requiring
;
1678.
and sixteen to be in a lyon king at arms his brethren, herIt was alds, macers, pursevants, and messengers at
readiness to join the king's host.
taken
to arms, to pass to the market cross of Edinwas
step
illegal
this
wonder
no
thereat,
cover another, for we may suppose, if the burgh, and other places needful, and
in his majesty's name and authority, by open
of
management
the
under
from
king, when

that under the highest pains

betwixt

all

sixty

Lauderdale, had got a just information of the proclamation,

make

publication of the pre-

misses, that none pretend ignorance
state of things, he would have stopt this
That the reader may not want ordain the said letters to be printed.
procedure.

a paper so

much

I

have

and

" Lauderdale, P."

well as

to the king as

country's loss at such a juncture,

:

And

the rest of the lords of the sederunt.

insert the proclamation here.

Besides this proclamation, another method
" Aci pTohihiling noblemen and others to go the managers took to stop the foresaid deout of the kingdom without license, January sign, was, writing particular letters to per-

whom they most suspected, ordering
them to attend the king's host. Among
was a letter writ to the duke
taking to their consideration, that upon the others there
which I here insert.
great disorders lately committed in some of Hamilton,
sons

3d, 1678.

"

The

lords of his majesty's privy council

western and other shires, they did write to

"

them, requiring them, in his majesty's name,
to take such course therein as might secure

"

May it

We

the peace in these places, with certification majesty,
to them, if they failed therein, they

employ

his

thereof;

in

having received

offer

satisfactory answer,

no

commanding us

to use his authority

arming such of his standing forces, of his

and others, who voluntarily

majesty's authority for doing militia,

which

that they

would

please your grace,

having received a letter from his

their assistance in his majesty's

and they having declared have,

in

offer

service,

we

obedience to his royal commands.

were not able to suppress the resolved, that such of his majesty's forces as
shall be thought necessary for that his ser-

disorders, nor free the country thereof, his

majesty did

command and warrant

council, to

arm such of his

others

should

as

to

offer

militia,

vice in the west country, shall rendezvous

his privy

and such

serve him,

at

if

need be,

all

all

heritors

things

all

and others, and,

that
that

betwixt sixty and sixteen, to a committee of his majesty's privy council

come and attend

his majesty's host,

under

laws of this kingdom
his majesty's royal
fit

in

:

we have

obedience to which the

commands, the

go along with his forces there.

shall

the pain of treason, according to the ancient

have thought

and from thence march to the

may be done regularly and legally in
expedition, we have likewise resolved,

redressing the said disorders, and authorise

them to charge

Stirling,

western shires; and to the end

for

sheriffs

and other principal

officers in

said lords these countries, shall attend the said

to send a committee of his

mittee

and your grace being

;

of Lanark, and

cipal

of

so to be employed

bailie

of the regality of Glasgow,

and therefore,

lest

any

person should withdraw from the said ser- thought

fit

the

sheriffdom

com-

sheriff prin-

majesty's privy council, to attend the forces
:

Likeas,

same reason

resolved, that for the

we have

hereby to desire and require you

by going out of the kingdom, the said to attend the said committee at Glasgow,
do hereby require and command all the 26th day of this instant, and to receive
noblemen, heritors, and magistrates of burghs and obey such orders from the council or

vice,

lords

royal, excepting actual traffickers in burghs,

the said committee, from time to time, as

to remain and continue within this kingdom, shall be thought necessary for his majesty's

and not to remove forth thereof upon any service; hoping that
pretext whatsoever, without special license exigency your grace
from the council, as they will be answerable spect to his majesty's
at their highest peril

:

and ordain

letters of to his
j

commands,

as

in
will

this

extraordinary

express such re-

interest,

and obedience

may encourage

others
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who

are engaged in that service."

Signed, at

by

command

we

of the council,

most humble servant,
" Lauderd;1LE, I. p. D. Con.

shall

we

shall

And
the nobleman

;

yet he

is

And

from him

I

in

the books

of

the council, on the foresaid

chancellor to

day; and though every body will think this

letter

read in council, excusing himself a

is

security, consenting thir

be registrated

This bond signed was presented by the

not, for

January 21st, a

find,

:

council," &c.

reasons obvious enough, put upon the committee.

more

for the

presents

of the greatest rank and interest in the west,

and a privy counsellor

II.

otherwise

as the delinquents have incurred by the law.

" Edinburgh, January 3d, 1678."

The duke of Hamilton was

;

remove them and their families
and if we fail herein,
be liable to such pains and penalties

from off our ground

voiir grace's

[BOOK

made thereanent

of parliament

enough

strict

especially

tie,

for persons

from attending the committee, by reason of not in their power, yet the council find it
There was at this time a
his indisposition ; and the council send their unsatisfactory.
orders

the gentlemen

to

of the shire of coldness betwixt Lauderdale and Rothes

Hamilton when the

Lanark, to meet at

committee requires them, and receive

whether

it

country,

10th

the

of January,

the

this,

;

or that they had

another draught in prospect for the west

their

orders.

Upon

was from

know not; but although both

I

bond primate and the chancellor defended

the
this

signed by the shire of Fife, to the draught, yet Lauderdale over-ruled them,
which was the leading card to the and a new draught is agreed upon, and sent
which I likewise
shu-es on the south side of Tay, and there- to the heritors to sign
When insert here.
fore I shall give some account of it.

came

in,

council,

:

!

the design of the Highland host was now
formed, the chancellor Rothes went over in
the end of December, and laid out himself to

own

save his

\

faithfully

He wanted

not

of Fife, underscribing,

bind and oblige us, that we, our

bairns, and servants, respectively,
no ways be present at any conventicle

wives,
|

heritors to take the bond.

the noblemen, barons, and heritors
sheriffdom

of the

by prevailing with the

shire,

We

"
j

shall

abundance of difficulty among them; yet at or disorderly meeting, in time coming, but
length, partly by promises, and partly by shall live orderly, in obedience to the law,
threats,

he prevailed with the most part of under the pains and penalties contained in
the acts of parhament thereanent.
As also,

the heritors to sign the following bond at

Cupar of
"

Wc

of the

Fife,

we bind and

January 3d, 1678.

the noblemen, barons, and heritors
sheriffdom

faithfully

of Fife, underscribing,

bind and oblige us, that we, our

oblige us, that our haill tenants,

and cottars respective, their wives, bairns,

and

servants,

refrain

likewise

shall

and

abstain

from the said conventicles, and other

and
bairns, and servants, respectively, illegal meetings not authorized by law
no ways be present at any conventicles further, that we or they shall not reset,
or disorderly meeting in time coming, under supply, or comm.une with forfeited persons,
the pains and penalties contained in acts of intercommuned ministers, or vagrant preachbut do our utmost to apprehend their
ers
parliament made thereanent.

wives,

:

shall

;

"

As

haill

also,

we bind and

oblige us, that our

persons.

their

tenants,

tenants and cottars respective,

wives, bairns,
abstain

and

and servants,

refrain

shall likewise

from the said conven-

and other illegal meetings not authoand in case any of them shall
;
contravene the same, we shall take and

ticles,

we

thereof,

any person or persons guilty
them to the judge

and present

ordinary, that they

may be

prisoned therefore, as

is

fined

and im-

provided by the acts

in

case

our said cottars,

their foresaids shall contravene,

shall take

and apprehend," &c.,

as in the

former draught, which needs not be repeated.

This new bond

rized by law

apprehend

And
and

be signed

bond,

I

is sent back to Fife to
and besides the signing of this

;

find

the

order a hundred

council,

men

to be

drawn out of

the four militia regiments, and to

up

and

down

the

shire,

day,

the said

and

march
repress

;
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and root out conventicles; and these are
to be maintained by the shire.

ordained

The

pretext of

of Fife Mr.

that in the shire

all this is,

Welsh began
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field conventicles,

and from thence they spread through the
kingdom. As far as I know, all was submitted to, as better than the Highland host.

upon
to

it.

whom

The names of the persons
this

power

is

jgrj-g_

given, were,

the marquis of Athol, the earls of Mar,

Mur-

Wigton, Strathmore, Linlithgow, Airly, Caithness, Perth, and the lord
Ross, eleven in number, of which nine of them
ray, Glencairn,

were commanders of the army, and had
Highlanders, and so were
January loth, the council order a train of brought down the
like to see to their own adherents
more
the
Edinburgh
from
transported
be
artillery to
followers, and manage the host to good
to Linlithgow, from thence to Kilsyth, and and
With this commission, .the counpurpose.
thousand
a
and
Glasgov/
to
from thence
remarkable instrucmerks were issued out of the treasury, for cil join large and very
which being the
committee,
their
unto
tions
transportation
needless
this
of
charges
:

the

follows, I insert them
of artillery. They had neither fortifications ground-work of what
peaceable
here.
a
with,
but
deal
to
armies
nor
unprovided country. Upon the 18th of
Instructions to the committee for the west.
January, the council appoint a committee
" I. You are carefully and vigorously to
of their number, to attend and go along with
the commission granted to you
comprosecute
large
very
a
them
grant
the army, and
these
mission and powers, which I have annexed by the council, being of the date of
in a note.*

I

need make no reflections

committee of council in the west,
18th, 1678.
_
Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, &o., to all and sundry our subjects

•

Commission

to

January

Forasmuch as we cannot but too
well remember, that whilst we were engaged in

whom it effeirs

:

a war abroad in the year 1G66, many in the
western shires were so undutiful as to rise in
rebellion against us and oiu' authority ; and

we not
only secured them by our act of indemnity, but
likewise gratified them above all our other subjects, by indulging some ministers to preach
among them, oftheir own pretended principles,
expecting thereby not so much to have secured
the peace of that corner of our ancient kingdom,
as to have obliged these within tliese shires to
have lived quietly and peaceably under us, from
a principle of gratitude as well as duty, yet they
forgetting both wiiat we and they had done, did
again return to the practice of their former
albeit, after tlie beating of their forces,

rebellious principles,

and

by most

seditious

courses did disturb the peace, and contravene
our laws ; and we having again, by a new act
of grace, discharged all pursuits against them
prior to the year 1674, they, notwithstanding all
these repeated favours, did again of late, either
by themselves, affront our authority, as it is now
established, by fiocking together in field conventicles with armed men, usurping the pulpits
of the regular clergy, and threatening their
persons, building of meeting-houses, resetting
and following declared rebels and intercomrnuned persons, who pi-each downright treason
against our person, government, and laws,
inciting our people to open rebellion, or connived at, or hounded out such as did so notwithstanding of all which, such was the clemency of our privy council, that they did both invite
and empower the commissioners of militia and
exc:i;>e, and other noblemen and gentlemen witliiii these shires, to redress these wrong*, and to
:

presents.

secure our government against the same for tlie
future: with certification to them, if they failed
therein, they should employ oiu- royal power

and force for eft'ectuating thereof. And they
having met and declared, that they were not
able to rei^ress these growing insolences, and lest
our other good subjects in any of our three
kingdoms, might be again involved in these
fatal miseries (occasioned by such distractions),
out of which they have but lately escaped, we
have ordered the calling together of oin- standing
forces, with some of our militia and Highlanders, whom we have commanded to march

and to the end that all things
be done there legally and effectually, we,
wnth advice of the lords of our privy council, do
hereby give and grant full power and commission
to our right trusty and right well-beloved cousins
and counsellors, the lord marquis of Athole, the
earl of Mar, the earl of Glencairn, the earl of
Murray, the earl of Linlithgow, the earl of
Perth, the earl of Wigton, the earl of Strathmore, the earl of Airly, the earl of Caithness,
and the lord Ross, to meet and sit as a committee of our privy council in- these parts, with
full power to them, or any five of them, which
proclamations
is to be a quorum, to issue out
and orders, pursue and punish delinquents,
apprehend and secure suspect persons, and cause
such bonds be subscribed as they shall think fit
and generally all other things to do, with that

to these shires;

may

same power, and in that same manner as if our
^v'lxy council were all there personally present,
with whose authority we do hereby invest them
conform to the instructions given them by our
with
jirivy council, of the date of thir presents,
full power to them or their quorum, to choose
their own preses at such times, and so oft as they
shall find convenient; commanding hereby all
our good and faithful subjects to attend and
obey them, as they shall be required, upon thenhighest peril, in the same way and manner as

—
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II.

At the fu'st meeting at Glas- account of these orders given by you, and
1G78.
gow, you are to require the sheriffs of the obedience given thereto, at all pos2.

principal of the shire of

Stirling,

Wigton,

Dumfries,and the sheriff-depute of Roxburgh,

speed

sible

and you are not to disarm the
Roxburgh, Galloway, or

;

shires of Stirling,

(in regard of the sheriff principal's absence,)

Dumfries, until further orders

immediately to convene the

council.

liferenters,

conjunct

fiars,

haill

heritors,

"

and others within

from

the

In prosecution of your
commisyou are to go alongst with the forces

3.

the shires, for subscribing these bonds men-

sion,

tioned in the following instructions, and

appointed to rendezvous at Stirling the 2-ith
of January instant, both standing forces,

appoint them to return an account of their
diligence

and obedience to you, betwixt and

You

7th day of February next.

the

are

also to require the sheriff principal of the
shire

of Lanark, bailie of the regality of

Highlandmen,

his

of the

(in regard

absence forth

sheriflf"

principal

of the kingdom,)

and

steward principal of the stewartry of Kirkcudbright,
heritors,

as

also

convene

to

liferenters,

conjunct

the

haill

fiars,

and
and

others within the said shires, regality

stewartry

mentioned

for

said bonds

subscribing the

in

the instructions

following

;

or others, and from

to the shire of Ayr,

where you are first to
names of all the
of that shire, and of all the heritors

get an exact roll of the

Glasgow, the sheriff-depute of the shire of heritors

Renfrew,

militia,

thence to go to Glasgow, and from thence

of all the jurisdictions, stewartries, bailiaries,
regalities,

and others that are within the

bounds thereof.
" 4. That you take special care, at your
first

coming to the shire of Ayr, to cause

the leaders of horsemen of the militia troops

of that shire, bring in to you the

haill militia

arms, swords, pistols, holsters, &c., and like-

and to cause the leaders of the horsemen of wise the haill heritors or other persons, in
whose hands they are, to be disposed of by
up to them the haill militia-arms, swords, you, as you shall be instructed by the privy
the militia-troops of these bounds, deliver

pistols, holsters,

&c. and likewise the

haill

whose hands
As also, you are

heritors, or other persons in

they are, to do the
to

like.

cause the sheriff of the said

shire of

council

thereanent; and in

case

of their

upon the
upon them such

refusal or disobedience, to quarter

contraveners, and to

inflict

other punishment you find just

that in like

:

Lanark, bailie of the regality of Glasgow,

manner you give orders for inbringing of all
sheriff-depute of the shire of Renfrew, and the arms whatsoever, and of all the ammuniStewart of Kirkcudbright, to disarm all tion that is within the bounds of the said
other persons, of what degree or quality shire, and jurisdiction lying therein, and of
soever, in these bounds, and to send in the all towns and burghs within the same, that
arms, and all ammunition that is within the is in the hands and possession of any person
same, towns and villages, to you, to be dis- whatsoever, of whatsoever degree or quality,
posed of as you shall be instructed by his whether heritor, tenant, servant, cottar,
majesty's

privy

council,

following instruction.

the said

sheriff,

conform

And you

bailie,

to

the

are to order

and steward, to

report an account of their diligence to you,

betwixt and the said 7th day of February

and you are to return to the council an

tradesman, or others whatsomever, to be
disposed of by you, as
foregoing article

now

obey our privy

council, which is settled, and usually sits here
at Edinburgh ; and we do ordain this our commission to last and endure ay and while the
same be recalled by us or our privy council.
Given under our signet at Holyrood-house, the
18th day of January 1678, and of our reign the
29th year
Subscribed tit sederunt.

is

mentioned in the

and, in prosecution hereof,

you give orders to the major-general,
commanding officers for the time, and
in the place, for seizing and searching for all
such arms and ammunition ; and, if need be,
that

or the

that

they are obliged, and do

:

you take the oaths of all persons havers

of arms, either by yourselves or such as you
shall appoint
all

;

and generally, that you use

other effectual means, and take
disarming

courses

for

shire, as

soon as possible.

totally

ously to prosecute

all

all

other

of the said

You

are vigor-

such, whether heritors

3
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as have been present at

others,

conventicles,

and

all

the keeping thereof, or convening

such as have convocate

of persons thereto, and that they

people thereto, since the
1677,

and

all

385

field

1st

of January

shall otherwise live orderly

such as have preached or

1678,

and obedient to

the laws, and that under such pecunial

and other

exercised at conventicles, or have invaded

testifications, as

you

sums
find

shall

such as have threat-

cause; and in case of their postponing or

ened or invaded the persons or goods of the

refusing to give the said bonds and security,

kirks or pulpits, or

regular

all

and

ministers,

accessory to the

houses, and

all

been

fining,

confining, imprisoning, banishing, or other

and

liferenters,

you proceed against them, by

that

preaching-

of

building
heritors,

all

that have

arbitrary punishment, according to law, as

you

landlords, that have connived at the building

find cause.

day of

" 8. That you likewise bring before you,

March, 1674' years, and to cause burn these

or any appointed by you, the haill tenants

of

said houses, since the 2-lth

tile

the

and masters of families within the said shire,
and cause them give the like bonds, for

are to prosecute such as have

themselves, their wives, and families, and

and

meeting-houses,

them

rase

to

ground.
" 5.

You

withdi'awn hitherto from the public ordin-

likewise the men-servants to give

ances, or that are guilty of irregular bap-

themselves

tisms or marriages

put in execution
acts of

council

;

all

and generally, that you
acts of parliament and

made anent the

and

:

bond

for

not only for reliev-

all this

ing the heritors or masters, but likewise for

binding of the tenants themselves for observing the premises

disorders

;

and

in case of delay

particularly above mentioned, according to

or refusal, to proceed to punishment against

the tenor thereof; and that you particularly

them, as

is

prescribed to be inflicted

delicts

and

the heritors, and that you use

transgressions mentioned in these acts,

and

to get

censure and punish

other

all

exact rolls of

all

all

upon

other ways

the tenants and

which are not here particularly enumerate
by which delicts it is not understood persons

the masters to give in the same upon oath,

hearing of indulged ministers in the parishes

and by getting the

to

others abovementioned, either by ordaining

method

which they are confined.
"

6.

That

justiciary

according to

mentioned

you do criminally
persons, or

the power

of any other effectual

your commission,

in

"

all

way

for a full discovery

That you cause the heritors of every
bond for secm-ing the persons
and goods of their regular ministers, and

indict all rebels, forfeited

anus, and

9.

parish give

such whose

crimes, by the acts of parliament, are capital

that under such pecunial

and punishable by death, and inflict upon
them the pains and punishments mentioned

penalties as

in the acts

"

7.

and perfect
renters,

after
lists

all

the heritors,

relating to regular

meet

life-

in

ministers,

haill

jurisdictions

within the same,

that

all

command and

to prescribe, to engage

and give

"

10.

do not

council,
all

abovemen-

or separately.

fit

sufficient

bond and security to you and the
whereby they oblige themselves for

in the

ceed therein as you find cause, either jointly

require

them, within such time as you shall think

clause

may not be

of landlords, and their servants, and to pro-

them, without respect of persons, to compear before you, and

if this

tioned bonds to be given by the tenants and

lying locally

you summon

;

the former bonds to be given by

and landlords, within the shu-e of the heritors, and likewise

Ayr, and

sums and other
and for

shall find cause

of time, you are to consider,

you have received true
of

you

avoiding of multiplicity of bonds, and saving

of parliament.

That

which was the

thereof.

such as you shall apprehend,

who have taken

rolls,

for imposing the militia, or to take

ticles,

their

ers,

That

if

you

sufficiently

that

find the former

bonds

secure against conven-

you cause the

heritors, liferent-

and landlords, within every parish, give

and others whatsomever, that live security that no conventicles shall be kept
upon or possess their lands, that they shall within any part of their lands, property or
keep no conventicles, nor be accessory to commonty, nor harbour or commune with
tenants,

i

.

I

II.

3 c
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and persons intercommuned,

and the obligation be either included
bond, or taken separately, as

in the first

all

need be,

if

all

landlords, heritors, and

places, as well

that whatever

mentioned

is

6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th foregoing
and that under such pecunial pains

the

in

articles,

and penalties as you shall find cause.
" 12. That you cause secure all horses
above fifty pounds Scots price and value, so
as the

owners and others

be capa-

shall not

ble to have the use of them, in case of any

insurrection or rebellion

and

;

this either

by

that shire,

they be tenants) give security, that

above the foresaid value

first

horses

May

day of

next to come, and to take any other

make the

as to the shire of Ayr, so

mentioned

is

in relation to

understood to be meant as to

is

only so, but as to
shii-es,

and

other neighbouring

all

and adjacent places to these shires

places, that ye shall understand to be

infested with such disorders,

and j'ou go or
send to these places adjacent, and there to
prosecute the foregoing instructions, or
either of them, as

" 16.

And

you

in case

shall find cause.

it fall

out, that

any be

so perniciously wicked as to rise in arms, or

be put off to continue in the prosecution of their

shall

the shire, betwixt and the

all

hereby

are

these otheu shires and places, and not

all

causing the owners and their masters (if

tual course to

you proceed

that

declared to be applicable to these shires and

these burghs, give the

bonds and security, such as

like

of Kirkcudbright, and

magistrates of foregoing instructions, which

burghs, whether royal, regality, or baronies,

and

II.

according to the method mentioned in the

you find cause.
"11. That you cause

inhabitants within

[bOOK

Lanark, and from thence to the shire of
Renfrew, and from thence to the stewartry

effec-

said resolution, as

to the horses, practicable.

field

you give order to
the major-general to reduce them by force
of arms and that so many of them as shall
be taken alive, by virtue of the power of
conventicles in arms, that

;

" 13. That at your coming to the shire of justiciary

contained

you cause

in

your

commission,

to quarter the officers and soldiers, horse

them criminally, and, being
found guilty, you cause inflict upon them
the pains and penalties due to rebels and

and

traitors.

Ayr, or any other time, as you shall find
cause,

you

foot,

men,

give order to the major-general

whether standing

Highlandpersons,

" 17. That what orders you give to the

heritors, tenants, or others, within

major-general and commanding officers, be

militia,

whether

forces,

indict

upon

or others,

all

and without burgh, excepting such persons

subscribed by a

as the privy coimcil shall think

least.

to order

fit

to be free of quartering, and that such quartering be according to the tenor of the

to leave the execution thereof to the major-

com- general, to be

missions granted to the several noblemen,

command,

who

is

are appointed to bring together their

orders as

shall

receive

" \i. That you give orders for placing
sufficient garrisons in all

within

the

therein, that

said

you

shire

houses and places

and

jurisdictions

shall find necessary,

and

that these garrisons be furnished sufficiently
in all

things

necessary, by such

adjacent

you shall think fit to appoint.
" 15. That after you have prosecute your

places as

instructions in the shire of Ayr,

the same to order, or sooner,

and reduced
if

you

find

cause, or as shall be advised by the council,

that

you go from thence

to the shii-e of

distribute to these

he

shall think

You

are

to cause

those western shires and

and also

from the privy council thereanent.

as

of

fit,

under

his

wherein he

to do as he will be answerable.

" 18.

Highland forces and following, and to such
the major-general

quorum of the committee at
you are

All which orders so given

tenants, landlords,

all

far iilies,

magis 'rates

heritors

in

and masters

within and without burgh, and

of burghs,

steward-deputes,

and

take the

oath

all

sheriff- deputes,

bailie-deputes,

others that exerce any
tion,

all

places adjacent,

manner of

and

jurisdic-

of allegiance to

his

majesty; and in this you are to consider

whether they are to do

this at the giving

the bond above-mentioned, or to leave

it

of
in

the last place, and that because it will take
up much time to convene so many persons
over again ; and in this you ai'e to do as the
case requires.

" 19.

number

You
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choose one of your

are to

to preside arjiong

you from time to took up

time; and what persons are cited or brought
before the committee, the

days, released.

list

of their names
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There those forces

1678.

their quarters, as harbin-

gers to the Highlanders, and their carriage

was high and insolent

enough, but was

when the obscm-ed quickly by theii- followers. They
and, when the themselves afterward owned this sudden

are to be signed by the president,

warrant

given for citation

is

persons are

;

president

the

called,

to

is

observe that none be omitted, and that

bonds taken, and
mittee,

and

all

foresaid service,

all

acts

made

the progress

in the

to be put in order, to be

is

returned to the council to be approven, and
to remain in record.

— Subscribed

sederunt,

2(<

except the two archbishops."

By

attack of Glasgow, was upon a wrong infor-

The matter was thus the bishop
done by the com- of Argyle and some others, (and indeed not
all

these instructions they are to

manage

the army, and give orders to the country,

mation.

:

a few of the marches of the soldiers were,

upon the bishops' and
oft-times

ill

curates' informations,

grounded,) had represented that

a communion was to be celebrated at Glasgow that Lord's day by the outed ministers,
after

which they were pleased to imagine to

themselves, and frighten the managers with,

and to com- the fancy that an insurrection was to follow.
masters of The real ground, if it may be called so, of
the lives of the west country, as, by theii- this fright, was, that the presbyterians in
army, they were of theii" liberty and fortunes, and about Glasgow, ministers and others,
sheriffs,

plete

and other magistrates

all,

and render them

:

fully

they or any three of them are clothed the upon the certain accounts of the Highland
same day by the council with a justiciary host, and the committee of council their
power, and commissionate to be a criminal coming west, expecting a very sharp and
court.
I need not insert their justiciary severe trial, had kept the Tuesday of that

commission, since

it

runs in

common

and we have had already copies of
Pentland.

and

But

to save

The

after

own bacon

their

their friends, after all these

the same diet, "

form,

it

powers

at

week

as a day of private fasting, humiliation,
and prayer to the Lord, in this time of distress and darkness. However, the story takes,

and the

soldiers are quartered at

Glasgow,

was never
John
privy council warrant and order the com- once thought of by the presbyterians.
mittee, to free all the lands of counsellors, Anderson of Dowhill younger, at the revoand such as subscribe the bond, and obey lution first provost of Glasgow, of whom
the soaperie there was
the orders of the committee, from quarter- before, was taken
ing."
And the council appoint the first guarded, and closely searched for arms and
lords of his majesty's

to prevent an insurrection, that

;

meeting of their conunittee to be

at

Glasgow,

ammunition, but nothing found, save that
gentleman's sword and pistols.

January 26th.

Every body knew, some weeks ago, that found

agreeably to
is

this,

he was

upon bond and caution to answer
upon the 24th, and when called to what should be laid to his

the general rendezvous of the forces was

appointed at Stirling

When they

their mistake, within a little

the committee of council

ordered at Glasgow the 26th

;

yet, very sur-

liberate,

charge.
I shall

end

this section

with an account

prisingly, the half of the regular forces, a squa-

of some attempts of the gentlemen of the

dron of horse, and four companies of foot,

west country, to preserve themselves and
their neighbours from this barbarous attack.

got secret orders upon the 9th ; and upon

Sunday the 13th of January, in time of I want the precise time, but it was about
came in upon the town of the beginning of this month, I suppose, and

public worship,

Glasgow, and made immediately a

narrow search

for arms,

and

strict

fugitive

and

and

about the time of the application from the
The nobility and gentry of
shire of Fife.

The same was the shire of Ayr, apprehending this project
town of Edinburgh at the of the Highland host to be chiefly levelled
very same time. At Glasgow some persons against them, thought good to commissionwere committed to prison, and, after a few ate mne of theii" number to come into
intercommuned persons.
done,

I

hear, in the

;
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Edinburgh, and represent to the

obtain a small delav of the orders to the

council, " the peaceableness

forces to march, until the shire were met
and acquainted with these terms now proposed.
Thus the violent measures now
resolved upon by the duke, at the instiga-

of"

their

country, and that albeit their people were

indeed addicted to conventicles, and thought
they had principle and solid reasons for so
being, yet this

was only

in

these parishes

which were denied the benefit of the indulgence ; and that not only in their shire, but

tion of the prelates, at

execute

:

all

and accordingly,

hazards must be
in the

end of

this

likewise in the better part of the kingdom,

month, the host marched, and harassed the
west ; of which I come now to give some

the same mild course, which his majesty

account.

had taken with his other kingdoms, would
certainly prove the most infallible mean to
put a period to these alleged disorders

SECT.

II.

which, even yet, they were not without hope
to obtain

from the benign disposition of

their prince,

march, motions, procedure, and return

Of the

of the Highland

and their lordships' intercession

host, the

pressing of the

that finally, as they were not conscious to

bond, and other actings of the committee

themselves of a disloyal thought, so they

joined with them, January, February, and

March, 1G78.

could not discern the least tendency in the
people to disorder or rebellion
fore

;

and there-

humbly they deprecate that severe pro-

cedure of sending among them so inhumane

and barbarous a crew."

—When

they came

to town, Lauderdale, the better to

I

COME now

to the

more

direct relation of

the proceedings of this host and army, which

could not be prevented by any applications

make made ; and

I shall

give as distinct a narrative

them understand they had now incurred of it as I can, from the papers I have met
his highest displeasure, would not so much with, and intermix likewise the procedure of
as allow them access to speak to him, and the council at Edinburgh, upon the accounts
would by no means hearken to any applica- sent them from the west. Upon the •24th
tions made by the mediation of others: of January, the northern army rendezvous
and when it was proposed to him and others, at Stirling, where, besides other pieces of
that the standing forces only might be sent mdeness, they raised fire more than once.
to execute the law, in which case some The earls were their colonels, when regioffered to engage for the peace of the whole mented
theii" laii'ds and chieftains were
;

was peremptorily rejected ;
and the gentlemen were told that nothing
would satisfy but their present signing the
shire, this likewise

their captains

;

bond, and their obliging themselves upon

diers

the spot, that

some gentlemen from

should do the

all

the rest of the heritors

like.

This was what the

these, with the

:

Stirling

the

Angus

25th, and, with

forces, they are all at or

any thing

a thousand foot of regular forces

upon which they

friends

26th.

and
march from

militia,

Perthshii-e,

commissioners could not do, * and so they
returned without being able to effectuate
in the errand

and

their adherents

and the very scum of that
uncivilized country were their common sol-

under-officers,

the

regular

about Glasgow the

Their numbers were as follow. About
;

the

Angus

came; nay, they could not so much as

militia

* Burnet informs us, that " this put duke
Lauderdale in such a frenzy, that at council

Lauderdale's party depended so much on thii=,
that they begun to divide in hopes the confederated estates among them, so that on Valentine's day, instead of drawing mistresses they
drew estates, and great joy appeared in their
looks upon a false alarm that was brought them
of an insurrection, but they were as much
dejected when they knew it was false."
Burnet's History of his
Times, vol. ii. pp. 65,

mads bare his arms "above his elbows,
and swore by Jehovah he would make them
table he

enter into these bonds;" and after detailing at
greater length their tyrannical procedure in
this matter, he adds, " these things seemed done
on design to force a rebellion, which they thought
would be easily quashed, and would give a good
colour for keeping up an army.
And duke

and Perthshire gentlemen about two

Own

184.,

\m.—Ed.

—

J

CHAr.

:
;

landers about six

and of the Highthousand ; the horse guards

were eight score, and

;

five

beside the several

horse,

other troops of

of the

retinues

and others waiting

lords of the committee

on

and a vast number of stragglers who
for booty and plunder ; so that,

;
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thousand two hundred

Wigton, Dumfries, and the stewar-

.„„„

try of Kirkcudbright, before them,

having been formerly ordered to

attend,

The

ready to receive ^their orders.

orders

they give will best appear from their instructions,

which follow.

came only

Committee's instructions to the sheriffs,

by an easy calculation, they may be reckoned
ten thousand in
store of

They had no

all.

ammunition with them, four

Glasgow, January 28th, 1678.

small
field-

"

The

lords of the committee of council,

empowered by his majesty's privy council to
mattocks, as if they had been to have attacked meet in the west, do, in prosecution of the
great fortifications. They had good store of commission and instructions given to them
vast

pieces,

numbers of spades, shovels,

iron shackles, as

if

they were to lead back

vast

numbers of slaves

they

call

and

;

and thumb-locks,

as

them, to make their examinations

trials with.

The musketeers had

their

need were, to fasten

daggers so made, as,

if

upon the mouth of

their pieces,

and maul

horse, like our bayonets, not yet brought to

came they west.*
So formidable a company could not but

perfection.

put

all

In this posture

the country into a mighty consterna-

tion, in

They

a time of profound peace.

were surprised to find that

real,

the reports

by the privy council, hereby require
sheriffs

and others within the said shire,
scribing a bond, the copy whereof

And

little less,

when they entered

into a country perfectly peaceable

and

quiet,

which

and

they

had

expected to

been
find,

up

represented,

in actual rebellion.

At Glasgow the committee of

fall

about their work of disarming the peaceable
country, and pressing the bond.

do

lords

said

shii'e,

deliver

up to him the

haill

militia

arms, swords, pistols, holsters, &c. and like-

wise the

haill heritors,

disarm

all

or other persons in

do the

are, to
is

like

:

as

hereby ordered to

other persons, of what degree or

quality soever, in that shire, excepting privy

counsellors, and

and soldiers who

all officers

are under the king's pay,

who

are not to

be

and excepting noblemen and
gentlemen of quality, who are to have license
the roll of the
to wear their swords only
disarmed at

all,

;

council

meet, and open their instructions, and

sub-

signed,

of the horsemen of the militia troops of that

also the said sheriff

or reason, was

the

further,

to have been any thing but threatenings, to

people to an absolute compliance

is

require the said sheriff, to cause the leaders

whose hands they

and the amazement of the gentlemen and
officers in the army, who were of any temper

fiars,

for

and herewith sent by the lords of the committee.

whereof they could not persuade themselves
fright

to convene

of the shire of

the haill heritors, liferenters, conjunct

And upon

the 28th of January, they have the sheriffs

of Roxburgh, Stirlingshire, Lanark, Renfrew,

* " Upon this all the force the king had was
sent into the west country, with some cannon, as
if it had been for some dangerous expedition
and letters were writ to the lords in the Highlands, to send all the strength they could to assist
the liing's army. The marquis of Athol, to
show his greatness, sent •2,4'00 men. Tlie earl of
Braidalbin sent 1,700.
And in all 8000 were
brought into the country, and let loose upon free
quarter.
committee of council was sent to give
Here was an army, but no
necessary orders.
enemy appeared. The Higlilanders were very

A

unruly, and stole and robbed every where."
Burnet, vol. i. p. 235.—Hd.

quality the

names of which gentlemen of

said sheriffs are to return to the committee.

And

for the

effectual disarming of that

more

shire, the said sheriff is

hereby ordained to

do the same upon oath, as to what arms
they have, and by all other means and ways
for discovery hereof, and total disarming of
the said shire, excepting as aforesaid, and
send in the arms and

all

ammunition that

is

within the said shu-e, or within the towns

and

villages thereof, to

the said castle

till

to be kept in

further order

:

ordaining

hereby the said sheriff to report an account
of his diligence and obedience in the premises, to the lords of the committee, betwixt

and the 7th of February next.
understood, that

all

It is

hereby

burghs both of regality

;
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in the said shire,

and barony

are

II.

by the committee, January 31st, to subscribe
this additional clause, "

And

WlGTOX,

MvR,

hereby oblige me, that

shall

STRATHjrOKE,

GlENCAIRN,

persons, lands, or goods, but such as do pro-

hereby incluuca.
"

[BOOK

I

do further

I

own any

not

AiRLv,

Murray,

perly belong to myself, under colour of the

Caithness,

Linlithgow,

protection given unto me, and that under

Ross,

Perth."

such pains and penalties as the council or

Athole,

committee of council
contravene."

The arms

in the shires of Lanark,

shall impose, in case I

have

I

in

mine eye the

Dun- of such who signed the bond

list

in the city

of

barton, and Renfrew, were to be dehvered

Glasgow, beginning with ihe magistrates

to the earl of Wigton, captain of the Castle

James Campbell provost, John Johnston,

John Campbell, James Colquhoun, bailies
and except the counsellors and a few merCopi/ of the bond, Glasgow, January 2Sik,
chants, the rest are but tradesmen and mean
1G78.
persons, and the whole number in that large
" We
fiiithfully bind and oblige us,
city but one hundred and fifty-three.
The
that we, our wives, bairns, and servants refusal of this bond was the pretext of all the
respective, shall no ways be present at any vast desolation and severities, exercised at
conventicles or disorderly meetings in time this time upon the west of Scotland
and
coming, but shall live orderly, in obedience all the power and influence of these booted
to the law, under the pains and penalties apostles did not prevail upon many to take
of Dunbarton.

;

bind and oblige us,

Some few indeed did sign it every where,
who were willing to fall in with any thing

that our haill tenants and cottars respective,

which came about, but the most and best

contained in the acts of parliament
thereagainst

:

as also,

their wives, bairns,
Vv'ise

we

and servants,

made

shall like-

and other

meetings not

illegal

authorized by the law, and that they shall
live orderly

reset,

refused.

By

abstain and refrain from the said con-

venticles,

and

it.

and

in

further, that

supply, or

obedience to the same

:

;

it

it

may

not be amiss here to

was as reasonable

for presby-

some years ago, to press the covenants upon malignants who scrupled them,
terians,

we nor they shall not as it is in the managers to press this bond
commune with forfeited on presbyterians. It is not my province now

persons, intercommuned ministers, vagrant

preachers

the way,

observe, that

but shall do our utmost endea-

vours to apprehend their persons

compare the matter of the one with the

to

other here

;

the difference there

is

prodigi-

in

ously great, there being evidently in the

case our said tenants, cottars, or their fore-

covenants nothing but what was agreeable

we

;

and

to the moral law, and what people were
apprehend any person or persons guilty really bound to, whether they had sworn
thereof, and present them to the judge them or not : neither will I take on me to
ordinary, that they may be fined or impri- vincUcate any rigorous methods, said (perhaps
soned therefore, as is provided by acts of upon no solid grounds) to have been taken

saids shall contravene,

parliament

made

shall

take and

thereanent, otherwise

we

to violent people to

the covenants them-

remove them and their families ofF our
ground ; and, if we shall fail herein, we shall

give us the history of the times wherein this

be

is

shall

liable to

said

such pains and penalties as the

delinquents

Consenting

have

thir presents,

incurred

by law.

&c.

" Subscribed ut sujmi."

selves

this is

proper to be

alleged to be done, who,

may

I

left to

am

such as

persuaded,

give a very satisfying and reasonable

account of any thing done by presbyterians,
as a body, this

my
Such who took the bond being to receive
protection thereupon, were further appointed

;

way

;

though

I

profess

opinion, that force and violence

proper way to deal with consciences

it

is
:

as

no
but

certainly the procediue of this period, in
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violenting people into the declaration, bond,

and

ought for ever to stop the mouths

test,

terians

men

take

to

it
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to be pressed and oppressed

of the episcopal faction, as to their com-

in their estates

plaints of presbjterian severities in pressing

fering in their principles as to church govern-

the covenants, which they never did by a

ment.

Highland host, when the power was in their

episcopal men, and indifferent persons, will

hand.
sake,

that

and persons, merely for

And it is

dif-

to be hoped, tender-hearted

And I hope, after this, for their own not allow this yet he who takes it condemns
we shall have no more clamour from him who does not.
" 3. The bond obliges him who takes it,
siile upon this score.
It will likewise
:

be remembered, that no longer since than

to give

October 5th, the council, when

as their judgment, that the

whereas sometimes they may be great objects
of charity and if we are not to shut our

bond

bowels of pity and compassion to Turks and

temper, give

it

pressing of this

in

" that the law

it,

the strongest bond that

can be

The sudden change

exacted of any man."

in pressing this bond, thus laid aside,

much

and

to be forborne;

is

give a solid reason for
itself is

a calm

is

not

no

outed vagrant ministers,

relief to

:

pagans in misery,

differs

how

from us

we

can

up from a

to be shut

them

suffer

Christian,

who only

in a simple disputable point

of government?

especially

when our

Sa-

honour of such a body of viour's rule obligeth us to do good to all,
men, and too great a proof that their counsels especially the household of faith ; and when
so

for the

The cause

fluctuate.

is

plain, the

body of our

the nobility and gentry were against the

many of

bond, as what would ruin

relations are vagrant ministers, this

" 4.

their

The bond

and violent

with them

measures, and prevailed at court, and so the

that strait,

tenants

change

;

the prelates were for

it

Many were

comes.

written at this time against this

the

bond

papers

some

:

bond

obligeth us to be unnatural.

;

obligeth us not to converse

and sometimes a man may be in
that he must have them, when he

can get no others, for the spiritual benefit
of his soul

and

;

I

know not how we should

of them are too large to be here insert.

be tied up from conversing with any not

There was a short paper handed about, which

excommunicate

and who gave the council

:

compend of the objec- power to excommunicate
Sometimes this
and that the reader may tie up one from his nearest relations.
tions against the bond
" 5. The bond obligeth us to take and
may have a taste of what was said upon this
contains a tolerable

!

;

head,

apprehend such as

I insert it.

unsuitable

is

it

speaks of; and

it

Objections against the pressed bond, 1678.

the king's free lieges,

"

messengers at arms

1.

this

their

The

council hath no

power to press

bond, or any other, upon the

lieges, all

power being to secure peace, according

to standing law,

contraveners

;

and to execute the law upon

and he who takes

this

bond,

unless he were enjoined by king and parlia-

ment, owns and allows the assumed power
of the council.

Never was any bond imposed

before this but by king and parliament.

"

2.

No man

of presbyterian principles

can take this bond, because

it

obligeth hirn

to walk according to the law establishing

episcopacy, and to take that to be a rule

which he believeth unlawful

;

and conscience

should not be forced and pressed without
information before

and he who

unless

that

to

how

and most of
to turn macers and

for gentlemen,

!

and who can be forced

he please

!

We

are only

obliged to take traitors, or such as are guilty

of lese-majesty.

"

6.

When

the controverted thing

tended to be matter of conscience,
see

how any

himself;
this

I

pre-

do not

person can bind for more than

and consequently whoever takes

bond, binds himself to a thing impos-

sible.

And how

shall

any nobleman and

gentleman bind himself to that which
king's forces could not

"

is

7.

When

all

the

do ?

the magistrate makes laws

which a man's conscience
to obey actively,

he

will

not suffer him

certainly ought to be

of another

content with the subject's passive obedience,

judgment, and takes the bond, does thereby

or paying the penalty included in the said

encourage the magistrate to press presby-

laws; or else the magistrate should appoint

:

is

;

1678.

such scruplers to depart the king-

reasons in law against the

dom

and more

:

but

it is

hard to require active

obedience, and force people to
" 8.

[bOOK
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larger

discussion of this matter, such

it.

alternative of the bond, either to

do, or pay the penalties respective, will not
ansvi'er objections,

be the thing
nothing which we judge
though

it

made use of; for
unlawful should be the alternative of a promise, but should be absolutely refused

were otherwise, a Christian
this rate

full

bond ; and a

in

:

if it

Turkey

at

might bind himself under a great

his knee to Jesus Christ,
and who would think the man a good ChrisOr the king's subtian who would do so ?

sum, not to bow

ject might at this rate bind himself to an

usurper, to fight against his lawful sovereign

the king would

under such penalty.

I fancy

not take this

off his hand, tliat he

shift

part of our fundamental liberty, that no such
bonds be imposed without the warrant of an act
of parliament, which may be gathered from the
perpetual customs observed in. such cases, wherein it has been the work of parliaments to frame
and require such bonds ; and acts made about
them do so exactly design who shall be liable to
these bonds, sometimes more precisely determining, as in the business of the declaration, and
sometimes making a further reference to the
council's pleasure, and authorizing them for
that effect, as in the matter of the allegiance, the
bond warranted act 1670, to be required of withdrawers for year and day, that our lawyers
have all along supposed this power of bonds to
But, 2dly,
be their proper and peculiar right.
It is statute by several ancient acts, as James

James IV.

pari. 6. c. 76. and
That all the king's
lieges live and be ruled by the laws of the
realm now, if this arbitrary ,jovver should take
place, both laws .ind the power of making them
might soon be retidered superfluous, and the
council's power should soon surmount that of
I.

pari. 3. c. 48.

James VI.

pai"l. 8. c.

131.

:

bound himself to the penalty, and not

to

actual fighting.

"

He who

by taking the bond promises
do such and such things, either
intends to do them or not. If he do promise,
and intend to do them, he must judge them
9.

faithfully to

lawful,

reasons

and so
:

if

must answer the

former

he intend not to do the thing, he

parliaments, for there is the highest reason that
power of imposing bonds should only reside in
king and parliament; and that as the king's
prerogative has as yet been no higher screwed
than that no bonds be made amongst his subjects
without his privity and consent, so the people's
privilege, not to be imposed upon in this kind,
without their representatives in parliament,

But it is said,
should also remain inviolable.
our council is warranted to impose this bond, by
intended, and this is dissimulation and hypo- virtue of the first act of parliament 1669, against
separation, which concludes with power to the
crisy, and if he think the thing unlawful, it
council to do every thing they shall find necesis not just to promise it; and who will
sary, for procuring obedience to the act, and putto punctual execution, conform to
afterwai'd believe that man, who can tell ting the same
Answer. In law that
its tenor and intent.
that he never intended to do what he faith- general provision being only subjoined to some
particulars premised about the execution of tlifully promises ?
act, it cannot be understood to import more nor
" Lastltj. To take the bond only for fear
these parliaments, much less to import more
of loss, and to put by an ill hour, is unworthy than the whole act amounts to, but doth in effect
only concern the better direction of particular
of a Christian, who should rather choose cases and circumstances, that might occur in the
execution of that act. 2do. It were a strange
the sorest suffering than the least of sin
thing to extend a clause, so clearly limited, to
and should any man do ill that good may the execution of an act, and according to its
come of it ? Such distrust and offend God," tenor to a plain derogation to, and subversion
of our fundamental laws and liberties, so that
That the reader may see how contrary
by this rule the council might as well impose the
the pressing of this bond was unto standing declaration or any other boiul they please, relatlaw, I have annexed* a minute of some ing to presbytery or episcopacy, upon all the
lieges without distinction.
3tio. By the said
latter act 1670, against separation, there is a
bond therein appointed but only for persons
• Minute of some reasons in law against the hand,
obstinate year and day, and the council is there1678.
by expressly empowered to require it ; by both
Besides what is spoken of the sinfulness of the which it appears that the parliament was far
bond, let. us see what may be the judgment of from thinking tliat the council, either of themconscientious lawyers of it, and of putting out selves or by virtue of the said act 1669, had
the militia for the punishment of refusers to power to impose the bond no^v in conti'oversy.
t:ike it ; who, as to the bond, will say, that it is
2. They will say it is unreasonable, because,
illegal, unwarrantable, unreasonable, and im1st, It binds the takers for persons not in their
I>restable.
power, such as tenants, cottars, and for persons
1. That it is illegal and unwarrantable, 1st,
in their power, to things to which their power
Because it is not in the power of the council to doth not extend, such as matters of conscience
impose such a bond, and that it is a great are. A rnaTi may indeed be bound as to others
then faithfully promises to do what he never

3
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as are at leisure will find below.*
1

put

ir.ay

all

that offers at present

bond together,

this

And that

it

may be

|

upon

plain, that as

further ob-

terians

The Lord has

said,

Every man

shall

b;;ar his own burden, and he has expressly commanded, That the son shall not die for the father's
transgression, and far less, vice versa, the father

I

I

^

"2do, It is unreasonable, because
for the son's.
thereby all that take it are exposed to be wasted
and ruined by their tenants, cottars, and ser-

vatits, who may soon make them incur tines to
the exhausting of their estates. 3tio, Because,
if it should take full effect according to its design,
it would turn all the nonconformists in Scotland, either to be vagabonds or beggars, neither
%vould this be the end, but even these beggars
may reduce their masters also to the same condition, which is doubtless far from his majesty's
intentions so oft declared, but would be very

prejudicial to his service.
3. They will say that it is imprestable, benumber of the nonconformists is very
great, and though in such cases it be hard to
make precise i-eckonings, j'et it may be probably
affirmed, that almost the whole west, the far
greater part of the south, very many in the east,
and many beside, further north, are of this persuasion, which is more than enough to evince
how impossible the performance of this bond
will be to most of those of
it is required.
As to the pjjtting out of militia men in pursuance of the ends of the bond, it may be rationally supposed they will say, speaking consequently, that a person refusing this bond from conscience, cannot lawfully put out his militia, nor
otherwise contribute to the employment of these
forces, for the punishment of its refusers in
They will belike, say 1st.
obtaining of its end.
That a private person ought not to be inquisitive
into the counsels or actions of rulers, nor impertinently strict in the examination of their
2do. That subjects ought
designs and reasons.
to entertain all possible due charity for their
rulers, and be ready to understand their proceedings with the fairest construction they are

cause the

whom

capable

by the

of.

Nay,

rulers, as to

Stio.

When

matter of

things intended

fact, are doubtful,

• Letter containing reasons against the hand.

—

whom

it

1678.

was but few presby-

the violent measures at this

and do not

in things lan'ful, to use his endeavours, but here
the thiug^ is both unlawful, and endeavours do
Jiot relieve.
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served, that those reasons were so

fall under the discovery of a sober
search, that it should neither perplex nor demur
the subjects as to the point of obedience
they
will say as to the matter of fact, because if the
scruple be in matter of conscience, then without
all question tiie best and safest course is to for:

bear
but notwithstanding of all these their
former resolution in tlie case in hand is right,
seeing these considerations have not so much as
place in it, but the matter of fact and conscience,
;

to wit, the employment of these forces in a plain
persecution, being so evident, that a refuser of
the bond, and a compiler with it, doth beyond

peradventure destroy what he has built.
is true, they will say, the militia is established by act of parliament, and that this straiteneth beyond what concerneth the bond, yet to
this reply, that if this militia (how conveniently soever or not established at first) be now
evidently misemploj'ed to violence, man's authority binds not against the Lord they will also
belike, affirm, that although the militia be legally
all

It

:

established, yet this application and use making
of it, is as illegal and unwarrantable as the imposing of tiie bond, and that the act of parliament offers the militia not only for foreign invasions and intestine troubles (which yet was
much in all reason), but for any other" service
his majesty's honour, authority, and greatness

may

be concerned in, yet that in all probability
the parliament did not then dream, that this
would be extended to the present expedition, to
invade and destroy peaceable subjects, and levy
men in the midst of peace, and as it were on
purpose to break it, and dissolve the very foundations of societj' and government ; than which
nothing can be more contrary to his majesty's
honour, authority, and greatness.
Beside that,
they wiU say, in this expedition free quarter is
allowed, expressly contrary to the provision of
the act of parliament, asserting his majesty's
prerogative in the militia, which says in terminis,
the subjects always being free of the provisions
and maintenance of these forts and armies, unless the same be concluded in parliament or convention of estates, act 5th, pari. 1. Charles II,

king's prerogative, that bonds cannot be taken

you desire to know my thoughts of by his subjects without his consent, so it is the
subjects' undoubted privilege, that bonds cannot
this bond which the council presseth on heritors,
and I know you need not my assistance for j'our be imposed upon them, without their own conand truly, if it were otherclearing, but rather desire my concurring judg- sent in parliament
ment in a case so plain and obvious and truly 'tis \vise, I see not why the council might not as
impose
the
declaration
on all heritors, or, if
well
council
came
toi'equire
my wonder, 1st, How the
they pleased, a bond renouncing the protestant,
it, and next how any should agree to take it; for
as to the former, I am told by lawyers, that nay, the Christian religion, or if you will, a bond
there is no law for imposing of this bond, or surrendering every man's life and fortune to
punishing of the refusers and that if the coun- their pleasui'e for if once their power be allowed
as to any thing without law, it is evident, that
cil do assume a power to impose bonds without
law, and to inflict pains upon the refusers, then it may be extended in like m-anner to all tilings ;
laws for ever hereafter will be useless, bonds law being the only bound and limit between the
Beside that, king and subjects, and without law all things
being far more binding than laws.
being arbitrary and at pleasure.
I know, it is
it appears by all our acts of parliament about
Sir,

I see

:

;

;

;

bonds, specially these about the oath of allegiance
and declaration, that it is only proper to a parliament to prescribe bonds, and determine ivho
shall take them ; and that it is the utmost of the

said, that the act of parliament 1633, gives the
council power to do whatever they shall find
necessary for obtaining the conformity thereby
commanded but 1 am also told, that that clause
:

3d

:

time prevailed upon

1678.

force antl fraud

;

so

some of

pers than others had taken

it,

when by

bitter

formists, and many more with them, must
necessarily be ruined, which will not only be
contrary to his majesty's often declared intentions, but also very prejudicial to his interest
and service. But I shall not insist longer on
this head, it is indeed more strange to me how
any should be found to take this bond, for I
conceive tliat all may well be divided in conformists and nonconformists; and as for conformists, who may take the greater liberty,
what should hinder them to ask at their imposers
by vvaiTant of what law this bond is required,
and modestly to ui'ge the things .above mentioned, specially our old and frequent statutes, that
all his majesty's subjects should be governed by
his lavi^s, and, consequently, not by bonds ? And
certainly were men hut men, albeit conscience
were not in the world, they would stand more
upon this plea, and not surrender their liberties

but

has been ever our
not our laws, and

it

I

II.

give

ble

;

;

it,

but one instance, in the case of a very sensi-

;

we maintain

upon

many and

themselves, or by virtue of the act 1663,) power
But, Sir, I have further
to impose su(;h bonds.
inquired what should be the certification against
the refusers of this new bond ; and the answer
his
is, that they are to be reputed contemners of
majesty's authority and for any thing that I
see, if this shall be thought a good certification,
his majesty may command what he will, and
the disobeyers must be at his mercy ; so that I
cannot hut still wonder, how the council have
at this time resolved to impose this bond, which
is both without law, and of so bad example.
Beside, how unreasonable is it, that they should
require men to hind for things without their
power and that a man should bind for his wife
and bairns in matters of conscience, where they
hold themselves only to God, and that a master
should bind for his tenants, which are free men,
as strictly as the severest laws did ever bind
masters for their slaves? If the council had
required men to bind to endeavour the conformity of these persons, it might have had some
colour, but to bind men precisely for other men's
transgressions, is without example ; and the law
of God in the strictest relation that can be,
expressly says. That the son shall not die or suffer for the father's transgression, much less then
the father for the son's, or the husband for his
wife, and least of all the master for the tenants.
I might also tell you, that it is not yet five months
since the council declared, that bonds of this
kind are not to be taken, seeing that the laws
are, and ought to be binding upon all ; and
further, that if this bond should find a general
compliance and performance, all the noncon-

that

their reflections

j

only a general for clearing of cases which
mightfall out in execution ofthat act, and could
not theti be determined, but that it were against
sense to think, that the parliament did thereby
give the council a power to bind men to more
than they themselves commanded by their act
nay, further, tbat the parliament in 1669, in
another act to the same purpose, have appointed
a bond to he taken by obstinate withdrawers,
for year and day, from their own churches, and
authorizing the council to require it, which had
been very needless, if the council had (either of

upon every demand

were

easier tern-

is

fault,

[book
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countryman, who was surprised into

it.

therefore our laws maintain not us but as to
nonconforriiists, sure none that owns that name,
or himself to be a favourer of that party, can in
the least comply with this bond ; for, 1st, It
binds a man to all conformity, and in effect
makes him as guilty as if he had been a consenter
and voter to all the laws made about it, so
that if he judge the laws xnilawl'ul, he cannot
but judge his binding of all contained in the
\nw, unlawful ; since it is in efiect the same as
if he did subscribe to the law, which nevertheless the duty of subjection doth not require ; it
hcing clearly a diffei'ent case for a man to profess himself subject to law, and to subscribe to a
law, and there being many good subjects which
both reason against, and vote against making of
2f!4y, This bond binds a man for himself,
laws.
and all under him, that they shall live orderly
in obedience to law, which may be extended to
all sorts of transgressions, and at least, by renewing of the bond, to laws as well to be made as
made, and so not only to real transgressions,
but to seeming transgressions also of unrighteous
laws.
3dly, This bond binds a man not to
reset or supply those whom Christ commands
:

me

to receive, visit, relieve,

and

assist as

him-

and according to the doing, or not doing
whereof, he hath declared that he will one day
judge the world. 4thly, This bond throws fire
into families, and divides the nearest relations,
self,

husband against the wife, and father
against the children, for the sake of the gospel,
and so binding to that as a duty which our Lord
hath foretold, as one of the saddest evils which the
malice of the world should occasion upon the
Observation. If it be
publishing of the gospel.
said the bond contains an alternative, and binds
setting the

most to peciniial pains; it is answered, 1st,
That for a man's self, his wife, and bairns, the
bond is not alternative, but binds him faithfully
that he and they shall abstain from hearing the
Lord's ministers, and conform to episcopacy.
2dly, Neither doth it contain any alternative as
at

to the supplying or not supplying, or resetting
of intercommuned ministers, or vagrant preach-

but binds a man simply not to supply or
reset them, and further to assist to take them.
3dly, The bond is not, as to any part of it,
alternative, but in effect binds in the first place
faithfully and principally to conformitj-, and
only to ])enaltie3 for greater confirmation, and
4thly, The law of God
for easier execution.
ers,

xxiii. 7. That a man keep
false matter, and the gospel
doth often require that men should confess the
truth before men, as they would have Christ to
confess and own them before his Father in
heaven, which certainly imports that no man
should hind himself against the truth, albeit
only uiuler a penalty, seeing that this at least is
a ([ualified denial of it. 5thly, If a man should
bind himself not to worship God, or to worship
an idol under a certain pecunial pain, would
this alternative of a penalty excuse him before
God, or relieve his conscience? or if a man
should bind himself to rebel against the king,
or to assist his enemies, or else pay such a
penalty, will this alternative justify his loyalty?

commands, Exod.
himself far from a
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us into the force and fraud used to

below,*

cram the bond down poor people's

spread abroad the paper

I insert

upon

will likewise let

this occasion,

which
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and

left

throats.

By
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virtue of these instructions the

Ccrtahily no man of conscience or of loyalty can lie, most contrary to the God of truth his express
affirm either. tJthly, As the penalties of tlieir commandment, most pernicious to luiman so^
laws for conformity are unrighteous, so I ought ciety, subverting common trust amongst men,
aud, lastly, most
not to bind myself thereto, much less to exact the principal ground of it
the same of others, lest I make myself to par- derogatory to a man's honour, whiidi ties unto
take of the sin of these uin'ighteous lawmakers; truth, as the chief concern of it. 2dly,
and it is one thing for a man to profess himself just were it with God to abandon such mockers
subject to the penalty of an iniquous law, and to their own delusions, and since they have not
the virtue to refuse a sinful promise, to deny
to commit the event to the providence of God,
and atiother thing lor a man with his own hand them also the strength to perform it ? 8dly, The
Lord requires that we should confess his trutii
to bind himself to this jienalty, and so to the
temptation, which he should rather pray the before men, and it is said, fluit with the mouth
Lord not to be led into, and by tliis means pro- confession is made unto salvation, how then dare
voke his holy jealousy to abandon him to the any man think to appear before God ^vlio dissembles and denies his confession, with no better
sin also.
Sir, these things are in themselves so
excuse, than that he miudeth to practice otherclear, that I am sure there are thousands both
of loyal and conformable subjects in Scotland, wise? 4thly, That bond doth not simply bind,
which dislike this bond, and would be loth, but bindeth faithfully to perform the things
whatever may be their own persuasion or tlierein contained, which is a more than ordinary
assevei-ation, and may, in its full construction,
practice, to be the imposers and exactors upon
other men's consciences of the things therein amount to a promissory oath ; but the matter is
contained; how much more then ought every true so plain, and this wofiil shift of resolving not to
I
nonconformist to abhor the very thought of it? perform so absurd, that I have exceeded.
but the greater regret is, that in effect the most heartily wish that the Lord may keep all that
part that take this bond do solve all their diffi- are free, both from the temptation and snare of
this sinful bond, and am very hopeful that all
culties, with a plain resolution never to keep it,
as if it were a matter of inditl'erency for men to his true followers ^hall be taught by that anointpromise any thing how sinful soever, providing ing which teaches us all things, as not only to
tliey keep nothing.
But 1 hope that all true abhor this vile bond, but to keep themselves also
men will consider, 1st, How that the promise, from all appearance of evil.
with a resolution not to perform, is a manifest
;

How

•

Hugh M^HutcMsoii's

paper upon the taking the
bund, Maij, l(i78.
I need not give an account how in that time,

I was at my own liouse a])prchi'ndi>d by a party
of the Highlanders, and aftei- some three or four
days being kept prisoner at IMaybole and Ayr,
and brought before that committee, by whom
being inquired anent the hearing of some honest
ministers, and being at their meetings upon
fields and in houses, upon confessing of all tliey
posed me with ; and 1 was very hardly threat-

ened by some, and flattered by others, until at
length that bond was presented to me as a most
indifferent thing, tlie subscribing whereof would
be a sufficient satisfaction for all the calleged
wrongs I had done, which immediately 1 subscribed without any farther advisement,
deceitful heart suggesting unto me, that tiiereby I
might rid myself from among the hands of
adversaries ; and yet observing nothing in that
bond, but within little space thereafter, before
ever I came from my prison, I began to consider
what I had done, where
conscience bearing
me witness, that amongst many mercies that
God had in my time trysted me with, it was a
most special one, that ever I had the happiness
to hear the gospel preached by his sent servants,
called and qualified for that office, and the credit
to have any of them in my house, and now by
that bond 1 had given it under my hand, that I
should not only give up with the preached gospel
amongst the hands of these persecuted servants
of Jesus Christ, but should also turn their persecutor and burrier these and other thoughts
so great upon me, that I could have no peace,
until by these confused lines, I should publish

my

my recantation of so horrid an act,
that in a short time, less than a quarter
of an hour, 1 did before the lords of council,
what I can never undo again all my days ; for
now it must go to the grave with me, and stand
upon record when I am dead and gone, that in
such a year, such a day thereof, I did give it
under my hand, that I should abandon a solemn
part of God's worship, persecute his servants,
to the
I

world

know

renounce my former vows and engagements, and
in a word, acquiesce in all these dreadful acts and
laws that now stand in force against the interest
of Jesus Clirist in Scotland I say again, all that
I can do, or say, or write, is a very poor salve
for such a wouiid, and therefore I reckon sincere
sorrow my best remedy. Only a word unto two
:

sorts of persons.

Istj

I obtest all in

Scotland

who have taken that bond, especially such as
my know me, and look upon it as a simple indift'erent

my

;

my

taking
thing, that they do not think that by
of it, they are strengthened in their way and
peace, either in taking or keeping ; for hereby I
recantation of that deed, and do
do declare
proclaim unto the world that action, and myself
in doing of it, both vile and execrable, and do
solemnly witness I have had no peace since
taking thereof, except that I have some far off
interest again restored by the
looks to have
blood and intercession of that Saviour whose
interest I renounced in that unhapjiy bond.
2dly, I obtest all in Scotland, that have not taken
this bond, that they stand to their post, and that
they be nothing ashamed of thecause and interest
of the kirk of Scotland, because that some old
professors of that cause, and I among the vest,
in an hour of temptation, through ignorance,

my

my

my

:;
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sheriffs

according to

acted,

difierent tempers, as

just

now

we

their

condition far different from that of the rest

Glasgow,

given warrant to the commissioners of excise

of the shires, in regard the council having

was done

at

save the ordering the quarters of the ai'my,

the bond to the

and the administrathig
inhabitants of that

cit}',

as has been noticed,

and the giving it to nine timorous gentlemen,
who, in order to procure protections from

came

quartering,

in

and offered themselves,

anticipating the proper

II.

in a

snail hear

in their reports.

Little other thing

[BOOK

jm-isdictions thereunto belonging, are

time of taking

it,

although the committee sat there ten days,

and

militia to secure the peace, and free the
country from disorders, they did not give

that

obedience which became them

considering

tiiat

a greater length with

than with others

:

and

they were instructed to go

;

them

they

in the first place

tell

the council,

we

have drawn the draught of a bond for that
shire, which if your grace and the council

and even on the Sabbath itself, in time of approve, or give order that the first bond be
sermon meanwhile they suffered the coun- subscribed, we shall be ready to proceed
:

try

We

round about to be ruined by the High- accordingly.

While

at

Glasgow,

from the committee

I
in

work and business

their

have also sent a copy of

made use of against delinThis perhaps may have been the
find a letter read quents."
council, signifying first proposal of the bond of lawborrows we
shall presently hear more of, and the charge
is much over at
the letters to be

landers.

Glasgow.

This

is

read February 1st; and

and indictment to be used

;

and

this

proposal

another letter comes of the date of February

seems to have come from the committee, at

at Glasgow, after the Highlanders are
ordered to march to Ayrshire, bearing, " that

the instigation perhaps of

they had sent the double of a bond, the

measures.

3d

same with that signed
Wigton,

Dumfries

in Fife, to

Lanark, Renfrew,
;

Roxburgh,

Stirling,

and

but finding the shire of Ayr, and

whom

some

others,

by

they were pushed to the most violent

However, the council the same
day make a return, " that they think it fit
they offer to the shire of Ayr at

same bond with other
committee afterwards

first

the

shires, leaving the

to

require

further

bonds, as they see cause, according to their
weakness,

unvvatchfulness,and infirmities,
yielded, but rather let them study
more of watchfulness, self-denial, and constant
recourse imto the thi'one of grace, that they be
not led unto, nor left in temptation, for that
shameful breach I have made upon
own
peace,
profession, and upon the credit of the
followers of that despised interest of Christ in
i'ainted

fears,

and

my

my

instructions
to take the

and they recommend to 'them
same course with the stewartry
:

of Kirkcudbright, as with the other shires

and think

fit

;

they proceed to disarm the

other shires, according to their instructions

and seriouslj' recommend it to them to allow
Scotland by taking of that bond.
I hope the
example of an old doted man will be but small of no proposals that may be made, to arm
ground of insulting to the adversary, and no private persons or shires, on pretext of
great ground of discouragement to the friends of
that interest.
The example of Peter in such a securing the peace." The committee were
case will be but small gi'ound of glorying to the in no great hazard of soft measures, and so
profane upon the one hand, or relief to the godly
well enough obeyed.
upon the other hand, if they should precipitate this last clause v/as
in that snare, far less the example of an old dotUpon the 2d of February, the host began
ing man such as I am.
I shall say no more, but
to march westward, and against the 7th
that all that fear God, and love their own peace,
may stand to their engagements for the interest they were scattered all over Cunningham
of Christ in the kirk of Scotland, and that thercand Kyle. In the country round Glasgow,
fi'om they do not swerve upon the example of
any, less upon my example in taking that un- and in their march, and while in the shire
happy bond which action I do hereby again of Ayr, they carried as rudely and insolently
ivvoke, and do hereby promise, by the grace of
God, to adhere to the old interest of the kirk of as if they had been a declared enemy in a
Scotland, in doctrine, worship,discipline, and go- conquered country.
Some general view
vernment, according to the Confession of Faith,
Catechism, and covenants of that kirk. In wit- may be taken of the damage done, by itself
ness hereof, I do subscribe thir presents with here I am but upon their march, and only
my own hand at the Blackiow, the 22d of May
notice, that whither ever they spread, they
:

1678, before thir witnesses.

UlGll M'Hl'XCHISON.

not only took the

full latitude

of the above
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narrated commission, in pressing horses for
their carriages, not only

but even

off those

from country people,

who

more of

on the

travelled

Their next work that day was to
the returns of the

they met with, and took

appointed to be

of

may hear

1678.

this afterward in this case.

road; but likewise would overturn loads
the horses
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We

houses in Carrick."

sheriffs,

made

this

call for

anent the bond

day

the return

:

labourers wherever they found them, with-

from Dumfries and Nithsdale,

out distinction; yea, every where almost
they took them out of the very ploughs, and

pleased them best, and was voted satisfac-

the labouring the ground was stopt

the

pleasing

though by our law, agreeable

gomery,

country over

;

to the divine law, Deut. xxiv. 6.

tence, to poind horses or

be crim-

it

even in the execution of a

inal,

all

legal sen-

oxen during the

tory.

was

The

seems,

return from Renfrew was dis-

Mr.

them.

to
V,

it

hom we

sheriff-depute,

Montmeet with,

Ezekiel

shall afterwai'd

and

his report was, that

only two gentlemen, and these

among the

lowest, and three burgesses, had taken the

bond ; and a very small number of arms, by
what was expected, were given up. Mr.
cannot be reckoned; and the reader will Montgomery petitioned for a new day, and
remark, that the Highlanders are let loose he would deal further in the shire, and
upon them, even before the committee go begged the committee's sense of these words

The

whole time of labour.
of

tlie

shire of Ayr,

by

loss, especially

this incursion,

west, or any offer of the bond

Upon
sit

is

indeed

made them.

the 7th of February the committee

down

at

among

Ayr, and

they do, the earl of Cassils
pull

down

The

earl

the

is

first

things

appointed to

the meeting-houses in Cai-rick.

had

already,

orders, delivered

up

obedience

in

to

arms, save his

all his

This he signified to the comand since he had nothing to defend
himself in case of opposition, he begged
walking sword.

mittee,

some of the

that

soldiers, at least of the

neighbouring gentlemen, might go with him
to assist

him

:

this

was

desired he might have

back

in

case

refused.
Next, he
some of his own arms

of a rabble of the country

people, or a tumultuary crowd, were

women

might hinder or affront him
this

it

but of

in defence of their meeting-houses,

be allowed him.

;

neither could

This made him demur

upon so unreasonable a demand, till
one of the members of the committee, a
friend of his, whispered him in the ear, that
there was but a hau*-breadth betwixt him
and imprisonment, if he made any further
difficulty;
whereupon he declined their
orders no longer. But some country people
having notice of what had passed, out of
regard to my lord, saved him the labour,
a

little

in his instructions, " that gentlemen of quality might

They

be permitted to wear their swords."

told

gentlemen

him he was to understand by
of " quality,

only

those

who

Which, when he desired
might be given him under their lordships'
hands, since he was but a servant, there
were only three of them signed it, and
withal discharged him to produce it, but in
This shows there were
case of necessity.
in the committee who were for running
matters to heights, and this was an article,
it seems, they were not instructed in, and
afterwards, upon their motion, had it sent
them in then* additional instructions, of
which in their own room. The report from
the shire of Lanark dissatisfied them most
took the bond."

of

all,

so that the petition of the sheriff-

depute was thrown over the bar.

My infor-

mation bears, that of two thousand nine

hundred heritors and feuars in that shire,
only nine of the former, and those of no
great interest, and ten of the
scribed the bond.
lords Blantyre

last,

had sub-

The duke of Hamilton,

and Carmichael, did peremp-

In the more remote shires,
some of them pretending the
copy of the bond had not come to them,
and they were turned down to the ground waved a report, and begged a new day, both
before the earl came.
In the council regis- to present the bond a second time, and to
ters, February 18th, I find it noticed, " That renew their inquiry for arras.
This was
orders were given and execute by the earl granted, and they were appointed to interroof Cassils, for demolishing two meeting- gate every person upon oath, " Whether he
torily decline

the

sheriffs,

it.

;
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had any arms? or disposed of any enough, to prevent tenants and servants
since January 1st, 1678 ? if gifted or coming out of these places where the bond
sold? and to whom? or if hid ? and where ?" was pressed, to other places, and for making
These queries were extended to all the shires, this imposition universal. The narrative of
,„,.„

and, for the greater terror, the officers of the

it is

very bitter, and the public papers, since

Highlanders in some places, were intrusted

Sir

John

Nisbet's being laid aside, have a

and the houses of noble- peculiar edge and flourish against presbymen, gentlemen, and others narrowly search- terians. It is cunningly enough insinuate,
ed.
Thus the whole country was turned as if only the commons of Scotland had
naked, and utterly put out of case either to been withdrawn from their parish churches
serve the king, or defend themselves, in case but it is well enough known, that persons
M'ith this business

;

of intestine commotion, or foreign invasion.

of very good note abstracted themselves,

Some gentlemen

and a good many of the best quality in the
kingdom, though now and then they joined

indeed represented to the

committee, that though

they were most

ready to yield their arms, yet, unless their

in

lordships and the council would grant

worship, were

very

much

dissatisfied

what was given up, they under-

both with the prelates and their clergy.
The presbyterian ministers are said " to

stood not what assurance they had to give

assume impiously the holy orders of the

them up,

church."

receipts of

since the whole country

enjoined to provide

them

had been

themselves in militia

To say nothing of the phrase,
much used indeed by the papists, it is

at their own charges, and had done it, evident presbyterian ministers had been
and not received them from the king's " impiously" laid aside from the exercise of
magazine ; and they might as well be com- the holy office of the ministry, and did not

arms

manded

give the money out of their assume it, but had been regularly placed in
But all that could be said was to it, not by the supremacy, but the laying on
no purpose. Such reports, from the places of the hands of the presbytery.
If the
to

pockets.

where they resolved to have obediencej
coming to the council, let them see, that
the bond would not go

down

penner had spoke of the then clergy, as in
the " holy orders of the king," it had been

pretty agreeable to fact.
They are most
them groundlessly charged with " seditious and
upon new measures, probably some of them false doctrine and principles, not allowed in
were advised to by the committee, especially any protestant or Christian church."
Such
the odd step of lawborrows.
a charge needs better proof than the word
Upon the 11th of February, the council of the compiler. If sedition be meant of
issue out a proclamation, to forward the any thing spoken or done against the illitaking of the bond discharging masters to mited supremacy and episcopacy, it may be
receive tenants or servants, without certifi- the ministers would not be very careful to
after all they could

do

:

and

cates that they have taken

have annexed

The

it.*

in the west,

this puts

the bond.

design of

it is

I

plain

*

Proclamation against resetting tenants, Sfc.
February 11, 1678.
Charles, by the gi-ace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith ; to
our lyon king at
arms, his brethren, heralds, macers of council,
pursuivants, or messengers of arms, our sheriffs
in that part, conjunctly and severally, specially
constitute, greeting
Forasmucli as we have, for
the preservation of the protestant religion, as it
is now established by the laws of this our ancient
kingdom, taken care that all unlawful meetings,
:

upon pretence of religion, may be restrained, by
which many of the commons of that our kino-dom, have been for several years withdrawn

vindicate themselves from this charge
as to false doctrine

and

principles,

;

but

&c. they

from their parish churches, and been thereby
deprived of tlie appointed means for their establishment in the true fear of God, and the duty
they owe to us and our government, and have
been seduced to keep seditious field conventicles
in a tumultuous way, and other disorderly meetings, where they may and do actually hear
declared traitors, intercommuned and vagrant
preachers, and any who, without license or
authority, do impiously assume the holy orders
of tlie church, and make it their business to
diffuse amongst the unwary and credulous multitude, seditious and false doctrines, and pernicious principles, which are destructive to all
order and constitution of societies, by which

CHAP. XIII.]
have
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added, discharging pro

times,

and taught or held nothing but what
was according to the holy scriptures, and

secutions after year and day.

our Confession of Faith, now since the revolution happily imbodied in our law, and

the same with what

made

a part

tory part

is,

The bond annexed

1678.

to the proclamation is
is

above, unless

it

be

word pains is taken out, upon the
The statu- allegance that some scared at it, as importof our civil rights.
" that no tenant or servant be ing corporal punishment.
This bond was,
the

tiiat

received without testificate of their carriage,

February

agreeable to the bond annexed," upon the

present, and they appoint the lords of ses-

pain of arbitrary punishment

;

and a soften-

these who frequent those meetings, are observed
to be corrupted and poisoned with an open and
obstinate contempt of all authority, civil or
ecclesiastic, and to be led into most irregular
practices, which are inconsistent with all order
and government, and are not to be allowed in
any protcstant or Christian church ; for remedying of which growing evils, and vindicating our
autliority and laws from such gross violations
and affronts, we have commanded a bond to be
subscribed, whereby heritors, liferenters, and
masters, are obliged for their tenants, servants,
and others living upon their lands, and they for
themselves, for obeying sucJh laws as may secure
against schism and separation ; and lest the
same be eluded, and the heritors, liferenters, and
masters prejudged by the tenants, servants, and
others foresaid, deserting such as take the said
bond, or lest the said tenants, servants, or
<ithers, may be encouraged not to take the same,
upon expectation that after they are removed by
their masters, or run away from their masters,
for not taking the bond, or for going to conventicles, or withdrawing from public ordinances,
or upon any other account, provided against by
the masters' bond, they may or will be sheltered
by others; we therefore, with advice of the lords
of our privy council, do hereby require and command, that no tenants, servants, or others foresaid whatsomever within this kingdom, be reset
upon another man's ground or in his service,
without a testificate from the heritor, master, or
from the minister of the parish where they live,
that they have lived orderly, in manner foresaid ; declaring hereby, that whatsoever heritors,
liferenters, or masters, shall receive any such
tenants or servants, or others foresaid, without

such a

they shall be liable to such
fines as our privy council shall think fit to
inflict suitable to their guilt, both for repairing
the damage done to the heritor, liferenter, or
master, and for punishing their contempt of this
our proclamation. And to the effect our pleasure in the premises may be made known to all
persons concerned, our \vill is herefore, and we
charge you strictly, and command, that incontinent, these our letters seen, j'e pass to the
market-cross of Edinburgh, and other places
needful, and thereat, in our name and authority,
by open proclamation, with all solemnities requisite,

testificate,

make

publication of the premises, that

may pretend ignorance thereof.
And ordain these presents, and the bond, and
act of council underwritten, to be printed, and
none of our

lieges

The which to do, we comsubjoined hereunto.
mit to you conjunctly and severally, our full
power by these our letters, delivering them by

1

1th, signed

sion to sign

it

by

all

the counsellors

when they meet.

Such great

you duly execute and indorsed again to the
Given under 'our signet at Edinburgh,
bearer.
the 11 th day of February, 1678, and of our reign
the 30th year.

Per actum dominorum

secreti concilii.

Al. Gibson,

Seer. Concilii.

God

CI.

save the king.

of the bond mentioned in the
foresaid proclamation.
do faithfully
nndersubscribing,
I
bind and oblige me, that I, my wife, bairns,
and servants respectively, shall no ways be
present at any conventicles and disorderly meetings in time coming, but shall live orderly in
obedience to the law, under the pen<ilties contained in the acts of parliament made thereanent as also I bind and oblige me, that
whole tenants and cottars respectively, their
wives, bairns, and servants, shall likewise refrain
and abstain from the said conventicles, and other
illegal meetings, not authorized by the law, and
that they shall live orderly in obedience to the
law and further, that I nor they shall not
reset, supply, or commune with forfeited persons,
intercommuned ministers, or vagrant pnachers,
but shall do our utmost endeavour to apprt'limd
their persons
and in case my said tenants,
cottars, and their foresaids shall contravene, I
shall take and apprehend any person or persons
guilty thereof, and present them to the judge
ordinary, that they may be fined or imprisoned
therefore, as is provided in the acts of parliament made thereanent, otherwise I shall remove
Folloiveth the tenor

my

:

:

;

them and their families from off my ground ;
and if I shall fail herein, I shall be liable to such
penalties as the said delinquents have incurred
by the law, consenting to the registration hereof
in the books of his majesty's privy coimcil, or
books of any other judges competent, that letters
and executorials may be direct hereupon in form
procurators.
as effeirs, and constitute

my

Edinburgh,

the 11th dnij of Fdiruary, 1678.
The lords of his majesty's privy council do
declare, that the heritors, liferenters, and masters, who have subscribed, or shall hereafter

subscribe the bond above written, obliging them
for their tenants, and others therein specified,
shall be only liable for the penalties by the delinquencies of their tenants, and others foresaid, in
case the tenants, and others for whom they are
bound, shall be pursued and convict within year
and day after the committing of the delinquencies, without prejudice to pursue the tenants, or
others foresaid, themselves at any time thereafter, as accords.
Extracted by me,

A

I..

Gibson,

CI. Seer, Concxlii,
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patterns had no great weight on stretches made at this time, and deserves
1G78.
the west of Scotland; and, by some reflections, which would come better
informations from the committee, from one skilled in our Scots law, than the
their

they find that there was no great prospect
of making proselytes to this bond. And
therefore,

the

upon

council

peace,

public

the

make an
as

I4th

of

February,

writer of this history.
shall

As an

historian, I

remark, that the managers were grated

with the accounts of the general refusal of

Beside those from
this bond every where.
which I the west, the reader had just now, in Fife,

act for securing the

they term

it,

one of the odd

the earl of Crawford, the lords Balmerino,

securing the pvhlic peace, February 14,
1678.
The lords of his majesty's privy council conthe gi-eatest part of the
that
sidering seriously,
disorders of this nation are occasioned by a
seditious and schismatic liumour in some western
and other shires, whicli upon all occasions
inflames them into great irregvilarities, and

disorders, or the just severity which the
authors thereof had deserved, did ordain the
commissioners of excise, militia, and justices of
peace wthin these shires, to meet and to propose
such means as might effectually secure his majesty and the peace of the country with certification, that if they did not, his majesty behoved
to reduce them to their duty by force, and would
look upon the heritors therein who refused to
secure the peace (as said is), as involved in, and

have insert below,

*

*

as

Act for

albeit it might have been
expected after his majesty's happy restoration,
that the fresh remembrance of these insolencies
whidi we suftered under a tyrannic usurpation
(drawn upon us by the same seditious principles,
Avhich begin now to revive in those places,)
would have inclined all his majesty's good
subjects to live with great satisfaction quietly
under his liappy goverimient, and to believe that
the laivs made by his majesty and their own
representatives, weva both the true Jiealing
remedies of tliese bygone distempers, and the
safest means for preventing the liiie for the
future; yet many in those shires did, by a most
remarkable principle of disloyalty, rise in rebellion against their native prince, in anno 1666,
when he was engaged in a foreign war and
though, after the beating of their forces, his
majesty had extended his indemnity even to

remembering how,

:

and had so far gratified those shires,
them an indulgence; yet they continued still to disturb the peace, and to spread
their infection over the neighbouring shires, by

tliese I'ebels,

as to grant

assembling themselves in field conventicles, these
rendezvouses of rebellion, resetting, maintaining,
and hearing intercommuned preachers, and
declared traitors, who infused in them openly
and boldly rebellious and treacherous principles,
hy invading the persons, usurping the pulpits of
the orthodox clergy, threatening, affronting, and
injuring both them and such as adhered to them,
and by disobeying and deforcing with armed
men in a hostile manner, and even ^vounding
and killing such as oifered in Jiis majesty's name
to put his laws in execution; and to let the
world see that they were fixedly resolved to
adhere to these principles in spite of authority,
and that they had settled themselves in a permanent form of government (as they imagined)
they did hold sessions, presbyteries, and assemblies,
established correspondencies, and, for
perpetuating the schism^ ordained and granted
missions to preachers, built meeting-places, and
taxed his majesty's subjects for their maintenance: and that they might ctitoif their proselytes

from

all

dt-peudaiRe ujiou

tlieir

native prince,

whose person and government they
upon all occasions, they at last arrived at

against

railed
so great a height of rebellion, as to persuade the
people that it was unlawful to take the " oath
of allegiance."
Whereupon the lords of his majesty's privy council, upon design to prevent tliese

growing

:

fautors of those seditious and disorderly courses.
To which they returned no other answer, save
that these disorders were grown to such a height,
that it was not in their power to redress them ;
whereupon itw^as thought high time to acquaint
his majesty with the present state of these his
affairs here, who, to vindicate his own authority,
and from a tender cai'e of his people, whose
security with that of his laws, he did foresee to
be undermined by such pernicious contrivances
and practices, did, by his royal letter, dated the
eleventh day of December, 16'77, declare his
resentment against, and his detestation of these
courses ; and for suppressing thereof, commanded
and authorized his said pri>'y council, to proceed
by force and ai'ms, to reduce that country to
their obedience, and to oblige them to give bonds
for their own and their tenants living regularly
and obedient to the laws; and particularly, that
they should not go to conventicles, harbour nor
commune with rebels, or persons intercommuned, and for keeping the persons, families,
and goods of their regular ministers harmless,
and that under such penalties as they should
think fit. In obedience to whicli letter, a bond
was accordingly drawn, only obliging the heritors alternatively, either topresent their tenants,
or to remove them ; and declared, that they
should be only answerable for their said tenants,
if they were convict within a year after the
committing of these delinquencies. All ^vhich
courses proving ineffectual, his majesty hath
just reason to suspect the designs of such as have,
or shall refuse or delay to take the said bond,
as tending to overthrow his majesty's authority,
to subvert the established order of the churcli,
and to disquiet the peace of his majesty's good
subjects
and since every private subject may
force such, from whom they fear any harm, to
secure them by lawborrows, and that it hath
been the uncontroverted and legal practice of
his majesty's privy council to oblige such, whose
peaceableness they justly suspected, to secure the
peace for themselves, their wives, bairns, men,
tenants, and servants, which are the very words
of all such bonds, and that under such penalties
as they find suitable to their contempt, guilt, or
occasion upon which such sureties are sought,
and suitable to the qualities of such from whom
caution is craved
therefore the lords of his
:

:
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Melville,

and Newark, stuck
of

people, and declares him to be in

Callander,

sheriff'

dread of them, and makes him the

lingshire,

the

principal,

and the viscount of Kilsyth
Roxburgh; and

earl

:

Teviotdale, the earl of

these shires, a great

all

complainer upon them to the council, and

in

the council complainers to themselves.

the most learned

The

lawyers, peremptorily refused the bond.

1678.

in

many barons and

many of

gentlemen, and
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Stir-

at it: in

managers, therefore, to force a general com-

Upon

perusal of the narrative of this act,

the reader will find

it

stuffed with the great-

and malice, and designed to

est bitterness

expose presbyterians, and the refusers of

upon this new the bond, to reproach and obloquy: and to
and unprecedented method, by a most igno- be an apology for this unaccountable method
pliance with the bond,

minious debasing of

fell

lawborrows of

prerogative and

the

majesty of the king, to

make him

A parallel

his. subjects.

this I believe will

crave
to

scarce be found in any

now

a taking,

much

of the matter in

been already considered, and

make a few cursory remarks
western shires,

in

it

shall

I

further.

has

only

— The

order to palliate present

The import severities against them, are branded with
when two " humoursomeness, schism, and sedition."
neighbours are at variance, the one procures It was a pretty strong humour indeed that
from the council, or any competent court, made presbyterians suffer so much as they
other law in other kingdoms.

of lawborrows in Scotland,

is,

charging the other to find

letters

and surety, that the complainer,

caution
his wife,

&c. shall be skaithless from

bairns,

the

person complained upon, his wife, bairns,

&c.

in their

body, lands, heritages, &c. and

such letters can be

before

granted,

the

complainer must give his oath expressly,
that he

dreads bodily harm, trouble, and

molestation, from

upon.
able

This

among

is

not

the person

complained

sense

;

and nothing but the

force of truth could have supported them,

and

it

was the sense of

God

their duty to

and the king, made them bear so long.
Next, a la mode 1661, all the tyrannical
usurpations

under Cromwell, are charged

upon presbyterian
persons

ministers,

who were

who opposed him

the

The

most.

uncommon nor unreason-

aggravating of the guilt of field meetings,

but that the

from the indemnity, hath been already con-

private persons

;

king or the state should require this of subjects,

without rising in sedition and rebellion

did,

in its proper

and the meanest of them, who refuse

likewise

most,

branches that follow.

The

sidered;

as

they never pretended

if

not

all

the

holding assem-

were

an unreasonable bond, beside that this pro-

blies

ceeds notoriously upon " a sinister narra-

allowed to the indulged, and no other kept

tion,

and wrongous information," the usual

reasons for a suspension of lawborrows,
is

it

wholly without example, and really in

itself

nonsense

:

it

cannot

but raise the

highest jealousies between the king and his

majesty's privy council considering, that his
majesty hath declared his just suspicion of those
who ret'use or delay to take the said bond in
the terms foresaid ; and the said lords, being
from the whole series foresaid justly suspicious
of the practices and principles of such as refuse
the same, do ordain, that all such persons as
jet'use the said bond, shall be obliged to enact
tlieaiselves in the books of secret council, that
they, their wives, bairns, men, tenants, and
servants, shall keep his majesty's peace, and
particularly, that they shall not go to field
conventicles, nor harbour nor commune with
I'ebels, or persons intercominuned ; and that they
shall Iceep the persons, families, and goods of
theii- regular ministers harmless, and that under

the double of every man's valued yearly rent

to, sessions

them, and the same defences hold for their
keeping of presbyteries, that

is,

meetings for

exercise of discipline, and other proper ministerial

acts that

were advanced

for

their

preaching. Their "taxing the subjects for their

(if

behave any), and of such other

penalties as

thought convenient by the lords of his
majesty's privy council, or their committee, if
they have no valued rent, ordaining letters to
be direct for charging all such persons as refuse
to take the said bond, to enact themselves in the
books of privy council, to the effect foresaid, and
that within six days next after the charge, under
the pain of rebellion, and putting of them to the
horn with certification to them, if they fail,
the said s])ace being come and bypast, that they
shall be denounced rebels, and put to the horn
for their contempt and disobedience; and ordain
Extracted by me
these presents to be printed.
shall be

;

Al. Gibson, CL Stcr.

God

save the king.

3e

Concilii.

;
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and when the party who appeared
against them were disabled, then would be
enemies

:

a proper time to call a packed parliament,
and denying the lawfulness of an oath of and therefrom procure a ratification of their
The very covenants they main- illegal and criminal actings.
allegiance."
How well
tained the obligation of, contain a strict oath grounded these jealousies were, I must

many

of allegiance;

of them took the oath

leave to others

;

and

end

shall

this

account

of allegiance, and none of them disowned the

of this act, with the sense that people had

The odium of sending an
army upon the west country, is, in the next
room, thrown upon the noblemen and gentlemen who had sincerely declared it was not

of the lawborrows at this time, in a letter

.king's authority.

power

in their

to suppress conventicles,

proposed the only habile way

for this

;

tenants,

when

only

three

days ago, they themselves had taken away

any force here by their proclamation.
the council find the refusers of the bond to

be " disaffected persons to the king's majes-

and declare them, by wholesale, " sus-

pect persons;" and require them to enact

themselves, &c. in the books of council, to

keep the peace, not to haunt conventicles, or

commune

with intercommuned persons, and

to keep the incumbents skaithless, under the

penalty of the double of their yearly valued

and an arbitrary punishment to others,

rent,

&c. as

in the act itself at

Such a rigour

more

length.

as this act bears,

plainly designed to

make

seems

a standing

the

now

Highland host did

finding

the

army

primate and others,

necessary, which

answer their expectations, pushed

not

for,

and

saw would be a good mean of tyranny and

The

oppression through the whole island.

springs of such unaccountable steps cannot,
at this distance, be positively

but

it

seems

plain, there

determined

was somewhat of

larger extent than even to presbyterians, at

and it was openly enough said,
some persons who durst not abide

bottom
that
trial

:

elsewhere, inclined to

in Scotland necessary,

reports,

and

filling

by

make

their stay

raising slanderous

the court with apprehen-

sions of seditious disorders and hazards,

by a numerous force here to overawe

subject,

which

sufficiently

In short, king Charles

I.

was

Letter on the lawborrnws, 1678.
am glad that you have received
I hope you will keep and use it for
yourself, as I intended it; for these are evil
times, wherein a man by speaking; or writing
may far sooner wrong himself than better others.
As for this new act and certification of the bond,
wherein also you require
opinion, I will say
notliing to its narrative, it speaks but too much
for itself, and all that I find new in the case, is,
that the council hath thought good to give some
colour to their procedure from the form and style
of lawborrows
and next, that as they seem to
have abridged the former bond and its obligatory
part, so they have much augmented the penalty.
3dly, That from the pretext and pi-actick of lawborrows they also give warrant to charge men
to enact themselves, or take the new bond, under
the pain of rebellion.
But as to the first, I shall
not trouble you how decent or indecent it may be
for rulers to require lawborrows of their subjects, the thing I rather take notice of is, that
even our common lawborrows are not only
founded on very clear reasons, and conceived in
very reasonable terms, but also all expressly
warranted by several acts of parliament, particularly king James VI. pari. 7. cap. 117, anent
the form and pains of lawborrows, which is a
further evidence of what I told you in my former, that it is a certain and fundamental principle both of our law and liberty, that neither
bond can be imposed, nor pain inllicted, without
the warrant of an act of parliament.
2dly, If
the old act and form of lawborrows do warrant
the present proceedings, why did not our council content themselves therewith, and then prosecute the contraveners and contraventions
according to la\v? But they knew well enough,
that neither would law nor reason make the
going to a field meeting a breaking of the peace,
at least such as hath always hitherto been understood in the case of lawborrows, and certainly
in no ease or construction to infer their exorbitant penalty of the double of a man's rent ; and
next, that albeit the council's practice had been
(as this their late act says) to cause suspected
persons bind to secure the peace for themselves,
their wives, bairns, men, tenants, and servants;
yet it always hath been understood, and for the
most part is expressed with this qualifying
addition, "and others of their causing, hounding
out, resetting, command, assistance, and ratihabition," which this late act of council industriously omits, albeit neither reason nor law can
make any person otherwise liable for another
man's transgression ; and this I think may
satisfy you as to the first head, how little the
Sir,

last,

—

my

I

and

my

:

After this long and invidious narrative,

ty,"

this

it.*

*

of the need of more moderate measures.
Lastly. The " alternative in the bond " is
insisted upon, as easy either to " remove or
their

exposes

and

which

had appeared so reasonable, that the council
themselves, till over-ruled, were convinced

present"

upon

writ

and

their
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nuich blamed, for declaring his Scots subrebels

jects

;

but the managers

made

his

son ridiculous, in asking lawborrows from

—

|

I

'

to their committee at Ayr,

subject,

and new bond is countenanced either by
ordinary lawborrows between man and man, or

pressed,

his

subjects.'

this

act

late act

the lawborrows and surety usual to be required
by the council to preserve the civil and righteous
peace of the i-ealm. 2dly, As to the bond itself,
I see, that albeit men be not required to enact
themselves and the rest under them expressly to
abstain from house-meetings, to live orderly,
and not to supply vagrant preachers, but to
assist to take them, as in the former bond, yet
all the reasons above deduced to prove the former
either un warrantable,inireasonal>le, and imprestable, do also strongly conclude against the second
bond and for the things that are left in it, they
seem to many no less unlawful than the things
left out.
For, 1st, How can a man bind both
for himself and all these exprest in the bond
precisely, without any qualification, that they
shall keep his majesty's peace, which is evidently
of that extent that a man may be made liable
for all the riots and other disorders against the
peace, that either the bairn, tenant, or servant
may fall into, albeit the same fall out never so
2dly, Many men doubt
sore against their will.
at present what and where his majesty's peace
is, for they see clearly that the public peace is
broken, the north being in an actual hostile
invasion of the west, and really if men by binding to the peace, do become obliged to suifer all
that the Highlan 'trs have done, and that they
and others may yet further do both there and in
other parts, this may prove too heavy for their
I grant it
faith as well as to their patience.
may be said, that if this peace be broke to any
man thereto bound, it is also broke with him,
and that just and necessary defence against a
breach \vas never accounted a breach but I am
far more certain, that this is neither meant, nor
but on the contrary to
could ever be received
allege it, would be judged worse than any violation.
But the second thing in this new bond
is, "and particularly that they shall not go to
field conventicles ;" and here I am sure is plainly
held out such meaning of his majesty's peace, as
may not only satisfy any nonconformist that
the keeping thereof is sinful, but may also convince ail, that the extent of this enacting is in
effect almost the whole import of the former
bond, albeit here couched in more covert expressions, in as much as it is evident, 1st, That the
not going to field conventicles is hereby declared
to be a part and branch of his majesty's peace,
and the going thereto a breach of it. Next,
;

:

;

*

" Lawhnrrows,

from

hiirgh, or horgh, or
for caution, surety, pledge ;
and meaning, security given to do nothing
contrary to law." Hutcheson's Justice, vol. i.
" The competency of using this writ,
p. AOa.
in the case of magistrates and communities, may

borrow, our old

word

—

have suggested, but

can neither

excuse

nor

palliate the issuing of it at the suit of the sovereign against his subjects.
Even at a period

when

public and private rights were wantonly
tyranny and oppression,
and degradation of the

violated by a system of
this perversion of law,

That

which

,„^q

I

here insert, as relating to the

shall

the

Jointly with

408

council send additional instructions

same

and given the same day.

albeit field conventicles be

yet

it

is

only here ex-

done in such a manner, as

sufficiently infers, that both going to house conventicles, and withdrawing from the curates'
kirks, are also understood to be the breaches of
the peace, for this as well as the former are
declared by the acts of parliament, 1603 and
1670, to be seditious practices, and it is upon this
account and no other, that the not going to field
conventicles is made a speciality of his majesty's
opinion by way of restricpeace, and not in

my

but rather by way of ampHation, and with
clear intimation that all other things of the like
But, 2d\y, Are
nature are also here included.
not these field conventicles the very meetings
of the Lord's ministers and people, sinfully and
unjustly disliked by men, but no less visibly
tion,

owned and countenanced by

who

the

Lord

himself,

such meetings
while here present on earth, without being so
much as once accused, either by the Romans
these most ambitious and jealous dotninators, or
by the Scribes and Pharisees these most envious
and cruel clergymen, as a peace-breaker on this
account ; so are these meetings now so much the
more to be allowed and adhered to, that they
appear to be as the glory of the Lord, not volinitarily removing, but driven away of men, and
standing upon the inountains, and are also therefore the more persecuted, as if they were the
only remains to complete the conquest of these,
who have long since violently cast out the Lord's
ministers, both from kirks, towns, and houses.
I grant that there are laws against these meetings, particularly the severe act 1670, but who
Nay,
are they that affirm these laws to be just ?
how few are they in Scotland that do approve,
the
rigours
subscribe
to
and
consent
or would
of that act ? and yet this new bond and enacting
I once heard a nonconformist
imports no less.
say, that he could not compare that act to any
that water cast out as a flood
than
better,
thing
after the woman Heeing into the wilderness, that
she might be carried away by it can any then,
owning his principles by his own subscription,
bind himself to it? 3dly, This enacting binds
a man, not only not to go himself, but that
others also, his wife, bairns, &c. shall not go,
whereby a man in effect binds himself to be a
constrainer and pursuer of others, and that in a
matter ofconscience,against all rules of Christian
as he often held

and

"kept

:

love, tenderness, forbearance, and common ingenuity also. Neither doth it avail to say, that

royal prerogative and majesty, scarcely appeared
less ridiculous than at present, when the king
and his people are reciprocally secure by the
legal establishment of civil and religious liberty."
Sir George Mackenzie rendered the
lb. p. 489.
thing still more ridiculous by his grave defence
of it, under the argument, that " there was no
more surety to be found" for the king " than the
See his
ordinary surety of lawburrows," &c.
Vindication of Charles 11. Works, vol. i. p. 345.
!
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to

the

j

mittee of council, now at Ayr.
" That no means be left unessayed, to
reduce the heritors and others to obedience,

man may thus bind, and yet not constrain ; for
ftrtainly he that tlms bindeth, is bouixl to use
his utmost endeavours according to that authority which he hath over the persons for whom
he bindeth, which plainly amouutetJi to a constraint ; and to say that he will not use these
endeavours, is plainly to say, that he will bind
but not keep, which indeed is no ilietter than to
renounce all truth, destroy all trust, and mania

mock both God and man. I know, some
think that it may here relieve, that a -nan doth
bind here only under a penalty, and may beforehand resolve to pay the penalty, as the safer part
of the alternative but I have already discussed
this subterfuge, which is in truth false, no pain
being properly an alternative, specially in matters of this kind, not capable of a liquid estimation, and disingenuous, being plainly contrary to
the end and meaning of the imposers, and that
sufficiently expressed and signified, and lastly
an open disavowing of both truth and righteousness, when the Lord, on the other hand, is calling
to a faithful confession.
The third thing in this
enacting is, " Nor harbour nor commune with
rebels or persons intercommuned ;" and who are
here meant every one knows; only to make the
thing more plausible, the words, " ministers and
jireachers," set down in the former bond, are here
left out: but having noticed this clause sufficiently in mjr former letter, 1 shall only desire you
further to reflect, that if these, who receive not
festly

:

and

members, be
that sad Depart, Matth. xxv. 41.
of how much sorer punishment suppose ye shall
they be held worthy, who expressly bind both
for themselves and others, that they shall neither
relieve Tiot Christ's sutfering

doomed with

harbour nor commune with them? The fourth
thing is, " And that they shall keep the families,
persons, and goods of the regular ministers harmless."
this was adjected, the thing being
more than much established by the act 1669, is
not easy to determine in my opinion it hath
been done, the better to answer the numbers,
and to complete the cadence of a lawborrows ;
but the thing that I think more strange at, is,
how that, seeing it is manifest by the said act,
that the same was made to supply the king's
authority, and secure these counsellors, who bad
emitted a proclamation to the same purpose two
years before, yet our present council could adventure without a parliament, to stretch the
things yet more unreasonably ; for they bind a
person by this enacting, to "keep the minister
harmless, not only within the parish, which is
all that the act of parliament binds to, but indefinitely wherever he may be.
Sdly, The
said act insinuates, that using of means and
diligence to apprehend the actors of such outrages may exoner the parishioners, and so the
council hath been pleased to interpret it, but
this enacting binds simply a man without any
such qualiticHtion. 3dly, The act commands
men only lor themselves, but this binds a man,
that not only he himself, but that his wife,
bairns, (albeit ordinarily very impotent folk)
men, tenants and servants, (though never so
unable, and perhaps also, never so remote, both

Why

:

[book

II.

who have

com-

not taken the bond, you are,
according to the form of the hbel (the'
indictment, a copy of which will be presently
insert,

and which,

I

suppose, was formerly

from the master and minister injured,) shall
keep the minister harmless, so that in etfect, a
minister, or any of his family being injured, any
fault may infer against a man as many forfeitures of the double of his yearly valued rent,
as the number of his wife, bairns, men, tenants,
and servants comes to, let them be all of them
never so iiniocent ; and the least care that a
prudent man thus binding himself can have, is,
to provide liis minister with a sufficient guard
at all times, and in all places, which I dare say,
even the very framers of this bond did not
intend.
The 3th thing in the enacting is the
pain, viz. under the double of every man's yearly
valued rent, &c. which, 1st, may be understood,
for every contravention that may fall out upon
the bond, and so expose a man to be ruined by
cottars and servants in a moment.
Sdly, This
pain is without all warrant of law, as to the
several delinquencies that may be reckoned contraventions of this bond, Avhich doth no way
quadrate with, but jnay in many cases exceed
the pain of lawborrows, albeit that afore these
pains had been long arbitrary, as appears by the
act James YI. pari. 9, cap. 117, they are by the
act James VI. pari. 13, cnp. 166, expressly determined and liquidate. Sdly, Albeit some of
these delinquencies that may fall under this
bond, be, by acts of parliament, left to the council's discretion ; yet this pain of the double of the
yearly valued rent, if understood (as it may, and
ought to be, for any thing that appears to the
contrary,) tnties qiwties, is most exorbitant and
ruinous.
The third thing that I remarked to
be in the new act is, that under the pretext of
lawborrows, it gives warrant to charge men to
enact themselves, as said is, within six days
under the pain of rebellion. But, 1st,
so
peremptory ? might not at least ten or fifteen
days have been granted according to the ordinary style of the council letters, these being indeed
no letters of lawborrows. Sdly, I have already
fully told you, that the imposing of both first
and second bond is unwarrantable, and conse-

Why

quently this charge far more unwarrantable and
;

certainly if this practice be good, the council

hath no more to do but to form a preface, and

borrow new words of common style, and so
issue out letters of horning, charging men, not
only to take this new, or the foi'mer bond, but
the declaration, or any other bond they please,
were it even (for ought I can see) for borrowed
money.
But,
this

sure

weary you were I charged upon
and if my heart did not fail me,
would try a bill of suNj)eusion, and
will not say, that I would emjiloy all

Sir, I

new
I

albeit I

:

act,

am

I

the reasons that I have touched ; yet I think that
there are several of them, and these the most
material, that I both would and might make use

of vei'y safely, and perhaps also effectually ; but
as all the pi-esent proceedings are to me mystery
atid wonder, so there are two things further, that
I may more especially wonder at, the 1st is, how
it comes to pass, that there being so many and
great pains statuted, and so much power given
by acts of parliament against nonconformists.

:
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sent in to the council, and by

them returned

bond, be

allowed

405
wear

to

their

1678.

who

to the committee) formerly sent, to insist

swords; and that

and pursue them who shall not
compear to take the bond, or compearing,

tion or otherwise, to take the bond, or

compearing

conventicles

shall refuse the same, for all

others,

upon

then- lands;

as

other weapons, whatsoever quality they be of.
" That after ye have removed from the

also, for

withdrawing from the church, and irregular
baptisms and marriages, and for

all

shire of Ayr, and fully settled the same, ye
go next to the shire of Lanark, and from
thence to the shire of Renfrew, where you

prejudice

done to the regular ministers, in their persons and goods, in the parishes where they
have interest; and that for all the days,
months, and years, since the 24th of March
167+, and for these

who

bond, shall not

shall refuse the

be allowed to wear their swords or any

kept by them, their wives, tenants, servants,
or

compear, being cited by proclama-

shall not

against

heritors

all

are

" It

disorders likewise to

same methods you

prosecute the

to

have done or

shall

do

earnestly

is

in the shire of

recommended

Ayr.

to

your

pursue the tenants and others living upon

lordships, to be careful of the security of

their lands,

such as have taken the bond, or shall enact

"

You

heritors

likewise

are

and

to

pursue the said

themselves for keeping the peace, and par-

conventicles

ticularly those of the sheriffdom of Niths-

liferenters, for all

kept on their

own

lands, since the 24th of

March IG74, each conventicle being
pounds

sterling;

as

and

their tenants,

and

convening at

dale, for the further

" That you prosecute the former instruc-

also to pursue them,

and others,
building

tions, in so far as they are not

for building,

of preaching

to take the

they refuse, to

in case

proceed against them, of

whatever quality they be

Instructions anent the laiuborrows.

"

and their deputes,

bond themselves; and,
of,

as

is

mentioned

former instructions.
" That all heritors who shall take the

in the

hereby altered

or innovate."

houses ; the fine to be arbitrary.
" You are to command all sheriffs, stewards, bailies of regalities,

encouragement of such

as shall obey.

fifty

;

You

are to represent, that

if

the

bond

be not taken, his majesty and council do so
the refusers and delayers, as to

far distrust

crave surety of them, conform to this act

and whatever heritor compears, he must
presently either take the bond, or,
or

refuse

must

delay, he

if

he

the bar be

at

charged, upon six days, to enact himself.
even

sufficient, if

punctually execute, to exhaust

and ruin them, the council have not contented
themselves to keep within these ample bounds,
but liave so palpably exceeded and neglected all
warrant of law, to the exposing of both his
majesty's authority, which ought to be to all
very sacred, and themselves who may be there-

And the second thing
fore called in question.
how it also happens that these bonds being
so unwarrantable, unlawful, unreasonable, and
iinprestable, as they appear to be, (and that

is,

neither conformity nor conscience
^vere therein concerned,) and so many reijuired,
and like to be required to take them who are
declared conformable, and every way free men,
yet none have as yet adventured to oppose them,
by these unquestionable reasons, and clear
methods, which law doth so plainly allow, but
on the contrary so many even of this sort have
been found to take them ; whereas it is evident,
that if all had either unanimously refused, or if
even these only which remain, should continue
fixed, and silently only endure the hazard, the
whole project of these bonds and courses had
oeen, and would be most infallibly defeat and
mistaken committers and other actors undoubtedly would rectify themselves, which is certainly
the niost desirable and happy remedy.
Adieu.

although

;

But

it

the council's pleasure, that only

is

the chief heritors shall be
caption, they being

first

usual in lawborrows.

If

first

taken with

denounced, as

you must charge them personally, or
their

is

any compear not»

dwelling places, uj)on

six

days,

compear and enact themselves; and

if

at

to

they

be absent, you must cause denounce them,

and they
"

You

be taken with caption.

will likewise
will give

order to charge such as

refuse, in the shires of

so that the executions

Renfrew and Lanark,

may be

ready, before

you be ready to leave Ayr.
" We hope you will observe the great
inconveniencies that will ensue upon the
not taking of the bond for such as refuse
will be liable in two years' valued rent,
which is the certification, if they, their men;

servants

or

tenants

contravene;

and,

by

:
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they will be liable

gate these outed ministers to these disor-

for all the delinquencies of the ten-

ders; at the least for building of preaching

and attour

.^Q

,

this,

hounding out

ants and servants, conform to former pro-

and meeting houses;

clamations; whereas such heritors as take

to, or

countenancing these disorderly prac-

the bond, will be tenderly dealt with as to

tices;

at the

bygones.
" St. Andrews,

kept in your houses, or upon the ground of

Rothes,
Lauderdale,
Sir George Kinnaird, Aboyne.
Signed " February 14th, 1678."

Glasgow,

your lands

at least for

have had conventicles

least

some of your tenants

at least

;

and servants have been at the said conventicles and disorderly meetings, for whom
you are answerable, and have incurred like
pains through their guilt due to them by

law ; and that upon the first, second, third,
and remanent days of the months of April,
once under his view, I shall subjoin the May, and remanent months of the year
indictment given to those who refused the 1674, of January, February, and remanent
bond, and the form of the charge of law- months 1 675, 76, 77, and 78, or upon one or

And

may have

that the reader

to

relates

this

that

all

of lawborrows at

subject

other of the days of the years and months

borrows.

foresaid,

Indictment.

" I

Schaw

John

macer to the privy

by virtue of and conform to the

council,

principal

at the instance of

letters, raised

and to give your oath upon the

verity thereof;

to

and to hear yourself decerned

make payment of

the penalties contained

in the acts of parliament,

Mr. Roderick Mackenzie advocate, depute ceeded against, and
to Sir George Mackenzie of Rosehaugh, his

made

against the

crimes above specified, or otherwise pro-

with certification,

if

punished

therefore

you fail, you shall be
and to hear and see

summon and charge you holden as confest :
compear personally before the yourself decerned to give bond, that ye,
lords of the committee of council, met at your tenants and others living upon your
Ayr, by commission from his majesty's privy lands, shall live orderly, and in obedience to
council, at Ayr, the 20th day of February the law hereafter and to hear and see such
instant, or where it shall happen them to be order taken thereanent, as appertains, under
for the time, to answer to the libel raised the pain of rebellion, and putting of you to
majesty's advocate,
to

:

against you, at the instance of the said

Roderick Mackenzie,

for

Mr.

your withdrawing

from ordinances, and for being present at

house and

field

conventicles,

John Welsh a declared

traitor,

where Mr.

the horn

;

conform to the principal

in all points,

letters

which are of the date the 14th

of February, 1678.
" Per actum dominorvm comviissionis,

" Jo. Schaw, macer."

Mr. George

Andrew Morton, Mr. Donald
Mr. John Rae, Mr. Edward Jami-

Johnston, Mr.
Cargill,

Charge of latvborrows.

" I Robert Leitch messenger, sheriff in
John Welvvood, Mr.
Muir,
or some others, outed and vagrant preach- that part, by virtue of our sovereign lord's
ers, did take upon them the exercise or the
letters, in his majesty's name and authority,
son, Mr.

who has

ofUce of the ministry, at least for convocat-

command and

ing persons to field

not taken the bond, obliging yourself, your

for

conventicles, at

least

being married, or having children bap-

tized thereat;

at the least for harbouring,

resetting, corresponding, and

intercommuning

with the foresaid persons, and other inter-

wife,

charge you

bairns, tenants, cottars, servants,

others, that they nor

conventicles, and

the

you

shall

and

not go to

other terms therein

or instigating these

compear personally before
the lords of the committee of his majesty's
privy council, met at Ayr, or wherever it

disorders,

shall

communed

persons

;

at the least for inviting

ministers unto these
and to exercise the ministry in

divers places; at the least for countenancing

or

communing with persons who

did

insti-

mentioned, to

happen them to be

for the time, to

enact yourself in the books of privy council,
that you, your wife, bairns, tenants, cottars,
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un-

keep his majesty's peace,
and
and particularly that you nor they shall not
go to field conventicles, nor harbour or

landlords, within the parishes

intercommuned
persons, and that you and they shall keep
the persons, families and goods of the regular
minister or ministers, in the parish in which

and council of the town of Ayr, and heritors
of the parish thereof; the heritors and

and that

Dalrymple, Symingtoun, and Muirkirk, with-

servants, shall

commune

or

with rebels

reside, harmless,

you dwell and

doubled valued

under the pain of your

and in name
command and charge

rent yearly, in case of failure

and authority
you

foresaid,

manner and

to enact yourself in
foresaid, within

effect

my

this

:

to the

days next after

six

charge, under the pain of rebellion,

royal within the same, viz. the magistrates

others foresaid of the parishes of Monktoun,
Craigie, Riccartoun, Auchinleck, Barnwell,

18th day instant, within the tolbooth of the

burgh of Ayr

New

the

principal

which are

dated at

conform

;

points,

Holyrood house, the

to

of

14th

February,

New

Ochiltree, Dalmellingtoun,

compear personally the 19th

and then and there to subscribe
such bonds as the committee shall appoint,
for the securing the peace and quiet of the
country, and preserving the same from disorders hereafter

:

wherein the said persons

as they will be answerable at

year.

their highest peril;

time

ings of the

now

to return to the proceed-

committee at Ayr.

their desire matters are thus

When

at

to be

work, the 19th and 20th of Feb-

ruary, at

Ayr, they are in the meantime

fail,

made

and ordain publication
the market-cross of

hereof, at

Ayr, and the respective parishes foresaid,

upon a Sabbath day after divine service,
none pretend ignorance.
" Strathmore,
Glencairn,

that

making ready

for their

Dun-

instant;

are not to

It is

Old and

donald, St. Quivox, and Galstoun, within the

1678, and of his majesty's reign the 30th

" Per actum dominorum concilii,
" Robert Leitch, Messenger,"

and others

Tarboltoun, Coiltoun, Cumnock, Old

said shire, to

all

as also the heritors

:

foresaid, of the parishes of Mauchlin,

you shall be incontinently thereafter denounced his majesty's rebel, and put to his
highness's horn, for your contemption and
in

persoi^ally

before the lords of the committee, upon the

and

letters

compear

in the shu-e of Ayr, to

and putting you to the horn: wherein if you
fail, the said space being come and bygone,

disobedience

^^^g

derwritten, and magistrates of burghs

Airly,

Murray,

Caithness,

Linlithgow."

Mar,

forwarding matters in the shire, while the

Highlanders and the army are wasting and
depopulating the country round about them.

Upon

the 9th of February, the committee

caused

publish

an

commanding

act,

all

Accordingly

by

sheriffs'

I find

terms of the said
just

now

intimations were

made

in every parish, in the

officers

act.

I

have before

the citation of the parish of

me

Dun-

I9th, 20th,

donald, and another citation to the heritors
and whole parishioners of Dundonald, to
meet at the parish kirk or kirk town there-

bond.

of,

heritors, &c. in the shire, to

compear before

the committee, at several diets, the

ISth,

and 21st instant, to take the
There were three acts made for the
three jurisdictions, Kyle, Carrick, and Cunningham. A copy of their act for the first
will

be enough to be
" Ai

"

met

The

At/r,

muskets,

insert.

February

9th, 1678.

lords of the committee of council,

in the

the 13th day of February, and bring with

them, their cottars and servants within their
bounds, as likewise their arms of all sorts,

west by commission from

his

pistols,

swords,

summons were

parish in the shire.

the said commission and instructions given

the

them, hereby

all

and sundry the

require

and

command

heritors, liferenters,

and

halberts,

;

not the like

majesty's privy council, do, in obedience to

to

pikes,

Lochaber axes, dirks, and the like, to be
delivered upon oath, on pain of quartering.
As likewise all the militia arms and I doubt

committee

given to every

And, February

1

1th,

published a proclamation

against harbouring or sheltering such tenants

and cottars as should be removed by

their

;:
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masters for not taking the bond,

.„„„

II.

upon the bond now proposed

difficulties

hundred

might not be reputed as proceeding from

pounds Scots for each tenant, and three
hundred pounds for each cottar. This is the
day when the council emitted their proclamation to the same effect, without specifying
the fine, as we have heard ; so well do the

any want of respect to the king, but from
the force of what they had to say against

two meetings jump.

they

under the penalty of

come forward

I

to the

following days of February,

six

19th,

20th and

when the

heri-

were before the committee.
great number appeared, and very few

tors of Ayrshire

A

took the bond, except the

earl of

Dumfries,

the bond;

and then gave a hint at the
obliged them to refuse it

reasons which

bond was

that the

knew no law
tenants,

for their

into

it

Upon

in itself imprestable,

and many other things to

;

that

them to engage
or to force them to go

obliging

this effect.

had the indictment
delivered to them, to

their refusal they

above

set

answer

in

down

24 hours before the committee

for their security,

and the charge of lawborrows. One gentlewith some fervour refusing the bond,
had his indictment and charge given him by

there was a bond of relief to the magistrates

the preses of the committee, with an assur-

and town-council drawn up, and signed by
the burgesses and inhabitants of Ayr, a

ance that the

Auchmannoch, and some few others of no
great consideration, with the magistrates of

the town of Ayr;

and

copy whereof I have inserted in a note.*
And I suppose the same practice was used
in other burghs where the magistrates went
into the bond.

signing of the
fastness

Vast numbers refused the
bond with the greatest stead-

and deliberation.

They made the

most ample declarations of their loyalty to
his majesty, and begged that their pressing

•

the magistrates of Ayr, February, 1678.
to all men by thir present

JBond of relief to

Be

it

letters,

known
we

Forasmuch as the magistrates and counsellors
of the said burgh of Ajt, have, by special order
and command of the lords of the committee of
his majesty's privy council, bound and obliged
themselves and their successors in their offices,
that they, their wives, bairns, and servants
respective, shall no ways be present at any conventicles and disorderly meetings in time coming,
but shall live orderly in obedience to the law,
conform to the acts of parliament made thereanent as also have bound and obliged them that
the haill burgesses and inhabitants within the
said burgh respective, their wives, bairns, and
;

servants, shall likewise abstain and refrain from
the said conventicles, and other iJlegiJ ineetings
not authorized by the law, and that they shall
live orderly in obedience to the law ; and further,
that they nor we shall not reset, supply nor
commune with forfeited persons, intercommuned ministers, or vagrant preachers, but shall
do our utmost endeavours to apprehend their
persons ; and in case we shall contravene, that
the said magistrates shall take and apprehend
any person or persons guilty thereof, and present
them to the judge ordinary, that they may be
fined or imprisoned therefore, as is provided in
the acts of parliament made thereanent, otherwise to remove them and their families out of
the said burgh ; and if they fail therein they
oblige themselves to be liable to such pains and

man

Highlanders

another gentleman's land,

who were in
who had now

complied, should be presently removed, and

put upon

his,

by and attour those he had
told them he had

The gentleman

before.

no answer to that argument, and could not
help it that he would answer his indictment the best way he could, but before he
;

would comply with the lawborrows,
would go to prison.

he

penalties as the said delinquents have incurred
by the law, as the said bond dated .the 18th day
of February last at length bears: and seeing the
said magistrates and coimcil have, in obedience
to his majesty's authority, and for the good and
standing of the said burgh, undertaken, and
obliged themselves for them and their successors
in their otiices, not only for themselves, but for
us the burgesses and inhabitants of the said
burgh, for their and our regular and orderly

deportment in time coming and we being most
desirous and ready ilk one of us, for our own
selves, to give to the said magistrates and council
such relief as is proper and incumbent to us,
conform to the said laws of the kingdom in this
particular, therefore we and ilk one of us for
our own parts, bind and oblige us to warrant,
free, relieve, and skaithless keep the said present
magistrates and council, and their successors in
their offices, of their engagement and obligement foresaid, made by them in our behalf, upon
the several particulars foresaid, ilk one of us
respective for our o^vn parts ; and in case we or
any of us shall happen to contravene the obligement foresaid, made by tlie said magistrates in
our behalf, we bind and oblige us, ilk one of us
for our own parts, to warrant, free, relieve, and
skaithless Iteep the said magistrates and their
successors of their obligement above-written,
and of all cost, skaith, damage, or expenses, they
or their foresaids shall happen to sustain or
incur therethrough in any sort, &c. with clause
;

of registration.
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Next day the

were called to
answer to their indictment. My lord Cochrane was among the first called upon, and
he signified to them, that he and others in
refusers

I

;

the advocate.
clared he

de-

1678.

knew nothing of it; upon

my

which

409

Tlie advocate

lord referred the matter to the

with the shortness of the time they had

He was again removed, and the
gave for answer, that they remembered of no such act of council, and they

given them

would not

his circumstances could not but be surprised

and having a lawyer to plead
it was

;

them, he humbly pleaded,

against

clerk's oath.

lords

that

depone in

oblige their clerk to

Upon my

matter.

lord

Cochrane's

should be prolonged,

being called in again, he was acquainted with

and they have liberty to consult with advocates ; and seeing they were called to depone

and was again urged to
and after
:
some explanations allowed upon the libel,
he gave his oath, that he was free of conventicles, and all his servants, to his know-

necessary

diet

their

upon a crime that might be capital, they
could not be obliged to depone whereupon
the advocate past from that, and resti-icted
:

iiis

how far the

My

an arbitrary punishment.

libel to

lord urged, that

was much to be doubted

it

advocate's passing from that part

their interlocutor,

depone, or be holden as confest

Then some new

ledge.

would stand ; and although it
no defender by law can be obliged to
give his oath, where the punishment may be

that he

any way corporis

adjourned

of the

libel

did,

afflictiva,

membrorum suorum,

dominies

Upon

lawyers urge.

this all

quia

netno est

as very

good

were removed,

and the lords gave their interlocutor on
what was propounded. Imo, That as to
the first defence, the council's diets were
peremptory, and so they must answer pre.

And

sently.

lords

as to

make an

the other,

The

2do,

act, declaring, that

whatever

the deponents declared, should never infer

And

queries were oifered

him, which he refused to answer, they not
being in his libel, and craved the lords'

answer upon this defence: and they gave it,
was not obliged to depone upon any
not contained in his

thing

till

the afternoon.

libel,

I

and so

have given

this large account of their rigorous procedure
with this excellent person, from letters writ

who was present at the whole, now
me; and I shall be but short upon
the rest, because they ran much in the same
by one

before

strain with

men

them

and others of the gentle-

:

much on

of the shire insisted

the same
same treatment.
Cathcart, Sir John

and received the

things,

Afternoon,

the

lord

be

Cochrane, and the

laird of

found the opinion of the best of lawyers,

called, refused the

bond, insisting upon the

capital

punishment.

yet

will

it

my

Cesnock, being

that neither the declaration of the pursuer,

same heads

the advocate, nor even of the council, will

the

be sufficient security to depone, since his

manner, urge the act of council above spoken

majesty and the public interest can never

October 5th. The lords told him, they
knew of no such act he offered to produce
a copy of it.
The lords would not receive

be

prejudged by any declaration of his

officers.

When my lord is called in, and the lords'
mind delivered to him, and he urged to
give his oath upon the libel, he propounded
another defence, that

October 3th
ticles are to

last,

all

by act of council,
libels against

conven-

be restricted to a month back-

wards, and none

is

himself; and these

bound

who

to swear but for

are ready to purge

themselves by their oath, from their
guilt, are

them.

My

was asked,

lord

extract of that act

:

he

said,

If

he had an

Not, but

it

was

well enough known, and referred the matter
to the personal

knowledge of the lords and

and

:

did, in a particular

of,

:

it,

and

said, if there

was any such

act, it

was

taken away by posterior acts of council.
Kilbirnie offered to take instruments
his offer of production.

ness, for

some

The

time, hindered

earl

upon

of Caith-

him from taking

instruments, by insisting on the danger there

was

;
but when he could not
he procured a sudden adjournment

in so doing

prevail,

own of that

not to have any bond presented

lord Cochrane urged

laird of Kilbirnie

sederunt, to prevent him.

In the after diets,

all

who were

present

being severally threatened with exorbitant
fines,

confinement, double quartering, and

impn'sonment,
fusal to

if

they persisted in their re-

depone, were compelled at
3 F
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to answer

all

the articles of their

or

indictment, confessing

according to their innocence or

denying

and

guilt,

the clerk marked what they said severally;
yea, so peremptory

were the committee in the
bond pre-

matter, that a young lord having the

sented to him, and advancing as his defence,
that he could not take

it

in respect

he

is

minor,

have the management of his
and the power of putting in or out
tenants, for whom in reason he could not
be answerable ; yet the lords gave him his

and

his friends

estate,

charge with the rest.
this

all

Notwithstanding of

rigour, they prevailed with

the shire of

Ayr

none

in

to sign the bond, but these

named, and a very few petty heritors ; whereas the earls of Cassils and Loudon, the lords

Montgomery, Cochrane, Cathcart, Bargeny,
all the rest of the gentlemen and heri-

with

and the whole town of

tors,

did

Irvine,

[bOOK

II.

some persons without the
shadow of provocation and 1 do not

least

but, generally speaking, the few heritors

and

bered

find,

;

who took

tenants

much

the bond, suffered

the same with those

who

Highlanders

to

sent

spared nobody, and

refused

the

for

it,

execute the laws,
without rule,

acted

which might easily have been guessed at

And

before their coming.

it

stance strange enough, and

a circum-

is

some way be-

yond expectation, that the poor oppressed
people were so quiet, and patiently endured
the spoiling of their goods, and other outrages done to their persons

;

that the

com-

mittee and army were not disturbed with so

much

as a false alarm, except once,

when,

shadow of ground, it was talked,
that a number of people were gathered together upon the hills about Fenwick muir,
without

and

all

This was so far credited, that

in arms.

peremptorily refuse.

about two or three hundred were chosen out

ing to orders,

Whereupon, accordthey came all to be denounced

of the army to go hither in

the king's rebels, and to be put to the horn.

when they came, they found their comrades
lying in all security up and down any houses

I

hear

those

gallant

patriots

offered

a

haste,

all

and

and tenants, which that were thereabout, never having heard
went a great length, and was termed a rati- of any such matter; and so they had nothing
habition but I have no distinct accounts of to fight with but their own shadows, and
But about the 22d of
herds of cattle.
it, and can only tell the reader it was refused.
There is scarce any more come to my hand, February, an express came to Ayr from the
security for themselves

;

which was

of the procedure of the committee at Ayr,

council,

save that by their orders several gentlemen

fying to the

were summarily imprisoned ; and
upon the 22d of February, the committee

in Carrick

issued

out a proclamation, " commanding

heritors and

all

landlords,

who have

not

signed the bond, to put out of their possession

all

horses above the value of fifty pounds

Scots, betwixt and the 1st of

and

all

March

next,

tenants or servants to do the like,

betwixt and the 1st of

May

next, under the

said to be very dissatis-

most part of the lords the contents were kept secret but it was rumoured,
it contained orders to send off the Highlanders.
I shall now give what offers from
;

;

the council records, since

I

broke

off.

Upon

8th of February, the council are informed, " That upon information some men
the

1

were risen

arms

in

in

Fenwick, the com-

mittee had sent out a party, but none appeared, neither could they learn

They

that

any

pain of forfeiting the horse, and payment of

had been there

a hundred pounds Scots for each horse or
mare above the said value." This proclamation was most rigorous, and not only dis-

informed, that several days had been spent

abled the

country entirely for their

own

defence, but likewise for necessary labour,

manuring the ground, and commerce.

While the committee are thus employed,
the militia and

Highlanders were to the

in

arms.

are further

in disarming the country upon oath, and
good numbers of arms had been brought in ;
that the meeting-houses had been demolished."
The same day the council order the
Highlanders to be dismissed and sent home

to their houses

;

and they appoint the

militia

of Mid-Lothian, East-Lothian, Peebles, and

utmost ravaging Kyle, Carrick, and Cun-

Linlithgow, to march towards Glasgow in

ingham, where they committed the most

their

notorious outrages,

wounded and dismem-

room.

comes

fi"oni

And, February 26th, a letter
committee to the council,

tiie
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desiring garrisons

may be appointed

the Highlanders remove,

vvliich is

and the council order the
send

meeting-houses

"

granted;

" If

earl of C'assils to

who

persons

in lists of the

built the

Carrick, which are

in

May

wlien

now
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please your grace,

it

we had

167a.

received your grace's

answer to our last letter, we possibly could
have given your grace a better information of

now we

than

affairs

can

my

but,

;

we

lord,

And, upon the 27th of Feb- thought it our duty to transmit to your
ruary, the committee are appointed to in- grace our humble opinion of several occurtimate to the town of Irvine, that they must rences.
1st, The great and leading men
demolished.

find persons

who

to serve in the magistracy,

fit

are willing to take the allegiance, de-

and sign the bond, otherwise lose
privileges, and that against a prefixed

claration,

their

At the same

day.

diet the council pass

"

act as to the city of Glasgow.

The

an

lords

country are all gone into Edinburgh,
and expect to be sheltered there therefore

in this

;

they be severely dealt with, sought

is fit

it

and forced to obedience, otherwise

after,

commonalty, who

the

upon them,

of council hereby impower the magistrates of formity.

The

2dly,

Glasgow, to rive the burgess and guild-

be stinted of their

brother tickets of

laid

such as refuse to take

all

indulged ministers must

and some new tie
upon them, or they absolutely removed;
let people say what they will, most
liberty,

the bond for relief of the magistrates, these

for

being privileges, depending upon his majesty's

of these disorders flow from them.

and should not be enjoyed by

free pleasure,

such as are disorderly, especially

in burghs,

where such disorders are looked upon as
most dangerous that they approve of their
:

Marshal from the coun-

turning out

refusing this

for

cil,

them

and recommend

;

who

to turn all out of council

The same

the bond."

Upon

respect to Stirling.
ruary, the council

act

is

the last of Febto the

who have

1st,

com-

signed the

bond, with provision for the garrisons.

March

refuse

passed with

recommends

mittee to burden none

to

And,

a letter comes from the com-

mittee, signifying that they have appointed
in Blairquhan and Barskimming,
and Cessnock in Kyle, one hundred and
twenty foot and forty horse in the first, and

garrisons

fifty

foot

and ten horse in the other two

depend

absolutely

never be brought to con-

will

That the leading men of

this

3dly,

now

country

at Edinburgh, be not protected by the coun-

but taken and sent hither

cil,

;

com-

for the

mittee think their credit highly concerned
in

it

they have been at the pains of

if after

:

prosecuting them this length, the council do
protect them,

future.

4thly,

be a great discourage-

will

it

ment to them

procedure for the

their

in

The

garrisons appointed here

are but three, and too weakly

manned, and

they are too far from the heart of the shire,

two hundred men be left
This is the humble
opinion of your grace's most humble and
and

will

it

be

garrison

in

fit

at

Ayr.

obedient sons in the Lord."

This

letter

no commentary,

needs

speaks out the genuine

spirit

it

of the regular

and confirms what has been often

houses.

clergy,

by a letter writ by a person of very
good intelligence from Edinburgh, February

remarked, that the prelates and their under-

29th, that this business of the garrisons had

courses.

I find

its rise

in

from a

letter

from the regular cleray

the west, to the archbishop of Glasgow,

wherein they

signify, that

they

seen,

me

have not seen, but

it

to be referred unto in another

my

which

copy of

it

bears,

was writ

by the presbytery of Ayr to the archbishop
of Glasgow, in the end of February this
year,

which

I

here insert.

time

in all those rigorous
I

find the archbishop

possible, the informations of the oppressed

This letter of theirs

letter,

this

may come noblemen and gentlemen

me

appears to

At

of Glasgow goes up to court, to prevent, if

away from their charges as soon as the host
comes eastward, if garrisons be not settled.
I

were very deep

lings

sent

I

;

and

I

have before

a draught of an address to the king,

up with him.
it is

shall

In

all

the copies

have

I

joined with the above letter, but

not say

it

came from the same meet-

ing, since

it

does not expressly bear

suspect

it

may, and perhaps does refer to

I

the former memorial or letter.
insert

it.

it

As

;

it

but

ii*

I
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please your most sacred

The danger

liinjesty,

exposed unto

't

church

this

is

in the present circumstances,

[bOOK

too hard to be engaged in

many of them
cluded.
The

II.

there are a great

:

here, but nothing

yet con-

is

advocates, yesterday, (Feb-

which are such as threaten the dissokition

ruary 28th,) had

thereof, hath necessitate us, in the discharge

from the lords of session to take the bond,

of our duty, to desire the lord archbishop of as the last diet

would be

it

in their offer,

Glasgow, humbly to address your royal pre-

with certification of deposition

sence, and to offer unto your princely consid-

ed

:

is

talked by

how

eration,

irregular

inconsistent the violent and

of those

courses

who

rent

the

prosecute us, for no other

church, (and

reason but that of our absolute and entire

dependence on your majesty's authority,)
with the rights and interests of your

are,

there are about

no other end,

may be

so,

that the chief in the house being asked, if
it, by some gentlemen
answer was, there was
none, but they minded not to be martyrs
for any civil privilege.
Sir George Lock-

concerned;

their

lately dead.

for

it

there was any law for

hart has not yet taken

;

It

it.

some who would have

with the safety of your people, and the

but that your majesty's authority

they refus-

if

have taken

fifty

majesty's crown and government, as well as

reverence due to religion

command

a peremptory

all

taken

The

his lady being

it,

writers to the signet have

but six or seven.

it,

Argyle, the

president, and Craigie, are seeking to have

vindicated and rescued from the persecution

the lawborrows altered, and

of the open disturbers of the church, and

each master of a family to engage for them-

abettors,

tiieir

who,

their

for

owh

ends,

selves

and family, that

endeavour to constrain the people, and to

transgress, they shall

debauch them equally from their loyalty as

judge ordinary

their religion, as

your majesty

more fully

will

perceive, by a memorial to be offered to your

majesty at your conveniency, herewith sent."
I

know no

further about this application

from the clergy to the king
than

is

at this time,

Before

contained in this paper.

I

return to the procedure of the committee,
I shall

take notice of a few

find in the letter

I

more

made use of

hints

I

just now,

from a good hand, Edinburgh, February
29th, which

I

The gentlemen

meet not with elsewhere.
tells

troops of the East and

his

case their families

in

them

delate

to the

for their exoneration.

committee

It is

proceed the

will

same way in Clydesdale and Renfrew as in
Ayr.
The magistrates of Irvine are to be
cited before the council, having refused the

bond, for

these

officiating

bygone

years

without taking the declaration.

To

return

now

to

the west country;

the committee, in prosecution of the council's

appointment, towards the end of Feb-

mary, order the
perience

let

Ex-

Highlanders home.

our managers

see, that the

west

two

country would neither sign the bond, nor
yet rise in arms, as the prelates expected,

had got twenty days' pay advanced, and
their officers were resolved to pay for every
thing, but the soldiers

the

easier, viz.

militia

that

friend,

West Lothian

thought

made

were the very worst

men, any sober persons, who had no
mind to go, put any they could get in their
room. He adds, that a letter of thanks
was come from the king to the council, for
f(f

but were patient under
courses taken with them

;

the arbitrary

all

and some of them

began to be ashamed they had tiied an
experiment, as ineffectual for

its

end, as odious in itself; and as

it

tried

before, so

I

hope

attempted afterwards.

it

So

designed

was never

shall

never be

Highhad wasted the country, though
after the

their care to put the laws against disturbers

landers

of the peace into execution, and orders the

they liked their quarters very well, yet they

l^ond to be pressed on

marched off*, except five hundred, who, with
the Angus militia and standing forces, con-

all

with care, and

garrisons to be settled where

it is

the charges of the refusers.

He

is

refused, at
says, there

an overture here (at Edinburgh) on foot

among the

heritors of Clydesdale, Ayr,

Renfrew, to

offer to the council to

field conventicles,

and

suppress

which vet others think

is

tinned

came

till

the end of April,

to "dismiss them.

when orders

When

th.e

High-

landers went back, one would have thought

they had been at the

sacking

of

some

besieged town, by their baggage and luggage.
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They were loaded with spoil they carried
away a great many horses, and no small
:

I
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steps our country

was formerly led
into that execrable rebellion, and

,

„^^

quantity of goods out of merchants' shops, did, with regret, see, that some courses
whole webs of linen and woollen cloth, some lately taken in several disaffected shires, did
silver plate bearing the names and arms of resemble too nuich the beginnings of these
gentlemen. You would have seen them unhappy times, we did endeavour, by a conwith loads of bed clothes, carpets, men and stant application, to reclaim and punish such
women's wearing clothes, pots, pans, grid- as, under the false designs of conscience and
J

!

i

j

irons, shoes,

and other

furniture,

whereof law, poisoned your subjects

and we did

;

|

they had pillaged the country: and two of particularly invite and impower the shires of
Airly and

their colonels.

said to have sent

which

not

could

of money,

be the produce

all

Ayr and

Strathmore, are

home great sums

with those of other shires

;

own

themselves.

I

am

;

stopt,

j

through the town

was near by filled with

it

was

I

This

is

majesty, by your royal letter, dated thellth

of December, declared you were resolved
no more to suffer that daily increase of
rebellion, and did, for preventing thereof.
order us to employ such forces, as some of
your good subjects here would add voluntarily to your own standing forces, and those

them

to pass,

of the militia, thereby to pluck up the very

to go

suflTered

graj' cloaks,

in the

all

roots

and

parish of

come

to

my

hand, as to the procedure of the Highland
host and committee, in the shire of Ayr,

and

I

cannot better sum

council's
their

own account

letter,

IMarch

of

it
it

6th,

up than

in the

to the king, in

which

though much of the matter of

it

I

insert.

hath been

already set down.

"

May

it

courses.

And

we

noblemen

as offered their service to us, for

granted commission, to such

levying their tenants and vassals, and im-

powered both them and the

officers

j

militia, to

of your

quarter in those countries, which

had suffered these field conventicles, declared
by your laws to be the rendezvouses of rebellion, and had suffered declared traitors, and
intercommuned rebels, to frequent their jurisAnd that your majesty's service
dictions.

might be

eflfectually

prosecuted,

we granted

the commissions and instructions herewith
sent, to a very considerable

committee of our

number, who quartered your majesty's forces,

please your sacred majesty,

When we, who

these rebellious

of

thereupon

first in

"

having been

town with

in

do not hear of any other resistance

made any where.

it

with the true state of this kingdom, your

Campsie, where one of the Highlanders was
killed,

grown, and appeared

Whereupon,

who

j

the like: but, unless

example, and so the

at the college

pots, pans, bed clothes.

wearing clothes, rugg coats,

to

been

thought high time to acquaint your majesty

that the custom-house

;

addresses

might have

might have

considerable.

them, and only forty of them were

and not

indul-

influenced by their
faction

allowed to pass at once, and conveyed out
at the west port,

new

have prevailed, we

make no more

to

other shires, lest they

they had delivered the spoil they carried

with

could

force

if

resolved

goods, with-

further told by one

neither did they permit

but finding, by

solved to force your majesty to a

being high, against near two thousand of,

them

:

gence, where probably the}' would not have

them, stopt the bridge of Glasgow, the river

till

were

the answers of these shires, that they re-

out taking any thing but what belonged to

was present, that the students
of Glasgow, and other 3'ouths

peace

resolved to have taken the same methods

of

and no great wonder, when from
their pay
one country parish by calculation it was
found, that one way and another a thousand
pounds sterling had been enacted and got.
In their return homeward, they continued
to take free quarter, and this vvithout
restraint, except that now and then a few
country people, without arms, would set
upon some of them, after they were disbanded, and retook their

Renfrew, to secure the

against these growing insolencies, and

have the honour to be

your council here, considered by what

fatal

that

of Ayr,

shii-e

secure the peace

;

who had refused

for securing of

to

which we

caused draw a bond, to be presented to the
heritors

and

liferenters within this

kingdom

:
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and that they might see there was
nothing offered to them which was

1678.

not

well as

in itself legal as

was taken unanimously by
of your majesty's

the same

fit,

all

when
into,

II.

get a head, and

delusions in opinion form themselves
and mix themselves with faction and

members humorous

the

[BOOK

when they

only dangerous,

opposition to authority, of which

senators of 3'our majesty has of late had too convincing

l)rivy council,

the college of justice, commissioners of your

proofs.

treasury, lords of your exchequer,

majesty's

and by

all

This being the true state of your
affairs,

and our endeavours, which

the advocates, writers, and other servants

some

who depended upon

except by

people, as wanting your approbation, or as

some few advocates, who being every way

done without your special knowledge, though
we have managed that special trust com-

these courts

;

inconsiderable,

were debarred from

employment.

But

this

their

bond being pre-

sented to the heritors and burghs within the

pleased

are

to

represent

your

to

mitted to us, according to law, and the
power, and within the limits prescribed to

we thought

of Ayr,

and many of them having

us by your royal letter

refused,

we

by act of council, ordain the

our duty to subject them and ourselves to

refusers

to

shire

that

is

did,

be charged with lawborrows,

to say, to secure the peace in

mentioned

in the act

ordain

the

towns,

who

herewith sent

burgesses,

in

;

ceiving

thereby, being only then satisfied with our-

and destroyed, debarring

your peace, ought not to enjoy such large
by your free bounty.

privileges

we

your majesty's royal determination, that

and did

some suspected

trade and

all

it

may be both

commerce; conthat such who would not secure

them from

yet

manner

refused to have their burgess-

tickets cancelled

;

But

lest

when owned by your

selves,

may

and

strengthened

please

it

directed

majesty,

your majesty, your

as,

most

&c.

faithful,"

This letter needs no observations, the
matter of

it

has been already considered,

and the groundlessness of the
insinuations in

it,

natured

ill

which are now common

who obeyed, should rnn style, discovered. Its
who would not oblige them to fawning submission, to

by a

the tenants of such

plain intent

into these

get the king's appro-

live

peacably and orderly, we, by a procla-

is,

bation to their rigorous proceedings, which

upon

though

was

mation, discharged them to be reset without

they land

a testificate from their former master, or

they

the minister of the parish where they lived.

from him.

These disorderly shires were also disarmed,
and garrisons placed in some, and to be
placed in other houses, who aie to be

procedure of the council and committee, in

furnished with coal, candle, &c. by such as

landers

Your

refuse to secure the peace.

service

It is

the

are resolved to settle the shires of Renfrew,

account,

method

:

former

and to the end your majesty may
will refuse to secure your peace

know who
in

all

the shires,

the bond to

majesty

all

may

we

are resolved to send

other shires

:

of which your

expect a constant account from

time to time.

We

are fully convinced that

we

of,

shall hear.

sent

home,

the

after

of March, another letter

from

the

the

Upon

the

is

committee,

High-

with

laden

plunder of the west country.

council,

it

time to give some account of the

are

mittee are to come to Lanark, where they
the

This they got as

month of March, and

ist

Lanark, in

himself,

impetrate the letter they speak

now

being fully despatched in Ayr, your com-

Dunbarton, and

all

who

read

giving

that they have charged

all

in

an

who

have not taken the bond, with lawborrows,

and they have sent
that, as

in lists to the council,

soon as the day elapses, they may

be denounced

;

but withal signify, that the

noblemen and gentlemen charged, are not at
their houses, but come into Edinburgh, and
that

all

the rest design to follow

;

and thus

the meaner sort would not dare to appear

that part of the council's instructions, for

such open insolencies, if they were not
encouraged by persons of greater eminency,

apprehending the chief persons concerned,

and who, by how much they are the more

whole heritors

in

considerable, are so

jealoused

;

much

the more to be

tumultuary rabbles being then

will

he disappointed.

charged

with

They

add, that the

Renfrew and Lanark are
About the
lawborrows.

in

beginning of March,

my

lord Cochran, the
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and some other gentlemen,

laird of Kilbirnie,

offered a petition to the council, for a sus-
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to report an account to the

mittee

com-

1678.

of their obedience herein,

of lawborrows for upon the 8th instant, as they will be
And it is hereby declared,
some little time, till they deliberate better answerable.
on this matter. The letter before me, from that no heritor within the said bounds, who
which I have this account, dated March have taken the bond, to be burdened with any
7th, says, " All things are managed with such part of the expense of the said garrisons.
" Strathmore, Glencairn,
secrecy, that it is not known what answer

pension of the charge

is

By

given."

March

the records

find,

I

signify to

7th, the council

that,

the com-

Airly,

Murray,

Caithness,

Linlithgow."

mittee, " That they will receive no petition

from the gentlemen come to

Edinburgh,

and that they had commanded them by
Meanwhile, at
proclamation to remove."

come

Ayr, the committee

to pass their act

anent garrisons in the shire of Ayr, which is
not long, and I insert it here, together with
the consequents of

The

it.

Whether the meeting was
and refused, or not so
I

know

the

not

;

but,

full

I find,

full

on the 8th,

as they inclined,

on the 9th of

INIarch,

committee pass another act on

this

subject.

At Ayr, March

act follows.

9lh, 1678.

" The lords of the committee, having
" Ai Ai/r,

March Uh,

1678.

received his

" The lords of the committee of the council met in the west, by commission from
his majesty's privy council, in

their

call

in the

and jurisdictions within the

their

the com-

missioners of excise within the shire of Ayr,

pursuance of and jurisdictions thereof, that

commands, appointing garrisons

shire of Ayr,

majesty's privy council

commands, appointing them to

them, might set prices upon
provisions, such as,

all

they, with

the necessary

meat and drink

for sol-

horse meat, and other necessaries for

same, having ordained garrisons to be in the

diers,

places following, viz. in the house of Blair-

the maintenance of the garrisons, and ap-

quhan

in

Carrick, of a hundred foot and

twenty horse
fifty

foot

;

pointing the committee

com-

to lay their

another in Barskimming, of mands upon the said commissioners, to be

and ten horse

;

a third in Cesnock,

carefiil

that the foresaid necessaries be pro-

and appointed the
and ordain the com-

vided, and carried in to the said garrisons

missioners of the excise of the said shire, to

the committee; and, besides coal, candle,
bedding, pots, pans, which are to be furnished

of the same number

committee to

;

for

call

provide pots, pans, and other necessaries to
the said garrisons

and, in obedience to a

;

for their

them without money,
cases

by the said committee, some of them having
this day appeared, who were appointed to

they shall

have thought

the said lords

hereby to give warrant to

fit

the said commissioners present, to call and

convene the
absent, to

of

rest

meet

at

the

commissioners

Ayr, the 7th of March

instant, and, with all diligence, to

go about

;

rates,

timber cups, and

forty

said

garrisons

the number of

and candle

proportionally,

men

;

conform to

also to provide coal

for the garrisons respective,

and

causing provide and carry

except the lands of privy counsellors,

foresaid lords do, in prosecution of the

The

many

fail in

and those employed in his majesty's service,
or such as have taken or shall take the bond.
council's

as

as is ordinary in such

and soldiers shall be allowed to take the
same from the next adjacent places, at these

six beds, twenty-four pots, as many pans,
two hundred and forty spoons, sixty timber

dishes,

down by

the said necessary provisions to the garrisons, daily, from time to time, the officers

the providing of one hundred and f.venty-

timber stoups, and to distribute them to the

set

certifying the said commissioners, if

missive directed to the said commissioners

provide these necessaries,

money, at the prices

commands

aforesaid, ordain

the

clerks to the commissioners of the said shire,

to call

and convene the said commissioners,
manner, to meet at Ayr, the

in the ordinary

12th day of March, by ten of the clock in
down prices, and take

the forenoon, to set

order for furnishing the said garrisons

:

with
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the
„

certification,

1678.

.„

,.

,

and

officers

,

,

sol
,

allowed to take these

diers will be

necessaries from the next adjacent places,

with the rates to be set

down by

the com-

[book

II.

copy of the summons to the parish of Dun" These are
donald I have before me.
ordering the heritors of the parish of

Dun-

Monday

next,

donald, to be at Galston upon

mittee, conform to the council's warrant,

being the 2.5th of March, to meet with the

" Subscribed ut supra."

other commissioners of the adjacent parishes
to the garrison of Cesnock, for casting of

The commissioners
upon the

1

the most of them

2th,

who had

persons

of excise did not meet

being free

homologate

valuations

far

the iniquitous imposition of garrisons in time

of peace, as to be active in providing them

;

and the very same reasons almost which
hindered them from taking the bond, weighed
with them in this case therefore the com:

do

mittee

business by themselves in

this

" At Ayr,

"

March

\2tk, 1678.

effect, to bring

the

of the said protected persons

with

them, as thty will be answerable.
Given at Cesnock, the 22d of March, 1678.
" WiNDRAM."

Though the

provisions of the garrisons be

thus set a going, yet I find the council going

cited before the council for their not obeying

lords of the committee having, by

The

protected persons

all

and to that

:

on against the gentlemen, who refused concurrence, for their absence.
They had been

which follows.

their act this day,

ing the said garrison,

refused the bond, and

would not so

besides, they

were

the proportion of the said parish, for furnish-

order of his majesty's privy council, caused

committee, and, upon

the

April

3d, the

council pass the following act to grant letters

warn the commissioners of excise in the against them.
shire of Ayr, to meet this day with the
committee, to set prices on the provisions Act anent commissioners of excise in the shire
of Ayr.
and
following, for the use of the garrisons
" The which day, James earl of Cassils,
they having refused to convene, the committee do hereby give warrant to the gover- James earl of Lowdon, William lord Cochnors of the respective garrisons, to cause ran, William lord Cathcart, John lord Barbring in provisions and other necessaries, geny, Sir William Muir of Rowallan, James
when the same can be most conveniently Dunlop of Dunlop, John Montgomery of
;

had in the next adjacent

parishes, they paying

the prices underwritten, which the committee

has thought

fit,

in

absence of the foresaid,

Each stone of hay

to set thereupon, viz.

each threave of straw

Kyle

Carrick, 35 in

merks

;

1/.

\Qs.

salt OS.

each hen

is.

\s. 4f/.

salt 10s.

or

John Cochran of Ochiltree, David BosCampbell of
of Auchinleck,

Glasnock,

Kennedy of Kirkmichael,
Kennedy of
Quintin M'Lean of Grimmat-

John Boyd of
Kilhinzie,

Ti'ochrig,

\6s.

being called to answer for not meeting with

each peck

the rest of the commissioners of excise, in

\l.

21. Ss.

each pint of milk

each mutton bulk

21.

And

ordain the said prices to continue until the
council

Sir

well

each stone of machan, and James Brisbane of Bishoptown,

each stone of butter

each dozen of eggs
\s.

5l.

each stone of pork

each peck of French gray

of Scots

2s.

of oats bOs. in

each boll of meal 5

each boll of malt

;

cheese

4^. boll

Lainshaw, Sir Hugh Campbell of Cesnock,

committee give further

order

thereanent.

February or March

executing the

certification,

and not compearing, the lords

of his majesty's privy council grant certification against them, superseding the extract
until this

" Subscribed td suj)ra."

last, for

orders of the committee of council, with

What

day fourteen days."
the issue was I

know

not, but

I

good number of those worthy persons,
the carl of Lowdon, Rowallan, Cesnock,
Auchinleck, Lainshaw, and some others,
find a

Upon

this the officers

of the army go on

to bring in from the adjacent places

they need, and
pai-ish

call

what

the heritors of every

near their garrison to

meet.

The

meeting with others coannissioners the

1

1th

of April, where they doc'Ere themselves not

:
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a quorum, and

find, that the

settled the prices already,
it

not

fit

committee have

and they judged

I
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ing to this, I find by a letter, writ

from the

same person of

1678.

credit

or necessary for them, to alter or

formerly mentioned, of the date March 2Gth,

down

the bond was subscribed in the different

innovate any of the rates already set
in

;

an order to captain John Windram, dated

shires.

East-Lothian heritors were con-

March lOth last, (this perhaps hindered vened at Haddington, and the duke of Lauthem from meeting on the 12th,) and ap- derdale came out and signed it there, as he
point their clerk to send an extract of this had done four times before, as a member of
act to the clerk of the council,
sign this.

I

and they

all

imagine this sisted further pro-

and I know no more about it.
have given what concerns the garrisons
secution,

1
all

council are going on to

bond

taking of the

and,

March
in

make

13th, they publish a proclama-

bond

at the days they

the shires of Edinburgh, Hadding-

ton, Linlithgow, Berwick, Peebles,
kirk.

the

as universal as might be

tion for pressing the

name,

session,

Mid-Lothian; yet

treasury,

and heritor of
'

after all the interest

he

could make, there were but about forty-five
signed at that time

;

and a good many of

the most considerable heritors, Haddington,

together.

The

council,

The

tenor of

No reflections

it is

and Sel-

insert in the note.*

need be made on

it.

Accord-

* Proclamation for taking the bond in several
shires, March 13, 1678.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Great
Britain, France, and Ireland, defender of the
faith ; to our lovits,
macers, or messengers at arms, greeting
Forasmuch as upon consideration of" frequent
rebellions field conventicles, and other insolencies and disorders in several shires of this kingdom, we, by our letter of the 11th of December
last, did authorise our privy council to use such
means, and take such courses as might be
effectual for seciu'ing our peace, and quieting
these disorders: and particularly, we did require
them to cause heritors, liferenters, and masters,
give bonds for their tenants, servants, and others
in manner therein expressed ; and in pursuance
of these our commands, a bond was drawn,
which by a committee of our privy council hath
been offered to the heritors in some western and
other shires of this kingdom, which were most
infested with these irregularities, conform to the
power and instructions given to that committee.
And to the end such insolencies and disorders
so expressly prohibited by law, and tending so
much to sedition and disturbance of the public
peace, may be prevented in other places of the
kingdom, we, with advice of the lords of oiuprivy couiu-il, have thought fit, that the foresaid
1)ond, obliging heritors, liferenters, and masters,
for their tenants, servants, and others therein
Jiientioued, shall be offered to the whole heritors
and liferenters of the shires of Edinburgh,
Haddington, Linlithgow, Peebles, Berv/ick,
and Selkirk, to be subscribed by them. Our
will is herefore, and we charge you, that incontinent, these our letters seeu, ye pass to the
:

market-cross of Edinburgh, and other places
needful, and there in our name and authority,
you strictly command and charge the whole
heritors and liferenters within the shires abovenamed, and jurisdictions within these shires, to

Stevenson,
Keith,

Lammington, Preston,

Salton,

Hepburn,

Clerkinton,

Ormiston,

Barns, Garleton, and others, refused
that shire there are
heritors,

and not above

and afterward signed
from the rest of the

it.

In

upward of a thousand
it,

fifty

I

or sixty

now

have no accounts

shires, but that heritors

were generally backward, and by

this

time

meet and convene upon the days, and

at the
places respectively following, viz. th< se of the
shire of Edinburgh, at the town of Edinbiu-gh,
within the new session-house, upon the nineteenth day of March instant; these of the shire
of Haddington, at the burgh of Haddington,
the twentieth day; these of the shire of Linlithgow, at the burgh of Linlithgow, the twentyfirst day ; these of the shire of Peebles, at the
burgh of Peebles, upon the t^venty-second day
these of the shire of Berwick, at Dunce, upon
the twentj'-sixth day; and these of the shire of
Selkirk, at the burgh of Selkirk, upon the
twe.'ity-eighth of this instant: and they being
met upon the days respectively foresaid, that
the sheriff-principal, or, in case of his absence,
his deputes, do offer the foresaid bond, for
securing the peace, to the whole heritors and
liferenters of the shire, to be subscribed by them,
and that the sheriff also subscribe the same
himself: certifying such heritors and liferenters
as shall be absent, or being present shall refuse
to subscribe the said bond, they shall be charged
with letters of lawboiTows, conform to the act
of our privy council, of the fourteenth of February last.
And to the end our said service
may be the more effectually prosecute, we hereby
rt quire the heritors and others foresaid, to repair
to their said shires and attend the diets foresaid,
as they will be answerable upon their highest
peril.
And we ordain the sheriffs of the said
shires and their deputes, to cause intimate this
our proclamation at the several parish kirks of

the shires, upon the Sunday immediately preceding the diet of meeting, that none may pretend
ignorance thereof and that they return to our
privy council an account of their diligence in the
premises, with the bonds signed by the heritors,
and the names of these who shall be absent, or
refuse to subscribe the same.
The which to do
we commit to you, conjunctly and severally, our
full power by these our letters, to be by you duly
:

3g
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conventicles were beginning to break

1678.

we

out again, as

Next

shall hear.

day the council give orders to charge
refusers

with

mentioned

lawborrows, in

all

the

the

shires

in yesterday's proclamation,

as

was done

in the

made

the king, by the noblemen and

to

west

but the application

:

gentlemen who went up to court, as we shall

upon

hear, hindered severities following

charge.

do not

I

upon the bond

find

much more

this

insisting

after this proclamation.

In

the west, the committee go on in their work,

[bOOK

II.

order to proceed against the heritors of that
parish, for building

a

dwelling-house and

meeting-house to one Law,
This

who keeps many

John
Law, since the revolution one of the ministers

conventicles.

of Edinburgh.

about Glasgow

is

the reverend Mr.

They add, that the country
much infected with unli-

is

censed chaplains and governors, and desire

some

that

particular persons

may be

cuted, as examples to the rest

acquaint them that the garrison

prose-

and they

;

is

changed

from Blairquhan to Kinlichin, belonging to

comes from them to the council, the laird of Carleton. The same day, the
March loth, desiring a stop may council send up two of their number to the
be put to heritors, who, when they refuse king, the earl of Murray and lord Collington.
the bond, flee, some of them to the borders, The occasion of this seems to be the delay
and others of them to Ireland, and so cannot of their letter of approbation, not yet come
and especially to counter the applibe apprehended after they are denounced. down
and a

letter

and

read,

is

;

Next day, March

16th, the council, in return,

cation which

was now making to the

king,

send the draught of a proclamation, which

by a considerable number of noblemen and

they are to publish, discharging

ail

persons

others,

of

to go to Ireland without passes

and require

oppose

this these persons are sent up,

the committee to send them
are charged with lawborrows

;

lists

of

all

who

I

in

its

own room.

To
and

the following letter with them.

and they order

;

"

the shire of Dunbarton to take the bond at

Glasgow.

which

have now no accounts of the

"

May

The

it

please your majesty,

insolencies committed against your

committee's procedure, but what appears to

majesty's

me

warrant from your majesty, forced us to arm

from the hints

in their letters to the

authority, which,

after

express

council, and the council's appointments to such of your subjects as were pleased to
them J and whether, when they left Ayr, offer themselves, did also oblige us to emit
they sat in Lanark and Renfrewshires, I a proclamation, discharging all noblemen,
cannot determine but, by any thing I can gentlemen, heritors, and magistrates of
;

guess, they sat mostly the rest of their time
at

Glasgow, and probably called

the

in

round about, to them, there : but I
have no particular accounts of what past,
and say no more of it. By a letter from the

clamation

committee, read in council, March

sary

heritors

when they seem

to be

come

26th,

to Glasgow,

of this kingdom,

depart forth

burghs, to

without license from your majesty's privy
council during that service only
is

suitable to

;

which pro-

your laws, and the

constant practice of council, and was neces-

upon

this

occasion

to

prevent

the

departure of such as probably might disap-

they acquaint them, that the bond hath been

point any security that was to be

offered to Stirlingshire; that in the parish

of them, for securing the peace of this

of Campsie, six miles off Glasgow, north,

kingdom, or any assistance that might be

several hundreds gathered together in arms,

craved from them, in this your majesty's

and

killed

one of the

soldiers

;

and desire an

service,

and to which they are

demanded

liable

by the

express laws of the nation. Notwithstanding

whereof,
execute and indorsed again to the bearer ; and
ordain these presents to be printed.
Given
nniier our signet at Edinburgh, the thirteenth
day of ]\Iarch, 1678 years, and of our reign the
thirtieth year.

Per actum dominorum
Al. Gibson,

God

secreti concilii.

CI. Seer.

save the king.

Concilii.

that

we have good

after

reason to believe,

our endeavours were ready to

have attained the wished for effects, some
of these

who were

obliged

to concur in

prosecution of your majesty's commands, as

being

sheriffs,

and enjoying other

offices

under you, have not only refused to take

;;
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offered

your name, and by

in

warrant from your
1
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the bond

letter,

dated December

sion, left to,

"

the

without seeking any license from your council,

and as the proclamation

as others did,

was never refused, when
desired by any of your people, on good
reasons by which your majesty's authority,
in your council (which is the great source
required, and which

;

of your government here),

temned, not only

is

highly con-

in this instance,

but

in

the preparative, and your people diverted

May

please your majesty," &c.

it

" March 26th, 1678."

bond; but have,
with mucli noise and observation, gone to
England, in contempt of your proclamation,
their refusing

yp^^,

majesty, by

charged

1th, or to secure the peace, being

upon
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and expected from your

needs reflections

Little in the letter

could

scarce

be

less

:

defence of their

said in

cause but the matter would bear no more
and these same reasonings they use, may be
;

turned to the defence of the plainest tyranny
that can be exercised by wicked servants.

Upon

the 1st of April, they had the king's

letter

of the 26th of March, approving the

procedure of the committee ; which

I

shall

another section, since this hath

insert in

in their present obedience, in expectation of

already swelled so much, and haste through

such alterations as are promised by those

any

bold undertakings
believe, that

some being induced

hints

further

as

to

the

committee.

to

April 1st, the council have a letter from the

none durst attempt that which

committee, signifying, the committee (now

;

none of your people

ever formerly

did,

But we

without extraordinary assurances.

I

think at Glasgow) had cited before

them

my

lord

the lord Semple's governor, and

who remember, with much gratitude, with Cochran's chaplain, for officiating without
how much firnmess your majesty hath owned a license from the bishop of the diocese
us,

and

your other judicatories (who

all

having no design but what

may

tend to

secure your throne and people), do, with

all

humble confidence, expect that your majesty
will, by your princely care and pi-udence,
discourage

all

such endeavours as tend to

and they absenting, the committee designed
to insist against those

The

who

was governor
mistake

Semple

to the lord

Dunlop,

Glasgow, was the other.

ill

conse-

quences as might ensue on this new and

with.

is

past,

and who

such doubts as might occur to

your majesty,

in

which you could not so

well be satisfied by letters

:

and the

earl of

Murray having been constantly present

in

the committee in the west, and the lord

Being here upon
I

tiie

own

first

actings of the

being unwilling

the archbishop's power, his pupil

likewise withdrew;
far interest

and the committee so

themselves in that matter, as to

write the following letter to the earl of

donald, one of

all the meetings and comand both being of a known
and ability, we hope may be fully

at

only further notice, that upon

Mr. Wylie's withdrawing,
to

if I

some
met

section there will be occasion to give

committee,

satisfy

and,

In a following

further account of the trouble the

our number, to give your majesty a most

might

;

late principal of the university

dangerous preparative, we have sent two of
exact account of what

Wylie,

not, the reverend Mr. William

it

enervate your royal authority, and aifront

our duty, and to prevent such

Robert

minister at Hamilton since the revolution,

your privy council.

In pursuance of this

entertained them.

Mr.

reverend

late

my lord

Dun-

Semple's doers.

Collington in

" Glasgow, April 13th,

mittee here;
integrity

unworthy misreothers have choosed to raise now,

"My lord,

— The committee having thought

able to confute easily such

fit

ports as

lain to the lord

as formerly, at a time
like to

assembled

Those

when your majesty

is

be engaged in foreign war, and hath

your

reflections

parliament

on

of

England.

their procedure,

the remedies thereof, are, with

all

and

submis-

to call before

them

upon him that charge without
the

archbishop

Wylie, chap-

Semple, to answer for taking

;

license from

he not only refused to

upon that occasion the lord
Semple hath withdrawn himself from the
college
and seeing your lordship is oae of

appear, but

:

;

;
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and much concerned in
,or-Q
his education, we desire your lordship may cause return him hack to tlie college,
his curators,

that he

may

your lordship
your

We

follow his studies.

expect

be careful herein, and are,

will

lordship's

affectionate

and

friends

servants,

]

RosS,

sheriff-depute of Lanark,

of the

Glasgow the 12th of April
effect

underwritten

date,

at

instant, to the

these are hereby requir-

:

ing the haill heritors, liferenters, conjunct

and others, within the parishes under-

Glencairn,

written,

Linlithgow."

parishes

meet

WiGTON,

II,

of the council met in the west, direct to the

fiars,

" Airly,

[bOOK

" In pursuance of an order

to insert here.

at

respective,

within

these

viz.

the

Carmunnock and Cathcart, to
the kirk of Carmunnock on the 22d
of

day of April instant; these within the parishes
of Govan, and barony of Glasgow, to meet
same and convene at the barony kirk of Glasgow,
that James Dunlop of upon the 23d day of April instant, at ten

This matter came to
council,

as

we

letter they signify,

Househill, of

whom

in

fall

In

hear.

shall

before the

that

before, hath refused the

bond, and absented himself.

up

informed, he went

at this

hours

the forenoon

in

time, with

the kirk of Old Monkland, on the 24th day
instant, at the

The committee

the parishes

the former act of

They add,

council be execute against him.

Glasgow had given
and inhabit-

that the magistrates of

bond
ants

for themselves, burgesses,

;

and they had allowed some days,

for

such concerned, to sign the bond of relief:

and further, that the
retired to England,

laird

of Cesnock was

and therefore had changed

the garrison from his house to the house of

The

Rovvallan.
1 st,

same day, April
quorum of the com-

council the

allow three to be a

month the

case

of the earl of Cassils comes before the council,

as to the committee's treatment of

him

drawn up of then- probut these and some
other things will come in better upon the
fourth section, where I shall give some
account of what followed upon the procedure
and an information

is

cedure, and printed

of the committee.

the

April 10th, the council

many arms

and Dalziel, to meet and convene at the
upon the 27th of the

kirk of Cambusnethan,
said

month, the hour foresaid

with them their

haill

;

and to bring

and

tenants, cottars,

together with their arms of

servants,

all

muskets, guns, pistols, pikes, hal-

sorts, as

and there

to deliver

to such person

and whingers;

up the same upon oath,

or persons

the major-

as

general shall appoint, in presence of the said
sheriff-depute, or any that shall be substitute

by him
the

;

excepting

who

bond,

swords and

all

such

who have taken

are allowed to wear their

pistols

and excepting noblemen

;

and gentlemen of

who

quality,

to wear their sword only

:

are allowed

certifying all such

or appearing shall not give up their arms

of Lanark and town of upon oath, they will be proceeded against,
strictest

accordingly they appoint the

himself to the utmost

me

;

the foresaid days respective above written,

;

sheriff-depute of Lanark, April I2th, to exert

before

and
Cambusnethan

Hamilton, at Hamilton, the 26th day
these v;ithin the parishes of

the committee further to

shire

:

these within the [)arishes of Bothwell and

as shall not appear at the foresaid meetings,

Lanark

Glasgow, upon oath, and in the

way they can

the

Shots, at the kirk of Shots, on the 25th

they send

shire of

their orders to

disarm

;

these within

;

New Monkland and

are not deli-

are informed that

vered in the

hour foresaid

of

berds, lochaber-axes, dirks,

mittee, instead of five.

In the beginning of this

within the

these

parishes of Calder and Old Monkland, at

other gentlemen and noblemen, to London.
desire

;

be well

If I

in this matter.

made

the intimation

in

I

have

the Nether

Ward

and punished

is

to be

made

pretend ignorance.

Signed at

of April, 1678,

sheriff-depute."

Upper Ward of that shii'e but this may suffice

yet, after all their essays, a great

spared to

re-

none

Hamilton,

by the foresaid

under the sheriff's hand : no doubt
one to the same purpose was given to the
;

at the

spective parish churches, foresaid, that

the 16th

And

for their disobedience.

publication hereof

Accordingly no pains were

make the whole

shire naked,

many

and
did

;
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not compear, and chose to run
before they would

all
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hazards

come and depone.

In

short, April g-tth, the council write to their

the increasing

committee,

signifying,

that

disorders by

numerous

field conventicles in

Fife,

Merse, Teviotdale, and Linlithgow,
a height, and there

4'21

upon free quarter, but robbed
and pillaged everywhere, where they
lived

1678.

I shall only then give a few general

spread.

remarks upon their

which may

carriage,

serve to help to form a general notion of

management

their

;

and then

more

insert a

being come to such

particular

of

the

being to be matters of consequence before

particular parishes in the shire of Ayr,

and

the council upon the

first

of May, and the

now

committee's work being

over in the

account of the

end the section with

losses

some

of the

hints

treatment of particular persons.

More generally it may be observed, that
come in
some of the soldiers and Highlanders, both in and
them did very cheerfully, i)eing heartily about Glasgow, and the shire of Ayr,
wearied of their work. We shall hear more behaved with that exorbitant rudeness and
of the reasons and springs of this turn upon insolence, as could not have been expected
west, they desire the committee to

Edinburgh

to

which

;

imagine

I

Thus

I

have given a pretty large account

of the Highland host, and the procedure of
the committee, and

all

almost from original

The miserable depopulation of

papers.

country thereby,

To

from a conquering enemy.

the fourth section.

will

the

be the subject of the

next section, especially

in the shire of

Ayr.

say nothing

of the free quarters taken, not only by the

Highlanders, as soon as they came to Stir-

but even by the standing forces,

ling,

every day received the king's

pa}',

who

whither-

soever they went to the westward of Glas-

gow, and also by the Angus

when

militia,

the three weeks were out for which their
shire

had advanced them pay

because their commission
Containing some account of the damages done
to,

and

bif

the Highland

Before

I

western shires,

losses sustained in the

come

host.

consequences

to narrate the

:

some other of their odd practices. The
avowed disobedience of the common sort
to their leaders and commanders, deserve'?
our notice, both as a proof and the fountain
they would peremptorily refuse to take the

some view of the barbarous

to them, or to do any
went cross to their own
barbarous humours
and ordinarily they

and unprecedented carriage of the Highlanders,

Very often

it is

Scotland, in the council and in court,

when hounded out upon peaceable

presbyterians.

to

countenance them in them, and come to

of this violent invasion upon the west of of their unaccountable carriage.
needful to take

these I pass,

may seem

It

is

but a very small part

of the losses and harassing of the shire of

Ayr, and the adjacent places, that can be

now

quarters allotted
thing else that

;

would come
eighty

in multitudes, sixty, seventy,

together, not

or

only to gentlemen's

houses, but to these of tenants and cottars

;

some of them came, as to
yet some account I shall give, from papers present daggers to the breasts of some of
written by persons who were witnesses to their officers, when required to restore
what passed, and felt the severities of that goods to such whom they had unjustly
lawless company.
The particular relation plundered. When this was often and openly
represented

at

so great

a distance

of the oppressions, depredations, exactions,

and

cruelties

committed by them, would

a volume, and
detail of

them.

I

shall not enter

The

upon a

fill

large

reader, by a very small

yea, that length

done, the reader will guess what was to be

expected from an host, where every mean
rascal,

who had impudence enough,

meaned himself

de-

as an insulting tyrant, with-

what sad work a
company of savage people would make,
when sent in with a design to run people to

out any possiI)le

extremities by oppression

themselves beyond their power, to satisfy

reflection, will understand,

were

:

it is

faithful to their orders,

certain they

and not only

check.

Further, these

people not content with free quarter (which

was

illegal,

and used to make people

their unreasonable

strain

demands}, they openly
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robbed upon the high road, and in
houses some they stripped naked,

,„„„
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a few days to expend

excesses, in

their

where took from the country people, pots,

brandy
and tobacco to them. It was a common
practice with them, to go from their quarters,
and purchase their own victuals, and at

pans, wearing-clothes, and every thing which

their return to

made

to give

:

when several miles distant from their houses,
and many at and in their houses, and every

and money wherever they
could reach it; and under all none durst
complain when any offered but to do it, they
were knocked down and wounded and the
whole neighbourhood was dealt the worse
with upon that account yea, people saw it
for them,

:

;

;

thirty or forty shillings sterling, for

compel their proper landlords

money

for their absence,

and pay

for

they bought; yea, to pay for the

what

men who were

blank

not in their company,

but they pretended should have been with

them.

and

taxed

they

other places

In

cessed the land, at the rate of penny half-

was needless to complain. And as if all penny a-day the acre
and instances can
this had been but little, they pillaged houses, be given, where one small company this way
and that even in towns privileged with gathered eleven pounds sterling at once,
protections; others in the country they another sixty dollars ; and in the corner of
broke in upon, and rifled and killed their one parish, there was advanced six score of
:

beyond what they made use of

far

cattle,

some places they

In

for their provision.

tortured people, by scorching their bodies at
vast

and otherwise,

fires,

them

where

to discover

till

their

goods were hid to avoid

they forced

dollars

thievish

;

called

them from plunder, and

dollars to save

yet at their removal the place was plundered

To crown

well known,

after all.

march westward, to
carry the ammunition and royal artillery, as

these vile miscreants, openly in

was pretended and then in return, to carry
away their baggage, spoil, and plunder. The

to

first

in their

;

loss

by

all this

cannot be computed

exact waj', and
follows

is

the

in

any

which

computation

Again, those scoun-

had been possessed of the
power of king and parliament, without any
warrant, imposed their tribute in several

drels, as if they

places,

and threatened the burning of houses

and worse,

if

nmch worse than
is

which

that

where

it

is

the country.

robbery.

the pains

The meanest

of

mised

:

and

straggler

exacted

and the modelled forces
merk Scots a-day, and their

it is

tion

in

leaders,

their

they pleased to require; and the poor country people
it

for

were forced to find it, or borrow
This was generally practised

them.

by Highlanders, besides

their free quarter.

Over and above

some poor

were

all this,

constrat.ied, merely to gratify

families

them

in

were a

night's deten-

sometimes.

field-officers also,

Yea, too

and

ofiicers, captains

were

their encouragers,

upon the head of a discontented regiment,
not only to enjoin them to take free quarter,
fair

and

and many

and partakers with them in those villanies.
One of their prime commanders was heard,

and whatever

captains,

it

their leaders

their shilling, or

subalterns,

and hands,

certain all these,

the guard

his sixpence a-day,

twentypence, half-crowns, and crowns, as

off fingers

some complaints tabled

punishment, unless

and

is

find

I

other enormities were done without the least

our law

and

likewise pass the woundings,

before the committee, and satisfaction pro-

in

theft

I

and cutting

beatings,

many of

used, " black mail," which

with

punishable

and

it is fit

draw a vail over their excesses of unnaand horrid wickednesses up and down

a crime

termed, with relation to the Highlands

cities

tural

:

they were denied

it is

all,

towns, offered to commit rapes, and

very far short of the real losses of of which

the particular parishes.

they

the poor people gave seven score

it,

hands ; and drove away vast multitudes of
horses,

and, lastly,

after they received this dry quarter, as

money and of

their

a night or two, to satisfy this

in

lawless and exorbitant charge

else they need, but, after

many

promises, providing they would stay and

not quit the service, he gave them so vile and

lewd an advice, that

From

these hints

I shall
it

not repeat

may be easy

it.

to gather

the sad condition of the poor country, lying
entirely at the

mercy of those

brutal tyrants

;

and yet these are but a very small part of
what might be said as to their outrages at
this

time, and

what

is

set

down

is

most

:

certain.

It

hard to say, whether

is

surprising, that persons of

more

it

king's majesty.

be

honour and

should ever so far have laid aside

quality
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humanity, as to be accessory and active to
involve a peaceable country in such calami-

considered in

when

In a word,

and

extent,

its full

heinous circumstances,

all its

^^^g

in

it is

a compli-

of the most atrocious crimes that

cation

almost ever have been conceived or per-

without any distinction, and wherein
the reputed innocent could not but suffer
with the pretended guilty; or that the

petrate."

oppressed people did thus suffer themselves
to be invaded, over-run, disarmed, ransacked,

losses of the shire of Ayr, I shall insert in

ties,

and treated

like slaves,

without offering to

That the reader may have some more
particular account, as far as

may

be, of the

the next place a naiTative of the losses of
the several parishes in

This paper was

it.

the greater part of the lords of the commit-

drawn up by the noblemen and gentlemen
of the shire at this time, that, if need were,
and
it might be laid before his majesty

tee were furious promoters of these oppres-

there were particular instructions for every

defend themselves.
further,

upon

shall

I

remark

only

though

this general view, that

were some, two or

sive courses, yet there

who endeavoured
The marquis
violences.
particularly noticed for his

earl of Perth for his equity ; and these two,
and sometimes one or two more, were for

courses

but,

;

they were outvoted.
orders to their

strict

yet they did

as

speaking,

generally

And though
men to carry

their

the}'

gave

regularly,

comrades did; and

was scarce any room for complaints
restraints were sufficient to

there

:

and indeed no
keep

in the Highlanders,

as appears in an

uncontested instance, that in their march

some of them

stole even

ture belonging
this

to

moderate party,

whom

their

article in

Care was taken not to aggra-

it.

stem these vate matters, and it was the opinion of very
of Athole was judicious persons in the shire, that it fell
mercy, and the much short, by the exactness of the gatherto

three,

milder

;

some of
lords.

ers of

it,

of the real losses of the people.

Multitudes of things
not at

out which could

came rot to the hands of the

particulars

persons employed to draw this account
that I can scarce think they were

who reckoned
sum

here.

I

shortened

it

However,

shire of Ayr.

it

just as

it

was drawn up,
I might have

a

little

;

and some of the parall

are in the

in pity to the country,

This general account shall be ended in

All account of the losses the following parishes
sustained by quarterinr/, rohhing, and spoiling

of the soldiers and Highland

account of the host and committee, from
which I have taken several things, with

which the author concludes.
it is

"

Upon

the

evidently apparent,

that the proceedings of those few

months

bypast, are a formed contrivance (if

God

The

parishes

Ayr and Alloway.
of Ayr and Alloway,

foot,

13th of Mai-ch, as also their robbery,

and a treacherous raising
of hatred and discord betwixt the king and

leges of the lieges,

and

breaking open merchants' shops, amount1,12,120

eth to
St.

The

parish of

St.

Quivox.

Quivox, by quartering

thirty of the earl of Airly's troop
days, and sending out forty baggage horses,

a part of
part from
loss

person and goods of a free and loyal people,
a violation of the ancient rights and privi-

their

by quartering of the king's guard of
from the 8th of February until the

losses

in

mercy prevent not) to subvert all religion,
and to ruin and depopulate the country
they are open and evident oppression, public
violence and robbery, and invasion of the

host, 1678.

In Kyle.

the words of a paper containing a distinct

them from Ayr to Irvine, and
Ayr to Fenwick, sustained the
900

of

Monkton.
sustained, by quar-

parish of Monkton
tering and oppressing of soldiers, exacting
of dry quarters, and afTording of

The

horses for baggage, the loss of
Tarbolton.

subjects,

and

treason against the

so

the loss fully double to the

give

seem wrong placed, but

ishes

vailed to get the Highlanders removed.

his

;

much out,

without any variation, though

the furni-

they could not help, at length pre-

whole," says he, "

fell

be calculate, and a great many

all

consequently

manifest

commonwealth and the

The parish of Tarbolton, by quartering,
oppression, robbery, and theft of the High-

2,700
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February 16th,

and sending out bag-

landers,

gage horses, sustained the

i.6,180
Galslon.

The

exacting of

soliiicrs,

two hundred and forty men

to

of

Joss

of dry quarter,

1,54(1/.

men

for

ten

for twenty-

sending of twenty baggage
from Kilmarnock to Ayr, and
seven from Galston to Eaglesham, quartering the earl of Perth's men, and fifty
horsemen one night, and furnishing thirty
baggage horses from that to Ochiltree,
five days, the

horses

sustained the loss of

men,

And

3,679

February

troop, from

Airly's

24th, allowing the expenses of each

6tli to

man and

horse to be eighteen-pence a day,

paying dry quarters to fourteen of the said
troop of eighteen-pence a day for twenty-

two

hundred of

days, quartering of a

men one

Caithness

loss

of

men

450/.

is

180/.

sustained

and transient quarters) the
8,985

parish of Calton, sustained of loss, by

quartering one thousand and
ness's

common

soldiers,

fifty

with his

of Caith-

own

ten

their free quarter, reckoning Us. for each

which amounted to the value of four hundred common
An hundred of
soldiers, four days, 1,740/.
them, with Caithness's own horses and

gentleman and

oflficers,

quarters at sixpence a day, amounting to

by twenty horsemen, who
were gentlemen of Perthshire, 253/. with
his

boy a day, extending to

with thirty.five baggage horses, sus.

9C0/.

tained the loss

diers,

2,844

of.

Dundonald..

The

hundred
per day,

fid.

and

eighty

is l,59(i/.

soldiers

with

of

The

With

18rf.

seventy-five baggage
to Ayr,

Dry

12s.

Baggage horses
with

forty,

Fenwick, forty, to Irvine from Ayr,
the artillerty, twenty ; with the

to

own expense, at 3/. per horse, 300/.
Ochiltree and Aiichinleck.

dred and forty of Perth's foot, from February 5th to February 24th, nineteen days,
By quartering
besides officers, I,3(i8/.

horses, part

eighty Perthshire gentlemen, allowing but

and part from

detained at least two days on their

own

to each, and reckoning both at
each day, from February 5th to February 25th, is 1,920/. By quartering sixty

which leckoned

225/.

foot

Irvine

to

e.'ipenses,

(besides

Gla.sgow

many

and

to

at

one servant

Paisley, all

3/.

is

24s.

plunderings and thefts) sus-

tained the loss of

from

eight days,
3,373

BnrnweU.

The

February 25th to March 6lh,
Exacted of money and

is I44/.

plunder by these former,

Plundered

in

1,170/.

money and goods by

soldiers

in passing through, or

and nine others of them twenty-two days,
extending to 667/. Exacted by them in

ing two hundred and forty Caithness

with several robberies and thefts com-

836

Symington.

The parish

of Symington, in quartering forty-

eight horse of Airly's troop from February

6th to loth, at

18s.

a day,

is 172/. His.

Ex-

acted by the same troopers from another
part of that parish at 18s. each a day, is
172/.

the

16s.

said

In quartering twenty.four of
from February lOth to

troop

8(/.

By quarter-

men

Exacted by them of money, 68/. 6s. 8rf.
Three horses taken by
Strathmore's men, for recovering of which
was expended 3(i/. Which, besides baggage horses and other horses ridden down
by them, extends to
5,211
Cumnock Old and New.
The parishes of Cumnock Old and New, sus.
tained of loss, by quartering two hundred
and forty Caithness men fifteen nights,
with some officers, 1,093/. 6s. 8rf. Exacted
one night,

122/. 18s.
Dry quarters to seven
of the said troop for ten days 63/.
Quartering a hundred of Caithness men at Crf.

mitted, sustained the loss of

by those quartered

in adjacent places, 432/. 6s.

money

Ad.

14s.

of Barnwell, in quartering of
twenty-four of Airly's troop eight days,
parish

30/.

3,537 12

parishes of Ochiltree and Aiichinleck

144/.

a day, for eight days,

from Kilmarnock

days, 897/.

sustained of loss, by quartering two hun-

regiment for seven days, at the said rate,
Extorted of money by them,
is 1,035/. (is.
373/.
Of dry quarters to twenty of Airly's
troop, at

officers,

to the value of eighty-seven sol-

for sixteen

people's

By quartering of

four hundred and ninety-three of the said

the

Dalmelington and Straiton,

men

Strathmore's regiment, for fourteen days,

all

quarters and plunder, 600/.
to

parish of Dundonald, by quartering of

three

at

and

horses,

545/. collected

8

Calton.

The
for

1,050/.

six days,

loss of

parish of Riccarton, by dry quarters to

the earl of Murray's soldiers

fifty

by the same men of dry quarMore, of dry quarters in Dalgean and Mauchlin, 223/. 8s. In quartering
two hundred and fifty in Dalgean one
night, 75/.
In quartering two hundred
and fifty men three nights in Muirkirk,
225/.
Of dry quarters to the same, 756/.
In quartering two hundred and sixty rnen
Ileni,
under Caithness, one night, 78/.
lifted

ters, 450/.

735

Riccarton.

The

6

Mauchlin and Dalgean, seventeen
6rf. a day, is 3,060/.
Itnn, two

(beside plunder

committed by the

Highlandraen, sustained the

in

three horses taken, valued at

night at sixpence a

night, with the robberies

with plundering and
L.1,300

days, at

parish of Craigie, by quartering of twen-

ty-four of

655/. 4s.

hundred and

Craigic.

The

is

of

Mavchlin, Mvirklrk, and lialgean.
The parishes of Mauchlin, Muirkirk, and
Dalgean,* in quartering a hundred and
forty horse of lord Charles Murray's troop
twenty-eightdays, at 18s. per. day, is 3,528/.
In quartering six hundred of Athole's

days, from February 4th to February 14th,

and a hundred and sixty

eight days,

frequent transient quarters, sustained the

Galston, by quartering

parish of

II.

twenty-six of the said troop for twenty,

loss

of

[book
In quartering

is 129/. 12s.

* An old
Lorn.— £rf.

72/.

parish,

comprehended now

7

8

in the parish of

CHAP.
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officers,

ty-five of Caithness

By
men

plunder, 1,260/.

13s. id.

and plunder by

these, 372/.

66/.

L- 3.015
totalis \n

Ky\e

1678.

quarters,

Plunder, 284/.

quarters, 101/.

— Hietrie, quarters,
Dry quar.
Plunder,
— Miltoun, quarters,
156/.

22/.

Extraordinary drink,

18s.

Dry

16/.

9/.
Plunder, 13/. 14s.— Templetounburn, quarters, I.")/. Dry quarters, 5/.
Plunder, 6/
Lawhill, quarters, 3/. 10s.

6

1

—

Dry
Sunnna

69/.

quarters,

id.

->s.

— Hairshaw,

17s.

ters, 40/.

six nights, 171/.

three hundred and twenty
Caithness men one night, 96/. Dry quar-

By quartering

ters

Dry

135/.

quartering nine-

extendeth to

Plunder,

Pockelly lands, quarters, dry quarters and

appears by their notes, 200/. Item,
dry quarters to some officers, 64/., free
quarters to them, 60/., plunder by these

ters, as

soldiers, 9i8/. ITx. id.

4S5

quarters and brandy, 7S/.

off their quar-

and cleared

.5.'),419

11

quarters,

Dry

10s.

ters,

I8s.

.Asloss, quarters, 70/.

8/.

— Silverwood, quar—Town of

Plunder,

16s.

2.j/.

—

quarters,

5/. 10s.

my

Kilmarnock, and lands belonging to

In Carrick.

lord within the parish, quarters, dry quarSlraitun.

The

parish of Straiton, by quartering nine
hundred Caithness men fourteen days, by
dry quarter, plundering, killing sheep and
nolt, taking prisoners, and causing them

ransomed, sustained

be

to

the

loss

—

of

Dry

Co/mondf.

Dry

quarter, 3,659/.

fifteen

40/.

6s.

thereof twenty nights, 3,660/.

each, 446/.

dry quarters,
10,000

loss

Kirkoswald and Girvaii.
The parishes of Kirkoswald and Girvan by
quartering four hundred of the earl of
Mar's

men

By

six days, 720/.

goods, 622/.

quarteriiig

fifteen

The

1,700

more than

>

4,981

Of dry

parish of

sustained these
quarters,

for

589/. Qs.

losses.

1,471/.

Plunder,

— Rowallan's
Dry

&s.

1,071/.

quarters,

16s.— Crawford,

land, of quarters, 460/.

Dry

Captain Lumsden,

Plundered,

300/.

Raith lands, quarters,

1 Is.

quarters

and plunder,

596/.

quarters and plunder, 298/.

dry quarters,

52/.

munion-tablecloths,
30/.

— Fenwick

II.

quarters to

364/. 6s.

and

36S/.

Dry

— Skimeland,
— Glebeland,

Plunder,

32/.

Com-

baptism.cloths,

town, quarters,

58/.

Dunlop sustained of

men, and

Dry

loss, by
Athole and

two companies of

Exacted of money,
2s.

horses, 113/. 5s.

lands

133/. 4s. Sd.

Strathmore's men, thirteen days,
dered, £86/.

In Cu.nxingham.

8

several days 519/. IBs.

several transient quarters to

16s.

Kilmarnock and Fenwick.
The parishes of Kilmarnock and Fenwick,

men

quarters and plunder,

all

Caithness
31,677

is

653 12

parish of Dairy, by quartering a com.
pany of Athole men, and several companies

The

reckoned, by quartering and

of Carrick

4

Dunlop.

parish of Dalmelington, wl erein Kirk,

totalis

1,549 13

For dry

666/, 13s. id. sustained

The

In

.Dalmclington and Kirkmichael.

Summa

4

parish of Ardrossan, by quartering of

of Strathmore's

of the king's guard, about

plunder, lost

622 12

Dairy.

Maybole.

thirty-four days, sustained of loss

of

night, two companies one night,
one company three nights, .336/. 18s. Dry
quarters, and quartering till the dry quarters were paid, 285/. 14s. id. sustained

loss of

parish of Maybole, by quartering forty-

is

fil'teen

Strathmore's troop ten days, 830/.

180

michael

one night, and

days, three companies of Atliole

quarters

hundred of Caithness men one night, at 6s.
th? night, and as much for dry quarters,

The

5;

quartering

Ardrossan.

Daylie.

fifty

all

loss of

parish of Daylie, by quartering three

lost

Of

men one
1,816

eight or

In

6s.

of Stevenston, by

parish

Airly's troop

1,000

The

13s. Srf.

For one hun-

8rf.

Strathmore's riding horses and servants,

Barr.
The parish of Barr, by quartering three huntwo
nights, with dry
dred of Caithness men
quarters and plunder, sustained the loss

The

1,121/. 12s.

Stevenston.

them, 600/. Seven horses plundered out
of Kirkoswald, at 40/. per piece, 280/. Loss

of.

by

dred and thirty baggage horses, 191/. 13.?.
Plundered of gold, silver, and other
id.

The

forty horse six days, 21G/. dry quarters to

in all

loss,

whole regiment one night, and the half

his

Eleven

Sd.

parish of Kilwinning sustained

quartering of Strathmore's troop one night,

days,

Which, with
gathered money and plunder makes their
horses worth

...L. 14,

all

Kilwinning.

The

parish of Colmonell, by quartering three

hundred of Caithness men
260/.

—

In

quarters, 64/.

12,000

1:.^000/.

The

—

and plunder, 5,91S/. Glebland of Kil.
marnock, quarters, dry quarters, and plun.
Grange lands, quarters, dry
der, 76/. 14s.
Camquarters, and plunder, 169/. 15s. id.
skeigh, quarters and baggage horses, 120/.
ters,

896/. 13s.

1,333/.

'2d.

plun-

with ninety-four baggage
In all
id.

2,

Irvine parish without the town.

The

parish of Irvine (excepting the town,

where ninety Perthshire gentlemen, under
Pitcur, got their diet fourteen days, and
eight companies of foot, with the guard of
horse, and committee one night) sustained
of loss, by quartering the horses of these
ninety gentlemen, and two companies of

Athole
quarters

men, eight days,
43/.

3s.

917/.

Plundered,

Fourteen baggage horses,

9/.

9s.

58/.
18s.

Dry

10s. id.

besides

the furnishing thirty baggage horses for
1,029
the artillery. In all

3h

4

;
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The

parish of Largs sustained of

loss,

by quartering three hun-

dred and twenty of Athole men,
beside their officers,

-180/.

And

them

hun-

217/.

In

of

men,

Z,.4,891

all

Isle of Meikle Curabray sustained of loss,
by plunder of Athole raen,

Sumtna

Strath-

160/.

totalis

o{ CunmngbcLin

dry quarters,

Carrick

Of

Kyle,

Kilhirny.

Kilbimy sustained of loss, by
quartering one hundred and forty of Athole
one hundred and thirty,
night,
men one
ten days, with two hundred and forty of
Strathmore'.s, three nights, one hundred

amounts

officers,

plundering)

their

money, 81U.

In aU

parish of

loss,

1,482/.

mills quartering one

The town

of

New-

company
13i.

2,934

13

4

Plundered
164.

In

1

12/. 12i.

445/.

Baggage horses,

parishes of the shire

30/.

were
1,505

by
and

loss,

quartering of the lord Rollo's troop,

Pitcur's troop, with dry quarters, and plun.

3,250 15

foot

14s. corn and straw to
raoney exacted, 2,19(5/.

1,099/. 18s. lOrf.

In

all

The

parish of Beith sustained of

loss,

by

if this

five

merks the

be added to what

what was noticed before

account,

will

it

The

sterling,
6,062 12

8

grow exceedingly on our

The
I

I give

but one

valuation of the parish

know,

is

of

a hundred pounds

and more than the half was extorted

modest

12s. 4d.

calculation,

and to

And lastly, if,
me it appeal's

short of the real losses of the shire,

when

we make

above

quartering of Strathraore's troop, (whic)i

he gave up, officers and all, to be one
hundred and thirty, whereas there were
not above fifty-two and the officers) five
hundred and fifty of his foot, one night
his whole regiment, called twelve hundred,
whereas there were not above eight hundred of them ; one hundred and thirty of
Athole men, seven days, and one hundred

is

this

heaviness of this oppression

from them, L.622,
at a

Beit/i.

seems a most

above, and

Stevenston,

days, and others eight, ten, twelve, four-

plundered,

twenty days, at

and

;

instance.

Strathraore's foot, several companies, five

9i. lOd.

it

or their yearly valued rent.

landers, Caithness's regiment one night,

2,6.32/.

in the rest of the

what is exacted be
compared with the valuation of the parishes,

quartering of several companies of High-

teen days,

it

but

will further appear, if

Sietvarfon.

parish of Stewarton sustained of loss, by

T?ollo's troop, 52/.

idle

hand.

dered by the Highlanders and Strathraore's

The

;

17

plough

parish of Kilmaurs sustained of

not

reasonable article; they reckon eighty ploughs

Kilmaurs.

The

is

above account, because a calcula-

was not made of

tion

14s.

all

where the

sand merks for loss of labour, which
cast in the

Athole raen, and several of his majesty's
Us. dry quarters,

last

accounts were gathered, reckons eight thou-

Dreglwrn and Pearsfon.
The parishes of Dregliorn and Pearston sustained of loss, by quartering several parties
of Strathraore's troop, one company of
guard, 916/.

which was among the

arton,

id.

aU

from the parish of

is

further observed, that the parish of Stew-

days,

More,
quarters, and four horses taken, 344/. In
quarters, 1,066/.

this

only

I

ance, from the

days, seventy of them, thirteen days, seventy-one of them, five days, eighty of
them, two days, one hundred and forty of

them, one day,

itself.

of more importtown of In'ine, are not here.
No doubt Irvine would be very deep, since
they refused the bond, and Ayr, who was
obsequious, was ^12,000.
It would be

by

quartering eighty-five Athole men, nineteen days, one hundred of them, nineteen

and dry

speaks for

it

Dalrymple, and, which

Loudon sustained of

6

137,499

notice, that the accounts

2,090

Loudon.

The

Ayr

to

account, but

of

lifted

shire of

Many remarks might be made upon

(not reckoning the quarters of their

or

55,417 11

The whole sum from the

thirty-eight of them, fifteen nights,

1,261)/.

31,677

692

260/. sustained of loss

parish of

and

4

13

50,402 15

six days, (besides their officers

quartered in gentlemen's houses) 432/.

The

266

by quartering

eighty Athole men, four days,
raore's

I3s. id.

The

L.1,907

Kilbride,

42/.

Cumbra;/.

KUbride.
parish

to eat

124-.

Plundered,

was called.
Sixty baggage horses,
it

thirteen days, 887/.

&. beside plunder

The

at 3s. id. per diem, 1,736/.

their raeat, as

Athole men, two nights, 2t0/.
Uplifted of money, and plundered by
Strathraore's troop, consistthem, 300/.

ing of fifty-eight men,

II.

six

with dry quarters, 2,895/. Ih'm, paid to

five days,

four

of

dred

[BOOK

hundred of Strathraore's raen, three days, two
hundred and forty of them, thirteen days,
and twenty of them, twelve days,

Largs.

specified,

one

the

necessary

additions

we should

shire, at

fix the whole of this
two hundred thousand pounds

Scots, and then adjoin the losses of Stirlingshire,

Dunbarton, Lanark, and

Renfrew,

though their losses could not be so great as

;
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Ayrshire, the reader will guess, what a hor-

and damage

rible cess

;

by the

this invasion

4.27

next passages (says he)
stance,

fell

ed by us

I shall

in-

1678.

out in the year IG78, call-

in the country, the year

of the High-

Highland host, was to the west of Scotland.
After what is set down, I need not much

land host, when the western shires were by act

enter upon the spoiiings and depredations of

of council given up to be harassed and plun-

A

dered by these savages, for no other cause, but

few hints may serve to give some further
view of the damage done to the country at

because some few did at some times go to the

this time.

his people, called conventicles.

There were eight hundred Highlanders
conmianded by the laird of Glenlyon, sent
upon the parish of Straiton, though the

eral

and

particular persons, families,

parish was

nine

made

to

fourteen days

;

pay as

They

hundred.

if

had

places.

they had been
free

trade was

their continual

shooting of sheep, robbing

quarters

men and women,

night and day, and perfect thieving and stealing-

of

it

It is

in

a modest calculation that

the above account.

is

As soon

made
as the

host came to Ayrshire, the curate of Kirk-

oswald went and procured a regiment to
that

parish,

and by

his

information

the

public worship of God, in these meetings of

rendezvous

being at

The

thence they came to Glasgow
coming, that

all

first

Stirling,
:

gen-

from

the news

along in their march they

wasted and harassed the country, especially
the persons and houses of

all

such as desired

and serve God, and keep a good
conscience; and that there was no safety

to

fear

for

any person

who

did refuse their bond, a

which the very enemies themselves
seemed to nauseate, and that with all expedition they were hasting to the town of Ayr,

test

that shire being designed to be

plary to

all

Scotland.

I

made examwhen I

confess,

quarters were ordered, and such as had any

considered the persons employed in that

had multitudes
John Alexander of Drusent upon them.
mochrein, because he sometimes had lodged
presbyterian ministers, had great numbers

affair,

way favoured the

sufferers,

the commissions they had from the

counciljwho should have been the fathers and
protectors of the poor and oppressed, the

methods they followed to put their commission in execution, and the Highland
was obliged to pay eighty pounds Scots. commanders, under which that host marchAnd every family almost had money forced ed, it was very terrible both tome and many
from it in less or more, besides vast losses others. I need not mention in what a forby their being obliged to disperse their midable dress (where there was none to
quartered on him

;

and, besides free quai'ters,

plenishing ; and what they got not removed,

oppose) they came from Glasgow, through

was generally plundered. The small parish the country, to Ayr, with their cannon, their
of Dalmelington had nine hundred High- ammunition, their iron shackles and fetters ;
Every merk- from thence issuing forth their companies
landers quartered upon them.
land had twenty for their share and when for ilk parish by itself, with orders to keep
;

some were sent

to a neighbouring parish,

there remained eight upon every merk-land

and they had their sixpence a day, besides
free

quarter and

prodigious plunder.

this parish lived that excellent

be afterwards given.

He

In

pillage,

against

was an emi-

nent Christian, and prudent, wise, and knowing,

far

station

:

above most of his education and

he hath

left

a diary and remarks

upon the providence of God toward him
in the different periods

of his

life,

which

is

and await orders for more havock,
who should seem to scruple what-

all

ever should be enjoined them.

shock,
it

when

Ages."

And

refuge failed me,

make

In such a
I

thought

Rock of
good man sets down

haste to the

then this

sweet experiences of the Lord's being
with him in prayer, and what scriptures he
his

was made to hope upon, too long to be
and particvdarly observes, that
:

insert here

ment, and what he says, with relation to the

he

"

all

high time to

writ with a great deal of solidity and judg-

Highland host, deserves a room here.

Mean-

while the Highlanders were sent in swarms
through the country, there to lie, plunder,

countryman

Quintin Dick, of whose sufferings an account
shall

peremptorily such and such times.

felt

The speak

the whole verses of the 27th Psalm,
either safety or dii-ection to his soul

—
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anel thelastverse, containing a

doub-

led call encouraged him, with a quiet

and

mind to

wait, trusting in

God

[BOOK

ir.

minor, a school-boy at Irvine, and his excellent

dead

father

;*

and he himself to be

till

sure had never acted any thing offensive to

his trial came.
He goes on, and remarks,
" That upon a Sabbath night, when day-light

the bond, and their lands, were free from

fearless

The

the government.

who took

heritors

was going, two of Caithness's men as quarter- quartering and all exactions, as far as Highcame and alighted at my house in land robbers could be restrained
and
Dalmelington, and gave me their orders for although the minor Sir William was not
masters,

;

quartering fourteen hundred.

I told

them

capable of accepting

of,

or refusing the said

was no public person, nor ever had any bond, yet the said Angus troop were quarcharge in the place.
They answered, I was tered upon his ground. The troopers preone of the three in the parish to whom they tending the several country houses in Sir
I

were directed, and they resolved to stay in William's land were not convenient enough
my house that night. I told them it was for many of them to quarter in, they obliged
Sabbath night, and not proper to cast quar- the tenants to advance the five pounds
ters, but to-morrow I should convene the sterling for dry quarter, as they called it.
other two persons they were directed to. When by paying this they reasonably ex-

To-morrow the

allocation

was made, and

the fourteen hundred came to nine hundred,

of which

I

had twenty for

my

share.

In

pected to have been freed from guests they
paid so well

for,

every tenant in that

little

spot of ground had at least three footmen

three days thereafter, orders came to deliver of the wild Highlanders put upon them,
up our arms to Captain Campbell of Loch- who, during their abode, near a month, lived
dochart.
I had none, being twice disarmed at discretion
yea, notwithstanding of the
before.
In a day or two I thought it would pretended insufficiency of these country:

my

be

my

best to expose

house, and

shift

houses for entertaining gentlemen, several

company of these whose language I of them found it best, after dry quarters
understood not, and whose company I could were collected, to continue, particularly the
the

not well digest

;

and

after I

had provided

foresaid coronet lodged, with his horses

removal and secret conveyance of servants, in David Muir's

for the

such things out of

my

house as

I

thought

While

Cunninghamhead.

in the

and

Byres of

gentleman

this

fit,

and prepared three servants to attend
the house, and answer the guests so far and

stayed there, he came one day to the old

so long as they could, after three or four

lived

days' stay I

way

went

could,

I

and shifted the best
some weeks." So far

off,

for

;

and

second story of

in the

upon the house
and lands of Cunninghamhead, in the parish
barbarities exercised

it

was a

granary wherein lay meal, which was the

most substantial

part, if not the

whole of

The coronet

called to

the minor's estate.

this excellent person.

The

Tower of Cunninghamhead, where nobody

have the doors opened to him

;

the keeper

of the keys was accidentally, and without

of Dreghorn, deserve a particular remark,

any design, out of the way, and so

and

access could not be given him at that time.

them

words of a gentleman
of honour, witness to some of them, and
I

give

in the

nearly concerned in

which

I

am

all,

in a letter to

allowed to publish.

me,

" In the

year 1678, when the Highland host came to
the shire of Ayr, a troop of horse, called the

troop of Angus gentlemen heritors, com-

manded by the

laird

of Dun, had the lands

of Cunninghamhead allotted to them for

Dunbar of Grange, neDun, was coronet to
The present Sir William Cun-

their quarters.

phew

to the laird of

that troop.

ningham of Cunninghamhead, was then a

ready-

* He, w^hile a child, succeeded his father in
1670; and in 1679 he was served heir to his
mother, the eldest daughter of Thomas first lord
Ruthven. He marrii'd Ann, daughter of Sir
Archibald Stewart of Castlemilk, but had no
He died in 1724, in which year also Cunissue.
ninghamhead was sold to the ancestor of the
present (18^8) proprietor, U. S. iiuchanan,
Esq.
The representation of the family is now
in tlie person of colonel Stewart, M. Fnllarton
of Fullarton, as descended from Bari)ara, eldest
daughter of John Cunningham of Cuiminghainhead, wh(», in 1 C24, married James FullarRobertson's Ayrshire Famiton of Fullarton.
lies, p. 308
Ed.

—
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so, that wilfully,

and

in

day-light, without

any order, or any provo-

became

guilty of house-breaking

cation, he

and

And

wilful fire, a crime capital in

our law.

there being at the foot of the stair,

which taketh up to the tower an iron grate,
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had nine Highlanders quartered ,g-,Q
upon him for six weeks, who had
meat, and drink, and dry quarters. When they
went off they robbed his house, from whence
they carried some sacks
stuff

and goods

;

a hose

full

full

of household

of silver money,

and abused this honest man, broke two ribs
it, he
gunpowder got in his side, and swore they would cut off
the hanging lock upon the iron grate blown his head; and frighted his wife sore, by
up and broke open and having forced a putting a dirk a little into her side, that she
hole in the wainscot door, got in and after being big with child, very soon after died
he had dealt the same way with another with the terror. This good man's loss was
door and grate upon the room where the very great, upwards of a thousand merks.
meal lay, got in and he and his servants Hugh Mowat, innkeeper, lost a hundred
broke open the granary, went into it with pounds.
James Stuart and his son had
James Aird
their boots and shoes, all bedaubed with twenty-six men for nine days.
clay and earth from the open fields, and of Milton had twenty-four men for a month,
with a strong wainscot door behind
the door, and by

set fire to

;

:

;

pierced and dug up the meal, under pretext

and twelve men other ten days.

of searching for arms, and with their dirty feet

great

many

perfectly spoiled

to the great loss of the

but

pass them.

Here was a most barbar-

observe,

it,

innocent minor."

ous and

illegal step,

without any warrant or

I

that

It

may be worth

while to

Kilmarnock, they resolved upon the Sabbath
to plunder the town,

lencies beside this, in

had done the

lands.

have a

before the Highlanders left

shadow of law, and perfectly malicious.
" This same coronet committed many insoSir William's

I

others in the account before me,

and did actually plun-

der several houses, as

we have heard

like to all, if the

;

and

matter had

He forced his landlord, David Muir, to give not been over-ruled with great intercession,
him what money he had, threatening other- and considerable sums private persons adwise to hang him in his own barn.
And vanced to their officers. It was this day
when he had got what he had in the house, Mr. Wedderbum minister of the place, and
he and his servants went into the barn, in well known by the books he had published,
the one end of which was a mow of corn, got the beginning of his sickness of which
and in the other of bear, and they cast both he died, by the barbarity of a Highlandman's
down in the middle of the barn, all through pushing him on the breast, with the butt end
other-; to

the man's great loss

;

and

all

under

pretence that he had a chest imder the

where

money

his

found not,

it

was.

stuff,

difficulty

they

were hindered by a company of women, from
hanging the poor man in his own barn."
I

have before

this
it is

me

a large account of the

town of Kilmarnock at
time, by the Highlanders, and am told
but a very small' part of what yet may

be attested.
give out of

to the

It
it.

is

but a few hints

John Borland

in the

1 shall

Bridge

of Kilmarnock, by quartering and dry quarters, lost

when he was interceding to
The real loss of the town

spare the place.*

Which, when they

was with some

damage done

of his musket,

one hundred pounds Scots.

liam Taylor, merchant, had a whole

Wil-

company

quartered upon him one night, besides his
ordinary quota of them who stayed.
Matthew Hopkin, merchant, reckons his loss five
hundred merks. William Dickie, merchant,

* Mr. Alexander Wedderbum was one of
those eminent worthies who witnessed a good
confession during the troublous times of the
He was minister first at
church of Scotland.

in Fife, and afterwards at Kihnarnock.
Besides what he gave to the public during his
life, after his death two volumes of his sermons
were published, partly from notes taken in shorthand by those who heard them, and partly from
The subject of the first of these
his own MSS.
volumes is, the Nature of the Covenant of Grace
"
David's Testament opened up,
terms
it
he
as
or

Forgan

forty sermons upon 2 Samuel, xxiii. 6."
subject of the second is, the history of our
Lord's transfiguration, evangelically and practically improved; in twenty-two discourses. TIkj
volumes were published after his death, about
the commencement of last century, and they
are dedicated to the countess of Rothes, and
the countess of Wemyss, two of those " honourable women," who have adorned their high
stations by the virtues and the graces of personal
in

The
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of Kilmarnock, says

1678.

good

who

credit,

a

person of

writes to me,

was

certainly greater this year, than in Dalziel's

year

was

Pentland

after
fifty

then, as

;

we

heai-d,

it

thousand nierks.

[boOK

II.

eighteen men, and continued five weeks in
it in seedtime ;
and told the parish, they
had orders to quarter eighty men, though
they let none see the order, and no more
men than eighteen ever came, and accord-

That the reader may have some view of ingly exacted the money off the parish,
in other places, as well as in which amounted to ^8G1, and whosoever
the shire of Ayr, I shall notice, that the refused to pay, had their houses rifled, and
parish of Evandale or Strathaven in Lan- were forced to buy back their goods at much
arkshire, by an acconnt lately taken up from more money than they would have paid for

what was done

such sufferers as were then
free quarter

of £1,700
stretch

:

alive, lost, by quarters.
These and other hardships upon
and other extortions, the sum the duchess of Hamilton's lands at this
12^., and we may without any time, made that excellent person, upon the

double

were dead

it,

considering

in thirty years

the Highland host were

that

and more,

among them.

many
after

Cambuslang

though

be a very small one, had a con-

in

John

the same shire,

had

fifty

Highlanders of Athole's men, with a

lieu-

siderable

loss.

Corsbie

tenant and quarter-master, quartered on him
for eight days.

earl of IStrathmore, for the restoring of

The was

parish of
it

5th of April, take an instrument against the

David Donald had sixteen

ants

illegally
;

what

exacted from her and her ten-

a copy of which I have insert below.*

* Instr7iment, duchess of Hamilton against the
arl of Strathmore, April bth, 1678.

The which day, in presence of me notar public
undersubscribing, and witnesses afternamed,
compeared personally John Bailie chamberlain of

quartered on him during the said space.
Hamilton, as having power and commission from
James Jackson, William Ker, and Thomas Anna duchess of liamilton, and to the effect
Robertson, in Middlecots, had each of them underwritten, and past to the personal presence

of Patrick earl of Strathmore^ being for the time
in the dwelling-house of William Hamilton,
quartered on them for eight days. In the maltman, burgess of Hamilton, and there the
said John Bailie in name and behalf of the said
return of the host from the more western duchess, shewed the said Patrick earl of Strathmore,
that the said duchess, nor Vv illiam duke
places, one lieutenant Stuart, and quarterof Hamilton her husband, had never seen any
master Leckie, came to the parish with orders for free quai'ters to have been made by
any officers or soldiers in any troops or regiments
for the time within the shire of Lanaik, upon
godliness. The discourses, considered as pos- any person or persons whatsoever
and that
thumous remains, are highly creditable to the notwithstanding thereof, a considerable part of
talents and piety of their author.
They abound the regiment of foot under the command of the
in excellent expositions of scripture ; the style said earl, sometime more and sometime fewer,
had quartered upon the lands and property
is simple and by no means vulgar; and they
exhibit what we do not always find in the writ- of the said duke and duchess, within the parish
ings of the period, a paramount regard to the of Hamilton, from the 16th day of IMarch last
practical bearings of Christian truth on the bypast, to this present day inclusive, without
hearts and lives of Christian professors.
The payment of any sums of money ; therefore, as
volume on the covenant of grace, presents to also that the said soldiers have exa<ted divers
us in sermons xxi. and xxii. one of the simplest sums of money, or dry quarters (so termed by
and clearest illustrations 1 have ever seen of a them), from several of the said duke and duchess
subject much talked of, but very impprfectlj' their tenants, and that by and attour the enterunderstood in the present day the doctrine of tainment of meat, drink, and bedding they had
the assuratice of faith. He shews at great length, in the places where they were quartered
and
therefore, and in respect there had been no order
that, while assurance is by no means essential
to the being of faith, it is exceedingly desirable sliewn for free quarters, or levying of money, by
in regard to the spiritual prosperity of a Chris- and attour the same, the said John Bailie in name
tian
that it is attainable and that it is our and behalf, and at command of the said duchess,
duty to seek after it. He points out the reasfins desired of the said earl, that he woidd either pay,
why it is not often attained, and minutely or cause make payment to the said duke and
duchess their respective tenants, for the quarters
specifies the various marks by which Christians
are required to examine themselves, so as to such of his soldiers had upon their respective
know that they are in covenant with God. No tenants; the space above written; as also, that
man who reads the sermons of ]\]r. Wedderburn the said tenants might be reimbursed of all
will say, that the preachers of the " olden time" exactions used by his said soldiers from them.
were exclusively polemical or that Calvinism is Whereunto it was answered by the said earl,
incapable of a most full and powerful application that the bringing such of his regiment was at the
to the "bosoms and the business" of human command of his majesty's privy council, founded
beings
Ed.
upon hismajesty'swaiTant ; and that the quar-

twenty-two of

the

foresaid

Highlanders

;

—

;

;

;

;

—
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Accounts of

and

this nature will

therefore, though I could

many more,

be endless

;

add a great
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into a fever, of which in a few days

she died

;

and her

sister

1678.

Mrs. Grizel

I shall end this section with
Hamilton, daughter to the lord Bargeny,
have from a good hand, of by waiting upon her, fell into the same
that excellent person the lady Houston, in distemper, and died.f
This lady was singuA party larly devout and religious, and very much
the shire of Renfrew, at this time.*

yet

an account

I

of soldiers had sadly harassed Sir Patrick
Houston's tenants

in his absence,

he being

in

her sentiments against episcopacy, and

her death was very welcome news to the

London yea, such was their rudeness to episcopal clergy of that bounds, whom she
dame Anne Hamilton his lady, that not only would never in the least countenance. It
at

;

the meaner sort, but even Sir George Nicol-

son

who commanded them,

personally

to

obliged to let

threatened her
that

she was

that

pitch,

down

the portcullis of the

was noticed, that
of that

ilk,

and

this Sir

laird

George Nicolson

of Lasswade, after this

sensibly decayed in his fortune
at this time

in a few years

sons, Mr. William and Archibald, were with-

of session, to pay his debts.

:

estate

was

and though
estate, yet

he became bankrupt, and his

them out of the house but
unhappily she found two of her younger

gate to keep

;

he had an opulent

sold, after his death,

by the lords

she was so frighted with their
Upon the whole, as these hardships and
and the fears of what they oppressions were general, and no great difmight do to the young boys, that she fell ference made in the lands of such who had

out the gates

:

threatcnings,

teriiig made by him of his regiment, was conform
to order from the major-general, and that he had
never commanded or allowed any exactions of

any kind, beside their quarters; and that the
same (if any was used) was expressly contrary
whereupon, and upon all and
to his orders
sundry the haill premises, the said John Bailie
in name and at command foresaid, as also the
said I'atrick earl of Strathmore, asked and took
:

instruments, one or more, in the hands of me
Thir things
notar public undersubscribing.
were done within the dwelling-house of the said
William Hamilton, betwixt and ten hours in
the forenoon, day, month, year of God, and
king's reign respective foresaid, in presence of
James Weir of Kirktield, Arthur Nasmith, and
Richard Maxwel writers in Hamilton, the said
William Hamilton and divers others, witnesses to
the premises specially called and required.
Ita esse verimi ut prcefertur, ego Andreas Schaw,
notarius puhlicus, adprcemissa requisitus, assero,
testand. sic/no et subscriptione.
* This lady's maiden name, as noticed below,

was Anna Hamilton, second daughter of Sir
John Hamilton of Carriden and Bargeny, who
was created a peer of Scotland in 1639, under
the title of lord Bargeny.
The attachment of
her father to the royal cause was so conspicuous,
that Cromwell excepted him out of the act of
grace 12th April, 1654; and he died in 1658.
Her mother was lady Jean Douglas, second
'laughter of William first marquis of Douglas.
Her husband. Sir Patrick Houston, was the
representative of one of the oldest families in
Scotland ; being noticed in charters of so old a
date as the reign of Malcolm IV.
He was
created a baronet of Nova Scotia by Charles II.
in 1668.
He lived till 1696, and was succeeded
by his son Sir John ; in whose immediate
descendants the male line having failed, the
Houston succession came by marriage to be
merged in that of the family of Shaw Stewart
of Greenock and Blackball.
Robertson's Renf.

—

pp. 117, 413; Anderson's

Ham.

p.

211.— Ed.

" most remarkable,
f It has been noticed as
that not one Whig lost his life during the invaNote to
sion of these Highland crusaders."
Kirkton p. 391. From the instances noticed by
Wodrow of deaths caused by these " crusaders,"
this statement may be said not to be strictly
true; but granting that it is true, what does it
prove?
Nothing more than that no violent
resistance on the part of the " Whigs" was made
to these " crusaders ;" for assuredly it will not
be questioned that the Highlanders were empowered, and expressly enjoined to pimish a la
militaire those who ventured to fight with them,
or to oppose them in any direct waj' ; and this
places beyond all doubt, the loyalty of the
covenanters, and their backwardness to take
arms, even when self-defence might with great
Burnet tells us that
reason have been pleaded.
" here things seemed done on design to force a
rebellion," and he adds, " it was happy for the
public peace, that the people were universally
possessed with this opinion ; for when they saw
a rebellion was desired, they bore the present
oppression more quietly, than perhaps they
would have done, if it had not been for that."
" As for the oppressions, exVol. ii. p. 185.
actions, injuries and cruelties committed by the
Highlanders among the poor people of the west
reach to
country, it is a business above
describe there is a whole book written upon
that subject, wherein the list is more particular
and fuU than ever my information could reach ;
and a thinking man may apprehend, what a
company of barbarous Highlanders would doe,
when they were sent upon the design to turn
the innocent people of the west country mad by
their oppressions, in which office indeed you
may believe they were very faithful; yet when
after a few weeks' experience, our governors
perceived the west country would not rise in
arms, (as was hoped,) but would continue patient under their tyranny, they begane to be
ashamed, they hade chosen ane expedient both
ineffectual and odious to the world's end, as it

—

my

:

—
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taken the bond, from those

1678.

almost both severe and unjust, yea

all

who

the council and

not, this project appeared to

did

j^BOOK

II.

" King's letter of thanks and indemnity to

record

ridi-

committee," but

in

the

it is,

culous and unbecoming the wisdom of a

government, and

multitudes,

irritate

Letter of the king to the council, approving

ren-

from

clergy,

who

whom

in part

it

the committee^ s proceedings.

" Charles

did spring, and

many places with the
odious.
I come now to the

affected

progress in

court.

great

1

6th,

irregularities

Of some
the

Highland
,.

,-

host, the

approbation

,•

,,

/.

of

,7

that
!

much

our

how many

of

we

the
.

>
aifairs

.

of Scotland, both from
'

.

extraordmary affection to that our ancient

kingdom, and because of the frequent repre-

June 2Gth, 1678.

made

to us,) do,

for securing the peace there, proceeds

a narrative

this section for giving

DESIGN

that

of our subjects should

sentations that have been
I

and are

noise,

interest,

some do)
what we (who take so much ^^
pains to

know

i

'

estates,

so

to

think (as your letter intimates
I

•,

other things at court, until the convention

make

dated

for their

:

\

and

proceedings oj the council
-1 >
-ti
ti
J
Lassils s case, and
the
earl1 ojfn
and, committee,
narrative oj the

letter,

came to our hands

destructive

admire

dis-

and a great part of your
reducing them to their duty in a

measure, before your

March

things tvhich followed the return

We

&c.

trusty,

shires,

consequents of this in the council, and at

so

R.— Right

understood the insolence of the

well

heartily fell in in

host, perfectly

and

their

dered the managers contemptible, and the

merely

of some things with relation to the Highland
host and committee, which I could not

from the suggestions of our council, and want

bring in on

access to us, and

the second

of true information

section, without

;

since all have had open

we

have, of late years,

heard many of our subjects of that kingdom.

breaking the thread of the account there,

and making it very long. I am here then to fully and patiently ; whilst they endeavour,
some account of the approbation of the by weak reasons, to justify the occasion of
committee's procedure, both by king and their differing from our ministers, and opposj

give

i

|

and the narrative they themselves

council,

1

gave of this matter, with reflections upon
it,

pected, that these

After

the council's

March

16th,

till

convention in June.

the

submissive

seeking an

letter

ciples of all

approbation for

i

length,

comes

;

despatch

April 1st,

upon the
copies

the

receipt

of

it

to

following letter

which they

of
the

In most copies I have seen

committee.

it is

example to

government, could have dared

>

to think that

rebellious courses.

very heartily for your careful prosecution of

we recommended
December 11th. And

themselves and the committee, insert above what
at

ill

we may yet approve of their
And to let you further
of know our resentments, we do thank you

Scotland, and any thing further

offers,

ex-

so affronted

our subjects, and have cast loose the prin-

give the king a true account of the state of

which

we have

who have

our authority, and given such

of the earl of Cassils's case, and the

attempt of duke Hamilton and others, to

things in

ing our authority: nor could

termed.

to you, in our letter
after perusal

of your

commissions and instructions, (which

we

have signed to show that they were compared by us with the said letter)

prove of your sending

in

we

ap-

our forces, and

of the commissions given by you to these

was

unparallelefl in the history of the world
from the beginning. So after the Higlilan(iers
hade to the utmost tempted the patience of these
poor people, tho' the devouring soldiers wearied
not, our council thought good to conclude this
cruell expedition."
Kirkton, p. 890. Wodrovv
is also confirmed most fully by
in his
Memorials, p. 139. and by Burnet, vol. ii. p.
183. &c. See also Lai.^g's Hist. vol. iii. p. 78.
JSd.

—

Law

noblemen that have their interest in the
Highlands, and of these given by you to the
mihtia of horse and foot, and to

kill

such as

should oppose our authority by arms, (for
the suffering field conventicles, which we, as
well as our law, think the " rendezvouses of
rebellion,"

and the refusing to suppress them.
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upon these
shires as in a state of rebellion, in which
these and severer courses are necessary and
unavoidable, and which are very gentle, in
did justly oblige

you

lo look

regard of the great misfortunes that followed

upon the

lately

We

like beginnings.)

ap-

same

.

we

who

re-

see no cause of discontent to any

judicatories
all

;

and since

satisfied with oui-

our judges, and

all

the learned lawyers of that kingdom, have

subscribed

the

same,

we

must, and

people siiould see, that such as

our

call it illegal,

1678.

And so we bid you heartily farewell.
Given at our court at Whitehall, the 26th
day of March, 1678, and of our reign the

service.

thirtieth year.

"

By

his majesty's

command,

" Lauderdale."

solve to live peaceably, and for subscribing

whereof we are very well

,„„_

and necessary

as our special

prove likewise of that bond presented to our
subjects, in which, after serious perusal,

^33

very good reason to consider the

not improper to insert such an ample

It is

approbation as

which makes

what

this,

his

of so black a procedure,

majesty indeed approve of

done, and meanly enough crave law-

is

borrows of

his subjects; since such papers

when

as this,

evidently reflecting

upon the

do so merely from the principles of faction
and humour. We are also well pleased that

a sovereign, are not so

the said bond should be oflered to

landed

sidered as adding weight to any thing done

magistrates, within that our
kingdom, without exception, that we may

very base, impositions upon a prince, and

all

persons, and

thereby

know how each

affected to our

of them

government

:

stands

and you justly

observe, that the most powerful should be

We

most jealoused.
legal surety

which you

approve also of that
call

lawborrows, and

honour, and contrary to the real interests of

much

to

be con-

by wicked servants, but as necessary, though

must be added to the rest of the misdemeanours and crimes of the managers, in
order to screen themselves.
not hinder the patriots
laying

before

the

This letter did

who went

king

up, from

the illegality and

hardship in many things here approven, as
way you have taken to provide for them ; of we shall hear, though perhaps it was designed
which garrisons, we think, none should com- for such an end but very quickly after it a
plain who love our government, and the stop was put to the bond and lawborrows
peace of their native country, since they are and so when I have noticed, that after the

of your having settled garrisons, and the

;

:

very necessary for both these ends, in those
disorderly shn-es.

We

council,

May

2d,

by a direct

act, did

approve

approve likewise of their committee and the procedure thereof,
to look back a

and observe

your recalling the privileges of such bur-

it

gesses, as will not relieve their magistrates

how

according to law, and of debarring

of the committee, particularly as to the earl

these

will

be

fit

little,

matters go at court, as to the procedure

of Cassils.
The earl was the first who went
when cited by our judges, at that time the up to court, when he with others were debond was offered by those of their society.
nounced, as his case, which shall presently
" These courses being founded upon our be insert, more fully bears, to give the king,
commands, and taken for the common in- a true information how matters stood
I
terest of us and our people, we own as done hear he promised himself, and got access to
by us and we do hereby declare, that what- the king, by means of the duke of Monever person or judicatory shall offer to mouth ; and a letter I have just now before
very few advocates

who

did not compear

:

;

quarrel any person for being accessory there-

me, quoted,

earl

of Cassils's letter to duke,

against our authority and royal prerogative.

me to have been to the
duke of Monmouth, though he be not named

And

in

unto,

us,

shall

for

we

shall

be

punishable

encouragement of
declare

all

as

murmurers

such as serve

"

have the force of an ample and absolute

ways concerned

I insert it here.

it.

that this our approbation

any

"

in that expedition, either in

owe

indemnity, and letter of thanks, to

council, committee, or execution,
II.

1678, appears to

we

all

having

May

The

it

please your grace,.

great sense I have of the duty I

to the king's

most sacred majesty, and

the concern which every good patriot ought

3i
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II.

kingdom and coun- humbly crave pardon for giving you the
1678.
try, whereof he is a member, have trouble of so long a letter, which was only
moved me to adventure upon the boldness of occasioned by the extraordinary state of
an humble address unto your grace. There affairs here at present. Robert Macnaught
is a great body of men, to the number of seven
will wait upon your grace, and what comor eight thousand, the most part whereof are mands you shall think fit to lay upon me,
to have for that

who

Highlanders,

are gathered together, and

brought into the west of Scotland, upon free

whereby there

quarter,

the greatest com-

is

and

plaint of violence, rapine,

now

all

my

Ayr, where
part

discretion, think

there

no

is

most obedient, and most hum" Cassils."

When

of ingenuity, virtue, and

it

when

very strange, that

loose

upon the other

but

;

this letter

was

writ, I

precisely, but the matter of

shadow of us

rebellion, or the least

let

faithful,

ble servant,

quartered in the shire of

an insurrection, that one part of the kingdom
should be

I

small fortune for the most

men

All

is.

have a very punctual observance.

must only be a humble suiter, that I may be
always honoured with the title of your grace's

manner of most

all

oppression, that ever was heard in the world:

they are

shall

I

|

to think

it

cannot say

seems to lead

it

was before the bond and law-

borrows were pressed

;

can I say any

far less

made

thing of the return

to the earl

this

:

men should seems to have been sent express with
country, who have person named in it, and by the return

especially that a multitude of

the.

be brought into a

the

civil

nothing to show they are men, but the external figure

habit,

language,

mankind.

All this

differing in

;

and manners, from

all

commanded to deliver up
am mightily troubled that I

earl appears to

have had room to write again,

as he narrated in his case

application to the council

;

when

and,

all

was precluded by

country also are

the proclamation, in the beginning of March,

their arms.

the earl ventures

I

can never be so happy as to be looked upon

who, by

as one,

evidence
vice

me,

my

all

imaginable

would

ties,

readiness to his majesty's ser-

;

and, being allowed, he

March 28th,

which contains a short and distinct account
of what

is

above, section 2d.

whatever characters may be given of

:

I

faithfully

conscience,

am

I

declare

upon honour and
and

The

hand

may perform

all

and duty that can be exprest
by the best of subjects to the best of kings.
acts of loyalty

There

to

deliver

in

writing under his

the true state of his case,

it

was as

followeth,

mined by the king's most excellent judgment,
and to deal very seriously with all my friends
relations, that they also

carl of Cassils being comvianded by his

majesty,

resolved, in all cases

disputes of a public nature, to be only deter-

and

u[)

gives in the following paper,

"

The marquis of Athole,

earls

of Mar,

Murray, Perth, Caithness, Strathmore, and
others, having been

empowered by

jesty's privy council, to raise

his

ma-

and convocate

a proclamation issued forth by the the Highlanders within their respective
whereby no person dare go out of bounds, as also their whole vassals, and all
the kingdom, without a warrant from his others under their command, and to march
is

council,

majesty or the council.
easily observe

to

move any

how

Your

difficult

and

may

grace
unfit

it

were

thing to the council; but

if

his majesty, out of his princely wisdom,
and love to justice, which rules all his
actions, would call upon such a person oi

who

persons,
ples,

are

it

any place where the council or committee

command them and in their
march they were ordered to take free
quarters, and were indemnified for what
thereof, should

;

they should do, by

killing,

wounding, appre-

hending, or imprisoning such as should

humbly

might tend very much to the

given to each of them from the privy council,

to be of just princi-

loyal inclinations, I

;

satisfaction of the people, as well as to the

dated the 26th of December

interest of his majesty's service.

appear.

with

all

make

any opposition, or such as they should have
any reason to suspect as by a commission

and very

conceive

known

to

I lay this

submission at your grace's

feet,

and

This

last,

does

fully

commission from the privy

council, in so far as the

same doth order the

:
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taking of free quarters, the earl does

humbly

conceive to be expressly contrary to the 5th
act of his majesty's
it

is

declared,

shall be free

first

That

'

parliament, wherein

hfs majesty's sulijects

from provision and maintenance

of any armies and garrisons which shall be
raised and kept in the country.'

The

earl

of Strathmore and others being warranted

by their commission, to convocate the

militia

Angus, and to march with

in the shire of

upon

tiiem into the west country

free quar-

into the persons

435

who

built

them, or

1678.

had been actors and abetters thereof,
and whose ground they were built upon
all which he did accordingly, though the
lords would not allow him any of the
standing forces, nor the gentlemen his
to go along armed to assist him.
But when he gave the lords an account that
he had demolished and razed them to the
friends

ground, they did, by a
their

new warrant under
command him to bring back

hands,

accordingly was done; notwith-

the timber of these meeting-houses, to the

standing, by the 25th act of the 3d session

forces are to be furnished with forty days'

same place where they were built, and to
cause cut it in pieces, and there to burn the
same to ashes which accordingly he caused

provision, from the shires out of which they

do.

this

ters,

of his majesty's

first

parliament, the militia

are raised, and the country to be free of

other charge for
letter of the

command

maintenance.

their

3d of January following,

all

A

at the

of the privy council, was sent by

the duke of Lauderdale to the earl of Cassils,
as bailie principal of Carrick, requiring

him

;

The

lords of the committee, by their

from Ayr, of the 9th of February,
tfie earl of Cassils, to publish

letter

did ordain

with

all

expedition, their proclamation, at

the market-cross

of Maybole,

head burgh of that
next Sabbath-day,

at

the

several

to attend the committee of council at Glas-

church doors within the same

gow, the 26th of that month, and to receive
and obey the orders of the committee. In

commanding

obedience to which he did attend at the
time and place appointed.

The

lords of the

committee, by their order at Glasgow, the

29th of January, commanded him, as

bailie

whose hands the

militia

arms were,

the whole militia arms of the bailiary,

swords, pistols, holsters, &c. and

all

as

heritors,

and others, were to bring with

liferenters,

heritors,

bonds as the
committee should appoint; which proclamation was published accordingly.
" Yet, notwithstanding the earl of Cassils

had given ready and
the orders and

upon the

1

entire obedience to all

commands of the committee,

0th of February, that

days before they were

tenants, cotters, and servants,

fifteen

arms of

quarter, into the jurisdiction

pistols,

swords, pikes,

halberds, lochaber-

upon oath

to

such as the major-general

should appoint, in the presence of the earl

twelve

to appear,

hundred men were sent upon

most of

whom were

of Cassils's estate

;

of

free

Carrick,

quartered upon the

e-arl

whereby not only

free

quarters, but dry quarters, plundering,

other exactions,

many

of Cassils or his deputes; and whosoever

ties

should not give up their arms upon oath,
should be quartered upon
an account

lamentable to report

:

is,

commanded

their

axes, dirks, and whingers, to be delivered

and
and

the lords at Ayr, the 22d of February next

their

musquets,

parish

requiring

following, to subscribe such

with

sorts,

;

liferenters,

them

all

the

others, of the said bailiary, to appear before

principal of Carrick, to receive from all per-

sons, in

all

being

and upon the

bailiary,

insolencies

and
and cruel-

have been committed, too tedious and
;

of

all

which proceed-

ings he gave an account by letters, unto his

whereof he was to return at Ayr, the 7th of grace the duke of Monmouth. Upon the
February following which was done accord- 22d of February, the earl of Cassils, in
ingly.
The lords of the committee of Ayr, obedience to the proclamation, together with
by their warrant of the 7th of February, did all the heritors, liferenters, and others, did
;

order and

command

the earl of Cassils, to

appear at Ayr, and a bond being tendered

destroy and demolish the meeting-houses

to him, to be subscribed, obliging

within the bailiary of Carrick, and to raze

his

them
them

their respective families, should abstain

to the ground, or to destroy or burn
;

and to make a

strict

and exact inquiry

whole

family, tenants,

conventicles,

and

him that

cottars,

and
from

nor should reset, supply, or
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1678,

with forfeited

persons,

("book

intercommmied ministers, vagrant
but should endeavour to appre
hend them ; and in case the tenants and
others should contravene, and be guilty,
they were to be presented to the judge
ordinary, or they were to be removed off
and if he should fail in any
the ground

refuse to grant him such a favour

of these particulars, he should be liable to

to

preachers,

;

same

the

penalties

Which

incurred.

the

delinquents

had

the earl of Cassils denied

bond was
was impossible for

II.

he was to be denounced rebel within six
days.
Upon which he wrote to the lords
of the committee, to entreat their lordships

week's continuance

for a

but the lords did

;

upon he did immediately

where-

:

Edin-

rfepair to

burgh, to attend the privy council, and to
offer

them

possible satisfaction, according

all

upon liis coming there, a proclamation was issued forth, commanding all
noblemen, heritors, and others of the west
law, but

to subscribe, conceiving, as the

country, to depart out of Edinburgh, within

founded on no law, so

three

him

it

and that such practice was
contrary to the laws and customs of all
to perform

other

nations.

;

Whereupon a

libel

to

days,

own

their

houses; before

which time he was actually denounced rebel
at the market-cross of Ayr, being the

was burgh of the

shire,

and

him

head

of caption

letters

given in against him, at the instance of his

issued forth

against

majesty's advocate, charging him to appear

his person.

Wherefore, finding himself in

the 23d of February, before the lords of so great a

the committee, under the pain of rebellion,
for being at conventicles,

and other crimes

of a very high nature, and was to give his
oath upon the verity of the libel
who
;

accordingly did appear, and upon examination he did depone negatively, only, if there
had been any conventicles upon his ground,
or if his tenants had been at them, he knew
no further thereof than by hearsay, he him-

strait,

and

his case being

to such an extremity,
to

find

apprehending

for

a remedy in

brought

and not knowing how
Scotland, and being

many of these proceedings were
and not warrantable, either by the
statutes or customs of the kingdom of Scotland, he thought it his duty to repair to his
assured

illegal,

sacred majesty, as being

and
mination he

justice,

to
is

the

fountain of

whose sentence and

content to submit his

deterlife

and

he never saw any such con- fortune ; being assured in his own conscience,
venticles, nor any of his tenants present at that he has not, nor ever shall knowingly
them.
At that time also the lords of the violate any of his majesty's laws or comself swearing

mands. And therefore humbly implores his
commanding all noblemen, heritors, and majesty may be pleased to consider his case,
others, who would not subscribe the bond, and to examine how far these proceedings
to sell off and dispose all their horses which against him and his tenants, and the usage
were above the value of four pounds sterling he hath met with from the insolence of the
committee did issue out another proclama-

tion,

March next ensuing
any horse above that value, were

price, before the 1st of

and

in case

found

in

;

any of their possessions,

forfeit

the

''

after that

time, they should not only lose the horse,

but

Highlanders and others, are warranted by
law and cu.stoms of the kingdom of Scotland.

" This

is

copy,

a true

sum of one hundred pounds examined with

the original.

Scots money.

Immediately upon his refusal
to subscribe the bond, notwithstanding that
he had cleared himself by oath, of all the

Cassils."

compared and

'•

J.

Forrester."

" London, March 28th."

crimes laid to his charge, the lords appointed
This Mr. Forrester was secretary to the
a messenger to charge him with letters of duke of Lauderdale, and attested the copy,
lawborrows, to enact himself in the books of which was sent down to the council by an
privy council, that his wife, children, men,, express, as soon as
tenants, cottars, and servants, should not go

to conventicles and other disorderly meetings,

under the pain and penalty of double

his valued yearly rent;

and

in

case of

failie.

king.

Accordingly,

it
I

was given

in to

the

find by the registers,

that April 3d, a copy of the case of the earl

of Cassils

is

produced

in

council,

draught of a letter to the king

is

and a

ordered to
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be brought

in

to-morrow upon that subject, masters, and
\

and accordingly

it is

brought

and approven, and, that
both

April 4th,

in,

may do justice

I

1

to

with

lis

most

fatal

all
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who were sober,

did

i.-r-o

apprehend from tliem the

we

events: and yet

invited the

commissioners of excise, justices

sides, I insert it here.

of

peace, and your officers, and that earl,

"

May

it

please your sacred majesty,

others, to concur in suppressing

them

the

among
which

;

that your

they returned to be impossible for them, the

majesty would not weaken your authority in
your judicatories here, and especially in your

distempers having run so high, and being so

privy council, where your sacred person

jesty could not secure the country, without

"

The

we had

firm assurance

universal, as they pretended, that your

is

whom

ma-

new and universal indulgence,
would have actually dissolved
committed in a most special manner, did not the present government, so would have enlessen the great satisfaction we received couraged those who had succeeded in this
more eminently represented, and

to

the care of your royal government here

letter of the

from your majesty's

March

nor can

last,

we

the granting a

which, as

is

it

26th of rebellious attempt, to proceed by new ones
to wring the

forbear to express

government piece and piece out

j

our thankful acknowledgments upon
receipt

thereof; and though

secure us against
arise

it

doth

of your majesty's hands, as those of less

1

wicked principles had done by the same

fully

means, under your royal father

jealousies, that could

from any application that any factious

persons

may make

faithful servants
this

all

the

;

to

fore

you against us your

yet being desirous to

we conceived

:

and there-

ourselves necessarily ob-

by your royal letter of December 11th,
employ such as offered their service in this

liged,

owe

to

dangerous exigent ; nor can

favour to your majesty's justice as well

we understand

and to let your majesty know what is a state of rebellion, if frequent renthat we have not misemployed that power dezvouses of rebellion, grown above correcwith which your majesty hath intrusted us, tion, be not ; or how those should complain
we resolved to satisfy your majesty as to a in this case, who were themselves guilty of
paper signed by the earl of Cassils, and suffering these to grow incorrigible, without

as goodness,

whereof your majesty was pleased graciously ever using any endeavours to repress them,
to transmit a copy, which hath been shown though invested with your authoritj', as
to us, and in which we justly thought our- sheriffs and bailies, which offices oblige such

Whereas the

marquis of Athole and others, to take free

are intrusted with them, to an utmost
and exact diligence in suppressing all disorders, and allow them to raise all within their

quarter, and that they did accordingly take

jurisdiction,

the same, contrary to the 5th act of your

they being so stated,

selves concerned.
sents, that

majesty's

we

first

as

earl repre-

granted commissions to the

parliament

ceive that 3'our majesty

:

we humbly con- your

had just reason to

the peace

securing

for

we

;

conceive that

and
it

is

majesty's prerogative and our happi-

you employ

ness, that such forces as

for the

look on his jurisdiction of Carrick, and some

safety of

other western shires, as in a state of rebel-

tained by such as occasion those confusions,

lion, since

field

conventicles are by your

your crown and

us, should

This hath always been done in

all

be main-

the expe-

laws declared to be rendezvouses of rebel-

ditions

royal ancestors

for

and that these were so increasing, that
there were far more armed men assembled

repressing such intestine disorders, and

was

them almost weekly, than could be repressed by almost thrice the number of your
standing forces so that we behoved either
to suffer your majesty and tlie [)eace of our
native country, to depend upon the dis
cretion of such vagrant and distracted mul-

we were

lion

;

neVer challenged

in

no

in

till

now

and without

;

security, since

this

our country

cannot afford such standing forces, nor so

much ready

;

tjtudes, or else take care to pluck

made by your

lions;

and

armed,

all

cash as
if

we

may

wait

repress such rebel-

till

your enemies be

^

remedies will then be useless, and

|

the 3d act, pari. 2d, James

up with to

raise the

country,

if

II. gives

there be

'

power
violent

j

one expense, what grew so

fast, that their

presumption of

reliellion,

and spoiling the
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country by unreasonable and unrule-

„„„

fiil

your ordinary

and we could willingly be
informed, how without this method, this king-

same was above

dom

men

But how many were and numbers and contempt growing

men.'

continued so armed, constantly as guards to
declared traitors

[BOOK

with such numbers of armed

?

can be secured.

Nor

this contrary to

is

the 5th act of your majesty's

first

parliament,

which can never relate to a state of

rebellion,

daily,

and

that

the

declaring

officers

their correction.

But of

this our procedure none can complain who
deserved the protection of your laws, since
by living peaceably and securing their own

they might evite the danger.

shires,

But

but only to regular times, payment to such

yet our orders are falsely represented

as are in rebellion being

we

due by no law or

sense, nor possible for such a cash as yours

II.

their

;

;

for

only gave orders to take free quarter, as
your council and committee should order,

when many forces are to be raised; and that your council has given order, is
and the 25th act of the 3d session of your denied, so that as yet there is no free quarter,
3d parliament, is so far from restricting your though these shires be the first advancers
;
royal power in this point, that by it your and which, as it is necessary where there i$
here,

parliament

make a humble tender

your

no

majesty of their lives and fortunes, for the

sufficient fund for payment, so they who
advance cannot complain, if they be inno-

promoving of your majesty's service, and the
advancement of your royal authority, and

neglected to

to

'

we

cent, as

conceive the earl
dissipate

is

those

not, having

conventicles,

declare they grant the said militia to you for

being your majesty's heritable

compescing any foreign or intestine trouble

suffered meeting-houses to be built without

or insurrection, and give

any opposition,

council to

make

full

power

to your

this offer effectual, accord-

ing to the instructions and

commands they

so

many

in a

having

country where he hath

much

friends, so

bailie,

following,

great jurisdiction, and having

and so

now contemned

from your majesty.'

These your proclamation, and accused your privy
council for supplying what was his duty.
we leave it to your majesty to judge whether, And though every man in that shire was
in times and shires wherein there were such somewhat guilty, in not having opposed
shall

receive

being the very words of the act of parliament,

trouble,

and constant rendezvouses of rebel-

these

lion, as

they acknowledge were above their

general

correction, the law did not

is all

and

the shire in

that

that ought to be considered in

where their representatives were
and refused to concur, yet to the end
that none should suffer but such as should

empower your such

majesty and us, by your express command,
dated December 1 1th, to quarter these forces

insolencies,

cases,

called,

in these shires.
Nor can we understand continue guilty, it was offered by your counwhat the tender of our lives and fortunes, cil, that only such as should refuse to secure
and the effectual prosecution remitted to the peace should be quartered upon and
;

the council, can import,
that after your

have used

majesty and your council

means to suppress troubles
an orderly way, you may
forces, and quarter them freely in
in

such turbulent places.
offers

do not import,

all

and rebellions
not raise

if it

And

accordingly protections were granted to

such

who secured

suffered without his

you the assistance of our fortunes,

militia

is

but

a very mean part, in cases of trouble, as well
as formal insurrections, so it offers the same

fault,

nor was any

cept in cases of necessity, your majesty's

guards

nights' free quarters

own

all

man

quarter taken without present payment, ex-

as the said act

whereof some few

the peace, so that no

being

constantly

paid,

and

own
your

having been paid as long as their

allowance lasted.

And we may justly expect,

that yoiu" people will think

we would not

introduce any thing wherein our posterity

wherever your authority and government is might suffer, more than those who complain
any ways concerned. And we leave it to now do, without being forced thereunto by
any reasonable man to judge, if your autho- the incorrigibleness of offenders, as well as
rity and government was not highly con- warranted therein by your majesty's laws,
cerned, where such constant rendezvouses by which we shall be careful to judge your
of rebellion were kept by declared

traitors,

people, and that no innocent

may

suffer.

;
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Whereas

;

bond
humbly

represented, that a

is

it

was pressed without law, it
asserted, that the bond was only

is
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shires against royal authority, hav-

1678.

ing been found to consist in their

offered, but

horses; and by the act cited in this very

and we conceive many things
are allowed in matter of government, for
which there is no express law, there being
new emei-gents daily, which parliaments could
not foresee, and which are so sudden or

paper, war, and all relating thereunto, is in
your majesty's power ; and this hath been

mean, that they cannot attend, nor do they
it has been ever

particulars relating to free quarter, the de-

not pressed

;

require parliaments: but

your majesty and

that

believed,

council

done constantly in council, and assented to
cheerfully by such as are now discontent,
because the same is done by us. The other
molishing of these meeting-houses, and the
insolencies charged only in general terms

by
comAnd upon
is humbly

do every thing in matters of state,
which in prudence might secure the peace
of the country, providing it be not against

that paper, are fully answered by the

express laws, (which this bond cannot, nor

may be pleased to
take such course, as may discourage such
as have opened a new way of constant

miiiht

is

not by this paper said to be,) but especially
is warranted by the

where what they do

mittee of your majesty's council.
a

review of both papers,

full

it

entreated, your majesty

former precedents, as the offering bonds has

trouble to your majesty, of constant reproach-

been formerly done by some who now refuse
this bond, as appears by acts of council sent

ing your council and judicatories, and

u[) to

so

your majesty, with

their subscriptions;

conceive, that by the law of this and

we

other nations, the state

all

who have

from those

rity

of jealousy.

And

lawborrows,

it

129th act,

crave secu-

as to the legal security

is

expressly

9th,

pari.

may

given less reason

James

by

warranted by

And

I.

uni-

versal lawborrows are warranted by act 13th,
pari. 6th,

James

And though

11.

in private

and subjects of your other kingdoms.
which account

it

your majesty's justice, that the

who

charged your privy council with crimes of so
high a nature,
to be tried

may be

which pursuit your majesty

remitted even to a justice of the

yet your majesty's privy council and

justice court have never been restricted to

any sum, as

and

is

clear

by very man}' instances

most just, because in extraordinary
cases the security should be commensurate
this

it come to a
we conceive in

no security at
all
and who can assert that two years'
valued rent, which generally exceeds not one
it is

:

year's real rent,

is

too great a

sum

for the

security of the king and kingdom, especially
since

sovereign, your majesty's

in every

it is

travene; and

pay none

;

if

and

final deter-

this and all
most gracious

of,

most humble, most

servants.

" Subscribed ut in sederunt, except the
president."

The sederunt

are,

depute,

register,

Niddry,

Aboyn,

— President,

advocate,

Kintore,

treasurer-

justice-clerk,

Caithness,

Andrews, Glasgow, Lauderdale,

Douglas,

Marishal.

they trouble the peace of

Whether the

earl of Cassils

to answer this letter, I

was no

know

had allowance
not, but if he
indeed

the kingdom, they cannot pay too much.

had,

The former reasons

smoothly enough drawn, and contains

likewise do justify the

disarming of the shires, and craving security

pounds Scots,

for every horse

above

these being

accounted among the arms

still

El-

phingston, Ross, Belhaven, chancellor, St.

man's power not to con-

they contravene not, they
if

of

;

fully

and most obedient subjects and

faithful,

is

to the danger, otherwise

prisoner,

shall be

acquainted before

other cases to be the duty

is

down

sent

and judged according to law

because in ordinary cases the taking such

;

earl of Cassils,

hath contemned your proclamation, and

mination, which

peace

Upon

humbly craved from

is

cases the ordinary pains are inconsiderable,

surety

of

inflaming and misinforming the parliaments

and instruments of war.

fifty

And

of the frequent insurrections

the strength

made by those

it

difficult task.

It is

all

that can well be said in defence of so black

a step

;

but the foundations upon which the

reasoning part of

turned

in

it

leans,

have been over-

the former part of this history

and anv thing

like

argument

in

it,

runs upon

;

mistakes and perfect stretches.

1678.

well

known, there was

It is

as little rebel-

lion at field conventicles as in the chm'ches

Edinburgh from Glasgow with

have no freedom to engage to bear

which there

these meetings,

question

no

is

the heritors could have done,

II.

and

it

follows.

"

A

if

true information of the committee of his

majesti/s council, met in the west, their pro-

cedure against the earl of Cassils.
April

state of rebellion, because in their conscience

down

it,

;

and the managers first give these meetings
names, and then reason upon those names as
law and fact, and find the west country in a
they

[bOOK
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M,

Glaagoiv,

1678.

lords of the committee, in pursuance

of their instructions, and

the

trust

com-

mitted to them, having proceeded with

all

possible tenderness and equality against all

and had not
been convinced other methods would be

persons convened before them, do admire

more

cannot pass

the injustice the earl of Cassils has done

the letter without remarking farther, that as

himself and them, by misrepresenting them

they had had freedom to do

their,

it,

for the king's interest.

reasonings are

vance facts which

be otherwise

founded, so they ad-

ill

all

I

for instance, thaf

:

knew

the country

were more armed men

weekly there

at conventicles in the

and

People

king's standing forces could repress.

procedure,

their

by the

appears

as

double of a paper, the principal whereof, the

committee are informed, the

earl did

and address to

which obliges

number of the them

west, than three times the

who were

to

of

his majesty;

sign,

to give the following account of matter

fact.

As

to the commission mentioned,

these meetings smile at this

given to some noblemen and others, the earl

bugbear the managers and prelates, from

misinforms concerning the commission given

at

conscience of

some years

guilt,

form to themselves.

after this, there

Till

were very few

armed at conventicles. Mr, Welsh, indeed,
and a few others who were intercommuned,
had arms with them, but their numbers
were very insignificant and what a mean
:

shift,
is it

not to

call it

juggling with the king,

him, that the council had not

to tell

to the earl of Strathmore

for

;

he had no

such commission for bringing out any of the
Highlanders, having none under his com-

As

mand.

coming to Glas-

to the earl his

gow, to receive the committee of council
their

commands, and

bailiary

of Carrick,

and which others

it

for

disarming

the

was a duty tying upon,

in that country,

who had

ordered free quarter, but only the committee, jurisdiction under his majesty, performed as

who

acted by

their

power, and that the

exactions mentioned, were only advanced
first

by the shire of Ayr.

repaid

them

?

?

Were

they ever

or was there ever a design to repay

Another palpable untruth

free q uarters

bond, when

is,

that

were only upon refusers of the

it is

known

that the Highlanders

well as he
of, is

:

and the

conform to

certification

complained

his majesty's letter to the

December

upon which the
committee were
formed, and which were approven and signed
council,

11th,

council's instructions to the

The committee

by his majesty.
with

much

having,

and respect, treated the
requiring him to throw down the
lenity

came many days before the time of taking

earl, in

the bond, and free quarters were allowed

meeting-houses in Carrick, which they might

on Cunninghamhead's

very easily have done by the king's forces

who cannot

lands,

and

others

And which were

be reckoned refusers.

there, but they judged it more
what a jest is it to tell the king, that the for the earl's interest, and the preservation
bond was offered, but not pressed
If of his rights and privileges of jurisdiction,
the sending in an army, and charging with and that he might appear active in that
lawborrows, and putting to the horn, was charge he hath from his majesty, that it
!

not pressing,
I

I

am ashamed

know not what
to insist

misrepresentations.

With

information

committee

procedure

is

by

the

But should be done rather by

is.

upon such evident
this

letter

sent up to the king.

of

an

their

in

that

affair,

is

But the

our duty to represent

which was as follows.

When first

the

com-

and held forth how
neglective he had been in the discharge of

There mittee called

were a good many of them now coipe to

himself.

circumstances of his carriage and deportment

for him,
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that he

to do

unto, he at last

magistrates

inferior

it is

a

the kingdom

in

;

and

be the most considerable

albeit his lordship

person in that country, he gave the least obedience to the said proclamation, whereby he

him there

was moved to accept of the

for the earl's causing publish the

service in course, always performed by all

he positively refused
that were

in private to advise

1G78.

appears with what

of that bailiary, and parish churches,

used to persuade him of his duty, and some
of the members of the committee were dis-

pensed with

it

council's proclamation, at the market-cross

many arguments

but after

:

As

service.

committee did then require him to concern
himself in that afliiir, and to go and destroy
these houses, which

which

all

:

reluctancy and aversion he performed this

council notice of it; yet the

the

to give

by

never

in his duty, as

was so remiss
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reported to the committee as done

committed to him by his majesty,
in suffering meeting-houses to be built, and
so to continue within his jurisdiction, and

his tnist

gave

example to others

ill

for thefree quarter

in the

As

bounds.

and plunder the

earl corn-

{

committed on

committee's written order, but with this ex-

plains of,

press provision, that his acceptance thereof

hundred men, the committee denies their

should not oblige him to performance,
should meet with any opposition or

if

he

resist-

his lands

knowledge thereof, much
sion to any such thing.

by

fifteen

their acces-

less

Nor was

there any

ance; which the committee, regarding his

complaint made thereof to them, nor to the

have concealed, and did

major-general, nor, for any thing they can

credit, designed to

not allow the same to be recorded.

Nor

learn, to

any

inferior officer

:

but the com-

was the demolishing of these meeting-houses mittee being well informed, that the inhabperformed by him but the country people, itants of these lands have of late fallen off
hearing it was ordered by the committee, from being loyal and well affected, to be
knew well it would be done however, and so most disaffected, and the encouragers and
prevented the earl, and demolished the same. entertainers of Mr. John Welsh, and other
;

And whereas the earl pretends, that the
committee would not allow him to take
along with him the gentlemen of the country
in their

arms to

assist him,

it is

represented,

outlawed preachers, of any part in the west,
did oblige them, for the peace of that coun-

send a considerable number of forces

try, to

thither, they having just reason to suspect

that the last day for disarming that part of

that country as in a state of rebellion

the country, was within a day of the time

which case forces and their entertainment

that he
diligence

was to report the account of his
but he had nine days' time from
;

are necessary and unavoidable.

We

but take notice in that paper of the

;

in

cannot

earl's re-

the date of the order, before the last day of lating to the proclamation, discharging those
the disarming, in which he might have very
well done

armed

:

it,

and

before his friends were dis-

he was appointed to

albeit

return and give an account of his diligence,
against a certain day, yet so

little

did he

who

refused to take the bond, of keeping

horses above the value of four pounds sterling,

and of the penalty to be a hundred

pounds Scots, how ready he is, if he had any
ground, to make the committee appear un.

by making such a seeming dispropor-

regard the committee's commands, that for

equal,

three days thereafter there was no word of

tion in the calculation of the horse's price in

him or from him.
in

And

at length there

came

an unsubscribed paper, bearing an imper-

fect

account

;

so that the committee rejected

the same, as no report

:

great part of the timber

and hearing that a
was carried away

English money, and the penalty in Scots

money nor does he
:

relate truly the restricted

value of the horse, conform to the proclamation.

Albeit the earl did purge himself by

oath, of such delinquencies as he

was charged

to private places, the committee ordained

with in times past, relating to himself and his

the earl to cause bring back the same, and

own

to burn

it

to ashes

;

which how soon the

country people understood, they thought
to prevent the earl

fit

by returning the timber,
and burning the came ; which the earl at last
II.

family, yet that laid

no restraint on the

committee, but that they, in obedience to his

commands, might require the same
by way of lawborrows,
which they had done of all the heritors in
majesty's

legal security of him,

3k
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The committee does

that country.

,„„„

absolutely deny, that the earl did

them any such letter as he
mentions; and albeit he had, it had been
most unfit for the committee to have
granted any such desire, in respect it would

April

10th, they give

[eOOK

II.

order to print this

paper by their authority.

This narrative

ever write to

have been a bad preparative, and not agree-

The

able to their instructions.

not inform

earl

does

concerning the caption

right

alleged issued out against him

;

for there

was never any order to apprehend his person, nor was it intended by the committee

so that the strait he pretends to have

;

men, than to publish the errors of their own
countrymen and though the fatal consequences
which (lid lately follow upon the like distempers,
may create in ail thinking men, an extraordinary
:

abhorrence of such cour.scs ; yet since sucli as find
no safety but in the common distractions, and
no pleasure, save in the universal confusions of
both stiite and church, have so successfully
poisoned some, and endeavoured so industriously
to poison many of his mjijesty's other subjects in
all his dominions, it is hoped, that a true narrative of these proceedings will not be unwelcome.
It is too well known, iww, after that episco-

own groundless

pacy was established by authority, in botli thir
kingdoms, as that government wliich was most

apprehension; and the committee do hum-

agreeable to the word of God, and the practice
of the primitive cliurch, and suited best with
monarchy, some factious persons here did much
disturb the reign of that wise prince king James,
and overthrew the government under that pious
prince king Charles 1. in which rebellion (that
grew up by plausible degrees, too like our present
proceedings] under the specious disguises of liberty
and religion, Godpunislied us so appositely, that
these parliaments whicli lusted so after boundless
liberty, were absolutely turned out from any
share in the government, and that new modelled
church, which violently grasped at, even all the
civil goveriunent, was rent in pieces by its own
viperous brood the remonstrators, and fell from
having any esteem with those usurpers whom
1'hese disorders did lirst take
they had raised.
rise, and had their chief maintenance from some

been

in,

was altogether

his

may

bly desire his majesty

take notice

how

the earl does calumniate and reproach them,

and unhumbly conceive is

as if their proceedings were illegal

warrantable, which they

a crime of a very high nature for any private
subject to attempt, which they, in all humisubject to his majesty's consideration.

lity,

" Airly,

Glencairn,

Caithness,

Linlithgow,

Ross,

Strathmore."

This representation hath

As

that needs reflections.

nothing in

betwixt the earl and them in matter of
I

am

fact,

not to determine which of them are
but very

right,

on

it

to the differences

that.

of importance depends

little

We

shall just

earl's representations,

had that weight

others,

stop

is

find, that the

at

London, that a

put to the lawborrows, and new

methods are gone

We

now

and the application of

into.

have already heard, that the

earl

of

Murray and lord Collington were sent up to
court, upon the going up of duke Hamilton
and others; but besides this, the managers
thought

fit

to

publish and print a paper,

entitled, " a true

narrative of the proceed-

ings of his majesty's privy council in

Scot-

land, for securing the peace of that kingdom,
in the

year 1678."

Which, that the admir-

ers of the violences of this time

reason to complain

annexed below.*

In

may have no

of partiality,

I

have

the council-register.

western shires in this kingdom, who having been
the chief actors in every scene of that bloody and
tragical rebellion, were so far fi'om wearying or
repenting of having opposed their native i)rince;,
that they persecuted both in church and state,
such of their former associates as resolved to
return to their duty, and to hazard all in rescuing their king from that imprisonment, which
they well foresaw was the lirst step to the scaffold and thir rebels being inilamed at a connnuiiion in Mauclilin, they most rebeilionsly fouglit
:

against his majesty's best troops ; and after that
worthy attempt, lor rescuing his majesty from
his imprisonment, 1648, was disappointed, they
did again form their own tenants in an army,
and theiewith invade and plunder the Loliiians,
and other adjacent shires and such as were
weary of the indolence of that party, having
called liome our present monarch, these shires
to disappoint the opposition made to Cromwell,
drew a remonstrance, and divided irom his
majesty's forces, and declared bj' an act at the
West-kirk, that if his majesty would not grant
the concessions then proposed to him, and
whereby all his prerogatives were to be screwed
:

own his government.
having suffered his majesty's armies
to be beat at Vv'orcester, these remonstrators
did, by all possible insinuations, endeavour to
gain the usurper's favour, and did pei'secute such
as had owned his majesty whilst he was in Scotfrom him, they would not

And God

land.
*

True narrative of the proceedings of the council
in the year 1678.

There can nothing be so unpleasant to his
majesty 'sjudicatories, as to punish, nor for honest

After his majesty's restoration, which God
had made so miraculous, to confute the insolent
appeals, which those people had always made
to ins extraordinary providence, and to disappoint
the expectations of that party,

who

resolved to
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appears evidently to have been writ in haste,

and the council,

in their

own

paj)ers

above

burden his return with such concessions as they
had formerly extorted in anno 1650, his majesty
and his parliament, as the representatives of the
nation, did unanimously restore episcopacy, but
so moderately, that no sober man could complain:
and though' many, of a different persuasion,
deserted their charge in the ministry, yet all,
save some remoristrators, frequented the ordinances, and lived most peaceably; but the chief
of these moderate men dying, some remonstrators
who were irreclaimable, fearing the schism might
die out, admitted some young men to the ministry contrary to the prin -iple of their own assemblies, which condeuiijed ministeria vaga, and
contrary to the express laws of this kingdom,
which make these punishable by death, and they,
with the help of these hotheaded young men,
having intlamed some of their old western friends,
(for it cannot be denied, butthereare very honest
and loyal persons in those shires) into a rebellion
in anno 1666, whUst his majesty was, as they
conceived, unable to oppose both them and those
foreign enemies, with whom he was engaged
then in a dangerous war, it pleased God to bless
but
his majesty with a total victory over them
yet his majesty, whose clemency is as extraordi:

nary as his

restoi'ation,

was

so far

from pursuing

his victory with revenge, that he yielded to the
importunate intercession of those who promised,
that the indulging some parishes in the west, to
have ministers of their own persuasion, would
settle all those distempers ; and though his
majesty was pleased to try this, and all other

means of reclaiming those shires, and to bestow
upon these ministers the salary due only by law
to the orthodox clergy, yet those of that party,
finding their rebellion so successful, concluded
that the same force, which had procured that,
might procure more, and so they established new
and flying rendezvouses of rebellion, called field
conventicles, in which, under pretext of preaching, all lawless and disaffected persons got

constant occasions of assembling themselves and
adjusting their malicious designs, and of infusing into the people (in such remote places, far
from the observation of all %vise and judicious
men) whatever their malice could suggest against
the king, his laws, and government, and from
which, as the true nurseries of rebellion, it was
most easy for them to form and model themselves into armies, when those designs were
fully ripened, as they had formerly done in anno
1666, which rebellion was but a running and
continued field conventicle, fed constantly by
such as came to hear their ministers, who
then governed them, preach upon that long
mairh they having, in a field conventicle at
the Glenketis, kept their first rendezvous, from
which they sent a party to Dumfries, and surprised a party of his majesty's forces, and thence
having gone to another field conventicle in
Cumnock, they proceeded to others at Ayr,
Kilmarnock, INIauchlin, Strathaven, Lanark,
after which they conventicled on to Pentland,
where, by their being beat, this kingdom was
restored to its former peace and quiet: and in
which field conventicles, the covenant, which is
condemned as treasonable by the law, was
constantly preached up, and people taken upon
;

oath,

bound by

it

to

reform England and Ireland,

I

[

set

down, say more
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Abundance of

fence than this doth.

as well as Scotland,

own

in their

and

to bring all delinquent?

nor was the church and
all Christian discipline in less danger from them ;
for the people were led out to hear such as, f'oi
fear of revealing, they were obliged not to know,
and so Jesuits, anabaptists, and any sectary might
have securely possest those ignorant creatures
with \vhat they pleased, and frequently did so,
and these poor people, being once alienated from
the church and its discipline, found therein a
sweet liberty of staying from all churches, and
to

condign punishment

:

of being subject to no discipline.

Upon which considerations, the king, by a! t
of parliament, did wisely declare these field conventicles to be rendezvouses of rebellion, the
minister to be punishable by death, and the
notwithstanding
hearers by proportional fines
of all which, and that such meetings are destructive to all government, unknown to, and unallowed by any Christian society, and preached
against by the sober part of their own principles ;
yet those v/ild hill-preachers did still continue
and heighten their fury to that degree, that such
of their own party, as took indulgencies from
the council, were railed at, and, in disdain, called
council-curates ; and such as officiated under
bishops, were frequently robbed and assaulted in
their own houses, and threatened with such
probable cruelties, that they were forced to
And to possess the
relinquish their charge.
people with a belief of their establishment, they
did, contrary to express laws, keep presbyteries,
synods, and other assemblies, entertain correspondence with the disaffected subjects of his
majesty's other kingdoms, and kept armed men
as guards for their ringleaders, preaching in all
places, the lawfulness of resisting the civil magistrate, the unlawfulness of taking the oath of
allegiance, that episcopacy was antichristian, all
who owned them were perjured, and enemies to
Christ; and the parliaments and laws by which
:

they were established were impious and sacrileAnd to convince the world, what might
have been expected from these, if they had prevailed, let any man read tho^e books printed by
them, wherein, at their lowest ebb, they invite
all men to oppose authority, as to a duty to which
they were in the covenant obliged upon oath,
and to kill all such as served his majesty, by the
example of Phineas ; which books poisoned so

gious.

whom

their former principles had prefar those
pared, that some of them adventured, even to
assault his majesty's counsellors upon the chief
streets of his chief city here, and in the face of
the sun, and having in cold blood maintained it,
and died justifying it, are to this day niunbered
amongst their best martyrs.

These enemies of

all

order waiting

all

oppor-

tunities that might distract, or add to the other
distractions of their native country, finding in
anno 1674, that some members of parliament had
in several things controverted his majesty's
authority, and differed from his ministers, they
immediately flew out in Fife and other shires,
to such heights, that they dared to usurp some
pulpits even in Edinburgh, and to convocate in
great numbers about the doors of his majesty's
privy council, with most insolent petitions, tracing carefully the execrable steps of our former

rebellion; but his majesty's prudence,

and the
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reflections might be made upon

the branches of

it

;

all

but the reader

care of his privy council, having quashed those
appearances, his majesty's authority did for
some time overawe, tliough not reclaim them ;
hut hearing that his majesty was like to be involved in a new foreign war, they again assembled in mighty numbers in October and November 1(577, and did violently invade the pulpits
and persons of the orthodox clergy, and so
threaten all with sudden and great revolutions,
and resisted so frequently and insolentlj', such
as came to them in his majesty's name, killing
some, and woundingmany, that the privy council
thought it necessary to write to the sheriffs of
those shires, to require an account of their
diligence in repressing such disorders; who informed them, that they could not get either
officers to cite the offenders, or men to buy their
goods that were distrained, and that their numbers and contumacy were such, that they despaired of all success ; and even the council found,
that such as were cited befoi'e them, contemned
still their citations, and by constant absences
added to the former number of rebels nor was
it possible to repress those field conventicles, by
legal processes, both because the far greatest part
had nothing to pay, and so feared not the payment of these lines imposed by-law, and it was
impossible to discover who were present at them,
because they stopt by armed men any from coming near them, who were not of their own principle.
Whereujion the council finding all the
ordinary legal courses fail, they wrote to the
commissioners of excise, and justices of peace, of
the shires of Ayr and Renfrew, which did comprehend most of the nobility and gentry of those
shires, and invited and empowered them to take
such courses as might secure the peace of the
kingdom, and his majesty's other good subjects,
against the jealousies and fears arising from such
:

tumultuary and

illegal

convocations

:

to

which

they, in a full meeting, and after much deliberation, returned as an answer, that these disorders
had spread so far, and were so deeply rooted that
they thought it impossible either to settle the
country, or answer for their tenants, except the
king would allow them a new indulgence.
Which answer coming, after the council's letters
to other shires, of the like tenor, were ready to
be despatched, they stopped the same, fearing
that the example of thir shires might draw in
their neighbours into the like combination.
And it being proposed in council, whether it was
tit to send unto these shires the few standing
for<:es of this kingdom ; it was urged by many,
and very strongly, that the commons there had
so shaken off all respect to authority, that they
might probably disarm those few forces, and
thereby both disable the king to make any
defence, and force themselves, for maintaining
that guilt, to join all of their party in an open

Whereupon it was thought fitter to
arm some of his majesty's militia regiments and
the marquis of A thole first, and then others
having offered their Highland men, this was
rebellion.

;

thought less expensive, and might prove more
formidable and therefore was choosed by the
council, who had resolved, with as little expense
aa could be to the innocent shires, (for the militia
of these only could be armed.) to fright these
irregular shires into an entire submission to his
;

will find

set

[book

matter enough from the plain

down

in

this

history,

to

majesty's laws, conceiving, that

obviate

II.

facts
all

was much

it

more kind and prudent

to prevent early, an<l by
one single expense, the increase of those rebel-

and practices ^vhich were daily
ripening towards an open rebellion ; in which
the wh(de nation might have wished, but in
vain, that it had redeemed itself by so short and
small an expense, from the payment of such vast
sums, and the ruin of so many thousands, as fell
in the late unhappy wars, and to which they
found those disorders leading by the same fatal
lious principles

steps.

A proclamation was also issued out in his
majesty's name, discharging all noblemen and
gentlemen, to remove, without orders from the
council, dm-ing this service, which as it hath
been constantly practised in Scotland, so was
necessary at this time, both to restrain such as
might abstract themselves from his majesty's
service at that exigent, and to retain such within the kingdom, as should be found obliged to
secure the peace, it being most ordinary for such
as judged themselves obnoxious, to retire whilst
his majesty's forces

were upon the

place,

and

then return w^hen they were gone, whereas,
upon the other hand, it was easy to seek a warrant, and none was ever refused to such as
offered probable reasons, which might take off
the suspicion of their going aivay to elude the
proclamation.
His majesty's forces being assembled, it was resolved, that they should disarm
those shires, a course formerly taken by the
council in the like case, in March, 1667, by the
same persons who now complain, whilst they
themselves were counsellors, and leading men,
and which is, by our express laws, a part of our
king's prerogative: and in the next place, a
bond was offered, wherein every heritor was
obliged to answer for himself, his wife, and his
children, under the penalties exprest in the acts
of parliament, made by the universal consent of
the whole nation, which obliges a man to answer
for these delinquencies of his wife and children ;
so that such as object, that no man can be
answerable for his wife or children, or for any
except himself, do either not understand our law,
or do maliciously endeavour to persuade the
and it is
people, that our laws are unjust
observable in all those fifth-monarchy presbyterians, that where law can be any way wrested,
they make much noise of laws and customs, but
where that cannot be so debaucht, they cry out
The
against them as impious and not binding.
bond did likewise oblige the masters, either to
pay the fines of their tenants, or to remove them
after they were found guilty of contravening his
majesty's laws, or else to present them when
called for by his majesty's judicatures, which
was also most easy ; for since these alternatives
were in every man's power, and since the council
judged this the only expedient for securing the
public peace, and that it had been formerly
practised in October 1666, even by such as now
shun to subscribe this bond, though in that i)roclamation issued out by them, all were commanded and charged under the jiaiii of rebellion,
:

whereas

this

bond was only

proclamation was

olVored,

and which

much more ample and

severe,

as the proclamation hereto annexed can clear.
It is strange that any man should refuse to con-

:
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it,
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as a

more
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have likewise insert* a letter

tribute all that is in his power, to establish peace
where there is such hazard of troubles ; and the
reason why this expedient was thought on, was,
because the council was not able to know, nor
but
pursue every private tenant or servant
these knowiiiif that their masters were bound,
and the masters knowing that they might be
:

overtaken, this would make both very circumspect
and yet the penalties were only these to
which the tenants were liable, by express acts of
parliament and in the last bond, all was sweetened by the former easy alternatives, and by the
first act, 3d session of his majesty's first parliament.
The parliament foreseeing, that new
methods woulil certainly be invented of disappointing the remeilies proposed in that statute,
and that it was not necessary, and would be
expensive to convene parliaments upon all such
occasions, they therefore empowered the council
to intlict, not only the penalties tlierein mentioned, but such other corporal punishments
as they should think fit, and to do every thing
that they should find necessary for procuring
obedience to that act, made by them against
separation atid disobedience to the ecclesiastical
government, and which power was indeed very
proper to the council, to whom by our law the
administration of the government is intrusted
under his majesty; and which act they thought
a sufficient warrant of the proclamation 160)6,
for obliging the subjects to give bonds, and for
denouncing of such as refused, and declaring
their leases null
whereas the bond now is but
only offered and by the paper subjoined to this
narrative, it \vill clearly appear, that this council was obliged by the practices of such as now
complain, to do all that they have done, and was
more necessary now than then, since these
western shires had not then risen in rebellion,
before October 1666, and field conventicles were
not then so numerous, whereas now, they are
declared the rendezvouses of rebellion and ho^v
could this council be answerable to suffer ten
times more than his majesty's standing forces,
to be assembled in arms weekly, and in despite
of law, or what nation under the heaven does
suffer the like?
Yet this bond was not pressed,
hut such as refused it when offered, were thereby thought to have given j ust reason of suspicion
:

:

:

;

;

:

and therefore, as any private

man may, upon

presumptions, crave surety from another, that
they shall not trouble them so the council did
justly crave this legal surety, called lawborrows,
from those who refused this bond, which security
is consonant to all law ; and that the state have
formerly sought the same as well as private men
upon presumptions, and are still warranted to
;

do

so, is clear

by act

3, pari. 2.

James

II.

Nor

are two years' rent too great a penalty, for though
in private cases the pain or sum be small, because
there every justice of peace may exact the same,
yet in extraordinary cases the pains have still
been commensurate to the occasiim, by the privy

*
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expectations were great, when I
heard that a vindication of the late proceedings
(which I never thought capable of any) was at
Sir,
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to a friend, writ at this time

the

upon

,„^„

of the true narrative.

receipt

council and justice court, as is undeniable
nor
can there be any security, where there is not a
commensuration betwixt the surety and the
hazard and who can deny that two years' valued
rent (which amounts to little more than one
;

:

year's true rent) is too great security for the
peace of king and kingdom ; for if the giver of
that security does diligence, and lives peaceably,
he pays nothing, and if he will not, he can never
pay too much where the hazard is so great.
These forces having marched, the council by
warrant fi'om the king, ordered them to take
free quarter, not absolutely, but according as the
council or committee should allow ; nor gave
they ever absolute order for fi'ee quarter, but on
the contrary, they ordained all such as should
secure the peace, to be freed from quartering,
and that the fines of the delinquents should be
employed for paying the forces, who voluntarily
contributed their assistance ; but it was fit to
insert free quarter in the commissions, because
many emergent accidents might have made the
same necessary. And the king having been put
to raise forces upon the foresaid tract of disobedience and, after all ordinary courses and
remedies had failed, could there be any thing
more just, than that these who justified the
foresaid presumptions against themselves, in not
finding surety for the peace, should have been
the first advancers, and quartered these forces,
than that these quarters should have been paid
by the innocent shires, who sent out the militia,
or by those who voluntarily assisted and raised,
and brought their forces upon their own expenses?
And to show that the king resolved to
take no advantage in this quartering, but to ease
the innocent,' his majesty's own standing forces
paid daily every farthing.
It is likewise offered
to the consideration of all who understand our
government, whether it can be denied, but that
the kings of Scotland had ever the power to raise
forces for quashing, even the appearances of insurrections ; for it were too late to prevent them
when they are raised, and they never having a
constant cash, nor any suitable allowance for
this effect, they constantly quartered freely such
as were raised ujjon that account, nor was this
ever quarrelled till now and as the council of
Scotland never asserted, that free quarter was
lawful in time of peace, so no reasonable man
can deny, but that it is fit and necessary in time
of trouble, or presumption of spilling the country
by unreasonable and unruleful men, to raise the
country, as the act of parliament foresaid exand when raised, was it ever
pressly bears
controverted that those countries which gave
occasion for that raising of forces, should entertain them, there being no fund or ready cash
destinated by our parliaments for that effect
and since by the 25th act of the 3d session, first
pari. Charles II. the parliaments do, beside tlie
militia, give a power to the council to dispose and
;

:

;

manage

that

whole

affair, so as

may

best

make

the press in Edinburgh, and my thanks to you
are proportionable, for your sending the paper,
though with a new title, to me, wherein I found
at first, that the vsrorst of causes hath got this
piece of justice, that it is fallen into the hands
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which abundantly exposes that paper,
and so I say no more of it, but

the oflFer there made of their lives and fortunes
ertectual, and declare that they will hazard
their lives and fortunes, as they shall be called
for by his majesty, for the safety and preservation of his sacred person, authority, and government, how can any good subject deny so small
an assistance to his majesty, wlien his authority

most

vrasso baffled and endangered,ani' where nothing
was called for to his majesty's private use anil
advantage, but merely for their own safety and
preservation ?
And albeit it may be too ^vell
argued, that these shires were in a state of
rebellion, field conventicles being declared by our
law rendezvouses of rebellion ; but there were
not only such field conventicles as \yere punishable by pecunial sums, but convocations of the
people in arms, not accidentally or infrequently,
but frequently and avowedly, and under the
conduct of many ministers, who were eitiier
declared traitors for being in that rebellion in
arms, anno 16GG, or being declared rebels by
legal sentences since, w-ere intercommuned by
open prordaniations, and who in all countries
kept correspondency, and renewed the treasonable oatii of the covenant, railing against the
king, liis laws and servants, and, after express
commatnis and proclamations, discharging such
meetings, as tending to overthrow the government of church and state ; and is not this such
a degree of rebellion, at least as, when all remedies failed, might have allowed quartering in
such shires, as entertained these rendezvouses
of I'ebellion, without any opposition ? Yet such
was tlie clemency of our gracious prince, and
such the moderation of his council, as that they
ordained the quarters to be paid out of the tines
of the delinquents, and that all such as offered
to secure the peace, should have mine quartered
in their land ; and albeit it is impossible to convocate so many men without some irregularities,
yet so strict instructions were given by the council, and so great care was taken by the committee and officers, that fewer were committed
from so great numbei's than could have been
expected, and none were ever complained of to
the council or their committee, whicli were not
redressed, and the clamours are raised bj' such
only as resolve to cast an odium upon all that
serve his majesty; and yet the clamours against
what is done in the west, are much greater in
Edinburgh than in the shires who are said to
have suffered, and greater at London than in
Edinburgh. It might well be expected, that
these shires which had taken free quarter themselves, without any just quarrel or order, would
not quarrel that quarter which had the king and
council's order for its warrant, and their own
guilt for its occasion ; but such murmurers ought
to consider, that by so doing they discourage
others for the future to assist the king freely,
which is great unkindness to the king, and
obliges the king to require a suitable standing

of the weakest of advocates, which

is

a main

encouragement to incline me to gratify your
having my observations thereupon.
The only difficulty I find is, that the errata are

rec(uest of

so many, that but to note them all would swell
this letter to a greater bulk than the pamphlet

come forward

to give

the application

made
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some

II.

farther account o{

to the king,

upon the

which deserves little kindness from the
country, and that all this noise tends to lessen
our security, and to heighten the expectations
of such as resolve to rebel, and by such lies the
last rebellion was from a spark blown to a Hame.
Whereas some assert, that the council could
not legally garrison the houses of private persons
for it were strange, that our
the answer is easy
king should have the ordering of peace and war,
and yet might not garrison houses, when he sees
great presumptions of rebellion and trouble,
having no forts nor garrisons in those shires,
maintained upon the charge of our nation; nor
were any houses garrisoned here, save where
the proprietors refused to secure the peace, or
were found guilty of brealiing it, or had other
houses wherein they dwelt conveniently; and
albeit the commissioners of excise were desire<l
to furnish them with necessaries, yet these were
to be repaid by the king, who could not make
present preparations of such necessaries, without the assistance of such as lived in these shires,
and bond was given for the rejiayment
our
gracious king and his council here, have never
persecuted tender consciences, jiunishing only
such as, not content to serve God in a sober way,
inflamed their native country with their irregular zeal, and it is expected, that such as reflect
upon what has been lately done by the king and
his council, should first remember the lamentable
miseries, into which this nation was thrown by
such, and even milder beginnings and actors,
our property disposed of arbitrarily by committees, our persons dragged to prisons and
scaffolds, for obeying those whom it had been
treason to disobey, our nobility and gentry insulted over by every little minister, and his own
tenants in kirk-sessions, our parliament made
ridiculous and ineffectual by their general assemblies; and if the council had suffered such
force,

:

;

:

practices to grow up unto open rebellion, had
not our neighbour nation, as well as our own,
just reason to have condemned our clemency to
these as cruelty to them, and to demonstrate that
persons, not things, are aimed at in these misinformations.
It is most observable, that his
majesty's own officers, as sheriffs, and others,
wlio ought to have opposed, are these who complain most of the opposition made to these disorders, that have been fostered up by their negligence or coiHiivance, and that when the king
or (-onncil do any thing to soften or reclaim these
imbittered and humorous creatures, it is cried
out against as indulgence; and when they do the
least thing to restrain them, it is railed at, by
the same authors, as tyranny ; but since some in
our nation could not, nor yet cannot be quiet
under the kind and gentle government of king
James, king Charles 1. and our present monarch,
and whilst the remembrance of our late distractions are yet fresh with us, what can be expected
from such persons and principles in after ages ?

itself.
Take these few then, and use them as
from and to a friend.
In all papers of this nature, four things are
desired and expected. 1st, Tiiat nothing but
truth be narrated. 2dly, That truth important

to the business be not unfaithfully concealed.
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backed with so many savage argu-

west.

Om* managers
and gentlemen

Sdly,

stand against the

highly blamed the noblemen

in the

That what truth

ments, and laid

west country, who had

is

narrated,

it

be done

,

all

the blame of the obsti-

nacy of the meaner sort upon them, and

forsake their bishops and curates for their begun
to popery, and other sectaries are but
rare in Scotland, and rarely and gently troubled;
it is only the presbytcrian against whom the
strictness of the law strikes.
7thly, That field
conventicles are unknov/n to and unallowed by
any Christian, ibid. Hath thi." man read the
Bible, or the History of Scotland, or the Netherlands, where field meetings have been used to accommodate the multitude, whom no house could
contain, and whereunto the people were in no
such constraint, as the presbyterians in Scotland
are by such strict laws, fining deeply lands and
houses where the meetings are kept ? 8thl)',
That the council gave not absolute order for
free quarters, (see p. 10. 1. 12.) but it was fit to
insert free quarters in the commission, because
many emergent accidents might have made the
same necessary, 1. 16,17. It would seem to insiluiate to a stranger in Scotland, that free quarters
were neithei' ordained nor exacted, but he might
have as well denied that a host of many thousands
of men without pay, have been in the west since
January 24th, or else truly have asserted, that
they lived all the time upon the air. 9thlj', That
his majesty's standing forces paid every farthing,
ibid.
It can be proven, that they did degenerate
from their first civility, by the influence of bad
example, and the licentiousness allowed to the
Highlanders, and that they often took free
quarters, if not more.
lOthly, That so strict
injunctions were given by the council, and so
great care taken by the committee and officers,
It is a marvel to see such words
p. 11.1.28,29.
printed by authority, that there is here such a
heap of untruths, that there is none of the wild
host, or of the oppressing committee, or of tlieoppressed country, whose conscience doth not witness against the falsehood of these extenuations,
afterthat the best part of the kingdom is impoverished and almost laid waste, by a crew of barbarous and savage men of another language and custorn, and of no religion, and so oppressed by free,
dry, and assistant quarters, besides open robberies,
above what the king of France useth in his conquests
to see all this rapine and spoil tushed at
as nothing, may make men to think that it is
the mind of this writer, and such as are of his
'sentiments, that since the people in the
--t
had not their throats cut, their tongues should
not complain, llthly. That the clamours against
what was done in the west are greater at Kdinburgh than in the shires, and greater at London
thati at Edinburgh: ibid
It is like that his tender
ears hear these at Edinburgli, and his frightful
heart apprehends the effects, that the reports of
them at London may produce through the nobleness and clemency of the king ; but thus to jeer
at the cry of oppression, (which hath doubtless
come to the ears of the God of judgment, and
when its account shall be published to the view
of the world, will render all them, in whom is
ought of Christianity or humanity, amased,) is
the sure proof of a seared conscience, and a heart
void of pity.
12thly, Neither king nor council
have ever persecuted tender consciences, p. 12.1. 13,
IG. is an assertion that innumerable consciences.
j

advance

without mixture of falsehood in circumstances,
4thly, Tliat there be reason for ])ublishing the
same. In all these four this narrative is fully
peccant.
1st, There are many gross falsehoods
in it, as every understanding Scottish reader
cannot be ignorant of ; and though tlie author's
yeiirs and ignorance of matters of fact, thirty
or forty years since, may offer some kind of
apology for his unfaithfulness in some of his
more reuiote relations, yet su(;h as were done
Of this
lately, leave him destitute of that plea.
sort take ',hese among many, ist. That episcopacy was restored in this kingdom moderately,
All Scotland knows, that in less
p. 4. 1.21,22.
than a year after its late establishment, it
arrived to a far greater height in pomp, power,
and persecution, than the former prelacy did
in forty years' growth; so that it is hard to
conceive, how it could have been more immoderately and excessively inferred, the convictions whereof were so strong in some of the
same persons, that both tlien had, and yet have,
the exercise and management of affairs, that
they found it necessary to abridge it in some
things, chiefiy in its power of the high com2dly, That many deserted
mission in 1667.
their charges in the ministry, ibid.
When the
certain truth is, that of the most peaceable and
innocent nonconformists, hundreds in a day
were most violently ejected, and then they and
most of the nonconforming in the kingdom, (a
very few excepted,) so pursued with proclamation upon proclamation, that it was a wonder
they were not all ejected out of the nation.
Sdly, That all, save some remonstrators, frequented the ordinances, and lived most peaceWliereas it is known, that many,
ably, ibid.
not remonstrators, did never haunt their assemblies for ^vorship, and that such as began first to
appear publicly in preaching, notwithstanding
prohibiting laws, were neither ministers nor
men when the remonstrance was framed ; yea,
it will be found, that almost all the ministers
who are preadiing publicly on their hazard this
day in Scotland, did enter into the ministry
after both the remonstrance and protestation,

j

!

!

j

i

I

:

|

which the author doth ignorantly or maliciously
4thly, That they admitted some
young men, ibid. It is most certain, that before
1666, (which is the time the author speaks of,)
and some years thereafter, neither was there
any of the many nonconformist probationers
ordained, nor any young man licensed to preach

w

confound.

in all the kingdom. 5thly, 'the calling the rising
in Galloway, 1666, a running and continued
field conventicle, p. 5. 1. 14. is a ridiculous fancy,
and with as much shadow of sense, may the campaign in France and Flanders be called by the
same name. 6thly, That the Jesuits, anabaptists,
and other sectaries, frequently preach at those
meetings. It is vs^ell known to the nation, and I
doubt if dreamed by the author, that the Jesuits
are under no such necessity to go to the fields, they
have warm protection in spreading their doctrine ; nor are they such fools as to try their
hands amongst Scottish fanatics, who do daily

|

I

[

;

i
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began to entertain thoughts of prosecuting some of them with the utmost

severity.
ity
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with the fears of further arbitrary steps,
soured the

the other hand, the barbar-

and pmses, for these eighteen years last
The
does unanswerably witness against.
<inly apology for this lie is, that he knows not
what a tender conscience is. Thus, sir, I have
given you a round dozen of untruths, and it were
enough in so many pages, but 1 have left as
many more to a careful gleaner.
2dly, Truths important to the business unfaithfully narrated," as, 1st, The great numbers
of nonconformists in Scotland, and the general
fury of the body of the nation, cross to episcopacy at the king's restoration. 2dly, The fairlike" claim they have for expecting toleration, at
least by act of parliament, king Charles being
present" in person, and ratifying therein the
covenants, his present majesty's coronation oath,
and many laws formerly made, securing the
subjects, "(if any moral security would have done
it,)' from the re-entering oppression of prelacy.
3dly, What great afflictions the nonconformists
have endured with patience for that persuasion,
which would require a volume to relate fully,
and how that under these pressings their party
grows daily, so that they may well be reckoned
the greater part of the kingdom, these who conform being generally compliant with prelacy,
rather for their outward ease and interest, than
for any conviction of the righteousness of the
cause, commonly confessing, that they would
more cheerfully submit and concur, if authority
did re-establish the former goverinnent of the
4thly, Their peaceable submission to
church.
an hard oppression, which might rather have
found a reproach for excess, than a calumny for
the contrary.
3dly, Unfaithful mixture in narrating truth,
and here I shall not so far trespass, either upon
your patience or your memoi'y, as to trouble you
with the pointing out of the words, to which
1st,
these truths are well known to be opposite.
That it was the active opposers of the engagement, 1648, that invited and brought home the
king, KioO. 2dly, That as the remonstrance
Avas never owned and approved by the superior
judicatories of the church and state at the time
of its framing and presenting, so there is hardly
any minister in Scotland now alive, that had
any hand in it, and few of either officers or
gentlemen, except the present president of the

blies are

})ast,

when

session, whose interest in it was remarkable
and yet these same remonstrators fought stoutly
against the English at Hamilton, and afterward
they and such as came nearest to their spirit and
principles, kept the greatest distance from the
;

time of the usurpation, the
falsely alleged by the author.
3dly, Though any appearance of faction and
all

even of many

to church

who were

government: not

only did the poor harassed presbyterians

carcases,

usurpers,

spirits

indifferent as

of this experiment of the Highland host,

the

contrary whereof

II.

is

distance amongst the grandees, might well give
the nonconformist encouragement to improve
such seasons (wlierein few reasons of state or
executions of the law againstthem did sleep,) for
preaching and hearing the gospel; yet it is certain, that the known nauglitiness of the curates,
and the pride and opposition of the prelates, with
the visible successes of the nonconforming ministers' labours, had still the greatest influence on the
increase of their meetings, and that these assem-

now greater and more numerous

than

opposition to them was far more moderate.
4thly, 'i'he insurrection, 1(366, is often and mu(;h
reflected on, but if its occasions, and provocations
to it, with the executions andoi)pressions following the defeat, had been also related, the reader
would have inclined either to justify or excuse
the attempt, or at least to account the author
hugely impertinent to make a boast of clemency
in this case, wherein the "height of rigour and
severity was used on many of the meanest acces5thly, The in<lulgence is several times
sories.
invidiously n.imed, but the visible constraint of
prelacy, rather than of any compassion or affection of the party, which did occasion the grant
of it, and the miserable clogs it was attended
with in its second edition, with the narrowness
of the plaster for the sore, do clearly prove its
insufficiency, to conviction, as is fraudideutly
passed over. 6thly, The sup])licat!ons of a few
weak women in PJdinburgh, who were encouraged thereto by a preceding moderation for some
months, is foolishly and falsely likened to the
considerable addresses made to the council by
I might add, as a thing
persons of all ranks.
hugely impertinent, that he would fain rank all

persons dissatisfied with the present arbitrary
and oppressive course, in one class with the
nonconformists yea, he likens the present dissatisfactions, and the native method of complaining to his majesty, unto attempts and endeavours for casting off episcopacy in king Charles
both which are groundless and
I. his reign,
invidious ; and since the author, to show his
spite, will needs go back thirty or forty years,
( which length of time brings always a new generation of men upon the stage,) to seek out invidious passages, wherein the present discontented
party had no interest, and wherewith the principles of the gi'eatest and most considerable of
them have no conformity I wish, to render him
more ridiculous, he had gone back sixty or
eighty years further, and begun his piquant
narrative from Knox's seditious principles and
practices, and the lield conventicles at Perth,
Carnpat Muir, Carberryhill, and Langside,
where the queen regent was opposed by arms,
and where her daughter Mary was taken prisoner, and deposed, and, after her escape, was
driven out of the kingdom, which brought her
at last to a block, for alleged treason against
with which courses secretary
(|ueen Elizabeth
Livingstone was displeased, and afraid of his
for
opposing
the same, that, as was genedanger
rally thought, he ended his days wilfully by
These things
poison, as Spotiswood testifies.
had afforded reflections on a discontented party,
not much more impertinent than Mauchlin
;

|

[

;

:

Muir, and Whigmore-road, and the remonstrance do on most men now alive.
For the last thing required in a narrative, the
obvious I'eason for the publishing it, I am sure
the design (if it has any that is ratioruil) must
be information, which it cannot be, for it is full
of defects and falsehood; or the author had done
better to have remained a thinking man, and not
so unhappily meddle in writing ; and this brings
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kingdom without allowance. Great
1G78.
even a great many who had been active pains were used to prevail with Sir
enough in establishing of episcopacy, and George to ask a license, but he, for the reahad taken the declaration, and given all proofs son above, would not so far gratify them,
now required of their loyalty, grumbled But the two persons who were most noticed
exceedingly; and they began to entertain in this application that was made for the
thoughts once more of trying what pity the redress of grievances, were the marquis of
king would exercise towards his poor har- Athole and the earl of Perth, who had been
Accordingly, towards the officers in the army who invaded the west,
assed subjects.
end of March, dul^e Hamilton, and about but still moderate in their management.
a dozen of others, went up to London. How it came that they changed sides, I shall

groan under this inhuman treatment, but

,

Roxburgh,

Haddington, lieutenant-general

Drummond, and many

others, joined the

duke in this matter, and a good number of
the most considerable of the gentlemen in
the west and south.
Tiie managers at
Edinburgh pretended to ridicule them, and
assured their friends they would get no

not say

upon

:

it,

it is

that

a charitable construction put

when they came

to the west

and observed the peaceable carriage
of presbyterians, and had occasion to concountr}',

verse with the noblemen and others of good
sense, and found

how

matters stood, they

could not any more be active in the severi

ties, which were, without any colour of
had never been once offered reason, used against them. Whatever was
to the council here, the king would certainly in this, I find, that when they returned,
refuse to look upon them.
However, theii* they were so displeased with the violence of

access at

all

there; and alleged, that since

their grievances

going off without asking leave, was not a

the prelates, that they were alleged to coun-

and unexpected to them.
Sir George Lockhart was going up about his
affairs, and having then no land estate, and

tenance conventicles, which at the return of

not being an heritor, those circumstances

the terror of the army.

made him not comprehended

bishop of Galloway complaining heavily, in

surprising

little

in the procla-

mation discharging persons not to leave the

my

the year began to be set up in such parts of
the nation, that were not immediately under

Of

this I find the

a letter to the lord register this year

mind, what

:

my

I lieard related about its
and present things, and very dangerous practices
which was ominous, and in defended, and more dangerous principles, all
limine cespitare, that after some hundreds of which are of very bad consequence.
copies were printed, the title (another than this)
You may think strange that I have omitted
was found ill contrived and unsuitable, but so many things of the greatest importance, but it
hasty were they to send it abroad, and so thrifty is purposely done.
1st, Because I resolved to
of expense, that they would not destroy the crowd all in one letter, the bounds whereof I
copies, and reprint them anew, but cut otf the
have almost transgressed. 2dly, Because many
first title page, and substitute this in its room,
things, wrong in this narrative, are, either by
(as is seen in most of tlie copies, the first sheet
the very words or exiilicatory enlai'gen;ent of
whereof is divided,) and so instead of the much them that are in the narrative, clear, as of some
expected and boasted of manifesto and vindica- late proclamations, the gross mistakes whereof,
tion of the late proceedings, we must be satisfied it is hoped, that a significant atul dutiful way be
with this lame narrative of them, and if ever taken to discover to his majesty and the world.
tliere be a necessity of publishing such a worthy
Sdly, As for the great things, the bond, lawpiece, some would offer a third title, and desire borrows, host, free quarters, garrisons, disarmit may be called, the second part of Aietina, or
ing the country, and the grounds hinted ibr their
the first part of the apostatized Calumniator justification, some of them worse than the thing
publicus, against that party or interest, in whose they are brought in excuse of, as that the west
service he broke his leg about fom- years ago, and was in a state of rebellion, and the compliment
in deserting whereof shortly after he broke his of the subjects' lives and fortunes, and the act of
faith, neither of which can ever be made straight
militia may be made a relative, and disposed of
again
but, however, whether or not this title as the council sees occasion, since these things
might fit this paper, or the paper fit the title of are the subject of the grand grievances of the
narrative, or rather invective, this only I would nation, and I doubt not but will be managed
note, that tlie publisher of such a rude and raw with full conviction to all the world
I think I
paper at this time in this dress, is justly censur- am bound in civility to forbear to meddle in so
able, for herein is the act of oblivion violated,
great a cause, espoused by so many noble patriots,
and principles and actions (which time itself and in present dependance before his majesty's
might have pin-chased oblivion for) again raised, royal throne. Vaie.
and invidious comparisons stated betwixt old
3l

to

name and

title,

:

;
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but

it

wants the particular date,

suppose

I

has been

it

before

they went up to coui't, and I insert it here.
" My lord,
Since my return from the

—

north, I

am

surprised to hear of the great and

insolent field conventicles in Perthshire,

being as

much

it

influenced by the marquis of

[jBOOK

many

than

Perthshire

are aware

key to open the door to

shire being the

manner of mutinies and disorders

yet

is

and unacquainted
humours and disorders that

almost untainted,
ill

all

into the

northern parts of Scotland, which

with these

II.
tliat

of,

yea,

and threaten the peace of the king-

infest

dom
4to, Whether this discontented party
many others, a con- have not so far prevailed upon the marquis
stant field conventicle now settled in the of Athole, and earl of Perth, as to engage
confines of some parishes, viz. Methven, their lordships to give way to these outAthole's example, as directed by his autho-

There

rity.

Gask, Tippermuir, and another, where
marvelled, that

many observe
thither

flocking

it is

several shoals

propagate

to

breakings and insolencies, to suffer the other
half of the kingdom (which

many almost

of Highlanders in their trews, and
barelegged,

'

besides

is,

be

to

thereby their lordships

may

yet entire)

is

embroiled and

debauched

?

be

in the issue

the mischief of the " good old cause."

as much endangered as the king and kingIt is
5to, Whether all these pretences
good men no small discouragement, that dom.
a shire under the influence and conduct of can in any tolerable sense be reconciled to
the marquis of Athole and the eai'l of Perth, the principles of these noble persons, who

to

who

say they are true sons of the church,

should (being formerly orderly and obedient
to the laws)

matical;

become so turbulent and

especially

sherift-principal,

the

since

and that

devoted to his lordship

marquis

is

one altogether
is

sheriflT-depute

of that shire, in whose hands
the power to punish

schis-

is

placed

and suppress these

I write this, being informed of

disorders.

the state of the shire by a most serious,

profess not only a kindness for our poor deso-

church, to repair the ruins thereof, but

late

a zeal for the famous and

church of England

;

well

composed

or, if these professions

be not industriously made, the more
tually

effec-

under trust to ruin the interest of the

protestant religion in both churches.

my

part

I

am

shrewd questions, when put
good

For

not able to answer these
to

it.

My

your lordship to

lord, I freely allow

show my lord marquis this letter, and show
him I have so much zeal for the king's sercomes from such a minister, as is a great vice, the interest of religion and the church,
honour of his noble family. Many questions and so much honour for his lordship, that I
godly, and

knowing minister, that my lord
it, and
the rather that it

M. may know

are hereupon proposed, which I
to answer, (as
ate

all

I

am

not able

gladly would), which insinu-

the blame of those disorders and

upon the marquis and
upon the former ;
such as, 1st, How comes this change on a
sudden, that the most orderly and obedient
shire should become so irregular and turbu-

could not conceal this from him, nor from

your lordship, who,

I

know, wishes both

duty to his prince and his

disturbances to be

ness,

earl foresaid, but especially

prince's faithful ministers

lent? 2do,

Whence

his

person and family both honour and happi-

do
I

it

he keeping

his

:

yea, the rather I

now, that by the same honest minister

learn, that the fanatic people openly say in

that shire, that they expect connivance from

of Athole and earl of Perth, so long as they

the marquis of Athole and earl of Perth;
and that Mr. Henry Murray, when charged

kept friendship with the duke of Lauderdale,

with neglect in not punishing these disor-

is

and consequently clave

it,

that the marquis

to their duty to the

king, that shire, under thenfluence, continued in

power and inorder and obedience ;

and now since they parted from
that

it is

fallen

his grace,

into these disorders, which

are so destructive to monarchy, as well as to
religion

and the church?

3tio,

there be not a deeper design in

Whether
corrupting

ders, individiously

who,

I

am

blamed the privy council,
and

sure, never denied assistance

encouragement to

sheriff-principal or deputes,

for suppressing of these

beg pardon for
zeal for the

to which

I

lord, your,"

this long

mad

disorders.

letter,

which

I

my

church hath drawn from me,

add nothing, but that
&c.

I

am,

my

;
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This
if

though writ with art enough,
communicate, did not hinder these two
letter,

noblemen from appearing with others for the
liberties of their country, and accordingly
they went up to London.
I am informed,
that when they, with their servants, and

some gentlemen, were upon their road in
Annandale, they lost their way and it being
late, the two noblemen were obliged to
The
shelter in a cottage in that country.
peoj)le having heard somewhat of their
;

errand in going up, were extremely kind to

them, wishing them heartily success.
they could

When

not get in their horses under

lock and key, or perhaps to any house, the
noblemen appeared concerned for them, lest

451

and no doubt some of them hoped,

1678.

that the earl of Cassils should be sent

down

That same day it was said
at Edinburgh, that the king had appointed
six of the cabinet council at London, to
confer with our nobility that were gone up,
the dukes of York, Monmouth, chancellor,
and three others.
Upon the receipt of this,
prisoner.

the council despatched

George Mac-

Sir

kenzie to London, and with him they write
the following letter to the earl of

and lord Collington,

up to manage

sent

"

My

lords,

whom

Murray

they had before

their business.

— We received your lordships'
us his sacred majesty's

letter, signifying to

but the

commands, which, with all others that shall
come from him, shall ever be obeyed by us
with all alacrity and satisfaction, being bound

country people told them they were in no

not only in duty to be exemplary to others,

they should be stolen, having heard Annandale sjjoken of for stealing of horses

now no

;

among in an entire deference to our royal master,
them, since the field preachings came into but in gratitude to his majesty, who does so
that country, and talked of many other wisely and generously own us in maintainbranches of reformation wrought by Mr. ing his own authority. You know how
Welsh, and other preachers among them. much all were inclined to give the council
hazard, there was

We

thieving

have heard, that as soon as the council

ready obedience,

these noblemen inter-

till

got notice of the duke of Hamilton and

ested themselves in this fanatical quarrel

others their being gone

how

earl of

his majesty,

both with their

and

and, which

off, they sent up the
Murray and lord Collington to the
king, to counter them and we have had the
letter writ with those.
Nothing further
;

offers until the I9th

press
cil,

of April, when an ex-

came down from London

who were

and from a

to the coun-

called at eight in the

letter writ that

morning;

week from Edin-

ready

militia

how ready

all

;

were to concur
is

the gentry' and heritors in every

betwixt sixty and six-

were to

teen

which, in showing hoAV

rise,

all

ways were

taken and owned for assisting the royal
authority, did strike a just terror in all those

whereas now the num-

burgh, by a good hand, I find, that they sat

who were refractory

close until four in the afternoon.

bers and humorousness of those

I

have

tenants

very remarkable,

shire
;

in assisting

own

:

who

gone up, has done

date, but the letter to the earl of

Murray
and lord Collington, upon the king's letter
and commands to the council, bearing, " that

loose

he had

and openly adverted to by his majesty.

some

considered

made by some of his

representations

subjects, anent the late

all

all

are

they could to shake

noticed nothing in the registers of this day's

the foundations of authority here,

to such a height as will soon

correction, if

it

grow above

be not speedily, vigorously,

to the present condition

we had

As

of his majesty's
resolved to have

methods with the west country, with the
replies, which

forces in the west,

answers made thereunto, and

speedily ended that progress,

so fortified the representations, that he re-

sent us, had not assured us, that the shire

solved to hear and consider things

and

in

the meantime

commanded

fully;

that the

bond and lawborrows be suspended till his
further pleasure be sent, and that all the
forces, except his

own

ately disbanded."

This letter was very sur-

prising,

when by

guards, be immedi-

their last the}'

had desired.

of Lanark
as the

if

the letters

was not disarmed upon oath,

council and their committee com-

manded, and as the other shires had been :
whereupon we were forced to order a new
disarming thereof, whereof we expect an
account very shortly.
dale were at

first

The

shire of Niths-

very ready to have com-

;
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arc influenced by strong and false

regiment of Blue-coats, and the Nithsdale

desiring

petition,

to

be excused from

bringing out their militia

Lanark,

to

till

now

there

is

seeing

whole frame
to march

commanded them

militia,

regiment,

we

but

:

that this tended to iniin the

of the

to

who

relieve

have,

as

the

Mid-Lothian

the other forces,

And

stayed very cheerfully.

thus

only one regiment to continue in

regiment, which was

come the length of

My

Lanark, were disbanded.

came west

and gave the lords the first account of this
sudden turn, assuring them of the king's
favour, and his owning their proceedings.

He

acquainted them that the king's

made

noise,

the pressing of the bond.

We

than we.

prognostics

juster

raised nor resolved to raise any

against such

contemned

as

never

summons
majesty's

his

them

a present disbanding of

be fully disarmed, and no
some new emergent occur
of which these complaining lords can make
that shire

affairs

England, where the militia made a mighty

in

necessary, and

longer, unless

lord Halton

to the committee at Glasgow,

arms, with his majesty's guards and troop,
till

II.

find by other accounts of this time, that the

it

alarms from London, so far as they offered
a

[BOOK

seems they

bat of late

plied;

convenient to discharge

it

However,

this

Lanark-

effectually stopt the disarming of

any further, and few or none appeared

shire

before

tiie

sheriff-depute, with

others ap-

pointed, either to depone or to deliver their

And

arms.

in

we have

a day or two, as

proclamation, having, according to our duty,

heard, the committee was called in to Edin-

remitted that whole

burgh.

affair to his

royal determination, and which

maj' settle his

authority,

majesty's

we expect

and discourage

Little

don,

till

more

offers

but what passed at Lon-

others from the like attempts to be made,

the 10th of Ma)', the garrison

whenever any discontented persons see that

to gratify the clergy of that shire,

his majesty

like to prevail in securing the

is

peace here, and
abroad.

the

We

engaged

is

in a foreign

war

are very well satisfied with

diligence,

faithfulness,

which you have shown on

and
all

prudence

occasions, in

managing our common concerns; and in
which we expect you will continue your

We have sent his

kindness to us.

majesty's

advocate to attend his majesty, and join
with you, and give his majesty satisfaction
in

any thing that

may

occur.

desire

you may represent

whose

royal pleasure in this

we

This

affair,

and what

formerly represented, wherein his autho-

rity is so

shall

much

by the council.

concerned,. is expected, and

be cheerfully obeyed by your affection-

Upon

the

at

left
is

Ayr,

recalled

14th, the king's

comes to the council, appointing them
raise some new forces, and ordering tliem
give their sentiments of the numbers

letter

to
to

necessary.

That same day, they,

in their

return to the king, take notice of the growth

of conventicles, and that the raising of

new

them the best way to
suppress them, and propose two troops of
horse, at a hundred men each, to be levied;
forces

we and

to his majesty,

Upon

the convention sat down.

appears

to

the support of these necessarily called

money, and a convention of estates
behoved to be called for that end, as we

for

shall hear.
I

cannot give a

and

full

how matters passed

in

distinct

account

England. The struggle

betwixt the two parties was not small, and

ate friends," &c.

" Edinburgh, April IPth, 167S."

when he got up, by the turns
he gave to matters, softened the duke of MonUpon the 22d, Sir John Cunningham mouth and some other English people.
went up to London ; and Sir George Lock- Various were the reports here as to what
hart, as we heard, was gone up
and these passed at London, which I stay not upon. At
two had not refused the bond, yet they were length, after long attendance, and the most
the advocate,

;

clear

to

give

imposing of

it

as

their

mind, that the

part of the gentlemen were

come

off with-

the king, upon the

and the lawborrows was contrary to law; and the sentiments of such

out getting access

eminent lawyers could not but have weight

others were admitted to a hearing before the

at

London.

it

According to these orders,

I

25th

of

ISIay,

to

duke

king, an account of

Hamilton and some

which

I shall give

from a

;
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mine eye, writ

letter in

at this time

by one

present, as the best view I can afford of this

Upon

"

matter to the reader.

the 25th of

iiend their tenants
i

[

;
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and the farthest

1678.

the act of parliament went, was, in

the year 1670, to oblige masters for their

May, the king commandetl the duke of families and servants. 2dly. That masters
Hamilton, lord Cochran, Sir John Cochran, could not be obliged to turn their tenants out
and lieutenant-general Drummond, to attend
upon him at four of the clock, when they
ap[)eared.
The king, being accompanied

Monmouth,
and the treasurer, desired to know vvhat
they had to say, why they had come to him
The duke of
contrary to his proclamation.
Hamilton spoke first, and said, he humbly
begged to know the reason why he had got
some marks of his majesty's displeasure,
with the duke of York, duke of

particularly, that

he had been put off his

and that since he came
here (London), he had not the conmion
majest)''s

council,

privilege of subjects, not being admitted to

The king replied,
know what were the things

kiss his majesty's hand.

he would

first

they had to complain

own

of,

and he would take

of their land, in regard that the punishment
for going to a conventicle

to be a fine

much

was statute already,

less in proportion,

than the

them out of their possessions ;
besides, most part of the tenants have tacks,
by which, during their time, they had good
right to their possessions, and could not,
turning

by their masters, be turned out

for a

crime

that by the law was only finable, and

had
losmg their posses-

no such

certification, as

sions.

The conference having

held

two

hours, there was a great deal said to and fro,

The
The king told
us he could not judge of what we had said,
unless we would give it under our hands,
and the king

fully

and

freely informed.

conclusion of the debate

v.'as.

that he might consult thereanent with his

council, and know what they had to say for
The duke said, the chief encouragement he themselves, and could advise him to. It
had to come and make known his oppression, was answered, that we came to his majesty,
was that which the king said to him when to give an information of what wrongs and
last here, which was, that when he was any oppressions were done to the country, hopway wronged, he should come to himself and ing his majesty would examine and redress
make it known ; and that now he could not them, but not to give in any accusation
but come, since he and others were so much against the council, which we knew by law
his

time to answer his

wronged.

And

of

the

request.

then there was an account

given of the whole

down

first

affair,

of the bringing

Highlanders, of

quartering,

was

very dangerous, unless

.would indemnify for

majesty

his

Which

it.

the

king

refusing to do, they told they could insist no

plundering our lands, of having a bond offer-

further, but

ed which was both illegal and impracticable,
of being charged with lawborrows, and being

thought

leave

it

him

to

The king

to

do as he

offered to go out

of
duke Hamilton kneeling,
denounced thereupon, and of the proclama- begged the favour of his hand but his mation forbidding us to acquaint the king with jesty declined it, and said, he would consider
our condition. All these were particularly upon, and give an answer to what had been
insisted upon at great length.
To which said, and went away. There were many
the

fit.

room, and

;

spoken to, wherewith the king
seemed to be moved, acknowledging that
in paper.
The ti^easurer said, that whatever there were overdoings, and several things
was in these free quarterings, and in the done upon prejudice at particular persons
rest, they might have been prevented by
but still when he came this length, the lord
taking of the bond, which he conceived treasurer interrupted, and gave some other
there was law for the imposing of, and turn to matters, otherwise, it is thought,
the

king returned, that these were horrid

things,

might be very well kept
alternatives in
tleliver

particulars

and desired we might set them down

them

their land.

;

for there

was two

the bond, to wit, either to

prisoners, or to put

To which

it

them from

v/as replied, that

there was no law obliging masters to appre-

there would a more favourable answer have

been given.

The king

designed in

Scotland, but

care that the actors in

he was
was a rebellion

signified, that

certainly informed that there

it

he would take
should be losers
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He

it.

endeavoured also much
„

,

•

,

to assure us, that albeit

come from

,

we had not

Scotland, there would not have

Given

well.

May

28th of
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at our court at Whitehall, the

1678, and of our reign the

By

thirtieth year.

command,

his majesty's

" Lauderdale."

been any caption executed against us upon
the lawborrovvs."

This

is

a plain, and,

believe, a very just

I

account of what passed j and we shall hear
the next book, that afterwards
tabled

jilaints

procedure

the

against

in

com-

the

against, and execution of Air.
James Mitchel, January, 1678.

in

more regarded, when tabled

Scotland, were

0/ the process

In

the former sections of this chapter,

I

more favourable juncture. As yet the have confined myself to the Highland host,
king was under the influence of the duke of and what concerned that; and now it is
Lauderdale, and so the noblemen got no proper to take notice in this and the followredress
but a letter was writ to the coun- ing sections, of some other matters which fell
cil, three days after this conference, which
out this year and I begin with the process
was the third letter of approbation they got, against Mr. James Mitchel, which requires a
with some severe enough reflections upon section by itself, as what made a great noise,
the complaining lords and gentlemen; v.ith and hath been most unaccountably reprewhich I shall end this section, and my sented by the advocates for the severities of
in a

:

:

now run

accounts, which have
lengtli,

to so great a

of the Highland host.

" Charles

you

R.

&c

Right trusty,

The

— We

we have

This subject deserves a particu-

this reign.

lar notice, since it

represented of

hath been miserably mis-

late, in

a scurrilous

libel

pub-

distribute justice equally to all our subjects,

London, and carefully handed
about by the Jacobites and highfliers, with

and the desire we have to vindicate the
honour of our privy council, did prevail with

a design to bespatter the church of Scotland.
The title of the pamphlet is, " Fanatical

greet

well.

inclination

to

lished

at

us to hear what could be said against some

Moderation, or unparalleled Villany Display-

late proceedings, in that our ancient king-

Examples of Major Weir, and Mr.
James Mitchel, London, 1710." A juncture when every body now knows the design

dom,

for repressing

other disorders

conventicles, and

field

and now,

;

tion from such as

after full informa-

were authorized by you

to

attend us, and hearing such as pretend they

were

we

injured,

do,

as

formerly,

fully

approve your proceedings; and the rather
that, after trial

taken by us,

we

find, that

ed, in the

was

fast bringing to perfection for overturn-

ing

the .protestant

this

pamphlet

We

have thought

fit,

for

obviating

such

clamours for the future, to declare, that
highly dissatisfied with

are

such

caused these clamours, and that
all

we

will,

on

occasions, proceed according to our laws,

against such as endeavour to lese our prerogative,

council.

history

and untruth,

as

any almost

scandalous

much
I

virulence

have seen, no

a design to expose the suflerings

of presbyterians in this period, to the English nation.

And when

it

was published a

second time, with the blind of a new

title-

page to help off the impression, and in that

was said to be recommended by
whom nobody will

oppose our laws and our privy

new

We

Dr. Hicks, the doctor,

do also recommend to you to

This

delineates.

stuffed with as

is

we doubt with

as have

his

and bringing us back to such
times, again, and worse, if worse can be, as

plaint against those

illegal.

preventing

accession,

such as complained, refuse to sign any comproceedings as

succession,

our excellent sovereign king George

title it

all such legal courses as may maintain
suspect to have been partial to presbyteour authority, secure the peace of that our rians, found it needful in the public newskingdom, and support the government of papers to insert an advertisement once and

take

the church, as

it is

now established by law. again, that he had never recommended that
may rest fully assured paper and it was very proper for a person

In doing whereof, you

;

of our assistance and protection upon
occasions

:

and so we bid vou heartilv

all

fare-

of his learning and reputation to

such a

rhapsody of

spiteful

disown

and malicious
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untruths.

are the vile lies and blun-

Neither

is

it

my
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business here to

ders through the whole of the pamphlet.

vindicate Mr. Mitchel from the vile

So shamelessly ignorant hath the writer

aspersions cast

been of the period he undertakes, that he

by the villanous author

blunders in an error of four years

and

title-page,

He

cute 1674.
land

hills,

very

in his

Mr. Mitchel was exe-

says,

talks of a rebellion at Pent-

1608, and represents Sir Archi-

bald Primrose and Sir John Nisbet as pres-

1678.

upon him, without any

by the informations

I

proof,

named, of which,
have had, there was

last

not the least ground but spite and malice,

and from which he yet can be vindicate by
persons

alive.

account of the

My
uu.je

part

to give a fair

is

treatment he met with,

and the breach of trust, yea, public faith
making grace the and honour pledged to him, as another
artificial part of fanaticism.
Agreeable to instance that our prelates and their friends
this follows
his jesting at extemporary stuck at nothing to avenge their quarrels.
prayers, and his barefaced reflections on our We left him in the year 1674, after which
excellent reformers from popery.
We need he was continued a long time in the tolbooth
to say nothing of his impious

byterians;

and

flings at religion,

his

not then be surprised to find him publishing
arrant

anent Mr. Alexander Henderson,

lies

abusing Mr. David Dickson, and breaking
his jests
rians,

upon the remonstrator presbytehe

as

groundless

He

them.

calls

slanders

publishes

of Edinburgh, and sent to the Bass.

I have
any thing about him I met
with since that time to this place.
February 16th, 1674, he wrote a large letter from
Edinburgh tolbooth, to a friend of his,

of design

left

on Mr. Mitchel, and

vindicating his practice, and owning the
most disingenuously conceals the vindicatory principles he went upon
which being
part of his speech ; and to expose him the already in print, with the speech he then
more, he couples him with major Weir, designed when laying his account with
;

whom

and Mr.

presbyterians,

particular,

this scurrilous author.

reasoning,

Mitchel in

abominate and loathed as much as

as

is

it

And

if it

were

fair

could produce

not, I

death, I shall not insert them here, but go
on to notice the procedure of the council
and justiciary with him. By the council
registers I find, " That Mr. James Mitchel

them upon the epis- having endeavoured to make his escape from
some of the order of bish- Edinburgh tolbooth, the council, December

instances, and charge
cojjal party, yea,

ops,

who have been found

of major

him to be removed to a
room in it. And, January 6th, 1676,
been foolish in putting Mr. Mitchel and ma- Mr. James Mitchel having refused to own
jor Weir together, lest somebody or other what he confessed before the council, in
Weir's crimes.

guilt}'

Certainly the

author has

be tempted to draw a parallel betwixt the

major and the
attempted.
chastised

worth

man whose

But

I

life

Mr. Mitchel

leave this author to be

by others, who

their while to dip

shall

think

it

belched out in this paniphlet.
I

shall give

The

fair

nar-

from original papers and

the registers, will set this matter in

its

true

light.^

It is

presence of the justiciary, he

is

ordained to

be put to the question and torture, anent
his

being in the rebellion

no more

in the

1666."

council registers.

I

find

In the

into the heap of justiciary

calumny and slander he hath licked up and
ration

16th, 1675, appoint

surer

registers, January 24th,
1676,
" Sederunt, Craigie justice-clerk, Collington,

Strathurd, Castlehill, Forret, and Mr. Thos.

Murray of Glendoick,
Linlithgow, Wigton,

justiciars

;

assessors,

Seaforth, Ross, trea-

surer-depute, appointed by the council, to

none of

my work

in this history, to

undertake a vindication of Mr. Mitchel's

question Mr. James Mitchel upon his being

1666, and to torture him
upon denial. His majesty's advocate prothe year 1668, for which he is now execute. duced a confession emitted by him before,
I know the wrath of man never wrought the
and in presence of the chancellor, register,
righteousness of God, and any thing that can and treasurer-depute, subscribed by him,
be said in behalf of these extraordinary wherein he confesses his being in the rebelattacks, hath been again and again printed. lion, which being read to him, he denied to

attempt upon the bishop of

St.

Andrews,

in

at the rebellion
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be of verity: whereupon, being put

,.._-,

to torture, he frequently

and

still
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The pannel was one of the most arrogant
and rogues he had known.

cheats, liars,

My

denied the same, or that he had emitted or

Mr. Mitchel answered.

subscribed the same." This

were fewer of those persons you have been
speaking of in the nation, I would not be

records

me

but

:

find in the

have a large account before

I

of what

is all I

passed

22d, and 24th,

Mr.

betwixt

Mitchel and the committee.

James

January 18th,

1676, which

have some

I

reason to believe was writ uy Mr. Mitchel
himself, or

And
this

somebody with him

at the time.

standing this night at the bar

advocate

lord, if there

my

but

:

knoweth, that what

lord

alleged

is

me is not my confession. The other
Do you not remember, that before my

against
said,

you

lord commissioner and the council,

said

Mr. Mitchel answered. My
wicked and inhuman method of expis- lord commissioner never inquired about any
that the reader

may have some view

of so and so.

cating matters by torture, peculiar to this

such things, but only inquired

time, I shall give as short an abstract of

beyond

and with

seas,

whom

if I

had been

conversed.

I

The preses said. Sir, we will cause a sharper
; after I have remarked,
was tortured upon was thing make you confess the pannel annot his designed assassination, but his swered. My lord, I hope you are Christians
Then he was returned to
alleged accession to Pentland, ten years and no pagans.
account as

this

can

I

that the thing he

:

was more than time

Upon January

22d, he was
them in the laigh council
where there was no probation, and especially house, and asked if he would acknowledge
those by torture.
The earl of Linlithgow his former confession, and a paper was prowas preses of the meeting and about six duced alleging to be subscribed by him.
of the clock at night, January 18th, Mr. He answered. My lord, I acknowledge no
Mitchel was brought before them.
The such thing. The preses said. Sir, you see
earl told him, he was brought before them, what is upon the table (the boots), I will
Mr. Mitchel
to see if he would adhere to his former see if that will make you do it.
ago, about which

that

processes

it

should have been ending,

the prison.

again called before

;

Mr. Mitchel answered, "

confession.
lord,

is

it

not

unknown

My

to your lordship

answered, "
ture

My

lord, I confess, that

you may cause me

to

by tor-

blaspheme God,

and others here present, that by the coun- as Saul did compel the saints ; you may
cil's order, I was remitted to the lords of compel me to speak amiss of your lordships,

whom

the justiciary, before
indictment, at

whereby

I

my

was

which indictment

my

and the

:

received an

to be forfeited of

fortune, although

diets

I

lord advocate's instance,

I

life

and

have no fortune; to
answered at three several
I

last diet

being deserted by

to call myself a thief, a murderer, a witch

or warlock, and what not, and then pannel

me upon it
me to it, I

but

;

if

you

shall,

my

here protest before

lord,

put

God and

your lordships, that nothing extorted from

me by

torture shall be

made use of

against

humbly conceive, that me in judgment, nor have any force in law
both by the law of the nation, and practick against me, or any other person whatsoraof the court at that time, I ought to have ever.
But to be plain with you, my lords,
lord advocate, I

been

set at liberty

:

yet notwithstanding I

contrary to law, equity, and justice,
returned to prison ; and upon what account
v/as,

I

am

this

ships I

night brought before your lord-

know

not."

The

preses told him,

he was not accused before them, either
upon life or fortune, but called to see

I

am

so

much

of a Christian, that whatever

your lordships shall legally prove against
if it be a truth I shall not deny it ; but
on the contrary, I am so much of a man,
and a Scotsman, that I never held myself
obliged by the law of God, nature, or the

me,

nation, to

become mine own accuser."

He

The

whether he would own his former confession.
Mr. Mitchel answered, That he

treasurer-depute said,

knew no crime he was

and therefore no such confession as was alleged.

Ask him whether

The

ledge no such thing; and he was again sent

guilty of,

lord treasurer-depute,

upon

this, said.

(the pannel) hath

the devil's logic, and sophisticates like him.

To which Mr.

that be his subscription.

IVlitchel replied,

1

acknow-

—
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speak but a word or two, and insisted
swered, "

presented, and Mi*. Mitchel was again inter-

multiplied into so many, that

he would acknowledge
his former confession, before he was put to
He knowing, that after the
the torture.

cannot serve me,

rogate as above,

if

rate of the Spanish inquisition, the

more he
or

himself

concerning

confessed,

either

others, the

more severe the torture would

be made, to make him confess the more,
delivered
lord, I

(the torture being beginning) to re-

sume them, but

Whereas he hath
been speaking of the sovereignty of the
magistrate, I shall go somewhat further than

according to his law; and a part of his

me

these two

than

many

full

deaths,

if

I

when he judgeth

Lord's,

office

to deliver the poor oppressed out

is,

and

And whereas

the preservation of

my own life and that of
my power, and to

others, so far as lies in

account;
lying

the

appointed to their work."

men you have
The executioner

was called, and Mr. INIitchel was tied in a
two-armed chair, and the boot brought.
The executioner asked which of the legs he
should take.
The lords bade him take any

The executioner

in the boot,

laid the left leg

which Mr. Mitchel

said,

lifted out
" Since the judges have not

determined, take the best of the two, for

bestow

it

in

I

the cause," and laid his

right leg into the engine.*

When

he was

put into the boot, the advocate asked leave to

witness the case of Doeg, Psal.

;

Sam.

1

xxii.

lii.

But what

9.

lord advocate hath forged against me,

life

am

so that I

;

life

of others, so

Then the

many

which were

down,

all

the

in

and

all in writ,

for

own

my

torture

of

a

tliirty,

answers were

his

It is

is

former

far as in

questions, upwards

taken from his mouth.

them

my

servant being

clerk's

him

interrogate

called,

great

standing upon

the preservation of mine

viz.

and the

power."

needless to set

many of them

are of

no

import, and therefore I shall only notice a few.

Are you that Mr. James Mitchel

Question.

who was excepted
and favour, or not

out of the king's grace

Answer.

?

I

never com-

mitted any crime deserving to be excluded.
Q.

Know you

any more of that name

Yes, there are two in

you
consisted of four pieces of wood very
firmly fastened together, so as to form a kind
of box capable of admitting the leg.
Into tliis
were inserted moveable staves, between which
and the box a wedge was driven, so as to squeeze
or compress the leg to almost any degree according to the number of strokes given to it. Ed.

a horrid sin before the Lord,

is

tendeth to the shedding of innocent

it

Were you
* It

but also a pernicious speaking

is sinful,

ground,

for

answered. That not only

compared with

my

on any

sinfulness of lying

is

it

of the truth

should be no remnant nor escaping; and

call

the advocate hath been enlarg-

upon the

ing

false

you please

disobe-

and the land, chap, xxxvii.

his princes,

mine doubtless you would bring upon yourselves and posterity, and wrath from the
Lord, to the consuming thereof, till there

When

And

Jer. xxii. 3.

diences to this brought wrath on himself,

keep innocent blood off your lordships' per- when
sons and families, which by shedding of blood

again I protest, &c. as above.

God, and

for

of the hand of the oppressors, and shed no

and command of God, hath made me to
undergo all those hardships, and I hope this
That for
torture also, with patience, viz.

freely

that the magistrate

hath appointed

respect and obedience to the express law

and

own

he hath gone, and

My whom God

innocent blood.

again,

essay to answer the

I shall

scope of his discourse.

had been capable thereof; and it is well
known, some in a shorter time, have been
tempted to make away themselves: but

of them.

my memory

the condition in which

in

and more than one of them in
fetters, which hath been more

this

now been

intolerable to

now

or two hath

is God's depute,
both the throne and the judgment is the

have

and

am

The advocate's word

years

himself to

in prison,

bolts

"

purpose.

I

1673.

Mr. Mitchel an-

at a great length.

robes, and the executioner and boots were

at

there?
Q.

at

Pentland

you of

?

?

A.

Lothian.

Q.

A. No.

Q.

Were

Ayr, and joined with the rebels
A.

I

never joined with any such.

Where were you

land?

Mid

at the time of

A. In Edinburgh.
their rising in

rest of the city

arms

knew of
3

M

?

it.

Pent-

When knew
//. When the
Q,. When was

Q.

—

;

;
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?

When

yl.

the

messenger

II.

when the wedge began to pinch the boot,
and pain him most sensibly, he said, " My
lords, not knowing but this torture may end
my life, I beseech you to remember, that he
who showeth no mercy, shall have judgment

came from Dumfries, and Dalziel
and his forces marched out at the West Port.
Q. Where did you meet with James Wallace ?
A. I knew him not at that time.
And if any of you, as I
Q. Did 3'ou go out of town with captain without mercy.
Arnot ? A. No. The rest are about his hope there is few present, be thirsting after
going abroad, &c. and need not be insert.* my innocent blood, mind what is spoken
The questions being over, the executioner Revel, xvi. 5, C. And now, my lords, I do
took down his leg from a chest whereupon freely and from my heart forgive you who
it

was lying

time in the boot, and set

all this

both on the ground, and thrusting
shelves

to

the

drive

wedge,

in the

began

his

are judges, and the

men who

are appointed

to go about this horrid work, and those

who

are satiating their eyes in beholding.

I

do

one of them inquired, if entreat that God may never lay it to the
he had no more to say, or would say more ? charge of any of you, as I beg that God for
Mr. Mitchel answered. No more, my lords. his Sou Christ's sake, may be pleased to
strokes

And

;

thus he continued

till

he gave nine

upon the head of the wedge

strokes

ninth

at every

Mr.

Mitchel

extremity of pain

through

the

upon which the execu-

;

tioner cried, Alas

fainted

at the

:

!

my

lord,

he

is

gone.

blot out

my

sin

and mine

iniquity."

Upon

this the treasurer-depute asserted, that the

paper containing his confession about Pent-

produced as signed by the pannel, was

land,

signed at the council table, and the lord

Then they stopped the torture, and went chancellor was a witness thereunto. The
And in a little, when recovered, he advocate asserted, that it was signed at the

off.

was carried in the same chair to the tolAt the beginning of the tortm-e.

booth.f

council

but

table,

the

asserted, that

Hugh Stevenson

was signed

it

and

lord register

himself were witnesses,

in

the laigh

council house, and not at the council table,
* It is moi'tifying to find such a man as Sir
George INIackenzie defending the use of torture
" As to torture," says he,
in cases of evidence.
" it is allowed not only by the law of our nation,
but of all nations except England, and founded
on the forementioned maxims, salus populi, &c.

and that the register and advocate were
witnesses.
Mr. Mitchel was just going to

Pereatunus, potius quam tmitas." Viiidicat. p.
His next sentence contains a maiiifest
11.
falsehood.
" Nor was it ever inflicted, but
where the person tortured was evidently proved
to be guilty of accession to the crime, and that he
knew the accomplices." Had he said " sup
posed" to be guilty, he would have been neai'er
the truth.
In the case of Mitchel, there was
absolutely no proof whatever, except that founded on his supposed confessions, and the leading
men of the nation must perjure themselves in
order to bring in the poor man guilty.
With
Mitchcl's private character we have nothing
whatever to do ; and it only proves in the
Editor of Kirkton, malice against the Scottish
presbyterians, that he aims a blow at them
through the sides of Mitchel. His favourite
authority, Captain Crcichton, will not be held by
impartial men as a fair and impartial witness
neither will his illustrious prototype, Dean
Swift, be considered as •' free of partial coun-

but his leg being in the tortm'e, and fearing

—

—

sel."— £'rf.
f " When it was reported that he was to be
tortured in the other leg, some, it seems, of his
friends drop in a letter to archbishop Sharp of
St. Andrews, assuring him that if he persisted
in the torturing of him, he should have a shott
from a steadier hand; whereupon he was lett
alone, but was still kept in prison."
Law's

Memorials,

—

p. 83.

Bd.

say,

They were

false witnesses, seeing their

declarations did not agree one with another

to irritate them, he forbore.

The writer of this account

I

have abridged,

remarks, that such a practice as this with

Mr. Mitchel,

is

unprecedented, by torture

to oblige a person, contrary to nature,

the divine law, to be his

two cases wherein
these
all

many

it

own

accuser.

and

The

only has been used

years in Scotland,

up to the case before

us.

Highland thief and robber,
legally convicted of theft

come not

at

Peter lioy the

after he had been
and murder, was

put to the torture, to oblige him to declare
his associates

and accomplices.

And

as to

the other instance of the laird of Auchindrane, he observes, that he was accused of

an horrid and private murder, where there

were no witnesses

;

and which the Lord had

witnessed from heaven, singularly, by his

own hand, and proved the deed against him.
The corpse of the man being buried in Gir-

;

:
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at sea,
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province in this his-

ipr-o

and cast out there, the laird of Colzean, tory.
whose servant he had been, dreaming of
Mr. Mitchel continued in Edinburgh tolhim in his sleep, and that he had a particular booth, till January 1677, when, we heard
mark upon his body, came and took up the before, he was sent to the Bass, where he
body, and found it to be the same person, continued till towards the end of the year.
and caused

all

come and

that lived near by,

touch the corpse, as

is

In the end of October,

usual in such cases

round the place came, but Auchindrane
and his son, whom no body suspected, till a

against Mr.

all

young

I

find the advocate

ordered by the council, to

is

James Mitchel,

insist criminally

for his designed

assassination of the bishops of St. Andrews
Mary Muir, seeing the and Orkney. And, December 6th, he is
came in among them, and brought from the Bass to Edinburgh prison,

child of his,

people gathered,

when she came near
out in bleeding;

the dead body,

it

sprang

to receive his indictment.

upon which they were

apprehended, and put to the torture.

And January

1678, Sir George Lockhart, and Mr.

In

Ellies, are

the same narration from which I take this

for

account, there follows several remarks for

This

allowed and

commanded to plead

Mr. James Mitchel before the
is all

3d,

John

justiciary.

about him in the council-books

and it would seem his process and execution,
what upon a promise he had was timed, of design, just before the High-

vindicating IMr. Mitchel, as to his refusal to

own

judicially

owned.

formerly

when a

The

writer

confession or promise,

a condition, and that condition
rescinded,

made

made upon
judicially

is

and void, the obliga-

null

tion of the promise

that

urges,

is

and confession

is

taken

land invasion, to season people's minds, and
fill

tice

them with just apprehensions of the jusof this time, and fright them into a

silent

submission to

now on

away, and both parties are put in statu quo.

all

the arbitrary methods

foot.

After the people

who had been concerned

That in many cases it is in the promise of his life, were prepared to
lawful 'to conceal and obscure a necessary elide that defence, at the primate's instigaduty, and divert enemies from a pursuit tion, he gets an indictment given him, before
upon it for a time. 1 Sam. xvi. 1, 2. 1 the justice court, where Sir Archibald PrimSam. XX. 5, 6. Jer. xxxviii. 24, 26. That rose, lately turned out of the register's place

Josh.

ii.

14, 17.

when an open enemy

perverts and overturns

to

make way

the very nature and matter of a discourse

sat

or confession, by leaving out the most ma-

now

terial

truths,

and putting

and

in untruths,

circumstances in their room,

it is

no longer

for a friend of Lauderdale's,

restricted

to

left

is

out,

indictment, 1574.

when

dittay

is

brought before a limited

the attempt upon

is

the

bishops, and his alleged accession to Pent-

land

the former discourse and confession: that
a person

His indictment

as justice-general.

now

which was
In

all

former

in his

other points the

given agrees with that above,*

power to judge and deter- and so needs not to be repeated. Upon
mine of what is before them, and yet so the 7th of January, his trial began. The
limited, as they cannot fully satisfy the ma- justice-general being cited as a witness, was
lice and envy of some, and they wrest, ma- passed from.
Many and long were the

judicatory, having

lign,

add, and diminish from what hath been

said before them, in order to

ter of sentence before another judicatory of

greater power, before

whom

nothing was

ever confessed or proven, the person
justly

stand to his

defence, and

all

upon the

only set them

I

were advanced

in favour of

said

very

The

and duplies, are inserted

do

force of these

down

defence.

much

in

the

defences, replies,
in a note.f

The

may

defences here, nor others advanced in this
paper, but

pannel's

put his

enemies to bring proof against him.
not enter at

reasonings upon the points libelled, and Sir

make up mat- George Lockhart

as

what

Mr. Mitchel;

« See Note, p. 249.
f-

Defences, replies, and dvplies in

Mr. James

Mitchel' s process, 1G78.

Curia justitiaria S. D. N. Regis tenta in Prtetorio burgi de Edinburgh septimo die mensis
Januarii, 1678, per honorabiles viroa,

Dominos

:

1678.

great proof adduced against him, was
his confession, February 10th, 1G74,

The debates
a copy of which follows.*
were so long, that the court adjourned till

Justitiarium generalem Collington, Strathurd,
Castlehill, Foriet and Glendoick

Curia legittime affirmata.

Intrat
]Mr.

James

INIitchel,

prisoner,

indicted

and

accused for the crimes of assassination, and invadinij of privy counsellors, and wounding of
His maministers mentioned in the dittay.
lord
jesty's advocate declares he passes from my
Mr.
justice-general, as witness in this cause.
John Ellis advocate, as procurator for the panjustice-general
nel, declares, they sustain my lord
to be judge, notwithstanding of his being cited
as a witness both by pursuer and defender.
His majesty's advocate produced a warrant from
his maj'esty's privy council for pursuing Mr.
James "jNIitchel, whereof the tenor follows. Mr.
John Ellis produced an act of his majesty's privy
council, empowering Sir George Lockhart and
to appear for the pannel's defence, whereof
Mr. James Mitchel pannel,
the tenor follows.
denies the dittay and any pretended confession,
INIr. John Ellis for the
alleged emitted by him.
pannel, alleges that he cannot pass to the knowledge of an assize ; and the conclusion, that the
pannel has committed murder, cannot be infer-

him,

red from the subsumption of the libel, because
by the laws of this kingdom, the civil laws, and
the common opinion of doctors, and law, and
general custom of all nations, " nudus conatuset
afTectus sine eflfectu," even in the most atrocious
crimes, except treason, parricide, and other atrocious crimes excepted, is not punishable by death.
And it were against all reason, seeing punishments ought to be proportional to the crimes,
that a naked and simple design of murder should

be punished as murder that had taken effect
" et in criminibus gi-avioribus," viz. " adulterium,
furtum, sodomia,'' the naked design is not punished " pa>na ordinaria," even by the civil law ;
and though Lex Cornelia, by an extraordinary
search, does declare, "si quis cum telo ambulaverit," yet it is but a statutory law, and derogate
to by the law of nations, and the special law of our
nation, in so far as murder in our law, being defined to be, and has only place in " interfectis per
feloniam," and those who were killed upon forethought felony. 2do, In so far as the libel concludes him guilty of assassination, the same is no
ways relevant, it being both a term and a crime
*

[bOOR
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confession, February 10,
1674.
In presence of the lord chancellor, lord register, lord advocate, and treasurer-depute, Mr.
James Mitchel prisoner, being called, did freely
confess he was the person who shot the pistol at

Mr. James MitdieVs

the bishop of St. Andrews, when the bishop of
Orkney was hurt thereby, in the year 1668 and
depones upon oath, that no living creature did
persuade him to it, or was upon the knowledge
:

«)fit.

James Mitchel.
Rothes.
Ar. Primrose.

Jo. Nisbet.

Ch. Maitland.

II.

January 9th, when they come to their interlocutor. "They find the article of the dittay,

founded upon 4th

act,

16th

pari.

James

VI. bearing the pannel's invading, by shoot-

unknown in our law ; and by the laws and acts of
parliament of this nation, the subjects of Scotland
are to be governed by the laws of Scotland, and
though the crime of assassination were a point
of dittay by our law, as it is not, yet it is not,
nor cannot be pretended that he was hired for
otio, In so far
that elfect, neither is it libelled,
as the libel includes the pain of death, for the
1st,
It is
mutilation of the bishop of Orkney.
answered, that the same is no ways relevant,
and the said conclusion can no ways be inferred
from the subsumption, because the act of parliament does only declare dismembration to be
punished as slaughter. 2dly, The said act declares dismembration only to be punished as
slaughter, when it proceeds from forethought
3dly, The said act requires another
felony.
qualification, viz. that it be pursued by the party,
which
can be subsumed upon in this
none of
case, because it is not libelled, that the bishop
was dismembered, or had liis hand cut oft", but
only had a wound in the hand ; and the libel
does expressly bear, that the bishop of Orkney
got the sliot in the hand accidentally, when the
discharge was against the bishop of St. Andrews,
and so was not upon forethought felony, as to
him. And, lastly, the bishop's nearest of kin do
not concur, nor are pursuers, which is a special
requisition by tlie act of parliament likeas the
said act is absolute, and in no register can it be
made appear, that any person was capitally
punished for dismembration, but, upon the contrary, many accused and condemned by arbitrary
punishments, so that the libel is no ways relevant, as to that article, for the reasons foresaid,
especially seeing dismembration is not here so
much as libelled or pretended. And whereas it
is insinuate, that the bishop did languish and die
of the said Avound ; it is answered, that the libel
is no ways relevantly conceived, because it is not
libelled, that the wound was, " ex sua natura,"
lethal or mortal; and it is offered to be proven,
that tlie bishop lived several years thereafter,
did go about his ordinary function, as a bishop,
by preaching, which is a sufficient ground of
4to, In so far as the
exculpation and defence.
libel is founded upon the act of parliament anent
the invading of counsellors it is answered, that
this present case does not fall under the capacity
of the act of parliament, because it is not libelled,
that the cause of the said pretended invasion of
the bishop, was upon the account he was in the
jirosecution of his majesty's service, but, upon
tlie contrary, it may appear strange to any
rational man, "quorsum et quo bono" he could
6to, As to the acts anent invadhave done it.
ing of ministers, they import no capital punishment, but only confiscation of moveables, and as
:

;

which the said acts are opponed and as to
the act 1670, it is posterior to the fact libt^led.
In so far as the libel seems to be founded on
a confession, in so far as the said confession may
be made use of, as a sole or conjunct probation ;
the pannel does object against the same upon the
1st, If any
grounds and reasons following.
such confession was emitted by the pannel,
which he has absolutely denied in the hrds'
to

;

;

;
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firing

a pistol at his grace the arch-

presumption

bishop of St. Andrews, and privy counsellor,

pannel

for doing his majesty's

said

libelled, his majesty's

own

service,

relevantly

advocate proving the

presence, no ways acknowledging the same,
no respect can be had thereto, and it is not probatory, because the same is extrajudicial, in
regard it is not made in presence of the assize,
who are judges in tlie probation, which is expressly contrary to the act, 11th pari. Iving James
V I. which requires the haill probation to be laid
in presence of' the assize and party ; which <ict
of parliament was not only made for security of
pannels, as to a just and legal procedure against
them, but also as to assizers, to whom the trust of
the life of the subjects of this kingdom is committed, and who as to the point of probation,
might not proceed upon fame and report, but
upon a clear probation before them ; for if that
were not, the assize would be altogether deprived
to know how the confession was emitted, if
spontaneously, or"exconstantia,veltrepidatione,"
or " spe veniae :" and the most that ever was sustained in this court was, that the assize did find
a party guilty upon a confession emitted before
a quorum of the justices in a fenced court.
Although the said pretended confession should
be sustained probative, as for the reasons above
exprest, the pannel, with all submission to your
lordships' justice, humbly conceives, it cannot
yet if any such confession was, it is null, because
it was elicite " spe veniae et immunitatis," and, for
proving thereof, the pannel does repeat his exculpation, which he conceives, is relevant in law,
and craves the witnesses therein to be examined
upon the contents therein. 2dly, The said confession, being emitted "extra judicium et spe
veniae," as said is, "est in se nulla," and cannot be
confirmed nor validate by the testimony of any
witness whatsomever. And to evidence that the
pannel's life was never intended to be taken upon
the said pretended confession, the same, if any
was, is opponed, by which it evidently appears
that he was examined upon oath, as to the most
material part of the crime, viz. his complices,
which makes it more than evident, that it, being
" in materia criminali et capitali," in which oaths
cannot be taken by law, renders the confession
null and invalid, at least makes it evident, that
the libel has been restricted " ad civiles effectus."
jNIy lord advocate insists, in the first place,
upon the act Kith pari. JamesVI. by which, "nudus conatus," attempting and invading, though
nothing followed, is found relevant to infer the
pain of death ; but so it is, that the said Mr.
James Mitchel did attempt the killing of the
bishop of St. Andrews a privy counsellor, which
attempt "devenit ad actum proximum," the said
Mr. James having done all that was in his power;
and as to the quality adjected in the act insinuating the defence, that it must be proven that it
was for doing of his majesty's service, it is replied, that this quality is inferred, and can, nor
requires to be no otherwise proven than by a
presumed inference; for the design of the attempter being an act of the mind and secret of
the heart, it cannot be otherwise proven, but
simply by the attempting a secret counsellor, or
any of his majesty's officers, against whom the
nannel could have no quarrel, but for doing of
Ivis duty, and therefore the law still concludes

his
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in his reply, that the

said,

invasion,

he

did

make

the

because of the archbishop

persecuting

those

that

were

in

the

the same, except the pannel will offer to condescend upon another relevant reason, viz. ai<v
private feud ; for if it were otherwise, the act
would be absolutely useless, since any person
might attempt or kill a pri%'y counsellor, it being
impossible to prove what was the design, and
this act was designed merely to make all attempts
against privy counsellors punishable by death,
for otherwise it would be no fence nor protection
to privy counsellors, if it were only granted to
them under a quality, which were impossible to
be proven ; nor can this seem hard, since the

subjects have only themselves to blame, who
attempt against the lives of privy counsellors
and it were very ridiculous to think, that if the
brother of a pannel should attempt to kill the
judge or king's advocate, immediately after a
process, that it were necessary to prove the design, otherwise than by that natural contingency,

which obviously arises from the qualities and
circumstances of the perpetration ; but in this
case, as Mr. Mitchel is a person who can condescend upon no private oft'ence betwixt the said
archbishop and him, they being absolute strangers to one another, so beside the presumption of
the law above specified, it is off"ered in fortification of the act, that the said Mr. James owns
himself to be of a profession who hates and
execrates that hierarchy, and of which sect the
unhallowed penman of a pamplilet, declares

it

lawful to kill those of that character. 2dly, It
is notour and offered to be proven, that Mr.
James himself defended, that it was lawful to
kill such, and endeavoured by wrested places of
scripture, to defend himself, and gain proselytes
thereby, and if need be (as there is none) it is
specifically and distinctly offered to be proven,
that he acknowledged, that the reason why he
shot at the archbishop was, because he thought
him a persecutor of the nefarious and execrable
rebels who appeared on Pentland-hills ; nor can
designs and acts of the mind be otherwise proven
than bj' such emitted declarations, arguings and
acknowledgments likeas in the whole course of
our law, the invading or attempting of any of
the sacred function, is still declared equivalent
;

to killing ; and though the last act be i)osterior,
yet it is sufficient to demonstrate and clear.

2do, By the common law, " conatus" and endeavour is, "incriminibus atrocissimis," punishby death, " ubi reus devenit ad actum proximum," and " omne quod in se erat fecit," which
is in itself most reasonable, since the atrocity of
the crime should put the same even beyond an attempt, and there can be nothing more just, than
that the extraordinariness of a crime should have
an extraordinary allowance, and guilt attempted
able

in atrocious crimes, such as sacrilegious assassinations, is, in the eye of the lav/, as great and
greater than the stealth of an horse or co^v,

where security from the effect proceeded from no innocency in the committer, who
did all he could, but from the special providence
of God disappointing the effect of a cause he so
much hated and Carpsovius requires only three
qualifications to make endeavour punishable by
esj)eciany

:

death.

Imo,

"Quod deventum

erit

ad actum
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rebellion at Pentland, or

words to

ledge of

an

[BOOK

II.

Likewise they find

assize.

1678.
that purpose, relevant to infer the

that part of the dittay, anent the invading

pain contained in the foresaid act of par-

of bishops or ministers, relevant to infer

liament

;

and remit the same to the know-

morti proximum." 2do, "Quod non steterit per
jissassiiiationem, quinconsummareturdelictum."
" Quod occidendus fortuito casu tautum
evaserit;" all which concur but too well here and
"
that
in omnibus criminibus atrocissimis conatus" is punishable, is clear from Gothofrede,
Tit. de conatu, from Covaruvius in Clementina

Stio,

:

Si

fui'iosus,

Num.

and particularly in the

6.

crime of assassination, "totidem verbis," by Matthteus de sicariis, Num. 3. " assassiuus tamen
nihil prodesse debet, sol usque conatus capite
punieiidus:" a great instance whereof is given
in a decision by Gothofrede in the sj'nod of
Savoy, where death ^vas inflicted upon a person who but struck with a baton.
And whereas
it is pretended, that assassination is no crime in
our law, and that it is only inferred where the
design of the murdering proceeds from the committer's taking money
it is answered, that this
part of the defence is most groundless, and our
nation would be more barbarous than those of
Lapland, or the Tartars, if the lying in wait
with a constant design to kill clandestinely, and
" per insidias," any person who had never offended us, should not be raised to a higher degree of
detestation than ordinary murder ; for the law
:

does not always punish a mere endeavour, when
designed against such as have offended us, when
nature pleads some excuse from the greatness
of the passion and resentment, or where the
party killed gave some occasion by doing the
wrong, or when the suddenness of the design
allowed no time to consider or repent; yet
when a person after mature deliberation ripens
his own villany, and resists the motion of reason and inspirations of God Almighty, by lying
in wait to kill a person who never offended, the
law thinks the commonwealth cannot be secured
as long as such a viper is alive, who wants
nothing but opportunity to kill mankind one by
one ; and the speciality of taking money is only
demonstrative, not restrictive, since the guilt is
(in these and such like cases) greater and more
dangerous than that of taking money, for he
who taketh money will not kill but in darkness,
and where he may escape ; but the sun, and the
cross, and the confluence of all the world cannot
secure against murderers, where the party
imagines that the crime deserves heaven, or at
least where he thinks that those of his persuasion will rise in a tumult upon the streets for
his defence ; likeas, since the law has inferred
death " ob conatum," in crimes of " raptus,"
robbery, &c. much more should it infer death

in this unparalleled and execrable crime.
As to what is alleged against the acts of init is answered, that the first
act appoints that it shall be punished with all
rigour, and the seventh act Charles I. and the
last act is sufficient, though posterior to the crime,
to declare what was the meaning of that general
of "punished with all rigour;" and since our law
makes the attempting of such as are doing his
majesty's service, capital, that general ought to
be extended to death, since lesser crimes and
other crimes are for the same reasons, which are
applicable to this, punishable by death, nor can

vading ministers,

an arbitrary punishment, and remit

it

to

there be any hazard in this, since there is a law
for the future, and no man shall ever die for so
great a crime in our nation.
Whereas it is alleged, that the pannel did only
It is replied, that,
confess upon hopes of life.
Imo, The promise of life from a judge, who
could not grant tife same, cannot defend, especially where no threatening preceded, and where
it is clear, that what was confessed ^vas foimded
upon other presumptions "et indicia." Nor is this
relevant, except the pannel could ofier to prove,
1st, Threatening, to the fear whereof he yielded.
2dly, That he expressly pactioned that his confession should not operate against him, which is
very clear from Bossius, 'lit. de confessis per
torturum. Num. 12. where he states the case,
and concludes that a spontaneous confession,
though life were promised, does not defend, and
is the guilt less, or the truth less, that a judge pro-

mise

And if this

were

every judge
remissions at his
the
judge who promised, yet the law considers the
party confessing still guilty, and so does never
secure him ; " et quod potest condemnare tenent,
Cimus Cod. de iis qui ad ecclesiam effugiunt.
Alciad. lege de verborum significatione ;" and
Clarus himself says, " ego suspicor opinionem
Ceni essimagiscommunem ;" but giving his own
opinion rather as a private man than a lawyer,
he says, " ego tamen non condemnarein ad mortem nisi aliis indiciis fuerit gravatus, ergo reus
indiciis gravatus et morte plectcndus," which
is most just and
reasonable, for though the
law be jealous, where a mere silly innocent
confesseth to a judge who may terrify him,
or having interest in causing liim confess, and
lay the blame off his friends ; yet where the
pannel's own confession proceeded from a person suspected by all the world, by a person
who publicly in all places since has owned
the deed, who fled upon that accoimt, who was
to

i'

sufficient for

make himself king, and grant
and though

pleasure,

this

may weigh with

taken with unlawful weapons, unlit for his
profession,

and the

specific

weapons which com-

mitted the attempt, who condescended upon all
the circumstances, and declared that he gloried
in being a martyr upon that account, in being
seen running away immediately upon doing the
deed, with a pistol in his hand, in being found
out in a thousand lies and prevarications when
he was examined, in having renewed his confession publicly, it were but to scorn the law,
and massacre mankind, to think that a confession so adminiculate, should not bind the confessor, who can allege nothing of any threatening used against him by the judge to whom he
confessed, and lawyers do in that case consider
the quality of the judge, as severe, unjust, or
partial ; but the confession is alleged to be made
here upon promise given by my lord chancellor,
whose benign gentle temper frees him from all
suspicion and as the proponing of this exculpation acknowledges the deed to be committed by
^h: James Mitchel, against which the protestation denying the libel cannot be sustained,
being " contraria facto," as is evident to any
rational man ; and the pannel cannot either
:
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anent the wounding and mutilating sion, made and emitted before a com-

the bishop of Orkney, and remit it to an assize.
And also having considered that part of the

mittee appointed by authority of the council

pretend alibi, nor any other pretence of error for
excusing his retractio'n, so his majesty's adv()cate
oppones his confession, bearing no qualification
and though he is very secure, that the exculpation cannot be proven, yet since it is notourly
known, that he is the committer, and that this
may be a preparative to other pannels, against
whom no probation ordinarily is had, but confessions evicted by judges with fair and gentle
promises, he "mordicus" adheres to the relevancy;
for as Bossius says, " etsi judex dixerit, nihil
mail eveniet tibi, vel etiam promittat ut liberabitur, magis tamen communis est opinio confessionem valere, quia judex etiam ita poterat
fingere ad veritatem eruendam :" and as this is
most advantageous for the commonwealth and
mankind, so there can be no hazard to a private
pannel, since, if he can but instruct his own
innocence, or the reason of his error, by alleging
that he was alibi, or that there were severe
threateniiigs of torture used, the same will still
be allowed to qualify his confession ; but the
general presumption lies, that a judge will not
damn his own soul, stain his function, ruin his
fame, expose himself to the terrors of God
Almighty, by alluring a confession from a poor

where the design was to expiscate the truth, and
the pannel knew that he was upon a trial for his
life; nor can the incompetency of that judicatory be here alleged, since as the session is a
judicatory merely civil, and the justice-court
merely criminal, so the council is a judicatory
above both, comprehending the power of both,
and being so far competent in the cognition of
crimes, that they take precognitions in criminal
causes, they modify and qualify the sentences of
the criminal court, they determine intricate
cases remitted to them by the justices in point
of law, and the king and the greatest part of the
criminal court being there, it were absurd to
think, that a confession emitted before them
should not prove ; and if in a precognition a
]>arty shoiUd confess, and so the trial there cease,
what could be more absurd than to think that
this confession should not bind ? especially seeing
confessions emitted before the lords of session, iu
cases of improbation and decreets following thereupon, are a sole, a final and plenary probation before the justice court: likeas, that principle in law,
that confession ("coram judice in competente")
does not hold, is where "judex" is " incompetens
tam ad inquisitionem quam ad accusationem,"
as is "forum pcienitentise," as kirk-sessions, or " forum mere civile," neither of which can be said in
this case, where the judge before whom the confession is emitted, is the ordinary judge of the inquisition and trial in criminal cases, "et judex non
solum jurisdictionis proregalis," but a judge who
originally and generally examines all the pannels
of Scotland.
lord advocate adds, that this confession was made in presence of the lords of his
majesty's council and the king's commissioner,
in whom all the judicatories of the kingdom
eminently reside, and might have sent the pannel to the scaffold without an assize, seeing (" in
confitentemnullsesuntpartesjudicis. )" Whatever
favour may be allowed to retraction of confessions " factasex incontinente, ubi potest docere de
Yet what reason can there be where a
erroie."
pannel denies without proofs of his innocency;
and therefore Bossius Tit. de confessione, Num.
64. concludes, " est etiam necessarium allegare
errorem, cseterum si simpliciter revocaret, confessus non est audiendus," and Num. 70, he adds,
" quia fateor quod quis non auditur simpliciter,
dicendo post confessionem, non est verum quod
confessus fui, tamen si per testes constare potest
de innocentia, magis attenditur Veritas quam
confessio."
And since minors in law are obliged
" docere de orrore," when they revoke, it were
absurd to think that the law was so ridiculous,
as that a man confessing before a grave judicatory

:

innocent.

As to what was objected against the confession,
as extrajudicial, and before an incompetent
judge, it is replied, that confessions are of all
probations the most infallible, seeing witnesses
may, but it cannot be presimied a man will
wrong himself, and the rise of that maxim, that
extrajudicial confessions are not relevant, was
only- to exclude pi'obation upon confessions emitted where there was no judge, nor no design of
inquiry ; but the confessor being loose and inconsiderate, and upon no guard, and under no

own

breast deliberately, and in cold blood,
is oftentimes the inspiration and
influence of the Almighty God, who, to show
his love to justice, and kindness to mankind,
draws even from the greatest of malefactors the
clearest confessions ; and since men do not use to
bring witness when they commit crimes, nor
can the nature of the thing allow probation by
writ, to cut off confession in these cases, were to
make crimes for ever pass unpunished, and to
make law, which is founded upon principles of
reason, and the good of the commonwealth,
evanish in mere terms of art, and hard words,
contrary to the design of law, and the solid
principles of sincere policy.
That this confession is then judicial, is clear,
being taken by the authority of the privy council, the supreme judicatory of the nation, and

which

receive

it,

and thereafter adhered

to,

My

reason of advertance, did at random own a deed
of which he was most innocent, either for ostentation, or to please the company, or in raillery ;
but to say that a man should not be judged by
what he deliberately confesses, where he knows
the design is to inquire into the crime, and that
the event must be a criminal trial, is without
all foundation of probability or reason, nor can
j udges or assizers be so much convinced by what
witnesses can say, \vho may have malice, or be
bribed, or mistaken, as what proceeds from a

man's

to

in eifect

i

i

I

should have liberty to retract without showing
any reason of his retraction, and the guilt rather
proves, "per inficiationem," and by, that impudent lie, then is lessened by the retraction.
In
the case likewise, where debates are concerning
the validitj'ofaconfession, lawyers consider whether, what was confessed, was or can be adminiculate by other collateral probation, "argumenta
et indicia," and whether the probation be " vcrisimilis," whereas th's confession is adminiculate
here by many other circumstances, such as per-
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and renewed
majesty's

in the presence of his

high commissioner, and

lords of privy council, convened in council,
find

it

is

judicial,

and cannot be retracted.

sons who saw him come away, by his owning of
the principle, since by his flying, &c. so that here
neither can he instruct why he retracts, and the
thing confessed is adminiculate, " et circumstantiis,

et indiciis."

As to the objections founded upon the act of
parliament, that all probation must be in the presence of tlie assize
it is replied, that the whole
form of that act is grossly mistaken, for the
design of that act was to correct a barbarous
custom whereby the pursuers ^vere allowea to
solicit, and to produce to them, sik writ and
witness, as they pleased, for probation of the
crime, to preclude the pannel of what he could
say against the same, since false papers might be
thrown in as confessions and proofs but that
cannot reach the case where a confession is produced before a pannel, and his procurators and
they being to object against the same nor can it
be urged by this act, that no paper can be relevant, but what isowned by the pannel in presence
of the assize ; for we dail}' see, that letters produced under the pannel's hand, thougli he should
deny his subscription, will be sustained, and it
will be sufficient to prove by witnesses, that he
did subscribe, or by comparison of letters, that
he did subscribe. Likeas this act of parliament
does not exclude, that confessions before the
lords, in matters of falsehood and decreets following thereupon, may not be probative before the
justice.
Likeas, confessions taken before the
justice, though no assize be present, do, without
all controversy and debate, prove the crime, and
yet, neither can the justices condemn without an
assize
nor does that act of parliament militate
more against that case, than against this. And
in that case of Finlay M'Nab, a confession taken
in the tolbooth, without a fenced court, and before
one judge, was found sufficient to infer the pain
of death, both by the council and justices.
And
it is admired, how it can be thought, that presumption can be sustained, as the foundation of
a criminal sentence as we see daily, and that
witnesses which in effect are but presumptive,
and yet a man's own confession emitted seriously,
and in cold blood, shall not be sufficient. And
as there could be nothing more dangerous to the
commonwealth, than that crimes should be thus
rendered unsearchable, so what hazard can there
be to the people, on the other hand, or the pannel,
Avhen they are made their own judges? And to
takeoft'allpossibilityof danger, it shall be allowed
to them to prove error, force, innocence, or mistake ; and this probation has been in all ages and
nations sustained as uncontroverted, as David ordained the person who said he had killed Saul,
immediately to be execute without farther inquiry, giving as the undoubted reason that he had
condemned himself out of his own mouth, and
which is registrate in scripture, to secure the
image of God against those who would deface it,
and that such confessions should be sustained in
any case much more in this, when the nature of
the crime is atrocious, and the manner of the
discovery extraordinary difficult, and if either
atrocity or difficulty prevailed with lawyers to remit somewhat of its ordinary rigour in exacting
:

;

:

:

And

[book

II.

also having considered the debate

and

defence against the said confession,
the same

viz. that

was emitted upon promise, or
life and limb, find

assurance of impunity of

clear probation and we see
in criminibus domesticis et exceptis," much more, when both
these concur against a man's own confession to
be admitted ; and whereas ordinarily pannels are
penitent at first when examined, the horror of
their crimes softening their hearts ; if their confessions should not then prove, it were impossible
and fruitless to expect, that after they are imprisoned amongst a company of other malefactors,
and after they have men skilled in the law to
wait upon them, to teach them the art of reti'action, and that their conscience grows callous and
acquainted with the idea of their own crimes,
what sincere confession may be then expected
'•'

:

from them.

My

lord advocate declares he does not insist
against the pannel, for conversing w^ith rebels at
this time, and insists upon the shooting of a
bishop and minister, before the act, anno 1670,
to infer an arbitrary punishment, and insists upon
mutilation as capital, upon the act of parliament
anent demembration, which is, " reddere mem-

brum inutile ;" and a man is as much demembered
when he has an useless hand, as if he had no
hand, and insists upon the act 28. pari.

3.

Jam.

IV. wherein slaughter and mutilation, upon
forethought felony, are equiparfftit, and the pannel declared to be punishable with death upon
both these cases, but reserves the punishment of
mutilation to be qualified by the justices according to what shall be found here proven, and to
what has been the custom of the justice-court
fonnerly, in such cases.
Sir George Lockhart duplies, as to the defence
founded upon the fourth and sixteenth parlia-

ment James VI.

that the libel is not j'elevant,
not condescending upon the express qualification
which the act of parliament requires,.is no ways
elided by the allegance contained in the reply ;
for, Imo,
The lords of the justiciary would
be pleased to take notice, that there is no speciality in the case of this act of parliament as to
privy counsellors, but that it extends to all his
majesty's officers, and consequently the meanest
officer being invaded in the terms, and under the
qualification contained in the act of parliament,
might plead the benefit thereof; and if the libel
should be sustained in general terms, without
the express qualification, the simple act of invasion of a lyon herald, though neither death nor
wounds followed on it, would infer the pain of
death but that no such thing is the meaning, or
can subsist with the act of parliament, is so clear
and evident, that it were impossible for the wit
of man to express the qualification to be libelled,
;

positively proven in more plain and
direct terms than it is set down in the said act,
in so far as the act of parliament requires, by way
of provision and condition, in tjie statutory part
thereof, in thir terms, it being verified and tried,
that any of the said counsellors, sessionei-s, and
officers, were pursued or invaded for doing of his
majesty's service, shall be punished to the death :
and there is great reason and necessity for this
qualification, because the act of parliament intending, contrary to the custom that vi^as general
in all nations, and of this kingdom, in all other

and more
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the same relevant to secure the pannel of the defence shall be proven; and

,

^

and limb, reserving to the commis- remit the same to the knowledge of
sioners of justiciary to inflict such arbitrary an assize."
Then the probation was led.
punishment as they shall think fit, in case I need not deduce it here at full length.
his life

crimes, that " conatus et attentatus," which
only relevant in the crime of treason, should
be reputed "crimen consummatum," in case of
invasion of anyof hismajesty'sofficers; therefore
the law requires this qualification further in
matter of fact, that it should he verified, that the
person invaded was doing of his majesty's service, in which case the crime had a respect, and
in the construction of law, as done against his
majesty's authority, which he was then executing and here this qualification in matter of fact,
that it was for doing of his majesty's service, is
not so much as libelled ; and in the opinion of
all lawyers, as may appear by Jul. Clar. § p.
assassin. Num. 2. " uhi agitur de imponenda
painaalicujus constitutionis specialis, requiritur,
is

:

quod concurrent omnes

qualiticationes,

dequibus

in ipsa constitutione ;"

and Quest.

Num.

85.

9.

he says the same words, " ubi agitur de imponenda pwnaalicujus constitutionis specialis, oportet quod in illo casu verificentur omnes qualitates
in ipsa constitutione expressfe, alias pcena non
committitur et haec," says he, "estdoctrina communiter ab omnibus recepta," and most especially
when it is not an intrinsic quality and aggravation,
but where it is a qualification required by law itself, as "integrans delicti," and as Gomes has it,
"alterutrum poenre," and therefore it must be
"totidem verbis" libelled, and positivelj' proven.
And as to that pretence, that it is to be presumed and inferred from the circumstances, and
the way and manner of committing the fact, and
that "propositum" and design cannot be otherwse proven, " nisi per indicia et conjecturas." It
is duplied, the qualification required by the act
of parliament is " toto crelo" ditferent from the
design for if a person would invade any of his
majesty's officers in doing of his majesty's service, and would pretend that he had no design
to invade, certainly the pretence were absurd,
and in that case the design " prasumitur ex
natura attentati ;" but the discharging of his
majesty's service is not a design, but a matter
of fact, which consisteth in an extrinsic action,
and must be proven, and may and does often
occur
as for instance, if a magistrate should
be invaded in the actual execution of his majesty's authority, or if the invader should be
so transported with rage, as, when he invades a
judge, to tell him, that it ^vas because he has
unjustly decerned, these and the like cases are
indeed in the terms of the act of parliament, and
the simple invasion, though no wounds followed,
being directly levelled against his majesty's
authority, " nudus conatus et aftectus deliriquendi reputatur pro effectu ;" and as this is cle.ir
from the express words of the act, and which
being in " materia correctoria et crirainali," is
strictly to be interpret; so it is also unanswerably evinced from the act of parliament, king
Charles I. of blessed memory, by which act it is
provided, that the invasion and violence done to
ministers, is punishable conform to the act of
;

;

parliament 1587, to which it relates, which is
confiscation of moveables, and declares that the
said act is to be extended to archbishops and
bishops
11.

:

from which the pannel's procurators

argue thus, If by the posterior act of parliament
in anno 1633, the invasion and vi(dence done to
archbishops and bishops is not punishable with
the pain of death, but only an arbitrary punishment ; how is it possible, that the fourtli act,
pari. 10. James VI. should infer the pain of
death upon the invasion, as it is circumstantiate
and libelled ? but that the archbishop was invaded, who was a jn-ivy counsellor, and with the
qualification that is required by the said act of
parliament, that it was for doing of his majesty's
service.
And as to that allegance, that the
pannel cannot condescend upon any private
ground of quarrel, or other reason why he did
invade the archbishop: it is answered, if this
allegance w^ere sustained, it were contrary to
the act of parliament libelled upon, which does
not require the pannel to prove, but that it must
be tried and verified tliat the invasion was for
doing of his majesty's service, and so his majesty's
advocate must prove the same by a clear and
positive probation, as a point in matter of fact.
And as t(» that pretence, that the pannel did
glory that he had committed the fact and invasion libelled, and endeavoured to justify the
same, and persuade others that it was lawful:
it is duplied, that as the said qualifications are
altogether disowned, so they are no ways the
qualification in matter of fact, required by the
act of parliament, viz. that the invasion and
violence was for <loing of his majesty good service, which is indispensably required upon the
reasons abovewritten, otherwise the act of parliament should have said no more, but that all
invasion of his majesty's privy counsellors, or
other officers, should be punished with pain of
death ; whereas the act of parliament thought it
just and necessary, and fit for all men's security,
that a single act of invasion of any of his majesty's
officers,

however

it

might be punished "pcena

arbitraria," yet should not import or infer the

pain of death.

In so

far as the dittay is founded upon the
law, and it is " assassinium," in which
et attentatus habetur pro crimine consummato :" it is answered, the dittay is no ways
relevant, because it is not founded upon any law
or act of parliament of this kingdom, and the
common Roman law cannot be the foundation
of criminal dittays, whereby to draw in hazard
the lives of any of his majesty's subjects likeas,
there are clear, express, and positive acts of parliament to the contrary, as the 48th act, pari. 3.

common

" conatus

:

I. and act 79. pari. 9. James IV. declaring that the laws of no other realm are to be
regarded, especially whereupon to found criminal indictments ; and albeit, bj' the common law,
"conatus in homicidis," especially where it was
" homicidium dolosum," and designed to be committed " proditorie per insidias," was punished as
" crimen consummatum," yet all lawj-ers agree,
as may appear by Jul. Clar. Qua?st. 120. Farma.
Quaest. SO. and "by the authorities by them cited,
that by general custom of all nations, " in omni
genere homicidii atfectus, conatus et attentatus,'*
is not punishable " pcena ordinaria delictus,"

James

and

so

cannot

infer

a capital punishment,
3 N

[bOOK
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but

I shall

give the

what they

witnesses, and

stress of the matter ran

or pain of death, as

now

is

before me,

most material

said in hints.

The

upon the exculpa-

concluded in his indict-

ment.

tion as to the promise,
at lull length.

as to that pretence, that the crime libelled
is tlie crime of assassination, in which "niidiis
conatus" is sufficient, especially " si devenerit ad
actum proximum:" it is answered, Imo, Tliat
•ill laws do agree in this, that "crimen assassiiiil"
is only wlien the person does hire and conduce
another to commit the same, " interveniente
pretio," and for wliich Jul. Clar. 8. assassinii,
where he so descri'ues the crime, and Matthajus
de criminibus does so describe the same, and

met a man with a

pistol in

coming down the Blackfriar

impunitatis," that yet

upon

And

to liberate

IT.

this I shall give

Mr. William Paterson advo-

cate depones, he
his hand,

and

it is

from

Wynd

not sufficient wherepunishment, be-

capital

cause a judge cannot remit a crime, and that
Bossius and others are clear that notwithstanding of any such confession upon promise of
impunity, yet a judge may, and ought to condemn

" ad poenam ordinariam

delicti."

It is answered,

the pretence does not elide the defence, because
it shall be proven, that the confession
Avas elicite " sub spe venite," and upon assurance
of life, such a confession, so elicite, cannot be
ground wliereupon to violate the faith and impunity given, and far less can such a confession,
tliough any could be proven, being retracted, be
considered as a confession ; and as to which la'sv
and lawyers are very clear and positive, the law
is.
Lex 3. Cod. de custode reorum, and
lawyers, as may appear in Matthseus de criminibus, Qusest. 16. where his express words are,
" Quajrunt an confessio promissa, impuiiitate et
spe veniffi elirita, sufficiat ad condemnandum?"
Respond. " Non sufficere, tametsi enim in
judicis potestate non sit promittere impunitatem,

supposing

does expressly assert, tliat unless money or
reward intervene, the crime of assassination
cannot ))e committed, Avhere the words are,
" crediderim tamen nisi merces certa et sceleri
proposita, et constituta fuerit, sive in specie seu
corpore, sive in pecunia namerata, non posse
enim videri assassinium," and there is no other
lawyer extant, that did ever otherwise describe
the crime, and there is great reason why money
or reward should be considered in the constitu-tion of this, because the law did consider the
Crime with respect to the hazard, and the hazard adeoque ex promissione non obligator, tamen
lay where persons were hired and conduced by dolo extorta est, et per hanc fraudem etiam
infidels, by giving of :noney or other reward to
inuocentes illaqueari possunt." And Bossius in
kill Christians
and albeit, even in the ])roper tiiat title, de confessis, after he has stated the
crime of asssssination itself, in some particular case, resolves it thus, " Tutius tamen est, ut
nations, where the said crime was too frequent, dicamus requirere perseverantiam, ct est ex
as in Italy, "conatus" is punishable, and Jul.
mente doctorum, et cum ratione, quia negare
Clar. in the same 8. and others do maintain, non potest, quin talis confessio sit obumbr.ata,"
that by the general custom of most nations, in and says, it were against humanity itself, to
the precise crime of assassination, " conatus seu condemn " ad pcenam ordinariam delicti," in
attentatus" is not punishable with the pain of such a case.
And Jul. Clar. cited by his madeath but the pannel has no reason to insist jesty's advocate, " ego non condemnarem ad
on this matter of fact libelled, being no ways the mortem," and whicii is indeed the constant and
crime of assassination, but only to commit that irrefragable opinion of all lawyers and practice
which laws call a design, to commit murder of all criminal tribunals.
" proditorie et per insidias," in which all agree,
And whereas it is pretended, that Jul. Clar.
that, by the custom of all nations, " conatus subjoins these words, " nisi aliis indiciis sit
faciendi non reputatur pro facto."
gravatus," and his majesty's advocate condescends
As to that point of dittay, founded upon the upon several presumptions. It is answered, If
mutilation of the deceased bishop of Orkney, his majesty's advocate will lay aside the confesconform to the 28th act, pari. 3. Jam. IV. It is sion, and adduce such a presumptive probation,
answered, that denying tSiat the deceased bishop whereupon the pannel may be condemned, then
of Orkney was mutilate, so, albeit it could be he may plead the benefit of that qualification,
proven, it cannot infer the pain o: death. Imo, but tlie presumptions condescended upon are
Because it is clear by the said act of parliament, remote conjectures, and no ways concluding,
that it is not in the case of mutilation, but of and the pannel, after t!ie alleged committing of
demembration and it were a strange imagina- the fact, did return and live peaceably for several
tion to think, that if a party were mutilate, or years, and denies the fact, and cannot be otherlost a linger, that the pain" of death could be
And if any pretended
wise convicted thereof.
inferred
and tltere is a great diiference betwixt confession should be made use of, either " per
mutilation and demembration, mutilation being se," or "in modum adminiculi," it cannot be
only an inability or privation of the use, wliereas divided from the quality under which it was
demembration is the entire loss of the member; granted, wiiich the pannel offers to prove, was
and it is a principle in law that acts of parlia- ujjon express assurance.
ment, especially in " casu criminali et capitali,"
And whereas it is pretended, that the granting
cannot be extended " de casu in causam, etiam of an assurarsce or impunity, is, upon the matter,
ex identitate vel paritate rationis," and that a remission, which no inferior judge can do, but
" cortici verbnrum adhssrendum est, et casus tliat notwithstanding he may, and ought to
omissionis habetur pro omissa." And here there condemn. It is answered, First, It ^vill appear
js no parity of reason, both the prejudice and
by the probation of that character and quality
<ieformity being far greater in the case of demem- the granter of the assurance was in.
Secondly,
bration than mutilation.
Lawyers do not consider, whether a juilge
And whereas it is pretended, that though the " potest veniara concedere," or remit a crime,
panncl's confession liad been elicite " sub spe but a confession bein^ elicite "sub spe venise,"
:

;

;

;
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in Edinburgh, immediately after thepistolwas

Lockhart alleged for the pannel, that

shot at the archbishop, but knows not the
Upon
pannel, nor if it was he who shot it.

there can

the adducing of Patrick Vanse, Sir George

contrary

not a full and absolute confession, but a qualiand cannot be made use of, the quality not
])ertbrmed and made i?ood, and it were a prejudice to i)ublic interest, and a way to preclude
the ingenuity of all confession, if notwithstanding of the interposition of public faith, and the
granting of assurances, and the eliciting of confessions, " sub spe veniiB," the confession might
be made use of, and the quality and condition,

lords of justiciary

jg^g^

be no probation upon

extrajudicial confession admitted, as being

to

the interlocutor.

The

lords

upon which it was emitted, altogether neglected,
which is downright inconsistent with the opinion of lawyers, and the practices and customs of

and precognitions, or the
;
previous 'inquisitions, tend not " ad condemnationem," but only as to this, whether to stcqi or
remit to the lords of justiciary. And nothing
is considered as a judicial confession, but where
there is " formalis processus," and where a party
is called " coram judice competente," and he is
"sub instante periculo vita;," and knows that
the infallible import of his confession, is to that
very effect for his condemnation, none of which
can be pretended, when the confession is emitted
" coram judice incompetente ad condemnan-

criminal judicatories.

dum."

is

iied,

And

what

That though

this
confession had not been emitted before the lords
irreextrajudicial
or
not
of justiciary, yet it was
vocable, because it was deliberately given, and

as to

alleged,

is

And whereas it is alleged, that a confession,
in the opinion of lawyers, cannot be retracted,
luiless the party could " docere de errore," and
purge his innocency, and did it " ex incontinente."
It is answered, the allegance is groundless,
for though a confession were emitted '| coram
judice competente in tribunali," it might be
retracted " ex incontinente," if he were able " do-

before a committee, who had authority from the
It is anlords of his majesty's privy council.
swered, This point is of extraordinary importance and consequence, as to the lives and fortunes
of his majesty's subjects, and as to the lords of cere de errore," and there is no lawyer ever
justiciary and the procedure of the inquest, who required it at other times, but when the confession
are judges to the probation ; and therefore it is is emitted "coram judice incompetente, fidem
" ex
represented in behalf of the pannel, that admit- non facit quoad probationem delicti," either
ting any pretended confession should be produced, incontinente," or "ex intervallo," and without
vet if it was not emitted before the lords of the showing of any error, or purging of innocence,
justiciary, it is not a judicial but extrajudicial such confessions inlaw, not amounting to any
confession, " et fidem non facit," as to the pro- probation, no more than as lawyers argue, if the
and as to which, JFirst, depositions of witnesses should be tiiken in
bation of the crime
There is an universal concord in the opinion of " uno judicio," would " lidem facere," either " in
And
all lawyers, and in the practices and customs of causa civili, criminali, in alio judicio."
certainly there is less reason for confessions
all criminal judicatories, and as to which, the
them
retract
and
same,
the
disown
lords of the justiciary are desired to cast their where parties
eye upon all who have written upon this point, if emitted, and much more here where the preand as Clarus says, " non invenies dissentientem tended confession was elicitij " sub spe venise,"
in mundo," and it is a strange custom all lawyers, so far was the pannel from thinking, that emitand the custom of all nations should have hallu- ting of his confession was in order to condemnacinate in this point, for which the pamiel's pro- tion ; especially, seeing it neither is, nor can be
curator cites Jul. Clar. Quaast. 55. Farma. proven, that the said pretended confession was
Quiest. 81. and many other lawyers are like- so much as judicially given in face of the privy
wse clear, that confessions emitted "prae judice council, where his grace the duke of Lauderdale,
comjtetente, sed non sedente in tribuisali," is but being then commissioner, was present, and the
an extrajudicial confession ; and much more, pannel's procurator will not debate the import of
w^hen it is "confessio emissa coram judice incom- the same, but remit it to the confession itself, in
pctente ;" and when the question is. Who is to case itbeofitered to be proven, that the confession
be reputed "judex incompetens?" It is posi- was emitted judicially before the privy council.
And whereas it is alleged, that the act of
tively resolved, that "omnis judex" is "incompetens," who could not proceed " ad condemna- parliament, act 9. pari. James VI. ordaining all
tionem," as to the crime as to ^vhich the confes- probation to be led in presence of the assize, does
And certainly though any not concern Ae case, and is misunderstood, seesion is emitted.
confession were produced, emitted before a com- ing here the confession will be produced in preIt is answered, The act of
lords
mittee of the
of privy council, they have sence of the assize.
no criminal jurisdiction, so as to proceed "ad parliament is clear to the contrary, and can adcondemnandum in crimine capital!," that being mit of no such interpretation ; for albeit that tlie
by Craig, Digest. 8. that •' ex eoruni statutis nee narrativeof the act of parliament bear, that alnises
periculum vitse, hareditatis, aut omnium fortuu- were committed, and " ex mails moribus bonse
oriuntnr leges," the narrativeof the act of parliaaruni subii-e posse."
And whereas it is urged, that the lords of ment was only "causa impulsiva," and the staprivy council have a mixed jurisdiction, and tutory part of the act of parliament is clear and
may proceed by way of procognition, " et per positive, that all probation should be deduced in
niodum inquisitionis," and may resolve doubtful presence of the assize ; and of all otlier probation
there is the greatest reason that the very act of
cases, and qualify sentences.
It is answered,
that it is not denied, but the lords of privy confession should be in presence of the assize,
council, both have and do very well deserve that who are judges of the probation, and who are to
jurisdiction ; but as to criminal jurisdiction in proceed upon oath, and whose consciences are to
capital cases, it is only competent before the be satisfied and instructed as to the Avay and
:

:
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reeking at the Cross of Edinburgh.

tolbooth, his deposition to be taken,

bishop of Galloway depones.

1678.

Accordingly he depones. That a day or two
after the pannel was examined by the
council, he heard him confess he liad
reserving the

pannel

his objections.

shot the pistol

at

the

being

if

he

inquired

archbishop.

And

Mr. James

heard

Mitchel justify the deed, he remembers

Mr. John Vanse, son to

not.

mer, being interrogate,

if

the

tlie

it

for-

pannel had

pistol

at

him,

how he

or any

man

as to kill a

man

wronged him.
blood,

for

the

in cold

He

blood

seemed to be
fell

a trembling

said, it

was not

in

cold

saints

was

manner, and conditions and times whereupon
sucli confessions were elicite, all which are concealed, where there is nothing produced to them,
hut a confession taken without their presence,
especially seeing the pannel alleges and ort'ers to
prove the several points of fact and other particulars were condescended upon and declared,
none of which are mentioned in this pretended
confession, all which should have been insert,
and could not be divided as being in " articulo
connexa."

And whereas it is pretended, that decreet pronounced before the lords of session is " probatio
probata," and whereupon assizes may and ought
to condemn.
It is answered, the argument is
in " materia disparata," and does not concern the
confession,
and is only in a special case
matter of
of falsehood, and that upon a special reason,
because the investigation of falsehood depended
upon a trial, and concourse of many and violent
presumptions, which may require a long tract
of time, and examination of parties and witnesses it were impossible that such trials could
be deduced before an inquest, these depending
;

several years many times before the session,
before they can be brought to a close, and therefore law and custom in that case has sustained
a decreet of the lords of session, as a probation
"in judicio criminali ;" but it is absolutely
denied, that it would hold in any other crime,
and certainly if the crime of theft were pursued
civilly before the lords of session, " ad damnum
et iuteresse," the theft shoidd be proven or confessed before the lords of session, it %vould not
" fidem facere in judicio criminali," as is evident
by the authority of the lawyers, who agree that
"acta probatoria in imo judicio fidem non faciunt in alio," nay, which is more, " acta probatoria in uno processu fideni non faciunt in alio
jirocessu coram eodem judicio:" and as to the
instance of the practick of M'Nab, the pannel
oppiiiies the same, when there were depositions
of witnesses, and these many times in the jourThe cases of confessions emitted
nal books.
have been obtruded, yet it cannot be instanced
that ever the lords of justiciary, did by inter-

was

like the

at that

time

and
and that the deponent hear-

in a great consternation,
;

had made a confession, went to prison
him about it, who acknowledged
to the deponent, that he had made a confession before the chancellor,

and some others of

the council, and that he had hopes of

who had not and

blood of the

pistol

Depones, That

the pannel did not confess any guilt, but

to speak to

could be accessory to so impious an act

and that the

produced.

ing he

conference with the pannel in prison,

time

first

which (as he supposed) there were three
balls taken,

acknowledged to him the deed of shoot-

he inquired

The

II.

" John

he saw the pannel was in Sir William
Sharp's outer room, where he saw a pistol
taken, which was said to be from him, out of

ing at the archbishop, depones. That being
in

[BOOK

ordain Patrick Vanse, keeper of the

him.

life,

desired the deponent to intercede for

And

the deponent having asked him,

how he could do such

a deed against an

locutor sustain tlie same as probative, but on the
contrary, it does appear in the case of Frazer
in the year 1641, that Sir Thomas Hope, being
then his majesty's advocate, declared, that a confession emitted before a sheriff-depute, who has
a criminal jurisdiction in some cases in the
things allowed by law, and who beyond all
doubt is judge competent " per modum inquisitionis ;" yet so convinces less, that that -was an extrajudicial confession, that he only insisted therein " ad modum adminiculi," and joined it with
the other probation mentioned in the practick,

which was "per se" convincing and significant
as also, since his majesty's happy restitution, in
the case of one Robertson, although the confession was emitted before one of the lords of justiciary, and his majesty's advocate for the time ;
yet he was so convinced of the insufficiency of
the same, that after it was produced " per modum probationis," he took up the same, even in
that state of the process, when the assize were
sworn ; and as to the instance of divinity in
David's practice, it does not concern the point
of law, and cannot be made appear that the
party retracted his confession, and it is a practi(-k that either "nimium" or "nihil pi'obat."
In respect whereof, &c.
The lords continue their advising of this
debate till to-morrow at two o'clock in the afternoon, and ordain assizers and witnesses to
attend, ilk person under the pain of aji hundred
merks.
The said day John Graham postmaster, Patrick Graham his brother,
Keith of Lutquhairn, Matthew Colvil -writer
in Edinburgh, Alexander Livingstone ensign
to captain Windram, Walter Kennay merchant in Edinburgh, Thomas Hamilton master
of the coffee-house, .Tames Fletcher of

New

Cranston,

Charles

Auchmouty ensign

Murray merchant, John
to the Castle of

Edinburgh,

Robert Baird of Sauchtonhall, each of them
in an hundred merks, for not compearing to pass upon Mr. James Mitchel his assize.
Robert Baird and Thomas Hamilton their unlaws discharged, to be booked or extracted by

unlawed

deliverance upon their petitions.

;
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of Ualton,

Maitland

i(

thought him an enemy to the godly, and
they would

that

not

be

And

having inquired at him,

if

it
it

;

security so

and the confession under Mr. James Mitchel's

the deponent

own hand being shown him, depones he was
present when Mr. James Mitchel made that

in

long as he were alive.

he was sorry

he did not say he was sorry

for

Dr.

Christopher

Irwin,

Borthwick,

John

Jessie,

if

make

and

it,

depone

chirurgeons,

confession, and his lordship heard

it."

it

verbally,

and that

him first
and then saw him subscribe

his lordshi[) subscribed

it

also

and that at that time there was nothing spoken

enough as to the bishop of of any assurance but when the pannel was
and nmtilation, which asked by some of the committee, upon what

particularly

;

wound

Orkney's

need not be

insert.

adduced

witnesses

his

Next, the advocate

Mitchel's confession,

who

Mr.

proving

for

elided the pan-

made

defence from the promise

nel's

for

but

it,

were to do again, he would not do

William

lord treasurer-depute, being sworn,

to

account he cosnmitted that

flict,

he seemed

at first unwilling to answer, but thereafter
said, it

was because the archbishop was an

enemy

to the good people, or godly people

him, upon which his confession was given.

in

And

days thereafter, at a meeting of the council,

shall give these as

I

they stand in the

the west.

Depones, that within a few

where the duke of Lauderdale, then his
commissioner, was present, the

registers.

majesty's

" John earl of Rothes, chancellor of Scot-

pannel being brought to the bar, and the

shown

land, being

confession produced being

fession

acknowledged the same to be

sworn and examined, the conunder Mr. James Mitchel's hand

to him, he

his hand-writ,

being shown to him, depones he was present,

adhered unto, and renewed the same

and saw Mr. James Mitchel subscribe that
paper, and depones he heard him make the

sence of his majesty's

confession contained therein, and

the pannel either seek assurance of his

him

thereafter heard

that he

same

ratify the

at the

council bar, in the presence of the king's

council

;

and depones that he did not hear

and that

life,

or any person offer the same to him.
" Charles Maitland.

A. Primrose, L P. D."

commissioner, and lords of privy council,
sitting in council,

in pre-

commissioner and

his lordship has

depones,

" John duke of Lauderdale being sworn,

that his lordship, the advocate, and treas-

depones, that his grace was present, as the

urer-depute, were

king's commissioner, in council,

subscribed

the

confession;

said

appointed by the privy

James Mitchel and
after they had removed

council to examine Mr.

being interrogate,

if,

;

the pannel to the council-chamber, whether

or not his lordship did offer to the pannel,

upon

his

confession, to secure his

these words,

*

Upon

our, and reputation

his lordship's
;'

life,

life,

in

hon-

depones, that he did

when Mr.
James Mitchel was brought to the bar.
Depones, his grace saw his former confession, made at the committee of the council,
shown to him, and that he acknowledged it

and that he did adhere
renew the same, in presence of his

to be his confession,

to and

grace and the council

:

his grace

heard of

no assurance given to him, and that his
for his life, and that the pannel never sought grace did not give any assurance to him, nor
any such assurance from him ; and that his gave commission to any others to give him
lordship does not remember that there was any assurance of his life, and would not do
any warrant given by the council to his that, having no warrant from his majesty to
not at

all

give any assurance to the pannel

lordship for that effect

;

and

if

there be any

expressions in any paper, which
to infer

ship

any thing to the contrary,

conceives

it

that effect.

may seem

" Lauderdale.

his lord-

A. Primrose,

L

P. D."

hath been insert upon

" James archbishop of

some mistake.
" Rothes,

"A. Primrose,

St.

Andrews being

sworn, depones, that that day the pannel
I.

P. D."

did fire at his grace, he had a

wave of him

—

!
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act

the street, which had such impres-

cates crave liberty to speak

sion upon his grace, that the

saw of him

after

first

sight

he

he was taken, he knew him

who

is

II.

read judicially, and the pannel's advo-

passing from the coach, and passing

upon

This

it.

the lords would not allow, but came to the
following interlocutor : " The lords commis-

De-

sioners of the justiciary, considering that the

pones, his grace saw him at the council-bar,

copy of the pretended act of council pro-

to be the person

shot the shot.

in presence of his majesty's

and council, acknowledge

commissioner

made use

duced, was never urged nor

of,

confession

nor any diligence craved for producing the

before the committee, and heard him adhere

registers of council, until this afternoon that

his

thereunto, and renew the

same, and that

there was no assurance of

life

given him,

nor any sought by him there.

Depones,

that

his

grace himself did never give any

assurance to him, nor any warrant to any
others to do

only he promised at his

it;

taking, that if

first

he would freely confess

the assize was sworn, after which no

gence can be allowed and granted

dili-

in this

by the law of the kingdom, and practick of this court, especially
seeing it appears by the said copy, that the
design was to take away any assurance the
state of the process,

pannel could have pleaded

;

and that the

the fault, and express his repentance for the

truth of the narrative of the copy founded

same

upon, insinuating that there was an assur-

that

at

time,

without any further

is canvelled by the depositions of the
duke of Lauderdale, then his majesty's comhim, or else leave him to justice: but that missioner, the lord chancellor, and other
he either gave him assurance, or gave war- members of the committee and council."
rant to any to give it, is a false and mali- And so without admitting the production of
cious calumny; and that his grace made the registers, from which I have inserted
no promise to Nichol Somerwel, other than the act of council, the court ordain the
that it were best to make a free confession.
assize to enclose, and to return their ver" St. Andrews.
dict to-morrow at two of the clock afterA. Primrose, I. P. D."* noon.
To-morrow the verdict of the as-

troubling

judicatories

would use

his best

After

all

therein,

his

grace

ance,

endeavours for favour to

these depositions were taken,

size is

returned, and

to the

first

the

whereupon the pannel produced the
copy of an act of council, March 12th, 1674,

cellor

;

insert above, chap, 9. § 2. craving the register

might be produced, or the clerks obliged to
give extracts, which they

had refused.

libel,

"

As

founded on

-ith

The proven with one

* These four depositions form such a mass of
depravity, as is not, we believe, to be found in
the history of any other European country.
P'our of the ]>rincipal officers of state, one of
tliem too an arclibishop, looking in one another's
faces, and deliberately swearing to wliat they all
knew to be an impudent lie, for the pleasure of
taking away the life of one poor individual
The record of the solemn promise still remains
on the books of council, to the eternal disgrace of
all concerned.
It was actually examined and
acknowledged by the four lords themselves, and
the blame of inserting it attempted to be fastened
on the clerk, and al'tervv-ards on Sir John Nisbet,
who procured the evidence of nine privy counsellors, to prove the truth of the promise.
See
State Trials, vol. ii. p. 627. Burnet, vol. ii.
p. 180. " Doubtless," says Mr. Laing, " the fanaticism of Mitchel was of the most daring and
atrocious nature, but the guilt of that fanatic is

as follows.

act 16th pari. James VI. the chanand whole assize find it proven with
one voice, conform to the lords' interlocutor.
As to the invading of bishops and ministers,
and wounding the bishop of Orkney, siklike

the advocate declared he had closed probation

is

part of the

voice.

As

to the third, of

complicated perfidy, cruelty, perjury
his death."
" As soon as the court
History, vol. ii. p. 80.
broke up," says Burnet, " the lords went up
stairs, and to their shame, found tlie act recorded,
and signed by lord Rothes, as president of the
council." Hist. vol. ii. p. ISO.
"Sir George
Lockhartand Mr. John Elies, advocates for the
pannel, produced an act of secret council, bearing,
that they revoahed the assurance of life given him
because of his disengenuity.
This the duke of

lost in the

and revenge, which accomplished

Lauderdale stormed

at,

and

told

he came in

obedience to a citation upon his majesty's letters
of exculpation to de])one, but not to be staged
i'or perjury."
So saj-s lord Fountainhall in his
MS. Decisions, as quoted by the Editor of
Kirkton himself, p. S86. who, nevertheless, docs
all he can to wound the presbyterian cause
through the sides of poor Mitchel. Ed.
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the lords' interlocutor concerning his confession, first before a committee,

and there-

commissioner and

after before his majesty's

act of council,
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and what he himself

had been witness unto
all,

1678.

the primate's swearing so cleverty was

one voice,

mightily cried out upon.

proven conform to the lords' interlo-

this account, I shall give

whole

council, the

assize, vvitli

but above

;

But

sum up

to

all

Mr. Mitchel's own
cutor.
As to the fourth and last part of narration of it, in a letter to one of his friends,
the interlocutor, the whole assize with one that morning before he was execute, which
voice finds the exculpation no waj's proven. appears to be very agreeable to the process,
finds

it

And

further,

concerning the

exculpation,

when

the pannel was strongly pressing

upon

my

it

bating the contrariety betwixt

lord chancellor, the whole assize

" Edinhurgh, January 18th, 1G78.

heard his confession and acknowledgment
of the

"

fact.

" Jo. Hay, Chancellor."

verdict, the lords commissioners of the justi-

by the mouth of

Adam

Auld, dempster

of the court, decerned and adjudged the
said Mr.

James

taken to the

JMitchel, to be

My

That

accusation before the justices was,
shot a pistol at the archbishop of

I

Andrews, July 1G68, whereby the bishop

St.

" After opening and reading of the which

ciary,

and the

it

depositions.

of Orkney was wounded; and that
confess the

same before the

did

I

My

council.

among many others, was. That any
made by me, was upon oath and

defence,

confession

promise of life and

safety.

And

indeed the

me by my
Upon mj'

Grassmarket of Edinburgh, upon Friday the

oath and promise was

]8th of January instant, betwixt two and

lord chancellor, in these

four of the clock afternoon, and there to be

great oath, honour, and reputation, if I be

hanged on a

chancellor 1 shall save your

gibbet,

his moveables, goods,

and inbrought to

was pronounced
This

his majesty's use,

for

many

all

and gear, to be escheat,
which

doom."
and

:

might add

I

other particulars and incidents, which

meet with

not

will

confess,

words

the

another way to make

to
'

:

life,

council

This

out.'

it

and

if

in letters writ at this time; that

justices found

my

one, though

refused to

I

ye

take

will

took

I

The

for the boots, as afterwards I found.

a just account of Mr. Mitchel's

from the registers

trial

I

is

he be dead, and

till

made

confession to be a judicial

court, but did retract

own

it,

before their

it

unless the above-

mentioned promise were made good to me,

Mr. Mitchel craved and protested, that the

The

omission of seeking the registers in due time

upon the

should not prejudge him

erwel, Mr. Mitchel's brother-in-law, offered

to me: but when the indictment came to
be proven, the said confession was witnessed

in court to depone, that the archbishop pro-

by

mised to him to secure

council called to

prevail with

him

;

that Nichol

his

life if

Som-

he would

The archbishop

to confess.

justices

my

sustained

foresaid oath

lord chancellor,

make

Januarj', the council resolved to

call

for

duke Hamilton, the justice-general, the

late

defence,

said

and other lords of
faith

;

but with the

same breath they denied the making, or the
knowledge of the making of any such oath

this, and called it a villanous lie.
It
was likewise said, that upon the 1 7th of or promise to me.

denied

my

and promise made

to provide

me

But

v/ith

it

pleased the Lord

a copy of the act of

which was at that time made by

council,

advocate, to attest the verity of the lords'

the same lords, and subscribed, as I believe,

depositions in the process

by

;

that a

bill

was

my

lord chancellor, wherein the

preparing to the lords of session, that Sir

assurance

George Lockhart might be censured for
what was to be libelled against him, as to

given

this

process.

justice-general

It

was

said,

was not

late loss of his place

ill

that the lord

pleased, after his

through Lauderdale's

me

is

by warrant of the then lord com-

missioner, albeit, indeed in the
is

revoked, for

When

I

same

expressly granted to have been

same

act

it

the reasons there given.

produced

this,

me were

the lords

who

wit-

influence, at the inconsistency that appeared

commoved,
and vehemently pressed the justices that no

betwixt the depositions, and

sue!!

t!ie

copy of the

nessed against

greatly

act should be received in

my

vindica-

;
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what they had sworn. And
was not reasonable that the oaths

was accused and sentenced; neither did I
think it very necessary, the fame of the process having gone so much abroad, what by

of any should prejudge me, contrary to truth,
and process adduced by me, yet the justices

years ago, the diet whereof was suffered to

my

desert, in respect the late advocate could

tion, since

1678.

did so directly contra-

it

dict

tliough

it

necessitate, without once hearing

were

the foresaid

advocates, to reject

me

cut

my

and

from so clear a probation for

off

defence

act,

whereupon

:

by the

assize

albeit,

in

upon the

I

guilty

foresaid confession

would not

they

likelihood

all

was found

found me guilty if the act of council
had been received, seeing the lords justices
had found the foresaid promise, if proven,

liave

my

relevant to take off

the whole,

was
But

most

it is

remit

day clear

Two

to the Lord^

it

me and

all his

da3's after

judgment
and

carried against both right
I

Upon

confession.

certain this

who

truth.

will

one

a former

way

not find a just

know he was

all

;

charity to
suffer that

him

zealous in

it,

to

my

yet

would not

such, that he

is

with the

they opponed

unwarrantable zeal, so far to blind

him, as to overstretch the laws of the land

beyond
life

due

their

limits, in prejudice

of a native subject

:

of the

next, by an extreme

me
me a

inquiry of torture, and then by exiling

and

to the Bass,

new

by giving

after all

indictment, at the instance of the

who

advocate,

before was one of mine

I received the first indictment,

servants."

the sentence was passed,

near four

me

to reach

confession

extrajudicial

me

me

indictment given

new indictment and debate

new
when

and to which

in the process I

no doubt by the primate's procurement, an
order comes down from court that Mr.
Mitchel's head and hand should be affixed
up in some public place of the city but
because this came not till after sentence,

remit you; and particularly to these two

the primate missed this piece of revenge,

whereof

:

and
for

was found, that what was pronoimced

it

doom could

Accordingly,

not be altered.

defences of an extrajudicial confession, and
the promise of

public faith of the kingdom,

lay

I

am

down my

will

life,

be such to

me

so notoriously adminiculate

In

permitted, at his
friends, with

clear

death,

to

say, if

some of

his

which

since reflections
.sitions

morning he delivered

the

what he designed to

I shall end this section,
upon the process or depo-

are needless, the matter standing so

and plain from

the reader: and

I

original papers before

insert

this

speech the

the principal

whom

majesty's

nothing at

all

of state, present in

officers

of Lauderdale, being then

commissioner, likewise

have charity

some of the

for

know would have

I

his

present,

not been

said lords,

given law and

of the justice as to mj' just absolution,
is

is

and which act of council was by the lords
of justiciary most unjustly repelled.
But I
shall

true matter of fact, and his vindication

it

the act bears to have been present,

the duke

who

is

especially since

;

council at the making of the said act, and

paper for his speech at his

death, where there

therein

by an act of
secret council, and yet denied upon oath by

rather, that the forementioned libeller publishes anotlier

verity

a dying man, as not to

taken to the Grassmarket, and the sentence
copies of

upon the

and hope your charity

me

mistrust

some

thereupon

content to die, and ready tp

upon the ISth of January, Mr. Mitchel was
executed.

me

given to

life

by the chancellor, upon his own and the

overpowered with

if

they had

plurality

of

most disingenuously concealed. I suppose votes, by those who were overawed, and
he had not liberty to deliver it to the people dared by the lords of the secret council;
upon the scaffold, but 1 insert the copy of but that will not absolve their consciences
it

here.

at the last day.

—

It

abroad immediately after

I

" Christian people,

tence, that I

being rumoured
received

would not have

my

liberty to

sen-

speak

in this place, therefore I have not troubled

myself to prepare any formal discourse, or
account of the pretended crime for which I

lawyers, I

As

to

my

advocates and

ingenuously acknowledge their

and zeal in my defence, and
hope will be a standing fame to
some of them for this and all future generacare, fidelity,

which
tions.

I

This

this affair, for

much
which

for a short account of
I

am

unjustly brought

CHAP.

to this place but I acknowledge my private
and particular sins have been such as have
deserved a worse death to me but I hope
:

;

in the merits of Jesus Christ to be freed

from the eternal punishment due

am

I

sin.

confident that

to

me

God doth

for

not

plead with me in this place for my private
and particular sins but I am brought here
that the work of God may be made manifest, and for the trial of faith, John ix. 3.
That I may be a witness for
1 Pet. i. 7.
his deposed truths and interest in this land,
where I am called to seal the same with my
And I wish heartily that this my
blood.
poor life may put an end to the persecution
;

of the true
so

much

lates

members of Christ

down my life, and bless God
me so much worthy
for his glory

same

and

case,

and anent

my

par-

upon this score, by finings, imprisonment, death, and otherwise, with some few
put upon presbysome other branches of noncon-

of hardships

instances
terians for

formity this year.

There were two conventicles made most
Williamwood in
the shire of Renfrew, and the other upon
noise this summer, one at

the

hills

of Whitckirk, over against the

Bass, for A^hich

cuted

but

:

Avhich

fell

James Learmont was exe-

shall

I

the persecution

cles,

in the order of time, as near as I can,

*

The juncture
land host, as

\A'as

the registers, and

earthly

time

I

the march of the High-

we have

fested elsewhere:

all

give

out upon the score of conventi-

first

farewell

^„r~c,

cution

judgment concerning both church
and state, it is evidently declared and mani-

ticular

so

cast

of perse-

gate tolbooths, to the Bass, at this juncture.'

as to

concerning a Christian duty in a sing-ular

and extraordinary

me

do the

that he hath

interest.

shall here

I

together Avhat offers to

Finally,

whom, and testimony

to the cause of Christ, I at this time lay

thought

frequent.

pi'etty

and other branches of nonconformity,
from
the registers and other papers.
Upon the 29th of January, the committee for public affairs, are ordered by the
privy council, to cause transport some fanatic ministers from Edinburgh and Canon-

in this place,

actuate by those perfidious pre-

in opposition to

;
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heard.

have met with

This

is

the

this epithet of

fanatic ministers, given to presbyterians in
it is

part of the

new

stylo,

enjoyments, and welcome Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, into whose hands I commit my

brought in at this time by the advocate,
and other diawers of public papers, to leave

spirit.'

a stain
'

*

Ja, Mitchell.'

ISfh, 1678.'

SECT.

and James Shiels in Bolton, for being present at house and field-conventicles, last

VI.

Lammer-muir, and
where Messrs John Welsh,
George Johnston,
Hamilton, and
Hope preached, and being absent from their
year,

Of

the persecution for

conventicles^

and other

hardnhips particidar persons undcrioent

for

their nonconformity, this year, 1678.

parish

The

no ways
February 2 1st,

presbyterians, \Aho

I find a decreet, at the instance of the king's
advocate, against Patrick Sheriff in Knows,

Edinburcjh TGlbooth,

January

upon

deserve this invidious name.

at

Elack-castle,

places,

churches;

personally compearing,

some lovers of liberty, when
the design of the Highland host broke out,

they are found guilty and

to inform the king of the state of things,

four hundred, and ordered to

which

till

essays of

Ave heard before

were in part prevented by the proclamation January 3rd,
together with the actual informations given,

they pay.

ber or October
venticles,

hearten the

poor dispiiited presbyterians, who began to
creep out of their retirements, and, in the
spring and summer, conventicles became
II.

lie

in prison

In council, as in too

many

and friendship went a great
way to bring people off. Henry Muir, com-

ing the militia, did not a

little

Sheriff in

courts, interest

by the earl of Cassils, and then by the
duke of Hamilton and others, joined with
the recalling the Highlanders, and disbandfirst

fined.

three himdrcd pounds Scots, and Shiels in

missar-clerk at Kirkcudbright, was,
7th, libelled, for being present in

March

Septem-

last, at house and field-conwhere Mi' John Welsh, Mr Gabriel
Semple, and Mr Samuel Arnot Aiere, and of

corresponding with them. The defender acknowledged he had once heard Mi- Samuel

3o
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Aruot, at a field-conventicle
'

spect

niod correspondence with
hereof,

^^

;

him

but de:

in re-

and the bishop of Galloway's

[BOOK

And

selves.

so they arc

upon their
two or
country people, who comall,

interpositiou, the council ai>point tlie defen-

absence, put to the horn, except

der to be dismissed without any further

three

trouble.

We

shall

just

now

hear, that

II.

persons they had designs upon, and knew
would not be present to vindicate them-

mean

peared.

James Lcai-mout, within a few months, is
In the pi'eceding section, we heard what
put to death, for mere presence at a field- the committee of council did, with respect
conventicle
but he wanted a bishop to in- to Mr Ilobert Wylie governor to the lord
tercede for him, which indeed was not now Semple I only add here, that being sumordinary.
moned, March 29th, to appear before them,
We heard before of the attempt made and not compearing, and his pupil, Francis
upon Carstairs and his men, October last lord Semple a boy at the college, being disyear.
Upon the 1 5th of March this year, gusted at this procedure, and withdrawing
himself, gets a chai'ge of LaMborrows, the
1 find a decreet passed, at the instance of
the king's advocate,
against Patrick original copy whereof is just now before
Thomson in Kinloch, CJeorgc Fleming- in me. None of them regarded the summons
And, April 16th,
Balberty, Alexander Hamilton of Kinkell, or chai'ge very much.
Henderson his servant, Robert Hamil- my lord Semple's mother, a 2)rofessed
ton brother to the laird of Preston, John papist, petitions the council, that whereas
Balfour of Kinloch, James Russel feuar of her sou, through the neglect of those he
was rccommeudcd to, or the general huKettle, James Iveid, and John Reid there,
John Ealfoiu" tenant to Lundy, Alexander mour, and corruption of the place (Glasgow)
Balfour there, John Archer in Stramiglo, where he is educate, he has frequently
John Adam bailie of Stramiglo, and some withdrawn himself from the public ordintwenty more, who are libelled to have met ances, to the great contempt and disobedience to his majesty's laws, and is seduced
at the house of Balfour of Kinloch, an intercommuned person, together -with others, and poisoned with bad principles, anent his
to the number of three or four score of majesty's government and laws, by persons
armed men, and lay in wait to have miuv not legally authorized ; their petitioner out
dered captain William Carstairs, and
of her loyalty and obedience to his majesty,
Garret his servant, when the said captain and motherly affection to her son, being
required them to deliver up to him,
a unwilling to connive with, or ivink at such
preacher, and intercommuned person, and unworthy practices, did think it her duty,
to have loosed twelve or fourteen shot at to represent so much to their lordships, and
him, Avhereby the said Garret was mortally craves, that they may either recommend
wounded, in August, September, October the care of his education to such persons as
or November last, and died on the spot.' It shall be answerable to their lordships, or
was easy to libel roundly against people take such course as shall secure the small
who were not present themselves, and who, fortune to him during his minority, and
upon absence, were to be holden as con- himself in such principles as are most suitfessed
and by the best information I can able to his majesty's government, and may
have from several concurring accounts, it engage him in loyalty to his majesty and
;

:

'

'

:

apperirs that very feAV of the persons here

named, were present at the time libelled, or
any v.ay concerned in that attempt, particularly John Archer, and several others I
could name; and we have heard before,
tliat they had no preacher among them to
deliver up, and Garret A^as not killed upon
the spot, nor mortally wounded: but all
these things, as was now customary, were
thrown in to accumulate the libel, against

his successors.'*

The

council

recommend

* The zeal of the Semple family in favour of
the popish religion, was, in some instances, very
Crawfurd, in his History of Renfrewshire, tells us, that there was " a collegiate church
at Lochwhyneoch, commonly called the college
of Castle Semple (near to the house of Castle

marked.

Semple), founded by John, first lord Semple,
1505," " in honour of God and the blessed
virgin; and for the prosperity of king James the
IV. and Margaret his queen, and for the soul of

A.D.

CHAP.
it
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to the bishop of Argyle,

Ross, to

appoint some

principles

and

and the lord

person of sound

loyalty, to be

pedagogue to

know no more

fairs,
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the second right after he was

come to

167R

was taken out of his
bed by the toA^u-major, and kept close prisonto wu, he

of

er in the tolbootli these four months, without

the trouble this excellent youth, and afterwards great man, INIr Robert Wylie, his

any thing laid to his charge in particular,
whereby the affairs of the minors suffer

governor, met with, except some few weeks'

very much.'

They could
imprisonment next year.
charge him with nothing, but his dislike of
the prelatical way: only, August 15th, the
council write to Dundonald, 'that he cause
present Mr Robert Wylie before them,
upon the 1 1th of Sejjtembcr, to answer for
his having been pedagogue to the lord
Semple without license, and order him to
provide a governor to that lord, of sound
principles, and well aflfected to the govern-

of the iniquity of this procedure, that upon

the petitioner's son.

I

The

coimcil are so

sensible

surety given for his living peaceably, and

not keeping field-conventicles, they order
him to be liberate, and appoint the magistrates of

Edinburgh to take caution as
two thousand

above, under the penalty of

merks.

In May this year, the two conventicles
were Avhich made most noise, and I come
now to give some account of them, and the
ment of the church.' I know Mr Wylie severities which followed, Upon the 14th
Avas at length forced to take some other of May, the council being informed of a
pupils, and went abroad with them, and conventicle, kept in the parish of Cathcart,
impi'oved himself to those gi'eat measures in the shire of Renfrew, at the house of the
of all solid learning, he was so much after- Williamwood, they order the prisoners to
wards valued for.
Mr John
be brought into Edinburgh.
April 3d, INIr Patrick Anderson late Campbell, Mr Matthew Crawford, and
minister at
is charged
before the some others preached there the ministers
council, that in the yeai's 1 674, 5, 6, 7, 8, escaped, but the meeting was dispersed, and
he kept conventicles in his house in Potter- the dragoons pursued the common people,
Row, that he hath conversed and corres- took a great number of plaids, bibles, and
ponded Avith Messrs Welsh, Williamson, other things from the women whom they
Johnston, and other intercommuned per- overtook, and upwards of sixty men prisonsons.
When he appeared he denied the ers they were all of them common country
charge, and was sent to the Bass, unless he people almost, and their names will just
would presently find caution, under the now come in: about thirty-four Glasgow
penalty of Uvo thousand merks, to remove people, and as many country men, were carfrom Edinburgh, and five miles round it, ried in prisoners to Glasgow, a^ here they
and that he shall converse with no body were examined by the lord Ross and others,
but those of his own family. This was a commissionate for that end. The bond was
very hard and iniquitous interdict.
offered to them, but very few went in to it,
A petition was presented to the council, Avho were liberate. The rest, after some
April 6th, by Mr Alexander Ross, a worthy days' imprisonment there, wei*e carried in
Upon
minister in the north, that whereas he is to Edinburgh under a strong guard.
intrusted with the care of several orphans, the 28th of May, I find a decreet passed in
whereof he is tutor and cui'ator, and he coimcil against them. John Bowie, James,
being come to Edinburgh about their af- John, and Robert Maxwels, David Crosbie,
WiUiam Niven in Shaws, William Urie,
James Lickprevick, James Blackwood, RoMai'garet Colvil his spouse, &c." It was richly
bert Reid, David Fergusson, William Steven,
endowed with a large revenue, for the maintenance of a prebend and three chaplains, for cele- David Gray, Archibald Haddoway, Mungo
brating divine service.
It is now " a place of Cochran, Robert Hay, and many others,
,

;

;

'

sepulture to that nohle family, where John, lord
Semple, and Janet Colvil his lady, lie under a
monument carrying that inscription ; as also
liis successors lie iu a vault below ground, some
of them in leaden coffins."
Crawfurd's Hist,
p. 20, ed. 1818.

being called to give their oath who preached, and whom they saw at the foresaid conventicle,

and they refusing, the

council

banish them to his majesty's plantations in
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the Indies. June IStli, some sixteen
more who had been at that conventicle, are banished as above; and Ralph
Williamson of London gives secui-ity to the
council, to transport them to the Indies,
and dispose of them there to the best advantage, that is, sell them at as high rates
as the markets would allo\v, and gets a
warrant to receive them •when ready. And
^

to give all that relates to

this

together,

had continued prisoners till November, the ship comes do\™ from London
to receive them; and they, with several
others in prison for nonconformity, are sent

after they

[BOOR

II.

gow, Thomas Govan, William Govan, Alexander Anderson servants, John Graham,
Alexander Buchanan, John Buchanan, Andrew Brown, Walter M'Gechan, John Urie,
Daniel M'Donald, Gabriel Thomson merchant in Glasgow, David Kid, John Arnot,
John Jervie in Falkirk, and John Rae and
;

them

deliver

Edward Johnston, master

to

of the St Michael of Scarborough,
ing at Leith.

now

ly-

Accordingly, they Mere de-

livered to the said Johnston, for the behoof

who was to
where they were to
servitude for life, the most part

of the foi'enamed Williamson,

them

carry

continue in

to Virginia,

them

for being present at

one field conhave the account which follows, from one of themselves.
Their passons, prisoners in Edinburgh and the Can- sage betwixt Leith and Gravesend was
ongate, who are to be transported to the pretty tedious, and they were five days
James Maxwell indweller in longer before they reached that place than
plantations.
Cathcart, William Niven in Eastwood, John was concerted; and when they came, Mr
Maxwell in Cathcart, Robert Maxwell there, Williamson was not there. Mr Johnston,
William Urie there, James Lickprevick M'ho had them to aliment, would not take
and so, after waitthere, James Blackwood in Carmomiock, that charge any longer
David Corsbie there, Archibald Haddoway ing some little time for Williamson, and he
in Glasgow, John Bowie, William Hay, not coming, he set them ashore, and left
Mungo Cochran, William Steven there, them to shift for themselves. The country
David Ferguson in Bridge-end, Ed\vard ^vere very kind to them, when they knew
Gray there, Robert Reid in Cathcart, Mi- the cause of their sufferings and they geRobert Meikle chaplain to Sir James Stu- nerally got home safe, after they had been
art, Stephen Porteous tailor in Canongate, absent from their houses about nine months.
Patrick Somerwell, William Hackston in We shall meet ivith several of them falling
Edinburgh, Adam Stobie of Luscar, James afterwards into the hands of the perseIMosman of Mount, William Laing, John cutors.
The other conventicle over against the
Cavers, Mr John Harroway, Robert Dykes,
John and William Newmans, James Miller Bass, was likewise in the month of May.
oflP.

December

12th,

I

find,

the council

grant Aiarrant to the earl of Linlithgow, to
send a party to receive the following per-

of

venticle.

I

;

;

in Kirkaldy,

George Alexander in New-

The deputy-governor of

the Bass having

came upon the meeting with
about forty soldiers, and about twenty
in Edinburgh, Thomas Mowbray in Kii-k- coimtry people, M'hom they forced along
When they came near the
liston, Alexander Stuart, James Law, John with them.
Fairbairn there, William Angus in Aber- meeting, the people resolved to sit close,
corn, James Brown, Robert Panton in Dal- and stay upon the place, and offer no vioburgh, David Barclay in Cowquhalty, Gilbert RIarnock chapman, John Clark writer

menie, Richard Clydesdale,

Mr Adam Aber-

corn chaplain to the lady Cavers, William
Turnbull brother to Bewlie,
Cun-

accounts of

it,

lence to the soldiers, unless they disturbed

them

;

and in that

case,

they resolved to

came up,
ningham cook to the earl of Strathmore^ and commanded the people to dismiss in the
William Temple in Linton, and Mr Alex- king's name. Some who Avere next to
ander Pedin, prisoners in Edinburgh, and them answered, They honoured the king,
James Pryde, John Anderson servant to but were resolved to hear the word of God
George Wingate in Glasgow, John Cum- when preached to them.' At which one of
ming there, Robert Reid wright in Lang- the soldiers struck at a man that was neardefend themselves.

The

soldiers

'

side,

Arthur Dougal, William Rac

in Glas-

est

him

:

whereupon a strong

able country

CHAP.
mau,
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M'ith a staff, struck the soldier to the

Wheu

they were thus engaged,
the men upon that side of the meeting- came
and compassed the soldiers, and disarmed

ground.

them, and sent them

I

off.

find

from

let-

none of the soldiers
were killed, except one who was shot.
Two of the persons at the conventicle were
taken that day, and sent prisoners to Haddington, and some time afterward some
more. For beings at this conventicle James
His trial and
Learraont was executed.

ters at this time, that

477

other of the days of that month, with
the

number of a thousand or thereby,
on the hills of

did assemble or convocate

Whitekirk, in the sight and view of the garrison of the Bass and the governor having sent
forth a party, under the command of ensign
Charles Maitland, and in the king's name
:

them to dismiss, and promised that
none of them should be made prisoners if
they woidd dismiss they most insolently
did invade and assault the said Charles and
his jjarty, and did wound several of them
sentence was mightily cried out upon. with halberds and swords, and did cruelly
Some papers before me say, he ^vas once miu'der and kill the deceased John Hogg,
assoilzied by the juiy, but bishop iSharp one of the party, having his majesty's livery
being peremptory that he must die, moved upon his back and had undoubtedly murthe advocate to threaten them with the dered the said Charles, and the rest of his
utmost severity and at length they were majesty's soldiers, if they had not betaken
It themselves to flight.
prevailed with to bring- him in guilty.
Of which crimes they
is plain enough, that James was entirely
and ilk one of them are art and part, and
free of killing- that soldier, and the assize being found proven, they ought to be punsustained the probation that he had no ac- ished with the pains of death.'
In the
cess to the soldier's death, and he was exe- entry, the advocate passeth from Ilepbiu-n
cuted merely upon personal presence. But and Bryson, reserving to himself to pursue
that the reader may have a full view of them for field conventicles before the counthis matter, which made such a noise at cil.
Ml' David Thoirs, advocate for the
this time, from the fountain, I shall insert pannels, pleads, still denying the libel, that
as short an abstract as I can give of this the defenders' simple presence in a crowd
The jus- of a thousand persons, will not make them
trial, from the justiciary records.
tice court, consisting of lord Carrington guilty; and offers, before the lords of justijustice-general, lords Collingtou, Strathurd, ciary, to prove that the pannels came unCastlehill,* Forret, and Newton, sat Sep- armed, and that others, now declared fugitember 1 1th. The prisoners brought before tives, were seen to strike the defunct with
them were James and George Learmonts, swords and halberds, and that the defenders
The
William Temple, Robert Hepbiu'n in East did retire before the engagement.
Fenton, William Bryson younger in Dun- king's advocate replies, that field conventibar.
The libel against them by the king's cles are rendezvouses of rebellion, and the
advocate is read, bearing, that the prison- pannels' presence there in arms is enough,
ers, on the 3th day of May last, or some or which he undertakes to prove.
Sibi impurequired

;

;

;

'

• Mr Wodrow in his " additions" has inserted
the following article which is introduced here
" As to the process against
as its proper place.
James Learmond, I have certain information
which may be depended upon, that my lord
Castlehill) though his name be marked in the registers, -when that process came before the justiciary, and he was present, yet his lordship was
so dissatisfied with what he saw in design against
that good man, that he left the justiciary court,
and went to the country. When as hath been
observed, the lords could not agree, the first diet,
u])on the sentence of death, which my lord Castlehill very much opposed, the matter was delayed till next day, when the weight ofan act of
council was to be thrown in upon them.
That
day my lord ordered his coach to be ready, being

determined to leave the justiciary, and go to his
country-house, if, after he had offered his reasons against so inicjuitous a sentence, he could
not prevail. Accordingly, after reasoning against
it, when he found all to no purpose, and the matter i-esolved on, he left them and went to the
The accounts of my lord's carriage in
country.
this affair, were immediately sent up to court,
and my lord Castlehill was straight turned out
of his place in the justiciary, and was not I'estored for three or four years, when, upon a turn in
the ministry, he was taken in again. I could not
but insert this here in justice to my lord's memory, and as a new evidence of the injustice of
this time, in removing a judge for acting according to law and reason, when those did not agree
with the measiu'cs laid down by the managers.

;
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tent.
'

Tlie lords give their interlocutor

upon this part of the debate, and

find,

*

The

was committed, or giving counsel and
in words to this purpose, " Let
there be no coAvards here this day, Sirs, and
let these who have arms go out foremost," or

ticle libelled,

command

upon

Learmont and William Temple, the said
and considered the lords'
interlocutor, and the deposition of Avitnesses
and having therein ripely advised, find William Temple guilty of being at the conA'en-

assize having read

ter

II.

the assize of the pannels libelled, viz. James

that presence at unlaM'ful meeting's of field
conventicles Avith arms, at which the slaugh'

[BOOK

fifteen SAvorn men, passing

near the place Avhere the man
a SAAord under his arm,

the like expressions, relevant, and remit the

was

same to probation. When the probation is
led, James Manderston in North Berwick
depones, that he saw the pannel, James

but not draAvn as also, they find James
Learmont not only guilty of presence, but

Learmont, at a field conventicle, May 5th,
that he had no arms, but that he heard him
say, ' Let no coAvards be here to day, but
let such as have arms go out to the foreside ;' that he saAV William Temple there
with a sword. Another of the AA'ituesses

Avitnesses

depones, he

saw James Learmont

ride out

and A'icAv the king's party, and said, They
were but few, let there be no coAvards,' &c.
Another depones, WUliam Temple had a
sword upon his arm that when once they
were engaged, the confusion Avas such, of a
hundi-ed to one, that no distinct account
'

;

can be given. After the probation is over,
the assize bring in their verdict to-morroAV,
as follows.*

* " The assize being enclosed, and Bull, a
Avright, Avas elected their chancellor, and the

verdict that they returned was that they
found them guilty of being present at a field conventicle ; but the advocate, the archbishop of St
Andrews, and the justices being very dissatisfied
Avith this impertinent return, they Avere commanded back and re-enclosed (after they had
gone abroad) to amend their A-erdict. 'I'he second time they came out adhering to the former.
They Avere thrust in the third time and threatened by the advocate with an assize of error if
they corrected not their verdict. At last they returned by their verdict that they were both
Fountainhall's Decisions, vol. I. 13.
guilty."
He adds, " that the sentence Avas thought a
terrible stretch of Avhat Avas formerly esteemed
law, and a great shake to the security of men's
lives and fortunes, and a most arbitrary decision."
Such was the purity of our criminal administration, and such the spirit of jurymen under
find a very cuthe direction of the prelates.
i-ious instance of the same nature in the trial of
the celebrated William Penn and others before
the king's bench at London in the year 1670,
AA'hich Ave shall quote as illustrative of the debased state of public justice at this dark period of
our national annals. The reader Avill observe
that the English jury showed more principle
and spirit than the Scottish; for AA'hich no one
acquainted with the state of public affairs in
England in 1670, and in Scotland in 1678 will
find anv difficultv in rendering a fair account.
first

—

We

killed, Avith
:

of Avords, conform to the depositions of
;

and

this Avith

voice of the assize.

September 12th,
'

When

1678.'

Robert Bull, Chanc'

this is read, the

he deserts the

one unanimous

Signed at Edinburgh,

diet against

advocate declares

George Learmont.

Several others, alleged to be concerned in
business, Sheriff, CoAA'au, DaAASon,
Brock, Miller, and Bull, being often called,
and not compearing, are declared fugitives,
and put to the horn. The court pronounce
no sentence this day against the tAvo panthis

seems they Avanted direction AAhat
and behoved
to have an act of council to lead them iu

nels.

It

to do in so lame a probation,

William Penn was tried at the Old Bailey on
the 4th and 5th of September, 1670, for the crime
of preaching in one of the streets of London.
'I'he jury, greatly to their credit, returned no
other A'erdict than this : " that the prisoner was
guilty of speaking in Gracechurch street."
Five seA-eral times AA'ere they sent back by the
mayor and recorder, and five different times did
they return the same verdict ; till at last the
judges after cA'ery effort to browbeat the jury
Avere obliged to satisfy themseh-es Avith inflicting a heavy fine on Penn for contemjit of court
iu retaining his hat on in their presence.
His
hat had been, as usual in such cases, taken off
by the officer at the door, but the court ordered
it to be put on again in order that they might
have a charge against the prisoner for declining
to remoA'e it voluntarily.
The folloAving specimen of the dialogue that passed on this celebrated
occasion between the court and jury and the pi'isoner, afi'ords a very melancholy illustration of
the character of those unhappy times ; and it
may teach us a lesson of gratitude that A\'e enjoy
a purer and more benign administration.
"Recorder. The question is, are you guilty of

—

'

this indictment?'

Penn.
The question is not whether I am
guilty of this indictment, but Avhethcr this indictment be legal ? It is too general and imperfect an answer to say it is the common laAV,
unless we knew both where and Avhat it is ; for
where there is no laAv there is no transgression,
and that Ihav which is not in being, is so far
'

CHAP.
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the matter, though
13th, I find

find nothing' of

1

Next

the council-books.

it

in

September

clay,

what follows recorded in the
The lords of his ma-

hooks of justiciar3\

'

479

be taken to the Grass-market of Edin16^
burgh, upon Friday the 27th of September, betwixt two and four in the afternoon, and there to have his head severed

had considered the same process, interlocutor, and verdict of assize, and that they
Avere ^^ell satisfied with the whole procedure in that affair, and recommended to the

from his body, and his moveables, goods,
and gear to be escheat, and brought in for
his majesty's use ;' which was pronounced
* The
lords commissioners of
for doom.
justiciary continue pronouncing doom against William Temple, until the second
Monday of November next. And, November IGth, I find William Temple appears
before the justiciary, and produces a petition he had given to the privy council, with
the deliverance foUoviing. Edinbitrgh, No-

said lords, that justice should be speedily

vember

done upon the

council having considered the A^ithin written

jesty's pi-ivy council having called for the

criminal process against James Learmont,

and AVilliam Temple, pannels, they sent
the earls of Murray and Linlithgow, the
lords Koss and Collington, four of their
number, to intimate to the lords commissioners of justiciary, that their

said pannels

:

lordships

and the

said

7th, the lords of his majesty's privy

i-ecommended to the commissioners

lords of the justiciary having considered

petition,

the verdict of the assize, against the said

of justiciary, to pronounce sentence of ban-

James Learmont and William Temple, together Avith the recommendation made to
them by the lords of his majesty's privy
council; they, by the mouth of William
Auld dempster of the said court, decerned
and adjudged the said James Learmont to

ishment upon the petitioner, unto his majesty's plantations in the Indies, he aln^ays

from teing common,

that

it

is

no law at

all.'

liec.

'

You

are an impertinent fellow

you teach the court what law
scripla, that whicli

many have

is?

j'ears to

knoAv; and would you have

you

moment ?'

in a

:

It is lex

will

non

studied 30 or 40

me

to tell

Penn. ' Certainly, if the common law be so
hard to be understood, it is far from being very
common ; but if the lord Cook in his institutes,
be of any consideration, he tells us, that common
law is coinmon r)t',ht ; and that common right
is the great charter privilege, confii-nied 9 Hen.
3, 29. 25 Edw. 1, 1. 2 Edw. 3, 8. p. .50.'
Rec.
Sir. you are a troublesome fellow^, and
it is not for the honour of the court to suffer you
to go on.'
JPenn. ' I have asked but one question, and
you have not answered me ; though the rights
and privileges of every Englishman be concern'

ed in it.'
Rec. ' If I should suffer you to ask questions
till to-morrow morning, you would be never the
wiser.'
'

That

is

according as the

answers

Take him away

'

:

my lord,

if

you take

not some course with this pestilent fellow to
stop his mouth, we shall not be able to do any
thing to-night.'
Mai/or.

'Take him away; take him away;

turn him into the bale dock.' (instantly done.)
Clerk. ' Are you agreed upon your verdict ?'
' "VVho
Juri/. ' Yes. '
C/er/c.
shall speak for

you ?'
Jury.
Clerk.

under the pain of death, Avhich was pronounced for doom.'
whereof he stands indicted in
as aforesaid, or not guilty ?'

manner and form

Foreman.
William Penn is guilty of speaking in Gracechurch street.'
Alayor. To an unlawful assembly ?'
Bushel.
No, my lord, we give no other verdict than what we gave last night ; we have no
other verdict to give.'
Mayor. ' You are a factious fellow, I'll take
a course with you.'
Blood. ' I knew Sir Bushel would not
'

'

'

j'ield.'

Bushel.
Sir Thomas, I have done according
my conscience.'
' That conscience
of yours would cut
'

to

Mayor.

my throat.'

Bushel. ' No, my lord, it never shall.'
' But I will cut yours so
soon as I can.'
Rec. ' He has inspired the jury ; he has the
spirit of divination
methinks I feel him ; I will

Mayor.

;

have a positive verdict, or you shall starve for it.'
Penn, It is intolerable that my jury should
be thus menaced.'
Rec.
INly lord, you must take a course with
'

'

Fenn.
are.'

Rec.

enacting himself in the books of adjournal,
that he shall never retm'u to this kingdom,

'

Our foreman.'
'What say you?

soner at the bar.

Is

f-ook upon the prihe guilty of the matter

that same fellow.'

Mayor. ' Stop his mouth ; jailor, bring fetters, and stake him to the ground.'
Penn. ' Do your pleasui-e, I matter not your
fetters.'

Rec. ' Till now I never understood the reason of the policy and prudence of the Spaniards
in suffering the Inquisition among them ; and
certainly it will never be well with us, till
something like unto the Spanish Inquisition
be in England.' " The Peojde's ancient and just
Liberties asserted in the Trial of William Penn
and William Mead, at the Old Bailey
1070; in
'
the Pheenix, vol. i. p. 804., Si.c.~Ed.

—
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II.

upon this process are so
I enter not upon

the council, by their sentence in March last,
ordered the petitioners to be committed

th em. It appears to me, that Will iara Temple,
according to their own laws, is more guilty
than James Learmont, being at the meeting

close prisoners in the castle of Edinbui-gh,

Reflections
1G78.

with

very obvious, that

arras,

whereas the other had none

their laws as yet, did not

make

presence without arms death.

and

;

the simple

Fiu'ther,

we

conform to the act of parliament against
and the said Jean to
;
pay a thousand merks to the laird of Plainderghaist pursuer that they have continued till now in prison, and ai'e ready just
now to pay the fine, and what shall be
clandestine marriages

;

supreme court
by imposed, for pious uses within the parish.
the council, in every step, and receive their The council order them to be liberate, in
and regard they have paid the fine of a thousand
orders upon the matter from them
thus as the council assumed a parliament- merks, and consigned seven hundred and
ary potter in making laMS, they take to fifty merks for pious uses.
The council, upon August 1st, have bethemselves a criminal power over the lives
and fortunes of the subjects, and every thing fore them James Miller in Kirkaldy, David
valuable was subjected to them in this sad Barclay, Robert Marnock, and seven or
According to this severe sentence, eight more, who are chai'ged with having
period.
this good man James Learmont was execut- been present at ficld-conventicles, since the
He was a chapman: his last indemnity 1674, at Pitscotty-muir,
ed, as above.
speech at his death, as well as a large paper Ravensheugh, Kinkel, Kinloch, Balmerinhe left behind him, are already printed in och, Falkland, Collessie, Kirkaldy, Paththe last edition of Naphthali, and so I shall head of Kirkaldy, Cleish, Kinross, Kennonot swell this history with them. There is way, Arclary, Dalgety, Largo, Kettle, Cupar,
one passage I shall add, to show the iniquity Monzie, Kirktoun, Lathons, Kilquhonchar,
of this sentence, besides what appears from West-barns, Gleuval, Borrowstonness, Kirkthe process, and it fully proves his freedom liston, Queensferry, Dunbar, East-barns,
see that the justiciary, the
in criminals,

must

act just as directed

:

from any share

who was

in the death of the soldier

killed.

minister, yet alive,

An

aged and reverend
assures me, that eight

or nine years after this, he was called to
see a dying man, who told him, a very few

hom-s before his death, he was one who was
concerned in the death of that soldier that
was killed at this time, and that it had

been matter of the deepest exercise to him
how to cany when he heard of James Learmont's sentence, and whether it was his

Whitehill, Whitekirk-hill, Dundee, Sandford,

Pittenweem, and other

places,

and

there to have heard Messrs Welsh, Arnot,

Semple, Williamson,
Gillespie, Erskine,

Johnston,

Wishart,

Donaldson, Rae,

Hume,

Weir, Wedderbm-n, Law, or some other
outed ministers. They compeared personally, and refused to give their oath whom
they saw at these conventicles, and «liat
The coiuicil
they knew about them.
banish them to the plantations, and order

own them

some opportiniAugust I4th,
Thomas Kennedie of Grange compears beindeed was not any ways concerned in it, fore the council, and confesses he was preThey
sent at one conventicle last year.
or present at it.
To return again to a few other particu- fine him in eight hundred merks to be pretowards the end of May, I find infor- sently paid, and upon payment of it he is
lars
mations come in to the council of frequent dismissed. Next day the council write a
house-conventicles; and in Edinburgh se- letter to the bailie of Maybole in the shire
veral persons are fined in small fines, com- of Ayr, signifying, that they are informed
paratively to what had been in some of the there was a numerous conventicle, the 4tli
of August, in the muir of Garholm, near
former years.
June 20th, a petition is presented to the that place, at which there were many men
council by George Hume of Kimmergham, in arms, who did march in formed troops
and Jean Hume lady Ayton, showing, that and companies and require some persons
duty to offer himself, as having in his

defence killed the man, in order to the preservation of the life of his neighbour, who

to lie in prison, xmtil

ity to transport

;

;

them

offer.

CHAP.
to

come

and give the council an account

in

of what they knou' in that matter.

I

find

The
do no more about it.
same day the magistrates of Ayr are ordered
the council

to seize

John Cunningham, chamber-

IVtr

lain to the laird of Entrekin, for

harbour-

ing IMr John Welsh in his house.

Upon

September

them

1th, the council call before

1
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Patrick M'Dougal of French, Thomas Hay
of Park, John Blair of Dunskey, Andrew

Agnewof Sheucham, and Mr James Lawrie
of French, as being guilty of house and

Mr John
Andrew Agnew
Welsh and Mr Arnot.
and John Blair compeared, and denied the
charge upon oath, and were assoilzied. The

field-conveutides, and resetting of

council supersede

the extracting

letters

the soldiers \»'ere judges, to have their

many times when
they themselves were absent. They likeAvise at the same time ordain, that in cases
when persons give bond to live orderly,
caution be likewise found to present the
persons of the delinquents when called for,
papers seized, and

'

under a particular penalty.'
Next day,
September 1 2th, the council go on in their
cai'e against conventicles : ' and to prevent
disorders in the shire of Fife, a squad of
the guards, and twenty foot ^^iih tkem, are
ordered to quarter at Cupar, and execute
such orders as they shall receive from the
council, their committee, or the major-general.

And

the council being informed, that

divers bui'gesses and inhabitants of Kirk-

The aldy have deserted

against the other three, being absent.

the kirk, and haunted

same day Alexander Veitch of Glen, Wil-

conventicles, order the magistrates of that

Adam

burgh to proceed against such of the inhabi-

liam Veitch tenant to Glencranston,

bailie of Peebles, are cited be-

Russel late

and field-conventicles.
The first is absent, and the lords
grant certification against him; the other
two appear, and are assoilzied. This same
fore the council, for house

day, I find a letter from the king, of the
date
>\as

September 4th, bearing, ' that there
an humble address made to him, that

Hume

tants as they think

fit,

according to acts of

parliament, and to delate the

At

names of the

October next.'

rest to the council against

that same diet, they send a letter of

thanks to the magistrates of Dundee, for

and seizingthem that the

their discovei'ing a conventicle,

the preacher, and acquaint

preacher

is

to be brought into Edinburgh,

of Pohvart, because of

and recommend it to them to proceed against

may be removed
from the tolbooth of Edinburgh to a more
healthful prison and requiring the council to send him, under a guard, to the castle
of Dumbarton, with orders to the captain
This is apto keep him close prisoner.'
pointed to be done next Monday. This
gentleman had been under confinement now

the hearers, by fining, confining, or impris-

Sir Patrick

his present indisposition,

;

oning, conform to the acts of parliament.

By

a letter to the marquis of Douglas, they

acquaint

him

that

John Haddoway

his

chamberlain, and James and William Clelands, sons to

Thomas Cleland

his garner-

keeper, having been before the

council,

ordain, that Avhen warrants shall be given

February 1677, for being at conventicles
and other disorders; and some ^^itnesses
are examined, and the process delayed, and
his lordship's bond taken to produce them
when called ; they being now to go on in
that process, they desire him to exhibit
them, the 27th instant, conform to his bond.
In another letter to the marquis that same
day, they acquaint him, ' that being informed of the vacancy of the kirk of Dou-

hereafter for apprehending persons guilty

glas,

of conventicles, resetting rebels, and such

disorderly, they desire he

have
warrant to give orders to search for arms
and papers, and that they be seized.' This

kirk with some regular orthodox minister,
and take advice of his grace the archbishop

some years, for his gallant appearances
and freedom of speech in parliament, and
his opposing the garrisons he thought ilfor

legal.

At

this diet the council

spend

much

time

about conventicles, and come to this resolution, besides
'

The

what they had done

before.

lords of his majesty's privy council

like disorders, that the major-general

Avas a very great hardship to

others,
II.

upon

gentlemen and

church-irregularities, of

which

and that the people of that parish

of Glasgow, to

whom

may

live

plant that

they have recomif he does it not

mended the planting of it,
speedily.'

September 13th, James Mosman

3p
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tenant to the laird of Cavers, and
1678.

and some others, are
cited, for being at house and field-conventicles, where Mr Welsh, ]Mr Arnot, ]Mr Trail,
Mr Blackadder, Mr Williamson, and other
outed ministers preached. The said James
Mosman is fined in 1000 merks, William
Laing- and another in 500 merks a-piece, and
six or seven more in 100 merks per piece;
and the council declare they shall be transported, if they pay not their fines respectively against November next to come.
William

Laing-,

mittee for public

them

[BOOK

affairs,

the council banish

to the plantations,

to be kept in prison

till

II.

and ordain them

they be transported.

7th, Thomas and William GovAlexander Anderson, Robert Ponton,
James Wilson, John Jervie, James Brown,
Richard Clydesdale, David Kid, John Arnot, having confessed they were present at

November

ans,

conventicles, and refusing to depone

preached,

and

whom

they saw

who

present

appears before them

them by the council banAnd Mr John
Govan having deponed that he was free of

council find, that though

the conventicles libelled against him, but

he never received lawful ordination, he
hath taken upon him to preach and exer-

acknowledging he had conversed with Mi"

other functions of the ministry, at

intercommuned, the council ordain him to
lie in prison till they consider his case fur-

Mr John Harrow ay
The

the same day.

cise

Leith, Culross,

Dunfermline

and hath

;

there, are all of

ished to the

Thomas

Forrester his brother-in-law,

He

ther: and,

owned he had been ordained by presbyterian

erate him,

baptized, and married several persons.

ministers, and that he
cles

had kept conventi-

to the plantations,

kept in prison

till

and order him

to be

he be transported.

same day, Robert Dick merchant and
grieve in Prestonpans,

is

The
salt-

cited before the

council, for being present at one conven-

No probation
upon Pentland-hills.
was brought, and he refusing to depone
thereauent, is held as confessed, and banished
At the same diet, the
to the plantations.
ticle

council give orders to the earl of Linlith-

gow,

cause apprehend and bring

to

in

prisoners, the persons lately present at a

town of Renfrew.
Hamilton, indulged

field-conventicle near the

October 9th,

Mr James

minister at Evandale,

is

charged with break-

ing his confinement, and intruding upon the

church of Blantyre, and preaching there
it was vacant: being present he is

when

rebuked before the council, and
first

fault,

this being

they dismiss him without

further censure, and ordain

him

to

keep the

council's injunctions in time coming.

the

now

November 11th, the council libupon his giving bond to live or-

derly, and not to go to conventicles.*

Mr

but refusing to declare upon oath

;

who ordained him, and who were present
when he preached, the council banish him

the

plantations.

same

diet,

Alexander

Buchanan

At
in

Bucklyvie, and three or four others there,

Andrew Buchanan in Shirgarton, and three
more tenants in that place, are brought before the council, for being present at field-

and having
acknowledged the same before the comconventicles in Stirlingshire;

• Mr. Wodrow, in his " Additions," has inThe case
serted the following important facts:
of
John Govan, the present worthy and
gospel
useful minister of the
at Campsie, is inserted as it stands in the registers.
In the prefears, that
face to the first volume I signified
keeping close by the expressions of the records, might in some cases be unfavourable to
the sufferers, and it is so in this reverend person's case. His modesty, and mean thoughts of
his own sufferings, kept him from giving me the
account of them I desired from himself. I am
glad 1 can now give a fuller narrative of them,
and do him justice here, in a point wherein he
is wronged in the article formerly publislied
Govan had come from
from the I'egisters.
St Andrews to his brother-in-law, the reverend
and learned IMr Thomas Forrester, his house in
Monteith. During his stay there, a party of
soldiers came on a Sabbath evening to seize
Forrester, and happily missed him ; they forced
Govan and John Graham in Lodlewin to
go with them to Stirling, only (as they said) to
verify that they had observed their orders, promising they should have liberty to return next
day but when brought to Stirling, upon their
refusing the bond of regularity, they were both
clapped up in prison. There iVIr Govan continued two years ; after which, at the primate's
instigation, as he was informed, he was brought
under a guard to the Canongate tolbooth.
Thence he was brought before the council, and
had a libel given him for being at conventicles
in many places, in none of which he had ever
been present; and therefore he had full freedom
to declare negatively as to fill the points libelled ;
mean while, he frankly acknowledged converse
with his brother-in-law. Whereupon he was
again remitted to the tolbooth.
In a little time
his father-in-law, when the primate was absent,
lord Rothes, prothrough his interest with
Govan, ami
cured an act of liberation for
brought it to him in prison, and he was let out

—

Mr

my

my

Mr

Mr

Mr

:

my

Mr

;

CHAP.

Alexander Peden petitions
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council,

day, >\hen at the preparation-sermon,

from Edin-

before the sacrament of the supper

tlie

14th, to be liberate

burgh tolbooth where he had lain for a long to be dispensed by the episcopal minister
time, and permitted to go to Ii-eland, where next day ; and they thought good to delay
the execution of them till Monday. When
he had resided formerly for several years
since no libel had been given in against sermon Mas over that day, the magistrates,
him, and he was not charged either with immediately after they came out of the
house or field-couventicles in Scotland, now church, before they went home to their
The council, instead of o\TO houses, came straight with their atfor twelve years.
granting his petition, banish him to the tendants and the town-officers, to Mr Wilplantations, and discharge him ever to re- son's house, and searched for him. He had
turn to Scotland, and declare if he do, the got some hint of the orders, and had withsentence of forfeiture shall take effect, and drawn himself: however, they intimate the
he be trans- council's pleasure to Mrs Wilson, commandm ith several ing her and her family to remove out of the
Mrs Wilson
of these above named, sent away in tlic St town in twenty-four hoiu's.
Michael of Scarborough, as hath been no- signified to them that it was not possible
ordain

him

ticed,

to lie in prison

He

ported.

where

among the
much good
About

till

^>as accordingly,

he was singularly useful for her to remove her family in so short a
and an instrument of time, having six children, and one of them
under sickness at present, and hoped
many in the ship.
time, Mr Alexander Wilson, they A\ ould not be so rigorous, consider-

I find

prisoners,
to

this

minister of the Gospel at

Cameron

in the

Andrews, a singularly
pious and peaceable person, was brought to
no small ti'ouble I shall give a hint of it
in this place, altogether from an attested account of it before me. He was turned out,
with others, for his nonconformity to prelacy, by the influence of the archbishop, in
the year 1662, after he had diligently served his Master in that charge twelve years,
presbytery of St

;

ing the circumstances of her small family.

However,

to obtemperate as far as possible,

that very night

moved
five,

Mrs Wilson

her sick

Avith

child,

privately re-

and the other

and her servants, to lurk in a neigh-

till she should see what would
become of the sick child, and till she might
take some measures how to dispose of her
family, and that the magistrates might be
in no hazard of the penalty, for not exebeing ordained minister of Cameron in 1650. cuting their severe orders, which they alThis good man went and lived in Cupar of leged ^Yas the only reason of their harshYet the very next day, the
Fife about sixteen years, during which time, ness to her.
notwithstanding his sermons were mostly magistrates came to see whether their orders
in his own house, he ^^'as frequently search- had been obeyed, and finding nothing hut

bour's house,

We have heard he was intercomrauned some

locked doors, they caused a smith, whom
they had with them for this very end, fix

years ago, and towards the beginning of

iron plates

November

son's

ed

for,

and many times narrowly escaped.

year, an order

this

procured by

was

sent,

primate from the council,

tlie

requiring the magistrates of Cupar, under

the penalty of 500 merks, to banish

Mr Wil-

upon

the doors of

all

Mr

Wil-

house, while the whole plenishing

was remaining

in the house.

Mrs Wilson

looking for no such treatment,

when

she

had, as far as possible, complied with the

Mrs

son and his family from the town, in fortyeight hours after their receiving the orders.

orders she received

The

get out such necessaries as she wanted, as

orders came to their hands upon Satur-

Wilson
often

new

strates.

Mr

presently.
But
Govan is positive, no bond
for living orderly, and not keepini;- conventicles,
w^as offered him, far less did he give one, or any
for him, that ever he knew of
]f any other of
the sufferers be misrepresented in the extracts
from the records, 1 wish 1 had got the accounts

of them, and thev should have been added here.

privatelj'

:

went

yea, as oft as

into the house, to

plates Avere put

Under these

on by the magis-

difficulties

Mr

Wil-

some time, till
the lady Prestonhall, knowing their strait,
made an offer of an empty house near the
son's family continued for

town, but not within

its

jurisdiction, in

Avhich her gai'deners used to live, which
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was very thankfully embraced, though
there was scarce so much room in it

'

against the pulling

[BOOK

down

II.

of the government

of Christ's house, and setting up lordly pre-

as to place the beds necessary for the family.

lacy,

Even there the persecuting temper followed
them Sir Wilson was frequently searched for

a good

in that little house, but never catched ; and the

makes an apology, that he who is but a
child should leave any thing of this nature
behind him but says, he was constrained

:

magistrates, in conjunction M'ith the sheriff-

depute, endeavoured to eject his family from
that

little

but the foresaid lady
and, as soon as the season

shelter;

and joining with them

many

;

and adduces
which he

places of Scriptiu-e,

conceives strike against this practice.

He

;

to

to testify that

it,

God

perfects strength

out of the mouth of babes. He regrets the
them
of the year would permit, the family re- indulgence, as what, upon both sides, had
moved to Kirkaldy, where no house could been matter of stumbling and offence among

protected

:

money

be found to be set for

to

Mr Wilson,

save one that belonged to a person

was himself intercommuned
mity.

There and

who

good people

;

and declares his fears that a
is coming upon Scotis good to seek the Lord, and

black dreadful day

for nonconfor-

land ; that

it

Wilson

draw near

to him.

at Burntisland IVIr

and his family suffered very much tiU the
revolution, when, in the year 1689, this
excellent person, after twenty-seven years'
persecution, returned to his old

flock at

Cameron.

He

leaves his

commen-

dation to the cross of Christ, and blesses

the Lord for carrying

him through temptaand enabling him, one of the lambs of
his flock, to stand before great men and
judges and closes with his good wishes to
tions,

;

Thomas Wauch merchant
in Hav^'ick, William TurnbuU brother to
Walter TurnbuU in Bewlie, and Margaret

all

Barclay, appear before the council, for being

the

present at house and field conventicles, and

Forgandenny; and, upon the Lord's day,
an officer with a company of %Wld Highlanders came suddenly upon them, and,
Aiithout any orders to dismiss, or essaying
to seize any of them, discharged their pieces
among the poor unarmed people. By good
providence there was but one man killed,
Andrew Breddy, a \iTight by trade, who
Uved at my lord Ruthven's gate, in the

November

21st,

refusing to depone

upon the circumstances

of them, they are banished to the plantations.

One of these persons who were sent off,
Alexander Anderson, left a paper by way
of testimony behind him, dated, Canongate
tolbooth, December 10th, 167S, a copy
whereof is before me, which I take to be
the original.
He was extremely young,
and under sixteen years of age, and yet because he would make no compliances, he is
banished with the rest. He takes notice,
' that he is the
youngest prisoner in Scotlaud, and that the Lord had opened his eyes,
and revealed his Son in his heart, since he
came under the cross that though he had
;

much

difficulty to part

relations, yet

with Christ did
the

with his friends and

now found fellowship
much more than balance

he had

want of the company of

relations; that

his dearest

though he be so very young,

as he could not be admitted as a witness

among men, yet he hopes that Christ hath
taken him to be a witness to his cause. He
adheres to the v^'ork of reformation from
popery and prelacy, to the national and

solemn league and covenants

;

and witnesses

the friends of Christ.'

By
there

an attested account

was a conventicle

hill

I find, this

year

in Perthshire, at

of Coltenachar, in the parish of

He

green of Freeland.

widow and

left

behind him a

four orphans.

1 shall end this section by observing, that
toward the end of this year, the reverend
Mr James Webster, since the revolution for

many

years minister at Edinburgh, was seiz-

ed by the magistrates of Dundee, with
others,

when meeting

for prayer

eiglit

and con-

Several of them were severely
though nothing could be laid to their
charge, save calling on the Lord's name
together in this melancholy time. Mr Webster was kept close prisoner in Dundee

ference.
fined,

more than eighteen months. By the council-registers I find,
March 20th, 1680, the
magistrates of Dundee acquaint the council,
that Mr James Webster had been upwards
'

of a year prisoner in their tolbooth, for one
house conventicle, (so they call this meet-

ing for prayer) aud they have
tain in prison.

be

liberate.'
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The

him

to

council order

main-

him

to

In this place I shall bring in

the hardships this worthy person underwent, from some hints he himself, after

all

much importunity,
much lamented

sent

me a little before
May 1 720. After

of Dumfries, he was thrust into the
thieves' hole, a very nasty place,

and

1678.

had for companions, three men there in
firmance for robbery, murder, and bestiality.
There Mi- Webster and his two friends continued in that ugly hole full three weeks, and

where
There he was confined four weeks, and then liberate by lieutenant-general Drummoud. The gentleman
in whose house they were taken, was likewise made prisoner for some time. A little
after, Mr Webster was a third time taken
prisoner, when walking in the street of
The only reason for this surprising Edinburgh but the viscount of Strathallaii
class.
order was, that INIr Webster had not waited quickly again let him go. These are some

his

death,

he had gone through his philosophical studies, wherein he made great proficiency, at
the university of iSt Andrews, some three
or four days before the class wherein he
was were to receive their degrees, an order
came from the archbishop, that he should
lay aside his gown, and remove from the

after that removed to the pledge house,
debtoi-s

used to be put.

;

regularly

upon ordinances.

The regent

in-

deed, offered to intercede witli the bishop,

providing he would engage to walk orderly,

and wait upon ordinances dispensed by
Mr Webster refusing
episcopal ministers.
to do so, asked a testimonial from his regent, that he had studied under him four
It was with reluctancy he refused
years.

hints of the

more public

sufferings of this

good man, whose eminent learning, piety,
and zeal is so well kno^vai in this church,
that I need say no more of him. Such was
his modesty, that in his last letter writ to

me, he terms all this, ' poor and insignificant
sufferings, not worthy a room in this history.' 1 was of another opinion, and I think

him it ^A'as as much as his gown the reader will be so likewise.
These are some few of the troubles preswas worth. In the year 1678, Mi- Webster
was apprehended in the to%vn of Dundee, byterians were brought to for their being
on a Lord's day afternoon, when at a meet- at conventicles, their nonconformity, and
ing for prayer, conference, and reading the praying to the Lord together. Many more
Scriptures, Next day the magistrates, with- instances might be added, but I have very
out calling any in the meeting before them, much confined myself to the public regisor making any previous examination, in- ters. It is now high time to come to close
formed the council that they had seized the history of this year, and this chapter I
several persons at a conventicle, ^\hh Mr have been so long upon, with
this, telling

Webster the preacher.

By

the council's

orders, the persons taken with

SKCT.

VII.

him were

and Mr Webster was kept eighteen
months prisoner. In this interval the king's
indemnity, 1679, was published, and Mr
Webster urged it, and was indeed legally
comprehended in it; but the magistrates
would not allow him liberty, till at length
the council Avas informed that he was no
fined,

Of the

convention of estates which met in

June, the cess imposed by them,

and some

other things which fell out this year 1678.

This chapter shall be finished with an
account of the convention, and cess imposed
by them, and some other incidents this

which may clear up the history of this
come
was let out. About the 1685 or 86, when in upon the former sections. It was very
Ml' Webster was living peaceably, in the grating to the prelates and their party, to
year,

preacher, as indeed he was not, and so he

time, and yet could not conveniently

house of Grier of Discanth, a party of lord
William Douglas's troop came on a Sabbath
morning, and seized him in his chamber,

find their contrivance of the

and carried him to Dumfries. He was examined upon the ordinary questions and,
M'ith two worthy men, John Clark a farmer,
and John Haldane weaver at the town-end
;

Highland host

and the breaking out of
field-conventicles, as we have heard, made
them lose the sweetness they expected from
the severe revenge they had taken on the

come

to so

little,

west coimtry. Care was taken to inform
the king of these field-conventicles, and
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they Iiave recourse to their so

long-

wished for expedient of a standingarmy, « hich they found necessary to carry on
tlieir

arbitrary measures,

and the oppression

we may

direct commissions,

orders as

doing
so

we

bid

you

now

severe and illegal methods

The

given

into.

more forces had been dropt
irom Scotland, and it was very
agreeable to the measures now upon the
necessity of

in letters

field

in

England.

Accordingly, a letter

comes do^vn from the king, dated

May

another approbation of

containing

procedure, and a proposal to raise
forces;

and

it

deserves a

room

7th,

their

new

here,

new

we have
down

bear

forces.

The

;

ac-

and they write

way

heard, that the only
conventicles,

is

forces needed

by

raising

money to

support them, and a convention of estates

was necessary to

now

Parliaments

raise this.

could not be ventured upon, lest en-

quiry had been

made

into the state of the

and methods taken to relieve the
country from the hardships it ^vas lying
under and a convention answered the denation,

Right trusty, &c.
We
After full and satisfactory information from the lords commissionate by you here, of wliat hath
been done by you in oiu" service, we do
again approve of your proceedings, and
your care, assuring- you of our favour,
assistance, and protection, upon all occasions: and for the more effectual demon-

Charles R.
you well.

'

back, as

Lauderdale.'

would be very

letter as this

ceptable to the managers

left to

And

heartily farewell.'
'

Such a

:

be your warrant.

of the poor harassed country

; andA\'hat only
could support them under the hatred they
had drawn down upon themselves, by the

II.

and give such
and for

shall find requisite

this, this shall

we

[BOOK

greet

;

mand
tice

of

money

This prac-

fully as well.

of calling conventions only to levy

money, and never permitting parliaments to
to consider just grievances, and jjrovide
remedies, was one of the arbitrary steps of
this period loudly and justly complained of.
sit

Accordingly, in council.

May

28th, a letter

duke of Lauderdale comstration thereof, we find it necessary to missioner, with very large
and ample
signify to you, and by you to our people powers, is read, and a proclamation for call-

there, that

and

we

own ing a convention of estates, is published
may equally with very great solemnity. A copy is an-

are firmly resolved to

assert our authority, so as

it

encourage you, and discourage

all such as,
endeavour to asperse
you, and lessen our authority and prerogative
and finding by good information, that

by

nexed

at the

foot of the page.*

I shall

seditious practices,

:

the fanatics there, expecting encouragement
from such as oppose you, and taking advantage of the present juncture of affairs here,

have of late, with great insolence, flocked
together in open and field-conventicles, these
rendezvouses of rebellion, and have dared

Though we neither
need, nor do fear such insolent attempts,

to oppose oiu- forces.

yet,

from a just care of our authority, and

kindness to our subjects there, we have
thought fit to order some more forces to be
levied

;

and

manded the
an

constituting the

effectual

money we

for that effect

we have com-

lords of oiu- treasury, to take

course

for

providing

what

shall find necessary, for raising

and maintaining those troops at our charges.
We shall expect a speedy and exact account
of what number and quality of troops may
be necessary upon this occasion, to the end

*

Proclamation for convention,

May 28tli,

1678.

Charles, by the grace of God, king of Scotland, £ii{;laud, France, and Ireland, defender of

the faith, &c. Toall and sundry our good subjects,
whom these do, or may concern, greeting the
great kindness we bear to that our ancient kingdom, hath at all times inclined us to be very
watchful over all Its concerns and considering,
that all kings and states do, at present, carefully
secure themselves and their people, by pi-oviding
against allsuch foreign invasions and intestine
commotions; as may make them a prey to their
enemies; and that it is not fit, that that our kingdom should only, of all others, remain without
defence, especially at a time wherein those execrable tield-conventicles (so justly termed in our
laws, " the rendezvouses of rebellion") do still
grow in their numbers and insolence ; against
all which, our present forces cannot in reason be
thought a suitable security. Therefore, and that
we may be the better enabled to raise some more
forces, for securing that our kingdom against all
foreign invasions and intestine commotions, and
to maintain them in the most equal and regular
way, and let the -xvorld see the imanimous affection of our people to us; we have thought fit to
call a convention of the estates of that our ancient
kingdom, to meet at Edinburgh upon the twentysixth day of June next to come
and we do
:

:

:

CHAP.

make no

reflections
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upon

it.

When

the

an array of harbarous Highlanders to live at discretion, was not of force
enough to tempt presbyterians to rebellion,
it is iu vain to speak of hazard from fieldconventicles
and the reader will notice
them now to be termed execrable meetings.
What ^^•ould papists and others sjiy, when
they heard the pure and plain preaching of
the gospel declared execrable, and a great
blessing, by this profane style, made a curse.
That the reader may have a further view of
sending' in

;

the true state of field-meetings at this time>
and the preceding years, I have insert a
letter writ iu defence

of field-meetings, by

a person of good judgment, upon the receipt
of this proclamation, see below.*
After

command all archbishops,
dukes, marquisses, earls, viscounts, bishops, lords,
and officers of state of that our kingdom, to be
present, and attend that diet
and also we do
require all our sheriffs, in the several shires, and
their deputes, that if there be any new elections
already made for this year, of commissioners to
parliament or conventions, they make timeous
intimation to these commissioners, to keep this
meeting ; but if there be no elections already
made, that then, they forthwith call and convene all the freeholders in the respective shires,
that according to the laws and acts of parliament, elections may be made of fit persons, to be
commissioners for this convention
and that
our royal burrows make choice of commissioners
accordingly, and that they and all other persons
having interest, attend this convention of estates, under the pains contained in our laws
made thcreanent. And that all our good subjects may have notice of this our royal will and
pleasure, we do hereby command our lyon king
at arms, and his brethren, heralds, macers, pursuivants, and messengers at arms, to make timeous proclamation hereof at the market-cross of
Edinbin-gh, and at the market-crosses of the
head burghs in the several shires of that our
kingdom. Given at our court at Whitehall, the
twenty-third day of May, 1678, and of our reign
the thirtieth year.
hereby require and

:

:

GOD SAVE THE

KING.

*

Letter in defence of field-meetings, June 1678.
I thank you for your letter of news, with the
proclamation for a convention, inclosed but I
strange to find mention of field-conventicles
made therein carry you so far beyond your ordinary moderation. For reflecting upon their
late increase, and some other apparently offensive
circumstances, rather through the prejudice
which this condition may have excited, than
with that juster consideration ye use fo adhibit,
ye accuse the ministers and leadei's, of several
imprudences, atid forgetting not only the other
motives couched in the proclamation, but what
the contrivei-s of this proclamation are certainly
known to design, you almost conclude us fieldmeeters to be the only troublers of the land,
which being a charge too uncharitable for you.
:

this proclamation

was published, the
1678.

guards attended the duke, and toand too heavy for us, as Christians or good countrymen, I shall endeavour briefly to clear your
judgment of these darkening mistakes, and then
point out to you more solid and satisfying discoveries.
1 need not insist with you upon the
engagements that we have in conscience against
bishops and their depeiiders, and to our own
outed ministers: though our scripture grounds
were less pregnant, and our oaths and covenants
fewer, yet

who

I

am

persuaded, that

all

sober

men

have rightly considered the nature, fashion,

fruits of these two sorts of ministers and
their ministry, will already grant that the very
all of our religion, that is, the glory of God, and
our souls' salvation, are most deeply concerned in
the differences.
dispute about forms, and

and

Men

amuse themselves with vain searches

:

but as

now seated, their agreement and disto me comes shortly to this, that both
serve their own masters, the bishops and curates,
instigated by their own lusts, and set up by
men, do their own ^vork and our poor persethings are

agreement

;

cuted ministers, engaged by better motives, and
sent by our Lord Jesus, do accordingly pursue
his will

how determining this
who mind their souls' interest, is

and pleasure, and

should be to

all

to judge.
This only I am most
that these things with the great and

no hard matter
sure

of,

signal advantages they have received amongst us,
more than in all the reformed churches besides,
should at least plead with our rulers in our be-

half for full and free toleration and protection;
but how contrarily we have been treated, God
It was not enough to
overturn the Lord's ministry, and in its place
to erect abjured prelacy, but as if either conscience had been a story, or as versatile as the
weather-cock, all must by their actual conformity testify their hearty conformity and compliance with this new model; so that even simple
withdrawing is made criminal, and the innocent
withdrawers driven and over-driven to their
churches, until we were driven into the confuAfter that distress and exsion of the 1666.
tremity we had but a short breathing, when
immediately house-meetings come to be more
strictly noticed, and field-meetings prohibited
under the pain of death to the preacher and
convocater, and other grievous penalties to the
meeters, and yet so rigorous was the necessity,
that we were constrained to venture to the
fields, both because of the danger of houses, paucity of preachers, and a great confl uence of hearers.
For clearing whereof I need not remember
you how ministers were banished and ejected
out of towns, how fifty pounds sterling was the
fine of every master in whose house a conventicle
was found, how officers and spies were and are
set in several towns to spy out and seize summarily both on meetings and ministers ; and
lastly, how men and women both have been
dragged, without warrant of law, from meetings
in houses, to prisons, as if less bailable than murderers, and some forced to go out at windows to
escape the inconveniency.
These things, I say,
are but too well known
but that which more
presseth, and better expresseth the necessity I
plead, is the paucity of ministers, which is such,
that it is rare to find two or three of them together in a shire, and the great confluence of

and the world knows.

:

;
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Avas

A new regiment of

some dragoons were proposed
aud a cess of eighteen hundred
thousand pounds to maintain them. The
to be raised,

elections

foot, three troops

whose extraordinary number, neither
houses nor churches can receive; so that all
these things laid together, I would gladly ask
you or any sober man, what other cause a poor
people under a pressure of conscience, aud soulindigeuce for such occasions should take? and
what better expedient they could fall upon, when
no choice was left them, than to imitate our
Lord's example, so great, so good, and so conMen of late speak
stant a tield-conventicler?
against our field-meetings, as if they were a
wild choice of our own fancy, and that we had
needlessly left houses when we might have kept
them ; but as the contrary is too too evident, so
I am persuaded that any who considers, how
that, whether for withdrawing, or for going to
other allowed churches besides our own, or for
house-meetings, or for field-meetings, or for
building houses to ourselves, or lastly, for going
unto vacant churches, we have been always persecute with the same rigour, will easily be convinced that it is neither this nor that manner of
it, but nonconformity in whatsoever form, that
is the only object of the bishops their implacable
iiut you say, there are several scananimosity,
dalous circumstances in our meetings that do
most provoke, such as our hearing of forfeited
and intercommuned ministers, our meeting in
arms, and our preachers speaking unsufferably
But first, I am glad you do
against authority.
not object our liearing of papists, anabaptists,
aud other sectaries, but I think you make no
question that this is but a calumnj', as also that
if it were more true, it would be less objected.
Next, as to our own hearing of forfeited and intercommuned ministers, I think even our enemies will not say, that either forfeiture or intercommuning doth unminister, so that since men,
through the Lord's good providence, have escaped, and are preserved from the effect of these
law-censures, we see nothing that should hinder
us to own and regard them as the Lord's ministers, and our pastors, except law-hazards, which
may well make our reckoning greater, but doth
not make it worse you know that more might
be said upon the grounds and causes for which
:

few

forfeited ministers were so sentenced,
but I forbear.
Only as to the intercommuned
since the ground of this intcrcommuning was
the men's faithfulness, and that they therefore

have been treated with severities which used
only to be exercised towards the most notorious
criminals, such as wilful murderers, thieves and
robbers fugitive from law, I see not why it
should not endear them the more to us, and give
our rulers just cause to blame themselves for the
contempt of authority, which in effect is only
occasioned through their own first abusing it.
As for our meeting in arms, j'ou know perfectly
that this is only practised in a very few places,
by a very few men, and yet talked of at a very
monstrous rate ; but it is indeed this fable that
1 think shall turn one kingdom to a fable, for as

was made the greatest pretence to condemn
the west, unheard, into a state of rebellion, and
bring upon it the late hostile and barbarous in-

it

vasion, albeit

any meeting

it cannot be instanced that ever at
in those parts, his majesty's forces

went

Avell

all

on

as the

court

resisted, or in the least apparent
hazard of being resisted, so now it is blown up
with all the cunning and industry possible, to
make the kingdom believe that they are in such
an imminent danger as cannot be prevented,
except by the payment of such sums as are like
Our field-meetings were
to prove its undoing.
at first soberly called seditions, then the style is
improved, and they are called rebellions, but the
design requiring it, they must be proscribed as
execrable, and this third and last blast is thought
enough to blow us from both our monies and

were either

hearers,

these

II.

of horse, and

morrow. May 29th, he came up to
the chiirch in great pomp, and the day
celebrated with lusty diinkinrr aud feast-

iuf.

[BOOK

|

populas vult decipi, decipiatur;
that these meetings were
generally at first, and are still in many places
so naked and defenceless, that two or three idle
liberties, but, Sir, si
it

is

known

to

all

fellows, without any warrant, have at their own
fallen upon meetings of seven or eight hundi-ed, and scattered them without resistance, and
oft times about Glasgow and other parts, three
or four redcoats have and may still dissipate

hand

thousands of these meeters most securely which
things albeit they have often happened, and that
with such beatings and pillagings, and other
insolencies as law doth not allow, and flesh and
blood can hardly bear, yet have neither these
nor the abovementioned act of parliament, making these meetings capital, as 1 have said, provoked tliom for the most part to any better posture, and all that can be with truth alleged, is,
:

that partly to protect three or four ministers in
more special hazard by reason of a price set by
the council on their heads, and partly to prevent
the profane interruptings and abusings of God's
holy worship, and sincere worshippers, by the
boldness of contemptible, and oft times nonwarranted parties, some few in remote parts
have been moved to come together in such condition as might secure them from such attempts.
But if these things be a little offensive, may it
not, think you, be a reasonable allay to reflect
upon all the violences, ieven to the wounding and
killing of several persons, that have been committed in our meetings without any opposition ;
and how often have sheriffs with their men, and
parties of the militia, and standing forces, come
to our meetings, and been encountered by double,
yea, triple their inimber, who could have eat
them up ? and yet so great was the deference to
authority, that all done was to break off and capitulate for a safe retreat.
It is true the act
1670, calls the field-meetings "rendezvouses of
;"
rebellion
and this groundless conceit hath been
so much of late talked of, that the simple may
possibly believe that they are declared to be
such, and the being at them made a kind of statutory treason ; but there is indeed no such
matter, and all the import of the phrase is, that
the legislators, in a more passionate than judicious preface, thought fit to employ that angry
ugly expression, to render the thing more odious;
but as to the body of the act, it is clear and preIn a
cise enough, and contains no such thing.
word, Sir, you may see that neither were the
fields our choice, nor should our arms (for since

men

call

them

so,

I

may

comply, albeit

it

is

scarcely without laughing and blushing at their
f'ccklessness) be farther considered than to move

;
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down thousand pounds to the king-. This
^^^^
upon the day appointed, June 26th, and is so express in its terms, so plain
upon the 10th of July they come to pass in its design against presbyterians, and betheir act and oflfer of eighteen hundred came so heavy in its execution, that I
could wish, and the convention sat

.

and induce our

ruli-rs to moderate these severibut it' humour
that have provoked to them
take authority, and so it become determined,
were it even against the most ridiculous of all
things, to wit, tor instance, even laughter, it is
certain that neither pretences, even specious
enough, nor disorders and confusions infinitely
greater, would be wanting in the prosecuting of
its discharge.
But the third thing you object is,
that our ministers speak insuperably against authority ; and I shall not say but temptations too
visible, and infirmities inseparable to the best,
may carry to a little excess sometimes but on
the other hand, I may assure you with the justest confidence, that the reports that commonly
are spread of this, are very false and calumnious,
that it is but seldom, and in clearly inviting
occasions, that they at all meddle with public
matters ; and that if men's most horrible defections, and most unchristian and unnatural persecutions were but in the least reflected upon, our
ministers'talkings, were there tenfold more,would
sooner be excused than reproached. I might have
insisted longer upon all theseheads, and also have
commended these meetings from the Lord's visible presence with them, and the most remarkable
fruits of the gospel that have attended them, above
the discreditiugs of all the calumnies of the adversai'y, but wisdom is justified other children ;
only, to evince to you or any reasonable man that
hath not laid aside all regard to conscience, and
is not wretchedly infatuated with the so much
lately magnified delusion, that peace and nonties

:

:

conformity, every where com.patible, upon far
more different terms, are only in Scotland incompatible on any terms, let our rulers but once
apply themselves to any thoughts of a fair toleration, and you shall quickly see our tolerableness.
I know they have already tried indulgences, but is it not also manifest that these were
ensnaring to consciences, so restrictive of ministerial liberty, so uneasy as to the persons of men,
and so unindulgent to other parts of the kingdom, that it is rather to be marvelled that they
have produced so much quiet? Our ill-willers
would have it also believed that some of us are
so humoursome that we neither agree with our
brethren that are indulged, nor could agree among
ourselves in any possible demand ; but albeit we
be dissatisfied with the pretences of the indulgences, and care little for such clogged indulgences, yet yve know well enough, that even ill
contrived, and far worse intended favour may
be innocently made use of; and although I will
not take upon me to be a proposer, yet this I am
sure of, that the simplest concessions are every
way the best, and do nothing doubt but that the
liberty which the infidels grant to Christians in
Turkey, or papists grant to protestants in
France, or even prelatists grant to nonconformists in England and Ireland, may afford very effectual directions.
Nay, I am persuaded, that
would our rulers but assuringly and fairly allow
us to meet in houses, without hindering those
that would not enter, to abide and hear without,
it would prove a more certain remedy of all
their jealousies of oiu- meetings in the open fields,
II.

and with arms, than all their hosts, forces and
conventions; or if you please to bring the business j^et lower, both for refuting calumny, and
removing all offensive appearances, let our rulers
only declare, that they will not cause attack and
disturb our meetings in hostile manner, but
content themselves to prosecute us and them by
order of la^v, and legal process, and I am sure
the few that come iu arms, would instantly lay
them aside. 'What reason there is then for a
convention, and all the burdens wherewith it
threateneth the poor, afflicted, distressed kingdom, let all men judge, and I hope these concerned will consider.
But, Sir, for to make way
to these discoveries that I farther promised, hath
not force ali-eady been used by IJalziel's army
in 1666 and 1667, and now again by the Highland host ? hath it not been the work of our
parliament, and the constant will of our council
now these seventeen years, to establish conformity, and suppress what they call the contrary
disorders? hath not the bond and lawborrows
also been contrived (and, if you please, you may
suppose, that one or both of them had been
taken universally) with the greatest caution and
most extensive provision imaginable for this ef-

and what hath all availed, and what, 1
pray you, can be promised, from the utmost of
Far be it from
this kind that can be devised?
fect?

to boast, the subject is too sad, and I know
too well both the weakness of men, and the uncertainty of sublunary things, to give way to
apprehensions may be
that vanity; but if
received by you ^vith the same sobriety and sincerity wherewith 1 desire to entertain them, 1
am much of the opinion, that albeit we should
give five, nay ten j^ears' cess, and should order
all the forces it can bear, to be levied, it will
not bring the work of our meetings to nought,
and men will much sooner weary themselves
both of paying and persecuting, than the Lord's
people will weary of his service; and yet for all
this the matter is far from being desperate, for
let but a fair equal liberty be granted, not excluding any caution that may be reasonable for
securing of the public civil peace, and I dare en-

me

my

gage a serenity of mutual peace amongst fellowsubjects, and pure affection and submission from
all to his majest}', shall shine forth amongst us
as ever blessed a people; which things being so
hard and hopeless on the one hand, and on the
other so easy and promising, is it possible men
should err in their choice, were they not under
very sinistrous and pernicious influences? I
need not tell you how factions have risen, and
been driven these several years in this nation
and amongst other things it hath been one of
our wicked calumnies to persuade themselves
and others, that the malcontent lords and we
do now understand one another, and that, I
warrant you, is dangerous enough, but for what
other reasons or ends, except it be to involve
themselves with us in the same oppressions, and
Thus you see
miseries I could never conceive.
the most conformable of them have been pressed
with the late bond and lawborrows, and that
without anj' respect either to their own imques-

3 a
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it

it

as a note *

Re-

are needless, the

tionable conformity, or their utter incapacity to
undertake for others, or lastly, the certain insignificancy of the bond as to the thing pretended to by it.
But the unhappiness of the affair
was, that the best reason that these malcontents
had for their refusing, viz. incapacity, and impossibility was also the strongest, yea, only reason to urge them to it, seeing that the imposers
did tliereby clearly understand that by subscribing or enacting they would be wholly at their
mercy for the full avail of their fortunes ; and
now that you know how obnoxious our gover-

nors have made themselves by their late acts,
and what complaints have been made of them,
can you doubt but that the special motive
of the calling of this convention, hath been
that common maxim, that when men have
run into the greatest disorders, there remains no way of doing better, but by doing
worse, and the principal end of the indiction is
to have money and forces to secure the projectors

by the ruin of their opposers ? I confess it is
also very probable, that avarice and ambition,
especially the former, have had a powerful accession ; but this is no further of
concern
than to tell you, that he must be very dull, or
infinitely easy and opulent, that can suffer himself to be cheated by such manifest
contrivances
ot avarice, ambition, and revenge, out of both
his money and liberty, upon thin and threadbare

my

pretences of our so necessary,

the good example of other kings (no doubt the
most Christian king for one) for securing themselves against foreign and their own people,
our

want
(when

present

of defence against foreign invamen talk of a general peace)
the unproportionableness of our present standing
forces, against the danger of conventicles,
(when
yet two fair words, let them serve God in quietness, would blow away all the hazard) and
the
maintaining of the forces to be raised in the
equal and regular way (that is, after the
exhausting of the west, by an equal exacting upon
all) which are the rest of the reasins
hinted at
in the proclamation ; but seeing I have
already
said enough for clearing the true causes,
I ain
loath to tiouble you with any reflections, and do
securely leave all to the wisdom, fidelity,
and
courage of these honourable persons that are
to
meet in this assembly, and the sovereign and
overruling disposal of the almighty God, who
standeth in the congi-egation of the mighty, and
.ludgeth among the god^s.
Will they still judge
unjustly, and accept the persons of the wicked?
-Let them defend the poor and fatherless,
do justice to the afflicted and needy, deliver
the poor
and needy, and rid them out of the hands of the
wicked ; if they know not, neither will understand, if they walk on in darkness, when all
the
foundations of the land are out of course, though
they be called gods, and all of them the children
of the most High, yet shall they
die like men,
and fall as one of the pi'inces. Arise,
God,
J udge the earth, for thou shalt inherit all nations.
So 1 bid you farewell.
all

O

*

Act and

offer of 1,800,000 iiounds by the

convention, 1678.
estates of the

The convention of

II,

Scotland,

mand,

by his majesty's authority and com-

time assembled, considering the
great happiness, peace, and tranquillity they
enjoy under his majesty's royal government,
and
his fatherly care for this his ancient
kingdom,
in being so watchful over all its
concerns ; and
that as aU kings and estates do at present
'carefully secure themselves and their people,
byproyidmg against all such foreign invasions and
at this

intestine commotions, as may
to their enemies
so it is not

make them a prey
fit that this kingshouhi only of all others, remain without
defence, in a time wherein these dangerous
field
:

dom

conventicles, declared

by law

«

rendezvouses of

rebellion,' do still grow in their numbers
and
insolences, against all which, the present
forces
cannot in reason be thought a suitable security.

And considering the many frequent and renewed
professions this kingdom hath made, with their
lives and fortunes to serve his majesty,
in the
maintenance of his honour, and greatness, and
that there is a new opportunity ottered to
them
to make good the professions of their zeal,
duty,
and aifection ; in recognizance whereof, and in
humble acknowledgment of the same, and that
his majesty may be the better enabled to
raise
more forces for securing this his ancient kingdom, against all foreign invasions and intestine
commotions; and to the end, they may be maintained by equal and regular ways and to
let
the_ world see the unanimous affection of
this his
rnajesty's ancient kingdom, for the maintenance
of his majesty's royal greatness, authority,
and
government, in church and state, as it is now
asserted and established by the laws of the kingdom, and in order to the entertainment of such
forces, as his majesty shall raise for the defence
thereof, the convention of estates of this kingdom, for themselves, and in name of, and as
representing this his majesty's ancient kingdom,
do humbly beseech his majesty would be graciously pleased to accept the unanimous, ready,
and cheerful offer, and humble tender of a new
supply of eighteen hundred thousand pounds
Scots money, to be raised and paid forth of the
shires and burghs of this his majesty's ancient
kingdom, in the space of five years, according to
the present valuations, and that as twenty-five
months' cess, in the whole, being five months
yearly, amounting to three hundred and sixty
thousand pounds Scots, ilk year, at two terms
in the year, by equal portions, beginning the
first term's payment, being one hundred
and
fourscore thousand pounds, at the feast and term
of Martinmas next to come, for the half year
;

harmless, and

easily remediable field conventicles.
I thought
also to have remarked to you the gi-eat kindness
of the country, (so much wasted and disordered)

sions,

[BOOK

reader ^viU easily see, tliat they
narrate the
disorders of the country, Avhich they
lodge

kingdom

immediately preceding, commencing from the
term of Whitsunday last, in this year of God,
one thousand six hundred seventy and eight
years, and so forth to continue, and paying termly the foresaid sum of one hundred and fourscore thousand pounds Scots, until the term of
Whitsunday, one thousand six hundred eighty
and three years inclusive, which is hereby declared to be the last term of the said five years,
within which space, the said sum of eighteen

hundred thousand pounds

Scots,

months and one half month's
of

is

due and

payable, and that at the proportions under written respective, being five montlis' cess yearly, by
the foresaid space of five years, which is" two

term.

cess

for every

upon

field conventicles, for

they agree to the

rai.sing

remedy of which the primitive Christians was much

and paying- of an

urged,

assessment upon the country, and conclude
all with a very rigorous method of uplifting

By

length their wishes.

for

paying

have at

were

Their friends are pro-

little

this the bishops

who liaving rashly demolished

1678.

an idol temple, choosed to suffer martyrdom
before he would rebuild it. These who wer»;

array, for subsisting of ^^hich they lay their

the money.
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it,

silent

as the lesser evil of suffering,

till

the clamour and heat was a

over, and used to declare, that if in their

vided for in the army, presbyterians are judgment they had been against paying it,
first divided, and then borne do\>TH by the
they would have advised people to retire

and by the severities of this new
are forced to a rising next year.

and leave the country. Some few did pay
it with a declaration, and chose the middle
This act divided those who were already way betwixt paying it without any testidisjointed, and the debates upon the lawful- mony against what was evil in it, and reAmong these the
ness or unlawfulness of paying the cess here fusing to pay at all.
Upon the one forementioned Quintin Dick in Dalmellingimposed, were not few.
soldiers,

army they

hand it Avas strongly urged, that the pay- ton was one. And it will not be unaccepment of this cess was an active concurring table to some of my readers to set down
with the persecutors in their bearing down from his own papers his exercise and pracIn
of the Lord's work in the land and it was tice in this matter in his own words.
said, it was much the same whether this the year 1678, the king, by an act of the
was done by the sword or the purse. Upon convention of estates, did impose upon the
the other side it was reasoned, that since subjects, a cess to be paid, and by the act
violence was both expected and used, it ap- did signify the reasons for which he impeared more advisable by a piece of money posed it and among others this is one, for
to preserve themselves and their families levying and keeping up of forces to suppress
alive, and their substance in their hands, these meetings, called conventicles.
The
for better uses, than by au absolute refusal act with this qualification did beget in many
to give an occasion, and afford a legal pre- a reluctance to give obedience; and amongst
'

;

;

I

others, having made it my work in my place
would raise and station (as a witness to the interest of
It was addmy Lord and Master Jesus Christ) to keep
case was not at distance from all manner of sinful com-

text to the collectors' cruelty, to destroy
all,

and take

as

much

as

and maintain two armies.
ed, that

paying eess in this

spontaneous, but involuntary and forced,

pliance or accession to the overthrow of his

and therefore to be excused, a person in
such circumstances being* rather a sufferer
than an actor
and though it would be
certainly sinful in a merchant, to throw his
goods into the sea in fair weather, yet it
becomes his duty to lighten the ship, that
he may save his life in a storm. Some of
very good parts and great piety were upon
both sides of this debate, and the heats and
heights among ministers, preachers, and
people, were not small.
The banished ministers in Holland were warmly against
pay^ing this assessment ; and such ministers
here who were of the same sentiments
preached against the paying of it, and some

work and worship in Scotland, I judged
myself deeply concerned how to carry in
especially, when by the holy and
this case

;

:

sovereign dispensation of God, for his

holy and wise ends, he hath made

it

own

the sad

honest ministers and professors in

lot of the

Scotland at this time, to be under a spirit
of division and rent, to that measure, that

though all v;ere for bearing witness to one
and the same cause and interest, yet they
could not agree in one and the same method
and way of entering their testimony. In
this hour of darkness, being much perplexed
how to carry without scandal and ofl'ence,
I betook myself to God for protection and
of the hearers violently pressed ministers direction for protection, that I might be
to preach against it, while those of the kept from any measure of denying of Christ,
other side asked, how they would keep it or giving ground to persecutors to think or
and much more out of the soldiers' hands ? say, that I had contributed any thing for
and for
Against paying it the example of one of the overthrow of Christ's work
:

:

'
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II.

upon refusing to pay cess to
1 have no clearness to exgroiuids, but such as might be clearly «-ar- pose myself, or give him ground to found
rauted from the word of God.
And after my sufferings upon such a refusal. And
much liberty in pouring out my heart to when my subtile adversary seeks grounds
God, I was brought to weigh, that as my to state my trouble upon my opposition to
paying of it might be by some interpret a any of the commands of God, 1 absolutely
scandal, and a sinful acquiescence in the hold it for duty to own these commands, by
magistrate's sinful coiTimand
so upon the paying of Cesar's due, and to obviate his
other hand, my refusing to pay it would be subtilties by a clear protestation against
the greater scandal, being found to clash sinful qualifications.
So M'hatever has, or
against a known command of God, of giving shall be the censure of friend or foe, this I
to all their due, tribute to whom tribute is say to the praise and glory of ray God and
due, custom to %vhom custom and knowing my guide, I have met m ith from him much
that Christ Jesus, for that same very end, to comfort, peace of mind, and rest in my con" Thou hast holden me by m.y
evite offence, did both pay tribute himself, science
and commanded his followers to do it, I right hand, thou shalt guide me with thy
could see no way to refuse payment of that counsel, and afterward receive me to
cess, unless 1 had clashed with that com- glory."
mand of paying tribute unto Cesar. So to
A i(^\\ months ended this debate practievite the scandal of compliance on the one cally, and all were forced to pay this imhand, and disobedience to the magistrate in position one way or other. We shall, in
matter of custom on the other, 1 came to a the progress of this history, meet with many
direction, that I should not be

^

to stave

oft"

my

found

trouble upon anj^

suffering

the magistrate,

;

;

:

determination to give in
collector of the shire of

my

cess to the

Ayr where

I lived,

with a protestation against the magistrate's

commands, and a
adherence unto these meetings of God's

sinful qualification of his
full

people, called conventicles,

which

in the act

he declared his design to bear do^vn, as the
protestation itself, signed by my hand more
fully bears in a paper by itself.
I had no
sooner done this, but I was trysted with

many sharp censures from many
among which this was one, that my

hands,
protes-

was only to evite sufferings, and
could be of no weight, being protestatio
contraria facto. But being truly persuaded,
tation

that

it

is

exacting cess from good people
to

my

clearness to state

tion unto so express

I

could have no

sufferings in opposi-

a command of God.

And

as to the magistrate's sinful qualifica-

tion,

having so openly declared and pro-

tested against

it,

I

conceive the censure of

this to evite suffering,

is

altogether ground-

enemy has subscribed with

less; seeing the

hand before

a resolute adherence to that which they say this tends
to overthrow ; and if he mind to persecute
Avitnesses,

upon the ground of owning

conventicles,

he has a fair and full occasion against me,
under my hand but if he intend to state
:

pay

I shall

it.

v.

ho scrupled

only give one instance

many. James Graham of
with a numerous party of
soldiers, came and quartered upon Gilbert
M'Meiken in new Glenluce parish, for a
good many days, without paying any thing;
and when they \^'ent off", though they had
this year out of

Clavei'liouse,

consumed ten times the value of the cess,
they carried with them three horses worth

John Arrol who comwas killed next year at
Druraclog, and had his bowels tread out by
ten pounds sterling.

manded the

party,

a horse.
Before

the magistrate's right to impose

and exact cess and custom,

my

instances of the severities of the soldiers in

tion, let

I

leave this matter of the conven-

me

take some notice of the state

and circumstances of the army, and the
affair of the militia, aa hich came towards

make some

the end of this year to

The

troops to be maintained

upon

noise.

this cess

were principally designed against the pres-

The settling
made a pretext

byterians.

was

also

I shall

give

some

hints

of the Highlands
for

how

some of them.
this affair,

and

that of the militia, stood this year, as far as
I

can gather from the registers.

September Ilth, I find a letter from the
king read in council, requiring them to raise

two Highland companies,

that a stop

may

;;
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of Galloway (lately made a counsellor,
be put to the depredations in the Highlands
to consist of and now he must be employed for the
church in military affairs) lords Elpliinston,
I do not find in the
150, besides officers.
registers that any such companies are raised. Ross, and CoUiugton, and Mr Maitland, or

and ordering each company

Indeed at this time they are so throng in
prosecuting conventicles, that they seem to

any three of them, to meet the 22d instant,
and deliver commissions to the officers named
by his majesty, and to order them to rendezvous on the links of Leith last Thursday
of November, and appoint the eail of Lin-

else; and it may be, the
managers inclined to have the soldiers, supported by the cess, employed mostly that
way. September 1.3th, they write a letter lithgow to intimate his majesty's pleasure
It would seem
to the lord M'Donald, ordering him to at- above to all concerned.
tend them, September aTth, that he may these new forces did not fully answer the
ends proposed, and therefore, November
give secm'ity for the peace of his bounds
1 4th, a letter comes down from the king to
Jbut he makes no haste to «'ait on them.
And, October 1 Cth, the registers bear, ' that the council, about raising and modelling
the lords of his majesty's privy council five thousand foot, and five hundred horse

mind nothing

out of the militia troops. The council acit, and no doubt it ^^as the con-

having, for the peace of the Highlands,
granted wai'rant to keep a garrison at In-

quiesce in

verlochy, do give warrant to their com-

cert of the prevailing party

mander

to garrison the house of

Dowart and send up

among them,

instructions relative to this

belonging to the earl of Argyle, or that of matter, for the king to give his consent to,

belonging to Maclean of of which more just now. December 19th,
Lochbowie, or that of Dunolich belonging this matter is brought to some ripeness;
to the laird of M'Coul, or Bartallen belong- and another letter comes doMu from the
ing to the earl of Caithness, as he shall find king, giving them thanks for their care in
cause. November 11th, they write another this matter, and fully approving their inletter, charging the lord M'Donald to com- structions
to the commissioners of the
pear before them November 28th.' But militia, and the division of them, as to the
that popish lord continues to sit their different shires through the kingdom, with
charges, and, it is said, wanted not a friend an oath that the king will have all of them
I have insert all those in a note
at court, who one day might have service to take.
for him and his popish vassals, as much as below, for the use of such as are willing to
the council had for the Highlanders in the peruse them indeed this was a model to

Kenlochallen

:

beginning of this year, against the west

make

country.

a large

the militia effectual for

The business of the militia was a matter method
more nearly concerned the managers, terians.*
and of greater consequence to them for

all

the ends of

standing army, and a promising
to

bear

down and

ruin presby-

that

securing their arbitrary measures, and the

bearing

down

of presbyterians, and there-

fore

some more vigorous

it.

A

9th,

from the king,

letter is

steps are taken in

read in council, October
sig»nifying that

he had

granted commissions to raise a regiment of
consisting of

foot,

eight companies, and

three troops of horse, of sixty

men

each,

kingdom from
and intestine commo-

besides officers, to secure the
foreign

invasions,

and requiring all the officers of the
former and new levied foi'ces to attend their

tions

;

respective charges

upon pain of

his displea-

The council nominate the earls of
Murray, Wigton, and Linlithgow, the bishop

sure.

* King's letter ivith instmctmu abottt the mililia,
with his letter about the oath and the tenor of it,
December I9th, 1678.

Right trusty and well-beloved, &c. We greet
you well. Having received an account of your
diligence in the matter of the new model of the
militia of that oiu- ancient kingdom (so earnestly,
in our letter of the 2Gth October last, recommended to your care) we are therewith so well
satisfied, that we cannot but return you our
thanks for the same, and for the cheerful readiness that appears in you upon all occasions, to
promote our service. We have seen the insti-uctions prepared by you to be given to the commissioners of our militia, with a particular
account of the division of the five thousand foot,
and five hundred horse on the several shires,
according to the proportion of the militia appointed by the twenty-fifth act of the third
session of "our first parliament, in the year, 16(iS.
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come now

I

1678.

to gatlier

other things which

fell

up some
out

1

this

i
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year, left of design to this place, \ihicli

tend a

little

I].

may

to enlighten the history of this

And we being very well pleased with both, have month, and that for ten months (his majesty
now thought fit to let you know, that we do being to pay them for the last two months) at
approve the same. And therefore, we do hereby the rate of six shillings Scots a day for ilk footman, and eighteen shillings Scots for each horseman, conform to the act of parliament; and

authorize and require you, to enjoin the commissioners of our militia, punctually to observe
those instructions and we do further authorize
you, to add unto tliem such other directions and

ready obedience is expected hereto, seeing they
are at no more expense by paying forty days to
this number, than they were at formerly, by
paying ten days to the whole, which they either
did, or should have done.
The heritors of your
shi.e are to pay their proportion of forty-eight
pounds Scots to the trumpeter, with the shires

;

instructions, as you shall from time to time
judge needful, for the more effectual performing
that service.
In the mean time, we will give
orders to despatch the commissions for the officers, conform to the several precincts mentioned
in the said division, to the end no time may be
lost in bringing so good a work to perfection.
We have received your letter, dated the last of
November, and are very well satisfied with
those hearty expressions of your duty to us and
our government ; for which we return you our
thanks, being well assured of your continuance
We bid you heartily farewell.
in the same.
Given at our court at Whitehall, the tenth day
of December, 1G7S, and of our reign the thirtieth

year.

By

his majesty's

command,
Lauderdale.

who are joined with them in constituting the
troop; as also your shire is to pay twelve
pounds Scots to every drummer who serves in
the companies within your shire conform to the
act of parliament.
You are to appoint two of
your number, per vices, to attend the first day of
each monthlj' rendezvous within your shire,
and one of your number to attend the general
rendezvous of your regiment or troop when
they come together, it being necessary that there
be one commissioner present for every shire,
out of -which the regiment or troop is taken, to
the effect they may give order for fining and
punishing the absents, and for proceeding against
all deficients, and for performance of every
thing else incumbent to them, conform to the
acts of parliament and council made thereanent,
as well in every company of foot, and squadron
of horse, as when the whole regiment and troop
are together.
These two commissioners, ^th
the concurrence of the commanding officer, present for the time, of the foot companj' or squadron of horse, or corporalship, and of the major
of foot and lieutenant of horse, or other commanding officer present, when the regiment of
foot or troop of horse are together, are carefully
to cause poind every deficient and other transgressors, conform to the acts of parliament and
council anent the militia ; hereby requiring the
said commissioners to do exact diligence herein,
as they will be answerable at their utmost peril,
and certifying these commissioners who shall be
absent, or, being present, shall neglect their duty
hereby and by act of parliament entrusted to
them, they shall be proceeded against as contemners of his majesty's authority and service,
and neglecters of the public peace of the king-

Follow the instructions mentioned in his majesty^
letter, to be ffiveti by his majesty's privy council
lo the commissio7>ers of the militia of the several
shires in the kingdom tf Scotland.
His majesty taking to consideration the great
dangers \vhich threaten his sacred person and
government, and all his good and faithful subjects, both from foreign and intestine designs,
and especially from the hellish plot of Jesuits
and papists, and turbulent commotions of seditious people and his majestj' relying much on
the constant loyalty and fidelity of this his
ancient kingdom, and laying hold upon the frequent offers made by them to him of the militia
of horse and foot within the same, hath by his
letter to his privy council, signified his royal
will, for putting a part of the said militia in a
fit capacity to act for the preservation of himself: in obedience whereunto, his majesty's privy
council have, by an act relative to his majesty's
letter, appointed five thousand foot, and five hundred horse, of the n umber of these twenty thousand foot, and two thousand horse of the militia
established by act of parliament, to be drawn out
of the several shires and burghs of this kingdom, dom.
being a fourth part of the whole (not including the
N. B. Several instructions, not of any public
militia of the town of Edinburgh) and that these concern, are left out.
five thousand foot, and five hundred horse be
These instructions the council earnestly reestablished according to the rule of proportion
commend to you, as you would testify your
and •whereas the proportion of your shire of
care and affection to the protestant religion, and
foot, and
is
horses, you are of the preservation of the honours, lives and
therefore ordered to stent the number of horse- fortunes, not only of the present, but of the sucmen and footmen, upon the parishes, heritors ceeding generations, and as you would not disand liferenters in your shire, in the usual man- satisfy or disappoint so gracious and so affecner, having always a care to pitch upon such as tionate a king, who, upon all occasions, and
may constantly attend the service. You are to especially this, hath evidenced so great a trust
appoint all these listed within your shire to ren- in you, and so great solicitude for your safety.
dezvous and keep together four daj's each month, Approven at Whitehall, December 10th, 1678.
at such times, and such places, as the major of
Lauderdale.
foot, or lieutenant of horse shall appoint, whether it be by single companies of foot, squads of Division of the jive thousand foot, on the different
liorse, or greater numbei', or the whole, as the
shires of Scotland.
major of foot, or lieutenant of horse shall order.
Reg. 1. Shire of Roxburgh and Selkirk 333
You are to order the heritors to give allowance men. Berwick 200. Peebles 66. Dumfries
to the horsemen and foot soldiers, for keeping 200.
Wigton and Kirkcudbright 200.
the said diets of rendezvous of four days in every
Reg. 2. Shire of Edinburgh 200. Haddington
;

I

I

I

:
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fell

dowu much

1677, the council order

in the

Decemher

out.

Dr James

17th,

Lesley

principal of Marishal college in Aberdeen,
to be seized,

bnroh

and

carefull}'^

sent into Edin-

and, January 3rd, this

:

year, the

doctor appears before the council, and

is

with writing two missive letters,
the one dated the penult day of October,
the other the 29th of November last, to the

charged
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and error in writing so, and confessed
the same was so great a crime that his
life

was not

.^

it, and humwhat punishment

sufficient to expiate

bly submitted himself to
the council should think

fit

to inflict.

The

council declare his place vacant, and fallen

Marshall's hands, and or-

into the earl of

him upon his knees to crave the counpardon, which he did immediately, heart-

dain
cil

and particularly begging his grace the
duke of Lauderdale pardon, whom he had
;'
lies, aspersions, and misrepresentations of so groundlessly and causelessly abused
I know no more of
the public affairs of this kingdom, and pro- and is set at liberty.
It seems the doctor had writceedings of his majesty's privy council, and this matter.

bishop of London, containing

many

ily

gross

too plainly anent the practices

desiring the bishop to advise his majesty to

ten a

do things inconsistent with the standing
laws of the kingdom. The said doctor did
with great remorse acknowledge his folly

of the duke, and

Linlithgow 83.

200.

nan

166.

Reg.
400.

'

3.

Lanark

250.

Stirling

and Clackman-

Ayr and Renfrew

Shireof Fife and Kinross 400.

More

1

10.

Perth

for locality 222.

Reg. 4. Shire of Forfar 249. Kincardine and
Marshall 200. Remanent part of Aberdeen and
BamfT 264. Localities of Argyle, Dumbarton,

and Bute

200.

Reg. 6. Shire of Elgin and Nairn 249. Earl
of Soaforth and Lovat's division of Inverness
166.
The rest of Ross 100. Sutherland and
Orkney and Zeiland 166.
Caithness 200.
Inde. 4824.

Divishm [t7icntio7ied in his majcslifs letter] of five
hwidred horse on the several shires of Sculland.

Troop 1. The shires of Roxburgh and Selkirk
Berwick and Peebles S5. Dumfries 22.
Wigtoti and Stewartry of Kirkcudbright 22.
Troop 2. Shire of Edinburgh, Haddington,
and Linlithgow 46. Stirling and Clackmannan
22.
Lanaik 37.
Troop S. Sliires of Fife and Kinross 44.
."7.

little

some way or other his
came to his hands. And however
abundance of freedom was used with relaletters

and pleasure, that you give order to our
major-general, in our name, to command all
our forces, who are to be employed in that part
of our militia, besides the oaths of allegiance and
supremacy, to exact from all the soldiers, both
horse and foot, to be employed under them, the
oath in a paper herewith sent, and that not in
the ordinary way that such military oaths use
to be exacted, by drawing up the troop or company together in a body, but that every soldier^
one after another, shall by himself swear the
same.
And to the effect this may be a general
rule over all, we have thought it fit, that our
standing forces, both horse and foot, and dragoons already raised, or that before this we have
ordered to be raised, do likewise take this oath,
and in the same manner that those of our militia
are appointed to do, in which you ai'e to give the
same order to our major-general ; and so we bid
you heartily farewell. Given at our court at
Whitehall, "the tenth day of December 1678, and
of our reign the thirtieth year.
By his majeswill

ty's

command,
LAUDERDAtE.

Perth 44.

Troop 4. Shire of Forfar 25. Kincardine,
and earl Marshall's division of Aberdeenshire
18.
Rest of Aberdeenshire and Bamffshire 44.
Troop 5. Shire of Elgin, Nairn, Inverness,
Ross, Sutherland, and Caithness 66.
Ayr and

Renfrew

44.

Inde. 496.

The same day, king's

letter

about the oath, with

the tenor theireaf.

Follows the

form of

the military oath.

A. B. do swear to be true and faithful to
king Charles, and his lawful
successors, and in my station to maintain the
present government in church and state, as it is
now established by law, and to oppose to my
I

my sovereign lord

power the damnable

principle of taking up arms
against the king, or these commissionate by him,
upon any pretext whatsoever, and to be obedient
in all things to his majesty's major-general or

Right trusty and well beloved, &c. We greet
you well. We having, for the security of our
ancient kingdom of Scotland, and of the protestant religion therein, ordained you by our letter

commander-in-chief, authorized by his majesty
for the time being, and will behave myself obediently to my superior officers, in all that they

26th October

last, to draw out five thousand
and five hundred horse of our inilitia forces
of that our kingdom, to be trained and disciplined in matmer therein exprest and being desirous that such as are to be employed in that service be in a most sure and special manner obliged
to maintain and promote the protestant religion,
as well as our royal interest (\vliich two we
think inseparably conjoined) it is therefore our

and

foot,

faithful

;

shall

command me

for

his

majesty's service.

do further swear, that

I vi'ill be a true,
soldier, every way performing mj' best endeavours for his majesty's
service, obeying all orders, and submitting to all
such rules and articles of war, as are or shall be
I

and obedient

So help
established by his majesty.
By his majesty's special command,

me

God.

Lauderdale.
Whitehall, 10th December, 1678.
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tioH to the duke's administration at

bation,

Loudon, yet nothing of

cess

this nature

is

Boot:

II.

and nothing being proven, the prodropped.

Another business of the same nature I
was let pass here.
Another process, somewhat of the same find before the council, December 19th,
nature, I find commenced in August this James Daes of Coldingknows is libelled,
That having conceived dislike at his mayear, against some gentlemen in the south.
August 1st, the council being informed of jesty's government, he discouraged soldiers
some treasonable expressions uttered by from serving him, by saying, he would not
M'Dowal of Garthland, Thomas Hay of desire their employment ; and in a public
'

Park, M'Dougal of Freugh, John Blair of debate he argued against the justice of the
Dunskey, Mr James Lawrie at Freugh, and laird of Polwart's imprisonment, and said,
of their communing with and resetting Mr his majesty had no more power over the
John Welsh and others, declared rebels; persons than over the estates of his subthey order his majesty's advocate to raise jects, and could not keep in prison above
dittay against them before the lords of the forty-eight hours, without putting to a
justiciary.
September 11th, I find by the trial.' The council find the libel proven,
justiciary registers, that the diet is deserted and appoint him to crave pardon of the
against M'Dottal of Garthland for certain council on his knees.
Thus people literally
seditious speeches, upon absence of Avitness- are made offenders for a word.
es, M'ho are unlawed.
We have heard beI shall next take notice of some of the
fore, that the same day the council have more moderate steps of the council, brought
before them others of these gentlemen, for about, generally spealdng, as much by inreset and converse, and we have seen M'hat terest made with some of them, as by incliThe process upon seditious nation. March 1st, Mr Robert Andeison,
they did.
speeches is afterwards resumed against cited before them for nonconformity, and,
Garthland, November 4th, before the jus- if I mistake it not, though the registers do
ticiary.
When his libel is read, bearing, not bear so much, for preaching at conven-

That notwithstanding act 3rd, pari. 2d, ticles, is liberate, because they are informed,
James I. and the 83rd act, 6th pari. James he is employed by my lord Ruthveu when
V. and 134th act, 8th pari. James VI. and abroad, about some of his affairs but he is
10th act, 10th pari. James VI. and act 2d, obliged to give bond, upon penalty of 2000
'

:

government nevertheless William M'Dowal

merks, to appeal* before the council when
called.
July 5th, they liberate George
RI'Kartnie from the tolbooth of Edinburgh,

of Garthland did, July 14th, 1678, being
Sabbath, say, that the king and the dulve

upon bond of 1000 merks to compear when
called.
And, August 1 4th, Sii* James Stuart

sess. 2d, pari. 1st

Charles

derous speeches against

II.

against slan-

his majesty

and

:

of Lauderdale his commissioner were es-

late provost of Edinbiu'gh, prisoner iu the

tablishing arbitrary government, contrary

castle, is

to the fundamental laws of the land, and

of his old age and infijmity, and permitted

that every true-hearted Scotsman

to

was con-

And upon the 21st
month, Mr John Row having

go to

ordered to be liberate, by reason
his

own

house, under bond of

cerned to oppose them.

10,000 merks, to appear

day of the said
preached in his oaa'U kirk of Stainykirk,
where the said William M'Dowal is heritor
and parishioner, against the national and
solemn league and covenants, which by the

ust

1st,

when

called.

Aug-

the council renew their former act,

requiiing aU concerned in the execution of

the laws, to take the oath of allegiance, and

and appoint their act to be
and sent to all the members of inforesaid act were declared null, the said ferior judicatories, town-councils and maWilliam did declare that the said Mr gistrates, that none neglect the doing of it.
Row was unworthy to be heard by
Complaints, it seems, had been made
the people, and that he would hear him against William Stirling bailie-depute of the
no more
therefore,'
kc. in common regality of Glasgow, as not having done
style of libels.
The laird of Garthland what he might have done for suppressing
compeared, and remitted the libel to pro- conventicles. August 14th, he compears
:

declaration,

printed,
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he hath but
nenly entered into that office, and was not
well acquainted with the methods of the
before the council,

and

alleges

much
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occasion to be with both sides
1678.

and being then but in
and melancholy observer of what he took to be excesses on both
hands. Having desired his accounts of this
period, he writes to me as follows. 'The state
at this time

;

his youth, was a silent

The lords supersede process against
court.
him till October next, and require him to
I do not find any more
be more diligent.
com2)laiats against him for remissness this of presbyterians among themselves,
way.
^\

rite

But, October 9th, the council cause
a letter to him, that they have de-

James Dunlo]) of Househill incapable
of the trust of being barou-bailie, and he is
clared

period,

very

is

no

less to describe.

self

is, if I

All

in this

inquire into, and

difficult to

purpose to mj^-

I

can any ways confirm the better

and more complete descriptions you may
have already. The gospel was for some
and send in report of his denouncing the years generally preached in the fields
persons whose names are sent him, against through the south of Scotland, and that
November next. I find James Duulop of with success; God was unquestionably at
Househill, formerly fined by the council in work upon the hearts of people by the min1000 pounds, for his neglect in proceeding istry of the word, both in the fields, and in
against persons guilty of being at conven- the churches by the indulged, and that both
ticles, having applied to the committee for in conversion and edification ; and no doubt
public affairs, and promised in time to come, Satan was busy also sowing his tares, the
diligently and \'igorously to do his duty, if seeds of dissention and division, which afterthe council will repone him ; they repone wards sprang up.
Albeit, even from the
him as bailie-depute of the regahty of Glas- veiy first, not a few of the judicious had
gow, diu"ing pleasure, and suspend his fine. their own doubts as to the indulgence, some
required to continue diligent in that trust,

This was got done by the interposition of thinking their way to be a little too subsome of his friends; but this gentleman missive, and pliable to such usiu-pations and
was never acceptable to the archbishop, and encroachments as were daily making; othei's
episcopal clergy and he continued not long judged they should have accepted no favour
in this office.
from declared enemies, but what was generally extended to their brethren in the
It was this summer and harvest that the
others
heats about the indulgence began to come same circumstances with them
to a greater height than formerly, and that smelled much cunning and craft in the deboth some ministers and probationers, lately sign, and feared the event some, both of
licensed to preach, began a separation upon ministers and people, ^^ere under those imyet these things made no public
this score, and some of them likewise took pressions
in the paying of the cess laid on by the different practices, till about this time (1677
convention, as we have heard. This is a and 1678) and people went to field-meetsubject I would M-iUingly pass by in this ings, and the churches of the indulged, achistory, were it not a very considerable part cording to their conveuiency, without any
of the lamentable circimistances this poor doubt or scruple. But about this time the
persecuted, and now divided church was zeal and love of many being revived by the
under.
I shall only essay to narrate mat- preaching of the word, and a considerable
ter of fact, as far as I find it in papers of accession of great numbers of young people
this time come to my hand, and I heartily brought in by the gospel, whose zeal and
wish it may be a beacon to us ^ho come fervour, generally speaking, runs high ; the
after, to guard against every thing that genius of people to me seemed quite to be
may, from very small beginnings, issue in altered, and from a fearful and discouraged
a rent and flame, and have consequences temper, to turn to a high sanguine constiworse than I can express. This account I tution no strength of the enemy was then
choose to give rather in the «'ords of others thought upon, no danger ^as regarded, and
than mine own, and I shall begin it with little else among some was matter of thought
part of a letter ^^rit to me by a private gen- and conversation, but projects of disappointtleman of piety and very good sense, who had ing our enemies' designs against us. The
11.
3 R
;

:

;

:
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ami grood success of oiir first
and our more immediate predecessors in the year 1G38, was
of
discom-se,
and
a pleasant subject
zeal

1678.

nnicli

reformers,

Ministers

admired.

leaving their

[BOOK

11.

by all means to keep up union with them,
and an esteem of them. Our numbers and
zeal increasing, together M'ith the enemy's
rage and cruelty, every person who vias
not either acting against them, or suffei'ing

Some beginnings of rents appearing, the meeting of

and people's suffering the
curates to be thrust in, and hearing them,

by them, was in small esteem.

was condemned

ministers to prevent a breach, did authori-

charges

lG6r?,

the king's perjuiy was
and his supremacy, as
set up 1660, was reckoned a prodigy of
wickedness. The public executions, and
the present and former severities, were improven against the government, and some
wei"e for running to very great heights.
The indulged ministers, upon the account
of favours received from bad and bloody
rulers, came to be less esteemed
their
being at ease when others were in trouble
made them envied, and the supposition that
they derived wliat they enjoyed from the supremacy, at least not to have testified against
it in strong enough terms, made some directly to set up against and abhor them.

much spoke

:

of,

;

But

that

I

tisfaction,

may give you some further sahow it came about, that a people

tatively enjoin silence

the indulgence

among

upon

this

head of

ministers, and per-

haps took young men engaged at their licensing not to speak against the indulged,

some of them to an acand were declined Ijy a
young man called before them upon this
head.
I shall make no remarks upon this
authoritative way of knocking down divisions, though I have heard some made, far
less justify the deed of declining them
but
by these, with the enemy's vigilance, our
order was broke. It may also be remarked,
that many of the most wise, aged, and experienced of the ministry were taken off
the field, some by the indulgence, some by
age and infii'mity, and others by keepingand began to

call

count for doing

so,

;

forward to hear the gospel from
every honest minister, so much in love with
them, so highly esteeming them, yea, bear-

themselves quiet in towns, preaching very

ing so patiently and meekly their sufferings
upon that account ; by what means, 1 say,

fields, Avhich was at this time
mostly in repute, and was follo^ied with

such a temper came to such a height among
them, and our divisions with it, you may
take the following remarks.
Setting aside

the greatest numbers, and most zealous of

lately so

seldom and very quietly to some persons of
note

;

so that the preaching of the gospel

openly in the

our way,

fell,

generally speaking, to the

youngest, weakest, and unexperienced of

the divine permission of this for holy and

the ministry and it was observable, that
wise ends, and the invisible workings of where old and experienced ministers did
Satan, the grand enemy of the success of frequently preach in the fields, either in
the gospel, and the peace and unity of the their own charges or elsewhere, there our
church; you will observe, that when the breaches were not so wide, nor did people
:

gospel came to be

more frequently preached, run to so great heights whereas the youngand people came to seek ministers, the er and less experienced ministers, not being
presbyterian ministers had their meetings aware of the evil of division, and therefore
at Edinburgh, and elsewhei-e, for unity and not so careful to avoid the first causes of
discipline, and licensed and ordained young it, did either motheat, or too much suffer
men, and sent them out to the country to be motheaten by the vulgar, the reputaabout, as the people craved ; and such who tion of such who did not follow their way,
came from the country, took such to preach by putting hard constructions upon their
among them as they were directed to by actions in ordinary conversation, and did
the ministers ; so that for a good many not know how to cultivate the minds of a
years we had some order among us, and good and zealous, though young and weak
consequently unity kept up, and this was people yea, perhaps some might too much
our halcyon hour: but the practice of the cherish some frothy professors, not duly
indulged ministers was never relished by considering the difference betwixt a prosemany of the outed ministers, who yet strove lyte to a party, and a true Christian; so
;

:
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that a hopeful

work was much marred, and

a promising generation stumbled, and perverted to lengths, from which those

whom

they most esteemed could hardly ever recover them.
And when the humour of

many began

to take a course this

way, some
and this

4>99

almost only understood of the forcible
resistance against

Micked and

"

irre-

concilable enemies, and the having nothing to

do with them either as

men

or rulers,

was

reckoned the safest way. Scruples came to be
vented against hearing the indulged, and these

came to be more and more blamed for takmanage them. Thus indeed, ing favours from the enemy, and deserting
they came to be upon even ground in the their brethren
upon which a pamphlet
people's eye, if not more caressed than the was published for their vindication, in anelder and more experienced ministers
but swer to which the " History of the IndulI cannot say they were in case to manage gence" came forth, and replies and duplies.
the people, but were forced to go sometimes These put the people into whose hands
further than they themselves inclined and they fell, aloft. The banished ministers and
some zealous and forward gentlemen, who others in Holland, had been very much conbad been by the severities of the time forced cerned in our sufferers here they themto a wandering lot, to strengthen them- selves had been among our first confessors,
selves, and secure a following, did not a and consequently were very much esteemed
little help forward the zeal and the edge
by our persecuted people in Scotland, and
that was upon the spirits of some younger in themselves were learned and excellent
peojjle, and preachers too.
And I must men, worthy of the highest esteem; and
add, that though many things were impru- yet it is to be questioned, if all the infordently vented in the sermons of some against mation they had of the state of things in
the indulged, and upon the controversies of Scotland, were well founded and vouched.
the times, yet these things were neither so LikeAvise at this time, many other papers
frequent, nor so ill cautioned, that one were reprinted, and carefully spread, such
of the ministers did

way hoped

fall

in

with

it,

to

:

;

;

;

could have expected so bad effects as

lowed,

if

fol-

that of private conversation had

not led the way, and also followed

twixt people and ministers, too

it,

much

beflat-

tering one another in their ways, and both

of

Mr Douglas's coronation sermon, and
the oaths the king took, the " Causes of
God's Wrath," " Gillespie upon Associations,
as

with his dying Testimony," and these ai ith
other concurring circumstances blew our

them too much magnifying party work, smoke

and religion.
Besides, the truths delivered by ministers
to the neglect of solid piety

to aflame;

and steps of defection since

the restoration began to be reckoned

uj),

such

as ministers leaving their charges,

and

for-

upon quisquous subjects, with bearing preaching, the heai-iug the curates,
no small caution by some, and pretty safely, and lastly the indulgence.
It was truly
were heard and taken up by the hearers, grievous to some of us who were silent
according to their humours and opinions, observers of what passed, to see a young
many times far diflferent from, and altogether generation endued with a gi-eat zeal towards
without the cautions given by the preacher, God and his interests, so far led aside in
which either could not, or were not under- the improvement of it, as very little to
stood by them. Thus not a few were led know, or seldom to be taught meekness and
to act their religious zeal and improvements patience under affliction for Christ's sake,
in knowledge, with relation to the public, or charity and mutual forbearance in love,
in high and warm resentments of the mana- yea, in daily conversation, to get these
gers and rulers' perjiu-y, usurpations, perse- things cast up to them, as tended rather to
cutions, and cruelty, and to reckon violent break their teeth, than to nourish and rein the fields

opposition to these, as the principal duty of

the time. This took

much with

the younger

fresh their

weak

spirits.

And

to such a

length did these heats come, not only

among

knowledge being but small, their the younger and more vulgar sort, but
zeal run high upon these points.
The zeal even among some of whom better things
and success of our predecessors was caUed were expected, that when we were gatherto mind, and the obligation of our covenants ed together before Bothwell, there was
sort

;

their

;;
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and tage of raking into these burnings any
scarce any thing but debates
some run so high upon public, yea, further. Whether there was any posterior
personal acknowledgments of these steps of meeting at Edinburgh, 1 have no accounts
defection, as if the doing of it would have but this I know, that the heats continued,
;

'

effectually brought victory, and the not doing

yea, rose to greater heights, as

would be the Achan in our camp yea,
some did not stick to term the famous Mr
John Welsh, because of his opposition to

hear.

so

;

we

shall

All the account I shall further give of
this

melancholy subject,

is

from a

letter

Achan among us. By reason of before me, writ by one minister to another
those unhappy jars many deserted us, and who was present at a meeting of ministers in the west country, upon the same
many more never joined us.'
this,

the

This melancholy subject will offer
again,

when

I

come

itself

to give account of the

The account

divisions at Bothwell.

this

healing design with that

at

Edinburgh.

The letter is dated September 17th, and
what it contains relative to this matter

Having had occasion to be prewhich I acquainted
you with, and the chief design of it being
of such necessary and universal concern at
this time, I think it my duty to give you
year, among presbyterians.
When the accounts of the unguarded ex- some account of what passed at it, to the
pressions of some probationers in their ser- end both that you may know their sense of_
mons this summer came to the knowledge the proposal you made, and other matters
of presbyterian ministers, they judged it of fact. The meeting was frequent, and
high time to essay some remedy. Accord- having fallen upon the business of union,
ingly, a good number, both indulged and they did all testify their earnest and hearty
not indulged, who had the union of this desires after it, looking upon it as matter
suffering church very much at heart, met of sorrow, that former attempts of this
at Edinburgh to\^ard the end of August, kind have not been followed with a wishedwhere they had well attested informations for success. They took these rents to be a
of the excesses to which some of these great advantage to the common enemy, and
young men had run in their discourses to a token of the Lord's displeasure, that these
the people.
T-no of them they conversed who are of the same principles in doctrine
with, and endeavoured to make them sen- and discipline, should yet be divided in
sible of the hazard of these coiu-ses they practice and affection, and every providenwere falling into, and how contrary they tial emergent should help to the widening
were unto the engagements they had come of this breach. They all agreed, that the
under when licensed but very little ground most effectual May to prevent a further
was gained upon them, and the third de- rupture, and its lamentable effects, would
gentleman gives, who was a sufferer himself, and very much among them, will let
the reader into some general view of the
breaking out of this lamentable rent this

follows.

'

sent at the meeting,

:

clined to converse with them, or subject

himself to their advices

were remitted
in

:

whereupon they

to the particular meetings,

the country where they had been

censed.

li-

Letters were writ to brethren in

these meetings to deal with them, and by
all

proper means to endeavour timeously to

be to review the former overtures, for ministers' classing

and associating themselves,

may be
condescended to, and vigorously prosecuted
and that every preacher shall belong to

that these, at a general meeting,

some

class, to which he shall be subject
and responsible; and that those who are
unfixed, and so cannot constantly attend
their class or presbytery, may do it ordi-

quench this flame that was like to rise;
and that some of their number, with those
preachers, might be present with them at narily, or concur in other meetings, as protheir next meeting at Edinburgh.
A large vidence shall dispose. And as to the proaccount of their informations, the pains posal you were pleased to tell me of, in
taken with these young men, and what order to communicate to them, of a practipassed at the meeting, is before me, in a cal union, by promiscuous preaching, this
copy of their minutes but I see no advan- was likewise made by other brethren pre;

;
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with an intimation

mously agreed

to.

To

it

had been unaniby

this it M'as said

the brethren concerned, that such a prac-
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shall we run to at last, if such manifest
and scandalous schisms be not early

prevented, ^hile the promoters are yet but

must be looked on as a casting few, and their interest small, and the most
them loose from the particular charges they godly and judicious of private Christians are
had access to labour in, and a depriving grieving to behold them, and longing to see
tice as this

themselves of that liberty of exercising
their ministry in the places where they

now

enjoy

And

it.

as to

any agreement

to this purpose, formerly made, they ex-

pressly deny

it

in the latitude that is

now

proposed, but allege it Mas directly refused,
and that with consent which was attested
by mtnesses who were present in the last
meeting kept on that affair.
That the
meeting in Edinburgh, December 1677, was
only a committee for consideration, and to
report overtures to the general meeting of
correspondents, whom they were to call
upon occasion but their 2)ower v,as not at
all definitive. Nevertheless, they have been,
;

;

and are ready to supply vacancies within
their own precincts, upon the people's desire, and would go a further length, if imposed upon them by the unanimous appointment of their brethren but they are

the sparks extinguished

?'

This letter contains further, some hints
of a very melancholy disturbance, given by

one of those preachers, supported by Robert
Hamilton, and some armed men in the
parish of Monkland, near Glasgow, upon
Sabbath, September 1st, unto the reverend

Mr Matthew

Selkirk, yet alive, and minis-

ter of the gospel at Crichton.

Mr

Selkirk

had been desired by the ministers in and
about Glasgo^i', at the application of that
parish, to preach there; and accordingly

went out, but was violently hindered, with
some circumstances aggravating enough,
that there might be room for the other
whom Mr Hamilton had brought in with
him on Saturday late. I have an attested
account of this under the reverend Mr Selkirk's hand, with some hints of the sermon,

he wrote from the preacher's mouth,
which sadly discovers the heights the flames
unity must be order and that there is no were come to. All the objection made
other way of bringing us to temper of against this worthy person was, that in his
wailing, and warming too much estranged opinion he favoured the indulged, and yet
affections, and preventing the like or worse he had suffered not a little for his adhei'ence
for the future, than that brethren who are to the government and principles of this
moderate and like minded, who, blessed be church, both before and after this. But I
God, are yet the very far greater and better have said enough upon this unhappy subnumber, may meet together, and consult ject of our rents among ourselves; I hearupon tit means for so desirable an end
tily wish there never had been any room
and this they have taken care to signify to to speak of it.
their brethren in the east, ^ho had been
Let me end the accounts of this year,
treating with them, and had been breathing with some few more hints, mostly from the
after unity and peace.
They likewise com- registers. When the council are throng in
plain they are loaded with aspersions by suppressing conventicles, September 12th,
some uncharitable young men in their the chancellor communicated a letter from
preaching, and that some things (as is re- the earl of Dundonald to him, dated the
ported) are coming forth against them in 9th, mentioning a scruple proposed by the
print, which they will find themselves con- commissioners of assessment for the shire
strained to answer for their own vindica- of Renfrew, anent their taking the declaration, if matters be not taken up by an happy tion, which they conceive relates to burghs,
accommodation. And truly, Sir, it is a sad and not to shires. It is ordered to be sigeffect of the distance that is betwixt the nified to the earl of Dundonald, that the
more sober and judicious, and the want of council take this scruple to be raised in
an actual visible harmony, that some hot order to retard his majesty's service, the
young men have presumed to refuse sub- act plainly enough requiring commissioners
jection unto ministers. And now, Sir, what of assessment to take the allegiance and
:

still

of opinion, that the
;

first

foundation of

vi'hich
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declaration; and he is desired forth-

with to tender both unto them, and
to send the list of the refusers to the counAnd, next
cil, against the 27th instant.
day, they reimpose both of them upon the
royal burghs.

The

'

lords of his majesty's

privy council, considering act 5th, sess. 2d,
of his majesty's

parliament, and act 2d,

first

sess. 3d,

which are

by the

council,

to be put in execution

hereby require the
magistrates, counsellors, and clerks of all
the royal burghs on the south side of the
river Tay, and the burgh of Dundee, at the
ensuing election of magistrates, publicly to
take the oath of allegiance, and sign the decouncil against

names of the

November

next, with the

refusers.'

laird of

Polwart

is

continued close

Dumbarton castle; and, Octodame Margaret Ker,

prisoner in

ber 10th, his lady,

upon her

petition to the council,

per-

is

mitted to wait upon him till November 1st.
In November, the prosecution of some in-

dulged ministers in the shire of Renfrew,
IVIr

Patrick Simpson and

Mr

James Wal-

lace, for their breaking their confinement,
is

We

begun.

shall

have the issue of

it

next year.

Upon

the

1

3th of November,

to be kept

upon the

18th of December.

third

the

I find,

council issue out a proclamation for a

fast,

Wednesday, the

The reason

of

it

is,

that the king's person and government, and

the protestant religion, may be preserved
under the hazards they are exposed to from
a damnable and hellish plot. There was no

doubt a reahty in the plot : how heartily
that fast was kept by the duke of York's
party, I

II.

a further demonstration of their zeal against
the popish plot,

them

how much

soever some of

after« ards %vere pleased to question

the reality of
ber, remit

it

it,

upon the 28th of Novem-

to the lords register

cate, to bring in the

latory letter to his majesty,
livery from the late

and,

November

and advo-

draught of a congratu-

upon

his de-

horrid popish plot;

30th,

it

is

approven and

despatched to court. The reader will be
fond to see the professed sense of our man-

which since has been
and I have added a copy
in a note.f With this they write a let-

agers, as to that plot,

so

much

of

it

ridiculed,

and that returns be made to the

claration,

The

do

[BOOK

am

not to judge.*

The

council, as

* " That there was at that time a popish plot,
and that there always has heen one since the
reformation, to support, if not restore the Romish religion in En^^land, scarce any body calls in
question.
far tlie near prospect of a popish
successor ripened the hopes and gave new vigour
to the designs of that partj', and what methods
they were then upon to bring these designs about,
Coleman's letters alone, Tvithout any othei'
concurring evidence, are more than sufficient to
put the matter out of doubt. But what superstructures might have been afterwards built
upon an unquestionable foundation, and how
far some of the witnesses of that plot might
come to darken truth by subsequent additions
of their own, must be deferred till the great ac-

How

count to be made before a higher tribunal.

And, till then, a great part of the popish plot
as it was then sworn to, will, in all human probability, lie among the darkest scenes of our
English history. However, this is certain, the
discovery of the popish plot had great and various effects upon the nation ; and it is from this
remarkable period of time ^ve may justly reckon
a new era in the English account." Welwood's
Memoirs, p. 79. Perhaps the above general
account, as given by a very competent judge, is
as fair and candid as any that has ever been

—

given by any historian of the time, although
Burnet's account, vol. ii. p. 193 233. is by far
the fullest and best.
The good effects ascribed
by Welwood to the popish plot, are three in
number: First, it aroused the people of England from the deep lethargy in which they had
been sunk, and led them to entertain serious
apprehensions about the safety of the nation and
its liberties.
Secondly, it tended to unite the
two parties of whigs and tories against a common enemy; and. Thirdly, it was the commencement of that more open and violent struggle
between the king and the people, which at
length issued in the vindication of the national
" About this
rights at the glorious revolution.
time also," observes Welwood, " a certain set
of men began a second time to adopt into our
religion a Mahometan principle, under the names
of passive obedience and non-resistance; w^hich,
since the time of the impostor that first broached
it, has been the means to enslave a great part of
The sycophantish divines
the world," p. 80.
who were the chief promulgators of these doctrines, first under Charles I. and afterwards
under the reigns of Charles II. and James II.
were indirectly and loidesigncdli/ the means of
rousing the dormant spirit of the people of Great
Britain ; and England at length followed the
example which Scotland had for a series of
years so nobly displayed.— J?(/.

—

—

f Council's

letter to the

king on the popish plot,

Nov. 30th, 1678.
please your sacred majesty.

May it
When we remember

the confusions in which
involved before your majesty's happy
restoration, the slavery and tyranny from whicFi

we were

we were thereby redeemed, your clemency which
then covered, and has since prevented so many
crimes, the peace that you have procured, the
justice which you have so impartially adminis-
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duke of Lauderdale, «herein
they glory in this, that no Scotsman is in
the least concerned in it, as may be seen in
the letter itself, at the foot of the page *

ter to the

And

at this juncture

done against

papists.
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houses where papists meet to hear
and say mass, and to seize the priests,
and all they find at the meeting, and imprison them. And at the same diet they

somewhat must be Mrite to the steward of Annandale, to cause
November 28th, the demolish, destroy, and burn a meeting-

council remit to the archbishop of Glasgow,

house lately erected near Castlemilk, and
in to the council the names of such

Murray and Linlithgow, bishop of send

earls of

Galloway, lord Halton, Mr Maitlaud, and who caused build it.
At this time a great addition is made to
Haddo, or any two of them, to inspect the
September 16th, by a letter
papers of some papists, seized lately by the the council.
earl of Murray
and appoint the committee from the king, John lord bishop of Galloof public affairs to meet to-morrow, and way is admitted a counsellor, and added to
consider the affair of papists.
the committee for public affairs. October
I find no
more in the registers as to this matter, save 9th, Mr Richard Maitland of Gogar is ad;

that,

December

r2th, the council order the

magistrates of Edinburgh, next

Sabbath,

and the foUow^ing, to make diligent search
in Edinburgh, Leith, and Canongate, for

trate, and the benignity of your temper, we do,
with great horror, indignation, and profound
amazement, reflect on that execrable and hellish
plot against your most sacred person, and having
a solemn and public fast, for imploring the pro-

tection of almighty

God

to yoiu- sacred person,

and that he might be pleased in his Infinite
goodness to discover and confound all such desperate and dainnable conspiracies we in the next
:

mitted a counsellor.

November

11th, Sir

Mackenzie of Tarbet, and Sir
Geoi"ge Gordon of Haddo, are admitted
counsellors.
November 21st, the marquis
George

for the service of God, and j'our authority, their
lives and fortunes, with a zeal that may testify
their devotion and loyalty. That God may protect your sacred pei-son, and in your preservation
protect this reformed church, shall be the fervent and daily prayers of your majesty's most
faithful, most humble, and most obedient subjects and servants.
*

Councirs

letter to

Lauderdale, Nov. 30th, 1678.

place conceived ourselves obliged to congratulate,
in this our humble address, the wonderful deliverance that God has bestowed upon these
kingdoms (and us in particular) in securing the
protestant and reformed religion, and your
majesty's royal person, from such imminent
dangers, as might have left us a prey to all that
our enemies could have wished, or we could
have feared ; of which duty we had more early
acquitted ourselves, if we had not thought, w^e
were first obliged to try, if by any discovery in
this your ancient kingdom, we could have found
any in the remotest accession to that villanous
guilt, that we might with our congratulations
presented you with these hateful traitors as
sacrifices
and now, among our other joys, one
is, that as yet we can neither by papers nor ex-amiuations find, that any of this kingdom have
dipped in that execrable and impious conspiracy;
nor shall we lessen our endeavours in that research, since we can never be too diligent, in
what can never be repaired, if our endeavours
should now languish, wishing to have our hands
strengthened, and our care directed by your
majesty's royal and judicious commands, whose
protection is the chief bulwark of the orthodox
church.
have sent your majesty for this
end, an account of your pious and wise laws
made by your royal predecessors against papists ;
for prosecution w^hereof in the method your
majesty shall jirescribe, and for the maintenance
of all your majesty's just rights and royal prerogatives, we do for ourselves, offer your majestj'

laws and inclinations in execution. We have
herewith sent a list of these laws that strike
against papists, as to which no man can better
satisfy his majesty than yourself, who has had
the deserved honour to be so long one of his
judges and faithful ministers, and whose fidelity

our humble and hearty endeavours and w^e
may assure your majesty, that the far greater
part of your subjects here, are content to hazard

in all that relates to his royal interest is so well
known to, may it please your grace, your grace's
affectionate friends.

:

We

:

May

We

it

please your grace.

have thought

it

our duty to congi-atulate

happy delivery from that execrable
which threatened so imminently the protestant religion, and the peace of those kingdoms we hope your grace (upon whose conduct and kindness we always rely) will second
his majesty's
plot,

:

our letter with these assurances of our loyalty,
which your grace knows we will be ready to
make good upon all occasions, and to which we
think oiu'selves more especially tied in this conjuncture of affairs, wherein every man finds his
own interest and happiness involved in his
majesty's preservation. We had not been so late
in this duty, if we had not thought it convenient
to try if we could have discovered any accession
to that design here, and are glad to find, that
none of this his majesty's ancient kingdom has
been so far deserted by God, or has so far abandoned his own reason (for what we can j'et discover) as to conspire against the happiness of his
native country, in the person of our incomparable monarch, at whose command his subjects
will (we hope) be vei'y ready to hazard all that
is dearest to them, and from
we expect
such instructions as may enable us to put his

whom
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of Montrose

1678.

is

made

captain of the

And, December 1 2th,
of Lundin is added to the

horse-guards.

John Drummond

A

council.

afterwards

good many of these appeared
the duke of York,

fii-m friends to

and they got into the highest
kiiigdora, as

we

shall hear.

18th of November, I find a

offices in this

;

abovesaid lords of the justiciary are conti-

man,

I

late

shall not enter

on

Mr Gideon Pen-

curate at Crichton, his process

this year, for being in

witches, in the

compact with Satan,

plain

processes

II.

against

justiciary-registers,

these

not lying so much in my road. The lords
of the justiciary have new and large powers,
and are appointed to sit frequently and, if
;

mind, they are ordered still to sit the first
Monday of every month. Meanwhile, the
I

And upon the
new commission army

comes down, and is read, to Sir George
Mackenzie of Tarbet to be justice-general,
and the
and Craigie to be justice-clerk
nued.

and some other

[BOOK

&c.

The

are very busy in collecting the cess.
severities of both,

which

with

some other

beginning of the
next year, ripened matters for the rising
things

fell

in the

which was dissipate at BothweU-bridge,
which is the next period of the sufferings
of this church, and

sliall

be considered in

the third and last book, to which
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